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Dear Colleen,

We are pleased to know that Mennonite Church USA has received a grant to digitize the print

files of Gospel Herald and The Mennonite. As you know, Gospel Herald was a publication of

the organization then known as Mennonite Publishing House, later as Mennonite Publishing

Network, and now as MennoMedia.
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Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International
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License.
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Archive to provide digital copies of this title.
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Editorial Director, MennoMedia
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January 7, 1992

There is no season such delight can bring,

As summer, autumn, winter, and the spring.

—William Browne
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What does it mean to be Mennonite?

Why we must
ask the question

Confusion about identity lies at the root

of lack of success in evangelism. While

blowing the trumpet of Vision 95, we
are not yet able to sound a clear call!

JAN 6 '£

"Again, if the trumpet does not sound a clear call,

who will get ready for battle? " (1 Cor. 14:8, NIV).

Iremember the day I first discovered not all

British citizens consider themselves English.

It was when I learned to know the Scottish

and the Irish. They thought themselves British,

but they were definitely not English!

I see similar confusion over what it means to

be Mennonite. A recent letter in another Menno-

nite periodical illustrates this. The writer identi-

fied herself as Mennonite, but she does not con-

sider herself Christian. She wrote of being

thankful for her upbringing, but she has not em-

braced her parents' faith.

Is this possible? Was she right in calling her-

self Mennonite? Or does a person become a

Mennonite only upon conversion and believers

baptism. In other words, is Mennonite an ethnic

heritage, or is it an understanding of Christian

faith?

The answer is that both are true, in a way.

What began as an understanding of faithful

Christianity has become embodied in an ethnic

by

Wally

Fahrer



// we cannot articulate what it means to

be Mennonite, then new converts will
push us toward cultural Protestantism
and its understanding of Christianity.

subculture (or, more accurately, subcultures), a
subculture with a distinctive identity. And while
a decision to follow Christ must be made by each
adult independently, people born into that ethnic
community do not all choose to follow Jesus.
God may not have any grandchildren, but eth-

nic Mennonites do. Thus we have two under-
standings of the name Mennonite. One is ethnic;
the other is confessional.

Because there is confusion over our identity,

we must ask some questions:

First, do those outside our churches under-
stand what we mean by Mennonite? Apparently
not. Recent studies have shown most people un-
derstand Mennonite in terms of an ethnic tradi-

tion. The common assumption is that a person
must be born a Mennonite to be one. Is this re-

ally what we want them to understand?
A second question is equally important. Do we

who are Mennonite agree on what Mennonite is

to mean? Is it to be a denominational label? Are
we Mennonite congregations because we are or-

ganizationally a part of a recognized Mennonite
denomination? Or is it possible for a Mennonite
congregation not to be Mennonite?
That is, can a traditional, established congrega-

tion of ethnic Mennonites no longer be true to
Mennonite understandings of faithful Christian-
ity? If that is possible, then Mennonite also
means a set of core beliefs about faithful

This is the first of five articles on Mennonite iden-
tity to appear in Gospel Herald in alternate issues

for the next 10 weeks. They are part of a series of
nine developed by Wally Fahrer in consultation with
Indiana-Michigan Conference and its missions com-
mission. The series was developed "to help define
what authentic Anabaptist-Mennonite congregations
would look like in a nonethnic context.

"

Fahrer and Indiana-Michigan consider the se-

ries to be a work "in process. " Your feedback is

welcome. Send comments to Wally Fahrer,
Indiana-Michigan Conference, 212 South Main,
Goshen, IN 46526.—-Editor

Christianity. With that understanding, it is even
possible for other Christians who know nothing
of the Mennonite faith to be more faithfully Men-
nonite than we are!

The early Anabaptists did not set out to es-
tablish an ethnic subculture. Nor did they
see themselves trying to establish a de-

nomination. They saw themselves as attempting
to restore faithful Christianity. Thus, at the
heart of our tradition, we are still more at home
with an understanding of ourselves as a move-
ment rather than a denomination. But now Men-
nonite means an ethnicity, a denomination(s),
and an understanding of biblical faithfulness.
That confusion over our identity lies at the

root of much of our lack of success in evange-
lism and church planting. While we are blowing
the trumpet of Vision 95, we are not yet able to
sound a clear call!

As Vision 95 leads us in evangelism, conflicts
are rising as traditional Mennonite congregations
begin to reach into their communities. New con-
verts just don't do things the way we do. They
want to change things. I believe this has resulted
in an underlying reluctance to evangelize among
traditional Mennonites. We are afraid of losing
something important. And in some ways, that
fear is justified.

If we cannot articulate what it means to be
Mennonite in such a way that new converts can
understand and embrace it, then they will push
us toward cultural Protestantism and its under-
standing of Christianity. And we will indeed find
ourselves losing something. Yet even if we re-

fuse to evangelize, we will still find our tradi-

tional communities losing their uniqueness in an-
other generation. We must sound a clear call!

Vision 95 is also calling us to plant 500 new
congregations. If we begin to plant these
congregations among people who have no

connection with the Mennonite church, how do
we know if we have planted Mennonite congrega-
tions? In other words, what do Mennonite
churches look like outside of the ethnic identity?
Do we know? Are we able to say?
Lack of clarity in this matter has already pro-

duced some problems. On the one hand, tradi-

tional Mennonites are worried about diluting
convictions in order to evangelize. On the other,
church planters are finding it difficult to inte-

grate new Mennonites into established circles be-
cause of differences in worship style, dress, and
understandings of church government. Unless
we can sound a clear call, we are faced with
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planting churches which may never fully inte-

grate into our denomination.

One cultural trend, which will accelerate this,

is the erosion of denominational loyalties. A gen-

eration ago, if a family moved from one city to

another, they would generally seek out a congre-

gation of their denomination. Today more than

half of those who move from one community to

another do not affiliate with the same denomina-

tion. Today loyalty must be earned. There is no

Mennonite version of "my country right or wrong."

The implications for stewardship are obvious.

People don't give to something they don't be-

What holds us together as

Mennonites is not our theology

or history. It is our understand-

ing of how to "do church/'

lieve in. They will not wholeheartedly support

mission if they are not convinced that we can

plant congregations which can identify them-

selves solidly as Mennonite. On the other hand,

a clear call can be a rallying cry for stewardship

in mission.

But the real goal of Vision 95 is spiritual re-

newal. Could it be that the lack of a clear vision

is a major hindrance to that renewal? The chal-

lenge is real. Unless we can clearly communicate

our identity, we are not only jeopardizing the

success of Vision 95. We are also jeopardizing

the future of the Mennonite church. We need a

Mennonite vision of faithfulness for the next cen-

tury! We need a clear trumpet call.

When we start searching for the core of our

identity, we discover a whole new set of prob-

lems. We do not share a common liturgy or

prayer book service as some denominations do.

While there have been some good efforts at

explaining what Mennonite theology is, we would

be hard pressed to say that our theology is at

the core of our identity.

What is it that holds us together? We do

not have a particular founder, such as

Luther or Wesley, who has become the

figure around which the denomination has built

its identity. While Mennonites take their name

from Menno Simons, he was neither the founder

nor do we see him (or any other specific Anabap-

tist) as the historic figure from whom we have

taken our identity. We would also be hard

pressed to say that church history is at the core

of our identity.

But we do have something that holds us to-

gether. It is not our theology or our history. It is

our particular understanding of church, our

ecclesiology. What holds us together, I believe,

is a unique vision of what it means to be church.

Ironically, Mennonites have written books

about our theology and books about our church

history. But we have not written about our vi-

sion of church. One recent exception is a chap-

ter in the second volume of Tom Finger's Chris-

tian Theology (Herald Press, 1989).

Let me illustrate. I did not grow up in the

Mennonite church. I did not even marry a Men-

nonite. Instead my wife and I joined the Menno-

nite church as adults.

A year after we became Mennonites, I was

called to pastor the congregation we joined. The

first time I served communion, one woman from

the congregation stayed with the children in the

nursery. After the service was over, I became

aware she had missed communion. So I took a

cup and some bread to her. She looked at me in

a puzzled manner and asked why I had brought

them. I explained that I knew she had missed out

on communion. Her response was that the ele-

ments had no meaning to her apart from the fel-

lowship of believers. Then I was puzzled.

My
background had stressed the ele-

ments. But her experience of church

had communicated something very dif-

ferent. She could never have explained her theol-

ogy of communion in theoretical terms. But she

had a very clear understanding of how it was to

be done in church. That day I realized Menno-

nites "do church" differently.

This is often difficult for new Mennonites to

comprehend. Often they feel left out because

they don't see "doing church" the same way we

do. Adding to the problem, our understanding of

church is more caught than taught.

If I am correct, that which is closest to the

core of our identity—our vision of church—is

the one thing we've never really been successful

in articulating. To put it another way, we can

talk about central beliefs of Mennonite theology,

and we can tell the key events of early Menno-

nite history. But we have more difficulty putting

into words the characteristics of authentic Men-

nonite congregations. Yet this is what I believe

is needed in order to give a clear trumpet call.

Wally Fahrer serves as minister of missions for In-

diana-Michigan Mennonite Conference. He is a

member of the Tri-Lakes Community Church in

Bristol, Ind.
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How much have we changed?
The Mennonite Mosaic:
Identity and Modernization
by J. Howard Kaufman and Leo Driedger
Mennonites are becoming more involved in the larger society. But are they preserving

their identity as a Mennonite community? What enables this sense of community to

continue? How do Mennonites cope with increasing pluralism while trying to remain
committed to the Anabaptist tradition?

Tloe Mennonite Mosaic is a full report on a 1989 survey of five Mennonite and Brethren
in Christ denominations and evaluation of the data gathered. This survey is a follow-up to a
1972 survey of the same groups. (The results of that survey were reported in the book
Anabaptists Four Centuries Later.)

Paper, $15.95; in Canada, $19.95.

77IF

MENMONITE
MOSAIC

eats
Identity and Modernization

J. Howard Kauffman
and Leo Driedaer

The Mennonite Encyclopedia
Take an in-depth look at the panorama of Mennonite history. Over 435 years of the

faith, life, and culture from the Anabaptists of 16th-century Europe to the far-flung

Mennonite Church around the world.

Volume I, hardcover, $50.00; in Canada $62.50.

Volume II, hardcover, $50.00; in Canada $62.50.

Volume III, hardcover, $50.00; in Canada $62.50.

Volume IV, hardcover, $50.00; in Canada $62.50.

Volume V, hardcover, $80.00; in Canada $100.00.

The Mennonite Encyclopedia Set

Five volumes, $250.00; in Canada $312.50.

Add $4.00 shiping for single volume, $10.00 shipping for set.

The Classic
An Introduction to

Mennonite History
edited by Cornelius J. Dyck
A popular, highly readable history of Anabaptists and Mennonites. Over 100 photographs

along with maps and statistics complement the story and the explanation of our beliefs.

Paper, $14.95; in Canada $18.95.

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press.

Please include 10% for shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers, add 7% of total for
GST.
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READERS SAY

Is belief in Christ

central to membership?
I am not a Mennonite, but I have

been worshiping with a Mennonite con-

gregation for the last 4 1/2 years. There

is much about the Mennonite Church

that I have appreciated. But I often get

the impression that the Mennonite

Church finds its primary source of iden-

tity in the belief of pacifism rather than

in the person of Christ. It seems like there

is much more talk focusing on beliefs

about peace than on beliefs about Christ.

For example, a letter writer in the

Oct. 29 issue tells us he does not be-

lieve in the deity of Christ. Then there

are almost two pages of letters about

"pacifism and church membership."

Is belief in the deity of Christ not a

requirement for membership in the

Mennonite Church? To me this is a

much more central issue.

Kristin Strong

'ichmond, Va.

Vol. 85, No. 1: Jan, 7, 1992

Photos: cover by Michael Toney—Topix,
pages 6-8 by Douglas D. H. Kaufman, page

10 by Jim Bishop, page 12 by Howard Zehr,

page 13 by Jim Bishop.

Cannot cast the first stone

"Stories Women Tell" (Nov. 19) did

little to enhance the family. It did, how-

ever, cause me to ask some very diffi-

cult questions of myself.

Who were the women whose task it

was to nurture these abusive men? Am
I nurturing my son in such a way that

he will grow up to be a responsible, lov-

ing, and "safe" husband, father,

brother, uncle, and friend? Am I in-

structing him in the fear of the Lord?

Am I praying enough for him?

I too have been confided in by trou-

bled women. They often tell me of the

abuse they have suffered at the hands

of women as well as men. Are we

women drifting too much toward men's

positions of authority so that we are

not in our God-given position of nurtur-

ing our own sons?

Nancy Jane Derstine

Harleysville, Pa.

Sounding like an Anabaptist

You've done it again in your editorial,

"What Makes a Successful Pastor?"

(Nov. 26). You keep reminding us that

God is the source of our salvation

through Jesus Christ, and that God is

the one we are to be serving. You

sound like an Anabaptist!

Your words to the pastor applies to

every Christian: "True measurement of

who we are or should become comes

only as we quiet ourselves before God

and allow the Spirit to speak to our

hearts." That is discipleship!

Too often as Christians we choose a

set of rules (as interpreted by Menno-

nites, Methodists, or Presbyterian) in-

stead of absolute obedience to God.

Discipleship to God through Jesus Christ

can take us anywhere, and that demands

a commitment we don't like to make.

Maynard Shetler

Scottdale, Pa.

Keep the discussion going

It bothers me whenever an editor of a

public forum such as Gospel Herald

cuts off discussion of an issue that has

people talking. It bothers me to learn

that letters on the peace position as a

requirement for church membership

will be cut off (Dec. 10).

I would suggest you continue the dis-

cussion, but on the level of personal tes-

timonies from people who have joined

Mennonite churches without a definite

peace stance and later came to accept

the need for international relations with-

out war. And it would be interesting to

hear the stories of churches who try to

have the peace position as a require-

ment for church membership.

David Hiebert

Scottdale, Pa.

Integration in education

in place for years

I was surprised to read that Educa-

tion 2000 was only the second conjoint

MC/GC Christian education gathering,

and that "although MC educators have

been getting together for more than 20

years for developing vision and building

networks, their GC counterparts joined

them for the first time two years ago in

Ulinois" (Nov. 19).

A seminar on congregational educa-

tion held on the AMBS campus in 1982

was a conjoint MC/GC gathering. At

least half of the participants and pre-

senters were from the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church (GC). An

earlier conjoint gathering at Laurelville

Mennonite Camp established the philo-

sophical and theological principles for

Sunday school curriculum for children,

Foundation Series.

The education arms of the MC and

GC Mennonite branches have enjoyed a

long-term close cooperation which has

in effect already integrated this aspect

of the two groups. It could well serve as

a model for other church programs.

Alice Suderman
Kalona, Iowa
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We've come this far by faith

In a community torn by gang and drug
violence, this congregation preaches
reconciliation, first with God, then also
with each other across racial barriers.

by Douglas D. H. Kaufman

When Calvary Christian Fellowship
Church in Los Angeles, Calif., wanted a
theme for its 75th anniversary celebra-

tion this past November, it went to an old favor-
ite congregational hymn: "We've Come This Far
by Faith." That's because Calvary takes faith se-
riously. Calvary would not have survived its jour-
ney in the southcentral Los Angeles area
without faith. For Calvary did not get this far by
careful planning or abundant material resources.
In the face of social and racial upheaval, Calvary
held on, based on faith that God would sustain
them.

Today Calvary Christian Fellowship Church,
formerly known as Calvary Mennonite Church, is

a small congregation of mostly African-Ameri-
cans and some Caucasians with a vision for fill-

ing their large sanctuary. Through the leadership

Pastor James
Isaacs, Pastor

Brenda Isaacs,

and Calvary

member Nan-
cy Ellis (left

to right) at

Calvary's

75th anniver-

sary celebra-

tion this past

November.

of James Isaacs, senior pastor, they have
learned to have faith in God in the face of trying
circumstances. In a community torn by gang and
drug violence and racial tension, they are a com-
munity of reconciliation. They preach about
more than the necessary reconciliation between
God and humanity; they preach a reconciliation
with each other that overcomes violence and
reaches across racial barriers.

Ironically, in its beginning, Calvary had no in-

tention of being a ministry of reconciliation be-
tween races. Rather, in 1916 some Swiss-German
Mennonites living in the Los Angeles area de-
cided to band together to form a Sunday school,
since there was no Mennonite church in Los An-
geles. Because they had no ordained Swiss-Ger-
man Mennonite minister, Mashack Krikorian, an
Armenian from the River Brethren Church,
preached for them.

For $10 per month the Sunday school
rented a room that had once been part of
a saloon. Although in a section of Pasa-

dena with, as they said, "Mexican-Americans
and colored people," there was no outreach to ei-

ther. After all, they reasoned, Mexican-Ameri-
cans had the Catholic Church and colored
people had their own churches. Soon, however
Calvary moved to southcentral Los Angeles,
which at the time was predominantly white.
Indeed, for the first 30 years of its existence,

Calvary saw its mission as ministering only to
Swiss-German Mennonites who lived in the Los
Angeles region. Calvary was a regional rather
than a community church. But a great influx of
blacks into the congregation's environs and the
ensuing exodus of whites changed all that.

Calvary's first halting attempts at interracial

ministry began in the 1940s, when it started a
Sunday school mission for black children. When
no children came the first Sunday, workers
found boys and offered a nickel to each one who
came the next Sunday with another boy. This
worked, and attendance soon reached 65.

Calvary's mission closed in 1950, however, when
attendance was down to five.

In the 1950s, as more blacks arrived in the cen-
tral city and whites fled to the suburbs, two
groups began to form at Calvary, which eventu-
ally led to a parting of ways within the congrega-
tion. One was a group that believed Calvary
should relocate. Many of Calvary's members
lived in suburban areas and needed to commute
great distances on Sunday mornings. The sec-
ond group believed Calvary needed to stay in

Los Angeles and minister to its new neighbors.
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In 1960 James Lark became interim pastor at

Calvary. The first African-American Mennonite

bishop, Pastor Lark had dedicated his life to

urban Mennonite ministry. He encouraged the

congregation to stay in Los Angeles. But some

left Calvary to establish Faith Mennonite

Church in Downey.

Had it not been for the vision of James

Lark, Calvary probably would have dis-

banded or relocated as so many white

congregations did at that time. However, if

James Lark established Calvary's new vision,

then Le Roy Bechler implemented it. A Swiss-

German Mennonite himself, Bechler had served

under Lark in Chicago in Voluntary Service. Evi-

dently Lark had a great influence on Bechler, for

he has worked among African-Americans for

most of his years in ministry.

In 1961, Le Roy and Irene Bechler moved to

Los Angeles. Since the congregation previously

had grown from transfers from other Mennonite

churches and the conversion of members' chil-

dren, Pastor Bechler began outreach to commu-

nity members, who increasingly were African-

Americans. To identify with community needs,

he and Irene became involved in the Parent-

Teacher Association. Because whites were flee-

ing the area, many organizations in the commu-

nity needed to be rebuilt, including schools and

PTAs. Irene became part of that rebuilding.

Eventually three of four PTA presidents became

members at Calvary. Others from the commu-

nity began attending regularly.

Sister Edith Jordan, a Calvary member for

30 years, attests to the importance of Pas-

tor Bechler's involvement. "Pastor Bechler

and his family were devout when it came to our

family," she says. "They were also involved with

the issues of the day and were quite active dur-

ing the Watts riots."

In 1969 Calvary's community involvement

changed dramatically with the purchase of a

large church campus in Inglewood, including fa-

cilities for a Christian school. Calvary purchased

the building from a white Brethren church that

chose to disband after most of its members had

fled the area.

In the fall of 1970, classes opened at Calvary

Christian School. The opening, however, was not

without its problems. Several blacks picketed

the school. The previous church had barred sev-

eral black children from attending the school be-

cause of their color. The picketers did not want

another racist white church to bar their children

from attending the school. While Calvary's mem-

bership was interracial at that time, its pastor

was still white, which evidently created some dis-

trust. Fortunately, after several meetings, the

pickets ended.

Today, Calvary Christian School continues as

a vital part of Calvary's ministry to the commu-

nity. Approximately 180 students attend the

school, under the leadership of Pastor Brenda

Isaacs, the school's principal and wife of Pastor

James Isaacs. Pastor Brenda Isaacs also serves

as the church's missions pastor and as the chair

of the Southwest Mennonite Conference Ministe-

rial Committee. The school is Calvary's primary

outreach to the community.

Calvary's pastor of visitation, Richard Reese,

first became involved in the church through the

school. Pastor Reese had grown up in a church,

but in Los Angeles he stopped attending be-

cause of the hypocrisy of church leaders. Pastor

Reese says, "All Calvary's students were required

to attend Sunday school. Since our daughter was a

student in Calvary Christian School, I accompa-

nied her to Sunday school and found myself some-

times staying afterward. I was drawn there often,

and I finally joined the church to serve Christ."

Pastor Bechler's ministry at Calvary contin-

ued for 17 years. The white congregation

he came to pastor had become an inte-

grated church, and, by the time he left, it was

predominantly black. When the Watts riots

erupted in 1965, those whites living in Ingle-

wood, where Calvary is located, increased the

pace of their exodus to the suburbs. Pastor

Bechler had transformed Calvary from a regional

ethnocentric church into a community church

open to those of all races. By the time he left,

Southwest

Conference

minister

Stanley Green

addresses the

75th anniver-

sary audience

at Calvary.
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Former pastor

Hubert Brown
was one of the

speakers of
Calvary's

75th anniver-

sary event.

then, Calvary's membership represented the ra-
cial makeup of Inglewood.
Pastor Bechler's ministry transformed Calvary.

Sister Dorothy Ealy, a Calvary member for 25
years and president of Calvary's WMSC, men-
tions some of the changes at Calvary during that
time. She says: "I have watched as the Menno-
nite 'look' has changed. When we first joined Cal-
vary, the dress code required our women to
wear white caps on their heads. But it was our
pastor's wife, Sister Bechler, who first stopped
wearing the hat as an indication that the way we
dressed was not a crucial element. The impor-
tant thing was to be born again and to have a
change of heart."

When Pastor Bechler left Calvary, Hubert
Brown, an African-American, came to Calvary as
pastor. He and his wife, Helen, served Calvary
through most of the 1980s. During his tenure,
the school added an educational wing and bur-
geoned to an all-time high of 266 students.
Under his leadership, the congregation began
small groups and a ministry to Hispanics. In
1985, Calvary changed its name from Calvary
Mennonite Church to Calvary Christian Fellow-
ship, to increase Calvary's ability to reach com-
munity members. Many African-Americans have
not heard of Mennonites; some wondered if the
church belonged to a cult.

In 1988 Pastor Brown left to become executive
secretary of the Commission on Home Ministries
of the General Conference Mennonite Church.
Since that time, Calvary has been led by

James Isaacs, also an African-American. Pastor
Isaacs, one of the few native Los Angelenos in
the church (or in the city, for that matter), was
formerly pastor of Family Mennonite Church, an

African-Belizean church begun in a garage. Mem-
bership growth and the purchase and refurbish-
ing of a movie theater to be the church sanctu-
ary marked his tenure at Family.
Truly, Pastor Isaacs is a man of faith. With

great tenacity, in both the trials and the tri-

umphs of the church, he continues to rely on
God. His leadership abilities have been recog-
nized by Southwest Mennonite Conference; he
is currently moderator—the only African-Ameri-
can moderator of a Mennonite conference. (He
follows Pastor Brown, who was also Southwest
Mennonite Conference moderator, in possessing
this distinction.) Pastor Isaacs also represents
Southwest Conference on the Mennonite Church
General Board.
The racial makeup of the communities sur-

rounding Calvary continues to remain fluid. Just
as the area became known as the historic black
district in the city, Hispanics began moving in.

Today almost half of Calvary's neighbors are
Hispanic, meaning Calvary has a new racial bar-
rier to break. One dream is to begin services in
Spanish in the coming year. Unfortunately,
Calvary's lack of financial resources may hinder
this move.

Faith has sustained Calvary. Calvary is not
large and it is not rich. Yet this small
church maintains a large building and a

school of approximately 180 students. Three of
Calvary's four pastors serve on the Southwest
Mennonite Conference's executive committee.
Fortunately, during the years it made the transi-
tion from a Swiss-German to an African-Ameri-
can congregation, Calvary received a subsidy
from the Mennonite Board of Missions. But
since the time of Pastor Bechler, Calvary has re-
mained financially independent. Whenever Cal-
vary has had a financial need, God has provided.
Calvary's very survival attests that God is watch-
ing over them.

Calvary is confident that God has much in
store for them in the coming years. Sister Ealy
expresses this confidence when she says of Cal-
vary: "We've survived over the years. It's obvi-
ous that the Lord wants us here. I love Calvary;
it has been very good to my family. I am commit-
ted. If we all hang in there and never lose faith,
we can reach more people and truly make a dif-
ference." Sister Ealy speaks for all of Calvary.

Douglas D. H. Kaufman, Inglewood, Calif, serves
as youth and young adult pastor at Calvary Chris-
tian Fellowship Church. He is also a student at
Fuller Theological Seminary.
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Sexuality and war major issues

for religious bodies in 1991

New York, N.Y. (RNS)—Disputes over

human sexuality ripped through religious

bodies in 1991, leading even liberal de-

nominations to wonder how far they could go in

modifying traditional standards in light of con-

temporary practices.

The issue of homosexuality was especially divi-

sive, turning up as a key factor in a threatened

schism in the Episcopal Church and seriously un-

dermining the ecumenical movement, as Ortho-

dox groups suspended activities in the National

Council of Churches.

Despite internal disputes, however, religious

groups were actively engaged in public battles

with high stakes, with several high-profile issues

including the Persian Gulf War, euthanasia, an-

ticipation of the 500th anniversary of Christo-

pher Columbus, and abortion.

Religion also played a key role in historic

events in other countries, including the Soviet

Union, South Africa, Haiti, and Central America.

And a 40-year-long international dispute

among scholars interested in religion came to an

end in 1991, when a stranglehold on the Dead

Sea Scrolls by a small group of scholars was

loosened.

Among religious notables who died in 1991

were the Rev. Pedro Arrupe, former superior-

general of the Jesuit religious order; Ecumenical

Patriarch Dimitrios I, leader of the Orthodox

Christians around the world; and French Arch-

bishop Marcel Lefebvre, excommunicated by the

Roman Catholic Church for ordaining bishops to

lead a schismatic traditionalist movement.

Debates on sexuality in many churches in 1991

were like hot coals dropped on a raging fire. In

June, the Presbyterian Church (USA) rejected a

document that challenged traditional Christian

standards, such as prohibition of sex outside of

marriage. But the defeat came not before bitter

divisions turned the assembly into an emotion-

ally wrenching drama.

The General Convention of

the Episcopal Church affirmed

traditional standards, while ac-

knowledging a "discontinuity"

between them and the experi-

ence of many contemporary

members of the church. That

stance failed to satisfy tradi-

tionalists.

Discontent over ordination of

women and of practicing homo-

sexuals prompted traditional-

ists to announce plans to estab-

lish a "missionary diocese"

that would bypass the authority of liberal bish-

ops—a move that was denounced by top offi-

cials of the Episcopal Church and the worldwide

Anglican Communion.
Orthodox discontent with the perceived liberal

attitudes of many National Council member

churches toward homosexuals was a major factor

in leading five Orthodox churches to suspend

council activities.

The Southern Baptist Convention, dominated

by fundamentalists who have emerged victorious

after a 12-year battle with moderates, reaffirmed

at its convention in June what it called "the bib-

lical standard of sexuality." In August, a United

Methodist committee reported that they had

been "unable to arrive at a common mind" on

whether homosexual practice is compatible with

the Christian faith. In early December a study

guide prepared for the Evangelical Lutheran

Church in America called extramarital sex "unac-

ceptable," while expressing sympathy for dilem-

mas facing unmarried people.

Each of the divided denominations will face the

issues again at national meetings in 1992 and 1993.

D;
espite these internal disputes, historic

(worldwide events drew the attention of

_ religious leaders outward.

The year that began with the Persian Gulf war

ended with a civil war in Yugoslavia and found

religious bodies taking sides in the conflicts.

The month-long Gulf War was denounced by

most mainline Protestant groups, and the U.S.

Catholic bishops issued a statement challenging

the war on the basis of several "just war" princi-

ples. Some evangelical and fundamentalist Prot-

estants and virtually all Jewish groups sup-

ported the war.

This report was prepared by the staff of Religious

News Service.

Pontius' Puddle

TUERE V/OOLDNT SE AMV SEXOM-

IF THE WORLD TRE^ED ViOtAEW

LIKE THE" CWOfcCM DOES-
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MCC sends funds, supplies
to former Yugoslav republic

Mozart performed. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC)—Kenneth Nafziger conducts the
Eastern Mennonite College Chamber Orchestra and soloist Madeline Bender (right)
in "Exultate, Jubilate" by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. The EMC music department
sponsored an evening of works by Mozart on Dec. 5, to mark the 200th anniversary
of the Austrian composer's death. Proceeds from the concert will help to establish
a scholarship hind for freshman music majors.

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite Central
Committee is sending money and relief

supplies to newly independent Croatia.

War in the former Yugoslav republic
has created some 500,000 refugees and
left more than 10,000 people dead or
wounded.

MCC plans to give a $10,000 grant to

the Baptist relief group "My Neighbor"
for clothing for refugees.

In addition, German Mennonites are
helping MCC ship $15,000 worth of sup-

plies from Germany to Croatia. The ship-

ment includes such items as baby food,

cooking oil, diapers, medicine, sleeping

bags, and sugar.

MCC workers Emmanuel and Helen
Gitlin will contact city and hospital offi-

cials in Osijek to offer food and medicine.

(See related story in the Dec. 24, 1991,

issue of Gospel Herald.)

Interethnic hostilities and the ambitions
of a communist-oriented military elite are

major causes of the current conflict, MCC
Europe secretary Hugo Jantz said.

Long-term MCC efforts in the region

should focus on reconciliation, said MCC
executive secretary John A. Lapp, who
visited Yugoslavia in November.
Yugoslavia was created in 1918 from the

Austro-Hungarian Empire and bordering
states. Since World War II, its population
has included six major ethnic groups and
members of three religious traditions-
Roman Catholicism, Eastern Orthodoxy,
and Islam.

Europeans make plans
for new service agency
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—European Menno-

nites have appointed a task force to form
a new all-Europe Mennonite service
agency.

European agency and conference rep-

resentatives took the action at a meeting
with representatives of Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee (MCC) on Nov. 21-23 in

Neuwied, Germany.
The new European service agency, ten-

tatively named the European Mennonite
Organization (EMO), will focus on relief

projects in Europe and the developing
world.

EMO will serve as MCC's partner in

Europe. In the past the International

Mennonite Organization (EVIO), made up
of only Dutch and German Mennonites,
had been MCC's primary European part-

ner.

The new organization includes French,

Swiss, and Umsiedler conferences, as well

as the Dutch and Germans.
MCC Europe secretary Hugo Jantz will

serve as transitional administrator for the

newly formed task force after he com-
pletes his MCC term this coming August.
According to Jantz, "mutual respect

and goodwill" marked the meeting. Jantz
said he was pleased at how well the
diverse groups at the consultation were
able to work together.

Now, "the task force will try to develop
a structure that will be inclusive and
flexible, allowing groups to participate at

a rate and at a level that reflect their

respective constituencies," he said.

Europeans "took a step toward each
other" at the consultation, said Heinrich
Klassen, a leader among the Umsiedler,
who came to Germany from the Soviet

Union.

Schumm aids Liberia

reconciliation projects
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—The people of

Liberia show an amazing ability to forgive

and go on after a devastating civil war.

That's the view of Dale Schumm, a

certified pastoral counselor at Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM), who spent six

weeks in the West African nation this past
fall.

Schumm helped to evaluate reconcilia-

tion workshops held last June and as-

sisted in conducting another round of

workshops for the Christian Health Asso-
ciation of Liberia (CHAL).
The 10-day evaluation of the June work-

shops took Schumm and four other peo-
ple to most parts of the country.

The group was amazed at how work-
shop participants have used what they
learned to "assist persons in their local

communities in working through the grief,

loss, and trauma of the civil war,"
Schumm said.

Outgrowths of the workshops include
radio programs on reconciliation and con-

flict resolution.

In Yekepa, a northeastern mining town
where utilities have been restored, work-
shop participants speak twice a week on
the local radio station. Then they take

phone calls from listeners.

"One of the undergirding premises of

the workshops is that as you are being
healed you can become a healer for oth-

ers," Schumm said.

The evaluation helped to prepare
Schumm for the workshops that followed.

These included two five-day sessions in

Gbargna and Monrovia, the capital, as

well as a one-day session for 36 leaders of

refugee churches in the neighboring na-

tion of Ivory Coast.

The Bible played an important part in

the workshops. The parable of the prodi-

gal son, for example, helped to illustrate
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the concept of forgiveness.

"We emphasized that you can't^ tell

someone to forgive," Schumm said. "The

person must be ready to let go of a feeling

or an attitude before forgiveness can take

In addition, the workshops included a

healing service. Participants wrote on

paper what they were willing to let go,

then put the paper in a fire.

People told others in the group what

they had written.

One person lost his home and every-

thing in it. Another owned a pharmacy

that was looted during the war. Later, he

saw drugs from the store being sold and

someone wearing his coat.

A man whose wife is paralyzed after

being shot in the spine described his

feelings of anger. He used to keep his

distance from members of the group re-

sponsible, but now he says he wants to

talk with them.

The services, which sometimes ran four

hours or longer, "were tremendously emo-

tional," Schumm said.

Before returning to the United States,

Schumm and CHAL officials met to plan

additional workshops for the next three

years.

Conditions in the country are slowly

improving, partly as a result of a good rice

harvest this past fall, Schumm said.

In addition, West African peacekeeping

forces are moving out of Monrovia to

secure the borders and take control of the

roads.

MBM and Mennonite Central Commit-

tee have made a long-term commitment

to assist CHAL in providing reconciliation

and mediation services.

Colombians working

for objection provision
Newton, Kan. (GCMC)-Mermomtes in

Colombia continue to educate the public

and influence lawmakers about conscien-

tious objection to military service, says

Glendon Klaassen, Latin America secre-

tary for the Commission on Overseas

Mission of the General Conference Men-

nonite Church.

The Mennonite Church of Colombia

joined forces with evangelical churches to

elect two members to the nation's consti-

tutional convention this past summer.

One of the articles of the constitution

states that liberty of conscience is guar-

anteed and people will not be forced to

act contrary to their conscience.

Ricardo Esquivia, a lawyer and Men-

nonite activist, intends to test the provi-

sion in court by defending a young man

from the Teusaquillo Mennonite Church

in Bogota. (A feature on Esquivia ap-

peared in the November 1991 issue of

Christian Living magazine.)

Meanwhile, Mennonites have opened

an office called "Just Peace" and are

publishing a periodical about conscien-

tious objection.

These activities have been well re-

ceived, Klaassen says.

"Colombia has suffered so much crime

and violence for so long," he observes.

"People are ready to hear alternatives."

Urban leaders work
at supervisor network
Harrisonburg, Va. (MBM)—An ad hoc

group of urban mission leaders in the

Mennonite Church (MC) and General

Conference Mennonite Church (GC) met

here in November.

The meeting was a follow-up to an

urban Anabaptist gathering in Seattle this

past July.

The Harrisonburg meeting focused on

components needed to develop a network

of urban ministry supervisors.

"The nature of church in the city re

quires that leaders receive more intense

oversight and different style of supervi-

sion," said Lawrence Yoder, director of

the Center for Evangelism and Church

Planting at Eastern Mennonite Seminary

(EMS).
In meetings with leaders of the EMS,

the Associated Mennonite Biblical Semi-

naries, and Eastern Mennonite College,

the group discussed ways to provide train-

ing for urban church development and

how to increase the number of students

from city congregations at church schools

"We recognize the need to work closely

with Mennonite educational institutions,"

said Allan Yoder, director of evangelism

and church development for Mennonite

Board of Missions.

"And we agreed that we want to work

with conference mission leaders in im-

plementing the network of urban ministry

supervisors," he continued.

Yoder said components of the supervi

sor network will be tested with MC and

GC conference mission leaders at a meet

ing in New York this coming March.

In addition, the ad hoc group made

plans for another urban Anabaptist gath-

ering. "A People of Peace in the Midst of

the City" will be the theme of a July 17-19

meeting in Chicago.

Council sets direction

for new Sunday lessons
Hesston, Kan. (GCMQ—Sunday school

materials take time to prepare—lots of

time.

Some 30 months of writing, editing, and

promotion go into every three months of

finished material.

And before the writers even get out

their pens or sit down at their computer

keyboards, supervisors and designers

carefully plan the format and approach of

the lessons.

So the development council for the

Anabaptist Curriculum Project for Chil-

dren (ACPC) had plenty to talk about at

its meeting here in November.

The project involves four denomina-

tions: the Mennonite Church (MC), Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite Church (GC),

Church of the Brethren, and Brethren in

Christ.

The groups jointly produced the Foun-

dation Series curriculum 16 years ago.

The new materials are scheduled for

release in the fall of 1994.

Discussion at the meeting focused on

teaching techniques and organizational

issues.

"Sunday school teachers want stories,

something concrete," said Norma Peters

Duerksen of the GC Commission on Ed-

ucation. "They are not theologians."

The ACPC council chose two Bible

translations: the New International Ver-

sion and the New Revised Standard Ver-

sion.

In addition, the group expressed inter-

est in the publication of an intergenera-

tional celebrations and festivals book.

The council expressed support for the

idea of four Advent sessions and four

Easter sessions which could have the

same texts for intergenerational study.

"Other points where the curriculum will

feature same-text study are during the

summer and a Winter or spring study of

two of the Gospels," said Rosella Wiens

Regier, executive director of the project.

Along with its work developing the cur-

riculum, the council agreed to plan de-

nominational teacher instruction.

"Teaching is an art, not a technician's

job," BIC representative Laurie Hadden

of Markham, Ont., said.—Beth Hege
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• Christmas talk airs. Cuban
radio planned to broadcast a

Christmas Day sermon for the
first time in 28 years, according
to a report from Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee (MCC). Raul
Suarez. pastor of Ebenezer
Baptist Church in Mariano.
Cuba, was scheduled to present
a message based on Luke 2. The
church is home to the Martin
Luther King Center, which re-

ceives MCC funds.

• Hospital head named. LaVern
•J. ^ utzy has been appointed
executive director of Philhaven
Hospital, a Mennonite mental
health center at Mt. Gretna. Pa.
\ utzy has served as acting exec-
utive director since the resigna-

tion of Rowland W. Shank. Sr..

this past June. The new director

holds a master's degree in social

work and has worked at
Philhaven since 1978.

• Canada letter sent. Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC)
Canada and the Salvation Army
sent a Dec. 18 letter asking Ca-
nadian Justice Minister Kim
Campbell to grant David
Milgaard a bail hearing.
Milgaard has been in custody
nearly 22 years for a murder he

has consistently claimed he
never committed. On Nov. 29.

the Justice Minister asked
Canada's Supreme Court to re-

\iew his conviction to determine
whether there was a miscarriage of
justice in the case.

• Budget cut. Mennonite Central
Committee (MCC) Canada has
announced a series of budget
cuts. The agency plans to dis-

continue a Handicap Concerns
staff position and cut $30,000
from the Native Concerns bud-
get. In addition. MCC Canada
has proposed reducing its

6 100.000 subsidy of the German-
language newspaper Die
Mennonitishe Post. The cuts fol-

low a September decision to send
most of MCC Canada's donated
resources overseas.

• MCC group meets. The exec-
utive committee of Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC) U.S.
met Dec. 11-12 at Akron. Pa.

The committee formally ap-
proved three U.S. Peace Section
actions. The executive commit-
tee endorsed the Interreligious

Health Care Access Campaign,
which calls for a national health

care plan. The committee also

agreed to endorse a call asking

MCC constituents to contact
U.S. government officials in Jan-
uary and February to urge that

spending priorities be shifted

from the military to human and
environmental needs. In addition,

the committee moved to cospon-
sor with U.S. Peace Section a
peace assembly this coming fall.

The meeting is tentatively
planned to focus on racism.

of Lancaster Conference held a
mission rally Nov. 15-17 at
Bowmansville Mennonite
Church. Speakers included Paul
Landis of Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions and local pas-
tors. In addition, children and
adults gave money to help a con-
gregation in Tanzania put a roof
on its building.
—Irene Horst

Embroidery program grows. Jerusalem (MCC)—Palestinian
women do needlework at the Surief Women's Cooperative.
The cooperative has some 1.000 embroider)- workers and 230
shareholders. Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) began
the needlework program more than 40 years ago to give
women in West Bank refugee camps the opportunity to

supplement their family income and become more self-reli-

ant. Since 1976. die number of participants has doubled.
MCC now- plays only an advisory role.

• Pastors help school. Eleven
pastors helped the Associated
Mennonite Seminaries (AMBS)
review the way the seminars-
trains ministers. The pastors
took part in a Dec. 16 consulta-
tion on the school's Elkhart.
Ind., campus. Issues discussed
included training for administra-
tion, the importance of prayer,

and the value of continuing ed-

ucation.

•CPT urges S3 off. Christian

Peacemaker Teams (CPT) is

asking U.S. taxpayers to deduct
$3.03 from their federal taxes, as
a symbol of their objection to

the $303 billion Defense budget.
CPT would like congregations
to collect withheld money and
send it to become part of the
offering at the organization's
March 6-8 conference in Rich-
mond. Va. The offering will go
to school districts such as the
one in Petersburg. Va.. which
cannot afford to buy textbooks.

• Missionary dies. Jonathan G.
\oder. a longtime medical mis-
sionary in Asia, died Dec. 16 in

Goshen. Ind. He was 87. Yoder
served with Mennonite Board of
Missions as a physician in India
and Nepal from 1937 to 1976.

• Texas sale held. The second
annual Texas Mennonite Relief
Sale raised some §16.000 for

Mennonite Central Committee.
The sale was held on Nov. 9 on
the grounds of Houston Menno-
nite Church. Items sold in-

cluded quilts, local and SELF-
HELP crafts, and baked goods
made by the Amish community
in Gonzales. Tex. Craft sales

were moved inside the church
building, after a thunderstorm
two days earlier blew down the
large tent that had been erected.

In addition, unseasonably cool

temperatures hampered the
event. While total receipts were
down compared to the 1990 sale,

participation by Texas Menno-
nites was up.

—

Roxie Voran

•Mission event held. The
Bowmansville-Reading district

• VS units open. Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions has
opened voluntary service (VS)
units in Washington, D.C., and
West Chester. Pa. Eastern
Board currently sponsors 11 VS
households from Alabama to

Massachusetts.

• Trainees invited. Applications
for the Intermenno Trainee Pro-
gram are now being accepted by
Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC). The program, adminis-
tered by European Mennonites
with MCC assistance, places
North Americans ages 19 to 27
for a year of living and working
in Europe. Application deadline
is Feb. 15. More information is

available from MCC. PO Box
500. Akron, PA 17501, or MCC
Canada, 134 Plaza Dr.. Winni-
peg, Man. R3T 5K9.

• SALT has openings. Applica-
tions for the Study and Learning
Together (SALT) International
program are now being accepted
by Mennonite Central Commit-
tee (MCC). The program places
North Americans ages 18 to 22
in Africa. Asia, or Latin Amer-
ica. Participants pay S2.500
(S3.000 Canadian) toward travel,

medical, and other costs and
receive a small monthly stipend.

Application deadline is Feb. 15.

More information is available

from MCC. PO Box 500, Akroa PA
17501. or MCC Canada 134 Plaza
Dr.. Winnipeg; Maa R3T 5K9.

• Conference full. Registration

for the "Facing Family Abuse"
conference in Mount Joy. Pa., on
Jan. 23-25 has reached capacity.

A waiting list has been set up.

in case of cancellations. Addi-
tional conferences on the topic
will be held March 20-21 in

Kidron. Ohio, and in early 1993
in Illinois.

• New appointments:
Jeff Wright, coordinator of South-

west Conference and editor of
Southwest Mennonite "Messen-
ger." Wright has served as pas-

tor of Peace Mennonite Fellow-

ship. Rancho Cucamonga. Calif.
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- Pastor transitions:

Jim Chupp, Galen Johns, and Mil-

dred Mumaw were installed as

pastoral team members at Ben-

ton (Ind.) Mennonite Church on

Dec. 15. Chupp will serve as

minister of nurture, Johns as

minister of administration, and

Mumaw as minister of service.

• Missionary transitions:

EH and Katie Beachy went to

Kenya on Nov. 24 to serve as

host and hostess of the Menno-

nite Guest House in Nairobi.

Their address is Mennonite

Guest House, PO Box 14646,

Nairobi, Kenya.

Kevin and Jeanette Good-

Christophel returned to Guate-

mala on Sept. 22. They are serv-

ing under Eastern Mennonite

Board of Missions in agriculture

development and women's edu-

cation. Their address is Mision

Evangelica Menonita, Apartado

1, 16909 San Pedro Carcha, Alta

Verapaz, Guatemala.

Dennis and Barbara (Burkhart)

Freed returned to Tanzania on

Sept. 27. Dennis will continue as

nursing school instructor at

Shirati Hospital, and Barbara

will continue teaching in the

missionary children's school.

Their address is Shirati Hospi-

tal, Private Bag, Musoma, Tan-

zania.

Susan Gehman returned to the

United States on Oct. 30 with

her children Angela, Christo-

pher, and Laura Beth because

of political unrest in Haiti. Their

address is RR 1, Box 81,

McAlisterville, PA 17049. John

Gehman continues to serve as a

medical doctor with Lumiere

Medical Ministries. His address

is MFI, PO Box 15665, West

Palm Beach, FL 33416.

Noah and Loretta Hochstetler re-

turned to Belize on Oct. 22.

They will be self-supporting

workers with Eastern Menno-

nite Board of Missions in agri-

cultural and educational ser-

vices. Their address is PO Box

34, Dangriga, Belize.

• New books:

The Sign of the Fox by Sara

Stambaugh. This novel, set in

19th-century Lancaster County,

Pa., describes a family of well-

to-do innkeepers and their Men-

nonite neighbors. Good Books,

Intercourse, Pa., is the pub-

lisher.

• New resources:

A Spanish version of the audiovi-

sual program "Making War in

Peace" is available for free loan

from Mennonite Central Com-

mittee (MCC). The 27-minute

piece tells the story of villagers

in northern Laos who still suffer

the long-term effects of the Viet-

nam War. The program is avail-

able as a VHS video cassette or

a slide set. The video is available

from all MCC offices. The slide

show can be borrowed from

MCC, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501, or MCC Canada, 134

Plaza Dr., Winnipeg, Man. R3T
5K9.

• Job openings:

Faculty appointee in English,

Bluffton (Ohio) College. The

college seeks a person to teach

writing and courses in an allied

field, such as literature, commu-

nication, journalism, or conflict

management. Ph.D. and evi-

dence or promise of teaching

excellence are essential. The po-

sition is a one-year sabbatical

replacement beginning Fall

1992, with the possibility of a

one-year continuation. Screen-

ing begins Feb. 1. Reply to: Wil-

liam Hawk, dean of academic

affairs, Bluffton College, 280 W.

College Ave., Bluffton, OH
45817; phone 419 358-3317.

Manager and guest host, Menno
House, New York, N.Y. The

house is a resident/guest house

for students and young adults.

It is sponsored by Manhattan

Mennonite Fellowship. This is a

live-in position with part-time

hours, beginning June 1. For job

description and application

write: Menno House Board, 314

E. 19th St., New York, NY
10003.

Program director for Washington,

D.C., Study-Service year, East-

ern Mennonite College. Half-

time, 11-month position begin-

ning July 1992. Responsibilities

include seminar teaching, over-

sight of internships, and student

counseling. Master's degree and

experience in program adminis-

tration required. Send resume

to Dr. Lee F. Snyder, Eastern

Mennonite College, Harrison

burg, VA 22801.

NEW MEMBERS

Albany, Ore.: Katie Friesen and

Mark Friesen.

Anderson, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Kevin Crossgrove, Keith, Mi-

chael, and Valerie Haarer,

Joshua and Renee Miller, James

Phillips, Mary and Michael

Schey, and Edith Kimmel.

Austin, Tex.: Daryl Hostetler and

Bob Koehn.

Benton, Goshen, Ind.: Lori

Litwiler Bustos, Jim Chupp, and

Teri Chupp.
Blooming Glen, Pa.: Amin Al-

Laty, Keith W. Berger, Donald

J. Cory, Betsy Halteman, Jayme

Moyer, Sarah Witter, Dean

Yoder, Kathy Yoder, Roseanne

Cory, James G. Landis, Michael

S. Bishop, Brenda Lee Bishop,

Lynette D. High, Timothy L.

Kennel, Jesse F. Myers, Rachel

Myers, Melinda Smith, and

David P. Witter.

Carlsbad, N.M.: Chris Coalson, Da-

mon Downs, and Rudy Gonzalez.

East Bend, Fisher, 111.: Sarah

Albrecht, Sue Ellen Birkey, Val-

erie Hieser, Christine Peters,

Sheila Utterback, and Heather

Veeder.

East Union, Kalona, Iowa: Dale,

Linda, and Matt Miller.

Emmanuel, Gainesville, Fla.:

Gertrude Leto, Wanda Maxwell,

Peter Shetler, and Jan Bender

Shetler.

Ephrata, Pa.: William Sweigart.

First, Ft. Wayne, Ind.: David

Reed and Margaret Norman.

Grace, Berlin, Ohio: Jake

Weaver, Jeanie Weaver, and

Dan Troyer.

Harlan, Ages, Ky.: Sarah Miller.

Hopewell, Kouts, Ind.: Dave

and Beverly Pendergrass, Jason

Korth, and Delcie Martin.

Kaufman, Hollsopple, Pa.:

Betty Dayoob.

Kidron, Ohio: David Link, Paul

Dunn, Franklin Geiser, Eliza-

beth Good, Samantha Lehman,

Todd Lehman, Scott Nuss-

baum, Joy Phaphouvaninh,

Aaron Sommer, Ted and Linda

Elder, Glen and Jean Shoup,

Leo and Kathryn Steiner, and

Allen and Elva Zuercher.

Lowville, N.Y.: Doris Kennell,

Nelson Schwartzentruber, Ber-

nadine Schwartzentruber, Eric

Schwartzentruber, and Carrie

Schwartzentruber.

Maple Grove, Topeka, Ind.:

Laura Eash and Dean Speicher.

Smithville, Ohio: John and Lisa

Johnsen, Randy and LuAnn
Graber, and Steve and Rachel

Meyer.
West Philadelphia, Pa.: Gerry

Monaghan, Assadolah Ghass-

remi, Linda Moulton, Jeanne

Ewert, LaMar Nisly, and Deborah

Atkinson Nisly.

Wideman, Markham, Ont.:

Ryan Burkholder, Glenna Diller,

and Jeannette Reesor.

BIRTHS

Bomberger, E. Douglas and Te-

resa (Paglow), Harrisonburg,

Va., Joseph Allen (first child),

Nov. 20.

Brown, Charles and Linda

(Schrock), Lancaster, Pa.,

Kaylina Anne (third child), Nov.

9.

Brown, Robert and Debra (Bix-

ler), Bondurant, Iowa, Emily

Elizabeth (first child), Nov. 21.

Clemens, Timothy and Evange-

line, Telford, Pa., Jacob Moyer

(second child), Sept. 5.

Eichelberger, Jim and Chelle

(Long), Fisher, HI., Jacey June

Students plav at White House. Harrisonburg, Va.—An 11-

member handbell choir from Thomas Harrison Middle

School here performed at the White House in Washington,

D.C., on Dec. 14. The group was chosen at random alter

sending an audition packet and performance tape. Four of

the choir members attend Virginia Conference churches.

They are (from left): Emily Bateson and Jeremy Jones,

Community congregation; Michelle Burkholder, Park View

church- and Lana Kiser, Weavers congregation.-Jim Bishop
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MENNOSCOPE

(first child), Nov. 27.

Erb, Jim and Jan (Swartz), Hess-
ton, Kan., Becca Rose (third

child), Nov. 30.

Fleming, Fred and Jane (Beaver),

Mill Creek, Pa., Elizabeth Jane
(third child), Nov. 7.

Hanger, Kirk and Marilyn
(Cassel), Collegeville, Pa., Jacob
Franklin (second child), born
and received for adoption Oct.

20.

Heavener, Bruce and Kathy,
Harlevsville, Pa., Landon Duane
(third child), Sept. 20.

Heavener, Gerald and Wren,
Harlevsville, Pa., Christopher
Gaston (second child), Nov. 16.

Hostetler, Richard and Kathleen
(Shackleton), Colon, Mich.,
Cody Curtis (first child), Oct. 28.

Knepp, Randy and Cathy, Fair-

land, Okla., Rita Marie (second
child), Nov. 28.

Metzler, Mike and Beth (Kurtz),

Wakarusa, Ind., Alisha Dawn
(second child), Nov. 25.

Miller, Fred and Marilyn (Lan-
dis), Sellersville, Pa., Cherise
Dion (fifth child), Nov. 21.

Ruth, Jay and Jane (Mazzanti),

Harlevsville, Pa., Emma Jane,
(second child), Oct. 26.

Sacks, Barry and Karen, Harleys-
ville. Pa., Bernice Rebecca (fifth

child), Sept. 27.

Sitch, Kenneth and Regina
(French), Allensville, Pa., Daniel
Tyrel (second child), Nov. 23.

Vannoy, Brian and Jennifer, Nor-
folk, Va., Stephanie Karen (first

child), Nov. 14.

MARRIAGES

AJderfer-Detwiler: Ray Brian
Alderfer, Lansdale, Pa. (Bloom-
ing Glen cong.), and Patricia

Detwiler, Perkasie, Pa. (Grace
Bible cong.), Nov. 28, by Lowell
H. Delp.

Dachtler-Boller: Steve Dachtler,
Iowa City, Iowa (Lower Deer
Creek cong.), and Tina Boiler,

Kalona, Iowa (East Union
cong.), Nov. 30, by Orie Wenger
and Michael Loss.

Geiser-Martin: Steve Geiser,
Wooster, Ohio (Kidron cong.),

and Roberta Martin, Wooster,
Ohio (Lutheran Church), Nov.
29.

Harris-Geiser: Christopher Har-
ris, Tiffin, Ohio (Christian Mis-
sionary Alliance), and Kelly
Geiser, Marion, Ohio (Kidron
cong.), Nov. 30, by Bill
Detweiler.

Jantzen-Hartman: Mark Jantzen,

Plymouth, Neb. (First Mennonite
cong.), and Alice Hartman, Carls-

bad, N.M. (Carlsbad cong.),

Nov. 30, by Peter E. Hartman
(father of bride).

King-Schantz: James King,
Quakertown, Pa. (Swamp cong.),

and Connie Schantz, Quaker-
town, Pa. (Swamp cong.), Dec.

1, by William A. Brunk.
Sauder-Amstutz: Vernon Sauder,

York, Pa. (Stony Brook cong.),

and Michele Amstutz, Apple
Creek, Ohio (Sonnenberg cong.),

Nov. 29, by Dennis Kuhns.

DEATHS

Breuer, Bertram Leonard, 70,

Baltimore, Md. Born: Jan. 29,

1921, Wilmington, Del. Died:
Nov. 19, 1991, Baltimore, Md.,
of a stroke. Survivors—sister:

Marjorie B. Christian. Funeral
and burial: Nov. 27, Cheltenham
Veterans Cemetery, by Frank E.
Nice.

Everett, Glenn W., 89, Goshen,
Ind. Born: Oct. 20, 1902, Green-
wood, Ind. Died: Nov. 28, 1991,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors— step-
children: Sharon Newell, Mary
Johnson, Ruby Schulster, Amos
Ropp; 8 step-grandchildren, 11

step-great-grandchildren, 2

step-great-great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Rosella Sisco
Everett (wife). Funeral and
burial: Nov. 30, Pleasant View
Cemetery, by James Detweiler
and David Petersheim.

Johnson, J. Clyde, 82, Mount
Pleasant, Pa. Born: Sept. 18,

1909, Masontown, Pa., to James
Elmer and Minerva Mae (Bril-

hart) Johnson. Died: Oct. 27,

1991, Mount Pleasant, Pa. Sur-
vivors— sister: Esther Kirk. Fu-
neral: Oct. 31, Murphy's Funeral
Home by Rev. Norie Erickson.
Burial: Greendale Cemetery,
Masontown, Pa.

Miller, Lydia Shank, 102, Leola,
Pa. Born: April 20, 1889, New
Danville, Pa., to Martin and
Mary (Shank) Kendig. Died:
Dec. 1, 1991, Ephrata, Pa. Sur-

vivors—son: J. Kendig Miller,

one grandchild, 2 great-grand-
children. Funeral: Dec. 4,

Stumptown Mennonite Church,
by Luke Nolt and John Leaman.
Burial: Millersville Mennonite
Cemetery.

Mininger, Raymond F., 91, Sou-
derton, Pa. Born: Jan. 5, 1900,

Montgomery County, Pa., to

Jonas J. and Amanda Funk
Mininger. Died: Nov. 28, 1991,

Sellersville, Pa., of cardiac ar-

rest. Survivors— 11 grandchil-
dren, 20 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Bessie Cassel

(first wife), and Sallie L.
Detweiler (second wife). Funeral
and burial: Dec. 2, Plains Men-
nonite Church, by Richard J.

Lichty and Daniel W. Lapp.
Nelson, Elsie (Miller), 95, Valpa-

raiso, Ind. Born: May 27, 1896,

Hopedale, III, to Edwin D. and
Lydia (Egli) Miller. Died: Nov.
23, 1991, Valparaiso, Ind. Survi-
vors—children: Arlene Rice,
Bernice Egli, Donnabelle Bar-
ber, Robert Nelson; 11 grand-
children, 11 great-grandchil-
dren, 6 step-grandchildren, 8
step-great-great-grandchildren;

brothers and sisters: Emma
Birky, Sadie Yoder, Verna
Bickel, Leola Plank, Harley
Miller, Elmer Miller, Ora Miller,

Alvin Miller, Ralph Miller. Pre-
deceased by: William O. Nelson
(husband) and Elizabeth Birky
(daughter). Funeral: Nov. 26,

Hopewell Mennonite Church,
by John F. Murray and Walter
Keim. Burial: Graceland Ceme-
tery.

Schweitzer, Edward Dee, 53,

Shickley, Neb. Born: April 12,

1938, Carleton, Neb., to Lloyd
and Dorothy (Oswald) Schweit-
zer. Died: Nov. 19, 1991, Lin-

coln, Neb. Survivors—brothers
and sisters: Clinton, Galen,
Nick, Ron, John, Alberta Bru-
ning, Bernetta Swartzendruber,
Vera Lichti, Betty Kennel, Mar-
jorie Kremer, Mary Stutzman.
Funeral and burial: Nov. 22,

Salem Mennonite Church, by
Rev. Wilton Detweiler.

Smith, Betty Marie, 53, New
Holland, Pa. Born: Aug. 4, 1938,

New Holland, Pa., to Raymond
E. and Sara (Taylor) Smith.
Died: Nov. 25, 1991, Lancaster,

Pa., of cancer. Funeral: Nov. 30,

New Holland Mennonite
Church by Clyde G. Kratz and
Larry Ulrich. Burial: Weaver-
land Mennonite Cemetery.

Snyder, Kathryn M., 80, Man-
heim, Pa. Bom: March 22, 1911,

Manheim, Pa. Died: Dec. 1,

1991, Lititz, Pa., of cancer. Fu-
neral and burial: Dec. 4, Eris-

man Mennonite Church.
Swartzendruber, Alda E. Leh-
man, 82, Harrisonburg, Va.
Born: June 26, 1909, Wayne
County, Ohio, to Aaron and
Sarah (Amstutz) Steiner. Died
Nov. 25, 1991. Survivors—hus-
band: A. Lloyd Swartzendruber;
children: Kathryn Good, Rachel
Brunk, Mark N., Luke N„ Tim-
othy N.; stepchildren: Ruby
Lehman, Dwight Swartzen-
druber, J. Paul Swartzendruber;
brother: Levi Steiner; foster

brother: Paul Hilty; 13 grand-
children, 7 great-grandchildren,

10 step-grandchildren, 2 step-

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Noah D. Lehman
(first husband). Funeral: Nov.
28, Park View Mennonite
Church by Owen E. Burkholder,
Joseph Shenk, and Shirlee K.
Yoder. Burial: Weaver's Ceme-
tery.

Troyer, Katlyn Marie (stillborn).

Born: Oct. 25, 1991, Elida, Ohio,
to Jon and Cheryl (Phillips)

Troyer. Funeral and burial: Oct.

28, Salem Mennonite Church,
by Ed Yoder.

Weaver, Dealla Loucks, 87,
Wakarusa, Ind. Born: Feb. 15,

1904, Elkhart County, Ind., to
Ezra and Sarah (Dollman)
Loucks. Died: Nov. 18, 1991,

Wakarusa, Ind. Survivors

—

daughter: Gloria Tyson; 10
grandchildren, 24 great-grand-
children. Predeceased by:
Mahlon Weaver (husband);
daughter: Mildred Shriner. Fu-
neral: Nov. 21, Holdeman Men-
nonite Church by Russell
Krabill and Sam Troyer. Burial:

Olive Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Board of Education an-

nual meeting, Chicago, Jan. 9-11

School for Leadership Training
(Ministers Week), Eastern Men-
nonite College and Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 13-16

Pastors Week, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 27-31

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-
ation board meeting, Philadel-

phia, Jan. 31-Feb. 2

Meeting on Litigation Issues Fac-
ing Mennonites, Leola, Pa., Feb. 1

Mennonite Arts Weekend, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Feb. 7-9

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 8-11

Mennonite Central Committee an-

nual meeting, Wichita, Kan.,
Feb. 13-15

Mennonite Publication Board di-

rectors meeting, Pittsburgh,
Feb. 14-15

School for Ministers,, Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.,

Feb. 17-20

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 20-22

Open House, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 28-29

Christian Peacemaker Teams confer-

ence, Richmond, Va, March 6-8

Conference on Family Violence
and Sexual Abuse, Kidron,
Ohio, March 20-21
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A WORSHIP BOOK

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1992

regular price $14.95

pre-paid order price $13.50

through May 31, 1992

The text for "Holy Spirit, Come With

Power" was written by Anne Rupp in

1969 for a Pentecost service at First

Mennonite Church in Beatrice,

Nebraska, where her husband was

pastor. It has been published several

times, most recently in the Adult

Foundation Series, "Led By Word

and Spirit."

The tune is attributed to B. F.

White in his collection The Sacred

Harp, printed in Philadelphia in 1844.

The Sacred Harp continues to be

used as a singing school book for an-

nual southern music festivals.

In September 1988, Becky Hershey

and Bill Parry Jr., were married in the

Lititz Pennsylvania Church of the

Brethren. Becky asked the adult choir

to sing for the wedding. Joan Fyock,

director of music ministries at the

church, harmonized BEACH SPRING

as the setting of a wedding text for

that occasion.

to order call

BRETHREN PRESS

1 800 323-8039

FAITH AND LIFE PRESS

1 800 743-2484

MENNONITE PUBLISHING HOUSE

1 800 245-7894

Holy Spirit, come with power
BEACH SPRING 87. 87D

ach - ing night

pres -ence new.

word a - new

We ex - pect you this glad ho - ur wait -ing

Let us as one might-y cho - ir sing our

deep in - to our tir - ed liv - ing till we

for your strength and

hymn of praise to

strive your work to

light

you.

do.

We are fear

Bum a - way

Teach us love

ful, we are

our was - ted

and trust -ing

ail - ing we are weak and self - ish too. Break up •

sad - ness' and en - flame us with your love. Burst up-

kind - ness lend our hands to those who hurt. Breathe up •

J-

on your con-gre

on your con-gre

on your con-gre

ga - tion, give us

ga - tion, give us

tion and in

vig - or, life a - new.

glad - ness from a - bove.

spire us with your word.

This hymn may be reproduced for one-time use by a congregation.
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THE LAST WORD

That was the year that will be
What a time we had!

Many of us in the Mennonite Church went
into 1991 fully expecting to make some progress
on integration and leadership concerns, though
we weren't sure what to do about a war looming
over our shoulders. Now, 12 months later, peace
education tops our list of concerns, while
MC/GC integration and pastor-congregation rela-
tions still have us nonplused.
That change of priorities bracketed 1991. In

between were a host of activities and issues that
captured the church's attention:

• Peace. Sixteen days into 1991, the world
was at war in the Persian Gulf. Through it all

many of us began to feel we hadn't done peace
education very well. So peace took over discus-
sions in our congregations, at churchwide gather-
ings, and even in the pages of this magazine (in-

cluding what should be our relationship to the
state, and whether belief in peace should be a re-
quirement for membership in the Mennonite
Church).

• Integration. We thought 1991 might lead
us to more consensus on whether the Mennonite
Church should join with the General Conference
Mennonite Church. Instead, "a roar of silence"
greeted most attempts to deal with the question,
at least on the Mennonite Church side.

• Leadership. For some, 1991 was to be the
year we did something about leadership, i.e., im-
prove pastor-congregation relationships, and
make it more attractive for young people to be-
come pastors. We had high expectations for the
Pastorate Project, made possible by a $368,000
grant from the Lilly Foundation. A December
summary meeting soon told us, however, that we
had just begun to identify the problems, let

alone find solutions.

• Finances. Will 1991 be the year we came
to realize it cannot be business as usual for the
church financially? From all over came reports of
budget shortfalls.

The churchwide institution I work for had to
sell assets and lay off employees to improve the
bottom line. One district conference leader
dared to use the word "insolvency" to describe
what his conference could face in 1992. The pas-
tor of a large Mennonite congregation reports

that for the first time in its history his church
faced red ink in 1991.

• Vision 95. We are obviously not meeting
our stewardship goals. Giving is reported to be
about where it was when our 10-year growth em-
phasis, Vision 95, began six years ago.
On the other hand, we are making progress on

membership and church growth. There are new
Mennonite congregations across North America.
Many established churches report increased
membership.

• Social issues. The past year may also be-
come known as the one in which the church ac-
knowledged that society's issues can also be its

concerns: racism, abuse, rape, homosexuality.
But while we may acknowledge these issues in

'

our midst, many of us cannot even talk about
them, let alone begin to solve them.

• Relief. Meanwhile, our relief and service
agency, Mennonite Central Committee, kept
leading us in what we have learned to do well: re-
spond to crisis. A review of Gospel Herald's news
pages in 1991 found MCC at work with special
assistance to meet disasters in Ethiopia, Sudan,
Iraq (including the Kurdish refugees), Liberia,
and Zaire.

• The city. 1991 may also have been the year
Mennonites took a new attitude toward the city.

If nothing else, Gospel Herald began receiving
manuscripts that spoke of urban life as an
opportunity instead of as a problem. Mennonite
Board of Missions went on record as planning to
concentrate its North American work in urban
centers. Perhaps most significant, at the end of
the year the Mennonite Church General Board
decided to hold the next churchwide meeting in
the heart of the city, downtown Philadelphia.
That was the year that was for the Mennonite

Church, as I see it. It comes from browsing the
pages of this magazine for the past 12 months.
What conclusions one can draw from a record
like that depends a great deal on who draws
them.

I'll venture one: what was 1991 for the Men-
nonite Church will likely be 1992. Peace, inte-

gration, leadership, finances, Vision 95, social is-

sues, relief, the city— they'll be on our agendas
in 1992. Likely even more so. —jlp
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Oregon 91 delegates committed the Mennonite

Church to be a supporter of the Peace Tax Fund

to help solve the world peace puzzle. See page 6.
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T/iou s/iaZt fiaue no
othergods before me
—and that includes war

The ultimate threat of religion to gov-

ernment is the refusal to accede to the

idolatry that equates military ambitions

of the nation with the will of God.

There ought to be a law
for a peace tax fund

Volunteers help prepare
grain shipment to Zaire

Kentucky couple assist

with Appalachia program

6

9

9

It
is almost exactly one year ago that Presi-

dent George Bush, on the evening of January

16, ordered the beginning of what was to be-

come the most intensive aerial bombardment in

human history. Now, a year later, we are just be-

ginning to determine the human, material, and

environmental consequences of this most de-

structive of human institutions, war. As people

of faith, we must also look at the spiritual cost

of waging war.

As a child growing up in a Mennonite commu-

nity in Virginia, I had many opportunities to

hear sermons on the horrors of the violation of

the First Commandment. These sermons on the

evils of idolatry were usually preached by re-

turned missionaries or visiting evangelists. The

missionaries—usually recently returned from

China, India, or Indonesia—would tell of natives

who worshiped images of Buddha, Rama, or

Krishna. I would shudder at the thought of hea-

then in incense-filled temples bowing down to

gilded images of some pagan deity.

Visiting evangelists usually had their sights

byC.
Douglas

Hostetter



During peace nations pay scant atten-
tion to their deities. During war they
demand ultimate allegiance, perhaps
the last and most enduring idol of all.

trained a little closer home. It was the Catholics
or Episcopalians, just three miles away, who had
statues of Christ, the apostles, or the Virgin

Mary—a clear violation of the Second
Commandment's prohibition of "graven images."
Most of the rest of the Protestants, we were
taught, were almost as guilty for the stained-
glass images in their church windows. Liberal
theologians might argue whether two dimen-
sional likenesses qualified as "graven images."
As Mennonites we took no chances. We were
careful to keep our churches free of any idols,

whether two or three dimensional.
In the religions of "The Book"—Judaism,

Islam, and Christianity—idolatry is considered
one of the most serious of sins. Among the an-
cient Hebrew people, and today among tradi-

tional Jews, even to write the name of God is a
form of idolatry. They used the dash in the mid-
dle so as not to idolize in human language the
name of the infinite G-d. Islam emerged in sev-
enth-century Arabia as a religious movement
whose central feature was confronting idolatry.

The essential faith statement within Islam, the
shahada, begins, "There is no God but God
(Allah)."

Many years and several wars after my
early teaching about idolatry, I began to
realize that the state's demand for ulti-

mate allegiance during time of war is perhaps
the last and most enduring idol. During times of
peace and prosperity, tribes and nations often
pay scant attention to their deities. Throughout
history, however, during time of war they invari-

ably turn to their god to save them from defeat
and to assist them to victory. In his study of
U.S. military history Dr. Frederick Shiels, profes-
sor of History and Government at Mercy Col-

Although deviation from alle-

giance to the state is tolerated
in peace, the refusal of idola-

try during war is treason.

lege, documents that only when the president
has been able to make a "crusade" out of a war
has he been able to receive the popular support
for U.S. overseas military operations.

George Bush, not ordinarily regarded as a very
religious man, suddenly became very "devout"
during the Persian Gulf War. The president

went out of his way, during the military buildup
and the war, to cultivate the U.S. religious com-
munity and cover his conduct of the war with
God's mantle. The president declared Sunday,
Feb. 3, 1991—during the peak of the U.S. led air

war against Iraq—as a "National Day of Prayer
for Peace." The next day White House spokes-
person, Sean Walsh, reported that the president
marked the National Day of Prayer by attending
a chapel service at Camp David. In the service
The Right Reverend John Maury Allin, former
presiding bishop of the Episcopal Church, of-

fered a pastoral prayer and country-western
singer Moe Bandy sang several hymns. Walsh
also reported the prayer service was attended by
about four dozen others, including Marine and
Navy personnel serving at the mountaintop re-

treat.

In
an early February 1991 meeting in Washing-

ton with U.S. radio and television evange-
lists, the president claimed: "We know that

this is a just war, and we know that, God willing,

this is a war that we will win." The nation was
carefully informed that during the night of Jan.
15, 1991 (the eve of the beginning of the U.S.
and Coalition bombing of Iraq), an Episcopal
president, George Bush, spent the night in

prayer with Billy Graham, a Southern Baptist
minister and well-known U.S. media evangelist.

But it was not just the U.S. that evoked God
for its cause. Both sides—as has been true in al-

most all wars—viewed the conflict as a "holy
war."

Interestingly, the U.S. and other Western pow-
ers had assisted Saddam Hussein's secular
Baath socialist government during the '80s in its

attempt to overthrow the Islamic fundamentalist
government of Ayatollah Khomeini during the
Iran-Iraq War. The appeal of Saddam Hussein
and the Baath party to the West was their secu-
lar nature. Yet, it has been interesting to see
how Saddam Hussein, like George Bush, seemed
to undergo a "religious renewal" during the war.
Last summer, more than a year after the com-

pletion of the war memorial that dominates the
center of Baghdad with two gigantic crossed
scimitars, workers returned to the memorial and
gilded the tips of the swords with the Arabic in-

scription, "In the name of Allah." Saddam Hus-
sein, who spent the last decade speaking and
fighting against the evils of religious fanaticism,

was seen regularly on Iraqi television with
Muslim clerics. As the U.S. and Coalition forces
in Saudi Arabia increased their buildup during
the fall before the bombing, it was Saddam Hus-
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sein who called for a jihad of the Islamic world

against the "infidels" from the West who had sta-

tioned their troops in the holy land of the sacred

cities of Mecca and Medina.

Only when people around the

world refuse the "last idol"

will we he able to rid our-

selves of the scourge of war.

The ultimate threat of religion to government

is the refusal to accede to the idolatry that

equates the military ambitions of the tribe or na-

tion with the will of God. The conscientious per-

son of faith, by definition, places the religious

call to universal love and truth above the na-

tional demands of heart, body, and intellectual

allegiance to the state. Although deviation from

this absolute allegiance (worship) to the state is

usually tolerated during time of peace, the re-

fusal of idolatry during time of war is considered

treason.

The U.S. prides itself on freedom of religion

and legally recognized conscientious objection.

Yet suddenly the U.S. is prosecuting and hand-

ing out harsh prison sentences (including the

threat of capital punishment) to young men and

women who applied for conscientious objector

status and refused to fight during the Persian

Gulf War. Refusal to fight was also a capital of-

fense in Iraq during the Gulf War.

Mohammed Fadel Abbas, Minister of En-

dowments and Religious Affairs in

Baghdad, proudly explained to an Octo-

ber 1990 Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR) del-

egation how Iraqi religious communities gave

their ultimate allegiance to the Iraqi state. He re-

called how, during the 1980s, when Iraq was

fighting against the primarily Shiite Muslim

state of Iran, the Shiites of Iraq fought with Iraq

against the Shiites of Iran. The Shiite Muslim

clergy were with the troops to bless the soldiers

and pray with them for victory.

I told Colonel Abbas that most of the religious

people in the U.S. were exactly like the religious

communities in Iraq: primary allegiance was to

the U.S. They willingly came at their nation's

call and were at that moment preparing in Saudi

Arabia for an invasion of Iraq. Many U.S. clergy

of all faiths were also with the troops to bless

and pray for their victory.

Then I explained that a different religious tra-

dition is represented with the FOR. We believe

that an individual's primary allegiance must be

to the universal God, who calls on every person

to transcend national, racial, ethnic, and reli-

gious differences in a commitment to love and

truth. It was obvious from the glazed, self-righ-

teous look on Colonel Abbas' face that he had

not the slightest understanding of what I was

saying. It was also obvious, from a close look

into the faces of the Iraqi religious leaders

whom he had assembled to meet with us, that

many of them did understand an allegiance to

God that transcended their loyalty to the state.

Only when people around the world refuse the

"last idol" will we be able to rid ourselves of the

scourge of war. Only then will we be able to

build a community based on love, understand-

ing, and justice that transcends the petty na-

tional, ethnic, and religious divisions about

which wars are fought.

C. Douglas Hostetter is the executive secretary of

the Fellowship of Reconciliation in Nyack, N.Y.

He was the leader of a FOR delegation to Jordan

and Iraq in October 1990.

A sheep's prayer

Dear Shepherd Jesus

This sheep has a problem.

The time is 3:56 a.m.,

my eyes stay open and my mind flips

and races across the world.

Still my heart and my thoughts. Quiet my

spirit and lead me into the paths of sleep.

Amen.

—Atlee Beechy
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READERS SAY

MEDA is 38, not 10
In your report on the MEDA conven-

tion (Nov. 26), you state that MEDA
began in Lancaster with the merging of

two organizations 10 years ago. But
MEDA has always been MEDA! Per-

haps two organizations joined 10 years

ago, but they did not begin it. It does a

great disservice to the early pioneers

who gave so much time, energy, and fi-

nancing at MEDA's beginning now 38
years ago.

Mildred Graber

Washington, Iowa

Committee not the answer
to an agenda that's too full

In "General Board Changes Assembly
Site, Urged to Streamline Business"

(Dec. 10), I read that the in-depth re-

view of the General Board included this

recommendation: "The board [must]

keep its focus and primary attention on
two key roles: (1) listening to the con-

stituency and (2) articulating the vision."

I commend the reviewing group for

their conclusions. To be effective,

boards need to own the vision of the or-

ganization and spend much more time

on it in their regular meetings. No orga-

nization will rise higher than the collec-

tive vision of its board. It is imperative

that boards review their primary role

and leave the managerial and opera-

tional tasks to the staff.

However, the one solution that the

General Board is reportedly considering

in its next meeting raises the question

of whether the recommendations have
been understood! To establish an execu-

tive committee as a solution may not be
an effective solution at all! To fix one

problem by appointing another commit-
tee needs to be called into question.

If the General Board takes seriously

the recommendations they have re-

ceived, then a focus on the vision will

help answer a lot of questions and is-

sues that may today be generating an
agenda that is too full.

Lee M. Yoder

Harrisonburg, Va.

Attitudes and behaviors
should change first

Your editorial "An Open Letter to

the Integration Exploration Commit-
tee" (Dec. 10) smoked me out!

I am for unity of the GCs and MCs. I

like what is already happening: joint

General Assemblies and conference

gatherings, dually-affiliated congrega-

tions, sharing leadership in agencies

and conferences, and joint church plant-

ing efforts. The question now is how
unity can best be achieved: by integra-

tion or by cooperation?

From my viewpoint, the model for in-

tegration is unity from the top down.
The model for cooperation is unity

from the bottom up. I believe unity

from the grassroots is best.

What we are attempting is to build

one organization out of two. Any people-

focused organization needs three things

to be effective: structure, attitudes, and
behavior. When changing an organiza-

tion, we MCs (I'm not sure about the

GCs) tend to tinker with structure, pay-

ing less attention to attitudes and be-

haviors.

To me, the integration model tinkers

with structure, hoping attitudes and be-

haviors will follow. The cooperation

model focuses efforts of unity on atti-

tudes, hoping structures will follow.

It will take much time and energy to

achieve structural unity first. Attitudes

of suspicion and we-they thinking will

have to be tended to. There will be turf

battles (of course, they will be nonvio-

lent). How much will it cost to move
two church headquarters to a neutral

place? I fear a major drain of time, en-

ergy, and money away from our com-
mon mission tasks. This will weaken
both groups.

Today I am for cooperation: unifying

first our attitudes and behaviors/hop-

ing structures will become one during

my lifetime.

Duane Beck
Elkhart, Ind.

Not an ego trip

I appreciated Alan Moore-Beitler's in-

terpretation of the authority of spiritual

leaders in the article, "The Pastor as

Priest" (Dec. 17). Jesus taught that, as

pastors, we are called to serve and not

to be served. That authority stems

from that service. It is earned as a re-

sult of that service.

Too often we tend to get tied up in

the idea of position and status, which is

so much a part of the society in which
we live. The church's nature is not that

of society around us, else we would vie

for the most powerful positions. The
real issue is our willingness to serve as

God and the church calls, not to go on
an ego trip.

Ross Goldfus

Lititz, Pa.
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READERS SAY
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Series articulates realities

of the pastoral ministry

I affirm Alan Moore-Beitler for the

three articles, "What Does It Mean to

Be a Pastor?" The third, "The Pastor

as Priest" (Dec. 17) is a masterpiece.

Moore-Beitler articulates so well a

basic reality of pastoral ministry. "It is

a role offered a pastor, not one a pastor

controls, directs, or sustains."

Lester K. Denlinger

Lancaster, Pa.

Qualities for all people

in the congregation

I was refreshed with the focus on

"being and becoming" in Alan Moore-

Beitler's article, "What Does It Mean
to Be a Pastor?" (Nov. 26). However,

these two qualities should also be the

goals of other leaders and the lay peo-

ple in the congregation.

It is easy to get off balance by trying

to attain only the visible signs of com-

mitment to the Christian lifestyle (com-

mittees, community projects, etc.) and

to lose sight of the need for increased

spirituality. We need to keep our focus

on developing "pastor-like" people who

will all share in the goal of being and

becoming.

Miriam L. King
Sarasota, Fla.

A prediction for the '90s

As one who will soon enter the fifth

decade of Christian ministry, I find it in-

teresting how, over the years, the spirit

of the age infiltrates the spirit of the

church in such a remarkable degree.

When our nation was in turmoil in

the '60s, and people were at each

other's throats at every level of society,

it was also a decade of church divi-

sions. Our nation was struggling with

the Vietnam War, the youth revolt, and

other concerns of the snipping '60s.

These also tore our church and families

apart.

When the nation was tired of fighting

and settled down to the satisfied '70s,

when few were willing to care deeply

for anything, the church also settled

back and adjusted to whatever came

along. It was a decade when many of

our values disappeared.

When the nation took on an indul-

gent, take-care-of-one's-self approach,

in the '80s, the church followed suit and

entered the indulgent '80s with self-

centeredness, loss of world mission,

and a settling down to materialism. It

was a decade of living well while the

world went to hell.

Might one make a prediction for the

'90s? This will be the decade of suspi-

cion and mistrust. It has happened al-

ready at every level of government, in

business and economics, in education,

and in what were considered the social-

caring programs of the past. It has hit

full force in the religious realm, where

heroes have fallen. No ministers who

know the present mood tell the public

they are evangelists. It is more accept-

able to be resource persons.

Reports of abuse of all kinds have cre-

ated suspicion of nearly everyone and

everything. In the years to come, there

will be growing mistrust and suspicion

of spiritual leaders, down to the local

level. In fact, this suspicion of the dis-

trustful '90s is hard upon the church al-

ready. We need to see clearly what is

happening and to think seriously what

is necessary to build trust again.

John M. Drescher

Harrisonburg, Va.

Help is available \S
for victims of abuse
Wake up, Mennonite church! Get

your heads out of the songbooks! Incest

is hiding in your closets, and you just

keep on singing. Weep for the abused

child. Listen for the silent cries of women
who have been sexually molested.

We have been silenced by our own

shame, forbidden to speak by the

perpetrators' control. We must break

the silence and tell our story. It must

not happen again.

Resources for healing are available:

therapy, support groups, self-help

groups, seminars, workshops, and selec-

tive reading. More information is avail-

able from Support of Survivors

(S.O.S.), Box 744, Souderton, PA 18964.

C. Grace

Souderton, Pa.

The upside-down kingdom
belongs to women as well

In the last few months, I have seen

letters in Gospel Herald expressing the

belief that women are relegated to the

position of followers, that a female

leader has no place in a righteous

church, that being concerned with inclu-

sive language does not further the king-

dom.
Jesus preached the good news of an

"upside-down kingdom," in which the

powerless and the unrespected were to

gain power and respect in God's family.

Why, after 2,000 years, is it still so hard

to believe that this radical view might

actually apply to women?
Jesus came to earth to provide hope

and encouragement for those who have

been kept from realizing their full po-

tential: poor people, sick people, de-

spised people, and women. He offered

salvation and purpose to them all. We
violate his teachings when we try to put

women into boxes and expect only tradi-

tional "feminine" qualities from them.

God gives special skills to everyone;

who are we to say to women that their

gifts in traditionally "masculine" areas

are of no use to the kingdom?

I have always believed that the Bible

sets forth the most radical ideas about

justice the world has ever known. We af-

firm Jesus' rejection of war and greed

—

why can't we also affirm his rejection of

patriarchal society? We claim to affirm

his full acceptance of traditionally-de-

spised groups—why is it so hard to fol-

low him in fully accepting women?
One of the best ways to experience

the zeal and revival that some of us

long for is to wholeheartedly welcome

women and all their gifts into the

church. We must see their lives, their

concerns, and their injustices as being

vital issues for men and women alike.

Janelle Clark

Salem, Ohio

Pontius' Puddle

OUR PASTOR SAID "TV WAS
ERODING THE SPIRITUAL LICE. OP
THE CONGREGATION, s —
HE SAID E.OHER f KOW!S THE
(T WENT J^Sv J CONGREGATION
ORHt SC$b /r^, TAKING IT?

OH, I THINK WE'RE.
GOING TO M\SS HIIA.
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There ought to be a law
Some people are working hard to pass
one that would allow taxes to go for
purposes other than military. To suc-

ceed they need help from the church.

by Cathleen Hockman

For members of a peace church, the facts

are sobering: In the 1990 fiscal year, half

of the U.S. federal budget went to the mili-

tary—31.2 percent ($304 billion) for current mili-

tary purposes and 18.9 percent ($184 billion)

toward past military expenditures. In March
1991 Congress voted to spend another $15 bil-

lion to pay for the Persian Gulf War.
That money comes from tax dollars. So to

avoid contributing financially to the military, peo-
ple morally opposed to war have two choices: (1)

voluntary poverty, exempting them from tax lia-

bility; or (2) illegal withholding the military por-

tions of their taxes, resulting in heavy penalties,

garnished wages, and even imprisonment.

But Marian Franz and the National Campaign

How would Peace
Tax Fund be used?

Uses for the money include but are not limited

to:

1. Retraining workers displaced by conversion

from military production or activities;

2. Research directed toward developing and
evaluating nonmilitary and nonviolent solutions

to international conflict;

3. Disarmament efforts;

4. Special projects of the United States Insti-

tute of Peace;

5. International exchanges for peaceful pur-

poses;

6. Improvement of international health, educa-
tion, and welfare; and

7. Programs for providing information to and
education of the public concerning such activities.

for a Peace Tax Fund would like to offer a third

option.

The goal of the National Campaign is to make
a way for taxpayers conscientiously opposed to

war to pay their full taxes without contributing
to military expenditures. As Franz puts it, the
U.S. Peace Tax Fund (PTF) is "alternative ser-

vice for drafted money."
According to the PTF bill, the military portion

of taxes would go into a government trust fund
administrated by 11 trustees committed to

peace and nonviolent resolution to conflict.

Through the trust fund, the CO taxpayers'

money would be used for projects including dis-

armament efforts; improvement of international

health, education and welfare; study directed to-

ward developing nonmilitary and nonviolent solu-

tions to international conflict; and international

exchanges for peaceful purposes.

The current U.S. Peace Tax Fund bill was
originally drafted by David Bassett, a
Quaker on the medical faculty of the Uni-

versity of Michigan. With the help of the law fac-

ulty from the university, Bassett took suggested
legislation to Washington, D.C., in 1971. The
campaign is now headed by an 18-member board
of directors, which includes people from historic

peace churches, mainline denominations, and
other religious groups. Rep. Ron Dellums of Cali-

fornia first introduced the PTF bill to Congress
in 1972. In 1982, Marian Franz, a Mennonite, be-
came the second person to serve as executive di-

rector of the campaign.

At this point, the PTF bill has been referred

to the House Ways and Means Committee. Indi-

ana Representative Andy Jacobs, who cospon-
sors the bill with Senators Mark Hatfield (Ore-

gon) and Tom Harkin (Iowa), is trying to get a

Ways and Means subcommittee to hold a hear-

ing for the bill in early 1992. To improve the

chances of success, only a one-hour hearing has
been requested. In that hearing, in addition to

the hour of testimony, PTF bill advocates will

add written statements to the official record.

The hearing would give the bill greater expo-
sure and hopefully more Congressional support

Assembly delegates to Oregon
91 have asked churches to put
$100 for the Peace Tax Fund
into their annual budgets.
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(38 Representatives currently sponsor the PTF
bill, besides the three lead sponsors). Getting in-

formation onto the official record would help the

bill command attention. Even after this, though,

there's a long, long road ahead before a PTF bill

would come up for a vote in the House or Sen-

ate.

"The Peace Tax bill is not going to be passed

anytime soon," says Franz frankly. "Not enough

people have said they care—and that includes

Mennonites.

"I see a bitter irony in that," she continues,

"because if there were such a fund, pacifist

Christians would say that it was God's will that

they use its provisions. Yet these same people

are doing little to make this fund a reality."

At Normal 89, Mennonite General Assembly

passed a resolution which urged conferences and

congregations to support the PTF campaign.

"We call each household in the Mennonite

Church to commit itself to a contribution of at

least $5," the resolution read "... as well as to

write letters of support for the legislation to the

appropriate elected officials."

As revealed last summer at Oregon 91, how-

ever, less than one percent of the members of

the Mennonite church responded. Delegates at

Oregon went on to "urge" that congregations

place the PTF in their annual budgets; $100 a

year has been recommended, varying according

to the size and resources of the individual con-

gregation.

What is at issue, as Franz sees it, is our

basic commitment to peace. "What is

the church saying to its government

when the state carries out policies of destruc-

tion?" she asks. "What is the church saying

when the government builds weapons with the

capability to destroy the earth 40 times over at

the expense of people who go hungry? Does the

church have a conscience about this issue?"

Even though no great progress is expected

with the PTF bill in the near future, Franz

strongly affirms the possibilities presented by

the Peace Tax Fund even now. "The bill itself

has a witness function," she says. "It lets Con-

gress know that through all these years and all

these wars, some people still find war a severe

violation of conscience."

Franz lobbies in Congress, going from office to

office talking about the bill, explaining how con-

science forbids direct and indirect participation

in war. Some Congressional aides become en-

gaged in the issue, she says, and spend more

time with her than they had planned. Many re-

^StWr How would the Peace
O-^j Tax Fund work?

Here are the procedures as set forth in the bill:

1. You would write to the IRS for a separate

questionnaire return.

2. On that return you would answer the same

three questions that young men answer when

they apply for conscientious objector status for

military service: (a) What is the nature of my be-

lief about participation in war? (b) What is the

source or genesis of that belief? (c) How does

that belief affect my life?

3. You would send the questionnaire with your

three answers to the IRS.

4. The IRS computer would simply acknowledge

by a receipt that they have your statement on file.

They would not give you a "grade" on your essay.

5. You would attach this receipt to your tax re-

turn.

6. You might be required to back up your

claim to CO status with further documentation.

7. If the IRS rejects your claim, you could ask

the U.S. District Court or the U.S. Tax Court to

review the case.

fleet personally about the issues of conscience

brought up by the Peace Tax Fund.

"Conscience is contagious," Franz says. On
the individual level, one person hears another

person's testimony and then starts to reexamine

beliefs. On another level, an expressed state-

ment of conscience on taxes for war by one reli-

gious body can influence the consciences of

other religious groups. Conscience also can

spread internationally, as movements in one na-

tion awaken the issue in another.

Other peace tax bills are developing in more

than a dozen countries around the world. In Can-

ada, where freedom of conscience is guaranteed

in the revised constitution of 1982, Jerilynn

Prior, a Quaker pediatrician, took the case for a

peace tax bill to the Canadian Supreme Court.

The argument was turned down, but a group

called Conscience Canada, Inc., is currently

working on peace tax legislation similar to the

U.S. Peace Tax Fund bill. Conscious Canada

Conscience is contagious.

When one hears another's

testimony, one then starts to

examine beliefs and practices.

Marian
Franz,

the Peace

Tax Fund's

executive

secretary
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Orthodox complaints cast shadow
over meeting of Catholic bishops
A meeting of Roman Catholic bishops in

Europe brought together leaders from
East and West to assess developments
since the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.

But the two-week gathering highlighted

a deepening division between Catholics

and Orthodox Christians.

Orthodox churches from five countries

refused invitations to send "fraternal del-

egates." And an Orthodox official who did

attend warned in a speech that tension

between Catholics and Orthodox in East-

ern Europe is "very high."

Issues between the groups include the

pope's support of Croatian Catholics, who
are fighting predominantly-Orthodox
Serbs in the Yugoslav civil war, and dis-

putes over church properties in the
Ukraine. (RNS)

Bias against foreigners rises

on both sides of the Atlantic

Church workers involved in refugee re-

settlement say they are concerned by an
anti-foreigner backlash in the United
States and Europe.

A slumping economy has led to in-

creased resentment of Haitians and other

refugees entering the United States.

But refugee officials describe trends in

Europe as even more troubling.

In such countries as Austria, Belgium,
and France, right-wing nationalist move-
ments are urging the expulsion of foreign-

ers. In Germany, skinheads and neo-Nazis
have been terrorizing African, Asian, Mid-
dle Eastern, and Eastern European refu-

gees in several cities. (RNS)

High court in Canada says talks
with clergy not always protected
The Supreme Court of Canada has ruled

that conversations with a priest or minister
may be admitted as evidence in a criminal

trial.

While a blanket privilege protects con-

fessions made to lawyers, the court ruled

that confessions to clergy are not automat-
ically protected.

The court said that lawyers, unlike pas-

tors, need protected communications with

clients to ensure "effective operation of the
legal system." (RNS)

Religious groups urge shift

from military to social programs
President Bush has not gone far enough

in reducing military spending, U.S. Catho-
lic bishops and other religious leaders say.

The bishops, along with leaders from
mainline Protestant denominations and
some evangelicals, have called for spending

less on weapons and more on social pro-

grams.

While the president has announced
plans to scrap a large portion of the

nation's nuclear forces, administration of-

ficials have tried to dampen expectations

there will be a large "peace dividend."

(RNS)
,

California court upholds refusal
to rent to couple who are unwed
A California appeals court has ruled that

a husband and wife were within their rights

in refusing to rent an apartment to an
unmarried couple.

In a 2-1 decision, the court overturned a

ruling by the state housing commission
that John and Agnes Donahue had violated

two state laws.

The majority opinion cited the couple's

"sincerely held religious belief that forni-

cation and its facilitation are sins." (RNS)

Baptist groups urged to write
and share statements of faith

Small groups of Baptists around the

world are being urged to write a contem-
porary statement of faith.

The statements are to be shared during
this year's international Baptist Peace
Conference in Nicaragua.

"Admiring Jesus is not the same as

following Jesus," Baptist Peace Fellowship

director Ken Sehested said. "And in order
to follow Jesus, every generation must give

concrete expression—in life and speech

—

to the journey of faith."

According to Sehested, the project is not
an attempt to "agree on one new confes-

sion of faith." Rather, it is designed to

"give expression to the variety of gifts of

the Spirit [and] to encourage the process

of reflection growing out of the renewed
attempts of faithful discipleship."

(MWC)

There ought to be a law
(continued has the support of many Canadian Mennonites.

from page 7) From its beginning 19 years ago, the PTF ef-

fort has been financed from private contribu-

tions and from some churches. The 1991 budget
for the campaign includes $76,300 toward actual

lobbying and production of materials concerned
with influencing Congress. Contributions toward
this fund are not tax deductible.

The Peace Tax Foundation has a separate bud-
get of $33,700. It was founded in 1985 to give in-

dividuals a place to make tax-deductible

contributions. Foundation monies go toward
peace studies and toward educating the public

about peace tax bills. Individuals or congrega-

tions may contribute to either fund at the

National Campaign for a Peace Tax Fund, 2121
Decatur Place N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008.

Though the legislative process on Capitol Hill

may be slow, and the seeming lack of support
can get discouraging, Marian Franz keeps a posi-

tive spirit about her work with the PTF bill. She
points out that the bill which gave women the

right to vote was introduced to 41 different Con-
gresses (a new Congress begins every two years)

before it was finally passed in 1920.

The U.S. Peace Tax Fund is, she says, "an
idea whose time has not come, but whose time
is coming—and we are a part of the coming. Indi-

vidual statements of conscience about swords
and plowshares help bring the collective con-

science to life."

Cathleen Hockman is in a one-year voluntary ser-

vice assignment with the Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions, working with Bread for the City in Washing-
ton, D.C.
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Volunteer effort meets deadline

for food shipment to Zaire capital

Volunteers Mike Gehman of Fivepointville, Pa. (left), and Nelson Gehman of Bowmans-

ville, Pa., bag grain at C. P. Wenger and Sons Mill in Ephrata, Pa. The grain is part of

an MCC shipment of 1,000 tons of corn and beans scheduled to leave Philadelphia on

Jan. 6 for Kinshasa, Zaire.

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Hard work by hun-

dreds of volunteers helped Mennonite

Central Committee (MCC) meet a Janu-

ary deadline for a grain shipment to Zaire.

Some 1,000 tons of corn and beans were

scheduled to leave Philadelphia on Jan. 6

for Zaire's capital, Kinshasa.

Extreme inflation and transportation

breakdown due to political unrest have

caused food shortages in Kinshasa, which

has a population of 4 million.

With the help of millowners who made

facilities available, volunteers filled 100-

pound bags of corn and soybeans at four

locations in Pennsylvania and six in the

MCC Great Lakes Region (Illinois, Indi-

ana, and Ohio).

The joint effort produced some 22,000

bags of food, which filled 50 shipping

containers.

Many businesses donated services for

hauling grain to shipping points.

Brenda Wagner, MCC assistant coordi-

nator of constituency activities, expressed

appreciation to the companies and "the

drivers who sacrificed holiday and vaca-

tion time to help deliver the grain."

All of the corn and beans arrived at the

port by Jan. 2, one day before the delivery

deadline.

Meeting the deadline was "a miracle,"

MCC shipping consultant John Hostetler

said, noting the short time between re-

ceiving the emergency request and the

shipping date.

Farmers donated some of the grain for

the project. MCC bought the rest and will

pay shipping expenses of more than

$150,000.

Financial contributions are still needed

to help cover shipping costs.

Kentucky couple assist

with Appalachia program
Harlan, Ky. (MCC)—Holly and Lewis

Fee run two small businesses here in

southeastern Kentucky, an area with high

unemployment and poverty.

But local Mennonite Central Commit-

tee (MCC) workers know them best for

their support of the Sharing With Appa-

lachian People (SWAP) program.

SWAP is a summer program of MCC
U.S. Through it, short-term volunteer

church groups renovate houses.

The Fees provide a crucial link between

the program and the local community,

said Peter Thiessen of Calgary, Alta., who
coordinates the program with his wife,

Susan. "They've been invaluable."

The Fees help SWAP in a variety of

ways. Lewis has found tools, a used water

heater, and other equipment for the pro-

gram. He rebuilt a truck engine for the

MCC unit in Whitesburg, Ky., and has

found local sources to donate food to

SWAP.
Holly speaks to SWAP groups about local

culture and history, as well as other topics.

"Whatever they want to know, we tell

them," she said.

Groups often ask about local poverty.

Volunteers sometimes wonder why
some people live in a house that badly

needs repair, yet own a color TV.

In a life of unemployment and frustra-

tion, "what else have they got?" Lewis

responds.

People can pay "five dollars a month for

the rest of their life" for the television, he

continues. No such program is available

for housing repair.

The Fees know about poverty from hard

experience. In 1987 Lewis spent much of

the winter in the hospital, and Holly was

unable to find work. They lived in an

uninsulated house and would have run out

of coal for heating if friends had not

provided some.

"We were both very close to giving up,"

Holly said. "People have no idea how

emotionally and physically exhausting it

is to be poor."

That summer, three SWAP teams

worked on their house. The groups re-

paired the porch and painted.

The care the volunteers showed gave

the couple incentive, Holly said. Today

the Fees run a greengrocery selling pro-

duce and a shop that sells T-shirts and

provides office services.

In addition, the Fees assist other people

interested in starting small businesses.

SWAP made more than an economic

difference to the couple. The way the

volunteers went about their work brought

"a turning point in my spiritual life,"

Lewis said.

At the time, the couple had quit going

to church. Now they attend the local

Methodist congregation.

Lewis said he and Holly are willing to

do whatever is necessary to help SWAP.
Federal programs "treat you like you're

trying to cheat them out of something,"

Lewis said. By contrast, SWAP volun-

teers ask local people what they need

rather than tell them what must be done,

he noted.

"I don't feel I can ever do enough for

SWAP or the local Mennonite communi-

ty," Lewis said.—Ardell Stauffer
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Tanzania church eases
local shortages of food
Musoma, Tanzania (MCC)—Tanzanian

Mennonites are working together and
drawing on local resources to prevent

hunger in their region.

Members of the Tanzania Mennonite
Church live mainly in the Mara Region,

on the shores of Lake Victoria in the

northwestern part of the country. For the

past two years, this area has experienced

localized food shortages due to a disease

of the cassava plant, the staple food here.

Farmers in the area also grow sorghum,
millet, and corn, but these are all suscep-

tible to drought. Cassava, a root crop,

stays in the ground for years as insurance

against bad times.

Due to the disease, however, farmers

have been advised not to plant cassava

for five years. This change has been ac-

companied by unpredictable rains, result-

ing in the failure of the alternate crops.

Many people exhausted their grain

stores. Meanwhile, prices of grain on the

market rose dramatically.

Mennonite congregations in the most
severely affected areas brought this prob-

lem to the Congregational Development
Department advisory council in late 1990.

The development department loaned
capital to buy grain in food surplus areas.

Department coordinators and local

church leaders appealed to Serengeti Dis-

trict congregations to gather their surplus

food for transport to the hunger areas.

The Tanzanian government helped with

some of the transportation, and the food
was sold at cost—only half what the mar-
ket price was in the hunger areas. In

addition, some congregations arranged for

people without any money to buy grain.

Money from the food sales was returned

to the Serengeti congregations to buy
more food, and the cycle was repeated.

This past March, people in some of the

hunger areas began harvesting the first

sweet potatoes.

Mennonite Central Committee got in-

volved in the project when the govern-

ment said it was unable to continue sup-

porting transportation costs. MCC gave

$3,500 to move 200 tons of food into the

hunger areas.

Trucks from the Tanzania Mennonite
Church and private boats on Lake Victo-

ria were used in the effort, which was
administered by the development depart-

ment coordinators from each diocese,

along with pastor Christopher Ndege and
MCC worker Eric Bendfeldt.

The Tanzanian government has ex-

pressed appreciation to the church for its

work during the emergency. In addition,

the church's development department has

asked Bendfeldt and his wife, Mary, to

return to the country for another three-

year term.

The Crewe, Va., couple will coordinate

further hunger-prevention efforts, includ-

ing work on food storage systems and
helping church groups develop joint farm-
ing projects.

—

Jan Shetler

Exchange helps woman
improve Thai village life

Bangkok, Thailand (MCC)—Rawan
Chanta (Noi), 27, has a vision for her
village.

Noi spent a year in Canada through the

International Visitor Exchange Program
(IVEP) sponsored by Mennonite Central

Commmittee (MCC). She returned to

Thailand this past fall with renewed en-

ergy and new ideas for improving the life

of her people.

Noi's parents are poor and at first had
trouble understanding her decision to

come back to the village.

She had worked her way through uni-

versity in Bangkok—the first woman in

her village to do so. Now she had overseas

experience.

Her parents knew she could find a good
job in the city.

"Why do you want to work with the poor
when your own family is poor and you
could be earning a lot of money?" her

father asked.

But Noi believes that Christians must
live their faith, rather than try to convince

people with words. She wants to help her

village find solutions to its problems.

Though she has few concrete plans yet,

her discussions with people are making it

clear that children should be the focus.

Village children have little formal edu-

cation. Some do not even complete the

compulsory sixth grade.

Many children do not receive adequate
nutrition. Villagers tend to grow cash

crops such as garlic that they can sell to

buy consumer goods such as TVs, radios,

and motorcycles. Often they do not allot

enough of their land to growing food for

their own families.

Noi wants to encourage families to plant

vegetable gardens. While in Canada, Noi
observed the carefully tended gardens

some Mennonites had. When she re-

turned home she planted a garden and
bought some chickens, hoping to lead by
example.

In addition, she is talking with a nurse

from a nearby hospital about ways to

promote health.

MCC Thailand representatives plan to

visit Noi's village this month to see her

and discuss ways MCC can be supportive.

3
You care about world peace.. .about people.. .about the

environment. Now you can choose investments to match

those concerns.

• No-load, balanced mutual fund.

Minimum investment: $250.

Investments stress world peace, pollution control, fair

employment practices and international development.

A competitive return on your invested dollars.

For more information, write: Mennonite Mutual Aid, Post Office

Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526, or call toll-free: 1-800-348-7468.

Tills is not a solicitation in those states were the securities have not been qualified
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• Peace tax hearing set. The

U.S. Congress has for the first

time scheduled a hearing on the

proposed Peace Tax Fund (see

related article on page 6). The
Peace Tax Fund would provide

a legal alternative to paying

taxes for military purposes. The
hearing will be held this coming

spring by the House subcommit-

tee on Select Revenue Measures,

chaired by Rep. Charles Rangel

of New York. More information

is available from the National

Campaign for a Peace Tax Fund,

based in Washington, D.C.

•Rockway to build. Rockway
Mennonite Collegiate, Kitche-

ner, Ont, will begin a $3.2 mil-

lion construction project next

month. The project will include

a gymnasium, classrooms, a re-

source center, and office space.

Some $2.6 million has been

raised so far in cash and
pledges.

• MBM seeks gifts. Mennonite

Board of Missions hopes to re-

ceive $1.3 million in contribu-

tions before the end of its fiscal

year on Jan. 31. According to

Pat Swartzendruber, vice-presi-

dent for administration and re-

sources, contributions so far

from congregations and individ-

uals represent 75 percent of the

agency's $5.2 million goal.

"While MBM has not incurred

deficits the past two years, the

contribution goals have not been

fully met," Swartzendruber said.

"Giving has not kept pace with

inflation, resulting in a reduction

in MBM ministries."

•Addresses needed. Story

Friends magazine wants to send

personalized mottoes to three

readers who returned survey

forms. However, the magazine

does not have return addresses

for Adam in Lincoln, Neb., Lind-

sey in Drake, Sask., and a reader

in the Cedar Rapids, Iowa, area

who did not list his or her name.

Full names and addresses can

be sent to Story Friends, 616

Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA
15683.

• Coming events:

Annual CPS reunion, Bay Shore

Mennonite Church, Sarasota,

Fla., Feb. 3. More information

from Roy Bucher, 1674 Univer-

sity Pkwy., Sarasota, FL 34243.

45th anniversary celebration, Sun-

nyside Mennonite Church,
Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 5-6. Former
members are invited. More in-

formation from the church at

23786 Sunnyside Ave., Elkhart,

IN 46516; phone 219 875-7790.

• New books:
Menno Simons: A Reappraisal, ed-

ited by Gerald R. Brunk. This

book includes essays by nine

North American and European

scholars. It is available from the

history department at Eastern

Mennonite College, Harrisonburg,

VA 22801; phone 703 432-4467.

• Job openings:

Dean of students, Hesston (Kan.)

College. The position includes

supervision of student develop-

ment, counseling, residence life,

student activities, and religious

life. The dean reports to the

president, is a member of ad-

ministrative cabinet, and is re-

sponsible for establishing a

quality and character of student

life appropriate to Hesston's

mission and educational goals.

Position available July 1. Con-

tact President Kirk Alliman,

Hesston College, Hesston, KS
67062-2093; phone 316 327-8233.

Director of student life, Eastern

Mennonite College, Harrison-

burg, Va. This position reports

to the president. Doctorate pre-

ferred, master's degree required

in a field related to student de-

velopment and higher educa-

tion. Must have a minimum of

five years experience in the

field, along with significant ex-

perience in administration and

supervision and the ability to

plan co-curricular activities with

an educational perspective. The
applicant must be committed to

the Anabaptist/Mennonite tra-

dition and support the EMC
philosophy and mission.
Resumes/vitae should be sub-

mitted to Betty Jo Eby, person-

nel manager, Eastern Menno-
nite College & Seminary,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone

703 432-4108.

Faculty position in athletics and
physical education, Eastern
Mennonite College, Harrison-

burg, Va. To begin fall 1992.

Men's head basketball coach

combined with other teach-

ing/coaching responsibilities for a

full-time position. Master's de-

gree and experience required.

Applications due Feb. 15. Send
resume to Lee Snyder, vice-pres-

ident and academic dean, East-

ern Mennonite College, Harri-

sonburg, VA 22801.

• Change of address:
Preston Nowlin from PO Box in

Powhatan, Va., to 2440 Brauer

Rd., Powhatan, VA 23139.

NEW MEMBERS

Austin, Tex.: Ruth Abraham and

Jacob Abraham.
Charlotte Street, Lancaster,

Pa.: Elizabeth Anderson, Dan-

iel Durborow, Carol Gingerich,

Joe Peifer, and Tom and Sue

Ruth.

Dargan, Sharpsburg, Md.:
David Possinger.

Gray Ridge, Millersburg, Ohio:

Ryan Troyer and Dwayne
Yoder.

Manhattan, Kan.: Dwight Wiebe,

Margot Wiebe, and Meg Laakso.

Perkiomenville, Pa.: Sheila

Godshall, Arneda Ness, Tanya
Young, Janelle Zook, and Mi-

chelle Zook.

Pleasant View, Mt. Pleasant,

Iowa: Scott Neal and Dianne

Stephens-Neal.

Salem, Ore.: Glen Oesch and

Lois Oesch.

Springs, Pa.: Don Hershberger,

Pete Miller, and Karin Miller.

Sugar Creek, Wayland, Iowa:

Donna Harmon Wyse, Denise

Nebel, and Myron Hoylman.

BIRTHS

Alderfer, Steve and Denise (Det-

weiler), Sellersville, Pa., Ste-

ven Nathan (first child), Dec. 12.

Bartholomew, Dan and Evelyn

(Owens), Sunbury, Pa., Jonathon

Wesley (first child), Dec. 7.

Bauman, Brent and Katherine

(Hiebert), Elmira, Ont.,

Cassandra Marie (first child),

Dec. 3.

Bontrager, Elmer and Louise

(Miller), Sarasota, Fla., Brock

Corbin (second child), Nov. 15.

Bontrager, Greg and Nancy
(Sauder), Wauseon, Ohio, Lauren

Ashley (first child), Dec. 20.

Byer, John and Beverly
(Hodgson), Markham, Ont.,

Evan John, Oct. 15.

Cameron, Pat and Geneva
(Hershberger), Wichita, Kan.,

Adam David Hershberger (first

child), Nov. 18.

Cowherd, Donald and Pamela
(Showalter), Fishersville, Va.,

Morgan Elyse (third child), Nov. 10.

Crist, Dan and Janice (Hath-

away), Quinter, Kan., Alyese

Janene (first child), Dec. 16.

Curtis, Tim and Sharon (Ficke),

Milford, Neb., Jordan Reid
(third child), Dec. 11.

Custalow, Kevin and Cathy
(Bomberger), Richmond, Va.,

Nicholas Tatanka (first child),

Sept. 1.

Davidhizar, John and Kathy

(Kaucher), Martinsburg, Pa.,

Kristen Renee (second child),

Nov. 27.

DeHaven, Robert Daniel and
Gloria Sue (Gunnette), Sara-

sota, Fla., Seth Daniel Cornelius

(fourth child), Dec. 5.

Frankenfield, Steve and Julie

(Detweiler), Perkasie, Pa., Bryce

Jared (second child), Dec. 13.

French, Brian and Amy (Ruhl),

Lancaster, Pa., Peter Brian (sec-

ond child), Nov. 21.

Frey, Brian and Heidi (Tiessen),

Kitchener, Ont., Andrew
Kristopher (first child), Dec. 23.

Fry, Darin and Sheri (Rupp),

Wauseon, Ohio, Lynae Marie

(second child), Dec. 5.

Glick, James and Barbara
(Rearich), Lancaster, Pa., Laura

Kathleen (second child), Nov. 25.

Goertzen, Nelson and Beverly

(Brunner), Hesston, Kan., Hope
Kathleen (third child), Nov. 20.

Graber Miller, Keith and Ann,

Atlanta, Ga., Niles Daniel (first

child), Dec. 21.

Guntz, Merle and Patricia, Tel-

ford, Pa., Joshua Edward (first

child), Dec. 15.

Harris, Wade and Eunice (Daw-

son), Sarasota, Fla., Robert

Clark (second child), Dec. 25.

Helsel, Robert and Amanda
(Bontreger), Conestoga, Pa.,

Seth Michael (second child),

Dec. 9.

Hochstetler, Luke and Janice

(Miller), Topeka, Ind., Angela

Elaine (first child), Nov. 12.

Householter, Bob and Leslie

(Fitch), Morton, III, Gregory

Robert (second child), Oct. 6.

Kauffman, Jerry and Mary Beth

(Yoder), Grove City, Ohio, Kev-

in Jerald (third child), Dec. 15.

Kauffman, N. Leroy and Judy

(Wyse), Christiansburg, Va., Ra-

chel Kathryn (third child), Dec. 2.

MARRIAGES

AescHiman-King: Kenneth Aesch-

liman, Archbold, Ohio (Zion

cong.), and Luella King, Archbold,

Ohio (Central cong.), Nov. 16, by

Ellis Croyle.

Barrett-Chittick: Michael Bar-

rett, Jamison, Pa., and Janine

Chittick, Doylestown, Pa.

(Doylestown cong.), Oct. 11, by

Ray K. Yoder.

Beck-Eberhard: Max Beck, Mid-

dlebury, Ind. (Holdeman cong.),

and Melanie Eberhard, Mid-

dlebury, Ind. (Holdeman cong.),

Dec. 21, by Sam J. Troyer.

Bomberger-Hurst: Rob Bom-
berger, Lancaster, Pa. (Ross-

mere cong.), and Kathy Hurst,
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Lancaster, Pa. (Charlotte Street

cong.), Nov. 16, by Leon Miller.

Bunch-Miller: Jeff Bunch,
Kokomo, Ind. (Parkview cong.),

and Brenda Miller, Valparaiso,

Ind. (Parkview cong.), Sept. 29,

by Grace Whitehead.
Clayton-Martin: David Clayton,

Guelph, Ont. (Presbyterian
Church), and Heather Martin,

Elmira, Ont. (Elmira cong.),

Nov. 16, by Dale and Mary
Bauman.

Crouse-Moser: Patrick Crouse,
Severna Park, Md. (Catholic

Church), and Wendy Moser,
Severna Park, Md. (Hyattsville

cong.), Sept. 21, by Steve
Heatwole.

Gordon-Murphy: Albert, Jr.,

Kokomo, Ind. (Parkview), and
Jennifer Murphy, Kokomo, Ind.

(Parkview), Sept. 8, by Grace
Whitehead.

Hess-Sensenig: Philip A. Hess,

Lancaster, Pa. (Byerland cong.),

and Gwen R. Sensenig, New
Holland, Pa. (New Holland),

Dec. 27, by Ernest M. Hess.
Howard-High: Chris Howard,
Cumberland, Md., and Cindy
High, Ephrata, Pa. (Ridgeview
cong.), Dec. 14, by Robert L.

Petersheim.

Kauffman-Martin: Daniel Kauff-
man, Goshen, Ind. (College
cong.), and Anna Martin, La
Junta, Colo. (Emmanuel cong.),

Nov. 29, by Merritt Welty.

Kornhaus-Anderson: John Korn-
haus, Harrisonburg, Va., and Lori

Anderson, Pinto, Md. (Pinto

cong.), Dec. 24, by Roy Bender
and Alva Tice.

Lehman-Lutz: Maurice Lehman,
Lancaster, Pa. (Lyndon cong.),

and Anna Lutz, Lititz, Pa.
(Mount Joy cong.), Dec. 21, by
James R. Hess.

Martin-Noll: Derwood Martin,
Shippensburg, Pa. (Rowe cong.),

and Wendy Noll, Manheim, Pa.

(East Petersburg cong.), Dec. 7,

by Karl Steffy.

Mast-Byler: Darrell Mast, Goshen,
Ind. (Townline cong.), and

Doretta Byler, Millersburg, Ind.

(Townline cong.), Oct. 5, by Cal-

vin Borntrager.

Meinke-Hershberger: Steven
Meinke, Walnut Creek, Ohio
(Grace cong.), and Rosanna
Hershberger, Sugarcreek, Ohio
(Grace cong.), Dec. 21, by David
R. Clemens.

Miller-Bauman: Michael Miller,

Lansdale, Pa. (Philippi cong.),

and Cheryl Bauman, Elmira,
Ont. (Elmira cong.), Nov. 30, by
Dale Bauman.

Mininger-Geissingen Tim Minin-

ger, Telford, Pa. (Souderton
cong.), and Betty Geissinger, Rich-

mond, Va. (Swamp cong.), Dec. 6,

by Gerry Clemmer.
Rempel-Dwyer: Brock Rempel,
Phoenix, Ariz. (Sunnyslope
cong.), and Ann Dwyer, Phoenix,
Ariz. (Catholic Church), Nov. 29,

by Dan Irvy and David W.
Mann.

Riley-Munson: Layne Riley, Bea-
ver Crossing, Neb. (Beth-El
cong.), and Alison Munson, Mil-

ford, Neb. (Beth-El cong.), Oct.

11, by John C. King.

Sawyer-Watts: George Sawyer,
Bowling Green, Ohio (Bancroft
cong.), and Katherine Watts,
Paulding, Ohio (Bancroft cong.),

Dec. 28, by Phil Ebersole.

DEATHS

Alderfer, Caroline A., 76,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Aug. 10,

1915, to Rein A. and Susan (Al-

derfer) Alderfer. Died: Dec. 4,

1991. Survivors—brothers and
sisters: Naomi A. Moyer, Mrs.
George, Sanford A., Harold A.
Funeral and burial: Dec. 8, Sal-

ford Mennonite Church, by Wil-

lis Miller and John Ruth.
Freyenberger, Ezra Joseph, 80,

Wayland, Iowa. Born: Feb. 9,

1911, to Menno and Mary (Os-

wald) Freyenberger. Died: Dec.
23, 1991, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, of
cancer. Survivors—wife: Lavina
Mae Graber; children: Ardith
Brunk, Phyllis Hartzler, Marcia
Roth, Nedra Sauder; sisters:

Alta Cunningham, Ada Wyse,
Lulu Roth; 12 grandchildren, 6
great-grandchildren. Funeral
and burial: Dec. 27, Sugar Creek
Mennonite Church, by Dean
Swartzendruber and Glen Richard.

Gerber, Irvin D., 81, Dalton,
Ohio. Born: Sept. 1, 1910, Dal-

ton, Ohio, to John C. and Mag-
dalena (Bixler) Gerber. Died:
Dec. 22, 1991, Dalton, Ohio. Sur-

vivors—wife: Bonnie (Payne)
Gerber; children: Dan R., David
K, Carolyn Martin, Rosemary
King, Barbara Tapping, Nancy
Ross, Bonnie Lou Bennett; sis-

ters: Esther Shoup, Annie Greg-
ory; 18 grandchildren, 3 great-

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Dec. 24, Martins Menno-
nite Church, by Vincent Frey.

Graber, Martha Saloma (Sally),

78, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. Born:
March 6, 1913, Harper, Kan., to

Mahlon and Anna Holdeman
Bare. Died: Oct. 19, 1991, Way-
land, Iowa. Survivors—children:

David, Richard, Ruth Ann
Eccles, Phil, Esther Kraybill,

Barbara Graber; brothers and
sister: Richard, Tillman, John,

Harry (Ted) Bare, Catherine
Heyda; 14 grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Clarence E. Graber
(husband). Funeral: Oct. 22,

Pleasant View Mennonite
Church, by David W. Boshart
and Glen Richard. Burial: Sugar
Creek Cemetery.

Groff, Irwin L., 95, Gordonville,

Pa. Born: June 3, 1896, Gordon-
ville, Pa., to Clayton Rohrer

Baltimore YES teams start assignments. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Four Youth Evangelism
Service (YES) teams sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions left Jan. 6 for

assignments in Belize, Honduras, Jamaica, and Mexico. Earlier, the groups spent three months
in training at the YES Discipleship Center in Baltimore. Team members are, front row, from
left: Douglas Zimmerman, Brendon Nolt, Richard Rohrer, Tom Eshleman, and Enrique Molina.
Second row: Melani Wenger, Tami Bauman, Rebecca Preston, Lorri Rutt, Marlene Plett, and
Lori Myer. Third row: Cheryl Souders, Audrey Zimmerman, Twila Fisher, Jennifer Kuhns,
Cheryl Geissinger, Gwenda Shearer, and Karen Langenbach. Fourth row: Brad Steiner, Kevin
Kanagy, Sean Sims, Joanne Eberly, Duane Weaver, and David Longenecker.
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Groff and Celia (Leaman) Groff.

Died: Dec. 7, 1991, Lancaster,

Pa., of heart attack. Survivors-

Mary Elsie Wenger; children:

Melvin L., R. Elverta Denlinger;

brother: Lloyd L.; 9 grandchil-

dren, 17 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Lester W.
(son). Funeral and burial: Dec.

11, Paradise Mennonite Church,

by Clair Eby, Harold Book, and

Fred Martin.

Hays, Lisa (Gautsche), 23, Cold-

water, Mich. Born: April 24,

1968, adopted by Delmar and

Donna Gautsche. Died: Dec. 2,

1991, of neurofibro mentosis.

Survivors —husband: Steve

Hays; parents: Delmar and

Donna Gautsche; brothers and

sisters: Greg, Jeff, and Melanie

Schwartz. Memorial service:

Dec. 10, Locust Grove Menno-

nite Church, Burr Oak, Mich.

Burial: Dec. 6, Mobile, Ala.

Heitz, Raymond M., 76, Soud-

erton, Pa. Born: Dec. 27, 1914,

Finland, Pa., to Henry H. and

Mary (Meitzler) Heitz. Died:

Dec. 21, 1991, Sellersville, Pa.

Funeral: Dec. 26, Souderton

Mennonite Homes Chapel, by

Steven Landis, Claude Shisler,

and Henry Ruth. Burial: Finland

Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Johns, Daniel A., 79, Millers-

burg, Ohio. Born: May 22, 1912,

Goshen, Ind., to Ira S. and Eliz-

abeth (Rickert) Johns. Died:

Dec. 2, 1991, Punta Gorda, Fla.

Survivors—wife: Ruth Fern

Mast; children: Priscilla Niel-

sen, Joseph, Nancy Souder,

Anna Marie Baker, Ruth Chris-

tian Stehman; brothers and sis-

ters: Glen, Vivian Schlabach,

Vista Kauffman, Mary Birkey,

Pauline Horst; 12 grandchildren,

one grandchild. Funeral and
burial: Dec. 7, Martin's Creek

Mennonite Church, by Robert

and Enid Schloneger, and Erv

Schlabach.

Lantz, Mamie K. (Stoltzfus), 94,

Coatesville, Pa. Born: Aug. 8.

1897, Upper Leacock Township,

to Ezra and Annie Kauffman
Stoltzfus. Died: Oct. 7, 1991,

Lancaster, Pa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Minerva McGinnis, Mel-

vin E., Marian A. Mattson, Er-

nest S., Roma Reel, Gordon,

Leona Stone; sisters: Rebecca

Stoltzfus, Sarah Stoltzfus,

Savilla Lapp; 38 grandchildren,

73 great-grandchildren, 9 great-

great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Benjamin S. Lantz

(husband). Funeral: Oct. 21,

Maple Grove Mennonite
Church, by Philip M. Freed and

Richard Umble. Burial: Mill-

wood Mennonite Cemetery.

Lantz, William W., 91, Archbold,

Ohio. Born: May 3, 1900, Stutt-

gart, Ark., to Michael and Mary
Schultz Lantz. Died: Dec. 10,

1991, Archbold, Ohio. Survi-

vors—brother and sister: Daniel

J., Rosa Mininger. Funeral: Dec.

13, Short Funeral Home, by

Charles H. Gautsche. Burial:

Pettisville Cemetery.

Martin, Edgar, 82, Elmira, Ont.

Born: March 12, 1909, Yatton, to

Albert and Susanna Musser.

Died: Oct. 30, 1991, Kitchener,

Ont. Survivors—wife: Edna
Selema (Weber) Martin; chil-

dren: Wayne, Audrey Zehr, Pau-

line Horsfall, Elinor Martin;

brother and sisters: Delton,

Vietta Bauman, Mabel Martin;

23 grandchildren, 7 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: June

Pearce (daughter). Funeral and

burial: Nov. 2, Elmira Menno-
nite Church, by Dale Bauman.

Miller, Ella M. (Handrich), 90,

Fairview, Mich. Born: Jan. 11,

1901, Davis County, Mich., to

Jacob P. and Elisa (Krehbiel)

Handrich. Died: Dec. 6, 1991,

Fairview, Mich., of congestive

heart failure. Survivors—chil-

dren: Irene Yoder, Ethel Hand-

rich; 9 grandchildren, 28 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

John F. Miller (first husband),

Mose Mishler (second hus-

band), Sherman Miller (third

husband), and Esther Zook
(daughter). Funeral and burial:

Dec. 9, Fairview Mennonite

Church, by Virgil Hershberger.

Mumaw, Clare Laverne, 74,

Newport News, Va. Born: May
2, 1917, Dalton, Ohio, to Amos
B. and Emma Frances (Rohrer)

Mumaw. Died: Dec. 8, 1991,

Newport News, Va., of cancer.

Survivors—wife: Grace Brenner

Geiser; children: C. Laverne,

John, Chester; stepchildren:

Carl Geiser, Ruth Steiner, Irene

Miller, Alfred Geiser, Roland

Geiser, Pearl Geiser; 5 grand-

children, 12 stepgrandchildren, 6

step-great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by Edith Mildred Yoder

(first wife). Funeral and burial:

Dec. 11, Warwick River Menno-
nite Church, by Gordon Zook,

Lewis Kraus, and Dan Smucker.

Oswald, Esther Arlene, 73,

Beemer, Neb. Born: April 17,

1918, Beemer, Neb., to Ben and

Leah (Oswald) Oswald. Died

Dec. 3, 1991, Beemer, Neb., of

cancer. Survivors—daughter:

Sharon Rhinehart; sister: Eve

lyn Stutzman; one grandchild, 2

great-grandchildren. Funeral

and burial: Dec. 6, Beemer Men
nonite Church, by Roger Hazen
and Ivan Troyer.

Street people fed. Ocho

Rios, Jamaica (MCC)—Sis-

ter Petrine Hawthorne
works in the kitchen of Ocho
Rios Mennonite Church.

She cooks five days a week

for up to 22 people who live

on the streets of this tourist

town on Jamaica's north

coast. Hawthorne has volun-

teered since the program

began in 1990. The project

is directed by members of

local Mennonite, Brethren,

Church of Christ, Method-

ist, and Seventh-Day Ad-

ventist congregations.

Plank, Golda Ellen Yoder, 100,

West Liberty, Ohio. Born: Dec.

8, 1890, West Liberty, Ohio, to

Daniel B. and Sarah Yoder.

Died: Dec. 6, 1991, West Lib-

erty, Ohio. Survivors— children:

Samuel, Jr., Elizabeth Geil,

Mary Kay King; sisters: Edna
Neer, Fannie Hooley, Clara

Hostetler; 14 grandchildren, 25

great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Sam C. Plank (hus-

band), and Robert Plank (son).

Funeral: Dec. 8, Bethel Menno-

nite Church, by Weldon
Schloneger. Burial: South Union

Cemetery.

Schertz, Verda Marietta, 71,

Denver, Colo. Born: April 18,

1920, Hopedale, 111., to Silas and

Laura (Springer) Nafziger. Died:

Dec. 1, 1991, Denver, Colo.

Survivors—son: Leland; broth-

ers and sister: Maurice Nafziger,

Lyle Nafziger, Larelda Annette.

Predeceased by: Melvin Schertz

(husband). Funeral: Dec. 5,

Crown Hill Mortuary Chapel, by

Mark Miller. Burial: Crown Hill

Garden Mausoleum.
Shank, Edna Catherine Martin,

77, Goshen, Ind. Born: March

28, 1914, Hagerstown, Md., to J.

Harry and Anna Mary Eshleman
Martin. Died: Dec. 8, 1991,

Elkhart, Ind., from a stroke. Sur-

vivors— husband: Paul W.
Shank; children: Dottie Kauff-

man, Carol Wolfer, Lowell,

Philip, Stephen; brother: J.

Allen Martin; 10 grandchildren.

Funeral: Dec. 11, Waterford

Mennonite Church, by Timothy

Weaver and Lloyd L. Miller.

Burial: Violett Cemetery.

Smoker, Elam E., 96, Paradise,

Pa. Born: Jan. 11, 1895,

Christiana, Pa., to Amos and

Sally Esch Smoker. Died: Oct.

20, 1991, Lancaster, Pa., of an

aortic aneurysm. Survivors

—

wife: Elizabeth Mast Smoker;

children: Arthur E., Pauline

Martin, Irene Martin, Naomi
Byers, Elvin M., Erma Clemens,

Louise Miller, Jeanette Eby;

brother: David E. Smoker; 22

grandchildren, 42 great-grand-

children, 10 great-great-grand-

children. Funeral: Oct. 24, Maple

Grove Mennonite Church, by J.

Richard Umble, Philip Freed,

David R. Clemens, and Irvin H.

Martin. Burial: Millwood Menno-

nite Cemetery.

Stutzman, Sarah J. (Hersh-

berger), 87, Orrville, Ohio.

Born: June 9, 1904, Millersburg,

Ohio, to John J. and Rebecca

(Weaver) Hershberger. Died:

Dec. 3, 1991, Walnut Creek,

Ohio. Survivors—children: Kati

Stutzman, Pete, Ivan, Harold,

Marie Hershberger, Lula

Nussbaum, Esther Miller;

brother and sister: John J.

Hershberger, Sovilla Yoder; 27

grandchildren, 51 great-grand-

children, 4 great-great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Jo-

seph J. Stutzman (husband),

Tony (son), two infant daugh-

ters. Funeral: Dec. 6, Wooster

Mennonite Church, by Levi

Sommers and Leon Schrock.

Burial: Maple Grove Cemetery.

Wenhold, J. Paul, 74, Hatfield,

Pa. Born: Dec. 25, 1916, Quaker-

town, Pa., to James K. and

Sarah (Koffel) Wenhold. Died:

Dec. 1, 1991, Lansdale, Pa.

Survivors—wife: Dorothy Kulp

Wenhold; children: Diane
Smith, Larry Wenhold; brother

and sisters: Franklin, Florence,

Pearl Crouthamel, Helen Dates-

man; 4 grandchildren. Funeral and

burial: Dec. 5, Franconia Menno-

nite Meetinghouse, by Earl N. An-

ders and Russell M. Detweiler.
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Wenger, Grace Marie, 60, Ches-

apeake, Va. Born: Dec. 20, 1930,

Nappanee, Ind., to Charles and
Martha (Brubacher) Burkev.
Died: Nov. 25, 1991, Chesa-
peake, Va., of cancer. Survi-

vors— husband: Homer A.
Wenger; children: Charles
Allen, Paul Homer; mother and
stepfather: Martha B. and
Simon Yoder; brother and sis-

ter: -John J. Burkey, Loretta

Kauffman; stepsisters: Esther
Yoder, Sylvia Smith, Laura
Eichelberger, Dorothy Frey; one
grandson. Funeral and burial:

Nov. 29, Mount Pleasant Men-
nonite Church, by Dale Keffer.

Phil Miller, and Ray Horst.

Wyse, Mahlon Stephen, 78, Mt.

Pleasant, Iowa. Born: Dec. 8,

1912, Wayland, Iowa. Died: Nov.

25, 1991, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.

Survivors—wife: Francis (Wen-
ger) Wyse; children: Sharon
Miller, Rebecca Wyse, Richard,

Ronald, Gene; 10 grandchildren,

7 great-grandchildren. Funeral:

Nov. 27, Pleasant View Menno-
nite Church, by David W. Bos-

hart, Glen Richard, and Elmer

Wyse. Burial: Bethel Mennonite
Cemetery.

Yoder, Claude H., 87, Grants-

ville, Md. Born: Sept. 8, 1904,

Grantsville, Md., to Harvey and
Annie (Miller) Yoder. Died: Dec.

4, 1991, Meyersdale, Pa., of con-

gestive heart failure. Survi-

vors—wife: Dorothy (Landis)

Yoder; children: Olin L., Gary
A., Collean F. Yoder, Mary
Frances O'Brien; brothers and
sisters: Alvin H. Yoder, Elva
Bender, Thelma Beitzel, Viola

Yoder, Glenola Miller; 4 grand-

children, one great-grandchild. Fu-

neral and burial: Dec. 7, Pinto

Mennonite Church, by Roy
Bender.

Yoder, Edith Grace, 90, Woos-
ter, Ohio. Born: Feb. 18, 1901,

Reedsville, Pa., to Joseph and
Nancv (Plank) Yoder. Died:
Nov. 26, 1991, Orrville, Ohio.

Survivors— brother: Alpheus
Yoder. Funeral and burial: Nov.

30, Crown Hill Mennonite
Church, by Wayne A. Nitzsche.

Yoder, Jonathon G., 87, Goshen,
Ind. Born: Aug. 18, 1904,
Goshen, Ind., to Silvanus and

Susan Troyer Yoder. Died: Dec.

16, 1991, Goshen, Ind. Survi-

vors—wife: Fyrne Miller; chil-

dren: Joanne Holtzinger, Ruth
Dyal; sisters: Ruth Kortemeier,

Rhea Yoder; 4 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Richard W. (son)

and Mary Jean (daughter). Fu-

neral: Dec. 19, College Mennonite
Church, by James H. Waltner.

Burial: Violett Cemetery.

He was ordained in 1937 at Mid-
way Mennonite Church, Col-

umbiana, Ohio, and served as a

medical missionary for 45 years

in India and Nepal.

Yoder, Richard Jonathon, 66,

Dalton, Ohio. Born: May 17,

1925, Orrville, Ohio, to Glenn
and Ruth (Breneman) Yoder.
Died: Nov. 22, 1991, Akron,
Ohio, of heart and kidney fail-

ure. Survivors—wife: Rosalie

(Hooley); children: Gretchen
Christopher, Christina Buck-
waiter, RoseAnn Wright, Rich-

ard, Jr., Amy Murray, Jeremiah;
11 grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Nov. 27, Oak Grove Men-
nonite Church, by Jayne M.
Byler.

Yunginger, Richard C, Sr., 69,

Marietta, Pa. Born: April 12,

1922, to R. Clair and Bertha
Groff Yunginger. Died: Dec. 4,

1991. Survivors—wife: Jean
Hess Yunginger; children: Patri-

cia Leaman, Audrey Rohrer,
Nancy Keefer, Mary Ritten-

house, Richard C, Jr.; sister:

Arlene Esbenshade; 11 grand-

children. Funeral: Dec. 6, Mount
Joy Mennonite Church, by Joe
Sherer and Shelley Shellenber-

ger. Burial: Kraybill's Menno-
nite Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Pastors Week, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elk-

hart, Ind., Jan. 27-31

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation board meeting, Philadel-

phia, Jan. 31-Feb. 2

Meeting on Litigation Issues Facing

Mennonites, Leola, Pa., Feb. 1

Mennonite Arts Weekend, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Feb. 7-9

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 8-11

Mennonite Central Committee an-

nual meeting, Wichita, Kan., Feb.
13-15

Mennonite Publication Board direc-

tors meeting, Pittsburgh, Feb. 14-15

School for Ministers, Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont,
Feb. 17-20

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 20-22

Open House, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elk-

hart, Ind., Feb. 28-29

Allegheny Conference delegate

session, Martinsburg, Pa.,
March 3

Christian Peacemaker Teams con-

ference, Richmond, Va., March
6-8

Mennonite Board of Congrega-
tional Ministries directors meet-
ing, March 12-14

New York Mennonite Conference
delegate session, Syracuse,
N.Y., March 14

Ohio Conference delegate session,

Kidron, Ohio, March 14

Atlantic Coast Conference annual

meeting, Atglen. Pa., March 14-15

Conference on Family Violence

and Sexual Abuse, Kidron,
Ohio, March 20-21

Lancaster Conference annual
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., March
20-22

Illinois Conference annual meeting,

Tiskilwa, 111., March 27-28

Northwest Conference spring
meeting, Calgary, Alta., March
27-29

Philadelphia YES teams depart. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Four Youth Evangelism Service (YES)
teams sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions left in early January' for assignments

in France, Grenada, Guatemala, and Mexico. Earlier, die groups spent diree months in training

at the YES Discipleship Center in Philadelphia. Team members are,front row, from left: Dwane
Reitz, Michael King, Alan Wert, Kevin Nofziger, and Ken Tadeo. Second row: Denise Delp,

Rebekah Hershey, Steve Horst, Angie Hunsberger, and Jan Sauder. Third row: Anna-Lena
Anderson, Allison Plank, Jennifer Beachy, Glenda Gingrich, Jodi Carmen, Eric Burton, and
Norene King. Fourth row: Randi Shenberger, Dalena Hurst, Philip Eby, Jeffery Worley, Shawn
White, Jamie Gridley, and Heidi Beiler.
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eing injustice in Haiti helped

me understand that legal issuem

Hfe real people and that

etimes legal systems give the

hg answers. Systems and

Jtuctures must be challenged to

respond justly to human need.

PEOPLE ARE OUR BEST RESOURCE.

Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500, Akron. PA
17501-0500

717)859-1151 (717)859-3889

Mennonite Central Committee Canada
134 Plaza Drive. Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
204) 261-6381
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THE LAST WORD

How to live in changing times
Last year this time, we were worried about a

war: Would the Soviet Union and the United

States remain friends long enough to get us

through bombs and rockets and tanks? Or would
Iraq thumb its nose at the United Nations and
take us all into what we feared most: another

world war?

Look where we are today: The Soviet Union is

no more. Saddam Hussein (does anyone remem-
ber him?) is as much in power as before. War is

still a word we use, but today the battle is

against such evils as drugs and AIDS.
Elsewhere, "a strong surge toward democra-

tization is raising the tide of hope all over the

planet." However, "the world's leading democra-

cy seems to be at a loss to address its own ur-

gent and worsening domestic issues." That's

Tom Sine's critique of the United States in his

new book, Wild Hope (Word, 1991).

Are the first two years of the '90s any indi-

cation of what's to come? If so, those who write

history will likely call this a decade of change.

In "Readers Say" this issue (page 5), former Gos-

pel Herald editor John Drescher notes that

changing times can be difficult ones for the

church. Suspicion and mistrust, dominant forces

in a turbulent society, also come to characterize

relationships in the church.

So how should a church operate in a time

when everything seems up for grabs? I find four

pointers from the apostle Paul in Romans 14.

His church also lived with social upheaval and

change. That change brought into the church a

specific question about eating food offered to

idols. So, says Paul:

1. Welcome those who are weak in the faith

(v. 1). Turbulent times make for less tolerance

for weakness and uncertainty. When things

around us are falling apart, we worry about

faithfulness and orthodoxy. We tend to screen

more. Don't, says Paul. Welcome those who are

weak in the faith so that they too can experience

the righteousness and peace and joy of the king-

dom of God (v. 17).

2. Dont quarrel about opinions (v. 1). That's

difficult not to do when the church is trying to

make up its mind about an issue. The more un-

certain we are, the more we argue. Don't, says

Paul. You don't want your good to bespoken of

as evil (v. 16).

3. Don't despise and pass judgment (v. 4).

Scorn and judgment come with quarreling about
opinions. We take up sides. We bolster our way
by passing judgments. Given time, we also come
to despise. Don't, says Paul. Both sides are try-

ing to honor God (v. 6).

4. Pursue what makes for peace (v. 19). Per-

haps this needs to be our primary goal in trou-

blesome times. To strive to live in peace. That
will make for "mutual upbuilding." And it will

be a witness to a troubled, changing world.

The issue for the Mennonite Church as we
begin 1992 is not food offered to idols. We quar-

rel and pass judgments today on issues like

using women in leadership, paying taxes used
for military purposes, dealing with homosexually-

oriented persons in our midst.

As we seek to be a faithful community with

these and other issues, Paul's words to the Romans
are words for us: "Do not, for the sake of food

[or . . .], destroy the work of God" (v. 20).

—jlp

Don't be afraid of mistakes

Changing times can also paralyze. Faced with

new issue after new problem to solve, we in the

church become afraid of making wrong deci-

sions—and so make none at all.

So a word from Leslie Newbigin (The Gospel

in a Pluralist Society, Eerdmans, 1989) also

seems appropriate today:

"We have no guarantee of infallibility in our

judgments. If history teaches us anything, it is

that the most faithful believers may judge

wrongly. But at the heart of faith is the assur-

ance that God is able to forgive our errors and
even turn our wrong choices to good ends."

How freeing at the start of another year of

change. Of all people, we Christians have the

freedom to try. To fail. Then to try again.

With a God who forgives, who turns bad judg-

ment into good, we can face the challenge of chang-

ing times. Regardless of what they bring to us.

—flP
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How should 20th-century

Christians read the

book ofRevelation?

The last book of the Bible has a great

| deal of relevance in light of the Persian

Gulf War. It reminds us again that the true

power comes only by the way of the Lamb.

Revelation is symbolic and imaginative—not logical,

linear, or propositional. It challenges convention

wisdom through the use of visions and oracle.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

What does it mean
to be Mennonite?

MCC staff arrested

by Haitian soldiers

6

9

MWC Latin caucus
holds meeting in Puerto Rico 10

Last year's Persian Gulf War stirred up new

interest in the book of Revelation. It's not

hard to see why. Revelation refers often to

"Babylon." The location of ancient Babylon falls

within the borders of Iraq. And Saddam Hussein

reportedly had taken steps to rebuild the city of

Babylon. No wonder some were asking, will

"prophecy" from Revelation be fulfilled?

Prophecy certainly does have its appeal. Futur-

istically inclined Christians have written and

read countless books connecting events in the

Middle East, for example, with fulfilled or soon-

to-be fulfilled prophecy. So, when I lead discus-

sions on the book of Revelation, expectation is

high. Might I be offering some new spin on the

book of Revelation? What is the deeper meaning

behind the events in Iraq? What will happen

next, according to Revelation?

Some are disappointed when I begin by assert-

ing that I reject the futuristic-prophetic ap-

proach to Revelation. Instead, I believe Revela-

tion reveals God's perspective on the present of

its late-first-century readers, not the immediate

by

Ted
Grimsrud



The need to know for sure
where history is going runs
counter to an assurance that
God's love will see us through.

future of its late-twentieth-century readers.

That, however, is not to say that the prophetic
thrust of Revelation has no relevance for twenti-

eth-century Christians. But that relevance is tied

to our sharing key characteristics with its first

readers. As I reflect on Revelation in light of our
recent war, I conclude that, yes, Revelation has
great relevance for us during this time. But it

does not address our curiosity about prophecies
of what will happen next. Rather, Revelation
challenges us with a prophetic critique of our
conformity to the spirit of our age. It calls us to

find ways to "follow the Lamb wherever he
goes" (Rev. 14:4, NRSV), even (especially) in the
warring society.

Seeing Revelation as a book that foretells fu-

ture events raises certain problems for Chris-

tians and our relationship with God:
• The future-prophetic view gives us a deter-

ministic God. It sees God as directly inspiring

people such as John. God essentially dictates to
them specific predictions of what will happen
without fail. Once these predictions are set

down, the events they point to will most cer-

tainly happen. So what we have, in effect, is a
puppet-master relationship to God, who deter-

mines for all time exactly what is going to hap-
pen. History becomes simply a playing out of
these predetermined events.

• The future-prophetic view argues that the
true meaning of Revelation will not be clear

until the predicted events occur. What this

means is that much of Revelation was unintelligi-

ble to its original readers and even to John him-
self. John wrote things which he did not under-
stand. Those visions had nothing to do with
people who lived between the writing and fulfill-

ment of these prophecies. Again, this offers a de-
terministic God and passive, puppet-like human
beings.

• While the future-prophetic view presup-
poses a "high" view of biblical inspiration, it de-
nies the human and historical nature of the
Bible. Since the words are seen to come directly

from God, the historical context for John's writ-

ings has little to do with their meaning. In fact,

much of Revelation has nothing to do with the
first century, or any time since.

• Future-prophetic discussions which make ap-
plication to present-day politics tend to label op-
ponents of the United States as being in league
with the Antichrist and Babylon. Hence, the pro-
phetic thrust becomes one of condemning our
nation's political opponents. It points fingers at
people and political systems which we do not
like. John's implicit challenge for Christians to
search their own lives and souls in self-critical

ways is lost.

• Much of this approach to the Bible seems to

reflect great fearfulness. Perhaps this is a fearful-

ness of other cultures or of other systems of be-
lief. Or maybe it is fearfulness of an uncertain fu-

ture. It does not put faith in the power of the
mercy and loving patience of God. This ap-
proach reflects a nervous need to know for sure
where history is going. It goes counter to a calm
assurance that God's love will bring us through
even as we "see through a glass darkly."

An alternative view of Revelation rests on
assumptions which differentiate it from
the future-prophetic perspective. One is

that Jesus of Nazareth, in his life and teaching,
serves as a key which orients interpretation.

Jesus is the main criterion by which the data is

evaluated. Revelation is read as a complement
to the picture of Jesus in the rest of the New
Testament. The value of Revelation for Chris-
tian practice and thought rests on its function of
stimulating trust in and adherence to the way of
Jesus. Just as the Old Testament looks different

when read as ultimately pointing toward its cul-

mination in Jesus, so too Revelation looks differ-

ent when read as ultimately serving to illumine

the way of Jesus.

Revelation, therefore, agrees with the vision of
God expressed in the accounts of Jesus and in

the Old Testament. God is seen in these places
as being relational, not as impersonal. God re-

acts and responds, not just acts. God is long-suf-

fering, not judgmental; a healer, not a destroyer.

Jesus provides the basis for highlighting the ele-

ments of Revelation which give us a fuller pic-

ture of God.
How, in our time, can we benefit from a study

of Revelation? We need to focus on what John's

The life and teachings of Jesus
are the key to our interpreta-

tion of the visions and events

of the book of Revelation.
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message meant for his readers (especially with

regard to Jesus and ultimately to God). Then we
can draw analogies between John's time and

ours. When we do this, Revelation becomes not

a predictive blueprint or rule book. Rather, it is

a piece of literature calling forth our own cre-

ative responsibility to apply its message in new

and fresh ways to present-day circumstances.

I see five themes in Revelation, which provide

perspectives for us in our struggle to follow

the Prince of Peace amidst wars and rumors

of wars:

1. Revelation is symbolic and imaginative—not

logical, linear, or propositional. John faced a cri-

sis more perceived than literally present. The cri-

sis had, on the one hand, to do with the long-

term consequences of some churches finding

themselves too much at home in Roman society.

On the other hand, other churches faced severe

and likely even violent persecution. So the fear

of persecution increased the likelihood of cul-

tural conformity as a means of escaping persecu-

tion.

John did not straightforwardly argue that the

church would soon face a crisis if it did not pre-

pare itself. Instead, he sought to bring the crisis

to the surface by challenging conventional wis-

dom on the level of imagination through amazing

visions and oracles.

In our day, we have all the analytical data we
can assimilate (and then some!) detailing our

world's impending crises: ozone layer depletion,

toxic waste, greenhouse effect, unhealthy diets,

Third World debt. However, we cannot seem to

act decisively until the crises actually do burst

wide open. What is this if not a failure of the

imagination?

Are we capable of seeing that our political

structures are beast-like (Rev. 13)? That
our materialism will meet the same fate

as Babylon's (Rev. 18)? Are we capable of believ-

ing that our—at times—minuscule, countercul-

tural, seemingly powerless worship of the slain

Lamb partakes of the worship of the countless

multitudes (Rev. 14)? That this slain Lamb and
his way decisively shape history?

2. John offers a sharp critique of Babylon.

John's Babylon obviously represents Rome. How-
ever, the symbolism has broader application.

Babylon represents most nation-states when
they demand total allegiance. This especially ap-

plies to those nation-states most like Rome:
Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, and Persia. But it also

applies to more recent empires such as the Holy

Roman Empire, Napoleonic France, Great Brit-

ain, the United States, China, and the Soviet

Union.

Chapter 10 of Revelation contains the heart of

John's critique: (a) the idolatrous worship of the

harlot, "fornication," which demanded loyalty

and conformity; (b) Babylon's violence, espe-

cially toward people of faith; (c) Babylon's smug
self-glorification and the high value it placed on

power; and (d) Babylon's materialism and unjust

economics. When we look critically at the entire

experience of the U.S. in the 1991 war against

Iraq, we can see many parallels, not the least of

which is the practical atheism of U.S. foreign pol-

icy.

3. However, John's concern went beyond cri-

tiquing Babylon as an end in itself. He worried

about the effect of Babylon on the church. His

prophetic critique of corrupt culture served as a

The "battle of the ages" has
already taken place in the

thoroughly pacifist life, death,

and resurrection of Jesus.

call for faithfulness within the specifically Chris-

tian culture. John used his social criticism to

challenge the church.

John had two primary concerns: (a) The
Roman Leviathan showed great hostility toward

the resistant minority, which it perceived as

threatening the wider social order. This hostility

took the form of persecution, even severe perse-

cution. This worry accompanies the church any

time it attempts to retain freedom from empires.

A modern example is that of conscientious ob-

jectors to war. These have generally met with

hostility during the history of Christianity. In our

most recent war, we still see expressions of this

in the military's extraordinarily harsh response

to soldiers who filed for CO recognition.

(b) John's second concern had to do with the

seduction of the church. Babylon sought to pull

the church into cultural conformity, as with the

case of the church at Laodicea (Rev. 3:14-22).
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John calls upon Christians to

establish their identity free

from the fear of Babylon and
its dominance of values.

Again, we can see a parallel in our day in the rel-

ative comfort of most Christians in the U.S. dur-

ing the Gulf War. They simply accepted the

government's propaganda which painted

Saddam Hussein as a near-Hitler who had to be
stopped with military force.

John's prophetic imagination attempted to

bring these threats to the surface as present real-

ities. Not all his readers (nor all of us today) rec-

ognized the dangers or the hope which trust in

God can provide.

4. John did not address his message to Baby-
lon and its inhabitants. He addressed it to the

church. He offered his readers a choice: Babylon
or the New Jerusalem. The judgment of Baby-
lon, the plagues, the destruction—these were not

literal predictions or even objective statements

about the world so much as "props" with which

to challenge the church to faithfulness. The por-

trayal of the fate of Babylon intended to high-

light the actual locus of the drama—the choices

Christians make. Will we let Jesus and his way
determine our values, our actions, our view of

the world? Or will we let the spirit of Babylon
provide our framework for living?

John's visions do not have as their main goal

moving us to center our actions around persuad-

ing Babylon to change its ways. To center on
Babylon is to let Babylon call the shots and de-

termine our actions. The government, even in its

fits of violence, must not (and cannot, unless we
let it) stop us from focusing on being peaceable

ourselves. One aspect of this peaceableness cer-

tainly is refusing to conform to Babylon's war
spirit. But other aspects have little or nothing to

do with Babylon.

John provides a challenge, both to politiciz-

ing Christianity and to following uncritically

the ways of Babylon. He calls upon Chris-

tians to establish their identity free from Baby-
lon—free from fear of Babylon's persecuting

wrath and free from dominance by Babylon's val-

ues. Ultimately, John calls upon Christians to

rely upon God, to gain their identity from trust

in God's mercy.

5. The crucial issue for the ethical faithfulness

of people who trust in God is: How do they un-

derstand God? Who is God? What is God like?

Like the Old Testament, Revelation pictures

God in ways with which I am not always totally

comfortable. Revelation's God (like the God of

the Old Testament) at times seems violent,

angry, and arbitrary. This God is not always
meek and mild. God becomes angry because of

concern with the power of evil in the world and
with the need to be noncoercive of the human
soul. These two concerns seem to be in tension

with each other. How they fit together is hard to

imagine (as is the juxtaposition of plagues and
worship in Revelation). John's story is a creative

attempt to assert that God is letting evil destroy

itself, a violent process.

As a healer, God sometimes breaks in order to

heal—as we can see in the prophecies of Hosea,
which picture Israel's process of healing broken-
ness (Hos. 6:1). In life in this fallen world, suffer-

ing is often a prerequisite for the most profound
growth.

In
the end, the overall picture of God in Reve-

lation is of a God who remains committed to

the way of Jesus. Chapters 5 and 19 clearly

picture realized eschatology. The "battle of the

ages" has already taken place in the thoroughly

pacifist life, death, and resurrection of Jesus

Christ. That is how God defeated evil and how
God will continue to defeat evil. And Jesus' way

John's story is a creative at-

tempt to assert that God is

letting evil destroy itself

which is a violent process,

is also, therefore, the way God's people are

called to deal with evil.

Revelation has relevance for us in light of the

Gulf War, the relevance it always has. The way
of true power in the world is the way of the

Lamb. The source for truth, the criteria for val-

ues and priorities, the way to deal with broken-

ness and evil—these all lie with God and the

Lamb. They do not lie with the schemes and
plots of Babylon.

Ted Grimsrud is pastor of the Eugene (Oregon)

Mennonite Church. He is the author of the book,

Triumph of the Lamb: a Self-Study Guide to the

Book of Revelation (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press,

1987).
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READERS SAY

We need repentance

more than creativity

In response to the news item "Mem-
bers Asked to Help in Setting MC, GC
Goals" (Dec. 10), we are reminded of a

statement by J. D. Graber after a life-

time of involvement in missions: "The

church is looking for better methods;

God is looking for better men."

Better men are found as they come

back to Jesus through repentance

rather than through a focus on tasks

and goals. It only seems logical and bib-

lical that such a move ought to begin

with leadership at all levels. There

needs to be repentance from the in-

creasing deception and immorality in

leadership that is surfacing. As they

then lead, the flock will follow. This

may not be creative, but it is biblical.

Percy and Lillian Gerig

Lebanon, Ore.

A stance on economics
similar to peace position?

Thanks to Calvin Redekop for the ex-

cellent article "The Silence Increases

on the Questions of Faith and Wealth"

(Oct. 1). I found it timely for a three-

month alternative Sunday school class

here at Cottage City Mennonite on the

topic of "The Christian Faith and Eco-

nomics."

Unlike the "peace and church

membership" question, to which there

have been many helpful responses to

Gospel Herald, Redekop's article has vir-

tually been ignored. Are we really satis-

fied with what we have said in the past

about money? Admittedly, Redekop's

challenge is all but overwhelming. And
surely Oregon 91 was right in its priori-

ties of peace education, racism, and Vi-

sion 95.

On the other hand, perhaps we could

get a better handle on even these is-

sues as a church if we were more cer-

tain about our commitment to biblical

economics and a radical model of com-

munity sharing. As we become a

wealthier church, maintaining our peace

position will become increasingly diffi-

cult. Because the biblical notions of

peace and economic lifestyle are so

closely linked, we are likely to lose our

peace position as we give way on our

simple lifestyle.

Can the church deal with still another

major issue? It must. The time is ripe.

The 1990 Waterloo conference, to

which Redekop refers, is a start. In Jan-

uary 1991, from a slightly different but

fundamentally important angle, Menno-

nite Central Committee passed a state-

ment on international debt and

economic justice. This statement, also

endorsed by the Council on Inter-Men-

nonite Missions, might serve as a tool

by which the church could prayerfully

engage the money/materialism/eco-

nomic justice issue.

Can the Mennonite church define a

position on economics that would paral-

lel, in some fashion, our position of non-

violence? Can we afford not to try?

Keith E. Gingrich

Cottage City, Md.

The young will work
with results of integration

I am a 20-year-old PK whose father

pastored both GC and MC churches. I

have attended most of the regional and

national gatherings of both conferences

since a toddler. With this background,

let me make observations and share

concerns about GC/MC integration.

Does this merger reflect the bias in

our society that "bigger is better?"

Merging certainly carries bureaucratic

and economic advantages. But are Men-

nonites becoming an efficient bureau-

cracy in which a few people in high

places make decisions because that is

how to get things done best? Dialogue

and consensus between individuals and

groups solves conflict better and in a

more Christlike manner than demo-

cratic overrule or imposing top-down

mandates.

I understand this to be an informal, if

not always implemented, form of deci-

sion making in the Anabaptist tradition.

I hope that this tradition is kept in

mind as decisions about the organiza-

tion of a merged Mennonite church are

made. Perhaps there are advantages to

affirming the individuality of each con-

ference group while cooperating closely

in other ventures.

MCs and GCs should dialogue about

the not-so-apparent differences be-

tween the two conferences rather than

overlook them in the positive affir-

mation of our similarities. Both groups

must take time to ask for the thoughts,

ideas, and responses of those of us who

are young. We will be working with the

difficult reconciliations as well as the

joy of a larger church community result-

ing from a merger.

Joanne L. Kaufman
Washington, B.C.
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Part 2: What does it mean to be Mennonite?

We are members ofan
by Wally Fahrer

"Now [together] you are the body of Christ, and
each one ofyou is a part of it" (1 Cor. 12:27, NIV).

There's the account—true or not, I don't
know—of an African who visited Menno-
nites in the United States. Upon return-

ing his friends asked him about his visit. "Oh,"
he replied, "Americans are very friendly, but
they do have a strange custom."
"What strange custom?" his friends asked.
"After the meal, and before the dessert, they

tell you to keep your fork," he responded. "I

have 23!"

Words do not mean the same thing to differ-

ent people. This truth becomes important when
we Christians talk about church. Church means
different things to different people. And unless
we can become clear as Mennonites about what
we mean by church, we will risk the misunder-
standings of new Mennonites who join us in fel-

lowship. They may "take our forks" and leave us
resentful.

Martin Luther, the guiding force of the Refor-
mation, defined church as the place where the
word is preached and sacraments are rightly ad-
ministered. This view has gained broad accep-
tance in Western culture. Mennonites, however,
would have another definition of church, one
very different from that used by most Protes-
tants.

As blinders restrict a horse's vision, so a

Christian's view of church can precondition us
and restrict our vision. When we study the Scrip-

This is part two of a series on Mennonite identity

developed by Wally Fahrer in consultation with
Indiana-Michigan Conference and its missions
commission. Your feedback is welcome to what
Fahrer and the conference consider to be a work
"in process. " Send your comments to Wally
Fahrer, Indiana-Michigan Conference, 212 South
Main, Goshen, IN 46526— Editor

ture, we begin to read into them what we al-

ready believe. It takes a revelation of the Spirit
of God to give us a fresh vision. Too often our
culture influences our understanding of the
Scriptures more than our understanding of Scrip-
ture influences our culture.

As Western Christians, we are, I believe, at a
fork (pardon the pun) regarding our understand-
ing of church. It is important too that Menno-
nites understand these views of being church
which we can claim as ours.

The first I would refer to as an inspiration sta-
tion. This is the predominant view of Western
culture. The church is the formal Sunday morn-
ing gathering where one hears an inspiring ser-
mon, participates in uplifting worship, and then
goes off to live one's individual Christian life.

This view of church has adopted the blinders of
cultural protestantism.

It
is for this very reason that the ethnic Men-

nonite community has been so important.
The values of the ethnic community were dif-

ferent from those of the surrounding culture.
They were significantly shaped by an under-
standing of biblical faithfulness. And as long as
the Mennonite Church was made up of people
who lived together on the land, they were able
to preserve many of those different values.
Now that the rural base of our church has

eroded, we are rapidly losing our value system
as well. Secular culture influences our under-
standing of the Scripture more than our ethnic
subculture. And unless we can clearly communi-
cate our values and teach them deliberately to
the next generation, we will become "like the
other nations."

The second view of church I would call the
committed community. This kind of church has to
do with face-to-face relationships. Church is the
community of believers who know each other
and care for each other as we share in the work
of Christ on the earth.

When you begin to describe church as commu-
nity, you discover two things about our Western
culture. The first is that we deeply long for com-
munity. The second is that we have largely for-

gotten how to make it happen.
Increasingly, our culture is opting for superfi-

cial relationships. People long for deep relation-

ships, yet regard them as virtually impossible.
When they begin to get close to one another,
they discover one basic fact—pain. It is true
that no one can hurt us more deeply than the
ones we love. But the only answer our culture

seems to know is separation!
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alternative community
While there are exceptions, this is becoming in-

creasingly true in the North American church as

well. It is much easier to go to a church of a

thousand members, hear an inspiring sermon,

participate in worship, and go home with the illu-

sion of fellowship than to get too close and get

hurt. For many Western Christians, this illusion

of fellowship is what is understood as church.

But for Mennonites, church is something else.

We feel there is a big difference between a col-

lection of individual believers gathered on Sun-

day morning and a community of disciples. His-

torically, Mennonites have seen church as

community. Not only did we live close to one

another, we built barns together, harvested

crops together, and basically stood by one an-

other.

As long as we maintained our ethnic communi-

ties, we were also able to resist some of the

strong individualistic influence of our secular cul-

ture. But the ark of safety is now stuck on

Mount Ararat, the waters have receded, and it's

past time to open the door. We have a vision for

church for which our culture longs, but one it

doesn't really understand. Even if people did un-

derstand, they probably wouldn't know how to

make it happen. It's past time for us to share it!

However, community as relationships does

not fully describe how Mennonites under-

stand church. We also see church as a

community shaped by the life and teachings of

Jesus Christ. Churches are not religious organi-

zations within the culture which exist to meet

the spiritual need of the individuals, in the way
health spas exist to meet their physical needs.

Rather, Mennonites understand church to be an

alternative community. That is, we exist to be a

genuine alternative to secular society.

As an alternative community, our moral values

are shaped by our relationship to Jesus Christ

and our desire to walk in his steps. The Sermon
on the Mount becomes a practical instruction

manual as we encourage each other to faithful-

ness. Our final allegiance is not to national gov-

ernment, but to the government of a higher na-

tion—the kingdom of God.

People long for community.
But they don't know how to

make it happen. It's past time

for us to share with them!
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For example, recently one of the fifty U.S.

states passed a restrictive law regarding abor-

tion. It was struck down by the Supreme Court.

The principle of our government is that national

law has final authority over state law. But as

Mennonites we understand the law of God has

final authority for the church over national law.

"We must obey God rather than men" (Acts

5:29, NIV). The church, then, is an alternative

community with an alternative set of values and

an alternative allegiance.

Mennonites also see the church as an al-

ternative community which commands
a high level of commitment. In our con-

sumer-oriented society Mennonites are uncom-

fortable with a church that sees its task as

developing new programs to attract and enter-

tain the public. We are more comfortable with is-

suing a challenge of discipleship—a call to

commitment—to "be all you can be" in Christ.

For Mennonites, church is as important as fam-

ily. It is not the kind of organization whose meet-

ings you choose to attend when you feel like it.

Rather, it is a primary community.

I recall an account of a Christian baptism in

India. A convert from Hinduism was to be bap-

tized in the local river. As the church walked

with him down to the bank, they saw the man's

relatives and the townspeople standing opposite

them on the other side of the river.The new con-

vert waded into the river with some of the mem-
bers and the pastor. He confessed his faith in

Jesus and was baptized. As soon as he was bap-

tized, all his family and relatives turned their

backs on him and walked away. He was dis-

owned. From that point on, the church became
his family.

Church as primary, alternative community

is certainly a different way of understand-

ing church from that of our culture. It's

no wonder new Mennonites have difficulty under-

standing what we mean. It's also obvious why so

much conflict arises. But for those who live in

cities, who come from broken homes, or who sim-

ply live a long distance from any family, this

kind of church is truly the good news of God!

We need to explain what we mean by church

—

for their sakes—before we lose any more "forks"!

Wally Fahrer, Goshen, Ind., has had experience in

church planting and outreach as a Mennonite pas-

tor in Ohio and in England prior to his current

work as minister of missions for Indiana-Michi-

gan Conference.



ITEMS & COMMENTS

Yeltsin expected to continue
Gorbachev policy on religion

Russian President Boris Yeltsin, top
leader of the new Commonwealth of In-

dependent States, will probably continue

and expand the religious freedom that

was brought to the Soviet Union by
Mikhail Gorbachev.

That's the view of several experts who
credit Gorbachev with having brought re-

ligious liberty to a nation where faith had
long been driven underground.

Even apart from Gorbachev's other ac-

complishments, his efforts on behalf of

religious freedom would ensure him a

place in history, said the president of the

interfaith Appeal of Conscience Founda-
tion, Rabbi Arthur Schneier.

Religious belief and practice will no
longer "be a problem for anyone in poli-

tics" in the former Soviet Union, said

professor Max J. Okenfuss of Washington
University in St. Louis. (RNS)

Anglicans oppose worship
with non-Christian groups
More than one-third of Britain's Angli-

can clergy have signed an open letter

objecting to interfaith worship.

The letter says that interfaith services

"imply that salvation is offered by God
not only through Jesus Christ but by other

means, and thus deny his uniqueness and
finality as the only saviour."

Peter Geldhard said he was prompted
to initiate the open letter after attending

a multi-faith service at which pantheistic

overtones appeared to be present. (RNS)

Colorado town popular base
for evangelical organizations
With the arrival of 10 ministries last

year, Colorado Springs, Colo., is now
home to 33 evangelical organizations.

The ministries have a combined annual
income of nearly $300 million and employ
some 2,200 local residents.

The largest of the organizations is

Focus on the Family, which moved in

1991. It has an annual income of $70
million and employs 800 local people.

(NIRR)

Fundamentalist label applied
wrongly, leading scholar says
The Western press and scholars have

used the word "fundamentalism" care-

lessly and unfairly, a prominent scholar of

politics and religion believes.

According to Jeffrey Hadden, professor

of religion at the University of Virginia, it

is inaccurate to lump together as fun-

damentalists people as diverse as tel-

evangelist Jerry Falwell and militant

Sikhs in India.

Far from being an objective term, the

fundamentalist label is applied pejora-

tively to religious believers the person
writing doesn't like, Hadden said. (RNS)

Churches receive low marks
from people in western Europe
Europeans have little confidence in re-

ligious organizations to help solve prob-

lems of families or society, according to

results of a poll by the European Values
Group.

In general, the study showed that west-

ern Europeans pay little attention to reli-

gious doctrines when making moral deci-

sions and consider religion less important
than family, work, friends, and leisure.

However, respondents in Ireland and
Northern Ireland expressed far higher

confidence in the church than did people
elsewhere. (RNS)

Jewish group files suit

for Ontario school funds
Five parents of students in Jewish day

schools have asked a court to order the

Ontario government to fund such schools

on the same basis as it now funds public

and Roman Catholic schools.

"Ontario remains the only jurisdiction

in the free world that funds one religious

day school system to the exclusion of all

others," said Murray Segal, chairman of

the Ontario Jewish Association for Equity
in Education.

Segal said the lawsuit seeks funding for

the general curriculum portion of the

school day and would not involve money
for the Jewish studies program. (RNS)

New religious movements gain,

as once-powerful churches fade
Traditional mainline-Protestants and

Roman Catholics continue to lose influ-

ence in the United States, while a wide
range of other religious groups are gaining

respectability and power.

That was the consensus of scholars at

a meeting of the Society for the Scientific

Study of Religion and the Religious Re-
search Association.

Groups identified as gaining momentum
include Sunni Muslims, Christian femi-

nists, and independent churches headed
by independent clergy.

In addition, beliefs associated with non-
Christian philosophies and religions ap-

pear to be making strong inroads in main-
line churches. (RNS)

Papal doctrine is heretical,

Ruether tells Catholic group
Theologian Rosemary Radford Ruether

threw down the gauntlet to the Vatican in

her keynote address to "Call to Action,"

a Roman Catholic organization formed to

address church problems.

She described as "heretical" the doc-

trine that the pope is infallible, which was
declared by the church's First Vatican

Council in 1870.

The council action was "a form of idol-

atry of the church institution," she said.

Ruether teaches at Garrett-Evangelical

Theological Seminary and Northwestern
University, both in Evanston, 111. (RNS)

Creation theologian ordered
to return home to Chicago
The controversial Roman Catholic

priest Matthew Fox has been told again

by leaders of his religious order to return

to his home province.

A popular writer and speaker on "cre-

ation spirituality," Fox is a member of the

Chicago province of the Dominicans.
However, he lives in California, apart from
other members of the order.

In 1988, the Vatican silenced Fox for a

year after an investigation of his writings.

Since June 1990, Dominican officials have
sought his return to the Midwest. (RNS)

Massachusetts man jailed,

loses home for tax resistance

Peace activist Randy Kehler has been
jailed and his family's house confiscated

because of his decade-long refusal to pay
U.S. taxes.

Kehler and his wife, Betsy Corner, have
withheld their federal taxes since the late

1970s. Instead, they have sent their tax

dollars to nonprofit organizations that

assist war victims and the poor.

The Internal Revenue Service laid claim

to the couple's house in Colrain, Mass., to

recoup some $32,000 in back taxes, inter-

est, and penalties. (RNS)

Students show increased interest

in Christ, campus groups report
University students today tend to be

more open to the gospel and more in-

volved in campus evangelism than stu-

dents in years past, according to campus
ministry officials.

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship said

the number of students involved in its

chapters was up 5 percent in 1991.

Campus Crusade for Christ reported an
increase in student involvement since the

late 1980s. (NIRR)
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Workers arrested in Haiti,

political turmoil continues

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Three Mennonite

Central Committee volunteers in Haiti

and eight of their local co-workers were

arrested by Haitian military officials on

Jan. 6.

They were taken to local military head-

quarters and held for three hours.

The incident took place in Bwadlorens,

a town in northern Haiti.

Soldiers interrupted a biweekly staff

meeting that Karen Ebey of Sawanee,

Tenn., and Larry and Sherry Groff of

Schaefferstown, Pa., were holding with

Haitian health and agriculture educators.

Those present were charged with vio-

lating an order forbidding meetings of

more than four people without prior

permission.

MCC has worked with peasant groups

in Bwadlorens since 1973, providing train-

ing in group dynamics, preventive health,

and improved agricultural practices.

Work was suspended this past fall, after

a Sept. 30 coup forced democratically

elected President Jean-Bertrand Aristide

into exile.

MCC was allowed to resume health

lessons in Bwadlorens in mid-November.

The military then forced them to stop in

mid-December.

However, MCC workers thought they

still had permission to hold regularly

scheduled staff meetings.

"It now appears that someone has

changed their mind regarding the ac-

ceptability of these meetings," said Gor-

don Zook of Lancaster, Pa., who is MCC
country representative in Haiti.

MCC workers point out that the nation-

wide order forbidding group meetings was

never officially published and violates the

Haitian constitution, which guarantees

the right to free assembly.

"The arrests of the MCC workers are

part of a continuing program of intimida-

tion throughout Haiti," Zook said.

Since the military seized control of the

government, many peasant group leaders

have been arrested or forced to go into

hiding. The military sees these groups as

a threat to its ability to control the coun-

tryside, Zook believes.

In mid-December, a Haitian legislator

was killed by the local police in Rankit,

another town where MCC has workers.

In addition, independent radio stations

are not allowed to broadcast local news,

and opposition groups cannot demon-
strate against the current government.

Meanwhile, the trade embargo imposed

by the Organization of American States is

affecting daily life, MCC workers say.

Fuel remains in short supply. This has

led to reductions in public transport and

electrical output, and has made it impos-

sible to provide city water supplies.

Many people have lost factory jobs,

because products cannot be exported.

Port-au-Prince, the capital, is under

what amounts to a curfew, because most

residents are unwilling to venture out

after dark.

As of Jan. 10, MCC had nine adults and

four children in Haiti. Three adults and

one child planned to return to North

America on Jan. 14.

Meeting looks at ways
to plan worship, music
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.—A weekend for wor-

ship planners and music leaders attracted

138 registrants to Laurelville Mennonite

Church Center here Jan. 10-12.

Leaders for the event included Marlene

Kropf of the Mennonite Board of Congre-

gational Ministries in Elkhart, Ind.; Mary
Oyer and Mary Martha Metzler, both of

Goshen, Ind.; Ken Nafziger of Harrison-

burg, Va.; and John Sharp of Scottdale,

Pa.

Participants divided into three work-

shop tracks: one for pastors, another for

worship leaders, and a third for music

directors.

All three groups studied lectionary

Scriptures for Lent and developed them

for possible worship use.

In reporting from the worship leaders

group, Bonnie Weber Lehman of Rich-

mond, Va., spoke of finding images, con-

trasts, and themes.

Images found in the Bible study in-

cluded "wells of salvation," sounds, and

water. Contrasts or opposites in the Scrip-

ture passages included lost/found,

death/life, dried up/rush of waters, and

God's anger and God's comfort.

Themes the worship leaders identified

for possible development in a worship

service included restoration, forgiveness,

and the journey of salvation.

Karen Moshier Shenk of Harrisonburg,

Va., reported that the song leader group

developed a list of 40 or 50 possible

hymns related to the lectionary Scrip-

tures.

Members of the pastors group reported

discussing such questions as:

• How do we include people in public

worship who are still learning?

• How do we allow enough time for

people to experience the despair of the

crucifixion?

Ken Nafziger, Harrisonburg, Va., leads

singing at a meeting for worship and music

leaders, held Jan. 10-12 at Laurelville Men-
nonite Church Center, Mt. Pleasant, Pa.

• Where do we get the energy to move
on to the next Sunday if people don't

respond to the current worship service?

The workshops showed how a narrow

focus—in this case the lectionary texts

—

can be expanded into a worship service

that had continuity and direction,

Nafziger observed.

When worship planners have a theme

in mind, he said, questions of taste be-

come less important than the questions of

function and usefulness.

Worship at weekend included a wide

variety of musical styles. Accompaniment
by piano, flutes, violin, clarinet, whistling

and African drums added variety to the

singing.

In planning a worship service, music

must be chosen on the basis of the feeling

it conveys and not the words alone, Shenk

and Oyer said.

Oyer suggested that song leaders de-

velop their own "index of moods" for

hymns.
While the weekend was designed as a

source of ideas for use in local congrega-

tions, some participants had questions

about how to apply what they saw and

experienced.

Several people expressed doubts about

using liturgical dance.

"Don't even use the word dance in my
congregation," said one person.

"I was moved by what I saw, but I

cannot imagine such movement in my
congregation," another commented.

Weekend leaders suggested that people

experiment in smaller group settings with
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new ideas and worship forms before using

them in the whole congregation.

Participants also raised questions about
photocopying published material and how
to use the new Mennonite/Brethren hym-
nal, scheduled for release this year.

Research the copyright status of a piece

before duplicating it, Nafziger said, in

response to the first question.

On the use of Hymnal: A Worship Book,

Nafziger noted that supporting materials

will be published especially for worship

leaders and accompanists.

For example, there will be a keyboard
edition of the hymnal, which will be larger

than the pew edition and lay flat.

Other materials will provide informa-

tion on the origins and background of the

hymns and instrumental accompaniments
for about half the songs.

The weekend drew people from as far

away as Arizona and Oregon. In addition,

many participants came from Florida and
Ontario.

Five members from a church in Woos-
ter, Ohio, attended.

An informal survey showed that many
participants came with encouragement,

including financial support, from their

congregations.

—

David Hiebert

MWC Latin group holds
meeting in Puerto Rico
Dorado, Puerto Rico (MWC)—The

Latin American Caucus of Mennonite
World Conference heard regional and
project reports and appointed officers in

a meeting here Nov. 23.

Vice-president Marco Antonio Orozco
of Nicaragua led the meeting in place of

president Jose Chuquin, who died in May
1991.

The caucus heard reports from five

regions: the Southern Cone, the Andean
region, Central America, the Caribbean,

and Hispanics in North America.

In the Southern Cone (Argentina,

Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay),

Mennonite and Mennonite Brethren
churches have held a regional congress

every two years.

Since its inception 10 years ago, the

congress has been a meeting for study and
fellowship. Lately, however, the partici-

pating conferences have proposed giving

the congress more structure and respon-

sibility.

At the next meeting, in Sao Paulo,

Brazil, the conferences will discuss the

possibility of organizing a joint program
for leadership training.

The Andean region currently includes

churches from Colombia and Venezuela.

Five churches from Colombia that con-

sider themselves Anabaptist have recent-

ly joined. They have formed a committee
that is involved in such projects as orga-

nizing an annual Anabaptist seminar for

the whole region and planning a work camp
at an orphanage and children's home.
In Central America, Veronica Argueda

of Nicaragua has been named coordinator
of the Central American Anabaptist Men-
nonite Consultation held every year. The
next meeting will be in Panama this com-
ing July.

Churches in the region want to develop
a clearer catastrophe response plan.

In the Caribbean, a regional structure

has not yet been organized. However,
there has been discussion about joint

theological education and how to handle

the problem of the three different lan-

guages spoken in the area.

A group will meet Feb. 13-15 in the

Dominican Republic to continue the edu-
cation discussion.

In North America, a group of Mennonite
Brethren met in January 1991 for a

consultation on structures of education.

There are more than 80 Spanish-speak-

ing Mennonite churches in this region.

About three-quarters of these congrega-

tions are part of the Mennonite Church.

In addition to regional reporting, the

caucus heard reports on the Center for

Latin American Anabaptist Resources,

based in Bogota, Colombia, and the
SEMILLA seminary extension program
in Central America.

Along with this, the caucus approved a

plan for the Southern Cone to take over
a project of producing youth and adult

materials for Christian education.

Also at the meeting, caucus members
elected Leonor de Mendez of Guatemala
to represent Latin America on the world
conference Executive Committee.

Rafael Escobar, also of Guatemala, was
named the new vice-president of the cau-

cus.

—

Milka Rindzinski

Colonialism not over,
look at 1 492 suggests
Elkhart, Ind. (MWC)—More than 70

people took part in a consultation in

Puerto Rico on "The Hope of Latin Amer-
ica: A Renewed Church 500 Years After

the Conquest."

The meeting included presentations by
Mennonite World Conference president

Raul Garcia of Argentina and speakers

from Colombia, Guatemala, Nicaragua,

Panama, Uruguay, and the United States.

The era of the conquerors and colonial-

ism has not ended in Latin America,
participants agreed. Many people contin-

ue to believe that nothing of value existed

in these lands, except precious metals and
the land itself, before the arrival of Co-
lumbus.

Governments of the 20th century have
not done much to correct past injustices.

The indigenous groups of the continent

are still considered worthless. Along with
the poor of this and other continents, they
continue to be mistreated and even killed.

Each year, some 40,000 Colombians die

violent deaths. In the recent past, some
45,000 Guatemalans have been exiled in

Mexico, fleeing violence and the threat of

the destruction of their culture.

Hunger, another form of violence, also

has caused much death.

"Three thousand children under five

years of age die daily in Latin America,"
one speaker said. The toll is equal to the

disappearance, every seven months, of a

city the size of San Juan, Puerto Rico.

How can this be stopped? Participants

urged churches to translate theology into

action and to work for reconciliation and
justice.

"Those who will feel comfortable in the

kingdom of liberty, peace, and justice are

those who are working for these things,"

one participant said. "The rest will feel

uncomfortable."

In addition, participants discussed the

need to respect the culture of indigenous

people.

Were the principles and values that

Christ lived present in some form in the

religions of the indigenous people before

the arrival of Christians? Could the reli-

gious traditions of these groups be con-

sidered like their Old Testament?
"If you tell me that I don't have a spirit

or that I don't know God, you insult me,"
an aboriginal man said. "Evangelization

should be on a double track—you tell me
about your God and I will tell you about
mine."

Issues such as this produced much re-

flection and dialogue among the partic-

ipants.

Another Latin American consultation is

to be held in Colombia in late 1994.

—Milka Rindzinski
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Service not a hardship,
long-term workers say

Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—Most volun-

teers with Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC) serve for one term—two years in

North America, three to five years over-

seas.

But some people keep on going.

Ren Amell, 40, and his wife, Carol

Loeppky, 31, have 19 years of service

between them.

Ren was a volunteer for 13 years in

Zaire, Kentucky, and now northwestern

Ontario. Carol has served for six years in

Kentucky and their present assignment.

The couple, who have a son, Alexander,

have committed themselves to serve an-

other two years in Kenora. They work in

community development with Native Ca-

nadians.

"We feel very well provided for," Carol

said. In addition to having all their ex-

penses provided for, they receive a

monthly allowance, she noted.

"We'll never get rich, but that's never

been our goal," she said.

Brian Wiebe, 29, returned home to

Winnipegosis, Man., after serving for

seven years with MCC in Indonesia.

"It didn't seem like a sacrifice," said

Wiebe, who stayed longer to see a project

through to completion. "I enjoyed what I

was doing and the people I worked with.

The time went by real fast."

Sheilagh Henry, 36, is in her sixth year

as a volunteer, this time with MCC
Saskatchewan.

"I have a very comfortable lifestyle,"

she said. "I still live a lot better than many
poor people in Canada."

Jeanet Sybenga, 31, works with Native

Canadian youth. She is in her seventh

year with MCC.
"I find this to be a very secure way of

life," she said. "I don't have to worry

about basic things like food, rent, and

medical expenses. I'm content."

In Canada, a first-time volunteer with

MCC has all living expenses provided for

(rent, food, etc.) and receives an allow-

ance of $60 a month.

People who continue for a second term

have their allowance doubled to $120 a

month, with additional funds available to

volunteers with children.

In addition, volunteers receive a reset-

tlement allowance of $42 per adult and

$28 per child for each additional month of

service beyond one year.

Some people seem to believe that "you

have to be special to do voluntary ser-

vice—sort of like a saint," Sybenga said.

"But I'm not special. Anyone could do it."

Henry says that being a volunteer "has

helped me to learn discipleship. It has

allowed me to do the kind of kingdom
work I really want to do."

Besides, she says with a laugh, when
you're a volunteer "you don't ever have

to worry about being laid off."

—

John
Longhurst

"Baby boomers" meet
with Lapp in Louisiana
Des Allemands, La.—They're commit-

ted to the church. They place high empha-

sis on biblical teaching. And they don't like

labels or being lumped in a group.

Ten "baby boomers" from Gulf States

Fellowship made these observations in a

meeting with Mennonite Church execu-

tive secretary Jim Lapp.

Many of the baby boomers came into

the Mennonite Church from other back-

grounds.

Kenneth Clay said Bible teaching

brought him in. Along with this, he found

"a happy, loving, compassionate people."

Dianne Comerdelle agreed. The mem-
bers of Des Allemands Mennonite Church
"knew each other," she said. "It felt like

family. People here make you feel wel-

come."

Mennonites are known for their paci-

fism and outreach, group members said.

Herman Cortez, Jr., recalled hearing

Mennonites identified as "the peace peo-

ple."

Charlene Clay said she was met with

puzzled looks when she identified herself

as a Mennonite at a seminar. "But later

on I heard someone say, 'Oh, that's the

church with all the missionaries.'
"

Lapp asked the group if they had sug-

gestions for denominational boards. A few

people cautioned against an overempha-

sis on numbers. Charlene Clay encour-

aged continued education on the history

of the early Anabaptists.

"We need you to lead us in interchurch

dialogue," said Daryl Byler, a baby
boomer who is incoming moderator of

Gulf States Fellowship. "We live in a

world with many Christians and need to

find ways to share with them."

—

Jody
Miller Shearer

Students complete program. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC)—Five students from

Hokusei Gakuen Women's Junior College in Sapporo, Japan, were recognized at

the close of the fall semester at Eastern Mennonite College for completing work in

EMC's Intensive English Program. The program operates under EMC's language

and literature department and is designed to help students from other countries

speak English well enough to succeed in U.S. academic settings. Pictured above,

from left to right, are students Saiko Kodama, Mari Ikeda, Orie Yazawa, Yoko Iida,

and Mariko Tanaka. Behind them are teachers Jud Shearer (senior practicum

student in Teaching English as a Second Language, or TESL), EMC instructor

Betty Lou Buckwalter, Mike Beamer (postgraduate TESL practicum student), and

EMC instructor Deanna Hershberger.
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• Nominations invited. The Men-
nonite Church Nominating Com-
mittee is still looking for names of

potential candidates for church-

wide positions. The committee is

compiling a slate of nominees for

General Assembly to choose from
at its 1993 sessions. Sugges-
tions can be mailed to the com-
mittee at 421 S. Second St.,

Suite 600, Elkhart, IN 46516.

(See the Nov. 19, 1991, issue of

Gospel Herald.)

• Director resigns. Dana Som-
mers has submitted his resigna-

tion as executive director of

Laurelville Mennonite Church
Center, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., effec-

tive April 1. Sommers has
served the retreat and camping
facility for 16 years, nine as di-

rector of maintenance and seven
as executive director. The board
of directors is currently receiv-

ing applications for a replace-

ment. In addition, Laurelville's

board is looking for a program
director. David E. Hostetler will

retire from this position Sept. 1.

• Family paper starts. The first

issue of living, a bimonthly tab-

loid for families, was mailed to

130,000 homes in December.
Some 80,000 copies went to the

Buxmont (Franconia) area of

eastern Pennsylvania, while an-

other 50,000 were sent to the

Harrisonburg/Rockingham area

of Virginia. Donald Joy of As-
bury Theological Seminary,
Wilmore, Ky., is the editor of

living, and Eugene Souder is

managing editor. The paper is

published by Shalom Founda-
tion, Inc., of Harrisonburg, Va.,

which also publishes Together.

• EMC coach leaving. Mark E.

Fleming has resigned as head
men's basketball coach at East-

ern Mennonite College,
Harrisonburg, Va. The resigna-

tion is effective June 1. Fleming
came to EMC in 1986 and com-
piled a 43-92 record in five sea-

sons. He hopes to coach in the

Midwest.

•Course planned. Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.,

will offer a European credit

course this coming summer.
"Music and Culture in Vienna"
will be held from May 12 to June
9. More information is available

from the college music chair.

Bill Maust, or music secretary

Eleanor Dueck.

• Arts event set. Cincinnati
(Ohio) Mennonite Fellowship
will sponsor a Mennonite Arts

Weekend on Feb. 7-9. According
to fellowship representative

Chris Schumacher, the event "is

not just for artists but is for

anyone who would like to know
more about the arts." The week-
end will include presentations

by musicians, sculptors, story-

tellers, writers, and others. More
information is available by
phoning 513 721-6373.

• Standard forms help. Forms
for reporting births, marriages,

deaths, and the reception of new
members are available free from
Gospel Herald. Using these
forms (and typing or writing leg-

ibly) will help ensure that the

information that appears is ac-

curate and complete.

• Readers can cut costs. Gospel
Herald readers in the United
States can help keep down sub-

scription costs by making sure

address labels are correct. The
U.S. post office gives discounts

for carrier sorting. To take ad-

vantage of the discount, we need
exact addresses. If you sub-

scribe individually, check the

label on the issue. If it's incor-

rect, send us both the incorrect

and correct information.

• Schedule set. Gospel Herald
will publish weekly in 1992, ex-

cept the third week of August
and the first week of December.

• Pastor transitions:

E. Joe and Emma Richards have
retired from pastoral ministry.

They spent 12 years with Men-
nonite Board of Missions in

Japan and 23 years at Lombard
(HI.) Mennonite Church.

• Coming events:

Michiana MEDA meeting, Shore
Mennonite Church, Ship-
shewana, Ind., Jan. 23. Speakers
include James M. Lapp, execu-

tive secretary of Mennonite
Church General Board, and J. B.

Miller, executive secretary of

The Mennonite Foundation.
Reservations are required. More
information from Boyd Nelson
at 219 533-6230.

Annual retreat for truck drivers,

Spruce Lake Retreat, Can-
adensis, Pa., Feb. 21-23. Ken-
neth L. Seitz, church planter in

South Burlington, Vt., will lead

the sessions. More information

from Spruce Lake at 717 595-

7505.

• New books:
Christ and Narcissus by Warren
McWilliams. This book de-
scribes self-centeredness in

today's world and develops a

biblical theology of prayer as an
alternative. It is published by
Herald Press.

The Writings ofDirk Philips, edited

by Cornelius J. Dyck, William E.

Keeney, and Alvin J. Beachy.
Volume 6 in the "Classics of the

Radical Reformation Series,"

this book includes all the known
writings of Philips, a 16th-cen-

tury Dutch Anabaptist leader.

Herald Press is the publisher.

• New resources:
A video on the Discipleship Minis-

tries programs of Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions shows
high school youth and young
adults in training and service.

The video comes with a study
guide and fact sheet. Informa-

tion on rental or purchase is

available from Dan Hoellwarth,

Discipleship Ministries, PO Box
628, Salunga, PA 17538; phone
717 898-2251.

• Job openings:
Residence hall director, Goshen

(Ind.) College. Will be responsi-

ble for the administration of one
or more halls housing about 200

students. Responsibilities in-

clude representing the Student
Development Division in the

hall and presenting student
needs and concerns to the ad-

ministration. The director also

counsels students, enforces pol-

Group bakes bread. Springs, Pa.—The Junior Youth Fellowship (JYF) of Springs Mennonite
Church baked more than 100 mini loaves of bread for area senior citizens as a Christmas sharing

project. Pictured above, from left, are JYF members Justin Livengood, Seth Wengerd, Melissa
Prosser, Mike Yoder (in back), April Hepler, Alyssa Brenneman, and Jenny Maust.—Gay N.

Brownlee
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icies and standards, handles dis-

cipline and educational pro-

gramming, and selects, trains,

and supervises student staff. A
bachelor's degree and at least

two years of related work re-

quired and a master's degree

preferred. Contact Norman
Kauffmann, director of student

development, Goshen College,

Goshen, FN 46526; phone 219

535-7639.

Secretary/receptionist, Laurelville

Mennonite Church Center, Mt.

Pleasant, Pa. Full-time, salaried

position with benefits, currently

available. Contact Dana Som-
mers, Rt. 5, Box 145, Mt. Pleas-

ant, PA 15666; phone 412 423-

2056.

NEW MEMBERS

Crossroads, Timberville, Va.:

Sanford and Mary King.

Glade, Accident, Md.: Todd
Brenneman, Jeremy Brenneman,

Nate Kauffman, and Jamie
Maust.

Kidron, Ohio: Ed Allison.

Lake Region, Detroit Lakes,

Minn.: Mara Hochstetler.

Seattle, Wash.: Maxine Stansell,

Tim Jenkins, and Richard Cope-

land.

Smithville, Ohio: Scott Rutt.

BIRTHS

Bontrager, Greg and Nancy
(Sauder), Wauseon, Ohio, Laur-

en Ashley (first child), Dec. 20.

Brown, Howard and Lori, Para-

dise, Pa., Tessa Lorraine (third

child), Oct. 20.

Brubacher, Paul and Cathy
(Metzger), Gadshill, Ont, Rod-

ney Paul (third child), Nov. 15.

Egli, Lynn and Roberta (Jantzi),

Vancouver, Wash., Jesse
Nathanial (second child), born

Dec. 16, received for adoption

Dec. 17.

Flores, Ramon and Sheri,

Topeka, Ind., Kelly Marie
(fourth child), Dec. 16.

Grimes, Daniel B. and Brenda J.

(Hollinger), Harrisburg, Pa.,

Emily Joyce (third child), Dec. 3.

Heverly, Barry and Dianne
(Delp), Phoenixville, Pa., Nathan-

iel Peter (fifth child), born Aug.

13, received for adoption Dec. 30.

Hines, Sam and Carol (Roupp),

Wichita, Kan., Samantha May
(second child), Dec. 27.

Holaway, Brent and Kathy
(Kubasiak), Osceola, Ind., Sarah
Kathryn (first child), Dec. 18.

Kauffman, Jeff and Carol

(Bertsche), Barberton, Ohio,

Kiera Lee (first child), Nov. 27.

Kaufman, Bryce and Deanna
(Graber), Sarasota, Fla., Austin

Bryce (first child), Dec. 19.

King, Nick and Ronda (Suder-

man), Wichita, Kan., Jonathan

Suderman (first child), Nov. 28.

Kramer, Paul and Elaine, Hat-

field, Pa., Christina Michelle

(second child), Dec. 9.

Kuepfer, David and Carol,

Milverton, Ont., Drew Eaton

(first child), Nov. 21.

Kulp, John and Ruth Ann
(Witmer), Harleysville, Pa., Josh-

ua David (fourth child), Dec. 9.

Lamparter, Todd and Kay
(Rudisill), York, Pa., Katie

Lynne (first child), Dec. 1.

Landis, Daniel and Janella

(Shnupp), Kinzers, Pa., Danielle

Sue (first child), Nov. 30.

Leis, Robert and Brenda
(Gerber), Newton, Ont., Stacey

Brianne (second child), Oct. 21.

Lerch, Robert and Jennifer

(Lapp), Madison, Wis., Robert

Thomas (second child), Dec. 29.

Lightner, Todd and Peggy (Tan-

ner), Archbold, Ohio, Ashley Joy

(second child), Nov. 7.

Martin, Michele, Elmira, Ont.,

Christopher Michael (first

chQd), Dec. 6.

Martin, Tim and Becky (Rutt),

New Holland, Pa., Elliot Timo-
thy (second child), Dec. 11.

Martin, William and Kim (Mar-

tin), Lititz, Pa., William Chase

(second child), Dec. 22.

Maust, Dennis and Rachel (Hess),

Lititz, Pa., Justine Eve (second

child), Aug. 25.

McConaghy, Ross and Stephanie

(Eshelman), Sellersville, Pa.,

Christopher Daniel (second

child), Dec. 16.

Miller, Michael and Janice
(Yoder), Clairton, Pa., Holly

(second child), Jan. 1.

Moyer, Gregory and Lory
(Tysvaer), Sellersville, Pa., Jen-

nifer T. (second child), Dec. 22.

Moyer, Nevin and Beverly
(Willover), Pennsburg, Pa., Nel-

son Ryan (second child), Dec. 12.

Neuschwander, Leon and Kath-

erine (Steckly), Albany, Ore.,

Jonathan David (first child),

Nov. 5.

Nguyen, Tung Thanh and Lien

Thi, Harrisonburg, Va., Tony
John (second child), Dec. 6.

Nice, Jeffrey and Bev (Derstine),

Hatfield, Pa., Jeffrey Dalton

(first child), Dec. 5.

Peachey, Troy and Annette
(Beachy), Myakka City, Fla.,

Hannah Elizabeth (first child),

Dec. 12.

Pletcher, Rodney and Marianne

(Bachman), Goshen, Ind., Alex-

ander Frederick (first child),

born Nov. 29, received for adop-

tion Dec. 6.

Reffett, John and Joetta (Fry),

LaGrange, Ind., Seth Michael

(third child), Dec. 26.

Roth, Fred and Tam (Benson),

Dorchester, Neb., Bryant Alan

(first child), Nov. 21.

Roth, Stan and Susan (Stuckey),

Columbus, Ohio, Lauren Eliza-

beth (first child), Dec. 7.

Schrag, Royce and Stacey,

Goshen, Ind., Bryce Harrison

Donovan (third child), Dec. 24.

Silvera, Sergio and Faythe
(Ropp), Wichita, Kan., Lauren

joy (second child), Nov. 3.

Skerkowski, Danny and Joleen

(Stoll), Sarasota, Fla., Rachel

Ann (first child), Dec. 17.

Smith, Christopher and Janette

(Godshall), Perkiomenville, Pa.,

Jeanna Marie (first child), Nov.

27.

Smith, Paul and Sharon (Ham-

mer), Holland, Ohio, Adam Tay-

lor (third child), Dec. 16.

Snyder, Ron and Cheryl
(Hertzler), Akron, N.Y., Rachel

Marie (third child), Dec. 3.

Stoltzfus, Duane and Karen Sherer,

Brooklyn, N.Y., (twins) Nicholas

Dale and Sarah Kathryn (first and

second children), Nov. 22.

Stutzman, Don and Carrie,

Topeka, Ind., Tyler James (sec-

ond child), Dec. 27.

Sweigart, Dirk and Angela
(Grimes), Beaumont, Tex., Rachel

Marie (second child), Nov. 11.

Tackett, Wayne and Lora (Zehr),

Branson, Mich., Nicolas Wayne
(first child), Nov. 1.

Thomas, Mark and Susan (Zook),

Middlebury, Ind., Craig Devon
(second child), Dec. 6.

Tolley, Tim and Diana (Stalter),

Paxton, 111., Landon Alexander

(fourth child), Dec. 7.

Trask, Mark and Helen (Roth),

Albany, Ore., Craig Allen (third

child), Dec. 12.

Troyer, Galen and Elaine (Miller),

Elida, Ohio, Shelby Grace (sec-

ond child), Dec. 18.

Umble, William and Diane
(Lantz), Gap, Pa., Marisa Lynn
(third child), Nov. 1.

Vermeer, Robert and Joni

(Buskirk), Petoskey, Mich., Tan-

ner Phillip (first child), Dec. 6.

Vest, Bob and Amelia (Yoder),

Sedgwick, Kan., Rachel Ann
(first child), Dec. 13.

Vong, Bounphay and Somchit
(Temsisanith), Kitchener, Ont,
Sheaulih (third child), Dec. 6.

Wagler, John and Janet (Roth),

Kitchener, Ont, Jennifer Eliza-

beth (first child), Oct. 7.

Weber, Bruce and Dale (Martin),

Baden, Ont., Tessa (third child),

Nov. 23.

Weber, Kent and Cynthia (Sny-

der), Arthur, Ont., Spencer Tate

(first child), Dec. 5.

Weidner, Joel and Krista

(Musselman), State College,

Pa., Sophia Noel (second child),

Dec. 29.

Wheeler, David and Jana
(Goering), Osseo, Mich., Jacob

David (first child), Dec. 25.

Wittig, Bill and Nelda (Shoe-

maker), Iowa City, Iowa, Allison

Anne (second child), Aug. 2.

Wyse, Donavon and Lisa

(Hiebert), Fairview, Mich., Ta-

mara Dawn (third child), Dec. 9.

Yoder, Howard and Louise (Esh-

leman), Plain City, Ohio, Chaska
Saloma (second child), Dec. 8.

Yoder, J. Larry and LuAnn
(Foulk), Lewistown, Pa., John

Tyler (third child), Dec. 25.

Correction—In the birth an-

nouncement of the second child

of Bryan and Melanie (Dela-

grange) Haas, Nov. 26, 1991,

issue, the name should have

been Jason Matthew.

MARRIAGES

Gaskins-Grimes: Learly Gaskins,

Philadelphia, Pa. (Diamond
Street cong.), and Florence

(Baynard) Grimes, Dec. 25, by

Charles C. Baynard, Sr.

Pries-Carr: David Pries, Winni-

peg, Man. (Bethel cong.), and

Lisa Carr, St. Jacobs, Ont. (St.

Jacobs cong.), Dec. 21, by Sue

C. Steiner and Harold Schlegel.

Rice-Buehler: Bill Rice, Kitche-

ner, Ont. (St. Jacobs cong.), and

Rita Buehler, Conestogo, Ont.

(St. Jacobs cong.), Dec. 28, by

Sue C. Steiner.

Schuck-Wall: Timothy Schuck,

Kitchener, Ont. (Catholic

Church), and Helen Wall, Kitch-

ener, Ont. (First cong.), Dec. 21,

by Rudy Baergen and Mike
Myroniuk.

Sprow-Stuckey: Jeff Sprow,
Ney, Ohio (United Methodist

Church), and Paula Stuckey,

West Unity, Ohio (Lockport

cong.), Nov. 23, by Allen Rutter.

Stoltzfus-Shaver: Richard Stoltz-

fus, Hubbard, Ore. (Zion cong.),

and Kathy Shaver, Wilsonville,

Ore. (Trinity Church), Dec. 7, by

Gib Martin, Leo Schlegel, and

Rick Troyer.

Sutter-Stecken: Francis Sutter,

Morton, 111. (Trinity cong.), and

Jeanette Stecken, Morton, 111.

(Trinity cong.), Sept. 7, by
Mahlon D. Miller.
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Swartz-Ropp: Sam Swartz, Ship-

shewana, Ind. (Townline cong.),

and Miriam Ropp, Ship-
shewana, Ind. (Townline cong.),

June 29, by Calvin Borntrager.

Teichroeb-Kennel: Timothy
Teichroeb, Albany, Ore. (Fair-

view cong.), and Nicole Kennel,
Albany, Ore. (Fairview cong.),

Dec. 7, by John Teichroeb
(groom's father).

Voorhis-DeLong: Vance Voorhis,

Kokomo, Ind. (Parkview cong.),

and Danielle DeLong, Windfall,

Ind. (Christian Church), July 27,

by Carl Roudebush.
Weaver-Stoltzfus: Jake Weaver,

Millersburg, Ohio (Grace cong.),

and Jeannie Stoltzfus, Berlin,

Ohio (Grace cong.), Oct. 19, by
David R. Clemens.

Yoder-Newell: Derek Yoder,
Pearl River, N.Y. (Fairview
cong.), and Alice Newell, Pearl

River, N.Y. (Episcopal Church),

Oct. 26, by Fred Beveridge and
Virgil Hershberger.

Yoder-Oesch: Stacy Scott Yoder,
Stryker, Ohio (Zion cong.), and
Barbara Oesch, Bryan, Ohio
(Bethel cong.), Dec. 28, by Ellis

Croyle and Erie Bontrager
(grandfather of bride).

Young-Miller: Erik Young,
Souderton, Pa. (Souderton
cong.), and Tracy Miller, Per-

kasie, Pa. (Blooming Glen
cong.), Dec. 27, by Truman H.
Brunk.

DEATHS

Alderfer, Eva Godshall, 81,
Harleysville, Pa. Born: Aug. 23,

1910, Franconia Twp., Pa., to

Samuel and Mary Godshall.
Died: Dec. 17, 1991. Survivors-
children: Durrell G., LeRoy G.,

Ronald G., RaeDella A. Wenger,
Madeline A. Meyers, Mary Lou
Rosenberger; brothers and sis-

ters: Willard G., Menno G.,

Leroy G., Stanley G., and Paul
G. Godshall, Lily Moyer, Mary
Alderfer; 16 grandchildren, 13

great-grandchildren. Predeceased
by: Allen Alderfer (husband). Fu-

neral and burial: Dec. 21, Salford

Mennonite Church, by John L.

Ruth and Willis A. Miller.

Beyer, Lloyd R., 82, Souderton,
Pa. Born: Sept. 17, 1909, to Sam-
uel and Lizzie (Ruth) Beyer.

Died: Nov. .30, 1991. Survivors-
children: Rhoda B. Rittenhouse,

M. Lois Rohr, M. Ruth Ritten-

house, Anne E. Trauger, Ada E.

Souder, Mary E. Alderfer,
Susan J. Beyer, L. Bernice
Kauffman, V. Luke, David E.,

James I., Aaron Lloyd; brother:

Russell Beyer; half sister: Mil-

dred Allebach; foster brother
and sisters: Jacob Hunsberger,
Mary Boyle, Irene Hunsberger;
28 grandchildren, 9 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

Dec. 7, Souderton Mennonite
Church, by Gerald A. Clemmer
and Steven C. Nyce.

Blosser, Paul C, 72, Louisville,

Ohio. Born: Sept. 1, 1919,
Leetonia, Ohio, to Clinton and
Edith (Lewis) Blosser. Died:
Dec. 9, 1991, Canton, Ohio, of

cancer. Survivors—wife: Herma
Hostetler; children: Lyle, Myrna
Chandler, Nyla Barrett; broth-

ers and sisters: Laura Helfrick,

Velma Blosser, Doris Witmer,
Lois Amstutz, Howard, Carl,

Don, 3 grandchildren. Funeral:

Dec. 12, Stoner Heights Menno-
nite Church, by Gerry J.

Vandeworp. Burial: Beech Men-
nonite Church Cemetery.

Boshart, Amos, Jr., 60, Wood
River, Neb. Born: Dec. 11, 1930,

Wood River, Neb., to Amos and
Sarah (Stutzman) Boshart.
Died: Nov. 21, 1991, of a heart

attack. Survivors—wife: Loretta

Stutzman; children: John, Jo-

lene, Ann Roth; brothers and
sister: Merrill, Delbert, Omar,
Marjorie Miller; 6 grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Robert
(son). Funeral and burial: Nov. 25,

Wood River Mennonite Church,

by Cloy Roth and George Hansen.

Bowman, Stella H. Shenk, 79,

Willow Street, Pa. Born: Nov.

21, 1912, Lancaster County, Pa.,

to Christ C. and Annie E. (Esh-

leman) Harnish. Died: Dec. 10,

1991, Lancaster County, Pa., in

an automobile accident. Survi-

vors—husband: Paul K. Bow-
man; children: Calvin E. Shenk,
L. Dale Shenk, Doris A. Mohler,
Norma J. Watterman; stepchil-

dren: Robert T. Bowman, Ken-
neth T. Bowman, Ruth A. Mar-
tin, Mary A. Brown; brothers

and sisters: Christ E., Clarence
E., and Marvin E. Harnish;
Betty Warfel, Susie Thomas,
Edna Hess, Florence Thomas,
Ruth Hess; 9 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren, 9 step-
grandchildren, 3 step-great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

C. Mylin Shenk (first husband)
and E. Thomas Bowman (step-

son). Funeral: Dec. 14, New Dan-
ville Mennonite Church, by David
Thomas, Jay Garber, and Glenn
Shenk. Burial: River Corner Men-
nonite Church Cemetery.

Brubaker, Emma Shetler, 65,

Harrisonburg, Va. Born: Nov.
10, 1926, Atglen, Pa., to William

and Lydia (Kauffman) Shetler.

Died: Dec. 27, 1991, Harrison-

burg, Va., of cancer. Survivors

—

husband: Kenton Kaylor
Brubaker; children: Karl E.,

Kaye L., L. Jane., Annette F.;

brother and sisters: Vernon
Shetler, Melba Umble, Frances
Stoltzfus, Erma Stuckey; one
grandchild. Funeral: Dec. 30,

Lehman Auditorium, Eastern
Mennonite College, by Ruth B.

Stoltzfus, Paul Groff, and Clem
Bess. Body dedicated to medi-
cal science.

Cassel, Mahlon H., 90,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Dec. 21,

1902, Broad Axe, to Jesse and
Anna (Heckler) Cassel. Died:
Jan. 2, 1992, Sellersville, Pa.
Survivors—children: Doris M.
Parmer, Janet L. Gane, Mahlon
E., Gerald D.; stepchildren:
Marilyn Williams, Russel Ruch,
Kenneth Ruch; 17 grandchil-

dren, 25 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Elsie M.
Detweiler Cassel (first wife) and
Dorothy Ruch Cassel (second
wife). Funeral and burial: Jan. 4,

1992, Line Lexington Mennonite
Church, by Lowell H. Delp and
Kirk Hanger.

Charles, Ivan Groff, 64. Born:
Nov. 17, 1927, Lancaster, Pa., to

Ivan N. and Esther H. (Groff)

Charles. Died: Dec. 10, 1991,

Lancaster, Pa. Survivors—wife:

Martha (Gingrich) Charles; chil-

dren: Stephen G., Samuel G.,

Eunice G., Jesse G.; brother: D.

Arthur Charles; 2 grandchildren.

Memorial service and burial:

Dec. 13-14, Habecker Menno-
nite Church by Norman C.
Shertzer, Gary S. Blosser, Larry

J. Stapleton, Christian B.

Charles, and Abram H. Charles.

Cochenour, John Eugene, 44,

Toledo, Ohio. Born: April 17,

1947, Bucyrus, Ohio, to John
and Beatrice Cochenour. Survi-

vors—wife: Debbie Brande-
berry; children: John III, Judith,

Rebecca; sisters: Phyllis
Yoxthimer, Norma Jean Evans,
Susan E. Huntley, 2 grandchildren.

Funeral: Nov. 16, Bancroft Menno-
nite Church, by Phil Ebersole.

Derstine, Leanna Rachelle, 1 1/2

mos., Perkiomenville, Pa. Born:
Nov. 8, 1991, Allentown, Pa., to

Galen and Theresa (Godshall)

Derstine. Died: Dec. 21, 1991,

Philadelphia, Pa., of premature
birth complications. Funeral and
burial: Dec. 23, Perkiomenville

Mennonite Church, by Charles A.

Ness.

Durborow, Florita Mae
Trainor, 89, Lititz, Pa. Born:

March 24, 1902, Cecil County,
Md., to Thomas and Helen En-
gland Trainor. Died: Nov. 12,

1991, Lititz, Pa., of a heart at-

tack. Survivors—children: Betty
Shindle, Thelma Reddick, Dan-
iel; 25 grandchildren, 28 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

John Warren Durborow (hus-

band), John, Joseph, James, and
Richard (sons). Funeral: Nov.
14, Lancaster, Pa., by Harold
Reed and Clair Hollinger.
Burial: Mellingers Mennonite
Cemetery.

Esbenshade, J. Ross, 81, Mount
Joy, Pa. Born: July 4, 1910,
Manheim Twp., Pa. Died: Oct.

27, 1991, Lancaster, Pa. Survi-

vors—wife: Stella (Nolt) Es-
benshade; children: Erma
Holinger, Doris Landis, Evelyn
Rohrer; brothers and sister:

Clay, Willis, Elizabeth Diem; 9
grandchildren, 9 great-grand-
children. Funeral: Oct. 30,

Mount Joy Mennonite Church,
by Shelley Shellenberger and
Joe Sherer. Burial: Landis Val-

ley Mennonite Cemetery.
Espenshade, Harold S., 55,

Mount Joy, Pa. Born: Sept. 25,

1936, Mount Joy, Pa., to Mr. and
Mrs. Clair N. Espenshade. Died:
Dec. 3, 1991. Survivors—wife:

Elizabeth Baylor; children: Ken-
neth A., Kim Savage; sister: Pa-
tricia Keller; 3 grandchildren.

Funeral: Dec. 7, Mount Joy
Mennonite Church by Joe
Sherer, Shelley Shellenberger,

and Jay Booser. Burial: Kraybill

Cemetery.
Ford, Mary Hartman, 90. Born:

Feb. 17, 1901, Waynesboro, Va.,

to George S. and Mahala Goode
Hartman. Died: Dec. 25, 1991,

Hampton, Va. Survivors—chil-

dren: Walter D., Jr., Howard W.,
Alice F. Maliongas, Evelyn F.

Tatum, Helen F. Dooley; 16

grandchildren, 21 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Wal-
ter D. Ford, Sr. (husband). Fu-
neral and burial: Dec. 28,
Springdale Mennonite Church,
by Richard H. Showalter.

Gerber, Idella, 83. Born: 1908,

North Easthope Twp., Ont, to

Daniel B. and Magdalena
(Schultz) Zehr. Survivors—chil-

dren: Audrey Schlegel, Eileen

Yantzi, Viola Gerber; brothers:

Irvin, Emmanuel, and Norman
Zehr. Predeceased by: Daniel R.

Gerber (husband) and 2 infant

sons. Funeral and burial: Dec. 6,

Poole Mennonite Church, by
Dave Rogalsky.

Hackman, Grace W. (Bergey),

89, Souderton, Pa. Born: Sept.

8, 1902, Harleysville, Pa., to

Abram H. and Katie (Wambold)
Bergey. Died: Dec. 21, 1991,

Souderton, Pa. Survivors—fos-

ter daughter: Alma Derstine;

sister: Katie Clemens; 7 foster
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grandchildren, 22 foster great-

grandchildren, one foster great-

great-grandchild. Funeral and

burial: Dec. 27, Franconia Men-
nonite Meetinghouse, by Henry
L. Ruth, Floyd M. Hackman,
and Russell M. Detweiler.

Horst, Wilma (Shantz), 75, Cam-
bridge, Ont. Born: Sept. 19,

1916, to Herbert and Selina

Shantz. Died: Dec. 17, 1991,

Kitchener, Ont. Predeceased
by: Martin Horst (husband). Fu-

neral and burial: Dec. 20, Erb
Street Mennonite Church, by

Doug Snyder and Robert Duthie.

Kayes, Charles, 68, Heidelberg,

Ont. Born: Toronto, Ont. Died:

Dec. 27, 1991, Kitchener, Ont.

Survivors—wife: Doris Weaver;

children: Christopher, Linda
Cutler, Jane Madai; brothers:

Walker, Richard, George; 8

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Dec. 30, St. Jacobs Men-
nonite Church, by Sue Steiner

and Harold Schlegel.

Martin, Raymond, 75, Kokomo,
Ind. Born: Sept. 22, 1916, Miami
County, Ind., to Joseph B. and

Clara (Slabaugh) Martin. Died:

Dec. 23, 1991, Kokomo, Ind. Sur-

vivors—wife: Lois Sommers;
children: Merrill, Rex, Rick,

Judy, Jeanie Miller, Sauni
Hilligoss, Lyn Camden, Jill

Bartholomew; brothers and sis-

ters: Melvin, Willard, Ruth Mar-
tin, Beulah Powell, Velma
Litwiller, Inez Litwiller; 13

grandchildren. Funeral: Dec. 27,

Howard-Miami Mennonite
Church, by Mick Sommers and
Lee Miller. Burial: Mast Cemetery.

Moyer, Katie C, 86, Harleysville,

Pa. Born: July 18, 1905, Franco-

nia Twp., Pa., to Edwin S. and

Susan A. (Clemens) Nice. Died:

Dec. 18, 1991, Souderton, Pa.

Survivors— daughters: Doris
Gahman and Arlene Clemmer; 5

grandchildren, 3 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by:
Linford D. Moyer (husband).

Funeral and burial: Dec. 21,

Franconia Mennonite Meeting-

house, by Russell M. Detweiler

and Floyd Hackman.
Schweitzer, Elmer, 90, Jules-

burg, Colo. Born: Aug. 10, 1901,

Seward County, Neb., to David
and Laura (Stutzman)
Schweitzer. Died: Dec. 16, 1991,

Sterling, Colo. Survivors—wife:

Anna Roth; children: Donald,
Darrell, Grace Smith, Ruth
Schweitzer; brother: Roland; 12

grandchildren, 5 great-grand-

children. Funeral: Dec. 20,

Julesburg Mennonite Church,

by Arthur Roth and Earl Von
Ehrenkrook. Burial: Hillside

Cemetery.

MCC seeks applicants to fill three overseas program management positions.

Responsibilities include continent-wide program planning, implementation

and oversight, budgeting, problem solving. Administrative experience

required; previous MCC experience in the continent preferred.

The positions and opening dates are:

Area Secretary for Latin America and Caribbean, February 1992

Area Secretary for East Asia, May 1 992

Area Secretary for Europe, June 1 992

If interested, contact Bill Loewen,
MCC Director of Personnel, at address below.

^ Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central Committee

21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500

(717) 859-1151

Schertz, Arthur Lee, 78, Nampa,
Idaho. Born: Eureka, 111., to

Amos and Elizabeth (Ulrich)

Schertz. Died: Albany, Ore., of

cancer. Survivors—daughter:

Marilyn Tobey; 3 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Dorothy
Kauffman Schertz (wife). Fu-

neral: Dec. 23, Mennonite Home
Chapel, Albany, Ore., by Louis

Lehman and Max Yoder. Memo-
rial service: Dec. 30, First Men-
nonite Church, Nampa, Idaho,

by Duane Oesch and Robert

Garber. Burial: Kohler Lawn
Cemetery.

Shetler, Milton P., 100, Moun-
tain Home, Idaho. Born: Jan. 23,

1891, Somerset County, Pa., to

Peter D. and Anna (Hershberger)

Shetler. Died: Dec. 12, 1991,

Mountain Home, Idaho, from a

stroke. Survivors—children: Le-

land, LaVerne Horst, Ralph,

Helen Reeder, Floyd, Eldon,

Walter, Paul, Ruth Stutzman,

Harold, Lois Decker; 64 grand-

children, 134 great-grandchil-

dren, one great-great-grandchild.

Funeral: Dec. 19, Indian Cove
Community Church, by Leland

Shetler and Eldon Shetler (sons).

Burial: Bruneau Cemetery.

Slagle, Kenneth C, 79. Born:

March 31, 1912, Johnstown, Pa.,

to Charles and Laura (Lepley)

Slagle. Died: Jan. 2, 1992, Ches-

terfield, Va. Survivors—chil-

dren: Kenneth E., Paul W., Dan-
iel C, Dawn Marie Flanagan,

Samuel D., James L.; 9 grand-

children, 3 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Loretta Ivy

Miller (first wife) and Thelma
Gossard (second wife). Funeral:

Jan. 6, Stahl Mennonite Church,

by Harold Shenk and Marvin
Kaufman. Burial: Grandview
Cemetery.

Steckley, Clara (Schwartzen-
truber), 81, Millbank, Ont.
Born: Nov. 29, 1910, Mornington
Twp., Ont., to David and Re-

becca (Kuepfer) Schwartzen-

truber. Died: Dec. 31, 1991, Strat-

ford, Ont, Survivors—children:

Kenneth, Sharon Scheerer; 2

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Reuben Steckley (husband) and

Eldon (son). Funeral and burial:

Jan. 3, Mapleview Mennonite
Church, by Victor Dorsch.

Sunderland, Gladys H. (Shore),

76, Mt. Union, Pa. Born: May 23,

1915, Mt. Union, Pa., to Blaine

D. and Laura (Price) Shore.

Died: Dec. 21, 1991, Mt. Union,

Pa. Survivors— children: Don-
ald H, Thelma M. Sharpless; 5

grandchildren, 11 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Harry

S. Sunderland (husband). Fu-

neral: Dec. 24, Robert D. Heath
Funeral Home, by Stanley R.

Freed and Gordon Ross. Burial:

Haven Rest Memorial Park.

Zook, Floyd F., 75. Born: July 15,

1916, Belleville, Pa., to Frank
and Sadie (Stoltzfus) Zook.

Died: Dec. 25, 1991, Belleville,

Pa. Survivors—brother and sis-

ters: Paul Zook, Lois King,

Paulene Peachey. Funeral: Dec.

28, Maple Grove Mennonite
Church, by Elam Glick. Burial:

Locust Grove Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Pastors Week, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elk-

hart, Ind., Jan. 27-31

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation board meeting, Philadel-

phia, Jan. 31-Feb. 2

Meeting on Litigation Issues Facing

Mennonites, Leola, Pa., Feb. 1

Mennonite Arts Weekend, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Feb. 7-9

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 8-11

Mennonite Central Committee an-

nual meeting, Wichita, Kan., Feb.

13-15

Mennonite Publication Board direc-

tors meeting, Pittsburgh, Feb. 14-15

School for Ministers, Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.,

Feb. 17-20

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 20-22

Open House, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elk-

hart, Ind., Feb. 28-29

Allegheny Conference delegate

session, Martinsburg, Pa.,

March 3

Christian Peacemaker Teams con-

ference, Richmond, Va., March
6-8

Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries directors meet-

ing, March 12-14

New York Mennonite Conference

delegate session, Syracuse,
NY., March 14

Ohio Conference delegate session,

Kidron, Ohio, March 14
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THE LAST WORD

I didn't get to Sunday school last week
I fully intended to. Really. But you know how

it goes. Three of us got to talking during coffee

time after worship. We went from the demise of

the USSR to the state of the economy in the

USA to the fact that the company one of us

works for is laying off employees. The con-

versation took a serious turn as two of us tried

to empathize with the third facing a possible

loss of his job.

The first thing we knew, the Sunday school

hour was three-fourths gone. "Too late now,"

one of us said, heading for the door after finding

his spouse finishing up conversation in another

group. We other two tried not to look too guilty

as we joined the rest of the congregation stream-

ing out of Sunday school classrooms.

I think we succeeded. At least we did a better

job of it than the couple coming in from the

parking lot. Rumor has it they spend what they

call "quality time" at the local McDonalds while

their kids are in Sunday school.

What gives here? Is this a new expression of

individualism among us? Some kind of need to

flout authority? Lack of creative Christian educa-

tion programs?

All three perhaps, for some persons in some
congregations. But is individualism more ram-

pant today than 20 years ago? Authority more a

problem than in the '60s? Christian education

programs any less creative than they've ever

been (some classes even use this magazine for

curriculum today!)?

The fact is Sunday school attendance is on the

decrease. It's the only "church participation" cri-

teria in which that happened between a 1972

and a 1989 survey of members in five Mennonite

groups.

As reported in The Mennonite Mosaic (Herald

Press, 1991), 71 percent of Mennonites now at-

tend Sunday school. In 1972 that figure was 82

percent. Dig behind those statistics, and you
find that some 20,000 of us in the Mennonite
Church don't attend Sunday school.

True, not all of us stand around talking. Some
of us head for the door. But I think I detect an

increasing need among us to do the basic stuff

that holds the relationships of a community to-

gether: talk.

In our increasingly fragmented and specialized

society, we don't find much time to do that.

When we do get together, often just on Sunday
mornings, we take the time we need. Estab-
lished programs, like Sunday school discussions,

are the ones that suffer.

What's more troubling is that this could be-

come a new battleground among us. Well-pre-

pared Sunday school teachers don't feel kindly

toward those of us who continue talking past the

bell. Meanwhile, we coffee cup clutchers have

our thoughts, sometimes not so secret, about
people who ring bells and flash lights to try to

corral scholars into classrooms.

Where next? At the very least we must recog-

nize new needs emerging among us. Where these

cannot be met by existing programs, we must be
ready to change and adapt. For just as the Sun-

day school came into the church to meet the

needs for education and biblical literacy, our

challenge today is to find creative ways to take

care of our needs for interaction and relation-

ships.

—

jlp

Why don't you grow up?

I couldn't have been very old when I first

heard that question. What I do remember is that

I heard it often while trying to do what the ques-

tion wanted: grow up.

These days I don't hear it much. More often I

see it in the eyes when I'm part of a practical

joke or when I tell someone I spent a whole day
riding bicycle.

Mostly I want to grow up. Two dangers keep

me from pursuing that goal vigorously.

One is answers. Growing up makes some peo-

ple think they have them. Already at age 52, I

find myself saying, "Oh, we tried that . .
." or

"We established this procedure fifteen years ago

because. . .
." Sometimes that's needed. Too

often I use it so I don't have to deal with new
ideas or consider possible change.

The second is rights. I hear too much rights

talk these days, particularly among middle and
older adults. We've paid our dues to society.

We've done our work for the church. Now we have

the right to

Answers and rights. They're signs we've be-

come comfortable with who we are. They could

be signs we've stopped growing up.—jlp
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Final exit,

final anger
When a book describing how to commit

suicide becomes a runaway best-seller,

the church must clearly reaffirm life as

well as enhance life's quality for all

"0 Lord, how long shall I cry for help,

and you will not listen?

Or cry to you 'Violence!'

and you will not save?"

(Hab. 1:2, NRSV)

Runaway sales of Derek Humphry's Final

Exit, a "user's guide to suicide," have

more than a few people worried. My own

concerns about the issues of suicide and eutha-

nasia led me to check on the book at our local

bookstore. "Completely sold out," I was told.

But I could be put on a waiting list for my very

own copy of this little $16.95 "nuts and bolts

book about how to end your life." I decided to

To forgive the past is pass

to learn for the future 5 While the book is described as covering "vari-

ous forms of self-deliverance and assisted sui-

A pianist I'm not, cide for ma^ 5" beco
1

me a
..j rj handbook for emotionally disturbed people seek-

a pastor 1 am ing the ultimate escape. Is that why it is selling

so fast? Or is it the unusually aggressive promo-

Worker sent to aid tional strategy of its publisher, a newer Madison

Liberia reconciliation 10 Avenue based firm that boasts of having eight

Whether suicides are successful or not, the emotional

suffering that is experienced by concerned friends

and family in the aftermath is incalculable.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

by

Harvey

Yoder



As a church committed to peace, we
must name suicide as a form of violence

and show compassion to those who expe-

rience the despair that leads to it

book publicists to only six book editors?

At any rate, the book highlights an issue that

deserves our attention. What do we believe

about suicide? How do we respond?
National statistics on suicide and euthanasia

are sobering. The line between the two is hard
to draw, although most of us see a useful distinc-

tion between the use of heroic measures to pro-

long life as over against simply prolonging death.

As James Wall writes in a recent Christian Cen-
tury editorial (Aug. 21-28, 1991): "It is important

to distinguish between the comatose patient

being kept alive by mechanical means and the

person still able to make decisions. When con-

sciousness disappears permanently, a decision

to die becomes the responsibility of others, who
may reach the judgment that for all practical pur-

poses life for an individual has concluded and
that therefore artificial supports need not be
maintained."

But the use of medical or other means to in-

duce a premature death is another mat-
ter. The decision to take one's own life,

Wall points out, is the ultimate result of modern
individualism. "If . . . the individual is supreme,
then our responsibility is only to ourselves, since

there is no God who gave us life or who awaits

us in death."

By far the majority of cases of suicide, even
among the elderly (where suicide rates are now
the highest of any age-group), result from feel-

ings of simply not being able to cope. According
to a recent study by David C. Clark, psycholo-

gist at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical
Center in Chicago, 65 percent of elderly victims

whose cases he studied suffered from serious de-

pression (a mental illness), not from a financial

or medical crisis or the recent loss of a loved

one. Nineteen percent were alcoholic. Few had
received professional help.

Unfortunately, the instructions in Final Exit

are as effective and final for someone who is sim-

ply depressed as for the person facing incurable

cancer. Or as ineffective. One of the myths per-

petuated by a book like Humphry's is that sui-

cide can be easy, painless, or even noble—

a

swift, sure solution. Popular films like Dead

Fortunately, most suicides are
"successful" only as desperate
cries for help, but they are not
painless for anyone involved.

Poet's Society tend to romanticize suicide or por-

tray it as inevitable when things get too bad. As
the lyrics of the theme to TV show M*A*S*H
suggest, "Suicide is pain-less. . .

."

Fortunately, most suicides are "successful"

only as desperate cries for help, but they are

never painless. And whether successful or not,

the emotional suffering experienced by con-

cerned friends and family in the aftermath is in-

calculable.

The pain which suicide (or an attempted sui-

cide) inflicts on others may be intentional. Since

a desperately depressed person has borne enor-

mous emotional suffering, it can seem like a

form of justice to have some of that hurt passed
on to others. In that sense, suicide is often an
act of anger, even an alternative to murder.

(Since I cannot destroy those who have hurt me,
I will destroy myself.) In any case, suicide is an
act of violence as much as homicide or genocide.

Lionel Tiger, author of Optimism: The Biology

of Hope, writes, "Suicide is a violent challenge to

our general complacency about the extraordinary

value of life. To be sure, suicide is not only vio-

lent against the community but also against the

survivors." Even Humphry in Final Exit is con-

cerned about proper etiquette in this regard, sug-

gesting that those who feel compelled to use a

Life is a gift. We need to set

that mood by looking for its

good qualities and for ways of
gratefully using it for God.

hotel room should leave a note "apologizing for

the shock and inconvenience"—along with a big

tip.

The physical risks and consequences for indi-

viduals who attempt suicide are also seldom
given the attention they deserve. Gayle

Rosellina and Mark Worden in their book on de-

pression, Here Comes the Sun, graphically de-

scribe suicide as leaving "a legacy of a broken,

battered, blood-and-excrement-soaked body
drowning in vomit, clinging to life in spite of all

the good intentions about a sensitized and un-

complicated self-deliverance." The authors go on
to give examples of how ineffective and poten-

tially devastating most of the commonly tried

methods of suicide are. As an example, they cite

a pharmacologist who describes aspirin as "one
of the messiest, most complicated overdoses you
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ever hope to see." Other studies show that peo-

ple who jump from high buildings or bridges

may fall a hundred feet or more and still manage

to survive, while of course suffering terrible in-

jury or paralysis in the process.

Suicide needs to be demythologized. Like any

form of death, it is hard to look in the eye; we

prefer to cloak tragedy in euphemisms. How-

ever, if we want to fully describe the reality of

suicide, we must recognize it as an expression of

rage as well as despair, a form of violence as

All can help. The more severe

the suicidal crisis, the less one

needs to be a professional to

help manage it effectively.

well as a cry of hopelessness. Facing the issue

honestly may help prevent what someone has

called "a permanent solution to what is often a

temporary problem."

As a church committed to peace, we need to

clearly name suicide as a form of violence. More
importantly, we need to show compassion for

those who experience the despair that leads to

it. This means placing a high value on human
life, but making the message of grace an equally

high priority. We recognize that at the point of

carrying out the suicidal act, individuals may no

longer have any rational control over their ac-

tions, as David Halley notes in a recent article in

The Journal of Religious Ethics: "A theist might

judge almost all cases of self-inflicted death to

be wrong and yet think that emotional distress,

ignorance, or other mitigating factors make
blame very rarely appropriate." But Halley adds,

"To think of life as a gift is to be predisposed to

look for its good qualities and ways of gratefully

using it. When we conceive of something as a

gift, we do not typically think of how we can be

rid of it."

Followers of Jesus clearly affirm life. We
are called to enhance the quality of life for

everyone and to work in whatever ways

possible to prevent the needless tragedy of sui-

cide. Individuals who are seriously depressed

need professional and congregational help.

Dying and suffering people need the same kind

of intense support and care. It is the feeling of

being isolated in pain, of being in denial of one's

pain, of going it alone that makes the depressed

person's continued existence seem so unbearable.

All of us can help. According to the Los Ange-

les Suicide Prevention Center, the more acute

and severe the suicidal crisis is, the less one

needs to be trained professionally to help man-

age it effectively. Among the steps we can take

are:

1. Encourage the suicidal person to continue

talking as long as necessary while giving as

much emotional support as possible.

2. Insist on taking suicide threats (or attempts)

seriously, not allowing them to be minimized or

kept secret.

3. Stay with the person until a clear commit-

ment is made not to carry out the threat and to

get needed help.

4. Follow up to make sure the distressed per-

son makes contact with others who are able to

give further assistance—friends, family mem-
bers, pastors, counselors. If they refuse, make

contacts yourself.

Suicide doesn't have to be accepted. It doesn't

have to happen. Together we can help individu-

als in distress begin making changes in their

lives rather than destroying themselves.

My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?

Why are you so far from helping me, from the

words of my groaning?. .

.

Yet it was you who took me from the womb—
On you I was cast from my birth—
To (God), indeed, shall all who sleep in the earth bow

down . .

.

and I shall live for him.

(Ps. 22:1, 9-10, 29, NRSV)

Harvey Yoder, Harrisonburg, Va., is a licensed

professional counselor with Family Life Resource

Center, a counseling service sponsored by Virginia

Conference.
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READERS SAY

From prophet to priest

I appreciated Alan Moore-Beitler's

three-part series, "What Does It Mean
to Be a Pastor?" (Nov. 26, Dec. 10 and

17). His definition of the role in terms

of poet, prophet, and priest embraces
all that I have experienced in 38 years

of being a pastor. If I have any sense of

what years in pastoral ministry have done

to me, it is that I am much less a prophet

and much more the compassionate priest

today than in my earlier years.

I identify with the words of the late

Reinhold Niebuhr, written while serving

as pastor to Detroit's auto manufactur-

ing establishment. He said, "I think the

real clue to the tameness. of a preacher

is the difficulty one finds in telling un-

pleasant truths to people whom one has

learned to love. To speak the truth in

love is a difficult, and sometimes an al-

most impossible achievement .... It is

certainly difficult to be human and hon-

est at the same time. I'm not surprised

that most budding prophets are tamed
in time to become harmless parish

priests."

I confess that the spirit within me res-

onates with his assessment. I find my-
self much more a parish priest than a

persistent prophet after all these years.

Ellis Croyle

Archbold, Ohio

Further ahead with
counseling and referral

Your reports on the Pastorate Project

"Pastorate Project Summary Meeting
Quick on Problems, Slow on Solutions,"

(Dec. 17), were thought provoking, espe-

cially from my perspective as a psychol-

ogist-in-training and a part-time

counselor for United Methodist Church
pastors and their families. Most inter-

estingly, the same five problems in pas-

tor-congregation relations listed by
James E. Lapp are among those I deal

with in my counseling.

What is missing from these reports is

the recognition that pastors and their

families sometimes need a place to turn

for a confidential listening ear, some-
thing not assured when pastoral care re-

lations committees (PCRCs) put

members in dual roles as parishioner

and confidant. Breaches of confidential-

ity in PCRCs—some intentional and
others not—often add to the rumor mill

in congregations and exacerbate al-

ready difficult situations. Where can

pastors and their families go if they can-

not afford the $60-$90 an hour for pri-

vate professional treatment?

Considering the cost of secular men-
tal health care and the loss of productiv-

ity in congregations where pastoral

families and congregations are having

relationship problems (either between
or within these groups), the Mennonite
Church may come out far ahead in both

monetary and psychological terms by
providing counseling and referral ser-

vices for pastors and their families akin

to those provided for Illinois Area
United Methodist Church pastors. In

addition, already existing programs in

the Mennonite church (e.g. Clergy Care

at Prairie View, Kan.; conflict manage-
ment at MCC; and Lombard Mennonite
Peace Center) might pool their collec-

tive experience and wisdom to discuss

and create new approaches.

Kenneth L. Nafziger

Champaign, III.

Identification with
prophet and priest

I would like to express appreciation

for the excellent series of three articles

by Alan Moore-Beitler on "What Does
It Mean to be a Pastor?"

The Dec. 10 issue arrived as I was
preparing a sermon, struggling with

some concerns similar to those in the ar-

ticle, "The Pastor as Prophet." I was
pleased to be able to quote from that

article in my sermon.

And I can identify with the feelings

expressed in the Dec. 17 article, "The
Pastor as Priest." I served as a hospital

chaplain and frequently stood with fami-

lies at the bedside of dying patients. I

too felt that in those sacred moments I

was standing on holy ground.

Roy Bucher
Louisville, Ohio

Good solution, wrong word
Kudos for your editorial, "When We

All Read Together" (Dec. 31). I cer-

tainly identify with the Scripture read-

ing scenario as you describe it. The
solution you propose for practicing spiri-

tual disciplines makes sense and seems
scriptural.

As a person making his living with

words, you doubtless want to work with

accuracy. So let me point out that in

paragraph 3 you say, "Many of us have

to be vociferous readers" when you
meant voracious. "Vociferous" is related

to loudness, noise, and clamor!

Nathan Miller

Resaca, Ohio
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To forgive the past
is to learn for the future

Through a service of healing,

First Mennonite in Richmond,

Va., comes to terms with a
painful part of its history.

by Wayne Speigle

Periodically we hear rumors of "unfortunate

incidents" throughout the church. They
often involve difficult pastoral transitions,

church splits, and other disagreements. If the

news is reported in church publications at all,

few details are given. Later, we wonder how the

difficulties resolved themselves.

It is not just curiosity that makes us wonder.

None of us has been in a church for long without

experiencing turmoil of some kind. Few churches

escape serious misunderstanding for very long.

Yet for the persons involved, it almost always

seems like this is the first time "something like

this" has happened. Certainly there seems to be

shortage of practical solutions.

Conflict in the church seems to be an unfortu-

nate inevitability, like death and taxes. You mud-

dle through, not believing it could happen to

you, to your church. Afterward, the casualties

stumble away to their own means of recovery or

hidden pain. Usually so much energy is spent in

the process little is left for "post mortems":

what went wrong, how could we have changed,

what would we have prevented? Individuals

make their peace with each other, avoid the

topic, or hold secret grudges.

Recently, as a part of a self-study in con-

nection with the Pastorate Project, First

Mennonite Church of Richmond, Va., real-

ized it had not fully come to terms with our

past. The previous pastor had resigned in 1985

when he was not sure of enough support to con-

tinue. He is no longer in pastoral ministry. Some
members of the congregation had not been satis-

fied with the outcome of that process, nor with

the resulting relationship with the larger church

body. A sizable group left the church, some to

form another congregation, Richmond Menno-
nite Fellowship.

Many friendships continued between "those

who left" and "those who stayed," though with

some strain. Other friendships ended entirely.

The common view heard often was that "we

should put the past behind us and move on." So

we planned as if all the necessary healing would

happen privately, between individuals.

Then one evening during our congregational re-

treat in the fall of 1990, we spent some time re-

viewing the history of our congregation. How we
laughed and chuckled as humorous and poignant

stories illustrated the phases of the

congregation's life since the early fifties. But

then we came to the mid-eighties. These days

we remembered vaguely and almost apologeti-

cally, quickly moving on to the present. Mostly

we remembered that we had "so many meet-

ings."

Would we always try to forget a certain part of

our history? With the leadership of Dale

Stoltzfus, Pastorate Project consultant, an idea

emerged to hold a "healing service" to address

the past. Though many agreed such a service

might be helpful, no one we knew had partici-

In most church conflicts, we
muddle through, not quite

believing this can happen to

us, in our congregations.

pated in one before, nor did they know how it

should be planned. But consensus emerged that

we should explore the idea. So we did the logi-

cal and church thing: we formed an "ad hoc com-

mittee." (We have since learned to call it a "task

force.")

The committee invited suggestions for what

should be included in a service of healing. We
agreed that the tone of the service would follow

a few guidelines: we would not re-tell the story,

and there would be no attempt to lay blame on

any individual or group. In fact, the service

would be carefully planned so that anyone with

anxiety about participating could know exactly

what would happen.

Initially, we considered a service that would be

planned and led by representatives of injured

parties. We would meet at a neutral place and

be led by someone who had not been a part of



Our service of healing did not undo the

injuries. But it did break the silence of

assumed forgiveness and give words to

what each of us had felt about the past.

our distress. However, we soon came to realize

the value in planning the service as opportunity

for confessions: First Mennonite Church would

confess its sin and seek forgiveness for hurts in-

flicted on the previous pastor and his family, on
groups who were part of the church (leaders,

youth), and on those who left the congregation.

We would not assume that we would also be

asked to forgive.

We chose a date in mid-February and
sent letters of invitation to everyone

who had been part of the congregation

during the time of conflict. We included an

order of worship with the invitation—which de-

tailed nearly everything that would be said. We
also sent letters to the previous pastor and to

conference and district representatives.

The room filled that evening as we listened to

meditative instrumental music. Then a soloist

began, "Nobody knows the trouble I've seen. No
body knows like Jesus." A Reading of Psalm 25

was followed with a prayer and a hymn, "Guide

Me, 0 Thou Great Jehovah."

The sole departure from the printed order of

worship came with the reading of a letter from

the former pastor. His affirmation of our desire

for healing met with nodding heads.

The worship leaders invited participation in a

responsive reading. We expressed trust in God
and renewed commitment to faith in one an-

other. Admitting failure, we lamented broken re-

lationships—particularly with the former pastor

and his family—and confessed lingering pain.

We requested forgiveness for hurtful words and
attitudes, hoping that spiritual wholeness might

be born from the pain of the past.

After being led in unison prayer for forgive-

ness from God, we were invited to participate in

a time of open prayer. We concluded by assert-

ing that confession places the hurt in the past

and that we desire a future with renewed joy in

commitment to God.

We then formed groups of ten to receive the

communion elements. After singing "Heart with

Loving Heart United," we dismissed one another

with, "May God's grace be with you. Go in peace
and joy."

Red and brimful eyes met others across the

room; arms embraced. Many remained long after

the service ended. "The visiting afterwards took

longer than the service," one of our members,
Joe Longacher, noted. "Interestingly, the service

occurred in the same room where a lot of the

problems had been hashed out."

Sandy Drescher-Lehman, one of the leaders in

the service, observed, "Worshiping seemed to

bring people together better than just talking.

The symbolism, even for people who were not

there, helped bring closure."

There had been some anxiety before the ser-

vice, especially among those planning it. Yet af-

terward it was clear that it had been worth the

effort. "It felt like the service was a reunion,"

said Mark Stevanus. "People were talking like

they had never been apart."

Since then a sense of release has come grad-

ually for many, prompted by our worshiping to-

gether. "There was more value than I thought at

the time," remembered Constance Longacher,

another member of the planning committee.

Worship seemed to bring peo-

ple together better than just

talking. The symbolism of the

service helped bring closure.

"The healing process was speeded up. It was a

way of letting go because (the past) was never

going to be changed. I'm glad we did it."

Our service of healing did not undo injuries.

We still need to work together and compare dif-

ferences. It did break the silence of assumed
forgiveness and give words to what we each had
felt. Like Jacob and Esau, we embraced, know-

ing we can only do something about the future,

not about the past. Yet we had sought and

granted forgiveness, trying to learn from what
cannot be changed.

Wayne Speigle is pastor of First Mennonite

Church, Richmond, Va. He also currently serves

as moderator of Virginia Mennonite Conference.
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A pianist I'm not,

a pastor I am
It is in the overall fact that I know I am
in the Lord's will, doing God's bidding,

responding with a "yes!" every time God
calls, that I find my joy in pastoring.

by Michael A. Meneses

Iknow that I have been called to the ministry.

Indeed, that call has been affirmed and reaf-

firmed so many times over, by different peo-

ple in various contexts that I have no doubts as

to my calling.

So when I am asked, "Why did you become a

pastor?" my answer is simple: I had no choice. I

was called. I had to go into the ministry.

But let me put that into perspective with

some background. When I was 13, my piano

teacher asked me the inevitable question put to

all children: "What do you want to be when you

grow up?" At the time I was ready with a confi-

dent, self-assured, without-a-doubt answer, "A

Forest Ranger, for sure" (that's the way I talked

when I was 13).

Now, although my piano teacher was not the

first to ask that question, with her it had more

serious overtones. She saw in me a promising pi-

anist. She told me so. The fact that I never fol-

lowed through on my piano lessons and can now

only pretend to play the thing does not negate

the fact that she knew talent when she saw it.

Don't laugh, I'm serious.

Well, a pianist I'm not. A pastor, I am. I be-

lieve I had the "gift" to go in either direction. I

chose the one and not the other. Indeed, I felt

called to the one and not the other. The result?

I trust I'm a pastor with the heart of an artist.

Later I had a sixth-grade teacher praise me
for a story I wrote. Its title: "The Devil's

Curse." She gave special attention to it in

class, reading it out loud, explaining its nuances,

extolling my literary imagination. She said, to

the best of my memory, "This is the kind of

story I would have expected from a college stu-

dent, both in terms of its style and content. Well

written, Michael, you have a fine talent there;

perhaps you will become a writer someday."

Ah! Now that's something I could grab a hold

of. Whereas I could never quite imagine myself

playing the piano for a living, I could imagine

myself writing. Imagine that, me, a famous

writer! Well, to tell the truth, even that seemed

a bit farfetched; never-

theless, I've never for-

gotten the suggestion.

There are perhaps a

thousand and one com-
peting influences and

variables that go into

the making of a

person's destiny (and

identity). I am where I

am today because of a

combination of immov-

able and irrefutable ab-

solutes, "givens," if you will. These were cou-

pled with the apparent chance effects of what

would seem to be nothing more than subjective,

arbitrary personal choices I made along the way,

with no greater purpose than to fulfill my own
personal whims and fancies at the time. (I've al-

ways regretted quitting piano lessons.)

Ithink it significant that, at age nine, I had

this deep desire to become a priest. This con-

viction wavered only in so far as my faith

and trust in the Roman Catholic Church wa-

vered. As it happened, the last few months of

my 14th year brought me to a true understand-

ing and acceptance of faith in Christ for my sal-

vation—I was truly "born from above."

And so, by the time I was 15, I was convinced

that I was called to the ministry. Yes, there was

some floundering and wandering along the way,

but through it all my conviction that I had such

a calling never died. I have now been in the min-

istry for 13 years. To this day, I do not doubt

my calling.

Thus it is my belief that one does not simply

choose the ministry like one chooses the style

and cut of one's clothes. There ought to be an

inner conviction of a call. Furthermore, this

inner conviction must be mirrored by the re-

sponse of those who know a person best in

terms of one's spiritual growth, maturity, gifts,

talents, and personality traits. In other words,

the call to the ministry must be mirrored by

those who can readily verify and affirm such a

conviction.

Michael

Meneses,

pastor of

Emmanuel
Mennonite,

Surprise,

Arizona.
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his daughter

Holly and his

son Andrew.

And so, I did not choose the ministry. I re-

sponded to a call and said, "Yes, I'm willing; I'll

do it." Because of this, I would not recommend
the ministry to others unless I felt—and they
felt—they were being called to it. Is it possible

that what's happening today is that many are en-

tering the pastorate who have not had a true call-

ing for it; and others, who have the calling, are

either not hearing it or are saying "no"?
Because of this, to ask me, "If you had to

make your choices over again, would you say yes
to the ministry?" is like asking me, "If you had a

second chance to respond to the call of God,
would you say no the second time around?" My an-

swer to God, whatever is asked of me, will hopefully

always be a resounding "Yes, Lord! Here I am."
It is not a matter of asking oneself, "Let's see,

shall I become a doctor, lawyer, or minister of

the gospel?" It's a matter of being in dynamic re-

lation to God through Christ in such a way that

one is allowing the Spirit to nurture and lead

one to a positive, fruitful calling in life. For some
this means they must become lawyers, judges,

social workers, doctors, nurses, and flight atten-

dants. For others this means the church and the

pastorate. Take a look at 1 Cor. 12:4-6.

Furthermore, although it is true that those

who are actually called to the ministry are

nevertheless susceptible to burn out, de-

feat, and even failure (for which there are defi-

nite reasons), it seems to me it is inevitable that

a person who is not called to the ministry will ex-

perience these if pastoring without a call. Not
only will such a person experience extreme frus-

tration, hardship, and pain within his or her own
life and family, but that person will also be the

cause of pain and frustration to those around, es-

pecially to those one is attempting to serve.

For me, the rewards that come from being in

the ministry find their ultimate source in the

fact that I feel I am in harmony with the call of

God. Take, for example, the time that the Lord
appointed the 70 sending them out two-by-two
(Luke 10). When they came back from minister-

ing, they were thrilled by the fact that even the

demons submitted to them. Jesus responded by
saying, "However, do not rejoice that the spirits

submit to you, but rejoice that your names are

My goals for my ministry are
simple: to become more re-

sponsive, more true, and
more complete as a person.

written in heaven" (Luke 10:20).

By comparison, I may be thrilled that my ser-

mons are sometimes effective, that lives are

touched and even transformed by a good deed
here and a good word there. But it is in the over-

all fact that I know I am in the Lord's will, doing
God's bidding, responding with a resounding
"Yes!" every time God calls, that I find my joy. I

rejoice that God's got my name and number

—

and uses it.

In other words, I rejoice that my name is writ-

ten in heaven. So the rewards of being in the
ministry are nothing more nor less than the re-

wards of knowing that I am doing God's bidding.

And God is doing something not only through
me but in me in the process.

My
personal goals for ministry are sim-

ple: to become more responsive, more
true, more whole and complete as a per-

son. If I grow as a person, my ministry grows. I

become more fruitful, more wholesome, more ca-

pable of doing the demands of ministry as I

grow personally. The success of my ministry de-

pends not so much on my deeds (plans and strat-

egies) as it does on my being—on what I am,
who I am, and how I am in my heart and soul.

We are all called to be and to become, "until

Christ is formed in you" (Gal. 4:19). I have dis-

covered that I get very little significant growth
and development in my own life when I focus on
becoming a better pastor, or a more dynamic
preacher, or a more successful evangelist.

Rather, most of my growth and development as

a person, and therefore as a pastor, has come
from responding honestly to the call of God in

my life. That call is to find my source of mean-
ing, purpose, and happiness in knowing and lov-

ing God. My call to the ministry is part of this.

The first call is to a relationship with God. It

is this call which preempts all other callings, vo-

cations, and careers. Without first responding to

this call, answering any other call is vanity. But once

a positive response is made to that call, in due time

a call to any particular kind of service, ministry, or

life-vocation becomes clear enough on its own.

Michael A. Meneses has been pastor of Emman-
uel Mennonite, a bilingual community church in

Surprise, Ariz., for six years. Previously he was as-

sistant pastor at the City Terrace Mennonite
Brethren Church in Los Angeles, Calif. Michael re-

cently completed three years as chair of South-

west Conference's Ministerial Committee and was
elected a member of the churchwide Council on
Faith, Life, and Strategy at Oregon 91.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

British Muslims announce plan

to counter Christian evangelism

A British Muslim leader has proclaimed

an Islamic Decade of Renewal in response

to the Decade of Evangelism declared by

most of the nation's churches and Chris-

tian groups.

Zaki Badawi, principal of the Muslim

College in London, said the aim of the

Islamic program is "to enlighten our peo-

ple within our faith, to deepen our own
religious experience, and at the same time

to be friendly and cooperative with other

religions." (RNS)

Orthodox link to state threatens

religious freedom, professors say

While many people rejoice at the in-

crease in religious freedom in the former

Soviet Union, some observers see a new
threat in the dominance of Orthodox

Christianity.

"The Orthodox, with their historic link

to the state, appear ready to take full

advantage of the new political situation,"

said Paul Steeves, director of Russian

studies at Stetson University in DeLand,

Fla.

Lynn Buzzard, a law professor at Camp-
bell University in North Carolina who
specializes in religious freedoms in East-

ern Europe, said Orthodox churches in

the region have yet to develop a theology

of church-state relations that is adequate

for modern times. (RNS)

Religious groups seek reform
of nation's health care system
A coalition of religious groups has an-

nounced plans to begin a campaign aimed

at assuring a full range of health care

services to every person living in the

United States.

Legislation that requires "universal

access" to health care benefits and "sys-

temic reform" of health services are the

goals of the campaign, which supporters

say has the backing of 15 Protestant and

Jewish groups. (RNS)

Church groups face long odds
in effort to stop state lottery

Southern Baptists and United Method-
ists in Georgia are gearing up for a battle

they know they are almost certain to

lose—opposing a state lottery proposal

that will come before the voters this year.

The lottery measure has strong support

from Gov. Zell Miller—a United Method-
ist. In addition, experience suggests that

such proposals are virtually unbeatable.

Despite opposition by religious groups,

lotteries have been approved in 34 states

in the past 12 years.

Pat Anderson, a Florida professor who
has worked in battles against lotteries in

six states, said proponents have sold the

notion that lotteries are both "a harmless

form of entertainment" and "a painless

tax." (RNS)

South Africa council charges
government with smear effort

The top staff official of the South Afri-

can Council of Churches says a campaign

aimed at discrediting the organization is

underway.

Frank Chikane, general secretary of the

council, recalled a statement by South

African President Frederick W. de Klerk

that the government would use all means

to oppose groups pushing for economic

and political sanctions against the coun-

try.

According to the council, the latest ev-

idence of such a campaign is an unsigned

"memorandum" circulated to news re-

porters alleging that the council misused

funds intended to support repatriating

South African exiles. (RNS)

Ontario retains Sunday law,

while Manitoba eyes change
Laws prohibiting stores from remaining

open on Sunday are in the news in two

Canadian provinces.

Ontario's government permitted Sun-

day sales during December, but an-

nounced it will not amend its Retail Busi-

ness Holidays Act to allow the practice

year-round.

However, a Manitoba official said his

province was considering allowing Sunday
sales as a way to help retailers hard hit

by recession and shopping in the United

States. (MCL)

Jesuit service program has
record number of volunteers

A Catholic volunteer program is attract-

ing a growing number of recruits willing

to give up a year of their lives to help the

needy.

The Jesuit Volunteer Corps reports

participation in its program has increased

steadily over the past four years. Current-

ly, the corps has a record number of 425

volunteers placed across the United

States.

The 35-year-old program recruits ac-

tively on the campuses of the 28 Jesuit

colleges and universities in the United

States, and at other Catholic schools.

(RNS)

Candidates urged to tone down
rhetoric on Middle East issues

An interfaith group seeking peace in the

Middle East is urging candidates in this

year's U.S. elections to look beyond polit-

ical expediency in addressing Mideast

issues.

In an open letter to candidates, the U.S.

Interreligious Committee for Peace in the

Middle East said that "all too often in the

past," candidates have taken positions

that people in the region see as "ex-

tremely provocative."

Campaign statements in the past have

"convinced people on [opposing sides] of

the conflict that the United States could

not be relied upon to promote peaceful

settlement of the issues," the letter said.

(RNS)

Churches, lobby group focus

on children in New Hampshire
A number of New Hampshire congre-

gations planned to devote their entire Jan.

26 worship services to what studies indi-

cate may the most endangered group in

the United States—children.

The "children's sabbath," as it is called,

is about politics as well as prayers. The
state's presidential primary will be held

Feb. 17, and the Children's Defense Fund
lobby, which is organizing the program in

New Hampshire, plans similar actions in

nine other states during the campaign

season. (RNS)

Lutheran delegates take stand

opposing U.S. death penalty

Delegates of the Evangelical Lutheran

Church in America have voted over-

whelmingly to opposite capital punish-

ment in the United States.

Although adopted by the national deci-

sion-making body of the church, the state-

ment is not binding on individual mem-
bers. (MWC)

Document about Jesus gains

attention from Bible scholars

An ancient document composed of say-

ings of Jesus has generated a spate of

scholar/ articles.

In addition, many scholars contend that

the document, known as the Gospel of

Thomas, deserves a wider audience.

According to Helmut Koester of Har-

vard Divinity School, most biblical schol-

ars believe that Thomas is authentic.

The document was discovered in 1945

in Egypt, along with more than 50 other

ancient Christian, Jewish, and pagan

works. (RNS)
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Long-term worker appointed

for Liberia reconciliation effort

Elkhart, Ind. (MBM/MCC

)

—North
American Mennonites will help Christians

in Liberia organize a long-term recon-

ciliation program, following that nation's

civil war.

Mennonite Board of Missions (MBM)
and Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) have appointed Barry Hart of

Charlottesville, Va., to serve two years

with the Christian Health Association of

Liberia (CHAL).
Hart was scheduled to arrive in Africa

on Jan. 13. Plans called for him to spend

a few days in the neighboring country of

Ivory Coast, before moving to the Liberi-

an capital, Monrovia.

Hart's appointment follows the "Opera-

tion Hope" emergency aid appeal by
MBM and MCC a year ago, as well as the

involvement of Mennonites in CHAL
workshops this past summer and fall.

Dale Schumm, a certified pastoral coun-

selor at MBM, assisted in workshops in

October and November. (See Jan. 7, 1992,

Gospel Herald.)

In addition, MBM workers Phil and
Christine Lindell Detweiler have begun a

long-term appointment in Liberia. The
couple are working for CHAL from a

home base in Ivory Coast.

Hart, who was director of training for

the Community Mediation Center in Char-

lottesville, will help CHAL develop its own
healing and reconciliation program.

While he doesn't know exactly what the

project will look like, it's clear that the

focus will be on training teachers, church

leaders, and health workers of CHAL's
member agencies to work at reconciliation

and mediation in their local settings.

Schoolteachers, for example, could de-

velop programs to help students deal with

wartime experiences and learn a lifestyle

of peace and reconciliation.

In addition to addressing war-related

problems, the long-term program will deal

with underlying conflicts, such as ethnic,

tribal, religious, and class differences,

Hart said.

CHAL, the Liberian agency directing

the program, is a multidenominational,

multiethnic organization. Up to now, it

has specialized in health ministries.

CHAL has provided support and train-

ing to hospitals and clinics, in addition to

working in medical distribution.

A member of Charlottesville Mennonite
Church, Hart is a doctoral candidate in

conflict analysis and conflict resolution at

George Mason University in Fairfax, Va.

He spent part of 1987 in a joint

MBM/MCC assignment in Northern Ire-

land and the Republic of Ireland.

Hart holds a master of divinity degree

from Eastern Mennonite Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va.

Worker says U.S. policy

largely to blame in Zaire
Newton, Kan. (GCMC)-A General

Conference Mennonite mission worker

has called for the withdrawal of U.S.

support to the government of Zaire.

The central African nation has experi-

enced civil unrest and food shortages

since members of its military rioted this

past September.

Rick Derksen believes the U.S. govern-

ment is keeping President Mobutu Sese

Seko in power, despite official denials.

"Even though the U.S. has withdrawn

overt support, there is evidence that the

Bush administration still supports Mo-
butu," said Derksen, a worker with the

Commission on Overseas Mission and

Africa Inter-Mennonite Mission.

Derksen urged people to "do whatever

we can" to get the U.S. government to

withdraw support from Zaire.

"It's not the role of the U.S. to control

Zaire or to support a corrupt and dicta-

torial regime," he said.

Derksen was among a small number of

Westerners who chose to stay in Zaire

after the unrest began. As a precaution,

his wife, Marilyn, and their three children

went first to Europe and then to North

America.

Derksen joined them on Dec. 16. The
family plans to return to Zaire at the end

of January.

According to Derksen, "there is plenty

of circumstantial evidence" to support the

claim that Mobutu himself was behind the

September uprising.

Derksen, who lived in the town of

Kananga, said he heard a report that

military officers there knew about the

riots before they happened and did noth-

ing to intervene. Some people, he said,

were warned before fighting broke out.

Campus gets Annex preview. Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Faculty, staff, and students got

a sneak peek at the Schrock Science Annex in December, during an informal open

house at Goshen College. Named for Harold and Thelma Schrock, the Annex
includes classrooms, offices, expanded space for the Basil Turner Precision X-Ray
Laboratory, and labs for biology, marine biology, and physics. Limited use of the

Annex begins this term, with formal dedication scheduled for this coming Septem-

ber. Pictured above, trying out the new computer, are (from left): admissions

counselor Julia Yoder, assistant professor of foods and nutrition Ann Shetler, Umble
Center technical director Durrell Ramer, and instructional materials center director

William Frisbie.
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In the capital, Kinshasa, some places

were protected by Israeli security while

others were left open.

Most incriminating to Mobutu, Derksen

said, is the fact that rioting took place in

every major city except Mbandaka, in the

president's home region.

Mobutu has denied all allegations of

involvement. However, Derksen believes

that "some of this may come out in the

national conference" that is currently un-

derway in Zaire.

The conference has the task of defining

a future for the nation and setting a

calendar for free elections. The president

of the Zaire Mennonite Church, Cibulenu

Sakayimbo, serves as a delegate.

Zaire has the third-highest population

of Mennonites in the world, ranking be-

hind only the United States and Canada.

According to Derksen, the Mennonites

in Zaire have stood up well under the

recent political and economic difficulties.

But the mission worker predicts the

nation's economic climate will get worse

before it gets better.

"Until now, there were still stocks of

fuel and food," he said. "But there will be

some famine in the future and real phys-

ical suffering."

Mennonite Central Committee sent an

emergency shipment of food to Zaire

earlier this month. (See Mennoscope).

People in North America "should pray

with and for the church in Zaire," Derksen

said.

He noted that some denominations, in-

cluding the American Baptists and Pres-

byterians, declared Jan. 19 a Day of

Prayer for Zaire.

According to Derksen, "the vast

majority" of people in Zaire believe "the

only reason Mobutu retains power is by

U.S. support."

Nevertheless, Derksen said he has

never seen hostility directed at North

Americans, even during the September

riots. The sudden evacuation of mission

workers during that time came as a blow

to church members, he observed.

"There was a sense of abandonment

because the missionaries left at a critical

time," Derksen said. "But in some ways it

was a good experience for the church to

realize it can do things on its own. We
Western missionaries are not indispensable."

Looking back over the past three

months, Derksen says he "wouldn't have

chosen to have this experience," but he

"wouldn't trade it for anything."

"I received so much support from my
Zairian friends," he said.

—

Beth Hege

Michael Zehr of Bath, N.Y., describes how

he became a pastor. Zehr and five other

pastors participated in a panel discussion

at the Associated Mennonite Biblical Sem-

inaries, Elkhart, Ind.

Pastors discuss role

in forum at seminaries
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—A panel of five

pastors described their call, experience,

and hopes in ministry in a forum at the

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminar-

ies (AMBS) here on Jan. 8.

The pastors entered ministry through

roundabout ways.

Steve Ratzlaff, pastor of Seattle

(Wash.) Mennonite Church, came to the

pastorate through youth work and a term

of service with Mennonite Central Com-

mittee in Bolivia.

Michael M. Zehr of Bath, N.Y., had

planned on a career in teaching and farm-

ing. After graduation from Eastern Men-

nonite College and three years of teaching

in Ohio, he was asked to help pastor a

congregation in western New York state.

Kathryn Lenshyn, whose husband is

pastor of Foothills Mennonite Church in

Calgary, Alta., came to a gradual realiza-

tion that God was calling her to ministry

as well.

"It takes both an inner and outer call"

to become a pastor, said Harold Yoder,

who is copastor with his wife, Ruth, of

Prairie Street Mennonite Church in

Elkhart.

"Pastoral ministry was the furthest

thing from my mind as I was growing up,"

Ruth Yoder said. "It was not an option."

People who were talking about women
in ministry seemed "far out on a limb,"

she explained. In addition, her own father

was a pastor, and she had seen "the hurts

and struggles" that can be part of pastoral

life.

The Yoders became involved in minis-

try after the congregation they were part

of— State College (Pa.) Mennonite
Church—called them from within its own

ranks for leadership.

Ruth spent seven years testing her call

and gifts. Eventually, she decided, "This

is what I want to do. Pastoral ministry is

where I want to give my life."

After 10 years as pastors at State Col-

lege, the couple spent two years in study

at AMBS and then were called as

copastors at Prairie Street.

Pastors themselves need pastoral care,

panel members said in response to a

question.

Harold Yoder sees the board of elders

as the pastor to pastors. Ratzlaff said

every congregation should develop a pas-

toral advocate group.

A support network needs to be available

for the pastor's spouse as well as the

pastor, Lenshyn said.

"Just be yourself," Zehr said, when

asked to give a word of advice to future

pastors. Be the same person in and out of

the pulpit, he continued.

"Don't take yourself too seriously,"

Ratzlaff said.

"Don't try to save the world at the price

of your spouse and children," Lenshyn

emphasized.

"Caregiving involves a lot of giving out,"

Ruth Yoder said. "Be sure you take care

of yourself."

She encouraged weekly meetings with a

"spiritual friend" or "spiritual director."

"Know your gifts," Harold Yoder said.

"Build on those gifts and let somebody

else do the rest."

—

John Bender

Giving to board drops,

but cuts prevent deficit

Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Eastern Men-

nonite Board of Missions received some

$6 million during 1991.

This was below the agency's budget of

$6.5 million. However, sharply curtailed

spending in the past few months of the

year prevented a deficit.

Expenses for the year totaled $5.96

million.

As a cost-cutting measure, Eastern

Board reduced the number of its overseas

missionaries by almost 10 percent, from
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Mauricio and Sara Chenlo with their two children. The Chenlos have begun an assignment
as Mennonite Board of Missions workers in Ecuador.

171 at the start of the year to 154 at the

beginning of 1992.

The Home Ministries and Discipleship

Ministries programs also made cuts.

Total receipts in 1991 were 6.2 percent

lower than in 1990. Contributions from
Lancaster Conference members came to

$5.2 million—some 1.7 percent lower than

the previous year.

Some $1.4 million in total income

—

nearly 25 percent of the money received

in 1991—came in December.
Eastern Board has approved a 1992

budget of $6.7 million.

Cross Wind facility sold
to Baptist church group
Hesston, Kan.—South Central Confer-

ence has sold Cross Wind Conference
Center here to the Central Region of the

American Baptist Church.

The property changed hands in Decem-
ber 1991.

The terms were the same as those

under which the Mennonites acquired the

center two years ago: to assume respon-

sibility for the debt on the $1.2 million

facility and to continue to operate it as a

nonprofit retreat center primarily for

church groups.

During its ownership, South Central

Conference met the center's operating

expenses but did not receive enough do-

nations to retire the $500,000 debt.

South Central Conference operated
Cross Wind through a board of directors

and did not budget any conference money
for its purchase or operations.

The Baptist group's decision to buy the

center was contingent on the ability to buy
80 adjoining acres of farmland and have

it rezoned for recreational use.

The Baptists plan to develop this land

as a youth campground. Among other

improvements, the Baptists plan to plant

10,000 trees in the next 10 years.

The Central Region of the American
Baptist Church includes some 250
churches in a three-state region. South
Central Conference has 50 churches in

five states.

South Central Conference administra-

tor Bill Zuercher estimated that a quarter

of Cross Wind's business comes from
Mennonite churches. The new owners
have agreed to reserve a large amount of

time for Mennonites to use the center.

"Very few things have changed," Cross

Wind manager Nathan Rempel said. "On-
going business with Mennonites is en-

couraged and needed."

—

Susan Balzer

Argentine couple starts

Ecuador Quechua work
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Exploring the

possibility of Bible teaching among an
indigenous church denomination is the

beginning assignment for two long-term

Mennonite Board of Missions (MBM)
workers in the South American nation of

Ecuador.

Mauricio and Sara Chenlo, with chil-

dren Christina, 4, and Andres, 1, were
scheduled to arrive in Quito, Ecuador, on
Jan. 15.

The couple's first year will involve lan-

guage study, orientation, and becoming
acquainted with the leaders and members
of the Federation of Indigenous Evangel-

icals of Ecuador (FEINE).

In addition, the Chenlos will be avail-

able to develop workshops and teaching

seminars as requested.

A year ago, the Chenlos' assignment
with FEINE seemed well-defined. They
were to train pastors, upgrade training of

Bible institute teachers, and help high

school- and university-trained Quechuas
to articulate their faith.

But new FEINE leaders elected in early

1991 had a different orientation. So nego-

tiations about the potential role of a Bible

teacher had to begin again from scratch.

FEINE includes 13 provincial associa-

tions and 1,200 congregations. Member-
ship is at least 50,000.

The Chenlos' evolving ministry is a

result of periodic contacts with FEINE
leaders, beginning in May 1990.

In addition, the assignment fits the

results of an MBM study and a separate

study by Nancy Heisey and Paul Long-
acre of Mennonite Central Committee.
The MBM study called for the agency

to explore ministry with another major
indigenous group in Latin America, in

addition to the ongoing work in the Ar-

gentine Chaco.

In addition, the placement of the

Chenlos—from Argentina—represents

one of the new approaches to mission

advocated by Heisey and Longacre.

"As a North American mission agency,

we are supporting Latin Americans to

provide leadership training on their own
continent," said Alice Roth, MBM vice-

president for overseas ministries.

Mauricio Chenlo grew up in Buenos
Aires. He earned a master's degree in

peace studies from the Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind.,

in 1988.

Since then, he has been a theology

professor at the Bible Institute and Semi-

nary in Buenos Aires, an interde-

nominational school operated by the Chris-

tian and Missionary Alliance Church.

Sara Chenlo was born in Quito, Ecu-
ador, but moved with her family to Bue-
nos Aires when she was three years old.

She was licensed as an occupational

therapist after graduating from the Na-
tional School of Occupational Therapy in

Buenos Aires in 1985.

The couple are members of La Lucia

Baptist Church in Buenos Aires and as-

sociate members of the Fellowship of

Hope, an Indiana-Michigan Conference

congregation in Elkhart.

—

Phil Richard
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• Food leaves late. A Mennonite

Central Committee (MCC) ship-

ment of grain to Kinshasa,

Zaire, left Philadelphia on Jan.

16— two weeks later than
planned. Ship repairs forced the

delay, MCC Africa cosecretary

James Shenk said. The 1,000

tons of corn and beans are ex-

pected to arrive in mid-Febru-

ary, Shenk reported.

• MCC ranks high. Mennonite
Central Committee has placed

14th in a Money magazine list of

the 100 best-managed U.S. char-

ities. The list, which appeared in

the magazine's December 1991

issue, ranked the charities by

percentage of 1990 income spent

on "good works." MCC calcu-

lates overhead costs to be 7.6

percent of income, though
agency officials said this figure

is affected by the size and timing

of large food shipments.

• Churches merge. Two congre-

gations in the New York City

borough of Queens—Redeemer
Community Church and Elim

Tabernacle—have joined to

form Immanuel Community
Church. The new congregation

is affiliated with Atlantic Coast

Conference and the New York
City Council of Mennonite
Churches, as well as Elim Fel-

lowship of Lima, NY. John I.

Smucker is the pastor.

• Legislator appointed. J. Low-
ell Stoltzfus of Holly Grove
Mennonite Church in Westover,

Md., has been appointed to the

Maryland state Senate. Gov.

William Donald Schaefer named
Stoltzfus, a Republican member
of the state House of Delegates,

to finish an unexpired term.

Stoltzfus succeeds a legislator

who became deputy secretary

for the state agriculture depart-

ment.

• Newsletter stops. The Menno-
nite Pastor has ceased publica-

tion. The newsletter began in

November 1990 as a forum for

pastors in the Anabaptist/Men-

nonite tradition. However, re-

sponse to fundraising efforts has

been disappointing, and antici-

pated subsidies are not avail-

able.

• Workers report. Hildi Amstutz
says she has found open doors in

Paraguay for her counseling gifts,

while her husband, C. Paul, re-

ports "establishing a trust rela-

tionship with workers" in his role

as a business chaplain. The cou-

ple, who have two children, are

self-supporting overseas mis-

sion associates with Mennonite

Board of Missions. Hildi assists

with voluntary service units op-

erated by German Mennonites,

while C. Paul works with several

Mennonite-owned firms.

• Translation released. Albert

and Lois Buckwalter got an un-

expected Christmas present

Dec. 24, when they received a

printed copy of Old Testament
passages in the Mocovi lan-

guage. The couple, retired work-

ers with Mennonite Board of

Missions, have served since

1950 in Bible translation work
among indigenous tribes in the

Argentine Chaco. The Buck-

waiters are currently in San
Diego, where Albert is receiving

treatment for lymphoma. He
continues to translate and is

currently working on selections

of the Toba Old Testament.

• Ministry celebrated. Lom-
bard (111.) Mennonite Church
honored pastors Joe and Emma
Richards with a series of events

in December. The couple retired

Dec. 31 after 23 years in the

congregation and 12 years as

mission workers in Japan. The
church marked the transition

with a Japanese dinner, a pro-

gram of sharing, and a special

worship service. In addition, the

congregation held a communion
service on Dec. 29 and gave the

Richards each the title of "pas-

tor emeritus."

—

June Yordy

• Editor named. Stanley Green

of Monrovia, Calif., has been
appointed the new editor of

Urban Connections, an inter-

Mennonite urban newsletter. He
will assume responsibility with

the spring 1992 issue. Green re-

places Sally Schreiner, who
spent seven years with the quar-

terly publication.

• "Kid's Day" held. Once a

month, Parkesburg (Pa.) Men-
nonite Church sponsors a Kid's

Day for community children.

The program includes Bible sto-

ries, music, snacks, and shop

and craft activities. On Feb. 8,

special events are planned. The
program will feature slides,

video, and stories by Carla Hunt
of Mennonite Central Commit-
tee, as well as the assembling of

four-dozen school kits.

—

Erma
Kennel

• Seminar offered. Goshen
(Ind.) College will sponsor a

Middle East Bible Seminar in

Israel and Jordan from May 30

to June 13. Participants can earn

academic credit for the trip,

which will be led by Stanley and

Doris Shenk. More information

is available from Stanley Shenk,

c/o Goshen College, Goshen, IN
46526.

• Pastor transitions:

Michael Chandler of Harrison-

burg, Va., has accepted a call to

serve as pastor of Albuquerque
(N.M.) Mennonite Church, ef-

fective this summer. Lay per-

sons Ken and Leona Gingerich

are currently leaders of the

three-year-old congregation,

which is supported by Rocky
Mountain Conference and Men-
nonite Board of Missions.

• Coming events:

The Martyrs Mirror: An Introduc-

tion, Young Center, Elizabeth-

town (Pa.) College, Feb. 6. Rob-

ert Kreider will speak about the

book and an exhibit of copper

plates from it, which will be at

the college's Bucher Meeting-

house from Feb. 6 to April 5.

More information from the cen-

ter at 717 367-1151, Ext. 470.

The Role and Influence ofAnabap-
tist Women, Young Center,
Elizabethtown (Pa.) College,

Feb. 20. Lois Barrett, copastor

of the Mennonite Church of the

Servant in Wichita, Kan., will

speak. More information from

the center at 717 367-1151.

• Job openings:

Assistant hostesses, International

Guest House, Washington, D.C.

These are one-year voluntary

service assignments. Two peo-

ple are needed, one to start in

March and the other in April.

The Guest House is a mission

project of Allegheny Confer-

ence. For job description and
application, contact Annabelle

Kratz at 13495 Brighton Dam
Rd., Clarksville, MD 21029;

phone 301 596-9057.

Director of development, Bluffton

College, Bluffton, Ohio. Position

begins Aug. 1, 1992, or as soon

thereafter as feasible. This is a

senior staff position, responsi-

ble directly to the president,

with overall responsibility for

the college's entire development
program, including annual fund,

deferred giving, major gifts, spe-

cial campaigns, alumni affairs,

church relations, communica-
tions, etc. In addition to the

director, the development staff

includes five professional staff

members and the support staff.

Preference is for a person with

at least a master's degree (1)

who has had experience in fund-

raising and/or marketing, (2)

who has a commitment to and

Unit compares notes. Albany, Ore. (MBM)—Members of the

1991-92 Service Adventure unit here enjoy playing music

together. From left are, seated: Les Gustafson-Zook and Clara

Roemer. Standing: Jenny Helmuth, Brad Weirich, Eric

Wenger, and Gwen Gustafson-Zook, holding Si. Service

Adventure is a short-term service program sponsored by

Mennonite Board of Missions.
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ability to articulate the values

and faith orientation of Bluffton

College as a Mennonite church-

related institution, and (3) who
has an abundance of creativity

and individual initiative. Send
letter of application, resume,

and credentials to Elmer Neu-
feld, president, Bluffton Col-

lege, Bluffton, OH 45817.

Faculty member, Maranatha Chris-

tian School, Watsontown, Pa.

To instruct high school students

in computer science, geometry,

physical education, and science.

Qualified applicants should con-

tact Kay Predmore, principal,

Maranatha Christian School, R.

2, Box 170-A, Watsontown, PA
17777; phone 717 649-5464.

Faculty position in psychology.

Eastern Mennonite College,

Harrisonburg, Va. Temporary
(one- or two-year) position be-

ginning fall 1992. Send resume
to Lee F. Snyder, Eastern Men-
nonite College, Harrisonburg,

VA 22801.

Faculty position in social work,

Eastern Mennonite College,

Harrisonburg, Va. One- to two-

year position beginning fall

1992. Ph.D. preferred; M.S.W.
required. Teaching experience

desirable. Send resume to Lee
F. Snyder, Eastern Mennonite
College, Harrisonburg, VA
22801.

Overseas program management po-

sitions, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee. MCC seeks applicants

to fill three positions. Responsi-

bilities include continent-wide

program planning, implementa-

tion and oversight, budgeting,

problem solving. Administrative

experience required; previous

MCC experience in the conti-

nent preferred. The positions

and opening dates are: area sec-

retary for Latin America and the

Caribbean, February 1992; area

secretary for East Asia, May
1992; and area secretary for Eu-
rope, June 1992. If interested,

contact Bill Loewen, MCC di-

rector of personnel, 21 S. 12th

St., P.O. Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500.

Youth minister, Northern District

Conference of General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church. Com-
bined with position at Swan
Lake Christian Camp, Viborg,

S.D. Call Lois J. Preheim at 605
925-7760 for application and job

description.

• Change of address:
Chibuzor V. Ozor, from Hasper

Dr., Ann Arbor, Mich., to 1455

Kelly Green Dr., Ann Arbor, MI
48103.

NEW MEMBERS

Atlantic Coast, Morgantown,
Pa.: Michael and Sharon Flow-

ers, Allison Griffith, Luke
Henry, Barry Peck, Michelle

Spoonire, and Shannon Welty.

Bethel, West Liberty, Ohio:
Anne Yoder, Marsha Sloane,

Michael Titus, and Sandra
Titus.

Bluesky, Alta.: Rebecca Kauff-

man, Aaron Kauffman, Melika

Kauffman, Starla Haas, Carla

Jean Haas, and Andrew Weber.
Holdeman, Wakarusa, Ind.:

Jeremi Beck, Laura Hoover,
Wendi Nunemaker, Lori Nune-
maker, and Brooke Nunemaker.

Hopedale, 111.: Tricia Springer.

Immanuel Community, New
York, N.Y.: Phyllis DePaul, An-
thony DePaul, Gayl Graff, Herry
Gunarta, Elke Jackson, Elsa

Rosenfeld, Annabella Ruiz, Paul

Ruiz, Elaine Schneider, Nancy
Wang, and Arthur Wang.

Maple View, Burton, Ohio:
Jemima Hershberger.

Palo Alto Chapel, Pottsville,

Pa.: Jerry Richter, Jr., and
David Horst.

Shore, Shipshewana, Ind.: Jill

Hahan, Chad Hochstetler, Allen

Hooley, Kevin Schrock, Jeff

Vardamen, Chung Do, Hao Do,

Phong Do, Linda Miller, Jason

Miller, Cindy Lambright, Susan
Wenger, Eli and Martha
Helmuth, Jennifer Helmuth, Er-

nest and Shirley Neff, and Oli-

ver and Miriam Yutzy.

South Hutchinson, Kan.: Tif-

fany Home, Andrea Bontrager,

Brandy Garcia, Cameron Popp,
Larry McDonald, Lois Long,

Carole Reinhart, Karen Mead-
ows, and Royce Guhr.

Springs, Pa.: Ron and Chris

Brenneman, and Jan Lais.

Walnut Creek, Ohio: Julie

Slates, Marci Ann Hamsher,
David Mishler, Amy Weaver,

And Erin Starner.

Williamsburg, Va.: Christopher

Scott.

Zurich, Ont.: Brent Grainger and

Jennifer Erb.

BIRTHS

Baumgartner, Jeff and Gail
(Lehman), New Holland, Pa.,

Zachary Lehman (second child),

Dec. 12.

Blank, Bryan and Carolyn
(Beiler), Christiana, Pa., Bran-

don Dale (first child), Dec. 7.

Bontrager, Derald and Cindy
(Mast), Middlebury, Ind., Tilynn

Chalise (third child), Dec. 19.

Boyle, Patrick and Linda,
Breslau, Ont., Heather Joy (fifth

child), Sept. 15.

Buckwalter, John and Laurel
(Grastorf), Alfred Station, N.Y.,

Esther Hope (fifth child), Dec.

31.

Burkholder, Phil and Anita
(Kanagy), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Conrad Garrett (first child),

Dec. 20.

Byler, David and Karen (Har-

mon), West Liberty, Ohio, Kayla

Elayne (second child), Dec. 13.

Carl, David and Jennifer (Beiler),

Cochranville, Pa., Daniel Chris-

tian (first child), Nov. 22.

Conrad, Rick and Sara (Cole),

Kirkwood, Pa., Grant Wesley
(second child), Jan. 5.

Corbett, Steve and Shirley,

Kitchener, Ont., Jessica Ann,
July 30.

Craig, Matt and Jennifer
(Willems), Hutchinson, Kan.,

Nicholas James (first child),

Dec. 27.

Davenport, Joubert and Paula,

Tucson, Ariz., Dillon (third

child), Dec. 11.

Davidson, Michael and Elaine

(Martin), Payette, Idaho, Ste-

phen Michael (first child), Dec.

30.

Dettweiler, Arthur and Deborah
(Dettwiler), Cambridge, Ont.,

Brent William (second child),

Sept. 1.

Doggett, Gregory and Becky
(Kenagy), Carlsbad, N.M.,
Christopher Marvin (first child),

Dec. 30.

Eash, Carl and Diana (Rouser),

Hutchinson, Kan., Bayleigh
Rose (second child), Dec. 3.

Garber, John, Jr., and Cheryl

(Kenagy), Aurora, Ore., Jacob

Roy (third child), Jan. 2.

Gould, Norman and Sharon (Al-

brecht), Goshen, Ind., William

McMaan (fourth child), Nov. 25.

Hess, Philip D. and Terri
(Schnader), Circle, Pa., Philip

Christian (third child), Dec. 29.

Hostetler, Lynn and Janice
(Leichty), Kalona, Iowa, Kerri

Elizabeth (third child), Dec. 20.

Jansen, Carmen and Lisa
(Miller), Calgary, Alta., Austin

Kees (first child), Dec. 4.

Kauffman, Jeffery and Laura
(Ledley), West Liberty, Ohio,

Kimberly Ann (first child), Jan. 6.

Lambright, Glendon and Elaine,

LaGrange, Ind., Koledon Dene
(sixth child), April 9.

Lerch, Bob and Jennifer (Lapp),

Madison, Wis., Robert Thomas
(second child), Dec. 29.

Piekarski, Ronald and Barb
(Peachey), Washington, D.C.,

May Elsette (first child), Dec. 30.

Schade, Douglas and June
(Gingerich), Varna, Ont.,
Katelyn Elizabeth (first child),

Dec. 18.

Short, Todd and Joy (Tucker-

man), Archbold, Ohio, Hilary

Michelle (second child), Jan. 2.

Slagell, Gaylon and Jennifer
(Rose), Hydro, Okla., Benjamin
Christian (first child), Dec. 17.

Snider, Gary and Donna (Falk),

Kitchener, Ont., Scott Douglas
(third child), Aug. 11.

Stockburger, Ron and Sheila

(Fahrni), West Unity, Ohio,
Catherine Priscilla (second
child), Oct. 14.

Stoltzfus, Dave and Lois (Cross-

grove), Archbold, Ohio, Evan
David (second child), Sept. 1.

Swartz, Kevin and Stephanie

(Moyer), Ephrata, Pa., Danae
Marie (second child), Jan. 1.

Troyer, Jimmy and Dorothy
(Wynn), Middlebury, Ind., Brax-

ton James (second child), Sept.

23.

Wagler, John and Janet (Roth),

Kitchener, Ont., Jennifer Eliza-

beth (first child), Oct. 7.

Woodward, Don and Joan
(Schrock), Elizabethton, Tenn.,

Laurel Mae Schrock (first child),

Oct. 14.

Zimmerman, Willis (Bill) and Jo-

anne (Smoker), Intercourse, Pa.,

Nathan Jon (second child), Dec.

17.

MARRIAGES

Hartman-Kauffman: Luke Hart-

man, Harrisonburg, Va. (Carls-

bad cong.), and Staci Kauffman,

Harrisonburg, Va. (North
Goshen cong.), Dec. 21, by Peter

Hartman and Harvey Chupp.
Litwiller-Root: Timothy Litwiller,

Bloomington, 111. (Hopedale
cong.), and Jennifer Root, Peoria,

HI. (Baptist Church), Dec. 7, by
Gordon Smith.

Paul-Schoenly: Stephen Paul,

Bethlehem, Pa. (Assembly of

God Church), and Karen
Schoenly, Bally, Pa. (Bally

cong.), Dec. 21, by Roy K.

Yoder.
Springer-Vick: Scott Springer,

Minier, 111. (Hopedale cong.),

and Tricia Vick, Pekin, 111., Nov.

9, by Carl Horner.

Ulrich-Imig: Kevin Ulrich, Eu-
reka, 111. (Roanoke cong.), and
Valinda Imig, Tremont, 111.

(Baptist Church), Nov. 30, by
Marshall Werry and Rick
Troyer.

Weaver-Martin: Darryl Weaver,
Shipshewana, Ind., and Dana
Martin, Shipshewana, Ind.
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(Shore cong.), Aug. 24, by Barry

Loop.
West-Litwiller: Darren West and

Jean Litwiller, Mackinaw, 111.

(Hopedale cong.), Dec. 27, by H.

James Smith and Carl Horner.

DEATHS

Chupp, Patricia June (Schrock),

58, Goshen, Ind. Born: June 19,

1933, Milford, Ind., to Martha

Smucker. Died: Jan. 2, 1992,

Phoenix, Ariz., of cancer. Survi-

vors—husband: Sam Chupp;
children: Kryss, Ron, Kim,
Randy; sisters: Jan Yoder, Mar-

cia Yoder; 2 grandchildren. Fu-

neral: Jan. 6, Sunnyslope Menno-
nite Church, by David Mann and

Brad Eberly.

Delagrange, Velma (Stutzman),

79, Goshen, Ind. Born: June 29,

1912, Fairview, Mich., to Harvey

J. and Pearl (Miller) Stutzman.

Died: Nov. 26, 1991, Canyonville,

Ore., of cancer. Survivors—son:

Andrew M. Schrock; stepchil-

dren: Phyllis Schrock, Helen
Hershberger, Jean Kauffman;
brother and sisters: Clem

Stutzman, Doris Stutzman, Es-

ther Grover, Agnes Wenger; 3

grandchildren, 10 stepgrand-

children, 18 step-great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Har-

ley Schrock (first husband) and

Peter Delagrange (second hus-

band). Funeral: Nov. 30, Clinton

Frame Mennonite Church, by
Vernon Bontreger and John
Yoder. Burial: Shore Cemetery.

Eberly, Ralph E., 87, Orrville,

Ohio. Born: April 21, 1904, Dal-

ton, Ohio, to Aaron and Anna
(Eyman) Eberly. Died: Jan. 4,

1992, Dalton, Ohio. Survivors

—

wife: Fannie Mae Hilty Eberly;

children: Loren E., Elmer J.,

Ruth Cook, Ellen Eberly; sister:

Esther Eberly; 7 grandchildren,

3 great-grandchildren. Funeral

and burial: Jan. 8, Crown Hill

Mennonite Church, by Ernest J.

Hershberger.

Lambright, Orpha (Hostetler),

84, Shipshewana, Ind. Born: Dec.

25, 1907, Shipshewana, Ind., to

Charles and Nora (Miller)

Hostetler. Died: Jan. 6, 1992,

Shipshewana, Ind., of heart fail-

ure. Survivors—husband: Cleo

Lambright; children: Eloise Som-
mers, Janet Kanagy, James,

Richard, Robert, Vernon,
Wanda Brotherton; 19 grand-

children, 11 great-grandchildren,

3 stepgrandchildren, one step-

great-grandchild. Predeceased by:

DeWayne (son) at birth. Funeral

and burial: Jan. 9, Shore Menno-
nite Church, by Barry Loop.

Miller, Katie (Miller), 94, South

Hutchinson, Kan. Born: May 19,

1897, Haven, Kan., to Crist C.

and Polly (Plank) Miller. Died:

Dec. 28, 1991, South Hutchin-

son, Kan., of heart failure. Sur-

vivors—children: Leroy, Allen,

Herman, Earl, Eugene, Doris

Jane Yoder; stepchildren:

Freddy Miller, Erma Diener,

Cleo Yoder; 17 grandchildren,

28 great-grandchildren, 7

stepgrandchildren, 15 step-great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Samuel E. Schrock (first hus-

band) and Noah E. Miller (sec-

ond husband). Funeral and
burial: Dec. 31, Yoder Mennonite
Church, by Elwood Schrock
(grandson) and Dan Kauffman.

Oyer, Elmer J., 95, Goshen, Ind.

Born: March 5, 1896, Roanoke,

111., to John and Mary (Smith)

Oyer. Died: Jan. 1, 1992,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors—wife:

Dora Springer Oyer; children:

Sanford, Melvin, Frank, Wesley,

John, Robert, Donna Cripe,

Janet Harnish; sisters: Edna
Bauchman, Esther Smith; 23

grandchildren, 17 great-grandchil-

dren. Funeral: Jan. 4, Yoder-Culp

Funeral Home, by James Waltner.

Burial: Violett Cemetery.

Ponton, Thelbert "Billy," 45,

Newport News, Va. Born: Jan.

2, 1946, Newport News, Va., to

Vernell M. Ponton. Died: Dec.

21, 1991, Newport News, Va., of

AIDS. Survivors—brothers and

sisters: Paula M. Gillis, Barbara

B. Brown, Bruce Ponton, David

Ponton, James J. Bates. Funeral

and burial: Dec. 26, Pleasant

Shade Cemetery, by Gordon
Zook and Nelson Burkholder.

Riehl, Isaac B., 89, New Holland,

Pa. Born: May 7, 1902, E.

Lampeter Twp., Pa., to Menno
and Mary (Baumgartner) Riehl.

Died: Oct. 19, 1991, Lancaster,

Pa., of a stroke. Survivors—wife:

Laura Martin Riehl; children:

Jean Miller, Virginia Bender,

Leroy S., Jerry B., Robert A.,

Norma Retallack, Dorothy
Blank, Bertha Smoker, Ken-
neth, Donald, John; 32 grand-

children, 20 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Ada
Stoltzfus Riehl (first wife) and
Cora Miller Riehl (second wife).

Funeral and burial: Oct. 23,

Ridgeview Mennonite Church,

by Robert Stoltzfus, Herman

Glick, and Robert Petersheim.

Williams, Oma, 76. Born: July 15,

1915, Perry County, Ky., to

Calloway and Betty (Blair) Con-

way. Died: Jan. 4, 1992, Hazard,

Ky. Survivors—children: Ray-

mond William, Roy, George,

Keith, Letha Terry, Velda Boggs,

Bonnie Combs, Mary Fugate,

Betty Terry, Reva Coe, Dorothy

Ritchie, Norma Saully, Pamela
Southwood, Sharon Hayes; 3

brothers, 6 sisters, 46 grandchil-

dren, 50 great-grandchldren. Pre-

deceased by: Green B. Williams

(husband). Funeral: Jan. 6, Glen

Maggard Memoral Chapel, by

Orlo J. Fisher. Burial: Conway
Family Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation board meeting, Philadel-

phia, Jan. 31-Feb. 2

Meeting on Litigation Issues Facing

Mennonites, Leola, Pa., Feb. 1

Mennonite Arts Weekend, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Feb. 7-9

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 8-11

Mennonite Central Committee an-

nual meeting, Wichita, Kan., Feb.

13-15

Mennonite Publication Board direc-

tors meeting, Pittsburgh, Feb. 14-15

School for Ministers, Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont,
Feb. 17-20

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 20-22

Open House, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elk-

hart, Ind., Feb. 28-29

Allegheny Conference delegate

session, Martinsburg, Pa.,

March 3

Christian Peacemaker Teams con-

ference, Richmond, Va., March 6-8

Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries directors meet-

ing, March 12-14

New York Mennonite Conference

delegate session, Syracuse,

N.Y., March 14

Ohio Conference delegate session,

Kidron, Ohio, March 14

Atlantic Coast Conference annual

meeting, Atglen, Pa., March 14-15

Conference on Family Violence

and Sexual Abuse, Kidron,

Ohio, March 20-21

Lancaster Conference annual
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., March
20-22

Illinois Conference annual meeting,

Tiskilwa, HI, March 27-28

Northwest Conference spring

meeting, Calgary, Alta., March
27-29

Gifts presented. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMCirS)—Academic

Dean Lee F. Snyder (left) and President Joseph L. Lapp
(center) give a certificate of appreciation and an Eastern

Mennonite College sweatshirt to Li Zike of the People's

Republic of China during a faculty-staff Christmas tea. Pro-

fessor Li, an instructor and vice-dean in the foreign language

department at Chongqing Teachers College, taught classes

in language, literature, and culture at EMC during the fall

semester. He will teach at Goshen (Ind.) College during the

second semester.
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THE LAST WORD

'And forgive us our sins
9

"Lord, teach us to pray," the disciples asked
Jesus. So he did, but not individually, one on
one. He taught them as a group. They were to

pray, "And forgive us our sins. . .
." Not my sins.

Ours.

Now I know you can make too much of pro-

nouns, especially when translating from one lan-

guage to another, as we must in biblical interpre-

tation. Whether the pronoun is singular or plural

may have had nothing to do with what Jesus was
trying to say. Yet, given what too often happens
in the church, Jesus might well want the pro-

noun to be plural were he teaching the prayer

today.

Confession is difficult to do. All of us soon

learn that. In the face of our sins, we hem and
haw, finding every way imaginable not to admit
that we've failed. That we've sinned. That we
need forgiveness.

What is true of individuals is even more true

of groups. Who of us belongs to a church, for ex-

ample, that regularly admits its sins? Most of

our confessions together focus on personal sins.

Sometimes we confess the sins of people gener-

ally. Rarely do we confess our corporate sins,

our failures as a congregation.

Yet every congregation I know has its skele-

tons, the underside of its history, the past that

we want to forget.

We have former pastors in other occupations,

some of them bitter, disillusioned, and hurt be-

cause of the way they were treated (or not

treated) in our congregations. We have former

members who will have nothing to do with any
church because of real or perceived slights. We
have persons within our groups that refuse to

take part in business meetings or potlucks or

Sunday schools or worship services because of

how the group has dealt with (or failed to deal

with) them.

Of course there are two sides to every story.

Many of these people bring their situations on

themselves. Often there are what we like to call

"extenuating circumstances." Yet we must face

that fact that when relationships are broken, we
have failed. When that happens between individ-

uals and the church, part of the failure belongs

to the church.

But few churches want to admit that. One rea-

son may be because, while we preach grace and
forgiveness for individuals, we don't quite know
how it applies to groups. Especially not when
that group stands for what is right and good and
true.

Churches also have difficulty admitting group
failure because who among us is willing to step

out and say: "Yes, I'll own my part of the re-

sponsibility for how this church has gone; I be-

lieve we have sinned as a group"? Rather, most
of us in a group usually feel, often genuinely so,

that we did what we could to try to keep things

from going wrong.

So it's refreshing to learn the story of First

Mennonite Church in Richmond, Va. (see "To
Forgive the Past Is to Learn for the Future,''' page

5). Through its involvement with the Pastorate

Project, First Mennonite was willing to confront

a difficult part of its past, acknowledge its errors,

and ask forgiveness from those who felt wronged.

First Mennonite Church in Richmond is a

model for us all. For until we deal with those

skeletons in our past, we will find it difficult to

build relationships, bring about reconciliation,

and establish God's reign of peace and justice in

the present.

"Lord, teach us to pray," we often say in our

churches. Our first lesson may well be: When
you pray, say, "And forgive us our sins . .

."

(Luke 11:4). As congregations.

—

jlp

'As we forgive everyone*

Like individuals, churches are also forgiven as

they forgive. That too seems hard for a group to

do.

How many of our congregations keep reacting

to their pasts. We keep harking back to the pas-

tor who couldn't preach, the treasurer whose
sloppy bookkeeping lost us money, the secretary

who had to be fired for improper relationships.

In our reactions, we tend to make our decisions

today in light of the past rather than by asking

what God would have us do in the present.

The past must be forgiven. For you only expe-

rience forgiveness as you forgive, Jesus told the

disciples. He would say the same to the church.

As a group.

—

jlp
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We can go to the

city for more than
jobs and education

Evangelism from within the peace tradi-

tion is desperately needed in today's

urban America. So is a practice of mu-

tual aid that shares instead of gives.

TS this heaven or hell? How often I've asked

I myself that question since moving to Detroit

_l_some two years ago.

The answer depends on what part of the city

you're in—and when. Hell breaks loose every

In the city we can join the reign of God for reconcili- year on the week leading up to Halloween night,

ation. And we can watch as the Anabaptist vision when homes burn by the hundreds. Hell is a

takes on new expressions among new Mennonites.
ggng_ Qr ^rug-related shooting. It is another fac-

tory closing down and moving to Mexico, leaving

more unemployed people behind.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE This could be heaven too. "I looked and there

before me was a great multitude that no one

could count, from every nation, tribe, people and

Part 3: What does it language" (Rev.7:9). That too sounds like the De-

mean to be Mennonite? 6 troit metropolitan area, where nearly everyone in

the world must have at least a distant relative.

Crourm make Dlans Detroit is where taqi Catholic immigrants-the
groups make plans

Chaldeans-met with local Jews, many with Is-

for Philadelphia 93
raeli nationality; during the Persian Gulf War to

pray for peace. Add the wealth of cultural, recre-

Prices cause hunger ational, and economic opportunities (at least in

in Zaire urban areas 10 the suburbs), and it is not hard to see why an in-

by

Mathew
Swora



There's a war going on. Will we Menno-
nites bring our gifts to bear to help
search for peace, or will we be content
to form private, urban, alumni clubs?

ternational study recently rated this southeast-
ern Michigan megalopolis as the sixth best place
in the world to live.

It might have been first on the list but for the
islands of stubborn poverty and despair in this

sea of wealth. The urban poor on this and other
inner-city islands in America are mostly re-

stricted to acting out their rage and hopeless-
ness on themselves and each other. That should
not hide the fact that there is a racial and class

war going on.

This war is about jobs, population, and
wealth. It is between the older cities and
the newer suburbs. In this war, develop-

ers find it more profitable to keep building ever
more expensive housing and condo subdivisions
ever further out from town than to rebuild or
maintain older and lower-income housing. Politi-

cians, often themselves the real estate develop-
ers, don't function as advocates of regional

cooperation in education, public transit, or reve-

nue-sharing. To do so is to commit political ca-

reer suicide.

Racism helped start this war. As African-
Americans and other minorities moved into De-
troit, many whites began moving out. The move
turned into a tidal wave after the 1967 riots,

themselves sparked by police racism and brutal-

ity. Since then Detroit has lost half of its popula-
tion to the suburbs and the Sunbelt. That half
took most of the tax base with it.

People who can afford to leave are not the
only ones abandoning the city. Many businesses
are leaving America to find workers for lower
rates. So an entire community is left with the
bill when they go. That is how Detroit became
"the Buckle of the Rust Belt." With the federal

government retrenching on its urban commit-
ments in favor of such things as Stealth Bomb-
ers, most states and localities are left to face

growing needs with shrinking resources. Almost
anything they might do to cope—from raising

taxes to cutting services—will only encourage
more people to leave.

Fresh from more safe, rural areas come the

Mennonites into this urban war. Conscien-
tious objectors in previous wars, our chal-

lenge now is to bring our gifts to bear in the

search for peace. The temptation, however, is to

form our own private alumni clubs whose mission
is to relive or react against our rural upbringing.

We must get beyond our private clubs. For it

is evangelism from within the peace tradition

that is desperately needed in today's urban

America. This is true not only in the decaying
urban inner cities rife fire with gang- and drug-
related violence. It is also true of the suburbs. A
Canadian journalist once asked Detroit's African-
American mayor, Coleman Young, if he wasn't in

favor of gun control. "What?" he replied. "With
all those hostile white suburbs around us, are
you kidding?"

Young is not as crazy as he sounds. In my sub-
urb of Birmingham, Mich., an African-American
adolescent was recently threatened by a white
suburbanite with a shotgun for standing in a
parking ramp next to his expensive Italian car.

The adolescent was not a hoodlum from Detroit,

as his assailant thought, but a fellow suburban-
ite who had the security guard's permission to
wait for his mother in the shade of that parking
ramp. The gunman, a neurosurgeon, is to stand
trial for felony assault.

For reconciliation to take place between the
suburbs and the city, the suburbanite needs to

be disarmed of more than just guns and preju-
dice. There must also be disarmament from "us
and them" mentality, from the need to control
and possess, from the need to be superior, from
the need to have enemies, and from inordinate
love of privacy, power, and possessions.

Both sides must be disarmed of the need to

fix blame. People on each side of the city line

Peacemakers don't assign
blame. They take initiative*

They take responsibility. They
count both benefits and cost.

have convincing arguments as to why those on
the other side are responsible for the city's de-

cline. But peacemakers don't assign blame. They
take initiative. They take responsibility.

The radical peace position is one Anabaptist
treasure the city needs. Another is our tradition

of mutual aid. True, there are suburban-based
charities seeking to help the city. Mutual aid, by
contrast, allows all partners involved to share
with each other in mutually-dignifying ways. For
justice to take shape, the suburbanite must trust

that even the poorest urbanite has something to

give as well as to receive. Some of us stand to

learn from the poor that there is more to life

than weedless lawns, rust-free cars, rising prop-
erty values, or a stock portfolio. We can, for ex-

ample, learn something from the amount of so-

cializing that goes on in even the most run-down
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blocks uptown while the rest of us are stuck, one

to a car, in the daily traffic jam on the outer

loop.

Fortunately, we Mennonites need not invent a

movement of reconciliation from scratch. Detroit

is where trends in urban renewal and urban-sub-

urban partnerships are being set, many by the

churches. Joy of Jesus is one example. This is a

Detroit-based ecumenical network in which

some suburban churches participate by following

the lead of their urban partners. Its organization,

As long as we are moving into

the cities, we can do so for

more than jobs or education.

We can join the reign of God
to work for reconciliation.

renewal, and empowerment of people in a poor

neighborhood of Detroit is an invasion of heaven

into what might have become hell. Since 1977,

some ten thousand youth from around the city

have participated in Joy's summer camping pro-

grams. Another 150 kids per day receive tutoring

under its auspices.

As I see it, Mennonites have so much to con-

tribute to this movement of church-based urban

renewal. Mennonite Central Committee, for ex-

ample, could put its international experience to

use in America's inner-city "third worlds" if

there were enough local support. Mennonite Eco-

nomic Development Associates (MEDA) could

help start small-scale businesses in the areas

Ford and GM have left behind. Individual con-

gregations could join the proliferating urban-sub-

urban church partnerships. Or we could plant

urban and suburban churches whose member-

ship and leadership are integrated from their

very inception.

More examples. Our personal stock port-

folios could include investments uptown
in the inner city, with greater risk and

less return. We could join those relocating in the

city, like the Franciscan monks, currently moving

their monastery from suburban Southfield into

Detroit. If we hesitate to do that, we could still

choose to make pro-integrative moves into those

older suburban neighborhoods where, though

our property values will appreciate more slowly,

our children will grow up in a world of ethnic di-

versity.

We Mennonites are strong on counting the

cost. We must also count the benefits. As long

as we are moving into the cities, we can do so

for more than just jobs and education. We can

join the reign of God for reconciliation. We can

find new friends who treat us to insights and ex-

periences we would miss in more homogeneous

communities. We can evangelize and watch our

Anabaptist vision take on new cultural expres-

sions among new Mennonites.

All this will indeed challenge and stretch us. It

will also cultivate the best in us. That alone

would be a switch from business-as-usual.

Mathew Swora, Birmingham, Mich., works as the

administrative assistant for an outreach endeavor

known as the Mennonite Metropolitan Church

Initiative/Detroit.
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A pastor must be as bold
about being a priest

I am excited about Alan Moore-
Beitler's first two articles in the series,

"What Does It Mean to Be a Pastor?"

(Nov. 26, Dec. 10, and Dec. 17). How-
ever, I hope he will consider a total revi-

sion of the third.

The second article begins, "The pas-

tor must be a prophet." Should not the

third article also begin, "The pastor

must be a priest"? Instead, Moore-
Beitler gives an uncertain sound.

I would agree that Anabaptist theol-

ogy and history is inadequate in its im-

ages for the priestly role. But could it

be that the crises between pastors and
congregations is related to the Menno-
nite pastor's ambivalence about being a

priest? Moore-Beitler speaks of the

priestly service in the congregation as

"rare." I propose that the priestly role

needs to be as prominent as the pro-

phetic and the poetic roles.

The third article sounds as if he hesi-

tates to respond to the deep desire, the

dangerous passages, and the high aspi-

rations of the people he addresses

every Sunday morning. I wish for an ar-

ticle about the pastor as priest that is

as fresh and bold as the articles about

the pastor as prophet and poet.

Urbane Peachey
Akron, Pa.

There needs to be a calling

In response to the series on what it

means to be a pastor (Nov. 26, Dec 10,

and Dec. 17):

First of all, there needs to be a call-

ing to fulfill this great task of leader-

ship in the church and of preaching the

gospel message. To be a pastor,

prophet, and priest in Christ's kingdom
is a special calling, more than just a job

or a profession that pays well with lots

of benefits.

For me, to be a pastor is to follow

the footsteps of Jesus and his teachings

and commands.
Jesus did not dwell on the comforts

of life. He was a good example for us to

follow, meeting the needs of people in

every way.

So what is the difference what name
we give ourselves? The important part

of this ministry is that we are true to

God's calling and follow the footsteps

of Jesus, meeting church and human
needs. This is love of God in action.

Rudy J. Detweiler

Middlefield, Ohio

Artificial separations through
intellectual abstractions

Although I do not disagree with

Augsburger's distinctives in "Anabap-
tism Continues to Be as Impractical

and as Difficult as Ever" (Dec. 31), sev-

eral crucial clarifications are in order.

(1) It is an open question as to what
Mennonites mean by "Jesus Christ."

Until we resolve the sort of Jesus we
are fixating on, it does not tell us a

great deal to say that we have a "Jesus
fixation."

(2) While it may be true that we view

the Bible as "our story" rather than as

"a creed or code," it is historically

wrong to say that in using the Bible in

this way, we "use the Bible differently

from other groups." The idea that "my"
story is a direct continuation of the bib-

lical story is characteristic of many
Christian groups, which are described

as "primitivists." That means, simply,

that "we" are immediately in the bibli-

cal story, "we" are taking part in the

primitive time or revelation. This atti-

tude prevailed among the Puritans and
many groups in 19th-century America.

(3) I am not as convinced as Augs-

burger that in having these characteris-

tics as a total package we are all that

special. There are many other churches

which have them all to one degree or

another even though they might ex-

press certain ones in different ways.

It is, I suspect, significant that Augs-

burger doesn't even mention nonconfor-

mity and separation. Since we as a

community have abandoned it in con-

crete and visible forms, it seems we
feel the need to create artificial separa-

tions by means of theological abstrac-

tions. Having come this far in becoming
like most other churches externally, what's

the point of pretending to be so different

from other churches intellectually?

David Layman
Elizabethtown, Pa.

Must begin with the Bible
Among Mennonites throughout North

America today, "a slightly different

definition" of what it means to follow

Jesus is increasingly being taught—in

schools, from pulpits, via church litera-

ture (including Gospel Herald). This is

—

that following Jesus in daily life, rather

than the natural and normal response

to the gospel's call to faith in Jesus

Christ, is the very gospel itself. Or, as

David Augsburger writes, "Anabaptism

begins with this fascination for, commit-
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ment to, this centeredness in Jesus"

("Anabaptism Continues to Be as Im-

practical . .
.," Dec. 31).

In general, I have no problems with

Augsburger's six modern restatements

of Anabaptist doctrines—except that

the first two are inverted. And that's

crucial. Commitment to the Bible, espe-

cially the preeminence of the New Tes-

tament, must come first, with our

centeredness in Jesus a consequence of

our commitment to the biblical gospel.

Putting the historic Jesus first opens

the door to simply admiring him as a

great moral teacher and to abolishing

grace for works. This turns the hope

that God's kingdom will come on earth

as it is in heaven into a pragmatic politi-

cal quest for a "just" society.

D. R. Yoder

Atlanta, Ga.

Working together for \J
healing and wholeness
As a therapist working primarily with

victims of sexual abuse and families

where abuse has occurred, I understand

the profound pain and disequilibrium

which results when allegations of abuse

are made against a family member. I

am sad that the writer of "Some Abuse

Stories Have Another Side" (Dec. 24)

and the extended family are in turmoil

since allegations by a sister of abuse. I

pray for healing for the entire family.

Whether or not the allegations are

true, the writer makes a common error

of assuming that since she or he and

the other siblings weren't abused,

surely the sister who claims to be

abused is fantasizing. Research shows

that frequently only one child among

many siblings may be abused.

The writer says that the accuser suf-

fers from an "inability to separate fact

from fantasy." This is almost a direct

quote from the writings of Sigmund

Freud, demigod of modern psychology.

He perpetuated the belief that reports

of sexual abuse of female clients by

their fathers were, most often, Oedipal

fantasies, not real events. In recent

years we have learned that this is bla-

tantly and tragically wrong.

May God anoint us with wisdom and

grace as we work together to find heal-

ing and wholeness as sexual beings in

the body of Christ and as we undertake

the difficult task of responding redemp-

tively to accounts of abuse among us.

Carolyn Holderread Heggen

Albuquerque, N.M.

Irresponsible and insensitive

The writer of the letter, "Some
Abuse Stories Have Another Side,"

(Dec. 24) seemed to firmly believe that

their family was being victimized by un-

true reports. It is important for your

readers to know that this is a common
response on the part of family members

when one individual breaks years of si-

lence. Secrets have ultimate power, and

people who sexually abuse often go to

extreme lengths to maintain the secret,

even in the face of direct evidence.

As a therapist who has worked with

many families where sexual abuse is a

core issue, I'm troubled that you took

so little care for the whole family by

publishing this letter. It is irresponsible

to do so without first determining, via

the advice of professionals who work in

this field, the appropriateness of such

publication. I am appalled at your insen-

sitivity to victims of sexual abuse, many

of whom have worked through years of

their own denial only to face the disbe-

lief of family and friends. You do a dis-

service to the healing potential for

perpetrators, their victims, and family

members, when you so unthinkingly pro-

vide a forum that reinforces denial.

Interventions that are in process, that

could help the victimizer as well as vic-

tims, can be easily thwarted by well

meaning, but ignorant (innocent)

bystanders who get "triangled" into

these processes. I strongly urge you to

make amends where amends are due!

Annie Wenger-Keller

Ft. Madison, Iowa

Both are right

Alice Suderman is right ("Integration

in Education in Place for Years," Jan.

7) when she reminds us that Mennonite

Church and General Conference Menno-

nite Church educators have been meeting

together for many years—for such things

as philosophical discussions, curriculum

Pontius' Puddle

WOKRV OP, PONTICS WE G-oT &
SouoAV stWOOU PAR-TV,
VOOTrt CrROOP SERVICE PROJECT,
AND A VOONG- MX)LT Sl&LE. &TODV
ALL- W&VTVWGr ~ '

FOR PVTZ.-fV

development, and publishing.

However, the Gospel Herald reporter

is also correct. Education 2000, the bi-

ennial gathering of Christian educators

held in Florida last November, was in-

deed the second meeting of its kind.

Sponsored by Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries, the GC Com-
mission on Education, and Mennonite

Publishing House, this gathering of con-

ference and district education leaders

happened only once before—at Camp
Menno Haven in Illinois just prior to

Normal 89. This gathering represents a

new level of cooperation between our

two branches of the church

Marlene Kropf
MBCM
Elkhart, Ind.

Hymns should come
from all groups
A further expansion on my letter,

"Understanding Our Histories" (Nov.

19) to which another letter, "Building

on German Hymnody?" (Dec. 31) re-

plied.

If we are going to have a universal

church, we dare not ignore worldwide

hymnody. This is provincialism and

snobbish. So why fan the ethnic fires of

discrimination for any of God's family

by avoiding certain hymns of any spe-

cific people?

Black, Hispanic, Asian as well as Syr-

ian, Egyptian, Greek, Latin, German,

and English American should not be

proscribed in any of the Christian com-

munity worldwide. Let's be charitable

and realistic: every culture and national-

ity have made contributions to the

worldwide Christian family. And any

Christian hymn texts based on scrip-

tural truth and of good literary quality

have value for worship and teaching

throughout the world.

Wilmer D. Swope
Leetonia, Ohio

FAATH fAfW tAOVET tAOUt^TAlMS,
R-OT IT ALSO WOVES. i

A. LOT OF tAO-TZ-ARETLLA •
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Part 3: What does it mean to be Mennonite?

We are committed to Jesus
For Mennonites, church is not made up
ofpeople who have had an experience.

Rather it is made up ofpeople who have
made a commitment to a way of life.

by Wally Fahrer

"If anyone comes to me and does not hate his fa-

ther and mother, his wife and children, his broth-

ers and sisters—yes, even his own life—he cannot

be my disciple. And anyone who does not carry

his cross and follow me cannot be my disciple"

(Luke 14:26-27).

Several years ago when our family was in

Britain, we became friends with a group of

Anglican Christians who were part of an in-

tentional community. One time in our discussion

of Christian faith, we talked about their search

for an "ultimate experience." They had been
hungry as nominal churchgoers, so they began a

Bible study, which led them to a conversion ex-

perience. While this was deeply satisfying, it

didn't remove all their problems. Subsequently
they had a charismatic experience. It changed
their lives even more profoundly. But it still

didn't remove all their problems. So they formed
an intentional community and shared everything

in common. Despite this radical commitment,
they were once again realizing that they still had
some deep struggles.

As we talked, they began to express a sense of

disillusionment in their quest for an "ultimate

experience" with God. I suggested that maybe
there is no ultimate experience. Rather it's a

growing relationship. They had already come to

that conclusion, but they were struggling with

the disappointment of having made costly com-
mitments without realizing fulfillment of their

expectations. They had thought their experience

would sustain their commitment.

Much of cultural Christianity can be un-

derstood as this search for an ultimate

experience—an experience to sustain a

commitment. So evangelism becomes leading

someone to an "experience" of salvation. The as-

sumption is that such an experience will lead to

lasting biblical faith. But that has a kind of built-

in disappointment. It's much like expecting the

romantic side of courtship to sustain a person

through the ups and downs of married life.

When Sue and I were making plans for our
wedding, I realized that I had never formally

asked her to marry me. We had grown so close

and loved each other so deeply that marriage
had become a common assumption. When one
of our friends asked me when I had proposed, I

had to say I never had. But I quickly remedied
that situation.

My coming to Christ was totally different. I

had a dramatic conversion experience. There
was a moment in time when a definite transfor-

mation occurred in my life. So I was puzzled the
first time I met a Mennonite who couldn't point
to a specific conversion experience.

I've learned since that while some do take a re-

lationship with Jesus for granted and never
come to know the joy of a spiritual new birth,

many Mennonites come to Christ like engage-
ment happened for Sue and me. They just grew
closer to Jesus during their childhood until they
knew they were trusting him as Savior and Lord.
The fruit of their lives is ample evidence.

Unlike much of the rest of Christianity, Menno-
nites put their focus on a different place. We un-
derstand that lasting biblical faith is sustained
by a commitment to follow Christ in life. Rather
than looking for an experience to sustain a

commitment, we look for a commitment to sus-

tain an experience. This is not to downplay a de-

Lasting biblical faith is sus-

tained by a commitment to

follow Christ, not by a dra-

matic conversion experience.

cision to become a Christian—or a dramatic con-

version experience. But like a love relationship

between a man and a woman, engagement
doesn't make a person married. What makes a

person married is a public commitment of faith-

fulness. Just so, what makes a person a Chris-

tian is a commitment of faithfulness.

This commitment emerges from a growing love

relationship. After all, who is going to marry if

they aren't in love first? In our society, the prob-

lem is not commitment without love; it is love

without commitment. And when the feelings

end, so do the relationships.

I believe this is also true of cultural Christian-

ity. Many more people claim to be born again

than actively attend church. They are interested
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Christ

in an experience, but they expect the experience

to sustain the commitment. When it doesn't,

they give up. They don't get any closer to experi-

encing biblical Christianity than those who live

together without commitment get to experi-

encing true marriage.

As Mennonites, we understand baptism as a

time of commitment. In effect we say, "Having

experienced a new birth, I now publicly commit

myself to follow Christ in life." Rather than look-

ing backward to an "experience," we would look

forward to a life of discipleship. Reducing bap-

tism to a symbol that a new birth has occurred

is like saying the wedding service is a public

Cultural Christianity expects

more members than attenders.

Mennonites should expect

more attenders than members.

declaration that some time ago two people fell in

love. More than an experience is required to

make a person a Christian.

If I had known before my wedding all the

changes that were going to be required in my
life to make my marriage happy, I'm not sure I

would have made that commitment. Nonethe-

less, I would gladly do it again today. I think the

same thing is true of being a Christian. I once

heard a pastor say that he had been in prayer

when the Lord spoke to him. The Lord said,

"Bob, you and I are incompatible, and I don't

change." (Fortunately, my wife didn't take that

attitude.) Change is the essential part of a faith-

ful Christian life.

What has sustained Sue and me through the

difficult times of change was not an initial experi-

ence of "falling in love" nor even a continued ro-

mantic relationship. What has sustained us is a

commitment of faithfulness, an allegiance rooted

in our love for God and each other. The Chris-

tian life is much like this. It is a commitment to

follow, rooted in our love for Christ, an alle-

giance that keeps us through the difficult times.

This kind of commitment or allegiance has

been at the heart of our understanding of church

as Mennonites. The church is not made up of

people who simply love Jesus and have had a

born-again experience. For Mennonites, the

church is made up of people who love the Lord,

have experienced a new birth, and have made a

commitment in baptism to follow him in life.

Whether we use the German word "nachfolge"

the modern word "discipleship," or the biblical word

"covenant," we are speaking of the same thing.

As Mennonites we have understood that the

church is a community of people who share not

only a common relationship but also a common
discipleship commitment. Traditionally Menno-
nite churches have had a practice of baptismal

"vows." Much like wedding vows, these are in-

tended to be commitments to faithfulness. In ef-

fect, baptism is a pledge of allegiance to Jesus

Christ as Lord.

Making this kind of primary commitment to

follow Jesus faithfully is like crossing over the

threshold and entering the house. There are ben-

efits from a relationship with Jesus Christ that

can only be experienced as a person makes a life-

time commitment. As in marriage, there are joys

of intimacy and companionship that can't be ex-

perienced without a lifetime commitment to

each other. But having made that commitment, a

peace and security take root allowing an inti-

macy and oneness to develop.

Jesus taught about this threshold of commit-

ment. And he drew the line at the family. Ulti-

mately, the cross cuts between the biological

family and the faith family. He said if we were

going to follow him, we needed to change our pri-

mary commitment from family to him. Even our

own life and future needed to be secondary to

our allegiance to him. This needs to be the char-

acter of our communities of faith.

As Mennonites we have come through one emi-

gration after another. These were times when we
had to abandon homes, families, friends, nations,

and careers in order to be able to follow Christ.

It has affected the seriousness with which we re-

gard our church. We know what it is like to

make these choices. The church has been our

primary community.

Commitment also makes a notable differ-

ence in the worship life of a church. Al-

though worship styles vary, we all clearly

share a common commitment to follow Christ in

life. That commitment overflows in joyful, whole-

hearted worship. From the early Anabaptists in

prison singing hymns to the Ethiopian Menno-

nite church coming out of persecution, our com-

mitment will be reflected in the vitality of our

worship and its centrality to our life together.

Again this is so like marriage. My faithful com-

mitment to my wife and hers to me causes us to

love each other all the more. Commitment sus-

tains love, but love also deepens commitment. In

our walk with Christ, our commitment to follow

sustains our love for him. That love makes our
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Chinese government tightens

controls on religious activities

Though religious freedom has come to

Eastern Europe and the former Soviet

republics, government control of churches

is intensifying in the People's Republic of

China.

Asia Watch, a human rights monitoring

group, cites new regulations on religious

practices. In addition, the agency says,

harassment and arrests of church leaders

has increased.

Some observers say the Chinese govern-

ment is alarmed by the role of churches in

the downfall of communism in Eastern

Europe.

(RNS)

Death threats fail to deter

church leaders in El Salvador
Leaders of El Salvador's National Coun-

cil of Churches say they will press ahead
with peacemaking work, despite threats

from a right-wing death squad.

"We are in favor of a negotiated solution

to the conflict and for a peace with social

justice," said Hugo Magana, one of 11

leaders marked for death. "We cannot be
silent."

The written threat came from a group

calling itself the Secret Army of National

Salvation. The clandestine group opposes

a January peace accord aimed at ending

the nation's 12-year civil war. (RNS)

Tentative accord could create
new territory in northern Canada
The Canadian government and the Inuit

tribe of the eastern Northwest Territories

(NWT) have reached a land claim settle-

ment that could redraw the map of Can-

ada.

If the Inuit people back the deal in a vote

later this year, a new territory called

Nunavut will be carved out of the eastern

NWT and will comprise one-fifth of

Canada's land mass.

Leaders of other tribes have strongly

criticized the deal, because it ends all

outstanding Inuit rights to the land and
fails to guarantee traditional hunting, fish-

ing, and trapping rights on the overlapping

territories of the Dene people.

(CMC)

Religion seldom depicted on TV,
study of network programs shows
A study commissioned by the American

Family Association contends that the reli-

gious sides of people's lives are rarely

depicted on television.

Researchers from the University of Day-
ton, Northwestern University, and Duke
University Medical Center analyzed 100

episodes of prime-time programs on four

U.S. networks—ABC, CBS, NBC, and Fox
during a one-month period.

Of the 1,462 speaking characters, only 81

(or 5.5 percent) had an identifiable reli-

gious affiliation.

(AFA)

Church groups gain visibility

in Tournament of Roses parade
Several Christian groups sponsored

floats and marching bands in the Tour-
nament of Roses parade in Pasadena,
Calif., on New Year's Day.

A float sponsored by the Seventh-day
Adventist Church

—
"Discover the World

of Service"—won the National Trophy
Award. (NIRR)

We are committed to Jesus Christ

(continued commitment stronger. This overflows into our

from page 7) life of worship.

To try to have one without the other would
mean deep unhappiness. Love without commit-
ment wounds deeply. But commitment without

love can become deep bondage.

Most cultural Christianity errs on the side of

love without commitment. But Mennonites have

also experienced the other side—commitment
without love. This results in a legalistic kind of

faith. The emphasis is on the do's and don't's

rather than on the relationship. Trying to follow

Christ without receiving his gracious love and
forgiveness in a spiritual new birth results in le-

galism. As in marriage, the commitment to fol-

low without the relationship of love can become
bondage.

All this has important implications for

church and its outreach. Evangelism isn't

simply getting someone to have a salva-

tion experience. Rather it is helping them to

begin to experience salvation through a commit-
ment of discipleship. Cultural Christianity is

comfortable with the kind of church membership
where fewer attend regularly than have their

names on the roles. For us Mennonites, that situ-

ation should not be common. Our experience

should be one where more people attend wor-

ship than are church members.
For Mennonites, church membership is more a

commitment to follow Christ than an acceptance

of a specific list of doctrines. We recognize that

full doctrinal understanding is too great an ex-

pectation especially for new believers. Rather we
would emphasize their commitment to learn and
to grow under the lordship of Christ as more im-

portant. Discipleship is a commitment to grow in

faithfulness and obedience.

Our experience also teaches us that commit-

ment must be based on a relationship rooted in

the gracious love and forgiveness of Christ. To
begin otherwise is to go back to the bondage of

legalism which has, from time to time, marred
our history. We must say, as Hans Denck said:

"The medium is Christ whom no one can truly

know unless he follows him in his life, and no
one may follow him unless he has first known
him."

Wally Fahrer, Goshen, Ind., serves as minister of

missions for Indiana-Michigan Conference. He
and his wife, Sue, have three children: Beckki,

Bethany, and David.
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Groups meet to organize

Philadelphia 93 assembly

Elkhart, Ind. (MCGB)—Planning con-

tinues for Philadelphia 93, the churchwide

gathering set for July 27-Aug. 1, 1993.

The event will include conventions for

adults, children, and youth. It is to take

place at the Pennsylvania Convention

Center, scheduled to open in the spring

of next year.

Atlantic Coast and Lancaster confer-

ence are the local hosts for the event.

Attendance could be high, because

30,000 of the Mennonite Church's 120,000

members live in eastern Pennsylvania.

Originally, the adult assembly was to be

held in York, Pa., and the youth conven-

tion in Baltimore. However, the sites were

changed to Philadelphia to reduce costs

and allow more interaction among youth

and adults.

Mennonite Church moderator David

Mann of Phoenix, Ariz., chairs the Adult

Convention Planning Committee, which

held its first meeting on Jan. 3-4 at

Ridgeview Mennonite Church, Gordon-

ville, Pa.

Miriam Book, associate general secre-

tary of Mennonite Church General Board

in Elkhart, Ind., serves as adult conven-

tion coordinator.

Youth convention coordinator is Carlos

Romero, coordinator for youth ministry

with Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries, also in Elkhart.

A six-member Cooperation Committee

links the adult and youth planning groups.

At its January meeting, the adult com-

mittee discussed Cooperation Committee

recommendations on a wide range of is-

sues, including:

• Themes for the week.

• Ideas for intergenerational service

projects.

• Seminar topics.

• Plans for one or two joint worship

services.

The adult group also approved the Phil-

adelphia 93 name.

The youth committee will review the

cooperation group's recommendations at

a Feb. 21-23 meeting.

Meeting in Philadelphia represents a

homecoming for Mennonites. In 1683, the

first Mennonite immigrants from Europe

settled in Germantown, now located in the

western part of the city.

Germantown Mennonite Church is the

oldest continuous Mennonite congrega-

tion in North America.

In 1688, Mennonites and Quakers in

Germantown issued a declaration against

slavery.

Today, a dozen African-American, Anglo,

Delegates from Atlantic Coast Conference

(ACC) consult at Oregon 91. ACC and

Lancaster Conference will host the 1993

assembly in Philadelphia. Local hosting

coordinators are Miriam Martin (standing,

third from left) for ACC and Glen Roth for

Lancaster.

Chinese, Hispanic, and Vietnamese Men-

nonite congregations worship in Philadel-

phia.

Meeting in the city "will help many in

the church experience the ethnic and

cultural diversity of a large urban area,"

Book believes.

In addition, the location may "help the

church to catch even a greater vision of

our mission to call people to Christian

faith," she said.

Former USSR to get

limited aid from MCC
Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—In 1920, when

famine followed political upheaval in the

Soviet Union, North American Menno-

nites created Mennonite Central Commit-

tee (MCC) to send relief.

Some 70 years later, upheaval in the

former Soviet republics has again resulted

in food shortages and hunger. MCC plans

to respond, though in a limited way.

"The needs we see on television are

real," said Mary Raber, MCC secretary

for the former Soviet Union. Referring to

long food lines, she called the republics a

"modern hunting-and-gathering society."

At the same time, Raber said, MCC
faces greater needs in many other

places—especially the developing world.

"We are striving to respond to the

former USSR without diverting resources

and attention from these areas of critical

need," she said.

Meanwhile, almost 100,000 Mennonites

from the former Soviet Union have emi-

grated to Germany. They have taken ini-

tiative in delivering material aid to needy

people in the republics.

MCC is committed to supporting this

effort, Raber said.

In addition, the agency is shipping

canned meat, cotton fabric, sewing kits,

blankets, soap, and several wheelchairs to

St. Petersburg (formerly Leningrad).

The St. Petersburg Charity Society, a

group that has previously worked with

MCC in an exchange of mental health

professionals, will distribute these items

to the elderly and others.

"We do not want to be locked into

distributing goods only, important as that

is," Raber said. "We would also like to be

involved in long-term development, such as

improving agriculture and helping develop

small-scale food processing technology."

One of the best things North American

Christians can do is pray, Raber believes.

"People in the former USSR are con-

fused and discouraged," she said. "They

are touched to know we are remembering

them."

Orders running strong

for cooperative hymnal
Scottdale, Pa. (MPH)—Sales of the new

hymnal have gotten off to a fast start.

Mennonite Publishing House (MPH)

has received some 28,000 prepublication

orders for the book, which will be released

in June.

The other two publishers involved in

the project—Church of the Brethren

Press and the General Conference Men-

nonite Church's Faith and Life Press-

also report strong sales.

The Brethren publisher has received

70,000 prepublication orders, while Faith

and Life Press has taken another 15,000.

Total sales of the new hymnal represent

more than $1.2 million.

The 113,000 copies of the hymnal sold

to date are nearly double the total sales

of Sing and Rejoice, released in 1979.

The 1969 Mennonite Hymnal has sold

132,000 copies.

The best-selling MPH hymnal in history

is the 1927 Church Hymnal, which has sold

170,000 copies.

The 1992 hymnal represents the prod-

uct of more than eight years' work by an

interdenominational Hymnal Council. In

addition to the three groups now involved,

the project originally included the

Churches of God, General Conference.
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Prices cause hunger
in Zaire urban areas
Akron, Pa. (MCC)— Zaire has enough

food to go around, but many city residents

cannot afford to pay for it, Eric Olfert

reports.

Olfert is Africa co-secretary for Menno-
nite Central Committee, which sent 1,000

metric tons of corn and beans to Zaire's

capital, Kinshasa, last month.

"Zaire does not have a basic food short-

age, but rather an acute food access prob-

lem affecting the major population cen-

ters of Kinshasa and other cities," Olfert

said.

Inflation of 3,000 percent and unem-
ployment estimated at 70 to 80 percent

have created great hardship for Kinshasa

residents, MCC officials note.

Moreover, available food will likely de-

crease during the next two months, push-

ing prices even higher.

Such agricultural products as corn nor-

mally become scarce early in the year,

until produce from the new growing sea-

son enters the market in late April.

The MCC shipment of corn and soy-

beans is intended to help stabilize corn-

meal prices during these scarce months.

CDI Bwamanda will mill the corn and
sell two-thirds of the cornmeal at a low

price (enough to cover its transportation,

handling, and milling costs). The balance,

enriched with soy flour, will be distributed

free to health clinics and feeding pro-

grams.

In choosing to send food for price sta-

bilization rather than free distribution,

MCC is breaking from a pattern it fol-

lowed earlier in Zaire.

In the 1960s, MCC food and other aid

went to the Zaire Protestant Relief

Agency.

Today, however, a large donation of

food for distribution by churches could

become a logistical nightmare and a

source of internal conflict.

In addition to sending corn and beans,

MCC has given $25,000 to the National

Inter-Mennonite Committee to respond

to immediate needs among Kinshasa
Mennonites.

Other grants may be given to broader

Protestant relief efforts and a coordina-

tion council of local nongovernmental or-

ganizations.

In addition to MCC's donation, Africa

Inter-Mennonite Mission and Mennonite
Brethren Missions/Services have given

financial assistance to Mennonite confer-

ences in Zaire.

—

Howard Good

David McKissic speaks at the Associated

Mennonites Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart,

Ind., as part of the school's observance of

Martin Luther King Jr. Day on Jan. 20.

McKissic, pastor of the Church Without

Walls and a social worker in Elkhart, spoke

in a convocation at Goshen (Ind.) College

on Jan. 1 7.

Promote local change,
pastor in Elkhart says
Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Mennonites must

stop maintaining the status quo, if they

are to embrace the vision of Martin Lu-

ther King Jr., and the African-American

community.

That was the message of an African-

American Mennonite leader in a convoca-

tion address at Goshen College on Jan.

17.

David McKissic, pastor of the Church
Without Walls in Elkhart, Ind., spoke as

part of a series of events commemorating
King's birthday.

McKissic studied at the college from

1984 to 1986 in the Lark Leadership Ed-
ucation Program, which is designed to

prepare leaders to serve in African-Amer-
ican and urban churches.

This past November, McKissic and fel-

low pastor Wayne Welch wrote a letter to

five Elkhart County Mennonite leaders,

including Goshen College president Vic-

tor Stoltzfus.

The letter challenged the church to

focus some of its mission work on south-

central Elkhart. That area is "infested

with crack houses" and violent crime

there is increasing, McKissic said in an

article in The Elkhart Truth.

"You don't have to go to Los Angeles

to learn about gangs," McKissic noted in

his address. "We have them in Elkhart."

"We're prone as Christians to maintain

the status quo," the pastor said. "We're
not rabble-rousers for Jesus. I talk to

[African-American] kids about Jesus and
they say it's irrelevant."

McKissic's vision for a church without

walls began in 1984, when he met with

several people interested in establishing

a multicultural congregation in Elkhart.

"It's what Menno Simons would have

dreamed of," he said. "It's what Goshen
College and [the Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries) want. It's what we
theorize about."

But plans for the church fell by the

wayside when McKissic left the area to

study in Philadelphia in the fall of 1986.

When he returned in 1989, he found that

others in the group had lost interest.

"As time goes on, we can lose the vision

in the night," McKissic said. "We forget

the reason we exist."

McKissic compared his feelings to

those of King, who was criticized by sev-

eral moderate white pastors after he was
jailed for civil rights activities.

"Slow down. Let's pray. Take it easy.

Have patience. God will ultimately pre-

vail," the pastors said.

"Maybe again I've been too optimistic,"

King wrote to them. "Is organized religion

too inextricably bound to the status quo
to save the world?"

In his efforts to organize a congregation

without walls, McKissic explained his

goals in several settings.

"I made presentations, but people
would not embrace the vision," he said.

"If any institution would support us, we
assumed the Mennonite church would,"

he said. "We thought the Mennonite
church would be our strongest ally, only

to find people in the Mennonite church

submitting to the status quo."

Eventually, McKissic's hopes for a mul-

tiracial church developed into a congrega-

tion of about 30 people.

The Church Without Walls has met for

about a year. The group receives $15,000

from Indiana-Michigan Conference. How-
ever, McKissic and Welch— the

congregation's associate pastor—work
full time in local agencies.

Though McKissic has spoken loudly

about the need for Mennonites to get

involved locally, he is quick to say that he

is not bitter toward the church.

"This institution [the church] is like a

marriage," he said. "Those of you who
have been married a long time know that
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there will come times when conflict will

arise."

When a Mennonite leader criticized him

for publicly attacking the church,

McKissic responded, "I didn't attack you.

I criticized us, because I'm a Mennonite

too."

The prominence of Mennonites in

northern Indiana makes it a logical place

to begin outreach among African-Ameri-

cans, McKissic said, noting that thereiare

more than 11,000 Mennonite or Menno-

nite-related people in Elkhart County.

"If we can't do it in Elkhart County,

were we have a smorgasbord of Menno-

nites—we have liberal Mennonites,

fundamentalist Mennonites, quasi-

fundamentalist Mennonites—we can't do

it anywhere."

The pastor said he would continue to

work for the inclusion of African-Ameri-

cans in the Mennonite church.

He reported that he had just finished

meeting with Stoltzfus about the number

of African-Americans employed at

Goshen College—one of the concerns

raised in his letter.

—Lyle Miller

U.S. entrance denied
to refugees from Haiti

Akron, Pa. (MCC)-OrAy about one-

sixth of the refugees who have fled Haiti

since the military coup this past fall have

been allowed into the United States to

apply for asylum, a Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) worker said.

According to Brad Leeger, refugees are

fleeing torture and killings in Haiti, rather

than coming for economic reasons as U.S.

immigration officials contend.

Now based in Miami, Leeger and his

wife, Lisa, are former MCC unit coordi-

nators in Rankit, Haiti.

Community groups used to meet in that

town for agriculture and health lessons.

Following the Sept. 30 coup, however, the

Haitian government made it illegal for

groups of more than four people to meet.

(See Jan. 21, 1991, Gospel Herald.)

Lisa Leeger currently teaches English

to Haitian Creole speakers. Brad assists

refugees at the Haitian Refugee Center,

an organization pursuing legal challenges

to U.S. immigration policy. He interviews

refugees and helps them present their

reports of persecution to immigration

judges.

Since the coup, the United States has

allowed in only some 1,600 Haitians.

Other refugees from that nation are being

held at the U.S. military base at

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

According to Leeger, most of the recent

refugees either campaigned for ousted

President Jean-Bertrand Aristide in

Haiti's last election or were involved in

the "group empowerment movement."

U.S. citizens should urge the president,

secretary of state, and members of Con-

gress to support the peaceful return of

Aristide to power, Leeger said.

In addition, the MCC worker urged

people to ask that the Haitians be granted

temporary protected status.

"They don't need permanent status,"

Leeger said. "They'll go back to Haiti if

Aristide is returned to power."

—Ardell Stauffer

Mennonite Central Committee worker Brad Leeger interviews refugees at the Haitian

Refugee Center in Miami, Fla.

MWC president gives

chapel talk at seminary
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—God is at work

in Latin America, Mennonite World Con-

ference president Raul O. Garcia told

students and faculty in a chapel talk at

the Associated Mennonite Biblical Semi-

naries here.

"These are very exciting times," said

Garcia, who lives in Pehuajo, Argentina.

He cited the "amazing growth of the

church in Latin America, not only in

quantity, but in quality."

However, following Jesus can carry a

high price, he told the seminary group.

"Christians may be modern martyrs

when they accept the summons of disci-

pleship," he said, citing the killing by

guerrillas last spring of the president of

the Mennonite churches in Colombia.

Through his world conference work,

Garcia sees the danger of secularization

facing Europe and North America.

If present trends continue, "Europe will

become a mission field," he said. He
added that his audience knew better than

he whether this would happen in the

United States and Canada.

A retired high school principal, Garcia

has served as president of the Argentine

Mennonite Conference. But he said he

was surprised by the call to serve as world

conference president.

He assumed his new responsibilities at

the close of the 1990 Mennonite World

Conference assembly in Winnipeg, Man.

Garcia continues to serve on the lead-

ership team in his congregation and is

involved in training pastors and other

church workers. During his visit to the

seminaries, he took an Interterm course

on biblical interpretation and spoke in

local churches.

While in North America, Garcia also

visited with his son Daniel and daughter-

in-law Sylvia. They and their two children

live in Chicago, where Daniel began a

doctoral program last semester.

Raul's wife, Anita, accompanied him on

the trip. A daughter of missionary par-

ents, she was born in Argentina to Amos
and Edna Schwartzentruber, who went to

South America as the first missionaries

from the Amish Mennonite Conference of

Ontario.

Before her retirement, Anita taught En
glish in a number of high schools.

In addition to Daniel, the Garcias are

parents of two other children. David is a

physical therapist and Steve a university

student.

—

John Bender
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• Pay restored. Workers at Men-
nonite Publishing House, Scott-

dale, Pa., got good news last

month. They learned that their

pay is being restored to the level

it was before last year's 5 per-

cent pay cut. The cut, which
took effect in July, was imposed
because of financial problems at

the publishing house. According
to publisher J. Robert Ramer,
the agency is now in better fi-

nancial health.

• Inmates get Bibles. Members
of Blooming Glen (Pa.) Menno-
nite Church gave a special after-

Christmas gift to inmates at the

nearby Graterford State Correc-

tional Institution. After learning

of a need for Bibles among the

prison's growing Christian com-
munity, people from the church

searched their book shelves and
cabinet drawers for extras. More
than 200 were collected in the

two weeks before Christmas.

The Bibles were distributed to

an appreciative group of in-

mates on Jan. 5.

—

Jeffrey Landis

• Professor visits. A professor

from the former Soviet Union is

spending the spring semester at

Eastern Mennonite College
(EMC), Harrisonburg, Va.
Ludimla I. Ruchina will teach an
Elementary Russian class and
two levels of Conversational

Russian, as part of the college's

continuing education program.
Ruchina's visit is part of an ex-

change program with the Uni-

versity of Nozhni Novgorod.
Gloria Rhodes, a secretary-re-

ceptionist in EMC's education

department, will be a visiting

student at Nozhi Novgorod,
studying Russian and assisting

in English language instruction.

• Dutch course set. The Amster-
dam Summer University will

offer a course on "Mennonites
in the Netherlands: From Mar-
tyr to Muppie" from Aug. 31 to

Sept. 4, 1992. Piet Visser of the

Mennonite Seminary in Amster-
dam will lead the course, which

is designed for people with a

background in art, history, or

theology. More information is

available from Amsterdam
Summer University, P.O. Box
53066, 1007 RB Amsterdam, the

Netherlands.

• Meeting set. A conference on
"Amish Society 1693-1993" will

be held at Elizabethtown (Pa.)

College on July 22-25, 1993. It

will feature plenary sessions

with invited speakers, as well as

contributed papers on any as-

pect of Amish society. Papers

from a variety of fields—anthro-

pology, history, law, medicine,

religious studies, sociology, and

others—are invited. A one-page
abstract of the proposed paper
and a brief resume of the pre-

senter must be submitted by
Dec. 15, 1992, to: The Young
Center for the Study of Anabap-
tist and Pietist Groups, Elizabeth-

town College, Elizabethtown, PA
17022-2298.

• Coming events:

Conference on racism, Neil Avenue
Mennonite Church, Columbus,
Ohio, Feb. 28-29. The Neil Ave-
nue congregation and Lee
Heights Community Church in

Cleveland are planning the
event, which is designed for peo-

ple from Mennonite Church and
General Conference Mennonite
Church congregations in Ohio.

Issues addressed will include

"The Reality of White Privi-

lege," "African-American Wor-
ship," "Mixed Marriages,"
"Mixed Adoptions," and "Black
and Mennonite." More informa-

tion from the Neil Avenue
church at 251 W. 6th Ave., Co-
lumbus, OH 43201; phone 614
299-7970.

MCC Central States annual meet-

ing, Freeman, S.D., Feb. 29. Ed
Martin, MCC secretary for the

Middle East and South Asia,

will present the keynote address

on "The Middle East: One Year
After War." More information

from the Central States office,

106 W. 24th St., Box 235, New-
ton, KS 67114; phone 316 283-

2720.

• Job openings:
Director of organizational manage-
ment program, Bluffton College,

Bluffton, Ohio. Innovative aca-

demic leader wanted. Experi-

ence in administration, college

teaching, and marketing with an
understanding of adult learning

are highly desirable. Ph.D. or

M.B.A. preferred, master's de-

gree acceptable. Screening be-

gins Feb. 15. Reply to: William

Hawk, dean of academic affairs,

Bluffton College, 280 W. College

Ave., Bluffton, OH 45817; phone
419 358-3317.

Graphic designer, Mennonite Mu-
tual Aid, Goshen, Ind. Full-time

position to work in Goshen of-

fice in helping meet the commu-
nication needs of MMA and its

programs. Candidates must:
have at least four years of full-

time, hands-on work experience

as a graphic designer or a degree
in art or graphic design with two
years full-time experience; have
a minimum of one year's experi-

ence using a PageMaker
desktop publishing system; be

able to work independently and
take initiative. If interested,

please contact the Personnel of-

fice at 1-800-348-7468 or send
resume to 1110 N. Main St.,

Goshen, IN 46526.

Male dormitory adviser, Lancaster
Mennonite High School, Lan-
caster, Pa. Needed immediately.

Applicant needs to be capable
of supervising high school stu-

dents from ages 14-18. Prior ex-

perience or college preferred.

Interested persons should con-

tact Susan Greenwald, resident

director, LMH dormitory, at 717

299-0436.

Store manager, Worldwide Gifts,

Champaign, 111. Paid position,

available March 15. This store,

started in 1984, is affiliated with

MCC Selfhelp Crafts. It is an
established, nonprofit interna-

tional gift shop. Many volun-

teers are from the sponsoring

Mennonite congregations in the

local area. Interested persons

may phone 217 897-1587 or 217

396-4061, or send questions and
resume to WWG Search Com-
mittee, 3262 Greenwood Dr.,

Dewey, IL 61840, before Feb. 20.

Summer staff, Bethany Birches

Camp, Bridgewater Corners, Vt.

Needed are counselors, cook,

assistant cook, assistant pro-

gram director, lifeguard, nurse,

kitchen and maintenance assis-

tants. More information at Beth-

any Birches Camp, Box 145,

Bridgewater Corners, VT 05035;

phone 802 672-3488.

Summer staff, Camp Hebron, Hal-

ifax, Pa. Counselors, directors,

and other support staff are

needed. More information is

available from Ralph Swartzen-

truber, Camp Hebron, 957 Camp
Hebron Rd., Halifax, PA 17032-

9522; phone 717 896-34441.

BIRTHS

Abebe, Tamene and Wanda
(Stutzman), Goshen, Ind.,

Ermias (first child), Dec. 17.

Bruker, Eric and Pearl (Kurtz),

Harrisburg, Pa., Jacob Kurtz
(second child), Jan. 13.

Burkholder, Phil and Anita
(Kanagy), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Conrad Garrett (first child),

Dec. 20.

Dalebroux, Mark and Cinda,
Madison, Wis., Kate Elizabeth

(second child), Oct. 7.

Groff, William and Merry, Sellers-

ville, Pa., Clayton Isaac (second

child), Jan. 11.

Grove, Marlin and Kathy (Mar-

tin), Greencastle, Pa., Olivia

Students hosted. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Some 83 students

from 18 countries spent Christmas break in south-central

Pennsylvania. Local families hosted them, as part of the 20th

annual Christmas International Homes program of Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions. Above, Judy Houser of Hershey,

Pa., (left) shows Ayax and Olga Alvarez of Costa Rica how to

make apple pie. The couple study therapeutic recreation and
linguistics, respectively, at Southern Illinois University at

Carbondale.
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Mae (third child), Aug. 11.

Hoober, Chuck and Diane
(Niguidula), Elkton, Md., Eric

Anthony (first child), Jan. 7.

Hoover, Kevin and Rita (Good),

Schwenksville, Pa., Kaitlyn

Rose (first child), Jan. 15.

Jemison, Dave and Doreen
(Seitz), Lancaster, Pa., Noah
Edwards (first child), Dec. 31.

Kelly, Robert and Cheryl

(Schweitzer), Lowville, N.Y.,

Nathan Robert (third child),

Dec. 18.

Kennel, Elvin and Wendy
(Godshall), Lederach, Pa., Ra-

chel Elizabeth (first child), Jan.

14.

Lambright, Wayne and Charity

(Wenger), Sarasota, Fla.,

Brigitta Margarite (first child),

born Aug. 6, received for adop-

tion Oct. 25.

Lantz, Dave and Amy (Schrock),

Sarasota, Fla., Trevor David

(first child), Aug. 26.

Mericle, Jason and Melinda
(Tadlock), Norfolk, Va., Jonah

Nicolas (fourth child), Dec. 10.

Miller, Keith and Regina (Yoder),

Mifflinburg, Pa., Mariah Chel-

sea (first child), Dec. 27.

Mullet, Freeman (Butch) and

Sandi (Schrock), Sarasota, Fla.,

Tiler Faye (third child), Nov. 25.

Smith, Tim and Angela (Horn),

Orrville, Ohio, Brooke Noel

(first child), Dec. 30.

Snyder, Neil and Coleen (Dett-

weiler), Waterloo, Ont., Amanda
Lynn (second child), Sept. 5.

Sommers, Laverne and Leona

(Weaver), Hartville, Ohio,

Brandy Leigh (third child), Nov.

22.

Stauffer, Carl and Carolyn
(Swarr), Richmond, Va., Eliza-

beth Grace (second child), Jan.

13.

Stevanus, Peter and Wendy
(Olinek), Waterloo, Ont., Jenni-

fer Doras (third child), Nov. 20.

Stone, Scott and Gina (Kauff-

man), Elkhart, Ind., Alexandria

Chay (second child), Jan. 6.

Weaver, Jim and Ilsa (Baer),

Harrisonburg, Va., Melissa

Lynn (third child), Dec. 20.

Wenger, Louis and Julie (Stan-

ford), Harrisonburg, Va., Bran-

don Louis (second child), Jan. 6.

Wiebe, Brian and Brenda, Smith-

ville, Ohio, Caleb Luke (first

child), Nov. 28.

Wiebe, Lynn and Julie (Martin),

Phoenix, Ariz., Aaron James

(second child), Dec. 4.

Wismer, Glenn and Glenda
(Rice), Perkasie, Pa., Amanda
Leigh (first child), Dec. 3.

Yoder, Marlin and Sherri

(Hackenburg), Millmont, Pa.,

Ethan Cole (third child), Jan. 2.

MARRIAGES

Bergey-Kulp: Jamie Bergey,

Green Lane, Pa., and Kris Kulp,

Telford, Pa. (Blooming Glen),

Dec. 21, by Truman H. Brunk,

Tom Jordan, and Robert
Shreiner.

Bowman-Diefenbacher: Wayne
Bowman (Floradale) and An-

drea Diefenbacher, April 27, by

Fred Redekop.
Freeman-Hoffer: Duane Free-

man (Floradale) and Amy
Hoffer, June 15, by Fred

Redekop.
Grieser-Leazenby: Jonathan

Grieser, Clarksville, Mich.

(West Odessa), and Alice

Leazenby, Clarksville, Mich.

(Bible Church), Dec. 7, by El-

wood Norton.

Kallina-Fry: Kurt Kallina, Tinley

Park, III, and Delia Beth Fry,

East Peoria, 111. (First, Morton),

Jan. 11, by Thelma Horner.

Kremer-Stauffer: James Kremer,

Columbus, Neb. (United Meth-

odist Church), and Janelle

Stauffer, Milford, Neb. (Bell-

wood), Dec. 28, by Noah S. Kolb.

Lee-Meyer: Bobby Lee, Cam-
bridge, Mass., and Elaine

Meyer, Cambridge, Mass. (As-

sembly, Goshen, Ind.), July 20,

by the Beacon Hill Friends

Meeting.
Litwiller-Zimmerman: William

Litwiller, Jr., Minier, 111.

(Hopedale), and Carol Zimmer-

man, Morton, 111. (Groveland

Evangelical Mennonite), Aug.

10, by Earl Cecil.

Martin-Beacom: Rod Martin

(Floradale), and Karen Beacom
July 27, by Fred Redekop.

Martin-Koebel: Leon Martin
(Floradale) and Loree Koebel

(Floradale), June 15, by Fred

Redekop.
Morris-Bergey: Mike Morris,

Chesapeake, Va. (Mt. Pleasant),

and Joy Bergey, Chesapeake

Va. (Mt. Pleasant), Dec. 7, by

Harold Bergey.

Rhodes-Emswiler: Winston

Rhodes, Jr., Harrisonburg, Va.

(Harrisonburg), and Rene
Emswiler, Harrisonburg, Va
(Harrisonburg), Dec. 14, by

Wayne North and Tom Peachey

Stutzman-Gerber: Stacy Stutz-

man, Sarasota, Fla. (Bay Shore),

and Julia Gerber, Sarasota, Fla

(Sunnyside, Conneaut Lake

Pa.), Dec. 28, by Howard S.

Schmitt.

Zimmerman-Lapp: John Zimmer

man, Harrisonburg, Va. (Family

of Hope), and Ruth Ann Lapp

Port Allegheny, Pa. (Birch

Grove), Dec. 14, by John Lapp

0)
CO

0)

February 28-29,1992

Come and see

what seminary life is like.

Join us in worship, study

and learning.

Explore

classes, degree options,

and financial aid opportunities.

Be our guest

for meals and overnight lodging.

To receive a brochure

or to register, call Steve Fath,

Admissions, at 219 295-3726

Associated
Mennonite
Biblical

Seminaries

3003 Benham Ave
Elkhart, Indiana

46517-1999
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MENNOSCOPE

Indian River, N.Y., to Joseph M.
and Lydia (Rogui) Zehr. Died:
Jan. 9, 1992, Carthage, N.Y. Sur-

vivors—wife: Edna M. (Yancey)
Zehr; children: Evan S., Savilia

R. Steria, Bernice L.; brothers
and sisters: Menno R., Amos R.,

Vernon E., Martha R. Beller,

Esther R. Moshier, Marion R.

Gingerich; 6 grandchildren. Fu-
neral: Jan. 13, Lowville Menno-
nite Church, by Julius Moser
and Richard Zehr. Burial:
Conservative Mennonite Ceme-
tery, Croghan, N.Y.

DEATHS

Birky, Richard Dean, 78, Adair,

Okla. Born: Nov. 21, 1913, Gib-

son City, DL, to John and Stella

Mae Birky. Died: Dec. 12, 1991,

of cancer. Survivors—wife:

Katie Anna (Swartzendruber)
Birky; children: R. Dwight, Ja-

nice Eckels, Judith Gulotta,

Gloria Beachey; 9 grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Joyce
(daughter).

He was ordained on Aug. 23,

1942, and was ordained a bishop
in 1949. He was minister of Oak
Grove Mennonite Church,
Adair, Okla., and served as

bishop for Northeast Oklahoma
area.

Brubacher, Elmer, 74. Born:
Nov. 12, 1917, Waterloo County,
Ont., to Henry and Hannah
(Shantz) Brubacher. Died: Nov.

26, 1991, Waterloo, Ont. Survi-

vors—wife: Myra (Shoemaker)
Brubacher; daughter: Lois;

brothers and sisters: Irvine, Em-
erson, Rebecca Bauman, Sarah
Buehler, Elvina Martin; 2 grand-

children. Predeceased by: Neil

and Maurice (sons). Funeral and
burial: Nov. 29, Floradale Men-
nonite Church, by Fred
Redekop and Archie Ballantyne.

Burkhart, Mahlon, 66, Waterloo,
Ont. Born: Sept. 2, 1925, Water-
loo, Ont., to Menno and Hattie

(Lichti) Burkhart. Died: Jan. 3,

1992, Kitchener, Ont. Survi-

vors—wife: Peggy (Shaw)
Burkhart; children: Jim, Dale,

Tom, Dave; brothers and sister:

Eugene, Donald, Nora Shantz; 3

grandchildren. Memorial ser-

vice: Jan. 5, Edward R. Good
Funeral Home, by Doug Snyder.
Burial: cremation.

Burkholder, Mary N. (Martin),

83, Denver, Pa. Born: June 17,

1908, Blueball, Pa., to Harry H.
and Emma Nolt Martin. Died:
Nov. 5, Ephrata, Pa., of a stroke.

Survivors—husband: Amos R.

Burkholder; children: Landis E.,

Leah Wiker, Daniel M.; brothers

and sisters: Lester Martin, Allen

Martin, Emma Landis, Edith
Weaver, Grace Good; 10 grand-

children, 5 great-grandchildren.

Funeral and burial: Nov. 9, at

Indiantown Mennonite Church,
Ephrata.

Diefenbacher, Allen, 74. Born:
Feb. 6, 1917, Waterloo County,
Ont., to Leo and Rachel
Diefenbacher. Died: Sept. 8,

1991, Kitchener, Ont., of cancer.

Survivors— children: Clarence,

Elsie, Marie, Newton; sisters:

Elizabeth Wideman, Melvina
Gingrich, Elmeda Bauman, Ida

Weber; 10 grandchildren, 2

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Barbara Frey (wife).

Funeral and burial: Sept. 11,

Floradale Mennonite Church,
by Fred Redekop.

Gindlesperger, Curtis M., 91.

Born: Feb. 11, 1900, Somerset
County, Pa., to David and Ellen

(Speigle) Gindlesperger. Died:

Jan. 3, 1992, Somerset, Pa., of

congestive heart failure. Survi-

vors—children: Thelma Yaste,

Marlene, Lois Wilson; 2 grand-

children. Predeceased by: Olive

I. Thomas (wife). Funeral and
burial: Jan. 6, Thomas Menno-
nite Church, by Homer Schrock,

Don Speigle, Norman Moyer,
and Aldus Wingard.

Graybill, Paul C, 62, New Hol-
land, Pa. Born: Feb. 19, 1929,

Philadelphia, Pa., to J. Paul and
Phebe Martin Graybill. Died:

Nov. 26, 1991, Philadelphia, Pa.

Survivors— wife: Verna G.
Kreider Graybill; children:
Sheryl Wiles, Donna Kreider,

Larry N., Dean L., Donovan R.;

brothers and sisters: Naomi
Moon, Huldah Petersheim, Lois

Graybill; 13 grandchildren. Fu-
neral and burial: Nov. 30,

Ridgeview Mennonite Church,
by R. Clair Umble, Raymond
Lapp, and Robert Petersheim.

Kauffman, Joseph J., 90, Belle-

ville, Pa. Born: Oct. 27, 1901,

Belleville, Pa., to John G. and
Mary Ellen (Stoltzfus) Kauff-

man. Died: Jan. 5, 1992, Mill

Creek, Pa., of congestive heart

failure. Survivors—wife: Fannie
E. Swarey; children: Sadie
Hartzler, Bertha Kanagy,
Malinda Sharp; brothers: Fred
L., Alvin J., Alpha J.; half

brother: Rudy J.; 3 grandchil-

dren, 2 great-grandchildren; one
foster grandchild, 2 foster great-

grandchildren; 10 stepgrand-
children, 33 step-great-grand-

children, 5 step-great-great-grand-

children. Funeral: Jan. 8, Beth-El

Mennonite Church, by Foster King
and Roy L. Yoder. Burial: Allens-

ville Mennonite Cemetery.

Leichty, Ada Mae (Roth), 87,

Wayland, Iowa. Born: April 16,

1904, Wayland, Iowa, to Chris-

tian and Ida (Wyse) Roth. Died:

Jan. 5, 1992, Wayland, Iowa.
Survivors— children: Glen and
Mahlon Leichty; sisters: Beulah
Barron, Velma Smith; 8 grand-

children, 11 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: William
B. Leichty (husband) and Har-
old Leichty (son). Funeral: Jan.

7, Bethel Mennonite Church, by
Ken Steckly and Glen Richard.

Burial: Sugar Creek Mennonite
Cemetery.

Miller, Leonard, 75, Smithville,

Ohio. Born: Feb. 25, 1916,
Smithville, Ohio, to Howard D.
and Clara Ramseyer Miller.

Died: Sept. 30, 1991, Smithville,

Ohio. Survivors—wife: Sarah
(Plank) Miller; children: Robert,
Donald, Rex, Kathy Smucker,
Enid Schlonager, Amy Sharpe;
brother and sister: Lloyd Miller,

Louella Thut; 21 grandchildren,

2 great-grandchildren. Funeral
and burial: Oct. 2, Oak Grove
Mennonite Church, by Jim
Schrag and Sharon Speigle.

Nafziger, Solomon, 87, Car-
thage, N.Y. Born: Feb. 19, 1904,

Perth, Ont, to Nicholas and
Mary (Steinman) Nafziger.
Died: Dec. 8, 1991, Carthage,

N.Y. Survivors— sister: Mary
Nafziger. Predeceased by:
Mabel Hall Nafziger (wife). Fu-
neral and burial: Dec. 11, First

Mennonite Church, New Bre-
men, N.Y., by Lester Bauman.

Peifer, Mary H., 88, Lititz, Pa.
Born: May 19, 1903, Akron, Pa.,

to Isaac and Amanda (Hess)

Witmer. Died: Jan. 4, 1992,

Lititz, Pa. Survivors—children:

Eugene W., Martin E., Erma
Schwebbach, Arlene Walter;
brother and sisters: Isaac
Witmer, Mabel Snaveley, Irene

Witmer, Eva Miller; 13 grand-

children, 14 great-grandchil-
dren. Predeceased by: Martin S.

Peifer (husband). Funeral: Jan.

8, Landis Homes East Chapel,
by Don Good and J. Lester
Graybill. Burial: Eby Cemetery.

Pletcher, Morris F., 73,

Wakarusa, Ind. Born: June 22,

1918, Elkhart County, Ind. Died:
Jan. 7, 1992, Elkhart, Ind. Sur-

vivors—wife: Lucille (Risser)

Pletcher; children: Dale, Harold,
Nancy Hoover; brothers and sis-

ters: Ephraim, Jerry, Luke,
Rosie Lambright, Clara Rupp; 4

grandchildren, 4 stepgrand-
children. Funeral and burial:

Jan. 9, Olive Mennonite Church,
by Dale Shenk.

Shantz, Melvin, 61. Born: Jan. 3,

1930, Waterloo County, Ont, to

Levi and Melinda Shantz. Died:

July 26, 1991, of a heart attack.

Survivors—wife: Nadine Brad-
well Shantz; children: Murray,
Dave, Anne Bauman; stepchil-

dren: Stephen Bradwell, Jenni-

fer Bradwell; brothers and sis-

ters: Noah, Urias, Orvie, Aden,
Nancy Martin, Annie Gingrich;

7 grandchildren. Predeceased
by: Alice (Martin) Shantz (first

wife). Funeral and burial: July

30, Floradale Mennonite
Church, by Willard Metzger.

Zehr, Samuel R., 92, New Bre-

men, N.Y. Born: April 13, 1899,

CALENDAR

Mennonite Arts Weekend, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, Feb. 7-9

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 8-11

Mennonite Central Committee an-

nual meeting, Wichita, Kan., Feb.

13-15

Mennonite Publication Board direc-

tors meeting, Pittsburgh, Feb. 14-15

School for Ministers, Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.,

Feb. 17-20

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 20-22

Open House, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elk-

hart, Ind., Feb. 28-29

Allegheny Conference delegate

session, Martinsburg, Pa.,
March 3

Christian Peacemaker Teams con-

ference, Richmond, Va., March
6-8

Dialogue 92, Mennonite Health
Association, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-8

Mennonite and Brethren Health
Assembly, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-11

Mennonite Board of Congrega-
tional Ministries directors meet-
ing, March 12-14

New York Mennonite Conference
delegate session, Syracuse,
NY., March 14

Ohio Conference delegate session,

Kidron, Ohio, March 14

Atlantic Coast Conference annual
meeting, Atglen, Pa., March 14-15

Conference on Family Violence

and Sexual Abuse, Kidron,
Ohio, March 20-21

Lancaster Conference annual
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., March
20-22

Illinois Conference annual meeting,

Tiskilwa, 111., March 27-28

Northwest Conference spring
meeting, Calgary, Alta., March
27-29

Evangelism and Church Planting

Sunday, April 26
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Reading for Fun and Relaxation

SURVIVINGWITHOUT
ROMANCE
AFRICAN WOMEN IB1 THUS ITOttl!

MARY IOU <UMMIN61

Tales from the

Peoli Road
The "Amish Garrison Keillor," Eli R

Beachy tells stories about the people he

knows best. The folks who live on Peoli

Road. Here you will find humorous and

enlightening exploits and misadventures

of those very real people who happen to

be Amish.

Paper, $6.95; in Canada $8.95.

Up from the Rubble
"Our story" of World War II. The story

that hundreds of Mennonites have

flocked to hear Peter Dyck tell. Now in a

384-page book with dozens of photos,

Peter and Elfrieda Dyck tell the story of

the rescue of thousands of war-ravaged

Mennonite refugees fleeing Europe.

Paper, $14.95; in Canada $18.95.

Departure
Take off on an adventure with

Melodie M. Davis during her junior year

of college in romantic, exotic Barcelona,

Spain.

Paper, $7.95; in Canada $9.95.

Surviving Without
Romance:
African Women Tell

Their Stories
Mary Lou Cummings provides the

vehicle for African women to share their

stories that challenge our assumptions

about the important elements of

relationships and life.

Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50.

Whisper of Love
A young Amish girl grows up on the

Kansas prairie and later the rugged,

unsettled New Mexico. As a young

woman longing for the more settled

communities of Kansas with memories

of the strong, handsome Sam Knepp,

Mattie also has the restless urge to

travel, to see new places, and meet new
people. By Jewel Miller.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50.

Joseph
Joseph winds up in Egypt after his

jealous brothers sell him to passing

slave traders. His gift for interpreting

dreams puts him in a powerful position

where he has the opportunity to repay

his brothers. By James R Shott, author

of Leah.

Paper, $6.95; in Canada $8.95.

Daniel
The fourth novel by Mary Christner

Borntrager takes up a line of Ellie's

family. Daniel struggles to maintain his

farm and raise his children after his

wife, Hildie, mysteriously disappears.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50.

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press.

Please include 10% for shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers, add 7% of total

for GST.

Herald Press
Dept. GH
6l6 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept.GH
490 Dutton Drive

Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7
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THE LAST WORD

I'm not going to the zoo
My first experience with the city was the zoo.

I couldn't have been more than four or five when
my parents took me to Philadelphia for my first

sight of monkeys and lions and zebras. I was fas-

cinated. What strange things behind bars.

Some years later I got to walk the streets of

New York City during a high school senior trip.

On Bowery Street I had my first glimpse of the

seamier side of human existence: the drunks, the

drug pushers, the pimps. That experience fasci-

nated me too. What strange ways some people
had.

Today I know there's more to the city than its

zoos. But I'm still tempted to look at it that way.

What a place to see life: its cultural elegance, its

human potential, its sorry decadence. The city is

a great place to visit. Live there? Well. . .

.

But more of us Mennonites do live there.

Now, with a recent decision of the General
Board, the Mennonite Church is going to the

city officially. In contrast to previous meetings in

such locations as Kitchener, Ont., and Bowling
Green, Ohio, the next Mennonite General Assem-
bly will be held in the heart of one of the larger

urban areas of the United States: downtown
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The decision for Philadelphia 93, as this

churchwide gathering will be called, did not

come without some trepidation. Would our peo-

ple attend? Would we overcome our stereotypes

of the city (even though we know there's more to

urban life than muggings and drugs and pover-

ty)? Would we be critical of the cost (even

though Philadelphia will cost less than a more
rural setting we could use)? Would we function

well in unfamiliar territory (based in hotels and
convention centers instead of homes and college

dorms)?

Assembly planners decided to take the risk.

So the Mennonite Church will go to the city in

1993. The question now is not if but how?

How will we Mennonites go to Philadelphia

93? Will we be observers, gawkers, tourists—tak-

ing another trip to the zoo? Or will we go to Phil-

adelphia as we might approach a new term at

school?

For, as Mathew Swora points out in this issue

(page 1), we Mennonites have much to learn

from the city. Even those areas that fit our ste-

reotypes can teach us much:
• That there's more to life than weedless gar-

dens and rust-free cars.

• That better relationships take place on
crowded city streets than in suburban one-to-a-

car, traffic-jam commutes.
• That more insights come from diverse envi-

ronments than from homogenous communities.
Perhaps most exciting is the challenge we

have to watch the gospel grow and flourish in

the city. Here "we can join the reign of God for

reconciliation," Swora writes. "We can . . . watch
our Anabaptist vision take on new cultural ex-

pressions among new Mennonites."
Today those of us from older, more estab-

lished Mennonite areas have the opportunity to

join with these new expressions of our faith. Not
as observers. Often not even as participants. Al-

ways as learners.

That can begin to happen when we go to Phila-

delphia, July 27-Aug. 1, 1993. I'm excited about
the prospects of being there. One place I don't

plan to visit is the zoo.

—

jlp

An open note to Anonymous
You've written me 20 times now in the 15

months I've been editor of Gospel Herald.

You've complained about the church's "watered-
down theology," inclusive language, and what
you call my "political, pacifist, left-wing rheto-

ric." You've called me arrogant.

You've tried humor: "Adam and Even did not
have abusive childhoods." But you also com-
plained about my using Pontius' Puddle. (Yes, I

got the one you addressed: Ivory Tower, Gospel
Herald, Scottdale, Pa.)

Sorry, but I can't take you seriously. Without
your name and address, there can be no dia-

logue. Without dialogue, there is no com-
munication.

So I relegate you to the last drawer in my
files. To be pulled out for a smile now and then.

I know it's not what you intended. You were seri-

ous when you wrote. But until you identify your-

self, I don't know what else to do with you.—jlp
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What Big Eddie
taught me about
the atonement

It is not one's understanding that

makes what happened at the cross

work. What was accomplished was ac-

complished, even if no one understands.

Acouple of years ago I learned something

about the atonement in the most unlikely

place from a most unlikely person. It was

at Laurelville Mennonite Church Center (Mt.

Pleasant, Pa.). In the swimming pool. From Big

Eddie.

Believe me, Big Eddie was big. He must have

been at least seven feet tall and weighed at least

400 pounds. His head was absolutely huge, and

it sat right on top of his four foot wide shoul-

ders, no neck to be seen anywhere. Big Eddie

was quite a sight.

Now Big Eddie was not part of my reason for

being at Laurelville. Big Eddie had come with

100 friends of his to Laurelville with the West-

moreland County Association of Retarded Citi-

zens. This is a group of people who, because of

their appearance and behavior, don't normally

get to do some things that the rest of us take for

granted, like going camping and swimming in a

public pool. But because Laurelville is a Menno-

nite camp—with a ministry directed by Jesus'

by

Lynn
A. Miller



Big Eddie taught me you don't need
words to communicate understanding.
And you don't need thoughts or under-
standing to be a recipient of God's love.

ethic of love—it is the only camp in Western
Pennsylvania that will invite retarded and handi-
capped people to come and stay there as a

group. All the other campgrounds and retreat
centers consider them too much of a social prob-
lem, not to speak of the insurance risk. And they
are afraid that other campers will object to shar-
ing a facility with people who look and act like

some retarded people do.

But not at Laurelville. The people who come
there are as different from "normal" people as
the place itself is different from the other
camps. Those of us who were at Laurelville that
week were delighted to share the facilities, in-

cluding the swimming pool, with the retarded cit-

izens groups.

That is where I met Big Eddie, in the swim-
ming pool. When I first saw him, he was hanging
on to the edge in the deep end of the pool. The
first thing he did when our eyes met was to put
a mile-wide smile on that huge face of his. And
then he waved at me, and he said, "Huuuhhhh!"
I'm not really sure how to spell it, but that's

what he said, "Huuuhhhh!" And then he pointed
to a friend of his who was just about to jump off

the diving board for the first time in her life,

and he smiled again, and he said, "Huuuhhhh!"
The only sound Big Eddie made for the entire

four days that I swam in that pool with him was
"Huuuhhhh!"

Big Eddie cannot speak, not at all. Big
Eddie is severely retarded. As far as any-
one can tell, his mind cannot form words,

much less sentences. Big Eddie can only make
one sound, "Huuuhhhh!" But Big Eddie has an
enormous vocabulary with that one sound. He
uses his enormous eyebrows to change the mean-
ing of each "Huuuhhhh" that he says. And if you
watch his face and how it changes, you can tell

not only what he is talking about but some of
what he thinks of it.

At some point in the week, after listening to
Big Eddie express his delight at being in the
water with one "Huuuhhhh!" after another, I sud-
denly found myself thinking of my theology and
my understanding of salvation and conversion
and discipleship. In other words, the atonement.
I thought of all this in terms of Big Eddie. And
by the end of the week, I understood how much
my understanding of those things depends on
just that: understanding.
But when it comes to understanding the atone-

ment, what do you do with Big Eddie? Or more
importantly, what does God do with Big Eddie?
Now that I have met and communed with Big

Eddie, I think that I no longer believe that big
Eddie cannot be saved or be a disciple of Jesus
just because he cannot say the magic words, or
even because he may not understand the mys-
tery of God incarnate, or justification by faith.

Jesus did not come to save only those who
could understand, or only those who have their

doctrine correct, or even only those who can say
his precious name. Jesus did not die on that
cross to save only those who can read and
thereby study the written revelation of his life

and saving death. Jesus died for all, and some-
how in God's great providence, people like Big
Eddie are covered by the blood just like the rest
of us intelligent, articulate, committed disciples.

But how? How does the death of Jesus be-
come effective in the life of people who
can't read or even understand comic

strips, much less Romans 3:25? What happened
when Jesus died that makes a difference for peo-
ple like Big Eddie?
When I got back to my office Friday morning,

the first thing I did was to get out my systematic
theology texts and turned to the atonement sec-
tions. That is where the topic of what happened
when Jesus died is discussed. And boy, is it dis-

cussed! My reaction to reading those pages
again reminded me of the little boy who was
asked to write a book report about a book on
rabbits. At the end of his report, he said, "This
book told me a great deal more about rabbits than
I wanted to know!" That is what I felt about the
atonement when I had finished reading.

But now that I have met Big Eddie, I am not
sure that I care as much as I used to about the
difference between "propitiation" and "expia-
tion." I mean, does it really make any difference
to Big Eddie if Jesus was his "ransom" or his

"vicarious substitutionary sacrifice"? And what
is more important, does God care if Big Eddie
doesn't know the difference?

Now, don't get me wrong. Words are impor-
tant. They are important to me. I like

words. They are like tools. Using the
right words is like using the right tools; shaping
thoughts is a lot like shaping wood. Each tool

has its own effect on the wood, and each word
has its effect on the thought.

But Big Eddie taught me something about
words and thoughts. And that is this: you don't
need words to communicate understanding. And
what is more important, you don't need thoughts
or understanding to be the recipient of God's
love. Every time Big Eddie said "Huuuhhhh!" to
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I

New balloons

Wild ideas skitter through my head

Chasing each other

Like stir-crazy night bugs

Swarming around a street light.

Dreams that seem so right

That lift you up up up

Can come crashing down
Flat as a busted balloon.

What to do?

But a new balloon?

—Dorothy Shank

me, I was the recipient of his love. And I think

that when Jesus died, Big Eddie and all of the

other people of the world who cannot read or write

or speak or spell were recipients of God's love.

That is because it is not our understanding

that makes what happened at the cross work.

What was accomplished was accomplished, even

if no one understands. To be righteous, Big

Eddie does not have to understand that because

Jesus died, he is righteous before God. To use

the language of the theologians, the reality of

Just because someone cannot
say the magic words or even
understand does not mean
they cannot be a disciple.

the objective atonement does not depend on the

subjective reality of the atoned. Does that help

you understand? Does that make sense to any-

one? Well, don't worry about it. It doesn't have

to make sense. You don't have to understand it

in order for it to be true.

And it is true. When Jesus died, our sins were

forgiven and we were brought to "at-one-ment"

with God. And Big Eddie is just as much a recip-

ient of God's saving grace and atoning love as

anyone else. To which both Big Eddie and I say,

"Huuuhhhh!"

Lynn A. Miller has resigned as pastor of the

South Union Mennonite Church, West Liberty,

Ohio. Next month, at the request of the Church-

wide Stewardship Council, he will "take to the road"

speaking in churches and conducting seminars on

the Vision 95 emphasis of "Firstfruits Living.

"
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READERS SAY

Political powers must also

answer to the Lamb
I found J. Lawrence Burkholder's de-

lineation of three levels of witness to

the state illuminating ("What Shall We
Then Say to the State?" Dec. 31).

There is, however, another level of wit-

ness which Burkholder has omitted

—

giving witness that Jesus is Lord. This
is of utmost importance from any
Christian's perspective. We have a

model for it from the book of Acts as

Paul was brought to trial before Roman
officials.

The New Testament does not divorce

governmental or institutional powers
from spiritual powers. Words such as

"power" and "throne" are used in both
senses. I recall that during the Persian

Gulf War the president of the United
States invoked spiritual authority for

his actions. In that context, I believe we
accomplish little by arguing the political

wisdom or foolishness of the war. A
faithful disciple can only take the ap-
proach that John, the writer of Revela-

tion took—a clear and forceful

assertion that the political powers will

have to answer to the Lamb.
Steven G. Gehman
Souderton, Pa.

Not appropriate medium
I am disturbed that Gospel Herald

would publish the letter, "Some Abuse
Stories Have Another Side," (Dec. 24).

No one has the right to tell any story

but their own. The writer may say that
she herself was not abused, but unless

she was her sister's constant compan-
ion, she cannot speak for her; she was
not always there.

Gospel Herald is not the appropriate
medium for individual family problems,
even—or especially—when they are pre-

sented as a general concern. I think Gos-
pel Herald owes the sister a formal
apology.

Margaret McLaughlin
Goshen, Ind.

Only when we refuse
the "last idol"

I wonder whether any of us now liv-

ing will ever see a Peace Tax Fund en-

acted into law. Even Marian Franz, the

Peace Tax Fund's executive secretary,

admits that the Peace Tax bill is not
going to be passed any time soon
("There Ought to Be a Law," Jan. 14).

Is it reasonable to believe that the

U.S. Congress will enact a law which is

in favor of peace? Can a very small mi-
nority of Christians (Brethren, Quakers,
and Mennonites) have much influence?

In the same issue, C. Douglas
Hostetter ("Thou Shalt Have No Other
Gods Before Me—and That Includes

War") gives an answer: "Only when peo-
ple around the world refuse the 'last

idol' will we be able to rid ourselves of

the scourge of war. Only then will we
be able to build a community based on
law, understanding, and justice that

transcends the petty national, ethnic,

and religious divisions about which
wars are fought."

H. Harold Hartzler

Glendale, Ariz.

Church and pastor
accountable to God
The three-part series by Alan Moore-

Beitler ("What Does It Mean to Be a

Pastor?" Nov. 26, Dec. 10, Dec. 17) has
been thought-provoking and stimulat-

ing. His use of images of the pastor as

poet, prophet, and priest push us to re-

flect on the nature of ministry in new
ways.

One key point in the third article trou-

bles me. Moore-Beitler reminds pastors

that whatever "authority they have as

spiritual leaders comes from being

among the congregation. . . . There is no
. . . personal authority to the priestly

side of pastoring."

The author emphasizes a partial truth

in saying that authority comes from the

congregation. But not solely. Hebrews
13:17 calls the church "to obey your
leaders and submit to their authority"

because these leaders must give ac-

count. We assume that this accountabil-

ity is to God.

Surely authority is finally rooted in

God, who calls the person to service

through the office of ministry. This call

is recognized and confirmed by the

church. Thus the authority for ministry

is both personal (internal) and corpo-

rate (church), with both being rooted in

God as mediated through Christ, who is

the head of the church.

To rest on one side only is to slide

easily into an employee mentality,

which leaves the pastor at the mercy of

the congregation. The congregation
stands under the authority of the leader

as well. It is a vision of mutual account-
ability.

Ralph heboid

Waterloo, Ont.
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"Though I walk in the midst
of trouble, you preserve me
against the wrath of my ene-
mies; you stretch out your hand,
and your right hand delivers

me."—Psalm 138:7, NRSV
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How do we get rid of racism
in the Mennonite Church?

What has gone wrong? By the

end of this century, we were to

have made progress toward

being a more tolerant and in-

clusive society—and church,

by Stanley W. Green

Of all the things we will remember about

1991, one will surely be the videotaped

beating of Rodney King, a black motorist

in Los Angeles. That incident seared itself into

our collective conscience. In the days following

the release of the tape, television networks

seemed to try to outdo each other in replaying it

the most often.

However sobering that incident might have

seemed, recent trends suggest that we should

not have been shocked as a nation. Hate crimes

have burgeoned throughout the country in the re-

cent past. So alarming has been the increase in

California, this state legislature moved to in-

crease drastically the penalties for racially moti-

vated violence. The violence has plagued most

major urban centers. And 200 incidents of racial

conflict have been reported on college campuses

in the U.S. in the last year.

But what about the Mennonite Church: Is rac-

ism present here too? The vigor with which the

delegates at Mennonite General Assembly in Or-

egon this past summer called on program boards

and agencies of the church to report on their

progress in eradicating the appearance of racism

suggests it is. At least, there is a strong percep-

tion that racism is a problem in the church. And
as various agencies have begun to process the

Oregon 91 mandate, personal stories are surfac-

ing of pain some have suffered through racism.

Statistics from Church Profile II, as pub-

lished in The Mennonite Mosaic (Herald

Press, 1991) leave little room for comfort.

Almost 80 percent of Mennonites believe it is

preferable for blacks and whites not to mingle

socially. This is almost 20 percent more than

was true in the '70s. In addition, almost 80 per-

cent of Mennonites believe that people should

have the right to keep others out of their

neighborhood if they want to.

These figures are alarming. When shrewd
Afrikaners were justifying apartheid in the mid-

eighties in South Africa, their appeal was not to

the superiority of one race over the other. It was

to the essential differences between peoples that

justified their separateness. This affirmation can

lead, with tragic consequences, to segregated

schools, monoethnic neighborhoods, homoge-

neous churches, and a fractured society.

What has gone wrong here? Were we not, by

this last decade of the century, to have made
progress on the road to a more tolerant and in-

clusive society? Why are we being confronted

with new manifestations of bigotry and intoler-

ance?

We live in a time of dramatic demographic

shift in our society. By the end of this century,

53 major North American cities will have popula-

tions comprised of majorities of people of color.

The largest state in the U.S. will have no ethnic

majority. Twenty years later, the number of U.S.

citizens who are Hispanic and people of color

will have more than doubled to nearly 115 mil-

lion while the white population will not have in-

creased at all. Failure to come to terms with the

nature of the changing reality provides the fuel

for the ugly conflict we are witnessing.

Racism is not simply attitude. It is a func-

tion of power. People who have been dis-

empowered may be prejudiced, but they

cannot exercise racism. They have no powers to

do so. Racism is the ability to exclude persons

from opportunities based on the color of their

skin. It denies persons of color from access to

high-quality education, health-care, and employ-

ment opportunities. It keeps them from living in

secure and adequately serviced neighborhoods.

As such it is sin. It is blasphemous.

Racism is not simply poor judgment. It is

tragic. Peoples have been decimated, lives have

been destroyed, and incalculable injury has been

inflicted whenever it has reared its ugly head in

human history.

Why does racism persist, even when valiant

struggles have been fought to stem its tide and

blunt its influence as, for example, in the civil

rights movement in the U.S. in the '60s? Racism

persists because, too often, good people and

Christians have indulged silent acquiescence in

its presence. Or, we have condoned conditions

which our conscience condemns. (These two ex-

Today 80 percent of Mennonites believe

it's preferable for blacks and whites not

to mingle socially. That's almost 20
percent higher than it was in the '70s.
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We who are faithful to Christ Jesus can
celebrate the diversity which is a part of
the exciting reality of being alive dur-

ing this latter part of the 20th century.

planations were also the primary reasons that

millions of Jews lost their lives in Germany,
even when there was a numerically significant

church in that society.) Another reason for the

endurance of racism is that good people and
Christians often tolerate inaccurate generaliza-

tions.

Racism, however, does not only have disas-

trous consequence for those who are its victims.

It also impoverishes those who are its perpetra-

tors. In subtle ways, it compromises the develop-

ment of self-esteem in its perpetrators, since the

security of their selfhood is based on putting oth-

ers down.
If racism were only tragic, we would simply

have to deal with the substance of human rela-

tionships. For Christians, however, racism is not
only tragic; it is unfaithful. The biblical witness
is clear. Any attempt to justify the subjugation

of one race to another is idolatrous and manipu-
lative, reducing God to an instrument of our ide-

ology.

Indeed, the Bible teaches that all humanity
was created in God's image (Gen. 1:27) and that

God made of one blood all the nations of the

earth (Acts 17:26). In other words, all people
have the same origin. We are all a part of one
human family. When Paul made this statement,

he was speaking to a proud, intellectual, pagan
people who felt that all except Greeks were infe-

rior barbarians.

The Bible teaches that with God there is

no preference. The only preference the

Bible witnesses to is a preference for the

poor. Nowhere in the Scriptures is any national

entity preferred above any other. Luke espe-
cially highlights this in recording for us Jesus' re-

lationship with the Samaritans. And Paul's acerbic

attack on Peter came after Peter separated him-

self from eating with Gentiles when other Jews ar-

rived (Gal. 2:11-13). Paul says Peter was plain

"wrong" (v. 11). He calls Peter's action "hypocrisy"

(v. 13).

But the most overwhelming case against rac-

ism is the centrality of reconciliation in Jesus'

self-understanding of his mission. Paul points

out that a cardinal goal of Jesus' mission was to

Racism is a function ofpower.
People who have been disem-
powered may be prejudiced,

but they cannot be racist.

bring into being "a third race," "one new human
ity." Jesus made us one by "destroy(ing) the bar
rier, the dividing wall of hostility" (Eph. 2:11-22)

As Mennonites increasingly move into the
mainstream of North American society, our en-

counter with other races presents us with either

an opportunity or a grave temptation. The temp-
tation is strong to simply accommodate to the
prevailing attitudes in wider society, to become
part of the problem.

But becoming more main stream our
mainstreamization may also present us with won
derful opportunities not accessible before. We
can resist hypocrisy. We can choose to be faith-

Jesus' mission was to bring
into being a third race, "one
new humanity, " destroying
both barriers and hostility.

ful to who we are in Christ Jesus. We can cele-

brate the diversity which is a part of the exciting

reality of being alive during this latter part of
the 20th century.

What difference would it make for Mennonites
if we made this choice?

•In our homes. We would guide our
children's development in ways that are healthy,

open, and trusting toward people of other races.

We would delight at opportunities for nurturing
friendships and for welcoming at our table peo-
ples of other cultures and races.

• In our churches. We would celebrate diver-

sity in our midst. We would be intentional about
our commitment to be communities in which peo
pie of other races or cultures no longer need to

feel like strangers and aliens, as outsiders to be
tolerated rather than part of the family to be em-
braced and welcomed. We would also regard it

as part of our missionary task as congregations
to participate with those who are seeking to alle-

viate racism and promote justice.

• In our schools. We would deem it as cru-

cial to the process of education to ensure that

students have opportunities to encounter per-

sons of other races and cultures and see the

world through other eyes. In our recruitment pro-

grams, we would not go just to the suburbs but
also to the inner cities. We would seek to pro-

vide the assistance that will make it possible for

students from financially strapped families to

bring the enrichment of their perspectives to our
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campuses. We would similarly be proactive in re-

cruiting faculty and staff from groups other than

white. This may involve a willingness to invest in

facilitating postgraduate studies for these per-

sons. But until we are willing to do so, we will re-

main content with our comforting excuses that

leave us impoverished.

• In our agencies and institutions. We
would be careful to ensure that the programs we
design reflect a sensitivity to the other cultures

which are a part of our constituency. Here, too,

we would take care to hire staff that are drawn

from the many parts of the mosaic that we have

become. In our mission policies, we would move
more deliberately to become partners with oth-

ers rather than adhere to colonial patterns that

relegate some parts of the church to being recipi-

ents and others to being benefactors. This is es-

pecially true when control is located with those

who administer the resources.

We would begin to see the tremendous possi-

bilities inherent in regarding all churches as

sending churches. We all have different commod-
ities (money, people, resources, energy, excite-

ment); we each do have something to offer. We
would begin to enable multidirectional mission,

where multicultural mission teams travel to vari-

ous parts of the world as representatives of the

"new humanity" that God is bringing into being.

When I was a boy of about eight, growing up

in South Africa, I remember the excitement with

which our parents packed my sister, my two

brothers, and me into our family car one day to

go for an outing to a nearby coastal resort.

When finally we arrived at the resort town, my
dad drove down the "Golden Mile," a stretch of

beachfront jammed with people and fun things

to do. We children saw other kids enjoying the

exhilaration and thrill of the entertainment op-

Racism compromises the self-

esteem in its perpetrators,

since their security comes
from putting others down.

tions and soon pestered our parents to be al-

lowed to use the rides. Our persistence made it

eventually impossible for my parents to ignore

our pleas. Finally, my father ventured that it was

not that we couldn't afford it, nor that time was
a factor. The problem, he told us—when we
reached that part of the beach set aside for peo-

ple of color, devoid of any entertainment or

amenities—was the color of our skin.

Things are changing in South Africa today

if only on the surface. Will they also

change in North America, but change in

even more significant ways that allow all people

access to basic needs like education, health-care,

and employment opportunities?

And what about in the Mennonite Church?

When will nonethnic Mennonites and Menno-
nites of color cease to feel frustrated by the

struggle to feel included? When will we take seri-

ously what it means to be the "salt of the earth"

(Matt. 5:13) as a post-racist Mennonite Church?

Stanley W. Green grew up black in South Africa,

where he was a pastor before coming to the U.S.

after a five-year stint as a missionary in Jamaica.

He works half-time as ministry director for the

Southwest Conference and half-time as an urban

missiologist for the Mennonite Board of Missions.

Green is also president of the Council ofAnabap-

tists in Los Angeles.
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PERSPECTIVE

How shall we celebrate 1492?

Cele-

brate

or con-

fess?

The best

thing

may be

to help.

by Carl Kreider

Every schoolchild knows the jingle, "In

1492, Columbus sailed the ocean blue."

And each year on Oct. 12, we in the U.S.

have celebrated this event on Columbus Day.

But this year, on the quincentenary of

Columbus' "discovery," more questions than cel-

ebration are arising.

At one end of a continuum, there are those

who see this Columbus Day as an occasion for

taking pride in the New World, especially the

U.S. as the "land of the free and the home of

the brave." On the other are those who believe

this should be a time for profound penitence

and confession. I believe Christians should be
among the later. We should express our sorrow
and dismay for what the "discovery of America"
meant for the Native Americans who were living

here in 1492—as well as for their descendants in

the 500 years since then.

To be sure, the rich resources of the Americas
were not being developed as rapidly by the Na-
tive Americans as they have been developed by
immigrants since then. But the conquerors were
looking for gold and silver, not for sound eco-

nomic development. Indeed, historians feel that

the bullion exported to Spain was an important
factor in the decline of the Spanish empire along

with the inflation of prices in Europe.
The human costs suffered by the indigenous

population of 1492 and by their descendants is

incalculable. Columbus and his crew regarded

them as a source of profit for Spanish royalty,

who financed their trip. They not only "discov-

ered"; they "invaded." They lived by no rules of

decency. The Natives were regarded as an infe-

rior race to be enslaved, robbed, and raped. Any
resistance was met by torture and death. In

1552, sixty years after Columbus landed, a Cath-

olic priest wrote that 50 million Indians had per-

ished.

It
has been estimated that there were over

112 million Native Americans in the Western
Hemisphere in 1492; today there are only 28

million. With a one percent annual rate of natu-

ral increase, a population doubles in 72 years.

Natural rates of population increase in today's

poor countries of Africa are often 3 percent or

more, a doubling every 25 years. So it is abun-
dantly clear that the American continent has not

been a hospitable place for the first people who
called this land their home! Native Americans
were not part of "a land of the free" and their

bravery in resisting the superior power of the oc-

cupying forces was met by virtual genocide.

American Indians are not the only people who
will not celebrate 1492 with joy. For African-

Americans this will also be a time for resent-

ment. African-Americans realize that as Euro-
pean conquerors decimated the population of

Native Americans, they needed a fresh supply of

slave labor to develop the resources of the New
World. As early as 1518 a Spanish ship brought
black people to the New World from the Guinea
coast of Africa. In the next three centuries tens

of millions of others had landed in America as

slaves. At least ten times as many perished re-

sisting capture in Africa or suffering disease and
degradation on ships in the dreaded "middle
passage."

Later, even such an advanced political instru-

ment as the U.S. Constitution counted blacks as

only three-fifths of a person for tax purposes
and did not recognize them at all as citizens eli-

gible to vote. The 14th and 15th Amendments
were designed to change this, but another 75

years passed before they began to have any gen-

uine positive effect. In the final analysis, the

treatment of Native Americans and blacks were
tragic examples of the powerful having the

"right" to subjugate the weak.

Confession for sins against the people con-

quered by superior force in the past is

not enough. Confession needs to be ac-

companied by changes in attitudes and behavior
toward those people. These are all people cre-

ated by God and for whom Christ died. We
must treat them as our equals and promote gov-

ernment policies to make genuine equality a real-

ity.

How should Christians celebrate 1492? First,

by confession that sins committed by whites

against Native Americans and African-Ameri-

cans have established a permanent underclass.

Second, by establishing an agenda for action in

the immediate future for equality of opportunity.

Instead of spending billions of dollars for mili-

tary force to establish and maintain "security"

for our middle and upper classes, the U.S. must
allocate money to educational and health care of

the poor on Indian reservations and black ghet-

toes. We must help our marginalized people—es-

pecially those who were placed in this position

by sins of our past.

Carl Kreider, Goshen, Ind., is a retired professor

of economics who has written regularly on world

events for Gospel Herald.
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Speakers, seminars highlight

leadership event at Harrisonburg

Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—Some
225 pastors and lay leaders gathered for

the 1992 School for Leadership Training,

held Jan. 13-16 at Eastern Mennonite

College and Seminary.

"Renewing Leadership in the Congre-

gation" was the theme of the event, which

drew participants from across the eastern

United States and Canada.

Many people believe in God but have

trouble believing in his personal presence

in their lives, Duane Beck observed in the

keynote address.

Beck, who is pastor of Belmont Menno-

nite Church in Elkhart, Ind., urged his

audience to "work at breaking down those

barriers that separate us and God."

Standing under a display of vertical

strips of torn fabric, Beck said: "The

heavens are being torn apart, allowing the

human and divine to connect."

Visual art also illustrated the theme of

Leonard Sweet, who preached behind a

display of pottery by local artist Leanna

Keim.

"Just as clay must be moist for the artist

to work with it, we humans must keep our

clay moist for God," said Sweet, who is

president of United Theological Seminary

in Dayton, Ohio. "We must have a yielding

nature to be open to the Spirit who often

comes to us unawares."

Christians cannot plan for the Spirit to

come, Sweet said. "We just prepare for

it."

The following evening, Michigan pastor

Anne Stuckey used the biblical story of

the woman at the well to show the need

for honest encounters with God.

When these take place, she said, "the

Spirit is allowed to work in us and that is

grace."

In addition to sermons, the week in-

cluded morning worship and Bible study

sessions led by Marlene Kropf of the

Mennonite Board of Congregational Min-

istries (MBCM) and George R. Brunk III,

dean of Eastern Mennonite Seminary.

Kropf, Kenneth Nafziger, and Karen

Moshier Shenk introduced hymns and

worship aids from the new Brethren-Men-

nonite hymnal to be released this sum-

mer.

Afternoon sessions Tuesday and

Wednesday featured discussion on the

Pastorate Project, a three-year study of

leadership in Mennonite Church and Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite congrega-

tions.

The gifts of women in the church were

highlighted with a breakfast for women
pastors and a tea for pastors' wives.

Mennonite Church moderator-elect

Donella Clemens spoke at the breakfast,

while counselor Naomi Lederach of Mt.

Gretna, Pa., spoke at the tea.

As in previous years, participants in the

week could attend two special interest

seminars each day.

Classes offered ranged from "Person-

ality Styles and Leadership" to "When
Pastor and People Disagree" to "Models

for Congregational Leadership."

In a seminar on "Spiritual Formation in

the Congregation," Kropf presented mod-

els and approaches for personal spiritual

growth.

"I am assuming you are in this class

because you want to grow spiritually and

you desire the same of your church mem-
bers," she told the group.

"You really don't find time for anything,

including spiritual disciplines. You just

take time for it," she observed.

"Any relationship takes time to devel-

op, including our relationship with Christ.

What we may perceive as a lack of time

for nurturing our spiritual life may actu-

ally be a fear of what God will require of

us if we draw close to him," Kropf said.

"Communication, even between God
and us, is a two-way flow of traffic," the

MBCM staff member said. "The funda-

mental issue is listening"—an area in

which North Americans are "culturally

deficient," she noted.

Listening includes being aware of "our

own lives, [and] listening to the voice of

God in the Scriptures, worship, music,

prayer, and meditation." It also means

"listening to the larger world around us,"

Kropf said.

"It is often in those quiet, still moments

that God speaks most loudly," she ob-

served.

Kropf encouraged that church members

link up as "spiritual friends" to work at

closeness and accountability. Under such

an arrangement, two people meet regu-

larly to "give their full attention to what

God is doing in their lives and to respond

in faith," she said.

"The focus is on discerning the will of

God in specific terms."

Duane M. Sider, assistant professor of

church ministries at the seminary, served

as program coordinator for the week.

A first-time attender, Carol D. Martin

of Honey Brook, Pa., said the event gave

her "ideas for use in our congregation

both now and in the future."

—Jim Bishop

Grace Hostetter (left) ofHickory, N.C., talks with Catherine Kurtz ofLancaster, Pa., during

a break at the School for Leadership Training at Eastern Mennonite College and

Seminary. The Jan. 13-16 event for pastors and lay leaders included Bible studies,

seminars, and worship services.
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MCC Canada discusses
Quebec, Native issues
Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—Discussion

about Canadian unity and an apology to

Native people highlighted the annual
meeting of Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) Canada, held Jan. 16-18 in

Boissevain, Man.
Discussion about Canada's future was

sparked by Sonia Blanchette, a Menno-
nite church member from Montreal.
Blanchette told the meeting that, in her
opinion, Quebec's separation from Cana-
da was "only a matter of time."

She told the gathering that English-
speaking Canadians "should not feel

guilty" when Quebec declares indepen-
dence, but rather see it as similar to what
happens when a child grows up and be-
comes independent.

"We need you to help us to become
autonomous, find a good direction, and
keep good communication," she said.

In response to Blanchette, representa-
tives from the 10 Mennonite and Brethren
in Christ conferences that support MCC
Canada approved a discussion paper.
The paper encourages the more than

100,000 Mennonites and Brethren in

Christ to view Quebec as a distinct society
and to "make a greater accommodation to

Quebec's concerns."

Currently, there are 14 Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ congregations in Que-
bec. These churches have some 800 mem-
bers.

In addition to its comments about Que-
bec, the paper urges Mennonites and
Brethren in Christ to give "fuller accep-
tance" to the constitutional claims made
by Native Canadians and to support more
expeditious action "on land claims and
related matters."

The paper also calls for a "strong
commitment" to social justice.

"God wants all [people] to have a certain

well-being in social and economic mat-
ters," the paper states. "Government pol-

icies should foster that well-being. Envi-
ronmental protection is also essential."

The paper is intended to encourage
discussion in local congregations on con-
stitutional reform questions.

The paper encourages church members
to consider five "voices": the Bible, Ana-
baptist history, the experience of the
more than 850,000 Mennonites and
Brethren in Christ around the world
today, the current multicultural experi-
ence in Canada, and the views of other
Canadian church groups.

Also approved at the meeting was a
"Statement to Aboriginal Peoples of the
Americas." The statement includes an
apology to Native Canadians.

In the document, MCC Canada asks
forgiveness:

• For "sanctioning the conquest of land
and domination of you and your ances-
tors."

• For "not having fully recognized the
humanity and dignity of aboriginal peo-
ples."

• For having endorsed, "by our si-

lence," the "cruel treatment of aboriginal

peoples."

• For having been "unwilling or unable
to separate the intertwined goals of God,
gold, and imperial glory."

• And for having supported a "false

notion of cultural superiority as a ratio-

nale for forceful takeover."

The document goes on to say that MCC
Canada will work with Native people "for
the just and honorable fulfillment of out-
standing obligations related to land," and
"the resolution of conflicts over industrial

development."

In issuing the statement, MCC Canada
acknowledges that "there is an alternate
view of the Columbus story" and commits
itself to "teaching the truth about events
in the 500 years since Columbus."

Peacemaker wounded
as Somali war continues
Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)-A Mennonite

involved in peacemaking efforts has been
seriously wounded in Somalia.

Ahmed Haile, a Somali whose family

lives in Elkhart, Ind., suffered leg injuries

from a mortar shell. The leg was ampu-
tated in the Somali capital of Mogadishu,
and Haile was flown to Nairobi, Kenya,
for further treatment.

Haile and his wife, Martha, are the
parents of two small children.

Meanwhile, refugees outside Moga-
dishu face malnutrition and starvation,

according to a report from Bonnie Bergey,
representative for Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions and Mennonite Central
Committee.

Bergey is based in Nairobi but makes
periodic visits to Somalia.

More than 250,000 people have fled the
capital and are living in desert camps
nearby, Bergey said. All the camps are
short of water, food, and medicine.
Some 20,000 people have been killed or

wounded since new fighting broke out this

past November.

Magazine rejects ad
from church agency
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)-A national U.S.

magazine has refused to run a Mennonite
advertisement, citing possible legal prob-
lems.

The ad, which shows a collection of
superhero toys, was scheduled to appear
in the Dec. 23 issue of Newsweek. Howev-
er, the magazine's legal department re-

jected it because of trademark concerns.
"This Christmas, give your children the

superheroes they can really depend on,"
the ad says. It urges parents to give their

children love, attention, and time, and to
show them "how real people live."

The advertisement concludes by urging
readers to celebrate the birth of Jesus.

Produced by the Media Ministries of-

fice of Mennonite Board of Missions
(MBM), the ad was originally designed for

congregations to use in local newspapers.
Some 85 churches ordered it.

"The ad is a prophetic witness to our
materialistic society," said Media Minis-
tries director Kenneth J. Weaver.
"Every time a mom or dad sees that ad,

the Holy Spirit has another opportunity
to speak to them about being available to

their children, to nurture them with love,

to experience Christ, and help them
grow."

The ad had received approval from the
Newsweek editorial board before legal

objections were raised.

Weaver said the ad had been cleared by
his agency's legal counsel, based in Wash-
ington, D.C. The Washington firm noted
thatMBM Media Ministries intended to use
the ad for nonprofit, educational purposes.
At Weaver's request, MBM's counsel

contacted Newsweek's counsel. The
magazine's lawyers said Newsweek would
run the ad provided Media Ministries

enter into an indemnification agreement.
But MBM's counsel advised against

agreeing to hold the magazine harmless
"against any claims of any nature" arising

from placement of the ad, even though
MBM might not be liable.

Meanwhile, early response from
churches that ordered the ad has been
favorable. About half of these congrega-
tions ran the ad more than once during
the two weeks before Christmas.

"The ad seemed to be something that
would attract people's attention—both
from children and adults," said Gary Mar-
tin of Communion Fellowship in Goshen,
Ind., who placed the ad in a local publi-

cation.
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MCC sponsors libraries. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Ingrid Castro, 19, reads to children at

a neighborhood library in Santa Cruz, Bolivia. The public schools in this South

American nation are overcrowded and underfunded. To supplement the education

system, Mennonite Central Committee sponsors three libraries in the Santa Cruz

area. The agency employs a local person as a librarian for a year. While working at

the library, this person also trains in another field, such as hairdressing or secretarial

work. Activities at the libraries include storytelling, literacy work, math and number

exercises, arts and crafts, remedial teaching, and typing instruction.

Ethiopia reverses order

to turn over building
Salunga, Pa. (EMBM/MCC)—Ethio-

pian authorities have reversed an order

by local officials that the Meserete

Kristos Church (MKC) turn over a church

building for use by a city court.

A government office in Nazareth, Ethi-

opia, issued the order on Jan. 23. Church

leaders were given six days to vacate the

premises.

On Jan. 29, however, the Oromo
People's Democratic Organization

(OPDO) reversed the order.

In a letter, the OPDO said it would not

claim the building at this time. The letter

stated further that the OPDO would await

guidelines from the prime minister's of-

fice regarding religious matters.

According to Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) representative Bert

Reimer, the original order was contrary to

Ethiopia's Transitional Period Charter.

The charter provides for "freedom of

conscience, expression, association, and

peaceable assembly."

MKC had asked Eastern Mennonite

Board of Missions and MCC to protest

the order.

The former Marxist government of

Ethiopia nationalized the Nazareth

church building in 1982 and used it for the

city's high court for nine years.

After a new government came to power

last year, the building was returned to the

MKC. It opened Sept. 1, with 2,000 people

participating in a celebration that marked

the end of meeting secretly in house

fellowships. (See Oct. 1, 1991, Gospel Her-

ald.)

Goshen names head
of multicultural affairs

Goshen, Ind. (GC)-Zenebe Abebe has

been appointed to direct the new multi-

cultural affairs program at Goshen Col-

lege.

The school's board of overseers ap-

proved the appointment in a Jan. 24-25

meeting on the Goshen campus.

In addition, the board raised tuition and

room and board by 6.7 percent.

Abebe will serve as associate dean of

students for multicultural affairs and as-

sociate professor of psychology. He will

assume his responsibilities on July 1.

The new faculty member is a graduate

of both Hesston (Kan.) College and

Goshen College. He holds a master's de-

gree from Northern Illinois University and

a doctorate from Southern Illinois Univer-

sity.

His areas of special interest in graduate

school were counseling, international ed-

ucation, and student affairs.

Abebe was a member of the Goshen

faculty from 1978 to 1984. His areas of

involvement ranged from admissions to

residence life to financial aid.

In addition, he served as an instructor

in psychology and faculty leader for the

Study-Service Term program in Belize,

Central America.

From 1984 to 1986, Abebe was a finan-

cial aid officer at Southern Illinois Univer-

sity. Since 1987 he has been assistant

dean of student development, associate

professor of psychology, and director of

minority affairs at Manchester College,

North Manchester, Ind.

As multicultural affairs director, Abebe

will develop programs to assist ethnic

students in becoming integrated into cam-

pus and community life.

In addition, he will work with other

administrators to create a campus climate

in which all people can function comfort-

ably and grow spiritually, intellectually,

and psychologically.

The director also will work with the

admissions staff to develop a strategy to

increase the enrollment and retention of

ethnic students.

In a separate action at the January

meeting, the board set tuition and room

and board for the 1992-93 academic year.

These costs will come to $11,810.

"We face a constant battle between

price and quality," president Victor

Stoltzfus said. "We must keep our pro-

grams and equipment up to date, and we

are concerned about attracting the next

generation of quality faculty.

"On the other hand, we constantly ask,

'What can students afford?' We must keep

those concerns in balance," Stoltzfus said.

Also at the meeting, the board:

• Revised the major and minor in soci-

ology, creating a sociology-anthropology

major and minor;

• Dropped the interior design concen-

tration in the art department;

• And approved a minor in graphic

design. The new minor will require ap-

proval from the Mennonite Board of Ed-

ucation.

President Stoltzfus reported that the

Uncommon Cause campaign has raised

$28 million of its $48 million goal, despite

the recession.

—

John D. Yoder
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Youth magazine gets
new life from publishers
Newton, Kan. (GCMC/MPH)—Repre-

sentatives of Faith and Life Press (FLP)
and Mennonite Publishing House (MPH)
have decided to keep With magazine
alive.

The youth magazine faced elimination
this past fall during budget cutbacks by
MPH, the publishing arm of the Menno-
nite Church (MC).
During negotiations with FLP of the

General Conference Mennonite Church
(GC), the publishers agreed to continue

With until January to test the results of a

promotional campaign.

With passed. The magazine will con-
tinue, but with more marketing and
tighter controls on spending.

Carol Duerksen and Eddy Hall, both of
Goessel, Kan., remain co-editors.

With launched a major promotional
campaign this past September. This, cou-
pled with design and editorial changes,
yielded some 1,100 new subscriptions.

Readers aren't the only ones impressed.
The September issue placed third in the
category of two-and three-color maga-
zines in a regional design contest.

G iiiji

NEWS!
Low Cost Health Insurance. From MMA.

Now, amid skyrocketing

health care and health

insurance costs, comes an

answer that can save you
money—lots ofit

It's called Basic Benefit Plan.

And it's one of three com-
petitive health plans we
offer to meet the unique

needs ofyou and your
family.

Look into Basic Benefit Plan

today! Check out our Op-
tima and Extra Protection

plans too. Get a
free, no-obligationprice
quote!CaU 1-800-662-

6747or contactyour
mutual aid counselor.

Not available in certain states

Mennonite
MutualAid

Long-range plans call for With to extend
its audience beyond MC and GC youth.
The publishers adopted a second market-
ing plan that includes making With a
magazine for other Anabaptist youth.
Future subscribers may come from var-

ious Mennonite and Brethren groups.
For now, the magazine will continue to

offer promotional renewal rates, special
terms for group subscriptions, and addi-
tional mailings to teens.

"We have yet to reach our goal of
making With self-supporting, but things
look much, much brighter," said Mark
Regier, FLP marketing director.

"We need to let cost containment and
the second phase of the [marketing] plan
continue," Laurence Martin ofMPH said.

"We believe With has ministered to a
significant number of youth who might not
have been in touch with the church oth-
erwise," he continued.—Beth Hege

Church group builds
low-income apartments

Wichita, Kan.—Mennonite Housing Re-
habilitation Services held a dedication
service in January for a new 52-unit apart-

ment complex.

The Riverfront Residence for Senior
Living provides one-room apartments to
low-income people 60 years of age or
older.

Money for the project came from
Wichita's Community Development
Block Grant, Federal Home Loan Bank,
federal low-income housing tax -credits,

and a conventional bank loan.

Tom Bishop, who is executive director

of Mennonite Housing and a Kansas state

legislator, described the project as "the
first one in the country—or one of the
first—to use this combination of creative

financing and subsidy."

Bishop said it could open the door to a
series of affordable housing projects in

Wichita and elsewhere.

Mennonite Housing is entering its 17th
year as a nonprofit, church-directed ser-

vice organization. It provides home repair,

rehabilitation, and construction services

for low-income, elderly, and handicapped
people.

The apartments represent the organi-

zation's entry into rental housing. Rentals
will become more important in the future
as the low-income population in the
United States increases, said Bill Mason,
who is operations director for Mennonite
Housing.
—Susan Balzer
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Seminaries hold Interterm. Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—Ben
Ollenburger (left) and Willard Swartley teach a course on

"Biblical Hermeneutics" at the Associated Mennonite Bibli-

cal Seminaries. According to Swartley, the course was in-

tended to help students "develop sound and creative meth-

ods of interpreting the Bible." The class was one of six offered

during Interterm in January. Second semester began Feb. 4.

• Flood victims aided. Menno-

nites in Puerto Rico are assist-

ing people affected by heavy

floods that hit the central part

of the island last month. The
Emergency Committee of the

Mennonite Convention in

Puerto Rico—the local Menno-

nite Disaster Service (MDS)
unit—has organized a clean-up

effort and is distributing sheets,

blankets, and pillows. MDS has

approved an initial $4,000 for

disaster response, and the

Puerto Rico unit has developed

a plan for meeting long-term

needs.

• Administrator ill. Gerald
Mumaw, Latin America director

at Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions, faces chemotherapy or ra-

diation treatment for cancer.

Doctors performing surgery Jan.

20 decided the risks were too

great to remove the malignancy

on Mumaw's right lung. Mumaw
has been in his current position

since 1986. He and his wife,

Geraldine, live in Elkhart, Ind.,

where they are members of

Southside Fellowship. The cou-

ple have three children.

• Missionaries retire. Paul and

Erma Lehman have retired after

spending the past 11 years as

host and hostess of the Menno-

nite Guest House in Nairobi,

Kenya. Earlier, the Lehmans
served in Ethiopia for nine years

under Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions. The couple's

current address is 45 Hertzler

Rd., Newport News, VA 23602.

• Speakers named. Tom Yoder

Neufeld and John Paul
Lederach will teach at the 1992

Summer School of the Oxford

Centre for Mission Studies, Ox-

ford, England. They will make
presentations on "Peace Wit-

ness and Conflict Resolution"

during the week of July 13-18.

Yoder Neufeld is a New Testa-

ment scholar from Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont,

while Lederach teaches at East-

ern Mennonite College, Harri-

sonburg, Va., and has wide expe-

rience in international mediation.

• Church reaches out. A Men-
nonite congregation in Wauke-
sha, Wis., has developed a spe-

cial ministry to people who have

suffered from family violence.

Maple Avenue Mennonite
Church has become known as

the "church of survivors," a re-

porter for the Milwaukee Senti-

nel wrote in a Christmas Day

article. The church sponsors

support groups, and several

women in the congregation have

prepared a devotional study

guide on recovery from abuse.

The church has dual Mennonite

Church/General Conference
Mennonite Church affiliation. It

meets in a Victorian house in a

mixed-race, blue-collar commu-
nity near Milwaukee.

—

Bradlee

Fons

• Church changes name. Hope-

well Mennonite Church of Fleet-

wood, Pa., has a new address

and a new name. The congrega-

tion now calls itself Hope Com-
munity Church. Its address is

110 W. Arch St., Fleetwood, PA
19522.

• Coming events:

Valentine's banquet, Mt. Joy, Pa.,

Feb. 14. The event is sponsored

by The People's Place. Jim and

Janalee Croegaert will sing,

along with other members of the

Reunion Vocal Band. In addi-

tion, Merle and Phyllis Good
will speak. More information

from The People's Place, Main

Street, PO Box 419, Intercourse,

PA 17534; phone 717 768-7171.

Retreat for 12-year-olds and par-

ents, Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa., March 6-8. Leaders are Al-

legheny Conference youth

worker Tina Boshart and Jon

Peachey, assistant program di-

rector at Laurelville. More infor-

mation from Laurelville at R. 5,

Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666.

Youth convention, Eastern Menno-
nite College, Harrisonburg, Va.,

April 3-5. Jerry Holsopple, a

staff member at Mennonite
Board of Missions Media Minis-

tries, will speak. Other activities

include a concert by the Sara-

sota, Fla., band The Sharks,

seminars, and organized recre-

ation. More information by writ-

ing Youth Convention, EMC,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801, or

phoning 800 368-2665 (in Vir-

ginia or Canada, call collect 703

433-8711).

25th Anniversary Celebration,

North Leo Mennonite Church,

Leo, Ind., April 26. Former
members and pastors are in-

vited. An alumni choir will sing.

More information from the

church at Box 213, Leo, IN

46765; phone 219 627-2149.

• Job openings:
Assistant director, Academia

Menonita Betania, Aibonito,

Puerto Rico. Responsible to de-

velop and implement curricu-

lum, supervise teachers, and
oversee student discipline for

Grades K-12. Position will begin

summer 1992. Bilingual in En-

glish and Spanish desirable. If

interested, contact Scott Jantzi,

director, Academia Menonita

Betania, Apartado 2007,

Aibonito, PR 00705; phone 809

857-3513.

Caretaker/maintenance couple,

Academia Menonita Betania,

Aibonito, Puerto Rico. A one-

year voluntary service position

which involves upkeep and
maintenance of school grounds.

Opportunities also exist for

spouse to work at the school.

Housing provided. Position will

begin summer 1992. For more
information, contact Scott

Jantzi, director, Academia
Menonita Betania, Apartado

2007, Aibonito, PR 00705; phone

809 857-3513.

Director of field education, Eastern

Mennonite Seminary, Harrison-

burg, Va. Beginning fall 1993.

Full-time position including half

time in field education and other

teaching or administrative as-

signments to be negotiated. Re-

sponsibilities include oversight

of field education and intern-

ships. Doctorate in a related

field and experience in pastoral

ministry and supervision re-

quired. Must be committed to

the Anabaptist/Mennonite faith

perspective and support the

philosophy and mission of East-

ern Mennonite Seminary. Send
resume to Dean's Office, East-

ern Mennonite Seminary,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-2462.

Group marketing sales rep, Lancas-

ter, Pa., area, for Mennonite

Mutual Aid. Needed to produce

new sales of group insurance

products. Requirements include

proven record of achievement in

sales, broad background in in-

surance, willingness to travel,

current life and health license or

ability to achieve licensing. If

interested, please send resume

or contact Personnel, MMA, PO
Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526;

phone 219 533-9511.

• Change of address:

Dave Eshleman, from Port Char-

lotte, Fla., to 4117 Allure Ln.,

North Port, FL 34287.

Harold E. and Barbara K. Reed,

from Lancaster, Pa., to MBEA,
Box 14894, Nairobi, Kenya.

NEW MEMBERS

Bethany, Albany, Ore.: Ron
Shanks and Kathryn Shanks.

Boyer, Middleburg, Pa.: Leon and

Hannah Miller.

Community Mennonite Fellow-

ship, Corning, N.Y.: Paul and

Lois Michaloski, Peter Michaloski,

and Richard DeMonstoy.

First, Fort Wayne, Ind.: Lamar
Yoder and Betty Yoder.
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First, Middlebury, Ind.: Nancy
Bontreger, Robert and Sherry
Martz, and Joann Frye.

Friendship Community, Bronx,
N.Y.: Naomi Pittman and Regina
Shivers.

Glennon Heights, Lakewood,
Colo.: Rob and Laurie Yakobson,
Dave Swartzendruber, Kay
Swartzendruber, Randy and Anita
Landis-Eigsti.

Harrisonburg, Va.: Graham
Slade, Joanna Showalter, Randy
and Danielle Kiser, Kelly
Holsopple, and Joshua Eli

Shank.
Landisville, Pa.: Roxanne

Clugston, Jerry Kauffman, De-
nise Keener, Kristina Miller, Lara
Nissley, Kevin Rupp, Annette
Simione, Dorothy Smith, David
Sweigart, and David Young.

Leetonia, Ohio: Tom Wetherald.
Mennonite Fellowship, San
Diego, Calif.: James and Angela
Brunk.

North Leo, Leo, Ind.: Norma
DeSanto.

North Main, Nappanee, Ind.:

Wes and Jill Yoder, Kenneth,
Janis, and Hope Bontreger, and
Danny and Clara Slabaugh.

Pinto, Md.: Christopher Kartz
and Greg Mauck.

Plainview, Shedd, Ore.: Nathan
Faxon and Teresa Faxon.

Stoner Heights, Louisville,
Ohio: Abbie Kapper.

BIRTHS

Alton, Gord and Valerie (Weber),
Elmira, Ont., David Matthew
(second child), Jan. 14.

Bauman, Brent and Rita (Born),

Drayton, Ont., Melissa Eliza-

beth (first child), March 7.

Christy, Scott and Torrie (Bol-

ton), Silverdale, Pa., Grant Bol-
ton (second child), Jan. 18.

Davidhizar, John and Kathy
(Kaucher), Martinsburg, Pa.,

Kirsten Renee (first child), Nov.
27.

Fisher, Steven and Dawn (Roth),

North Liberty, Iowa, Kayla Ni-

cole (first child), Jan. 11.

Funk, Randy and Kaethe, Michael
Gerhard Peter (second child),

Dec. 26.

Gascho, Lonnie and Glennda
(Howland), Grand Rapids,
Mich., Jake William (second
child), Jan. 10.

Gascho, Myron and Lois (War-
den), Tavistock, Ont, Jessica

(third child), Oct. 15.

Gerber, Bruce and Debra
(Brodrecht), Baden, Ont.,
Stacey Elizabeth (second child),

Jan. 18.

Gingerich, Brent and Rhonda
(Schoon), Pickerington, Ohio,
Chase Allen (third child), Jan.
18.

Hallock, Donald and Lois
(Schmitt), Bothell, Wash., Jacob
Valentine (first child), Jan. 23.

Havice, George E., Ill and De-
anna (Ruble), Reedsville, Pa.,

Thomas Benton (second child),

Jan. 17.

Hawkins, Rob and Marcia
(Miller), Millersburg, Ohio,
Caleb Jordan (second child),

Jan. 21.

Hoover, Kevin and Rita (Good),
Schwenksville, Pa., Kaitlyn
Rose (first child), Jan. 15.

Ingold, Jay and Joyce (Klassen),

Phoenix, Ariz., David Frank
(third child), Dec. 14.

Jantzi, Adrain and Emily (King),

Cairo, Neb., Racheal Kathryn
(second child), Dec. 27.

Jantzi, Phil and Julee
(Kauffman), Tempe, Ariz.,
Joshua Kauffman (third child),

Jan. 20.

Landes, Ron and Sharon
(Swartley), Silverdale, Pa., Holly
Nicole (third child), Nov. 1.

Lichti, Larry and Marilyn,
Tavistock, Ont., Eric Reed (first

child), Nov. 28.

Mack, Kelvin and Laura (Boll),

San Francisco, Calif., Jacob
Cyrus (first child), Jan. 2.

Martin, Glen and Dawna, Elmira,
Ont., Andrew Scott (second
child), Oct. 10.

Martin, Randy and Bonnie (Mar-
tin), Elmira, Ont., Jessica Lynn
(first child), June 24.

Martin, Robb and Angie, Elmira,

Ont, Erik Brandon (first child),

July.

Martin, Ron and Rosella, Elmira,

Ont., Kaitlin Rose (second
child), March 22.

Mast, Elvin and Carol (Blank),

Parkesburg, Pa., Keith William
(second child), Jan. 5.

Miller, John and Anita, Chesa-
peake, Va., Timothy Richard
(first child), Nov. 10.

'

Mohn, Greg and Carla, Tavistock,
Ont., Colby (first child), Oct. 17.

Muleya, Seth and Justinah, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., Masuzyo (second
child), Dec. 14.

Neufeld, Tom and Mary Anne,
Brigitte Katharine (third child),

Dec. 1.3.

Nines, Mark and Susan (Deneen),
Martinsburg, Pa., Alyssa Corrin,

(second child), Jan. 14.

Nofziger, Robin and Jenny
(Maldonado), Jacob Amadeo
(third child), Jan. 3.

Redekop, Fred and Shirley
(Stauffer), Floradale, Ont",
Caleb Josiah (fourth child), July
27.

Ruby, Barry and Lorelie,
Tavistock, Ont., Jennifer Lynn
(second child), Jan. 1.

Schwartzentruber, Quintin and
Sue (Wideman), Elmira, Ont.,

Tyler Quintin (first child), on Jan.
7.

Sollenberger, J. Merle and
Susan E. (Groff), Landisville,

Pa., John Michael (first child),

Jan. 8.

Steinman, Dwight and Ruth
(Lichti), Tavistock, Ont., Cath-
erine Janine Lichti (third child),

Dec. 5.

Sulat, Gregory and Joyce (Landes),
Pueblo, Colo., Michael L. (third

child), Jan. 7.

Swick, Rod and Jane (Troyer),

Manhattan, Kan., Andrew Tyler
(first child), Jan. 13.

Troyer, Don and Brenda (Miller),

Hartville, Ohio, Benjamin
James (first child), Dec. 12.

Waltman, Steve and Arlene
(Weaver), Millersburg, Ohio,
Aaron John (second child), Jan.
21.

Wannop, Kirk and Arlene
(Shortill), Harriston, Ont.,
Thomas Henry (third child),

Dec. 28.

Weber, Arnold and Sandra
(Nafziger), Alma, Ont., Lynnette
Faye (first child), Nov. 28.

Weber, Ross and Vernelda,
Hawesville, Ont., Sarah Mi-
chelle (third child), June 13.

Wenger, Harold and Jody, Brigh-

ton, Colo., Benjamin Adam
(third child) Jan. 6.

Yoder, Bryan and Amy (Satchell),

Lovington, 111., Alissa (second
child), Nov. 27.

Yoder, Carl and Judy (Bixler),

Canton, Ohio, Tessa Marie (sec-

ond child), Jan. 14.

MARRIAGES

Baboolal-Weber: Mark Baboolal,

Brampton, Ont. (United), and
Lisa Weber, Alma, Ont. (Commu-
nity), Jan. 4, by Willard Metzger.

Bauman-Shantz: Eric Bauman
(Floradale) and Anne Shantz
(Bethel), June 8, by Fred
Redekop.

Purdy-McCall: Clayton Purdy,
Canton, Ohio, and Terry
McCall, Dalton, Ohio (Pleasant
View), Dec. 24, by Elno Steiner.

Raber-Wagner: Dennis Raber,
Phoenix, Ariz. (Sunnyslope),
and Karyl Wagner, Phoenix,
Ariz. (Sunnyslope), Dec. 28, by
David W. Mann.

Schloneger-Wolfe: Kevin Sch-
loneger, Indianapolis, Ind. (First),

and Lisa Wolfe, Indianapolis, Ind.

(First), Dec. 28, by Robert and

Enid Schloneger and Robert
and Margaret Richer Smith.

Short-Nafziger: Darin Short,
Goshen, Ind. (Lockport), and
Lisa Nafziger, Goshen, Ind.
(Berkey Ave.), Dec. 28, by Keith
Leinbach and Allen Rutter.

Smith-Haury: Cy Smith, Salem,
Ore. (Salem), and Sandy Haury,
Salem, Ore. (Salem), Dec. 28, by
Ross Collingwood.

Wenger-Garrett: Timothy L.
Wenger, Manheim, Pa. (Christ
the King), and Kristina L. Gar-
rett Lancaster, Pa. (Christ the
King), Jan. 5, by Millard P. Gar-
rett and Gary and Judy Blosser.

DEATHS

Alderfer, Mabel Pullen, 81, Hat-
field, Pa. Born: Dec. 16, 1910,
Chester County, Pa., to Frank
Chester and Lydia Anne
(Kunkle) Miller. Died: Jan. 10,

1992, Lansdale, Pa. Survivors

—

son: Joseph H. Pullen; stepchil-

dren: Esther C. Schlosser, Wal-
ter C. Alderfer; sister: Elmira
Lumpkin; 5 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Joseph L. Pullen
(first husband) and Irwin R. Al-

derfer (second husband). Fu-
neral: Jan. 14, Souderton Men-
nonite Church, by Gerald A.
Clemmer. Burial: Hillside Cem-
etery.

Beechy, Orin, 79, Wooster, Ohio.
Born: Dec. 23, 1911, Berlin,

Ohio, to George and Katie
(Beechy) Beechy. Died: Dec. 19,

1991, Wooster, Ohio, of cancer.

Survivors—wife: Marie Ram-
seyer; children: Mary Lou
Pfeiffer, Carol Beechy, Linda
Houshower; brother: Atlee
Beechy; 4 grandchildren. Fu-
neral and burial: Dec. 23, Oak
Grove Mennonite Church, by
Jim Schrag and Sharon Speigle.

Book, Orrin D., 73, Sterling, 111.

Born: June 1, 1918, Penrose, 111.,

to Oscar and Lottie (Detweiler)

Book. Died: Dec. 6, 1991, Ster-

ling, 111. Survivors—wife: Zelma
Zigler; children: Patricia
McNinch, Judy Bailey; brothers
and sisters: Nolan, Leland,
Merlyn, Dorothy Ebersole, Mir-
iam Krabill; 5 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren. Funeral
and burial: Dec. 6, Science
Ridge Mennonite Church, by S.

Roy Kaufman.
Brubaker, Anna M., 86. Born:

Oct. 31, 1905, Clackamas, Ore.,

to Moses and Rosina (Bacher)
Burkholder. Died: Dec. 3, 1991,

of heart failure. Survivors—hus-
band: Marlin Brubaker; chil-
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dren: Raymond, Wilma Hofer,

Ruth Ramer, Marlin, Jr.; 24

grandchildren, 39 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial: Dec.

7, Duchess Mennonite Church,

by Ray Landis and Charles

Ramer.
Buchwalter, Agnes, 74, Dalton,

Ohio. Born: Nov. 2, 1917, Berne,

Ind., to David and Christine

(Sprunger) Lehman. Died: Jan.

15, 1992, Massillon, Ohio, of a

blood clot. Survivors—husband:

Jay Buchwalter; children: Larry

J., Carol Ann Dalton; brothers

and sisters: Orlin Lehman, Gor-

don Lehman, Luella Hostetler,

Florence Zimmerman; 6 grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

Jan. 17, Pleasant View Menno-
nite Church, by Elno Steiner.

Ebersole, Ira D., 93, Homestead,

Fla. Born: April 6, 1898,

Clearspring, Md., to David and

Mary Alice (Martin) Ebersole.

Died: Jan. 10, 1992, Orrville,

Ohio. Survivors— children: Earl

Ebersole, Mary Nussbaum,
Feme Conrad; sisters: Fanny
Folk, Ella Ryan; 21 grandchil-

dren, 23 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Effie Viola

(Steiner) Ebersole (wife). Fu-

neral and burial: Jan. 14, Crown
Hill Mennonite Church, by Er-

nest J. Hershberger.

Frey, Lucinda (Brubacher), 83,

St. Jacobs, Ont. Born: March 1,

1908. Died: Jan. 19, 1992,

Elmira, Ont. Survivors—chil-

dren: Edna Shantz, Amsey Frey,

Lena Weber, Alice Frey, Paul

Frey, Ken Frey; sister: Lovina

Weber; 13 grandchildren, 7

great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: John H. Frey (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: Jan.

22, St. Jacobs Mennonite
Church, by Harold Schlegel.

Frye, Mary Louise (Wise), 73,

Goshen, Ind. Born: May 8, 1918,

Elkhart, Ind. Died: Jan. 12, 1992,

Elkhart, Ind., of a heart attack.

Survivors—husband: Freeman
Frye; daughter: Sharon Yoder;

brothers: Dale and Carlyle

Wise; 4 grandchildren. Funeral

and burial: Jan. 16, Yellow

Creek Mennonite Church, by
Wesley J. Bontreger.

Havice, Evelyn (Sweitzer), 63,

Belleville, Pa. Born: Jan. 31,

1928, Belleville, Pa., to Frank H.

and Grace Olive (Kibe)
Sweitzer. Died: Jan. 15, 1992,

Lewistown, Pa. Survivors—hus-

band: George E. Havice, Sr.;

children: George E., Jr., Connie

Himes, Linda Knouse, Jack A.,

Amy Nale; brothers and sister:

Robert and Walter Sweitzer,

Sylvia Bunch; 11 grandchildren,

3 great-grandchildren. Funeral

and burial: Jan. 18, Barrville

Mennonite Church, by Raymond
S. Peachey.

Slabaugh, Laura M., 62, Rocky
Ford, Colo. Born: Aug. 24, 1929,

Hartville, Ohio, to Daniel J. and

Martha Schmucker Slabaugh.

Died: Jan. 19, 1992, Rocky Ford,

Colo., of cancer. Survivors— sis-

ters: Viola Bender, Edna
Lundgren; half brother and half

sisters: Elton, Mildred Miller,

Mary Ann Hostetler. Funeral:

Jan. 23, Rocky Ford Mennonite

Church, by Paul Isaak. Burial:

Fairview Cemetery.

Souders, Michael Scott, still-

born, Jan. 13, 1992, Columbus,

Ohio, to Scott and Maria
(Nissley) Souders. Survivors

—

grandparents: Robert and Pau-

line James, Eugene and Judi

Souders; great-grandmothers:

Mary Nissley and Geneva
Sparks. Graveside service: Jan.

20, 1992, Sharon Mennonite
Church, by Elvin J. Sommers.

Steiner, Cleo N., 98, Sterling, HI.

Born: Aug. 30, 1893, Morrison,

111., to David and Ella Nice

Steiner. Died: Jan. 16, 1992,

Sterling, 111. Survivors— chil-

dren: Harold Steiner, Arlene

Shipley; 8 grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Mary Swope (wife).

Funeral and burial: Jan. 22, Sci-

ence Ridge Mennonite Church,

by S. Roy Kaufman.
Wagler, Allen, 87, Baden, Ont.

Born: Aug. 29, 1904, Wilmot
Twp., Ont., to Aaron and Leah
(Litwiller) Wagler. Died: Jan. 12,

1992, Kitchener, Ont, Survivors

—

wife: Sarah Gingerich Wagler; sis-

ter: Elrnina Wagler. Funeral and

burial: Jan. 15, Steinmann Menno-
nite Church, by Mahlon Gerber

and Fred Lichti.

Yoder, Barbara A., 97, Kalona,

Iowa. Born: Aug. 14, 1894, John-

son County, Iowa, to Abraham
F. and Anna Mary (Mueller)

Troyer. Died: Jan. 19, 1992,

Kalona, Iowa. Survivors—hus-

band: Chris A. Yoder; children:

Lester, Floyd, Delmar, Cecil,

Kenneth, Leola Hershberger,

Minerva Yoder; brothers and

sister: Chris, Charles, Willis,

Raymon, Orville Troyer, Doro-

thy Martin; 23 grandchildren, 51

great-grandchildren, 7 great-

great-grandchildren. Funeral:

Jan. 22, East Union Mennonite

Church, by Michael Loss and J.

John J. Miller. Burial: Lower
Deer Creek Cemetery.

Yoder, Ivan Edwin, 80, Wayland,

Iowa. Born: April 12, 1912,

Kalona, Iowa, to Eli and Esther

(Brenneman) Yoder. Died: Jan.

13, 1992, Wayland, Iowa. Survi-

vors—children: Robert, Richard,

Janet Peterson, Donald, Sandy
Kunze; brothers and sisters:

Marvin, Raymond, Wilbur,

Duane, Eva Brenneman, Luella

Yoder, Verna Gingerich; 12

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Elsie (Roth) Yoder (wife). Fu-

neral and burial: Jan. 15, Sugar

Creek Mennonite Church, by

Ruben Chupp and Doug
Reichenbach.

Obituary corrections: Lloyd R.

Beyer (Jan. 21, 1992, Gospel Her-

ald) was predeceased by Susan

K. Benner (first wife). Thelma
Moyer (second wife) survives.

Irwin L. Groff (Jan. 14, 1992,

Gospel Herald) was predeceased

by Mary Elsie Wenger (wife).

Isaac B. Riehl (Jan. 28, 1992,

Gospel Herald), funeral and
burial were at Millwood Menno-
nite Church.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Central Committee an-

nual meeting, Wichita, Kan., Feb.

13-15

Mennonite Publication Board direc-

tors meeting, Pittsburgh, Feb. 14-15

School for Ministers, Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.,

Feb. 17-20

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 20-22

Open House, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elk-

hart, Ind., Feb. 28-29

Christian Peacemaker Teams con-

ference, Richmond, Va., March
6-8

Dialogue 92, Mennonite Health

Association, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-8

Mennonite and Brethren Health

Assembly, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-11

Allegheny Conference delegate

session, Martinsburg, Pa.,

March 7

Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries directors meet-

ing, March 12-14

New York Mennonite Conference

delegate session, Syracuse,

N.Y., March 14

Ohio Conference delegate session,

Kidron, Ohio, March 14

Atlantic Coast Conference annual

meeting, Atglen, Pa., March 14-15

Conference on Family Violence

and Sexual Abuse, Kidron,

Ohio, March 20-21

Lancaster Conference annual
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., March
20-22

Illinois Conference annual meeting,

Tiskilwa, 111., March 27-28

Northwest Conference spring

meeting, Calgary, Alta., March
27-29

Mission worker rambles. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—How many
missionaries of the 1990s drive classic cars of the 1960s?

Mennonite Board of Missions (MBM) worker Peter Olson

does. Olson (right) drove a 1963 Rambler Ambassador across

nearly 4,000 miles in the United States and Canada in

January, reporting about his role as host of the London
Mennonite Centre in England. Olsen is on a one-year North

American assignment, studying at the Associated Mennonite

Biblical Seminaries in Elkhart and speaking in a variety of

settings. Pictured with him is Art Smoker, MBM congrega-

tional communications manager.
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THE LAST WORD

Who's biting whom?
Many of us seem to have trouble with the

media these days. "Why does it always give us
bad news?" we ask, newspaper in one hand, TV
Guide in another. "Doesn't anything good hap-
pen in the world?"

Gospel Herald is part of the media. It's a spe-

cialized, highly focused part, to be sure. But we
also get our questions:

"Why do you have to tell us about sexual

abuse?" one reader asks. "It makes the church
look bad. What about those who don't abuse?"
Others ask the question about divorce. Fallen

leaders. The environment. Or a host of other is-

sues this magazine addresses.

The broader journalism world defines news
with the man-dog principle. "When a dog bites a
man, that is not news because it happens so

often," Frank M. O'Brien wrote in 1918. "But if

a man bites a dog, that is news."

The man-dog motif is sometimes a temptation
for a magazine like Gospel Herald. For what is good
news can soon bore. That 40 couples in a congrega-

tion don't divorce seldom gets a second glance.

What rivets our attention is the one that does.

Yet Gospel Herald does not pay attention to

what's bad just because it's more interesting or
unusual. Nor because it sells subscriptions (the

cynic's view of the bad news debate).

A magazine like Gospel Herald pays attention

to the fallenness among us because that too is a
part of our life together. We are fallible people.
We sin. We do not live by our ideals.

But we cannot let it at that. Our fallenness re-

minds us of the availability of forgiveness, of the
grace of God. It should help us stay close as sis-

ters and brothers, aware of our responsibility for

each others' spiritual welfare.

Good news, bad news: it's a fine line to walk
for a denominational magazine. On the one
hand, we aim to inspire, to motivate, to bring

the church closer to God. On the other, we want
to give a realistic picture of what it is that keeps
us from those goals.

Gospel Herald may at times err one way, some
times the other. Our aim is to give as much at-

tention to the man as to the dog.

—

jlp

'But these are written . . . /
As a journalist, I find myself gravitating to the

Gospel of John. I like the straightforward way
the writer tells us what he is attempting to do in

presenting his version of the life of Jesus:

"But these are written so that you may come
to believe that Jesus is the Messiah, the Sen of

God, and that through believing you may have
life in his name" (John 20:31, NRSV).
That's a goal I claim for Gospel Herald. It's

also one that commends itself for the entire life

and work of the church.

But it's not an easy one to attain. Not in to-

day's world. Three possible reasons:

• Culture. We live in a day of tolerance and
acceptance. One belief is said to be as good as

another. Into this mindset comes the exclusive

claim of Jesus as "the way, and the truth, and
the life. No one comes to the Father except
through me" (John 14:6b).

That was scandalous talk in Jesus' day; it's

scandalous talk today. But until we come to

terms with that claim of Jesus, we won't get far

in having others believe in his name.

• Security. Something about the human psy-

che doesn't like discomfort. We go to all lengths

to maintain our comfort. Before we proclaim Jesus.

One example is our preoccupation with wealth.

Another is with our friendships. And our reputa-

tions. How often do we fail to speak about Jesus
for fear of ruining any of these?

Jesus put it sharply: "Whoever comes to me
and does not hate father and mother, wife and
children, brothers and sisters, yes, and even life

itself, cannot be my disciple" (Luke 14:26).

• Busyness. Most people I meet these days
are too busy. I'm one of them. Deadlines, sche-

dules, appointments—everything needs to be
done now. But in the urgent, someone has
noted, we often forget the important.

"Martha, Martha, you are . . . distracted by
many things," Jesus told one of the busiest peo-
ple of his day (Luke 10:41). He pointed her to

her sister, who simply sat and listened.

Bringing people to Jesus: isn't that what the

church is about? May we be as straightforward

as John in our proclamation.

—

jlp



For the church to become community again

may be a major change. It could mean yielding

my individuality for the sake of the group.
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE OF THE MENNONITE CHURCH

Part 4: What does it mean to be Mennonite?

We are committed
to each other
Discipleship is a shared experience

within the community.We need each

other to live the Christian life. Together

we lean on a relationship with Christ.

"I give you a new commandment, that you love

one another. Just as I have loved you, you also

should love one another. By this everyone will

know that you are my disciples, if you have

love for one another" (John 13:34-35, NRSV).

When I first became a Christian, I began

living a lie. In fact, it was not until 15

years later that I became aware of the

false assumption I was making about Christian

maturity. I had thought that somehow Christians

could reach a stage of maturity in which, in their

personal relationship with Christ, they would

have all the resources they would ever need to

cope with all the crises of life. After that, if I

had a crisis should not my faith enable me to

cope?

But slowly I began to realize what a lie that

was. If I could reach such a state of maturity, I

wouldn't need the church. I could be a Christian

without it.

This false understanding of maturity has done

real damage to the church. On the one hand,

when things go fairly well, we assume we can do

fine without the church. Then when things fall
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Knowing that you are committed to me
and I am committed to you, we can
speak the truth in love. Of all the skills

of community, this is most important.

apart, we blame ourselves: Our faith should have
been stronger. We should have prayed more. If

we can't make it on our own, something must be
wrong with our relationship with the Lord.

Behind that struggle is the faulty assumption
that discipleship is an individual relationship

with Jesus Christ. False. The individual Chris-

tian does not have all the resources in his or her
own relationship with Jesus to cope with all the

crises of life. That is why Jesus planned for the

church.

When it comes to being the church to-

gether, cultural individualism has be-

come a liability. The emphasis on my
own needs and desires coming before those of

others works against the biblical view of the

church as the community of believers. We tend
to live with what I call the "myth of the individ-

ual victorious Christian life."

When we try to be church with this individual-

istic view of discipleship, we don't see the need
for community. But when we face the truth, we
see the wisdom of Jesus placing us in a commu-
nity of faith. The reality is that we need each
other to live the Christian life. When I am on
top of things, I can help you back to strength.

When you are up, you can help me stand. All of

us together lean on our relationship with the

Lord. Discipleship is a shared experience within

a community of faith.

If I were to start telling you how much I want
to be married and have children, but in the

course of our conversation I let you know in no
uncertain terms that I did not want a relation-

ship with a woman, you would say I was crazy.

And you would be right. But when Christians

talk about being faithful to the Lord and follow-

This is the fourth in a series of five on Mennonite
identity developed by Wally Fahrer in consulta-

tion with Indiana-Michigan Conference and its

missions commission. Your feedback is welcome
to what Fahrer and the conference consider to be

a work "in process. " Send your comments to

Wally Fahrer, Indiana-Michigan Conference, 212
South Main, Goshen, IN 46526.—Editor

ing him in life, but don't belong to a local com-
munity of faith, they are equally crazy. You can't

be a Christian alone! Certainly there are excep-
tions when a believer has to stand alone. But
those are the exceptions, not the rule.

Individualism also brings about a consumer at-

titude in the church. People will go to the

church where they get the best food. They ex-

pect a full-service program: a Sunday school for

their children, a youth group for their teenagers,

a good worship experience, a dynamic preacher,
and a building with beautiful architecture. But
they do not really expect to be a community
with those people. For them that's not what
church is supposed to be.

In effect, we are at a fork in the road in our
culture over two views of church. We can view it

as an "inspiration station"—the church as organi-

zation and program. Or we can see it as the

"committed community." This is the view that

Anabaptist-Mennonites are most at home with.

But it is rapidly losing its popularity. Unless it

can be embraced with fresh commitment, Menno-
nites are in danger of being swept along with the

culture.

Getting believers together in one building

once a week does not make a church—at

least not to Mennonites. Church is com-
munity. As such it is much more than a gather-

ing of individual believers.

Just as the life of the believer begins with a

commitment—to follow Christ—so the church
also begins with a commitment. The essence of

that commitment is to live in relationships of

love with one another. Jesus said that the unbe-
lieving world would know we were truly disciples

by the relationships of love we have with one an-

other. A community of love: that sounds like

heaven on earth. Funny thing. That was what
Jesus had in mind.

A major turning point came for Sue and me in

our married life when we settled our commit-
ment. We had exchanged wedding vows, but
when hurt and misunderstandings came into our
relationship, we often responded with, "If you re-

ally loved me, you wouldn't. . .
." After attending

a Christian marriage retreat, we started saying,

"I know you want to be the husband/wife to me
that God wants you to be, so you need to know
that what you did hurt me." No longer did we
say, "If. . .

."

The effect of that change was deep and pro-

found. After several years of marriage, we finally

began to build a foundation of trust under our

marriage. I began to see that this was what was
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intended behind the idea of wedding vows. It's a

covenant of intentions.

The same can be applied to the church. What

is church membership to be? Can we see it as a

commitment of intentions to one another? What
if, when we hurt one another, instead of saying,

"If you really loved me you wouldn't . .
." we

could say, "I know that you want to be the

brother/sister God wants you to be to me, so

you need to know that what you did hurt me"?

In
the first congregation I pastored, we used

to joke, that we needed a sign at the entry

which read, "Caution: Close relationships

may be hazardous to your health." The truth be-

hind that is profound. Many people in our soci-

ety don't know how to maintain close loving

relationship with others. Our society doesn't

know, and the church doesn't try. Our Western

culture has become relationally illiterate. We
need to teach the basics all over again.

For the church to become a community again,

we need to discover the biblical truth of cove-

nant commitment within the body of Christ. It's

one thing to be a fine automobile fender. But if I

am going to be a part of an automobile, I need

to let myself be attached to other parts of the

car. That could mean welding and riveting. It

could mean major change.

In the church it could mean that I need to

yield my individuality in order for me to be part

of a community. This is a high price to pay in

our culture, and many people are unwilling to

pay it. But a commitment to become a part of

such a discipling community is at the heart of

Western culture has become
relationally illiterate. The
church needs to teach the

basics all over again.

what Mennonites understand church to be. We
need to be able to say that members of our con-

gregation have committed themselves to be the

brothers or sisters that God wants them to be

for one another.

Those who are on our membership roles are to

be genuinely committed to being the community
of faith with us and for us. It is that commit-

ment which lets us move from being a collection

of individual believers to being a community of

faith. And it is that commitment that provides

the security and intimacy necessary to become a

community. Knowing that you are committed to

me and I to you, we can begin to speak the truth

in love. Of all the skills of community, this is the

most important.

Mennonites have historically included a

phrase in their baptismal vows about "giving

and receiving counsel." The purpose behind this

vow is to avoid the attitude that "no one is

going to tell me what to do." Rebellion and defi-

ance can kill community. Yet they are the spiri-

tual climate of much of Western culture. To
begin to build community together, we need to

communicate to others the importance of this at-

titude toward counsel.

As a believer, I need to take seriously what

others in the body of Christ see as injurious to

my spiritual life. If they feel that what I'm doing

is jeopardizing my relationship with Jesus, I

need to take their counsel very seriously. This is

accountability. As an individual believer, my dis-

obedience doesn't just reflect on me; it reflects

also on my congregation and on the cause of

Christ.

Congregations which are living out this un-

derstanding of church are characterized

by relationships of trust and affirmation.

Trust develops where truth is spoken in love. Co-

ercive authority isn't necessary when commit-

ment is strong and alive. When it breaks down,

traditions can substitute. Rituals can continue

long after relationships have broken down. But

real community is characterized by open and wel-

coming relationships.

What does it mean to be Mennonite? It means

being a people of covenant. This covenant is es-

tablished through our commitments to love one

another. The highlight of this life of commitment

is the Lord's Supper. In the presence of the

Lord Jesus Christ, remembering the sacrifice of

his own blood to redeem us to God, we reaffirm

our unity and our love for one another.

Bernhard Rothmann, an early Anabaptist

wrote, "From this we judge that the Lord's Sup-

per may rightly be called and understood as a

loving gathering, for all those who thus gather

must be equipped with love to each other even

as Christ is to them."

To be Mennonite is to be committed to each

other.

Watty Fahrer is minister of missions for Indiana-

Michigan Conference. He has been pastor of Men-

nonite churches in Ohio and England.
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READERS SAY

"Their delight is in the law of
the Lord, and on his law they
meditate day and night. They
are like trees planted by
streams of water, which yield

their fruit in its season.

"

—Psalm l:2-3a, NRSV

Does Mennonite tradition

supersede the Bible?
As a Mennonite by choice for the

past seven years, I was touched by
Wally Fahrer's article, "Why We Must
Ask the Question" (Jan.7). I am from a
non-Christian background, and the

Bible is very important to me as a

guide for living my life in obedience to

God. Therefore, it has been very dis-

heartening and confusing for me when
church policies are defended with

"That's the way we were taught," "It's

Mennonite tradition."

At this point, I'm not sure that I can
remain a Mennonite when it seems that

tradition can supersede the authority of

the Bible. Therefore, I am eager to

read the other articles in this series.

Perhaps they will help me understand.
Paula T. Hradkowsky
Green Lane, Pa.

Anonymous letter raises J
issues of concern

I am writing to express my anger and
concern over the anonymous letter,

"Some Abuse Stories Have Another
Side" (Dec. 24).

This letter raised many concerns for

me:

1. Survivors of any form of abuse tell

their stories at great personal cost. This
letter, being printed anonymously,
could have caused pain to many women
who had no way of knowing whether or

not it was written about them. If you
felt it was reasonable to print the letter

without a name, it was your editorial re-

sponsibility at least to assure your read-

ers that the person about whom the

letter was written was aware of it.

2. As a health care provider, I have
learned that accusations of "not getting

stories right" and even insanity have
typically been thrust on abused chil-

dren all their lives. This adds to the

sense of guilt, self-doubt, and low self-

esteem caused by the abuse itself. Hear-
ing from a family member that a child

could not "separate fact from fantasy"

should not make us less concerned
about the possibility of abuse—but
rather more so.

3. Admitting that your own parents

have abused rather than protected you
is a painful thing. It is not easy to tell

other people about it, even after you
have admitted it to yourself. We need
to listen with respect and support when
people are willing to take this risk. To
demand "proof is to imply once more

that they are responsible for what hap-
pened to them—especially since it may
well be asking the impossible of them.
These situations are characterized by
long secrecy; "proof will generally not
exist.

4. There are, on the other hand, in-

creasingly well-understood syndromes
which often come with a history of child-

hood abuse. These can lend helpful ad-

ditional support to a person's

memories—and can offer us possible

warning signs to look for in trying to

catch situations where abuse is happen-
ing sooner. Counselors and pastors can
learn to recognize common themes and
be more helpful to their clients and
church members.

I do feel compassion for families in

which abuse stories are being uncov-
ered. What upsetting and painful times!

But the answer is not in undermining
the credibility of the survivor, which
has been done for so long. I hope we
will find the answer in prayerful listen-

ing to each other and to ourselves with
the help of trusted brothers and sisters.

Then we all can experience confession,

forgiveness, healing, and restoration of

healthier relationships.

Barbara Meyer
St. Paul, Minn.

Opposition to registration

In response to "Thou Shalt Have No
Other Gods Before Me—and That In-

cludes War" (Jan. 14), why don't we
renew our opposition to U.S. draft regis-

tration? Registration was begun to sig-

nal to Russia that the U.S. opposed its

invasion of Afghanistan. Registration

continues today after Russia has with-

drawn from Afghanistan.

Why not send our own signal to the

U.S. government by urging our young
men to write "Conscientious Objector"
on their registration forms? This will

tell the government there is a lack of

support for war preparation among the

people. This act will play a small—but
real—part on behalf of Christianity to

dissolve the military process.

Jeffrey A. Hatton

Greentown, Ind.

Jesus' teachings
apply to everyone

In his article, "What Shall We Then
Say to the State?" (Dec. 31), J. Law-
rence Burkholder seems to advocate a

two-kingdom dichotomy in which Men-
nonites are pacifist but the state ought
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READERS SAY

to use force to achieve "peace and jus-

tice." He admits that this position will

require "some theological adjustments"

by Mennonites, but he argues that such

adjustments are necessary if Menno-

nites are to speak "responsibly" to the

state on matters of war and peace.

Underlying most of Burkholder's argu-

ment are two assumptions: (1) "to re-

nounce the 'sword' in all its

manifestations is to ask for anarchy and

the dissolution of the state itself," and

(2) Romans 13 implies that "witness

which would by implication deny all use

of deadly force is simply irresponsible."

Each of these assumptions is dubious.

(1) Anarchy is not a genuine possibil-

ity in the real world. As John Howard
Yoder has written, there is no such

thing as anarchy in history. Where one

power does not rule, another does.

If one understands the teachings of

Jesus and his apostle to prohibit Chris-

tians from using violence, then it is true

that faithful Christian witness may chal-

lenge the very foundation of the state

—

which, as Burkholder suggests, is

ultimately dependent upon the threat

of violence to back up almost every-

thing it does. However, the state would

only dissolve if everyone became a non-

resistant Christian, in which case its po-

lice and military powers would not be

needed anyway. That is something to

pray for, not something to avoid.

(2) As for the assertion that Romans
13 implies that Christians ought to

counsel the state to use deadly force in

certain situations, I find this less than

clear cut. In that passage, Paul's main

point seems to be that Christians

should submit to, rather than rebel

against, governing authorities. To sub-

mit to the state is not the same thing

as to ensure the state's existence, which

is the move Burkholder seems to make.

In Romans 12:19, Paul counsels his

readers against taking revenge but in-

stead to leave wrath for God. Then,

just a few verses later in 13:4, Paul

calls the sword-bearing ruler "an agent

of [God's] wrath." Thus the state is said

to do exactly what Paul has just denied

that Christians can do. These two teach-

ings are reconcilable only if Paul was as-

suming that no Christian could govern.

Possibly Burkholder means to imply

that "the state" ought to be made up
only of unbelievers, with all Christians,

out of nonresistant love, refusing to par-

ticipate in its police and military activi-

ties.

He writes that "what is at issue is

whether the Mennonite position on

'nonresistance' or 'nonviolence' . . . ap-

plies to government." If one believes

that "the Mennonite position" is based

on the teachings of Jesus, that God is

perfectly revealed through Jesus, and

that the living Jesus calls all human be-

ings to share his life and follow him,

then yes: all persons (including those

who are now in government) are called

to obey all his teachings.

"Theological adjustments" that leave

us witnessing counter to the teachings

of Jesus dilute our witness to the radi-

cal love of God. This is a love which is

so different from the way the world op-

erates that, when we witness faithfully,

we cannot help but speak in terms that

often undermine the underlying assump-

tions of how things are usually done.

John Zimmerman
Harrisonburg, Va.

Ethic of love

good for the state

Lawrence Burkholder goes too far in

presuming that order between nations

is not possible without resort to force

("What Shall We Then Say to the

State?" Dec. 31). If we accept the bibli-

cal confession that "Jesus is Lord,"

then surely we cannot fail to say that

self-giving love is God's way of estab-

lishing the necessary order. And one

day even the powers embodied in na-

tion states will bow the knee and ac-

knowledge the supremacy of Jesus' way

of love.

I certainly grant the moral ambiguity

of our address to the state. But we
ought never to forsake our proclama-

tion of the good news, not even to the

state. What this means for me is this:

We grant the necessity for order. We
grant that God ordains the minimum
use of force necessary for order to be

maintained. But on the basis of the gos-

pel we profess, we persistently call for

Pontius' Puddle

that force to be as minimal as possible,

and we consistently rule out war as a

necessary or appropriate use of force.

There can only be one standard, one

ethic, one ground for our witness to the

state. That is the triumph of self-giving

love and the adequacy of love to estab-

lish the order necessary for life.

Burkholder is right when he says this

means "the dissolution of the state it-

self." It seems to me that Burkholder is

too interested in the perpetuation of na-

tional structures of power, too con-

cerned about the ambiguities of our

increasing conformity to worldly impe-

rial values, and too hesitant in proclaim-

ing the triumph of God's love in Christ.

The real witness of the Mennonite

Church to the state should be the envi-

sioning and incarnating of alternative

ways of life which stand over against

the power of the state. These should

model an order built, not on the exer-

cise of power and force, but on self-giv-

ing, sacrificial love.

S. Roy Kaufman
Sterling, III.

Giving is one answer
to war tax question

The pros and cons of the Peace Tax
Fund has been with us for some time

("There Ought to Be a Law," Jan. 14).

To me it does not seem we are near a

solution. I believe in paying my taxes,

and I do not feel responsible for how
they are used. We do not always agree

with how the government spends the

other part of its budget either.

The history of the Mennonite church,

with its many splits and divisions,

makes us poor witnesses for peace to

the powers that be. Further, the tax

code's liberal provisions for charity, if

followed, would solve some of the prob-

lems of what the government does with

our tax dollars.

Titus Martin

Bird-in-Hand, Pa.

DURING- THE WEEK, I SOMETIME"S
"FILTER IN MY FAITH. BUT WHEN I OrO
TO CHORCH.THE S)NCr\NGr, SCR\R"TORE,
AND SERMON HELPSTO RESTORE MY
CHRISTIKN
COMMITMENT.

YOO COOLD SAY (rOD
KNOWS HOW TO OSE"THE
HOME" COORT ADVANTAGE
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'Patience is a virtue,

To begin to talk about patience is to

begin to talk about God. Part of the

divine patience is that we humans have
the time to come to a belief in God.

by Richard A. Kauffman

Iam not a patient person. Pokey drivers, tardy
dinners, late meeting, and slow checkout
lines irritate me enormously.

It was for persons like me that the old jingle

was written: Patience is a virtue, find it if you
can; seldom found in woman, never found in man.
My extended family would say with one ac-

cord: "We know where that comes from." And
then I'd recall the times when I was the object

of my maternal grandfather's impatience—for in-

stance, the time I drove a hay wagon into the

baler; or the time he caught me using the head
of an adjustable wrench as a hammer.

"Irritation and patience are such 'small' emo-
tions," writes Margaret Farley in Personal Com-
mitments. Yet without "a certain relaxation of
heart," even these small emotions can under-
mine the things to which we are really commit-
ted.

On patience, as with so many subjects, we do
well to begin with God, rather than ourselves.

As Christians " 'Patience' is not primarily the

crumb of virtue which we do," says Karl Barth,

even if done in the name of the Lord. Rather, pa-

tience has first to do with "the incomprehensible
being and attitude of God which is shown in the

fact [God] gives us time to believe in him"
(Church Dogmatics, II, 2).

Patience, in other words, is an attribute of

God. A repeated refrain throughout the

Old Testament is that our God is "merci-

ful and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding
in steadfast love and faithfulness" (Ps. 86:15; cf.

Exod. 34:6f.; Joel 2:13).

Now love can mean many things. But in our
day, most often it refers to genital, sexual activ-

ity, as in "making love." And now today we are

admonished to do it safely, as if there is no risk

in loving another person. For this reason, per-

haps it is time to call a moratorium on the word
love used in reference to God. Instead, we might

use words which qualify the divine love: mercy,
kindness, holiness, faithfulness, compassion,
and—yes—patience.

This divine characteristic, however, is not ex-

cessive indulgence with the waywardness of
human beings. God's patience gives us a window
of opportunity for repenting of sin and relating

to God in covenant relationship. God's patience,
in other words, is another way in which we expe-
rience divine grace.

Divine patience, of course, calls forth human
response. This response should also be patience.
To paraphrase Luke: "Be patient, just as your fa-

ther is patient" (Luke 6:36). There are four di-

mensions to patience as a response to God's pa-
tience:

1. Communal or churchly quality: In many of
us there is a tendency to be enamored with
ideals of what the church might become while
we are impatient with the reality we know as
church. But the reality of the church is that the
light bills have to be paid, someone has to hire

the janitor, Sunday school teachers have to be
found, decisions have to be made, conflicts have
to be resolved, and—most aggravating of all—we
have to live with each others' neuroses.

It's
no wonder that Flannery O'Connor once

observed that sometimes we have to suffer

as much from the church as we do for the
church. "Give me the kingdom of God, yes, but
don't weigh me down with the church," some
people seem to be saying. It's what I call ecclesi-

astical docetism—taking seriously the high call-

ing of the church but denying the humanness of

the clay vessel.

What the church needs, especially those of us
who work for the church, is a good dose of godly
patience. Paul said: "Clothe yourselves with com-
passion, kindness, humility, meekness, and pa-
tience And let the peace of Christ rule in

your hearts, to which indeed you were called in

the one body (Col. 3:12-15).

2. Pastoral quality: Closely related to patience

as a churchly quality is patience as a pastoral

quality—a necessary attribute of those who lead

the church. John Esau, director of ministerial

Patience is meeting the needs
of others—regardless of whe-
ther they ever accept the mes-
sage we claim and proclaim.
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leadership for the General Conference Menno-

nite Church, says that the pastors most likely to

fail are those who have little self-awareness,

those who are incapable of perceiving how their

own actions contribute toward negative relation-

ships with others.

It is equally true that pastors fail sometimes

when their vision for what they want the church

to become far outstrips their care for and love of

the church as it really is. Persistent patience

Peace and justice must be

qualified by holy patience.

Otherwise we fall into the

trap ofjustifying coercion.

holds together in creative tension an acceptance

of the church as it is with a vision for what the

church should become as God's people in the

world.

3. Missionary quality: The apostle Paul

claimed that he was foremost of all sinners. But

the purpose for this was so that "Jesus Christ

might display the utmost patience, making me
an example to those who would come to believe

in him for eternal life" (1 Tim. 1:16; cf. 2 Tim.

3:10f.; 2 Cor. 6:6). Christ's patience with Paul

provides an example for Christians' efforts to

bring others to faith.

The missionary stance of the church in the

world is one of patient expectation. It in-

volves proclaiming and embodying the

gospel of Jesus Christ without compelling others

to believe in and follow him. It means meeting

the needs of others—physical, social, and spiri-

tual—regardless of whether people ever accept

the message we claim and proclaim. Patience as

a missionary stance renounces all means of co-

ercing others to believe—whether by use of

force or use of manipulative techniques which

have more to do with Madison Avenue than with

the gospel of peace.

4. Christian pacifist quality: It is proper that

peace theology in the past decade or so has in-

corporated a greater concern for justice. Not
just any peace, we now say, but peace with jus-

tice. But the legitimate concern for justice, too,

must be qualified by holy patience. Otherwise,

we can too easily fall into the trap of justifying

coercive—albeit nonviolent—means toward a

noble end. Jesus said of such people that they

try to take the kingdom by force (Matt. 11:12)

—

or at least they rush God's timetable.

Menno Simons saw clearly the integral connec-

tion between patience as a fruit of the Spirit and

nonresistance. Said he: "Christ is our fortress;

patience our weapon of defense; the Word of

God our sword; and our victory a courageous,

firm, unfettered faith in Jesus Christ."

If we would be honest, we would have to

admit that this kind of patience is what we want

people to use with us. But just so we must exer-

cise the same patience with them. Recently, my
son asked my opinion on a mutual acquaintance

(whom I'll call Jim). Without thinking, I shot Jim

down—assuming my son would share my per-

spective.

Immediately I knew something was wrong. Jer-

emy went quiet, and I changed the subject.

Later I brought it up again and told Jeremy I

was sorry for what I had said about Jim, that I

sensed that he wasn't pleased with me.

Jeremy admitted he wasn't pleased with my at-

titude toward Jim. True, he said, Jim has some
real problems, but everybody puts him down.

Then came the clincher: "As Christians, we
should treat everyone with respect."

Ihad to agree—and admit to Jeremy that he

had taught me something. Everybody, no

matter how quirky their personality, deserves

respect. And I'm also slowly learning that with

that respect comes the need for patience.

How do I know that? Because I, of all people,

need others to be patient with me! In addition I,

a sinner, need the persistent patience of God.

Richard A. Kauffman, a Gospel Herald editorial

consultant, is administrative vice-president of Asso-

ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart,

Ind.

Persistent patience holds together in

creative tension an acceptance of the

church as it is with a vision for what
the church should be as God's people.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Church leaders urge nations

to act against global warming
Leaders of the Canadian Council of

Churches and the U.S. National Council
of Churches say they will begin pressing

their governments to take action to avert

global warming.

"This is a spiritual issue, not just a

technical problem," said Bruce Mcleod,
president of the Canadian council. "It's a

matter of God's creation" being threat-

ened by "our reckless actions."

In a joint statement, the church leaders

said there is an "international scientific

consensus" that the burning of so-called

fossil fuels is leading to global warming.
Likely results of warming include

droughts and famines, the statement said.

(RNS)

Volunteers try to protect
church leaders in El Salvador
Small groups of Christians from North

America and Europe have been schedul-

ing trips to El Salvador, in response to

death threats against leaders of that

country's National Council of Churches.
Participants hope the presence of for-

eigners will deter persons responsible for

the threats from carrying them out.

In addition, sponsors hope the effort

will give local people a sense that Chris-

tians in other nations care about them.
(RNS)

Methodists gain members
as Cuban policy changes
Methodists in Cuba are staging a come-

back—further evidence of a more relaxed

official attitude toward religion in one of

the last bastions of communism.
After Fidel Castro's takeover in 1959,

most Methodist pastors fled and many
fearful members dropped out of church.

The official number of church members
dropped from 10,000 to about 2,000.

Today there are 5,000 official members
and as many as 25,000 other people who
are involved in the church in some way,

Methodist Bishop Joel Ajo said. (NIRR)

African-American churches head
list of fast-growing congregations
The three fastest-growing congrega-

tions in the United States are African-

American churches in densely populated
urban areas, a Missouri researcher said.

According to John Vaughan of the

International Megachurch Research Cen-
ter in Bolivar, Mo., the top three congre-

gations are:

World Changers Ministries, a five-year-

old independent charismatic group in the

Atlanta suburb of College Park.

Pleasant Grove Missionary Baptist
Church in Houston.

And West Angeles Church of God in

Christ in Los Angeles. (NIRR)

Churches help workers cope
with rising economic stress

Churches traditionally have responded
to economic hard times by offering words
of support for the unemployed, food bas-

kets for the hungry, and pleas to the

government to address social needs.

In this recession, several Roman Cath-
olic parishes in St. Louis have set up job
banks equipped with fax machines and
computerized listings of job openings.

But many people who do find work find

low wages and poor working conditions.

So "workplace ministries" are growing.

Some pastors are becoming "industrial

chaplains," who aim to help workers cope
with the stress brought on by massive
layoffs and pressures for greater produc-
tivity.

Other religious leaders are approaching
top business executives, hoping to nur-

ture reflection on business ethics and
corporate responsibility. (RNS)

Christians sponsor outreach
during week of Super Bowl

Christians in Minnesota organized a

variety of activities in connection with the

Super Bowl football game, held Jan. 26 in

Minneapolis.

Events included a gospel music concert,

distribution of literature, and a breakfast

featuring current and former pro players.

In addition, local church members were
encouraged to host Super Bowl parties

and show a 15-minute religious videotape

at halftime. (NIRR)

Canadian Reform Party led
by former radio preacher
An outspoken evangelical is gaining at-

tention as head of Canada's conservative

Reform Party.

Preston Manning is a former radio

preacher and a member of a Christian and
Missionary Alliance church in Calgary,

Alta.

If elected prime minister, his opponents
say, he would make drastic cuts in social

services.

In a front-page interview, Manning told

the Toronto Globe and Mail that he be-

lieves in the separation of church and state

and has no "hidden religious agenda."

(NIRR)

Broadcasters may expel members
for failure to report on finances
The National Religious Broadcasters

(NRB) is ready to expel 162 members for

failing to meet standards of financial

responsibility, its president said.

David Clark, who heads the U.S. orga-

nization, said most of these members are

small radio and television ministries that

have failed to provide financial state-

ments detailing income and spending.

Members are monitored by the NRB's
Ethics and Financial Integrity Commis-
sion. The commission was set up in the

wake of several widely publicized scan-

dals involving TV evangelists. (RNS)

Churches join with unions,
civic groups in job programs
Some U.S. churches are active in cam-

paigns to save jobs.

For example, the Chicago-based Feder-
ation for Industrial Retention and Re-
newal includes 28 local coalitions of

churches, unions, and community groups.

The Naugatuck Valley Project, a local

affiliate of the federation, negotiated the

sale of a Connecticut factory to its 225
employees.

According to federation president Jim
Benn, "the quality of life is declining" for

the bulk of the U.S. population.

"It's not just about the recession," Benn
said. "For a lot of people, it's been a

depression since 1982." (RNS)

Catholic bishops end contract
with large public relations firm
Roman Catholic bishops in the United

States have dismissed a New York-based
public relations firm.

The company—Hill & Knowlton, Inc.

—

had worked with the bishops to try to turn

public opinion against abortion.

"Who we used to assist us in getting out

the message has often and sadly obscured
the issue of the message itself," said

Helen Alvare, a representative of the Na-
tional Conference of Catholic Bishops.

Alvare said the bishops will now use a

number of smaller firms. (RNS)

American Tract Society releases
leaflet on ways to prevent AIDS
In response to requests from churches,

the American Tract Society has produced
a leaflet on "safe sex."

The tract provides information about
condoms and screening sexual partners,

but concludes with a prayer in which the

reader promises to follow God's "rules on
sex." (RNS)
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CHURCH NEWS

Abuse survivors tell stories

at gathering in Pennsylvania

Mount Joy, Pa. (Meetinghouse)Some
conferences change lives.

For many people at the conference on

family abuse here Jan. 23-25, the change

came with being able to reveal terrible

"family secrets" for the first time.

Others were changed by listening to

unimaginable stories of fear, pain, and

betrayal.

Most of the 250 men and women at this

conference—even the counselors and so-

cial workers who led workshops—were

survivors of crippling damage suffered

during childhood and beyond, much of if

in "good" Mennonite families.

Even Scripture and hymns sounded

different in this context.

"My heart is in anguish within me. . .

Fear and trembling come upon me, and

horror overwhelms me .... 0 that I had

wings like a dove! I would fly away and be

at rest," the group read from Psalm 55 at

one of two public evening programs.

This conference, titled "Facing Family

Abuse: From Darkness to Light," was not

a time for honing precise definitions of

abuse or formulating ideologies. There

was more grief than rage, more sympathy

than denunciation.

However, some anger did appear on the

"wailing wall," where participants wrote

out their frustration and pain and named
names.

Therapists led a wide range of work-

shops of topics such as emotional abuse,

male sexuality, living with survivors, and

eating disorders related to abuse. A work-

shop on religious abuse described "toxic

faith" and "religious addiction."

Some in this workshop described how
"born-again" zeal led to violence against

children. One persons was struggling with

the compulsive "witnessing" of a spouse,

another with abuse resulting from a belief

in male headship.

Some participants were here because

they were accused of being abusers.

Another workshop looked at character-

istics of dysfunctional families. Partici-

pants heard about the damage done when
boundaries are violated—specifically,

boundaries defining sexual behavior, role

expectations of children and parents, and

ways of communicating.

Excessive secrecy ("Don't tell anyone

what happens in our family") is a common
sign of family dysfunction, survivors

agreed.

Because of this, some participants re-

fuse to ever use the word "secret" with

their own children.

"The greatest wrong against children is

forcing our preconceived images onto

them," said Sheron Brunner, one of the

main speakers at the conference.

If parents do this, the children "will

never know who they are," said Brunner,

who is director of a women's shelter in

California.

The other main speaker—Ruth Krall of

Goshen (Ind.) College—called down judg-

ment on society and the church.

"None of us has clean hands and a pure

heart," she warned. "The issue of abuse

touches each of us—individual stories

affect the whole community, and our cul-

ture teaches us all an addiction to vio-

lence."

Krall noted that the "politeness" of the

conference was stifling for some people.

"The act of abuse is never domesticat-

ed," she said.

Participants had an inkling of how ex-

treme some people's experiences were

when a few individuals raised alarms

about a candlelighting ceremony. They

explained that lighting candles preceded

sexual rituals among Satanist cults of

which they had been a part.

The last session elicited comments of

gratitude and hope, though some people

said they dreaded leaving the security of

the gathering.

"Thank you for giving me my voice

back," one participant said.

The wounds take a long time to heal,

participants in the conference said, but

healing is possible.

"We must get beyond the victim posi-

tion," one man said at a public session.

"Our deepest pain is also our greatest

resource."—Margaret Loewen Reimer

Church ignores abuse, survivors say at meeting

Mount Joy, Pa. (Meetinghouse)—"The

church consistently let me down," one

survivor of physical and sexual violence

declared at the January conference here

on family abuse.

"I begged my pastor to get my younger

sisters away from my father," she said. No
one would get involved.

"My brother went to church one Sunday

with a hand mark on his face from a

beating," another participant in the con-

ference said. "No one took any notice."

The church came under harsh judgment

at this gathering, attended mostly by

Mennonites.

When faced with abuse within its fami-

lies, the church has often looked the other

way, these survivors testified. The effect

is that the church has often "re-violated"

people already suffering violation.

"I'm broken by the pain inflicted by our

churches," said a pastor participant, with

tears running down his cheeks. He added

that he had prayed for tears because he

never cries.

Participants agreed that every congre-

gation has abusive families. One pastor

said that if people knew he had been at a

conference like this, he would be flooded

with request for help.

Two local pastors initiated this confer-

ence. Wayne Kenney of a local Brethren

in Christ church had the idea and asked

Joe Sherer, pastor of Mount Joy Menno-

nite Church, to help him organize the

event.

"I've been told my life will never be the

same," Sherer said.

For him, the conference "was like walk-

ing into a new room. I don't know what

the implications will be."

So far, he said, he has not experienced

any opposition from his congregation for

participating in the event.

Kenney has not been so fortunate. He
said he has experienced little support for

his conviction that the church must be a

caring community.

Kenney plans to leave his position

shortly.

Why did he initiate the conference?

"I knew a woman who had been abused,

and I brought her into the church," he

said.

Kenney also had heard "whispers"

about other people in the community who
had been abused.

"I went to various people with the idea,"

Kenney said. A committee started plan-

ning the event, "but we didn't know if

anyone would come."

Response was so heavy registration was

closed seven weeks before the event.

"The walls of secrecy in the church are

breaking down," speaker Ruth Krall an-

nounced, "and the trumpeters are small

children, the old and the weak."

Krall urged the church to look seriously

at its theology of authority and parenting,

and to speak to adolescents about sexu-

ality and courtship.

Participants agreed that there are no

quick solutions or formula for the church

to follow. But being open to listen is

already a big step forward, they said.

Similar conferences on abuse will be

held in March in Kidron, Ohio, and Win-

nipeg, Man.—Margaret Loewen Reimer
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Book published. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—Irvin B. Horst (left) and Gerald
R. Brunk examine a copy of Merino Simons: A Reappraisal. Brunk edited the book,
which is a compilation of addresses from a 1990 conference held at Eastern
Mennonite College (EMC). The college published the book as a tribute to Horst,
a longtime professor at EMC and the University of Amsterdam.

Credentials suspended for sexual misconduct
Waterloo, OnL—The Mennonite Con-

ference of Eastern Canada (MCEC) has
suspended the credentials of one of its

ministers for sexual misconduct. Urie
Bender of Baden, Ont., has had his min-
isterial credentials removed for two years.

"This action arises out of allegations

presented by four women that during the
course of friendships and mentoring, Urie
initiated a level of touch and intimacy that

was uncomfortable, confusing, or inappro-
priate," reads a statement from the
MCEC Leadership Commission.

"In several instances this touch was
unambiguously sexual in nature," the

statement says. "In other instances the
nature of the interaction was more am-
biguous. There were circumstances where
the interaction appeared to be subject to

alternative explanations."

The statement continues: "Urie has
acknowledged crossing boundaries and
indicated remorse for suffering experi-

enced as a result of these actions. He also

sees some of his behavior as having been
appropriate and acceptable within the

context of the situation."

In taking the action, MCEC said it

wanted to affirm "a high standard of

behavior for ordained ministers in all

aspects of their behavior." The conference

also acknowledged "that boundaries can be

crossed and people violated through be-
haviors that are not explicit or dramatic."

Following the release of the MCEC
statement, the four women who brought
the allegations issued their own statement
to Gospel Herald and four other Menno-
nite publications. They did so because
they felt MCEC's statement did not go
far enough to "warn and protect those
vulnerable young women like us."

The four women, teenagers or college

students when the actions occurred, cited

"fondling, French kissing, and sexualized

behavior," such as hand-holding and em-
bracing, as instances of "crossing the

boundaries." They noted confusion be-
cause of courting behavior "from a person
who was pastor or mentor." They said this

behavior often occurred in public places,

which "served as protective cover . . . and
made us doubt our truest responses to his

behavior."

The women's statement also notes that

"provisions to protect those vulnerable

young women like us do not exist at this

time." They say this is one reason for

going public with their allegations and
seeking conference action.

Bender told Gospel Herald he is pro-

cessing the allegations and the conference
action with his pastor and his congrega-

tion, Rockway Mennonite.

Poet's visit highlights
King holiday at Goshen
Goshen, Ind. (GC)—A series of presen-

tations by African-American poet Kate
Rushin highlighted Martin Luther King
Day at Goshen College on Jan. 20.

Controversy over some of King's stands
and allegations of personal weakness keep
some people from honoring him, Rushin
told students and faculty in a morning
convocation.

But King, who spoke at Goshen College
in March 1960, represents the struggle of

a whole people for peace and justice, she
said. "And we should honor that."

King did not stand alone, Rushin said,

but came from a tradition of resistance

that included Frederick Douglass, Dred
Scott, Sojourner Truth, and Malcolm X.
During the civil rights movement itself,

King received help from such people as

E. B. Dixon, the chief organizer of the bus
boycott in Montgomery, Ala.

Similar assistance came from Bayard
Rustin, chief organizer of the march on
Washington at which King gave his "I

Have a Dream" speech.

In addition, King received support from
"countless thousands of common, ordi-

nary people whose names we'll never
know."

Men, women, laborers, professors,
blacks, and whites came together in the

civil rights movement, Rushin noted.

This can provide a model for respond-
ing to rising unemployment, rising medi-
cal costs, and increasing intolerance

today, she argued.

"We must come together," she said.

"We must trust ourselves enough, [and]

we must trust each other enough, to talk

about these problems."

Rushin punctuated the address with

selections from her own poetry.

In "Rosa Revisited," the poet paid trib-

ute to Rosa Parks, whose refusal to give

up her seat on a Montgomery bus led to

the start of King's public career.

In "Family Tree," Rushin honored her
maternal grandmother: "I come from a

long line of uppity black women/. . . Now-
adays I cultivate being uppity/It's some-
thing my grandmother taught me/I think

it's about time I learned my lesson."

Rushin's grandmother didn't go to

school beyond the third grade, but she
educated herself, eventually joining the

Book-of-the-Month Club.

When Rushin was six years old, she
said, her grandmother gave her a six-vol-

ume set of the World's Best Poetry.
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Following the convocation, Rushin

spoke at a reception and addressed a

"Literate Voice" humanities class.

That evening, she gave a poetry reading

to some 300 people.

In addition to the Rushin's visit, King

Day activities at the college included a

concert hosted by the Black Student

Union and the presentation of two papers

written for the first annual Martin Luther

King, Jr., competition.

Jennifer Huebert, a senior psychology

major from Germany, gave "A Celebra-

tion of [King's] Life and Dream." Kent

Unruh, a junior computer science major

from Kansas, outlined King's six princi-

ples of nonviolence.— Wayne Steffen

Salvador treaty brings

hope for lasting peace
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—A cease-fire official-

ly ending El Salvador's 12-year civil war

took effect Feb. 1.

An estimated 75,000 people died in the

conflict.

The cease-fire "brings much optimism

for a lasting peace," said Barry Shelley-

Ogle, country representative in El Salva-

dor for Mennonite Central Committee.

However, "optimism must be accompa-

nied by caution," he said.

Shelley-Ogle sees several positive ele-

ments in the peace agreement. These

include promises of:

• Substantial reductions in the power

of the Salvadoran military.

• Creation of a new civilian police force.

• The deployment of a United Nations

monitoring and peacekeeping force.

Nevertheless, Salvadorans still wait to

see if their lives will really improve,

Shelly-Ogle said.

While the peace accords provide for

sweeping military and police reform, they

include few economic and social reforms,

the MCC worker noted.

A paramilitary group calling itself the

"Secret Army for National Salvation" has

threatened to kill all members of the

newly organized National Council of

Churches in El Salvador, which includes

MCC church partners.

"It will be important for the rest of the

world not to assume that since the war is

over they can forget about El Salvador,"

MCC Latin America secretary Rich Sider

said.

"MCC will continue to work with local

church groups as they attempt to meet
reconstruction and reconciliation needs,"

Sider said.

Serving in the

Name of Christ

The Gift of Presence:
Stories that Celebrate Nursing
Nurses share, with those entrusted to their care, life's

peaks and valleys, life's joys, tears, and mysteries. They

are present for the baby's first cry and the dying

person's last breath. They lose races to save life and see

miracles unfold just as defeat seems imminent.

This book developed by Beth Landis and Dave and

Neta Jackson from stories submitted by nurses captures

such moments. The stories told here celebrate the

50-year history of the Mennonite Nurses Association.

They are universal stories that Christian nurses

everywhere will recognize from their own experiences.

Paper, $8.95; in Canada $10.95.

A Herald Press book available through your local bookstore or by

iTojiib thai c ewtuum Nimsma

The

Gift

of
Presence

DAVE & NETA JA< tKSON
urn i ianims

III!
calling 1 800 759-4447; in Canada call 519 746-2872 (Provident

Bookstores—MC, Visa, Discover).

Join Mennonite
Nurses Association

During this anniversary year, Mennonite Nurses Association invites all nurses to

join an organization that

* impacts nursing related projects around the world with grants

which have totaled $40,000 to 25 countries in the last 15 years

* influences health care in the local community through the

"Nurse in the Congregation" program

* offers scholarships to nursing students in Mennonite affiliated

programs.

Join Mennonite Nurses Association today and get a FREE copy of The Gift of

Presence. You will also receive a complimentary subscription to Mennonite

Medical Messenger and information about how your association is actively

meeting the health care needs of people at home and around the world.

To join, fill in the membership application and mail it with the membership fee

of $25.00 ($30.00 Canadian) to Mennonite Nurses Association, 2410 Berkey

Avenue, Goshen, IN 46526.

Cut and mail

Name

Spouse's Name.

Address

City State/Prov. Code.

Telephone Number _

RN LPN
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• Agencies play key role. Pro-
tests by Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions and Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC)
were "instrumental" in revers-

ing a government order in Ethi-

opia, according to leaders of the
Meserete Kristos Church
(MKC). The order, issued Jan.

23, required the MKC in Naza-
reth to turn over its church
building for use by the city's

high court. Ethiopian authori-

ties reversed the order on Jan.

29, after Eastern Board and
MCC sent faxed letters of pro-
test to the nation's prime minis-

ter. (See February 11, 1992, Gos-
pel Herald.)

• Diversity celebrated. Les and
Gwen Gustafson-Zook opened
Cultural Awareness Week at

Eastern Mennonite College with
a Jan. 27 program of ethnic folk

music. The couple, who direct a
voluntary service unit in Albany,
Ore., presented songs from
many cultures across the United
States. Other activities during
the week included an interna-

tional fair, a Japanese tea cere-

mony, a demonstration of Jap-
anese arts, and an exhibit of
paintings and sculpture by Afri-

can-American artist Lawrence
Hurst of Baltimore. In addition,

students from a conflict resolu-

tion and peacemaking class led

a focus on discrimination in

South Africa.

• Canada sales down. SELF-
HELP Crafts Canada reports
slower sales in the 1991 budget
year than in 1990. However, the
organization is "doing relatively

well, all things considered," di-

rector Vera Isaak said. SELF-
HELP Canada expects to have
sold about $3 million of crafts by
the end of its budget year on
Feb. 29. This represents a 9

percent drop from the previous
year, but is better than the 10
percent fall in overall retail sales

in Canada in 1991.

• New center to open. An inter-

national Youth Evangelism Ser-
vice (YES) training center is

scheduled to open in 1993, ac-

cording to Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions, Salunga, Pa.

The location has not yet been
chosen. By opening the center,

Eastern Board hopes to in-

crease the number of interna-

tional volunteers in the YES
program. Over the past seven
years, 14 percent of the partici-

pants have been internationals.

Discipleship Ministries director

Galen Burkholder hopes to in-

crease that figure to 40 percent
by 1995.

•Occult condemned. Three
Mennonite pastors in Pennsyl-
vania and Maryland have signed
a letter condemning occult prac-

tices in their local community.
Joe Byler of the Oakdale Con-
servative congregation near
Salisbury, Pa.; Steven Heatwole
of the Springs (Pa.) congrega-
tion; and Earl Yoder of the Oak
Grove congregation in Grants-
ville, Md., signed the Jan. 21
letter, along with eight other
members of the Casselman Val-
ley Ministers Association. Cop-
ies of the letter went to daily

papers in Somerset, Pa., and
Cumberland, Md., as well as to

several weekly publications.

Practices condemned range
from the use of horoscopes and
water witching to Satan wor-
ship.—Gay N. Brownlee

• Fund goal met. Students, fac-

ulty, and staff at Eastern Men-
nonite High School, Harrison-
burg, Va., raised some $163,000
during the school's 31st annual
Christmas Fund Drive. The goal
for the drive was $150,000. Each
student is encouraged to partic-

ipate in the project by contact-

ing five or more donors in per-
son, working two days and
donating the wages earned, or
writing at least 10 letters to
alumni and friends of the school.

Money raised benefits the
school's annual fund.

• Workshop held. Some 30 peo-
ple from nine states took part in

a Jan. 23-24 "house-building
workshop" sponsored by Men-
nonite Central Committee
(MCC). Participants did not
come to learn construction ba-
sics but to find out more about
a way to raise funds for MCC.
Since 1987, MCC constituents
have built and sold 11 houses,
with proceeds going to the
agency's worldwide ministries.

These sales, including five in

1991 alone, have netted more
than $1 million.

•Brown appointed. Hubert
Brown, executive secretary for

the Commission on Home Min-
istries of the General Confer-
ence Mennonite Church, has
been named to a state advisory
committee in Kansas. Governor
Joan Finney appointed Brown
to serve on the Commission for

Children, Youth, and Families.

The 17-member commission will

meet monthly to identify prob-
lems and make recommenda-
tions to the legislature.

• Work camps set. Mennonite
Service Venture will sponsor
two cross-cultural work camps
in San Francisco from June 14-

21 and July 19-26. The camps
will give young people a chance
to work with children, the el-

derly, homeless people, AIDS
patients, and other persons in

need. More information is avail-

able from Paula Diller Lehman,
Box 347, Newton, KS 67114.

• Trips offered. Youth Venture
will offer two international ser-

vice trips this summer. One will

go to the South American nation
of Colombia, where participants

will work at the Cachipay Re-

Workers commissioned. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Nine voluntary service workers were commis-
sioned on Jan. 12 for assignments with Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. The volunteers
are, from front left: Matt Miller, Albany, Ore., to Birmingham, Ala.; Rose and Chris Kennel,
Ronks, Pa., to Aflex, Ky.

; and Dennis Bender, Accident, Md., to Johns Island, S.C. Back row:
Shelly Roth, Milford, Neb., to Aflex, Ky.; Jonathan Buch, Akron, Pa., to Aflex, Ky.; Andrew Eby,
Washington Boro, Pa., to Washington, D.C.; Duane Denlinger, Willow Street, Pa., to Johns
Island, S.C; and Valerie Kreider, Quarryville, Pa, to Johns Island, S.C.
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Volunteers oriented. Irwin, Ohio (RMM)—Nine voluntary service workers took part in

orientation Jan. 3-5 for assignments with Rosedale Mennonite Missions. The volunteers are

(from left): Mike and Diane Zimmerly, Orrville, Ohio, to Jackson, Miss.; Kenton and Nancy

Moser, Copenhagen, N.Y., to El Dorado, Ark.; Alan Jantzi, Au Gras, Mich., to Rosedale, Ohio;

Lisa Miller, Goshen, Ind., to Louisville, Ky. ;
Ralph Yoder, Hutchinson, Kan., to Louisville, Ky.;

Crystal Wefley, Harrington, Del., to El Dorado, Ark.; and Kurt Kemp, Wellman, Iowa, to

Rosedale, Ohio.

treat Center. The other will go

to Northern Ireland and include

work with youth programs at

Bridge and Mornington Enter-

prises. More information is

available from Paula Diller Leh-

man, Box 347, Newton, KS
67114.

• Openings announced. The
Youth Venture program has

openings for short-term service

this coming summer in Colo-

rado, Ontario, and Pennsylva-

nia. Plans are still being final-

ized for assignments in San

Antonio, Tex., and Seattle,

Wash. More information is

available from Paula Diller Leh-

man, Box 347, Newton, KS
67114.

• Missionary transitions:

Ron and Jackee Bender of Acts

Covenant Fellowship in Lancas-

ter, Pa., went to Tanzania on

Jan. 5 as workers under Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions.

Ron will be a press operator,

and Jackee will home school the

couple's children, Joshua and

Danelle. The family's address is

MFW, Private Bag, Musoma,
Tanzania.

Nelson and Marilyn Blank of the

Rossmere congregation, Lan-

caster, Pa., went to Papua New
Guinea on Jan. 27. They have

been appointed by Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions to

work with Wycliffe Bible Trans-

lators. Their address is SIL Pa-

cific Orientation Course, PO
Box 872, Madang, Papua New
Guinea.

Mary Jane Myers of the Mount Joy

(Pa.) congregation went to Swa-

ziland on Jan. 29 to serve as an

accountant with Trans-World

Radio. Earlier, she worked for

the same organization in the

Netherlands. Her current ad-

dress is Trans-World Radio, PO
Box 64, Manzini, Swaziland.

• Coming events:

Workshop on congregational sing-

ing, Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries (AMBS),
Elkhart, Ind., March 13-15. The
event will feature Alice Parker.

More information from the

AMBS continuing education of-

fice, 3003 Benham Ave., Elkhart,

IN 46517-1999; phone 219 295-

3726.

Seminar on Canada's role in the

world, Ottawa, Ont., March 19-

21. The event is sponsored by

Mennonite Central Committee
Canada. William Janzen, direc-

tor of the agency's Ottawa office,

will give participants a chance to

meet members of Parliament,

civil servants, and other offi-

cials. Registration deadline is

March 10. More information from

Chris Hiebert, MCC Ontario, 50

Kent Ave., Kitchener, Ont. N2G
3R1; phone 519 745-8458.

• Job openings:
Houseparents, Beth Shalom, Lan-

caster, Pa. Beginning June 22,

1992. Position includes supervi-

sion of a residential program for

teen mothers, monitoring the

spiritual and life skills compo-

nents of the program, and man-

aging a six-unit apartment
building. Contact Carolyn
Grasse, PO Box 785, Lancaster,

PA 17603; phone 717 299-0460.

Registrar, Spruce Lake Retreat,

Canadensis, Pa. Responsible for

reservations at retreat center for

individuals and guest and re-

treat groups. Year-round, full-

time position beginning spring

1992. Spruce Lake is located in

the Pocono Mountains of north-

eastern Pennsylvania. Send
resume or contact Paul Beiler,

R. 1, Box 605, Canadensis, PA
18325; phone 717 595-7505.

Tenure-track faculty position in

adult health nursing, Goshen
College, Goshen, Ind. Doctoral

preparation preferred. Master's

degree in nursing required.

Goshen College is an Anabap-

tist-Mennonite Christian lib-

eral-arts college emphasizing

the role of the church in contem-

porary society. Application
deadline is March 30, 1992. Send
curriculum vita to John Eby,

dean, Goshen College, Goshen,

IN 46526.

• New resources:

Crossing the Boundary: Profes-

sional Sexual Abuse is the title

of a new information packet

from Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC). "Professional

abuse" is defined as sexually

exploitation by doctors, pastors,

therapists, and other who have

positions of power or status.

The packet describes the pat-

tern of professional abuse and

discusses ways to prevent and

address it. Packets are available

from MCC, PO Box 500, Akron,

PA 17501-0500; MCC Canada,

134 Plaza Dr., Winnipeg, Man.
R3T 5K9; and MCC Canada
Women's Concerns, 50 Kent
Ave., Kitchener, Ont. N2G 3R1.

Children's materials about Thai-

land are available from Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC).
A Tour of Thailand is a five-les-

son project for use by children

in grades 4-6 in schools, Sunday
schools, or Bible schools. It in-

cludes a board game, stories,

fundraising activities, and a

teacher's guide. A Taste of Thai-

land is an eight-minute video

that offers a brief introduction

to Thailand's sights and sounds.

The lesson project is available

from all MCC offices. The video

is available for free loan from

any MCC office or for purchase

from the MCC Resource Li-

brary, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500, phone 717 859-1151,

or MCC Canada, 134 Plaza Dr.,

Winnipeg, Man. R3T 5K9,
phone 204 261-6381.

Mennonite Hour records are now
available on cassette. More in-

formation is available from

Mennonite Heritage Record-

ings, R. 3, Box 354, Pine Grove,

PA 17963.

• New books:
Joseph by James R. Shott. This

book is a biblical novel by the

author of "Leah." Herald Press

is the publisher.

Tales from the Peoli Road by Eli

R. Beachy. An Old Order Amish
storyteller, Beachy describes

the exploits and misadventures

of his people. Herald Press is

the publisher.
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NEW MEMBERS

Carpenter Park, Hollsopple,
Pa.: Krystal Moore, Jesse
Yourich, and Stephanie Moore.

Kennebec, Augusta, Maine:
Richard and Stacy DelGallo

Northside, Lima, Ohio: Heidi
Altstaetter, Mark Daniels, Shel-

don King, and David Neff.

Smithville, Ohio: Andy Rohrer,
Nicholas Johnsen, and Anthony
Steiner.

South Colon, Burr Oak, Mich.:
Tim Shears.

BIRTHS

Altemus, Jay and Ruth (Rissler),

Avondale Estates, Ga., Nathan
Daniel (first child), Oct. 16.

Cox, Tim and Debbie (Short),

Villa Rica, Ga., Devon Rene
(first child), Nov. 22.

Dehogues, Al and Lois Ann
(Miller), Riverside, Iowa, William
Anthony (second child), Jan. 26.

DelGallo, Richard and Stacy
(Mann), North Whitefield,
Maine, Matthew Richard (third

child), Jan. 27.

Fisher, Steve and Dawn (Roth),

North Liberty, Iowa, Kayla Ni-

cole (first child), Jan. 11.

Frye, Kathy, Shipshewana, Ind.,

Michelle Lee (first child), Jan.

21.

Good, Vernon and Jane
(Nitzsche), Goshen, Ind., Jona-
than Aaron (first child), Jan. 16.

Hoover, Kevin and Rita Marie
(Good), Schwenksville, Pa.,

Kaitlyn Rose (first child), Jan.
15.

Isaacs, Carl D. and Kathleen
(Brunk), Bristol, Va., Adrienne
Elizabeth (second child), Dec. 2.

Kanagy, Lamar and Cheryl
(Brown), Washington Boro, Pa.,

Chelsea Rae (second child), Jan. 9.

Lehman, Joel and Rose (Miller),

Orrville, Ohio, Benjamin Robert
(second child), Jan. 10.

Leu, Paul and Sacha (Hollings-

head), West Unity, Ohio, Saman-
tha Ann (first child), Jan. 24.

Miller, Bruce and Jodi (Miller),

White Pigeon, Mich., Amanda
Nicole (third child), Dec. 22.

Miller, Scott and Stephanie (Os-
wald), Findlay, Ohio, Zachary
Scott (first child), Dec. 26.

Nafziger, Dan and Evie (Hart-

man), Iowa City, Iowa, Joel Dan-
iel (third child), Jan. 24.

Okuyemi, Kola and Funice
(Afolayan), Atlanta, Ga.,
Manuloluwa Eniayo (second
child), Sept. 23.

Peachey, Kent and Debra
(Rothrock), Belleville, Pa.,

Thaddeus Michael (first child),

Jan. 22.

Roberts, Ken and Anna (Hoover),
Philadelphia, Pa., Isaac Hoover
(second child), Dec. 19.

Roth, Mike and Maria (Freyen-
berger), Swisher, Iowa, Abigail
Lynn (first child), Jan. 9.

Smith, Jeff and Kathy (Reber),

Atlanta, Ga., London Aristar-

chus (first child), Nov. 14.

Sommerfeld, Marty and Mary
(Shenk), Lancaster, Pa., Drew
Matthew (second child), Oct. 20.

Sutter, Stanley and Cathy (Pike),

Staten Island, N.Y., Carissa Ann
(first child), Dec. 7.

Sweetser, Richard "Chip" and
Debra (Fisher), Goshen, Ind.,

Cassondra Diane (first child),

Jan. 20.

Weaver, Roger and Jolene
(Miller), Gaborone, Botswana,
Renae Kagiso (fourth child),

Jan. 7.

Weldy, Mike and Cindie (Eck-
hart), Wakarusa, Ind., Lauren
Michael (first child), Jan. 20.

Yoder, Carl and Roslyn (Taube),
Brooklyn, N.Y., Hannah Grace
(first child), Jan. 24.

Yoder, Victor and Carolyn (Good-
rich), Belleville, Pa., Andrea Ni-

cole (first child), Jan. 16.

MARRIAGES

Hartman-Turnbow: Nathan
Hartman, Carlsbad, N.M.
(Carlsbad), and Charla
Turnbow, Carlsbad, N.M.
(Church of Christ), Jan. 25, by
Peter E. Hartman.

Meyers-Halteman: Timothy Mey-
ers, Souderton, Pa. (Blooming
Glen), and Betsy Halteman, Tel-

ford, Pa. (Franconia), Feb. 1, by
Truman H. Brunk.

Reinford-Leatherman: Jeffrey
S. Reinford, Pennsburg, Pa.
(Finland), and Jina S. Leather-
man, Telford, Pa. (Oley), Jan.

25, by Steven E. Landis.

Stuckey-Roth: Phil Stuckey,
Archbold, Ohio (Lockport), and
Barb Roth, Wauseon, Ohio,
Dec. 20.

DEATHS

Bauman, Clayton M., 58, Elmira,
Ont. Born: March 21, 1933,
Elmira, Ont., to Seranus and
Veronica Bauman Martin. Died:
Dec. 25, 1991, Kitchener, Ont,
of a stroke. Survivors—wife:
Velina (Martin) Bauman; chil-

dren: Dorothy Goudy, Darrel,

Maynard; brothers and sisters:

Phares Bauman, Florence Mar-
tin, Abner Martin, Mary Eby.

Funeral and burial: Dec. 28,

Elmira Mennonite Church, by
Dale R. Bauman.

Esch, Gladys E. (Lapp), 83, West
Liberty, Ohio. Born: May 16,

1908, West Liberty, Ohio, to
David A. and Fannie Mae
Hartzler Lapp. Died: Jan. 26,

1992, West Liberty, Ohio. Survi-

vors—children: Floyd D., John
Dale, Carol Shape, Miriam
Grant; sister: Dorothy Lapp; 15
grandchildren, 18 great-grand-
children. Predeceased by: John
David Esch (husband) and Don-
ald J., Galen Eugene, Dean, and
Dwight (sons). Funeral and
burial: Jan. 29, South Union
Mennonite Church, by Randy
Reminder.

Hofstetter, Benjamin G., 77,

Kidron, Ohio. Born: Nov. 11,

1914, Kidron, Ohio, to Reuben
and Elma (Amstutz) Hofstetter.

Died: Jan. 23, 1992, Kidron,
Ohio. Survivors—children: Mar-
garet Miller, Leola Generke; sis-

ter and brother: Ellen Lehman,
Richard Hofstetter; 6 grandchil-

dren, one great-grandchild. Pre-
deceased by: Helen (Elsip)

Hofstetter (wife). Funeral and
burial: Jan. 27, Kidron Menno-
nite Church, by Bill Detweiler.

Miller, Eleanor B., 62, Iowa City,

Iowa. Born: Feb. 1, 1929,
Wellman, Iowa, to Merton A.
and Lydia (Gingerich) Miller.

Died: Jan. 23, 1992, Wellman,
Iowa, of cancer. Survivor

—

brother: Dale Miler. Funeral and
burial: Jan. 27, East Union Men-
nonite Church, by Michael Loss.

Miller, LeRoy "Roy," 80, Hutch-
inson, Kan. Born: Dec. 25, 1911,

Brandon, Colo., to Persaville

and Ida (Burkholder) Miller.

Died: Jan. 20, 1992, Hutchinson,
Kan., of cancer. Survivors

—

wife: Alta L. Cooper Miller;

brothers and sisters: Elgin,
Percy, Ethel "Dot" Short, Net-
tie Brenneman. Funeral: Jan. 23,

Elliot Chapel, by J. L. Williams.
Burial: Fairlawn Cemetery.

Miller, Percy C, 69, Hutchinson,
Kan. Born: Jan. 18, 1923, Jet,

Okla., to Persaville and Ida
(Burkholder) Miller. Died: Jan.

27, 1992, Hutchinson, Kan., of

cancer. Survivors—wife: Helen
M. Ball Miller; son: Michael W.;
brother and sisters: Elgin, Ethel
"Dot" Short, Nettie Brenneman.
Funeral: Jan. 29, Elliot Chapel,
by David Tappe. Burial: Fairlawn
Cemetery.

Shisler, Sallie (Souder), 70,

Harleysville, Pa. Born: March
18, 1921, Telford, Pa., to Preston
A. and Emma Ruth Souder.
Died: Jan. 18, 1992, Abington,
Pa. Survivors—children: Jay,

Don, Joyce Coale, Darlene,
Brent; brother and sister: Les-
ter, Dorothy R. Miller; 11 grand-
children. Predeceased by: Stan-
ley G. Shisler (husband) and
Dennis Ray (son). Funeral and
burial: Jan. 22, Salford Menno-
nite Church, by John Ruth, Wil-
lis Miller, and Don Hollinger.

Yoder, Hazel M. (Beck), 67,

Hesston, Kan. Born: April 23,

1924, Newton, Kan., to Thad-
deus and Henrietta (McFarland)
Beck. Died: Jan. 22, 1992,
Hesston, Kan., of cancer. Survi-

vors—husband: Curtis J. Yoder;
children: Ronald, Deanna K.
Yutzy, Melinda S. Yoder;
brother and sister: Howard
Beck, Neva Miller; 4 grand-
children. Funeral: Jan. 25,
Hesston Inter-Mennonite Fel-

lowship, by Duane Yoder and
Waldo Miller. Burial: Eastlawn
Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Publication Board direc-

tors meeting, Pittsburgh, Feb. 14-15

School for Ministers, Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.,

Feb. 17-20

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 20-22

Open House, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elk-
hart, Ind., Feb. 28-29

Allegheny Conference delegate
session, Martinsburg, Pa.,
March 3

Christian Peacemaker Teams con-
ference, Richmond, Va., March
6-8

Dialogue 92, Mennonite Health
Association, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-8

Mennonite and Brethren Health
Assembly, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-11

Mennonite Board of Congrega-
tional Ministries directors meet-
ing, March 12-14

New York Mennonite Conference
delegate session, Syracuse,
N.Y., March 14

Ohio Conference delegate session,

Kidron, Ohio, March 14

Atlantic Coast Conference annual
meeting, Atglen, Pa., March 14-15

Conference on Family Violence
and Sexual Abuse, Kidron,
Ohio, March 20-21

Lancaster Conference annual
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., March
20-22

Illinois Conference annual meeting,

Tiskilwa, 111., March 27-28

Northwest Conference spring
meeting, Calgary, Alta., March
27-29
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The Challenge

of

Rootedness

Plants need roots to grow and remain strong. A bouquet of cut flowers

looks beautiful for a while, but because there are no roots, eventually and

inevitably the flowers will die.

A church school left to fend for itself is like a bouquet of flowers, cut off

from its roots. The ties between church and school may remain alive for a

while, but eventually and inevitably they will lose their vitality and die.

For years the Mennonite Church has sponsored schools-from elementary

and secondary schools to colleges and seminaries. And for years the

Mennonite Church has had a Board of Education to oversee the church-

school relationship. MBE has worked hard to keep the ties between church

and school strong in changing times.

We thank you for your continuing support of our Mennonite educational

effort. We pledge our continuing efforts to ensure that we will have

Mennonite church schools not just for next year but for years and years to

come-for your children and your grandchildren.

As church and schools we can work together at discerning how best to

carry out the mission God has entrusted to us--to share the good news of

Christ in a needy world.

Mennonite Board of Education
A ministry of the Mennonite Church
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THE LAST WORD

What the Bible really says
Words . . . how potent for good and evil they be-

come in the hands of one who knows how to com-
bine them (Nathaniel Hawthorne, 1841).

The apostle Paul was certainly one who
knew how. Yet from a journalist's perspec-
tive, some of his sentences seem awfully

convoluted and his paragraphs way too long. A
few of his passages I just don't understand.
But Paul didn't mince words about persons

who quarrel over those words of his they don't

understand. "Have nothing to do with stupid
and senseless controversies," he writes in

2 Tim. 2:23 (NRSV). A few verses earlier

(v. 14) he says, "Avoid wrangling over words,
which does no good but only ruins those who
are listening."

In Romans 13:13, his words are even stronger:

he compares quarreling to reveling, drunk-
enness, debauchery, and licentiousness. And in

1 Tim. 6:4, Paul condemns those who have "a
morbid craving for controversy and for disputes
about words." From these come envy, dissen-

sion, slander, and suspicion.

Well! Paul may have been vague on some sub-
jects but not on this one. You don't have to

have a knowledge of Greek or Hebrew to know
his opinion of fighting about words.

We in the church would do well to remind our-

selves of this on occasion. For we do quarrel

about words.

Crave controversy? We may even do that at

times. The more controversial the subject, and
the stronger the feelings on both sides of an
issue, the more we seem to want to know exactly

what the Bible says—and what it means, both in

the original language, and in our language today.

Case in point: the use of the gifts of women as

leaders and pastors in the Mennonite Church. It

still seems one of our "hot" topics. At least two
congregations say they are leaving the denomina-
tion because of it.

Our views on the topic generally determine
which words (i.e., Scriptures) we haul out on the
subject. One side quotes, "Women should be si-

lent in the churches" (1 Cor. 14:34) or "I permit
no woman to teach or to have authority over a

man" (1 Tim. 2:12). The other quotes/There is

no longer male and female; for all of you are one
in Christ" (Gal. 3:28), while pointing to Paul's
meeting with a congregation of Christian women
by the river (Acts 16:13).

People in the middle throw up their hands.
"What does the Bible really say?" they ask.

"How can we know what it means?"
Jesus had an answer: "But the Advocate, the

Holy Spirit . . . will teach you everything" (John
14:26). Part of being the church is studying the
Scriptures and allowing the Holy Spirit to lead
us in their interpretation.

That is what has happened in the Mennonite
Church in relation to the use of women in leader-

ship positions. We have studied the Scriptures
(beginning back in 1977 with a General Assem-
bly consideration of "Leadership and Authority
in the Life of the Church"). We have had 15

years of discussion (yes, even with some quarrel-

ing). We have a growing sense among us that

God grants gifts of leadership without regard to

gender.

Of course, that doesn't mean we've solved

the difficult passages of Paul in relation

to women. For that reason, there are

those who would call the church unfaithful. But
if we believe in the leadership of the Holy Spirit,

working through the discernment of the com-
munity, then it is time to give up "senseless con-

troversies" (Paul's words, not mine) in relation

to this question.

What does the Bible say about difficult is-

sues? My Bible says we should struggle with
them. We should discuss. We should pray. And
we should believe that the Holy Spirit will lead

us into the truth.

But we should not quarrel. Especially not
about words.

Thanks to words, we have been able to rise above
the brutes; and thanks to words, we have often

sunk to the level of demons (Aldous Huxley, 1956).

To which the apostle Paul might have re-

sponded, "Amen, brother!" Subject, of course,

to our agreement that is really what he meant.

—fiP
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Personality types do not determine our destiny. God

calls those whom God is prepared to equip for the

task. "My grace is sufficient, " God says. See page 6.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

I tried to convince God
a mistake had been made

Canadian leaders call

for separate conference

Outlook brightens

for publishing house . .
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Who's defining
sin these days?
The surgeon general warns against

smoking. A physician on a morning TV
show suggests we should avoid alcohol.

An AIDS activist urges safe sex. But

where is the voice of the church?

11

When I was a kid growing up in the Mid-

west in the 1950s and 60s, "right behav

ior" was judged by the things one did

not do: smoke cigarettes, drink alcohol, and so

forth. Those activities were commonly referred

to as "Christian vices." Depending on the home

and church in which you grew up, these vices

could also include such things as dancing, going

to movies, and even playing certain card games

and shooting pool. The rule about these habits

and behaviors was clear: "Don't have anything

to do with any of them!" In other words, abstain.

In the past 15 to 20 years, a number of new

vices have emerged. Now trying to identify old

vices and some modern equivalents is tricky

business. But I'll try. Old vices included smok-

ing, drinking, sex before marriage, adultery, self-

indulgence and extravagance, self-centeredness.

Their contemporary counterparts in today's soci-

ety might be smoking and other unhealthy hab-

its (like eating fatty foods), drinking under cer-

tain circumstances (while driving, when

pregnant), unsafe sex (married or not), unfaithful-

fry

Mike
Klassen

"50 2? '32



To refuse a drink or a cigarette implies
nothing about piety or moral beliefs

today. Instead health motives have re-

placed moral reasons for abstinence.

ness to your partner (married or not), over eat-

ing and obesity, environmental disregard.

In the "old days" the list of vices didn't in-

clude the "big" sins, such as murder, theft, and
other prohibitions listed in the Ten Command-
ments. Vices were moral weaknesses. Unlike big
sins, a vice wasn't likely to bring destruction,

but it did tarnish a reputation and harm relation-

ships in society.

As guidelines for appropriate behavior,

vices played an important role in my com-
munity. It was only when an inflexible, le-

galistic attitude was applied that this list caused
trouble. And rightly so. Jesus taught that when
vices (such as harvesting grain on the Sabbath)
are treated like big sins (such as disregard for

hungry people), the serious nature of big sins

may be diminished. That's why legalism ought to
be cautiously and respectfully reserved for atti-

tudes about behaviors which have serious conse-
quences, like murder and domestic violence, not
listening to rock music.

What has happened to the Christian vices in

the past 40 years? The function of vices—to in-

struct people in appropriate behavior—has re-

mained largely intact. But the form of the vices
has changed. Most significantly, the name "Chris-

Correction

Through a misreading of statistical data in

The Mennonite Mosaic, the article "How Do We
Get Rid of Racism in the Mennonite Church?"
(Feb. 1 1) contained erroneous information. The
fourth paragraph of the article should read as
follows:

"Statistics from Church Member Profile II,

as published in The Mennonite Mosaic (Herald
Press, 1991) do not give much comfort. Almost
20 percent of Mennonites still believe it is prefer-

able for blacks and whites not to mingle socially.

About the same percentage believe that people
should have the right to keep others out of their

neighborhood if they want to."

Our apologies for the error.—Editor

tian vices" has been dropped. Refraining from
some behaviors, such as attending movies, is not
inherently Christian. Also, people who are not
Christians often hold strong beliefs about some
of these same vices. The Hindus, for instance,
are strongly anti-alcohol, perhaps more than
Christians of the past.

What about the specific vices themselves?
Many of the old vices have either been dropped
or ignored, but attitudes against drinking and
smoking have become stronger and less flexible.

In contrast to when they were vices, the moral el-

ement of abstinence is missing. Forty years ago,
"teetotalers" and nonsmokers were ridiculed as

Today more people die from
fatty foods than from smoking
cigarettes. Does this say any-
thing to our definition of sin?

"goody-two-shoes." Today, to refuse a drink or
cigarette implies nothing about piety or moral
beliefs. A health motive has replaced the moral
reason for abstinence.

The health motive also drives the new vices
which deal with food. A health food magazine re-

cently ran the headline "Can we live forever?"
Forty years ago, this would have been an appro-
priate question for a religious magazine. Today
it doesn't seem out of place in a secular maga-
zine at all.

Vices related to food go beyond what we
should eat to include how much. The fear of eat-

ing too much or becoming fat was not an issue

when I was growing up, and it certainly wasn't
seen as dangerous to spiritual health. Hard as it

is to believe now, there were once Christian
Americans who ate what and as much as they
pleased without guilt.

But becoming fat is certainly one of the
new vices. Cholesterol may contribute to

one's physical death, but obesity is a pri-

mary cause for social death and ostracism in

America. And this vice is an example of one ap-
plied unequally to men and women. It has the
same societal double-standard used for the old

vice about premarital sex: It's acceptable for

men, but not for women.
For many women, being fat is seen as sin. In

her study of weight reduction centers, researcher
Natalie Allon identified the religious aspects of
losing weight for women. She quotes one weight
center member, "I have got faith that I will lose
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(weight), and I will put my money on the line to

lose. I trust that they will help me here. The

money (I am giving the center) means my weight-

losing is a serious thing; I am paying for my sin."

The words we use to instruct others about the

new vices has changed from the old. For exam-

ple, we don't use the word "abstain"; we use the

word "avoid," as in: Nutritionists recommend we

avoid eating fatty foods. The instruction to ab-

stain or completely avoid certain foods or behav-

ior is given only under extreme conditions in

which personal safety is in jeopardy. Few would

argue against the wisdom of abstaining from the

combination of drinking and driving, and the law

enforces this wisdom. On the other hand, preg-

nant women are asked only to avoid alcohol. A
waiter could lose his job if he enforces the rule

by refusing to serve a pregnant woman a drink.

Another significant shift in our society is in

who determines our vices. In the past, the

church defined them. This is not the case today.

Indeed, there exists no single organization that

identifies and clarifies the new vices. The sur-

geon general warns against smoking; a physician

on a morning television show suggests we avoid

alcohol; and AIDS activist urges safe sex.

So how has the church responded to the new
vices?

With regard to the new vices involving

sex, the church has responded slowly.

The few voices heard tend to be defen-

sive or obsolete. (Of course, the church has

never had an easy time talking about s-e-x.) Two
responses to careless sex are most prominent.

Traditional voices duck the issue by restating

the old vice, which warned against any relation-

ships outside of marriage; nontraditional voices

don't have satisfactory answers either, calling

the old vices against sex obsolete but neglecting

the seriously moral and spiritual aspects of inti-

mate sexual relationships.

Or take environmental issues, and what hap-

pened to my father, who ran a family grocery

business for more than 40 years. When I was a

boy, he was criticized by some of his customers

because he sold cigarettes. So he quit selling the

product (and never sold beer) for moral reasons.

Although he noticed the drop in income, he

clearly understood the reasons why people in

the church and community were against the sale

of these products.

About the same time Dad stopped selling ciga-

rettes (the late 1960s), a friend's son who had

gone to college confronted him about selling soft

drinks in disposable cans. Dad didn't under-

stand the young man's complaint and continued

selling the soft drinks. In the years that fol-

lowed, the information Dad gathered about pro-

tecting the environment by recycling aluminum

cans came from many sources, but almost none

came from the church.

While the church gives clear messages about

the old vices, its instructions can be quite murky

about the new.

Recently I was talking to my Sunday school

class about a new vice, and asked, "Is a person

sinning if he or she knowingly harms the environ-

ment?" We could not arrive at a consensus on

this issue.

While the church gives clear

messages about the old vices,

its instructions can be quite

murky in relation to the new.

The issues surrounding food are also largely

undefined by the church. Attitudes about eating

range from Christian women who regularly "go

to confession" before their nutritionists and hus-

bands to church potlucks that rival ancient

Dionysian orgies.

Few people in the church consider overeating

a moral issue. This, of course, is inconsistent

with the "temple of God" warnings against harm-

ing the body—which were told to us about the

old vices of smoking and drinking. Today, fatty

foods kill more Americans than cigarettes, but it

will probably be a long time before we frown on

people who eat cheeseburgers in the same way

we used to do when they lit up a cigarette.

If
the church no longer defines the vices, who

defines the "big sins" today? Again, not the

church. In the past, the big sins were defined

by the Bible, especially the Ten Command-
ments. Ministers helped clarify the big sins, and

Americans enacted laws which supported those

prohibitions.

Today the list of big sins has shortened consid-

erably. The state, not the church or the Bible,

determines what the big sins are. It seems that

in order for an act to be considered a big sin

these days, in our society, it must first be illegal.

Unless there is a law prohibiting a behavior, the

public considers it merely a vice, if that.

In the light of this, no wonder debates about

the legal and human rights issues surrounding
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"Can we live forever?" asks a health
food magazine today. Forty years ago
this question would have been expected
to be found in a religious magazine.

abortion, homosexuality, and chemical warfare
are so heated and divisive. Could the fight to
outlaw abortion really be a fight to recognize
abortion as a big sin officially? Is it an attempt
to get Americans to consider that abortion car-
ries more religious significance than what used
to be the case with, say, chewing tobacco?

Regardless of your views on the subject,

abortion is a good example of where we
have trivialized an act that has tremen-

dous spiritual significance. Yet the church offers
no clear message. To the woman considering
abortion, one side shouts condemnation; the
other side silently offers a telephone number for
a women's health center, nothing more.
Media images, portraying one group as obnox-

ious and moralistic and the other group as spiritu-
ally silent, exert significant influence. Certainly
the media's influence often overshadows what the
church has to say about abortion. It isn't surpris-
ing that many Americans haven't got a clue as to
what they believe about abortion.
So what shall we say about vices, old and new?

In the past 40 years, Americans have seen many
changes in moral attitudes. Big sins have been re-

duced to vices, or less. Behaviors that were not
considered sinful at all are now prohibited. The
leaders of this change are medical researchers,
educators, lawmakers, judges, and business lead-
ers. The church has not been part of defining
new moral conduct. And we have been the losers.

By allowing others to fight moral battles out-
side the church, we have missed a very important
process: the give-and-take of ethical dialogue and
decision making. As a result, Americans don't
take the church seriously, and we in the church
have begun to take ourselves less seriously as
well. Instead of listening to our brothers and sis-

ters in the church, we anxiously read magazines
and listen to television and radio to find out what
our next step should be.

I don't think the church is ready to simply
hand over its moral agenda to other groups. Yet,
if we're not careful, this is what will happen.
After all, we've neglected moral issues in the re-

cent past. What's to keep us from neglecting
them right into the next century?

Why, instead

of listening

to our broth-

ers and sis-

ters in the

church, do
we anxiously
read maga-
zines and
newspapers,
listen to the

radio, and
watch TV to

find out

what our
moral behav-
ior should be
in our day?

Mike Klassen is a former pastor of the Manhattan
(Kan.) Mennonite Fellowship. He teaches in the

marketing department of the College of Business at
the University of Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls.

This article first appeared in The Christian
Leader, publication of the U.S. Conference of Men-
nonite Brethren churches.
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"Commit your way to the
Lord; trust in him, and he
will act He will make your
vindication shine like the
light, and the justice ofyour
cause like the noonday."
—Psalm 37:5-6, NRSV
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READERS SAY

Take care of interaction

during other occasions

I am distressed that you too are skip-

ping Sunday school ("I Didn't Get to

Sunday School Last Week," Jan. 21).

Your excuse that you don't have time

to interact and develop relationships

with your brother is hardly adequate.

The goals of the church haven't

changed in regard to the need for Chris-

tian education and Bible knowledge.

Perhaps you could "care for your

needs for interaction and relationships"

on Sunday afternoons, Sunday evening

after church, or at midweek Bible study.

Please reread Wally Fahrer's article

"What Does It Mean to Be Menno-

nite?" in the same issue. I would agree

with Fahrer that the church "is not the

kind of organization whose meetings

you choose to attend when you feel like

it. Rather, it is a primary community."

Lester L. Mann
Freeport, III.

No predictions

in the Bible

If Ted Grimsrud's arguments against

seeing any intentional futuristic ele-

ments in Revelation are valid as to

Jesus' second coming, may they not

equally well be applied to those pas-

sages in the Old Testament which have

been called Messianic ("How Should

20th-century Christians Read the Book
of Revelation?" Jan. 21)?

And does this then completely re-

move any predictive character from the

Bible? Does it imply God's ignorance of

the future, so that God is as unsure of

what will happen here as we are?

Lauren A. King
Norwich, Ohio

Fast and pray
or feast and play

"A pianist I'm Not, a Pastor I Am"
(Jan. 28), reminded me of three young
men I have hosted through the Interna-

tional Visitor's Exchange Program of

Mennonite Central Committee. One
was from Indonesia, one from Domini-

can Republic, and one from Honduras.

All three set aside one day a month
to fast and pray.

In North America we continue to

build gymnasiums and fellowship halls

to feast and play. Perhaps we could

learn something from Christians in

poorer countries.

Mary E. Overholt

Silverdale, Pa.

Criticism of futuristic

view raises questions

"How Should 20th-century Christians

Read the Book of Revelation?" (Jan.

21) raises questions in my mind. More
important than what Ted Grimsrud

says about the Persian Gulf War are

the five points he raises about the futur-

istic prophetic view of Revelation. I

would like him to give an explanation of

1 Peter 1:10-12 and 2 Peter 1:16-21 as

well as Luke 24:27 and 24:44.

Wayne B. Hottenstein

Manheim, Pa.

"I was in prison . .
."

In response to your editorial, "How
Your Church Helps You," (Dec. 31), let

me share my experience.

Eight months after I was arrested,

while I was still under bond, I attended

Park View Mennonite Church in

Harrisonburg, Va. After I was convicted

of a felony, I came to realize I might

not make it in prison without help. I

knew that I needed God's help; but I

needed it, I realized, as it is embodied

in other, caring Christians.

I made the decision to request help

because I sensed that I could no longer

risk going it alone, not if I wanted to

come out of the experience with my hu-

manity intact. I had already seen too

much of the anger and the embittered-

ness that is routinely fomented for the

criminal justice system.

I contacted the pastor, Owen
Burkholder, and the elders of Park

View and requested that I be consid-

ered for membership. Owen made sev-

eral long trips to talk to me in jail. I

submitted my request to the congrega-

tion in an open letter in which I frankly

discussed my crime and what I pro-

posed doing about it. And I told them
that I needed their help. I did not ex-

pect that, for the time being, I could

make a contribution equal to what I

hoped to receive, but I promised to

give what I could.

Our conversation continued for sev-

eral months. Then the congregation

voted to accept the elders' recommen-

dation that my application be ap-

proved. That vote in itself created a

mental and emotional atmosphere in

which I could begin to turn a negative

experience into a positive one.

But that was not all.

The congregation organized a small

committee to keep track of me—in let-

ters, in visits, and in prayer. This group

has gradually changed as one or an-

other of its members moved away, and

I have become closely acquainted with

other people of my church. From the

committee I have gained deep and last-

ing friendships. More important, I have

had frequent transfusions of love in this

essentially loveless environment. That

is truly the work of our Lord Jesus,

working as he does through his people.

Lloyd Foster

Dillwyn, Va.

COs and the Gulf War
In "Thou Shalt Have No Other Gods

Before Me—And That Includes War"
(Jan 14), C. Douglas Hostetter charges

that "the U.S. is prosecuting and hand-

ing out harsh prison sentences ... to

young men and women who applied for

conscientious objector status and re-

fused to fight during the Persian Gulf

War." But the U.S. had an all volunteer

army in this war. As reservists, these

people were collecting an income. At

that point they did not object to war.

However, when it came to serving our

country, all of a sudden they wanted to

be pacifists. Where were their so-called

"conscientious objector" convictions be-

fore the war while they were receiving

pay-checks?

Mary E. Charles

Lancaster, Pa.
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J tried to convince God a

Personality types do not determine our
destiny. God calls those whom God is

prepared to equip for the task. "My
grace is sufficient for you," God says.

by Martha Kolb-Wyckoff

Me, a minister? You can't be serious!"

That was my first response to the idea

that as a vocational possibility for me
was the ministry. That a woman even had the op-
tion of considering ministry was foreign to me; it

was not part of the thinking of the community
that nurtured me early in my faith. So my call to

ministry did not fall on fertile, well-prepared, nu-
trient-rich soil. Rather, it found hard, unpre-
pared ground—hardly the place for a call to take
root.

I grew up assuming that eventually I would
many. Until such time as that happened. I

would do something; useful with mv life. So I

The author in

the pulpit at

Taftsville

Mennonite
Fellowship:

"preaching

was the task

that most

stood in my
way of saying

yes to the

ministry."

found myself in education: teaching, coaching
and eventually supervising dormitory life. But
after eight years I left the educational scene; it

was clear that chapter of my life was finished.

Yet the shape of the next chapter was totally un-
clear.

So I entered a year of voluntary service. I be-
came director of the VS discipleship program in

Richmond, Va. I accepted this position some-
what ignorantly and, as I soon discovered, ill-

equipped for the task. I soon realized I was in

over my head. I found a spiritual director who
helped me incorporate spiritual disciplines into

my life. This not only helped me with my VS,
but it also deepened my own spiritual life. Now I

know it also prepared the soil to receive the call

to ministry.

Directing that VS unit required of me
some of the tasks of ministry: spiritual

leadership, teaching, pastoral care, and
counseling. At the same time I was attending
First Mennonite Church in Richmond, where I

was involved in some other dimensions of minis-
try; leading worship, preaching occasionally,

teaching, giving pastoral care.

And so it was in that setting that the soil of
my life was slowly prepared to receive the call.

But it was not a welcome call. I was not inter-

ested in ministry. I knew it would mean semi-
nary, and at age 32 I was not keen on three
more years of studying. Also I feared that some
of the people closest to me would not under-
stand if I went into ministry. I had heard stories

of what happened to women before me called to

ministry.

I ran. I refused to listen. I tried to convince
God a mistake had been made, that surely God
meant someone else. But the call persisted

—

gently, patiently, powerfully.

My yes did not come overnight. I first came to

the place where I said I would take one course
in seminary, changing little else in my life. But
one step led to another. After a few years, a won-
derful seminary experience, and the encourage-
ment and affirmation of others. I was able to ac-

cept the fact that God might be calling me to

congregational ministry.

So here I am, beginning my fifth year in pas-
toral ministry. The past few years have
not been a trek through the tulips. At the

same time, I am experiencing a sense of "light-

ness" about ministry. To paraphrase Esther, I feel

that I am here "for such a time as this."

Although I enjoyed seminary, and I am sure it
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mistake had been made

prepared me for ministry better then anything

else, but I had much to learn; indeed I still have

much to learn. Preaching was the task that most

stood in my way of saying yes to ministry, the

task that seemed most awesome, the thing I was

sure I couldn't do. Initially I thought that if I

were part of a team ministry, I could avoid the

preaching somehow. However that was not my
lot; regular preaching is.

Perhaps the image that best describes the

preaching experience for me is giving birth. The

process of having something growing inside can

seem interminable, exhausting at times. A
mother knows something is growing and develop-

ing but can't be sure what the baby will look like

when born. The birth itself involves pain, but

that which is born brings mostly joy and satisfac-

tion. Sometimes, however, the process aborts,

sometimes that which is born is deformed. On
occasion it is stillborn.

All those birth images apply to the creative

process of sermon preparation and preaching.

But the most significant aspect of this image has

to do with the mystery of the life taking shape in-

side a woman. That life which is forming inside

has everything to do with the woman and yet

J find much joy in being re-

ceived, loved, and accepted.

My rewards come in seeing

people grow and mature.

nothing to do with her. In the same way the

Spirit must breathe life into whatever is taking

shape in my creative processes if the message

which is born is to have any life or power.

Just as preaching pushed me beyond what I

thought to be my capability, many of the tasks

of ministry have stretched me and nudged me to

grow. I am an introvert. So many of the tasks of

ministry are designed for extroverts. For exam-

ple, shaking hands and meeting everyone after

church energizes the extrovert. This is likely to

exhaust the introvert. I also think of several ex-

trovert friends who are at their best in front of a

large crowd. Large crowds make me weak-kneed.

But I would not be telling the whole story if I

did not add that introverts also have some ad-

vantages in ministry. The introvert probably

finds it easier to make time for prayer and medi-

tation. The introvert may find it easier to get

free of the expectation to "produce," to be

"doing" all the time.

Fortunately, our personality types do not deter-

mine our destiny. God calls those whom God is

prepared to equip for the task. I live and work

confident that God's promise to Paul also ap-

plies to me: "My grace is sufficient for you, for

power is made perfect in weakness" (2 Cor.

12:9). However, I'm not sure I am ready to say

with Paul that I delight in my weaknesses. I can

affirm that, indeed, God's power comes to the

fore when I am most aware of my weakness.

Pastoring a small congregation has been a

gift as I learn the art of ministry. Being in-

volved in all aspects of ministry is not

easy, nor is it possible, really. But teaching the

youth Sunday school for a quarter brings me a

bit closer to their world. Helping plan adult Sun-

day school curriculum is possible when there is

only one or two classes. Pastoral care in a small

congregation means there is time for visiting and

relating other than just during crises.

There are other gifts a small congregation of-

fers. When I am about to say the benediction

without having taken the offering, I see a check

waving in the air, or someone gently reminds me
that I forgot the offering. No harm done; we stop

and pass the basket. Or if, during a sermon, I

start coughing and can't seem to stop, someone

gets a cup of water, and a cough drop finds its

way up to the podium.

My congregation has been very gracious in ac-

cepting me for who I am and enabling me to

grow and develop my gifts for ministry. I find

much joy in being received, loved, and accepted.

The rewards come in seeing people grow and ma-

ture. That growth might be a person new in the

faith discovering that people really do tithe. Or

it might be persons of faith for a long time tak-

ing the risk of sharing their faith story for the

first time.

Yes, I would make again these choices that

have lead me into ministry. I would not want to

repeat some of the painful experiences that have

been part of this journey. But in every stage on

the journey into ministry, and in the myriad situ-

ations I have encountered in ministry, I have felt

and continue to be most aware of God's pres-

ence and blessing. I am keenly aware that God
called me to ministry. And affirm with the apos-

tle Paul: "The one who calls us is faithful, God
will do it" (1 Thess. 5:24).

Martha Kolb-Wyckoff has been pastor of the

Taftsville (Vt.) Mennonite Fellowship for four

years. Previously she was campus pastor at

Hesston (Kan.) for one year.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

U.S. ecumenical leader calls
for emphasis on basics of faith
Syngman Rhee, the new president of

the U.S. National Council of Churches, is

urging mainline churches to focus on basic
Christian doctrines that he believes have
taken a backseat to social activism.

Like many of his peers in mainline
religion, Rhee has long been engaged in

social problems, beginning with his
plunge into the civil rights movement with
Martin Luther rung, Jr., in the 1960s.

But the 60-year-old Presbyterian minis-
ter, the first Asian-American to hold the
post, believes it is high time mainline
churches reclaim their theological roots.

"If you don't maintain the roots, you
can't expect fruits," said Rhee, who was
born in what is now North Korea. (RNS)

Vatican representative invites
Argentine generals to celebration
The pope's representative in Argentina

caused a stir when he invited former
military commanders convicted of human
rights crimes to a celebration of the 13th
anniversary of John Paul TVs pontificate.

The invitation appeared to be the latest
of several attempts to rehabilitate the
former commanders, who served the mil-
itary dictatorship that ruled in Argentina
from 1976 to 1983.

The military leaders were sentenced in

1985 to 10 years to life in prison for
various crimes, including human rights
violations, bank fraud, and crimes com-
mitted during the Falklands War. But

they were among hundreds of former
military personnel pardoned by President
Carlos Menem in 1989. (RNS)

Congregations doing more locally
but giving less to national offices
Denominations have long urged mem-

bers and congregations to address local

needs.

Now many are doing so, and it is costing
national church coffers mightily.

Lower contributions to denominational
offices have forced many U.S. groups—
from the Episcopal Church to the Evan-
gelical Lutheran Church in America
(ELCA)—to lay off staff and cut pro-
grams.

"We've encouraged congregations to be
active in the local community," ELCA
treasurer George Aker said. "We are
pleased that they are, but we do need to
fund the national church." (RNS)

Regional programs reduced
in Roman Catholic Church
In sharp contrast to many Protestant

denominations, officials of the Roman
Catholic Church in the United States
report that the church's national agencies
have avoided cuts.

That is because dioceses—or regional
bodies—are required to pass on a set
amount based on membership: 15.7 cents
per head.

Where drops in income have occurred,
they have hit regional and local programs,
rather than national activities. (RNS)

Many teens pray, read Bible
on their own, U.S. study says
A poll of U.S. teenagers suggests teens

may be more interested in spiritual mat-
ters than many adults think.

"Many teens do not confine their reli-

gious practices to formal worship or reli-

gious instruction sessions," a report by
the Princeton Religion Research Center
said.

When they are alone, many teens "will
pray or read the Bible, at least occasion-
ally," the report said.

The study also cites widespread belief
among teens in the divinity of Jesus and
in a God who loves them.
(RNS)

Christian scholars offer critiques
of own denominational traditions
A Reformed scholar said that people in

his tradition are usually "much better
when they are out of power than when
they are in power."
A Lutheran historian said that his group

is "much better as a mercy church than
as a justice church." And a Roman Cath-
olic nun said her tradition seems to have
a conflict between its teaching about in-

dividual dignity and teaching about the
value of the common good.
The speakers—Nicholas Wolterstorff,

Martin Marty, and Sister Anne Patrick-
critiqued their own church traditions at a
symposium on "The Church and Society"
at Concordia College in Moorhead, Minn.
(RNS)
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CHURCH NEWS

Integration discussions become complex

as Canadians call for national structures

Elkhart, Ind—Discussion on possible

merger of the Mennonite Church (MC)

and the General Conference Mennonite

Church (GC) took a national turn when

the Integration Exploration Committee

met here Feb. 8-10.

Fresh from a meeting of the council of

boards of the Canadian Mennonite Con-

ference (GC), the three Canadian mem-
bers—Florence Dreidger, Helmut Harder,

and David Ortis—brought a clear mes-

sage: any restructuring with integration

"must take into account a Canadian pres-

ence."

More specifically, a new Mennonite de-

nomination will need two national confer-

ences—one in Canada, another in the U.S.

These two groups would hire much of

the staff and do much of the programming

for the new denomination. A binational

conference would serve mostly for inspi-

ration and denominational identity.

Other committee members were clearly

shaken by the force of the Canadian

mandate.
"My goal has always been for integra-

tion to simplify structures," said Ruth

Naylor. "This only adds another layer."

Others voiced concern about the cost of

maintaining three levels of structure: area

conferences, national conferences, and a

binational body.

"It almost feels to me like there are

three groups we are trying to integrate,"

commented James Lapp.

Vern Preheim noted that while a na-

tional conference may be new for MCs,
the "49th parallel question" has been part

of the GC agenda for some years.

The issue is what actions and decisions

are truly those of a binational body. An
example is of Mennonite Mutual Aid. This

agency can only operate in the U.S., but

it currently reports to the MC General

Assembly, which includes Canadian dele-

gates.

"Most of the time we've sat politely and

listened to discussion which isn't ours,"

said Nelson Scheifele of Ontario, who
cochairs the committee along with James
Gingrich.

"I feel relieved that this issue is out on

the table, that we have to deal with it,"

said Florence Dreidger. "We want to

make things simple, but we can't."

The committee did agree on two guide-

lines for any new structures (in addition

to others drawn up in previous meetings):

(1) that congregations need only relate to

two levels of structure; (2) that one of

these structures will be area conferences.

The group took a first stab at defining

new boundaries to incorporate GC dis-

tricts and MC conferences. It soon discov-

ered the task fraught with emotions and

potential disagreements.

"This could turn out to be the most

emotionally charged part of the whole

process," commented James Lapp, MC
general secretary.

Vern Preheim, GC general secretary,

agreed, telling the committee it should

spend little time on restructuring confer-

ences. "We might have our ideal," he said,

"but this part of the structure will have to

evolve topsy-turvy according to the

wishes of the districts."

One idea which did intrigue the com-

mittee was to restructure on the basis of

mission rather than geography or historic

alignments. For example, if it could be

determined that a Mennonite outreach

should take place in a certain area,

churches surrounding that area would be

structured into a district conference to

support this work.

The idea to restructure on the basis of

mission came during a discussion with the

East Central States Inter-Mennonite

Council, which met with the committee

for two hours. ECSIMC is made up of

representatives from Central District

(GC), and the Indiana-Michigan, Ohio,

and Illinois conferences (MC), exploring

how to work together.

Prior to the meeting, integration com-

mittee members noted they felt the most

pressure to pursue integration from this

group. This was particularly true since the

Central District had held joint sessions

with one or more of its MC counterparts.

However, during the meeting they de-

tected a note of caution. "Our joint meet-

ings have been polite family gatherings,"

Jake Elias, Central District president,

said. "On the bigger issues of who gets

what property, there could be a big fight."

ECSIMC members indicated they were

working at the question of integration, not

to give it a push, but to be ready for the

future, whatever it is.

James Lapp noted he has been answer-

ing questions about the motivation for

integration by pointing to groups like

ECSIMC. "But now you're saying you're

responding to what's happening church-

wide. Who is leading whom?"
"As the result of what I'm hearing, I'm

more inclined toward a stage of intensi-

fied cooperation before moving to integra-

tion," said committee member George

Brunk III as the group attempted to sum
up its time together. He noted he believes

integration is the way the church should

go, but that a period of "intensified

cooperation" would be an "interim stage

in order to build cohesiveness and com-

fort with the fact of integration."

"We must keep before us the fact that

integration is still an open question," Vern

Preheim said. "I believe we will keep

moving forward toward integration, but

the pace at which we move is still an open

question."

The committee agreed to have mem-
bers prepare several models for consider-

ation at the next meeting. This will be

held next September in California. Here

they will hear from representatives of

Pacific District (GC) and Southwest and

Pacific Coast conferences (MC), which

are considering merger before 1995.

The Integration Exploration Commit-

tee also authorized preparation of a video

and an information packet. Both will help

reach a committee goal of having each

Mennonite church engage in one activity

in relation to integration by 1995.

Already the committee is eyeing that

date, when they must be ready with a

report to a combined GC/MC assembly

in Wichita, Kan.

"I was hoping this would be the meeting

in which we would turn the corner on

integration," said John Kraybill. But he

and the 10 others currently on the Inte-

gration Exploration Committee agreed

their work has only begun.

—

J. Lome
Peachey
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Multicultural seminar held. Representatives of five ethnic groups spoke to about
200 students and teachers at a seminar at Bluffton (Ohio) College on Jan. 28. The
event was sponsored by the Lion and Lamb Peace Arts Center at the college. Joel
Monture (standing left) invited participants to sit in his "longhouse," one of the
symbols of Mohawk culture. Monture suggested that the arrival of Europeans in
North America was like having a house guest who eventually took over the entire
dwelling, leaving the owner with only a corner of the attic. In separate presentations,
speakers of African-American, Japanese-American, Jewish, and Mexican-American
background talked about their cultures.—David Hiebert

Zaire churches seek end to Mobutu regime
Akron, Pa. (MCQ—The government of

President Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire has
long posed a dilemma for that nation's

Protestant churches and the mission and
service agencies that work with them.
Since the recent civil unrest in major

Zairian cities, Mobutu's power is weak-
ening and churches are calling for sweep-
ing changes.

Marini Bodho, interim president of the

Church of Christ in Zaire (ECZ), wrote in

an Oct. 31 pastoral letter that "the old

order needs to die so a new one can be
born from its ashes."

In the past the ECZ—an umbrella or-

ganization for 62 Protestant denomina-
tions, including three Mennonite
groups—has hesitated to criticize the
Mobutu government.

Some church leaders had close connec-
tions to the government and did not want
to lose the privileges those connections
provided.

Others feared violent recriminations if

they dared to speak publicly against the
Mobutu government's abuses.

In recent years, some U.S. legislators

have urged Congress to cut off military

and economic aid for Zaire in response to
the human rights abuses and widespread
corruption of Mobutu's government.
Some North American constituents and

staff encouraged Mennonite Central
Committee (MCC) to publicly support

such legislative measures. However, most
church partners in Zaire hesitated.

Several church partners suggested that

U.S. aid should be given to non-govern-
mental organizations rather than the Zair-

ian government, as a way to avoid corrup-
tion.

Others noted that internal Zairian prob-
lems must be solved by Zairians.

But the ECZ president did encourage
MCC to support measures that promote
greater democracy in Zaire.

Zairian church leaders are now asking
MCC and other agencies to speak to

Western governments about the crisis.

Mobutu has had a central role in Zairian

politics since independence in 1960, and
he was involved in the quick removal of

Zaire's first prime minister, Patrice
Lumumba.
The United States opposed Prime Min-

ister Lumumba because he was friendly

to the Soviet Union. To counter Soviet

influence, the U.S. government supported
the overthrow of Lumumba and Mobutu's
ascension to power.

After he took complete control in No-
vember 1965, Mobutu worked to create a

sense of national identity among Zaire's

numerous and diverse ethnic groups.

At the same time, he severely punished
political dissent and devastated the econ-
omy, while amassing a personal fortune

estimated at $4 billion.—Howard Good

Families often caught
in war in south Lebanon
Limassol, Cyprus (MCC)—Hassan Al

Asaad (not his real name) is a farmer in

Majdel Salim, a small village in the hilly

region of southern Lebanon where Men
nonite Central Committee (MCC) has an
agricultural program.
MCC supports a farmers' cooperative

in the village, and Al Asaad is well known
by MCC's staff in Lebanon.
Majdel Salim is only a few kilometers

from Israel's self-declared "security
zone." Early on the morning of Nov. 20,

as Israeli and Arab negotiators prepared
to talk peace in Washington, D.C., an
Israeli-sponsored military unit entered
the village to search for suspected guer-

rilla supporters.

Although Al Asaad is elderly, the sol-

diers suspected him of being an active

resistance fighter against Israeli and
South Lebanese Army forces. Al Asaad
and his extended family were detained for

some time.

After questioning, he was taken to a jail

in the security zone, along with his brother
and two nephews.
The other members of the family were

released. As they approached their house,
a bomb exploded, killing Al Asaad's wife

and 10-year-old daughter. Three other
children in the family were wounded.
Such attacks are not isolated incidents.

Israeli-backed militias and local "resis-

tance forces" continue their feuds daily.

In the crossfire, families such as Al
Asaad's are sacrificed.

Reuters news agency reports that there

were 25 Israeli air raids on targets inside

Lebanon last year. Some 35 people were
killed and 147 wounded.
Substantial change took place in Leba-

non in 1991, as the Lebanese government
regained control of much of the area
controlled by militias only a year before.

On the international scene, the Middle
East peace talks also offered a glimmer
of hope.

In southern Lebanon, however, villagers

are still trying to live in a war zone.

MCC works to help people maintain
their livelihood in this region where their

families have lived for generations. The
agency supports eight farmers' coop-
eratives that relate to more than 30 vil-

lages in southern Lebanon.
This project is one attempt to let fami-

lies such as Al Asaad's know they are not
alone in their struggle to live in peace.

—Gordon Janzen
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Outlook brightens
for publishing house
Pittsburgh—Smiles were broad and

spirits light when the Mennonite Pub-

lication Board held its winter meeting

here on Feb. 14-15. The mood was one of

having "turned the corner."

"The horizon is less gray today than it

was last year this time," chairman Mau-

rice Martin said in opening the meeting.

Then the board went into the details of

a dramatically changed financial picture

at the Mennonite Publishing House

(MPH), which it oversees and directs.

In last year's meetings, increasing defi-

cits, declining sales, and a cash crunch

forced the board into what many found to

be painful decisions. These included sell-

ing off bookstores in Ontario, asking MPH
employees to take a 5 percent wage cut,

and adopting an austerity budget for 1991.

Twelve months later, MPH no longer

operates bookstores in Ontario, the wage

cut has been restored, and cash on hand

exceeds that needed to pay all lines of

credit.

In addition, board members learned

that the 1992 budget, which publisher J.

Robert Ramer described as "conserva-

tive," could mean as much as an $800,000

turnaround from this year's operation.

What has made the difference? Ramer
told board members that sale of the On-

tario bookstores has decreased expenses

and generated cash significantly. New
hymnal sales are far above projections.

Total sales to Mennonite Church congre-

gations are now near 30,000—compared

to 8,000 which had been projected.

"And the sacrifice of our employees and

other cost-cutting measures have added
significantly to our bottom line," Ramer
said.

With this upbeat report, publication

board members approved a 1992 budget

that calls for sales of more than $14.7

million, with a net revenue of over

$340,000.

In addition to dealing with the financial

picture, board members spent time dis-

cussing the church as they see it today.

They noted the difficulty of providing

materials for a pluralistic church and the

tension between responding to what's

happening and taking leadership to make
things happen.

—

J. Lome Peachey

Mutual Aid will offer new ethnic scholarship

Goshen, Ind. (MMA)-A new scholar-

ship program for ethnic college students

in the United States has been announced

by Mennonite Mutual Aid (MMA).

The Scholarship Plus program pro-

vides:

• A $1,500 scholarship.

• A paid summer internship at the

Goshen MMA office, including three

hours of academic credit.

• One year of employment following

graduation.

• Up to $6,000 to pay off college loans.

The program is available to one student

per year.

"Scholarship Plus rolls a lot of good

things into one package," said Shirley

Yoder, MMA vice-president for human
resources.

In addition to helping ethnic students

meet educational expenses and find jobs,

the program "provides MMA with a way

of increasing its employment of minori-

ties," she said.

The program is exclusively for college

juniors. Priority will go to students ma-

joring in business, computer science,

mathematics, or related fields.

Only U.S. citizens are eligible.

The summer internship will start follow-

ing the student's junior year of college.

The assignment will be designed to help

the student develop professional skills in

that person's chosen field.

In addition to pay, the student can earn

three hours of college credit.

A $1,500 scholarship will be applied

toward tuition costs at the start of the

senior year, provided the student agrees

to return to MMA after graduation.

A 12-month training period will begin

immediately after graduation. The intern

will receive the salary and benefits of a

regular employee and will be able to apply

for regular MMA positions as they be-

come available.

After completion of the first 12 months,

the intern will receive $2,000 to help pay

off college loans. If the intern continues

as a regular MMA employee, he or she

will receive up to $2,000 to pay off any

continuing college debt each of the next

two years.

More information about Scholarship

Plus is available from the financial aid

offices at: Bethel College, North Newton,

Kan.; Bluffton (Ohio) College; Eastern

Mennonite College, Harrisonburg, Va.;

Hesston (Kan.) College; Goshen College;

and Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.

~1
You care about world peace.. .about people.. .about the

environment. Now you can choose investments to match

those concerns.

• No-load, balanced mutual fund.

Minimum investment: $250.

Investments stress world peace, pollution control, fair

employment practices and international development.

A competitive return on your invested dollars.

For more information, write: Mennonite Mutual Aid, Post Office

Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526, or call toll-free: 1-800-348-7468.
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MCC supports effort

to end child prostitution
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite Central

Committee has joined an international

campaign to End Child Prostitution in

Asian Tourism (ECPAT).
The campaign is sponsored by a coali-

tion of Asian-based and international

agencies concerned about the results of

sex-oriented tourism.

Sponsors hope the campaign will raise

public awareness and lead to the passage
and implementation of laws to protect

children.

Pat Hostetter Martin, MCC co-secre-

tary for East Asia, says reports from the
agency's workers in Thailand and the
Philippines show the devastating effect

child prostitution has on the lives of peo-
ple there.

Max Ediger of Turpin, Okla., works with
Burmese exiles in Bangkok, Thailand.
Ediger learned that two young girls from
Myanmar (formerly Burma) had been
forced into prostitution in the Thai capi-

tal.

"They were locked up in a brothel and
it seemed impossible to help them," he
said.

Ediger contacted Friends of Women, a
Thai organization that works with ex-

ploited women, and that group arranged
for police to raid the brothel.

Some 14 young women were freed, two
of them natives of China and the rest from
Myanmar. They ranged in age from 16 to

24.

"All had terrible stories to tell of forced
abductions, rapes, beatings, and dehu-
manizing sex slavery," Ediger said.

The young women from China said they
had left their homes when they were only
14. They did not say who took them away,
but they remembered traveling about 10
days by bus before reaching the Myanmar
border.

They lived somewhere in Myanmar for

three months and then were taken to the
Thai/Myanmar border and sold. Now 16,

they had spent two years in brothels

around Bangkok.
They and the others freed in the raid

were taken to a women's center, where
they were given food and medical care.

All tested positive for the HW virus.

Ediger said several of the women have
since begun to show symptoms of full-

blown AIDS.
Bangkok's red-light districts are Thail-

and's major tourist attraction. According
to ECPAT organizers, estimates of pre-

teen and teenage prostitutes range from
30,000 to 800,000.

A

Life InsurancefromMMA . .

.

When Real ValueMatters

>4
MMA offers two of today's best choices for life

insurance. Each comes with the flexibility to
meet real needs, while offering the special

advantages ofMMA membership.

• "Term-like" plans that often cost less than
typical term coverage.

• Universal Life plans that not only provide for

your survivors, but allow you to build tax-

deferred savings.

For our free brochure and more information,
contact your mutual aid counselor or call toll-

free, 1-800-662-6747.

Mennonite
MutualAid

More information on ECPAT is avail-

able from the North American Coordi
nating Center for Responsible Tourism,
PO Box 827, San Anselmo, CA 9497.

MCEC appoints Martin
pastor training director
Kitchener, Ont. (MCEC)— J. Laurence

Martin has been appointed director of
pastoral leadership training for the Men
nonite Conference of Eastern Canada.
The appointment is effective in June of

next year (1993).

Martin succeeds Ralph Lebold, who
founded the leadership training program
in 1978 and has directed it since 1980.

An Ontario native, Martin is currently
director of congregational literature at

Mennonite Publishing House, Scottdale,
Pa.

He has helped to guide the develop-
ment of the new hymnal, as well as various
Christian education series, magazines,
and other resources.

Earlier, Martin served as pastor in the
Bloomingdale, Breslau, and Cedar Grove
congregations in Ontario. He also has
taught at both the elementary and sec-

ondary levels.

The conference Pastoral Leadership
Training Commission is an agency that

provides supportive resources for semi-
nary students, including counsel and
some practical theology courses, in coop-
eration with the Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind.

In addition, the commission offers pas-
toral education in eastern Canada in co-

operation with Conrad Grebel College,

Waterloo, Ont., and seminaries of other
denominations.

The commission also provides continu-
ing education and enrichment opportuni-
ties to pastors and lay leaders throughout
the conference.

Martin holds a master's degree in edu-
cation from the University of Pittsburgh
and a doctorate in ministry from Pitts-

burgh Theological Seminary.
Earlier, he earned bachelor's degrees

from Toronto Bible College and Waterloo
(Ont.) Lutheran University and a master
of divinity degree from Waterloo Luther-
an University.

He studied one year at Goshen Biblical

Seminary, Elkhart, Ind.

Martin and his wife, Marilyn (Shantz),

have two adult children.

Since the leadership training position is

only part time, Martin is negotiating a

part-time pastoral assignment.
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• Haitians returned. The U.S.

government has begun forcibly

returning refugees to Haiti. U.S.

officials say Haitians are leaving

their country for economic rea-

sons. However, Gordon Zook of

Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) believes people are leav-

ing "primarily because of politi-

cal repression." Zook, who is

MCC country representative in

Haiti, said supporters of ousted

President Jean-Bertrand Aris-

tide have been "harrassed and

persecuted." One of Zook's

neighbors in the Haitian capital,

Port-au-Prince, has disappeared

and is thought to have been

killed by the military.

• Haile recovering. Ahmed
Haile, a Mennonite peacemaker

wounded in Somalia, has been

transferred to a hospital in Mil-

waukee. Haile was wounded by

a mortar shell last month (see

Feb. 11, 1992, Gospel Herald).

One of his legs was amputated,

and he was flown to Nairobi,

Kenya, and later to the United

States. According to Harold

Reed of Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions, Haile's prog-

ress is listed as satisfactory. Be-

cause of food shortages in the

Somali capital, however, Haile

was undernourished at the time

of the injury.

• Tanzania pastor dies. Pastor

Daniel Mato Sigira of the Tan-

zania Mennonite Church has

been killed in a bus accident.

Sigira was in his 70s and had

long been pastor of the congre-

gation in Dar es Salaam. Sigira

and 15 other people died when
the bus they were riding in hit a

parked truck. Sigira was on his

way to officiate at baptism and
communion services in Dodoma,
Tanzania's new capital.

• Tax hearing set. A subcom-
mittee of the U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives plans to hold a

hearing on the Peace Tax Fund
bill. The hearing is scheduled to

occur sometime in May or June
of this year. This will be the first

hearing since the bill was intro-

duced in 1972. The bill would
allow taxpayers to have part of

their federal taxes go into a fund

for peace-related projects,

rather than for military pur-

poses.

• Peace meeting held. Some 14

Mennonites, Brethren, and
Quakers took part in a retreat

and conference sponsored by
New Call to Peacemaking on

Feb. 2-5. Speakers included

Mary Cosby of the Church of the

Saviour in Washington, D.C.,

and Marilyn Miller of the Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite
Church's evangelism and church

development office. New Call

coordinator John Stoner and
convenor Doug Cox also spoke.

The event was held in Washing-

ton and rural Maryland.

Lynn Miller

• Miller to teach. Lynn Miller

will begin a full-time steward-

ship ministry on March 1. Miller,

pastor of South Union Menno-
nite Church in West Liberty,

Ohio, will teach and preach on

the theme "Firstfruits Living

and Giving." His traveling min-

istry is sponsored by the
Churchwide Stewardship Coun-

cil and the Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries.

However, most of the funding

for Miller's visits is to come
from conferences and congrega-

tions where he speaks.

• Issue marks milestone. The
100th issue of Women's Concern
Report has been published.

Since 1973, the Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee (MCC) newslet-

ter has provided a forum for

Mennonite and Brethren in

Christ women to share their ex-

periences with family, careers,

and their struggle to find accep-

tance in church ministry. Report

is issued six times a year by the

MCC U.S. and MCC Canada
Women's Concern Committees.

• Center visits up. The Menno-
nite Information Center near

Lancaster, Pa., reports that it

had more than 63,000 visitors in

1991. That figure is up from an

estimated 56,000 visitors in

1990. Overseas visitors included

people from Albania, Japan,

Korea, and the former Soviet

Union.

• Shop opens. Dedication was
held on Feb. 1 for the Country
Gift and Thrift Shop in White
Horse, Pa. Along with used

clothing and SELFHELP Crafts

items, the shop sells quilts made
by volunteers in the store's sec-

ond-floor workroom. Plans call

for the lower level to serve as a

used furniture shop. Proceeds

from the store will go to the work
of Mennonite Central Commit-

tee.

• Office moves. Rocky Mountain

Conference will have a new ad-

dress and phone number after

March 1. The conference office

can be reached at 1219 Yuma,
Colorado Springs, CO 80909;

phone 719 593-0281. In addition,

the home address of staff mem-
bers Wallace and Sylvia Jantz

will change to 150 Dortlund Dr.

#913, Colorado Springs, CO
80918.

• Mission visit set. Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM) is

sponsoring a Mission Fellow-

ship Visit to Latin America this

coming October. Participants

will visit MBM workers on loca-

tion in Argentina, Bolivia, Bra-

zil, and Paraguay, as well as

meet and worship with local

Christians. More information is

available from Calvin J. King at

MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515-0370.

• Book not available. A Ger-

man-language prayer book is no

longer available from Herald

Press, Scottdale, Pa. The last

copy of Die Ernsthafte Christen-

pflicht was shipped in late Jan-

uary to an Amish bookstore in

Ohio. First published in Europe
in 1739, the book has gone

through at least 60 printings

—

20 of them at Scottdale. Path-

way Publications, the Old Order

Amish publishing house in

Aylmer, Ont., plans to issue a

new edition.

• Courses offered. Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.,

will offer a one-half credit

course on "Creative Conflict

Resolution in the Schools." The
class will meet daily from June
29 to July 10. In addition, the

college will offer a noncredit

professional development semi-

nar on "Advanced Conflict Res-

olution in the Schools" from

July 13 to 17. More information

is available from Chris Matsuda
at the college.

• Pastor transitions:

Kathy Ebersole has been installed

as co-pastor of Hyde Park Men-
nonite Church in Boise, Idaho.

Ebersole is a native of Sterling,

111., and a 1991 graduate of East-

ern Mennonite Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va.

Robert L. Hartzler has resigned

effective May 17 as pastor of

Maple Grove Mennonite
Church, Belleville, Pa. He plans

to move to Freeman, S.D., to

become conference minister for

Northern District Conference of

the General Conference Menno-
nite Church.

Frederick J. Obold has resigned as

pastor of Hesston (Kan.) Men-
nonite Church, effective in

March.

• Coming events:

An Artist's Reflections in Clay, The
People's Place, Intercourse, Pa.,

March 2-3. Gregg Luginbuhl of

Bluffton, Ohio, will speak at this

opening event of the 1992

People's Place Cultural Series.

A display of Luginbuhl's ce-

ramic works will open March 2

and run through April 25 in the

People's Place Gallery. More in-

formation by writing to Cultural

Series, The People's Place, In-

tercourse, PA 17534, or phoning

717 768-7171.

Spring meeting for business and
professional women, First Deaf
Mennonite Church, Lancaster,

Pa., March 17. The meeting is

sponsored by the Business and
Professional Women's Commis-
sion of Atlantic Coast and Lan-

caster conferences. Mary Lou
Cummings will speak on "Afri-

can Women: Surviving Without

Romance." More information

from the church at 2270 Old

Philadelphia Pike, Lancaster,

PA 17602, or Carol Eby-Good,
275-B Redwood Dr., Lancaster,

PA 17603.

Women's Missionary and Service

Commission meeting. Hammer
Creek Mennonite Church,
Lititz, Pa., March 18. Mary Lou
Cummings and Dorothy Smoker
will speak. More information

from the Lancaster Conference

office at 2160 Lincoln Highway
E., Box 5, Lancaster, PA 17602,

or Carol Eby-Good at 275-B

Redwood Dr., Lancaster, PA
17603.

The Significance of the Martyr

Story for Contemporary Anabap-
tists, Young Center for the

Study of Anabaptist and Pietist

Groups, Elizabethtown (Pa.)

College, March 19. John Roth,

professor of history at Goshen
(Ind.) College and director of the

Mennonite Historical Library,

will speak. More information

from the Young Center, Elizabeth-

town College, Elizabethtown, PA
17022; phone 717 367-1151.
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Craft provides income. Beteleme, Indonesia (MCC)-A vil-

lager from Poona on the island of Sulawesi learns to make a
chair out of rattan, a woody palm vine. Mennonite Central
Committee arranged for two Indonesian artisans to teach a

five-day course in chairmaking. The craft can provide income
to farmers whose work is sporadic and seasonal.

Course on "Evangelistic Preaching,"

Eastern Mennonite Seminary.
Harrisonburg. Va., April 3-4.

Myron S. Augsburger will teach
the weekend class, which can be
taken for one semester hour of

seminary credit. More informa-
tion from the seminary- dean's

office at 703 432-4260.

Homecoming, Parkview Mennonite
Church (formerly Bon Air Men-
nonite Church), Kokomo, Ind.,

May 3. The event is open to

anyone who has attended the

congregation since 1945. More
information from the church at

1328E Co. Rd. 100 N., Kokomo.
IN 46901.

40th anniversary celebration, Beth-
any Mennonite Church,
Bridgewater Corners, Vt., July
11-12. Persons formerly in-

volved with this congregation
are invited. More information

from Alice Mover, HCR 70, Box
31A, Plymouth, VT 05056;
phone 802 422-3260.

• New books:
Facing the Brokenness by K. C.

Ridings. Subtitled "Meditations
for Parents of Sexually Abused
Children," the book provides a

31-day series of Scriptures,
meditations, symbols, exam-
ples, letters, prayers, and prac-

tical suggestions. Herald Press
is the publisher.

A Race for Land by Esther Loewen
Vogt. This novel for children

ages 9-13 tells the story of 12-

year-old Ben Martens, whose
immigrant family joins the 1893
race for Cherokee land in Okla-
homa territory. There Ben

meets Long Rope, a young
member of the Cheyenne tribe.

The book is published by Her-
ald Press.

• New resources:
A Common History: Different Per-

spectives is the title of a packet
of articles about Columbus' ar-

rival in the Americas. Writers
include a Native Canadian, a

Native American, a Latin Amer-
ican, an African-American, a Ja-

maican, and a Spaniard. The
articles come with study ques-
tions, worship resources, church
statements, and a poster. Pack-
ets are available from Menno-
nite Central Committee, PO
Box 500, Akron, PA 17501-0500.

Service: It's a Neighborhood Thing
is the theme of two posters and
a study sheet produced by the
Service Ministries Department
of Mennonite Board of Missions
(MBM). The 20 x 25-inch post-

ers show communities where
MBM workers live and serve.

Smaller black-and-white ver-

sions of the posters are available

for children to color. More infor-

mation is available from Su-
zanne Lind, MBM, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515-0370; phone
219 294-7523.

• Job openings:
Host couple, Mennonite guest

house in south Florida. One-
year term beginning summer
1992. Some Spanish-language
ability preferred. Contact Wal-
ter Sawatsky, 29825 SW 155th

Ave., Homestead, FL 33033;
phone 305 248-1659.

• Change of address:
Christ the King Community Church

to 2449 Marietta Ave., Lancas-
ter, PA 17601; phone 717 397-

7557.

Linnford Otto, from Jerome, Mich.,

to 127 Wilbur St., PO Box 79,

North Adams, MI 49262-0079.

NEW MEMBERS

Bay Shore, Sarasota, Fla.: Dale
Aschliman, Pat Aschliman, Can-
dace Miller, Eugene D. Miller,

Julia Stutzman, Ted Comes,
and Kristine Fazzino.

Cedar Grove, Greencastle, Pa.:

Michael and Sharon Flowers,

Allison Griffith, Michele
Spoonire, Luke Henry. Barry
Peck, Shannon Welty, Michael
Baer. Susan Peck, Paul and
Shirley Hoover, and John Troy
Crider.

Des Allemands, La.: Theresa
Schouest. Kathy Hackman,
Toby Martin, Andreah Com-
ardelle, and Amanda West.

Maple Grove, Hartville, Ohio:
Brian Bender, Angie Hersh-
berger. Holly Hershberger,
Chris Miller, Amanda Mullenix,

Polly Raber, Andy Sommers,
Jody Sommers, Jon Sommers,
Pauline Weaver, Randy Watson,
and Lamar Sommers.

Martinsburg, Pa.: Bernard and
Pauline Stiffler, and Kevin and
Cheryl Dilling.

North Leo, Leo, Ind.: Treva
Longacher and Barry Coe.

Oak Grove, West Liberty, Ohio:
Jim Bartlett, Anita Bartlett,

Danny Bartlett, David Neer,
Jason Steider, Anthony
Thoman, and James Thoman.

Rockhill, Telford, Pa.: Mike
Bitner and Mike Smith.

Stoner Heights, Louisville,
Ohio: Shannon Wion.

Walnut Hill, Goshen, Ind.: Re-
becca Higgenbothem.

BIRTHS

Heatwole, Steven and Nancy
(Miller), McGaheysville, Va.,

Scott Andrew (second child),

Jan. 23.

Hershberger, Marc and June
(Miller), Musoma, Tanzania,
Jonathan Miller (third child),

Jan. 7.

Hershey, Andrew and Yvonne
(LeSever), Paradise, Pa., Derek
Abram (third child), Sept. 24.

King, Daniel and Doris (Miller),

Morton, 111., Diana Christina

(third child), Jan. 31.

Krause, Jeff and Nancy, India-

napolis, Ind., Alyssa Renee (first

child), Jan. 30.

Maust, Rod and Martha (Yoder).

Indianapolis, Ind., Ruth Louise
Yoder (third child), Jan. 10.

Miller, Jeff and Kay (Nofziger),

Ephrata, Pa., Jared Michael
Nofziger (first child). Jan. 15.

Nines, Mark and Susan (Deneen),
Martinsburg, Pa., Allyssa Corrin
(second child), Jan. 14.

Oswald, Shawn and Jacquelyn
(Lehman), Walnut Creek, Ohio,
Brett Johnathon (second child),

Feb. 4.

Rittenhouse, Jon and Bambi
(Mover), Souderton, Pa., Dylan
Marc (first child), Jan. 31.

Short, Darrell and Lavonne
(Short), Goshen. Ind., Jared Lee
(first child), born July 8, 1991,

received for adoption Feb. 4.

Spicer, Keith and Gina (Hartzler),

Belleville, Pa.. Morgan Joy (sec-

ond child), Feb. 6.

Troyer, Don and Brenda (Miller),

Hartville, Ohio, Benjamin
James (first child), Dec. 12.

Vore, C. Scott and Pam
(Yoshimi), Indianapolis, Ind.,

Joseph Patrick (fourth child).

Jan. 27.

Wilson, Kevin and Melanie (Con-
rad). Louisville, Ohio, Kayla
Elaine (first child), Nov. 16.

Zehr, Steve and Jennifer
(Gingerich). Kitchener. Ont.,

Rebecca Jane (first child), Jan.

30.

MARRIAGES

Alderfer-Anders: Larry Alderfer.

Souderton, Pa. (Plains), and
Wendy Anders. Telford, Pa.

(Covenant Community), Dec.
21, by Earl Anders.

Allie-Stoney: Norman Allie,
Doyiestown, Pa. (Covenant
Community), and Beverly
Stoney, Princeton, N.J. (Church
of the Saviour), Feb. 1, by Earl
Anders.

Harvey-Shackleton: Gene Har-
vey, Colon, Mich., and Cindy
Shackleton, Colon, Mich. (South
Colon). Dec. 7, by Homer Yoder.

Hostetler-Yoden Merle Hostetler,

Telford, Pa. (Souderton), and
Mary Yoder, Souderton, Pa.

(Maple Grove), Nov. 28, by Gerald

Clemmer and Robert Hartzler.

Nisly-Mellinger: Keith Nisly,

Lancaster, Pa. (Charlotte
Street), and Lynette Mellinger,

Willow Street, Pa. (Sunnyside),

Jan. 18, by Leon Miller.

Penny-Shellenberger: Nathan
Penny, Dawson Creek, B.C.,

(Presbyterian Church), and Ash-
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ley Shellenberger, Kuna, Idaho

(Hyde Park), Dec. 28, by Larry

Hauder.
Smucker-Horton: Brian Smucker,

Lombard, Dl. (Lombard), and

Candi Horton, Glen Ellyn, Dl.

(Lombard), Feb. 2, by Ivan J.

Kauffmann.
Stoltzfus-Shirk: Philip Stoltzfus,

Gap, Pa. (Rockville), and Vonda
Shirk, East Earl, Pa. (Rockville),

Feb. 1, by Amos K. Stoltzfus.

DEATHS

Bast, Harvey, 82, Wellesley, Ont,

Born: July 23, 1909, Wellesley,

Ont., to Jacob and Catherine

(Albrecht) Bast. Died: Jan. 28,

1992, Milverton, Ont. Survi-

vors—children: Rita Hahn,
Viola Bender, Irene Beggs;

brothers and sisters: Emerson,

Robert, Edna Gerber, Erma
Gerber, Esther Jantzi; 4 grand-

children, 3 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Marie McMil-
lan (wife). Funeral and burial:

Jan. 31, Mapleview Mennonite

Church, by Victor Dorsch.

Baum, Dorothy K. Shuman, 70,

Leola, Pa. Born: March 3, 1921,

Manheim Twp., Pa., to D. Edgar
and Mabel (Stehman) Shuman.
Died: Jan. 26, 1992, Leola, Pa.

Survivors—husband: Wayne H.

Baum, Jr.; children: Dorothy S.

Eshleman, Kathryn S. Groff,

Wayne S. III.; brothers and sis-

ters: Mildred Beam, Mary Jane

Kofroth, J. Robert Shuman; 7

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Jan. 29, East Petersburg

Mennonite Church, by John B.

Shenk and Karl E. Steffy.

Eberly, Anna Forrey, 96,

Ephrata, Pa. Born: Sept. 19,

1895, Clay Twp., Pa., to Chris-

tian N. and Mary Charles
Forrey. Died: Jan. 23, 1992,

Ephrata, Pa. Survivors—step-

son: Willard M. Eberly; sister:

Mary Hershey; 4 grandchildren,

15 great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Casper S. Eberly (hus-

band). Funeral: Jan. 27, Ephrata

Mennonite Church, by J. Elvin

Martin, Noah G. Good, and Tom
Martin. Burial: Groffdale Menno-
nite Church Cemetery.

Harman, Howard David, 86, Mt.

Crawford, Va. Born: Dec. 6,

1905, Linville, Va., to Ernest S.

and Lydia (Brunk) Harman.
Died: Dec. 27, 1991, Harrison-

burg, Va. Survivors—wife: Vir-

ginia Holsinger; children: Rosa-

lie H. Dull, Ernest S., Ralph M.,

Paul E.; brother and sister:

Johnnie W., Sebe H. Brunk; 9

grandchildren, 10 great-grand-

children. Memorial service: Dec.

29, Harrisonburg Mennonite
Church, by Harold Eshleman and
Robert Justis. Burial: Weavers
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Lehman, Martha (Bixler), 86,

Mount Eaton, Ohio. Born: Dec.

8, 1905, Kidron, Ohio, to John

D. and Katie (Lehman) Bixler.

Died: Jan. 31, 1992, Massilon,

Ohio. Survivors— children:

Florine Yoder, Doris Geiser,

Merlin, Elton, Ruth Bontrager,

David, Lawrence, Donald, Vera

Gould, Carol Burkholder, Mir-

iam Mumaw, Elizabeth Wiebe;

brother and sisters: Clara

Amstutz, Selma, Annie Evans,

Hilda Johnson, Rueben; 36

grandchildren, 20 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Sylvester

Lehman (husband). Funeral and

burial: Feb. 4, Sonnenberg Men-
nonite Church, by Dennis R.

Kuhns.

Miller, Doris Jean (Badert-
scher), 63, Kidron, Ohio. Born:

Dec. 22, 1928, Bluffton, Ohio, to

Otto and Lydia (Tschiegg)

Badertscher. Died: Jan. 31,

1992, Kidron, Ohio. Survivors

—

husband: Don Miller; children:

Nancy, Karen Mareco, Barbara

Hostetler, Donna Zuercher,

Mark; sister: Laverne Badert-

scher; 6 grandchildren. Funeral

and burial: Feb. 2, Sonnenberg
Mennonite Church, by Dennis

R. Kuhns and Richard Ross.

Schertz, Anna L. (Schertz), 103,

Eureka, El. Born: April 25, 1888,

Washington, 111., to Peter and

Magdalena Esch Schertz. Died:

Jan. 30, 1992, Eureka, El. Survi-

vors— children: Laverne Brunk,

Edith Hartzler; sister: Alma
Smith; 6 grandchildren, 15

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Peter R. Schertz

(husband). Funeral and burial:

Feb. 3, Roanoke Mennonite
Church, by Elmer Wyse and Rick

Troyer.

Winborn, Milton Jay, 74, Iowa

City, Iowa. Born: July 20, 1917,

Johnson County, Iowa, to John
T. and Mabel F. (Schwimley)

Winborn. Died: Feb. 2, 1992,

Iowa City, Iowa, of a heart at-

tack. Survivors—wife: Charlotte

Miller Winborn; children: Rob-

ert Moberly, Ralph Moberly,

Jon Winborn, Mae Arceneaux,

Margaret Hjelmstad; brothers

and sisters: Everett, Walter,

Russel, Lucille Williams, Alice

Thompson, Esther Handsaker;

8 grandchildren, one great-

grandchild. Funeral and burial:

Feb. 5 at East Union Mennonite
Church, by Michael Loss and J.

John J. Miller.

Yoder, Fannie, E., 79, Topeka,

Ind. Born: Nov. 7, 1912, Mid-

land, Mich., to Eli ajid Savilla

(Schmucker) Yoder. Died: Jan.

31, 1992, Topeka, Ind. Survi-

vors— children: Marietta

Leichty, Margaret Steury;
brother and sisters: Laura
Miller, Etta Miller, Elizabeth

Dunlap, Melvin Yoder; 10 grand-

children, 14 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: M. M. Yoder
(husband). Funeral: Feb. 3,

Maple Grove Mennonite Church.

Burial: Shore Cemetery.

Zook, Ira T., 86, Goshen, Ind.

Born: Aug. 28, 1905, Garden
City, Mo., to Levi D. and Nettie

Yoder Zook. Died: Jan. 29, 1992,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors—wife:

Ruby Martin Zook; children:

Ira, Jr., Vera Schmucker; 4

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Ethel Detwiler Zook (first wife)

and two sons. Funeral: Jan. 31,

Goshen, Ind., by James Waltner;

Feb. 2, Garden City, Mo., by
James D. Yoder. Burial: Clear

Fork Cemetery, Garden City,

Mo.

Obituary Correction: Jonathon

G. Yoder (Jan. 14, 1992, Gospel

Herald) was survived by a

brother, Paton.

CALENDAR

Open House, Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elk-

hart, Ind., Feb. 28-29

Allegheny Conference delegate

session, Martinsburg, Pa.,

March 3

Christian Peacemaker Teams con-

ference, Richmond, Va., March
6-8

Dialogue 92, Mennonite Health

Association, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-8

Mennonite and Brethren Health

Assembly, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-11

Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries directors meet-

ing, March 12-14

New York Mennonite Conference

delegate session, Syracuse,

N.Y., March 14

Ohio Conference delegate session,

Kidron, Ohio, March 14

Atlantic Coast Conference annual

meeting, Atglen, Pa., March 14-15

Conference on Family Violence

and Sexual Abuse, Kidron,

Ohio, March 20-21

Lancaster Conference annual
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., March
20-22

Illinois Conference annual meeting,

TisMlwa, El., March 27-28

Northwest Conference spring

meeting, Calgary, Alta., March
27-29

Mennonite Church General Board
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., April

2-4

Volunteers oriented. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Seven people

began or resumed Voluntary Service assignments with Men-
nonite Board of Missions following orientation here on Jan.

21-26. They are, front row from left: Deborah Woodring,

Kingsport, Tenn., to San Antonio, Tex.; Christie McKay, North

Newton, Kan., to Washington, D.C.; and Wendy Brunner,

Goshen, Ind., to La Jara, Colo. Back row: Timothy Schlatter,

Wauseon, Ohio, to Brownsville, Tex.; Gary Detweiler, Allegan,

Mich., to Harlingen, Tex.; Scott Neufeld, North Newton, Kan.,

to Washington, D.C.; and David Mitchell, Aurora, Ohio, to

Richmond, Va
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THE LAST WORD

Control yourself
This issue Gospel Herald jumps into what

could be dangerous territory: siru It's not
that we don't believe in it. This publica-

tion even commits some of its own. (We like to

call them "errors"; see page two for a sample of

our latest!)

What's dangerous is trying to define sin. Mike
Klassen takes a stab at it in this week's lead arti-

cle. While noting that we in the church generally

agree on what's been sin historically, we are

much less sure of—or by no means agreed on

—

what modern-day definitions of sin might be.

Mike tries a few. Like cheeseburgers. And
fatty foods. These will cause more deaths in the

'90s than smoking cigarettes, he notes. He even
hints that church potlucks might sometimes be
the 20th-century equivalent of ancient Greek or-

gies.

Church potlucks and orgies! Now wait a min-
ute, Mike. This isn't definition. This is med-
dling! But then I remember I'm the one at our
house who's been suggesting we take smaller

plates to church potlucks—so I won't eat so
much. While I might not call them orgies, I do
know I've overindulged (yes, sinned, if you will)

at more potlucks than I care to remember.
I thought of Mike and cheeseburgers and the

potluck scalloped potatoes I take seconds of

while reading the book of Titus the other day. In
it I found the apostle Paul saying rather pointed
things about these sins we like to call habits or
vices or even neuroses.

"Tell the older men to be temperate," he says

in Titus 2:2, NRSV. In the next verse, his advice

is addressed to the older women: "be reverent
in behavior." Still later (2:6) he urges "the youn-
ger men to be self-controlled." (Most interest-

ingly, he addresses nothing directly to the youn-
ger women. Is that significant? But I digress.)

This is not the only book in which Paul makes
a point of self-control. And with good reason. He
was working with the church as a new entity, a

group emerging from a legalistic religious history

in a hedonistic culture. The atmosphere was ripe

for all sorts of abuses and excesses.

Control yourselves, Paul said to the new
church. Be models of good citizenship and be-

havior. Let your reputation be that of the "self-

controlled, upright, and godly," a "manifestation
of the glory of our great God and Savior, Jesus
Christ" (Titus 2:12-13).

In fact, Paul's concern for the reputation of
the new church was so great he advised control

and restraint (and sometimes abstinence) even
for what he considered to be legitimate. Take,
for example, 1 Cor. 8: Iff. for his words on food
offered to idols (there's that food again!). Paul
wanted nothing to interfere with the church's wit-

ness to the world of a new community in Jesus
Christ.

Paul's words are as sound advice for our day
as for his. We live in a society in which we are

told to "be all that you can be." We are to real-

ize ourselves, to develop to our full potential. If

we can't eat cheeseburgers and ice cream to our
heart's content, we can at least exercise our-

selves to fame. Very few people in our world are

getting rich or developing reputations with a

message of control.

But that was a message of the apostle Paul
in much of what he wrote. It should be a

message of the church today. Our reputa-
tion as children of God suffers, for example,
when we overindulge while many in our world do
without. Our credibility as a redemptive
community gets called into question when we
stay silent about modern sins: environmental pol-

lution, abortion, "safe" sex, or whatever. That's
especially true when our overindulgence or our
silence continues because we can't agree on
what is or what is not a modern-day definition of

sin.

Control yourself, Paul said. Even when you
don't agree about whether some behavior is out

of bounds. I suspect he knew, as we soon dis-

cover, that effective self-control takes care of

much of what could develop into something we
would agree to be sin.—jlp



Mission educator James Krabill. "Evangelism is not

calling someone to an experience. It is calling some-

one to a life of faithfulness, " says Wally Fahrer.
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Part 5: What does it mean to be Mennonite?

We are committed
to evangelism

Our understanding of church prepares

us for evangelism. We can speak with

integrity of a community of faith com-

mitted to Jesus and to each other.
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"Come to me, all you who are weary and bur-

dened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke

upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and

humble in heart, and you will find rest for your

souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden is

light." (Matt. 11:28-30, NIV)

Sometimes I find myself asking what under-

standing of evangelism Mennonite young

people are growing up with in our congre-

gations. Certainly their experiences are quite var-

ied. Several years ago I was at a congregation

where a mother stood up to share that her son,

who had grown up in the congregation, had ac-

cepted Christ at a Navigators meeting at the

state university he was attending. The response

of the congregation was silence. I was curious.

During the break between church and Sunday

school, I listened to the conversations. The com-

ments ranged from concern for emotionalism to

questions about sincerity. I got the feeling that,

if it didn't happen in their midst, it probably

wasn't genuine.

A few weeks later I was in another congrega-

by

Wally

Fahrer



As Mennonites, we do have some
legitimate problems with traditional

evangelism. But that dare not keep us
from sharing the gospel with others.

tion where a young man stood up to share. His
clothes revealed that he was newly off the
streets. He told how a member of the congrega-
tion had shared the gospel with him, and he had
surrendered his life to Christ. He started to go
on, but he was interrupted by joyous applause.
What a difference in these two congregations.

Of the two young men, the first obviously had
more potential for a lasting walk with Christ, but
his church was not very enthusiastic about it.

The second young man had a long way to go to

overcome struggles with the sins in his past. But
the response of that congregation was joyous re-

ception. What makes one congregation hesitant and
suspicious while another is joyful and receptive?

Some congregations within the Mennonite
Church today are experiencing ambiva-
lence and struggle over evangelism. Part

of that is because of uncertainty about identity.

Part of it is reaction to the revival period in our
history; while we know evangelism is important,
we are not comfortable with the style associated
with revivalism and traditional evangelicalism.

There is, however, a ditch on both sides of the
road. Swinging from one may land us in the

other.

I grew up in a mainline Protestant denomina-
tion. "Evangelism" was synonymous with invit-

ing people to Sunday morning worship. We were
never trained to help someone find a personal re-

lationship with Christ Jesus. We did not really

understand the need for a personal decision to

follow him. That is one ditch by the side of the

road.

I joined the Mennonite Church after having
had a dramatic, personal encounter with Christ.

I found the particular congregation I joined to

be very evangelistic. I felt that I had come
home. But I have also encountered the extreme
of that side, even among some more traditional

Mennonites.

Mennonites do have some legitimate prob-
lems with the evangelism associated

with revivalism. Cultural Christianity

tends to see evangelism as an individual task

rather than the work of the whole congregation.

Besides being individualistic, it has focused on a

presentation which emphasizes forgiveness for

the guilt of personal sin and the free gift of eter-

nal life. That is often referred to as "preaching
the gospel."

Such a presentation leaves out the matter of

personal relationships. Carl George of Fuller

Seminary says that there is a direct correlation

between the Holy Spirit's ability to convict an
unbeliever of the need of a Savior and his rela-

tionship to a believing friend. The idea of evan-
gelism which does not carry with it the integrity

of a personal relationship seems inadequate to

us as Mennonites. We are much more comfort-
able with a "friendship evangelism" approach
than we are with a "Roman road" or a "Four
Spiritual Laws" approach.

The problem is, most of us do not have any re-

lationships with unbelievers anymore. It is one
thing to criticize traditional evangelicalism. It is

quite another thing when we don't develop rela-

tionships with unbelievers, indeed even isolate

ourselves from them. If we limit evangelism to

our own young people, we will become a denomi-
nation of believers, by believers, and for believ-

ers. That is hardly what the church is supposed
to be. It is not how the Anabaptist movement
began.

Evangelism is not calling people to an experi-

ence. Rather, it is calling someone through an ex-

perience to a life of faithfulness. Again, in our
swinging to avoid the ditch on the one side, we
are in danger of sliding into it on the other. If

evangelicals have emphasized an experience of

transformation to the neglect of discipleship,

then we are as guilty of emphasizing discipleship

to the neglect of an experience of transformation.

Trying to live the Christian life without hav-
ing experienced the transforming grace of

Jesus Christ is potentially as dangerous
as depending on an experience to keep me faith-

ful. The first results in legalism and pretense;

the latter results in license and shipwreck. Both
can be incredibly discouraging and self-defeating.

Anabaptists called people to Christ on the
basis of acts of love and a life of integrity. In ef-

fect, their invitation was, "Follow my example as
I follow the example of Christ" (1 Cor. 11:1,

NIV). It was not to "personal evangelism," as we
have come to know it today. It was to corporate
evangelism. The community of faith was the gos-

pel tract the Anabaptists offered. As others saw
the loving commitment of the community of

faith and the suffering love (and martyrdom) of

its members, they began to ask what it meant.
Mennonites have tended to emphasize living a

godly life as their witness. Service is our procla-

mation of the gospel. Behind this is a genuine
desire to invite others to Christ—with integrity.

But a witness of deeds is not complete without

the witness of words.

An elder in a congregation in which I was pas-

tor had as his motto "Live in such a way that
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people want to know Christ." One day he went

late to the coffee break at work and overheard

two men talking about him. One said, "That

Jonas is certainly a fine man." The other re-

sponded, "Yes, I could never be like him." Sud-

denly Jonas realized that the goodness of his life

was not enough to point people to the Savior.

They needed to know the "why" of his life.

Jesus' invitation was to the weary, and it was

simply, "Come." This is the good news of

the loving acceptance of God. But Jesus

also said that we should take his yoke. This

speaks of the cost of discipleship. Somehow Jesus

held both sides together. So must we. We must re-

joice at the coming to faith and take seriously the

importance of a walk of discipleship. To do less

than both is to risk falling into either ditch.

This is a characteristic of an authentic Anabap-

tist-Mennonite congregation: inviting others to a

life of faith. We are a people of invitation, com-

pelled to welcome others into a new birth and

into a life of discipleship. We might say that

those who truly know Christ follow him in an

open invitation to others.

Killian Aurbacher, an early Anabaptist, wrote

in 1534: "And thus we conduct ourselves accord-

ing to the example of Christ and the apostles

and proclaim the gospel according to the grace

that he has entrusted to us; we compel no one.

But whoever is willing and ready, let him follow

him as Luke shows us in Acts. That this then

also is an open truth, that Christ's people are a

free, unforced, and uncompelled people, who re-

ceive Christ with desire and a willing heart, of

this the Scriptures testify."

Congregations which are living out this under-

standing of church are characterized by a cele-

bration of those who make decisions to follow

Jesus. There is a readiness to disciple and in-

struct new believers. There is an atmosphere

which is clearly eager to welcome others into the

community of faith. And such a congregation is

actively developing relationships with unbeliev-

ers in order that the Holy Spirit may have a

channel of friendship to bring the conviction of

the need of a Savior.

Our understanding of church as Menno-

nites prepares us uniquely for evange-

lism. On the one side, we can speak with

integrity: the church is a community of faith,

composed of those who have chosen to follow

Christ in life, who strive to live in conformity to

the word of God, and who practice the way of

suffering love. On the other side, we can speak

out of love: the church is a community of faith

composed of those who have committed them-

selves to live in love with one another, who re-

spect servant leaders, and who care for each

others' needs as well as the needs of the world.

Such an understanding of church should lead

naturally to invitation. We can say, "Come, fol-

low me as I follow Christ," with integrity and

love. I am convinced that recovering this vision

is a key to spiritual renewal, to releasing of

power for evangelism in the decades ahead.

There is no reason, short of disobedience, to pre-

vent us from recapturing the fire of the early

days of our movement. These last years of our

millennium could be years of true revival for the

church.

But this vision of church is one which is more

Service has been our procla-

mation of the gospel. But a
witness of deeds is incomplete

without a witness of words.

than Mennonite. It is biblical. It is a message for

the whole church. I believe it is a treasure hid-

den in the field of our ethnic heritage. It is one

for which I have sold everything, because I be-

lieve it is the vision of the kingdom of God. It is

a vision we must proclaim—to the broader

church and throughout the world.

Wally Fahrer, Goshen, Ind., is minister of mis-

sions for Indiana-Michigan Conference and a

member of Tri-Lakes Community Church.

This is the final installment in a series of five on

Mennonite identity developed by Wally Fahrer in

consultation with Indiana-Michigan Conference

and its missions commission. Your feedback is

welcome to what Fahrer and the conference con-

ider to be a work "in process. " Send your com-

ments to Wally Fahrer, Indiana-Michigan Confer-

ence, 212 South Main, Goshen, 2N 46526.
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READERS SAY

"We refuse to practice cun-
ning or to falsify God's word;
but by the open statement of
the truth we commend our-

selves to the conscience of
everyone in the sight of God,"
—2 Cor. 4:2b, NRSV

Atlee Beechy's A Sheep's Prayer
(Jan. 14), touched me. Atlee has
been an advocate for the needy

on a global scale. Implied in his prayer
for "sleep" are the thousands of home-
less children around the world who
need caregivers—parents.

I have a strong conviction that the
number one priority in the church
should be what we are doing with our
children. How are qualified people re-

sponding to the overwhelming need of

providing care and a home for some of
the millions of homeless "lambs"
around the world?

Norman Teague
Chesapeake, Va.

One small suggestion to promote
understanding between the Men-
nonite Church and the General

Conference Mennonite Church. It grows
out of our own experience switching
from GC to MC.
For a while we subscribed to both

The Mennonite and the Gospel Herald,
but we found we couldn't manage to

read both. So we dropped The Menno-
nite. However, we miss the news of our
friends and former co-workers. Would it

be possible to make Gospel Herald bi-

weekly, published on alternate weeks
with The Mennonite? Could you offer a

subscription savings to those who
would subscribe to both?

Ideally, we might have one paper serv-

ing both constituencies, thereby avoid-

ing a lot of duplication. But my sugges-

tion might be an intermediate step.

Elvina N. Martens
Sterling, III.

Some Abuse Stories Have An-
other Side (Dec. 24). Thank you
for printing this letter. It struck a

responsive note because a similar story

unfolded in our family, and we thought
it was an isolated incident. Now we are

reading that these false accusations are

not uncommon; indeed they are consid-

ered a phenomenon in recent years.

The Institute for Psychological Thera-
pies in Northfield, Minn., has a toll-free

number (1-800-658-8882) for parents
who have been falsely accused of sex-

ual abuse by their children.

Some readers have questioned why
you printed that letter. They cast doubt
as to the truth of that situation. My re-

sponse: I don't know all the reasons
why people claim abuse falsely, but I

do know it causes much grief and devas-

tation. When an accuser claims that
other family members were abused, and
those members totally deny those inci-

dents, then we need to doubt seriously

the accusers stories. Please let us be
open minded, even to those who use a
public forum to claim their abuse.
Rita Yoder
Irwin, Pa.

Iappreciated the points you made
from Romans 14 in your editorial,

How to Live in Changing Times
(Jan. 14). I have rarely, if ever, seen any
sort of exposition of this chapter and
the opening verses of the next. Increas-
ingly it seems to me that therein lies

the nitty-gritty of that beloved commu-
nity we idealize but miss so far.

D. R. Yoder
Atlanta, Ga.

We Are Committed to Jesus
Christ (Feb. 4). Wally Fahrer
is right when he says that

much of the emphasis in today's

churches involves a "search for an ulti-

mate experience." I think that churches
at both ends of the theological spec-
trum seem to be interested in an experi-

ence: at the fundamentalist end it is to

evoke a conversion experience; at the
liberal end it is to evoke an experience
of the holy.

However, a caution is in order. While
Wally says, "Evangelism isn't simply
getting someone to have a salvation ex-

perience," he then talks about "helping
them to experience salvation through a
commitment of discipleship." Again the
focus seems to come back to an experi-

ence. This time it has the flavor of

being a works-oriented experience:

Perhaps it might be more appropriate
to focus on the objective nature of

Christ's work for our salvation, a gift

freely given. Then we can think of

being committed disciples, doing these

good works as an appropriate response.

Stanley A. Wheeler

Waterville, Maine

Why We Must Ask the Ques-
tion (Jan. 7), was most interest-

ing to me, a non-Mennonite.
My mother and father were Mennonites
and their unshakable conviction in

Jesus as the head of the church seems
to me to answer any confusion of iden-

tity and evangelistic success.

Harry Leidig

Eugene, Ore.
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READERS SAY

IDidn't Get to Sunday School Last

Week (Jan. 21). I used to be an "in

and out" Sunday school person,

"encouraged" by the coffee fellowship

between worship and Sunday school to

do so. Now I attend Sunday school very

regularly. Here are some of the reasons

why:

1. Individuals in our congregation se-

lect a Sunday school class by age group

or interests and remain with that group

indefinitely.

2. Each class session includes sharing

and prayer requests before the lesson.

3. Coffee (or more) is available in

each class.

4. Each class has team leaders in of-

fice two years.

5. Team leaders meet quarterly for in-

spiration and resources.

6. Team leaders plan study materials

with the class.

7. Sunday school classes are encourged

to meet on Sunday evenings—and do!

This is a positive, creative approach

to Sunday school for us at Harrison-

burg Mennonite. And it is a wonderful

way for new people to become assimi-

lated quickly.

Doris North

Harrisonburg, Va.

Your editorial, / Didn't Get to

Sunday School Last Week
(Jan. 21), deserves a thoughtful

response. I quite agree that Mennonites

are voting with their feet on Sunday

mornings. More of us are lingering over

a cup of coffee or tea rather than mak-

ing our way to adult Sunday school

classes. I believe we are voting for

community and relationships, not neces-

sarily against education.

1. With the demise of Sunday evening

services, we have cut in half the

amount of time we spend with our sis-

ters and brothers each week. Some of

us miss those opportunities for informal

conversation. We are choosing to take

them on Sunday morning.

2. Many more spiritual growth oppor-

tunities are available to us than when
Sunday school began: Bible institutes,

lecture series, conference-based theolog-

ical education, seminars, workshops,

and weekend retreats. These are rich

opportunities which can compete with

adult Sunday school.

3. In many places, small groups have

replaced Sunday school as the primary

arena for nurture and learning. For ex-

ample, the congregational small group

of which I am a member commits itself

to at least an hour of Scripture medita-

tion and prayer outside of our weekly

gathering. Prayer and reflection on a

particular biblical text are also the

major focus of our time when we meet.

We find the relaxed setting of our

homes to be a more congenial environ-

ment for meeting our spiritual growth

needs than 45 minutes in Sunday

school on Sunday morning. (For the re-

cord, most of us also support the adult

education program of our congregation.)

4. Sunday morning worship has ex-

panded to an hour and a half or more

in many congregations. When worship

services are well-planned and well-led,

and when preaching is truly nourishing,

churchgoers feel they have enough to

"chew on" for the week to come. They

resent needing to shift to another

agenda for the Sunday school hour.

Their lives are already too full of com-

peting claims; they would rather focus

more deeply on a single agenda.

But there are Sunday schools that

still seem to be successful.

• When Sunday school is organized

by age-groups, and when it serves as a

primary group for class members, it

still seems to attract a healthy following.

• When worship is limited to an hour

and does not include congregational

sharing, people seem to feel more need

to get together during the Sunday

school hour.

• When extraordinarily gifted teach-

ers serve the congregation, they attract

people to Sunday school who might not

otherwise attend.

• Sunday school still has a fighting

chance in churches where Sunday morn-

ing is integrated—that is, where both

the worship and education hours focus

on the same biblical texts. Classes then

become an important part of the

congregation's discernment processes.

Pontius' Puddle

THE" CORREMT REfJES^lOH 1$ FOffclMOr

^E TO RETHIHK IAV STROHCr
opposmort To the: r\cm SHMliMG-
THEIR WEALTH WITU THE POOR.

One conference minister confided to

me that the institution of adult Sunday

school is dead in his conference. I do

not believe the people in that region

are less spiritual than others; in fact, I

see them planning a variety of creative

educational opportunities. What the

church must do at this juncture is sup-

port adult Sunday school where it is

still healthy and encourage the develop-

ment of new options for learning when
Sunday school has served its time.

Marlene Kropf
Minister of Worship and Spirituality

Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries

Elkhart, Ind.

IDidn't Get to Sunday School Last

Week (Jan. 21). We of the '90s lei-

sure society and generation do have

much more fellowshipping time than

our agriculture grandparents. And it is

greatly needed! At the same time I don't

want to get so involved fellowshipping

that I haven't time for solid Bible study,

prayer, and outreach. Men and women
can talk, but God needs to talk as well!

Will adults in the '90s develop a

church program for the leisure adult so-

ciety? Will the church become a holistic

center, a multipurpose place with more

faith, fellowship, and service events?

Will we from the '60s and '70s genera-

tion spend as much time with the

church as with the spa, club, school,

sports, eatery, mall, and cruise?

If we of the '90s do not balance faith,

fellowship, and service, we could soon

be at the kindergarten level in Bible

knowledge. Can we respect individual

needs; recognize creative, effective edu-

cational methods; and get nurture and

outreach along with our fellowship?

Joanne Hess Siegrist

Bird in Hand, Pa.
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One way to ensure rich fare

Why use a common lectionary in a Men-
nonite church? Isn't that squelching
spontaneity? Or is it a tool for more
biblical worship in our congregations?

by Marlene Kropf

Not long ago, I attended Sunday morning
worship in a Mennonite church where no
Scripture was read. The people sang and

gave their offerings, the pastor preached and
prayed, but no one read Scripture.

I was baffled. How would people in this congre
gation be shaped by God's Word if they did not
hear it read? How would they be convicted of
sin? How would they be comforted in times of
despair or grief?

People can read Scripture on their own, of
course, and be nourished and transformed by
their encounter with God. But most church ob-
servers say that personal Bible reading and med-
itation are on the decline, not on the increase.

Although we must continually teach and encour-
age people to practice the spiritual discipline of
meditating on Scripture, the fact is many do not
find time to keep such disciplines. So if our con-
gregations do not hear substantial Scripture
readings in Sunday worship, many people will

not encounter God's Word at all.

But if a congregation is to include Scripture
reading in its worship services, what passages
does it choose? On what basis? One answer to
those questions can be what is called the Com-
mon Lectionary.

In
its long tradition of corporate worship, the

Christian church has typically included at

least three Scripture readings each week: a

Psalm (either spoken or sung), an Old Testa-
ment reading, and a New Testament reading.

Earlier, of course, Jewish synagogue worship in-

cluded fixed readings on the Sabbath. In Luke 4,

where Jesus stands in the synagogue and reads
from the prophet Isaiah, he is reading the as-

signed text of the day, not a text of his own
choosing.

As early as A.D. 325, the church assigned cer-

tain Scriptures for feast days; by the 9th century
an entire calendar of readings had been estab-
lished. Among the reforms of the 16th century
was a revision of the centuries-old calendar.

Between 1964 and 1983, biblical scholars and
pastoral theologians again revised the lectionary,

an ordered system of selected Bible readings for
each Sunday of the year. Along with other
churches, Mennonites have begun to use the
new lectionary to help plan Sunday worship. In a
1990 survey of churches involved in Mennonite
World Conference, Ross Bender found that 29
percent now make some use of the lectionary in
worship.

Most Mennonite congregations have been
using a lectionary in Sunday school for many de-
cades. The Uniform Series Sunday school les-

sons are based on a six-year cycle of prescribed
Scripture readings. Amish churches also follow a
prescribed calendar of Scripture readings in

weekly worship. The idea of a fixed calendar of
readings is certainly not alien to our tradition.

How are lectionaries organized? The most
important organizing principle of the ecu-
menical Common Lectionary (as well as

the one used by Roman Catholics) is the central-
ity of the four Gospels. Each year one of the
Gospels is read continuously. Lectionary plan-
ners select a reading from the Psalms to comple-
ment the Gospel reading; in addition, they also
choose an Old Testament and an epistle reading
for each Sunday.

In a three-year cycle, a congregation using a
lectionary hears a major portion of the Bible in

public worship. The story of Jesus' birth, minis-
try, death, and resurrection is the focus from Ad-
vent to Pentecost. During the remaining half of
the year, the focus is on the church's call to wit-
ness and ministry in the world.

But should Mennonites use the lectionary?
Whether or not congregations use a lectionary is

of less importance than whether a rich variety of
Scripture is being set before people. If congrega-
tions want to expand the use of Scriptures in

worship, they can devise any number of ways to
achieve the goal.

What the Common Lectionary offers congrega-
tions, however, is a ready-made, carefully pre-
pared calendar of readings which keep the story
of Jesus central in the life of the church. Each
year the congregation enters more deeply into

the mystery of the incarnation and hears the call

to follow Christ. Because the life of Jesus is cen-
tral for our tradition, many Mennonites have re-

sponded favorably to use of the Common Lection-
ary.

There are additional reasons why adopting
the use of a lectionary can aid in congre-
gational worship:

• A lectionary assures richness and balance in
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at the table of God's Word

the congregation's encounter with Scripture. The

congregation is freed from bias and limitations

in choosing texts.

• Creative insights emerge when several texts

are read side by side; Scripture is allowed to

speak to Scripture. Recently when I was asked

to plan worship around the Gospel story of

Peter walking on the water, I was surprised and

delighted to discover that the accompanying Old

Testament reading was Jonah's prayer from the

belly of the whale. On my own, I would never

have connected the two stories.

• With a lectionary, pastors, worship commit-

tees, and music leaders can more easily do long-

range planning. They can take advantage of wor-

ship aids prepared by biblical scholars.

• All the churches in a given area studying the

same text encourages ecumenical cooperation. In

some communities, Mennonite pastors gather

with others for weekly Bible study based on the

lectionary texts.

• Perhaps most important, a lectionary makes

possible an integrated approach to worship in

which the Bible is central. Following a lectionary

can assist in the integration of the worship and

the education hours on Sunday morning.

But these are questions and concerns about

using a lectionary. Some people are afraid that

local initiative and spontaneity may be dimin-

ished. Preachers want to be able to respond to

late-developing events in the congregation and

do not want to be hampered by a fixed calendar.

Since no external authority prescribes the

focus of Mennonite worship, even those who

The lectionary is a carefully

prepared calendar of read-

ings keeping the story of Jesus

central in the church's life.

choose to follow a lectionary can alter their

plans if needed. Nor do the fears about dimin-

ished spontaneity seem to be well founded, ac-

cording to those who regularly use a lectionary

to plan worship.

During the Gulf crisis last winter, for example,

preachers discovered that the lectionary texts

spoke in remarkable ways to the current situa-

tion. In fact, the texts suggested perspectives

and attitudes which pastors would not otherwise

have considered. Instead of being a hindrance,

many pastors found that the structure of the lec-

tionary freed them to speak creatively and pro-

phetically in the days of the war.

Some people find it hard to see how the Spirit

moves in sermon preparation if pastors don't

choose their own texts. They equate the Spirit's

work with spontaneity, not with structure.

Scripture affirms that God loves both order

and freedom and wants us to participate in both

realities. In actual practice, most Mennonite con-

gregations that use a lectionary do not follow it

year round. They are more likely to use a lection-

ary during special emphases, such as Advent,

and make their own choices for worship planning

during the rest of the year. Such balance may be

especially important for congregations that are

using a lectionary for the first time.

Still other people are suspicious of lectionar-

ies because they equate them with "high

church" worship styles. They want worship

to be informal, not highly structured. But the

use of a calendar of Scripture readings has no di-

rect connection with worship style. Scripture

readings should be important in all worship.

Some leaders are wary of lectionaries because

they realize that if Scripture reading is to be-

come more important in worship, they will need

to train Scripture readers. Poorly read Scripture

can turn people off to the Bible.

Such a situation is tragic. God's Word can be

quick and powerful, and congregations are being

cheated if no one is giving attention to the train-

ing of Scripture readers. Worship planners

should remember that Scripture can be read or

dramatized in many ways. It can even be sung.

In short, a lectionary can be a tool for more

biblical worship. More specifically, a lectionary

can encourage congregations to keep the wor-

ship of Christ central in Sunday gatherings. Be-

cause our worship tradition is non-eucharistic

(that is, we don't practice weekly communion), it

is even more important that we find ways of

deepening our experience of Christ's presence.

The central issue for Mennonites is not the lec-

tionary. What is at stake is our understanding

and experience of God's action in the world.

Whatever will help us encounter God more pro-

foundly in worship should be given thoughtful

consideration. Following a lectionary is one way

to ensure rich and varied fare at the table of

God's Word.

Marlene Kropf, Elkhart, Ind., is the minister of

spirituality and worship for the Mennonite Board

of Congregational Ministries. She is a member of

the Belmont Mennonite Church.
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Resources for Troubled Times

Facing the Brokenness:
Meditations for Parents of Sexually Abused Children

Parents of sexually abused children will find this devotional guide/workbook a
helpful source of hope and strength for dealing with the emotional pain of sexual
abuse. K. C. Ridings shows how prayer, Scripture, and symbols in her prayer
corner brought healing to her and enabled her to better meet the needs of her
children.

Paper, $8.95; in Canada $10.95.

FACING

-Ness

Meditations for Parents

of Sexually Abused Children „••

K*<«RIDING!

V STEPS

) TO
^HOPE

Coping with difHttdency and failure

through the 8tuiitiid» and IWfve-SLsp programs

OYCE M. SHUTT

Steps to Hope
"The tragedy is not that Christians have problems. The tragedy is our reluctance

to get help because we're ashamed to let others know what is happening to

us."—Joyce M. Shutt

Families coping with dependency and failure will find hope through the

Beatitudes and the Twelve Step Program, uniquely combined in this book by
Joyce M. Shutt. Shutt has experienced the pain of alcohol addiction in the family.

She shares her struggles and pain and the victory over failure that we can
experience.

Paper, $6.95; in Canada $8.95.

Jesus and Divorce:
A Biblical Guide for Ministry to Divorced Persons

Fresh, insightful interpretation on Jesus' words on divorce and practical

guidelines for the church in developing helpful attitudes and ministry to divorced
persons. George R. Ewald brings to the topic a thorough understanding ofJewish
law. While he acknowledges with respect Jesus' high standard for marriage, he
shows how Jesus' teachings free us to bring a ministry of love, acceptance, and
forgiveness to divorced persons. Included is a 13-unit leader's guide that makes
the book useful for study by Sunday school classes, discussion groups, and church
boards.

Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50.

Available through your local bookstore or by calling 1 800 759-4447; in Canada call 519 746-2872 (Provident
Bookstores—MC, Visa, Discover). If ordering by mail, please include 10% for shipping—minimum $2.00.
Canadian customers, add 7% of total for GST.

Herald Press Herald Press
Dept. GH Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue 490 Dutton Drive
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999 Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7



CHURCH NEWS

MCC asks for food donations

for shipment to Russian cities

Wichita, Kan. (MCC)—North American

Mennonites and Brethren in Christ are

being asked to send groceries to the for-

mer Soviet Union.

The food is to be sent through Menno-

nite Central Committee (MCC).

The decision to send groceries came at

MCC's annual meeting in Wichita on Feb.

14-15. The move followed a request for

emergency help from church groups in

Moscow and St. Petersburg.

Canadian and U.S. churches will receive

specially prepared boxes from their re-

gional or provincial MCC offices.

Church members and groups are asked

to fill the boxes with staple foods such as

canned meat, cooking oil, flour, juice, rice,

soup, and sugar.

Canadian church members are asked to

fill around 5,000 boxes of food, while U.S.

members will be asked to donate grocer-

ies to fill 4,000 boxes.

MCC will collect the boxes by March 22

Group tours Mideast. Jerusalem

(Meetinghouse)—Sam Thomas, pastor

of Landisville (Pa.) Mennonite
Church, looks out over Beni Suef,

Egypt. Thomas was one of 12 partici-

pants in a Middle East tour sponsored

by Mennonite Central Committee.

The group visited Cyprus, Egypt, Is-

rael, Jordan, Syria, and the West
Bank. The Jan. 21-Feb. 8 trip included

meetings with religious leaders, ordi-

nary citizens, and government offi-

cials.

—

Muriel T. Stackley

and ship them to the former Soviet Union

by the middle of April.

In addition to the groceries, MCC is

asking for a contribution of $6 per box

toward shipping expenses.

Funds collected in excess of the amount

required for transportation will be used

for other programs in the former Soviet

republics.

The United Methodist Committee on

Relief will cooperate in the food shipment.

An interdenominational church relief

committee will distribute the groceries in

Moscow and St. Petersburg.

(A report- on another event at the MCC
annual meeting appears on page 11.)

Help with education,
Russian speaker says
Hesston, Kan. (HC)—What Russia

needs from the West is not food but

education.

That was the message of Russian edu-

cator Zoya Malkova to students and fac-

ulty members at Hesston College.

Malkova spoke at the final session of a

Global Issues Seminar on Feb. 5-7.

The event focused on "Perestroika and

the Soviet Union: Transformation or Tra-

dition."

The Russian people are "very patient,

brave, and hardworking," said Malkova,

who is director of the Institute of General

Pedagogics Education in Moscow.

However, "it will take time" to over-

come the current crisis, she said.

"Will Russia find the way out of its

blindness? Will it overcome all its difficul-

ties? Will it become a mighty and flour-

ishing state? Positive answers to all these

questions depend upon how successfully

we educate our children, the future of our

society," she said.

Education in Russia is changing,

Malkova observed.

Marxist/Leninist theories have been

discredited, leaving "an ideological and

spiritual vacuum. We don't know what

kind of values to give our children," she

said. "[We want] to personalize our

schools so that teachers do not teach

subjects but students."

Malkova closed her presentation with a

plea for assistance.

"We need your intellectual help," she

said. "Our people don't have experience

living in a democratic society. We jumped

directly from a feudal society to socialism,

from a czarist regime to totalitarian

Stalin's regime.

"We want you to help us write text-

books," she continued, "so our teachers

can teach our young people what real

democracy is, how to build a democratic

society, and how to participate in the

decision-making process."

In addition to Malkova's presentation,

the seminar included addresses by Albert

Keim, Tonya Sildus, Richard Sites, and

Harley Wagler.

Keim, who teaches at Eastern Menno-

nite college in Harrisonburg, Va., gave two

presentations on Soviet history.

Wagler, a doctoral candidate in Slavic

Languages and Literatures at the Univer-

sity of Kansas, teamed with Russian ex-

change teacher Sildus to point out simi-

larities and differences between Slavic

and Western cultures.

Sites, a history professor at Georgetown

University in Washington, D.C., spoke on

"Popular and Youth Counterculture in

Russia."

In addition, the seminar included vid-

eos, Russian films, and a field trip to an

Orthodox church in Wichita.

The seminar closed with a Russian meal

and a performance of Russian folk dances

by Irena Zoykhansky of Lawrence, Kan.

Irish worker witnesses
shooting in Belfast
Akron, Pa. (MBM/MCC)—An Irish

worker for two church agencies narrowly

escaped death in a Feb. 5 shooting in

Belfast.

Joe Campbell, a mediator who works

part time with Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions (MBM) and Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC), was visiting a youth

worker in a Catholic neighborhood when
gunmen opened fire.

Two young people from the youth club

Campbell was to visit were among those

killed.

Northern Ireland has been the scene of

sectarian fighting for more than 20 years.

According to former MCC worker David

Moser, the violence stems from a complex

mix of "political, economic, cultural, and

historical differences."

This year has been particularly bloody,

with at least 26 deaths reported so far.

The murders Campbell witnessed were

in retaliation for earlier killings.

"Retaliation killings occur at random,"

Moser said. "People in inner city Belfast

live in fear of being in the wrong place at

the wrong time."

MBM and MCC have worked together

in Ireland for more than 10 years in recon-

ciliation and church renewal programs.
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Ohio church sponsors
celebration of the arts

Cincinnati, Ohio (GCMC)—Mennonite
Arts Weekend here filled three days with

poetry, music, sculpture, storytelling,

magic, and laughter.

Sponsored by Cincinnati Mennonite
Fellowship (CMF), the Feb. 7-9 event
brought together more than 100 artists

from the United States and Canada to

show and discuss their work.

"I've heard this weekend called a revival

of sorts," CMF member Hal Hess said.

"Art as an expression of faith can be
brought into the church."

The weekend began with the opening of

an art exhibit Friday night at the Carnegie
Arts Center in Covington, Ky., just across

the Ohio River from Cincinnati.

The exhibit included paintings, photogra-

phy, and sculpture by 22 Mennonite artists.

Later some 200 people attended a cof-

feehouse presented by CMF. People from
the 70-member congregation displayed a

wide range of musical talents, from Afri-

can-American vocals to classical viola.

The program also included guitar-ac-

companied protest songs and Gershwin
tunes.

Saturday's events included poetry read-
ings and discussions; workshops on art,

dance, drama, and music; and an open
forum.

The event featured "Mennonite Urban
Companion," a takeoff on the former Prai-

rie Home Companion radio program
hosted by Garrison Keillor. Presentations

Dorothy Bowman uses creative movement
to offer bread, wheat, and grapes at the

Mennonite Arts Weekend in Cincinnati,

Ohio. Other participants included writers,

visual artists, magician Jep Hostetler, and
choirs from Lee Heights Community
Church in Cleveland and Eastern Menno-
nite College, Harrisonburg, Va.

ranged from magic tricks to choral music.
Sunday featured two Mennonite ritu-

als—worship and potluck.

"We see a need for the arts in worship,"
Philip Clemens of Goshen, Ind., preached
in the morning service. "Religion is

danced before it is believed."

Music is "more sensual," he continued.

"A creed is a love story more than it is an
intellectual belief."

Questions about the role of art and
artists in the church arose throughout the
weekend.

"We are losing people with artistic

gifts," said Stan Kauffman, an artist from
Berlin, Ohio. "The church has not made
a place for us. I lament all those ideas that

didn't get acted on, those real gifts from
God that didn't get used."

The function of art isn't just to be
pretty, said Merrill Krabill, a sculptor

from North Newton, Kan. "We need to

include something beyond the beautiful

and see that which is hard to look at."

The poet's work is not to provide an-
swers but to create more questions, Jean
Janzen of Fresno, Calif., observed.
Art is a way to touch God, participants

said.

"I use improvisational dance in my wor-
ship life, my prayer life, [and] in under-
standing my relationship to myself and
my world," Dorothy Bowman of Baden,
Ont., said.

"Movement is the strongest component
of my faith journey," she continued.

"It's nice to be at a Mennonite gathering

where theology is done by poets rather

than theologians," said a participant at a
poetry workshop led by Jeff Gundy of

Bluffton, Ohio.

"Yes," Gundy replied, laughing. "I'll

have a systematic theology published in

about a month," he joked.

A book of Gundy's poems will be pub-
lished this spring by Bottom Dog Press.

("An appropriately humble-sounding
publishing house," a participant said.)

One of the highlights of the weekend
was the involvement of the Eastern Men-
nonite College Chamber Singers.

Ken Nafziger directed the 17-member
group, which showed great versatility in

musical style in its four performances.

For members of the host church, the

weekend was both exhilarating and ex-

hausting.

Cheryl Pannabecker, an artist in the

CMF congregation, came up with the idea

for the weekend. A planning group known
as "the Cincinnati Six" worked for an
entire year to bring it off.

During the weekend, CMF members
handled a wide variety of tasks, from
moving chairs to salting the icy parking
lot to cooking food and washing dishes.

According to Pannabecker, it isn't clear

if CMF will sponsor future arts weekends
or other churches will pick up the idea.

However, "it looks like there is a need
and a definite interest" on the part of
artists in holding future events.—Beth
Hege

MCC continues to aid
victims of war in Gulf
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Largely out of sight

of North Americans, effects of the Persian
Gulf War linger a year after it ended.
Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)

continues to respond with material re-

sources.

The agency has sent powdered milk and
canned beef shipments for infants and
young children in southern Iraq.

Some 48 metric tons of powdered milk
were sent from Montreal and 60 metric
tons of beef from Houston.
Both shipments have arrived in Am-

man, Jordan, and are to be sent to Najaf,

Iraq, to be used in a CARE International

feeding program for infants and primary
school children.

However, CARE's program provides

food for only some 7,500 children in an
area that has an estimated 60,000 to

70,000 children under the age of four.

"Outside agencies can provide a minus-
cule amount of food compared to the

need," said Ed Martin, MCC secretary for

the Middle East and South Asia.

"The critical need is for an agreement
to be reached between the United Nations
sanctions committee and the Iraqi govern-

ment to allow Iraq to sell oil to supply
humanitarian needs."

Meanwhile, more than 50,000 Iraqi ref-

ugees remain in Iran—Kurds in the north-

western part of the country and Shiites

further south.

MCC and Lutheran World Relief have
provided $65,000 U.S. for purchase of

three mobile bakeries for the Iranian Red
Crescent Society.

The bakeries will provide bread to

Kurdish refugees in three northwestern
provinces and to Shiite refugees in the

southern province of Khouzestan, near
the Persian Gulf.

The Red Crescent (which is equivalent

to the Red Cross in Islamic societies)

provides food and housing for Iraqi refu-

gees in Iran.
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77ie Circ/e Keepers, a choir of Cheyenne children directed by Betty Hart of Clinton, Okla.,

sings at the public program of the Mennonite Central Committee annual meeting, held in

Wichita, Kan.

1 492 anniversary gives opportunity for teaching

African-Americans talk

about leadership models
Elkhart, Ind.—When Hubert Brown be-

came pastor of Calvary Mennonite

Church in Los Angeles, the congregation

changed its named to Calvary Christian

Community because the black community

it served did not know what "Mennonite"

meant.

"I don't know if that's from the Bible or

not," said a man wrestling with alcoholism

who staggered into the building one night,

"but can somebody help me?"

Brown, who is now executive secretary

of the Commission on Home Ministries

for the General Conference Mennonite

Church, told the story as part of a two-day

workshop in Elkhart on "African-Ameri-

can Leadership Development."

"We have troubles as an African-Amer-

ican community. What makes us distinct,

different from Menno Simons and the

Menno Simons offspring, is we have to

deal with a social reality," Brown told the

Jan. 31-Feb. 1 gathering.

"We have to offer not only a spiritual

solution, but we have to say something in

terms of other kinds of solutions," he said.

Some three dozen people took part in

the workshop, which focused specifically

on the difference between "Anabap-
tist/Mennonite and African-American

Roles of Pastoral Leadership in the

Church."

Brown said churches in the African-

American community have a "prophetic

role" that includes speaking directly

about the "economic, political, and social

ills that beset folks in the community."

Black churches expect pastors to lead

or shepherd the flock, Brown observed. By
contrast, white Mennonites understand the

pastor's role as that of a facilitator, he said.

African-Americans sense pastoral call

"on the inside and go and get it con-

firmed," Brown said. "In the Mennonite

situation or the Anabaptist situation

many times, this call comes from outside."

Rather than raise one model above the

other, Brown encouraged the workshop

participants to bring the two together.

Brown told of a woman who said she

stayed at his former church because

Brown did not drive a Cadillac as other

neighborhood pastors did.

"The Mennonite theology and the Men-
nonite vision offer a healthy critique of

that kind of mentality," he said. "It has

saved me from needing to go out and get

a $500 suit. It has spared me from mate-

rialism."

—

Tom Price

Wichita, Kan. (Meetinghouse)—The

500th anniversary of Columbus' arrival in

the New World calls for both celebration

and commiseration.

That was the message delivered to about

500 people at a Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC) program here on Feb. 14.

The event was held in conjunction with

MCC's annual meeting.

Calling the anniversary a "teachable

moment," Elizabeth Soto Albrecht en-

couraged the audience to recognize the

past but learn from mistakes that were

made.
Albrecht, who is MCC assistant secre-

tary for Latin America and the Caribbean,

was one of three speakers to address the

issue.

Speaking from a Latin American per-

spective, she said it is appropriate to

celebrate the explorer's 1492 arrival as an

important historical event.

But believers should focus on Christ not

Columbus, she said, and should work

toward reconciliation and a future of part-

nership with native peoples.

Lawrence Hart, a Cheyenne chief and

Mennonite pastor from Oklahoma,
sounded a similar theme.

He said he hopes the anniversary will

encourage Native Americans to maintain

their "connectedness" to their past. He
also hopes the rest of North American

society will respect native culture and

traditions.

Hart asked the church to give "permis-

sion" to aboriginal peoples to dress,

speak, and express their faith in culturally

relevant ways—even if the Christian

meaning of these practices isn't immedi-

ately clear.

"Let us pour Christian meaning into

that which connects us to our past," he said.

In response to the presentations by

Albrecht and Hart, Menno Wiebe ofMCC
Canada Native Concerns read a formal

statement of appreciation and apology

from Mennonite Central Committee.

The statement thanks the "first peoples

of the Americas" for raising an alternate

view of the Columbus story and for their

many contributions to the world.

It then asks native people to forgive

Mennonites and Brethren in Christ for

wittingly or unwittingly having sanctioned

the conquest of land and the- domination

and then neglect of native peoples.

The statement ends with a pledge to

join Native Americans and Canadians in

"working toward a new chapter of honor-

able co-existence."

Wiebe noted the statement had pre-

viously been approved and published by

MCC Canada to mixed reactions.

Some observers, including native lead-

ers and even a few newspapers, lauded

the statement.

But some constituents and others saw

the statement as unnecessary, because

the transgressions occurred long ago and

did not directly involve them or their

ancestors.

Wiebe said the statement, along with

the involvement of MCC in native con-

cerns over the years, has helped Menno-

nites and Brethren in Christ to establish

a relationship of trust with native peoples.

The statement Wiebe read was formally

considered by the MCC binational board

the following day. The board approved it

with minor changes.
—Don Ratzlaff
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R. Lee Delp

•MEDA head named. R. Lee
Delp of Lansdale, Pa., has been
appointed president of Menno-
nite Economic Development
Associates (MEDA). Delp
worked previously as senior
vice-president of National Lib-

erty Corporation, a large insur-

ance and financial services com-
pany. He is a member of the

finance and marketing commit-
tees of Christopher Dock Men-
nonite High School and serves
on two boards of the General
Conference Mennonite Church.
Delp's appointment is effective

immediately. He will continue to

live in Lansdale and work out of

both MEDA offices in Lancas-
ter, Pa., and Winnipeg, Man.

• Editor appointed. Cathleen
Hockman, originally of Hub-
bard, Ore., has been named as-

sistant editor of Gospel Herald.
The appointment is effective

this coming summer. She suc-

ceeds David Graybill, who has
been interim assistant editor for

the past six months in addition
to serving as editor of Christian

Living magazine. A 1991 gradu-
ate of Goshen (Ind.) College,

Hockman is currently a Menno-
nite Board of Missions volun-

tary service worker in Washing-
ton, D.C. She was a summer
intern at Mennonite Publishing
House in 1990.

• GC giving falters. The Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite
Church failed to meet its contri-

butions budget for the 1991 fis-

cal year. Gifts received between
Feb. 1, 1991, and Jan. 31, 1992,

totaled some $175,000 less than
the $5.3 million budgeted for

expenditures. The 1993 budget
is based on 1991 income, so
spending for that year must be
cut by 4 percent. The 1992 bud-
get is based on 1990 figures and
will increase just two-tenths of
one percent. The shortfall came
as a shock to administrators, as

giving was up during the first

nine months of the fiscal year.

• Draft agency to close? A U.S.
Congressman has introduced a
bill to dismantle the Selective

Service System, which operated
the military draft in World War
II, the Korean War, and the
Vietnam War. The bill, known
as H.R. 4084, was put forward
by Fortney "Pete" Stark of Cal-

ifornia. Selective Service cur-

rently oversees registration of
18-year-old males, though no
one has been conscripted in

nearly two decades.

—

From
NISBCO Reporter

•Board to dissolve. The U.S.
Peace Section of Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC) will

be dissolved in 1993. The MCC
U.S. board unanimously ap-
proved the move in a Feb. 13
meeting in Wichita, Kan. The
arrangement is intended to sim-
plify the MCC U.S. structure

and to make peacemaking a

more central part of all MCC
U.S. work. (See Oct. 15, 1991,

Gospel Herald issue.)—Paul
Schrag for Meetinghouse

• Neufeld speaks. Keeping
peace is not the same as making
peace, Chuck Neufeld told stu-

dents at Goshen (Ind.) College
last month. "If you set out to

make peace, there will be trou-

ble," he said. "Jesus gravitated

toward trouble." Neufeld, who is

director of Mennonite Voluntary
Service for the General Confer-
ence Mennonite Church, spoke
Feb. 5-7 as part of the Staley
Distinguished Christian Scholar
Lecture Program. An accom-
plished musician, he inter-

spersed his own songs through-
out the lectures.

• Nepal becomes freer. Chris-

tians in the Asian nation of
Nepal now have freedom to pub-
licly proclaim their faith, said

Edgar Metzler, executive direc-

tor of the United Mission to

Nepal. Until 1990, Christians
who proselytized in this largely

Hindu country could be jailed.

But in the past two years, the
nation has adopted political re-

forms and loosened its restric-

tions on the church.

• Urban course held. Some 14
seminary students took part in

a course on "Christian Ministry
in the Urban World" in Wash-
ington, D.C. The Jan. 6-24 sem-
inar was sponsored by the Asso-
ciated Mennonite Biblical
Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind., and
Eastern Mennonite Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va. During the

third week of the course, stu-

dents worked in ministries
throughout the city.

• Students locked up. Nine stu-

dents from Bethany Christian
High School in Goshen, Ind.,

went a little stir crazy Feb. 13 at

the Elkhart County jail. The stu-

dents, along with the jail's com-
munity services officer, found
themselves incarcerated when a
door accidentally closed in a cell

block on the vacant fourth floor.

The group was locked up for

more than two hours, before
someone on the third floor

heard them yelling and banging
on the vents.—Dan Shenk in

The Elkhart Truth

• Missionary transitions:
Brian Jantzi has returned to Can-

ada after an assignment in Lon-
don, England, as an intern under
Mennonite Board of Missions.
His current address is 86 Mont-
calm Ave. #1, Hull, Que. J8X
2V7.

Willy and Naomi Stoesz have con-
cluded an 18-month assignment
in Ghana. Willy was appointed
by Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions and Mennonite Central
Committee to explore the devel-

opment of an agricultural pro-

gram. The couple's address is

Box 350, Kleefield, Man. R0A
0V0.

• Coming events:
Michiana MEDA session, Water-

ford Mennonite Church,
Goshen, Ind., March 14. Activi-

ties will include a tour of busi-

nesses in the Goshen area and
an address by Goshen College

president Victor Stoltzfus. Res-
ervations must be made by
March 7. More information from
Michiana MEDA, Box 871,
Goshen, IN 46526.

The Church in Society, Laurelville

Mennonite Church Center, Mt.
Pleasant, Pa., March 27-29.

Speakers will include J. Law-
rence Burkholder, A. James
Reimer, Rod Sawatsky, and J.

Denny Weaver. More informa-
tion from Laurelville at R. 5, Mt.
Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412
423-2056.

Rally for high school students,

Kidron (Ohio) Mennonite
Church, March 28. Steve Hud-
dleston of Painesville, Ohio, will

speak, and Brian Wasko will

present Christian raps. The
event is sponsored by Wayne
County Mennonite Churches.
More information from Gary
and Eileen Kraybill at 216 263-

1899.

A Night of Music and Drama, The
People's Place, Intercourse, Pa.,

March 30-31. Elizabeth Weaver
Kreider of Lancaster, Pa., will

perform a dramatic monologue
and sing ballads and folk songs.
Other musical performers will

include two couples from
Elizabethtown, Pa.—Cornel and
Martha Rempel and Rich and
Dawn Winey. More information
by writing to Cultural Series,

The People's Place, Intercourse,
PA 17534, or phoning 717 768-

7171.

36th Annual Pennsylvania Relief
Sale, Harrisburg, Pa., April 3-4.

Items for auction include a ped-
igreed live llama, antiques, col-

lectibles, crafts, and quilts. Pro-
ceeds will benefit Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC).
More information from MCC, 21
S. 12th St., PO Box 500, Akron,
PA 17501-0500; phone 717 859-

1151.

25th anniverary celebration, Inter-

national Guest House, Washing-
ton, D.C, May 16-17. Former
volunteers, advisory council
members, board members, and
friends are invited. More infor-

mation from the Guest House at

1441 Kennedy St. NW, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20011; phone 202
726-5808.

Transcultural seminar, Eastern
Mennonite College (EMC),
Harrisonburg, Va., May 24-June
5. The event is designed for

people planning to serve over-

seas for the first time, as well as
for returning workers in agricul-

ture, education, health, nutri-

tion, general development, and
related fields. The seminar is

sponsored by Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee, Bethel College
in North Newton, Kan., Goshen
(Ind.) College, and EMC. Col-
lege or seminary credit is avail-

able. More information from the
dean's office at EMC, Harrison-
burg, VA 22801.

• Job openings:
Psychotherapy position, Family

Life Resource Center, Harrison-
burg, Va. Available for experi-

enced licensed or license-eligi-

ble individual in Christian
agency serving a wide range of

clientele. Unlicensed individu-

als with graduate degree may
apply for residency position.

Send resume to: Family Life

Resource Center, 2102 Port Re-
public Rd., Suite C, Harrison-
burg, VA 22801.

• Address correction:
Wallace and Sylvia Jantz, 150
Dortmund Dr. #913, Colorado
Springs, CO 80918.
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NEW MEMBERS

Cape Christian Fellowship,
Cape Coral Fla.: Don and Jo-

anne Gunning, Fred and Rita

Martorelli, Sharon Pearson,

Jerry and Sally Sprague, and

Tom and Jan Werdin.

Ephrata, Pa.: Randy Hurst,

Sandy Peachey, and Ruth
Sensenig.

Hyde Park, Boise, Idaho: David

and Cindy Willmot, Lorn and

Laurie Adkins, Brenda Yoder,

Walt and Miriam Slabaugh,

Kathy Ebersole, and John
Reilly.

Kern Road, South Bend, Ind.:

Robert and Kathy Shreiner, and

Lara Hall.

Mt. Pleasant, Chesapeake, Va.:

Jesse Bergey, Andrew Mumma,
Benton and Shelly Miller, and

Gary and Joy Norfleet.

Oxford Circle, Philadelphia,

Pa.: Kenneth Pinder.

Parkview, Harrisonburg, Va.:

Tim Kennel and Obie Diener.

Powhatan, Va.: Avery Justin

Hertzler.

Preston, Cambridge, Ont: Bob

and Ann Kernohan, Ann Walsh,

Werner Winkler, Laura Gerber,

and Sandra Steinman.

Ridgeview, Gordonville, Pa.:

Christie Gehman, Samuel Click,

Paul and Marie Kurtz, and John

Sauder.

BIRTHS

Beachey, Greg and Cheryl
(Miller), Goshen, Ind., Harrison

Gregory (first child), Jan. 9.

Belousov, Sergey and Nina, Akron,

Pa., David (third child), Feb. 7.

Beyer, Jay and Karen (Berg-

strom), Leola, Pa., Kimberly

Ann (second child), Dec. 24.

Blauch, Jim and Dana (Buskirk),

Harrisonburg, Va., Matthew
James (first child), Jan. 22.

Castello, Joseph (Jay) and Laurie

(Bell), Kitchener, Ont, Mary
Alice (first child), Feb. 9.

Detweiler, Phil and Diane
(Halteman), Telford, Pa., Greg-

ory Philip (first child), Jan. 19.

Dole, Keith and Teri (Mullet),

Hesston, Kan., Erin Nichole

(first child), Feb. 3.

Frush, Nilen and Marcia (Miller),

Glendale, Ariz., Nathan Paul

(fourth child), Jan. 28.

Glick, Kenton and Joy (Com-

eaux), Canadensis, Pa., David

Ivan (first child), Dec. 13.

Gochnauer, David and Rebecca

(Gehret), Millersville, Pa.,

Heather Rose (second child),

Jan. 31.

Godshall, Gerald and Laura
(Leonhauser), Zionsville, Pa.,

Philip Andrew (first child), Jan. 17.

Good, Leonard and Jean (Weber),

New Holland, Pa., Alexander

Chase (second child), Jan. 31.

Hochstetler, James and Libby

(Yoder), Goshen, Ind., Hannah
Elizabeth (first child), Dec. 14.

Kauffman, L. Donald and Teresa

(Lattimer), West Liberty, Ohio,

Joshua Andrew (first child),

Dec. 27.

Landis, Carl and Audrey (Blank),

Ronks, Pa., Arlissa Sue (first

child), Jan. 29.

Rudy, Dan and Betsy (Leininger),

Leola, Pa., Bethany Nicole (first

child), Jan. 17.

Sharp, Glenn and Diane (Twilley),

Greenwood, Del., Jennifer

Marie (third child), Jan. 18.

Steury, Doug and LuAnn
(Steider), New Paris, Ind., Katha-

rine Marie (fourth child), Dec. 28.

Stoll, Michael and Amy (New-

comb), Hillsdale, Mich., Philip

Michael (first child), Jan. 29.

Suter, Larry and Betty (Chaffee),

Harrisonburg, Va., Daniel Scott

(second child), Feb. 6.

Yoder, Merlin and Twilah (Perry),

Leonard, Mo., Jillian Grace

(fourth child), Dec. 18.

Zehr, Myron and LuAnn (Roggie),

Lowville, N.Y., Joshua Daniel

(fifth child), Jan. 6.

Zeiset, Jeff and Jennifer (Umble),

New Holland, Pa., Thomas
Allen (third child), Jan. 29.

DEATHS

Allebach, Paul H., 98,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Dec. 13,

1893, Souderton, Pa., to Jacob

K. and Margaret (Hunsberger)

Allebach. Died: Feb. 4, 1992,

Harleysville, Pa.. Survivors

—

children: Helen M. Alderfer,

Ruth M. Landes, Marie M. Al-

lebach, Stanton M., Willard M.;

sisters: Florence Raudenbush,

Mae Marlin; 16 grandchildren, 30

great-grandchildren, 2 great-great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Mamie Allebach (wife), Esther (in-

fant daughter), and Mark (son).

Funeral and burial: Feb. 8, Soud-

erton Mennonite Church, by Gerald

A. Clemmer and Steven C. Nyce.

Alwine, Katie E. (Stayrook), 81,

Hollsopple, Pa. Born: June 3,

1910, Conemaugh Twp., Pa., to

Francis and Catherine (Blough)

Stayrook. Died: Jan. 21, 1992,

Somerset, Pa., of congestive

heart failure. Survivors—hus-

band: Walter L. Alwine; chil-

dren: Esther Mishler, Ernest;

brothers and sisters: Glenn,

Francis, Richard, William, Ver-

non, Clara Hershberger, Erma
Ott, Edna Cox; 11 grandchil-

dren, 13 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Paul (son) and

Catherine Miller (daughter). Fu-

neral and burial: Jan. 24, Kauf-

man Mennonite Church, by
Donald Sharp and Stanley R.

Freed.

Bauman, Saloma (Martin), 84,

St. Jacobs, Ont. Born: Sept. 3,

1907. Died: Feb. 4, 1992, St.

Jacobs, Ont., of bone cancer.

Survivors— children: Floyd, Ina

Frey, Eva Martin, Howard,
Doris Jantzi; 8 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Harvey S. Bau-

man (husband) and Lorraine

Bauman (daughter). Funeral and

burial: Feb. 7, St. Jacobs Menno-
nite Church, by Harold Schlegel.

Volunteers oriented. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Thirteen people from the Mennonite Church took

part in orientation for Mennonite Central Committee workers on Jan. 7-17. They are, front row

from left: Trent Shipley, Phoenix, Ariz., to Cairo, Egypt; Tim Nafziger, Hopedale, III, to Recife,

Brazil; Dean Hess, Lancaster, Pa., to Youth Discovery Team in Germany; Nathan Dietz, York,

Pa., to German Youth Discovery Team; Anna Mae Baer, Wellesley, Ont., to New Hamburg,

Ont; and Don Sensenig, Akron, Pa., to Thailand. Back row: Audrey and Perry Schrock,

Lebanon, Ore., to Akron, Pa.; Betty and Ed Good, Murphy, Idaho, to Gaborone, Botswana;

Ruth Zehr, New Hamburg, Ont., to New Hamburg thrift shop; Evelyn Maust, Harrisonburg,

Va., to Ephrata, Pa.; and Coretta Franz, Washington, D.C., to Akron, Pa.
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MENNOSCOPE

Cook, Albert Henry, 80, Selkirk,

Ont. Born: Jan. 18, 1912, Selkirk,

Ont. Died: Jan. 19, 1992, Hamil-
ton, Ont. Survivors—daughter:

Mary Cook; sister: Sophie Nel-

son. Predeceased by: Lela
(Winkworth) Cook (wife). Fu-
neral: Jan. 22, Jarvis Funeral
Home, by Rod Weber. Burial:

Trinity Cemetery.

Gascho, Grace (Brenneman),
63. Born: March 31, 1928,
Tavistock, Ont., to Rudy and
Susanna (Jutzi) Brenneman.
Died: Jan. 3, 1992, Kitchener,

Ont., of cancer. Survivors—hus-
band: Roy Gascho; sons: Ross,
Bradley. Memorial service, Jan.

6, Stirling Avenue Mennonite
Church, by Paul Martin. Burial:

Woodland Cemetery.
Gingerich, Leo G., 74. Born: Feb.

17, 1917, Kalona, Iowa, to

Charles and Nettie (Miller)

Gingerich. Died: Feb. 8, 1992,

Parnell, Iowa, of cancer. Survi-

vors—wife: Phyllis Eash
Gingerich; children: Charles,

Nancy Martin, Angela Eash;
brothers and sisters: Rollin,

Clarence, Wayne, Myrtle
Rensberger, Mary Wagamon,
Hilda Fisher, Jeannie Wallerich;

7 grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Feb. 11, Wellman Menno-
nite Church, by Dan Johnston.

Groff, C. Victor, 56. Born: April

7, 1935, Kinzers, Pa., to Clarence

V. and Mabel (Martin) Groff.

Died: Jan. 31, 1992, Kinzers, Pa.,

of cardiac arrest. Survivors

—

wife: Florence K. (Beiler) Groff;

sons: Marlin G, Dean L., Brian
L., Larry K.; brother and sisters:

Mildred, Almeda Landis, Har-
old M.; 7 grandchildren. Fu-
neral: Feb. 4, Paradise Menno-
nite Church, by Paul L. Clark
and Jay A. Meek. Burial:
Kinzers Mennonite Cemetery.

Kline, Katherine R., 74, Hagers-
town, Md. Born to James and
Daisy Jackson. Died: Oct. 17, 1991,

Hagerstown, Md. Survivors—hus-

band: James Kline; daughter:

Katherine Smith; two foster

daughters; 2 grandchildren. Fu-
neral: Gerald Minnich Funeral
Home, by Lewis Coss and Roger
Martin. Burial: Mt. Olivet Ceme-
tery.

Lehman, Joseph H., 89,

Archbold, Ohio. Born: Nov. 24,

1902, Wakarusa, Ind., to Simeon
and Saloma (Buzzard) Lehman.
Died: Feb. 5, 1992, of congestive

heart failure. Survivors—twin
daughters: Bonnie Zuercher,
Betty Netcher; brother and sis-

ters: Wilbur, Hazel Weaver,
Edna Yoder; 6 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Arminda Wyse
(wife). Funeral: Feb. 8, Central
Mennonite Church, by Charles
H. Gautsche and Lavon Welty.
Burial: Pettisville Cemetery.

Lindhorst, Helen, 81, Cam-
bridge, Ont. Born: Jan. 2, 1911,
Hespeler, Ont, to Frederick and
Kathe (Harbeck) Lindhorst.
Died: Feb. 2, 1992, Cambridge,
Ont, of a stroke. Survivors

—

brothers and sisters: John, Wal-
ter, Harry, Peter, Arthur, Don-
ald, David, Katie Yacos, Alice

Pettifer. Funeral: Feb. 8, Pres-
ton Mennonite Church, by
Amzie Brubacher. Burial:
Parklawn Cemetery.

Nafziger, Ada Marie, 62, Pettis-

ville, Ohio. Born: Nov. 12, 1929,

Archbold, Ohio, to Raymond
and Dora (Short) Nafziger.
Died: Feb. 7, 1992, Pettisville,

Ohio, of cancer. Survivors

—

brothers and sister: Maurice,
Paul, Anna Rose Kiesow. Fu-
neral: Feb. 10, Central Menno-
nite Church, by Charles H.
Gautsche. Burial: Pettisville

Cemetery.
Serna, Marciano T., 73,

Archbold, Ohio. Born: July 12,

1918, Mexico, to Francisco and
Juanita Trevino Serna. Died:
Feb. 10, 1992, Toledo, Ohio.
Survivors—wife: Margarita
Zepeda Serna; children: Fran-
cisco, Elida, Angela Campos,
Mary Hoffsis, Margarita; broth-

ers and sisters: Regino, Marcos,
Paula Lozano, Lidia Garza,
Ofelia Garcia, Ignacia Prado; 5
grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Dora (infant daughter). Funeral:

Feb. 13, Central Mennonite
Church, by Charles H. Gautsche
and David Tijerina. Burial:
Pettisville Cemetery.

Shetler, Maude (Miller), 90, Sar-

asota, Fla. Born: March 25, 1901,

Taswell County, 111., to Daniel
H. and Lena (Egli) Miller. Died:
Feb. 2, 1992, Sarasota, Fla. Sur-
vivors—children: Alice Schrock,
Myra Randolph, Mary Lou Wil-

liams, Maynard, Marlyn, Merle,
John, Rollin; brother and sis-

ters: Kate Birky, Goldie Oyer,
Silda Birkey, Alice Oswald, Myr-
tle Myers, Sanford; 31 grandchil-

dren, 33 great-grandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild. Prede-
ceased by: George Shetler (hus-

band). Funeral: Feb. 6, Bay Shore
Mennonite, Howard S. Schmitt.

Burial: Palms Memorial Park.

Tracey, Edna E., 74. Born: Ha-
gerstown, Md., to Noah and Etta
Souders. Died: Feb. 6, 1992, Ha-
gerstown, Md. Survivors—hus-
band: David C. Tracey; chil-

dren: Hazel Bryan, Mary Jane
Greathouse, Irene Cline, Charles

Jr., Leroy, James; 20 grandchil-

dren, 22 great-grandchildren. Fu-
neral and burial: Mt. Zion Men-
nonite Church by Lewis Coss,

Roger Martin, and Adam Martin.

Weber, B. Franklin, 86, Lititz,

Pa. Born: Jan. 23, 1906,
Farmersville, Pa., to Henry S.

and Mary (Burkholder) Weber.
Died: Feb. 7, 1992, Lititz, Pa.
Survivors—wife: Sarah M.
(Hostetter) Weber; children:
Alice Lapp, Sarah "Sally"
Horst, Joyce Busch, Samuel D.,

and Ben Michael; brothers and
sister: Henry S. II, Levi B., Betty
Springer; 9 grandchildren, 3
great-grandchildren. Funeral:
Feb. 11, Lititz Mennonite
Church, by J. Clair Hollinger,

Melvin Lauver, John Lederach,
and Paul W. Weaver. Burial:

Hess Mennonite Cemetery.
Wenger, Ira, 80, Wayland, Iowa.

Born: Sept 2, 1911, Wayland,
Iowa. Died: Oct. 23, 1991. Survi-

vors—wife: Mildred Grace
(Wyse) Wenger; children: Nancy
Ann Burkey, Kenneth R.,
Wayne L.; brother and sister:

Harold, Barbara Unternahrer; 4

grandchildren. Predeceased by
an infant daughter. He was or-

dained as a deacon in 1964. Fu-
neral: Bethel Mennonite Church,
by Ken Steckly and Glen Richard.

CALENDAR

Christian Peacemaker Teams con-
ference, Richmond, Va., March 6-8

Dialogue 92, Mennonite Health
Association, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-8

Mennonite and Brethren Health
Assembly, Indianapolis, Ind.,

March 6-11

Mennonite Board of Congrega-
tional Ministries directors meet-
ing, March 12-14

New York Mennonite Conference
delegate session, Syracuse,
N.Y., March 14

Ohio Conference delegate session,

Kidron, Ohio, March 14

Atlantic Coast Conference annual
meeting, Atglen, Pa., March 14-15

Conference on Family Abuse,
Kidron, Ohio, March 20-21

Lancaster Conference annual
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., March
20-22

Illinois Conference annual meeting,

Tiskilwa, Ml., March 27-28

Northwest Conference spring
meeting, Calgary, Alta., March
27-29

Mennonite Church General Board
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., April 2-4

Pennsylvania Relief Sale, Harris-

burg, Pa., April 3-4

Mennonite Conference of Eastern
Canada annual meeting,
Leamington, Ont., April 3-5

Evangelism and Church Planting

Sunday, April 26

Augsburger speaks. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—Myron
S. Augsburger returned to Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary on Jan. 20-24 as EMC's spring spiritual emphasis
week speaker. Augsburger, who was president of the college

and seminary from 1965 to 1980, spoke on "The Christian
Life in Anabaptist Perspective." He also met with faculty and
student groups. In the photo above, he talks with Shin-ichi
Matsuo of Miyazaki, Japan, a first-year student in EMC's
Intensive English Program. Standing in the background
(right) is EMC campus pastor Bruce Martin.
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A WORSHIP BOOK

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1992

regular price $14.95

pre-paid order price $13.50

through May 31, 1992

This hymn is a paraphrase of the

Benedicite, the canticle called A Song

of Creation, taken from verses 35-65

of the apocryphal book the Song of

the Three. This book, an addition in

the Creek version of Daniel, was

placed between verses 23 and 24 of

the third chapter. The canticle falls

into three sections paralleled by the

stanzas of this hymn which speak of

the universe, the earth and its crea-

tures, and all people. The final

phrase of each stanza, "Exalt the

God who made you," is derived from

the response "sing his praise and

exalt him forever" which forms the

second half of every verse in this pas-

sage of Scripture.

The melody by Vulpius first ap-

peared with an anonymous Epiphany

text, "Lobet den Herm, ihr Heiden

all." The tune is sometimes known
by that name as well. Although it

does not appear in many hymnals, it

has been preserved in anthems with

various praise texts.

to order call

BRETHREN PRESS

1 800 323-8039

FAITH AND LIFE PRESS

1 800 743-2484

MENNONITE PUBLISHING HOUSE

1 800 245-7894

Let all creation bless the Lord
LOBT COTT DEN HERREN 87. 87. 887

rain! Sing, snow and

life, bright air-borne

si - lent- sing your

-f
2-

sleet! Makemu - sic,

birds, wild rov - ing

part, you hum-ble

T
day, night, cold, and heat!

beasts, tame flocks and herds!

souls and meek of heart!

This hymn may be reproduced for one-time use by a congregation.
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THE LAST WORD

'I owe the Lord a morning song9

I'm not sure, however, that I'm going to sing it.

Not if I'm standing beside Naomi Parker.

According to a release from the Evangelical
Press, as reported in The Christian Leader, Ms.
Parker threw drain cleaner in the face of a fellow

choir member who, she charged, was singing off

key. "The victim was treated for facial burns.

Five other members of the choir were also

splashed, but not seriously injured."

All that for a sour note? But the story may not
be as absurd as it would appear at first glance.

Music seems to be creating not a little disso-

nance in too many of our congregations.

Some report full-fledged fights (including talk

of splits) over whether to sing hymns or Scrip-

ture songs. Others are taking sides over how the

organist plays. In still others the issue is if an or-

ganist plays at all. In short, music has become
the "war department" of the modern-day congre-

gation, according to Lyle Schaller.

We say it's because of the words. Gospel
songs don't say anything, some of us charge.

Hymns and chorales use language and imagery
that doesn't connect with the lives we live, oth-

ers say. Yet how many of us pay that much at-

tention to the words we sing? What we are more
often after is a mood, a feeling, a sense of order

in a chaotic world.

We look to our music to provide that. Singing

is a part of our soul. It helps define who we are.

It becomes our common ground. So when we hit

unfamiliar sounds, we tend to retreat for fearing

of losing that soul, that identity.

That's why, when we get together, we often de-

fine the success of a meeting by its music. If we
sing songs and hymns we like, we have a wonder-
ful experience. If we find ourselves exposed to

what's new and different, we grumble about our
time together.

For example, reports I still hear about the

1990 Mennonite World Conference in Winnipeg,
Man., all mention the singing. We may not agree

on our theology, we may practice our faith differ-

ently, we may even speak various languages. But
when we sing, we are one with each other and
with our Creator.

Yet if we would reach out, if we would bring

new people into our midst, we must take a seri-

ous look at our music. Not that we need to give

up our four-part harmonies or our piano pre-

ludes. But we need to recognize that some peo-
ple find God in spirituals or coritos, just as oth-

ers of us meet God in the Bach chorale or the a

cappella hymn.
Sure new music will be uncomfortable at

times. But imagine what it was like the first time
some people heard "What Child Is This?" in a

church. Up till then they likely knew it as

"Greensleeves," the tune to an English tale of

unrequited love. Today it's a favorite Christmas
carol for many of us, its origin notwithstanding.

We say we want to welcome others. We say we
are open to becoming a culturally diverse group
of people. A good way to begin is to expand the

borders of our music.

Still it wouldn't hurt to be careful, whatever
style we sing, beside Naomi Parker.—jlp

Because we have too much
Lent has never been a part of my church year.

In fact, I must confess that the first time my
Pennsylvania Dutch eyes saw ashes on
someone's forehead, my first impulse was to

rush up and save them the embarrassment of

walking around with a dirty face.

Nor have we made much of Lent in our Men-
nonite congregations. Part of the reason may be
the heritage of many of us; we didn't have
enough on our farms to think about giving any-

thing up.

But here's a new wrinkle on the observance of

Lent. It comes from Arthur A. Vogel, as quoted
in The Joyful Noiseletter, published by the Fel-

lowship of Merry Christians (yes, I am a card-

carrying member!):

"During Lent, Christians fast with a joyful face

instead of a pained one. We 'give up' things for

Lent because we have already received more
than we can manage. We rejoice that God, in

love, saves us from ourselves."

A good word for too-busy, too-heavy, and too-

stressed-out North American Mennonites.—jlp
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How can church leaders
avoid moral failure?

Sexual misconduct affects us all, wheth-

er we are church members or leaders.

But there are steps we can take for re-

sponsible action in addressing the issue.

The roster of prominent religious figures

for whom moral failure is a public reality

continues to grow. The issue is no re-

specter of denominations or theological persua-

sions. Most denominations today grapple with

the problem of moral failure at some level or

other. Mennonite congregations and institutions

God's mercy forgave the apostle Peter for his denial. are no exception.
God's grace will forgive those who fall, confess that

igsue touches us all deeply: church mem-
failure, and return to God's high calling as leaders.

ber^ leaders> and those who^ victims of the

moral failure of others. I have deep concern

about the pain of many members (especially

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE women) in the Mennonite Church for whom sex-

ual abuse is a haunting and unforgettable reality.

I pray for guidance to appeals for assistance in

A church Starts with responding to abuse by church leaders. And I

two men talking turkey 7 write as a man keenly aware of the necessity of

God's grace for my own moral failings.

MRM rlirpptnr* rut There ^ many dimensions and important is-MBM directors cut
gueg tQ moral failure For example> there

>

s the
budget by 5t>^75,UUU »

issue of the Qf sexuai aDUse and how the

church responds to them. There's the subject of

Health plans Struggle, the steps the church should take when leaders

but MMA assets grow 10 experience moral failure. And there's the pecu-

by

James
M. Lapp



For church leaders a critical factor
involved in moral failure is the misuse
and abuse ofpower. It is also failure to

acknowledge power entrusted to them.

liar dynamics of moral failure for female church
leaders or for lay people.

The church will need to address all of these.

But for now, I want to focus on sexual moral fail-

ure, especially as it relates to males. I want to

address pastors and church leaders who function
as professionals in positions of leadership. Here
are seven steps that church leaders can take to

avoid moral failure.

IWe must acquaint ourselves with the na-
ture and scope of sexual moral failure.
We generally assume moral failure involves

sexual intercourse with someone other than our
spouse, and it certainly does include this behav-
ior. But we don't always realize there are other
behaviors which may lead to sexual intercourse

of other levels of inappropriate sexual behavior.
One outcome of the Clarence Thomas-Anita Hill

U.S. Senate hearings is a greater awareness of

sexual harassment which comes through flirting,

inappropriate comments about another's dress
or anatomy, offensive jokes or gestures, or un-
warranted familiarities of various sorts.

Pastors serve in a broad range of trusted rela-

tionships with people. Many times they would
normally have no business being there except
that their role provides the permission and au-

thority necessary to be there. In those settings

of counseling, hospital visits, home visits, and re-

lating to other staff or lay leaders, they become
familiar with people and may find themselves be-
having or tempted to behave in questionable
ways. Today especially, we are in a highly

charged environment in our society where what
once was appropriate would no longer be
permissible. One older minister said recently, "It

took me 40 years to learn to hug, and now I

need to watch out." The context of ministry in

1992 is different for men than it was 10 or 20
years ago because of this new sensitivity.

We are naive if we don't realize the context in

which we live and adapt to it, even when our in-

tentions and motives may be pure. We need to

educate ourselves to the broad range of behav-
iors which may be perceived and experienced as

inappropriate and with which we may be
charged with moral failure. For it is not only
what we do, but it is also how we are perceived
that may be the cause for our moral failure.

2 We need to become aware of our own
areas of vulnerability to moral failure.

The reality is that all of us as men are vul-

nerable to sexual moral failure, given the right

circumstances, people, and mood. King David in

2 Sam. 11 became vulnerable to adultery simply
while taking a stroll one late afternoon on the
palace roof. We dare not underestimate our hu-
manness, nor the strength of sexual feelings that
are normal to men. We need to face honestly the
sexual satiation of our culture that daily makes
men's sexual actions an acceptable thing. The
stimulus of a sex-crazed society can't help but
add to our vulnerability. It is so easy to rational-

ize behaviors which otherwise we know to be
wrong.

For some men, the internal dynamics of their
lives make them especially prone to moral fail-

ure. Many pastors need to be needed, which
adds to their vulnerability. Those who have a his-

tory of an abusive childhood, who experience in-

tense low self-esteem or fear of failure, who have
poor impulse control, or who experience diffi-

culty in accepting mistakes are often susceptible
to inappropriate moral behavior. So are those
who have difficulty in establishing appropriate in-

timate relationships and friendships with male
peers, or who have difficulty in acknowledging
and sharing feelings.

As men we also need to recognize that even
when we want to behave in healthy ways, we
often relate to women whose experience may
heighten our vulnerability. Many women to

whom male pastors relate have deep emotional
wounds, which increase a man's susceptibility to

inappropriate behavior. Some writers say that

most women have "learned susceptibilities" to

being taken advantage of by men because they
are conditioned to overlook, forgive, and be sub-
missive to whatever men say or do.

3 We need to examine our theology for the
seeds of moral failure. We have differ-

ences in the church about our theology of
male and female roles. And I am increasingly im-
pressed with the fact that our theology is not be-
nign with regard to our vulnerability to moral
failure.

Most prominent in moral failure is a theology
that teaches openly or by inference that men are

superior to women, that women must submit to

and—by implication—are owned by men, and
that women have a secondary and subservient
role with men. Sometimes this view may be pre-

sented in benevolent ways as an attempt to alle-

viate the abuse of women by men. However, the

view that women are dependent on men for their

sustenance, including their relationship to God,
can fuel moral failure by church leaders.

Another theological issue is that of sexuality.

Patriarchy, of course, defines a distinct view of
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male and female roles. But pastors who claim

more open attitudes toward gender roles and

sexual behavior are not immune to moral failure.

The ethical relativism of our culture can subtly

and sometimes insidiously have an impact on

the relationships and ministry of all pastors, re-

gardless of their theological orientation.

The problem is not our carefully honed theo-

logical articulations (most of us say the right

things). It is rather how our society has condi-

tioned us to assume that men have certain rights

and privileges in relation to women. Even very

theologically astute clergy may function out of

this type of emotional behavior because it is so

endemic to our society. Until we can address

these perspectives, we allow a psychological and

theological context that permits the problem of

moral failure to continue.

4We need to understand the dynamics of

our role as church leaders. It is in this

area that I expect many of us have been

blind. It is now commonly accepted that the real

issue in rape is one of power, not sex. For

church leaders, the most critical factor involved

in moral failure is the misuse and abuse of

power. To be a church leader is to be in a posi-

tion of power and trust, even though some of us

do not acknowledge the power entrusted to us.

Marie Fortune, of the Center for the Preven-

tion of Sexual and Domestic Violence, suggests

that moral failure for professionals (including

pastors) involves a violation of our role, misuse

of our authority and power, and exploitation of

the vulnerability and trust of those with whom
we work and serve. People who come to us for

ministry trust us. They are often in a broken sit-

uation needing our guidance and help. They attri-

bute to us tremendous power, and we need to

be on guard lest we betray their trust. Those

who justify sexual behavior between pastor and

people based on mutual consent fail to recognize

the power of their role or the trust that is placed

in them as leaders. This power precludes any no-

tion of mutual consent.

From her research, Mennonite therapist Caro-

lyn Heggen reports that both perpetrators and

victims of sexual abuse found the imbalance of

power in relationships to be a factor contribut-

ing to inappropriate sexual behavior. The power

attributed to the pastoral role seems in itself to

create a sexually charged situation for some men
and women. Male pastors need to own the

heightened sexual temptations associated with

their role along with the increased vulnerability

of women with whom they relate.

Our theology may be right, but

we must recognize society

conditions us to assume men
have certain rights and privi-

leges in relation to women.

In addition, Heggen suggests there is a close

connection in human experience between spiri-

tual and sexual longing. Well-intentioned pastors

and parishioners may discover that hunger for in-

timacy with God leads them unwittingly to

experience greater desire for sexual intimacy

with another person. Understanding these com-

plex dynamics is critical for pastors who want to

avoid moral failure.

Peter Rutter in Sex in the Forbidden Zone sug-

gests there should be a boundary between pro-

fessionals (including pastors) and people who

come to them for help. Every time a woman en-

trusts important aspects of her physical, spiri-

tual, psychological, or material welfare to a male

church leader, the man must respect the dynam-

ics of the relationship and not take advantage of

the woman who has come to him. A forbidden

zone exists between them which the male leader

is responsible to protect and to maintain.

Some authors suggest that strong leaders, es-

pecially those with charisma and vision—the

movers and shakers among us—are especially

susceptible to misusing their power and becom-

ing abusive. If we recognize that we represent

Christ's mediating presence to others, we need

to guard against violating the spirit of Christ in

whose name and in whose behalf we serve.

5We need to develop appropriate account-

ability structures for church leaders. We
become especially vulnerable when we func-

tion without clear and regular accountability

structures. American men tend to idealize self-

sufficiency, the need to be strong, independent

persons. This tendency toward being lone rang-

ers contributes to the possibilities of failure.

James Wind, writing in The Christian Century

(9/11/91), examines four American writers of fic-

tion to see what they say about clergy. He notes:

"It is striking how individual-centered these por-

traits are. These clergy, despite their location

and familial, ecclesial, and other social struc-

tures, tend to respond to their ethical quanda-

ries as ministerial lone rangers. Never (in these

novels) do we see the church or any institution

serve as a communal resource for these troubled
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None are victims of seduction, a sex-

crazed society, or super amounts of tes-

tosterone. We are adults who must take
responsibility for our own behavior.

loners. ... In each case, the church appears as
problem, burden, inhibitor, complicator."

Accountability groups are needed for pastors
as a way to prevent moral failure. The form that
accountability will take may vary in our particu-
lar settings. If we don't have appropriate ac-

countability structures, we need to take responsi-
bility to develop them. We dare not simply say
that we are victims of inadequate structures.

Peter Rutter writes about "men's mutual
conspiracy": men support each other and pro-
tect each other in their misuse of power and
their sexual exploits. Instead of excusing one an-
other, we must stay close enough to one another
to help prevent the loneliness and independence
that leads to moral failure.

6 We can practice responsible behavior in
our ministry as church leaders. There
are practical things we can do to help avoid

moral failure. One is to attend to our own mar-
riages. For we become more vulnerable when we
fail to nurture meaningful intimacy in our mar-
riages. We can invite our church councils and el-

ders to join us in an open and frank discussion
of the issue of moral failure; we protect our-
selves by making the issue one that is discussed
openly. We can develop systems for taking some-
one with us to visit individuals of the opposite
sex. We can take responsibility to set bound-
aries in pastoral relationships and choose to be
trustworthy with those we serve. We can culti-

vate a life of prayer, a disciplined walk with
God, and an inner life of the Spirit that provides
spiritual stamina in the face of temptation.
Being morally upright is a choice we can

make. We are not victims of seduction, a sex-
crazed society, super amounts of testosterone,

or bad training in our seminaries. We are adults
who must own responsibility for our behavior.

7 We can encourage the leaders in our
conferences and in the denomination to

give clear guidance on issues of sexual
morality. We need to teach pastors about sex-
ual ethics, power and authority, boundary set-

ting in relationships, gender roles, and sexuality.

We need to encourage our congregations and
area conferences to take sexuality out of the
closet and talk about it with more candor. If we
don't openly discuss issues of sexuality, we are
all in danger of being absorbed into the hedo-
nism of our culture. Or else we will simply de-
fine sexuality in negative ways.
We can ask for clearly defined, and an-

nounced, structures for responding to violations

of ethical standards by church leaders. We pro-
tect ourselves when we all know what happens
when sexual violations occur, who victims are to
speak to when they experience inappropriate be-
havior from a pastor, and what the disciplinary
measures are for pastors who fail morally.

It is estimated that one out of four females
have been sexually abused by the age of 18,

most frequently by someone they know and
trust, sometimes by pastors. One study of four
denominations indicated 13 percent of the clergy
had had sexual contacts with a parishioner. Lead-
ership Magazine reported in 1988 on a survey in

which 23 percent of the pastors acknowledged
some inappropriate sexual behavior with a pa-
rishioner; 12 percent reported having intercourse
with someone other than their spouse.

I do not have figures on the incidence of sex-
ual misconduct by Mennonite pastors and lead-
ers, but all indications are we are not too differ-

ent than other religious bodies. It is urgent that
we as a church look frankly and directly at the
issue of moral failure and find ways to work pre-
ventively on this issue. The havoc that is done
to the body of Christ by those who engage in

sexual sins of whatever type reaches far beyond

Church leaders must guard
against violating the spirit of
Christ in whose name and on
whose behalf they serve.

those directly involved. When one pastor fails,

we all experience the impact, share the pain,

and feel the effects in the church.

The call of the gospel is to confession, repen-
tance, forgiveness, and a walk in God's grace.

The invitation is to a responsible life as disci-

ples who seek to represent our high calling as
Christ's emissaries in the world.

We dare take heart, for God will be faithful as
we seek to live lives that have moral and Chris-
tian integrity. As the apostle Paul put it: "There-
fore, since it is by God's mercy that we are en-
gaged in this ministry, we do not lose heart. We
have renounced the shameful things that one
hides; we refuse to practice cunning or to falsify

God's word; but by the open statement of the
truth we commend ourselves to the conscience
of everyone in the sight of God" (2 Cor. 4:1-2).

James M. Lapp, Goshen, Ind., is general secretary

of the Mennonite Church General Board.
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'Ifyou confess with your lips

that Jesus is Lord and believe

in your heart that God raised

him from the dead, you will

be saved."

—Rom. 10:9, NRSV

READERS SAY

How Should 20th-century

Christians Read the Book of

Revelation (Jan. 21). It is not

surprising that people today take a neg-

ative attitude toward the prophetic

books of the Bible. This is especially

true regarding Revelation.

What Ted Grimsrud overlooks is the

clear statement in the first two verses:

"The revelation of Jesus Christ, which

God gave unto him, to show to his ser-

vants things which must shortly come

to pass; and he sent and signified it by

his angel unto his servant John, who

bare record of the word of God, and of

the testimony of Jesus Christ, and of

all things that he saw."

The message of Revelation was not

John's. He was only the recorder of

Jesus' message. Yet Grimsrud writes of

"John's critique of Babylon," "John's

concern," "John's prophetic imagina-

tion," "John's visions," and other refer-

ences to John no less than 14 times.

Most serious is this one: "John's story

in a creative attempt to assert that God

is letting evil destroy itself, a violent

process." But it isn't "John's story."

Is there any prophecy in the Holy

Bible? Has God at any time predicted

any event ahead of time?

A full understanding of Revelation

1:10 is the key to interpreting the entire

book. A careful literal translation is: "I

came to be in the Spirit in the day of

the Lord, and heard " Therefore,

what Jesus showed John was the future

day of the Lord, which will bring

human history to its close by the direct

and glorious victory of the Lamb over

all the hosts of the Satan-inspired beast.

Because God is absolutely holy and

just, God can be and is merciful and

forgiving. When the penitent confess

their guilt, repent, and plead for mercy,

God forgives. The sentence of death is

blotted out by the blood of Jesus.

However, in Revelation when God's

justice of the sixth trumpet judges men,

".
. . the rest of the men who were not

killed by these plagues repented not . .

."

(Rev. 9:20). So also with the fourth bowl

of wrath; men "blasphemed the name of

God . .

." (Rev. 16:9). Such an assault

upon God he will not let go unjudged.

When finally the harlot (Babylon) was

destroyed, the people of heaven with a

great voice acclaimed God's righteous

judgments, saying, "Salvation and glory,

and honor, and power unto the Lord,

our God, for true and righteous are his

judgments" (Rev. 19:1-2).

The question may arise: If the mes-

sage of Revelation is really the future

day of the Lord, why is the language so

often in the past tense? The answer is

quite simple when Rev. 1:10 is under-

stood. John was transported by the

Spirit into the day of the Lord. He had

a preview of the coming events. Thus

they were to him in the past tense.

For 30 years, while lecturing on the

book of Revelation in different congre-

gations, I have warned our Mennonite

people that we are in danger of overem-

phasizing the love of God and un-

deremphasizing God's justice. It seems

that time is now.

J. Otis Yoder

Breezewood, Pa.

Iappreciate the fact that, through arti-

cles and photographs, you show the

increasing diversity among our

church members in your publication. It

feels good and right that you are not

just including persons of color at the re-

ceiving end of missions projects but as

active members and workers in the

Mennonite Church.

One cautionary note about your Feb.

4 editorial, I'm Not Going to the Zoo.

You say, "So the Mennonite Church

will go to the city in 1993." I must re-

mind you Mennonites are in the city in

1992 and have been for years. I do

know what you meant by your state-

ment, and I'm not really offended. But

as Horton heard the Who's in Whoville

say, "We are here! We are here!"

Regina Shands Stoltzfus

Cleveland Hts., Ohio

How Do We Get Rid of Racism
in the Mennonite Church?
(Feb. 11). It is most unfortunate

this article incorrectly reported data

from The Mennonite Mosaic. The cor-

rect information is that about 20 per-

cent of Mennonites evidenced a

prejudiced view, down from about 40

percent when surveyed 17 years earlier.

The problem is serious enough but

progress is being made. We still need

to work on the remaining 20 percent

whose attitudes are less than we would

wish.

I do hope that this correction will

come to readers' attention. It will alter

the false impressions resulting from the

incorrect citation in the article.

Howard Kauffman, coauthor

The Mennonite Mosaic

Goshen, Ind.
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Luis Fernando Sandoval fled his native El Salvador in 1983, going by Overground Railroad from Texas to Canada where he became a citizen. Today as an MCC worker he
coordinates LINCARA, a Lancaster, Pa., organization that helps Central American refugees on the Overground Railroad. Sandoval is from Kitchener, Ont, where he is a member of
First Mennonite Church.

PEOPLEARE OUR BEST RESOURCE.

Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500

(717)859-1151 (717)859-3889

Mennonite Central Committee Canada
134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
(204) 261 -6381



From business to baptism:

It started with two men talking turkey.

Then the real questions began.

How a business relationship

became a witness for Jesus

Christ that produced a new
Mennonite group in Hungary.

by Wally Kroeker

It
was 1984. Mennonites from 60 countries

had gathered in Strasbourg, France, for the

Eleventh Assembly of Mennonite World Con-

ference. Among the 7,000 people were Milo and

Laura Shantz of St. Jacobs, Ont.

One day Milo and Laura disappeared for a

few hours. Along with several others they

slipped away to a small downtown chapel.

The occasion was a baptism service. It wasn't

private, but it wasn't exactly public either. The

candidates were five new believers from

Hungary. They wanted to experience this act

among "their people," the Mennonites, and for

that week, at least, there were plenty of them

around.

Milo and Laura had a personal stake in the

service. It was the culmination of a long and inti-

mate relationship that grew out of a business

contact many years before. In a sense, it was the

result of doing business as mission.

Ever protective, the Shantzes avoided publiciz-

ing the event. Now with the recent reforms in

Eastern Europe, they feel the story can be told.

In
the late 1960s, Milo Shantz was a major

player in the turkey breeding business. His

company, Hybrid Turkeys, operated in more

than 30 countries, exporting breeder eggs and

poults. One of its contracts was with the

Hungarian government to deliver parent breed-

ing stock and management technology.

It was through this connection that Milo met

Peter Falley, who worked for the Ralston Purina

feed company in Hungary. In 1971 Peter and

some Hungarian colleagues visited Milo's com-

pany in Ontario to learn about animal husbandry

techniques. He was impressed by the Ontario

Mennonites and how they conducted themselves

in business.

Peter and Milo hit it off well. The next year

Milo went to Europe with Anabaptist scholar

and artist Jan Gleysteen, who was checking out

Mennonite historical materials in various cen-

ters. Milo made a point of stopping in Budapest

to visit Peter, and the friendship grew.

"Peter was always asking questions," Milo re-

calls. "He and his wife, Maria, were very inter-

ested in why Jan and I were traveling through-

out Europe. They were intrigued by what we

told them about Anabaptism."

Peter had some Lutheran background, but he

wasn't religiously active. He had no spiritual in-

terests beyond a personal quest for happiness.

Yet he kept asking about the Mennonites. "Tell

me about your community," he'd say. Jan Gley-

steen subsequently sent him extensive literature

about Mennonites and Anabaptist theology,

which Peter devoured.

The business connection was strengthened

when Peter joined Hybrid Turkeys as marketing

manager for Eastern Europe.

One day Peter and Milo were standing to-

gether on a crowded underground train in Buda-

pest. Peter had another question, one he didn't

want to ask at his home or in Milo's hotel room

for fear of being bugged.

"Milo, what does one need to become a mem-

ber of your community?"

It's
fairly simple," Milo answered. "You be-

lieve and accept Jesus Christ. That's what it

takes. The formal part is some doctrinal stud-

ies followed by baptism. It's just that simple."

"Then that's what we want to do," Peter said.

With no established group of believers at

home, Peter and Maria Falley chose to affiliate

at a distance with Milo and Laura's congregation

in Ontario. During one of their visits, a baptism

service was arranged by the St. Jacobs Menno-

nite Church, presided over by two local pastors,

Richard Yordy and Vernon Leis.

This was more than a baptism service, the con-

gregation was told. It was also a commissioning

of Peter and Maria for service in Hungary. It

was clear they sought to be more than passive

members; they wanted to actively promote Chris-

tian faith, despite the risks involved. "A person

can't live his life hiding in the sand," Peter said.

"A person has to stand up and be counted for

what he believes."

Hybrid Turkeys was eventually sold, and

Peter stayed on with the new owners. But he

and Maria maintained their close friendship with

Milo and Laura through periodic visits and

monthly phone calls.

By the time of the 1984 Mennonite World Con-

ference, their fledgling group had grown by six.

Five of these made it to Strasbourg for the bap-

tism service in the downtown Mennonite chapel.

There was an architect, a hospital lab techni-

cian, a librarian, and a couple who farmed

Milo Shantz
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When Peter and Maria Falley were bap-
tized, they were also commissioned for
witness in their country, despite risks

involved from a hostile government.

sheep. Vernon Leis performed the baptism, and
Marlin Miller, president of Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, preached.
A sixth person, a sociology professor, had

been held back by Hungarian authorities. He
had been under suspicion ever since giving a
speech on Anabaptism at a university in Yugosla-
via. When he and the others had arrived at the
border en route to Strasbourg, he was pulled
aside and sent back to Budapest. He was later

demoted from his university post.

The group in Hungary continued to meet
together, buoyed by the affirmation and
fellowship they'd experienced in Stras-

bourg. But defining themselves formally as a con-
gregation was a struggle.

Then in January of 1989 tragedy struck. Peter,
only 56, died unexpectedly of a lung embolism.
Milo and Richard and Ruth Yordy flew to Buda-
pest for the funeral.

Peter had become known as a man of honesty

and dependability, Milo recalls. "He was a com-
mitted Christian who did not separate his faith

from his daily life. He read widely, from daily

Scripture reading to historical theology."
On the morning of his death, Peter had jotted

down these words from Psalm 86: "Teach me
your way, 0 Lord, and I will walk in your truth;

give me an undivided heart, that I may fear your
name. I will praise you, 0 Lord my God, with all

my heart; I will glorify your name forever. For
great is your love toward me; you have delivered
me from the depths of the grave."

The Shantzes continue to maintain contact
with Maria. As for the rest of the Mennonite
group, "There are real committed Christians
there today, but they still need some leadership
for an actual church to emerge," Milo says.

Wally Kroeker, Winnipeg, Man., works for Menno-
nite Economic Development Associates (MEDA)
as the editor of Marketplace, in which this article

first appeared.

lnter-Mennonite

Conference on Aging
Theme: Aging in the Faith Community

Join with others to probe the congregation's new
frontier—understanding the aging process. Help find

ways to empower creative and meaningful living within
the context of the faith community and our spiritual

heritage.

Every Mennonite and Brethren in Christ congregation is

invited to send a team of persons to one of the four
conference locations.

Sponsored by the Mennonite Assocation of Retired
Persons and Mennonite Health Association.

Pacific College

Fresno, CA
June 5-7, 1992

Messiah College

Grantham, PA
June 5-7, 1992

Goshen College

Goshen, IN
June 12-14, 1992

Bethel College
Newton, KS
June 26-28, 1992

Registration materials are available in each congregation. For
further information, or to secure additional materials contact:

• MENNONITE
nS HEALTH
[•ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 818
Goshen. IN 46526-0818

219-533-9069
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CHURCH NEWS

MBM board approves deep cuts

in response to church giving drop

Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—The board of di-

rectors of Mennonite Board of Missions

(MBM) has instructed the agency's staff

to cut its 1992 budget by $275,000.

The action came at a Feb. 20-22 meeting

in Elkhart.

Preliminary figures for the fiscal year

ending Jan. 31 show that income and

contributions fell short of expenses, cre-

ating an operating deficit of $311,000.

"Contributions were keeping pace with

budget needs until December and Janu-

ary," board chair Ron Schertz said.

"What's happening to MBM is happen-

ing to many church institutions, confer-

ences, and congregations," he noted.

Pat Swartzendruber, MBM vice-presi-

dent for administration and resources,

said giving from individuals has increased.

But she expressed concern about the

continuing decline in congregational giv-

ing.

Swartzendruber noted that the agency

received $3.73 million from congregations

last year, compared to a high of $3.77

million in 1987.

Congregational giving is crucial, be-

cause it accounts for 75 percent of MBM's
contributed dollars.

Slow giving and the year-end deficit left

the board no alternative but to slash the

budget approved last October, Richard

Baum said.

"We need to operate within the re-

sources given us," said Baum, who is chair

of the administration and resources divi-

sional committee. "We can't have another

year in the red."

At the same time, Baum warned that

the cuts would have a serious impact on

the agency's activities.

"We're facing significant program re-

ductions," he said. "We're talking major

surgery, not cutting away here and there."

MBM president Paul Gingrich focused

on the bright side, noting that the $5.06

million received last year in total contri-

butions is the most ever.

"We're grateful for the support of the

church," he said.

Gingrich reported on new programs in

Ecuador and Liberia.

Mauricio and Sara Chenlo and their two

children arrived in Ecuador in mid-Janu-

ary. The Chenlos, who are natives of

Argentina, are exploring Bible teaching

ministries.

Their assignment developed out of an-

invitation MBM received from a group of

Quechua churches.

In Liberia, Gingrich said, "The civil war

and subsequent uneasy truce magnified

the need for reconciliation services."

MBM responded by sending short-term

workers, including Dale Schumm, to help

lead workshops last year.

Schumm, MBM pastoral counselor,

said that people from 13 of the country's

16 tribes attended workshops this past

November.
"Certain tribes were targeted for anni-

hilation during the war," he said. "During

the workshops, members of these differ-

ent tribes met in the same city and the

same building. By the end of the work-

shop, they were friends."

In January, Barry Hart began working

with the Christian Health Association of

Liberia. His assignment is to implement

a long-term reconciliation and healing

program that Schumm helped to plan.

Hart was appointed jointly by MBM
and Mennonite Central Committee (see

Jan. 28, 1992, issue of Gospel Herald).

Closer to home, staff members told the

board that an MBM task force will be

formed to review the Normal 89 statement

on racism.

Schumm will chair the seven-member

group, which is to:

• Examine current activities and atti-

Students aid building project.

Harrisonburg, Va. (EMS)—Eastern
Mennonite Seminary students David

Black (left) and Glenn Sauder served

as auctioneers for a student-initiated

sale last month. The event was part of

the "Mustard Seed Faith" drive, a stu-

dent effort to assist fundraising for a

new seminary building. So far, students

have contributed some $2,250 for the

project and helped to raise another

$120,000 in matching monies. As of

Feb. 17, total cash and pledges toward

the $4.5 million project stood at $2.2

million.

tudes concerning gender, race, and cul-

tures.

• Plan training events.

• Call for program changes as needed.

Also at the meeting, the board wel-

comed new member Howard Hershberger

of Harper, Kan., and new home ministries

committee members Doreen Neufeld of

Kitchener, Ont., and Stan North Martin

of Chapel Hill, N.C.

—Phil Richard

Native Council meets
with directors of MBM
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Members of the

United Native Ministries Council

(UNMC) held a luncheon with the board

of directors of Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions (MBM) to celebrate and reflect.

The meeting came during a break in the

Feb. 20-22 MBM directors meeting and a

separate UNMC gathering.

The luncheon marked the council's

transition from MBM sponsorship to its

current status as an associate group of

Mennonite Church General Board.

Council president Tom Burbank, a Nav-

ajo from Chinle, Ariz., thanked MBM for

its past support.

At the same time, he said, becoming an

associate group is a "step we have looked

forward to for a long time."

Burbank also observed that the 500-

year anniversary of the arrival of Colum-

bus in the Americas has brought in-

creased awareness about Native Ameri-

cans.

The anniversary "opens doors for us

and broadens opportunities," he said.

Ray Horst, the MBM staff member who
has worked with the council since it began

in 1987, said the group needs prayer,

counsel, and support.

Horst will conclude 36 years with MBM
on March 31, in order to serve as UNMC's
half-time executive secretary.

Larry Haskie, a Navajo from Tuba City,

Ariz., and one of the founding members

of the council, noted that the UNMC has

grown from five congregations in 1987 to

12 today.

"I've challenged the council to double

the number of congregations in the next

five years," he said.

UNMC members expressed apprecia-

tion to Horst for his key role in starting

the council.

"Without Ray, we would have never had

the opportunity to meet each other," said

Bobbie Jean Frazier, UNMC secretary

and a Choctaw from Philadelphia, Miss.
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CHURCH NEWS

Health plans struggle,
but MMA assets grow
Goshen, Ind. (MMA)—Mennonite Mu-

tual Aid enjoyed an excellent year finan-

cially in 1991, despite a large drop in

membership in its individual health plans.

Total assets managed by MMA rose to

nearly $320 million—an increase of 16.8

percent from 1990.

MMA individual health plans recorded
a gain of $5.6 million, even though indi-

vidual membership dropped by 17 per-
cent—from 36,591 to 30,282.

Group health membership rose nearly
fivefold, from 563 to 2,713.

MMA paid nearly $33 million to cover
the health care costs of its members.
The agency introduced two low-cost

health plans in a few states late in 1991
and will expand them throughout the
country this year.

Team Care Basic Benefit Plan offers

lower premiums for basic health coverage,
while Team Care Extra Protection Plan
offers supplemental coverage to people
whose employer health coverage may not
provide as much protection as they need.
Work also began late last year on a new

set of Medicare supplement health plan—
the Team Care Senior Benefit Series—
which will be introduced in some states

beginning in the second quarter of this

year.

MMA president Howard L. Brenneman
said he believes the agency is in a position

"to achieve a turnaround in members
served in our health insurance market.
The new group insurance marketing
thrust, plus more competitive individual

insurance products, should allow us to
achieve our goal of 35,000 members by the
end of 1992."

In investment programs, Advantage An-
nuities continued to be extremely popular
last year, with some 1,200 new certificates

sold and a record amount of more than
$17 million invested in new and current
annuities.

Nearly $600,00 was paid in benefits.

Membership in Mennonite Retirement
Trust (MRT)—the retirement plan for

pastors and church workers—grew to a

record 5,798. A record $806,559 was paid
in benefits to retirees.

MRT reported growth of more than $9
million during 1991, bringing its total as-

sets to more than $72 million.

Investment in PAX World Fund, an
ethical mutual fund offered through
MMA, also grew at a record pace. Total
investments at the end of 1991 were

nearly $6.6 million—an increase of 60
percent from the previous year.

Meanwhile, Mennonite Automobile Aid
reported a gain of more than $700,000 for

the year, with $3.3 million paid in claims
and 24,598 vehicles enrolled.

Long-term care continued to be a pop-
ular insurance plan. A total of 1,080 poli-

cies were in force at the end of 1991, up
from 752 in 1990.

MMA's tax-exempt status allows it to
offer grants and special benefits without
increasing members' premiums.
The agency's Sharing Fund programs

assisted 746 households during 1991. The
agency also made 410 congregational
grants and gave Shalom grants to 29
students in U.S. Mennonites seminaries
to help with MMA health premiums.
A total of more than $600,000 was dis-

tributed. Local congregations provided an
additional $439,000 in matching funds.

In addition, staff members from the
agency led 81 educational events for

nearly 4,400 people on such subjects as
AIDS, advance medical directives, health

care reform, and wellness.

"MMA is dedicated to providing state-

of-the-art programs in insurance, financial

services, charitable giving, and steward-
ship education," Brenneman said, and to

providing "an avenue for our constituency
to practice stewardship and mutual aid as
we enter the 21st century."

LIFE program helps
churches reach out
Elkhart, Ind. (MBCM/GCMC)—Some

57 churches from eastern Canada to Cal-

ifornia are now using Living in Faithful

Evangelism (LIFE), a three-year congre-

gational outreach process.

LIFE, which includes study, prayer,

planning, and action, is designed to make
congregations and their members more
intentional in reaching others.

"LIFE is helping us to become educat-
ed and is giving us tools to go about
evangelism," pastor Dave Brubacher of

Vineland (Ont.) United Mennonite
Church said.

Some 200 people in this church of 400
attended the congregational dinner in

September that introduced LIFE.
Grace Hill Mennonite Church, a rural

congregation in Kansas, compiled more
than four dozen addresses of local people
who members didn't know or who were
unchurched.

Members made friendly visits and
hand-delivered Christmas cards that in-

cluded invitations to attend the
congregation's Christmas Eve service.

Five family units came and heard the
Christmas message.

"I hadn't seen so much enthusiasm in

our church for some time," pastor Jim
Voth said. "Our members realized that
the program was not just for ourselves,
but for the community."
Like the Grace Hill congregation, mem-

bers of Breslau Mennonite Church in

Ontario distributed 500 Christmas cards
to their neighbors, inviting them to a
Christmas Eve celebration.

"The service was flooded" with new
people, pastor Erwin Wiens said.

Each LIFE church appoints two congre-
gational coordinators to lead outreach
efforts. Ideas and initiatives arise from
the congregation in an annual retreat, to
which all members are invited.

One idea that emerged from the
Hawkesville (Ontario) Mennonite Church
retreat was to get a supply of visitor

packets from Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions Media Ministries. These can be
given to first-time visitors.

Members of the Hawkesville congrega-
tion also discovered some internal needs,
such as setting up regular men's fellow-

ship meetings and being inclusive when
names are put on church mailboxes.
Children were elated when they saw

their names on family boxes.

Waldo Mennonite Church of Flanagan,
HI., is now in the third year of LIFE. The
congregation has noticed a gradual in-

crease in attendance.

Pastor Les Zook said enthusiasm is

higher now than it's been since he came
to the congregation 12 years ago.

Wilmot Mennonite Church in Baden,
Ont., a congregation of 140 members, has
seen more than a dozen family units come
into the church in the last 18 months.
Pastor Jean-Jacques Goulet said that

incorporating new people has become a
major issue. One of the church's current
Sunday school electives is on a biblical

understanding of peace.

In addition to growing numerically,

many LIFE churches have found that

members are beginning to look beyond
themselves and their own needs.

"By getting into LIFE, we got a new
vision that there are people around us,"

Brubacher of the Vineland church said.

LIFE is administered by Mennonite
Board of Congregational Ministries and
the General Conference Mennonite Com-
mission on Home Ministries.—Ed
Bontrager
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Hesston board looks

at buildings, finances
Hesston, Kan. (HC)—The Hesston Col-

lege Board of Overseers discussed cam-

pus facilities and financial issues at a Feb.

13-15 meeting here.

Board members authorized the college

to move ahead with the removal of Green

Gables.

For several years, administrators had

explored ways to renovate the facility,

which was constructed in 1909 as the

college's original building. However, the

board decided that all of the proposals

were either impractical or too expensive.

Later, board members discussed long-

term financial goals, a five-year fiscal

plan, and the college's 1992-93 operating

budget.

Highlights of the budget include im-

proved salaries for faculty and staff, in-

creased annual fund reserves, and more

funding for the renewal and replacement

of academic equipment and the furnish-

ings in various buildings.

Also at the meeting, the board heard

reports on academic advising, student

recruitment strategies, and the recent

campus-wide seminar on the Soviet re-

publics and Slavic culture (see March 3,

1992, Gospel Herald).

The overseers will meet again in

Hesston in July.

Goshen pastor reflects

on murder, grief process
Elkhart, Ind.—When students at Beth-

any Christian High School were told Kari

Nunemaker's body had been found, they

reacted in a wide variety of ways.

Some immediately left the student as-

sembly at the Goshen, Ind., school and

drove off, squealing the tires on their cars.

Others embraced fellow students and

wept.

A year after the disappearance and

murder of the 16-year-old girl from

Wakarusa, Ind., a Goshen pastor reflected

on the event and the ways children and

young people try to cope with loss.

Lloyd Miller spoke in a seminar as part

of the annual Pastor's Week at the Asso-

ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in

Elkhart.

"I can remember how the students were

overwhelmed by their grief, as well as how

I was in touch with my own grief," said

Miller, who was then campus pastor and

director of development at the school.

"One student happened to be wearing

a short-sleeved T-shirt," Miller recalled.

"I just saw the muscles knot up in the

back of his neck. He was very tense."

Young people who are grieving "need

reminders that it's okay to deal with what

they're dealing with," said Miller, who

became pastor of Waterford Mennonite

Church in Goshen last fall.

"Give students permission, time, and

space to deal with grief and fears," Miller

advised.

He recommended that congregations

and institutions adopt crisis-management

plans to respond to anything that "creates

a grief situation."

Bethany's policy was put in place

months before the teen's murder.

Still, Miller noted, "crises never happen

according to the books."

In January of last year, Miller was awak-

ened by a phone call. He learned

Nunemaker hadn't returned home the

night before after watching an indoor

soccer game in Elkhart.

When teenagers are in a crisis, they

often feel "a need for activity of some

kind," Miller observed.

At Bethany, students made posters

publicizing the disappearance. They cut

pink ribbons and wore them. The basket-

ball team wore neon green sweatbands

around their ankles.

In addition, several students wrote let-

ters to Nunemaker's parents, who spoke

in a chapel service at the school.

"Kari's parents invited students to come

over to their house," Miller said. "That open

invitation did so much to help the kids, and

it helped [the parents] as well."

Miller encouraged pastors to help chil-

dren and youth use their experiences of

grief to build their understanding of God.

But he warned against "smothering grief

with comforting words that do not com-

fort, but control."

Miller recommended a number of re-

sponses to grief:

• Accept the pain of the loss.

• Remember the relationship with the

dead person.

• Become familiar with the jumble of

feelings that are part of grief.

• Express sorrow.

• Find a network of caregivers.

"We cannot cheer our youth out of their

grief," Miller said. Instead, adults need to

encourage them to talk out their sorrow.

Sometimes young people will become

"visibly emotional" in the process, Miller

said. That's okay, he told the group. "It's

the people who are silent [that] I'm more

frightened of."—Tom Price

Pastors' Week draws
large crowd at AMBS
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—Some 240 min-

isters and seminarians took part in the

annual Pastors' Week at the Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries (AMBS).

The event was held Jan. 27-31 on the

AMBS campus here.

Participants focused on the passion and

resurrection stories from the Gospel of

Luke.

Activities during the week included bib-

lical teaching, a lecture on preaching, an

evening of singing led by faculty member
Mary Oyer, and a daylong seminar on

"Pastoring in suffering and hope."

In addition, there were seminars on a

variety of issues.

Mary Schertz, assistant professor of

New Testament at AMBS, led four Bible

studies from Luke. Her topics were: "The

conspiracy of winter," "What then shall I

do with Jesus?" "Send my roots rain," and

"When truth becomes holy."

Dan Lord of Friends University, Wichita,

Kan., leads an all-day workshop at the

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

(AMBS). The workshop focused on "Pas-

toring in Suffering and Hope" and was part

of Pastors' Week at the Elkhart, Ind.,

school.
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MCC, churches work
in rural areas of Zaire
Akron, Pa,—During the past three de-

cades, Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) has worked with Protestant churches
in Zaire to encourage rural development.
Finding ways to contribute to a local

situation without imposing outside solu-

tions is challenging work for MCC per-

sonnel in Zaire.

Today MCC workers and church part-

ners search for development activities

that improve the well-being of the rural

poor but are built around local initiatives

and control.

"Development for the church is not an
option; it is an imperative to which we
respond collectively by faith," Zairian

Mennonite leader Mukanza Ilunga said in

a 1990 seminar sponsored by MCC.
"Development efforts are not reserved

to certain people called 'development ex-

perts,' " he added.

Early MCC activities in Zaire respond-
ed to the civil unrest that tore apart the
former Belgian Congo between 1960 and
1965. Material assistance was followed by
development projects to help Zairians to

recover.

These included a poultry promotion
effort that eventually included a feed mill,

hatchery, and peanut oil press, as well as
extension and marketing services. Exten
sion workers trained farmers to raise

chickens commercially, while the project
supplied chicks, feed, and medicines.
But the project began to decline as

Zaire's economy weakened and its infra-

structure deteriorated.

Irregular electricity made the hatchery
unusable. Rising fuel prices and bad roads
raised transportation costs. Management
mistakes weakened the program finan-

cially.

The project is no longer functioning.

As MCC and its church partners discuss
the failure, different people suggest dif-

ferent causes.

Some people think local managers did
not receive sufficient training. Others
blame national problems in Zaire. Still

others believe the project failed because
outsiders designed it using outside tech-
nologies and management patterns.

Nevertheless, many church leaders be-
lieve large development projects help the
church. Such programs enable members
to improve their lives and bring income
and status to the church.

On the other hand, MCC has seen that

large projects can often be detrimental to

churches. Such efforts consume impor-
tant managerial resources, often need

MCC workers Dan and Jeanne Jantzi (holding son Benjamin) with Pastor Mbuyi Kashala
of the Evangelical Mennonite Community in Zaire.

continual support, and seldom help the
poorest people.

Dan and Jeanne Jantzi, who work with
the Evangelical Mennonite Community
(CEM) in Katanda, Zaire, have learned
that helping CEM establish a develop
ment project is a difficult task.

"The CEM leadership wanted a big
project, and we said something big
couldn't work," Dan said during an as-

sessment of a two-year effort to begin an
animal traction project.

Church leaders know that MCC assist-

ed large projects in the past and find it

hard to implement a small project be
cause all church members want to benefit
from the program.

When MCC agreed to work with CEM
on the project, MCC stated its preference
for a small project that involved decen-
tralized management. A village coopera-
tive would buy oxen and train farmers in

using and caring for them.
"Before the recent political problems in

Zaire, we were optimistic about the proj-

ect taking hold," Dan Jantzi said.

CEM leadership was more supportive
of beginning on a small scale, several

village groups were serious about getting

oxen, the Jantzis found a local source of
equipment for the animals, and a funding
agency agreed to help subsidize start-up

costs.

However, "the economic catastrophe"
in the past few months has "put things on
hold," Jantzi said.

MCC workers in other parts of Zaire
assist village-based development initia-

tives through training, counsel, and en-

couragement.

"What really touches me is the appre-
ciation that people express when I have
come to talk with them [and] see their

fields," former MCC Zaire worker Mi-
chael Dunn wrote last year. "That is why
I am convinced that the most important
aspect of my work is 'encouraging' oth-

ers."

Past project failures indicate clearly

that local problems need local solutions.

But Zairian churches reiterate their de-
sire for MCC workers to assist them in

the search for ways to improve members'
lives.

Though MCC workers and church lead-

ers do not always agree on the best
approach to rural development, the pro-

cess of working together is beneficial for

all involved.

"Relationships in our village are the
most satisfying part of our work," Jeanne
Jantzi said.

—

Howard Good
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• Hauerwas to speak. Stanley

Hauerwas of Duke Divinity

School in Durham, N.C., will

give the commencement ad-

dress at Goshen (Ind.) College

on April 18. Goshen College

president Victor Stoltzfus will

lead baccalaureate services ear-

lier in the day. Hauerwas is the

author of nine books, including

The Peaceable Kingdom. Some
265 students are expected to

take part in graduation activi-

ties.

• Word rejected. The Lancaster

Conference bishop board has

asked all conference boards and

agencies to stop using the word

"minority." The action follows a

presentation by Monroe J.

Yoder, bishop of the

conference's New York City dis-

trict. "By designating some
members as 'minorities,' we re-

inforce the concept of 'major-

ity,'" Yoder said. "This gives

rise to and perpetuates an un-

fortunate paternalism."

• Hymnal sales grow. The new
cooperative hymnal continues to

sell briskly. Some 32,200 Men-
nonite Church orders have been

taken—5,000 of them since Jan.

1. The other groups participat-

ing in the project are the Church

of the Brethren and the General

Conference Mennonite Church.

• Reed starts new job. Harold

Reed has assumed responsibili-

ties as director for Africa with

Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions. Reed and his wife,

Barbara, planned to move to

Nairobi, Kenya, on March 8.

They will spend a year visiting

Eastern Board programs in

Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, So-

malia, South Africa, Swaziland,

and Tanzania. Reed formerly

served as Eastern Board's direc-

tor of personnel and northeast

Africa director.

• Miller recovering. Dan Miller,

a retired Mennonite Board of

Missions worker now living in

Argentina, is recuperating from

surgery. Malignant tumors were

removed from his colon on Feb.

5. Miller and his wife, Eunice,

have been consulting with doc-

tors about further treatment.

• New appointments:
Jay C. Garber, director of overseas

personnel with Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions, Salunga,

Pa. Garber was director of per-

sonnel at Philhaven Hospital,

Mt. Gretna, Pa., for 14 years and

served as Eastern Board chair

for 18 years.

Jose A. Santiago, director for Latin

America, Eastern Mennonite

Board of Missions, Salunga, Pa.

Santiago is a former Eastern

Board worker in Venezuela and

served as a Lancaster Confer-

ence bishop from 1984 to 1988.

• Coming events:

Illinois Mennonite Relief Sale, Pe-

oria, 111., March 20-21. Items for

auction include quilts, hand-

made furniture, stone carvings,

and an 1840 box piano. More
information from Delton
Litwiller at 217 376-3465 or Don-

ald F. Roth at 309 266-7704.

Mennonite Camping Association

annual conference, Laurelville

Mennonite Church Center, Mt.

Pleasant, Pa., March 23-26. The
theme is "Carrying His Story."

More information from Laurel-

ville at R. 5, Box 145, Mt. Pleas-

ant, PA 15666; phone 412 423-

2056.

• Job openings:

Choral activities director, Hesston

College, Hesston, Kan. Respon-

sible for directing Bel Canto,

Chorale, and European Chorale

plus possible studio/classroom

instruction. Full-time beginning

in fall. Qualifications include

master's degree, choral conduct-

ing experience, and acquaint-

ance with Mennonite Church.

Send letter, resume, and names

of three references to James
Mininger, academic dean,

Hesston College, Hesston, KS
67062, or call 316-327-8206.

Conference youth minister, Iowa-

Nebraska Conference. Respon-

sibilities include facilitating the

success of youth ministry pro-

grams of congregations, coordi-

nating conference communica-

tion relevant to youth concerns,

acting as a resource for youth

sponsors, and serving as a com-

munication liaison between con-

ference youth and churchwide

youth ministry programs. Half-

time, to begin Sept. 1, 1992, or

sooner. Send resume and letter

of application to David W.
Boshart, 1101 N. Lucas St., Mt.

Pleasant, IA 52641; phone 319

385-8562.

Director of development, Goshen
College, Goshen, Ind. Position

begins June 15, 1992. This per-

son supervises and participates

in fundraising activities, partic-

ularly planned giving, among the

college's various constituent

groups: alumni, church, busi-

ness, foundations, and other

friends. Qualifications include a

belief in and compatibility with I

the mission and values of

Goshen College, development

experience in educational or

similar institutions, ability to

lead and motivate others, and

administrative skills. Bachelor's

degree required; master's pre-

ferred. Send letter of applica-

tion and resume, naming three

references to Richard Gerig, di-

rector of advancement, Goshen

College, Goshen, IN 46526. Ap-

plication deadline is April 3, or

until position is filled.

Director of development, Rosthern

Junior College, Rosthern, Sask.

RJC is a Mennonite high school

offering an academic and resi-

dential program for grades 10-

12. The school is supported by

the Conference of Mennonites

in Alberta and Saskatchewan.

Position commences summer of

1992. The primary responsibility

will be to secure the financial

resources for the school. This

will include updating the data

base for giving; soliciting funds

for endowments, bursaries, and

current operations; coordinating

fundraising activities; and as-

sisting in financial planning. The
person would also serve as liai-

son for the RJC Alumni and

Auxiliary. Candidates should

possess effective communica-

tion and public relations skills.

Please direct inquires and

resumes to: Edward Tiessen,

principal, Rosthern Junior Col-

lege, Rosthern, Sask. S0K 3R0;

phone 306 232-4222; fax 306 232-

5250.

Director of pastoral ministries pro-

gram, Hesston College,

Hesston, Kan. Responsible for

pastoral ministries admissions,

coordination of summer field

placements and supervised min-

istry experiences, placement of

PM graduates, and regular con-

tact with conference ministers

and leadership committees.

Must have master's degree and

pastoral experience. Half-time

position for two years, beginning

in fall. Will replace current di-

rector on leave of absence. Send

letter, resume, and names of

three references to James
Mininger, academic dean,

Hesston College, Hesston, KS
67062, or call 316-327-8206.

Theater and speech instructor,

Hesston College, Hesston, Kan.

Responsible for directing plays

and teaching speech communi-

cation. Full-time beginning in

fall. Must have master's degree

and teaching/directing experi-

ence. Send letter, resume, and

names of three references to

James Mininger, academic
dean, Hesston College, Hesston,

KS 67062, or call 316-327-8206.

• Change of address:

Southwest Messenger, from Pasa-

dena, Calif., to PO Box 7000-89,

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91701.

St. John's Mennonite Chapel, from

Kalklosch Rd., Logan, Ohio, to

19681 St. R. 664 S., Logan, OH
43138.

NEW MEMBERS

Bancroft, Toledo, Ohio: Larry

Reed, and Ron and Alice Lora.

Central, Archbold, Ohio: Jason

Beck, Terry Beck, Jacob Cross-

grove, Scott King, Timothy
Klopfenstein, Lincoln Nafziger,

Joel Sensenig, Derek Seiler, Na-

than Stamm, Nickolas Tinsler,

Samantha Coon, Dorine
Nafziger, Lanee Nafziger, Jenni-

fer Riegsecker, and Joetta

Riegsecker.

Conestoga, Morgantown, Pa.:

Tracey Jones.

Durham, N.C.: Laura Roach.

Fairview, Albany, Ore.: Ola

Boshart, Shelly Boshart, Carl

Gerig, Ryan Krabill, Trenton

Kropf, Amy Neuschwander,
David Neuschwander, Nicholas

Ropp, Heidi Ropp, Holli Ropp,

Melissa Roth, Timothy Roth,

Angie Scheler, Jamie Sherfy,

and Seth Smith.

Forks, Middlebury, Ind.: Sam
and Saloma Steury, and Tim
and Malinda Eash.

Franconia, Pa.: Luke Bergey,

Mike Derstine, Karsten Gerber,

Bill Green, Faith Green, Lucas

Landis, Matt Landis, Tracy

Landis, Jason Moore, Ingrit

Fast, Brandon Moyer, Ryan
Moyer, Tiffany Moyer, Scott

Yoder, Bob Yothers, Brian

Clemens, Denise Derstine, Jim

Godshall, Jeannie Moyer, and

Kevin Nice

Friendship, Bedford Heights,

Ohio: Sheri Banks and Casey

Barton.

Oak Park, 111.: Barbara Daley,

Susan Hunsberger, Joanne
Juhnke, Theda Klemm, Uli

Klemm, Greg Newswanger, and

Nikki Rinderer.

Shore, Shipshewana, Ind.:

Barry and Susan Loop, and Clair

and Juanita Marner.

Spring Mount, Pa.: Pat Gouldey

and Donald Gouldey.

Swamp, Quakertown, Pa.: Rob
Jaindl, Linda Jaindl, Marcus

Rush, Debra Rush, Paul

Slabaugh, and Edna Slabaugh.

Zion Hubbard, Ore.: Edna
Hooley, Khyra Kropf.
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BIRTHS

Bachman, Myron and Shannon,
HopkinsviUe, Ky., Kayla Chris-
tine (first child), Dec. 8.

Beck, Randall S. and Joy E.
(Franks), Pettisville, Ohio, Ra-
chel Joy (second child), Jan. 7.

Bergey, Floyd and Debbie
(Wenger), Chesapeake, Va.,

Mary Kathryn (fourth child),

Feb. 3.

Bontrager-Singer, Jamey and
Kay (Bontrager), Indianapolis,

Ind., Jacob Walker (first child),

Feb. 13.

Burnsides, Ray and Annette
(Miller), Lebanon, Ore., Victoria

Lynn (first child), Feb. 11.

Byerly, Jeffrey and Rhoda
(Kurtz), Lewisburg, Pa., Jenni-

fer Dawn (fourth child), on Feb.
3.

Canaviri, Ponciano and Gina
(Ruth), Harleysville, Pa., Nathan
Daniel (second child), Jan. 8.

Cowan, Alan and Julia (Zehr),

Salem, Ore., Danae Marie (first

child), Feb. 19.

Driedger, Dan and Darlene
(Shantz), Kitchener, Ont., Adam
Paul (first child), Dec. 8.

Ebersole, Gary and Kathleen
(Yecker), Mount Joy, Pa.,

Mitchell Garrett (first child),

Feb. 8.

Esmonde, Michael and Laura
(Gallegos), Lima, Ohio, Shane
Michael (third child), Feb. 12.

Estrada, Martin and Blanca
(Gonzales), Hanover, Ont.,
Edna Christina (second child),

Dec. 27.

Garber, Todd and Debbie,
Elizabethtown, Pa., Bradley
John (fourth child), Feb. 11.

Gochnauer, Barry and Beth
(Palmer), Millersville, Pa.,
(twins) Aaron Michael and Dan-
iel Lee (first and second chil-

dren), Feb. 5.

Good, Linford and Beth Ann
(Petersheim), Mount Joy, Pa.,

Brendon Lee (second child),

Jan. 6.

Hartman, Doyle and Chris
(Davis), Columbus, Ohio, Ryan
David (third child), Feb. 1.

Imhoff, John and Darlene,
Roanoke, 111., Caroline Mae
(third child), Dec. 17.

Knechel, Darryl and Stacey
(Sheffer), Harleysville, Pa., Dar-
ryl Galen (third child), Dec. 26.

Kuepfer, Seranus and Darlene
(Albrecht), Listowel, Ont., Scott
Jordan (first child), Feb. 5.

Lambright, Kevin and Carrie
(Yoder), Shipshewana, Ind.,

Kurt Michael (second child),

Feb. 13.

Landis, Terry and Tina (Moyer),

Quakertown, Pa., Brent Michael
(third child), Feb. 13.

Martin, Steve and Marilew (Al-

brecht), Clifford, Ont., Tyler
Jordan (third child), Feb. 6.

Miller, Kevin and Patsy
(Stuckey), West Unity, Ohio,
Seth Dylan (first child), Jan. 30.

Millslagle, Kenneth and Deborah
(Crosser), Scottdale, Pa.,
Joshua David (second child),

Feb. 7.

Nofziger, Joel and Carol (Ches-
ter), Toledo, Ohio, Rachel Ellen
(third child), Feb. 2.

Parmer, Loren and Eileen
(Knechel), Harleysville, Pa.,

Natalya Eileen (third child),

Nov. 8.

Reigner, Jason and Beth
(Hershey), Lititz, Pa., Rebekah
Marie (first child), Feb. 12.

Rosevear, Clarence and Beth
(Gingrich), Hanover, Ont.,
Christopher (second child), Nov.
4.

Slabaugh, Bruce and Sandy
(Peachey), Nappanee, Ind., Eliz-

abeth Fae (first child), Jan. 23.

Slaubaugh, Brent and Lisa
(Eaton), Wolford, N.D., Steven
Allen (first child), Jan. 12.

Ulrich, Scott and Karan
(Stutzman), Waukesha, Wis.,
Savannah Rae (second child),

Dec. 24.

Waidelich, Steve and Lisa
(Adams), Stryker, Ohio, Taylor
Nicole (third child), Jan. 6.

Yoder, Daniel T. and Rachel,
Bristol, Ind., Tyler James (first

child), Dec. 31.

MARRIAGES

Cober-Roth: Marvin Cober,
Wellesley, Ont. (Brethren in

Christ), and Charlotte Roth,
New Hamburg, Ont. (Nith Val-
ley), Feb. 8, by Trevor Main.

Cox-Lapp: Kevin Cox, West Lib-
erty, Ohio (Baptist), and Susan
Lapp, West Liberty, Ohio (Oak
Grove), Nov. 30, by Larry Augs-
burger.

Donahue-Humphrey: John
Donahue, Baltimore, Md. (Cor-

pus Christi), and Jean Hum-
phrey, Baltimore, Md. (North
Baltimore), Jan. 18, by Janet
Burdewik, Jane Coyle, David
Humphrey, L. Martin Jenco,
and Frank Nice.

Dyck-Zook: Daniel Dyck, El Do-
rado, Ark., and Sheri Zook,
Greenwood, Del. (Tressler),
Dec. 29, by Gary Zook and Mil-

lard Benner.

Hunsecker-Herr: Jeffrey Lynn
Hunsecker, Mountville, Pa. (Lan-

dis Valley), and Kerry Malin

Herr, Mt. Joy, Pa. (Cedar Hill),

Feb. 1, by George M. Hurst.
Holdeman-Hofer: Eric Hold-
eman, St. Paul, Minn. (Faith),

and Vicki Hofer, Freeman, S.D.
(Hutterthal), Dec. 28, by Roy S.

Koch (grandfather of groom).
Jones-Green: Allen W. Jones,
Hyndman, Pa. (United Method-
ist), and Cherie Green, Mead-
ville, Pa. (Sunnyside), Nov. 22,

by John D. Miller and Nelson
Martin.

Lehman-Wenger: Ronnie Leh-
man, Chesapeake, Va. (Mt.
Pleasant), and Rachel Wenger,
Ephrata, Pa. (Mt. Pleasant),
Feb. 15, by Harold Bergey.

Miller-Slaubaugh: Myles Miller,

Marion, S.D. (Salem), and Car-
melle Slaubaugh, Wolford, N.D.
(Lakeview), Dec. 21, by Ottis

Yoder.

DEATHS

Aeschliman, Lillian Short, 76,

Archbold, Ohio. Born: June 27,

1915, Henry County, Ohio, to

Clarence and Mary A.
(Schmucker) Short. Died: Jan.

27, 1992, Archbold, Ohio. Survi-

vors—husband: Ora Aeschliman;
children: Michael, Jane Konold,
Jan Roth; brothers and sister:

Dale E. Short, R. Dean Short,

Berneda King; 5 grandchildren.

Funeral: Jan. 30, Zion Mennonite
Church, by Ellis Croyle and Dee
Swartz. Burial: Pettisville Ceme-
tery.

Allebach, Robert C, 49, Harleys-

ville, Pa. Born: March 17, 1942,

Harleysville, Pa., to Preston and
Ada Allebach. Died: Jan. 17,

1992, Harleysville, Pa., of heart
failure. Survivors—wife: Martha;
children: R. Brent, Anita Beetler,

Renae M., Karyn L. Funeral and
burial: Jan. 22, Towamencin Men-
nonite Church, by Harold Fly and
Earl Anders, Jr.

Bender, Lome, 79, New Ham-
burg, Ont. Born: Sept. 17, 1912,

Tavistock, Ont., to Jacob B. and
Magdalena (Ramseyer) Bender.
Died: Feb. 17, 1992, Stratford,

Ont. Survivors—wife: Annie
Ruby Bender; children: Audrey
Hoffman, Anna Steinmann,
Harold; brother and sister: Clay-

ton, Druscilla Roth; 8 grandchil-

dren, 2 great-grandchildren. Fu-
neral and burial: Feb. 20, East
Zorra Mennonite Church, by
Vernon Leis and Gerald
Schwartzentruber.

Birky, Albert R., 92. Born: Jan.

12, 1900, Hopedale, III, to John
C. and Elizabeth (Greiser)
Birky. Died: Feb. 9, 1992,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors—wife:

Kate Miller; children: Dorothy
Mishler, Marjorie Hooley, Ivan,
Vernon, Joyce McCreary. Fu-
neral and burial: Feb. 13, Shore
Mennonite Church, by Barry
Loop.

Brilhart, LaVerne, 82, Scottdale,
Pa. Born: Feb. 23, 1909, Scott-
dale, Pa., to Charles Anthony
and Cora (Loucks) Brilhart.

Died: Dec. 29, 1991, Scottdale,
Pa. Survivors—daughter: Carole
R; brother and sister: Earle R.
Brilhart, Mildred Showalter; 2

grandchildren, one great-grand-

child. Funeral: Dec. 31, James
Murphy Memorial Home, by
John E. Sharp. Burial: Scottdale
Cemetery.

Culp, Gertrude (Moss), 84. Born:
April 23, 1907, Centreville, Ont.,

to John and Matilda (Bowman)
Moss. Died: Dec. 29, 1991,
Kitchener, Ont., of heart failure.

Survivors—children: Robert,
Janet Mayer; 7 grandchildren.
Predeceased by: Floyd Culp
(husband). Funeral: Dec. 31,

Stirling Avenue Mennonite
Church, by Paul Martin. Burial:

Pioneer Park Cemetery.
Freed, Lydia F., 92, Souderton,

Pa. Born: Nov. 1, 1899, Elroy,

Pa. Died: Dec. 31, 1991,
Souderton, Pa., of heart failure.

Survivors—children: Verna L.

Long, Esther A. Rice; sisters:

Margaret A. Kiser, Marietta F.

Kratz; stepsisters: Nora A. Rice,
Irene A. Moyer; 6 grandchildren,

15 great-grandchildren, 5 great-

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Jonas F. Freed (hus-

band). Funeral: Jan. 6, Souderton
Mennonite Home, by Glenn M.
Alderfer, Harold M. Fly, and
H enry L. Ruth. Burial:
Towamencin Mennonite Church
Cemetery.

Heishman, Nellie A., 73,

Harrisonburg, Va. Born: Aug.
22, 1918, Harrisonburg, Va., to
Abram C. and Pearl Mae
Heishman. Died: Jan. 4, 1992.

Survivor— sister: Lydia Pearl
Eby. Funeral: Jan. 7, Lindale
Mennonite Church, by Randy
Schweitzer, Laban Peachey, and
Linden Wenger. Burial: Zion
Mennonite Cemetery.

Kauffman, Leon W., 75,

Hollsopple, Pa. Born: April 4,

1916, Somerset County, Pa., to

Allen Webster and Annie C.

(Spory) Kauffman. Died: Jan.

22, 1992, Somerset County, Pa.,

of a heart attack. Survivors

—

wife: Edna Alwine; children:

Wayne, Wanda Horner, Norma
Thomas, Leland, Ilene Schropp;
sisters: Edith Geyer, Minnie
Gindlesperger; 15 grandchildren,
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MENNOSCOPE

Classes held off campus. Hesston, Kan. (HC)—Six Hesston College students studied in the

Central American nation of Costa Rica as part of the college's four-week Interterm this winter.

Other off-campus courses took students to San Antonio, Tex., and Chicago. Pictured above

are, from left: Kanoko Nakaya, instructor Phil Osborne, Chris Callahan, Antonio (a teacher in

the' language school where the group studied in Costa Rica), Rhonda Pfaltzgraff, Ron Glanzer,

Yuki Aboshi, and Anne von Kamp.

5 great-grandchildren. Funeral:

Jan. 25, Hoffman Funeral Home,

Pa., by Raymond Sistek and

Homer Schrock. Burial: Thomas
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Kortemeier, Ruth (Yoder), 89,

Goshen, Ind. Born: May 5, 1902,

Middlebury, Ind., to Silvanus

and Susie (Troyer) Yoder. Died:

Feb. 12, 1992, Goshen, Ind. Sur-

vivors—daughter: Marilyn
Welty; brother and sister: Rhea

Yoder, Paton Yoder; 2 grand-

children. Predeceased by: Paul

Kortemeier (husband). Funeral:

Feb. 15, North Goshen Menno-

nite Church, by Rosemary Fry,

Jerry Wittrig, and James
Detweiler. Burial: Freeport

Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Landis, Margaret L., 88. Born:

Dec. 24, 1903, Lancaster

County, Pa., to Jacob E. and

Anna (Longenecker) Landis.

Died: Feb. 15, 1992, Lancaster,

Pa. Funeral: Feb. 19, Miller Fu-

neral Home, by Joe N. Sherer

and Robert Garber. Burial:

Good's Mennonite Cemetery,

Elizabethtown, Pa.

Miller, Alvin K., 76, Goshen, Ind.

Born: June 22, 1915, Mid-

dlebury, Ind. Died: Jan. 19, 1992,

Sarasota, Fla. Survivors—wife:

Katie Stutzman; children: Mary
Ann Kauffman, Norma Jean

Whitaker, Beverly Beaton,
Charles, Wayne, Larry; step-

children: Leon, Vernon, Melvin,

Elmer, Ray, Glenn; brothers and

sisters: Emma Birkey, Sadie

Yoder, Verna Bickel, Leola

Plank, Harley, Elmer, Ora,

Ralph; 16 grandchildren, 4

great-grandchildren; 21 step-

grandchildren, 22 stepgreat-

grandchildren. Predeceased by a

daughter. Funeral: Jan. 24, Forks

Mennonite Church, by Sylvester

Haarer and Eugene Bontrager.

Burial: Forest Grove Cemetery.

Miller, Viola C. Greider, 86,

Mount Joy, Pa. Born: Oct. 19,

1905, West Hempfield Twp.,

Pa., to Henry C. and Emma
(Witmer) Greider. Died: Feb. 5,

1992, Lancaster, Pa. Survivors-

children: J. Robert, P. Raymond,

Bernice Zurin; 9 grandchildren,

13 great-grandchildren, one
great-great-grandchild. Prede-

ceased by: Paul S. Miller (hus-

band). Funeral: Feb. 8, Landis-

ville Mennonite Church, by

James Gingrich, Arthur Miller,

and Chester Kurtz. Burial:

Kraybill's Mennonite Cemetery.

Rosenberger, Sallie Moyer, 85,

Hatfield, Pa. Born: Sept. 2, 1906,

Franconia Twp., Pa., to John M.
and Sallie Grater (Moyer) Lan-

dis. Died: Feb. 14, 1992,

Towamencin Twp., Pa., of lym-

phoma. Survivors— children:

Mildred L. Burkholder, William

L., Marcus L., Gladys L. Grasse,

Mary L. Newcomer, Susan L.

Derstine, Henry L., James L.,

Sally L. Harshbarger; sister:

Edith Landis; 26 grandchildren,

21 great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Raymond H.
Rosenberger (husband), Arlene

(daughter), and three infant

daughters. Funeral and burial:

Feb. 18, Plains Mennonite
Church, by Richard J. Lichty

and Mary Ann Shreiner.

Shank, Guy, 94, Nampa, Idaho.

Born: Nov. 28, 1897, Roseland,

Neb. Died: Jan. 30, 1992,

Nampa, Idaho, of cancer. Survi-

vors—children: Clayton, Har-

old, Hareit Shenk, Irene Ross;

15 grandchildren, 28 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Ruth Lapp (wife). Funeral: Feb.

3, First Mennonite Church, by

Robert Garber and Robert
Miller. Burial: Kohlerlawn Cem-
etery.

Weaver, John J., 74. Born: April

23, 1917, Holmes County, Ohio,

to John E. and Susan (Miller)

Weaver. Died: Feb. 8, 1992,

Millersburg, Ohio, of congestive

heart failure. Survivors—wife:

Melva Mullet; daughter: Leona

Hershberger; 4 grandchildren.

Funeral and burial: Feb. 11,

Grace Mennonite Church, by

David R. Clemens and Robert

N. Troyer.

Wenger, Ruth D., 85, Goshen,

Ind. Born: Dec. 19, 1906, Sellers-

ville, Pa., to Jonas M. and Clara

A. (Derstine) Detweiler. Died:

Feb. 19, 1992, Goshen, Ind. Sur-

vivors—husband: John Chris-

tian; children: Mary Lois

Weaver, Elizabeth Anne, Daniel

Martin, John Paul; brother and

sister: Esther Detweiler, Paul

Detweiler; 11 grandchildren, 2

great-grandchildren. Memorial

service: Feb. 22, North Goshen

Mennonite Church, by James
Detweiler, Harvey Chupp, and

Jerry Wittrig. Burial: Yellow

Creek Cemetery.

Yoder, Henry, 94. Born: Oct. 18,

1897, McPherson County, Kan.,

to Joas and Amanda (Yoder)

Yoder. Died: Jan. 27, 1992, An-

thony, Kan., of heart failure. Sur-

vivors—wife: Nettie Troyer; chil-

dren: Fern Mitchell, Floyd, Ellis,

Earl Wesley Yoder; 17 grandchil-

dren, 24 great-grandchildren, 5

great-great-grandchildren. Fu-

neral and burial: Jan. 30, Crystal

Springs Mennonite Church, by

Karol Gregory.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries directors meet-

ing, March 12-14

New York Mennonite Conference

delegate session, Syracuse,

NY., March 14

Ohio Conference delegate session,

Kidron, Ohio, March 14

Atlantic Coast Conference annual

meeting, Atglen, Pa., March 14-15

Conference on Family Violence

and Sexual Abuse, Kidron,

Ohio, March 20-21

Illinois Mennonite Relief Sale, Pe-

oria, III, March 20-21

Lancaster Conference annual

meeting, Lancaster, Pa., March
20-22

Illinois Conference annual meeting,

Tiskilwa, 111., March 27-28

Northwest Conference spring

meeting, Calgary, Alta., March
27-29

Mennonite Church General Board,

Lancaster, Pa., April 2-4

Pennsylvania Relief Sale, Harris-

burg, Pa., April 3-4

Mennonite Conference of Eastern

Canada annual meeting,
Leamington, Ont, April 3-5

Evangelism and Church Planting

Sunday, April 26
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THE LAST WORD

After the rooster crows
For me, one of the most poignant, saddest pic-

tures in the Bible comes in Luke 22:61. In spite

of repeated warnings it would happen, Peter de-
nied that he knew Jesus. Three times. Even curs-

ing and swearing as he did so (Matt. 26:74).

Then the rooster crowed.

In the midst of the anguish and pain and fear

of his trial, Jesus turned and looked at Peter. It

was likely a look Peter never forgot. The disap-

pointment. The sorrow.

Disappointment and sorrow are not what some
readers found in Gospel Herald's report of a dis-

trict conference taking away the credentials of

one of its ministers for sexual misconduct (Feb.

18). Some of you phoned and wrote, expressing
displeasure with the "explicit language," discom-
fort with exposing the church's "dirty linen," and
disapproval for what seemed like a lack of con-
cern for the brother named in the story. "You
have opened a pandora's box," one reader said

angrily.

We have. How can you separate the false from
the true? How does Matthew 18 apply to print-

ing these reports in Gospel Herald? How can you
justify destroying a career or a ministry with one
story?

These and more questions were part of the dif-

ficult days of processing this story. We went to

press without answers. Why?
Part of the reason is found in our lead feature,

"How Can Church Leaders Avoid Moral Fail-

ure?" We live in a new context. Our culture has
helped us learn that our concern must be as

much for the victims of misconduct as it is for

those who fail. For too long we have allowed
compassion for the sinner to be "a conspiracy of
silence" that ignores the pain of those who have
been wronged.

Of course, it would be easier to remain silent.

In a community as close as the Mennonite
Church, friendships and relationships are in-

volved. These make exposure painful.

And the charge of following fads hits home to

Mennonite journalists. We too like to think we
are following a third way, an alternative to the

sensationalism of the secular press. To be
charged otherwise is a difficult voice to hear.

But we also went with the story because
silence does not work. As we went to press, I

began to hear other stories: of persons banished
from congregation or conference or denomina-
tion because of moral failure. These are the sto-

ries that lie buried in the grapevine, the ones we
don't talk about until we're old enough to realize

that silence does no one any good.

How many people are lost to the church be-
cause we do not confront their failures head on?
Not doing so, we do not open the possibility of
repentance and forgiveness—and for restoration

to their roles as disciples and leaders in the
church of Jesus Christ.

That is also a part of pandora's box: the possi-

bility of confession and forgiveness. It was
Jesus' way with Peter. After the resurrection,

Jesus confronted Peter again with the call to

discipleship (John 21:9-19). In spite of Peter's

denial and his oath, Jesus called him back to king-

dom work upon his repentance and confession. In-

deed, it was through Peter that Jesus fulfilled the

promise to build the church we have today.

That church must do the same. As we care for

the victims of abuse and misconduct, helping

them to find healing, we must also call those
who have fallen to repentance. When they do,

we must forgive. And restore.

It's all part of what needs to happen. After the

rooster crows.

—

jlp

Practicing what we preach

"What is this? Some kind of new sensation-

alism in the church press?" one reader asked.

I hope not. My prayer is that there be no more
of these stories among us that we need to report.

But at the annual meeting of this publication's

staff and editorial consultants a few weeks ago,

we agreed Gospel Herald must report these pain-

ful stories. Our criterion: actions taken by dis-

trict conferences or churchwide structures.

We believe that reporting can lead to resto-

ration. That we will report too. With joy. For it

will be a testimony to us all that we practice

what we preach.—jlp
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One idea for how it might happen:

Our peace and our
evangelism must

5 come together

Suppose a shalom revival swept across

the Mennonite Church, calling unbeliev-

ers to repentance, and believers to

witness and worh for peace and justice.

The 16th-century Anabaptist thought peace-

making and evangelism belonged to-

gether. But I'm not so sure about their

unbelievers to Jesus Christ and half-hearted Chris-
20th-century sons and daughters. In fact, some

tians to new activities to work for peace and justice.
q{ todays Mennonite evangelists and peace-and-

justice activists barely get along at all.ometimes

they call each other names: fundamentalist, left-

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE wing liberal, pie-in-the-sky theologians, calloused

hearts. Sometimes one group tries to argue that

the other group's concerns are less important
What did we learn through than their own. From where I go to church, that

the Pastorate Project? 6 kind of one-sidedness seems foolish.

But too many Mennonites today fail to hold

Craft sales sluggish tnese tw0 thmgs together: evangelism and peace.

j. . /.„ A/r^/-< i Q That's a problem that has a biblical solution.
director tells MCC board 9

Evangelis
P
m and peacemaking are not the same

thing, but they are both central responsibilities

Men sign covenant for biblical Christians.

on abuse of women 11 Someone will say, "Isn't peace part of the gos-

by

Ronald

J. Sider



Charismatic renewal is not enough; it

can be self-centered. Evangelism is not
enough; it can be neglect Social action
is not enough; it can overlook salvation.

pel, so isn't peacemaking evangelism?" The an-

swer: that is partly right and partly wrong. To
find out how, we must go to the New Testament
and ask: what is evangelism?

The literal meaning of the New Testament
word "to evangelize" is simply to an-

nounce the good news. What is this good
news? Jesus' answer to that question is quite

clear. Over and over again the New Testament
defines the good news as the kingdom which be-
came present in the person and work of Jesus
(Mark 1:14-15; Matt. 4:23, 24:14; Luke 4:43;

16:16). According to Jesus, then, the gospel is

the good news of the kingdom.
This good news has two parts: one horizontal,

one vertical.

First, the horizontal. Jesus was no isolated

prophet. He began a new community which chal-

lenged the status quo. He gathered a group of

disciples around him, and they began to live a

set of values sharply different from those of the
rest of society. Where sin had messed up society

and produced customs and practices contrary to

Jesus' kingdom values, Jesus offered a radical

challenge.

Jesus and his new community of followers

were an alternative society which challenged the

status quo at every point that it was wrong—its

unmerciful legalism, its dominating leadership,

its violence, its oppression of women, and its eco-

nomic injustice. Jesus and his disciples were a

new kind of society where all broken relation-

ships—whether social, emotional, economic or
spiritual—were being redeemed. The fact that

such a new society was now present for people
to enter was one central part of what Jesus
meant by his announcement of the gospel of the

kingdom.

Second, the vertical. For the kingdom has a

King. And that King is the incarnate Son,

Jesus the Christ, who is our Savior and
Lord.

Any discussion of the gospel which neglects

the good news that Jesus is our Savior would be
heretical. Jesus gently accepted sinners, offering

them God's forgiveness. He died on the cross as
a ransom for our sins. At the heart of the gospel
is the free offer of justification through Christ's

atoning death on the cross

Nor does our Savior merely forgive our sins.

He also sends the Holy Spirit to blow through
our twisted personalities—regenerating, sanctify-

ing, and transforming us into his own image. The
head of the kingdom we proclaim is the Savior

who forgives and transforms us miserable sin-

ners. That too is central to the gospel.

But Jesus is not only Savior. He is also Lord

—

Lord of all things in heaven and earth. If Jesus'
lordship is a fundamental aspect of the gospel,

then the call to unconditional discipleship can-
not be separated from the summons to accept
the gospel. You cannot accept one half of Jesus
and reject the other.You cannot accept the
Savior's forgiveness and turn your back on him
as Lord of your racial attitudes and business
practices.

What is evangelism? It is sharing the glorious

good news, by word and deed, that the kingdom
of God has become powerfully present and visi-

bly victorious in the person and work of Jesus
Christ. It is announcing the astonishing message
that God accepts sinners just as they are and
gladly enters into a personal, living relationship

with them because of the Savior's death.

But there's more. Evangelism is sharing the
news that the Savior is also Lord, one who calls

us to surrender every part of our lives to him in

joy. It is sharing the message that when we ac-

cept Jesus Christ, we also join his body. Here
people walk together overcoming their broken-
ness and beginning to model the kingdom.

So is peace the gospel? Is peacemaking
evangelism? Well, it depends on what you
mean. If by peace you mean the new re-

deemed community of those who have person-
ally accepted Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior
and who now in the power of the Holy Spirit live

a new life of Spirit-filled shalom, then, yes,

peace is part of the gospel. If by peacemaking
you mean inviting persons to confess their sins

and confess Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior
and enter the church, Jesus' new community of

shalom, then, yes, peacemaking is evangelism.

But that does not mean that peace in the

sense of reducing nuclear weapons or stopping
war in the Middle East is the gospel. Peacemak-
ing is not evangelism if by peacemaking you
mean lobbying the government to change its nu-
clear policy or boycotting General Motors to cor-

rect unjust corporate policy. Now I'm in favor of

doing those things. But we should call it working
for justice, not evangelism.

The government and General Motors cannot
repent of their sins, personally accept Jesus
Christ as Lord and Savior, get baptized (even if

you only sprinkle!), come into a relationship with

God, and join the church. Only persons can do
that. We cannot evangelize social structures, al-

though we can and should change them. So
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peace in the sense of increased justice in the

larger society and less war in the world is not

the gospel. And working through politics to

make the world better and safer is not evange-

lism.

If we call everything evangelism, then we get

confused and end up neglecting the central

Christian responsibility of inviting every person

on this globe who has not yet accepted Jesus

Christ to confess sin and believe in the one who

If we call everything evange-

lism, we get confused and
neglect the responsibility of

inviting others to Christ

died and rose again for them. But that does not

mean that peacemaking in the sense of trying to

change the larger society and make it more just

and peaceful is unimportant or useless.

Biblical people will, on the one hand, evange-

lize and thus build Jesus' new church of re-

deemed people. On the other hand, they will

also work as peacemakers to make the larger so-

ciety a little more peaceful. Evangelism and

peacemaking are not the same thing. But they

are both important.

Charismatic renewal by itself is not enough; it

can be self-centered, middle-class navel gazing.

Evangelism by itself is not enough; it can be cal-

lous neglect of the starving. Social action by it-

self is not enough; it can be neglect of the eter-

nal salvation of those who don't know Jesus

Christ.

The Mennonite Church must put all these

together. One way we could do this is

through an idea I'm calling shalom revival.

What do I mean by shalom revival? We all

know what Billy Graham revivals are. We have

also had great Mennonite evangelists like Myron
Augsburger who have held revivals in our com-
munities. At least two things happen in these re-

vivals: (1) tired, halfhearted Christians are set

on fire for Jesus Christ; and (2) persons who
have never accepted Jesus Christ repent, surren-

der their lives to Christ, and join his new com-

munity, the church.

Two things will be at the heart of what I'm

calling shalom revivals. We would have scores of

intercessors praying night and day that Chris-

tians would be revived and sinners would repent

and turn to Christ. Sermons would end with an

invitation to lukewarm Christians to repent, sur-

render their lives unconditionally to Christ, and

be filled with the Holy Spirit. And non-Chris-

tians would be invited to accept Jesus for the

first time.

We also know what we mean by peacemaking

in the broad sense of working for justice and

freedom and peace in the larger society. We
mean dedicated people volunteering for Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC) work among the

poor. We mean lobbying the government to say

no to the arms manufacture. We mean Christian

Peacemaker Teams (CPT) in Labrador and Iraq.

We mean running AIDS hospices and soup kitch-

ens for the needy in our local communities.

A vigorous call to participate in all these activi-

ties would also be at the heart of a shalom re-

vival. Sermons would also end with an invitation

for committed Christians to sign up for one or

more of these activities. The goal would be hun-

dreds of revived Christians, hundreds of new
converts, alive in the joy and power of the Holy

Spirit. It would be hundreds of committed Chris-

tians filled with a new passion for peace and jus-

tice.

Suppose Mennonites would decide to try

this kind of weeklong shalom revival. How
would we do it? What would we do? Sev-

eral key components would be these:

1. We would need to include all the key

groups in the church: persons and structures

with a special focus on evangelism and church

planting, both at home and abroad; persons and

structures with a special focus on peace, justice,

and development; and persons and structures

with a special focus on church renewal.

2. Speakers would need to include prominent

leaders of all these groups. The social activist

would stress the importance of evangelism, the

evangelist would stress the importance of peace-

making, and the charismatic spokesperson would

show how important both are as they are done

in the power of the Holy Spirit.

It might even be good for prominent social ac-

tivists to do the evangelistic sermons and give

the invitation to accept Jesus Christ as personal

Lord and Savior. In turn, the person known
most for evangelism could give the sermon on

peacemaking and urge people to sign up for

MCC or CPT. Wouldn't it be interesting, for ex-

ample, if Gene Stoltzfus of CPT gave the altar

call for personal conversion while evangelist

Myron Augsburger issued the call to volunteer

for CPT? And we could have John Lapp from
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Wouldn't it be interesting if CPT gave
the altar call, an evangelist asked for

CPT volunteers, and MCC called for the

renewal of the Holy Spirit for both!

MCC issue the call for renewed filling of the

Holy Spirit for both.

3. We would sign people up for both evange-

lism and peacemaking. All the different church
agencies working at evangelism and church plant-

ing, peace and justice, development work, and
church renewal would have booths at this peace
revival. CPT, MCC, church planting, renewal

groups, missions agency—all would be there.

The shalom revival would clearly urge people to

move beyond their complacency and tiredness

and get vigorously involved in new specific ways.

4. We would pray. Every part of the shalom re-

vival would be immersed in all-night prayer

chains. This praying would be not only for evan-

gelism and renewal of the church but also for

peace and justice.

What would happen if this kind of shalom re-

vival swept across the Mennonite Church? Only
God knows. But if every step of the way was im-

mersed in prayer and dependence on the Holy
Spirit, the result would be dozens of revitalized

congregations alive in the power of the Holy
Spirit. It would be hundreds of new Christians

now rejoicing in Jesus Christ as their Lord and
Savior. It would be increased giving and dozens
of new volunteers for MCC, CPT, local minis-

tries to the poor, and home and foreign missions.

"I dream of
thousands of
Mennonite
congrega-

tions where
it is the

norm every

year to see

dozens of
unbelievers

come to faith

in Jesus
Christ, and
where dozens

ofpeople go
into volun-

teer work for

peace and
justice."

Idream that Mennonites will hold weeklong
shalom revivals, starting in centers of Menno-
nite life like Elkhart and Harrisonburg and

Lancaster and Phoenix.

I dream of thousands of congregations filled

with persons totally surrendered to Jesus Christ

and his radical kingdom values, filled with the

power of the Holy Spirit, eager to evangelize

and seek peace.

I dream of thousands of congregations where
it is the norm every year to see dozens of unbe-

lievers come to personal faith in Jesus Christ;

where every year dozens of persons go into

short-term or long-term volunteer work with

MCC and CPT and foreign missions; where all

this activity is immersed in hours of prayer and
dependence on the Holy Spirit.

Is that not God's will for every one of our con-

gregations? Perhaps shalom revivals is one way
we would make that happen.

Ronald J. Sider, Philadelphia, Pa., is professor of

theology and culture at Eastern Baptist Theologi-

cal Seminary. He is also executive director of
Evangelicals for Social Action and a member of
the leadership team at Diamond Street Mennonite
Church.
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"But our citizenship is in

heaven, and it is from there

that we are expecting a
Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ

He will transform the body of
our humiliation. . .

."

—Phil. 3:20-21a, NRSV
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READERS SAY

I was angry when I read the words in

the blurb, ".
. . the church must

clearly reaffirm life," that went with

the article, Final Exit, Final Anger. (Jan.

28). Is prolonging life the best we can

do? If we do not have and proclaim hope

in the resurrection, we are of all men
most to be pitied.

As we walk with Jesus, we experience

his redemption and healing. That is

what we have to share with those in

their own private hell. As we proclaim

how Jesus walked with us through our

own misery, anger, guilt, pain, and de-

spair, then we can share hope. Of

course, we must take up our own cross

daily and follow Jesus. Redemption

wasn't cheap for Jesus; it wasn't cheap

for us; it won't be cheap for our friends

and those we love. But we can share

the reality of this hope from our own re-

demption and help them find the hope

in their own lives.

Some of us haven't been cursed with

the depth of guilt, pain, abuse, and mis-

ery that our friends, loved ones, and

neighbors have experienced. We walk

with those we can, and support others

who can walk further on this path with

others because of their own pain and re-

demption. Our support of others may in-

volve giving ourselves with time and

with money. The Holy Spirit is our

hope to combat the misery and anger

that calls for suicide.

Albert Steiner

Evanston, III.

We Can Go to the City for

More Than Jobs and Educa-
tion (Feb. 4). Mathew Swora

suggests that Mennonite Economic De-

velopment Associates (MEDA) should

consider helping start small-scale busi-

nesses in the inner city. I'm happy to re-

port that MEDA has started an

investigation of how we can help in

North American development. We
would welcome ideas as we start this

new effort (MEDA, 12 Greenfield Rd.,

Lancaster, PA 17602).

R. Lee Delp

MEDA president

Lancaster, Pa.

Iappreciated Alan Moore-Beitler's se-

ries, What Does It Mean to Be a
Pastor? (Nov. 26, Dec. 10, Dec. 17).

It wasn't until I took clinical pastoral ed-

ucation under the supervision of a Cath-

olic priest that I began to understand,

and own, my function as priest—to me-

diate the presence of God to people.

This concept fits as well with our

"priesthood of all believers" theology

as it does in sacramentalist systems.

For several decades we Mennonite

pastors have been infatuated with the

potential of the clinical pastoral educa-

tion model. It has made many signifi-

cant contributions to my understanding

and growth. However, it has also cre-

ated some identity ambivalence. Were
we to be counselors, social workers, or

what? To recognize our role as priests

did not come easily to us in those de-

cades. Note the reluctance to accept or-

dination as a lifetime vocation.

I would have added a fourth article to

the series—the pastor as politician. The
pastor is called like Moses to lead the

people of God and to speak God's word

to the gathered community of faith. By
denying the political aspects of the pas-

toral role, we deny some basic social re-

alities as well as our biblical mandate

to lead the "citizens" of God's kingdom.

Maurice Martin

New Hamburg, Ont.

While I've been enjoying the se-

ries, "What Does It Mean to

Be Mennonite?" I have a con-

cern about part 3, We Are Committed
to Jesus Christ (Feb. 4).

There's a weakness in placing commit-

ment as a starting point. It can easily re-

place God's provision of salvation by

grace. It can also easily replace God's

gift of a new birth. As a result we can

follow Christ, as committed to him, be

active in many social concerns, love one

another, and still come short of receiv-

ing God's grace. John 1:13 clearly

teaches that only when we are born of

God do we become his child.

I would suggest that we not place

God's gift of grace, which results in

being reborn in the Spirit, secondary to

that of a doctrine of commitment. I

think Fahrer brought this out in the se-

ries so far, but the third can be misun-

derstood. Commitment to Christ is

good and necessary, but it is only effec-

tive when we have been born anew.

Don D. Reber

Goshen, Ind.

We're responsible. Gospel Herald's staff and consultants held their annual meeting

in late January to critique past issues and plan for the next year. Pictured above are

(front, from left): David Graybill, assistant editor; Robert Hartzler and George Brunk

HI, consultants. Back: Stuart Showalter, consultant; J. Lome Peachey, editor; Richard

A. Kauffman, consultant; Cathy Hockman, who will become assistant editor in August

1992; and Sue Steiner, consultant.
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What did we leant through

A summary of the findings from a four-
year project to identify problems and
work at change in pastor-congregation
relationships in the Mennonite Church.

by David L. Sutter

Mennonite congregations are not growing
as we believe God intends. Extensive en
ergies for outreach and vision have been

diverted because of struggles between pastors,

congregations, and conferences. Too many per-
sons within these groups have experienced deep
hurt.

Pastoral reviews end in misunderstanding. "In-

voluntary terminations" of pastors ripple

through conferences. Young people called to min-
istry hesitate to respond. Many conference minis-
ters are overworked.

What is going on? Is this what we should come
to expect as part of pastoral ministry and congre-
gational life? Or is God calling us to change the
way we work together? Can anything be done?
Questions like these are at the heart of what

has come to be called Pastorate Project. It

began in 1987 when a group of nine experienced
Mennonite leaders were invited to explore ten-
sions in the pastorate and to make observations
on the present Mennonite leadership system.
They were also asked to outline possible
changes in the system that would enable pastors
and congregations to work together more faith-

fully.

To test the ideas and work toward change, ten
church leaders were trained to work with sixteen
"healthy" pilot congregations. The leader-consul-
tants listened to the pilot groups and invited
them to work at change in ways suitable for

their settings—change that might help them be-
come healthier.

The Pastorate Project was a conjoint Men-
nonite Church and General Conference
Mennonite Church endeavor. It was

funded with a $368,000 grant from the Lily Foun-
dation. In December 1991, the project brought
together pastors and congregational leaders from
the pilot congregations as well as conference and
churchwide to explore what had been learned
and what the next steps might be.

What are some general themes that have
emerged from all this work?

1. The church can change. Though a project
of this nature can only begin a process of long-
term change, it was evident in several pilot con-
gregations that change is possible.

Several congregations found their members
hungry for change and willing to work at it. In
one congregation of 150, an invitation to partici-

pate on task forces for change brought over 35
persons to a Monday evening meeting. Another
congregation identified a need to work at healing
a church split before venturing a new mission ori-

entation (see "To Forgive the Past Is to Learn
for the Future," Gospel Herald, Jan. 28). Yet an-
other congregation developed new patterns for

communication within the congregation and new
practices to support long-term pastor growth.
The church can change.

2. Leadership is not a bad word. In fact,

good leadership is appreciated throughout the
church. But the church needs to be clearer and
more honest about its affirmation of good leader-
ship. There are those to whom gifts of leader-
ship have been given. We need to affirm the
gifts of these persons and invite them to lead
with appropriate sensitivity and accountability.
Good pastoral leaders can be weighed down

by a congregation's leadership fears. Other pas-
tors may hesitate to lead because of their own
fears or because of a lack of training in leader-
ship skills. In many pilot congregations, however,
we found people delighting in following spirit-

guided leaders with a clear sense of their role

and call.

Out of the Pastorate Project comes confirma-
tion that many in the church are ready, even ask-
ing, for a new look at the role, identity, and prac-
tice of leadership in the church. They want
spiritual and theologically grounded leaders who
develop and practice specific leadership atti-

tudes and behaviors. These include clearer un-
derstandings and practice in modeling,
mentoring, and communicating. It includes pro-
viding a vision.

3. Elders must be more than boards of di-

rectors. Congregational leaders are willing and
need to be team members with the pastors in

spiritual oversight, direction, and pastoral care
of the congregation. Rather than being employ-
ers of the pastors or simply feedback groups,
some elders in the pilot congregations entered
into new relationships with their pastors as lead-

ers. Though the pastor continues to be recog-
nized as called in special ways, the direction and
spiritual oversight of the congregation is shared
with the elder group.

The result of this collaboration is a movement
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the Pastorate Project?

toward more realistic expectations for pastors,

better recognition of individual strengths and

weaknesses, and greater communication and

leadership stability in the congregation. This is

especially true during changes in pastoral leader-

ship.

4. No congregation is an island. For a

healthier body of Christ, we need the counsel

and support of other congregations in the confer-

ence and the denomination. The work of the

project calls us to greater awareness of the inter-

related parts of the whole pastorate system.

In recent times we have paid less attention to

how changes in one or more parts of this system

affect others. Shared vision and purpose, our

willingness to work toward mutual accountability

and supervision, and the ways we choose to

communicate between these different parts play

an important role in pastorate health.

Several pilot congregations renewed or worked

at new relationships with conference leaders dur-

ing the project. Others invited persons from out-

side their congregations to participate in new
patterns of pastoral review.

5. Pastors and people must be in covenant.

The relationship between a pastor and congrega-

tion is convenantal, much like a marriage. Pasto-

ral leadership is not just a job, another profes-

sion. The relationship is a special union, where

two are called together to work to advance

God's purpose.

It is a relationship that must assume longevity.

If either pastor or congregation enters the cove-

Some relationship struggles

result from the system, not

just from problem congrega-

tions or difficult pastors.

nant with the intention of "using" the other for a

short time and then moving on, this destroys im-

portant aspects of the covenant. Many congrega-

tions simply do not take seriously their role in

encouraging and making it possible for their pas-

tors to grow and be renewed.

The Pastorate Project identified these addi-

tional areas important to this covenant: (a) clar-

ity of purpose, (b) clarity of the roles and expec-

tations of the person involved in working on this

purpose, (c) commitment to each other's

growth—pastor to congregation and congrega-

tion to pastor, (d) understanding of and allow-

ance for specific strengths and weaknesses of

both, and (e) recognition that there will be times

of stress and conflict.

For busy partners in this covenant, it is impor-

tant to build structures to ensure regular commu-
nication and periodic checkups, lest the health

of the relationship be neglected in the midst of

changes. Also, as in a marriage, there will be

times when outside observers, counselors, or

friends are invaluable to "hold up the mirror" to

existing relationships and behaviors.

6. The Mennonite leadership system needs

an overhaul. Ten years ago, most incidents of

pastor-congregation struggle and firings were

blamed on individual "problem" pastors or con-

gregations. Some of these situations do exist

and always will, given the nature of human weak-

ness and sin. But the Pastorate Project identi-

fied some unhealthy attitudes, behaviors, and

structures which exist in the ways we have cho-

sen to work together in the church in recent de-

cades.

Affirmation of the initial 1987 proposals for

change has been positive and widespread

among the pilot individuals and groups.

Some of the changes proposed now seem obvi-

ous. However, they still need to be implemented.

How will this be done?

Churchwide agencies are preparing follow-up

plans to share with the Mennonite Church Gen-

eral Board in its April meeting. Staff leaders in

the Mennonite Board of Congregational Minis-

tries will pick up a significant share of the re-

sponsibility to assist in further work at change in

the pastorate system. They will work especially

with conferences as they relate to congregations.

An interagency group focused on leadership

needs is also at work.

But perhaps most important, the pilot congre-

gations, consultants, and conference ministers

have been encouraged to share with others what

they are finding helpful from their experiences

in the project.

The pastorate in the Mennonite Church has

seen rough times. The changes that are needed

will not come quickly or easily. The interrelated

parts of the system—from pastors and congrega-

tions to conferences and the broader church

—

will need to work together in further discussion

and implementation of the learnings of the past

several years.

David L. Sutter serves as assistant director of the

Pastorate Project. He is also copastor of the Kern

Road Mennonite Church in South Bend, Ind.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Canadian council opposes
federal constitution proposal

Religious leaders in Canada are raising

strong objections to a proposed new con-

stitution that has the support of the

nation's Conservative government.
The Canadian Council of Churches has

called for a constitution that recognizes

Quebec's distinctiveness as a culture,

grants self-governance to natives, and ad-

dresses the needs of the country's
"marginalized" citizens.

The council, which represents 5 million

Canadian churchgoers in 17 denomi-
nations, said the Conservative proposal

falls short on all three counts. (RNS)

Involve Natives, church says
to special committee in Canada
Canada's largest Protestant denomi-

nation has told a legislative committee
that aboriginal peoples must "fully

participate" in the nation's constitutional

process.

In a statement to a special joint com-
mittee of Parliament, the United Church
of Canada said that a new constitution

must recognize Natives' "inherent right to

self-government" and must recognize
Quebec as "a distinct society." (RNS)

Lutheran group records
rapid growth in Africa
African congregations affiliated with a

U.S.-based Lutheran group have more
than doubled in membership in the past
11 years.

According to Robert M. Roegner, mem-
bership in Missouri Synod Lutheran
churches in Africa rose from 350,000 to

800,000 between 1979 and 1990.

Roegner, who is the denomination's

area secretary for Africa, the Middle East,

and Europe, said he expects the rapid

growth to continue. (G.B.K. Owusu)

Russian church leaders see
monasteries as place to farm
A solution to long-term food needs in

Russia may be linked to the return of

Orthodox monasteries to the church.

According to Newton Thurber of the

U.S. National Council of Churches, Rus-
sian religious leaders hope large areas of

land surrounding the former monasteries
will be turned to agricultural use.

More than 5,000 monasteries dotted the

landscape of the former Soviet Union
before the 1917 revolution. But Commu-
nist authorities wrested practically all of

them from church control.

In the past 10 years, more than 100

monasteries have been returned to the

church.

According to Thurber, church officials

want the monasteries to combine religious

and agricultural functions, much as in

previous centuries. (RNS)

Chinese Protestants hold
largest meeting in 13 years
Some 273 Protestant delegates from

across China took part in a meeting in

Beijing this past January.

The Fifth National Chinese Christian

Conference was the largest and most
broadly based such event since 1979.

According to a report presented at the

meeting, the number of Protestant
churches in China has increased from
4,000 in 1986 to more than 7,000 today.

The conference gave special attention

to young people and called for an empha-
sis on younger leadership. (MWC)

Catholic statement denounces
renewed violence in Guatemala
Guatemala is living in a reign of terror,

the human rights office of the nation's

Roman Catholic Church said in a written

statement.

The statement compared the situation

to that of the early 1980s, when death
squads killed thousands of people each
year.

The denunciation was the church's

harshest assessment to date of the gov-

ernment of President Jorge Serrano, who
took office a year ago. (RNS)

Berrigan, four others convicted
in abortion protests in Rochester
Over the past 25 years, Daniel Berrigan

has often tangled with the law for antiwar

activism.

But last month the Jesuit priest was in

court in Rochester, N.Y., for another rea-

son—protesting abortion.

Berrigan and four other defendants
were sentenced to 40 hours of community
service for blocking an entrance to a

Planned Parenthood facility this past Oc-
tober. (RNS)

Report says Bible available

in nearly 2,000 languages
Books of the Bible have now been

translated into 1,978 languages, according

to a report by United Bible Societies.

Some 32 languages were added to the list

last year.

The total number of languages in the

world is estimated at more than 3,000.

(RNS)

Muslim clergyman offers

opening prayer in Senate
A Muslim imam made history last

month when he opened the U.S. Senate
with prayer.

W. Deen Muhammad, son of the black
Muslim leader Elijah Muhammad, is the

first Islamic cleric to offer an invocation

before Senate proceedings.

Last June, an imam prayed in the House
of Representatives. (RNS)

Methodists react with outrage
to use of flame symbol by Klan
United Methodists in southeastern Wis-

consin have sharply protested a Ku Klux
Klan recruitment brochure.

In it, the Klan likens cross burnings by
Klan members to the denomination's of-

ficial logo, a cross flanked by a flame.

Bishop David J. Lawson, who oversees
the Wisconsin area for the Methodists,
called the comparison "repugnant."

Despite claims by the Klan that its

activities reflect biblical beliefs, "both the
teaching and practice of this hate group
[are] contrary to the witness of Jesus
Christ," Lawson said in a letter to pastors.

(RNS)

Acts against Jews reach
record level in U.S. survey
Anti-Semitic acts in the United States

rose to a record total of 1,879 last year,

according to a survey by the Anti-Defa-

mation League of B'nai B'rith.

The figure represents an 11 percent

increase over 1990. The number of anti-

Jewish acts is the highest in the 13 years

the league has conducted the survey.

Incidents ranged from cemetery dese-

cration to the murder of a 29-year-old

Jewish scholar during last summer's
Crown Heights riot in New York. (RNS)

Bishop urges churches to put
money into fight against drugs
Religious groups should put their

money where their mouth is and set aside

10 percent of their financial resources to

fight drug abuse and violence, a United
Methodist official said.

Bishop Felton May is the first high-

ranking U.S. church leader assigned full-

time responsibility in fighting drugs.

May's special two-year appointment
heading an anti-drug initiative officially

ended at the beginning of 1992. But he

continues to lead workshops and give

speeches, calling on his church and others

to recognize the enormity of the drug
crisis. (RNS)
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CHURCH NEWS

MCC board hears testimonies,

disappointing report on craft sales

Wichita, Kan. (MCC)—A report from

Selfhelp Crafts, testimonies from board

members and workers, and approval of a

1992 budget highlighted business sessions

at the Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC) annual meeting.

In addition, the MCC board approved

a statement of apology to Native peoples,

asking forgiveness for times when Menno-

nites and Brethren in Christ have "sanc-

tioned the conquest of land and domina-

tion of you and your ancestors." (See

March 3, 1992, and Feb. 11, 1992, issues

of Gospel Herald.)

Selfhelp Crafts "had to struggle last

year," director Paul Myers reported at the

Feb. 14-15 meeting. "It was something

we're not used to."

Myers told the board that Selfhelp sales

last year increased less than one percent

from 1990.

Over the six years before that, sales had

grown by an average of 13.5 percent an-

nually.

On the other hand, 14 new shops

opened in 1991 and inventory was re-

duced by about $1 million (U.S.).

Selfhelp sales of $12 million created the

equivalent of 12,700 full-time jobs for

artisans in 31 countries, Myers said.

During the discussion, MCC Manitoba

director Peter Peters challenged Self-

help's long-standing commitment to sell

only crafts from overseas.

Peters encouraged Selfhelp to sell items

produced by Native people in North

America.

In the past, Selfhelp Crafts has limited

purchases to overseas producers because

it believes most domestic producers have

access to North American markets on

their own.

Meanwhile at the meeting, the spiritual

dimensions of MCC received attention in

a series of testimonies by board members,

staff, and workers.

Don Shafer, Upland, Calif., told of his

Jan. 21-Feb. 8 trip to the Middle East as

part of an MCC delegation (see March 3,

1992, Gospel Herald).

Shafer said he saw Christ when he

visited a congregation in Jordan that had

opened its basement to refugees and sup-

plied them with MCC food and blankets.

Earl Martin, who oversees MCC pro-

grams in East Asia, talked about seeing

Christ in a street person in Philadelphia,

Pa., who said grace and then shared an

early morning muffin breakfast with Mar-

tin.

Herb Minnich, Hesston, Kan., said he

saw Jesus in Myra, a woman in the former

Soviet republic of Kazakhstan.

Myra and eight other people accepted

Christ this past September, during a

weekly Bible study Minnich and his wife,

Shirley, led in their home.

Carmen Brubacher, Waterloo, Ont.,

talked about seeing Jesus while singing

and traveling in southern Africa with the

12-member Youth Discovery Team
(YDT).

She said that being with young people

from four countries and church back-

grounds, who spoke three languages, was

a "taste of what heaven will be like."

Basiki Lebekwe, YDT team member
from Mochudi, Botswana, said he has

learned that "having different styles of

worship and being of different races isn't

a big deal."

In other matters at the business ses-

sions, the MCC board approved a $36.1

million (U.S.) budget for 1992, including

cash and material resources.

This year's budget is more than 7 per-

cent higher than the $33.5 million budget

for 1991.

New activities approved by the board

include:

• A program for AIDS education in

Zambia.
• Review of the International Visitor

Exchange Program.
• Work with indigenous people in Ar-

gentina and Mexico.

• A job creation program in Vietnam.
—Charmayne Denlinger Brubaker

Ethiopian church gains

legal status from state
Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—The Meserete

Kristos Church (MKC) in Ethiopia has

been officially registered by the govern-

ment after a 20-year effort.

"The church is now a legal entity in the

country [and has) a certificate to assemble

and worship freely," MKC executive sec-

retary Bedru Hussein said in a Feb. 23 fax

message to Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions.

MKC has sought to be registered since

the late 1960s. However, a Marxist gov-

ernment took over in 1974, and registra-

tion of Christian groups was out of the

question.

The government closed MKC church

buildings in 1982, and the church met

secretly in house fellowships until 1991.

With a change in governments last year,

churches were again allowed to hold ser-

vices, and MKC had several of its build-

ings returned.

Now that official registration has been

granted, the church can own property,

worship without restriction, and manage

its own agricultural development projects.

MKC membership has almost doubled

in the past two years. The church includes

some 34,000 members in 53 congrega-

tions.

Carmen Brubacher tells Mennonite Central Committee board members what being part

of a Youth Discovery Team has meant to her. At left is Basiki Lebekwe from Botswana,

another member of the team. The 12-member group sang and traveled in southern Africa.
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CHURCH NEWS

MDS meeting shows
widening view of relief

Waterloo, Ont. (MDS)—Mennonite
Disaster Service is changing, and this

year's all-unit meeting reflected that.

Traditionally, MDS volunteers have
swung into action after natural disasters,

such as floods or earthquakes.

And, in the past, the annual gathering

has been a time for volunteers from across

North America to swap stories and stir up
enthusiasm for faith in action.

But this year's meeting, held in Water-
loo on Feb. 7-8, included a presentation

on two views of Christopher Columbus
and a banquet speech by Menno Wiebe,
Native Concerns director for Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC) Canada.
"Some disasters are natural, others are

of human origin," Wiebe said, when asked
how his talk fit into the MDS emphasis.

In his presentation, Wiebe told stories

ofMDS rebuilding projects in native com-
munities. These have led to gardening
projects and other contacts.

MDS now plans to form youth squads,
with Native and non-Native youth doing

cooperative projects, both on reservations

and at MDS sites.

MDS coordinator Lowell Detweiler re-

ported that MDS is also cooperating with

MCC on other projects, including a grain

drive for Zaire and the construction and
sale of seven North American houses,

with proceeds going to MCC.
In Saskatchewan, the MDS network is

in its third year of raising grain on donated
land.

The wheat is then turned over to the

Canadian Foodgrains Bank, a food bank
funded by Canadian church agencies

through grain and cash donations tnat are

matched by the Canadian International

Development Agency.

One of the challenges facing MDS,
Detweiler said, is to find ways to involve

urban professionals.

These people must schedule their par-

ticipation ahead of time, he noted.

In the massive year-and-a-half response
to Hurricane Hugo, Detweiler said, the

rural constituency carried the weight.

In addition, MDS has benefited from
self-employed people who have the flexi-

bility to pick up and go when called,

Detweiler observed.

Norman Shenk, outgoing chair of MDS,
said another challenge is to find more
ways to involve women and youth. Only a

few women are on the regional coordinat-

ing committees, he noted, and only two

sit on the 20-member overall board.

On location, however, MDS has "gone
beyond just having women cook the
meals," he said. "Some have said they
want to wield hammers [and so on]."

In his closing address, Shenk chal-

lenged employers to pay the salary of

young people or others who need support
to help respond to disasters.

"Better yet, don't only pay for youth to

get involved, but go with them," he said.

"Stand with them in ministry."

In business sessions at the meeting,

Eldon King of Dalton, Ohio, was chosen
to succeed Shenk.

Detweiler was invited to remain as co-

ordinator for another three-year term.

—

Ron Rempel

Canadian speaker looks
at political involvement
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—Mennonite po-

litical involvement in Canada was the

topic of four lectures by William Janzen
at the Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries (AMBS) here on Feb. 13-14.

Janzen, who is director of the Ottawa
office of Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) Canada, described the variety of

Canadian Mennonite approaches to the

political order.

He also discussed the activities of his

office and the theological questions raised

by Canadian Mennonite involvement in

politics.

U.S. listeners seemed particularly in-

trigued by Janzen's presentations.

Former Goshen College president J.

Lawrence Burkholder asked if any theo-

logical attempt has been made to support
the involvement of Canadian Mennonites
in politics.

Janzen responded that in his MCC
Canada work he is still, to some extent,

groping in the dark theologically. He sug-

gested—half seriously—that a theologian

from "down south" undertake a critique

of the Canadian approach.

AMBS president Marlin E. Miller won-
dered if the federal government paid at-

tention to MCC Canada because of the

value of its proposals or because of the

number of Mennonites across the country.

Janzen observed that MCC would not

be taken seriously on simply any issue.

Rather, MCC has a voice on issues with

which it has hands-on experience.

The lectures prompted students and
faculty to examine the fairly negative

feelings many U.S. Mennonites have to-

ward political involvement.

Some members of the seminary com-
munity suggested that approaches to the
state should not be the same everywhere,

but should be informed by the particular

political climate in which Mennonites op-
erate.

Janzen's lectures were part of a course
on "Christians and the Political Order"
taught by Ted Koontz, associate profes-

sor of ethics and director of peace studies.
—Alain Epp Weaver

Coup dashes hopes
among poor in Haiti
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—This past month

marked the anniversary of the inaugura-

tion of Haiti's first democratically elected

president.

On Feb. 7, 1991, Haitians celebrated

and looked forward to a better life.

Poor people, who make up a large ma-
jority of the nation's population, believed

they could help decide how their country

would be governed.

Today Haitians find themselves under
a repressive military government that

overthrew President Jean-Bertrand Aris-

tide this past September.

According to Karen Ebey of Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC), education and
health services in Haiti have deteriorated.

Ebey, a worker from Sewanee, Tenn.,

says many children cannot attend school

because the annual tuition fees of $5-10

(U.S.) are too high for rural families.

Before the coup, Aristide had made
plans to eliminate tuition at government
elementary schools.

Ebey said that the government health

clinic in the town of Bwadlorens, where
she works, is barely functioning. In addi-

tion, vaccination campaigns have come to

a virtual halt.

Murray Schwartzentruber, an MCC ag-

ricultural extension worker in the town of

Rankit, reports that a friend and six other

Haitians were illegally arrested Jan. 20.

They were charged with killing a man
who had died of natural causes after a

long illness. Alcer each paid bribes of

$30-50, they were released.

"These arrests were not really politi-

cally motivated," said Schwartzentruber,

who is originally from Listowel, Ont. "But
as the current unstable situation drags on
in Haiti, the military and other abusive

authorities continue to take advantage of

the total lack of law."

"I hope and pray that a peaceful solu-

tion [to the crisis] can be found," Schwartz-

entruber said.
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A group from the Indiana-Ohio area plans further actions on the final day of a conference

on "Men Working to End Violence Against Women." Some 27 conference participants

signed a covenant calling the church to actively oppose all forms of abuse.

Men sign covenant
on abuse of women
Newton, Kan.—Some 27 male Menno-

nite leaders have signed a covenant on

violence against women and urged the

Mennonite Church (MC) and General

Conference Mennonite Church (GC) to

formally adopt it.

In the statement, the leaders:

• Call on Mennonites to "actively op-

pose the physical, emotional ... or sexual

abuse of any person."

• Commit themselves to "break the

silence about the oppression of patriarchy

(e.g., exclusion of women from church

leadership)."

• Agree that they will "hold all church

boards and agencies accountable for

abuse that occurs within their organiza-

tions [that is] known about and not dealt

with in a timely and appropriate manner."
• Urge the church to teach that "abuse

in any form is a violation of a marriage

covenant and that persons so victimized

are not bound in the eyes of the church

or God to submit themselves to further

acts of abuse."

The men who signed the covenant in-

clude churchwide administrators, confer-

ence officers, and more than a dozen

pastors.

The statement came out of a conference

on "Men Working to End Men's Violence

Against Women," that was held Feb. 9-11

at Rocky Mountain Mennonite Camp, Di-

vide, Colo.

Speakers at the conference included

Kathleen Carlin—executive secretary of

the Atlanta-based organization Men
Stopping Violence (MSV)—and three

MSV staff members.
Seven Mennonite women—Lois Ed-

mund of Winnipeg, Man.; Carolyn Hold-

erread Heggen of Albuquerque, N.M.;

Clarice Kratz of Waukesha, Wis.; Mary

Schertz of Elkhart, Ind.; Ada Schmidt-

Tieszen of Newton, Kan.; Nancy Good
Sider of Harrisonburg, Va.; and Dorothy

Yoder Nyce of Goshen, Ind.— served as

consultants.

—

From a report by Gordon

Houser

Egyptian bishop sees
hope for troubled land
Beni Suef Egypt (MCC)—Rapid popu-

lation growth, economic difficulties, and

increased hostility between people pres-

ent major challenges for Egypt, a promi-

nent Christian leader says.

Yet "the church can be a leavening

agent in today's society," believes Coptic

Orthodox Bishop Athanasios, who was

ordained three decades ago and serves

the largest diocese in the Coptic Orthodox

Church.

Egypt's population is growing at the

rate of 5,000 a day, the bishop noted in a

meeting with Mennonite Central Commit-

tee (MCC) workers.

"This means we need to build 2,000 new
homes a day. That's a city each month,"

he said. "Thirty years ago there were 25

million Egyptians, today 56 million."

The population is expected to double

again in 23 years, he said.

In addition, people are experiencing

more stress as the Egyptian economy is

pushed to the limit, Bishop Athanasios

said.

The government still subsidizes bread,

a staple of the Egyptian diet. However,

prices have doubled in the past year, as

the nation tries to meet International

Monetary Fund standards.

"A man stands in line for an hour for

bread for the 10 members of his family,"

the bishop said. "Then he gets half of

what he needs."

Young people complete 16 years of

study and cannot find a job, Bishop

Athanasios continued. So they wait at

home until a government job or other

position comes through, which can take

years.

The bishop worries even more about

what is happening to Egyptian attitudes.

"There are so many people in the

street," he said. "You walk where you see

an empty spot and if someone bumps into

you he doesn't say he's sorry, he says he

has the right to walk in the street too;

what were you doing in his way?"

Driving can be even worse, the bishop

said.

While there is much reason for despair,

Bishop Athanasios said he has learned he

must "light candles—even if there are

only a few flames here and there."

The bishop has helped establish devel-

opment programs and a convent of nuns

who combine prayer and social service.

His newest project is schools where

children are cared for individually and

pass exams without the need for supple-

mental classes with evening tutors, which

are common for public school students.

The bishop wants Mennonites to work

with him to develop a structure to encour-

age all members to serve their church.

"We need to reach out and claim our

own," he said. "Others will see that we are

doing something good."

Bishop Athanasios envisions a group of

perhaps 10 people who would come to

Beni Suef and receive training in forming

prayer support groups, learning to leave

a consumer lifestyle, and using their skills

to serve others.

The working name for the program is

"Deaconship Development."

"We have a tradition of deacons," the

bishop said. He explained that these are

people who give themselves to service in

the church, often leaving their homes to

do so.

The program is still in the "vision and

brainstorming stage," but Bishop Athana-

sios wants MCC to help implement it.

The bishop's contact with Mennonites

dates back to before he invited MCC
workers to establish an evening English

program for adults in Beni Suef in the

early 1980s. Bishop Athanasios sees Men-
nonites as having a tradition of service

and leading a simple life.

By broadening the idea of church ser-

vice and encouraging Christians to serve

one another, the bishop believes the

church can meet many practical needs

and alleviate some of the despair of un-

employed and underemployed young peo-

ple.

—

Linda Herr
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• Floods hit Bolivia. Flooding in

Santa Cruz state in eastern
Bolivia destroyed many houses
last month. No lives were lost in

El Carmen, a newly settled vil-

lage in Berlin Colony. However,
most of the mud and thatch
dwellings there were ruined, in-

cluding the room used by Men-
nonite Economic Development
Association (MEDA) workers
during overnight stays. The
flooding represents another set-

back to local farmers, many of

whom moved to the lowland
area from the Andes when the

tin mining industry collapsed in

1985.—Susan Baker

•Sioux okay project. The
Oglala Sioux Tribal Council has
approved plans for a service

project in Pine Ridge, S.D. A
team of Native American and
other volunteers sponsored by
Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) U.S. will live and work
on Pine Ridge Reservation. Spe-
cific activities may include a

youth program, cooperative mar-
keting of locally produced crafts,

support for an existing carpentry

training program, and develop-

ment of a thrift clothing store.

• Rockway builds. Rockway
Mennonite Collegiate in Kitche-

ner, Ont, began work in Febru-
ary on a $3.3 million building

expansion. The project includes

classrooms, a chemistry lab, fac-

ulty offices, a new main entrance
and foyer, a student center, a

double gymnasium, and a li-

brary/resource center. The
school hopes to have many of

the new facilities ready for use
by September.

• Restaurant burns. Fire de-
stroyed the Colonial House res-

taurant in Hesston, Kan., on
Feb. 25. The restaurant was
closed when the blaze was dis-

covered, and no one was injured.

However, nearby businesses
and homes were evacuated for

several hours because of heavy
smoke. Hesston College oper-

ated the restaurant for 10 years,

selling it in 1983. Current owner
Craig King plans to rebuild.
—Susan Balzer

• Sauder speaks. Renee Sauder,
Newton, Kan., gave a presenta-

tion on "placelessness" to some
30 women in connection with

Pastors' Week at the Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind. Sauder said that

women in the Bible experienced
placelessness when they left

home or people to obey God.
Placelessness today can result

from moving, being identified by
one's relationship to others, or
having no place for solitude,

women at the meeting sug-

gested.

• Brazilians organize. A Brazil-

ian worker with Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee is assisting peo-
ple in his hometown who are

employed by a car battery fac-

tory. Paulo Tenorio lives close

to the plant, where 60 percent of

the employees suffer from high
levels of lead in their blood.

Tenorio organizes groups of
workers to discuss the health

situation, the law, and their

rights.

• Choir director resigns. David
W. Rhodes, choral director at

Hesston (Kan.) College since

1981, has resigned. The resigna-

tion is effective at the end of this

year's European Chorale tour.

Rhodes has led six such tours

over the past decade. In 1990, a

Hesston group was the featured

choir at the Sprendlingen Music
Festival near Mainz, Germany.

• Keim takes leave. Howard
Keim, director of the pastoral

ministries program at Hesston
(Kan.) College, will take a leave

of absence. Keim will pursue
doctoral studies in rhetoric and
organizational communication
at the University of Kansas. He
plans to return to teaching at

Hesston on a half-time basis in

1993-94 and to resume his full-

time position and administra-

tive responsibilities the follow-

ing year.

• Endowment started. Richard
E. and Edith Martin have estab-

lished an endowment fund to

train leaders of the Mennonite
Church in Italy. The Virginia

Mennonite Board of Missions

will oversee the fund, which cur-

rently stands at $25,000. Rich-

ard Martin's father, Lewis, was
president of the Virginia mis-

sion board in the 1950s and
helped organize the first Men-
nonite congregation in Italy.

• Veterans to talk peace. Men-
nonite Central Committee U.S.,

Mennonite Board of Missions,

and the General Conference
Commission on Home Minis-

tries will sponsor a gathering of

military veterans at Laurelville

Mennonite Retreat Center on
Sept. 11-1.3. Mennonite and
other Anabaptist veterans with

a conscientious objector per-

spective are invited. Partici-

pants will share their stories and
talk about peace education and
evangelism. More information is

available from David Moser,
MCC U.S. Peace Section, PO
Box 500, Akron, PA 17501-0500.

• Camp turns 35. Camp Hebron,
Halifax, Pa., will mark its 35th
year of operation with an Asso-
ciation Banquet on April 2 and
a weekend celebration on May
22-25. The banquet will be held
in Mt. Joy, Pa., and will feature

stories and photos from the
camp's history. The weekend at

the camp will include bluegrass
music, a chicken barbecue,
horse rides, staff reunions, and
historical wagon tours. More in-

formation on both events is

available from the camp at 957
Camp Hebron Rd., Halifax, PA
17032.

• Grants awarded. Edmund
Pries and Dorothy Yoder Nyce
have received the fourth annual
awards from the Frank H. Epp
Memorial Fund. Pries, a gradu-

ate student in history at the

University of Waterloo (Ont.),

received $2,100 to aid his disser-

tation research on "Oath Re-
fusal and Reformation Dissent."

Nyce, of Goshen, Ind., received

$700 toward her project of edit-

ing a book about women around
the world. More information
about the Epp fund is available

from Conrad Grebel College,

Waterloo, ON N2L 3G6.

• Elderhostels set. Eastern
Mennonite College, Harrison-

burg, Va., will offer two
Elderhostel programs this

spring. The first, on May 3-9,

will include classes on Old
Order Mennonites, quilts, and
local birds. The second week,
May 17-23, will focus on the
culture and history of Africa.

Participants must be at least 60
years old or have a spouse that

age. More information is avail-

able from the college's continu-

ing education office at 703 432-

4398.

• New appointments:
Bob Herr, co-secretary of overseas

peace office of Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee (MCC), Akron,
Pa. Herr will work with his wife,

Judy Zimmerman Herr, who has
already been working as peace
secretary. The couple served
with MCC in Malawi and as

country representatives for

South Africa.

• Pastor transitions:

David W. Mann has resigned ef-

fective July 12 as pastor of Sun-
nyslope Mennonite Church,
Phoenix, Ariz. He continues as

moderator of the Mennonite
Church.

Dwight L. Roth, pastor of Rocky
Mount (N.C.) Mennonite
Church, began a leave of ab-
sence March 1. Assistant pastor
Daniel J. Yoder has assumed
pastoral responsibilities.

• Missionary transitions:

Gloria Rhodes, Weyers Cave, Va.,

went to Russia on Feb. 5. She
will serve as an intern in mission
studying Russian and teaching
English. Her address is Nizhni
Novgorod State University, In-

ternational Services, 23 Gar-
garin Ave., Nizhni Novgorod
603600, Russia.

• Coming events:
West Coast Mennonite Relief Sale,

Fresno (Calif.) Pacific College,

April 3-4. Items for auction will

include quilts, used appliances
and furniture, an original sculp-

ture by Fresno artist Margaret
Hudson, and an antique auto-

mobile. More information from
the local Mennonite Central
Committee office at 209 638-

6911.

A Night of Storytelling, The
People's Place, Intercourse, Pa.,

April 20-21. Timothy Burkholder
of Edmonton, Alta., and Michael
Banks of New York will tell sto-

ries from their lives. More infor-

mation by writing to Cultural Se-

ries, The People's Place,
Intercourse, PA 17534, or phon-
ing 717 768-7171.

Church Leaders Retreat, Camp He-
bron, Halifax, Pa., May 1-3. The
event is for deacons, elders, and
others in leadership positions.

Activities will include work-
shops, sharing, and devotions

led by David Thomas. More in-

formation from the camp at 957

Camp Hebron Rd., Halifax, PA
17032; phone 717 896-3441.

Office '92, Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa., May 14-16. This biennial

event is for the support staff of

Mennonite Church agencies and
schools. Congregational secre-

taries are also invited. Lee Sny-
der, academic dean at Eastern
Mennonite College, Harrison-

burg, Va., will speak. Tours and
recreation are also planned.
More information from Louise

Hernley at Mennonite Publish-

ing House, 616 Walnut Ave.,

Scottdale, PA 15683; phone 412
887-8500.
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Symposium on education, Bluffton

College, Bluffton, Ohio, June

26-28. The event is titled "Men-

nonite Higher Education: Expe-

rience and Vision." More infor-

mation from Ken Hawkley, Box

347, Newton, KS 67114-0347.

50th anniversary, Pueblo (Colo.)

Mennonite Church, July 18-19.

More information from the

church at 634 Goodnight Ave.,

Pueblo, CO 81005; phone 719

561-1669.

• New books:
Dad! Why'd You Leave Me? by

Dorothy R. Frost. Ten-year-old

Ronnie is confused by the sud-

den death of his father. The
book is published by Herald

Press.

The Gospel of Peace by Ulrich

Mauser. This is the first of six

planned volumes in a "Studies

in Peace and Scripture" series

sponsored by the Institute of

Mennonite Studies, the re-

search agency of the Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind. The book is pub-

lished by Westminster/John
Knox Press.

Mystery at Captain's Cove by Ruth

Nulton Moore. When Sara and

Sam visit Aunt Kay at her guest-

house in Hawaii, they try to find

out who is writing warning let-

ters to her and who the figure is

that appears on the cliff at night.

Herald Press is the publisher.

• New resources:

Alternative Models of Mennonite

Pastoral Formation is Number
15 in the series of Occasional

Papers from the Institute of

Mennonite Studies. The publi-

cation includes "A Curriculum

Guide for Mennonite Confer-

ence-Based Pastoral Educa-

tion" by Paul M. Zehr and
"Leadership Training for the

Church of the Future" by Jim

Egli. Respondents are Lois Bar-

rett, Harold E. Bauman, Rich-

ard C. Detweiler, Ralph A.

Lebold, and Erick Sawatzky.

The paper is available from the

institute at 3003 Benham Ave.,

Elkhart, EN 46517.

"You Chiefs Are Peacemakers" is

an 18-minute video that exam-

ines the peacemaking tradition

of the Cheyenne tribe. The
video includes interviews with

contemporary Cheyenne chiefs,

among them Lawrence Hart, a

Mennonite from Clinton, Okla.

The video is available for free

loan from Mennonite Central

Committee, PO Box 500, Akron,

PA 17501-0500; from MCC Can-

ada, 134 Plaza Dr., Winnipeg,

Man. R3T 5K9; and from local

MCC offices.

A reading list for pastors and other

interested persons has been
prepared by faculty members at

the Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries (AMBS). The
list recommends books and arti-

cles in the areas of biblical stud-

ies, the church and ministry, his-

tory, and theology and ethics.

The list is available from the

AMBS dean's office at 3003

Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN
46517; phone 219 295-3726.

• Job openings:

Chemistry teacher, Lancaster Men-
nonite High School, Lancaster,

Pa. Also available for the 1992-

93 school year are positions for

a media center specialist and a

dormitory resident director, ei-

ther male or female (apartment

supplied). Apply to: J. Richard

Thomas, principal, Lancaster

Mennonite High School, 2176

Lincoln Highway East, Lancas-

ter, PA 17602; phone 717 299-

0436.

Director of day care center, Chi-

cago, 111. Inner-city, Title XX
program. Early childhood de-

gree and administrative skills

required. Position to begin June

1992. Send resume to Janice

Nafziger, board secretary,

Bethel Day Care Center, 1434 S.

Laflin, Chicago, IL 60608.

Executive director, Mennonite
Central Committee (Alberta).

Apply before April 30. Position

effective the summer of 1992.

Inquiries and/or completed ap-

plications and personal resumes

should be directed to: E. Jack

H. Elias, 943 Cannock Rd. S.W.,

Calgary, Alta. T2W 1M6; phone

403 296-8027 (bus.) or 403 281-

1729 (res.); fax 403 296-4114.

Music teacher, Kraybill Mennonite

School, Mt. Joy, Pa. This is a

part- to full-time position in

Grades 6-8 for 1992-93. For an

application, call or write to

Kraybill Mennonite School, 598

Kraybill Church Rd., Mt. Joy,

PA 17552; phone 717 653-5236.

Short-term construction workers,

Colmeia, Brazil. Needed to as-

sist the Brazil Mennonite
Church in developing a camp
facility. Mennonite Board of

Missions workers John and
Crissie Graber give oversight to

camp construction. Many skills

are needed, from clearing tree

trunks to masonry work to con-

structing a dormitory and dam.

Crews of 6-8 people (couples

and singles) are needed for at

least two weeks each from May
through September. Donation

of $2,500 covers transportation

and two meals a day. Contact

Berni Kaufman, Mennonite
Board of Missions, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515-0370; phone

219 294-7523.

Summer staff, Laurelville Menno-
nite Church Center, Mt. Pleas-

ant, Pa. Qualified cooks, coun-

selors, a crafts director,

housekeepers, lifeguards, main-

tenance workers, and waitresses

/waiters are needed. For more
information, please contact

Laurelville Mennonite Church
Center, R. 5, Box 145, Mt. Pleas-

ant, PA 15666; phone 412 423-

2056.

Teacher of ESL to international

students, Eastern Mennonite
College, Harrisonburg, Va. Full-

time faculty position beginning

August 1992. Master's degree in

TESL or linguistics with ESL
emphasis required. Send
resume to Dr. Lee F. Snyder,

Eastern Mennonite College,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

NEW MEMBERS

Ephrata, Pa.: LeVon Smoker and

Cindy Smoker.
Lindale, Harrisonburg, Va.:

Eric Brubaker, Cory Mullet,

Laura Zimmerman, and Marie

Zimmerman.
North Goshen, Goshen, Ind.:

Mary Ott and Glen Ott.

Pinto, Md.: Herman Vance.

Portland, Ore.: Rodney B.

Yoder, and Larry and Mary Jane

Eby.
Seattle, Wash.: Richard Cope-

land, Tim Jenkins, and Maxine

Stansell.

Sunnyside, Elkhart, Ind.:

Shayne Scott and Jere Souder.

BIRTHS

Albrecht, Mark and Patty
(Poole), Wellesley, Ont, Chris-

topher Mark (first child), Feb.

15.

Allebach, Kevin and Rebecca
(Lederach), Blacksburg, Va.,

Christian Lederach (first child),

Feb. 8.

Arnold, Bill and Teresa (Miller),

Killbuck, Ohio, Lindsey Marie

(second child), Feb. 17.

Bontrager, Greg and Melody
(Weins), North Newton, Kan.,

Marissa Dawn (first child), Nov.

29.

Horst honored. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Mary Mitchell Trejo

(second from left) presents a terra-cotta sculpture called

"Waterless Mesa Echoes" to Ray and Ruth Horst. Looking

on (left) is Mennonite Board of Missions president Paul

Gingrich. The presentation was part of a Feb. 21 program to

honor Ray Horst for 36 years of service with MBM. Horst

will leave the agency at the end of this month to become

half-time executive secretary of the United Native Ministries

Council.
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MENNOSCOPE

Brenneman, Stan and Donita
(Swartz), Lima, Ohio, Rebecca
Jaylene (second child), on Jan.

29.

Deisch, Robert and Charlene
(Allen), Newport News, Va.,

Christopher Allen (first child),

Feb. 5.

Flannery, Steven and Kathy
(McArdle), Waterloo, Ont, Joel

Gordon (second child), Jan. 29.

Good, Ken and Brenda (Brenne-

man), Lima, Ohio, Brandon
Keith (sixth child), Feb. 13.

Hager, Rod and Maragret (Neer),

West Liberty, Ohio, Ashley
Anne (first child), Jan. 27.

Hochstetler, Jim and Carol
(Miller), Atmore, Ala., Tyler
Durrell (second child), Jan. 14.

Leis, Tim and Joanne (Bender),

Kitchener, Ont., (twins) Deana
Mae and Erica Nicole (first and
second children), Feb. 7.

Moskey, Shelley, Jennerstown,
Pa., Gabreanna Faith (first

child), Feb. 15.

Niemeyer, Dan and Karla,
Beemer, Neb., Hannah Marie
(third child), Dec. 30.

Pratt, Rollin and Elsa, Tucson,
Ariz., Rollin Michael (third

child), Feb. 14.

Reigner, Jason and Beth
(Hershey), Lititz, Pa., Rebekah
Marie (first child), Feb. 12.

Rhodes, Chris and Cherie (Cool),

Kalona, Iowa, Jon Vincent (sec-

ond child), Feb. 19.

Sawders, Don and Lisa (Blosser),

Boardman, Ohio, Tyler Everett

(second child), Feb. 6.

Shenk, Melvin and Cheryl
(Brunk), Newport News, Va.,

Daniel Joseph (second child),

Feb. 19.

Stutzman, Dallas and Jan,
Hesston, Kan., Kara Lynn (sec-

ond child), Feb. 18.

Wagner, Richard and Sandra Dee
(Yoder), Hampton, Va., Olivia

Collins (first child), Jan. 13.

Weber, Phil and Twila (Mayer),

Atmore, Ala., Andrew Elliot

(third child), Feb. 11.

MARRIAGES

Cortez-Harrison: Wade Cortez,

Des Allemands, La. (Des Al-

lemands), and Eva Harrison,

Slidell, La. (Episcopal), Aug. 3,

by David Fargo and Robert
Zehr.

Gutierrez-Ma: Roney Gutierrez,

Raleigh, N.C. (Raleigh), and He-
lena Ma, Raleigh, N.C. (Ra-

leigh), Feb. 22, by John P.

Bender.
Hoeltzle-Miller: Troy Hoeltzle,

Lancaster, Pa., and Jessica

Miller, Landisville, Pa. (Landis-

ville), Feb. 22, by Sam Thomas.
Masters-Nussbaum: Robert C.

Masters, Dundee, Ohio (Lu-

theran), and Glenda Nussbaum,
Apple Creek, Ohio (Sonnen-
berg), Feb. 15, by Dennis R.

Kuhns.

DEATHS

Bowser, George Henry, 77, Ac-
cident, Md. Born: May 28, 1914,

Accident, Md., to William and
Ruth (Brant) Bowser. Died:
Feb. 16, 1992, Garrett County,
Md., of cancer. Survivors—wife:

Kathryn (Metzler) Bowser; chil-

dren: Hazel Gaumer, Henry; sis-

ters: Alice Younkin, Hazel
Spessard; 4 grandchildren. Fu-
neral and burial: Feb. 19, Glade
Mennonite Church, by Alan
Kauffman.

Brydge, Howard Alburtus, 90,

Waynesboro, Va. Born: June 4,

1901, Augusta County, Va., to

James Robert "Dellie" and Ida

B. Brydge. Died: Dec. 28, 1991,

Waynesboro, Va. Survivors

—

wife: Naomi Davis Brydge; chil-

dren: Velma Hanger, Louise
Morris, Helen Hanger, Nancy
Satterfield. Predeceased by:

Sallie B. Coffey (daughter). Fu-
neral and burial: Dec. 31, Moun-
tain View Mennonite Church, by
Charles C. Ramsey and Richard
Showalter.

Eash, Leon, 80, Goshen, Ind.

Born: Jan. 6, 1912, LaGrange
County, Ind. Died: Feb. 23, 1992,

Goshen, Ind., of cancer. Survi-

vors—wife: Edna Steiner Eash;
children: Norval, Melvin,
LeRoy, Mervin; brother and sis-

ter: Joe, Leota Burkholder; 16

grandchildren, 16 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

Feb. 26, Pleasant View Menno-
nite Church, by James Det-
weiler and Paul Lantz.

Gerber, John W., 81, New Ham-
burg, Ont. Born: March 3, 1910,

Wellesley Twp., Ont., to John R.

and Catherine (Wagler) Gerber.

Died: Feb. 20, 1992, Stratford,

Ont., of cancer. Survivors—wife:

Clara Bast Gerber; children:

Earl, Lome, Katherine Leclair;

brothers and sister: Aaron, Joe,

Nancy Nafziger; 8 grandchil-

dren, 3 great-grandchildren. Fu-
neral and burial: Feb. 23, Maple
View Mennonite Church, by
Victor Dorsch.

Henderson, Fern D. Barkey, 67,

Gibsonburg, Ohio. Born: Nov.
18, 1924, Elkhart, Ind., to Elmer
and Dola Mast Barkey. Died:
Feb. 7, 1992, Gibsonburg, Ohio,

of cancer. Survivors—husband:
Ansel Henderson; children:
Brian, Eric, Greg, Linda Herr,

Marcia Richardson, Doreen
Davis; sisters: Opal Gunden,
Mildred Eby; 13 grandchildren,

one great-grandchild, 5

stepgrandchildren. Funeral:
Feb. 10, Grace Brethren Church,
Fremont, Ohio, by James
Detweiler and Gene Klingler.

Memorial service: Feb. 11, Olive

Mennonite Church, Wakarusa,
Ind., by James Detweiler and
Dale Shenk. Burial: West Union
Cemetery, Gibsonburg.

Howell, William A., Sr., 70, Col-

umbiana, Ohio. Born: March 13,

1921, East Liverpool, Ohio, to

William Wesley and Nola B.

(Pullins) Howell. Died: Feb. 19,

1992, Salem, Ohio, of a heart

attack. Survivors—wife: Ruth A.

Coy Howell; children: Gloria,

William, Jr.; 4 grandchildren.

Funeral and burial: Feb. 22,

Midway Mennonite Church, by
Larry D. Rohrer.

Leis, Alvin D., 78, Wellesley, Ont.

Born: Feb. 23, 1913, Wellesley
Twp., Ont, to John B. and Bar-
bara (Gascho) Leis. Died: Feb.

18, 1992, Kitchener, Ont, of leu-

kemia. Survivors—wife: Adella

(Kropf) Leis; children: Albert,

Shirley Roth; brother and sis-

ters: Ervin, Katie Lebold, Edna
Roth; 7 grandchildren, 6 great-

grandchildren. He was ordained
deacon in 1960 and minister in

1966 at Maple View Mennonite
Church. Funeral and burial:

Feb. 22, Maple View Mennonite
Church, by Victor Dorsch.

Martin, Steven Ray, (infant).

Born: Feb. 10, 1992, London,
Ont., to David and Karen
(Ropp) Martin. Died: Feb. 10,

1992, London, Ont. Funeral and
burial: Feb. 16, East Zorra Men-
nonite Church, by Vernon Leis.

Wenger, Ira, 80, Wayland, Iowa.

Born: Sept. 2, 1911, Wayland,
Iowa, to John R. and Katie Ann
(Christner) Wenger. Died: Oct.

23, 1991, Wayland, Iowa, of can-

cer. Survivors—wife: Mildred
Grace (Wyse) Wenger; children:

Nancy Ann Burkey, Kenneth R.,

Wayne L.; brother and sister:

Harold, Barbara Unternahrer; 4

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Jane Marie (infant daughter).

He was ordained deacon in 1964

at Bethel Mennonite Church.
Funeral and burial: Oct. 26,

Bethel Mennonite Church, by
Ken Steckly and Glen Richard.

Wenger, Ruth Detweiler, 85,

Goshen, Ind. Born: Dec. 19,

1906, Sellersville, Pa., to Jonas
and Clara (Derstine) Detweiler.

Died: Feb. 19, 1992, Goshen,

Ind. Survivors—husband: John
C. Wenger; children: Daniel,
John, Mary Lois Weaver, Eliza-

beth Wenger; brother and sister:

Paul Detweiler, Esther Det-
weiler; 11 grandchildren. Fu-
neral: Feb. 22, North Goshen
Mennonite Church, by James
Detweiler, Harvey Chupp, and
Jerry Wittrig. Burial: Yellow
Creek Cemetery.

Yoder, Laura N. (Stoudt), 96,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Jan. 11,

1896, Doylestown, to Henry and
Magdaleen (Nice) Stoudt. Died:

Feb. 24, 1992, Souderton, Pa., of

heart and lung failure. Survi-

vors—children: Miriam Anders,
Esther Moyer, David, Paul, Dor-
othy Derstine, Herbert, Gladys
Allebach, Luther Donald, Dan-
iel; brothers and sisters: Jacob
Stoudt, Paul Stoudt, Alverda
Moore, Stella Blank; 24 grand-

children, 31 great-grandchil-
dren, 4 great-great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Abram D.

Yoder (husband), Timothy
Richard (son), Laura Grace, and
Gloria (daughters). Funeral and
burial: Feb. 27, Swamp Menno-
nite Church, by William A.
Brunk.

CALENDAR

Conference on Family Violence
and Sexual Abuse, Kidron,
Ohio, March 20-21

Illinois Mennonite Relief Sale, Pe-
oria, 111., March 20-21.

Lancaster Conference annual
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., March
20-22

Illinois Conference annual meeting,

Tiskilwa, 111., March 27-28

Northwest Conference spring
meeting, Calgary, Alta., March
27-29

Mennonite Church General Board
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., April
2-4

Pennsylvania Relief Sale, Harris-

burg, Pa., April 3-4

Mennonite Conference of Eastern
Canada annual meeting,
Leamington, Ont., April 3-5

Goshen College commencement,
Goshen, Ind., April 18.

Eastern Mennonite College com-
mencement, Harrisonburg, Va.,

April 26.

Evangelism and Church Planting

Sunday, April 26

Mennonite Higher Education: Ex-
perience and Vision, Bluffton

College, Bluffton, Ohio, June
26-28.

Biennial assembly, United Native

Ministries Council, Atmore,
Ala., June 29-July 3.
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Mutual aid begins here.
Mutual Aid is rooted in simple acts of love and caring. That's where Mennonite Mutual Aid comes in— supporting

those who follow God's command to care for each other.

We're more than just insurance.
For a copy ofour video, The Spirit of Community, call 1-800-348- 7468.

Mennonite MutualAid
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THE LAST WORD

Pastors shall not live by bread alone

But they do have to have some. And, if we
would want them to be good leaders,

energizing our congregations to disciple-

ship and mission, they should get that bread
with a minimum of hassle.

That's not the way it appears to be in many
churches. From all over, pastors report having to

spend significant amounts of time negotiating

their salaries each year. That is time not spent
in sermon preparation, counseling, visiting, or

praying (though they may be doing the latter, al-

beit for themselves).

Some pastors estimate they spend as much as

one month each year dealing with details of their

pay. Sure, they continue to preach and teach
during that month. But their minds and hearts

are preoccupied with their pay and balancing

the family budget. The congregation, in essence,

ends up with 11 months' work for 12 months'
pay from its pastor.

The problem of pastoral salaries is not new.
The apostle Paul, in Phil. 4:15-18, lamented that

"in the early days of . . . the gospel . . . not one
church shared with me . .

." except one—the

church at Philippi.

Paul also wrestled with the pay question in

writing to the church at Corinth. "The Lord com-
manded that those who proclaim the gospel

should get their living by the gospel," he wrote

(1 Cor. 9:14). He was quick to point out, how-
ever, that he wasn't taking advantage of this

command: "Nevertheless, we have not made use

of this right, but we endure anything rather than
put an obstacle in the way of the gospel of

Christ (1 Cor. 9:12).

That could be one solution to the problem of

pastor-congregation salary negotiations. Ask our
pastors not to exercise their "right." Have them
be "tent-makers," as Paul was—leading the

church as volunteers, living through wages from
another job.

It has historical precedent. The Mennonite
Church grew up with "volunteer" leadership

with little or no pay. But in the first 450 or so

years of our history, we didn't ask as much of

our pastors. Nor should the gospel be in any dan-

ger of misinterpretation in this day, in our cul-

ture, because we pay pastors.

Besides, the tent-making decision should be
the pastor's, not the congregation's.

If pastors really give us only 11 months' work,
reserving the other one for wage negotiations,

we could lower their salaries. But that solves

nothing. If we expect our pastors to negotiate

their pay, we have to give them the time in

which to do it.

Pastors and congregations need to agree on
salaries and benefits up front when the pastor is

hired. Both need covenants that spell out base
pay, increases for experience and education,

benefits, and even such details as publication

and travel allowances.

I'd even go so far as to suggest that the only

time we change these agreements is when we
hire new leaders, not when someone is in the

middle of their service with us.

That is, after all, what most of us who hire our-

selves out to other people have come to live by.

We know what to expect, year after year. Should
not Mennonite pastors expect as much?

In
the Mennonite Church, we have a salary

standard for pastors to go by. We call it the

"MBCM guidelines." Put out by the Menno-
nite Board of Congregational Ministries, the

guidelines suggest salary scales as well as ways
to compensate for cost of living and other area

adjustments.

Certainly, it's not perfect. There are congrega-

tions that spend more time arguing about than
using them. But I know of no other standard. Ex-
cept, perhaps, the one the apostle Paul hints at

in 1 Tim. 5:17: "Let the elders who rule well be
considered worthy of double honor, especially

those who labor in preaching and teaching." (No,

I know of no congregation that pays its pastor

double the average salary of the congregation's

wage earners!)

How do we get more energy for outreach and
mission? David Sutter, assistant director of the

Pastorate Project, says it's by taking care of the

struggles between congregation and pastors (see

page 6).

One of those struggles should not be pay.

"The laborer deserves to be paid," Jesus com-
manded when he sent out his disciples (Luke

10:7). True, they shouldn't live by bread alone.

But adequate bread, given without hassle, will

help pastors do better what God and the church
calls them to do.—jlp



The church exists for mission. The reality and

integrity of the church depends on the degree to

which witness to the world is its essential motive.
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The Mennonite church is shrinking:

For where there is

no mission, there
is no church

Today we tend to measure success in

how rapidly the institutional church

grows, not in whether the church is

challenging basic values of its society.

In
the Dec. 20, 1990, Mennonite Weekly Re-

view, John Esau, director of ministerial lead-

ership for the General Conference Mennonite

Church, wrote a column headed, "Interest in

World Mission Declining." Esau concluded by

noting that his "most lasting memory of 1990

will be the great assembly of peoples at the Men-
nonite World Conference" where those who at-

tended "experienced the multinational,

multiethnic, diverse church that we have be-

come." The exhilaration of that event could not,

however, hide certain trends. Indeed, it only in-

tensified Esau's concern.

Over the past several years I have talked with

leaders from a variety of other Christian tradi-

tions about the health of the church. What
emerges is a picture of broad societal forces af-

fecting all kinds of churches. Mainline denomina-

tions have been hit the hardest, but the "conser-

vative churches"—celebrated as growing

by

Wilbert

R. Shenk



We deceive ourselves if we treat the mis-
sion of the church as one of a dozen
tasks a pastoral leader is expected to

fulfill. The church exists for mission.

churches two decades ago—are also under the

sway of these influences.

Today we are caught up in a conceptual shrink-

ing of the church. If this trend continues, we will

be left with a greatly diminished reality. Note
the following:

• According to Esau, after reading dozens of

responses to a questionnaire the General Confer-
ence Mennonite Church asks all applicants for

placement in pastoral assignments to complete,
the most predictable response on the part of

would-be pastors is that they will rank missions
to be of lowest priority. Esau says that inevita-

bly items falling in this category seldom get any
attention from a pastor.

• There has been a steady narrowing of

"church" to what can happen in not more than
an hour and a half on Sunday morning.

• There is a dramatic loss of commitment to

nurture and development of spiritual discipline

as a part of normal congregational life.

• Biblical illiteracy is on the increase.

• There appears to be a steady shift toward
the local community and away from conference
or churchwide outreach. This was reported at

the Mennonite Church General Assembly in Ore-
gon last year in terms of the continuing fall in

the percentage of financial support allocated to

other than congregational programs.
Yet it is not merely a matter of how the finan-

cial pie is being carved. The typical congregation
is not the scene of a coherent mission thrust

into its local community. The Mennonite Church
during the past biennium grew by a scant half of

a percent—well under the rate of population
growth. Similarly, General Conference Menno-
nite Church membership has gone from 62,548
in 1982 to 62,910 in 1991.

What are we to make of such observa-

tions? How do we account for these

trends?

Undoubtedly, cultural currents are having a

powerful impact on the church. It has always
been so. But the church today must self-con-

sciously face these realities and decide whether
to be swept along by them or to live as an alter-

native community.
Western culture is driven by two forces: indi-

vidualism and institutionalism. Both affect how
it operates.

Sam Kiley of the London Times filed a report

some months ago titled, "U.S. Feeds Its Soul
with Snacks and Salvation." Kiley reported that

Americans are thoroughly religious. "But they
are not embracing the traditional church so

much as the ecclesiastical equivalent of a shop-
ping mall; they call it the 'megachurch' Peo-
ple have been brought up on the cult of choice.

They want to know what religion can do for

them. . . . They do not separate religion from
therapy." The church in North America is being
steadily reshaped so as to accommodate fully to
the culture of individualism, whose hallmark is

freedom of choice,

The church is also being pushed by cultural in-

stitutionalism. Every society must have institu-

tions to survive. But there are signs that West-
ern societies—including the churches—are
facing severe crisis because their institutions

groan under the weight of their complexity. Let
me illustrate from Mennonite experience.

The degree of inter-Mennonite collabora-

tion is a source of satisfaction to many of
us. And yet we are hardly aware of the

scale to which this institutional network has
grown. Without judging any part of this develop-
ment, I believe it illustrates the way the process
of institutionalization works in our midst as a
hidden agent.

In 1974, Paul Kraybill and Freida Myers com-
piled a list of all agencies, boards, and commit-
tees engaged in some kind of inter-Mennonite ac-

tivity beyond the local community. (No one has
attempted to document this network at the local

level.) They reported there were 72 such groups.
In 1987, Betty Kelsey and I updated the earlier

survey and discovered the number of inter-Men-
nonite organizations had grown to 115. However,
in 1987 only 53 of the original 72 were still in ex-

istence. Thus we have a total of 62 new inter-

Mennonite groups being formed in those 14

years.

Each of these organizations makes its own
claims in terms of personal commitment, finan-

cial support, and a place within the total inter-

ests of the church. Some of them serve as offi-

cial arms of the church, while others are

accountable only to their sponsors.

These initiatives are almost always in re-

sponse to a specific need. Many of them serve

the needs of special interest groups. Most re-

flect the drive of modern culture to specialize

Mission must be the organiz-

ing principle of the church. If
it is not, the local organiza-

tion itself will be diminished.
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In the kingdom of God, suc-

cess can be claimed only when
the church has been faithful

to the gospel of Jesus Christ.

and become more professional. As I scan the

list, I get the impression of proliferation without

a focal vision or unifying sense of mission.

It is generally assumed that growth of special

interest groups is good. This is a cultural value

highly prized by Western society. At the same

time, we cannot escape the fact that this sub-

stantial institutional growth contributes to the

competition for our personal and financial re-

sources.

The church is called to walk between two chal-

lenges: engaging its culture for the sake of the

gospel without being taken captive by that cul-

ture. Cultural accommodation trivializes the gos-

pel and leads to spiritual and social irrelevance

of the church. When the church allows itself to

be viewed primarily in terms of "what it can do

for me," it betrays its gospel by encouraging self-

centeredness.

The church is thus "squeezed into the

mold" of the Western value system. Here

success is measured by how rapidly the in-

stitutional church grows, rather than whether the

church is challenging the basic values of society.

In the kingdom of God, success can be claimed

only when the church has been faithful to the

gospel. Growth that is based on a cultural drive

for self-fulfillment is something other than king-

dom growth.

The New Testament leaves us in no doubt:

mission is the organizing principle of the church.

Esau has every reason for his disquiet. The fact

that "interest in world mission is declining"

should set off alarms. It signals not simply that

the work carried on through our world mission

agencies is in jeopardy. It points to a greatly di-

minished local church itself.

We deceive ourselves if we treat the mission

of the church as one of a dozen tasks a pastoral

leader is expected to fulfill. The church exists

for mission. The reality and integrity of the

church depends on the degree to which witness

to the world of what God has done in Jesus

Christ for the sake of the world is its essential

motive. Where there is no mission, there is no

church.

The first Christians understood themselves to

be called to get into the flow of what Jesus
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Christ had begun. Each one was a participant in

this struggle. Every congregation was on the

front line. The church continually faced outward,

for its work was to witness to the life offered in

Jesus Christ.

The first Christians lived with an overwhelm-

ing sense of God's Spirit present and working

through them. They were responsive when the

Holy Spirit instructed them to "set apart" cer-

tain members for particular tasks. Each congre-

gation was itself engaged in missionary activity

(Acts 11:19-26). Congregational worship was a

celebration of the advance of God's reign in the

world. And as the documents of the New Testa-

ment demonstrate, the nurture questions which

formed the curriculum in the congregation were

those having to do with the "progress of the

gospel" as it crossed the boundaries between

faith and unfaith.

In a time when we may be called to make ad-

justments in our institutional and congregational

commitments, we must take our cues from the

precedent set by these first Christians. We must

allow mission to be the organizing principle of

the church.

Wilbert R. Shenk, Elkhart, Ind., is director of the

mission training center at the Associated Menno-

nite Biblical Seminaries. This article is being re-

leased conjointly by Gospel Herald and The Men-
nonite, biweekly publication of the General

Conference Mennonite Church.



READERS SAY

I would like Gospel Herald to print

more of the gospel and not so much
people's ideas. For example, there's

the idea that stopping military will get

rid of idols {Thou Shalt Have No
Other Gods Before Me. . . Jan. 14).

Let's not make the mistake in the Men-
nonite church of thinking that absence

of military will bring Utopia. The mili-

tary is an influence to keep evil under

control.

I have seen our Mennonite church go

from worshiping Christ to an organiza-

tion interested in every concern that

comes along. I am a concerned Gospel

Herald reader who read it many years

when the teaching of the Scriptures was
more important than the latest new
change.

Luella Mishler

Bloomington, III.

How Do We Get Rid of Racism
in the Mennonite Church?
(Feb. 11) makes the statement

that disempowered people cannot be

racist. I disagree.

Racism is defined as the belief that

race is the primary determinant of

human traits and capacities and that ra-

cial differences produce an inherent su-

periority of a particular race. All the

evidence to date, however, indicates

that race is of no importance whatever

in affecting human traits or capacities.

Thus, racism is wrong, and is probably

a sin. Only a deliberate bigot would

maintain that there is a superior race.

Racism is not illegal. It is an incorrect

belief, similar to the belief that all ho-

mosexuals want to molest children, or

that Jews secretly run the government.

Terrible things can happen when such

beliefs are used to justify hatred or

oppression.

The belief that one's race is superior

is a worldwide phenomenon. But hatred

or oppression of anyone, by anyone, is

wrong.

Robert Erck
Lombard, III.

S
11):

everal questions after reading

How Do We Get Rid of Racism
in the Mennonite Church? (Feb.

In labeling the Mennonite church as

racist, what would the author say to

Mennonite people who have uprooted

families to serve Christ in Africa, South

America, Asia, and around the world?

Or to those who have sacrificed home

comforts, time, money, and personal

lives to minister, bringing "red, brown,

yellow, black, and white" people into

the kingdom?
What does he say to those thousands

at home who have knitted quilts, have
given in Sunday school classes, have

prepared sermons to inspire, and have

written to missionaries, and have sup-

ported mission boards and MCC to

help those often not of their color? How
would he relate to those who financially

support and staff demanding service in

the inner cities of New York, Philadel-

phia, Richmond, Nairobi, Kingston, and
Tokyo?
From Europe and through the indige-

nous Pennsylvania Indians to the pres-

ent, Mennonites have continued to

interact with and minister their callings

of kingdom life with people, indepen-

dent of color. Perhaps the focus on rac-

ism, and other isms, is selfish

manipulation to induce guilt and gain

power among a people of God. As in

the world, is color-focus becoming a

god that supplants the higher, deeper
kingdom life to which Anabaptist-Men-

nonite people have long responded?
David Weaver
Newport News, Va.

How Should 20th-century
Christians Read the Book of
Revelation (Jan. 21). We should

read it with an absolute belief and ac-

ceptance that it is divinely inspired

(Rev. 1:1).

We should claim the promise of the

blessing if we read or hear the prophe-

cies that are written for us (Rev. 1:3).

We should read Revelation according

to its own outline (Rev. 1:19). This is

the only book where the writer, by inspi-

ration, gives us the outline of the book.

Reading the book of Revelation will

do at least two things for us:

(1) It will give us a calm faith in God
that Christ is the final victor and that

Satan will ultimately be defeated; (2) It

will give us a realization that God is

merciful, longsuffering, and not willing

that any should perish. But God is also

just in bringing judgment to a Christ-re-

jecting world.

If we read the book this way, it will

leave no room for questions of inspira-

tion, our own imaginations, or conven-

tional wisdom. It will not give us the feel-

ing of puppet-master relationship to God.

S. Roy Glick

Elverson, Pa.
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"He does not deal with us

according to our sins, nor
repay us according to our
iniquities. For as the heavens
are high above the earth, so

great is his steadfast love

toward those who fear him."
—Psalm 103:10-11, NRSV
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For the church in the former Soviet Union:

The winds of change
bring a new birth of freedom

An interview with Walter

Sawatsky, MCC consultant on

East-West concerns, on the

changes in the Soviet Union.

by Tom Price

From the calm of his office on the campus

of the Associated Mennonite Biblical Semi-

naries, Walter Sawatsky recounts how the

winds of change have swept through the church

in the former Soviet Union. His observations are

much like those as a scientist from the eye of a

hurricane.

It was four years ago that the officially atheis-

tic government of the Soviet Union sanctioned

the celebration of the millennium of Christianity

in the region. Christianity in this part of the

world dated back to when Prince Vladimir of

Rus and his subjects were baptized en masse in

Kiev in 988.

According to Sawatsky, since the 1988 celebra-

tion, the Soviet church has experienced a new

birth of freedom:
• Prisoners held captive in psychiatric hospi-

tals for their religious beliefs were released, be-

ginning in February 1987. By the summer of

1988, virtually all those imprisoned for religious

reasons have been freed.

• Authorities loosened restrictions on religious

education and the distribution of religious litera-

ture, allowing the import of more than two mil-

lion Bibles by late 1989.

• Western relief agencies responded to a De-

cember 1988 earthquake in northwest Armenia.

The door to Western mission organizations

burst wide open in 1989 as Christian organiza-

tions rushed in (without needing invitations by

1990) to a land once closed to evangelism efforts.

• New laws guaranteeing the freedom of reli-

gion were passed in October 1990, finally grant-

ing legality to practices widely permitted since

the beginning of Mikhail Gorbachev's policy of

glasnost.

• Christians distributed Bibles to soldiers in

tanks and joined in the human barricades

around the Russian Federation, contributing to

the failure of a hard-line coup attempt in August

1991.

As a consultant for East-West concerns for

Mennonite Central Committee Canada since

1987, Sawatsky has been in a position to scruti-

nize closely the dramatic changes in the former

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. He points to

two events in late 1991 that highlight just how

much the situation has been turned upside down.

The official Soviet publishing house, which for

years had churned out volumes of Marxist-Lenin-

ist propaganda, could no longer find a market

for its product in a new, more capitalistic soci-

ety. "The publishing houses are desperate for

jobs. Now they come to the religious people and

ask, 'Can we print some Bibles for you?' " ac-

cording to Sawatsky.

At the same time, the Russian Bible Society

embarked on a project to take complete control

of its own publishing operations. The society

took steps to purchase a section of forest to pro-

duce the wood pulp needed to make paper for

publishing. "If they can pull it off, they will be-

come a new publisher of Bibles," says Sawatsky,

noting that the venture would benefit from low

salaries and access to paper at a competitive

rate. "But it needs major investment from the

West."

The society also renovated a building in

Moscow for its headquarters and publish-

ing operations. The building it assumed

formerly housed the state's atheist propaganda

department, notes Sawatsky, who is associate

professor of church history at AMBS.
Yet the former Soviet Union is experiencing

what can only be described as the best of times

and the worst of times. The new Commonwealth

of Independent States—a loose confederation

(Sawatsky says the Russian word literally means

"friendship") of the 11 remaining republics-

faces ethnic and religious strife on top of food

shortages. Moreover, Boris Yeltsin, president of

the Russian republic, instituted "shock therapy"

as prices soared in an abrupt shift from a cen-

trally planned economy to a free-market system.

"The territory is so immense. The problems

are so great that they cannot be solved by mis-

sionaries and specialists from the West. It's an

unusually well-educated society that needs to

find new ways to improve its life," Sawatsky

The Soviet Union is inundated right

now with an unprecedented number of

well-meaning missions. This is creating

havoc for the church in that country.
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Many Westerners think that as long as
they get up to preach, with the camer-
as running, they can go back and
say that they are engaged in teaching,

says. "Similarly, the churches need a lot of assis-

tance."

But there's more to providing assistance than
simply sending over a few evangelists, according
to Sawatsky, author of the 1981 book, Soviet

Evangelicals Since World War II. He describes

two styles of mission outreach that have
emerged.

One method flies in Western Christians for

brief tours of duty, speaking in churches as evan-

gelists and teaching Soviet pastors Western
methods. Although some of these organizations

were involved in the more sensational under-

ground evangelism efforts in the 1970s, many
have sprung up recently in response to the inter-

ests of American donors in helping a former foe.

One report describes how a pastor in Romania
preached to his congregation only once in a six-

month period following that country's revolution.

He was not prevented from speaking by his gov-

ernment, but "a near suffocating embrace of

Western Christians"—as many as 20 visitors on
a Sunday—took over the pulpit when invited to

do so out of customary hospitality.

Many Westerners seem to think that as

long as they get up to preach and con-

trol the pulpit—and their camera is run-

ning to show them doing that—then they can go
back home and say that they are engaged in

teaching. Or there are converts, and they have
this personal experience of somebody coming for

ward to be converted," Sawatsky says. "Most of

those preachers are working through translators.

Their sermons are inappropriate. They really

don't understand what is going on, and they are

preventing the local leaders from actually speak-

ing in their own pulpits."

One mission agency reported that it fielded a

request from a group wanting help starting up a

"makeup and fashion ministry" for the Soviet

people.

"The territory is inundated right now with an
unprecedented number of well-meaning mis-

sions, which is creating havoc," Sawatsky says,

"So, the question for responsible people is how
can we be of assistance so that the end result is

a strong church with an outreach program which

includes evangelism, social ministry, and leader-

ship training."

The second style of mission outreach—which
takes place through longstanding ethnic organiza-

tions, such as the Wheaton, 111.,-based Slavic

Gospel Association—seeks to apply mission prin-

ciples learned in the third world in partnership

with Soviet churches.

"These Western missionaries seek to provide

resources for the evangelization of the former So-

What was once the Soviet

Union is an unusually well-

educated society that needs to

find new ways to improve life.

viet Union," Sawatsky says. "They're asking

themselves, "What is the new missionary task

now that there's new freedom to grow?" They
are trying to help train Soviet Christian organiza-

tions themselves for growth."

The Orthodox Church, which is subdivided eth-

nically in the different republics, represents the

largest Christian body in the former Soviet

Union. It has about 100 million. It has gained
most of the Christian converts in part because
of its long tradition in the area, according to

Sawatsky, whose most recent visit to the Soviet

Union came early last fall. Its priests find them-
selves so busy with baptisms and trying to recon-

secrate and restore churches that they have lit-

tle time for other efforts.

The Eastern rite Catholics, also known as the

Uniate church, claim about three to four million

followers. Although they are aligned with the

Roman Catholic Church, they retain the liturgi-

cal practices of the Orthodox churches, includ-

ing a married priesthood.

According to Sawatsky, about three to four

million Soviets adhere to evangelical

Christianity, but many of the specific

groups lack hard data.

With all of the other concerns facing Soviet

Christians, Sawatsky says churches haven't kept

detailed membership statistics, leaving many of

the current membership figures inflated, inaccu-

rate, or confusing.

As in North America, Mennonites are small in

number. At one point, about 7 percent of the

world's Mennonite population resided in the So-

viet Union, with a population estimated at
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100,000 ethnic and 55,000 practicing Mennonites.

Since 1987, however, more than 40,000 Menno-

nites have emigrated to Germany. Although the

1990 Mennonite World Conference handbook

lists 26,500 practicing Mennonites in the Soviet

Union, a 1992 estimate would amount to "proba-

bly less than half of that," Sawatsky says.

Soviet Mennonites are part of two groups, the

Mennonite Brethren and the Kirchliche (Church)

Mennonites. The major difference between the

two is mode of baptism (immersion for the for-

mer, pouring for the latter).

"Until 1988, our Western Mennonites' interest

was in helping Soviet Mennonites recover a

sense of church, trying to provide them with

some literature," says Sawatsky, noting the col-

lection included Bibles, teaching materials, and

a short history of Menno Simons. More recent

concerns have focused on emigration efforts. But

now contacts with Mennonite congregations in

Karaganda, Kazakhstan, and Omsk in western Si-

beria find people with long histories in their

areas, no plans to emigrate, and concerns of out-

reach for their neighbors.

"There is already extensive assistance for

Being a Christian witness in

a secular society is what the

Soviet Union church will be

teaching us in the future.

these people from the new immigrants living in

Germany," Sawatsky says suggesting North

American Mennonites might focus their efforts

in other areas:

• Continue to respond to specific needs for re-

lief efforts, such as in the 1988 earthquake in Ar-

menia.
• Participate in general church mission ef-

forts, particularly in providing translations of ma-

terials requested by Soviet church leaders or lay

Christians. For the past 12 years, MCC has

worked on a multivolume Bible commentary,

which is widely accepted by the free churches

and being sought by the Russian Orthodox

Church. It is scheduled for completion in Decem-

ber.

• Respond with materials for Christians who,

as they become acquainted with church history,

want to learn more about the Anabaptist move-

Walter

Sawatsky

ment. Similarly, help emerging Mennonite

churches throughout the region.

• Cooperate with the former Soviet Union in

areas of Mennonite expertise, such as in mental

health or agriculture.

• Support efforts to help Soviet society shift

from its state-controlled economic system. "The

idea that North American businesspeople could

form joint business ventures with Soviets hasn't

gone very well," says Sawatsky. He suggests that

Christians may want to take the risk to help en-

trepreneurs. "That will not pay for itself."

If North American Christians give much of

their time, energy, and money to the Soviet

Union, they may sow the seeds for a bountiful

harvest they'll reap themselves.

"Being a Christian witness in a secular society

is what the church in the Soviet Union will be

teaching us. That's the most urgent need for the

next century," says Sawatsky, who will teach the

history of Christianity at two places in the for-

mer Soviet Union this summer. "They're going

to be able to relate much better to the third

world than we North Americans are. For us, ma-

terialism is always getting in the way of being au-

thentic missionaries."

Tom Price, South Bend, Ind, covers religion for

the daily Elkhart Truth.

Recent contacts have found
Mennonites with no plans to

emigrate and concerns of

outreach for their neighbors.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Episcopal Church to slash

programs because of deficit

The U.S. Episcopal Church, still reeling

from elimination of almost one-fifth of its

national staff positions, now faces a 35

percent cutback that will slice $6.7 million

from church program funds.

The Executive Council of the 2.4 million

member denomination approved the cut

in an attempt to stem a deficit that could

rise to $3 million this year. (RNS)

Seminaries squeezed between cuts
in support, deteriorating facilities

Seminaries in North America need a big

financial boost, and they will have to rely

on aggressive fundraising campaigns to

get it.

That is the finding of a study released

by the Association of Theological Schools

in Canada and the United States.

At a time when some denominations
have cut back their support, many theo-

logical schools need more money to refur-

bish aging facilities.

A survey funded by the Lilly Endow-
ment found that U.S. and Canadian sem-
inaries need $385 million in basic repairs.

(NIRR)

Baptist group reports gains
despite continuing turmoil
Controversy hasn't stopped member-

ship growth in the Southern Baptist Con-
vention.

Despite theological and political dis-

putes, the denomination reports a 1.3

percent increase in members in 1991.

Membership is now 15.2 million, up
from just over 15 million in 1990. The
numerical growth of 200,000 is the largest

in any year since 1982. (RNS)

Cardinal, Atlanta group urge
media code on sex and violence
Los Angeles Cardinal Roger Mahony

has endorsed a restrictive movie and tele-

vision code proposed by the Christian

Film and Television Commission, based
in Atlanta.

The guidelines would ban nudity, lustful

embraces, foul language, blasphemy, and
any scene that shows criminals killing

police officers.

Critics within and outside the enter-

tainment industry denounced the code as

an unworkable throwback to the 1920s,

when Congress formed the Hays Com-
mission to give filmmaking a cleaner

image, and to the 1930s, when the Cath-

olic Legion of Decency was influential.

Jack Valenti, president of the Motion

Picture Association of America, said his

association's ratings provide the best sys-

tem for advising parents whether films are

suitable for children. (RNS)

Conservatives forming subgroup
within United Church of Christ

Conservatives in the United Church of

Christ are forging ahead with plans to

create a conservative enclave, despite

strong objections from church leaders.

A group of conservative congregations

known as the Calvin Synod will vote in

May on whether to admit more congre-

gations, in effect creating a "church within

a church."

The controversy appears headed in the

direction of liberal-conservative splits

that have created similar structures in at

least two other U.S. denominations—the

Episcopal Church and the Southern Bap-
tist Convention. (RNS)

Jewish broadcaster seeks
to restore religious values
A Jewish talk show host wants to re-

store God and moral values to promi-

nence in the United States.

With $250,000 seed money from a

donor, Dennis Prager of KABC Radio in

Los Angeles has founded the Micah Cen-
ter for Ethical Monotheism.
Through the center, Prager hopes to

promote a "God-based" agenda of ethical

values rooted in Judaism and the Old
Testament.

Prager said he hopes to enlist Chris-

tians and moderate Muslims to help

counter a resurgence of "paganism" and
"nature worship." (RNS, NIRR)

Studies show mixed attitudes

toward Jews in United States
People in the United States perceive

Jews in contradictory ways, according to

several surveys and a report by the Amer-
ican Jewish Committee.

In fact, research suggests the same per-

son often holds both positive and negative

attitudes.

For example, many people who see

Jews as successful economically and so-

cially—a generally positive perception

—

also see them as having too much influ-

ence.

Young people tend to be less concerned

about "Jewish influence" than are people

of other age-groups. However, the young
are more likely to question Jewish patrio-

tism and to see a conflict between loyalty

to Israel and the United States.

(RNS)

Letter-writing campaign seeks
more money for hunger programs
In coming weeks and months, many

U.S. pastors will ask church members to

drop letters as well as money into the

collection basket.

The letters will go to Washington as

part of an effort to urge more spending
on hungry children.

The campaign is headed by the Chris-

tian advocacy organization Bread for the

World.

Children are the largest and fastest-

growing group of poor people in the

United States, and an estimated 5.5 mil-

lion children in the country are hungry.

(RNS, BFW)

Winter Olympics outreach serves
as warm-up for effort in Barcelona
Some 100 evangelical students shared

the gospel and distributed Christian liter-

ature to spectators at the Winter Olym-
pics in Albertville, France, in February.

A much larger effort is planned for the

Summer Olympics in Barcelona, Spain.

Some 3,500 Youth With a Mission volun-

teers will conduct open-air church ser-

vices and perform drama and dance in the

streets.

In addition, the International Bible So-

ciety will provide Scripture portions to

athletes and coaches. (NIRR)

Zimbabwe gives permission
for church to start university

After more than four years of negotia-

tions, the United Methodist Church has

cleared the last official hurdle to estab-

lishing its first university in Africa.

Robert Mugabe, the president of

Zimbabwe, has officially approved a char-

ter for the university.

Methodist officials said the process was
drawn out because Zimbabwe had never

had a private university. (RNS)

Poll shows mixed response
to New Age movement, ideas

Three-fourths of the people in the

United States have never heard of the

New Age movement, according to results

of a Gallup poll.

Of the people who have heard of it, 18

percent have a favorable opinion, 49 per-

cent disapprove, and the rest are unde-

cided, the survey found.

However, the poll found wide accep-

tance of certain ideas common in the New
Age movement, including belief in the

paranormal and in communicating with

the dead. (NIRR)
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CHURCH NEWS

Workers go back to Haiti,

but programs still restricted

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite Central

Committee has announced plans to return

its Haiti team to a normal size of about

16 members.
The number of volunteers was tempo-

rarily reduced after the September 1991

military coup that ousted President Jean-

Bertrand Aristide, the nation's democrat-

ically elected leader.

"We have a commitment to Haiti and

don't feel that we can hold the program

in a suspended state any longer," said

Gordon Zook, MCC Haiti country repre-

sentative.

Zook returned to Haiti on March 6,

along with his wife, Carol, and their two

small children.

MCC volunteers returning to Haiti will

rejoin seven others who stayed on despite

the unstable political situation.

Four of these workers were briefly de-

tained by the military (see Jan. 21, 1991,

Gospel Herald).

In the most recent incident, Pierre

Burkhalter of Souboz, Switzerland, was

held overnight at the St. Marc police

barracks. Military officers interrogated

him about a political pamphlet they

claimed to have found in the MCC office.

Burkhalter said he suspects the military

is trying to intimidate Haitians so they will

be afraid to participate in the soil conser-

vation and reforestation projects he is

involved in.

MCC Haiti volunteers work with peas-

ant groups, training them in agriculture,

preventive health, and how to work to-

gether in groups. Many of these farmers

have become targets of the military, be-

cause of their support for Aristide.

"Initially, MCC workers won't be able

to resume regular activities," Zook said.

"But we will be there to go through

whatever Haitians are going through."

This lets the people of Haiti know that

the world hasn't forgotten them, he said.

Zook said he hopes that by midsummer
programs will again be able to operate.

Cambodians suffer

despite peace treaty
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—"War doesn't cease

with a peace accord," said Helene Hege

Wirzba, who spent three years in Cambo-

dia with Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC).
Though the Cambodian conflict has of-

ficially ended, the effects of 12 years of

fighting continue, she said.

Each of the warring groups laid land

mines, mostly plastic, that are almost

impossible to detect.

As a result, this Asian nation with a

population of 8.5 million now has the

highest percentage of physically disabled

people in the world.

"In one week I met several amputees

who had stepped on land mines while

gathering firewood, harvesting rice, or

[doing] other everyday chores," Wirzba

said.

She also recalls visiting a remote village

where people told her about the deaths of

three young boys.

They were fishing in a nearby stream

when they found what looked like a toy.

It turned out to be a bomblet, a weapon

left from the U.S. aerial bombardment of

the region some 20 years ago.

When the boys handled the device, it

exploded, killing all three.

A medical doctor from Wissembourg,

France, Helene went to Cambodia as an

MCC worker in 1988. While there, she met

and married Carl Wirzba, an MCC volun-

teer from Lethbridge, Alta.

The couple returned to North America

this past November.
A former French colony, Cambodia is

of special interest to French Mennonites.

The French Mennonite church paid for a

wing of a hospital in Prey Veng Province

and supported Helene, financially and

through letters and prayers.

Helene worked with Prey Veng govern-

ment officials on health promotion. She

also became involved in a mother-and-

child health program that focused on im-

proving prenatal care.

Carl, who is an engineer, initially was

assigned to build irrigation systems in

Prey Veng. But he believes his biggest

contribution was helping Cambodians to

see the importance of maintaining exist-

ing water projects.

For most of the time the Wirzbas were

in Prey Veng, MCC was the largest non-

governmental organization working in the

province. In fact, MCC provided most of

the province's health service funds, be-

cause the Cambodian government had

little money available for health care.

MCC volunteers worked closely with

government officials on various projects.

Carl believes the peace accord, which

calls for massive United Nations involve-

ment in rebuilding the country, will

change MCC's role.

"I hope MCC can begin to work at the

grass-roots, village level," he said.

"Large government projects tend to

place more importance on the project

than on the people," he said. "If we work

at the grass-roots level, we can work with

and for the people more directly."

Salvadorans celebrate. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Members of a liturgical movement

group take part in an ecumenical service in San Salvador. Some 700,000 people

gathered in the capital of El Salvador to celebrate the end of the nation's 12-year

civil war. "I rejoice at the signing of the peace accords, but I also feel a sense of

sadness," said Mennonite Central Committee worker Susan Classen, who noted the

war cost 70,000 lives.
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CHURCH NEWS

Mennonite college officials take part in a panel discussion at a college fair in Danuers,
III. From left to right are: ElmerNeufeld, president ofBluffton (Ohio) College; Dale Schrag,
representing Bethel College in North Newton, Kan.; Vic Stoltzfus, president of Goshen
(Ind.) College; Kirk Alliman, president ofHesston (Kan.) College; and Joe Lapp, president

of Eastern Mennonite College in Harrisonburg, Va.

Presidents address college fair in Illinois

Danvers, III.—A panel discussion with

the presidents of four Mennonite colleges

highlighted a college fair at North Dan-
vers Mennonite Church here on Feb. 23.

Some 250 people attended the fair,

which was sponsored by the education

committees of Illinois Conference and the

Central District of the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church.

The presidents of Bluffton (Ohio) Col-

lege, Goshen (Ind.) College, Eastern Men-
nonite College (EMC) in Harrisonburg,

Va., and Hesston (Kan.) College all took

part in the panel.

In addition, Dale Schrag represented

Bethel College of North Newton, Kan.

"We are here as colleagues and not as

competitors," Bluffton president Elmer
Neufeld said.

Mennonite colleges compete primarily

with secular institutions, rather than with

one another, he said.

Neufeld stressed the importance of

campus activities at Mennonite colleges.

These programs promote Christian values

and service, he said.

Schrag emphasized the academic ad-

vantages of church schools, such as

smaller class size and courses that are

taught by professors rather than graduate

assistants.

He said graduates of Mennonite colleg-

es show more commitment to the Menno-
nite church, and fill a larger percentage of

church leadership positions, than do grad-

uates of secular schools.

Quoting a phrase supposedly used by
Abraham Lincoln's mother, Goshen presi-

dent Vic Stoltzfus described a church

school as a place where young people "get

on."

Mennonite colleges offer a setting in

which young people can mature in social

identity and relationship to the church, he

said.

A Mennonite campus is a place where
students can interact and have their val-

ues strengthened, Hesston president Kirk
Alliman said.

At a church school, he said, students are

surrounded by professors and other stu-

dents who have similar dreams, con-

victions, and spiritual loyalties.

EMC president Joe Lapp said a Men-
nonite campus offers students a commu-
nity setting in which life-changing expe-

riences can take place.

In addition to the panel, the college fair

included workshops on campus life, finan-

cial planning, grants and loans, and con-

gregational aid plans.
—Thomas Yoder

Service program gives
youth chance to grow
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM/GCMC)—"! feel

my eyes have been opened to the world,"

Kari Watkins said.

Watkins, who is from Bloomington, 111.,

went to Portland, Ore., as part of Menno-
nite Service Venture. Watkins served

there in a variety of settings, including a

homeless shelter and a food pantry.

Designed for youth and young adults in

the Mennonite Church (MC) and General
Conference Mennonite Church (GC), the

Service Venture program has two compo-
nents.

Youth Venture is designed for individ-

uals and is administered by the GC Com-
mission on Home Ministries. Group Ven-
ture is for youth groups and is adminis-

tered by Mennonite Board of Missions.

Nine youth and five adults from three

Wichita, Kan., churches took a Group
Venture to Kykotsmovi, Ariz., and a Hopi
reservation.

"We learned as much, if not more, from
them as they did from us," said Barry

Johnson, an adult participant who taught
Bible school.

Erica Coulter, a seventh-grade partici-

pant who also taught in the four-day Bible

school, had fun being "the teacher for

once instead of a student."

Group Ventures sometimes take young
people and adults outside North America.
Kay Zimmerman and four other partic-

ipants worked at Cachipay Retreat Cen-
ter in the South American nation of Co-
lombia. They painted, cleaned, and did

minor repair work.

The experience "made my spiritual life

stronger," said Zimmerman, a teenager

from Akron, Pa.

Venture Service administrators note

that the number of participants dropped
slightly, from 988 in 1990 to 909 last year.

Paula Diller Lehman, coordinator of

Youth Venture, said the number of indi-

vidual participants was probably lower

because many Mennonite Church youth
attended the Oregon 91 convention.

Nancy Thiessen, Group Venture coor-

dinator, said the figures for the group
program (which had 861 of the 909 partic-

ipants) were actually the highest ever for

a convention year.

However, she doesn't expect the total

to increase significantly this year.

"I think we've hit a plateau," she said.

"More and more youth groups are plan-

ning short-term service projects on their

own, with their own resources."

For 1992, Mennonite Service Venture
has two Native American locations, where
youth can respond to the 500th anniver-

sary of the coming of Columbus to the

Americas.

However, both sites— Kykotsmovi,
Ariz., and Winnipeg, Man.—are already

full for this coming summer.
The Service Venture program is trying

to make more cross-cultural sites avail-

able, Thiessen said.

"Many Venture locations are already in

African-American or Hispanic settings,

but we would like to participate in even
more ethnic communities," she said.

A related effort is encouraging more
ethnic groups to participate. Limited
scholarships are available for these
groups.

Meanwhile, some youth groups are

planning exchange visits with one another.

Last year, a small African-American Men-
nonite youth group in Tampa, Fla., hosted

a group from Steinbach, Man.
The Tampa group is currently raising

funds to go to Steinbach either this year

or next.

—

Phil Richard
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Learn, Experience, and Grow
at

Associated
Mennonite
Biblical

Seminaries

Summer School 1992
• June 1-12

Gospel of John

Willard Swartley, Marlin Miller

• June 8-19

Pastoral Psychology for Hispanic

Congregational Leaders (in Spanish)

Daniel Schipani

Worship in Historical and Contemporary

Perspective

Eleanor Kreider

• June 8-25

Issues in Anabaptist and Mennonite Life

and Thought

C.J. Dyck

• June 12-19

Research Seminar on Christian Initiation

Ross T. Bender, Marlene Kropf

• June 22-July 3

The World of the Bible

Jacob Elias

Ethics for Church Institutions

Ted Koontz

• June 25-July 3

Conflict and Conciliation

John Paul Lederach

• June 29-July 13

Creation and Spiritual Renewal

Perry Yoder
• July 13-August 21

Greek Language
Mary Schertz

Designed especially for seminary students, pastors, lay

leaders, those interested in exploring seminary, those

wanting to extend their theological education while

pursuing other professional preparation, and teachers in

elementary, high school, and college. Open to upper

level college students.

Enrollment deadline: May 1.

For more information write to: Summer School Director,

AMBS, 3003 Benham Avenue, Elkhart, IN 46517-1999.

Phone: 219 295-3726.

Russia aid provides
opportunity to forgive
Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—For some

Mennonites, giving aid to the former So-

viet Union through Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) is more than an ex-

pression of Christian charity.

It is a chance to extend forgiveness to

a country where their relatives were im-

prisoned, tortured, and killed between the

1920s and 1950s.

In February, MCC asked Mennonites

and Brethren in Christ in North America

to help send 9,000 boxes of donated gro-

ceries to Moscow and St. Petersburg.

There, the food will be distributed by

an interdenominational relief committee

(see March 3, 1992, Gospel Herald).

The effort has special meaning for Ca-

nadian and U.S. Mennonites who fled the

Soviet Union in the 1920s and after World

War II

For more than 30 years, the Soviet

government had an official policy of per-

secuting members of the church. Thou-

sands of Mennonites have painful memo-
ries of husbands, fathers, and other rela-

tives who were taken away to labor camps.

The father of Jake Thielmann was ar-

rested in 1938 and tortured to death in

prison.

"I was only four years old at the time,

but I still vividly remember my father

coming into our bedroom late [that]

night," said Thielmann, who is now 57.

"He told my older brother to make sure

to look after me. We never saw him

again."

Thielmann's father was killed because

he was preparing to study for the ministry.

But his father's death will not prevent

Thielmann from supporting relief efforts

to Russia.

"It has never occurred to me that I

shouldn't forgive them," said Thielmann,

who lives in Winnipeg and administers

Mennonite Brethren programs in Europe.

"It's my Christian responsibility to for-

give."

Mennonites first came to Russia and

the Ukraine some 200 years ago. At the

time of the 1917 revolution, about 100,000

Mennonites lived there.

Over the next four decades, an esti-

mated 20,000 Mennonites were impris-

oned. Most of those arrested were teach-

ers, preachers, and other leaders.

Another 25,000 were taken from their

homes and forced to relocated to unin-

habited regions of the country.

By the 1950s, only 30,000 Soviet Men-

nonites were still living in their original

homes.
Harassment of Soviet Christians, in-

cluding members of Mennonite churches,

continued into the 1980s.

The Soviets "were our persecutors,"

said J. M. Klassen, who is coordinator of

the Council on USSR Ministries, a

cooperative effort of various Mennonite

agencies.

"They took everything we had,"

Klassen said. "Now we have a chance to

show Christian love and forgiveness, to

demonstrate that we bear them no mal-

ice."

Klassen escaped the Soviet Union with

his parents in 1930. One of his uncles was

executed in 1938 for being a minister.

For some people, Klassen said, forgive-

ness will not be easy.

"They still harbor many hurts and re-

sentments," he said. "I hope they can

become reconciled to this terrible past

through sending aid."

The experience will be even more mean-

ingful for Mennonites who recently emi-

grated to Germany from the former Soviet

Union.

"Their memory of suffering is much
more recent," Klassen said. "But they

also want to use this opportunity to show

Christian love."

—

John Longhurst
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CHURCH NEWS

German Mennonites talk

with Lutheran officials

Ludwigshafen, Germany (AMG)—Dur-
ing the Reformation, there was little dia-

logue between Anabaptists and Luther-
ans.

In such basic Lutheran creeds as the

Augsburg Confession, Anabaptists are

condemned, for such reasons as their

views about infant baptism or war.

But since 1989, representatives of the

United Evangelical Lutheran Church of

Germany and the Association of Menno-
nite Churches in Germany (AMG) have
been meeting in a joint study group.

The group plans to present a common
report and recommendation to both
church bodies this summer.
Conversations between the two denom-

inations began in 1980, when Lutherans
around the world celebrated the 450th
anniversary of the Augsburg Confession,

and Mennonites were invited to

"celebrate" also.

Between 1981 and 1984, there were
talks between Lutherans and Mennonites
in France. The groups came to an agree-

ment on many questions and recognized

each other as brothers and sisters.

The dialogue in Germany has not been
concluded yet. But there are some results

to report.

Both groups agree that the Bible takes

priority over confessions of faith or

creeds. They accept each other as broth-

ers and sisters in Christ and find wide
agreement in all basic questions of Chris-

tian faith.

Still controversial is the meaning of

Christology for Christian ethics.

Mennonites cannot imagine ethics with-

out close linkage to Jesus and his deeds
and words, especially the Sermon on the

Mount.
Lutherans make a distinction between

the "two kingdoms," in which different

ethical standards are to be followed.

In the kingdom of the world, the Chris-

tian has to adapt his or her behavior to

standards other than those of Christ.

Therefore, Lutherans do not see a prob-

lem if a Christian is involved in the mili-

tary.

However, many Lutherans today are

conscientious objectors, while some Ger-

man Mennonites serve as soldiers.

The question of baptism also has been
difficult between the two churches.

Lutherans baptize both infants and
adults, while Mennonites baptize only

believers upon confession of faith, and
therefore do not practice infant baptism.

So far this is not problematic. The
controversy occurs when a Lutheran de-

cides to join a Mennonite church.

While a large number of German Men-
nonite congregations accept those Chris-

tians baptized as infants, simply through
confession of faith, others recommend
believers baptism.

Usually, however, the decision is left to

the individual believer.

When believers baptism is practiced,

the Lutheran church feels offended that

the Mennonite church does not recognize

Lutheran baptism as sufficient or cor-

rect—and therefore, that the Mennonite
church questions the faithfulness and in-

tegrity of Lutheran Christians.

Lutherans recommend acts of baptism
renewal if a person has difficulties with
his or her infant baptism.

Lutherans admit their practice of bap-
tism is not without problems. Since the

discussion of the Lima Documents on
Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry of the

World Council Churches in 1982, they
have been rethinking their approach to

infant baptism.

At present, they want to baptize only

those infants whose parents are ready, in

and with the church, to bring up the
children in the Christian faith.

In addition, there are some theological

differences between the two groups on the

meaning of the Lord's Supper.

While Lutherans stress the reality of

Christ's presence in the elements of bread
and wine, Mennonites see the elements as

signs or symbols of Christ's presence, and
refuse to speculate further.

Despite these open questions, the study

group recommends that Lutherans and
Mennonites accept each other in their

churches at the table of communion.
Both sides in the study group have

agreed to recommend that the two church

bodies have regular theological conversa-

tions and worship services with each
other.

So far, the question of how to deal with

the condemnations in the Lutheran
creeds has not been resolved.

Lutherans have problems with changing

the historical text of those confessions.

While they admit and regret the horrible

consequences of those texts in the Refor-

mation era, they want to understand them
in historical context.

However, the Lutheran members of the

study group likely will write an official

statement of explanation about the con-

demnations.

The study group is currently working on
a final draft of the text of recom-
mendation. The statement will be avail-

able in July.

—

Rainer W. Burkart

wm
Pastor adapts pump. Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso (MCC)—Retired pastor
Soumzibio Ouedrago shows parts for a rower pump. Ouedrago, who is a former
blacksmith, adapted a design by Mennonite Central Committee workers. Using
materials such as old shoe leather and used motorcycle parts, he made three pumps
for gardeners in his area.
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Irish peacemaker visits. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Ann
Dickson (right) presents a Celtic cross to Alice Roth. Dickson

works for an interdenominational group that tries to build

bridges of trust between Catholics and Protestants in North-

ern Ireland. Roth is Europe director and vice-president for

Overseas Ministries at Mennonite Board of Missions. MBM
and Mennonite Central Committee helped Dickson come to

the United States for six weeks of rest and renewal.

• Offerings aid Ghana. Offer-

ings taken at last year's Oregon

91 assembly provided $18,000

for outreach in Ghana. The
money went to Mennonite
Board of Missions for leader-

ship training, health care, and

pastoral exchange programs in

the West African country.

• Mennonites invited. In 1786,

Mennonites were invited to im-

migrate to the Ukraine. Now
they are being invited to settle

there again. Two church leaders

from Germany say the Ukrai-

nian president has promised

tracts of land for German-speak-

ing settlers in the newly inde-

pendent republic. But Peter

Rempel and Peter Hamm, both

of whom grew up in the former

Soviet Union, say few Menno-
nites are likely to go back, ex-

pect perhaps to do mission

work.

• Registration end urged. Peter

DeFazio, a U.S. Congressman
from Oregon, has introduced a

bill to end registration for the

military draft. DeFazio's bill,

known as H.R. 4367, is separate

from a more sweeping bill intro-

duced by California Congress-

man Fortney "Pete" Stark. The
Stark bill, H.R. 4084, would dis-

mantle the entire Selective Ser-

vice System.

• House goes up. Mennonites

from 13 Ohio congregations are

building a house in Archbold as

a fundraising project for Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC).
Completion is scheduled for

May. Proceeds from the sale of

the house will go to benefit

MCC programs around the

world.—Teresa Aeschliman

• Church buys building. Christ

the King Community Church
(CTK) in Lancaster, Pa., now
has its own building. The con-

gregation had been meeting at

the Farm and Home Center in

Lancaster for the past four and

a half years. CTK began in 1985

as a church planting of the

Landisville district of Lancaster

Conference.

—

Dale D. Gehman

• Radio spots air. The Media
Ministries office of Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM) re-

ports strong reactions to its

Choice 12 radio spots, which

address the need for racial and

cultural understanding. As of

February, some 378 stations

said they had used the 30-sec-

ond spots. According to MBM,

most of the response has been

positive. However, an African-

American pastor cautioned that

the spots could be seen as false

advertising, since African-

Americans may not be wel-

comed in many Mennonite con-

gregations. (MBM says the

spots are designed to raise

awareness, rather than invite lis-

teners to specific churches.)

• Construction starts. Conrad
Grebel College in Waterloo,

Ont., broke ground March 4 for

a $1.3 million building project.

The first phase includes renova-

tions to the dining room,
kitchen, and residence facilities,

as well as expansion of the

Peace and Conflict Studies

rooms and construction of a new
student lounge. Completion is

scheduled for Sept. 1.

• Dinner held. Some 200 people

attended a north-central Penn-

sylvania Relief Sale dinner

March 7 at Maple Grove Men-
nonite Church, Belleville, Pa. In

addition to reports on the Penn-

sylvania sale and the work of

Mennonite Central Committee,

the program included music by

the Southern Africa Youth Dis-

covery Team. An offering netted

$3,500 in "seed money" for the

April 3-4 sale in Harrisburg.

—Joyce B. Yoder

• Tax meeting held. Discussion

by a panel of war tax resisters

highlighted a Lancaster, Pa.,

meeting sponsored by the group

Taxes for Life. Some 20 people

attended the meeting, which

also included a showing of the

video Paying for Peace. Taxes

for Life urges individuals to

withhold a small, symbolic
amount from the payment of

their U.S. income taxes and to

give the money instead to a local

school project. More informa-

tion is available from Taxes for

Life, PO Box 66, Lancaster, PA
17603.—Cindy Hines Kurfman

• Wrong number listed. A
Readers Say item in the March
3 issue of Gospel Herald in-

cluded an incorrect phone num-
ber. The correct number for the

Institute for Psychological Ther-

apies in Northfield, Minn., is

1-800-568-8882.

• Coming events:

Amish sesquicentennial, Clinton

Frame Mennonite Church,
Goshen, Ind., April 5. The event

is sponsored by the Amish Her-

itage Committee of Elkhart and

Lagrange counties, Indiana. Old

Order Amish, Beachy Amish,

and Mennonite representatives

will speak. Other activities will

include a fellowship meal and

the release of a book on local

Amish and Mennonite history.

More information from Levi C.

Hartzler, 1506 Greencroft Dr.,

Goshen, IN 46526.

Mennonite Half Truths, The
People's Place, Intercourse, Pa.,

May 18-19. Craig Haas of

Manheim, Pa., and Steve Nolt of

Lancaster, Pa., will speak and

respond to comments and ques-

tions from the audience. More
information by writing to Cul-

tural Series, The People's Place,

Intercourse, PA 17534, or phon-

ing 717 768-7171.

• Job openings:

Selfhelp store manager, Kirkland,

Wash. Hand in Hand, near Se-

attle, seeks a full-time paid man-
ager for well-established, three-

year-old store. Retail management

and volunteer experience desired.

Position available Aug. 1. For ap-

plication packet, write by April 15

to: Hand in Hand, Attn: Person-

nel, 129 Park Lane, Kirkland,WA
98034.

Music education position, Goshen
College, Goshen, Ind. Full-time

position with an emphasis in

woodwinds. Responsibilities in-

clude teaching music theory and

directing the jazz band. Position

begins August 1992. Terminal

degree preferred, master's re-

quired. Teaching experience in

primary or secondary school set-

tings is an asset. Candidates

must possess a commitment to

integrating Christian faith with

teaching and performance.
Screening of applications begins

March 22. The position will re-

main open until filled. Send cur-

riculum vita and three refer-

ences (no tapes or supporting

documents at this time) to Aca-

demic Dean, John W. Eby,
Goshen College, 1700 S. Main
St., Goshen, IN 46526; phone

219 535-7503; fax 219 535-7660.

• Change of address:

United Native Ministries Council,

from Box 370, Elkhart, Ind., to

2121 Hawthorne Dr., Elkhart, IN
46517-2032; phone 219 295-8530.

• Address correction:

Wallace and Sylvia Jantz, 1950

Dortmund Dr. #913, Colorado

Springs, CO 80918.

NEW MEMBERS

Bahia Vista, Sarasota, Fla.: Lu-

cretia K. Thompson and M.
Jane Barry.

Berea, Atlanta, Ga.: Jay and

Ruth Altemus, Kola and Funke
Okuyemi, Liz Peterson, Jeff and

Kathy Smith, and Janet
Walden.
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First, Fort Wayne, Ind.: Tasha
Leon and Teresa Wargo.

First, Kitchener, Ont.: Jim and
Chris Bender, Humberto and
Ada Luz Mayorga, Jorge and
Isolet Mulato, Susan Wagler,

Jaime and Jamilet Carrasco,

Sherri Jantzi, Andy Kaethler,

Elder and Veronica Morataya.
Kern Road, South Bend, Ind.:

John and Danile Martens.
Oak Grove, Smithville, Ohio:
Kay Freeland, Jennifer Miller,

Sandy Phillirnore, Tim Smith,

Emma Stutzman, Ervin
Stutzman, and Cary Wenger.

Salem, Quakertown, Pa.: Cyn-
thia Elaine Phillips.

Zion, Archbold, Ohio: Aurelius
Frey.

BIRTHS

Baker, Garry and Ida, Seattle,

Wash., Todd Zachary (fourth

child), Oct. 12.

Betts, Tim and Cindy (Miller),

Wichita, Kan., Jessica Lauren
(second child), Feb. 27.

Coressel, Jeffrey and Lori (Beck),

Archbold, Ohio, Brittany Lynn
(first child), March 1.

Cunningham, Eddie and Nancy
(Litwiller), Hopedale, m., Amanda
Jo (second child), Feb. 19.

Caroff, Allen and Jennifer
(Myers), Telford, Pa., Kaitlin

Nicole (second child), Feb. 13.

Cender, Mark and Candy (Miller),

Fisher, 111., Clinton Joseph
(fourth child), Feb. 25.

Detweiler, Merlin and Becky
(Rittenhouse), Hickory, N.C.,

Erica Joy (first child), Jan. 3.

Dunlap, John and Paula (Witmer),

Columbiana, Ohio, Racheal Eliz-

abeth (second child), Feb. 21.

Erb, Terry and Debra (Yoder),

Wellman, Iowa, Aaron Joseph
Crain (second child), March 3.

Gingerich, Lowell and Delores
(Bender), Riverside, Iowa, Har-
lan David (fifth child), Feb. 4.

Hunsberger, Galen and Connie
(Anders), Schwenksville, Pa.,

Colin Troy (second child),

March 1.

Hurst, C. Ray and Willa (Ulrich),

Ephrata, Pa., Julie Ann (second

child), March 2.

Johnson, Roger and Gail, Mercer
Island, Wash., Khia Ann (second
child), Feb. 23.

Krabill, David and Ann, Port
Townsend, Wash., Paul Gordon
Charles (fifth child), Feb. 10.

Lamprecht, Brad and Lisa (Wil-

son), Morton, HI., Joshua Chris-

tian (second child), Feb. 6.

Lehman, Kevin and Cheryl
(Detweiler), Chambersburg, Pa.,

Morgan Elizabeth (third child),

Feb. 21.

Litwiller, Evan and Karla
(Beachy), Tremont, HI., Joshua
Ryan (first child), Feb. 6.

Longacre, John and Sara (Esch),

Fairview, Mich., Amanda Sue
(third child), born Oct. 7, 1988,

received for adoption Feb. 29,

1992.

Martin, Daryl and Angie
(Buehler), Fordwich, Ont, Jes-

sica Hannah (first child), Feb.

22.

Martin, Quentin and Sheila
(Wagler), Baden, Ont., Landon
Quinn (second child), Dec. 28.

Miller, Milton and Anita
(Schrock), Millersburg, Ohio,
Jonathan Stephen (first child),

Feb. 23.

Pritzker, Edward and Shirley,

Morton, 111., (twins) Daniel Har-
ris and Jennifer Marie (fourth

and fifth children), Jan. 8.

Ropp, Gerald and Bonita
(Nauman), Parnell, Iowa, Kara
Ashley (third child), Feb. 12.

Schloneger, Craig and Ann (Con-
rad), Bulembu, Swaziland, Af-

rica, Ryan Craig (first child),

Feb. 26.

Schrock, John and Diane
(Gingerich), Wellman, Iowa,
Lincoln John (third child), Feb.
14.

Schultz, Tracy and Cindy (Tay-

lor), Columbiana, Ohio, Joshua
Taylor (second child), Feb. 3.

Stauffer, David and Janet
(Harnish), Elverson, Pa., Ro-
chelle Leanna (second child),

Feb. 26.

Stoltzfus, Brian and Sandi
(Steffen), Apple Creek, Ohio,

Chelsea Nicole (fourth child),

Feb. 28.

Stroud, Robert and Tamara (Mar-
tin), Hopedale, 111., Clint Martin
(second child), Feb. 15.

Troyer, Steven and Susan (Hart-

man), Lima, Ohio, Megan Jo-

hanna (sixth child), Feb. 26.

Wilmsen, Carl and Nancy
(Berube), Goshen, Ind., Ann
Elizabeth (third child), Jan. 28.

Woodward, Steve and Bonnie
(Weaver), Elkhart, Ind., Jessie

Landon (first child), Jan. 20.

Yoder, Steve and Christine
(Miller), Bellefontaine, Ohio,
Grace Adeline (third), Feb. 22.

Yutzy, Paul E. and Michelle
(Takace), Ludington, Mich.,
Nicklas Joseph (first child), Jan.

31.

Zehr, Sheldon and Stephanie
(Atwell), Penn Yan, N.Y., Alex-
ander David (third), Dec. 20.

MARRIAGES

Buller-Marble: Charles Buller,

Elkhart, Ind. (Communion Fel-

lowship), and Tracy Marble,
Elkhart, Ind. (First, Berne),
March 14, by Peter Buller.

McCrobie-Lillen Jeffery McCrobie,
Ft. Ashby, W. Va. (United Meth-
odist), and Elaine Liller, Keyser,
W. Va. (Pinto), Feb. 29, by Roy
Bender.

Winter-Loepp: Henry Winter,
Leamington, Ont. (Leamington
United), and Karen Loepp, Wa-
terloo, Ont. (Shantz), July 6, by
Doris Gascho.

DEATHS

Baker, Alice Pearl, 80, Protec-

tion, Kan. Born: May 30, 1911,

to Roy and Mary (Huff)
Toothaker. Died: Jan. 14, 1992,

Protection, Kan. Survivors

—

husband: Chester Baker; sons:

Francis and Murl; 6 grandchil-

dren, 7 great-grandchildren. Fu-
neral and burial: Jan. 18, Protec-

tion Mennonite Church, by
Raymond Unruh.

Derstine, Lloyd F., 80, Souder-
ton, Pa. Born: Oct. 15, 1911,

Souderton, Pa., to Mahlon B.

and Mary (Souder) Derstine.

Died: Feb. 27, 1992, Souderton,
Pa. Survivors—wife: Lillie Anna
Petrie Derstine; children: Viol-

ette P. Gottshall, LaRene D.
Barndt; 6 grandchildren, 12

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Carol (infant daugh-
ter). Funeral and burial: March
2, Souderton Mennonite
Church, by Gerald A. Clemmer,
Steven C. Nyce, and Nancy L.

Gottshall.

Eberly, Esther, 82, Goshen, Ind.

Born: May 21, 1909, Dalton,
Ohio, to Aaron and Anna
(Eyman) Eberly. Died: Feb. 19,

1992, Goshen, Ind. Survivor

—

brother: Ralph. Funeral: Feb.

22, College Mennonite Church,
by James Waltner. Burial: Vio-

lett Cemetery.
Erb, Omar W., 81. Born: Oct. 11,

1910, to John and Lena (Oswald)
Erb. Died: Feb. 15, 1992,
Casselton, N.D. Survivors

—

wife: Mary Ann (Roth); children:

Unbelievable,
That's what some people are

saying about MMA's new, low-

cost health insurance. Our Basic

Benefit Plan offers lower prices

than a lot of other health

insurance plans. And you still

get solid protection from big

medical bills.

Call today for a free, no-

obligation quote! Ask about

MMA's Team Care Optima

health plan too. Call toll free,

1 -800-662-6747. Or see your

mutual aid counselor.

A
Mennonite
Mutual Aid
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Paul, Jo Ann Schrock, Donna
McKelvey, Ruby Van Amburg,

Dorothy Kingsley, Lola Rosen-

berger, Margaret Wendorf, Ar-

lene Jorgenson, Linda Erb;

brothers and sister: Walter,

John, Ezra, Ruby Grieser; 19

grandchildren, 12 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial: Feb.

18, Casselton Mennonite Church,

by Glen Birky.

Fetterolf, Epentus (Penny), 81,

Lansdale, Pa. Born: Dec. 31,

1910, Norristown, Pa., to Nathan

L. and Anna (Heukeroth)
Fetterolf. Died: Feb. 23, 1992,

Lansdale, Pa. Survivors—wife:

Evelyn L. (Frederick) Fetterolf;

children: Joan D. Moyer, Ken-

neth D.; brother and sister: Wil-

liam, Dorothy Lease; 5

grandchildren, 2 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

Feb. 29, Line Lexington Menno-
nite Church, by Lowell H. Delp

and Bob Walters.

Gingerich, Truman W., 79,

Kalona, Iowa. Born: Oct. 12,

1912, Versailles, Mo., to Amos
and Nannie (Yoder) Gingerich.

Died: Feb. 22, 1992, Iowa City,

Iowa. Survivors—wife: Velma
Eash; sons: Gilbert, Wallace,

Jerry Lee; brothers and sisters:

Charity Troyer, Leroy, Eunice

Histand, Paul, Lois Bender,

Simon, Clayton; 8 grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Larry

Truman (son). Funeral: Feb. 26,

Kalona Mennonite Church, by

David Groh. Burial: West Union

Cemetery.
Leatherman, Florence Y.

(Moyer), 78, Doylestown, Pa.

Born: Sept. 9, 1913, Colmar, Pa.,

to Sylanus G. and Anna Mary
(Yothers) Moyer. Died: Feb. 25,

1992, Allentown, Pa. Survi-

vors— husband: Abram D.

Leatherman; daughters: Shirley

Marie Godshall, F. Arlene
DuBree; sister: Martha Cramer;

6 grandchildren, 4 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Hor-

ace and Frank (sons). Funeral

and burial: March 2, Line Lex-

ington Mennonite Church, by
Lowell H. Delp.

Litwiller, Mary Vietta (Good),

74, Didsbury, Alta. Born: May 1,

1917, Carstairs, Alta., to Simeon
and Elsie (Snyder) Good. Died:

Feb. 26, 1992, Didsbury, Alta.

Survivors—husband: Stanley

Litwiller; daughters: Joanne
Stickl, Christine Archer; broth-

ers: Ward and Clare Good; 3

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Feb. 29, West Zion Men-
nonite Church, by James J.

Miller.

Miller, Grace Burnett, 80, Ber-

lin, Ohio. Born: June 8, 1911,

Holmes County, to Samuel
Jackson and Nettie (Hoch-

stetler) Maxwell. Died: Jan. 18,

1992, Berlin, Ohio, of a heart

attack. Survivors—husband:
Williard S. Miller; children: Jo-

anne Miller, Max, Ted; brothers:

Clell, Doyle, and Carl Maxwell;

6 grandchildren. Funeral and

burial: Jan. 21, Berlin Menno-
nite Church, by Leon Schrock.

Miller, Perry J., 86, Goshen, Ind.

Born: Aug. 8, 1905, LaGrange
County, Ind., to John D. and

Melinda Mehl Miller. Died: Feb.

21, 1992, Goshen, Ind. Survi-

vors—wife: Lucile Miller Miller;

children: Jewel Schlatter, Sally

Jo Milne, Gerald; brothers: Har-

old, Vernon; 10 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren. Funeral:

Feb. 25, College Mennonite
Church, by James Waltner.

Burial: Shore Cemetery.

Miller, Rodney R., 32, Kalona,

Iowa. Born: Feb. 28, 1960, Iowa

City, Iowa, to Chester A. and

Sarah Yoder Miller. Died: Feb.

28, 1992, Missouri, in a truck

accident. Survivors— wife:

Sherri Schweitzer; children:

Brylee, Roby, Grael; brother

and sisters: Lowell, Lois

Rhodes, Muriel Nisly. Funeral:

March 3, Sunnyside Conserva-

tive Mennonite Church, by Dan
Johnston and John King. Burial:

Sharon Hill Cemetery.
Moyer, Clayton, 87, Harleysville,

Pa. Born: Sept. 8, 1904, Harleys-

ville, Pa., to John and Susan

Clemens Moyer. Died: Feb. 22,

1992, Sellersville, Pa., of

pneumonia. Survivors— chil-

dren: Evelyn, Grace Myers, Har-

old, Elizabeth Miller, Lorene

Maust, Marvin, Sarah Fisher,

Susan Moyer, Mary Jane Green,

Loretta Moyer; brothers and sis-

ters: Bertha Landis, Katy Nice,

Benjamin, Horace, Mamie
Kratz, Anna Anders; 37 grand-

children, 39 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Lizzie

(Bissey) Moyer and Mary
(Beyer) Moyer (first and second

wives) and Laverne (child). Fu-

neral: Feb. 26, Salford Menno-
nite Meetinghouse, by Willis

Miller and John L. Ruth. Burial:

Christ Reformed Church Ceme-
tery.

Nofziger, Kathryn Short, 82,

Goshen, Ind. Born: Jan. 28,

1910, Archbold, Ohio, to

Amandus and Malinda
Aeschliman Short. Died: Feb.

28, 1992, Goshen, Ind. Survi-

vors— sons: Roger, Myrl; broth-

ers and sister: Paul, Lawrence,

Jesse, Fanny Gisel; 7 grandchil-

dren, 5 stepgrandchildren. Pre-

deceased by: Jesse L. Nofziger

(husband) and Daryl (son). Fu-

neral: March 2, College Menno-
nite Church, by James H.

Waltner. Burial: Violett Ceme-
tery.

Payne, Roy P., 62, Norfolk, Va.

Born: April 25, 1929, to Roy and

Grace Payne. Died: Feb. 16,

1992, Norfolk, Va. Survivors-

brothers and sisters: Hilda Mae
Yoder, Virginia Townsend, Dor-

othy Baker, James, Paul, Rich-

ard. Funeral and burial: Feb. 18,

Deep Creek Mennonite Church,

by Addona Nissley, Robert
Mast, and Ted Bashford.

Yoder, Naomi E. (Schrock), 63,

Berlin, Ohio. Born: Oct. 16,

1928, Millersburg, Ohio, to Wil-

liam E. and Katie (Kauffman)

Schrock. Died: Jan. 23, 1992,

Berlin, Ohio, of cancer. Survi-

vors—husband: Carl H. Yoder;

children: Marcia Miller, Kevin,

Mary Beth Stuckey; sister: Ruth
Mumaw; 7 grandchildren.
Predeceased by: Sheila and
Janelle (daughters). Funeral and

burial: Jan. 26, Berlin Menno-
nite Church, by Leon Schrock

and Eldon King.

CALENDAR

Illinois Conference annual meeting,

Tiskilwa, HI., March 27-28

Northwest Conference spring

meeting, Calgary, Alta., March
27-29

Mennonite Church General Board

meeting, Lancaster, Pa., April

2-4

Pennsylvania Relief Sale, Harris-

burg, Pa., April 3-4

West Coast Mennonite Relief

Sale, Fresno, Calif., April 3-4

Mennonite Conference of Eastern

Canada annual meeting,
Leamington, Ont, April 3-5

Goshen College commencement,
Goshen, Ind., April 18

Eastern Mennonite College com-

mencement, Harrisonburg, Va.,

April 26

Evangelism and Church Planting

Sunday, April 26

Eastern Mennonite College com-

mencement, Harrisonburg, Va.,

April 26

Rocky Mountain Conference an-

nual assembly, Denver, Colo.,

May 1-3

Unshakable,
That's the kind of confidence you

need in your health insurance. And

you can get it by choosing the

added safety of MMA's new

supplemental health insurance,

Team Care Extra Protection Plan.

This inexpensive plan provides

an extra $1 million in coverage per

person. And it ensures that you can

transfer to MMA if you lose your

employer-provided coverage.

Get a free, no-obligation quote!

Call toll free, 1-800-662-6747. Or

see your mutual aid counselor.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
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THE LAST WORD

The integration chicken
Who's responsible for this talk of merging the

Mennonite Church and the General Conference
Mennonite Church, anyway? At this point, it's

difficult to find anyone willing to say: me.
For a time we thought it was "the people." At

Normal 89, MC delegates voted 86 percent to ex-

plore integration; GC delegates said yes by 87
percent. That we agreed so closely seemed like

a mandate to both groups, so an Integration Ex-
ploration Committee was formed. It is to come
up with a recommendation by the next joint as-

sembly in 1995.

Now, about midstream, that committee is hear-

ing that integration isn't "high on the agenda"
for most Mennonites. Some see the move to-

ward possible merger as the work of Mennonite
bureaucrats concerned about church structures.

So when they last met, the Integration Ex-
ploration Committee called in a group from the

Central District (GC) and the Ohio, Indiana-

Michigan, and Illinois conferences (MC) that has
been exploring ways to work together more
closely. "What motivates you people to work for

integration?" the committee asked.

"Because of the push from churchwide struc-

tures," came the answer. "But structures are

only responding to prodding from people like

you," said the committee. It seemed to be the

classic which-came-first, the-chicken-or-the-egg

question in relation to integration.

The temptation is to stop there, to center the

debate on who's responsible for what we're not

sure we want. It's a question being asked more
frequently as 1995 approaches. A better one
would be: "Is there some reason the MCs and
the GCs should come together?"

One possible reason emerged at the Integra-

tion Exploration Committee meeting with the

Central-Ohio-Indiana-Illinois representatives.

George Bixler, Ohio's conference coordinator, sug-

gested integration should happen around mission.

Here's how it could work: Let's say the Holy
Spirit calls Mennonites to witness in a new area.

Congregations clustered around that area would
become the base of support. Theirs would be
the responsibility to supply volunteers, money,
and prayers for this new work. If that cluster

and the cooperation egg
happened to include both MC and GC churches,

they would work together, be it called

"integration" or "cooperation."

But that's only the first step. As local con-

gregations catch the vision for mission on their

doorstep, that enthusiasm would also go beyond.
After a successful local venture, the next step

would be to challenge congregational clusters to

get involved in mission work in an international

setting.

In many ways, the integration-for-mission sug-

gestion simply takes into account what's already

happening among us. Giving is down for church-
wide work and up for local projects. Conferences
and districts do have mission work in their

areas. In many conferences, dually-affiliated

MC/GC congregations are springing up as a re-

sult, particularly in urban settings.

But we must be careful, as Wilbert Shenk
points out in this week's lead feature. Vision can
become too local. Mission can even center on
ourselves. That's why we need broader struc-

tures.

So what would happen to these structures

should we decide to integrate for mission?

That's difficult to say. Obviously, we
would need them. Existing work must go on—or

be phased out in an orderly way. And there

needs to be some organization to discern the

Spirit's call to mission.

It could be done with existing mission struc-

tures in a new mode of cooperation. Or we may
decide we need one integrated mission agency to

help us carry out our mandate.
Regardless, the important thing is not struc-

tures. What is important, as Shenk notes, is that

the church catch a vision for mission. For unless

we do, the church will not survive, be it MC or GC.
The important question facing us today is not

integration or cooperation. It is the shape of the

mission to which God is calling the Mennonite
Church and the General Conference Mennonite
Church. Once we determine that, then we can
begin the discussion about structures. If the vi-

sion is common, some day our structures will be
too.

—

jlp
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In the last decade the poor without our global com-

munity have experienced economic apocalypse. A
billion people have gone into the abyss of poverty.
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A third of our
family doesn't
have enough to eat

What has gone wrong when the stan-

dard of living for a hardworking, faith-

ful Mennonite pastor and father in Tan-

zania declines tenfold in just ten years?

6

9

Kansas event considers
health care, right to die 10

Aquart of wheat for a day's pay . . . but do

not damage the olive oil and the wine!"

the messenger of famine versus opulence

laments in Rev. 6:6. That famine is at hand. And
it is touching a third of the Mennonite world

family.

These Mennonites live in countries like Hondu-

ras, Tanzania, the Philippines, and Zaire. A
young Mennonite pastor in Dar es Salaam, Tan-

zania, describes the famine this way:

"I'm a self-supporting pastor, employed as a

civil servant with the Tanzanian government. In

1980 my wages were $300 per month. By 1989

my wages had declined to $30 per month.

"Things are not cheap in Tanzania, and im-

ported goods are especially expensive. A gallon

of gasoline costs $4. My family and I really can-

not afford to ride buses. This is a large city of

two million people, yet we mostly walk.

"During the past couple of years, three of our

four young children have died because of inade-

quate medical care. One of them died of dysen-

by

David

W. Shenk



And when we look beyond the Mennonite
family to the global community, we find
the statistics of poverty, malnutrition,

and hopelessness even more appalling.

tery. We walked from pharmacy to pharmacy the

night of our child's illness looking for medicine
to stop the dysentery. None was available. Our
baby died that night as we searched for medi-
cine."

In the last decade the poor within our global

community have experienced economic apoca-

lypse. A billion people have gone into the abyss
of grinding poverty. The statistics are appalling.

A hundred million teenagers are homeless. Forty
thousand babies die of malnutrition and lack of

medical care every 24 hours.

What has gone wrong? Why should the

standard of living of a hardworking,

faithful pastor and father in Dar es Sa-

laam decline tenfold in ten years? Why must peo-

ple pay $4 a gallon for gasoline in an economy
which can afford to pay high school teachers

only $25 per month? Applied to North America,
this would mean spending about $5,000 for one
tank of gasoline for a five-passenger car. Imagine
that: two months' wages for a tankful of gasoline!

The international debt crisis is a significant

contributor to the problem. Yet for the last two
decades, the poor countries of the global commu-
nity have borrowed very little money for fresh

capital investment. But their debts keep escalat-

ing. Why?
Of course corruption and faulty approaches to

development contribute to the crisis. A central

cause of the debt crisis, however, is that poorer

countries cannot pay the full interest rates de-

manded by the international banking system. So
that interest gets added to their debt. The debt
burden grows even though the poor countries

might not be receiving any additional money for

developing their infrastructures or for capital in-

vestment, which would generate jobs.

According to the World Bank, in 1990 the

poor nations in the global community con-

tributed $38 billion more to wealthy na-

tions than the investments and earnings which
they received. Where did they get that $38 bil-

lion? They got that money through export earn-

ings. These billions of dollars came from the

cotton, coffee, and tea, or manufactured goods
such as textiles which they sold abroad.

The International Monetary Fund is requiring

most third-world countries to put much of their

export earnings in interest payments to the inter-

national banking system. That is why the cost of

gasoline in Tanzania has recently inflated to as

much as $4 a gallon. In the Philippines it went
to $3 a gallon. The International Monetary Fund
requires those prices on gasoline so that the coun-

try will import less fuel, thereby releasing funds to

pay more money toward interest on loans.

Most of us in North America benefit from the

high interest rates. Our pension funds and sav-

ings plans are invested in banks that hold loans

to poor countries and we are grateful when the

interest we accumulate year by year doubles the

inflation rate. Yet this system, advantageous to

us, is contributing very directly to the fact that

The church can't solve all the

problems of the poor. But the

church is called to be a sign

of hope among the nations.

in modern times the wealthy are able to buy
ample "olive oil and wine" while the poor pay a

whole day's wages for only "a quart of wheat."

How should the North American Mennonites
live in times like these, when a third of our own
world family of faith are living in deep poverty?

Here are several modest proposals:

1. Be informed. Perhaps your congregation or

a sister congregation has someone serving in one
of the poverty countries overseas or within a

community of poverty in North America. Invite

information from them. Keep alert to news devel-

opments. Arrange for news concerning the poor

to be shared within your congregation.

2. Influence public policy. Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee International Peace Section

gives considerable attention to the economic
health of poor countries within our global com-
munity. The Washington-based staff would be

prepared to send you information whenever
there is legislation pending in Congress which re-

lates to U.S. economic policy toward the poor
countries. Communicate your concerns to those

who help formulate public policy.

3. Pray for the poor. Invite your congregation

in the Sunday morning gathering for worship to
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intercede regularly for the poor of the earth. Min-

ister on their behalf in prayer.

4. Live sacrificially and generously. Menno-

nite domestic and international mission and ser-

vice agencies are especially involved among the

poor of the earth in evangelism, church forma-

tion, and endeavors of hope. However, Menno-

nite and Brethren in Christ denominations in

North America give less than a dime a day per

member in their congregational offerings for the

poor through Mennonite Central Committee.

Mennonite Church members contribute about a

quarter a day for missions and service through

their mission agencies. We should be doing

much better!

Of course the church cannot solve all the prob-

lems of the poor. However, we are called by God

to be a sign of the kingdom among the nations.

In times like these it is urgent that the church

find ways to live as one family of faith.

When the early apostolic church in Jerusalem

was suffering from famine, Paul wrote to the Co-

rinthians, urging that they share so generously

that there would be equality. When one member
of the world family suffers, we should all taste

the suffering. One significant way to live as a

global family is for the prosperous to choose to

lower their standard of living so that they can

share more generously with the poor. So I ask if

I in conscience can purchase a new television or

high fidelity set when members of my very own
faith family are hungry.

We often share most generously in times of di-

saster. A good example of this is the thousands

of blankets which Mennonites in North America

airlifted for Kurdish refugees after the Gulf War
with Iraq. That sort of spontaneous generosity is

a great encouragement to those who suffer.

Yet in poverty situations, there can be no

substitute for long-term, congregationally-

based development. The local fellowship

which meets in the name of Christ is an energiz-

ing center within which authentic development

can happen. These communities of faith become
leaven within the whole society, pointing the way
toward hope. For this reason, church planting

One of the most fruitful com-
mitments a North American
congregation could make on
behalf of the poor is to send
people to walk with them.

among the poor is a vitally important contribu-

tion to change.

One of the most fruitful commitments a North

American congregation could make on behalf of

the poor is to send people who will walk with

them—learning from the poor, identifying with

them, praying with them, sharing and minister-

ing and witnessing among them in the name of

Christ. People ministering in these situations are

a sign that the body of Christ is indeed one

world community, that the wealthy churches in

North America really do care. That would be a

sign of hope. It would be a most important build-

ing block in authentic long-term development in

a hopeless world.

David W. Shenk, Salunga, Pa., is director of over-

seas ministries for the Eastern Mennonite Board

of Missions. He was born in Tanzania and has

served as a missionary in Somalia and Kenya. He
is also the author of several books on the global

church in mission; the latest is Creating Commu-
nities of the Kingdom (Herald Press), which he

coauthored with Ervin Stutzman.
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"My soul makes its boast in

the Lord; let the humble
hear and be glad. O magnify
the Lord with me, and let us

exalt his name together."

—Psalm 34:2-3, NRSV

READERS SAY

How Shall We Celebrate 1492?
(Feb. 11). Certainly there are

those who will take inordinate

pride in Columbus Day this year. But
one must be wary of wholeheartedly

joining the opposite camp as well. Bash-
ing Spain is also historically inaccurate.

So is blaming the problems of our capi-

talist economic and political system and
their effects upon minority groups on
events which took place 500 years ago.

While we should heed Kreider's call

to confess and change our attitudes and
actions toward Native Americans and
African-Americans, it may be less daunt-

ing if we started out small. Instead of

first tackling the pentagon or our ineffi-

cient health care system, we might begin

at a congregational or even a familiar level.

Denominationally pertinent measures
might include a corporate statement by
the Mennonite Church acknowledging

participation in the "conquest," past

and present. Many do not know, for ex-

ample, that some Mennonite colonies in

Latin America displaced large numbers
of Indians from their lands, that Menno-
nite immigrants to Brazil operated ply-

wood factories in the Amazon, nor that

Mennonites in Belize were the

country's largest growers, refiners, and

sellers of marijuana in the last decade.

We here in the U.S. have also failed

to live up to our beliefs about social jus-

tice. May this 1492 celebration serve

first for each of us to reexamine our re-

lationship to other people and natural

resources and only then to remember
mistakes of the past.

Rene Horst

Bloomington, Ind.

Ifind "level three" to be the most
troublesome section of What Shall

We Then Say to the State? (Dec.

31). Whether intended or not, the au-

thor leads off embracing the just war
theory. Today, two decades later, he

can condemn the Vietnam War with im-

punity. Apparently not so yesterday.

In this article, J. Lawrence
Burkholder has put forward the posi-

tion that Mennonites are not justified

in opposing defense in principle. He
does not define defense, however. Does
it mean the willingness of citizens to

die for one's country, as opposed to kill-

ing for it? What does it mean to say

that the proper response to militarism

is the intelligent application of minimal

force for the sake of peace and justice?

The relationship between church and

state is confounding and complex. It de-

serves more attention. Burkholder's arti-

cle raises more questions than it answers.

David E. Ortman
Seattle, Wash.

J redentials Suspended for Sex-
f ual Misconduct (Feb. 18). Urie

V^' Bender is my friend and brother.

I think it was unkind to him and his

family to report descriptively Urie's mis-

conduct and subsequent conference ac-

tion. I would say the same thing as it

relates to anyone.

The apostle Paul did write to pastor

Timothy regarding elders' misconduct:

"Those who sin are to be rebuked pub-
licly, so that the others may take

warning" (1 Tim. 5:20). It's very doubt-

ful that "publicly" meant all of Asia

Minor, Macedonia, and Palestine.

I am not indicating that there should

not have been disciplinary action by the

local body and the district conference.

But why should a brother's (or sister's)

misconduct, inconsistencies, and sins

be publicized across Canada, the

United States, and beyond?
Peter wrote, "Above all, love each

other deeply, because love covers over

a multitude of sins" (1 Pet. 4:8).

Elam Gliek

Belleville, Pa.

Credentials Suspended for Sex-

ual Misconduct (Feb. 18). It was
totally inappropriate for you to

publish a name. This kind of sexual mis-

conduct in the church is so terrible. No
one would disagree with that, or that it

should come to the light. But to print a

name is unkind and cruel!

It feels like trying to spread gossip or

trying to be sensational. Let a smaller

circle instead of the whole Gospel Her-

ald world work on this problem.

Joan Vogt

Evanston, III.

^ redentials Suspended for Sex-

ual Misconduct (Feb. 18). How
thoughtful of four women to pub-

licize the name of a respected Menno-
nite writer and dramatist. What
purpose does this fill? Whatever hap-

pened to Matthew 18:15-17?

What an interesting paper we would
have if all our secret sins were publi-

cized on the front page, including those

of MCEC.
Kathy Steckle

Zurich, Ont.

c
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READERS SAY

J^>i redentials Suspended for Sex-

I ual Misconduct (Feb. 18) seems

V t to demonstrate that more bound-

aries than one have been violated.

What is the role of church publications

in relaying such accusations, complete

with name and details for the general

readership to judge?

A reason given by the unnamed

women for seeking conference action

and going public is for "provisions to

protect those vulnerable young women
like us." What kind of protection can

conference provide? This was not a vio-

lent or coercive situation. What better

provision can be given than their own

sense of discrimination and power of

confrontation?

We live in a world of various cus-

toms. To list commonly acceptable so-

cial behavior, such as embracing, along

with obviously erotic actions in a list of

instances of "crossing sexual

boundaries" seems not to clarify but to

confuse. Perhaps it is time to translate

cultural changes in freedom between

men and women into guidelines for

Christian expressions of friendship and

sexuality, and to explore these in

proper context.

Everywhere, including in the church,

that which has been hidden, sup-

pressed, ignored, and denied is coming

out into the open. This can and should

be a healthy change. Dealing with is-

sues honestly is, it seems to me, more

ultimately healing than humiliating one

individual before the entire church.

Ruth Eitzen

Barto, Pa.

Three observations on your report,

Integration Discussions Be-

come Complex as Canadians
Call for National Structures (Feb. 25):

1. The concept of "national

conferences" on both sides of the 49th

parallel is surely not a new one. This

has been discussed within Canada for a

number of years. I am gratified it has fi-

nally been heard on the MC side in the

U.S. Do U.S. delegates really want to

"sit politely" while Canadian delegates

discuss Quebec distinct society, an Oka
land claim crisis, or the pornography is-

sues as recently affected by Canadian

court decisions?

2. "Intensified cooperation" can seem

to be an attractive option in the short

term. It can also translate to intensified

frustration without the promise of relief

in a new structure. In the mid-1980s, co-

operation among three conferences in

Eastern Canada nearly collapsed under

the weight of "intensified cooperation."

Can our binational conferences not indi-

vidually die to give life to something

new?
3. I fear for the integration process if

the members of the Integration Explora-

tion Committee, both GC and MC, are

not personally committed to the

"rightness" of integration. Again reflect-

ing on the experience of the Menno-

nites in Eastern Canada, there were

times in the exploration phase when it

felt like we were creating a bumblebee

that could never fly. But it did. The
leaders we've charged with the MC/GC
exploration task need a level of convic-

tion that stays focused, not on possible

perils, but on realistic possibilities.

Sam Steiner

Waterloo, Ont.

What the Bible Really Says

(Feb. 18). I am getting weary

of hearing Gal. 3:28 used to

support having women in leadership or

the ministry. Read Galatians. This let-

ter was written by Paul to correct false

teaching which was corrupting the new
believers in Galatia. It has nothing to

do with church organization or the func-

tion and role of men and women.

Judaizers were telling the new Chris-

tians in Galatia that they must still

keep the ritual of circumcision in order

to be saved; faith in Christ alone was

not enough. Paul devotes this whole let-

ter restating the doctrine of justifica-

tion by faith through grace. Paul is

simply saying salvation is free and avail-

able to all, Jew or Greek, slave or free,

male or female. We are all one in

Christ Jesus.

We need to study the Bible responsi-

bly to learn truth.

Frances Hooley

Middlebury, Ind.

Pontius' Puddle

SOMETIMES,WHEN X
p>fitv/A,cy, I x/EMTOUtTO A

SO UEtAOTET, SO
DES01_OT£,THAT FEW OF MY
PARISHIONERS EVEN KNOW
OF ITS EXISTENCE-

How Do We Get Rid of Racism
in the Mennonite Church?
(Feb. 11). The introduction, in

bold type, said: "We were to have

made progress toward being a more tol-

erant and inclusive society—and

church." I could not find this statement

in the article. Was it an editorial com-

ment? I think it pinpoints a number of

errors we fall into when we try to elimi-

nate racism:

1. We aim at eliminating racism from

society. Unfortunately, we Christians

have been followers rather than leaders.

We should concentrate first of all on

"taking the beam out of our own eye"

before we tackle society.

2. We forget that racism is rooted in

the evil present in the hearts of

unregenerate humanity. Our primary

aim in regard to the "world" should be

to change people's hearts. It is in the

church that we need to educate and

model the inclusiveness of the gospel.

3. "Tolerance" of people who are dif-

ferent is not what we need. Jesus did

not teach "tolerate your neighbor" but

"love your neighbor."

We need to get to know people of

other racial, cultural, ethnic, and socio-

economic groups personally. This

means intentional activities where we

can meet to worship, eat, visit, and cele-

brate.

Let's work at making the Mennonite

Church in North America a preview of

that great crowd in Rev. 7.

Elvina N. Martens

Sterling, III.

Patience Is a Virtue, Find It If

You Can (Feb. 18). I needed this

article. The older I get, the more

patience I need. And to think that a lov-

ing God has to have patience with me
daily, a sinner saved by grace!

Lydia Cardel

Hatfield, Pa.

TWE CHORCH L\St?ABV
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When the church called to ministry:

One had to have a good
One of the greatest challenges

facing a pastor is to model a
ministry that will motivate
others to choose this path.

by David N. Thomas

Some day you are going to be a pastor." It

was 60 years ago, when I was age 11, that

my public school teacher made that com-
ment to me.

Several days before, I had responded at a re-

vival meeting in my home congregation and re-

ceived Christ as my Savior. My teacher called

me to his desk at recess and commended me for

my decision.

I never forgot those words. But I shared them
with no one. In 1930, discussion about a call to

be a minister seldom took place.

My childhood experiences in my home church
were happy ones. My grandfather was one of my
pastors. I loved and respected him. My parents
too loved the church and were committed to it. I

seldom heard critical comments about the

church. We attended all its functions. When
asked to serve in any capacity, one had to have
a good reason to say no.

I was 19 when I was first nominated as a candi-

date for the ministry in my home congregation.

Everyone expected a favorable response, for we
took the call of the church, through the use of

the "lot," very seriously. Today I thank God the

lot did not fall on me that time during those
early years of immaturity and lack of experience.
Ten years later, the need arose again for a min-

ister in my congregation. Both my father and I

were in the lot. At 64 he was the oldest and at

29 I was the youngest of the five persons nomi-
nated. I remember well my father's reluctance to

serve at age 64. And only the Lord and my fam-
ily know the support and encouragement I re-

ceived from my father after the lot fell on me
that day: Dec. 2, 1948.

So my schoolteacher's comment, "Some day
you are going to be a pastor," was now a reality.

I entered the ministry with a clear sense of call

and the strong affirmation of my congregation.

My formal training was limited. I went from
grade school to business college. At age 16, I

had enrolled in a two-year Bible course at East-
ern Mennonite School (now EMC). My first year
at EMS was a significant milestone in my spiri-

tual pilgrimage. I cried when I could not go the

second year because of concerns in our area

about higher education. At the time of my ordi-

nation, there was little interest or encourage-
ment—and even some objection—to seminary
training.

My
call to ministry was also a call to per-

sonal commitment and spiritual matu-
rity. To be entrusted with the gospel

meant to study the gospel, live the gospel, and
teach the gospel. The challenge to minister to

the whole person, of every age, drove me to

prayer for divine wisdom and a Spirit-filled min-
istry. I confess there were times that I was so in-

volved in ministry to others that I neglected to

cultivate my own spiritual growth by meditation
and personal devotions.

One of my greatest concerns during my minis-

try was to keep my commitment to family and
church in balance. If I could do it over, I would
give more consideration and time to family. One
of the greatest assets to my ministry has been
the love and support of my wife, Edith. We en-

deavor together to keep life joyful and positive.

I tried hard to reflect the blessings of kingdom
work, rather than its difficulties. Our ten chil-

dren love the Lord and continue to serve him.

Two of our sons and a son-in-law are active pas-

tors in Lancaster Conference. I want to believe

that living in a pastor's home has helped to

grace their decision.

Serving as pastor in my home congregation

was a meaningful and rewarding experience. As
a "tent-making" minister, I was involved in a

business that provided flexibility and time for
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reason to say no
pastoring. In my early ministry, pastors received

little financial support.

As part of a team ministry, I was encouraged

to serve in evangelistic and spiritual life meet-

ings in other areas of the church. These were

also enriching experiences. I found visitation,

counseling, and sharing in weddings and funerals

rewarding.

Yes, I have had difficulties and disappoint-

ments. But they are far outweighed by the joys

and blessings. One of my deepest joys continues

to be that of leading persons to Christ and then

to nurture them to maturity.

The day I was ordained, my Sunday school

teacher, who was also a spiritual father to me,

promised to pray for me every day. He died four

years ago at age 104. Two weeks before he died,

he told me he did not miss a day praying for me.

I believe the Lord spared his life because he

knew how much I needed those prayers.

Another strong influence in my early ministry

was the attitude of older pastors toward their

call to ministry. I believe "happy preachers" are

one of the most effective forces to motivate oth-

ers to consider a call to ministry. By contrast, I

remember a minister who frequently referred to

himself as "your unworthy servant." The tone

with which he said it made me feel as though

the ministry was something to be avoided if pos-

sible. But Paul wrote to Timothy, "I thank Jesus

Christ our Lord who has enabled me, because

he counted me faithful, putting me into the

ministry" (1 Tim. 1:12). One of the greatest chal-

lenges facing pastors is to model a ministry that

will motivate others to follow their example.

Then a major change came for me in 1956.

Eight years after my call as pastor, our

bishop died at age 46. I was called to suc-

ceed him as overseer of a district of six congrega-

tions. I accepted this change with some
reluctance. Giving up my charge as pastor in my
home congregation was difficult. I deeply

missed—and still do—the close relationship to a

caring congregation. Besides being one of the

younger pastors in our district, to be charged as

"a pastor to pastors" was an overwhelming chal-

lenge.

In 1969 I was elected to serve as secretary of

Lancaster Conference. Four years later I was

called as conference moderator. I experienced

the Lord's leading and blessing in these adminis-

trative roles, but I found them to be a bit

"lonely." My first love was pastoring. Does the

Lord always call us to the task we enjoy most?

My role as conference moderator brought me

into involvement in the broader life of the Men-

nonite church. I have learned so much from

these experiences and appreciate the helpful

counsel and inspiration I received in fellowship

with church leaders from east to west.

To witness the involvement and growth in mis-

sions during my more than 40 years of ministry

feels so good. My fraternal visits to churches in

East Africa has stretched my vision and called

me to a greater understanding and tolerance of

other cultures. Rapid growth in overseas

churches, rural and urban church planting, and

various ministries to congregations, families,

youth, and leaders continue to bless my soul.

Today as I reflect on my ministry, I am
grieved that so much of my time, energy,

and emotion went into resolving conflict,

processing issues, and dealing with disunity. As

Lancaster Conference moderator, I shared in the

deep hurts experienced by pastors and their fam-

ilies. I observed the bleeding that happens when

the body is wounded by division. I felt the re-

proach and damage to Christian witness that re-

sults from broken relationships. When will we
Christians learn that our common enemy is the

devil, not each other?

One of the goals I pursued vigorously was to

maintain unity among leaders within the district

and within the congregation. As leaders model

unity, are clear on their goals and priorities, and

provide prayerful servant leadership, they will

serve the present age in the will of God.

A principle I found helpful was to seek the

prayer and counsel of others in all major deci-

sions. The New Testament supports plural lead-

ership. Every pastor needs a cluster of persons

for mutual sharing in encouragement, discipling,

and challenge. God does not ask us to do king-

dom work alone.

I thank the Lord for the privilege of having a

small part in building the kingdom. It has

brought many blessings into my life. Since so

much of the life and witness of the church de-

pends on faithful and able leadership, it is my
prayer that we continue to give encouragement

and provide training for leadership.

Would I do it all again? Yes. Definitely.

David N. Thomas, Lancaster, Pa., was pastor of

the New Danville Mennonite Church for eight

years and bishop of the New Danville District of

Lancaster Conference for 30 years. Today he

preaches at the request of the six churches in the

district as well as at spiritual life and evangelistic

meetings and in senior citizens ' retreats.

I have
had to

spend
too

much
time re-

solving

conflict.

When
will we
Chris-

tians

learn

the ene-

my is

not

each
other?
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Nations seek wider UN role,

but don't want to pay for it

President Bush and leaders of the 14

other members of the United Nations

Security Council are expected to call on
the UN to play a growing role in peace-

keeping in world trouble spots.

Yet many of these same nations, includ-

ing the United States, are not paying their

share for these operations.

Leading governments collectively owed
the UN $377 million in overdue peace-

keeping assessments at the end of 1991.

The United States remains the single

biggest delinquent, owing $140.9 million.

(MCC)

Evangelical movement has made
amazing comeback, Graham says

Evangelicals have become a force in the

world that few people could have imag-

ined a half-century ago, Billy Graham told

the National Association of Evangelicals

(NAE).

Graham made the observation at a con-

vention marking the 50th anniversary of

the U.S. organization.

In 1942, evangelicals knew the "baton
of leadership had been passed to liberal-

ism," Graham told the NAE audience.

"Today we face a different world."

Evangelicalism, he claimed, "is the

strongest force in the world today." (RNS)

Protestantism lacks joy,

former dean at Yale says
Mainline Protestantism has become a

"joyless religion" in which praise of God
takes a back seat to improving people.

Leander E. Kech, a former dean of Yale

Divinity School, offered that assessment
as speaker for the school's annual
Beecher Lectures.

Mainline Protestants may be "more im-

pressed by the problems of the world than

by the power of God," Keck said.

He added that worship leaders often

have a misguided focus. They see worship

as a path to self-actualization, rather than

an end in itself, he said. (RNS)

Episcopalians report growth
after years of losing members
The U.S. Episcopal Church showed a

slight gain in membership last year.

The denomination of 2.4 million mem-
bers had a net gain of 3,084 in 1990, the

first increase in more than a decade.

Meanwhile, the 5.2 million member
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
reported a net gain of 1,959 members last

year. (RNS)

Maryland ad campaign promotes
sexual abstinence for teenagers
A Baltimore advertising agency is urg-

ing teenagers not to have sex.

Using private and public money, the

agency has developed print ads, radio

commercials, and T-shirts that say, "I

Don't Mess Around."
In addition, the effort includes bill-

boards directed at parents. The signs

show the word "Virgin" in large pink

letters, followed by the sentence: "Teach
your kid it's not a dirty word." (RNS)

Inter-Mennonite

Conference on Aging
Theme: Aging in the Faith Community

Join with others to probe the congregation's new
frontier—understanding the aging process. Help find

ways to empower creative and meaningful living within

the context of the faith community and our spiritual

heritage.

Every Mennonite and Brethren in Christ congregation is

invited to send a team of persons to one of the four

conference locations.

Sponsored by the Mennonite Assocation of Retired

Persons and Mennonite Health Association.

Pacific College
Fresno, CA
June 5-7, 1992

Messiah College

Grantham, PA
June 5-7, 1992

Goshen College

Goshen, IN
June 12-14, 1992

Bethel College

Newton, KS
June 26-28, 1992

Registration materials are available in each congregation. For
further information, or to secure additional materials contact:

MENNONITE
mJmm HEALTH!BS ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 818
Goshen, IN 46626-0818

219*633-9069
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CHURCH NEWS

MBCM board looks at racism,

approves scaled-down budget

Elkhart, Ind. (MBCM)—Racism, pasto-

ral leadership issues, and a sobering fi-

nancial report headed a full agenda at a

meeting of the Mennonite Board of Con-

gregational Ministries (MBCM).
The March 13-14 board of directors

session also included a report on a new

peace education project.

In response to the 1991 General As-

sembly action on racism, the MBCM
board set up a two-person task force to

examine the agency's program.

New board member Roy Williams, who
is a pastor in Southeast Conference, and

MBCM staff member J. R. Burkholder

will look at the agency's practices in "em-

ployment, promotion, purchasing [of] ma-

terials, and inclusion of minorities on

boards and committees."

The board told staff members to ag-

gressively seek ethnic congregations in

providing resources.

In addition, it called on the Ministerial

Information Center (MIC) to more asser-

tively seek ethnic candidates for inclusion

in MIC's listing of pastoral candidates.

Further, the board directed staff mem-
bers to translate all major MBCM docu-

ments into Spanish.

Placement guidelines for pastors

sparked discussion about the tension be-

tween serving leaders and serving congre-

gations.

The board adopted new guidelines that

call for pastors who come from outside

the Mennonite Church to serve alongside

a Mennonite pastor for a year before

assuming a pastorate.

In addition, the board set new guide-

lines for the MIC registry. MBCM re-

serves the right to exclude people from

the listing if references suggest the can-

didate is not suitable for ministry.

Along with this, the board looked at

discipline for ministers.

The directors approved a document
titled Guidelines for Discipline in Minis-

terial Credentialing and recommended it

to conferences.

The Guidelines would restrict pastors

whose credentials have been removed in

one conference from receiving credentials

in another conference.

The document also provide for the re-

vocation of ordination in the most serious

cases of wrongdoing.

Meanwhile, the board heard a discour-

aging report on MBCM's finances.

Instead of rising as expected during the

1991-92 fiscal year, giving to the agency

through church offerings actually de-

clined.

Although the agency spent only 94 per-

cent of its $474,000 budget, it ended the

year with a $30,000 deficit.

The board responded by adopting a

1992-93 budget that is 4 percent smaller

than last year's.

Bearing some of the burden directly,

the board canceled its June meeting.

Board members also said they would in-

crease their personal contributions to the

agency.

To boost income, MBCM will begin

charging a fee to candidates wishing to

register with the MIC. Congregations re-

ceiving resumes of pastoral candidates

will be asked to make a donation to cover

copying, handling, and postage.

Along with this, the board asked staff

members to more aggressively solicit

travel contributions and honoraria from

groups that use their services.

In addition, the directors approved a

contingency plan to further reduce ex-

penditures and boost income, if neces-

sary.

Also at the meeting, J. R. Burkholder

and MBCM colleague Ed Bontrager un-

veiled a peace education plan.

The initiative calls for:

• Encouraging congregational mission

committees to focus on peacemaking as

well as outreach.

• Regularly including peacemaking

seminars in conference assemblies and

seminary pastors weeks.

• Providing mediation training events

for youth groups.

• Making resources available to congre-

gations where people in the military are

requesting membership.
• Using Mennonite Central Commit-

tee's "100,000 Faces" project as a travel-

ing resource for churches.

MBCM plans to launch the peace ini-

tiative in May, after testing it further with

General Board.

Listening project tops activities at CPT event

Richmond, Va.—Listening is the first act

in peacemaking, Herb Walters told partic-

ipants in a Christian Peacemaker Teams
(CPT) meeting here, March 6-8.

The event featured a listening project

led by Walters, who works for the Rural

Southern Voice for Peace in Burnsville,

N.C., and Candice Powleck of the Rich-

mond (Va.) Peace Center.

In addition, Palestinian exile Mubarak
Awad spoke about peacemaking in his

homeland. Awad was deported by the

Israeli government in 1988.

In a training session at the conference,

Walters urged listening project partici-

pants to "empathize with the people. Ac-

cept their answers. Be a listening ear."

Listening groups visited in 10 local

churches and at a military installation,

Fort Lee. Findings from the project will

be used by the local New Call to Peace-

making group in its community organiza-

tion efforts.

Other activities during the meeting in-

cluded a dozen workshops and the

presentation of a $150 check to the Pe-

tersburg (Va.) public schools.

The check—along with a cash offering

from the meeting and additional money
collected locally—will help children in the

Petersburg school district pay their an-

nual $25-30 book rental fee.

According to Richmond news reports,

up to half the students in the district

cannot afford the fee and must try to get

along without texts.

Workshops at the conference addressed

topics from federal budget issues to

peacemaking in the congregation.

In a workshop on witness to military

personnel, Andre Gingerich Stoner re-

ported on Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC) activities in Germany.

In the period leading up to the Gulf War,

MCC workers handled more than 1,000

phone calls from military people seeking

information on conscientious objector

(CO) status.

Stoner said he knows about 15 people

who received CO discharges. Others, how-

ever, were forcibly deployed to the Gulf.

The CPT gathering drew 150 regis-

trants, mainly from the mid-Atlantic

states. However, a few participants came

from as far away as Kansas, Oregon, and

Ontario.

—

David Hiebert

Herb Walters of the Rural Southern Voice

for Peace, Burnsville, N.C., leads a listening

training session at a Christian Peacemaker

Teams meeting in Richmond, Va.
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CHURCH NEWS

Kansas event considers
health care, right to die

Wichita, Kan. (GCMC)—Quality of life,

euthanasia, and the U.S. health care sys-

tem headed discussion at a conference
here on "Health Care and the Church."
Some 120 people took part in the inter-

Mennonite event, which was sponsored by
Lorraine Avenue Mennonite Church.

"There is a difference between killing

and letting people die," John Bradley of

Decatur, 111., said in the keynote address.

Technology, he warned, "is no longer

our servant but our master."

But do people who are dying have a

moral right to an "assisted death"?

Conference participants addressed the

question through a role play, in which they

were asked to plan a worship service for

"Henry."

Henry, they were told, was a terminally

ill man in his 80s. Faced with much pain,

he was planning to take his life later that

day.

According to Henry, prolonged life

would only extend his pain and sink his

family into debt.

In response to this hypothetical situa-

tion, participants planned and carried out

a "farewell and sending forth" service.

The mood of the ceremony was some-
where between a funeral and a wedding.

The service included singing, reading,

organ music, and time to give Henry a

farewell touch.

In discussion afterward, a large majority

of the participants said they saw this type

of ministry to a dying person as valid.

"We need to recapture an understand-
ing of the experience of dying," said con-

ference organizer Bruce Woods.
"We have mismanaged the experience

of letting go," he continued. "I think it is

a theological problem."

But not everyone agreed.

"I'm angry at the church," said one
woman, near tears, who objected to the

idea of assisted death.

"I don't like the premise that people
only have value and worth as long as they
produce something," she said.

Other people said they didn't like the
idea of "playing God."
"We have made the doctors gods," Don

Steelberg, pastor of the Lorraine Avenue
congregation, said in one of the weekend
presentations.

People feel obligated to use medical
technology because it is available, he said.

Willard Krabill, a physician from
Goshen, Ind., questioned whether health

is the ultimate goal in life.

"When I die, I want something more on
my tombstone than 'Willard ate well, he
jogged, he ate yogurt, and he died,'

"

Krabill said.

Community is important to people who
are ill, Phil and Joyce Bedsworth of

Hesston, Kan., said.

The couple talked about their struggle

with a series of life-threatening diseases

over the past five years.

"The worst part of my medical crisis

was not surgery or batteries of tests," Phil

said, "but waking up in the middle of the

night alone. With community you're not
alone."

Christians also need to face death in the
light of the resurrection, he said. "Death
is only a passage."

"Why do we fight death?" she asked.
During the weekend, participants dis-

cussed a variety of ways for the church to

address health issues.

One person suggested that a doctor or

nurse be part of a congregation's minis-
terial leadership team.

Other people offered plans for drasti-

cally restructuring Mennonite Mutual Aid
(MMA) or opening Mennonite-owned
hospitals and adult-care facilities.

At a final session, participants talked
with MMA representatives. People who
spoke—many of whom work in the health-

care field—expressed frustration with the

current U.S. medical system.

"Ifwe had the right kind of system, no one
would be 'uninsurable,' " one person said.

The conference was planned by Woods,
a member of the Lorraine Avenue church.

Financial support came from the congre-

gation, private sources, and MMA.
—Beth Hege

Ortiz offers challenges
at missions conference
Irwin, Ohio (RBI)— "I may arouse ques-

tions and controversies, but that's part of

my ministry," Juan Carlos Ortiz said at a

missions conference at Rosedale Bible

Institute.

During the March 4-6 event, Ortiz

shared about "evangelical sacred cows."
He challenged his audience to take a

fresh look at prayer.

"Many of our prayers are the junk mail

of heaven," he said. "They are insulting

to God. We send our requests up to God
instead of asking him what he would like

us to do about the needs ourselves."

In addition, the presence of God must
not be confused with a particular emo-
tional experience, he said. Rather, faith is

a conviction.

Convictions are based on facts, which
do not change as feelings do, he said.

He emphasized that Christians must
reflect on and use the resources God has

already given them—from brains to finan-

cial resources—instead of constantly beg-

ging for more and better things.

"Friendship with the world is enmity
with God," he said, quoting James.
"When Christ lives in me, we share a

wallet," Ortiz went on. "I can pray in faith,

because I have 'the mind of Christ.'
"

Council starts new arrangement. Elkhart, Ind. (MCGB)—Tom Burbank (left)

and Toney Sells (center) of the United Native Ministries Council (UNMC) talk with
James Lapp, executive secretary of Mennonite Church General Board. Burbank is

UNMC's president, and Sells represents the council on General Board. On April 1,

the council will officially become a General Board associate group.
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Lebanese church faces

dilemma, professor says
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Does the term

"Lebanese Christians" call to mind be-

lievers praying or soldiers battling for turf

in Beirut?

The confusion of religious and political

definitions is a major problem for the

church in Lebanon, George Sabra told

staff members of Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) in a chapel service.

According to Sabra, who is an assistant

professor at Near East School of Theol-

ogy in Beirut, the basic social unit in

Lebanon is the religious community.

For legal purposes, all Lebanese citi-

zens must have a religion. This is a re-

quirement for everything from marriage

to burial to applying for a passport, Sabra

said.

In addition, 17 years of war have devas-

tated Lebanon, leaving 200,000 people

dead and hundreds of thousands dis-

placed.

With the economy in ruins and the

national government in virtual collapse,

only religious groups can provide for the

enormous needs of the people, Sabra

observed.

Lebanese Christians come from 11 dif-

ferent traditions, including various Cath-

olic and Orthodox groups and a small

Protestant community.

Members of each are caught in a bind,

Sabra said. They want to follow Jesus'

teachings, yet they are responsible for

people who do not adhere to those beliefs.

As a result, the church often operates

on the basis of political power and self-in-

terest, rather than "speaking truth to

injustice and oppression."

This situation will only change when
"religion is no longer the main [source] of

identity" in Lebanon and the Middle

East, Sabra believes.

Today, if a church community rejected

its social and political role, "it would

condemn itself [and its members] to ex-

tinction."

While Sabra commended Western
Christians for the financial and other sup-

port they have given the Middle Eastern

church, he listed two concerns—attitudes

toward Israel and dialogue with Muslims.

Some Christians offer unquestioning

support for Israel, either on grounds of

biblical prophecy or out of guilt about how
Jews have been persecuted, he observed.

These attitudes cause Muslims to sus-

pect Middle Eastern Christians by asso-

ciation, Sabra said.

On the other hand, the increasing inter-

est of Western Christians in dialogue with

Muslims also can be a source of problems.

Dialogue is good and important, Sabra

said. "But I wish as a Middle Eastern

Christian that Western Christians would

benefit from our experience with Islam

and support us" in relating to Muslims.

The Western church, he noted, always

faces the danger of either demonizing or

romanticizing Muslims.

Middle Eastern Christians can bring a

more balanced view, he suggested.

Sabra's visit to North America was

sponsored by MCC.
In addition to speaking at MCC head-

quarters, Sabra spent a week each at the

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminar-

ies in Elkhart, Ind., and Eastern Menno-

nite Seminary, Harrisonburg, Va.

The school at which Sabra teaches in

Beirut is an interdenominational, Protes-

tant institution. It has some 35 students

from all over the Middle East and Africa.

Facilities are contained in one building,

so classes have continued throughout the

war.

During the worst months of fighting,

Sabra said, students went to class in the

morning, studied in the afternoon, and

spent evenings and nights in the

building's bomb shelter.—Ardell Stauffer

New Zealanders spend
sabbatical in Elkhart
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)-A New Zealand

family has returned home after five

months at the Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries (AMBS) here.

Chris and Margaret Marshall, along

with Peter, 6, and Andrew, 2, came to

AMBS during Chris's sabbatical from the

Bible College of New Zealand.

Chris is professor of New Testament at

the school, which is located in Auckland.

The stay at AMBS was not the first

international experience for Chris and

Margaret. After receiving a bachelor's de-

gree in New Zealand, Chris earned a

bachelor of divinity in Australia and a

Ph.D. in Britain.

The Marshalls have long been ac-

quainted with Mennonites, though they

had not spent extended time in a Menno-

nite environment before coming to

Elkhart.

As students in the 1970s, Chris and

Margaret read The Politics of Jesus and

acquired a copy of the More-with-Less

Cookbook.

In 1981, while in the United States on

Chris Marshall

their way to London, the Marshalls met

Mennonites in person through the Men-

nonite Your Way directory.

Chris and Margaret found Mennonite

beliefs a welcome contrast to the televan-

gelism and patriotism of many U.S. Chris-

tians.

"It's good to meet people of kindred

spirits," Chris wrote in the guest book of

a place where they stayed.

In addition, Mennonite hosts gave the

Marshalls the address of the London

Mennonite Fellowship, where they wor-

shiped during the four years Chris studied

in England.

It was "an experience of coming home,"

Chris said.

The positive experience in London
spurred Chris's decision to attend AMBS.
Chris was particularly attracted to the

seminary's peace studies program and its

resources in Anabaptist history and the-

ology.

During the family's time in Elkhart,

Chris was impressed by the depth and

strength of Mennonite peace theology.

He said he also was struck by the high

level of global awareness at AMBS.
In New Zealand, Chris plans to teach a

new course based on materials he studied

at AMBS.
Tentatively called "War, Violence, and

the Gospel of Peace," the class will apply

peace theology to the New Zealand situ-

ation, addressing such issues as racial

problems and the gap between rich and

poor.

On a personal level, Chris said the time

in Elkhart recharged his commitment to

discipleship.

"Biblical scholarship can sometimes be

self-serving," he observed. It needs "an

ethical component."

Though there are no Mennonites in

New Zealand with whom the Marshalls

can affiliate, they go back with a renewed

appreciation for Mennonite approaches to

following Christ.—Sonia Weaver
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Dueck speaks. Lansdale, Pa. (CDMHS)—Jack Dueck (cen-

ter) talks with two students at Christopher Dock Mennonite
High School. Dueck, a storyteller and business consultant

from Canada, was the speaker for the school's Spiritual Life

Week on March 9-13.

Church workers meet. Some 20

people from five Central Amer-
ican countries took part in a

community development semi-

nar in Honduras. The event was
the first of its kind and brought

together Mennonites from
Costa Rica, Guatemala, Hondu-
ras, and Nicaragua. Baptists and
Catholics from El Salvador also

participated. All of the group
members are active in their

churches' social service pro-

grams. Participants shared ex-

periences and learned new de-

velopment methods.

• Music published. A Menno-
nite Central Committee worker
used her knowledge of computer
software to help get Kenyan
music published. Annetta
Miller, who teaches at Kenyatta
University in Nairobi, knew of

computer programs that can
"typeset" music in Western no-

tation. She contacted Kenyan
friends who operate a publishing

concern, and they in turn con-

tacted composer S. A. Otieno. A
collection of his works, titled

Africa s Voices: Luo Spirituals, is

now in its second edition.

• Psychologists gather. More
than 60 people took part in the

seventh annual conference of

the Association of Mennonite
Psychologists, held on March 6-

7 at Hesston (Kan.) College.

Presentations by Al Dueck of

Fresno, Calif.; Cynthia Neal of

Wheaton, 111.; Carmen Pauls of

North Newton, Kan.; and
George Dyck, formerly of Prairie

View Mental Health Center,

Newton, Kan., highlighted the

event.

• Amish barns torched. Six
barns near Belleville, Pa., were
destroyed in a series of fires set

late March 14 and early March
15. A seventh barn and a school-

house suffered minor damage.
Most of the buildings belong to

members of the "white-top," or

"Nebraska," Amish group.

• Lectures presented. Timothy
George of Beeson Divinity
School, Birmingham, Ala., gave

this year's Theological Lecture-

ship addresses at the Associ-

ated Mennonite Biblical Semi-
naries, Elkhart, Ind. George's

lectures focused on "Trajecto-

ries in Reformation Theology"
and dealt with John Calvin, Wil-

liam Carey, Martin Luther, and
John Wesley.

• Kennel honored. Christ Com-
munity Mennonite Church,
Schaumburg, 111, held a celebra-

tion on Feb. 23 to mark LeRoy
Kennel's 40 years of bivo-

cational ministry. Kennel has
served 24 congregations over

the years. In addition, he has
taught at Chicago Teachers'
College, Goshen (Ind.) College,

and Bethany Theological Semi-
nary, Lombard, 111. The celebra-

tion included a commissioning
for continued ministry.

• Teacher gets award. Brian
Fetterman of Pittsburgh Men-
nonite Church has received an
Outstanding Citizen award from
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.

Fetterman, a fourth-grade
schoolteacher, was honored for

his volunteer tutoring and youth
work in the city. In addition, he
has been a youth leader for Al-

legheny Conference.

• Carnival aids agency. The
20th annual carnival at Goshen
(Ind.) College raised $2,000 for

a local service agency. The
money will go to Katie's Kitchen
in Goshen, which serves hot
meals to needy individuals.

• Faith, science mix. Nine sci-

ence majors from Goshen (Ind.)

College have been giving pro-

grams at churches in Indiana,

Ohio, and Michigan. Presenta-

tions include Scripture reading,

prayer, music, slides, and a talk

on "The Wonder of Creation."

"It's a sharing of ourselves and
our beliefs," team member
Melodie Graber said.

•Peace gifts welcome. The
U.S. Peace Section of Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC)
is inviting contributions for the

1992 Taxes for Peace fund. Es-
tablished in 1972, the fund gives

people who withhold war taxes

a way to give their money for

peaceful purposes. This year's

contributions will go to MCC
U.S. peace education projects.

More information is available

from MCC U.S. Peace Section,

Box 500, Akron, PA 17501-0500.

• Videos to air. Five videos pro-

duced by the Media Ministries

office of Mennonite Board of

Missions are scheduled for

broadcast on the Vision Inter-

faith Satellite Network (VISN).

The Peacemakers is to air be-

tween March 30 and April 3. The
other videos, Servants and Stew-
ards, More Than Joyful Noise,

Past Stories . . . Present Faith,

and Our Family Can Be Your
Family are scheduled for broad-

cast between April 6 and May 1.

VISN is an interfaith cable net-

work carried on 600 U.S. sys-

tems.

• Scholarships available. The
Women's Missionary and Ser-

vice Commission (WMSC) of-

fers scholarships to Mennonite
women at Eastern Mennonite
College, Hesston College,
Goshen College, Conrad Grebel

College, Eastern Mennonite

Seminary, and Goshen Biblical

Seminary. Students must apply
directly to their school's finan-

cial aid office. In addition,
WMSC offers two $850 scholar-

ships for women studying in

non-Mennonite graduate pro-

grams for the 1992-93 school
year. The application deadline is

June 1. Forms and information

are available from the WMSC
office, 421 S. Second St., Suite

600, Elkhart, IN 46516-3243.

• Byler resigns. J. Ronald Byler,

a producer for the Media Minis-

tries office of Mennonite Board
of Missions, has resigned effec-

tive March 31. Byler will begin
April 1 as vice-president of

video production with Genesis
Communications, Plymouth
Meeting, Pa.

• Hensley sets record. Missy
Hensley, an Eastern Mennonite
College senior from McGaheys-
ville, Va., has become the Lady
Royals' all-time scoring leader

in basketball. Hensley finished

her career with a total of 2,163

points.

• Missionary transitions:

Ed and Ethel Metzler left the
United States on Feb. 25 to

return to Nepal, following a two-
month North American assign-

ment. Metzlers serve as joint

appointees of Mennonite Board
of Missions and Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee. Their address is

c/o United Mission to Nepal,
Box 126, Kathmandu, Nepal.

Glenn and Lois Musselmafi arrived

in the United States on March
4 after 36 years of ministry in

Brazil. During their last term,

the Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions workers provided pastoral

care for the Mennonite congre-

gation in Conceicao. They also

assisted with the leadership
training program of the Brazil

Mennonite Church. Their ad-

dress is c/o Ernest Lehman,
19255 CR 40, Goshen, IN 46526.

• Coming events:

Conference on "The Rule of Christ,

"

Goshen College, Goshen, Ind.,

May 20-23. The meeting will

focus on church discipline and
authority in the church. Speakers

will include J. R. Burkholder, De-
lores Friesen, Estella Horning,

and Walter Klaassen. More infor-

mation from Marlin Jeschke at

Goshen College, Goshen, IN
46526; phone 219 535-7460; fax

219 535-7293.

Retreat for families of mentally ill

persons, Laurelville Mennonite
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Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa., May 22-24. The event is

sponsored by Laurelville and

the Church of the Breth-

ren/Mennonite Mental Health

Awareness and Education Com-

mittee. Leaders will be Walter

Friesen of Moundridge, Kan.,

and Patricia Roop Robinson of

Hagerstown, Md. More informa-

tion from Laurelville Mennonite

Church Center, R. 5, Mt. Pleas-

ant, PA 15666 or c/o Mennonite

Central Committee U.S., Men-

tal Health Awareness and Edu-

cation Program, PO Box 500,

Akron, PA 17501-0500.

Aid to Christian Teaching Week-

end, Camp Luz, Orrville, Ohio,

Sept. 25-27. More information

from the camp, 152 Kidron Rd.,

Orrville, OH 44667.

• New books:

From Das Buchenland to The

Beech by Elmer S. Yoder. The
book tells the history of Beech
Mennonite Church, Louisville,

Ohio. Copies are available from

the church at 10037 Easton St.,

N.E., Louisville, OH 44641.

Discipleship for All Believers by
Philip LeMasters. The book is

subtitled "Christian Ethics and

the Kingdom of God." LeMasters

argues that an ethic of disciple-

ship does not require Christians

to withdraw from involvement in

ethical and political matters be-

yond the church. Herald Press

is the publisher.

River Rose Moon by Anita Susanne

Fast. The author creates her

own myth to explore personal

ideas about the world. The book

is illustrated by Jennifer Van
Winkle. Pinchpenny Press at

Goshen (Ind.) College is the

publisher.

• New resources:

Past Stories . . . Present Faith tells

five stories about older people

and the life-changing decisions

they have made. The 30-minute

video is the 16th edition in the

"All God's People Series" from

the Media Ministries office of

Mennonite Board of Missions

(MBM). The video comes with a

two-part study guide. More in-

formation is available from Beth

Benner, MBM Media Minis-

tries, 1251 Virginia Ave.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801-2497;

phone 1 800 999-3534.

SELFHELP Crafts: A World of

Difference is a seven-minute

video that introduces the Crafts

of the World program. The
video is available for free loan

from Mennonite Central Com-
mittee, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500; MCC Canada, 134

Plaza Dr., Winnipeg, MB R3T
5K9; or any other MCC office.

Servants and Stewards tells stories

of congregations and individuals

who come from a variety of eth-

nic backgrounds. The video can

be used by itself or as part of

the Invitation: Tell Us a Story

curriculum from Mennonite
Publishing House. This seven-

lesson series is designed to

begin Pentecost Sunday and fo-

cuses on witnessing and stewar-

ship. More information about

the lesson series is available

from Mennonite Publishing

House, 616 Walnut Ave., Scott-

dale, PA 15683. More informa-

tion about the video is available

from the Publishing House or

from Beth Benner, Mennonite

Board of Missions Media Minis-

tries, 1251 Virginia Ave.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801-2497.

Who has a mental illness? is a

ready-for-duplication bulletin

insert designed to help churches

observe a mental awareness

Sunday. The insert, along with

sermon ideas and a resource

listing, is available from the

Mental Health Awareness and

Education Program, Mennonite

Central Committee U.S., PO
Box 500, Akron, PA 17501-0500;

phone 717 859-3889.

• Job openings:
Executive director, Little Eden
Camp, Onekama, Mich. Full-

time position with immediate

needs to develop a fall and win-

ter program. For information,

write to Little Eden Camp, Box

254, Archbold, OH 43502; phone

419 446-9445.

Faculty and staff positions, West-

ern Mennonite School, Salem,

Ore. Needed for the 1992-93

school year are a high school

English teacher, with experience

in yearbook, creative writing,

and drama production pre-

ferred; a high school Spanish

teacher, part time; an assistant

dean of girls, voluntary service

assignment; and a cafeteria as-

sistant and maintenance assis-

tant, voluntary service assign-

ment for couple. Please contact:

Bryan J. Stauffer, Western
Mennonite School, 9045 Wallace

Rd. NW, Salem, OR 97304;

phone 503 363-2000.

Pastor for small, culturally diverse

mission church in southwest

Florida. Write to: Pastoral Com-
mittee, 1202 Jefferson Ave., Im-

mokalee, FL 33934, or phone 813

657-2796.

Teachers, Lake Center Christian

School, Hartville, Ohio. Applica-

tions welcome for the 1992-93

school year. Several classroom

teachers are needed in grades

1-8. Also, a physical education

position needs to be filled. Con-

tact Jon Dutcher at 216 877-

2049.

NEW MEMBERS

Akron, Pa.: Andrea Buchen, An-

gela Hunsicker, Amy Martin,

Kirk Miller, Rachel Roth, and

Jennifer Zimmerman.
Clinton Frame, Goshen, Ind.:

Jessica Bontreger, Nick
Bontreger, Conway Hershberger,

Jennifer Hostetler, Tracie Maust,

Scott Miller, Brian Pletcher, and

Bethany Riegsecker.

First, Middlebury, Ind.: Barbara

Gingerich, Erik Miller, Phil

Smoker, Linda Miller, Anthony

Schrock, Jodi Bontrager, and

Heather Birky.

Glade, Accident, Md.: Barry

Halteman and Glenda Halte-

man.
Lowville, N.Y.: Darren Jantzi,

Eric and Dawn Lehman, and

Dwight and Anna Houser.

North Main St., Nappanee,
Ind.: David Hochstetler, Denise

Mattner, and Robert Mattner.

Philadelphia Cambodian, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.: Sokhom Hing,

Chhoeun Phal, Chhoy Phal, Bun
Chea, Mon Peach, Ry Chan,

Seila Un, Candie Sinboulay,

Chhunly Peau, Sim Thol, Kathy

Vong, Phann Yim, Chou Thok,

Soth Mar, Chhorn Phal, Sek

Chhan, Yem Neang, Sophonnara

Meas, Sopheap Meas, Savann

Yann, Saveth Yann, Anita S.

Yann, Run Sorn, Jinemy Chhon,

Kheang Ung, Kim Song Phou,

Thuy Thach, Khon Bon, Vannara

Sin, Natalie Roy Than, Hem
Phal, Lien Tran, Sovann Kao,

Phoung Hoai Ha, Im Ry, Sarom
Phann, Vannsay Phal, 01 Sray,

Hou Teng, and Prak Riem.

Upper Skippack, Skippack,
Pa.: Rick Detweiler.

Wooster, Ohio: Jessie Bay.

BIRTHS

Beachy, Wilmer and Debra
(Bontrager), Wolcottville, Ind.,

Brocia Noele (first child), Feb.

28.

Dennis, Edward and Roberta,

Flanagan, 111., Shelby Lynn
(third child), Jan. 8.

Friesen, Kelvin and Jane
(Friesen), Toledo, Ohio, Kath-

ryn Ellen (second child), Feb.

25.

Leaders meet. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Brent Foster talks

with Rose Covington at an African-American leadership

development workshop here. Foster is a staff member at

Mennonite Board of Missions. Covington is a member of the

elder team at Rehoboth Mennonite Church, St. Anne, HI.,

and a board member of the Afro-American Mennonite

Association. The two-day workshop explored "Roles of Pas-

toral Leadership in the Church" (see March 3, 1992, Gospel

Herald).
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Gundy, Gary and Carolyn
(Stuckey), Flanagan, III, Emily
Renee (second child), Jan. 24.

Kennel, John and Mary Jane
(Yoder), Monmouth, Ore., Isaac

(third child), March 5.

Kreider, Stephen and Gretchen
(Fisher), Kapaa, Hawaii, Jena
Fisher (second child), Feb. 19.

Krischel, Michael and Carole
(Kessinger), Chenoa, 111.,

Kimberly Ann (fifth child), Nov.
16.

Martin, Lewis and Debra
(Livengood), Gap, Pa., Todd
Lewis (third child), Jan. 26.

Miller, Lee and Pam (Bren-
neman), Iowa City, Iowa, Brian
Michael (first child), Feb. 27.

Miller, Michael and Dallis
(Nisley), Union, Mich., Ellen
Marie (second child), March 8.

Murray, John C. and Krista
(Miller), Topeka, Ind., Joel
Christian (second child), Feb.
24.

Nofziger, Lyndon and Barb
(Bunky), Reynoldsburg, Ohio,

Matthew Lyn (second child),

Feb. 27.

Rhodes, Chris and Cherie (Cool),

Kalona, Iowa, Jon Vincent (sec-

ond child), Feb. 19.

Robb, Harold (Ron) and Sharon
(Buchholz), Sarasota, Fla.,

David John Harold, born Sept.

15, 1989, received for adoption
Feb. 14, 1992.

Roth, James and Theresa, Mor-
ton, 111., Patrick James (third

child), March 6.

Schiedel, Bob and Lisa (Klassen),

Kitchener, Ont, Scott Klassen
(second child), March 5.

Schweitzer, Karl and Charlotte

(Marolf), Croghan, N.Y., Kaleb
John (second child), March 2.

Schrock, LaMar and Lisa
(Weldy), Topeka, Ind., Austin
James (second child), Jan. 24.

Wheeler, Robert and Donita
(Shaum), White Pigeon, Mich.,

Sierra Bronte (first child),

March 11.

Yoder, Lowell and Ruth (Otto),

Phoenix, Ariz., Evette Makar
(first child), born Jan. 23, re-

ceived for adoption Jan. 30.

MARRIAGES

Denlinger-Hershey: Michael
Denlinger, Ronks, Pa. (Mel-
linger), and Corinne Hershey,
Gordonville, Pa. (Hershey), Feb.

29, by Glenn C. Hershey.

Detweiler-Gehman: James A.

Detweiler, Souderton, Pa.
(Plains), and Cindy Gehman,
Souderton, Pa. (Lutheran), Feb.

29, by Richard J. Lichty.

Frederick-Leonard: Steven Ray
Frederick, Hatfield, Pa. (Salem),

and Evelyn Marie Leonard,
Spring City, Pa. (Bible Fellow-

ship), Feb. 29, by Richard Tay-
lor.

Hunsberger-Godshall: Robert
Hunsberger, Mount Joy, Pa.
(Perkasie), and Heidi Godshall,

Lancaster, Pa. (Landisville),

March 7, by Sam Thomas.
Lehman-Wenger: Ronald Leh-
man, Chesapeake, Va. (Mt.
Pleasant), and Rachel Wenger,
Ephrata, Pa. (Pilgrim), Feb. 15,

by Harold Bergey.

LeverKnight-Miller: Dale Lever-

Knight, Elida, Ohio (Church of

the Brethren), and Marlene
Miller, Elida, Ohio (Pike), Dec.

7, by Mervin Miller, father of
bride.

Nagele-Nisly: Ken Nagele, Harri-

son, Ohio (Lafayette), and
Sheryl Nisly, Grantham, Pa.

(Pilgrim), Dec. 22, by Paul Nisly.

O'Roark-Hughes: Charles
O'Roark, Ruckersville, Va.
(Southern Baptist), and Jane
Ann Hughes, Ruckersville, Va.
(Akron), March 7, by Urbane
Peachey.

DEATHS

Farmwald, Martha (Kaufman),
83, Nappanee, Ind. Born: May
21, 1908, Arthur, 111., to Isaac and
Leah (Yoder) Kaufman. Died:

Feb. 22, 1992, Elkhart, Ind. Sur-

vivors—sons: Leon, Kenneth,
Stan, Don, Royce, Paul; sister:

Ella Miller; 18 grandchildren, 9
great-grandchildren, 6 stepgrand-

children, 8 stepgreat-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Alvin
Farmwald (husband). Funeral:

Feb. 25, North Main Street Men-
nonite Church, by Ken Bon-
treger. Burial: Union Center
Cemetery.

Kauffman, John E., 98, Atglen,

Pa. Born: June 21, 1893,
Gordonville, Pa., to Benjamin K.

and Mary (Esch) Kauffman.
Died: Dec. 24, 1991, Honey
Brook, Pa. Survivors—children:

Martha K. Coffman, Mary K.

Martin, Benjamin K, Timothy
K; brother: Elmer J.; 14 grand-

children, 20 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Malinda Bar-

bara Kurtz Kauffman (wife). Fu-
neral: Dec. 30, Maple Grove Menn-
onite Church, by Andrew H.
Leather-man, R. Clair Umble, Her-

man N. Glick, and Luke S. Martin.

Burial: Millwood Mennonite Cem-
etery.

Kephart, Linda, 43, Manteo, N.C.
Born: March 16, 1948, Norfolk,

Va., to Avis Hochstetler
Kephart. Died: Feb. 29, 1992,

Norfolk, Va., of leukemia. Survi-

vors—brother and sister:

Sharon Kephart Goudy, Rich-
ard. Funeral and burial: March
3, Mt. Pleasant Mennonite
Church, by Merlin L. Miller and
Harold Bergey.

Lehman, Esther E. (Lehman),
81, Kidron, Ohio. Born: Feb. 18,

1911, Kidron, Ohio, to Reuben
R. and Anna (Hofstetter) Leh-
man. Died: March 5, 1992, Orr-

ville, Ohio. Survivors—daugh-
ter: Lavera Geiser; brother and
sister: Frieda, Calvin; half-

brothers and sister: Ellis, Lloyd,
Anna Marie; 3 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Levi Lehman
(husband) and Anna Belle Leh-
man (daughter). Funeral and
burial: March 7, Kidron Menno-
nite Church, by Bill Detweiler.

Mast, Levi M., 83, Intercourse,

Pa. Born: Sept. 3, 1908, Logan
County, Ohio, to Samuel and
Elmma (King) Mast. Died: Feb.

11, 1992, Lancaster, Pa., of a

heart attack. Survivors—wife:

Anna R. Raum; sons: David H.,

John Paul, F. Clair; sisters:

Edna Mast, Lydia King; 5

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Feb. 14, Maple Grove
Mennonite Church, by Phil

Freed and Richard Umble.
Miller, Alice Claire Yoder, 85,

Sarasota, Fla. Born: June 25,

1906, Fairview, Md., to Daniel
and Leah Yoder. Died: Feb. 25,

1992, Sarasota, Fla., of heart

failure. Survivors— children:
Alice Bontrager, Lois Christ-

man, Marian, Joyce Thieszen,
Sylvia Hostetler, Leonard, Rich-
ard, Emmery, Daniel, Floyd,

Omar, Albert, Clifford, Samuel;
46 grandchildren, 75 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Lester Miller (husband). Fu-
neral: Feb. 28, Robarts Funeral
Home, by A. Don Augsburger
and Gerald Mininger. Burial:

Sarasota Palms Memorial Park.

Oswald, Paul, 75. Born: Feb. 16,

1916, Shickley, Neb., to Chris-

tian and Elizabeth (Birky) Os-
wald. Died: Feb. 15, 1992, Stur-

gis, Mich. Survivors—wife:

Barbara Ellen Schweitzer Os-
wald; children: Mattie Miller,

Sharon Schrock, Richard P.;

brothers and sisters: Alvin,

Emanuel, Leland, Sadie
Kauffman, Dorothy Schweitzer,

Katherine Oswald, Rhoda Os-
wald; 9 grandchildren, 4 great-

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Feb. 19, Locust Grove
Mennonite Church, by Leon
Kaufman, Leland Oswald, and
Dean Brubaker.

Snyder, Leona E., 90, Glendale,
Ariz. Died: Feb. 29, 1992, Glen-
dale, Ariz. Survivors—husband:
Simon Snyder; stepdaughter:
Jean Tye; sister: Arvada Grabill.

Funeral: March 3, Resthaven
Park, by Peter B. Wiebe. Burial:

Resthaven Park Cemetery.
Stoltzfus, Rebecca Kauffman,

92, Ronks, Pa. Born: Sept. 27,

1899, Chester County, Pa., to
Ezra L. and Annie S. Kauffman
Stoltzfus. Died: Feb. 9, 1992,

Lancaster, Pa., of a stroke. Sur-

vivors—children: Gladys A.
Sweigart, Delia A. Stoltzfus,

Ezra L., Roy A., Violet R.
Sollenberger, Anna E. Weaver;
sisters: Sarah S. Stoltzfus,

Savilla Lapp; 17 grandchildren,

26 great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Jacob S. Stoltzfus

(husband) and Norman J. Stoltz-

fus (son). Funeral and burial: Feb.

12, Maple Grove Mennonite, by
Herman N. Glick, J. Richard
Umble, and Philip M. Freed.

Wyse, Samuel Scott, 37, Way-
land, Iowa. Born: July 6, 1954,

Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, to Marlin
and Aldine (Eichelberger)
Wyse. Died: Feb. 25, 1992, Iowa
City, Iowa, of cancer. Survi-

vors—wife: Donna Harmon; sis-

ters: Maria Mast, Bonnie Kauf-
man, Lynette Gingerich.
Funeral and burial: Feb. 28,

Sugar Creek Mennonite Church,
by Ruben Chupp and Dean
Swartzendruber.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Church General Board
meeting, Lancaster, Pa., April 2-4

Pennsylvania Relief Sale, Harris-

burg, Pa., April 3-4

West Coast Mennonite Relief
Sale, Fresno, Calif., April 3-4

Mennonite Conference of Eastern
Canada annual meeting,
Leamington, Ont., April 3-5

Goshen College commencement,
Goshen, Ind., April 18

Eastern Mennonite College com-
mencement, Harrisonburg, Va.,

April 26

Evangelism and Church Planting

Sunday, April 26

Rocky Mountain Conference an-

nual assembly, Denver, May 1-3

Franconia Conference assembly,
Quakertown, Pa., May 2

Gulf States annual fellowship

meeting, Des Allemands, La.,

May 2-3

Mennonite Mutual Aid board and
committee meetings, Goshen,
Ind., May 7-8

Mennonite Board of Education
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., May 8-9
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Come and See—a curriculum tested by

children and teachers and rated "Excellent!
yy

New This Year

Our Native American Friends
Writers representing five tribes of Native Americans provide material for a

15-minute missions assembly period for each day of a five-day vacation Bible

school. Stories, songs, and Scripture introduce children to the true culture of out-

Native American friends. A special mission project, raising funds for Native American

children to go to church camps, is featured. An alternative project of contributing

money to buy Bibles for Native Americans is an option. This resource can be used

with any curriculum or at a time other than vacation Bible school.

Paper, $4.25; in Canada $5.30.

In their classrooms, children will continue to learn God's

word and ways to apply Bible teachings in everyday life.

Carefully chosen stories help children relate the Bible to

everyday life.

Educationally designed activities and projects enhance

children's understanding of the biblical themes.

Colorful take-home booklets help children remember their

vacation Bible school experience long after it ends.

Come and See is a 5-day vacation Bible school curriculum

that you can use each year. Age-appropriate material is

provided for each grade so that the material is new each year

for the students. Teachers appreciate being able to build on last

year's preparation instead of beginning from scratch each year.

And your church saves money by not having to replace the

entire curriculum each year.

"The children really got into the 'Today's Application'

discussion. They had a lot of questions and wanted to skip

recess."

"Keep up this wonderful work for God."

Our Native
American Friends

^TheBible^!
God's Good
JVeure

Available through your local bookstore or by calling 1 800 759-4447; in Canada call 519 746-2872 (Provident

Bookstores—MC, Visa, Discover). Write or call for a free brochure and order form.

Herald Press
Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive

Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7
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THE LAST WORD

Who? Me? Witness?
Think "witness," and what comes to your mind:
• Harrison Ford in a movie featuring the

Amish in Lancaster County, Pa.?

• A person testifying in a court of law?
• Jesus' injunction to witness to the gospel,

both at home and far away?
When it comes to the latter, we Mennonites

seem most at home with a "lived witness" to our
faith. Relief sales and disaster service come
more naturally for us than personal evangelism

or verbal accounts of our faith. Deeds first, and
then words. Maybe.
True, nearly three-fourths of the respondents

in the Church Member Profile II (1989) said

their congregation believed it is more important
to help others find personal salvation than it is

to work toward a just and equitable world. But
what we think others believe and what we do
ourselves is another matter.

When Mennonites were more insulated and
isolated from others, silent witness was more
plausible. But now that we are engaged more
fully in society—in the professions and the busi-

ness world, in education and politics even—

a

lived witness alone may no longer suffice.

Especially during this "coming out" stage for

the church, we are vulnerable at our point of

greatest strength. We want to be liked; and as

long as our good deeds don't challenge the sta-

tus quo, our works of charity are commended by
our neighbors and the media. We feel good for

being good.

The world around us is changing too. North
American culture was once nominally Christian,

but now it is largely secular. In 1982 missions

researcher David Barrett estimated that every
week 53,000 persons leave the church in

North America and Western Europe, never

to return.

Because we live in a post-Christian environ-

ment, concludes David Bosch, a clear, verbal ex-

pression of our faith is needed. "In a society

marked by relativism and agnosticism, it is nec-

essary to name the Name of the One in whom
we believe. Christians are challenged to give an

account of the hope that is in them (cf. 1 Pet.

3:15); their lives are not sufficiently transparent

for others to be able to recognize whence that

hope comes" (Transforming Mission).

Give an account of the hope that is in you.
This admonition from Peter assumes we have
thought carefully about what we believe and
why. How can I explain my faith to another if I

don't know myself what I believe and the rea-

sons for it?

For sure, explaining our faith should not be an
exercise in logic and debate. Winning an argu-

ment with a nonbeliever is not the same as win-

ning someone for Christ.

Too often evangelism manuals emphasize tech-

nique. Yet evangelism should not focus on what
we do. It should be on what God has already

done in Christ to reconcile people with God and
each other. To that past reality we are to be
witnesses.

Do it with gentleness. In the book, Explain-

ing Your Faith, British theologian Alister E.

McGrath says that in witnessing to another it is

important to keep in mind we are not just deal-

ing with the content of our faith; we are dealing

with other people. We need to empathize with

them, think our way into their situation, and ac-

knowledge they have something to give to us.

Witnessing, then, involves being ready to receive

from others, even when we cannot agree with

their values or lifestyles.

Keep your conscience clear. Word and deed
go together. What God has done in the past

needs present embodiment. To witness to others

is to invite them into a lived reality where peo-

ple have experienced reconciliation with God
and are in the process of being reconciled with

each other.

"The words explain the deeds, and the deeds
validate the words" (Leslie Newbigin, The Gos-

pel in a Pluralist Society). If our deeds do not au-

thenticate our words, that will be all too trans-

parent. But the deeds alone are not transparent

enough to give an account of the hope that is in

us.

—

Richard A. Kauffman

Richard A. Kauffman, Goshen, Ind., a Gospel Herald

editorial consultant, is administrative vice-president at

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.



The first step in healing is to see clearly that what is

going on is God's doing, not ours. Even if any of it is

because of our selfish ambitions, God will forgive.
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A meditation based on 1 Kings 17-19:

Even the faithful

get the blues

Elijah discovered success can be fright-

ening. When he lost sight of who was in

charge, he took off into the desert, too

depressed to realize he wasn't alone.

Elijah had had great success. Everyone

saw him as a big-time winner. There on

Mt. Carmel, God had voted decisively for

him by setting fire to the water-soaked sacrifice,

by bringing torrents of rain to break a three-year

drought, and by infusing the people gathered on

the mountain with the will to kill Baal's 450

prophets. Elijah had been point man for all this.

But success can be frightening. In Elijah's

case, it sent him into flight and depression. Why?
Elijah's success came with breaking a drought.

That drought, a long one, had wreaked havoc on

the nation. The citizens had been terribly hurt

with no harvest for three years. This same

Elijah, whose word broke the drought, had been

the one whose word brought the drought.

How must this preacher have felt to be the

spokesperson for events which first devastate

and then heal a nation? It must have seemed

like such a megalomaniacal role.

Elijah, as preacher, would want to be associ-

by

Joseph

C. Shenk



Elijah got himself involved with fright-

ening stuff: droughts, slaughters, fires,

floods. Then he lost sight of who it was
that was troubling Israel for its sins.

ated with God bringing goodness to the land,

with healing. But first, he had been associated

with bringing a great lot of pain.

The preacher wanted the people to have it

clear in their minds that Israel had been trou-

bled by their King Ahab through his worship of

Baal. They had also brought trouble on them-
selves through their worship of Baal. The trou-

bler of Israel wasn't the preacher, or even God.
Baal was the troubler of Israel—Baal and his

450 prophets. Elijah had the 450 killed. They
were the cause of the drought, they and the wor-
ship they led.

This is frightening stuff. The preacher has

gotten involved in droughts, slaughters,

fires from heaven, floods. Who is it that is

troubling Israel? God? Elijah? Ahab? The proph-
ets of Baal? Baal himself?

If it is clear that God is doing these things,

then that is okay. This is where Elijah was com-
ing out in his understanding of events: that God
was doing it. But not everyone was having this

insight, especially not Queen Jezebel, Ahab's
wife. Queen Jezebel believed it was the preacher
who was disrupting things. She made up her
mind to have him done away with.

That is when Elijah got confused about all the

happenings he had gotten identified with. He
fell into a depression. He decided to quit being

a preacher. He decided to get out of there, to

disappear.

Now he had disappeared once before, right at

the beginning of the drought. That time he was
within God's will, and God had showed him how
to drop out of sight. This time he wasn't within

God's will; he had to figure out on his own how
to drop out of sight. The action he took was sui-

cidal. He set off into the desert without making
any provision for water or food.

The next thing that happened was that

God moved in close to the depressed
preacher. God gave him food and water

so that he would stay alive until he came out of

his depression. Elijah didn't know that God was
near. God was all around him, even within the

very cells of his body, enabling the poor fellow

to stay alive in the desert for more than a

month. God fed him and watered him, and then
Elijah survived for 40 days without further nour-

ishment. But the preacher didn't notice this

care. He was too depressed to notice that he
wasn't alone on his journey.

This poor man, he went to land's end up in

the top of a treeless, grassless, rocky mountain.

There on Mt. Horeb he found a cave, went back
into it as far as he could go, and sat down. That
was the turn-around place. Elijah couldn't go
any farther. He was forced to be quiet. Now God
could begin to heal him.

The first step in Elijah's healing was for him
to see clearly that what had been going on back
in Israel was God's doing, not his. Then Elijah

needed to know that if any of what had been
going on was caused by his own selfish ambition,

God would forgive him for that; God would even
work the selfishness into the overall design.

That is, God would take ownership for that too,

to work it out properly.

If Elijah could be confident that his situation

was within God's will, then he would be healed
of his depression. How was God going to go
about giving Elijah this confidence so that he
could be healed?

The first job was to get the preacher's atten-

tion, to get him to focus on God. Elijah had to

be made to feel that God cared about him and
that his situation, as far as God was concerned,
was being looked after.

The second job was to get the preacher's

life back in gear. There was work to do, work
which God wanted Elijah to do for him.

So God brought these awesome events of na-

ture—fire, wind, and earthquake. These forced

Elijah out of his gloomy detachment, forced him
to pay attention. Elijah went to the mouth of the

cave to check out what was going on. By making
that move, the preacher was already on his way
back. He had made the first step. He had moved
from the recesses of the cave to its opening.

There God spoke with him in a still, small

voice. There Elijah's relationship with God was
reestablished. In awe and shivery joy, Elijah

wrapped himself in his cloak and listened. As
God whispered to him, Elijah began to feel the

pattern again, the texture of events unfolding as

God willed them to. There Elijah began to under-

stand again how he was to fit in, the role he was
to play in God's story.

I can see him now, coming out of the cave,

marching purposefully along, an easy swing to

his stride, light in his clear, fearless eyes, shoul-

ders back, staff in hand. Elijah retraced his

steps back out of the desert. He was ready for it

again, ready for the cross fire, ready to take it

on the chin, ready to be God's preacher again,

ready to be God's agent in God's world.

Joseph Shenk is pastor of the Weavers Mennonite
Church, Harrisonburg, Va.
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the one who has not
traveled widely thinks his

mother is the only cook/'
—Ugandan proverb

In the

tradition of

More-with-Less

Cookbook:

Extending the Table:
A World Community Cookbook

Picture a vast table with room for everyone and laden

with taste-tempting dishes from over 80 countries. Peach

Chutney from Botswana, Ginger Cooler from Ivory

Coast, Pork Vindaloo from India, Buyani's Chicken

Soup from Indonesia, Rice Noodles with Vegetables

from the Philippines. You don't have to leave

home to experience a wide variety of foods from

other countries and to learn about other cultures.

Interspersed among the recipes for these and

many more dishes are stories about how
hospitality is practiced around the world.

This is an opportunity for your family to

learn about our world through experiencing

a little bit of the life of brothers and sisters from far away.

When we think of food with adjectives like good, bad, fast,

and affordable, we lose sight of the fact that food is first of all

sacred—a precious gift of the earth to be enjoyed with others

and shared by all.

Extending the Table takes us to the tables of people for whom
food is the staff of life. This collection of recipes and stories

invites us to sit with people we have never met, taste the flavors

of their food, feel the warmth of their friendship, and learn

from their experience.

Extending the Table was compiled and authored by

Joetta Handrich Schlabach with assistance from Krishna

Mast Burnett, recipe editor.

Spiral, $14.95; in Canada $18.95

More-with-Less Cookbook
Good nutrition, a simpler lifestyle, and wise use of our

world's limited resources are key ingredients of this

popular cookbook by Doris Janzen Longacre. The

results are a wealth of easily prepared, delicious foods

from around the world. Because the recipes rely on

items easily found in most areas, this cookbook is

an excellent gift for people living overseas as well

as in North America.

Spiral, $12.95; in Canada $15.95

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to Herald Press. Please include

10% for shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers, add 7% of total for GST.

Herald Press Herald Press
Dept. GH Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue 490 Dutton Drive

Scottdale, PA 15683-1999 Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7
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"/ want to know Christ and
the power of his resurrection

and the sharing of his

sufferings by becoming like

him in his death, if somehow
I may attain in the

resurrection from the dead."
—Phil. 3:10:11, NRSV

READERS SAY

What the Bible Really Says
(Feb. 18), you quote opposite

views 1 Tim. 2:12 and Gal.

3:28. One must be careful that we recog-

nize the Galatians quotation is in the

context of salvation being for everyone.

The Timothy quotation is addressing

leadership roles. Gal. 3:28 should not

be quoted as a leadership guideline.

Leaders are chosen by God. We will

do well if we abide by the inspired cri-

teria found in God's Word, not lean to

our own understanding.

Ralph W. Hartzler

Orrville, Ohio

After reading again David's lament

over the death of Saul and Jona-

than (2 Sam. 1:17-27) I was re-

minded of a concern I have about what
follows the death of church leaders.

While we may grieve privately, publicly

our mourning is quite minimal, if at all.

The tributes at funerals have more to

do with what our leaders have done
and who they have been. There is en-

couragement to celebrate but seldom to

mourn.

Would it be appropriate to have writ-

ten laments about contemporary church

leaders who have died: John E. Lapp,

H. S. Bender, Richard Detweiler? Do
we have poets who might be challenged

to pen such spiritual and literary contri-

butions?

Clayton L. Swartzentruber

Harleysville, Pa.

Ifound Who's Defining Sin These
Days? (Feb. 25) to be quite un-

helpful. The author chides the

church for not helping to define

"today's" sins, and yet the only sin he

is courageous enough to point out

clearly is overeating. Couldn't he do
any better than that? Is morality so

fluid that he couldn't prophetically ad-

dress some of the more destructive sins

in our society:

—such as premarital sex and homo-
sexuality, in which persons routinely

treat each other as disposable objects

and tear down each other's dignity?

—or abortion, which, for the conve-

nience of one person, so often is used

to take away the life of another?

—or divorce, or involvement in the oc-

cult, or disrespect for authority?

Why, instead of clarity on these is-

sues, does the author give us an article

full of comfortable, uncommitted mean-
dering? I have trouble understanding

this. One thing I can say, however, is

that the article contributes to the very

problem it decries. It is certainly very

poorly placed as a lead article in Gospel

Herald.

William R. Weaver III

Middletown, Pa.

What the Bible Really Says
(Feb. 18). I am truly distressed

that the Mennonite church is

claiming special inspiration to justify

changes in the role of women in the

church. The Anabaptists were distinc-

tive in that they simply believed and
practiced "what the Bible really says."

The forerunners of the Mennonite
church did not have to fall back on the

argument that they were led by the

Holy Spirit. They were able to defend
their faith from the Scriptures alone,

which gave witness to the Spirit's pres-

ence in their assembly. The difficult

passages of Paul were not difficult to

those who judged the Spirit's leading

by the simple Scriptures, simply

interpreted.

The church of this generation should

not be so arrogant as to claim that the

Spirit is leading in new directions. Is

this the first generation to be led by
the Spirit? Were not the early Anabap-
tists led by the Spirit? Was not the

early church led by the Spirit? More im-

portant, was not Paul led by the Holy

Spirit when he wrote: "I do not permit

a woman to teach or have authority

over a man; she must be silent"?

If today's church is being led to a

new interpretation of the Scriptures,

then the church must ask itself if it is

being led, not by the Spirit of God, but

by the spirit of this age.

Wayne Chesley

Lowell, Mass.

/
/
/^>

\ ospel Herald is to be commended
I ^J?or being concerned about the

V_>fl problem of vulnerability. How-
ever, it was with mixed feelings that I

read Credentials Suspended for Sex-

ual Misconduct (Feb. 18).

The printing of the specific allega-

tions of the four women disturbed me.

Does this mean the Gospel Herald does

not trust the thoroughness of MCEC's
efforts? Printing specific allegations

does not provide for fairness.

Much of my life has been spent wres-

tling with exploitation of vulnerable peo-

ple: ethnic minorities, the homeless,

and the elderly. From the graphic de-
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READERS SAY

tails of the allegations, I got a sense of

selective rage. Are we also planning to

print the names of Mennonite "lay" and

ordained leaders who live in houses

costing over a half million dollars while

neighbors go hungry or die of inade-

quate health care? Will we provide ex-

plicit descriptions of everyone's sins?

We need to empower vulnerable peo-

ple, but not through exposes that vio-

late the principles of fairness. I hope

the Gospel Herald does not become a

tabloid.

Ann Bender

Ft. Defiance, Va.

i X eading that a church leader had

I—^ his Credentials Suspended for

_L \>Sexual Misconduct (Feb. 18)

gave me little satisfaction. I do believe

that repentance for violating others is

crucial; too few church leaders have led

in that act. I also believe that to protect

"vulnerable young women" means to

teach them about authority. Patriarchy

(male rule and female submission) has

misguided both women and men about

authority for ages.

The public action reported in Gospel

Herald may be weak on several counts:

1. It suggests a narrow view of "minis-

try." Not only those with mere human
credentials minister. Christians promise

in baptism to tell God's good news of in-

clusion. Is sin not contrary to that prom-

ise? Have those taking the action

deprived or enhanced the violator's

task as a child of God?
2. It shows up the weakness of the

rite of ordination as practiced through

church history. Ordination has blessed

the patriarchal pattern of designating

levels of hierarchy. It suggests that

some will have authority over things sa-

cred with requiring those leaders to em-

power others so that due exchange

takes place.

3. It proves how inconsistent such ac-

tions can be. While one is publicly

named, another violator can cover with

an article in Gospel Herald. Or others

can "protect" private incest or through

verbal or rational skill.

Not wishing to excuse sin and its will

to dominate, are there other construc-

tive ways for leaders who violate to pat-

tern for others how to learn to own
their weakness or addiction or social-

ized privilege? Could women not bring

new insight to the redeeming process,

just as we need to reconstruct biblical

texts and redefine terms of theology?

Could intense accountability closer to

the violation be implemented?

For example, could we require the vio-

lator to daily record his thoughts,

words, and actions with women or to

name active patterns of power or

abuse? Could we require the person to

write about how patriarchy has dis-

torted his views of sexuality and spiritu-

ality after processing this with a team

of informal women? Then could an arti-

cle of confession for past abuse and fu-

ture vision appear in Gospel Herald?

Or could there at least be a regular

Gospel Herald section for "confessions"

—along with "new members," "births,"

"marriages," "deaths"?

Dorothy Yoder Nyce
Goshen, Ind.

In
your Feb. 18 editorial, What the

Bible Really Says, your simple

statement, "We should not quarrel,"

is the real issue, not that it is words

which we quarrel over. Words are inevi-

tably going to be an important part of

discussion and debates, because words

are the medium to convey ideas. It is

the ideas behind the words that we
struggle with.

The issue is whether we as peace-lov-

ing believers see how empty and power-

less our message of peace is when we
still demonstrate an inability to live at

peace with each other. How can we
preach about loving our enemies when
we have such a hard time loving our

brothers and sisters?

How far we have yet to go! We can

be so quick to pronounce judgment on

our pagan government for going to war,

yet we ourselves have yet to learn to be

at peace with each other when it comes

to those "hot" topics that divide us.

Bruce Jones

Prophetstown, III.

Does Mennonite Tradition Su-

persede the Bible? (Feb. 18).

My experience in the Mennonite

Church has been similar to that of the

writer of this letter. Yet at the same

time it's very much different. I too

come from a non-Christian background,

and I too am a Mennonite by choice.

But while Paula Hradkowsky's discour-

agement comes when Mennonites use

tradition as the sole defense for main-

taining biblical traditional doctrine,

mine comes when I hear leadership cit-

ing tradition as justification for aban-

doning it. While Paula is disheartened

to hear "It's the Mennonite way," I am
disheartened to hear, "I refuse to teach

that in my church; it's a frivolous Men-
nonite tradition."

I can respect faithful obedience with-

out a lot of scholarship. I have a little

more trouble with our leadership's

claim to "progressive light."

Ted Shattuck

Lakeville, Mass.

Who's Defining Sin These
Days? (Feb. 25). Sin is any-

thing, by omission or commis-

sion, that opposes the kingdom, hinders

the power, or lessens the glory of the

Lord. However, we tend to consider sin

as it affects us: eating fat may reduce

our life span; x-rated movies may dull

our moral sensitivity: disregarding our

environment may make earth-life more
undesirable for us.

King David said, "I have sinned

against thee." The prodigal son said, "I

have sinned against heaven."

Is it not rather that when we promote

the kingdom, transmit the power, and

increase the glory that we are fulfilling

our potential as God's children?

Elizabeth Showalter

Harrisonburg, Va.
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David W. Mann:

Bringing the pastor's perspective

"I would like to see a stronger sense of
partnership between local congregations,

district conference, and churchwide
boards. We are not competitors."

The Mennonite Church has a new modera-
tor. For the next two years, it will be led

by David W. Mann of Phoenix, Ariz. Until

recently, David has also been pastor of the Sun-

nyslope Mennonite Church, a congregation of

350 members.
As moderator, what will he do? The list of ac-

tivities the church expects, as outlined by David,

is impressive:

• Chair of Mennonite General Assembly.
• Chair of the Mennonite Church General

Board.
• Chair of the executive council of General

Board.
• Member of the Council on Faith, Life, and

Strategy.

In addition, the moderator's role is "to give

leadership to the interests and spiritual welfare

of the General Board and Assembly," according

to David. He also monitors the correspondence

of the church's general secretary and reads the

minutes of all the program boards and of the

church's various committees.

At age 62, David has had considerable experi-

ence in church administrative work. He served

in pastorates at Hannibal, Mo.; Albany, Ore.;

To be modera-

tor is to

attend many
meetings.

Here David
participates

in a recent

discussion of

the Pastorate

Project.

and in his current assignment in Phoenix (from

which he recently resigned, effective this July).

While in Oregon, he was a bishop of five

churches in the Pacific Coast Conference. He
also served that conference as secretary and as

president of its mission board. He has been
moderator of Southwest Conference.

David had other churchwide experience before

taking on the moderator assignment. He served

on the board of directors of the Mennonite
Board of Missions and on MBM's overseas com-
mittee. Prior to being appointed moderator-elect

and now moderator, David was treasurer of the

Mennonite Church General Board.

Gospel Herald sent the new moderator a se-

ries of questions about his work and his

vision for the Mennonite Church. Here
are his responses:

1. Why did you allow your name to be sug-

gested for moderator?
This was the fourth time I was asked to allow

my name to be nominated for this position. I

saw this as an affirmation of my gifts of leader-

ship and an opportunity to serve our denomina-
tion.

For me, it is an opportunity to bring the per-

spective of a pastor to the role of moderator. It

is also a chance to represent the western part of

the church in this office.

2. What is your vision for the Mennonite
Church?

I want to see our church find a new sense of

unity and joy, gathered around Jesus Christ, the

Lord and head of the church. There is so much
more at the center of our faith that unites us, in-

stead of the misunderstandings and disagree-

ments at the edge that divide. Can we build brid-

ges to meet rather than trenches from which to

fight?

I would like to see us work seriously at talking

with each other rather than about each other.

We need to put away our "we" and "they" lan-

guage and listen to each other with our hearts as

well as our minds. We need each other to dis-

cern the whole will and counsel of God. We need
the conservative as well as the liberal, the charis-

matics and the traditionalists, the social activists

as well as those who emphasize the inner spiritu-

al life.

I also want us to gain a new freedom and joy

in sharing the good news of Jesus with our neigh-

bors. We must become a truly welcoming com-

munity.
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to the moderator's role

Some are still struggling with hang-ups about

evangelism. Others are not sure they want to dis-

turb the comfortable circle of familiar names

and faces and patterns of doing things in order

to make the changes needed to assimilate new
believers.

As new believers become part of our congre-

gation, they may bring problems and needs we
would rather avoid. But they also bring their

gifts, cultures, traditions, and languages. They
have the kind of fresh questions and insights

that will breathe new life into our churches.

3. What do you see in the future for church

structures?

I would like to see a stronger sense of part-

nership between the local congregation, the dis-

trict conference, and the churchwide boards. In

a tightening economy, with expanding vision and

opportunities at all levels, we need to see all

these structures as partners rather than competi-

tors.

How can we lift the vision of the local con-

gregation to the horizons of mission to the na-

tion and the world—things we can only do to-

gether? How can we help our churchwide boards

and agencies listen to the needs, priorities, and

vision of the local mission?

With the trends in giving, we will not be able

to continue with business as usual. Discerning

priorities and discontinuing some plans and pro-

grams will be painful and difficult. Changes may
seem like unfaithfulness. There may be a ten-

dency to accuse or blame. We need to find ways

of discerning together and maintaining trust as

well as vision.

4. What gives you hope for the Mennonite
Church?

I see an awakening of spirituality in the

church. At the same time I also see a vision for

mission and ministry beyond the local congre-

gation. And I see many gifted, young leaders

who give me hope and confidence for the church

in the decades ahead.

For example, I recently visited with pastors

and churches in New York City and Washington,

D.C. I was blessed by the vitality and commit-

ment of the New York pastors I met, ministering

under very difficult circumstances. I was also

challenged by the unique vision and mission of

the Washington Community Fellowship on Capi-

tol Hill.

5. What is it that gives you pause?
Questions of unity and diversity are very real

among us. We have been far too good at drawing

lines and excluding those with whom we dis-

agree. Unless we work harder at talking with

each other, as well as listening to each other, we
could see more fragmentation and division. Sit-

ting down face to face to talk and listen is so

much better than firing charges by printed

media.

Among some Mennonites, I sense we have an

identity problem. We aren't sure what it means

to be Mennonite. Some of us are embarrassed

by our name. Others are not sure what can hold

us together once the cultural and ethnic symbols

begin to disappear. Some are fighting their Men-
nonite past at the same time that others are

being attracted to the vision and convictions of

our Anabaptist faith.

6. Who have been your role models for this

work?
Allen Erb was my bishop when I was a young

and inexperienced pastor. He walked beside me
with gentle counsel and encouragement, placing

trust in me, but being always ready and avail-

able to provide support. He was a statesman in

the church with a gift of wisdom for bringing har-

mony in difficult situations. He loved the church

and was not afraid to face the challenges of

change.

My father, Cleo Mann, was also a model for

me. Although he was not a pastor until I was
graduating from seminary, the passion of his life

was serving the Lord. I learned from him to be a

people person, knowing no strangers, giving of

one's self unselfishly for ministry to others.

David is married to Mona Aeschliman.

They have three grown children: Dave,

Los Angeles, Calif.; Timothy, Phoenix,

Ariz.; and Jeanne, San Diego, Calif.

David is a graduate of Goshen College and

Goshen Biblical Seminary and has attended

Fuller Theological Seminary. He notes that

while in high school and college, he worked his

way through school as a printer and a baker.

When he isn't taking care of the affairs of the

church, either at home or abroad, David lists as

his hobbies woodworking, biking, and handcrafts.

"There is so much more at the

center of our faith that unites

us, instead . . . of disagreements

at the edges that divide."
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PERSPECTIVE

The war tax question just won't go away

The voice of the victims of war
keeps rising up. The cry of
children, abused and trauma-
tized by war, will not be still.

by John K. Stoner

Last Thursday my phone rang. The voice at

the other end of the line asked for John or

Janet Stoner. "I'm John Stoner," I replied.

"Hello. I am Charles Price of the Internal Rev-
enue Service. I am calling about the letter you
sent indicating that you are withholding part of

your income tax payment."
We talked for about ten minutes, as I ex-

plained why Janet and I had said no to paying
the full amount of our income tax. The man
could not understand why anyone would invite

the collection pressures of the IRS upon them-
selves by withholding some taxes. But by the

time the conversation was over, he was a little

closer to understanding that this was for us a

matter of faith and a question of the practice of

our religion.

It was a Mark 13:9 kind of experience of being

called before the authorities. By the sound of

Mark 13, Jesus expected this kind of thing to

happen regularly to his followers.

"Why do they have to keep bringing up this

business about taxes for war?" someone asks

after a congregational meeting. "Why doesn't

this war tax question just go away?" asks an-

other at a session on strategies to reduce the mil-

itary portion of the U.S. budget.

The reason war keeps coming up and won't go
away is because the voice of the victims of war

Your $3.03 Taxes for Life equivalent can be sent

to Christian Peacemaker Teams, 1821 W.
Cullerton, Chicago, IL 60608. CPT also suggests

you write a letter of witness to the IRS with copies

to your representatives in Congress, your pastor,

and your local newspaper. Taxes for Life funds
will be used for education purposes.

keeps rising up. The cry of the children, abused
and traumatized by war, doesn't go away.
Every discussion about peacemaking in these

times must face the question of how taxes are

collected and spent. A year ago Americans
watched their tax dollars at work in Iraq. They
killed between one and two hundred thousand
people in a month's time. They left a nation of

17 million people strangled—its water polluted,

its hospitals without electricity, its homes dark,

and its classrooms cold. Today malnutrition, dis-

ease, and destitution are the continuing results

of this man-made plague of death and despair.

Since then, an international study team on the

Gulf crisis found that the mortality rate of chil-

dren under five years of age was almost four

times greater then than before the Gulf War.
More than 75 percent of Iraqi children feel sad
and unhappy, worry about the survival of their

family. They are haunted by the smell of gunfire,

fuel from planes, fires, and burned flesh.

Taxes paid for all this. It is for those of us

who are Christians, as taxpayers, to sidestep our
share of the responsibility. We can choose to

"just say no" (how simple that sounds when we
prescribe it to someone else's moral choice and
how difficult it sounds when it is ours).

I believe God is calling us to plead for the

end of the destructive social institution of

war by refusing to pay for it. We are called

to this as clearly and inescapably as our fore-

bears were called to abolish slavery. The ques-
tion is not whether we can achieve that goal in a

year or decade. The question is whether that is

our goal—and whether the world knows that it is

our goal. It was Jesus' goal, and it should be ours.

One way to enhance this witness is through a

symbolic war tax refusal called Taxes for Life.

Sponsored by the Christian Peacemaker Team,
this plan would have taxpayers redirect an
amount equivalent to one penny for every billion

dollar of the U.S. military budget to education.

For tax year 1991, this is $3.03.

If you do this, and the IRS calls, tell them that

it makes you a little bit nervous to break their

law. Go on to say that you are far more appre-

hensive about breaking God's law. Tell them
that you hear God's warning rising up from the

victims of war, and that you have decided that

you will not take their blood upon your hands.

Then leave the outcome with God.

John K. Stoner, Akron, Pa., does part-time staff

work for New Call to Pecemaking and Christian

Peacemaker Teams.
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CHURCH NEWS

Grain shipment arrives in Zaire,

volunteers resume assignments

Akron, Pa. (MCC)-A food shipment

from Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC) has arrived in Zaire.

Meanwhile, MCC workers have re-

sumed activity in the central African na-

tion, despite continued unrest.

The shipment of 1,000 metric tons of

corn and beans left Philadelphia on Jan.

16. At last report, it had cleared customs

in Zaire and was expected in the capital,

Kinshasa, within a few days.

According to MCC sources, food prob-

lems in Kinshasa stem primarily from

economic hardship.

The grain was sent to stabilize prices

until food from the new growing season is

available.

The capital has suffered from hyperin-

flation and unemployment, due to the

political instability.

Most MCC workers left Zaire late last

year, after riots in Kinshasa and other

major cities.

Several volunteers moved to other

assignments with the agency or finished

terms early.

MCC now has 13 workers in Zaire. This

is a slightly smaller group than was in the

country before the disturbances.

The current total does not include a

couple currently working in Tanzania,

who plan to return to Zaire in June.

According to MCC administrator Eric

Olfert, the Zairian capital seems to the

casual observer to be full of life.

But the activity has "an edge of des-

peration," he said, "as families whose

breadwinner is no longer employed strug-

gle to find food."

Olfert, who is co-secretary for MCC
programs in Africa, visited Zaire earlier

this year.

In Kinshasa, people talked about the

difficulty of finding food for even one full

meal a day, he said.

The situation is somewhat better in the

interior cities of Gungu, Kahemba, and

Kikwit, Olfert said. Here, local food is

available.

During his visit, Olfert met with leaders

of the organization that will market the

MCC grain.

The group, CDI Bwamanda, is part of

a Catholic development program that en-

courages Zairian food production and

helps market local food.

The organization is selling milled flour

at half the current market value, in order

to stabilize prices at a more affordable

level.

Olfert said he is confident about CDI

Bwamanda's "approach, capabilities, and

integrity."

In addition to sending food, MCC pro-

vided two grants to CONEVI, Zaire's na-

tional inter-Mennonite council.

An initial $5,000 (U.S.) grant went to

buy food for Kinshasa churches. CONEVI

divided a second grant of $20,000 among

Kinshasa and other cities where urban

Mennonites are in serious financial diffi-

culty.

Some churches gave the purchased

food to those members most in need.

Other congregations distributed it among

all the members.
One church held a communal fellowship

meal, Olfert reported.

The congregation saw this as "an appro-

priate way to share the food and celebrate

the solidarity with the church in North

America [that provided it]," Olfert said.

Churches call for prayer

as unrest in Chad grows
N'Djamena, Chad (MCC)—Conditions

in Chad have deteriorated seriously over

the past six months, according to inter-

national church workers and local Chris-

tians.

Killings, beatings, thefts, and arrests of

innocent people have increased in this

north-central African country.

Joseph Behidi, vice-president of the

nation's Human Rights Organization, was

assassinated on Feb. 16.

The murder of Behidi, who was also a

prominent lawyer, led to several days of

strikes and peaceful demonstrations.

Less than a week later, authorities re-

ported foiling an attempted coup in the

capital, N'Djamena.

People are discouraged by the govern-

ment's inability to maintain order and are

frightened about the future.

Chad's history since it became indepen-

dent in the early 1960s is one of inter-

mittent conflict.

Many political tracts have circulated in

the capital. Some of these try to portray

the current unrest as conflict between

Christians and Muslims.

Chad's Protestant evangelical churches

strongly disagree with that position and

are searching for a peaceful end to the

strife.

An interdenominational group, the En-

tente Evangelique, called members of

N'Djamena's Protestant churches to pray

and fast from March 9 to 11.

Church leaders scheduled common
prayer times each day throughout the city.

In addition, representatives of the

group hope to personally deliver a mes-

sage of peace to the nation's president,

Idris Deby.

Meanwhile, the group has called for

Christians around the world to join with

Chadians in praying that order and secu-

rity might be restored.—From a report by

Marc Hostetler

Students gain awareness. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC)—Paula J. Snyder applies

eye patches to Tom Brenneman as part of a blindness simulation exercise at Eastern

Mennonite College (EMC). Earlier, three EMC students who are physically

challenged talked about how they view and cope with their situation. The activities

were part of Disability Awareness Week, which also included guest speakers and

the showing of the film Rain Man.
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Werner Kroeker speaks at the Association

of Mutual Aid Societies annual conference

in Fresno, Calif.

Mutual aid groups talk

about issues, theology
Fresno, Calif. (MMA)—Some 175 peo-

ple attending the 37th annual Association

of Mutual Aid Societies (AMAS) conven-

tion heard a call to make sure their activ-

ities are centered in Christ.

AMAS is made up of organizations

across North America which relate to

Mennonite and Brethren churches. Mem-
ber groups supply a variety of insurance

products and mutual aid programs.

"Covenant, Community, and Change"
was the theme of the meeting, held March
11-13.

Werner Kroeker, pastor of Lincoln Glen
Mennonite Brethren Church in San Jose,

Calif., presented a series of three ad-

dresses.

"Mutual aid is God's idea, adaptable to

all people and places," he said.

Kroeker observed that some people
have seen the outward forms of mutual
aid but don't understand the concept.

"We are at a time when we must teach

the basic terms of the Christian faith to

our people," he said, noting the apostle

Paul called mutual aid one of the last

graces Christians learn.

"The forms of mutual aid will change,"

Kroeker said, "but it must be done be-

cause we want to be followers of Jesus."

In a business session, AMAS members
agreed to reactivate the Mutual Aid Co-
ordinating Committee (MACC). This
group will serve as a clearinghouse for

issues affecting AMAS organizations.

MACC includes the chief executive of-

ficers of Goodville Mutual Casualty Com-
pany, Mennonite Mutual Aid Association,

and Mennonite Indemnity, Inc., as well as

the AMAS chair and two other AMAS
representatives.

Gulf War deepens
Palestinian troubles
Jerusalem (MCC)—Fallout from the

Persian Gulf War still causes economic
and personal hardship for Palestinians in

the Israeli-occupied West Bank and Gaza
Strip.

About 30,000 Palestinians returned to

occupied territories from Kuwait and the

Gulf states. Most are professionals with a

strong work ethic, but they came back to

find limited job opportunities and a weak
economy. Many have savings, but they

will eventually run out of money.
Abu Issa (not his real name) is typical.

A native of a village near Nablus in the

West Bank, he worked as a water drilling

technician in Saudi Arabia for 12 years.

Abu Issa's wife and five children are

now in Amman, Jordan, while he lives with

his brother-in-law in the occupied territo-

ries and looks for work. No Palestinian

drilling rigs exist, so he must find a job in

another field.

Even before the Gulf War, there were
signs that Palestinians would face in-

creased difficulties.

The months before the conflict brought
two portents of things to come.
The first was the influx of Russian Jews

to Israel. Mostly professionals, they were
willing to take low-paying, blue-collar jobs

that had previously been considered
"Arab work."

The other key event was the Al Aqsa
Mosque massacre, in which police reacted

to Palestinian stone throwing by shooting

into a crowd on the Temple Mount. Some
26 people were killed.

Both factors contributed to an Israeli

decision to clamp down on movement by
Palestinians during and after the war.

At least two-thirds of all Palestinians

who worked in Israel lost their jobs during

the first quarter of 1991. Most will prob-

ably never get their jobs back.

Some people have gone back to farming
land they had given up on as unprofitable.

Travel restrictions continue. Israeli au-

thorities have reissued special identity

cards to Palestinians deemed security

risks. These effectively prevent them
from leaving their town or village.

Even Palestinians with normal identity

cards are prohibited from entering Jeru-

salem, except with special permission and
for specific purposes, such as employ-
ment or hospitalization.

During the five weeks of the Gulf War,
the entire occupied territories were under
around-the-clock curfew. This was lifted

for only a couple of hours every few days
so people could buy necessities.

Now, curfews seem to have become a

standard method of collective punish-

ment used by Israeli authorities.

For example, the towns of Ramallah and
El Bireh were put under 24-hour curfew
for two weeks, after an Israeli settler was
shot and killed as he drove through town.
After the around-the-clock curfew was

lifted, a dusk-to-dawn curfew remained.
Curfews stop education, worship, and

the purchase of food, medicine, and fuel.

(Stone houses are very cold in winter.)

Along with the loss of jobs and restric-

tions on movement, curfews have seri-

ously damaged an already fragile Pales-

tinian economy.
These three factors, in addition to the

continuing international recession, have
spelled economic disaster for the occu-

pied territories.

—From a report by John F. Lapp

Know who you are,

businesswoman says
Hesston, Kan. (HC)Set the values by

which you are going to live, Donna
Hershberger told Hesston College stu-

dents at the school's fourth annual Career
Expo.

"Your career path cannot be decided
today," said Hershberger, a vice-presi-

dent for Maritz Travel Company in Los
Angeles. "What you can decide today is

what kind of person you'll be."

Today's business world is "extremely

fast paced, unpredictable, and complicat-

ed," the 1974 Hesston graduate said. "If

you don't know who you are and what you
stand for, you're going to be pushed
around in all different directions."

In addition to giving the keynote ad-

dress, Hershberger was one of 14 Hesston
alumni who presented seminars at the

Expo. Fields represented ranged from
aviation to the fine arts.

During her visit to the college,

Hershberger also spoke at a March 6

luncheon for working women.
Look for opportunities rather than

drudgery and choose serving attitudes

instead of self-serving ones, she told the

group.

"We all need mentors, and we all need
to mentor others," Hershberger said.

"Those people can help us make decisions

and celebrate with us when we succeed.

"Dare to care about people you work
with, and allow others to care for you,"

she urged the group.
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MCC distributes food
after storms in Jordan
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Heavy rains and

snows in Jordan this year have helped

counteract recent years of drought.

But they also have made life difficult

for Jordanians at the bottom of the eco-

nomic ladder, Mennonite Central Com-

mittee (MCC) worker Jerry Martin said.

MCC delivered 200 boxes of food in late

February to hard-hit villages in the North

Shoneh area of the Jordan valley, in the

northwest part of the country.

The boxes included dry beans, flour,

sugar, tea, and powdered milk.

MCC distributed the food under the

direction of Jordan's Ministry of Social

Development and local officials.

Many mud-brick houses in the area

collapsed or suffered lesser damage from

the heavy precipitation, said Martin, who

visited the area at the time of the first

food delivery.

"Some families were living in tents," he

said. "Others were living with neighbors

or relatives."

People in the area usually work as farm

laborers. But many persons have no

money, Martin said, because the bad

weather prevented them from working for

a month.

Families in the area often live "hand-to-

mouth," the MCC worker observed.

Sometimes whole families live in one-

room houses.

Food distribution is only a temporary

solution to the region's problems, Martin

said.

"People need concrete block houses

and decent jobs that pay reasonable

wages," he noted.

Goshen emphasizes
sexuality education
Goshen, Ind. (GC)—When Goshen Col-

lege distributed a packet of information

on sexuality issues to its students three

years ago, administrators expected it to

be controversial.

But they took the chance because they

felt sexuality education was a missing

dimension in the college's service to the

church.

"For too long we've been uncomfortable

talking about sexuality," says retired cam-

pus physician Willard Krabill. "We con-

fuse privacy with right and wrong. Some
things are private; it doesn't mean they're

bad."

Goshen College students received the

updated version on the packet this past

fall. It is a two-pocket notebook labeled

"Sexuality Issues at Goshen College."

The cover promises a wide range of

topics, from sexual coercion to intimacy,

MTV, harassment, date rape, cross-sex

friendships, and more.

Inside the folder, readers also find a

statement on the college's commitment to

inclusive language and a summary of cam-

pus policy for responding to students with

AIDS (though no cases have been re-

ported on campus thus far).

In several places, the literature repeats

a statement all Goshen College students

read when they applied for admission:

"We believe the clear intent of New Tes-

tament Scriptures is to place sexual inter-

course within the covenant of marriage."

Each year, Goshen supplements the

packet with a lecture series. Last year,

speakers looked at justice and sexuality.

This year's theme is integrity.

Students also have the opportunity to

enroll in the college's most popular elec-

tive course, "Human Sexuality," taught

until this year by Krabill.

About 70 percent of Goshen's students

are of Mennonite background. However,

the college's surveys of first-year students

show that they have experienced the same

rate of abuse as the rest of society.

Reports of incest and abuse by family

members and church leaders are higher

than the national norms, according to

campus researcher Ruth Krall.

This places Goshen students within the

disturbing trends for conservative reli-

gious groups, says Krall, who is also asso-

ciate professor of religion, nursing, and

psychology, and director of peace studies.

Krabill remembers a semester when

one of every seven women in his Human
Sexuality class reported having been the

victim of sexual abuse or date rape.

Krabill's vision for teaching healthy sex-

uality developed two decades ago, during

a mid-career sabbatical.

While earning a master's degree in pub-

lic health from the University of California

at Berkeley, Krabill attended a course on

human sexuality.

"I recognized very early that here was

a very central, crucial, pervasive dimen-

sion of my personhood for which I had

very inadequate education and training,"

he said later.

"I also recognized the gap in the

church's educational program in this vital

area of life."

Upon his return to Goshen in 1974,

Krabill sounded out his colleagues for

support for a course in human sexuality.

He received it from Norman Kauffmann,

dean of student development.

The sexuality course began more as a

support group than a class, with Krabill

and Kauffmann getting together on their

own time with interested students. Stu-

dent participation grew, as did faculty

support, and eventually the course devel-

oped into a full-credit elective.

Krabill limited the class size to 55 stu-

dents, but usually had a waiting list.

Nursing professor Ann Hershberger

and sociology professor Tom Meyers are

teaching the course this year.

The lecture series began in 1983, after

Kauffmann asked then-president J. Law-

rence Burkholder to create a task force to

explore on-campus sexuality issues.

By 1989, Kauffmann and his team felt

the college had addressed many concerns.

But resources about them "were not lo-

cated in any one spot," he says.

"We decided to gather them all togeth-

er, so they would be available. Then we

began to write to fill in the gaps."

The result was the sexuality packet.

Kauffmann and Krabill say responses

to it have been surprisingly positive.

"From anybody who takes it seriously

and reads it, I've heard nothing but affir-

mation," Krabill says. "Parents are never

critical. They say, 'Boy, if we'd only had

that when I was in college!'
"

—Judy Weaver

Pre-publication Special!

We Beheld
His Glory
Rosedale Bible Institute

The First Forty Years: 1952-1992

By Elmer S. Yoder / Jewel Showalter

The book, which includes a historical

monograph, human interest sketches and

over 50 photos, will be released at the April

24-26 Fortieth Anniversary Homecoming.

Order now for $8.95 (price covers tax and

shipping). Make checks payable to: Rosedale

Bible Institute, 2270 Rosedale Rd., Irwin,

OH 43029. TEL 614-857-1311. FAX 614-

857-1314.
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• Hatfield to speak. U.S. Sena-
tor Mark 0. Hatfield of Oregon
will give the commencement ad-

dress at Eastern Mennonite
College, Harrisonburg, Va., on
April 26. Some 249 four- and
two-year graduates are expected
to receive degrees. Assistant
professor of education Judy H.
Mullet will speak at a baccalau-
reate and commissioning service

on April 25.

• Brown appointed. Hubert L.

Brown has been named dean of

students at Hesston (Kan.) Col-

lege. He will begin on Aug. 1. For
the past four years, Brown has
been executive secretary of the

Commission on Home Minis-
tries of the General Conference
Mennonite Church. Earlier,

Brown served as a pastor in

Inglewood, Calif. He holds a
master's degree in education
from Indiana University, South
Bend, and a doctorate in pasto-
ral counseling from California

Graduate School of Theology,
Glendale.

• Foundation gifts rise. A rec-

ord $7.1 million was distributed

to 749 church, educational, and
charitable institutions in 1991

through Mennonite Foundation,
Goshen, Ind. The foundation, a
branch of Mennonite Mutual
Aid, distributed $6.5 million in

1990. As of Dec. 31, 1991, Men-
nonite Foundation managed
$61.2 million for charitable dis-

tribution and $61 million as in-

vestment manager for other
church organizations—both rec-

ord figures.

•Board names head. Elvin
Kraybill, a lawyer from Lancas-
ter, Pa., has been named presi-

dent-elect of the Mennonite
Board of Education. He will

begin as presiding officer of the
agency's board of directors in

January 1993. Kraybill succeeds
Charles Gautsche, who has
headed the board for 12 years.

• City students learn. A "mis-
sion school" on Chicago's south
side is trying to give low-income
children a chance. The Chicago
Mennonite Learning Center
(CMLC) accepts students from
kindergarten through grade 8,

regardless of their ability to pay
the school's $1,200 a year tu-

ition. Some 38 children are cur-

rently enrolled. In Chicago's
public school system, half the

students do not finish high
school, and most of those who
do graduate cannot read and
write well enough to get a decent
job.

—

Pauline Kennel

• Celebration held. The Lancas-
ter, Pa., region of Mennonite
and Brethren Marriage Encoun-
ter marked its 10th anniversary
with a banquet on Feb. 28.

Speakers included former ad-

ministrator Marian Leaman and
current administrator Marilyn
Kurtz. Some 17 marriage en-

counters and nine engaged en-

counters were held this past fis-

cal year, with nearly 400 couples
participating.—Erma Wenger

• Students raise money. Stu-
dents at Eastern Mennonite
High School (EMHS) in

Harrisonburg, Va., have raised

more than $5,000 for the needs
of a Mennonite school in Puerto
Rico. The money will go for

teacher salaries, maintenance,
and building projects at Acade-
mia Menonita Betania,
Aibonito, P.R. EMHS instruc-

tor Dennis Brubaker and a
group of students will present
the gift during the week of April

6-10, when they do they volun-

teer work at Betania.

• Mideast trip planned. Chris-

tian Peacemaker Teams (CPT)
will sponsor a Middle East trip

from May 30 to June 12. Partic-

ipants will take part in a five-day

international peace walk. They
also will meet with Israeli and
Palestinian leaders, church
groups, and local organizations.

The cost of the trip is $1,695.

More information is available

from CPT, 1821 W. Cullerton,

Chicago, IL 60608.

• New appointment:
Alonna Gautsche Sprunger, direc-

tor of advocacy programs for

Mennonite Health Services,
Akron, Pa. She will continue to

direct Mennonite Developmen-
tal Disability Services while as-

suming responsibility for the
Mental Health Awareness and
Education Program.

• Pastor transitions:

Kevin A. Clark was licensed to the
ministry on March 22 for service

at Living Water Mennonite Fel-

lowship, Harrisonburg, Va.

• Missionary transitions:

Paul and Dawn Ruth Nelson con-

cluded 13 years of ministry in

Dublin, Ireland, at the end of

March. During their last term

with Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions and Mennonite Central
Committee, they were involved
with Dublin Mennonite Com-
munity. Dawn was also a mem-
ber of the coordinator commit-
tee of Conflict Resolution
Services, while Paul worked as
a computer programmer. The
Nelsons' address is 468 Groffs
Mill Rd., Harleysville, PA 19438.

• Coming events:
Biblical storyteller's workshop,

Kern Road Mennonite Church,
South Bend, Ind., April 21, and
Belmont Mennonite Church,
Elkhart, Ind., May 19. Duane
Beck and Joyce Schertz will be
the workshop leaders. More in-

formation by phoning 219 293-

5160 (Elkhart) or 289-6864
(South Bend).

50th anniversary of MCC-Akron
CPS staff, Akron, Pa., May 5-7.

This event is for Civilian Public
Service staff, administrators,
secretaries, and spouses who
served in the Akron offices be-

tween 1941 and 1946. More in-

formation from Richard
Ebersole, PO Box 84, Akron, PA
17501.

Benefit auction, Kraybill Menno-
nite School, Mt. Joy, Pa., May
8-9. Activities include a pig roast

and truck auction, as well as the

sale of art, collectibles, and
quilts. More information by
phoning 653-5236.

Staff reunions, Camp Hebron, Hal-
ifax, Pa., May 23-24. A reunion
for people who worked at the
camp between 1957 and 1975
will be held Saturday afternoon,

May 23. A reunion for staff who
served between 1976 and 1991

will be held Sunday afternoon,

May 24. More information from
the camp at 957 Camp Hebron
Rd., Halifax, PA 17032; phone
717 896-3441.

Illinois Missions Festival, First

Mennonite Church, Morton, 111.,

June 27-28. Mennonite Board of

Missions president Paul
Gingrich and overseas workers
and staff will speak. More infor-

mation from Robert Yoder, R. 1,

Box 535, Eureka, IL 61530-9946.

Summer Mediation Institute,

Akron, Pa., July 13-17. The
event is sponsored by Menno-
nite Conciliation Service. Nancy
Good Sider of Harrisonburg,
Va., will lead the training, and
participants can receive one unit

of college or seminary credit

from Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege and Seminary in Harrison-
burg. Enrollment is limited.

More information from Ellen
Hollinger, MCS, PO Box 500,

Lancaster WMSC meets. Lititz, Pa.—Some 300 women
attended the annual meeting of the Lancaster Conference
Women's Missionary and Service Commission (WMSC), held
March 18 at Hammer Creek Mennonite Church. Keynote
speakers Mary Lou Cummings and Dorothy Smoker told

stories of African women. In addition, WMSC officers were
recognized. Above, outgoing president Miriam Housman
(left) and incoming president Mary Yunginger Rittenhouse
(right) place a crown of fresh flowers on vice president
Marilyn Kennel. "This is your crown of rejoicing as you serve
the Lord through WMSC," Housman said.—Nancy Witmer
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Students hear about church careers. Goshen, Ind. (GC)—
Alice Roth of Mennonite Board of Missions speaks to a

Goshen College group. Some 42 students from the school

learned about church careers during a dinner sponsored by

the college department of Bible, religion, and philosophy.

Roth was one of five speakers at the event, which was held

March 4 at the Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind.

Akron, PA 17501-0500; phone

717 859-3889.

40th anniversary celebration,

Riverview Mennonite Church,

White Pigeon, Mich., July 19.

Special morning and afternoon

services are planned. More in-

formation by calling 616 483-

7351.

• New books:

Our People: The Amish and Men-
nonites of Ohio by Levi Miller.

This is a revised version of a

1983 release, with updated text

and photos. Herald Press is the

publisher.

A Relevant Anabaptist Missiology

for the 1990s, edited by Calvin

E. Shenk. Writers include Sam-

uel Escobar, Hans Kasdorf, C.

Norman Kraus, Wilbert R.

Shenk, and Charles R. Taber.

The book is available from the

Council of International Minis-

tries, PO Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515-0370.

The Varieties and Shortcomings of

Religious Pacifism by John H.

Yoder. This is a revised and

expanded version of a book pub-

lished in 1971 as Nevertheless.

Herald Press is the publisher.

• New resources:

The 1992 Mennonite Yearbook is

now available. The Yearbook of-

fers a detailed guide to Menno-
nite Church agencies, congrega-

tions, and programs. It also

provides information on inter-

Mennonite activities and an

analysis of "1492 and the Native

Americans" by Lawrence Hart.

The Yearbook is available

through Mennonite Publishing

House or Provident Bookstores.

• Job openings:
Head soccer coach, Bethel College,

North Newton, Kan. Bachelor's

degree required, master's pre-

ferred. Competitive coaching

experience at the collegiate level

preferred. Responsible for all

phases of competitive NAIA
soccer program, including bud-

gets, promotion, recruiting. Sal-

ary commensurate with qualifi-

cations and experience. Review

of applications began April 1

and will continue until the posi-

tion is filled. Send a letter of

application, vitae, and three let-

ters of reference to: Diane
Flickner, Director of Athletics,

Bethel College, 300 E. 27th St.,

North Newton, KS 67117; phone

316 283-2500.

Pastor, Petoskey Mennonite
Church, Petoskey, Mich. Oppor-

tunity for a person or persons

interested in "tent-making"

ministry to enjoy the scenery of

northern Michigan while helping

a small congregation to grow.

Respond to: 6921 Channel Rd.,

Petoskey, MI 49770.

Summer volunteers, Mennonite
Central Committee, Akron, Pa.

Openings at Akron include ad-

ministrative assistants, secre-

taries, receptionist, SELF-
HELP Crafts warehouse
worker, waitress/cook for

SELFHELP Crafts tea room.

Persons interested in any of

these positions should contact

Marsha Jones or Sherrie Ober,

PO Box 500, Akron, PA 17501-

0500; phone 717 859-1151.

Volunteers, Mennonite Central

Committee, Akron, Pa. Applica-

tions are being accepted for two

immediate openings: a purchas-

ing assistant and a receiver

/trucker for SELFHELP Crafts.

Purchasing assistant should have

good organizational skills and
wholesale/retail sales experience.

Receiver/trucker should be in

good physical condition and able

to do heavy lifting. Persons inter-

ested in either of these positions

should contact Marsha Jones or

Sherrie Ober, PO Box 500,

Akron, PA 17501-0500; phone 717

859-1151.

NEW MEMBERS

Allentown, Pa.: Ed Hatcher,

Starr Martin, and Salome
Martinez.

Berkey, Goshen, Ind.: Dan
Moon, Mary Lou Wright, Jud
Gingrich, Rita Gingrich, Laura

Horst, and Randall Horst.

Big Spring, Rileyville, Va.:

JoAnn Cubbage.

Deep Run East, Perkasie, Pa.:

Daryl Derstine, Jessica Det-

weiler, Erika Schumacher, and

Rick Wagner.
Emmanuel, Whitehouse, Ohio:

Paul Burford, Janet Burford,

Jason burford, Angela Burford,

Michael Burford, Marvin
Heminger, Bonnie Heminger,

and Martha Heminger.
Friendship, Bedford Heights,

Ohio: Aleeno McLemore.
Leetonia, Ohio: Todd Miller,

Raymond Taylor, and Carol

Taylor.

North Leo, Leo, Ind.: O. Marie

Atwood and Latoya Atwood.

West Side Church of Living

Word, Buffalo, N.Y.: John An-

derson, Chris Bark, Diana
Borchert, Ed and Loma Crogan,

Dave Ettestad, Connie Finney,

Jon Guarde, Joyce and Myron
Glick, David Guillen, Dave and

Patricia Hills, Liz Jordan,
Charles and Claity Massey,
Grace and Sony Obuseh, Maria

Perez, Wendy Potter, Bob
Roggie, Jennifer Smith,
Katerina Soto, Ken and Sydney-

Marie Stackpoole, Jim and Lynn
Straus, Bob and Polly Tice,

Andy Tulowiecki, Carol Volkert,

and Kevin Young.

BIRTHS

Bauman, Jeff and Gloria (Mar-

tin), Elmira, Ont., Ashley
Lauren (first child), Feb. 19.

DeHelian, John and Gail (Trapp),

Red Hill, Pa., Adam Ryan (sec-

ond child), March 13.

Ficke, Delbert and Brenda
(Barker), Pleasant Dale, Neb.,

Austin James (first child),

March 13.

Freyenberger, Douglas and Ann
(Wengerd), Kouts, Ind., Kevin

Edward (third child), March 4.

Glick, Myron and Joyce, Buffalo,

N.Y., Hans Michel (first child),

March 4.

Good, Michael and Mary Ann
(Danks), Columbiana, Ohio,

Nicholas James (second child),

March 4.

McMullen, Matthew and Karla

(Miller), Belleville, Pa., Charles

Conley (second child), March 1.

Metz, Frank and Teresa
(Rasbaugh), Bronson, Mich.,

Aerreal Elizabeth (first child),

Feb. 20.

Miller, Phillip and Patti (Yoder),

Middlebury, Ind., Keli Janae

(second child), Feb. 25.

Mowery, Jeff and Vicki (Flaugh),

Goshen, Ind., Ryan Michael
(second child), March 9.

Raber, Mark and Linda (Diller),

Dalton, Ohio, Josanna Marie,

Feb. 12.

Ranck, James and Carol
(Santacroce), Philadelphia, Pa.,

Jennifer Ann (second child),

Feb. 21.

Rapp, Frank and Kim, Lancaster,

Pa., Neil Frank (first child),

March 12.

Reist, Allen and Jo Ann
(Cramton), Tofield, Alta., Joel

Allen (third child), March 12.

Steckle, Cameron and Kathy
(Love), Zurich, Ont., Shawn
Daniel (second child), on March
5.

Wyse, Mike and Julia (Stutzman),

Archbold, Ohio, Corey Michael

(third child), March 6.

MARRIAGES

Brejda-Friesen: John Brejda,

Columbia, Mo., and Janet
Friesen, Columbia, Mo.
(Hesston), March 21, by Fred

Obold.

Kauffman, James and Deb
(Sawatsky), Andover, Minn.,

Aaron Thomas (second child),

Feb. 24.

Ranck-Martin: William Ranck,

Jr. (Skip), Mohnton, Pa. (Mor-

gantown Community), and
Brenda Lee Martin, Narvon, Pa.

(Conestoga), March 14, by Har-

vey Stoltzfus.
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Spedding-Gingerich: Joseph
Spedding, Philadelphia, Pa.

(Presbyterian), and Janelle

Gingerich, Philadelphia, Pa.

(Ambler), March 14, by Rev.

Potts.

Tulowiecki-Potter: Andy
Tulowieeki, Buffalo, N.Y. (West
Side Church of the Living

Word), and Wendy Potter, Buf-

falo, N.Y. (West Side Church of

the Living Word), March 28, by
Bob Tice.

DEATHS

Cuddeback, Anne Rogers, 45,

Gainesville, Fla. Born: Aug. 4,

1946, Asheville, N.C., to Jack
and Charlotte (Coleman) Rog-

ers. Died: March 13, 1992,

Gainesville, Fla. Survivors

—

husband: John K. Cuddeback;
daughter: Karen Elizabeth.

Funeral: March 16, Emmanuel
Mennonite Church, by Heidi

Regier Kreider and Philip
Kniss. Burial: Forest Meadows
Memorial Park.

Godshall, Willard G., 83, Lans-
dale, Pa. Born: March 18, 1908,

Franconia, Pa., to Samuel S. and
Mary (Godshall) Godshall. Died:

March 14, 1992, Doylestown,

Pa., of an acute pulmonary em-
bolism. Survivors—wife: Esther
(Moyer) Godshall; sons: Richard

M., Ray W., J. Arden, Rodney
M., Philip M., Donald M.; broth-

ers and sisters: Lillie G. Moyer,
Mary G. Alderfer, Menno G,
LeRoy G., Stanley G., Paul G;
15 grandchildren, 13 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Sara C. Freed (first wife). Fu-

neral and burial: March 18,

Blooming Glen Mennonite
Church, by Robert L. Shreiner

and Truman H. Brunk.
Harnish, Amos S., 83, Lancaster,

Pa. Born: March 15, 1908, Lan-
caster County, Pa., to Jacob G.

and Emma (Shenk) Harnish.

Died: Feb. 27, 1992, Lititz, Pa.,

of cirrhosis of the liver and kid-

ney failure. Survivors— wife:

Naomi Click Harnish; children:

Daniel, Mary Ann, David; 4

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: March 2, New Danville

Mennonite Church, by David N.

Thomas and Jay C. Garber.

High, Jacob Linford, 93,

Plumsteadville, Pa. Born: Nov.

15, 1898. Died: March 10, 1992,

Quakertown, Pa. Survivors

—

wife: Helen (Wismer) High; chil-

dren: Paul, Darwin, Robert,

Lauretta Hartzell, Anna Mae
Gill, Patricia Diehl; sisters:

Emma Wismer, Ella Moyer; 10

grandchildren, 20 great-grand-

children. Funeral: March 13,

Doylestown Mennonite Church,

by Ray K. Yoder. Burial: Dublin

Union Cemetery.

Landes, Edna A. (Godshall), 90,

Bally, Pa. Born: April 25, 1901,

Lower Salford Twp., to Enos
and Kathryn (Allebach)
Godshall. Died: Feb. 27, 1992,

Souderton, Pa., of pneumonia.
Survivors— children: Kathryn
Schoenly, Beulah Haberle, Lois

Bisbort, Naomi Yoder, Ruth
Mast, Mildred Umble, Paul,

Wilmer, Enos; brothers and sis-

ters: Paul Godshall, Clayton
Godshall, Mary Myers, Kathryn
Myers, Ella Mae Detweiler; 35

grandchildren, 72 great-grand-

children, 37 great-great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Henry
S. Landes (husband) and Henry
E. (son). Funeral: March 2, Bally

Mennonite Church, by Roy K.

Yoder. Burial: Upper Skippack
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Logan, Zella I. McMahan
Hennigh, 83, Morton, 111. Born:

Dec. 8, 1908, Cowden, 111., to

Dory and Lue (Woodards)
McMahan. Died: March 12,

1992, Peoria, 111., of an abdomi-
nal aneurysm. Survivors—hus-

band: John Logan. Predeceased
by: Glenn E. Hennigh (first hus-

band). Graveside service and
burial: March 18, Macon County
Memorial Park Cemetery, by
Glen and Thelma Horner.

Miller, Esther M. (Hertzler), 72,

Honey Brook, Pa. Born: Jan. 20,

1920, Elverson, Pa., to Joseph
and Elizabeth Warfel Hertzler.

Died: Feb. 14, 1992, Lancaster,

Pa. Survivors—children: Clair

E., Gene C, Marianna Noble;

sisters: Alice Abbott, Martha
Smoker, Sara Zook, Rebecca
Stoltzfus, Ruth Blank, Anna
Fisher; 3 grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Alvin E. Miller (hus-

band). Funeral: Feb. 17, Tel Hai

Retirement Community, by
Herman Glick, Andrew
Leatherman, Luke Martin, and
Harold Stoltzfus. Burial: Con-
estoga Mennonite Church Cem-
etery.

Nissley, Roy R., 82, Lancaster,

Pa. Born: March 13, 1909,

Rapho Twp., Pa., to Amos B.

and Anna Reist Nissley. Died:

Feb. 24, 1992, Lancaster, Pa., of

kidney failure. Survivors—wife:

Ruth G. Newcomer Nissley;

children: Sara Ann Queen, Mary
Jane, Barbara, Wilbur; brothers

and sisters: Clarence, Esther

Keener, Arthur, Ruth Miller; 2

grandchildren. He was ordained

as a deacon at Habecker Men-
nonite Church, Nov. 27, 1945.

Funeral and burial: Feb. 27,

Habecker Mennonite Church,
by Abram Charles, Norman
Shertzer, Randy Martin.

Raber, Mose J., 68. Born: Sept.

30, 1923, Farmerstown, Ohio, to

John M. and Lydia (Erb) Raber.
Died: March 8, 1992, Millers-

burg, Ohio. Survivors—wife:

Ada Schlabach Raber; children:

Vista Hochstetler, Marilyn
Neiswander, Ruth Hershberger,

Edgar; brother and sisters: Roy
J., Lizzie Ann Burkholder, Katie

Ann Hershberger, Lena Miller,

Ella Yoder. Funeral and burial:

March 11, Grace Mennonite
Church, by David R. Clemens
and Paul G. Hartman.

Roth, Joseph, 83, Eureka, 111.

Born: March 26, 1908, Eureka,

111., to Joseph and Lena Zoss
Roth. Died: March 11, 1992, Eu-
reka, 111., of cancer. Survivors

—

wife: Esther Heiser Roth;
daughters: Barbara Unzicker,

Sarah Smucker; sister: Phoebe
Roth; one grandchild. Funeral

and burial: March 13, Roanoke
Mennonite Church, by Rick
Troyer, Elmer Wyse, and Tom
Kauffman.

Rush, Willis P., 85, Souderton,

Pa. Born: Sept. 8, 1906,
Plumsteadville, Pa., to Howard
Charles and Sophia Yothers
Rush. Died: March 12, 1992,

Souderton, Pa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Dorcas A. Bixler, Mary L.

Beer, Henry L., Harold 0.;

brother and sister: Arthur Y.,

Sarah Kerns; 11 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Miriam Al-

derfer Rush (wife). Funeral and
burial: March 17, Souderton
Mennonite Church, by Gerald
A. Clemmer and Steven C.

Nyce.
Schantz, Dallas Oswald, 74,

Beemer, Neb. Born: April 27,

1917, Beemer, Neb., to Chris

and Lizzy (Oswald) Schantz.

Died: March 11, 1992, Beemer,
Neb. Survivors—wife: Viola
(Roth) Grieser Schantz; daugh-

ter: Gloria Swanson; brothers

and sister: Gerald, Ben, Boyd,
Reuben, Helen; 2 grandchildren,

14 step-grandchildren, 8 step-

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Margaret Zehr (first

wife). Funeral and burial: March
15, Beemer Mennonite Church,

by Roger Hazen and Ivan
Troyer.

Sheaffer, Pauline Mary
(Mumma), 84, Lancaster, Pa.

Born: July 20, 1907, Rothsville,

Pa., to Wallace C. and Ina Hilton

Mumma. Died: March 6, 1992,

Lancaster, Pa., of a heart attack.

Survivors—brother and sisters:

Lavern W. Mumma, Victor

Mumma, Betty Heiney. Prede-

ceased by: Horace Sheaffer
(husband) and Robert Mumma
(son). Funeral: March 9,

Ephrata, Pa., by Jeryl Hollinger.

Burial: Rothsville Lutheran
Cemetery.

Wertz, Laura B., 75, McVeytown,
Pa. Born: April 25, 1916, to

Grace (Lee) Breon. Died: March
5, 1992, Lewistown, Pa. Survi-

vors—stepson: Donald Wertz,
Jr.; 5 grandchildren, 6 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Donald D. Wertz (husband). Fu-

neral: March 9, Baggus Funeral

Home, by Max Zook. Burial:

Centre Hall Lutheran Reformed
Cemetery.

Yoder, Gladys Marie (Buz-

CALENDAR

Goshen College commencement,
Goshen, Ind., April 18

Eastern Mennonite College
commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., April 26

Evangelism and Church Planting

Sunday, April 26

Rocky Mountain Conference an-

nual assembly, Denver, May 1-3

Franconia Conference assembly,

Quakertown, Pa., May 2

Gulf States annual fellowship

meeting, Des Allemands, La.,

May 2-3

Mennonite Mutual Aid board and
committee meetings, Goshen,
Ind., May 7-8

Mennonite Board of Education
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., May 8-9

Hispanic Convention executive

meeting, Goshen, Ind., May 14-

17

Eastern Mennonite Seminary
commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., May 16

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries commencement,
Elkhart, Ind., May 22

Southwest Conference annual
meeting, Upland, Calif., May 22-25

Hesston College commencement,
Hesston, Kan., May 24

zard), 81, Wakarusa, Ind. Born:

March 10, 1911, Goshen, Ind., to

John and Clara (Dausman) Buz-
zard. Died: March 14, 1992,

Wakarusa, Ind., of congestive

heart failure. Survivors—chil-

dren: Carolyn Yoder, Donald;
sisters: Lela Yoder, Etta
Weaver; 8 grandchildren, 5

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Dale F. Yoder (hus-

band) and Lester "Dutch"
Yoder (son). Funeral and burial:

March 17, Yellow Creek Menno-
nite Church, by Wes Bontreger
and Clare Schumm.
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"J
gained a profound respect for the richness

of Native culture and the wholeness

represented by traditional Innu life. The old

Innu approaches to health and illness could

instruct modern society on how to take

greater responsibility for our own health

instead of relying on a 'quick fix.
"'

ft"

'

Dr. Bernie Wiebe (MCC service 1988 to 1991) practiced medicine at Melville Hospital in Goose Bay, Labrador. He now lives in Melfort, Sask., and works at Associate Medical Clinic.

He is a member of Herschel (Sask.) Ebenfeld Mennonite Church.

PEOPLE ARE OUR BEST RESOURCE.

Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.

!
21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500

' (717)859-1151 (717)859-3889

Mennonite Central Committee Canada
134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9

, (204) 261 -6381
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THE LAST WORD

La vista grande
We stood side by side on a mountain over-

looking the Honduran countryside.

She was a campesino woman of 40, mother of

10, with lines of hard work and poverty and end-

less worries on her face. She had gotten up at

4:00 a.m., made beans and eggs and tortillas for

her family, cleaned her hut, washed clothes, and
ground corn for the next day's tortillas. Then
she had walked an hour to a meeting of her coop-

erative—a woman's group that makes sunflowers

out of corn husks to sell in the North American
gift market.

By contrast, I had slept in a hotel that night.

True, it hadn't been four-star, but it did have

hot showers. I too had eaten eggs and beans and
tortillas, but by choice in a roadside cafe. I was
here with a group of North Americans—Menno-
nite Central Committee SELFHELP store man-
agers who had come to visit people who produce
crafts for their shops.

For an hour I sat listening to the stories of

those who are the poor. All were women who, in

addition to caring for households of 10-15 peo-

ple, made 8-12 sunflowers a day. Their goal: to

send their children to school so their futures will

have less pain and less hunger.

Finally, I had heard all I could take. Frustrat-

ed with a system that keeps people poor, with

the fact that the policies of my country dictate

the economics of hers, and that the woman's
Spanish and my English made it impossible for

me to communicate my concern, I left the hut. I

went to stand on a cliff overlooking one of the

most magnificent views I have ever seen. For
miles the countryside of Honduras stretched

away to the south and the west in wave after

wave of mountains and valleys.

Then I realized she was standing beside me.
"La vista grande," she said simply.

In that moment language didn't matter. Nor
did the fact I was rich and she was poor. To-
gether we could marvel before God's creation.

Until then I had wondered if those who lived

in the midst of that beauty were aware of it. Or
did their struggles keep their eyes from the

hills? The woman on the mountain taught me
that awe and reverence are no respecter of per-

sons. It was one of many lessons I was to learn

from the poor and the oppressed during a two-

week sojourn among them.—jlp

What can we do to help?
One can't walk with the poor for very long

without asking the inevitable question: "What
can we do to help?" Our group of 13 SELF-
HELP managers asked it often during a two-

week tour of Honduras and Guatemala.

The question became most poignant during a

visit with a group of cloth weavers in western

Guatemala. After seeing how they tie-dye

thread, weave it into beautiful cloth on hand
looms, and sew it into shirts, we wanted to buy.

But in a town of 20,000, they could round up
only seven to sell. The group had no capital to

buy thread to produce more.

Our North American reaction: send them some
thread. But we soon realized that was a short-

term solution. It would not change a system that

concentrates Guatemala's cotton thread produc-

tion and price-setting in one family. Nor would it

change a government that has made it illegal to

import cheaper thread.

So what can we do to help?

Matias Funes, a professor at the University of

Honduras, had this to say to North Americans:

work for a world less belligerent, for a society

less in need of a military. Arms and munitions

drain off the world's resources. They help keep

poor people poor.

A simple answer. Yet one most difficult to

practice.

For U.S. Mennonites, one way we can work at

it at this time of year is to take yet another look

at the tax question. As John Stoner reminds us

(page 8), it is our taxes that keep the military

going, that make possible aggression and belliger-

ence.

Because of this, some choose not to pay a part

of their taxes as a protest. Others consider that

overreaction.

But let us not make that our battle. While we
do, more people starve. Let us rather join hands

to find all the ways possible to address the huge

military expenditures of our country, and of the

world.

It's one thing we can do to help.—jlp
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The Lord is risen!

He is risen indeed!
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The joyous task

ofplotting
the resurrection

In the crucifixion and raising of Jesus,

God was plotting a hostile action in-

deed. Resurrection is the climax of a

scheme to overthrow the enemy death.

vf? 21 -gg

10

In
the last autumn of the life of his wife, Kath-

arine, American essayist, E. B. White,

watched her plan the planting of bulbs in her

flower garden. This is the way he described

what he saw:

"The small hunched-over figure, her studied

absorption in the implausible notion that there

would be yet another spring, oblivious to the

ending of her own days, which she knew per-

fectly well was near at hand, sitting there with

her detailed chart under those dark skies in the

dying October, calmly plotting the resurrection"

{Onward and Upward in the Garden, 1979).

"Plotting the resurrection"—what a provoca-

tive phrase. In what sense is it possible for

human beings to be the plotters of resurrection?

My dictionary gives three meanings for the

word plot that apply. One definition is "a small

piece of ground, generally used for a specific pur-

pose." Because I enjoy growing vegetables in a

small plot of ground behind our house, the "spe-

by

Kenneth

L. Gibble



Three definitions of the word 'plot' can
help us understand how Christians join
God in creating, recreating, and mak-
ing all things new in Jesus Christ.

cific purpose" that comes to my mind is garden-
ing.

A second definition for plot has a sinister

twist: "a secret plan to accomplish a hostile or il-

legal purpose; a scheme." I learned this meaning
when I was a kid. My mother would overhear me
and one of my playmates whispering behind the
door. She hunted me down and said in a voice
full of suspicion: "I think the two of you are up
to no good. What are you plotting?"

A third definition for plot is "the series of
events consisting of an outline of the action of a
narrative or drama." This is the definition I

learned in school. The teacher said I had to do a
book report, and one of the things I had to re-

port on was the plot of the story—the action,

the unfolding of events with a beginning, a mid-
dle, and an end.

Each of these definitions lends its meaning
to the idea of "plotting the resurrection."

One clue to the meaning comes from the
Bible. When the apostle Paul wrote about resur-

rection, he resorted to the language of agricul-

ture. "What you sow does not come to life

unless it dies. And as for what you sow, you do
not sow the body that is to be, but a bare seed,

perhaps of wheat or of some other grain" (1 Cor.

15:36b-37, NRSV).
It is almost impossible to speak of resurrec-

tion without using the image of seeds planted in

the ground. When Paul made his attempt to talk

about the miracle known as resurrection, he
drew on the analogy of a seed that cannot pro-

duce life until it dies. The cross must precede
the empty tomb. New life requires first a dying.

Each year when springtime arrives, few Chris-
tians can see greening grass or bursting buds
without associating it with Christ's triumph over
the grave. The annual miracle of new life spring-

ing from dormant, dead-looking bushes and
trees becomes a celebration of the power of the
Almighty One, who creates and recreates, who
makes all things new.
As we drop seeds into our garden plots, we

are plotters indeed. We sow the seeds in faith

that they will sprout and grow. We know that we
cannot make it happen, and we would be foolish

to dig up the seed to see if it has begun to

sprout. All we can do is plant and wait; God
must do the rest.

But how important the planting is—and the
waiting. This is so whether what we plant be lit-

eral seeds in our backyard gardens or figurative

seeds—such as acts of kindness, teaching our
children about truth and beauty, or any one of a

thousand ways of allowing God to use our gifts

for the good of the earth and the human family.

Plotting the resurrection. It's sowing seeds.
But it's more than that. It's also "a secret plan
to accomplish a hostile purpose, a scheme."
How does that definition fit what resurrection is

all about?

In
the crucifixion and raising of Jesus, God

was plotting a hostile action indeed. Resur-
rection is the climax of the Holy One's

scheme to overthrow the great enemy we call by
various names: hell, death, the grave.

In Mark's account of the first Easter, these
forces of evil are symbolized by a huge stone.

This stone blocked the entrance to the tomb in

which the dead body of Jesus had been laid.

The women go to the tomb on that morning with
no idea how they will anoint the body of Jesus.
They ask each other: "Who will roll away the
stone for us from the door of the tomb?" The
Gospel writer underscores their dilemma by tell-

ing us that the stone was "very large." The
power of hell, death, and the grave seemed invin-

cible to the women, as they still do to us.

The stone of evil is very large indeed. Do we
not often despair when we hear of so much that
is wrong in the world—drug addiction, violent

crime, abuse of power in high places, oppression
of the poor all over the world, disease, blood-
shed? Who will roll away the stone?
But the Gospel says that the women did not

despair. They did not stay at home wringing
their hands, nor did they tell themselves it was

The annual miracle of new
life springing from the dor-

mant is a celebration of the
power of the Almighty One.

no use to go to the sealed-off tomb. They went
with spices for anointing. They went even when
all they went with was a question: who will roll

away the stone? And their going was their part
in the plot against the forces of evil. They were
plotters of resurrection.

What about that last definition of plot?

This is the book report meaning, plot

as the series of actions in a story with a

beginning, a middle, and an end. What Easter
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represents in this plot is the turning point, the

climax. With the empty tomb, with the resurrec-

tion, you and I know at last how the story will

come out. It's going to be a happy ending.

None of us knows the exact details of how the

story will conclude—whether it be the story of

our lives or the story of creation. Neither did the

writers of the Gospels. But they knew a turning

point in a plot when they saw one.

They saw it in a stone rolled away and in an

empty tomb. And they became, in the telling of

the story, part of the plotting. We too can join a

great company of those who, in times past and

in time present, joined with God in plotting

resurrection, a joyous plotting for a world that

so often lies in the grasp of death.

Kenneth L. Gibble is a member of the Church of

the Brethren and a freelance writer who Hues in

Arlington, Va.

Liberation

We told the women they didn't belong

when they came to follow Jesus

and care for his needs.

We told the women their place

was in the home.

Intending to care for Jesus,

we sadly neglected

his physical needs

as we fought to see

who would be greatest

in the kingdom.

We told the women to be quiet

so Jesus could speak,

but his words were drowned out

by the Sons of Thunder.

Finally one day

the tables turned.

The women came to us and said,

"He is risen!"

I guess they told us

a thing or two.

—Shirley Bustos
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"At the name ofJesus every

knee should bend, in heaven
and on earth and under the

earth, and every tongue
confess that Jesus Christ is

Lord, to the glory of God. . .

."

—Phil. 2:10-11, NRSV

READERS SAY

I read the three news items on abuse
and sexual misconduct (Feb. 18)

with a great deal of emotion. They
were heartrending. I'm glad there is an
attempt to deal honestly with these mat-
ters.

Covering up and hiding these prob-

lems is no solution. It only adds to the

pain and suffering of the victims and al-

lows the perpetrators to continue their

abusive behavior.

I had to admire the openness and
honesty of the story, Credentials Sus-
pended for Sexual Misconduct. It

took great courage and faith on the

part of all involved to come to grips

with this misconduct. Thank God the

Mennonite church is dealing with these

kinds of situations.

E. Louise Croyle- Wigle

Vista, Calif.

Practicing What We Preach
(Mar. 10). I applaud your recent

coverage of a district conference

that took away the credentials of one of

its ministers for sexual misconduct. As
long as your criterion in reporting these

failures remains "actions taken by dis-

trict conferences or churchwide struc-

tures," you are well within biblical

guidelines.

Your coverage was not sensationalis-

tic nor faddish. Thank you for breaking

healthy, new journalistic ground for the

church. If you had remained silent, you
would be guilty of aiding and abetting

these sins that can continue only when
there is silence about them.

Mark Winslow

Allentown, Pa.

Your editorial, What the Bible Re-
ally Says (Feb. 18) cries out for

a reply. You have expressed a

very proper concern over quarrels in

the church on the interpretation of

Scripture.

It is true that even Peter mentioned
that some of Pauls' writings were hard
to understand (2 Pet. 3:16). But it is

not hard to discern from his letters that

there are differing roles for men and
women in both home and church life.

And he drove home the point time and
again that what he was instructing was
for all the churches of God, not for a

particular church in a particular setting.

Mixing the roles of men and women is

contrary to the word of God.

You quoted 1 Tim. 2:12, "But I suffer

not a woman to teach, nor to usurp au-

thority over the man, but to be in si-

lence." Just what word didn't you un-

derstand? Then you supposedly counter
this with Gal. 3:28b, "... there is nei-

ther male nor female: for ye are all one
in Christ Jesus." Praise the Lord! Be-
cause of the blood shed at Calvary, we
can all, male and female, have life eter-

nal through faith in Jesus Christ.

That is the proper context for your
verse (and I think you know it). Every
time it is used out of context, divorced

of its real meaning, it is cheapened.

With a date of 1977 for the study,

"Leadership and Authority in the Life

of the Church," you can see how artifi-

cial this discerning process has been.

By that time the church was already or-

daining women to the ministry. But
something was needed to legitimize

that and provide a rationale whereby
the critics could be silenced.

There was never any doubt what the

outcome would be. There was never

any intention that the conclusion could

be no, we don't ordain women to the

ministry. The Mennonite Church has
not rightly divided the word of truth on
this issue. Furthermore, it shows no in-

tention of doing so.

Robert J. Schultz

Protection, Kan.

I'm
appalled that in the 60 days since

the publication of What Shall We
Then Say to the State? (Dec. 31),

reader response has been faint—a big

yawn. May I suggest that the article be
rerun. Those who may have overlooked

it may then read it.

Or do we prefer to focus inward and
churn out rhetoric only when there is

military action to incite us or when our

peaceful lifestyles are threatened? The
Gulf War caught our attention; alas, it

was over so quickly we barely had time

to get our peace system operational.

Are we for peace? Or simply against

war? Are we peace people, or pieces

people? We do well in picking up the

pieces from real world disasters. This is

commendable, but is it making peace?
If we are for peace, we now have a

"window" for launching a peace initia-

tive program:
• The nation is at peace, and we

have time to get our act together.

• We have a peace tax movement.
• The world is currently focused on

peace.

James L. Peachey

Lewistown, Pa.
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READERS SAY

How Can Church Leaders

Avoid Moral Failure? (Mar.

10). James M. Lapp has made

an excellent case for the church to look

seriously at the growing problem of sex-

ual abuse. Church leaders must take re-

sponsibility for their inappropriate

behavior.

The article, however, may reduce the

complex nature of human interaction

and motivation to mutually-exclusive

categories of "victim" and "villain"

where one person acts and the other re-

ceives.

Why cannot we both utterly condemn

the abuse of power by the minister, yet

also address the nature of the complic-

ity between both persons necessary for

the act to take place? Lapp writes,

"This power precludes any notion of

mutual consent." But isn't that asser-

tion itself really begging the question?

The greater ethical issue seems to be

when and how does whose power pre-

clude any notion of mutual consent.

David Martino

Phillipsburg, N.J.

How Can Church Leaders

Avoid Moral Failure? (Mar.

10). I am pleased that your publi-

cation has spoken to the issue of sexual

ethics for church leaders. And I com-

mend James Lapp for his thoughtful

and helpful work. He speaks with cour-

age to male leaders in the church, and

in the process he also helps educate

the rest of us. Particularly strong are

the calls for structures of accountability

and for understanding the power of the

pastoral role. I think Mennonites find it

difficult to believe that this is happen-

ing among us because we have not rec-

ognized the power church leaders have.

Lapp's technique of directly address-

ing male church leaders gives clear

focus to the article. Yet while we are

just beginning to deal more openly with

sexual misconduct by male leaders, the

article helps us recognize that we must

also explore the implications of women
in church leadership roles. One result

might be that women who have been

victimized by male leaders may feel

more free to share their stories with

women pastors. As this occurs, my
hope is that women and men will con-

tinue to work together in the ministry

of healing and advocacy for both female

and male victims.

Another implication is that we will dis-

cover what it means for women to be in

positions of power and in situations

where deep trust and intimacy are es-

tablished. We dare not assume that

women do not have vulnerabilities and

faults that could lead to sexually inap-

propriate behavior. We will need to

learn where the issues are similar to,

and where they are different from, the

issues involved in male sexual miscon-

duct.

It is not easy for us to talk about this.

My prayer is that this article will open

and continue discussion which can lead

to hope and healing for victims,

reconciliation and restoration for perpe-

trators, and more healthy pastors and

congregations for all of us.

Teresa Moser McDermid
Harrisonburg, Va.

How Can Church Leaders
Avoid Moral Failure? (Mar.

10). In the Hispanic culture we

have always known that male ministers

are still, first of all males. The fiction of

priestly celibacy has never been widely

believed. Gossip soon overtook any

woman who got too close to a priest. In

such a context, a pastor would hardly

wish to spend unchaperoned time with

a woman.
Traditionally, then, pastoral visits

have tended to be family affairs. Either

the pastor visited the family, or the

pastor's family visited the individual. If

a pastor and a woman needed to talk

alone, the door was left open. Other

people could see and hear what was

going on.

Admittedly, even in the Hispanic cul-

ture, such a practice is now often con-

sidered old-fashioned. It still has

wonderful advantages, however. It safe-

guards the pastor's reputation. It also

protects the pastor from the tempta-

tions of his own sexual nature.

I find it interesting that Jesus is only

once reported to have been alone with

a woman. That took place in a public

place, the village well. The apostles are

known to have always ministered two

by two or in groups. Peter did spend a

short while alone with Dorcas. She was

dead at the time! Maybe the first gener-

ation of church leaders knew something

about human nature. Perhaps they felt

no need to deny that, yes, they too had

erotic feelings and could be tempted by

inappropriate privacy. In all likelihood,

their culture was most helpful, making

some kinds of intimacy unthinkable.

Our own culture foists upon church

leaders the model of the secular help-

ing professionals, who conduct their

business behind closed doors. This is

an extremely unhelpful model for

church leaders. It assumes privacy and

secrecy to be of the essence. The com-

munity of believers becomes irrelevant

for the ministry of healing and counsel.

As I understand it, ministering two by

two, or in groups, makes moral sense.

But just as important, it places the

pastor's helping gifts in the context of

the church. As in New Testament

times, our works of healing are best per-

formed in the presence of prayerful and

supportive witnesses.

Dennis Byler

Goshen, Ind.

How Can Church Leaders
Avoid Moral Failure? (Mar.

10). Having been forced into a

counseling ministry for some years now,

I have lost track of the amount of times

sexual misconduct has been confessed

in my hearing. In numerous instances,

this misconduct has resulted in off-

spring.

If you take a hard look, a large

amount of this conduct is connected to

occult activity. It could be in the

person's own life or in near ancestry.

Dean Hochstetler

Nappanee, Ind.
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Out of diversity toward unity:

Pulling together the 'wayers,

'

by J. Lester Graybill

Diversity. It's a major characteristic of the

church today. Sometimes I'm amazed
that such dissimilar members and

churches and pastors can really work together

and share any common objectives at all.

Diversity can be good. We need the unique
emphases of individual members, churches, and
conferences. But all must come under an over-

arching commitment to Jesus Christ and to his

word, with an enlightened Anabaptist under-

standing. That kind of difference we should

come to appreciate as a strength.

But diversity can also divide. To keep it from
doing so, we must work at developing mutual re-

gard and respect and trust for each other while

celebrating the Lord's diverse gifts and callings.

I find one key to doing this in Jesus' response to

Thomas' question, "How can we know the way?"
Said Jesus, "I am the way, and the truth, and
the life" (John 14:6).

In each of our congregations, some of us are

"wayers," some "truthers," and some "lifers." In

our conferences, some of our congregations em-
phasize one theme and some another. But like a

three-legged stool, we need all three kinds of

people, or the church will fall.

Apeople of the way. The "wayers" are

those in every congregation concerned

.about putting faith into action. They talk

about lifestyle issues. They remind us that it's

not sufficient to think right and to feel right; it's

essential that we do right.

These are the people in every congregation

who remind us that to follow Jesus there is a

Diversity in the church doesn't need to

divide. One way to keep that from hap-
pening is to remember Jesus' words, "I

am the way, the truth, and the life."

cost, a price to pay. There are implications for

our stewardship, for our lifestyle, for our time
and energy, for our witness against injustice and
evil. The constant theme of the "wayers" is how
we live.

The "wayers" anchor their convictions and mo-
tivations in such Scriptures as James 1:22, "Be
doers of the word, and not merely hearers who
deceive themselves." Or in phrases like Matt.

7:16, "You will know them by their fruits."

Five times in the book of Acts we find the

phrase, "people of the way." Mark in his Gospel
described the twelve disciples as being "on the

way with Jesus."

But "wayers" can fall into a trap. The danger
in overemphasizing "the way" is making the

Christian walk a burden, a heavy load. Disciple-

ship can become a dull round of duty, of good
works done without joy or love, of projects not

always truly Christian. One can find oneself

caught up in a whole round of causes and proj-

ects and meetings, so busy that one loses the

joy of the Christian life. It can seem, after a

while, that all the satisfaction of following Jesus

has become an obligation, a duty to be per-

formed.

A people of the truth. "Truthers" are con-

cerned that deeds spring out of beliefs.

They caution us that it's not enough to be
doing good things or to be feeling good. It's also

basic that our starting point be the truth as re-

vealed in the Scriptures and fulfilled in Jesus

Christ.

The "truthers" anchor their convictions and
motivations in John 3:16, "God so loved the

world that he gave his only Son, so that every-

one who believes in him may not perish but may
have eternal life." Others they quote: "If you
confess with your lips that Jesus is Lord and be-

lieve in your heart that God raised him from the

dead, you will be saved" (Rom. 10:9).

These are persons who remind us that to fol-

low Jesus we must have committed ourselves to

him. There are certain fundamental beliefs

which are absolutely basic, which affect how we
witness and share our outlook of faith. These be-
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the 'truthers,' and the 'lifers'

liefs anchor us in times of personal storm, and

they anchor us when our world is in upheaval.

The constant theme of the people of truth is

that we should know what we believe. If we

don't know where we stand, we'll fall for every-

thing.

"Truthers" are the persons who insist you

touch every base when you make a home run.

They're the ones who need creeds straight and

doctrines perfect. Some even tend to fight about

these.

The pitfall of the "truthers" is that the Chris-

tian walk can become a matter of dogma, of say-

ing the right words. It can even degenerate to a

matter of checking out the vocabulary of other

Christians, counting the number of times a key

word or phrase is used or not used. Sometimes

out of such counting and mistrust, one even

feels justified in breaking fellowship with an-

other.

Apeople of the life. The "lifers" are

needed in every congregation because

,they are concerned about experiencing

God, about feeling one's Christian faith. They re-

mind us that unless word and deed, faith and ac-

tion, are sustained by the inner life, something

essential is lacking.

The "lifers" anchor their convictions and moti-

vations in such Scriptures as John 15:11-12, "I

have said these things to you so that my joy may
be in you, and that your joy may be complete.

This is my commandment, that you love one an-

other as I have loved you." Or they point to

1 Cor. 12-14, where the gifts of the Spirit are em-

phasized in the context of the church, with love

the more excellent way.

"Lifers" are the persons who remind us all

that to follow Jesus we must pay attention to

body life; we must pay attention to the flow of

the Spirit. There need to be many opportunities

in our congregations for listening to the Spirit in

our midst and then to share the way in which

God, through the Spirit, is entering our lives.

How we are experiencing Jesus is important;

what is happening is important. People of the

life. Yes, a personal, conscious awareness of

God's love and a vital experience of communicat-

ing with the Lord are important elements of the

Christian walk.

There is also danger to being an exclusive

"lifer." It may be seeking an emotional high as

our goal. That makes experience an unreliable

touch stone, for feelings, especially intense emo-

tions, tend to fluctuate. The Christian walk may
become one long search for another "blessing."

Combined with a strong faith and a committed

lifestyle of obedience, however, this warm piety

makes for a well-rounded walk with God.

But the pitfall for "lifers" is that Jesus people

need to go on, even when emotions are flat.

Those of us of the feeling persuasion can readily

become either discouraged or depressed—dis-

couraged with the apparent dead spirituality of

others, depressed at our own stumblings and in-

abilities to reverse self-destructive patterns.

God forgive us when we debate which of the

three is most important. For like a three-legged

stool, each is important: the "wayers," the

"truthers," and the "lifers." Take away one of

those legs of the stool, and we all fall.

We must help each other understand that the

God forgive us when we de-

bate which is most important.

Christian faithfulness springs

from Christ the way, Christ

the truth, and Christ the life.

stool has three legs. We must affirm the doers,

the belief-ers, and the feelers in our midst. In

our diversity, we must come to appreciate each

other—Christian faithfulness that springs from

Christ the way, from Christ the truth, and from

Christ the life.

J. Lester Graybill, Leola, Pa., is pastor of the For-

est Hills Mennonite Church. This article is adapted

from an address he gave as the outgoing moderator

of Atlantic Coast Conference a year ago.
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Egret

descending

s

i

A

ome picture the Holy Spirit as the paraclete,

dove descending

—

At least that's how it is above the baptistry in my home church.

Father reflected in a stream of light,

Son standing in River Jordan,

Holy Spirit, white dove descending,

descending from on high.

But, for me, it is no longer the dove I see.

Rather, I think of the mystic third part of the Trinity

in the snowy wings of the egret.

remember a Palm Sunday morn in Haiti.

The dusty paths of Deschapelles leading to the banks of the canal.

There, gathered in the early morn, while smoke from cooking fires

drifted over rice fields,

There I saw the Holy Spirit descending,

Descending upon the band of gathered believers.

There I witnessed for the first time

Baptism outdoors in flowing water.

And in the silence there was the familiar ritual

—

Man committed to water and risen again.

Gathered black faces and white faces—same souls.

And all around were the goats and cattle and egrets

—

Egrets descending, riding majestically on the backs of grazing cows.

Amid the pastures, by the waters;

Amid the poverty, surrounded by oppression,

The egret descending,

Baptizing the baptism anew.

few years later and another Easter, this time Easter morn.

A little band of five in a small town in Florida.

Physically battered, spiritually battered, emotionally battered.
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Trying to manifest Christ to Haitians exiled from their homes by

too much hunger, too little money,

too much fear, too many deaths,

too much disease, too few hopes.

Trying to manifest the Holy Spirit among those who left political

hell,

But found little heaven in Belle Glade.

Belle Glade . . . beautiful . . . belle ... a misnomer if ever there was one.

Cane fields—sweat and blood—dirty canals-

No baptisms here, except those of despair-

Slum landlords, one of whom even dared to call himself court judge.

But in the midst of it all that Easter morn, there were the egrets-

Flying over the cane and canals, and descending,

Baptizing anew we five on the banks of Lake Okeechobee,

In the midst of prejudice and shame,

The egret descending,

encircling,

binding together

We who were broken by the suffering of others.

The egret descending, baptizing us anew.

^Jtill more years later, Nazareth, this past Easter morn.

Another special sunrise, born from the experience of sealed rooms.

The joy of resurrection in word and song and wine,

And afterwards, the physical bread of fellowship.

A combination of Palm Sunday with Easter Sunday as we mixed with

the crowds at the Greek Orthodox procession—laughter, excitement,

wonder, expectancy—much like that first Palm Sunday, I feel.

And later, coffee with friends and a view from the top of Mt. Gilboa,

Seeing down the slopes of history the cattle and the egrets.

Viewed from the top, the egrets were but white specks,

But became feathers defined as we descended,

Descended to the plain of wars and

to the boundaries that man seems determined

to erect in God's special place.

Here where kings died and prophets cried;

Here the egret is descending,

Descending to find the pain and sorrow,

Descending to be here in us and through us and with us.

Baptizing anew.

—Jennifer Coward

Jennifer Coward, Eden, N.C., has been involved in several assignments with

Mennonite Central Committee in Haiti and in Florida. She currently serves

as a secretary at the Nazareth Hospital in Israel.
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CHURCH NEWS

Ohio abuse gathering urges
move from silence to healing

Kidron, Ohio—Some 250 people ac-

cepted flower seeds as a symbol of hope
at the end of a conference on family

violence and sexual abuse.

At the same time, many participants left

with a new sense of urgency about the

need to oppose abuse among Mennonites.
"Breaking the Silence, Bringing Hope"

was the theme of the March 20-21 event,

which was organized by the Great Lakes
office of Mennonite Central Committee.
The conference was held at Sonnenberg

Mennonite Church.

Along with three addresses by Ruth
Krall, director of peace studies at Goshen
(Ind.) College, activities included sharing

by abuse survivors.

The stories were not easy to hear.

A woman told of being forced repeated-

ly to perform sexual acts with her grand-

father. No one in her church or community
suspected what was happening.

Later, this same woman was victimized

by a Satanist cult.

"I never learned the difference between
being loved and being used," she said.

Another woman who was first raped at

age three told of being adopted into a

Mennonite family. Her adoptive father

raped her again when she was 11.

Her victimization continued in adult-

hood, after she married an abusive Men-
nonite man.

A male survivor told of being struck
with a riding whip by his father, who was
seated on a horse. The whipping contin-

ued until the boy fell face down in the

barnyard.

Once, his father tied his brother to a

gate and left him there while doing farm
chores. Another time he found his father

raping his sister in the barn.

Meanwhile, the family attended church
regularly. When a sister finally talked to

the pastor, she was urged to be obedient
and respect her father.

In an address on "Healing the Shat-

tered Story," Krall urged participants to

use their anger as "a propelling force."

She called on the church to:

• Listen to and accept stories of abuse
without judging.

• Build networks of support for survi-

vors.

• Teach healthy attitudes to young
people.

• Hold leaders accountable by setting

procedures to handle accusations.

• Begin to think about the perpetrators

and to encourage restitution.

• Bring theological understanding into

the discussion.

• Recognize the effect this communal
horror has on the lives of everyone.

"A critical first step is to stop denying,"

Krall said. "This problem is among us

every time we worship together."

She said most survivors want only to

hear the person who abused them say: "I

did it. I'm sorry. I won't do it again."

In the closing session of the conference,

participants walked forward and selected

a packet of seeds, as a symbol of the hope
which is possible for all survivors.

"There's a lot of courage in this room,"
a survivor said.

"I'm still waiting to see what your re-

sponse will be," she added, directing her
comments to church leaders present.—Joanne Lehman

Groceries to help offset
higher prices in Russia
Moscow (MCC)—With food prices ris-

ing in the former Soviet Union, boxes of
groceries from North American Menno-
nites will be a welcome gift, Mennonite
Central Committee administrator Mary
Raber said.

At the same time, the food situation in

Russia is not as serious as some outsiders

may believe, she reported.

Raber, who is MCC secretary for the
former Soviet republics, is traveling in the
region.

This past winter was "unusually diffi-

cult" in Russia, she said. "The price of

food has increased tenfold since January,

while wages have only doubled."

The price hike is "enough to upset any
budget and create hardship, especially for

those on fixed incomes, like pensioners,

or for people with large families," she
observed.

Nevertheless, Raber said she has seen
no starving children in Moscow.
While many people find it hard to pur-

chase food, she said, "many Russians are

able to live on food stored up in previous

months. Most people have a patch of

garden somewhere or a relative in the

country."

In addition, "many things can be traded
for food," she said.

Some 9,000 boxes of food donated
through MCC are scheduled to arrive in

Russia this month.
The food is being sent through the

United Methodist Committee on Relief.

An interdenominational relief committee
will distribute it to needy people and
institutions in Moscow and St. Peters-

burg.

"To say that we are helping people
survive is an exaggeration," Raber said.

"This is more like sharing with neighbors

who have suffered a setback."

Peter Dyck and Henry Friesen (righ t) hold a box of groceries for shipment to the former
Soviet Union, as Elfrieda Dyck watches. Friesen is Material Resources Center foreman
for Mennonite Central Committee, which is shipping 9,000 boxes of food to Russia.
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Crafts offer glimmer
of hope in Sri Lanka
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Ethnic strife and a

lack of jobs make life bleak for many
people in Sri Lanka, according to Doug
Dirks.

Dirks, who is producer relations direc-

tor for SELFHELP Crafts of the World,

visited the Asian nation earlier this year.

Formerly known as Ceylon, Sri Lanka

is located just off the coast of India.

Since gaining independence from Brit-

ain in 1948, the island has been torn by

rivalry between the Buddhist Sinhalese,

who are in the majority, and the Hindu

Tamils.

From time to time, the dispute has

erupted into open conflict.

The latest and most violent round of

fighting between the Tamils and the

Sinhalese national army began in 1990.

More than one million people have been

uprooted from their homes by the conflict.

In addition, some 6,000 people have been

killed and thousands more are missing.

Dirks said the civil war has damaged
both the internal economy and the tourist

trade.

"Sri Lanka was declared the worst

human rights violator of 44 countries sur-

veyed by the United Nations," he noted.

"The government spends about 40 per-

cent of its budget on the war."

While in Sri Lanka, Dirks was able to

visit only the western part of the country.

This is the region where the capital, Co-

lombo, is located.

Fighting in the north and east of the

island made travel hazardous.

SELFHELP works with three craft or-

ganizations in Sri Lanka.

Gospel House Handicrafts and Golden

Palm International offer good job oppor-

tunities for young men and women, "jobs

outside the rapidly growing slums of Co-

lombo," Dirks said.

Both groups have some craft workshops

that employ internal refugees, he said.

In addition to Gospel House and Golden

Palm, "the Central Council of Disabled

Persons provides work for 200 disabled

craftspeople, those who have great diffi-

culty supporting themselves in Sri

Lanka's fragile economy."

According to Dirks, no one in the coun-

try believes the civil war can be resolved

any time soon.

In the current situation, he said, the sale

of craft items can "help some people who
have few other opportunities to feed their

families."

He sold his landscape business in Phoenix, moved with his family

to Hesston, and began life as a student.

" Becoming a student after so many years has challenged

me. The instructors have asked me to look at issuesfrom

both sides ofthe coin, and I've been encouraged to share

my beliefs and respect otherpeople's opinions. I appreci-

ate the way the instructors have not only trained, but also

mentored me. They are very open, allow themselves to be

seen through their teaching and are committed to creat-

ing church leaders.

"

Glenn has answered the call to pastoral ministry. He will use his

Hesston training as he pastors the Longenecker Mennonite

congregation in Winesburg, Ohio. Hesston gave Glenn the link

he needed to move from cultivating soil to cultivating people.

For more information contact:

Hesston College

Admissions Department

Box 3000

Hesston, Kansas 67062

Toll free 800-835-2026

In KS or Canada call collect 316-327-8222

Spreadyour wings

Hesston
College
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CHURCH NEWS

Illinois takes position
on taxes, homosexuality

Tiskilwa, III.— Illinois Mennonite Con-
ference delegates approved resolutions

on military taxes and homosexuality at

their spring meeting, held at Camp
Menno Haven March 27-28.

Both resolutions affirm Mennonite
Church statements on these issues and
call on Illinois congregations to take steps

to implement them.

The statement on "Christian Conscience
and Military Taxes" says that Illinois Con-
ference "will seek to support our mem-
bers who feel a genuine call from God to

withhold payment of military taxes."

The statement cites examples of this

support as including prayer and personal

encouragement, finances, and witness to

"political and social powers."

The resolution also calls on Illinois con-

gregations to contribute a minimum of $5
per household to the Peace Tax Fund
campaign.

Another resolution, passed during the

semiannual conference session, affirms

the Mennonite Church statement on ho-

mosexuality from Purdue 87: "We under-
stand the Bible to teach that genital in-

tercourse is reserved for a man and a

woman united in a marriage cove-
nant. . .

."

The Illinois statement goes on to ac-

knowledge the need for confession and

repentance of wrong attitudes and actions

toward persons who are homosexually
oriented. It calls for "continued study of

this difficult issue for the purpose of

developing compassionate and informed
approaches to persons struggling with
homosexuality."

Illinois delegates also accepted the res-

ignation of Conrad Wetzel as conference
minister. They unanimously approved a

two-year interim assignment in this role

for Joe and Emma Richards, who recently

resigned as copastors of the Lombard
Mennonite Church.

Emma completed a term as the modera-
tor of the conference during the spring

session.

—

J. Lome Peachey

MHA speakers call

for new health outlook
Goshen, Ind. (MHA)—Reform will not

fix the ailing U.S. health care system, an
Indiana physician and a Kansas pastor

told some 160 health professionals and
church leaders.

Instead, providers and patients both
must make basic changes in the way they
view health, life, and death, the speakers
said.

Willard Krabill of Goshen, Ind., and
Don Steelburg of Wichita, Kan., gave the

keynote addresses for "Dialogue '92,"

held March 6-8 in Indianapolis.

The event was part of the annual Men-

nonite and Brethren Health Assembly,
which ran March 6-11.

The United States does not have a true

health system, said Krabill, a retired doc-
tor who consults for Mennonite Mutual
Aid in Goshen.

"What we really have is a disease-treat-

ment and repair operation at exorbitant

cost," he said. "It is not buying us health,

and it is a major contributing factor to all

the other economic difficulties our coun-
try is in."

An un-Christian fear of death lies at the

root of society's worship of medical tech-

nology, said Steelburg, who is pastor of

Lorraine Avenue Mennonite Church in

Wichita.

The closer a patient is to death, the
more money is spent to prolong biological

life, he noted.

"This is not the medical profession's

fault alone," he said. "We all collude in it,

and not just in the last weeks of life."

However, patients themselves often

find it easier to accept death than their

relatives do, Steelburg continued.

"Ask any pastor, and you will find that

one of the questions most often asked by
those ill and those in pain is, 'Pastor, why
can't I die?'

"

For their part, medical workers want
guidance from the church, Krabill said.

"We as health professionals feel a

strong sense of responsibility and desire

to be treated as brothers and sisters," he
told the gathering. "The church should
hold us accountable."

Krabill noted that "the call to medicine
as a Christian vocation is not a call to

self-interest or the seeking of personal

wealth."

In a separate business session, mem-
bers of the Mennonite Health Association
(MHA) agreed the group should focus on
"Mennonite agenda" in health care.

Issues for Mennonites include the need
to develop a stronger sense of community
and to emphasize preventive health, the

MHA study commission said in a report.

While ties with the larger Anabaptist
and ecumenical communities are "com-
mendable," the report continued, "these

have for too long inhibited Mennonites
from focusing on their own agenda."

However, members delayed until 1993

a vote on whether to withdraw from the

Protestant Health and Human Services

Assembly. In the meantime, the MHA
board will explore possible ways of con-

tinuing as part of a restructured Protes-

tant assembly.

—

From reports by Wayne
Steffen and John Bender

Team Care

Senior Benefit Series
MMA's New Medicare Supplement Family

There is only one place you can find all these benefits:

• Expert, personal help when you need it.

• Competitive prices and unbeatable value.

• Worry-free protection.

• Membership with others who share your Christian values.

See your mutual aid counselor or call a member services representative at

our toll-free number. It can save you time, worry, and money.

Mennonite _ n * n„„ ,^
Mutual Aid Call 1-800-662-6747
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MENNOSCOPE

Conferences look at peace. Lansdale, Pa. (FMC)— Chil-

dren from Plains Mennonite Church here act out the story

"Potatoes, Potatoes" at a March 22 peace festival. Some 300

people of all ages braved a snowstorm to take part in

workshops, intergenerational activities, and an evening cele-

bration. Franconia Conference and the Eastern District of

the General Conference Mennonite Church sponsored the

event, which was held at Christopher Dock Mennonite High

School.

—

Mary Lou Cummings

award of merit from the Menno-
nite Health Association. The
center was honored last year by

the Kansas Department of

Health and Environment and

the state Association of Homes
for the Aging.

• Student honored. A student at

Goshen (Ind.) College has re-

ceived a state award for public

service. Eric Yordy, a sopho-

more from Goshen, was honored
for his work as student director

of the college's Community Vol-

untary Service program. The
state Conference of Higher Ed-
ucation sponsors the award.

• "Green list" started. The En-
vironmental Task Force of the

Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church
is compiling a list of Mennonites
and Brethren in Christ who have

training or experience in envi-

ronmental issues. People who
would like to be listed may con-

tact Jocele T. Meyer, Mennonite
Central Committee, 24516 TR
167, Fresno, OH 43824.

• Coming events:

shown as part of the exhibition

"Traditions and Transitions:

Amish and Mennonite Expres-

sion in Visual Art." In addition,

historian John Oyer will present

a free lecture on June 3. More
information from the institute,

1001 Market Ave. N., Canton,

OH 44702; phone 216 453-7666.

Office 92, Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa., May 14-16. This biennial

event is for the support staff of

Mennonite Church agencies and
schools. Congregational secre-

taries are also invited. Lee Sny-

der, academic dean at Eastern
Mennonite College, Harrison-

burg, Va., will speak. More in-

formation from Louise Hernley

at Mennonite Publishing House,

616 Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA
15683; phone 412 887-8500.

Conference on "The Church Histo-

rian as Interpreter," Goshen Col-

lege, Goshen, Ind., May 21-23.

The meeting is for Mennonite
heritage interpreters and con-

ference historical committees
and historians. Sponsors are the

historical committees of the

Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church.

• Quake aid sent. Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC) has

sent $10,000 for food assistance

to victims of a March 13 earth-

quake in Turkey. The money
went via MCC's church partners

to the Red Crescent Society,

equivalent to the Red Cross in

Islamic countries. In addition,

MCC may assist in long-term

reconstruction efforts.

• MDS helps Amish. Mennonite
Disaster Service (MDS) is aid-

ing Amish farmers following a

March 14 arson spree. Six barns

near Belleville, Pa., were de-

stroyed. MDS has set up the Big

Valley Fire Fund to help pay for

building materials and to re-

place lost livestock and ma-
chinery. So far, local Amish vol-

unteers have done most of the

rebuilding, MDS coordinator

Lowell Detweiler said. But MDS
may send more crews when
spring farm work limits local

help.

• Apartheid persists. Despite

reforms, blacks in South Africa

continue to face widespread dis-

crimination, according to an
Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions worker based in

Soweto. Catherine Wirth said

blacks still get second-class

treatment in such areas as

health care and applying for re-

tirement benefits. In addition to

political inequality, blacks are

suffering financially from the re-

sults of a February drought, she

said.

• Native fund started. Menno-
nite Central Committee Canada
and the Conference of Menno-
nites in Canada have created a

Jubilee Fund to mark the 500th

anniversary of Columbus' ar-

rival in America. The fund will

provide money for scholarships

and the lease or purchase of

garden plots for urban aborigi-

nal people. More information is

available from MCC, 134 Plaza

Dr., Winnipeg, Man. R3T 5K9.

• Volleyball team serves. The
men's volleyball team from
Eastern Mennonite College
(EMC) in Harrisonburg, Va.,

combined volunteer work with

athletics during the school's

mid-semester break in March.

The 12 students and two
coaches took part in a tourna-

ment at Massachusetts Institute

of Technology (MIT). While in

the Boston area, the team did

painting and carpentry work for

Good Shepherd Christian Fel-

lowship, a Lancaster Confer-

ence congregation.

• Stambaugh installed. Carlton

Stambaugh of Hanover, Pa., was
installed March 25 as chair of

Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions. He is the sixth person

to hold the post in the agency's

78-year history. A former East-

ern Board worker in Honduras,

Stambaugh serves as a bishop

and assistant moderator of Lan-

caster Conference.

• Classes held. Youth partici-

pants outnumbered adults in a

winter Bible school sponsored

by Mennonite churches in the

Archbold, Ohio, area. Classes

met on Wednesday evenings in

February. Youth heard presen-

tations on forgiveness, China,

and the Bible, as well as a con-

cert by the duo Road Less Trav-

eled. Teachers for adult ses-

sions included Miriam Book, C.

J. Dyck, James Lapp, and Stan-

ley Shenk.—Bev Miller

• Article accepted. Samuel
Horst, a retired professor of his-

tory at Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege, Harrisonburg, Va., has had
an article on "Mennonites" ac-

cepted by the new Encyclopedia

of the Confederacy. The encyclo-

pedia will be published in 1993

by the academic reference divi-

sion of Simon and Schuster.

• Volunteers start. Two people

from the Mennonite Church
have begun assignments with

Mennonite Voluntary Service, a

program of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church. Julia

Herr of Mechanic Grove Menno-
nite Church, Quarryville, Pa.,

has started a one-year term at a

day shelter in Denver, Colo. Jo-

anne Zimmerly of Owl Creek
Mennonite Church, Beaver,
Ohio, has begun a one-year term

as a children's counselor in Chi-

cago.

• Grants made. Some 770 Men-
nonite Church recipients got a

total of $367,000 in Sharing

Fund and other grants from
Mennonite Mutual Aid (MMA)
during 1991. These grants help

meet needs beyond those cov-

ered by the agency's health and
life plans. Because of MMA's
legal status as a fraternal orga-

nization, it is able to make
grants instead of paying taxes.

• Center gets award. Scho-
walter Villa in Hesston, Kan.,

has received an organizational

Martyrs Mirror exhibit, Canton Art
Institute, Canton, Ohio, April

10-July 5. A selection of plates

from the Martyrs Mirror will be

More information from Levi

Miller, 1700 S. Main, Goshen, IN
46526, or David Haury, 3132 SW
Belle, Topeka, KS 66614.
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Mennonite/Brethren renewal con-

ference, Juniata College,
Huntingdon, Pa., May 22-25.

Mel Shetler and John M. Miller

will lead teaching sessions. The
program also includes work-

shops and children's and youth
activities. More information
from Henry and Irene Diller,

Box 211, Grantsville, MD 21536;

phone 301 895-5041.

• Job openings:
Provider contractor, Mennonite

Mutual Aid, Goshen, Ind. MMA
is seeking a person to develop,

implement, maintain, and re-

view arrangements with health

care provider networks. Candi-

dates must have: at least three

years experience as knowledge-

able party of health provider

and payer relationship; proven
negotiation skills; B.A. in busi-

ness or related field; knowledge
of health insurance; project

leadership skills; and willing-

ness to travel. Please send
resume or contact Personnel,

MMA, PO Box 483, Goshen, IN
46526; phone 1 800 348-7468.

Secretary, Anabaptist Deaf Minis-

tries office, Washington, D.C.

This is a voluntary service posi-

tion with Mennonite Board of

Missions. In addition to

"typical" secretarial duties, a

primary responsibility will be to

coordinate the Deaf Ministries

loan library. Qualifications in-

clude an interest in and respect

for the Deaf culture, typing

skills, organizational expertise,

and good written English skills.

A knowledge of sign language is

helpful. Contact Berni Kauf-
man, MBM, Box 370, Elkhart,

IN 46515; phone 219 294-7523.

Teachers, Eastern Mennonite
High School, Harrisonburg, Va.

Active Christian commitment,
membership in the Mennonite
Church, dedication to effective

teaching, and love for young
people are prerequisites for the

following teaching positions.

Open for 1992-93 are a full-time

teaching position for physics,

physical science, math, and com-
puter science and a full-time po-

sition including teaching physi-

cal education/health education

and coaching varsity men's soc-

cer and/or basketball. Depend-
ing on applicant's interest, the

second position may include

some athletic director responsi-

bilities. Interested persons
should contact J. David Yoder
at Eastern Mennonite High
School, 801 Parkwood Dr.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone
703 433-9107.

• Change of address:
Clare Schumm, from Elkhart, Ind.,

to 609 Revere Dr., Goshen, IN
46526.

NEW MEMBERS

Cannon, Bridgeville, Del.:
Adam Hitchens, Jeffrey Martin,

Joshua Mast, Geta McClain,
Floride McClain, Jason
Meneley, Melvyn Miller, Bruce
Pape, Carman Pape, Fransisco

Santiago, Joshua Sears, Rob
Warfel, Wendy Webb, Brendon
Yoder, Kristi Yoder, and Daniel

Zencak.

Line Lexington, Pa.: John Good,
Heidi Good, Anthony Detweiler,

Elizabeth Idiculla, and Ron As-

bury.

Mountain View, Kalispell,
Mont.: Jodi Birky.

Powhatan, Va.: Glenn and Carol

Landis, and Alice White.

Riverdale, Millbank, Ont.: Ray-

mond Kuepfer, Laurann
Kuepfer, Alecia Herrfort,
Tammy Jantzi, Scott Steckly,

Mary Walters, and Sherri Weber.
Sandy Hill, Coatesville, Pa.:

Dorl Hilton, Mike Weaver, For-

est Book, Scotty Book, Sandy
Dolph, Diane Patterson-Ander-

son, Erick Walden, and Ethel

Walden.
Springs, Pa.: April Hutchison,

Melinda Durst, Jessica Liven-

good, Daryl Bender, Lela Yoder,

Stephen Prosser, and Esther
Prosser.

BIRTHS

Aeschliman, Gary and Sandy
(Friesen), Wauseon, Ohio, Julie

Christine (third child), Feb. 27.

Alderfer, Joel and Cindy
(Jenkins), Harleysville, Pa.,

Peter Elias (second child), Feb.

24.

Anders, Devon and Teresa
(Brooks), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Katrina Grace (first child),

March 3.

Archer, Joe and Maria (Bender),

Defiance, Va., Olivia Eve (first

child), Jan. 1.

Beck, Arlan and Brenda (Rivera),

Archbold, Ohio, Jennifer Ann
(third child), Jan. 22.

Brady, Michael and Calleen
(O'Brien), Glendale, Ariz., Han-
nah Elizabeth (second child),

March 10, received through
adoption.

Dean, Michael and Donna (Lam-
bert), Harrisonburg, Va., Corey
Richard (first child), March 21.

Driver, Fred and Joyce, Goshen,
Ind., Jacob Paul (second child),

March 14.

Eby, Daryl and Teresa (Andrews),

Chambersburg, Pa., Megan
Marie (second child), Feb. 28.

Eigsti, Michael and Janice
(Long), Goshen, Ind., Jill Diane
(third child), March 25.

Elder, Ted and Linda (Woody),

Apple Creek, Ohio, Katherine

Anne (first child), Nov. 3.

Goering, Gene and Karen (How-
ell), Wauseon, Ohio, Christian

Alexander (second child),

March 25.

Groff, William and Merry, Sellers-

ville, Pa., Clayton Isaac (second
child), Jan. 11.

Haberstich, Curt and Deb
(Stahly), Syracuse, Ind., Dylan
Langdon (second child), March
23.

Kreider, Jay and Sandy (Dagon),

Millersville, Pa., Jeremy Paul

(fourth child), March 11.

Lehman, Michael and Marjorie

(Witmer), Greencastle, Pa., Mol-
lie Sharie (fourth child), Jan. 13.

Lehman, Wayne and Karen
(Denlinger), Chambersburg, Pa.,

Rachel Elaine (fourth child),

March 4.

Mosteller, Daniel and Diane
(Shantz), Whitefish, Mont.,
Drew Allyse (first child), Jan. 2.

Pence, Robert and Celah (Kratz),

Harrisburg, Pa., (twins) Kather-

ine Renee and Rebecca Anne
(first and second children),

March 6.

Penner, Lee and Debbie
(Blosser), Newton, Kan., Chris-

tian Aaron (third child), March
23.

Sawyer, Russell P. and Donna
(Nice), Newport News, Va.,

Leigha Marie (second child),

March 19.

Short, Stanwyn and Suzanne
(Bliss), Archbold, Ohio, Hannah
Elizabeth (first child), March 7.

Tissue, Rodney and Lisa
(Wingerd), Hagerstown, Md.,
Hannah Christine (first child),

Feb. 14.

Waidelich, John and Sher
(Sauder), Wauseon, Ohio, Greg-

ory Aaron (second child), March
23.

Witmer, Bevin and Crystal
(Schwartzentruber), Tavistock,

Ont., Alaina Marlene (second

child), March 22.

Witmer, Lee and Janice (Weaver),

Ephrata, Pa., Cameron Lee (sec-

ond child), March 24.

Witmer, Wayne and Kelly, Col-

umbiana, Ohio, Kathryn Marie
(first child), March 23.

Yoder, Patrick and Lisa (Tobias),

Bellefonte, Pa., Ellen Elizabeth

(first child), March 25.

MARRIAGES

Krabill-Brady: Dale Krabill,

Cleveland, Ohio (Smithville),

and Lottie Brady, Feb. 14.

Metzger-Reilly: Craig Metzger,

Elmira, Ont. (Zion), and Kelly

Reilly, Elmira, Ont. (Zion), Dec.

28, by Doug Zehr.

Wagoner-Kauffman: Steven
Wagoner, Kalispell, Mont.
(Mountain View), and Nettie

Kauffman, Kalispell, Mont.
(Mountain View), March 21, by
Dave Kauffman (bride's uncle).

DEATHS

Balder, Dale Eugene, 62, Wal-
nut Creek, Ohio. Born: Jan. 11,

1930, Sugarcreek, Ohio, to Harry
O. and Sarah H. (Hochstetler)

Balder. Died: March 19, 1992,

Millersburg, Ohio. Survivors

—

mother; sister: Esther dinger.
Funeral and burial: March 21,

Walnut Creek Mennonite
Church, by Ross A. Miller.

Clemmer, Abner, M., 58, Welles-

ley, Ont. Born: June 16, 1933,

Waterloo County, Ont., to

Leander and Lavina (Martin)

Clemmer. Died: March 18, 1992,

Wellesley, Ont, of a heart at-

tack. Survivors—wife: Elsie

Weber Clemmer; sons: James
and Paul; brothers and sisters:

Vernon, Cleason, Lloyd, Viola

Bauman, Ermina Frey, Vera
Martin, Lorene Schreiber; 5

grandchildren. Funeral: March
21, Poole Mennonite Church, by
Glenn Zehr and David K. Jantzi.

Burial: Riverdale Mennonite
Church.

Delp, Jay Wayne, 32, Baltimore,

Md. Born: Oct. 24, 1959, Balti-

more, Md., to Melvin B. and
Elma (Shenk) Delp. Died:
March 15, 1992, Harford Co.,

Md., in an automobile accident.

Survivors—wife: Elaine Hess
Delp; children: Wayne H, Rita

Dawn; brothers and sisters:

Linda, Jeannie Miller, Donna
Sauder, Dale. Funeral services:

March 21, Lansdowne Church of

God, Baltimore, Md.; March 22,

River Corner Mennonite
Church, Conestoga, Pa., by Har-

old Burkholder, Glenn Kauffman,
and Enos Martin. Burial: River

Corner Mennonite Church Cem-
etery.

Gerber, A. Geneva, 75, New Cas-

tle, Pa. Born: Nov. 24, 1916, New
Castle, Pa., to Jacob H. and
Fannie L. Moose Gerber. Died:

March 16, 1992, New Castle, Pa.

Survivors—sister: Melva Miller.
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Funeral and burial: March 20,

Maple Grove Mennonite
Church, by Herbert Zook and

Paul Versluis.

Halteman, Leroy M., 71, Upper
Salford Twp., Pa. Born: Jan. 2,

1921, Upper Salford Twp., Pa.,

to Elmer S. and Mary Moyer
Halteman. Died: March 16,

1992, Sellersville, Pa. Survi-

vors—wife: Elizabeth G. Freed

Halteman; children: Peggy Ann
Blosser, Kenneth A., brothers

and sisters: Wilmer M., Erma
Guntz, Lizzie Halteman; 4

grandchildren, 6 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

March 19, Salford Mennonite
Church, by John L. Ruth and
Henry L. Ruth.

Marner, Mary E., 96. Born: Aug.

23, 1895, Joetown, Iowa, to

Fredrick and Anna Ratzlaff

Dickel. Died: March 14, 1992,

Iowa City, Iowa. Survivors

—

children: Elmarie Capper, Lola

J. Marner, Anna Marie Marner;
stepchildren: Cora Marner, Ger-

trude Miller, Amy Hochstedler,

Leta Maust; 2 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Isaac G. Marner (hus-

band). Funeral: March 17,

Wellman Mennonite Church, by

Dan Johnston. Burial: Lower
Deer Creek Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Maust, John Martin, 51, Salis-

bury, Pa. Born: Nov. 14, 1940,

Springs, Pa., to John and Viola

(Tressler) Maust. Died: March
17, 1992, Salisbury, Pa. Survi-

vors—wife: Jean Yoder; daugh-

ter: Debra Eckhard; brother and
sister: Dale Maust, Karen
Maust; one grandchild. Prede-

ceased by: two infant sons. Fu-

neral and burial: March 20,

Springs Mennonite Church, by
Steven Heatwole and Earl
Yoder.

Nofziger, Lillie M. (Short), 88,

Archbold, Ohio. Born: Sept. 14,

1903, Archbold, Ohio, to Enos
and Emma (Beck) Short. Died:

March 4, 1992, Archbold, Ohio.

Survivors—children: Delmer,
Marvin, Donald, Keith, Jolene

Leichty, Shelba Nofziger, Con-
nie Frey, Linda Belcher;
brother: Lester Short; 21 grand-

children, 19 great-grandchil-

dren, 6 stepgrandchildren. Pre-

deceased by: Willis Nofziger

(husband). Funeral and burial:

March 7, Lockport Mennonite
Church, by Jim Groeneweg and
Walter Stuckey.

Ringenberg, Alta Smucker, 93,

Tiskilwa, 111. Born: June 1, 1898,

Aurora, Neb., to John and Car-

oline (Schertz) Smucker. Died:

March 12, 1992, Eureka, 111. Sur-

vivors— children: Wilma Caro-

lyn Pot, Marilyn Jean Troyer,

Lawrence, Marvin; 19 grandchil-

dren; 36 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: William
Ringenberg (husband) and Ger-

ald (son). Funeral and burial:

March 16, Willow Springs Men-
nonite Church, by Cal Zehr.

Roth, Moses S., 83, New Ham-
burg, Ont. Born: Wilmot Twp.,

Ont., to Jacob and Veronica
(Streicher) Roth. Died: March
19, 1992, New Hamburg, Ont.

Survivors—wife: Elvera Ging-

erich Roth; children: Eileen
Bender, Marianne Schlegel, Ar-

mand; 10 grandchildren, 3 great-

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: March 22, Steinmann
Mennonite Church, by Arthur

Leis and Fred Lichti.

Short, Ivie Faith (Alwine), 64,

Holsopple, Pa. Born: Aug. 19,

1927, Holsopple, Pa., to John
and S. Pearl (Thomas) Alwine.

Died: March 22, 1992, Archbold,

Ohio. Survivors—husband:
Lawrence D. Short; children:

Kathleen Mansfield, Ronald D.,

Joanne Ocasio, Lavonne (Short)

Short, Denver, Janet Metz,
Leonard, Stanwyn; brothers and
sisters: Naomi Holsopple, Reda
Kauffman, Edna Kauffman,
Amy Cable, Ida Holsopple, Low-
ell; 10 grandchildren. Funeral:

March 24, West Clinton Menno-
nite Church, by James Roynon
and Edward Diener. Burial:

Pettisville Cemetery.
Slabach, Orpha (Hilty), 63, Clus-

ter Springs, Va. Born: Jan. 7,

1929, to Wesley and Minnie
Greider Hilty. Died: March 16,

1992, Cluster Springs, Va. Sur-

vivors—husband: Monroe C.

Slabach; children: Ruth
Emswiler, Rhoda VanBen-
schoten, Miriam Deacon, Mark,
Dave, Paul, John, Tim, Miriam
Good, and Esther Christner;

brother: Robert Hilty; 13 grand-

children. Predeceased by:
James W. (son). Memorial ser-

vice, March 20, Dan River Bap-
tist Church, by Jerrel Good,
Herman Reitz, and Richard
Showalter. Burial: Ebenezer
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Slater, Mary Ella Kauffman, 95,

Kalispell, Mont. Born: Aug. 17,

1896, Garnet, Kan., to Daniel

and Mary (Steckley) Kauffman.
Died: Jan. 21, 1992, Bigfork,

Mont. Survivors—children: Les,

George, Clifford, Roger, Arlene
Barnard, Margaret Stone; 11

grandchildren, 15 great-grand-

children, 5 great-great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: John
Slater (husband), John Calvin

(son), Harold (infant son). Fu-

neral: Jan. 25, Bigfork, Mont., by
Ron Pierce, Hal Curtis, and
Dwight Hooley. Burial: Glacier

Gardens.

Ulrich, Russell W., 38, Eureka,

111. Born: Dec. 28, 1953, Bloom-
ington, 111., to Harold and Lila

Gerber Ulrich. Died: March 21,

1992, Iowa City, Iowa, from leu-

kemia. Survivors—wife: Kathy
Gerig; sons: Tony, Curtis, Peter;

sister: Marge Ulrich. Funeral and
burial: March 25, Roanoke Men-
nonite Church, by Percy Gerig,

Wilford Ulrich, and Loren
Nofsinger.

Yordy, Emerson E., 74, Leba-
non, Ore. Born: Aug. 27, 1917,

Milford, Neb., to Dave and
Sarah (Stauffer) Yordy. Died:

March 2, 1992. Survivors—wife:

Rhoda (Handrich) Yordy; chil-

dren: Franz, Frieda Louden,
Cheryl Zehr, Daniel, Genelle

Hall, Glenn; brothers and sis-

ters: Orvin, Charles, Ada
Litwiller, Grace Brauher; 12

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

David and Thomas (sons). Fu-

neral: March 11, Providence
Church, by Dennis Cline. Burial:

Lacomb Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Goshen College commencement,
Goshen, Ind., April 18

Eastern Mennonite College com-
mencement, Harrisonburg, Va.,

April 26

Evangelism and Church Planting

Sunday, April 26

Rocky Mountain Conference an-

nual assembly, Denver, May 1-3

Franconia Conference assembly,

Quakertown, Pa., May 2

Gulf States annual fellowship

meeting, Des Allemands, La.,

May 2-3

Mennonite Mutual Aid board and
committee meetings, Goshen,
Ind., May 7-8

Mennonite Board of Education
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., May 8-9

Hispanic Convention executive

meeting, Goshen, Ind., May 14-17

Eastern Mennonite Seminary
commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., May 16

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries commencement,
Elkhart, Ind., May 22

Southwest Conference annual
meeting, Upland, Calif., May 22-25

Hesston College commencement,
Hesston, Kan., May 24

Children's Festival held. Wauseon, Ohio—Denver Nofziger

shows his antique toy collecton to Tyler and Craig Roth
during a Children's Festival at North Clinton Mennonite
Church. Adults from the congregation ran carnival booths

and talked about their hobbies and collections. Other activ-

ites during the March 15 event included a puppet play, a

singalong, and a special worship service.

—

Bev Miller
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THE LAST WORD

'Father, forgive them . . /
Those of us with years of experience cele-

brating Easter tend to have it down to a

science. We skip the pain of the crucifix-

ion, celebrate the joy of the resurrection, and

then get on with our lives. Too often those lives

include continuing with our jealousies, our petti-

ness, and our difficulties getting along with each

other.

This year I decided not to skip the crucifixion.

So I sat down and read all four Gospel accounts

of Jesus' pain, suffering, and death. Not only is

it one of the most gruesome scenes of Scripture,

but it reeks with inhumanity, cruelty, and injus-

tice.

Jesus, after he was arrested, was stripped,

bound, and blindfolded. Some spit in his face.

Others slapped him. He had a crown of sharp

thorns pressed into his head. He was mocked,

and then he was flogged. Finally, weak from loss

of sleep and blood, he had to carry his own
cross to his execution.

Even as all the suffering began, Jesus was
aware that his friends and disciples had left him.

At the end he felt that God had done the same.

"Thou, ah, thou hast taken on thee bitter

strokes, a cruel rod; pain and scorn were heaped

upon thee, 0 thou sinless Son of God" (Menno-

nite Hymnal, 168).

Jesus' experience became more real to me re-

cently as I listened to three Guatemalan

Christians. Theirs too was a story of suffer-

ing and pain and persecution.

The three had been "cathecists," lay Catholics

who taught the Scriptures to their villages in the

Guatemalan highlands. As they taught, they stud-

ied, and they began to put the teachings of

Jesus together with the needs they saw around

them for food, water, roads, schools. "We looked

at the gospel, at our current situation, and then

made comparisons," they said.

The government and the military saw those

comparisons, not as Scripture, but as subver-

sion. "Communist" they called it and moved in.

"We had to run for our lives. We hid in the ra-

vines of the mountains and watched as our corn-

fields and houses were burned, some with

screaming children inside," one of them said. "I

saw two of my brothers die."

Now they are "displaced persons," hiding in

the city. (I heard their story in a closed, second-

floor classroom, away from prying eyes and
ears.) They are trying to make a living for them-

selves and their families by weaving and selling

cloth.

Those of us who listened were struck by their

quietness, their serenity, the joy and content-

ment on their faces. "How do you manage to go

on in spite of what happened?" we asked.

Their answer also came from Scripture. "Like

Jesus, we say, 'Father, forgive them; for they do

not know what they are doing" (Luke 23:34).

We wept.

Theirs is a lesson for me this Easter. For it

is not until I can say, "God, forgive them . .

."

that I can fully know the joy of the resurrec-

tion of Jesus Christ.

To date I have not been asked for an ultimate

expression of that forgiveness: my life or the

lives of those I love. But I am asked to express

it to the brother who slights me, the sister who
calls into question my motives, or the neighbor

who just doesn't seem to care for anything that's

important to me.

Earlier in his life, Jesus put the matter of for-

giveness quite bluntly: "For if you forgive others

their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also

forgive you; but if you do not forgive others, nei-

ther will your Father forgive your trespasses"

(Matt. 6:14-15).

How does one celebrate the joy of Easter?

Three Christian brothers from Guatemala taught

me that the first step is to go through the pain

and the forgiveness of crucifixion. That must in-

clude my jealousy, my pettiness, and my difficul-

ties in getting along with others.—jlp



For Evangelism and Church Planting Sunday (April

26), we feature Mennonite work in the Deep South.

But those who live there (including Mary Bucher,

above) point out they are learning more than they

give. See "Mennonites Stuck on the South, " page 5.
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An open letter

to GCM Church
How we surprised people when we
dated on the rolling hills of Bethlehem.

How people stared. Too good to be true,

they whispered behind our backs.

Dear Genny,

It looks like we may have to cool this rela-

tionship for a while to please the fami-

lies. Our scribe, Lome Peachey, said it in so

many words in an editorial in this magazine

("An Open Letter to the Integration Exploration

Committee," Dec. 10, 1991).

(By the way, I hope you don't mind my calling

you by your nickname. General Conference Men-

nonite Church just sounds so stiff and long to

use in friendship—especially a romantic one.

Yes romantic! Even though we whispered inte-

grate when our lips touched, we really knew that

merger was on our minds.)

Oh, I know what people said about us—that
we liked each other as persons but couldn't

agree to joint ownership of assets. How boring!

Those are just people who think romantic love

ought to pulse through young veins, not through

our old ones.

Hah! How we surprised them during those

early days when we dated on the rolling hills of

Bethlehem. We really kicked up our heels. How
people stared. Too good to be true, they

by

Glenn

Lehman



Was it something I said about your as-

sets? Did I intimate you play too loose

with love? That you get too cozy with
military guys? If so, I didn't mean it.

thought. Others whispered behind our backs.

The old gossips never forgot our teenage fling

behind the Mennonite Central Committee dining

hall in Akron, Pa. The old wags snickered when
they saw your American flags and my plain

clothes. Everyone tried their best to be polite

when we exchanged visits, but we knew what
they were really thinking: too old for passion,

too far apart to be realistic, doing it just to keep
people from thinking they didn't have natural de-

sire to mate.

I'm sorry, Genny. Is our romance stalled

again? And just when the passion was rising so

nicely. Was it something I said about your as-

sets? Your endowments? Did I intimate that you
play too loose with love? That you were too

eager to get married? That you were a push-

over? That you get too cozy with military guys?

Forget it. If I did, I didn't mean it.

Hey!
A joke is only a joke. If you want to

wear your colleges loose, wear them
loose. I never really believed that you

couldn't accept me for being controlling about
my assets.

We have so many mutual friends—and, dare I

say, mutual friends who live together. Now I

don't believe in first cousins marrying, but we're

not that close. Who would possibly think that

our genes would not match? And we're both as

virgin as you can get.

Oh, you'll have to excuse some dillydallying

around I did with the Amish in the past hundred
years. But I've never really been married. And
you haven't either. We're both mature enough to

accept that we've had some friendships that

didn't work out.

Is bachelorhood so addictive? Is spinsterhood

so comfortable that we can't tie the knot?

I brought you flowers that hot summer in Nor-

mal. Remember? You blushed 87 percent. You
said that you love me, and I blushed 86 percent.

The whole family at the reunion in Oregon

You like the sweets of Congre-

gationalism, I the mints of high
ecclesiology. You respond to

German chorales while I swoon
to four-part a cappella singing.

But does all that mean we
cannot get married?

cheered when marriage was mentioned. Sure,

when we were together. It was a different story

when you went back to your demographic center

in Freeman, S.D., and I to mine in Scottdale, Pa.

Ilearned that you like the sweets of Congrega-

tionalism. You know my taste for the mints
of high ecclesiology. But we also learned

more intimate things. How your body responds
to German chorales. How I swoon at four-part a

cappella singing.

Must we call it off? It appears like many in

both our families would be happy. At least they

seem to be where they think we are cooling it.

They only think of the money we save not hav-

ing a marriage and honeymoon. And all those

long-distance phone calls, all that correspon-

dence, all those meetings.

Maybe we live too far apart. Maybe the mar-
riage would be just one of convenience and a lit-

tle selfish—to make a slightly bigger splash in

denominational high society. Shucks, if you only

knew how many people are ignoring their denom-
inational vows altogether these days, we could

go common law.

Would we be lonely without each other? We
would have old flames to dream about. I have
Old Orders and you have your old Russian dalli-

ances, the "brethren." We'd still have those

songbooks, those trips, those committees we ex-

changed. Those snapshots. That seminary. We
could never take those back.

There's more to life than getting married,

they say. They also say absence makes
the heart grow fonder.

So, must this be good-bye, Genny? Must we
go back to the old Mennonite Central Commit-
tee hangout and steal glances and hold hands be-

hind the bales of material aid?

If so, as they say, better to have loved and lost

than never to have loved.

Sincerely yours,

M. Church

Glenn Lehman met his first General Conference

Mennonite in 1966 while in a term of service with

Mennonite Central Committee. He says he has

lived in peace with the GCs since, though he mar-

ried a wife from MC circles. They have two chil-

dren and are members of the East Chestnut Street

Mennonite Church, Lancaster, Pa. Glenn also

works for an MC organization, Lancaster Confer-

ence.
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"For as all die in Adam, so

all will be made alive in

Christ. But each in his own
order: Christ the first fruits,

then at his coming those

who belong to Christ.

"

— 1 Cor. 15:22-23, NRSV

READERS SAY

Credentials Suspended for Sex-

ual Misconduct (Feb. 18). We
are very uncomfortable with the

way sexual abuse issues are being pro-

cessed and handled. We feel something

is wrong, and consequently we have

made a decision to suspend all contribu-

tion to Mennonite institutions and

causes until we can better understand

the church's policy and process. Please

cancel our subscription to Gospel Her-

ald.

Jim and Belle Boyts

Elkhart, Ind.
/

Credentials Suspended for Sex-

ual Misconduct (Feb. 18). If

some had years of knowledge of

this situation, we wonder if perhaps the

greater transgression may indeed be

with those leaders who are so quick

and insistent on cover-up rather than

on correction. Some of us who have con-

fronted leaders know the pain and

shame that goes with a smear campaign.

We strongly feel there must be a

grievance center established outside

the denominational political system to

hear and act on such concerns. In this

way the steps in Matthew 18 will be ful-

filled. Currently not only does the one

who is violated become the victim. But

the one who confronts also often be-

comes a victim through scandal to dis-

credit their testimony.

Percy and Lillian Gerig

Lebanon, Ore.

,yTn the light of your story, Creden-

I Hals Suspended for Sexual Mis-

A-conduct (Feb. 18), perhaps the

name of our church periodical should re-

vert to The Herald of Truth.

Just what is the purpose and mission

of a church periodical? What part does

church politics have in putting salt on a

church publication's tail in order to cap-

ture and use the church organ?

Gospel Herald, if true to its name,

means telling good news of the gospel.

Why not use more spiritual food?

Wilmer D. Swope
Leetonia, Ohio

Iam a feminist. I can get very riled

up about gender-related abuse of

power and sexual harassment. I be-

lieve that women have to have the cour-

age—and be encouraged—to speak up

so that those who are acting inappropri-

ately and hurtfully are held accountable

for their actions.

Still, the news item, Credentials Sus-

pended for Sexual Misconduct (Feb.

18) struck a sour note with me.

"Sensationalism" was my first reaction,

followed by an uncomfortable feeling of

vindictiveness on the part of the four

women.
Why do those of us outside the imme-

diate community need to know the

suspended pastor's name? We need to

know the story, yes. We need to know

how it happened and why. But directing

our attention to one individual, whom
most of us do not know or have contact

with, is inappropriate and destructive.

Direct confrontation and discipline are

personal or community matters. By tak-

ing it to the international level, we are

too easily forgetting that none of us has

any right to cast the first stone.

Listening to stories of pain and deal-

ing with the rotten places within the

community are extremely important.

Women have to be allowed to speak

and be heard, even if it hurts. But we

have to watch our tactics. Scandalizing

is no more appropriate now for men
who have abused power than it ever

has been for women over the ages.

Betsy Headrick McCrae
Brussels, Belguim

Our Peace and Our Evangelism
Must Come Together (Mar. 17).

To neglect evangelism is to

cease to be evangelical. To neglect

peacemaking is to cease to be Anabap-

tist. I agree wholeheartedly with Ronald

J. Sider that "Evangelism and peace-

making are not the same thing, but

they are both central responsibilities

for biblical Christians." To equate the

two is not only unbiblical, but it would

render us ineffective at successfully

doing either!

This message needs to be heard by

all sectors of the church: from MCC
(Mennonite Central Committee) to the

FCM (Fellowship of Concerned Menno-

nites) to MRS (Mennonite Renewal Ser-

vices) and ultimately to our local

conferences and congregations. Unless

we begin to see that it is important to

evangelize and to make peace, to hold

to the "fundamentals" of the faith, and

to be open to the Spirit's renewal, we

will be forever floundering around, fight-

ing each other, and neglecting to carry

on the work that God has given us to

do as Christians.

Glen A. Gaboury
Charleston, S.C.
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READERS SAY

Our Peace and Our Evangelism
Must Come Together (Mar. 17).

Can we as individuals and the

church accept the challenge of shalom
revivals? I hope so.

R. J. Hower
Goshen, Ind.

Thank you to James Lapp for his

article How Can Church Lead-
ers Avoid Moral Failure? (Mar.

10). And thanks too to J. Lome
Peachey for his editorial, After the
Rooster Crows. Silence does not heal

the situation. Until we become vulnera-

ble, we cannot be accountable one for

another.

Betty J. Hartzler

Toano, Va.

In
recent months my sensitivity has

been heightened to the issues ad-

dressed in How Can Church Lead-
ers Avoid Moral Failure? (Mar. 10).

Lapp's article merits further discussion

in pastor-peer groups, Sunday school

classes, and small groups.

Our cultural context is offering an un-

usual opportunity for Christian men to

model the essence of leadership in a

church that has been contaminated by
society's norms. I commend Lapp for

calling our attention to the manner in

which the power of leaders often ex-

ploits those to whom we minister.

Lapp calls us to a level of accountabil-

ity that some of us fear. But we cannot
allow our fear to detour us from being

faithful to Christ and the gospel.

Wallace Jantz

Colorado Springs, Colo.

How Can Church Leaders
Avoid Moral Failure? (Mar.

10). Though I was glad to see

this article, I felt the author greatly min-
imized the impact of theology on this

problem. "Saying the right thing" does

Pontius' Puddle

not undo decades of Mennonite preach-

ing on 1 Cor. 11, Prov. 3, and 1 Tim. 2.

Nor does it undo centuries of Judeo-
Christianity, which legitimizes the supe-
riority of men in family and society.

Contrary to what James Lapp says, I

believe that the problem is our "care-

fully honed articulations." I cannot re-

member ever hearing the issue of male
power addressed in sermons, in work-
shops, at conferences, or in Mennonite-
authored books, even though Jesus

clearly taught and modeled its relin-

quishment. Power is usually addressed
in general terms and ends up fitting nei-

ther men's nor women's experience.

I would also suggest two additional

ways that church leaders can avoid

moral failure:

1. Prompt confession of any impropri-

ety.

2. Encouragement of victims of sex-

ual abuse to tell their stories.

Complete honesty and awareness of

the damage of sexual sins are two of

the best preventions.

Sally Leinbach
Paoli, Ind.

After the Rooster Crows (Mar.

10). Our problem stems from the

fact that leadership has been in-

fluenced by the theology that the pri-

mary and foremost concern is for the

"restoration of the sinner." But what
about the ones sinned against? Do they

have no rights? No feelings? No needs?

You say it well: "For too long we
have allowed compassion for the sinner

to be 'a conspiracy of silence' that ig-

nores the pain of those who have been
wronged." Were that not true, moral
wrongdoing would be exposed much
sooner, and healing could take place

sooner.

As Mennonites we have been taught

to be quiet. In this way no one wins. No
matter what the issue, or the time,

I'D LIKE TO SHARE MV
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BoT ASKIN& PEOPLE
IF THEY'RE
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OLD FASHIONLD.
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~
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.
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wrongdoing always has to be dealt with.

If not, in the ensuing days, months, yes
even years, more harm is done to more
persons by not being able to confront.

Keep on dealing with these issues

that confront us in our churches and in

our relationships with one another.

When you touch our heartstrings with
these articles, then we readers get in

touch with our feelings and look openly
and honestly inside to learn how it af-

fects us and our relationship with our
fellow Christians and with our God.
Darla Y. Beachy
Sarasota, Fla.

Iam writing to compliment James M.
Lapp for his outstanding article

How Can Church Leaders Avoid
Moral Failure? (Mar. 10), and you for

your courage in printing it. Lapp names
and describes, in a powerful and clear

way, an area of sin which for far too
long has gone ignored or denied. In-

deed, Lapp writes as if he were a

woman prophet, decrying the evil of the

oppressor. I have never before read
such a powerful article in your publica-

tion.

Sharon K. Heath
San Francisco, Calif.

Who's Defining Sin These
Days? (Feb. 25). The state-

ment, "Today more people die

from fatty foods than from smoking
cigarettes" needs further comment.
Fatty foods, unlike nicotine, are not ad-

dictive. Nor does one need to look for a

"nonfatty foods" section in restaurants.

Also, I have never heard of innocent,

nonfatty food eaters dying from fatty-

food eating. I also have a special feeling

in behalf of children who need to go in

public places with their clothes satu-

rated by the smoke of their parents.

Charles Haarer
Goshen, Ind.

Canada geese, I understand, honk,

not for our enjoyment, but to en-

courage their leader, who is

breaking the wind on behalf of the

whole.

This note is simply that: a honking to

you, Lome, for choosing to report the

tough stuff so that we will all make it to

where we want to go. Thanks to you
and your staff for breaking the wind for

us all.

Grace Martin Dickerson

Washington, D.C.
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Mennonites stuck on the South:

They come because they are needed

It is not church growth these

transplant Mennos find most

noteworthy. Rather they speak

of growth in their own lives.

by Elaine Maust

Her black eyes twinkle, lighting up the liv-

ing room. "A neighbor told me once, 'If

you get Mississippi mud on your toes,

you're stuck.' I like to go barefoot. So here I am."

Mary Bucher is glad she is "stuck" in Missis-

sippi. So are many other Mennonites who have

come from other parts of North America to

make the Gulf States their home. The Menno-
nite church was introduced to the Deep South

over 50 years ago when the first Mennonites

moved to places with strange sounding names

like Des Allemands. But it is not church growth

that these transplanted Mennos find most note-

worthy. It is the growth in their own lives.

Mary Bucher remembers that as a child in

Pennsylvania, she was told she "looked Indian"

because of her straight black hair and black

eyes. She muses that this may be why she

hoped to work with Native Americans.

For the past 10 years, Mary—who is well-

known in the Gulf States Mennonite conference

for her generosity—has fulfilled her dream at

Choctaw Christian, a struggling Native American

congregation. James Metzler, pastor of Choctaw

Christian, describes Mary's significance to the

church: "She has helped to carry on the work

during several leadership changes and transi-

tions in the congregation."

Describing herself as "on loan from the

Brethren Church," Mary came to Mashulaville,

Miss., in voluntary service. After completing a

VS term and a degree in midwifery, Mary de-

cided to stay and work in one of the state's char-

ity hospitals and to help at Choctaw Christian.

"Maybe I like variety," she says as she reflects

on her decision to stay. "I like different cultures.

I can go to a white southern church, a Choctaw,

an implant Mennonite, or a black church— all

from here at my house. I like that.

"There was always a need," she continues.

"There was always something to do, and that's

what kept me here."

Isee people living on the edge, on the front

line, down here," she adds. "There is danger

in living on the edge. You can get sucked

out!" Mary credits the strong "family" ties she

has made in Mississippi for giving her stability

and security.

Mary repeatedly mentions Will and Marie Wal-

lace, describing them as her "Mississippi fam-

ily." "They let me love their kids and boss them

and make mistakes with them," she laughs.

"That's acceptance!"

Once a Choctaw pastor, Jesse Ben, asked

Mary if she had Indian blood. When she said

she did not, he replied, "Yes, you do! You're

Choctaw."

It was 1962 when Ethan and Shirley Good felt

God calling them to move to Mississippi. A fam-

ily was needed "to live in the Choctaw commu-
nity, to take folks to the hospital and to town for

Mary Bucher: "I like different

cultures. I can go to a white

southern church, a Choctaw,

an implant Mennonite—all

from here at my house. That
helps to keep me here."
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Mennonites stuck on the South:

They stay because they want to heep

commodities. That's why we came and we're still

here," Shirley says.

Ethan remembers the sense of being needed
as an important part of the call. "Giving money
and mission talks are all good," he says. "But un-

less someone is willing to say, 'Yes, we'll go,'

nothing happens." The Goods moved with their

three young daughters from Sarasota, Fla., in

1964.

"We didn't come to try it for awhile," Shirley

emphasizes. "It never entered our minds that we
wouldn't stay." They discovered the Choctaws
to be "very friendly and jolly."

"Our culture is not superior to theirs," Shirley

continues. "In some ways theirs is superior to

ours."

"Of course, then we got the twins, and that

was another reason to stay." The Goods had
been in Mississippi six months when twin girls

were born to a Choctaw couple. "We offered to

keep them until warm weather," but Caralee and
Rosalee became their daughters. "Having the

twins was a big help to us," Shirley remembers.
"They helped us become more accepted."

Soon Ethan became respected in the area as a

builder of fine homes. Goods feel that being self-

supporting gave credibility to their ministry. It

offered respectability in both the skeptical white

community and among the Choctaws.
Once a flash flood stretched the creeks and

swamped roads in the community. A Choctaw

Ethan and Shirley Good: "We
didn't come here to try it for a
while. It never entered our
minds that we wouldn't stay.

We've discovered the Choctaws
to be friendly and jolly."

woman became lost in the storm. A search party
was assembled. "That night we were hunting for

Annie," Ethan remembers, "I was the only white
man with that search party of Indians. It was
something to be trusted like that."

"Later Ethan was lost in the woods looking for

cattle," Shirley recalls, "And Will and his broth-

ers (Choctaw friends) went down in the woods
and found him." The Goods' eyes shine as they
describe the loyalty they and the Choctaws feel

for one another. Bobbie Jean Frazier, long-time

friend, told them once, "I don't think of ya'll as

white people. We have a name for white people,

but my children call you by your first names,
like we do with our own people."

In the mid-1970s, Ethan became pastor of

Nanih Waiya Indian Mennonite Church at the in-

vitation of the Choctaw membership. Over the

years their ministry has included hospitality,

making hundreds of hospital visits, singing at fu-

nerals, and providing transportation, as well as

the more traditional church leadership roles.

It is impossible to spend time with the Goods
and not be struck by their deep love and respect

for the Choctaw people. When their first grand-

son, Kendall, was a toddler, he insisted that

when he grew up, he wanted to be Choctaw.
When his mother explained that that was impos-
sible because "he was a little white boy," he de-

clared that he would go and live with his

grandma. When asked why, he said, "Grandma
made good Indians out of Rosalee and Caralee,"

and he was sure she could do the same for him.

Paul and Lisa Shelly moved to Mississippi

from Harrisonburg, Va., after graduating

from Eastern Mennonite College in 1989.

"We were looking for teaching jobs with 'at risk'

students," Paul remembers. "At that time Missis-

sippi was 50th in the nation educationally. We
sent applications other places, but this was the

only option that opened up for us."

The Shellys credit their pastor, Daryl Byler,
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learning.

for opening the way for them. "Daryl was instru-

mental in making contacts. He was always very

optimistic." They feel God directed, making it

possible for them both to get jobs in the Merid-

ian city school system.

"We came down here with a little bit of an atti-

tude," Paul says as they grin at each other. "We
thought we were coming to do mission work and

help these people out. But we've definitely

grown more than the folks we're working with."

In 1990, the couple invited several friends

from college to help them form the 23rd Avenue
community. This intentional community grew

out of the church's vision for a voluntary service

type household and an after-school tutoring pro-

gram. It also developed from the Shellys' need

for friendship. The community bought a house,

built in 1911, that was "one step from being con-

demned." The group has transformed the house

into a comfortable home for its five residents.

When asked why they stayed in Mississippi,

the Shellys become animated. Paul remembers
the first high school football game he attended

two weeks after arriving in Meridian. "I sat there

wide-eyed and open-mouthed at the two vastly

different cultures that surrounded me. The
blacks were expressive and excitable. Whites

were refined and genteel. Both were so rich and

deep and different from anything we had seen

before. I wanted to stay so I could continue to

experience growth through learning more from

both!"

For Lisa, Jubilee Mennonite, the couple's

church, tops the list for reasons to stay. "It

would be hard to imagine a church that would

better suit us. Jubilee's goals fit perfectly with

ours."

"It was nice to be utilized," Paul adds. "There

were more than token positions readily available.

It's been exciting to see the vision the church

has for community outreach. A lot of churches

are long on helpers and short on vision. At Jubi-

lee we're long on vision and short on helpers.

I've
grown immensely from being around folks

that give beyond the call of duty," Paul says,

"by people who don't have a lot to begin

with and still give incredibly." Shellys are also

challenged by the hope and energy of the chil-

dren in their classrooms who come from disad-

vantaged families and by the commitment of

gifted teachers who stay in difficult schools be-

cause they care about the students.

"I want to shy away from saying everybody

needs to go to a new place," Paul concludes.

"But every time I meet a whole new set of peo-

ple, I get a wider, broader picture of who God is.

To get to know God more fully we need to put

ourselves in situations that are new and challeng-

ing, and stretching."

And it keeps happening! God continues to call

Mennonites from other parts of the country to

come to the Deep South and become southern

Mennonites. They come because they are

needed. They stay because they want to keep
learning from the strangers who have become
their families.

Elaine Maust, Meridian, Miss., chairs the mission

commission for Gulf States Mennonite Fellowship.

She is also an elder in her congregation, Jubilee

Mennonite, and a free-lance writer.

Lisa and Paul Shelley: "We
came here with an attitude. We
thought we were coming to do
mission work. But we've

definitely grown more than the

folks we're working with."
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Black churches combine
faith and economic projects

The U.S. recession has hit African-

Americans hard and prompted black

church leaders to stress links between
faith and economics.

In Philadelphia, black churches helped

raise $5 million to establish Unity Bank,

which is designed to meet the needs of

the poor.

In Dallas, projects include church-oper-

ated credit unions and a low-income

apartment complex run by St. John Mis-

sionary Baptist Church.

"To be truly liberated, African-Ameri-

cans must be actively involved in eco-

nomics," said Lonnie E. Woods, president

of the National Association of Black Sem-
inarians. (RNS)

Spanish archbishop apologizes
for nation's 1492 ouster of Jews
A Roman Catholic archbishop from

Spain has apologized to a group of U.S.

rabbis for the expulsion of Jews from his

country 500 years ago.

For Spanish Jews, "1492 was a time for

persecutions, rejection, eviction . . . and
even death," Archbishop Ramon Torrela

y Cascante said.

The apology was part of the archbish-

op's welcoming remarks to a delegation of

Reform rabbis visiting the city of Toledo.

Before its expulsion, the Jewish com-
munity of Spain was the oldest and largest

in western Europe. (RNS)

Natives, environmentalists raise

money for study of Canadian dams
Canadian aboriginal and environmental

groups are joining forces to look at the

impact of hydroelectric projects.

Together they have raised more than

$500,000 to begin a study of large-scale

projects in the Hudson Bay regions of

Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec.
Earlier studies by federal scientists

have found unexpected results from the

flooding of northern forests, such as high

levels of mercury in water and fish and
the potential for increased emissions of

greenhouse gases. (CMC)

Catholic executives start

group for business leaders
Roman Catholic business executives in

the United States have launched an orga-

nization to help managers bring their

religious convictions into the market-
place.

The organization, called the Business

Vocation Conference, plans to promote

the idea of business as not simply a

fast-track career but a moral calling.

The group's statement of mission
pledges to help business leaders:

• "Integrate faith, family, and profes-

sional life."

• "Develop a corporate culture consis-

tent with Christian values."

• "Exercise a beneficial influence upon
society at large." (RNS)

Visitors, experts differ widely
on religious freedom in China

Conflicting reports about religious faith

in China show how hard it is to get a clear

picture of conditions in that country.

Earlier this year, the human rights

group Asia Watch said Chinese authori-

ties had cracked down on Christians, clos-

ing churches and arresting pastors.

But members of an interfaith delegation

that visited said religious practice in

China is increasing. Group members also

said government officials had met with

religious leaders to hear their concerns.

Experts say both reports may be accu-

rate. They note that China is a huge
country and situations often vary from

one region to another. (RNS)

Paraguayan Catholics support
move to separate church, state

Paraguay's Roman Catholic Church has

joined with Protestant groups in sup-

porting a change in the nation's constitu-

tion.

The provision would end the status of

the Catholic Church as the official state

church.

This is thought to be the first such

measure in Latin America that has won
the support of both Catholics and Protes-

tants.

Protestant and Catholic leaders have

said the Catholic Church's support virtu-

ally guarantees the provision will be part

of the new document. (RNS)

Fellowship unites Christians

working in airline industry
Some 6,000 U.S. airline workers now

belong to the Fellowship of Christian

Airline Personnel, which is marking its

20th anniversary this year.

The group sponsors prayer services,

Bible studies, and social events. It also

provides training in evangelism.

One member— Delta captain Eric

McGrew—prevented a possible murder-
suicide on a 1986 flight by talking to a

pistol-wielding man about God's love.

(RNS)

Keep pressure on South Africa,

church leaders say following vote
Church leaders expressed relief that the

whites-only referendum in South Africa

showed strong support for the reform
underway.

However, they warned against reducing

pressure on that country's government.

"Change is coming only because of the

persistent pressure and resistance of the

oppressed majority," said Frank Chikane,

general secretary of the South Africa

Council of Churches. "Therefore, we call

upon the international community to re-

main vigilant."

Donna Katzin, director of South Africa

programs for the Interfaith Center for

Corporate Responsibility, noted that an
estimated 300 people died in fighting in

the weeks before and immediately after

the referendum.

This points "to the volatility of South
Africa's changes to date and how easily

they might be reversed," she said. (RNS)

Robertson visits Zaire leader
in spite of killings, U.S. advice
Televangelist Pat Robertson has an-

gered some North American missionaries

with his trip to Zaire.

Critics say his visit, as a guest of Pres-

ident Mobutu Sese Seko, lends credibility

to a dictator who has a history of human
rights abuses.

Robertson's trip came less than a

month after an attack on a group of

Christian protesters in Kinshasa.

According to American Baptist sources,

some 60 people died when government
forces opened fire on Protestant and Cath-

olic demonstrators who were calling for

reform.

Robertson, who hosts the program The
700 Club, ignored the advice of the U.S.

State Department in making the trip.

(RNS)

Pastor pay lags behind inflation,

Mennonites near bottom in salary

Clergy salaries rose an average of 7.4

percent from 1988 to 1991, less than half

the inflation rate, according to a 1992 report

compiled by Christianity Today, Inc.

The 270-page study is based on re-

sponses from 4,000 pastors.

According to the survey, Mennonites
rank with Disciples of Christ and some
Baptist groups as the lowest-paying de-

nominations.

Pastors in these groups receive about

30 percent less on average than Episcopal,

Lutheran, or Presbyterian clergy. (NIRR)
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General Board commissions Lapps

for international church-to-church visits

Lancaster, Pa.—The Mennonite Church

General Board has commissioned James

and Nancy Lapp to visit Mennonite

churches around the world.

"You will find hunger and fear and

violence and death," the board said in a

commissioning ceremony in Lancaster on

April 4.

"Yet we do not send you out with

solutions but with a great hope because

of the faith and the light you will encoun-

ter."

The tour, a three-month sabbatical for

the board's general secretary James

Lapp, is being billed as "church-to-

church" visits.

"Our overseas brothers and sisters are

asking for these kinds of visits, rather than

those provided by a mission/dependency

relationship," noted moderator David

Mann in remarks at the commissioning.

The Lapps will visit Mennonite

churches in Asia, Africa, and the Middle

East during their tour. They will carry

greetings on behalf of the Mennonite

Church and Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

The Lapps' commissioning took place

during the spring session of the General

Board. The April 2-4 meeting was hosted

by Lancaster Conference at Mellinger

Mennonite Church.

Parker leads workshop. Elkhart,

Ind. (AMBS)—Alice Parker conducts a

workshop on congregational singing at

the Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries. The March 13-15 event,

called "Good Singing in Church," at-

tracted 50 registrants. About 100 peo-

ple took part in hymn sings that were

open to the public.

Other items on the board's agenda in-

cluded consideration of a proposal from

Mennonite Health Services to establish a

relationship with the board.

While applauding the desire of MHS
health care institutions to have closer ties

and more accountability to the church,

board members asked numerous ques-

tions about what such a relationship might

mean:
• Would staff have time to give atten-

tion to MHS concerns?

• Can the board itself take on anything

more, given its already overcrowded

agenda?
• Do board members have the exper-

tise needed to help MHS with its ethical

and health care decisions?

The board agreed to have staff mem-

bers study these questions. A final deci-

sion will be made in April 1993.

Other structural issues occupied the

board's time.

To help streamline decision-making and

reduce its continuing agenda, members

agreed to establish an executive commit-

tee, which will make decisions for the

General Board between sessions.

The board also authorized a review of

the structures and functions of church-

wide boards. Recommendations for

simplification or downsizing will be

brought to the delegates of Mennonite

General Assembly in Philadelphia in July

1993.

Miriam Book, who is coordinator of

Philadelphia 93, reported that plans for

the next assembly are on schedule. The

theme for the event is "Called to Freedom

in Christ." (A photo of convention plan-

ners appears on page 12.)

Delegates to Philadelphia 93 will re-

spond to a statement on violence against

women. The board authorized staff to

work on such a statement for consider-

ation at its next meeting.

The move came as a result of a recent

men's gathering in Colorado on violence

against women. (See March 17, 1992, Gos

pel Herald.)

In response to concerns about celebra

tions of the 500th anniversary of the

"discovery" of the Americas, the General

Board established "The Native 500" fund.

Individuals, congregations, and confer

ences will be encouraged to contribute to

the fund in increments of 500: 500 pennies

($5), 500 nickels ($25), 500 dimes ($50),

and so on.

Contributions will be sent to the United

Native Ministries Council for its work.

The UNMC is the latest organization to

become an associate group of the General

Board.

For the first time in some board mem-

bers' memories, finances were not a cause

for concern at this meeting.

Contributions to General Board from

conferences, congregations, and individu-

als have been higher than anticipated

while expenses have been lower.

With the board's net-to-date margin at

.,3,344, the finance committee indicated it

will recommend a 2 percent salary in-

crease for staff for next year.

At each meeting the General Board also

conducts what it calls an "in-depth

review" of program boards or associate

groups. At this session, the board re-

viewed the programs and policies of the

Afro-American Mennonite Association

and the Mennonite Board of Missions.

—J. Lome Peachey

Houser appointed
to edit GC magazine
Newton, Kan. (GCMC)—Gordon

Houser has been named editor of The

Mennonite, the biweekly magazine of the

General Conference Mennonite Church.

Houser has been assistant editor of the

magazine since 1984. He succeeds Muriel

Thiessen Stackley, who announced her

resignation this past fall.

The appointment is effective in Sep-

tember.

A native of Emporia, Kan., Houser first

came in contact with Mennonites through

their relief work after a 1974 tornado. But

he didn't become seriously interested

until he read The Politics of Jesus.

The book steered him "toward pacifism,

community, and other Mennonite distinc-

tives," he said.

Houser moved to Newton in 1976 to join

an intentional community. Two years

later, he began working for The Mennonite

as editorial assistant.

His training was in linguistics, rather

than journalism, so he said he learned to

edit "by reading a lot."

Houser calls it "a watershed for the

General Conference to have someone who

didn't grow up Mennonite as editor of The

Mennonite."

Being Mennonite, he said, means

"choosing to live out a Christian life and

to follow a certain set of principles, like

nonviolence and community. It has noth-

ing to do with food, dress, or language."

Houser's wife, Jeanne, is a graduate

student in social work at the University of

Kansas. The couple have two children.
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EMC&S board okays
new program, building
Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—A new

master's degree program and a new sem-
inary building got provisional approval
from the board of trustees of Eastern
Mennonite College and Seminary at a
March 27-28 meeting.

Final approval for the graduate-level

program, a master of arts in counseling,

must come from the Mennonite Board of
Education.

Groundbreaking for the seminary build-

ing has been tentatively set for May. Plans
call for raising $1.2 million—nearly a quar-
ter of the total for the project—before
construction begins.

Meanwhile, the board approved a 7

percent increase in college tuition and
room and board for the 1992-93 school
year. Tuition will be $8,600 and room and
board $3,400.

According to seminary registrar and
acting dean John R. Martin, the M.A.
program in counseling is a response to

numerous requests.

P. David Glanzer, an EMC psychology
professor who is coordinating develop-
ment of the program, said the counseling
program would be fully accredited.

The M.A. program would combine "the
best in counseling techniques and psycho-
logical insights with explicit Christian val-

ues," Glanzer said.

In addition, the program would "include
counseling applications specifically for

use in congregational settings," he told

the trustees.

The counseling program would be of-

fered jointly by the college and seminary.
If the board of education approves it and
a prescribed timetable of faculty hiring
can be met, the program will begin in the
fall of 1993.

Action on a new building for the semi-
nary came after the trustees heard that
over half the funds needed for the $4.5
million project have been raised.

If another $1.2 million can be raised by
May 8, groundbreaking can take place in

conjunction with seminary commence-
ment on May 16.

The remaining $1 million for the project
is to be obtained before the building is

completed.

"The next 40 days will be a major effort

for all of us," said David F. Miller, director

of advancement and development.
Miller reported that seminary students

are heavily involved in soliciting and pray-
ing for the project.

Board member Glendon Blosser said
that no one has come forward yet with a
"lead gift" of $1 million or more.
In his report to the trustees, EMC&S

president Joseph L. Lapp referred to
Romans 12:2.

"Transforming and renewing the mind
is what the college and seminary [are] all

about," he said. "We need to continually
help students to learn to live and to serve
in society without being swallowed up by
[materialistic] values."

The president noted the "hard work"
going into plans for EMC&S and Eastern
Mennonite High School to celebrate their

75th anniversary, in conjunction with
homecoming on Oct. 1-4.

A planning committee chaired by for-

mer EMC alumni director Shirley E.
Yoder has authorized a commissioned
music piece by Alice Parker, a drama by
the group Akimbo, a convocation with
former EMC president Myron S. Augs-
burger speaking, and a book.

The book is to consist largely of photos
with narrative by alumnae Ruth Hoover
Seitz and Phyllis Augsburger Ressler.

Lapp told the trustees that 1991-92 so
far has been "a good year financially,"

with an enrollment increase "greatly help-
ing the cash flow."

But he noted the recession has affected
contributions and added that "the next
four months will be critical to achieving a
balanced budget."

Miller reported that nearly $695,000 in

gifts had come to the EMC&S annual
fund as of March 25.

Another $565,000 is needed by June 30
to meet the budgeted goal of $1.26 million,

he said.

Also at the meeting, the board:
• Endorsed a "strategic plan" for the

next five years. This includes goals for

enrollment, a schedule of new building
projects, plans for acquiring more instruc-

tional resources, and efforts to automate
the library, strengthen the athletic depart-
ment, and increase student aid.

• Promoted Stephen W. Sachs to pro-
fessor of music, Barbara P. Fast to assis-

tant professor of art, and Kim G.
Brenneman to assistant professor of psy-
chology.

• Heard that 77 percent of last year's

graduates found employment in the field

of their choice. Nearly 50 of the 211
graduates are in church-related work.

• Expressed appreciation to Peggy H.
Landis, who is leaving June 30 after six

years as director of student life at the
college.—Steve Shenk and Jim Bishop

Peace board dissolves, MCC U.S. assumes role
tions and MCC workers involved in multi-

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—When the Menno
nite Central Committee U.S. Peace Sec-
tion board met here March 27-28, its

formal task was to dissolve itself.

After 50 years of giving oversight to

MCC U.S. Peace Section staff, the board
agreed to pass this responsibility to the
MCC U.S. board.

Peace Section staff have joined with the
Office of Criminal Justice to form a Peace
and Justice Ministries staff cluster in

MCC U.S.

In addition, under an agreement by the
MCC U.S. board and the Peace Section
board, a new peace and justice subcom-
mittee is to be created under MCC U.S.
Linda Peachey, co-executive secretary

of the current Peace Section, described
different ways the new subcommittee
could work.

Staff reports at the meeting focused on
racism, chosen by Peace and Justice Min-
istries as the priority item for education
this year.

Jody Miller Shearer, U.S. service edu-
cation program coordinator based in New
Orleans, is compiling a resource that
draws on stories of Mennonite congrega-

cultural settings.

Shearer plans to complete the materials
for introduction at a Peace and Justice

Assembly planned for the spring of 1993.

The event is to be held somewhere on
the East Coast.

Meanwhile, Mennonite Conciliation
Services staff is compiling a bibliography
of existing Spanish language mediation
material and creating a mediation manual
in Spanish.

Bill Loewen and Melody Rupley of
MCC personnel services reported that the
agency is trying to more actively recruit

workers from varied ethnic and cultural

backgrounds.

In addition, Loewen reported that the
U.S. Service and Summer Service pro-

grams are working with ethnic churches
to design service units.

The goal is for the units to assist con-

gregations in carrying out their vision.

The meeting ended with a celebration

service, in which members and staff de-

scribed what involvement in Peace Sec-
tion has meant to them.—Dave Schrock-
Shenk
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Ohio delegates pass
statement on welfare
Kidron, Ohio—Ohio Conference dele-

gates spoke out on behalf of the poor

during a one-day assembly on March 14.

In addition, delegates approved a

$498,000 budget for 1992-93 and ap-

pointed people to fill 25 conference posi-

tions.

In response to comments by Vern Miller

of Cleveland, delegates approved a state-

ment protesting state welfare cuts.

Miller is pastor of Lee Heights Commu-
nity Church, which operates a food pantry

and provides other assistance to people

in the city.

He expressed concern over the impact

of planned reductions in Ohio's General

Assistance program.

The conference approved a statement

urging state legislators to reconsider the

cuts and "not to try to balance the state

budget on the backs of the poor."

Nevertheless, the reductions went into

effect on April 1. Churches are now orga-

nizing to stock urban food pantries.

In addition, the conference peace-jus-

tice-service commission will suggest fur-

ther responses to the situation.

In financial matters within the confer-

ence, delegates approved a 1992-93 bud-

get that is smaller than last year's.

However, conference coordinator

George Bixler said the budget still repre-

sents a challenge, because it is larger than

the receipts from congregational giving

during the past year.

In the 1990-91 budget year, the confer-

ence was forced to borrow from capital

funds to meet expenses. Major program

cuts were also made.

However, giving increased as churches

responded to the need. As a result, the

conference was able to repay the bor-

rowed funds.

Delegates voted to distribute $11,000 in

surplus funds to the Mennonite Church

General Board and Central Christian

High School, Kidron, Ohio.

Allocations to both had been cut

substantially last year.

Also at the meeting, delegates heard an

address from outgoing moderator Bob

Schloneger and approved a slate of con-

ference leaders.

Using Micah 4:1-2 as his text,

Schloneger described things that may
stand in the way as believers move toward

the mountain of the Lord.

These barriers include stresses on the

family, an emphasis on self-interest rather

than the interests of others, the encroach-

ment of society's values, and rapid

changes, Schloneger said.

Delegates appointed Jim Schrag of

Smithville, Ohio, to serve as the new

moderator. Larry Rohrer of Columbiana,

Ohio, was named assistant moderator.

Schrag's term is for one year only. This

will prevent the moderator and assistant

moderator from ending terms in the same

year in the future.

The one-day meeting was a departure

from the conference's usual schedule.

This year, an Assembly and Family Con-

ference will be held at Bluffton, Ohio, on

June 12-14.-^Joarcne Lehman

Great teaching
"I feel that being a teacher

is an honor in and of itself.

Being a teacher of music is

close to a sacred privilege,

for through our work with

our students, we open

doors to some of the

greatest accomplishments

of humankind."

— Professor ofMusic Marvin

Blickenstaff 1991 Indiana

Music Teacher of the Year

Goshen College, Goshen, IN 46526 (800) 348-7422 toll free Gbshsn
COLLEGE
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Nicaragua workers find
shortage of health funds
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite Central

Committee volunteers Elizabeth Mc-
Meekin and Philip Moses are learning the
meaning of a Nicaraguan expression

—

"working with only your guts and your
heart."

The married couple work among the

Miskito people on Nicaragua's impover-
ished Atlantic Coast.

McMeekin and Moses are community
health educators with Christian Medical
Action, a Nicaraguan nongovernmental
agency.

Waspam, the village where they live, has
a Ministry of Health (MINSA) center that
serves about 18,000 people.

McMeekin and Moses collaborate with
MINSA staff on a variety of activities,

such as vaccination campaigns and mobile
medical brigades that serve isolated com-
munities.

However, a combination of war damage,
returning refugees, demobilized contras,

and cutbacks in government health ser-

vice has created a desperate situation in

this border between Honduras and Nica-
ragua.

The region was heavily militarized dur-

ing the war between the contras and the

Nicaraguan government in the early

1980s.

Miskito communities were destroyed.

The government resettled many residents

in the nation's interior. Other people fled

to Honduras.
Since 1985, the Miskito have been re-

turning home. But they are receiving little

help from the financially strapped Nica-
raguan government.

"As we come to understand the health
situation of the Waspam area, we feel a
mix of admiration and sadness," Mc-
Meekin and Moses write.

The couple say they admire the dedica-
tion and commitment of MINSA person-
nel who, despite limited funds, go to great

lengths to provide health services.

At the same time, McMeekin and
Moses are saddened by the "extremely
poor state of health in the region, and the
limited resources available to meet these
health needs."

The couple report that the small
Waspam hospital often cannot find
enough money to buy food for patients.

"If the patient is lucky, he or she will

have a family member who can provide a
plate of rice and beans a couple of times
a day," they write.

Waspam's town generator broke down,
and there is no money to fix it. As a result,

the hospital must provide its own electric-

ity.

Fuel is scarce and expensive, so the
hospital generates power only until 10

p.m. The generator runs longer only in

emergency cases, such as when a patient
has a bullet wound or a pregnant woman
is experiencing difficulty with labor.

Because MINSA has little money to buy
medicine, it depends on supplies donated
by other countries or private organiza
tions. However, many of these medicines
have expired by the time they arrive and
are unsafe to use.

Even prevention programs suffer from
lack of funds. A vaccination campaign
almost had to be canceled.

First, there was no money to pay the
food allowance for health workers travel-

ing out of Waspam.
This usually means they go without food

during workday, which is often as long as

12 hours, including travel to and from
isolated communities.

Then the supplies of vaccines, needles,

and syringes were slow in arriving. They
finally came at the last minute, but lack

of money to buy fuel for the vehicle

threatened to stop the effort altogether.

McMeekin and Moses decided to use
MCC project funds to purchase a barrel

of diesel fuel.

"In our opinion, it was $60 [U.S.] well

spent," they say, "since it meant that

children in 23 communities would receive

their vaccinations."

In 1991, MCC donated 15 tons of med-
icines, medical equipment, and educa-
tional supplies to Christian Medical Ac-
tion for use primarily in Miskito commu-
nities.

In addition, MCC gave about 1,400 tons
of food and other material aid for distri-

bution on Nicaragua's Atlantic Coast.

Convention planning begins. Lancaster, Pa. (MCGB)—Chairs of the local planning committees for the Philadelphia 93
churchwide assembly met March 31. They represent Atlantic Coast and Lancaster conferences, hosts for the July 27-Aug. 1,
1993, event, which will be held in the new Pennsylvania Convention Center. Pictured are, back row from left: Lamar Weaver,'
office services; Marlin Hershey, information services; Darlene and John Yoder, food services; Nevin Kraybill, transportation-
John Nafziger, signage; Lois Ann and Lemar Mast, displays; Louise Stoltzfus, art exhibits; Harold Rohrer, ushers and greetersj
Warren and Janice Lambright, medical services; Lois Huston, lodging; and John Denlinger, children's activities. Front row: Leon
and Nancy Stauffer, tours; Miriam Martin, local host coordinator for Atlantic Coast Conference; Miriam Book, convention
coordinator for Mennonite Church General Board; Glen Roth, local host coordinator for Lancaster Conference; Joanne Dietzel,
administrative assistant for local host coordinators; Allen Brubaker (sitting in for Nathan Hege), media; and Norma Stauffer!
registration. Committee chairs not shown include Ted Johnson, decorations; Larry Zook, on-site finances; Ron Nafziger,'
pre-convention prayer coordinator; Dorothy Harnish, on-site prayer coordinator; and Merv Esh, audiovisuals.
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Hansulrich Gerber

• Gerber appointed. Hansulrich

Gerber of Les Reussilles, Swit-

zerland, has been named secre-

tary for Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) programs in

Europe. He succeeds Hugo
Jantz, who currently directs

MCC Europe programs from

Neuwied, Germany. Gerber is a

pastor and was executive secre-

tary of the International Menno-

nite Peace Committee for five

years. The appointment is effec-

tive June 20.

• School celebrates. The Good
News Training Institute in

Ghana, which trains pastors for

independent churches, cele-

brated its 20th anniversary ear-

lier this year. The school began

through the vision of Mennonite

missionary Edwin Weaver. For-

mer Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions worker Willard Roth
served in the institute's first ad-

ministration, and MBM workers

Philip and Julie Bender have

taught at the school since 1989.

• Programs expanded. A new
minor in the art department and

a strengthening of the anthro-

pology curriculum have been ap-

proved at Goshen (Ind.) College.

Beginning next fall, the school

will offer a minor in graphic

design. In addition, the sociol-

ogy major and minor will be the

sociology/anthropology major

and minor. The changes were
approved by the Mennonite
Board of Education, the college

board of overseers, and the col-

lege faculty.

• Teacher travels. People from

outlying areas of Virginia Con-

ference couldn't come to winter

Bible classes. So Stan Shirk

brought the classes to them. For

four weeks in February and
March, he traveled an 1100-mile

circuit, stopping at churches in

North Carolina, Tennessee, and

Kentucky to hold two-hour ses-

sions on a previously arranged

topic. Shirk's travels were an

outgrowth of the Congregational

Leadership Training program,

which offers courses each winter

at two locations in Virginia.

• Exhibit opens. An exhibit on

"Amish and Mennonite Expres-

sion in Visual Art" opened April

10 at the Canton (Ohio) Art

Institute. The show will run until

July 5. It includes sections on

"historic work" (such as quilts),

contemporary work on tradi-

tional themes, and exploratory

work. The exhibit also includes

a collection of etchings and sto-

ries from the Martyrs Mirror.

• Iowans win title. The boys

basketball team from Iowa Men-
nonite School (IMS) won the

state 1-A championship with a

63-50 victory over Clear Creek-

Amana. The team, coached by

Dwight Gingerich, posted a 24-2

season record.

• Nursing award given. Nursing

students at Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege brought home the Chapter

of the Year award from the In-

diana Association of Nursing

Students convention. The prize

honors local groups that take

part in state and national stu-

dent nursing activities, as well

as community projects.

• Tour planned. The Mennonite

Nurses Association (MNA) will

mark its 50th anniversary with a

European tour from July 6 to 21.

Author and filmmaker John L.

Ruth will lead the group. The
tour will include visits to Ana-

baptist historical sites and
health care institutions. More
information is available from

MNA president Arleta Martin,

13825 Long Ridge Dr., Hagers-

town, MD 21742.

• Aviators to meet. Laurelville

Mennonite Church Center in

Pennsylvania will sponsor a re-

treat for aviation professionals

on June 21-24. Richard
Stoltzfus, an Oregon pastor who
spent 20 years as an airline pilot,

will speak. The event is open to

people who work in either com-
mercial or corporate aviation.

More information is available

from Laurelville at R. 5, Mt.

Pleasant, PA 15666.

• Book wins award. A Herald

Press release, Going Broke:

Bankruptcy, Business Ethics,

and the Bible by John R. Suth-

erland, has been named one of

the Ten Best Religious/Theo-

logical Books of 1991. The book

was selected by the Academy of

Parish Clergy.

• New appointments:

Tom Baker, head men's basketball

coach at Eastern Mennonite

College, Harrisonburg, Va.

Baker has been head men's bas-

ketball coach and assistant ath-

letic director at Eastern Menno-
nite High School, as well as a

physical education and health

teacher at the school.

Ed Epp, secretary for Mennonite

Central Committee (MCC) pro-

grams in the Middle East. He
succeeds Ed Martin, who will

continue to serve as MCC sec-

retary for South Asia, Iran, and

Iraq. Epp has served as director

of MCC Canada Peace and So-

cial Concerns since August 1991

and will continue in that posi-

tion.

Patti S. Helton, director of student

life at Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege, Harrisonburg, Va. Helton

has been chair of the physical

education department and co-

athletic director. The appoint-

ment is effective July 1.

• Pastor transitions:

Sara Wenger Shenk has been in-

stalled as pastor of Immanuel
Mennonite Church, a newly or-

ganized congregation in

Harrisonburg, Va.

• Missionary transitions:

Stanley and Jane Freyenberger re-

turned to the United States on

April 16 after nearly six years in

Nepal. The Mennonite Board of

Missions workers served with

United Mission to Nepal—Stan
as assistant secretary for rural

development and Jane as a part-

time nutrition teacher. The
Freyenbergers will live in

Moundridge, Kan., until a per-

manent residence is established.

Michael and Mattie Marie Mast
plan to return to the United

States on April 23. The Menno-
nite Board of Missions (MBM)
workers have served among the

indigenous groups of northern

Argentina since 1967. During

their last term, they were Bible

teachers and counselors in con-

gregations of the United Evan-

gelical Church, an independent

church made up of native peo-

ple. The Masts' address will be

c/o MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515-0370.

Marvin and Mary Alene Miller,

overseas mission associates

with Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions, concluded nearly 30 years

of service in Japan on April 1.

During their last term, Marvin

was an English communication

professor at Obihiro University

of Agriculture and Veterinary

Medicine, while Mary Alene

taught English at Hokusei Uni-

versity. In addition, they as-

sisted the Obihiro and Oyachi

Bethel Mennonite congrega-

tions. The Millers plan to spend

time with their family in North

America.

• Coming events:

Michian MEDA meeting, North
Main Street Mennonite Church,

Nappanee, Ind., May 9. The
meeting will focus on the insur-

ance needs of businesses.

Speakers will include K. Marion

Miller, Stanley Schrock, Les

Shetler, and Greg Smucker.

More information from
Michiana MEDA, PO Box 871,

Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219

533-6230.

Southwest Conference assembly,

Upland, Calif., May 22-25.

Speakers will include David

Augsburger, David Mann, Stan-

ley Green, and Everett Thomas.
40th anniversary celebration,

Quakertown Christian School,

Quakertown, Pa., May 31. For-

mer teachers and students are

invited. More information by
phoning 215 536-2466.

Council on Church and Media
meeting, Chicago, June 4-6. The
theme is "Breaking through the

clutter." Martin Marty will pres-

ent the opening address. Other

speakers will include Larry

Cornies, Patty Crane, Glenn
Fretz, Len Geiser, and Tom Um-
bras. More information from

Barth Hague, Council on
Church and Media, PO Box 483,

Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219

533-9511.

Ministry of Reconciliation confer-

ence, Elmhurst, III, June 11-13.

The theme of the event is

"Christ's Call to Building

Healthy Church Systems." The
conference is sponsored by the

Lombard (111.) Mennonite Peace

Center and the Department of

Theology and Religion at

Elmhurst College. More infor-

mation by writing to The Minis-

try of Reconciliation, 528 E.

Madison, Lombard, IL 60148;

phone 708 627-5310.

Hesston College "test drive,"

Hesston, Kan., June 17-21. The
event offers high school

freshmen and sophomores a

chance to experience college

life. Students will live in the

dorms, attend classes, eat in the

cafeteria, and take part in wor-

ship and social activities. More
information from the college ad-

missions office at 1 800 835-2026

or by calling 316 327-8223 collect

in Canada or Kansas.
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Video available. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite Disaster

Service (MDS) workers repair a South Carolina home de-

stroyed by Hurricane Hugo in 1989. The work of MDS is

described in An act of love, a 13-minute audiovisual available

for free loan as either a slide set or a video. More information

is available from Mennonite Central Committee offices in the

United States and Canada.

Biennial assembly, United Native

Ministries Council (UNMC),
Atmore, Ala., June 29-July 3.

Two Creek congregations, Gos-
pel Light Church and Poarch
Community Church will host the

assembly. Activities will include

Bible studies, congregational re-

ports, seminars, and evening
gatherings with special music
and sermons. The UNMC rep-

resents five tribes and 12

churches in Alabama, Arizona,

Mississippi, and Ontario. More
information about the assembly
from Ray Horst at 2121 Haw-
thorne Dr., Elkhart, IN 46517, or

Don Barnhill at 5941 Pine For-

est Rd., Walnut Hill, FL 32568.

• New books:
Revelation Explained by Jonathan

J. Hostetler. The book is written

in story form and includes 13

chapters, followed by study
questions. It is available from
most Provident Bookstores.

• New resources:
Cassette tapes of the southern Af-

rica/North America Youth Dis-

covery Team are available from
Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC). The recording features

19 songs in English and four

African languages, sung by a

cross cultural group of young
adults. More information is

available from MCC, PO Box
500, Akron, PA 17501; MCC
Canada, 134 Plaza Dr., Winni-

peg, Man. R3T 5K9; and MCC
Ontario, 60 Kent Ave., Kitche-

ner, Ont. N2G 3R1.
A video curriculum for youth has

been produced by the Media
Ministries office of Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM).
"Shalom Lifestyles, Whole Peo-
ple Whole Earth" includes two
videos and 15 lessons on such
topics as spirituality, service,

racism, and date rape. More in-

formation is available from Beth
Benner at MBM Media Minis-

tries, 1251 Virginia Ave.,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-2497,

or by phoning 1 800 999-3534.

• Job openings:
Faculty position in biology, Eastern

Mennonite College, Harrison-

burg, Va. Ph.D. required. Full or

part-time position in biochemis-

try and genetics, beginning fall

1992 or 1993. Send resume to

Dr. Lee Snyder, dean, Eastern
Mennonite College, Harrison-

burg, VA 22801.

Faculty position in physical educa-

tion and athletics, Eastern Men-
nonite College, Harrisonburg,

Va. Full-time position beginning

August 1992. Teaching and
coaching responsibilities
(women's volleyball and another
Division III sport). Doctorate

preferred; master's degree re-

quired. Send resume to Dr. Lee
Snyder, dean, Eastern Menno-
nite College, Harrisonburg, VA
22801.

Part-time writer and editor, Asso-
ciated Mennonite Biblical Sem-
inaries, Elkhart, Ind. Half-time

(or slightly more) position in in-

formation services and public-

ity. For more information, write

or call Richard A. Kauffman,
AMBS, 3003 Benham Ave.,
Elkhart, IN 46517; phone 219
295-3726. To apply, send resume
to the same address.

Two residence directors, Eastern
Mennonite College, Harrison-
burg, Va. Live-in positions, one
in men's residence hall and one
in women's residence hall. Nine
months, full time beginning Aug.
15, 1992. Should have a bache-
lor's degree in youth ministries

or in social service field, experi-

ence in a group living situation,

and supervisory skills. If inter-

ested, contact the EMC&S per-

sonnel office, 703 432-4108.

• Address correction:

Paul T. Yoder, Virginia Conference
minister and Harrisonburg Dis-

trict overseer, was missed in the

Ministerial Directory of the 1992
Mennonite Yearbook. His ad-

dress is 1588 Pine Ct, Harrison-

burg, VA 22801; phone 703 434-

1052. Yoder is a member of

Community Mennonite Church
in Harrisonburg.

NEW MEMBERS

Community Mennonite Fellow-
ship, Moorefield, Ont.: Janet
Weber, Karen Shantz, and
Susan Warren.

Crosshill, Millbank, Ont.:
Josalyn Biehn, Mathew Jantzi,

Nathan Roth, and Christopher
Gerber.

Gray Ridge, Millersburg, Ohio:
Michelle Carpenter.

Orrville, Ohio: Shelba Ferguson,

Cathy Miller, Karen Geiser, and
Fae Miller.

Rohrerstown, Lancaster, Pa.:

Melissa Botchlett and Kimberly
Garrett.

Wanner, Cambridge, Ont.: Mer-
edith Gingrich, Lori Liphard,
Beth Hamilton, Sally Traver,

and Henry Martin.

BIRTHS

Beiler, John and Pam (Hoch-
stetler), Sarasota, Fla., Kristen

Cynthia (second child), Oct. 21.

Bowman, Cliff and Wendy
(Shantz), Moorefield, Ont.,

Bethany Lynn (second child),

Feb. 24.

Brandenberger, James and
Sharon (Miller), Middlebury,
Ind., James Bryant (second
child), March 24.

Fox, Ed and Susie (Chupp), Sar-

asota, Fla., Brandon Lee (third

child), Dec. 10.

Gleysteen, David and Maaike
(van Bemmel), Chicago, 111.,

Alexia Blue (first child), March
19.

Graybill, Douglas and Kris (Hill),

Freeport, 111., Shelly Teal (third

child), March 27.

Hochstetler, Tim and Rebecca
(Steider), Goshen, Ind., Philip

Lowell (second child), March 23.

Landis, David and Lisa (Guntz),

Red Hill, Pa., Jared Michael
(second child), March 23.

Miller, James and Ramona
(Wyse), Wellman, Iowa, Ainsley

Rae (first child), March 26.

Nyce, Doug and Dawn (Mumaw),
Waynesboro, Va., Krista Mi-
chelle (second child), March 27.

Roth, Robin and Gloria
(Grantham), Tofield, Alta.,

Courtney Lynn (second child),

March 20.

Smith, Michael and Kelli, Sara-

sota, Fla., Cameron Garrett
(third child), Feb. 27.

Stuckey, Phil and Lora (Hooley),

Colon, Mich., Kendall Erin (sec-

ond child), March 31.

Troyer, Maynard and Lydiann
(Geiser), Wooster, Ohio, An-
drew Jorden (second child),

Dec. 3.

Wenger, Dale and Sharon (John-

son), Harrisonburg, Va., Mat-
thew David (second child),

March 31.

Williams, Jim and Dawn (Roth),

Kalida, Ohio, Abigail Dawn
(third child), March 15.

MARRIAGES

Bozer-Montgomery: John Bozer,

Sarasota, Fla. (Ashton), and Mar-
jorie Montgomery, Sarasota, Fla.

(Ashton), March 7, by Ken
Nauman.

Castellano-Longoria: Joe
Castellano, Indianapolis, Ind.

(Lawndale), and Noemi
Longoria, Indianapolis, Ind.

(Kalona), Oct. 19, by David
Strahl.

Schrock-Gingerich: Jay Schrock,

Goshen, Ind. (Clinton Frame),

and Amy Gingerich, Goshen, Ind.

(Clinton Frame), April 4, by John
J. Yoder.

Walker-Stoltzfus: Peter Walker,

Gap, Pa. (Presbyterian), and
Martha Stoltzfus, Parkesburg,

Pa. (Millwood), March 28, by
Herman Glick.
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DEATHS

Hilty, Paul M., 54, Huber
Heights, Ohio. Born: Sept. 17,

1937, Dayton, Ohio, to Wesley

and Minnie (Greider) Hilty.

Died: March 2, 1992, Spring-

field, Ohio. Survivors—wife:

Peggy Graham Hilty; children:

Julie Fisher, Tim, Dan, Janice

Wood; brother and sisters: Rob-

ert, Esther Christner, Orpha
Schlabach, Miriam Good; 13

grandchildren. Funeral: March
6, First United Methodist
Church, by Paul Conrad. Burial:

Huber Mennonite Church Cem-
etery.

Hofstetter, Reuben, 98, Kidron,

Ohio. Born: Oct. 9, 1893, Kidron,

Ohio, to Joel and Fannie
(Moser) Hofstetter. Died:
March 27, 1992, Orrville, Ohio.

Survivors—wife: Ida Lehman
Hofstetter; children: Ellen Leh-

man, Richard Hofstetter; step-

children: Florence Schumacher,

Vilas Lehman, Marvin Lehman,
John Lehman; 10 grandchildren,

20 great-grandchildren, 8 step

great-grandchildren, one great-

great-grandchild. Predeceased

by: Elma Amstutz (first wife) and

Benjamin (son).

He was ordained Dec. 20, 1941,

as bishop of the Kidron congre-

gation and served more than 30

years. Funeral and burial:

March 30, Kidron Mennonite
Church, by Bill Detweiler and

Dick Wolf.

Horst, C. Anna (Lehman), 69,

Chambersburg, Pa. Born: April

9, 1922, Franklin County, Pa., to

Amos and Maggie (Martin) Leh-

man. Died: March 13, 1992,

Hershey, Pa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Barbara A. Payne, Jay L.,

Dale L., Galen R., Daryl E.;

brothers and sister: Melvin,

Fred, Harvey, and Robert Leh-

man, Florence Horst; 6 grand-

children. Predeceased by: W.
Glenn Horst (husband). Funeral

and burial: March 17, Pleasant

View Mennonite Church, by J.

Allen Lehman and Lee
Ebersole.

Horst, Doris Jane, 50, Sarasota,

Fla. Born: March 13, 1942, Ha-

gerstown, Md., to Joe and
Fannie Horst. Died: March 13,

1992, Sarasota, Fla., of aplastic

anemia. Survivors—husband:

Ephraim Horst; children: Ly-

nette Joy, Lavonne Jean, Lisa

Joanne, Ephraim Lyle; brothers

and sister: Lee, Joe, and Ray
Horst, Edith Myers. Funeral:

March 17, Ashton Mennonite
Church, by Ken Nauman and

Amos Horst. Burial: Palms Me-
morial Park.

Kidwell, Emma Grace, 92,

Pinto, Md. Born: March 25,

1896, Springs, Pa., to Ephraim
and Savilla (Yoder) Blauch.

Died: March 25, 1992, Cumber-
land, Md., of congestive heart

failure. Survivors— children:

Ivan, Eloise Beverlin, Robert,

Hilda Wilson; brothers and sis-

ters: Earl, Bruce, Floyd, Annie,

Edna, Lester, Edith, Robert; 7

grandchildren, 14 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by:

Edgar Truman Kidwell (hus-

band). Funeral: March 28,

Scarpelli's Funeral Home, by

Roy Bender. Burial: Pinto Men-
nonite Church Cemetery.

Metzler, Elmer S., 76, New Hol-

land, Pa. Born: March 16, 1916,

to Omar S. and Myrtle
(Shumaker) Metzler. Died:

March 25, 1992, Christiana, Pa.

Survivors— children: Sue E.

Markovich, Lois A. Franklin,

James E.; brother and sisters:

Robert J., Amy Elizabeth Groff,

Genevieve Kramer, Elva
Bechtold, Mary Ellen Donnley,

Janet Graybill, 2 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Hazel Hershey

(wife). Funeral and burial:

March 28, Kinzers Mennonite

Church, by Paul L. Clark and

Clair J. Hershey.

Miller, Dennis M., 84, Kalona,

Iowa. Born: March 29, 1907,

Kalona, Iowa, to Manass J. and

Mary (Yoder) Miller. Died:

March 28, 1992, Iowa City, Iowa.

Survivors—wife: Elsie Miller;

children: Ed and Dennis D.

Miller, Judy Yoder; brothers

and sisters: David M., Lewis M.,

Chris M., Ivan M., Lizzie Miller,

Eliza Yoder, Katie Hochstetler;

6 grandchildren. Funeral and

burial: March 31, East Union
Mennonite Church, by Michael

Loss, J. John J. Miller, and

Perry L. Miller.

Schlabach, Malinda S. (Yoder),

53, Holmesville, Ohio. Born:

April 13, 1938, Holmes County,

Ohio, to Samuel D. and Eliza-

beth (Raber) Yoder. Died:
March 7, 1992, Holmesville,

Ohio, of cancer. Survivors—hus-

band: Raymond Schlabach; chil-

dren: Alvin, Laura, Emil, Mark;

brothers and sisters: Andy
Yoder, Dan Yoder, Ada
Kauffman, Anna Yoder. Prede-

ceased by: Lorin and Lonnie

(twin sons). Funeral and burial:

March 11, Longenecker Menno-
nite Church, by Melvin D.

Leidig.

Smith, Lulu P., 90, Eureka, 111.

Born: March 16, 1902, Roanoke
Twp., to C. H. and Mary (Im-

hoff) Smith. Died: March 24,

1992, Eureka, 111. Survivors-
sisters: Martha Smith, Mabelle

Smith, Delia Ulrich. Funeral and
burial: March 26, Roanoke Men-
nonite Church, by Rick Troyer,

Elmer Wyse, and Wesley Smith.

Stutzman, Barbara (Slagell),

96. Born: Jan. 5, 1896, Lyons
County, Kan., to Joseph and
Barbara (Gasho) Slagell. Died:

March 13, 1992, Hydro, Okla.

Survivors— children: Roy,
Myron, Howard, Dorothy Mast,

Ruth Miller; 19 grandchildren,

40 great-grandchildren, one
great-great-grandchild. Prede-

ceased by: Samuel Stutzman

(husband) and Lois Waters
(daughter). Funeral and burial:

March 16, Pleasant View Men-
nonite Church, by Daryl Driver

and Chester Slagell.

Yoder, John W., Sr., 86, Belle-

ville, Pa. Born: Jan. 26, 1906,

Reedsville, Pa., to Joseph K.

and Barbara (King) Yoder.
Died: March 25, 1992,

Duncannon, Pa. Survivors

—

wife: Mary E. (Henry) Yoder;

children: John, Jr., Lester M.,

Marlin W., Leonard D., Paul L.,

Gilbert L., Glenn R.; 19 grand-

children, 25 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Darvin P. (son).

Funeral and burial: March 28,

Allensville Mennonite Church, by

Philip Barr and Paul Bender.

Yutzy, Oliver "Fred," 64. Born:

Jan. 22, 1928, Hutchinson, Kan.,

to Daniel N. and Mary
(Hochstetler) Yutzy. Died:
March 17, 1992. Survivors-
wife: Vida Miller Yutzy; children:

James F., Gloria Hall, Stella

Riney, Connie Warrington. Fu-

neral: March 21, Elliott Chapel,

Hutchinson, Kan., by Dan
Kauffman and Calvin King.

Burial: Yoder Cemetery, Yoder,

Kan.

CALENDAR

Eastern Mennonite College com-
mencement, Harrisonburg, Va.,

April 26

Evangelism and Church Planting

Sunday, April 26

Rocky Mountain Conference an-

nual assembly, Denver, May 1-3

Franconia Conference assembly,

Quakertown, Pa., May 2

Gulf States annual fellowship

meeting, Des Allemands, La.,

May 2-3

Mennonite Mutual Aid board and

committee meetings, Goshen,

Ind., May 7-8

Mennonite Board of Education

meeting, Elkhart, Ind., May 8-9

Office 92, Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa., May 14-16

Hispanic Convention executive

meeting, Goshen, Ind., May 14-17

Eastern Mennonite Seminary
commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., May 16

Conference on "The Church His-

torian as Interpreter," Goshen
College, Goshen, Ind., May 21-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries commencement,
Elkhart, Ind., May 22

Southwest Conference annual

meeting, Upland, Calif., May 22-25

Hesston College commencement,
Hesston, Kan., May 24

Math conference held. Hesston, Kan. (HC)—Mathematics
professor Jean Alliman of Hesston College explains educa-

tional software to workshop participants at the Kansas Joint

Mathematics Spring Conference. Four regional groups spon-

sored the March 20-21 event, which was held on the Hesston

campus. The conference brought together educators from

elementary through university levels, as well as college and

graduate-level math students.
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THE LAST WORD

Questions for which I have some answers
My favorite part of editing Gospel Herald is

meeting those of you who read it. Lately I've

been doing this by attending Sunday school

classes that use this magazine as the basis for

discussion. Inevitably I get asked questions.

Here are ten of them, mostly in the order of how
frequently I've had to think up answers.

1. What percentage of the letters you get

do you print? Almost 100 percent. Unless it's

anonymous, abusive, or obscene—or attacks

some individual—a letter to the editor will get

printed.

2. Do you edit letters? Yes. Because I'm

cramped for space, I try to determine the main
point of each letter and weed out everything

else. Sometimes the writer and I don't agree on

the main point, however.

3. Don't you check out this editing with
the writers? I'd like to. But staff and time con-

straints make that impossible. So I try to edit

conscientiously, hoping writers will understand if

I miss it occasionally.

4. How do you deal with those negative let-

ters you receive? I don't take them personally

—

most of the time! I'm just delighted that people

take Gospel Herald seriously enough to want to

write and give me their opinions.

5. What is Gospel Herald all about, any-

way? I have five goals for the publication:

• To provide a weekly summary of what's

going on in the Mennonite Church.
• To analyze and discuss issues facing the

church.

• To promote dialogue about ideas, beliefs,

convictions, and practices.

• To increase awareness of the broader con-

text in which the Mennonite Church operates,

both of the Christian faith and the world commu-
nity.

• To strengthen a sense of humor and joy

within the church.

We Mennonites talk a lot about community.

We can't have it unless we know each other, are

willing to discuss our ideas and beliefs, and can

laugh together on occasion. Gospel Herald tries

to help us do all that.

6. Why is Gospel Herald so issue-oriented?

I give high priority to ideas that try to help us

put faith into practice. Determining how to do
that means you have to deal with issues.

Lately some readers have asked for more bibli-

cally oriented material to supplement discussion

of issues. It's coming. But it takes time between
when I make an assignment and when you see it

in print.

7. Where do you find your writers? Some 95

percent of what Gospel Herald prints comes in

unsolicited. It comes from pastors, church lead-

ers, and others willing to share their ideas for

the good of the church.

Much what eventually turns into articles starts

out as sermons. Pastors, when they do a good
job, are often told they should send a sermon to

Gospel Herald. Many of them do, and quite a

few end up in print.

8. When will Gospel Herald add color (or

more pages, or go biweekly)? Should it? When
I took over this job some 18 months ago, I had a

lot of ideas for changes. But I've come to like

the feel of a black-and-white, 16-page weekly

publication that tries to deal with what's happen-
ing now as simply as possible.

That scares me sometimes. Am I really that

set in my ways already?

9. What do you do to take your mind off

work? Ride bicycle (though often I'm composing
editorials or thinking up new ideas while I ride).

I try to get in 20-25 miles a day, even with all

the deadlines that go with a weekly publication.

10. What does the "J" stand for? John. I

was named after my paternal grandfather. But
because there were so many John Peacheys in

Belleville, Pa., I ended up being called by my
middle name.
My grandfather, John S. Peachey, was a mem-

ber of the Old Order Amish Church who worked
hard to keep young men out of the army during

World War I. This meant frequent trips to Scott-

dale, Pa., where I now live, to confer with Menno-
nite leaders. I've heard stories of how he'd get

off the train, dirty clothes in a bundle under his

arm, his suitcase full of books and good litera-

ture.

Distinguishing between dirty clothes and good

literature is what I continue to try to do as I

choose material for this publication.

—

jlp
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Anabaptism on the line in Guatemala:

Each day I ask if this

is when they'll hill me

And it gets me moving, because I don't

know how much more time I have left.

^ "1% ITy name is Jose. I grew up in the Guate-

I\ / 1 mala City dump. I was 12 when we
X-VAmoved there. My family came from

Honduras in search of economic opportunity.

When we couldn't find any, we ended up with

5,000 other people trying to survive off the gar-

bage of the dump.
How could we stand the smell and the vultures

and the dirt? A lot of people I saw couldn't. They

became drug addicts or glue sniffers. Children as

John C. Murray, Topeka, Ind., reads to his son, young as four or five sniff glue in the dump so they

John Nathan. "I have accepted the journey ofpasto- can cope ]yjy family survives through hard work.

ral ministry, but I cannot say I chose it." See page 7.
jf yQU anything about people from my

country, you know that we have a strong work

ethic, a strong sense of survival. That kept me

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE going for five years in the dump.

A belief in God didn't. For I didn't believe in

God then. I didn't see how there could be a

No burning bushes, Go^ ^ven tne circumstances I was in.

no visitors at midnight 7 Then one day I met a person, who said to me:

"You are a human being." This made quite an

MC GC leaders hold impression on me. No one had ever told me that

nrhati ministrv meeting 10 before
"
1 thought 1 was Just like the vultures or

urban ministry meeting iu ^ dQgg^^^ feeding Qn^ garbage

But that man did more. A powerful person

Russian church sends who had money, he said that if I would agree to

money to Bangladesh 11 go to school, he would pay my way. That's what

as told to

J. Lome
Peachey



Learning the stories of the early Ana-
baptist martyrs was an eye-opener for

me. / began to relate them to the massa-
cres of the peasants in my country.

I did. I would study in the mornings and work in

the dump in the afternoons.

At school, no one wanted to be close to me. I

was rejected by both the students and the teach-

ers. But I kept going. I was a human being. I

wanted to better myself. I wanted to be more
than a dog or a vulture.

That's the way I lived for three years—school

in the morning, work in the dump collecting plas-

tic and cardboard for sale in the afternoon. By
the end of the three years, I had completed the

primary grades. (I had already been to grades 1-

4 in Honduras.)

At age 16, I began to go to a very conserva-

tive, evangelical church which had a mission for

"marginalized" people like me. I discovered, how-
ever, that church wasn't interested in whether I

had any food to eat or clothes to wear. Instead,

they thought I had a devil, and they spent all

their time trying to get it out of me. I soon re-

jected that church and left it in anger.

About this time my father was abducted and
taken to prison. He was accused of plotting a

kidnapping. I found out where my father was
jailed and took him some food. That's when I

learned the authorities had tortured him by
tying a bag of lime to his head and hanging him

/ met Jose this spring during a learning tour with

SELFHELP Crafts in Guatemala. He told his

story to our group in a third-floor meeting room
away from persons who might overhear and re-

port to the police or the military.

Jose gave permission for his story to be shared

with a North American audience, in the hopes

that we will understand a bit better what our

brothers and sisters in this part of the world are

facing as they attempt to be disciples of Jesus

Christ who live out peace and justice.

Because of the volatile political and economic

situation in Guatemala, Jose is not his real name.

Nor have I named his church, and I have

changed other identifiable facts. But as much as

possible I have used Jose's own words as they

were translated to me from Spanish.

— J. Lome Peachey

upside down from the rafters. Fortunately, be-

cause he was a foreigner, some friends were able

to get him out of prison, and he was deported
back to Honduras.
So I became the supporter of the family. By

now I was 17 and no longer in school. I had
three jobs: one in the garbage dump and the

other two outside, cleaning buildings. I worked
hard to support my family.

As I went to these jobs, the police began to

hassle me on the streets. They would
stop me and ask to see my documents.

Since I had been born in Honduras, I didn't

have the right ones. Four times I had to talk my
way out of being forced to join the military and
fight for Guatemala.

The fifth time I wasn't so fortunate. After I

couldn't produce the right documents, they

stripped me completely and forced me into a

car. Then they drove for 45 minutes to some-
where outside the city. They dragged me out of

the car, and I figured this was it.

But one of the policemen said, "I'll give you
one more chance." So they left me, nude, in that

isolated place, and I had to find my way back to

the city, without clothes, alone.

A few days later, on a Sunday afternoon, I was
out on the street playing basketball with my
friends. All at once I saw this car without license

plates come down the street. It stopped and
three men got out. Two had machine guns and
one a pistol. The one with a pistol pointed at

me. I ducked, and the bullet went over my head.

I thought I had gone deaf with the loud explo-

sion from the shot.

Everyone came out of their houses to see what
was going on. Not wanting to be seen because of

what they were doing, the three men jumped
into the car and roared off.

Later, my friends and I were standing on
the street corner, talking about what had
happened. Three of us left the others and

crossed the street to go to a store. Suddenly, the

same car, without license plates and no lights,

came down the street, machine guns blazing. Six

of my friends, standing where I had been sec-

onds before, were killed.

That was the most shocking experience of my
life. I'll never forget seeing the bodies of my six

friends, jumping in death agonies, blood sputter-

ing from the holes made by the bullets.

Jose, I told myself, you have two options. You
can go into the mountains and become a guer-

rilla and avenge the deaths of your friends. Or, if
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The Guatemala City dump

Unlike Jose, many people never get a chance

to leave the Guatemala City dump. They spend

their lives rummaging for plastic, cardboard, or

other "valuables" to sell to recyclers. Some scav-

enge for food, which they sell to those who live

in the dump.
Currently more than 500 families make their

home in the Guatemala City dump. Estimates

put the number of persons at over 5,000. Sani-

tary facilities are almost nonexistent. Insiders

say one water tap serves the community.

The smell is overpowering. So is the dust and

the wind. Vultures and dogs and pigs mingle

with people systemically sifting through the gar-

bage. Children either tug at their mother's skirts

or help with the sorting. Young ones ride on

their mother's backs.

Why do they stay? The government says these

people are here because they want to be. Gua-

temala's people point out that as much as 80 per-

cent of their country's land is owned by North

American fruit companies. What's left can't sup-

port the growing population. People migrate to

the cities for a better life, but end up in the gar-

bage dump.
Land redistribution is a major problem for this

part of the world. But it won't happen, our Gua-

temalan brothers and sisters say quietly, until

the foreign policies of the North put pressure on

the fruit companies to give up their land monop-
olies. Until then, Guatemalans see those of us

from the North as more interested in cheap ba-

nanas than in the plight of those who live in the

Guatemala City dump.

—

J. Lome Peachey

An indigenous woman at the end of a day

"gleaning" in the Guatemala City dump.

What she has salvaged for recycling she

carried on her head, with a baby on her

back and two children hiding behind her.

there is a God, you can wait for something to

come along to change your life.

For two years I debated what to do. It was a

most difficult choice to make. But for two years

I just couldn't decide.

And then I met a man who identified himself

as an Anabaptist pastor. "Come to my church,"

he said, and I did. And there I heard for the

first time talk about peace and justice. That's

what caught my attention. But it also caused a

lot of conflict within me. Nonviolence—would
that really work? Finally I said to myself,

"You've seen violence, and that doesn't work.

Why not try nonviolence?" So I began attending

that Anabaptist church.

By now I had moved out of the garbage dump

and was working full time in a bakery. I met a

girl who became my wife, and I began to study

Anabaptism in our church-related school.

That was an eye-opener for me. I learned

about all the Anabaptist martyrs who had died

for their faith. I began to relate that to the sto-

ries of the massacres of the peasants in my coun-

try. I read the Bible, and there I discovered that

God is preoccupied with those who suffer and

those who are poor. That's when I decided to de-

vote my life to working on behalf of the poor of

my country.

I soon got a chance. It was in 1990 that the

brother of a friend of mine was abducted by the

military. Ten days later his body was found,

arms cut off and eyes gouged out. He had been
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J continue on because I know a man
whose name is Jesus. I know the experi-

ence of the Anabaptists martyrs. And I

know that death is not the last word.

the father of nine children. In fact, our church

had been trying to help this family.

Of course my friend was upset, and he took

out space in the newspaper to denounce the mili-

tary. It happens all the time in Guatemala; frus-

trated with the lack of justice, all we can do is

make public denouncements. Two months later

my friend also disappeared.

Now we had two families without fathers and
without means of support. I was asked to do
something. So I decided to find my friend.

I started going to all the prisons in the city. I

was very direct. I would go to the warden and

say, "I know you have him here." They all said

no, until one day I found him in a prison 20 kilo-

meters outside the city.

Don't worry," I told him. "I'll get you out

of here and back to your family." When I

went to leave, a guard grabbed me and

stamped me with a mark that identified me as a

prisoner. For six hours I protested, until finally I

was let go with the words, "Don't ever get in-

volved in political activity again." I knew it was
a threat.

But that didn't stop me. The next day I went

to the Supreme Court of Guatemala. I told them
about my friend who had disappeared into the

prison, and I began to line up lawyers and the

media to make the story known. The Supreme
Court, in turn, rejected every lawyer I got on the

case.

For several days during that time, I was fol-

lowed by a motorcycle. One morning, at 3:00

a.m., a bomb exploded outside my garage. It was
another warning. But in spite of my fear, I re-

membered my resolution to help the poor, and I

went on working to get my friend out of prison.

It took a year and a half. Finally, in late 1991,

he was released. When he came out, I signed a

document saying that I would be responsible for

his total welfare.

Some time later I got an appointment with the

head of the Supreme Court. I told him about the

injustices in my country and that as a Christian

I was going to work at doing something about

Jose, whose home was once

the Guatemala City dump,
peels green plantains for

two boys who live there today.

them. He asked what religion I was with, and I

said, "Anabaptist." He hadn't heard about us be-

fore, but he said he was impressed with my dedi-

cation. He also said he knew that the military

were committing acts of repression, but he

couldn't do anything about it.

I am currently studying at the national uni-

versity. This school has been one of the most vi-

olated institutions of Guatemala. Just 40 days

ago, one of my friends was assassinated. An-
other 20 of my friends have since left the univer-

sity. There's a current threat against my depart-

ment in the university that we will be bombed
some day.

But I continue to study, and I continue to go

to the Anabaptist church. I continue to believe

in peace and justice. Each day when I get up, I

ask myself, "Is this the day they are going to kill

me?" That gets me moving, because I don't

know how much time I have left.

Even though I know that some day I may not

see my friends and family any more, I also know
a man whose name is Jesus. I know the experi-

ence of the Anabaptist martyrs. I know that death

is not the last word. And just as Jesus was raised

from the dead, some day too I will be resurrected.

This is what gives me my confidence and my
hope. One day I will meet God. I don't know
when. But I know it will happen.
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READERS SAY

"You are worthy, our Lord
and God, to receive glory

and honor and power, for

you created all things, and
by your will they existed

and were created."

—Rev. 4:11, NRSV

For Where There Is No Mission,

There Is No Church (March 24).

Wilbert Shenk notes the early

church's commitment to mission was or-

ganized and driven by a profound sense

of the Holy Spirit's presence and lead-

ing. He also says his deep concern in-

cludes the "narrowing of 'church' to

what can happen in not more than an

hour and a half on Sunday morning."

My question and concern becomes:

Where do the people who comprise

today's community of faith make room

to experience that profound sense of

the Holy Spirit's presence and leading?

I do not believe the burden for creat-

ing that experience in 90 minutes or

less should be that of our pastors.

Their burden for our souls is awesome

already. Rather, the answer is better

framed by another item on Shenk's con-

cerns: "There is a dramatic loss of com-

mitment to nurture and development of

spiritual discipline as a part of normal

congregational life." And that is a mat-

ter of personal repentance of my own

turning again to follow Jesus.

Mark LoMonaco
Leola, Pa.

What the Bible Really Says

(Feb. 18). One Scripture can

be interpreted in as many dif-

ferent ways as the number of individu-

als reading the Scripture. For example,

I see a definite connection between Gal.

3:28 and the woman taken in adultery

in John 8:4-11.

Perhaps in situations perceived as

sexual misconduct, a current issue in

the Mennonite press, if Christ were the

visible judge, he would silently write in

the sand and then reply, "She that is

without sin release the first barb to as-

sassinate his reputation." To the al-

leged offender he would say, "Go and

pay more attention to proper behavior,

with my help."

Perhaps "no male and female" in

Galatians means that men and women
deserve equal recognition and treat-

ment, not that men and women have re-

sponsibility for the same tasks. Men
and women have equal responsibility to

honor Christ's teaching and equal libera-

tion in the freedom from sin and for-

giveness by salvation through Jesus

Christ.

Leaders need to be the "husband of

one wife" (1 Tim. 3:2), which estab-

lishes gender, since a woman cannot be

the husband of one wife. This would

not appear to be in conflict with Gal.

3:28 if we honored the differences and

affirmed the equality in both genders

for responsibility to accept Christ's

teaching without fueling the "battle of

the genders" by jumping on the band-

wagon of popular causes, just though

they may be. Both genders need to ac-

cept responsibility for appropriate

Christian behavior in all things.

F. Arline Zimmerman
New Holland, Pa.

The Integration Chicken and
the Cooperation Egg (March

24) rightly debunks the question

of "who done it?" regarding possible in-

tegration of MCs and GCs.

I write as the chairperson of the East

Central States Inter-Mennonite Coun-

cil, the group you heard say that they

were "just responding" to the "push

from churchwide structures." Unfortu-

nately, the "push" for integration can-

not be analyzed so easily, and those

who attempt this kind of analysis only

skim the surface of the issues involved.

"Who is leading whom?" is the wrong

question. There are many leaders at all

levels of the church who are attempting

to "find God's way" for a new, emerg-

ing Mennonite church. Integration ques-

tions form only one part of a larger

identity question for the Mennonite

church. Current attempts by some to

"explain" integration by discovering

some "source" of it divert our attention

away from asking: "If this is part of a

movement of God, where is God lead-

ing us?"

What we now ambiguously call

"cooperation" or "integration" is so

named because the phenomena has too

many different "players" to be called

by a more exact term. These "players"

did not all get into the game for the

same reasons. But they are all a part of

a quest for a "new Mennonite identity"

whether they realize it or not.

Some of these are:

1. "Pressure" from dual conference con-

gregations. Some believe that these 89

congregations want to recast the entire

church in their image. But most DCCs
came into being simply to form viable

fellowships in urban areas, not to

"make a statement" to the larger

church.

2. Certain church bureaucrats. Others

suspect that those in church office are

playing a kind of chess game with the

church's institutions and boards. But
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READERS SAY

perhaps we are simply blessed with

faithful leaders who want to be respon-

sive to a "new creation" from God.

3. The Integration Exploration Commit-
tee. There are those who claim that this

committee has approached their task

with a predisposition toward certain out-

comes. Even if that were true, the re-

ports in the church press from their

last meeting regarding the "Canadian

question" (as only one example) are

just as sobering for integration as other

findings might be encouraging.

4. Groups like East Central States

Inter-Mennonite Council. We have been
and continue to be a group who is sim-

ply open to exploring new ways to prac-

tice both the mission and nurture of the

Mennonite church in a certain geograph-

ical area, be that through cooperation

or integration.

We must recognize that far-reaching

theological, cultural, and ecclesiastic

changes are overtaking us from the

grassroots:

a. We are reaping the results of a

"getting acquainted process" that was
forced upon diverse Mennonite groups

from Civilian Public Service days on-

ward. This has been reinforced by
movements like Mennonite Central

Committee.

b. There is a "new acculturation" of

MCs in particular, combined with a

slow but sure shift of more and more
Mennonites toward defining the "core"

of their belief versus defining their

"boundaries."

c. There is also a broad movement to-

ward "localizing" the church that cuts

across existing Mennonite groups. No
matter what one thinks of this trend,

this has altered our self-understanding

and our sense of God's call to mission.

It continues to redefine and relocate

our talents and resources.

d. There is a new generation of pas-

tors and leaders who came through

Pontius' Puddle

"integrated" institutions like the Associ-

ated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

All this (and much more!) has invited

our generation to reexamine previous

assumptions about what it means to be
Mennonite. Witness the almost manic
obsession with the question of identity

found on the pages of Gospel Herald in

the last decade. The identity question

is a fluid question and cannot be de-

cided once and for all by a single gener-

ation.

I question whether such movements
of history will wait for us to define "our

mission" in precise enough terms to sat-

isfy everyone as a prerequisite for "inte-

gration." The Mennonite church, or any
church, may be better described as hav-

ing many "missions," which all serve

the cause of Christ under God's econ-

omy and direction.

Nevertheless, you are correct in hold-

ing before us the "mission reason" for

integration. For without it, we simply re-

place one form with another, and often

for the wrong reasons. Mission is para-

mount not only for integration. For it is

by the great commission of Christ that

we find the only compelling reason for

the church's existence.

James Schrag

Smithville, Ohio

How Should 20th-century
Christians Read the Book of
Revelation? (Jan. 21). Ted

Grimsrud's article offered some interest-

ing and thought-provoking reading.

When he downplayed the element of

prophecy in the book, I was sure he

would get some feedback—and he has.

To me it is interesting that to date no

one has put a finger on Ted's rational

or theological fallacy. As I read the arti-

cle, I noted his failure to distinguish be-

tween predestination and
foreknowledge. This is a common error

of philosophers and theologians. To say

SlOrW SlSLE STODY
WOOLD 6E A LOT
MORE" USEFUL
TO PAET--

— IP THE PAS5AG-ES
DIDN'T SO OFTEM .

conduct with yvy plans \

that God foreknows actions or events

does not predestinate individuals to act

in a certain way nor violate their free

will. Without God's foreknowledge, the

whole element of prophecy in Scripture

is derailed. To say that foreknowledge

and predestination are synonymous de-

stroys the human being's freedom.

Linden M. Wenger
Harrisonburg, Va.

While I understand how difficult

it is for Gospel Herald readers

to have news describing the re-

sult of sexual misconduct, I applaud

you for printing such stories. This is

the practice of responsible journalism.

Not naming sources is an accepted
journalistic practice. It is considered

professional as long as sources are cred-

ible and can be verified by at least two
other persons. Anything that is a mat-
ter of public record may also be re-

ported.

Melvin Mencher, Columbia Univer-

sity, defines news as: (1) information

about a break from the normal flow of

events, an interruption in the expected;

and (2) information people need to

make sound decisions about their lives.

As a church body, we select our lead-

ers and entrust ourselves and our chil-

dren to educators in our schools and
seminaries. We need information about
the integrity of our leaders in order to

make sound decisions about their quali-

fications for their task. When a leader's

actions do not reflect expected Chris-

tian values, we deserve to be informed.

Leonard Downie, managing editor of

The Washington Post, says that poten-

tially damaging news should be used

"when private conduct of a public fig-

ure is symptomatic of a societal prob-

lem." This statement also supports

your editorial decision, since the issue

of sexual abuse among Mennonites is

now being seriously addressed by the

church.

I believe the next revival in the Men-
nonite Church must begin with each of

us, including our leaders, ending our de-

nial and facing the truth about our-

selves. As Christ's body, we have all

suffered abuse; and as sinners, we are

all abusers.

Keep reporting the news. Let the

world read—in our church—the good

news: Jesus Christ saves sinners and
brings justice to the oppressed.

Joanne Lehman
Kidron, Ohio
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My call to the ministry:

No burning bushes,
no cherubim visions,

no visitors at midnight
And it was more than

following my father's

footsteps, the childhood

question I hated to answer.

by John C. Murray

I
grew up a "preacher's kid." As such, I was

often asked the question, "Are you going to

follow in your father's footsteps? Are you

going to be a pastor?"

I quickly learned to respond with a simple,

one-word answer: "no!" For growing up in a

minister's home, I knew the frustrations of being

a pastor.

I knew the frustration of time commitments. I

remember not being able to go anywhere or do

anything as a family on Saturdays because Dad
had to prepare a sermon—after teaching school

all week. Mom, as the pastor's spouse, had to

type the church bulletin. I recall the seemingly

constant phone calls that interrupted our sup-

pers, our Rook games, and our visits with

friends. Even when we were on vacation, some-

one always knew where we were and how they

could get in contact with us "just in case."

I knew the frustrations of unstated expecta-

tions. I recall feeling the pressure of being held

up as the model child because I was the

"preacher's kid." If I did it, then it was okay for

everyone to do it. And, of course, it always

seemed there were a few things that "everyone"

else could do that the "preacher's kid" couldn't.

I remember always having to be at church on

Sunday mornings and Sunday evenings and

Wednesday evenings, even if you were tired

from a busy week or a big day. Even if there

were other things that needed to be done. Even
if there were things that you would rather have

done. Even though others in the congregation

did not share the same commitment.

I knew the frustrations of working with people

who are human. I remember the despair that a

pastor feels when a member of the church asks

what the Scriptures teach about a particular

issue, when only two weeks ago the pastor had

just completed a two-month series of sermons
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on that very subject. I recall the pain a pastoral

couple feels when, in seeking to be mediators be-

tween people having differences, both parties

got upset with them because they hadn't taken

"their" side.

Yet in spite of all the frustrations I knew, I ul-

timately said "yes." I eventually followed the

call of God to pastoral ministry.

My journey from "no" to "yes" was not a sud-

den experience. There were no burning bushes,

no visions of cherubims flying around the throne

of God, no angelic visitors at midnight. I can't re-

ally say when the journey began. At some point,

I simply came to recognize I was on that journey.

While I have accepted the journey, I cannot

say that I chose it. I certainly cannot say that I

have taken it alone. Along the way there have

been many who have assisted me in my journey

toward pastoral ministry.

First and foremost of these assistants were my
parents, John F. and Marilyn Murray. While I

learned the frustrations of pastoral ministry

from their experiences, I also began to learn

from them the joys and rewards of pastoral min-

istry. Their commitments, attitudes, and selfless

faithfulness—in the midst of both joy and adver-

sity—revealed to me the truth of the way of

Christ as recorded in Scripture. Their constant

prayers have carried me, and continue to carry

me, throughout the stages of my life.

Ialso received assistance from the Hopewell

Mennonite Church, Kouts, Ind., where my fa-

ther served as pastor for 29 years while I was

growing up. These people cared genuinely for

my parents and our family in the midst of the

ups and downs of pastoral ministry. They pro-

vided friendship, support, and spiritual guid-

ance. They were my Sunday school teachers,

Bible school teachers, and MYF sponsors.

As I matured, I began to realize that their

questions as to whether I would follow in my
father's footsteps came not because my father

was a pastor. The question was asked because

of the gifts they saw in me. This was never more

real to me than when, as a young college stu-

dent, the elders asked me to preach on a Sun-

day morning. If they had not repeatedly asked

that question, I might never have given the an-

swer serious consideration.

The environment and professors of Hesston

College also played a major role in my journey

toward pastoral ministry. Teachers such as Mar-

John speaks

to his congre-

gation, Emma
Mennonite.



J have not taken this journey alone.

Along the way there have been many
who have assisted me as I have accepted
my call from God to be a minister.

John with his

father, John
F. Murray
(right), and
his son, John
Nathan (left).

ion Bontrager and John Lederach encouraged
me to develop and use the gifts that they identi-

fied and nurtured in me. The supervised minis-

try experience, which they arranged for me at

the Hesston United Methodist Church, was an
important experience of testing, growth, and af-

firmation. The campus was a safe setting to be
able to say, "I think I may be called to pastoral

ministry." Continuing study at Goshen College

and Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
gave me additional tools to undertake the jour-

ney toward ministry.

A most significant assistant along this journey

has been my wife, Krista. When we met, I had al-

ready begun to consider the call. Her gifts, sup-

port, critique, and ability to be herself rather

than my shadow have enriched my life and my
ministry. My marriage to Krista has not only pro-

vided to me a loving spouse, but it has also

united me with another very supportive ex-

tended family.

The journey continued when I took a wood-
working job in the Wakarusa, Ind., community,
and began attending the Holdeman Mennonite
Church. We were there a few months when the

congregation asked if I would consider serving

part time on a pastoral team under the leader-

ship of Russell Krabill. I learned much from
Russell's seasoned experience and wisdom. And
we developed many supportive friends.

Most important, the congregation saw my pres-

ence as an opportunity for them to "grow a pas-

tor." Their loving and unselfish attitude toward

nurturing me in my calling was meaningfully ex-

pressed by one of the elders, Dale Kaser. He
spoke these words at my ordination at the

Emma Mennonite Church shortly after we
moved there from Holdeman: "We at Holdeman
present to the Lord and to the Emma Church
the firstfruits of our harvest."

Emma Mennonite Church, where I presently

serve as pastor, has also been an irreplaceable

assistant. They are a courageous congregation,

demonstrating great faith in God by calling a 26-

year-old to serve as their pastor. They are a sen-

sitive and caring congregation who freely ex-

press their concern for me, one another, and the

community in which we live and worship.

Exploring the call to pastoral ministry has
not always been easy or joyful. The way
has not always been clear.The frustra-

tions of pastoral ministry are still very much
present in my day-to-day work. At times after a

long day, a late meeting, or an inconvenient

phone call I say to Krista, "I wish I was still a

woodworker." But in my growing maturity, I

know that woodworkers have their frustrations

as well. I have also learned that along with the

frustrations, pastoral ministry has rewards and
joys that can never be fully expressed.

The reward of seeing young adults raise their

hands in commitment to Christ after an invita-

tion is unexpressible. Equally unexpressible is

the reward of seeing the front of the church
crowded with couples desiring to renew their

marriage covenant. They gathered in response to

a sermon on the importance of nurturing the

marriage relationship.

Add to those experiences the privilege of walk-

ing with people in the most sacred parts of their

lives: marriage, birth, illness, and death. Add
also the opportunity to see firsthand God bring

healing to the deep wounds people experience in

life. Then observe as they offer the scars of their

healed wounds as hope to others who are

wounded.
Yes, there are frustrations. There are also

many great rewards. I continue on the journey of

pastoral ministry with a deep sense of awe and
wonder. My heart is filled with gratitude to

God—and to all those assistants whom God has

used and is using to encourage me along the way.

John C. Murray is pastor of the Emma Mennonite
Church, Topeka, Ind. He also currently serves as

moderator of Indiana-Michigan Conference.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Graham travels to North Korea,

says United States not Christian

Billy Graham discounted the idea the

United States is a Christian nation in

comments during a historic, five-day visit

to North Korea.

Graham was the first evangelist invited

to preach in the Asian nation since the

division of the Korean peninsula in 1945.

Speaking to 400 students at Kim II Sung

University, Graham called the United

States "a pluralistic country" in which

committed Christians "would be in a mi-

nority."

At the same time, he noted that Chris-

tians were leaders in the battle against

slavery in the 19th century and the civil

rights movement in the 20th century.

Earlier, the 73-year-old evangelist

called for "trust and friendship" between

his homeland and North Korea and said

he hoped the two Koreas would "soon be

reunited peacefully." (RNS, NIRR)

Baptists, Catholics join forces

in legal battle against abortion

Leaders of the two largest US. religious

groups have called on the Supreme Court

to end abortion on demand.

In a friend-of-the-court brief, Roman
Catholic and Southern Baptist leaders

asked the justices to uphold a Pennsylva-

nia law restricting abortion and to over-

turn the 1973 Roe v. Wade abortion ruling.

The brief remarks the first time Catholics

and Southern Baptists have joined forces

in a legal battle.

"Obviously we have strong differences

on various theological matters," said

Southern Baptist official James A. Smith.

"But we're willing to cooperate ... on this

fundamental moral issue." (RNS)

Orthodox leaders object to growth

of other groups in eastern Europe
Leaders of the world's 300 million Or-

thodox Christians condemned prosely-

tizing by both Catholics and Protestants

in largely Orthodox parts of eastern Eu-

rope.

It is unacceptable to view such areas as

mission territories "since in these coun-

tries the gospel has already been
preached for many centuries," leaders

from 14 Orthodox groups said.

The comments came in a statement at

the end of an unprecedented summit in

Istanbul.

Meanwhile, the leaders announced sus-

pension of a decades-long dialogue with

the Vatican, until problems are resolved

about the growing number of Eastern Rite

Catholics in lands the Orthodox claim.

Eastern Rite practices resemble those

of the Orthodox, but Eastern Catholics

recognize the pope's authority. (NIRR)

Hero worship distorts history

and divides blacks, scholar says

Excessive loyalty to Martin Luther King

Jr., and Malcolm X has caused an un-

healthy competition in the African-Amer-

ican community, a leading scholar told a

conference on "The Black Church in

America."

According to James Cone of Union

Theological Seminary in New York,

"these cult worshipers have exaggerated

the differences [between the two men] and

succeeded in misrepresenting their signif-

icance."

Despite differences of religion, geogra-

phy, and tactics, Cone said, King and

Malcolm were fighting for essentially the

same goal—recognition and respect for

African-Americans. (RNS)

Dispute on homosexuality leads

to transfer of Canadian churches

The Reformed Church in America

(RCA) has been picking up refugee con-

gregations from the United Church of

Canada.

The RCA has welcomed some 14 former

United Church congregations in recent

weeks. These congregations reportedly

left the United Church because of dis-

agreement with its position on homosex-

uality.

The Reformed group has some 960

congregations in the United States and

Canada. In 1990, the group voted by a

wide margin to reaffirm its statement

opposing homosexual practice.

(NIRR)

Prayer movement could spark

religious revival, expert says

An increase in prayer groups in recent

years could lead to a Christian religious

revival in North America before the end

of the 1990s.

That's the assessment of church growth

expert C. Peter Wagner of Charlotte, N.C.

"There's a prayer movement sweeping

[the United States] today that goes far

beyond anything in human memory,"

Wagner said.

Wagner defined revival as "an extraor-

dinary outpouring of the power of God"

that results in individual conversions and

"the spread of the values of the kingdom

of God throughout society."

(RNS)

Malawi government backs down
from execution threat to bishops

The government of Malawi has appar-

ently lifted a threat to execute the

country's eight Roman Catholic bishops.

According to an Africa expert at the

U.S. Catholic Conference, the bishops are

once again "free to go about their regular

business."

The crisis was touched off by a pastoral

letter, in which the bishops criticized the

government of President-for-Life Hastings

Banda.

Banda has been in power since Malawi

won independence from Britain in 1964.

(RNS)

Methodist evangelicals call

for denominational action

A group of prominent United Methodist

evangelicals has issued a statement call-

ing on the church to uphold "Christian

sexual morality" and affirm that a "per-

sonal decision to accept Jesus" is essen-

tial for salvation.

The statement, which specifically con-

demns homosexuality, includes a seven-

point "call to action" for delegates to the

denomination's General Conference.

The document is intended as a blue-

print to help stem what evangelicals see

as a rising tide of liberalism in the 8.9

million-member denomination.

(RNS)

Hartford archbishop drops

purchase of house in suburbs

The Roman Catholic archbishop of

Hartford, Conn., has decided against buy-

ing a $430,000 suburban house with an

in-ground swimming pool.

The proposed purchase had drawn wide

criticism.

In a written statement, Archbishop

Daniel A. Cronin said the controversy had

been "a distraction for many of us from

addressing the serious issues facing the

people of our archdiocese." (RNS)

Catholic priests switching

to posts in Episcopal Church
Increasing numbers of U.S. priests have

been moving between the Episcopal

church and the Roman Catholic Church

in recent years.

Some 300 Catholic clerics have joined

the Episcopal priesthood since 1970.

A much smaller number of married

Episcopal priests have been accepted as

Catholic priests since 1981, when the

practice was approved by the Vatican.

(RNS)
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MC, GC mission leaders meet
in New York on urban ministry

New York (MBM/GCMC)—The church
tends to be exclusive and is captive to

rural ideas, keynote speaker Paul
Johansson said at a meeting on urban
ministry.

Some 60 people from the Mennonite
Church (MC) and General Conference
Mennonite Church (GC) took part in the

four-day event, which was held at the New
York School of Urban Ministry
(NYSUM).
Participants included conference mis-

sion leaders, staff from mission agencies,

and representatives of church schools.

The keynote address followed a wel-

come by John Smucker, dean of NYSUM
and a pastor in New York.

Johansson, who is president of the

school, urged participants "not to make
any plans this week that will exclude

people.

"We should never get to the place where
we legitimize our organizations when they
exclude people," he told the group.

"Lord, move us from the fear of catch-

ing things"—such as disease
—

"to the joy

of giving things," Johansson said in a

prayer.

These words provided a focus for par-

ticipants, as they alternated between
business meetings and worship. At times,

prayer and the sharing of personal stories

of joy and pain seemed to overshadow the

business agenda.

In one session, representatives of the

Evangelism and Church Development of-

fice of Mennonite Board of Missions
(MBM) and the Home Ministries office of

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions
offered each other forgiveness.

They expressed mutual regret for past
suspicion and alienation between their

departments.

During the business sessions, the group
heard plans for an urban Anabaptist gath-

ering in Chicago on July 17-19.

The meeting will precede the triennial

meeting of the General Conference Men-
nonite Church in Sioux Falls, S.D.

In addition, Alice Roth reported on the

progress of MC-GC integration discus-

sions. Roth is MBM vice-president for

overseas ministries and a member of the

joint integration committee.

Along with attending the meeting, many
participants got acquainted with churches
and ministries in New York.

More than a dozen people accompanied
a team from NYSUM on a late-night trip

to deliver blankets and food to homeless
people.

A handful of participants went further,

Michael Banks, pastor ofBurnside Menno-
nite Church in Bronx, N. Y., addresses the

urban ministry conference. Banks spoke on
the topic "Empowered by Prayer in a Vio-

lent Society.

"

joining MBM voluntary service worker
Clarke Bell in sleeping on the street with

homeless people.

In addition, participants visited some of

the 19 Mennonite churches in the city.

One person compared the cultural and
ethnic diversity of the congregations to

John's vision in Revelation 12.

"This is the church as it is going to be,"

the visitor said.

—Stanley Green

Negotiations bring end
to uprising in Nicaragua
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—An uprising by in-

digenous people on Nicaragua's Atlantic

coast has been resolved through negotia-

tions, Elizabeth McMeekin and Phil

Moses reported.

A disarmament ceremony took place on
April 2, according to the married couple,

who are workers with Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC).
But serious grievances remain, Mc-

Meekin and Moses said.

On Feb. 17, Miskito fighters coordinat-

ed armed actions in the towns of Mani-
watla, Santa Marta, Sisin, Puerto Cabe-
zas, and Waspam, where the couple live

and work. (See Gospel Herald, April 21,

1992.)

In Waspam, fighters occupied the town
hall and police station. A policeman was
killed.

The situation remained tense for a num-
ber of days. Many people fled their

homes, and the Christian health agency
with which Moses and McMeekin serve

opened its house as a sanctuary.

Moses left Waspam on Feb. 21, when it

appeared he would not be able to do his

health education work.

McMeekin was in the capital, Managua,
at the time the uprising began.
In late February, however, nongovern-

mental agencies received assurances from
the rebels and from the Nicaraguan gov-

ernment that their work would be re-

spected.

The disarmament ceremony followed

month-long negotiations involving repre-

sentatives of the Moravian Church and
the Christian development agency
CEPAD, as well as the fighters and the

Nicaraguan government.

Some 250 men turned in their guns.

However, anger against the central gov-

ernment continues to run deep, Moses
said.

The uprising was organized by Yatama
forces, who took up arms against the

former Sandinista government in

Nicaragua's decade-long civil war.

But the February uprising shows
discontent with the more conservative

UNO coalition, which came to power in

1990 elections.

According to Moses, the Sandinistas

had begun a process to give more auton-

omy to the Atlantic Coast.

Since the new government took over,

however, the process has been paralyzed

and resources for the area have been cut

drastically.

In addition, people in the northeast part

of the country have suffered dis-

proportionately from Nicaragua's difficult

economic situation.

Unemployment for the regions remains
"around 70 to 90 percent, depending on
who you ask," Moses said.

The February uprising follows a smaller

incident this past December. Moses be-

lieves further violence is possible if the

government does not follow through on
agreements to provide more resources for

development.

Unrest on the Atlantic Coast is only one
sign of the deep differences that remain
in Nicaragua, Moses said.

On the Pacific side of the country,

former contras and former Sandinista sol-

diers have carried out armed uprisings,

protesting the government's failed prom-
ises of development assistance, jobs, and
land.

The government claims it lacks the

resources to meet all the demands, and
little international assistance is available

to the poorest sectors of society.

The United States sent money during

the war, some Yatama fighters told

Moses, "but now the money has dried up
when it is needed for peace."
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Seniors play major role

in MCC Appalachia work
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—"Even though I am

formally retired from the teaching profes-

sion, I don't have to twiddle my thumbs,"

Bill Voth says.

"There's still lots of work to do, and it's

appreciated."

Voth, a volunteer in Hindman, Ky., is

one of five senior citizens now working in

the Appalachia program of Mennonite

Central Committee (MCC).

They can be found driving through hol-

lers and clambering up hills to meet with

their students.

Nearly half the adults in the area are

high school dropouts. Many cannot read.

Challenges abound here for energetic

senior volunteers. Indeed, one-third of

MCC Appalachia's volunteers are senior

citizens, according to Dawn Yoder Harms,

who coordinates the program with her

husband, Doug.

Local agencies that MCC works with

are eager to place more retired persons,

she said.

"They see the wisdom and maturity and

experience," she explains. In addition,

"here in Appalachia an older person has

more credibility and is automatically

given respect."

As a young married couple, Bill and

Betty Voth served in India.

"It was a difficult assignment," Betty

recalls. "But [it] was so rewarding that we

always kept in our minds that we wanted

to retire early enough that we could do it

again."

In 1990, these parents of three grown

children and grandparents of five left

Sardis, B.C., to teach in Appalachia.

Although Betty had taught before rais-

ing her family, she felt insecure returning

to the field after such a long time.

"I was scared stiff," the tall, dignified

woman states frankly.

She says she was particularly nervous

about teaching math—which she says she

had not looked at for 40 years—and about

driving the narrow mountain roads.

Now, after tutoring 85 students in the

past year alone, math is her favorite sub-

ject and the winding roads don't give "an

inch of fear."

Bill Voth acknowledges that being a

volunteer is "not all roses and bouquets."

He and Betty face frustrations such as not

finding students at home and seeing some

participants drop out of the program.

Nevertheless, "it's been really good for

me to stretch beyond my comfort zone,"

Betty says. The satisfaction she and Bill

have gained as adult teachers "goes far

beyond anything we have put into it."

Five years ago, Emily Appleby Grizzard

learned she had lymphoma, cancer of the

lymph nodes.

Sixty years old at the time, she retired

from a career in the U.S. Foreign Service,

having served as ambassador's secretary

at embassies in Africa, Europe, and Cen-

tral and South America.

Grizzard relocated from Guatemala

City to Ben Lomond, Calif., close to a

daughter and grandchildren. For two

years, she underwent cancer treatments,

feeling too weak to take part in outside

activities.

When she began to feel stronger, she

discovered she had lost her self-confi-

dence. But Grizzard, a member of the

Carlisle (Pa.) Friends Meeting, looked

into volunteer work and learned about

MCC.
In 1990, she moved to Harlan, Ky., to

coordinate a tutoring program.

"My confidence was built back up be-

cause I've been able to handle the sched-

ule," she says.

Not only has she handled her assign-

ment, she's thrived in it. She has become

actively involved in her community's se-

nior citizens group.

In addition, she writes a weekly column

for the Harlan Daily Enterprise and has

penned several reflections about Appala-

chia for the Lexington (Ky.) Herald

Leader.

Voluntary service is ideal for retired

people, Grizzard says. "It gives us a

chance to continue to feel useful."

—Emily Will

Russian church sends
money to Bangladesh

Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)— Life is difficult

in the former Soviet Union.

But a Mennonite church in Neudachino,

Siberia, has decided to help people even

worse off by donating to Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee (MCC).

The unusual donation occurred in

March, when Mary Raber and Eric

Rempel visited to talk about ways MCC
could provide assistance.

Raber is MCC secretary for the former

Soviet Union, and Rempel is a develop-

ment consultant from Niverville, Man.

After Rempel preached in the small

(20-family) Kirchliche Mennonite congre-

gation, he was asked to talk about life in

Bangladesh, a country he had recently

visited.

The next day the church gave him and

Raber 2,000 rubles for MCC work in

Bangladesh.

"It's only around $20 at current, very

low exchange rates," Rempel said. "But

it's a month's wages for people in that

church."

Rempel called the experience "hum-

bling. Here we were, coming to talk to

them about ways we could help them, and

they wanted to help others."
MCC Appalachia's senior volunteers—Guyla Burhans (left), Emily Appleby Grizzard, Lois

Shank, and Betty and Bill Voth.
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Fernando Sandoval

Salvador native heads
program for refugees
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Luis Fernando

Sandoval fled El Salvador's civil war in

1984, eventually becoming a Canadian
citizen.

This past August, he left his construc-

tion job in Kitchener, Ont., to work with

other refugees from Central America.
Sandoval is coordinator of a Lancaster,

Pa., program called LINCARA (the Lan-
caster Inter-Religious Network for Cen-
tral American Refugee Action).

LINCARA provides refugees with legal

passage across the United States to Can-
ada, where they can apply for citizenship.

Peace accords in El Salvador may re-

duce the number of refugees from that

country—though Sandoval is skeptical.

But refugee flight continues unabated
from elsewhere in Central America, he
said.

Hondurans flee political and land dis-

putes, Sandoval said. "It's getting very

bad, with a lot of persecution of union
workers."

Guatemalans come because of violence

and land grabs by the military, he said.

LINCARA provides transportation,

documents, and money for refugees.

Most of the money is needed to pay
bond for refugees held at Texas detention

centers by the U.S. Immigration and Nat-

uralization Service (INS), Sandoval said.

This may cost anywhere from $500 to

$5,000. Churches and private contributors

loan bond money to LINCARA.
Currently the organization has $11,000

tied up in the bond process. Eventually

the money is returned, but "every year it's

harder to get the money back from the

INS," Sandoval said.

LINCARA gets "a lot of help from the

Lancaster community," according to

Sandoval.

Cash contributions help pay for

refugees' bus tickets from Texas to Penn-
sylvania. Clothing donations come from
churches and individuals.

In addition, local professionals have
provided free medical, dental, and opto-

metric services.

At first refugees often do not trust

Sandoval, he said. "They fear I may be
working for an organization back there

and their family could be in danger."

New arrivals in Lancaster are on the

lookout for INS trucks picking people up,

which they must avoid in California or

Texas.

"It's difficult for them to understand
that they have some freedom here,"

Sandoval observed.

Refugees stay in the Lancaster area for

three to six weeks. During that time, they
must go to the Canadian border at Buf-

falo, N.Y., for an interview and again for

a hearing with Canadian authorities.

Eventually, they go to Canada to stay.

Sandoval stays in touch with people he
has helped across the border. Most take

English classes at churches or public

schools for four to six months, then find

jobs.

But employment is harder to find now
because of the recession, he said.

Older people often hope to return to

their home countries some day, Sandoval
said. But most of the younger refugees do
not.

Sandoval counts himself among the lat-

ter group.

"I have nothing back there in El Salva-

dor," he said. "For me now, Kitchener-

Waterloo feels like home."

Aviator family leaves
Suriname for Ecuador
Elkhart, Ind. (MEM)—Imagine flying

over dangerous country, landing on short

grass runways, and helping to bring the

gospel to isolated villages.

Max Beachy did it for seven years as a

traveling aircraft mechanic with Mission
Aviation Fellowship (MAF) in Suriname.
His wife, Pauline, kept in touch by radio

as Max flew to remote corners of this

South American nation.

The Beachys are overseas mission
associates with Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions. They and their three children are

currently on leave in New Bedford, Ohio,

but will begin a new MAF assignment in

June in Ecuador.

In Suriname, the majority of Max's
flights involved taking medical personnel,

patients, or supplies between the capital

of Paramaribo and villages in the interior.

The furthest village was two hours away
by air.

"The only other way," Pauline ex-

plained, "would be a trip of several weeks
by boat on rivers."

MAF has operated in Suriname since

the early 1960s. However, rebel activity in

the central part of the country reduced
the number of flights in the late 1980s.

"I found it hard not to fly, knowing that

people needed our services," Max said.

"It was frustrating knowing that some
people died as a result."

According to Beachys, the church is

growing among Suriname's aboriginal

people.

"Indigenous church leadership is in

place," Pauline said. "Missionaries are

slowly turning over leadership positions

to the Native Americans and providing

training."

Native leaders plan an annual weekend
conference in one of the villages. At the

most recent meeting, Pauline was thrilled

to hear and see simultaneous translation

of the presentations into three indigenous
languages.

The gospel has taken root much more
slowly among the nation's 50,000 Bush
people, who are descendants of African

slaves.

The Bush people live in central Sur-

iname. Moravian missionaries arrived

more than 250 years ago, but Christians

number only about several hundred.
"They are hard to reach," Max said.

"Some have become Christians after mov-
ing to Paramaribo. Some of those Chris-

tians are being trained to return to their

villages to share the gospel."

Pauline and the children left Suriname
last June, although Max spent Septem-
ber, October, and November there, train-

ing a new MAF pilot.

This coming summer, they will move to

Shell, Ecuador. This town was the mission

base for Jim Elliott, Nate Saint, and three

other missionaries who were killed by
members of Auca tribe in 1956.

A native of Millersburg, Ohio, Max
worked as an aircraft mechanic for several

firms before beginning the MAF assign-

ment.

Pauline is originally from Lodi, Ohio.

Before going to Suriname, she worked as

a nurse and nursing supervisor at several

hospitals.

The Beachys are members of Walnut
Creek Mennonite Church in Holmes
County, Ohio.
—Phil Richard
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• Zaire prices soar. Social un-

rest has caused massive infla-

tion in Zaire and devastated the

nation's economy. How much
does it cost to eat? Prices con-

tinue to fluctuate, but mission

workers from the General Con-

ference Mennonite Church say

milk powder can cost $26.65

(U.S.) for five pounds. Typical

prices for other items include:

cauliflower, $4 a pound; cheese,

$10 a pound; corn flakes, $7.95

a box; and eggs, $6 a dozen.

• Atwood starts. Tim Atwood

has been installed as pastor of

North Leo Mennonite Church,

Leo, Ind. He is believed to be

the first African-American pas-

tor of an all-white Mennonite

congregation in North America.

Atwood served previously as

pastor of Ninth Street Menno-

nite Church, Saginaw, Mich.

• Quiz meet held. Some 350

young people and sponsors took

part in a Bible quizzing tourna-

ment at Kidron, Ohio, on April

3. Some 45 teams participated,

including 17 from the Lancaster,

Pa., area and 15 from northwest-

ern Ohio. Matches were held

simultaneously at five different

locations, with team members
answering questions on the Gos-

pel of Mark. The Sandy Hill I

team from Coatesville, Pa., won
first place, edging a team from

Rockville Mennonite Church

near Honey Brook, Pa.
—Celia Lehman

• Students to China. Some 23

students from Rockway Menno-

nite Collegiate, Kitchener, Ont,

will spend six weeks studying

and traveling in the People's

Republic of China. The May
18-June 25 trip is part of an

exchange program between
Rockway and Sichuan Agricul-

tural University. Teachers Roy
Stephenson and Gail Schellenberg

will lead the Rockway group.

• Navajo program airs. A Men-
nonite radio ministry has be-

come the longest-running pro-

gram in the Navajo language.

The Navajo Gospel Hour was

begun by Mennonite Board of

Missions (MBM) worker Stan-

—

Gleysteen advisers meet. Union, Mich.—Members of the

advisory group to Anabaptist heritage speaker Jan Gleysteen

share a meal during a March 27-28 meeting. Gleysteen

reported that he is giving increased attention to "new

Mennonites" in emerging congregations. As he travels, he also

recommends Mennonite books and periodicals for individual

and congregational use. The advisory group encouraged him

to take this a step further, by developing packages of books

for use in both emerging and established congregations.

—Leonard Gross

ley Weaver in 1956. Naswood
Burbank of Phoenix and his

brother Peter, from Waterless

Mesa, Ariz., are the speakers.

MBM Media Ministries contrib-

utes $3,000 and consultation ser-

vices to the sponsor of the pro-

gram, Southwest Native

American Mennonite Minis-

tries.

• Editors named. Four Goshen

(Ind.) College students have

been appointed to head student

publications. Eric R. Kurtz of

Elkhart, Ind., will edit the news-

paper, Record, during the first

two spring terms. Ann M. Gar-

ber of Scottdale, Pa., will edit

the paper during the fall 1992

trimester, while Susan L.

Hochstedler of Kalona, Iowa,

will serve as editor for winter

1993. Jeanne I. Yordy of Lyons,

111., will head the staff of the

yearbook. Maple Leaf, for the

1992-93 school year.

• Broadcasters set. Four stu-

dents have been named to head

1992-93 broadcast programs at

Goshen (Ind.) College. Matthew
J. Smith of Goshen and Angela

D. Richard of Wayland, Iowa,

will split the position of manager

of the college radio station,

WGCS. Paul Housholder of

Woodstock, India, will be the

producer of GC Journal, a bi-

weekly video news program.

Brian Hook of Hesston, Kan.,

will be the program's managing

editor.

• Coming events:

Mental health fair and open house,

Philhaven Hospital, Mt. Gretna,

Pa., May 17. Activities will in-

clude seminars, blood pressure

checks, and displays. The event

is part of the celebration of

Philhaven's 40th anniversary-

More information from the hos-

pital at 717 273-8871.

Alumni banquet, Academia
Menonita Betania, Aibonito,

Puerto Rico, June 6. The event

will honor the school's founders

and first teachers, Beulah Gon-

zalez and Clara Springer. For-

mer students, teachers, and vol-

unteers are invited. The
reservation deadline is May 15.

More information from Betania

at Box 2007, Aibonito, PR 00705,

phone 809 857-3513; or from Es-

ther Graber at 809 735-3177.

• New books:
Inquiries by Jeff Gundy. The book

is a collection of 26 serious and

humorous poems on a wide va-

riety of subjects. It is published

by Bottom Dog Press, c/o Fire-

lands College, Huron, OH 44839.

• Job openings:
Admissions counselor, Goshen Col-

lege, Goshen, Ind. Position be-

gins July 1, 1992. Primary duties

include representing the college

among prospective students and

their parents, and communicat-

ing with prospective students.

Qualifications include a commit-

ment to Goshen College's mis-

sion, writing and speaking skills,

willingness to travel, a

bachelor's degree, and, prefera-

bly, related experience. Send

letter of application and resume,

including three references, to

Marty Lehman Hooley, director

of admissions, Goshen College,

Goshen, IN 46526. Application

deadline is May 15.

Caregivers. Single individuals or

married couples needed to share

life in Merimna Homes with per-

sons who are developmentally

disabled. Receive private room,

board, small allowance, and one-

half of your health insurance.

Each caregiver is free to work

outside the home or attend

school. Contact Darrel Hostetler

at Mennonite Disabilities Com-
mittee, PO Box 948, Goshen, IN

46526; phone 219 533-9720.

Director offood services, Camp He-

bron, Halifax, Pa. Full-time po-

sition available immediately.

Position requires skills in menu
planning, food and equipment

purchasing, budgeting, and in-

ventory control. Also supervi-

sion of staff for three kitch-

ens/dining facilities during

summer months and two facili-

ties from September to May.

Send resume to Jerry A. Miller,

957 Camp Hebron Rd., Halifax,

PA 17032; phone 717 896-3441.

Director of human resources, Lan-

dis Homes, Lititz, Pa. Landis

Homes, a continuing care retire-

ment facility sponsored by Lan-

caster Mennonite Conference, is

seeking an individual with initia-

tive and motivation to plan and

carry out all phases of personnel

activity. The position includes

other general administration as-

signments. Applicants should

provide evidence of strong plan-

ning and organizing skills, as

well as experience in effective

and sensitive communication.

Knowledge of personnel admin-

istration is preferred, along with

a genuine commitment to the

organization. Send resume and

salary history in confidence to:

Administrator, Landis Homes
Retirement Community, 1001 E.

Oregon Rd., Lititz, PA 17543.
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Full-time chaplain, Dock Woods
Community, Inc., Lansdale, Pa.
The community is operated by
Franconia Mennonite Confer-
ence. The chaplain would be
responsible for providing spiri-

tual and emotional guidance to

residents of the retirement com-
munity. Position available July

1, 1992. Send resume to Janet
Landes, assistant administrator,

275 Dock Dr., Lansdale, PA
19446; phone 215 362-5757.

News writer-editor, Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions,
Salunga, Pa. Full-time position

available Sept. 1. Writing, edit-

ing, and word processing skills

are required; desktop publish-
ing skills are desired. Contact J.

Allen Brubaker, director of
church relations, PO Box 628,

Salunga, PA 17538-0628.

BIRTHS

Archer, Joe and Maria (Bender),

Fort Defiance, Va., Olivia Eve
(first child), Jan. 21.

Bauman, Darrell and Kim
(Brubacher), Elmira, Ont.,
Jenna Veronica (second child),

March 24.

Beachy, Kenton and Rhonda
(Yutzy), Columbus, Ohio, Su-
sanna Joy (first child), March 28.

Beck, Randy and Peggy (Es-

penshade), Tucson, Ariz., James
Lewis (first child), March 18.

Beckler, Rich and Rachel (Erb),

Richmond, Va., Laura Elizabeth
(third child), Jan. 7.

Bondesen, Kevin and Trudy
(Schrock), Richmond, Va., Mi-
chelle Victoria (first child), Jan. 23.

Detweiler, Mark and Sandra
(Derstine), Telford, Pa., Devon
Chandler (fourth child), April 5.

Finn, John and Kate (Timmer-
mann), Seattle, Wash., Clare
Timmermann (first child),
March 30.

Gerth, Steve and Cheryl
(Bechtel), Kitchener, Ont.,
(twins) Kevin and Wayne (sec-

ond and third children), March
5, 1991.

Hess, Dale E. and Ursula (Hil-

bert), Niamey, Niger, West Af-
rica, Karsten Adrian (third

child), March 31.

Hoover, Glen and Rachel (Hahn),
Goshen, Ind., Lloyd Alan (first

child), March 26.

Howe, Brian and Leslie (Murray),

Cambridge, Ont., Scott Ray-
mond (second child), Sept. 12,

1991.

Kauffman, Joe and Beverly
(Graybill), Richfield, Pa., Emily
Sue (second child), March 10.

Maust, Rene and Mafra
(Swartzendruber), Goshen, Ind.,

Valerie Jean (third child), April 1.

Mullet, Tony and Annelle
(Miller), Berlin, Ohio, Michaela
Rae (first child), April 4.

Nyce, Doug and Dawn (Mumaw),
Waynesboro, Va., Krista Mi-
chelle (second child), March 27.

Rice, Henry and Darla (Swartley),

Dublin, Pa., Andrew Tyler (sec-

ond child), Jan. 23.

Saner, John and Donna (Glick),

Mifflin, Pa., Brett Michael (sec-

ond child), March 18.

Sautter, Ron and Grace
(Hochstetler), Bourbon, Ind.,

Charity Gail (second child), Nov.
14, 1991.

Snodgrass, Scott and Tami (Wal-

ters), Nappanee, Ind., Brandon
Scott (second child), Jan. 20.

Stroup, Tom and Shelly
(Hostetler), Millersburg, Ind.,

Stephanie Jill (second child),

March 9.

Stutzman, Clayton and Pam
(Schrock), Sarasota, Fla., Luke
Andrew (third child), March 10.

Swartley, Arden and Melissa
(Schantz), Perkasie, Pa., Craig
Nathaniel (second child), Dec.
21, 1991.

Troyer, Randy and Brenda
(Krappes), Tucson, Ariz., Aaron
Scott (third child), March 4.

Ward, Terry and Maria, Gilbert,

Ariz., Langston Delaney (second
child), March 3.

Weaver, Rodger and Beverly
(Guy), Hesston, Kan., Lauren
Brittney (first child), Feb. 29.

MARRIAGES

Anglin-Lederman: Craig Anglin,

Lakeland, Fla. (Baptist), and
Amy Lederman, Sarasota, Fla.

(Bay Shore), April 4, by Howard
S. Schmitt.

Brubaker-Savitts: Kelvin
Brubaker, McAlisterville, Pa.

(Lost Creek), and Rebecca
Savitts, Milroy, Pa., April 4, by
Roy L. Brubaker.

Detwiler-Derr: Kerry Detwiler,

Telford, Pa. (Souderton), and
Norleen Derr, Lansdale, Pa.
(Souderton), April 4, by Gerry
Clemmer.

Hartzler-Stutzman: Mike
Hartzler, Marshallville, Ohio
(Martins), and Sharon
Stutzman, Orrville, Ohio (Oak
Grove), March 28, by Paul
Smucker.

Martin-Traver: Henry Martin,
Cambridge, Ont. (Wanner), and
Sally Traver, Cambridge, Ont.,

Nov. 2, 1991, by Eric Hiebert
Rempel.

Schultz-Tammeorg: Bruce
Schultz and Janice Tammeorg,
Innerkip, Ont. (Wanner), Aug.
14, 1991, by Eric Hiebert
Rempel.

Tracey-Brandenburg: Richard
Tracey, Mishawaka, Ind., and
Michelle Brandenburg,
Mishawaka, Ind. (Kern Road),
April 4, by Janice and Dave
Sutter.

Yoder-Christner: Rob Yoder,
Shipshewana, Ind. (Emma), and
Juanita Christner, Ship-
shewana, Ind. (Emma), March
21, by John C. Murray.

DEATHS

Baker, Iva A. (Lichty), 76. Born:
Nov. 27, 1914, North Woolwich,
Ont., to Benjamin and Sarah
Lichty. Died: Aug. 23, 1991,

Kitchener, Ont. Survivors—hus-
band: Arthur Baker; children:

Ken, Murray, Eleanor, Donald,
Harold; 15 grandchildren. Fu-
neral and burial: Aug. 25, Wanner
Mennonite Church, by Paul Mar-
tin and Eric Hiebert Rempel.

Bender, Kenneth Richard, 56.

Born: March 14, 1935, New
Hamburg, Ont, to Christian and
Lydia (Roth) Bender. Died: Au-
gust 14, 1991. Survivors—wife:
Anna Schwartzentruber Bender;
children: Anthony, Richard,
Faye; foster sister: Florence. Fu-
neral: Aug. 18, Preston Menno-
nite Church, by Eric Hiebert
Rempel and Ralph Lebold.
Burial: Wanner Mennonite Cem-
etery.

Bender, Richard Brent, 27, To-
ronto, Ont. Born: May 14, 1964,

Kitchener, Ont., to Ken and
Anna (Schwartzentruber)
Bender. Died: Jan. 3, 1992,

Kitchener, Ont. Survivors

—

brother and sister: Anthony,
Faye. Funeral and burial: Jan. 6,

Wanner Mennonite Church, by
Ken Bechtel and Eric Hiebert
Rempel.

Birkey, Ruth Mae (Oyer), 72,

Foosland, 111. Born: March 16,

1920, Foosland, 111., to Joseph
and Bertha (Zimmerman) Oyer.
Died: April 5, 1992, Paxton, 111.,

of cancer. Survivors—husband:
Raymond J. Birkey; children:

Larry, Sharon Birkey; brothers
and sisters: Walter, Elmer, Les-
lie, and Merle Oyer, Ruby
Birkey, Dorothy Parsons. Fu-
neral and burial: April 8, East
Bend Mennonite Church, by
Millard Osborne.

Bontrager, Erma L., 76, Mid-
dlebury, Ind. Born: July 30,

1915, Lagrange, Ind., to Daniel

J. and Lydia (Christner) Eash.
Died: March 29, 1992, Elkhart,
Ind. Survivors— husband:
Tobias E. Bontrager; children:

Merle, Sharon Kennell, Julianna
Bender; brother and sisters:

Alva Eash, Alma Miller, Wilma
Miller. Funeral: April 1, New
Life Christian Center, by Del-
bert Miller, Ted Eash, and Nate
Slabach. Burial: Griner Ceme-
tery.

Edie, Caitlin Marie, Wauseon,
Ohio. Born: March 31, 1992, To-
ledo, Ohio, to Paul and Cathy
(Rupp) Edie. Died: March 31,

1992, premature birth. Parents'
congregational membership,
Tedrow Mennonite Church.
Graveside service: April 4, by
Randall Nafziger. Burial:
Winameg Cemetery.

Gerber, Lloyd, 73. Born: Nov. 14,

1918, Wellesley Twp., Ont., to
Christian and Catherine
(Nafziger) Gerber. Died: March
27, 1992, Kitchener, Ont. Survi-

vors—wife: Frieda Lichty
Gerber; children: Dianne
Guider, Lyle Gerber, Delores
McMillan, Janice Belec, Lynne
Gerber; brothers and sisters:

Roy, Valentine, Clara Kuepfer,
Miriam Kuepfer, Emma Martin,
Katie Schellenburger; 8 grand-
children. Funeral: March 30,

Crosshill Mennonite Church, by
Roy Erb and Steve Gerber.
Burial: Maple View Mennonite
Cemetery.

Kidd, Patricia Hensley, 51,

Harrisonburg, Va. Born: Feb. 6,

1941, Huntingdon, W.Va., to

Cecil C. and Mildred H.
Hensley. Died: March 28, 1992,

Harrisonburg, Va., from multi-

ple sclerosis. Survivors—hus-
band: James E. Kidd, Jr.; chil-

dren: Lynn K. Suter, Wendy K.
Shank; 4 grandchildren. Fu-
neral: March 31, Harrisonburg
Mennonite Church, by Wayne
North and Sam Janzen. Burial:

Augusta Memorial Park.

Lare, Debra, 33, Pottstown, Pa.

Born: Oct. 24, 1958, to Thomas
and Lillian Lare. Died: March
15, 1992, Phoenixville, Pa., of

diabetes complications. Survi-

vors— brothers and sisters:

Francisco, Thomas, Jr., Bar-
bara, Marie, Bonnie. Funeral:

March 17, Pottstown Mennonite
Church, by Claude Good and
Elmer Kolb. Burial: Pottstown
Memorial Park.

Meinerding, Ray, 84, Grabill,

Ind. Born: Sept. 10, 1908, Celina,

Ohio. Died: March 19, 1992, Fort
Wayne, Ind. Survivors— chil-

dren: Ray, Jr., Gary L., Phyllis

J. Myers, Jean Lengacher, Bon-
nie Johnson; brothers and sis-
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ters: August, Henry, Andrew,

Carl, Rosella Fellers, Lucille

Fellers; 18 grandchildren, 14

great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Mary (wife). Funeral:

March 22, North Leo Mennonite

Church, by Harvey Hacker,

James Miller, Tim Atwood, and

Charles DeSanto. Burial: Yaggy

Cemetery.
Miller, Edith (Baumgartner),

82, Smithville, Ohio. Born: Sept.

8, 1909, North Lawrence, Ohio,

to Peter E. and Catherine (Mar-

tin) Baumgartner. Died: March

22, 1992, Smithville, Ohio. Sur-

vivor—husband: Lloyd Miller.

Funeral and burial: March 24,

Oak Grove Mennonite Church,

by Jim Schrag and Sharon

Speigle.

Miller, Wiltrude (Jones), 74.

Born: May 14, 1917, Paint Twp.,

to Clarence and Alma Jones.

Died: April 4, 1992. Survivors-

children: Myrtle Ely, Wayne,
Hilda Wolf, Leonard, Joyce

Pristas, Clarence, Retha
Thomas, Mark; sisters: Ade
Gertrude Barkley, Leona Ruth

Jones; 15 grandchildren, 5 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Freeman S. Miller (husband).

Funeral and burial: April 7,

Blough Mennonite Church, by

Richard Mininger.

Nice, Henry L., 100, Newport

News, Va. Born: June 19, 1891,

Roseland, Neb., to Jonas T. and

Rebecca (Long) Nice. Died:

April 2, 1992, Newport News,

Va. Survivors—children: Irene

Heatwole, Ruby Ziegler, Doro-

thy Blosser, Bertha Schaefer,

Louis B., HenryR., Daniel B.,

George J., Cecil H.; 37 grand-

children, 64 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Lulu A.

Jones Nice (wife). Funeral and

burial: April 4, Warwick River

Mennonite Church, by Jordon

Zook, George Brunk II, and Tru-

man H. Brunk.

Stuckey, Earl A., 81, Archbold,

Ohio. Born: April 18, 1910,

Stryker, Ohio, to Peter and Alice

(Goll) Stuckey. Died: March 30,

1992, Archbold, Ohio. Survi-

vors— wife: Opal Sauder
Stuckey; children: Robert, Pris-

cilla Stuckey-Kauffman; 3

grandchildren. Funeral: April 2,

Zion Mennonite Church, by Dee
Swartz. Burial: Pettisville Cem-
etery.

Ulrich, Clarence C, 76, Eureka,

111. Born: Oct. 23, 1915, Wood-
ford County, 111., to Chris and

Emma (Unzicker) Ulrich. Died:

March 24, 1992, Peoria, 111. Sur-

vivors—wife: Lillian Eigsti Ul-

rich; children: Leo, Norman,
Larry, Eldyth Christopher, Carol

Hammer; brothers and sisters:

Solomon, Ray, John, Nettie Zoss,

Velma Hostetler; 10 grandchil-

dren, 5 great-grandchildren. Fu-

neral: March 28, Metamora Men-
nonite Church, by Steve Ulrich

and Roger Hochstetler. Burial:

Roanoke Mennonite Cemetery.

Wilkins, Wilmer (Slim), 68.

Born: Aug. 23, 1923, Owen
Sound, Ont, to Jesse and Mary
Ellen (Hiltz) Wilkins. Died: Oct.

25, 1991, Cambridge, Ont. Sur-

vivors—wife: Jean Wilkins; chil-

dren: Barbara, Paul, John, Rick,

Carolyn; sister: Evelyn Kydd; 9

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Oct. 29, Wanner Menno-
nite Church, by Eric Hiebert

Rempel.

CALENDAR

Rocky Mountain Conference an-

nual assembly, Denver, May 1-3

Franconia Conference assembly,

Quakertown, Pa., May 2

Gulf States annual fellowship

meeting, Des Allemands, La.,

May 2-3

Mennonite Mutual Aid board and

committee meetings, Goshen,

Ind., May 7-8

Mennonite Board of Education

meeting, Elkhart, Ind., May 8-9

Office '92, Laurelville Mennonite

Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa., May 14-16

Hispanic Convention executive

meeting, Goshen, Irid., May 14-17

Eastern Mennonite Seminary
commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., May 16

Conference on "The Church His-

torian as Interpreter," Goshen
College, Goshen, Ind., May 21-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries commencement,
Elkhart, Ind., May 22

Southwest Conference annual

meeting, Upland, Calif., May 22-25

We GotYour Message

You asked us to find a way to lower your health

insurance costs. Now we have. With our

new Basic Benefit Plan, you can save money

—

lots of it. And you'll still get the solid protection

you need from big medical bills.

Look into Basic Benefit Plan today! It's one

of three competitive health plans we offer to

meet the unique needs of you and your family.

Check out our Optima and Extra Protection

plans too. Get afree, no-obligation

price quote!Just call 1-800-662-6747 or

contactyour mutual aid counselor.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid Not available in certain states
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THE LAST WORD

What is America like?
Conventional wisdom has it things don't

usually turn out as bad as one expects.

That wisdom, however, didn't serve me
well when I visited the Guatemala City dump
(see page 3).

I had heard about the dump before I went
there last month. It turned out to be every bit as

bad as I expected. And worse.

The smell. The dirt. The dust. The vultures.

The dogs. The people. The children. Especially

the children.

Some 2,500 of them are growing up in the Gua-
temala City dump. They help their parents, usu-

ally just their mothers, sift through mounds of

rotting garbage, looking for "recyclables" to re-

sell. I watched them work, speechless.

Our group met Edwin, a 19-year-old who has

lived in the dump since age 6. His face crusted

with the sweat and dirt of 12 hours of work (he

begins at 4:00 a.m. every day), he looked at us

and asked, "What's America like?"

Thirteen of us stood there without a word. So
he went on. "I want to go to the United States

some day. I hear Las Vegas is a nice place to

live."

What do you, a have, say about your lifestyle

to a have-not, surrounded by 5,000 people who
make their home in a garbage dump?
Some people in poor countries of the world

like Guatemala have an answer to what America
is like. They see us as rich, insensitive, and self-

serving.

They point to multinational corporations,

many with headquarters in the United

States and Canada, that control 80 per-

cent of a country's arable land. They criticize

North American foreign policies that keep in

place their repressive governments. They talk

about their country's laws that are favorable to

outside investors at the expense of a country's

citizens. They cite laws like the one in Honduras
that makes it possible for huge corporations to

retain "use" of land by grazing two or three head
of cattle on hundreds of acres—land that doesn't

get used for much-needed food production.

They tell us to go home and change the poli-

cies of our countries so that theirs can improve.

I want to protest. That's much too simple a so-

lution in a day of world economics and inter-

national markets. I want to say that conditions

in places like Central America aren't all the fault

of those of us who live in the North. I want to

point out that in a democratic system govern-

ments do not control businesses. I also want to

note that traditionally we who are Mennonites
have not tried to change government policies as

a way of working at peace and justice.

But I can't say any of that. I can't, because
I know there's a great deal of truth in

their words. The U.S. CIA did organize a

coup in 1954 to overthrow Guatemala's govern-

ment, a coup from which that country has never

recovered. Foreign aid does have strings attached,

strings that watch out for the interests of the gov-

ernments and the countries that give that aid.

Mennonites have too often used the "other

approach" to peace and justice argument as a way
of not getting involved in difficult situations.

I can't say any of that. Not when I'm standing

in the middle of the residents of the Guatemala
City dump.
What I can do, once I get over my sense of

hopelessness and despair, is decide to go home
and do what I can to make a difference.

For me, since my tour of Honduras and Guate-

mala, that means becoming informed about the

life and economics and politics of this part of

the world. I can't take on the whole world, but I

can become involved in the one part I now know
a little more about.

That means paying attention to what's happen-
ing in my government that could affect the lives

of my brothers and sisters in Central America. It

means making my voice heard when my govern-

ment is passing laws and making policies that

could affect them.

For whatever else America is like, it is still a

place where one can speak up. It is still a place

where we believe one's voice can make a differ-

ence.

—
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Why I sat ou
the Gulf War
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Our Jast war brought us back to the

basics of creation and fall, of how states

generally act in their own self-interest

when they try to punish the wicked.

Some 15 months ago, the Persian Gulf War
was being fought. I sat out that war be-

cause I wanted to express our historic

Mennonite Christian beliefs. This approach may
seem simple to you, but for me it wasn't easy.

But then, I don't believe it was easy either for

our spiritual ancestors during the 1770s, the

When temptations come, we must remember that the 1860s, or the 1940s.
seeds of sexual promiscuity thrive in the soil of low A b

'

agic belief of Mennonites is to take seri-

self-image: "An Open Letter to AmadeousJ' page 7.
ougly the teachings of Jesus and the Scriptures

that we should not kill and that we should re-

turn good for evil. This ethical pacifist teaching

ALS0 IN THIS jssue nas keen tied to a confession of Christian beliefs

in the creation, the deity and humanity of

Christ, and the resurrection of the dead.

An open letter This teaching has generally had its sharpest

to Amadeous 7 test during a war; historically Mennonites have

been conscientious objectors to war. Certainly

TTTi „ • „ f i . mn j n i 0 not all our members accept this, but the major-
Wh?

r L W 9 ft
in our North American experience have. This

OI the Cold War o
biblical pacifist vision has its own complexities,

inconsistencies, and paradoxes, and it has never

Workers reported safe, been simple to practice.

despite Afghan fighting 10 But our Mennonite pacifist ground shifted dur-

by

Levi

Miller



The Mennonite pacifist ground shifted

during the past-World War 27 period. We
went from being primarily conscientious

objectors to being antiwar activists.

ing the post-World War II period. We moved
from being primarily Christian conscientious ob-

jectors to war to being antiwar activists. Paci-

fism now was not mainly a Christian calling based
on a faith commitment; it was a reasonable way
for police and nations to behave. Some of us be-

came attracted to theories on nonviolence's effec-

tiveness in all international conflict.

Never mind that secular theoreticians didn't

care for our Christian commitment; they were
only interested in effectiveness. We increasingly

grounded our pacifism in the language of politi-

cal statecraft. One recent letter in Gospel Her-

ald, for example, claimed that war was evil be-

cause a military general in the Persian Gulf said

it was. Did the writer feel that this general was a

stronger authority than the Bible or Mennonite
tradition?

Nonetheless, during the Gulf War these po-

litical theories did not fit us well. In the

face of what seemed like Iraq's aggres-

sion, to our neighbors, our sophisticated theories

became the pacifist equivalent of a new hi-tech

B-2 bomber which doesn't fly. They might have

had some credibility if there had never been an
Edenic Fall or, in this century, the Third Reich,

Joseph Stalin, or the KKK.
The Gulf War brought us back to the basics of

creation and fall, and of how states generally act

when they try to punish the wicked, surely

viewed by their own self-interest. A few well-

meaning people tried citizen diplomacy to pre-

vent the war. A friend who returned from such a

peace mission claimed that the Iraqis were quite

liberal because they had nude paintings in an
art exhibit. He also said the United States

shouldn't go to war because it had homeless in

the street.

Somehow, the political logic of these argu-

ments escaped me, and the proof texts ("Thou
shalt not kill") from my childhood took on a bet-

ter light. The diplomatic legacy of these mis-

sions may have been to give false hope to the

Iraqis on the nature of United States and its al-

lies and their armed forces. The Christian faith

legacy of these missions as an expression of love

of neighbor and enemy, however, will stand.

Isat out the war because I felt that my basic

nonresistant responses were developed dur-

ing the Vietnam War, and these seemed inad-

equate for the Gulf War. We could explain our

nonresistance during the unpopular Vietnam
War in political terms, and our neighbors could

understand it. They were also opposed to it on

political grounds. I used to claim we should not
get involved in Vietnam's civil war, and that

seemed to make some sense.

I recall an extended prayer breakfast we had
before the Gulf War. We were reminded to

speak, act, and pray. We had stopped the Viet-

nam War, and we could still turn this one
around. We tried. We placed a big barrel by the

meetinghouse, which proclaimed "no blood for

oil," and we wrote letters to our political leaders,

and we prayed. But it didn't work. Our two-king-

dom reflexes have become somewhat weak.
It seems to me that the praying for the troops

in some of our Mennonite congregations during
the Gulf War demonstrates this weakness. We
said we made a mistake in spitting at the troops

and being disrespectful during the Vietnam War.
Maybe some of us did, but we should not take

on the guilt of the entire Vietnam generation.

Mennonites have historically not prayed for the

troops nor supported them. I believe we have
been respectful of them but we have not sup-

ported them, admittedly not an easy line to draw.

We have not given ourselves much practice in

dealing with wars which develop a fairly wide cit-

My basic nonresistant responses,

developed during the Vietnam
War, seemed inadequate for

the war in the Persian Gulf War.

izen support. This shows in letters to the church
and daily press and in student newspapers. Two
Goshen College students, for example, took to

their student newspaper to harmonize their Sun-
day school pacifism with the politics of the Gulf

War. Their conclusions were: (1) to pray for all

the forces of the Middle East and that the inno-

cent victims would be spared; (2) to watch CNN;
and (3) to "secretly hope that the U.N. forces

turn Iraq into a parking lot, ending the blood-

shed as quickly as possible."

Their shocking candor highlighted an old unre-

solved dilemma for Mennonites which the Gulf

War and all the U.S. propaganda elicited. We
were again asked to combine the beliefs of our

church community with the nature of nation

states and governments.

Historically, we've tried to do this with some
form of church world dualism. The two oldest

Anabaptist-Mennonite confessions (Schleitheim,
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1525, and Dordrecht, 1632) both teach nonresis-

tance and pacifism for the church community.

Both also affirm the legitimacy of governments

to "punish the wicked and protect the good."

Schleitheim is quite direct about the sword of

government: "It punishes and kills the wicked

and protects the good."

Mennonites have historically given more atten-

tion to what the church should do. We have not

always tried to determine the wicked and the

The historic approach of Men-
nonites to war has always

been to focus on congregation-

al life and the maintenance of

the nonresistant community.

good for the state. When the Amish Mennonite

leaders met in Wayne County, Ohio, in their Die-

ner Versammlungen during the Civil War, accord-

ing to Paton Yoder in Tradition and Transition,

they mentioned not a word about condemning

the war or advising Abraham Lincoln in state-

craft.

Their concerns were focused on congregational

life and the maintenance of the nonresistant

Christian community. John Funk and John M.

Brenneman wrote tracts on nonresistance, but

these were addressed to the church community,

although Funk also distributed some to the pris-

oners of war he visited in Chicago. One could fol-

low this basic approach of the Mennonites up

through the Second World War.

Isat out the war because I still believe that is

the authentic Mennonite biblical response to

war. Let me give one example of how this ap-

proach may even apply to other churches. Two
Methodists recently tried a protestant appropria-

tion of two kingdom theology in Resident Aliens

(Abingdon, 1989), "a provocative Christian as-

sessment of culture and ministry for people who
know that something is wrong." William

Willimon and Stanley Hauerwas note how their

own bishops had written a statement on nuclear

arms, "a rather pontificating gesture to the politi-

cal left-of-center," they claim, "something not

too unlike what might be said by the New York

Times.

"

But this now conventional message-to-Con-

gress-approach is too easy, the authors claim.

The real questions would be for Methodists to

ask congregations how members are participat-

ing in the military, where they are working,

whether they can be conscientious objectors.

"Should United Methodist pastors admit to the

Lord's Table those who make a living from build-

ing weapons?" they ask. Because of this church-

first approach, Hauerwas can make modest but

legitimate claims of being a "high-church Menno-

nite."

I sat out the war because I'm trying to respect

the centuries of pacifist teaching of the Menno-

nite church. And I confess that I am sometimes

scandalized, sometimes confused, and some-

times even amused at the arrogance of Menno-

nite moderns who try in one generation to de-

velop some warmed-over theology of humanistic

Quakerism, pacifist Catholicism, and liberal Prot-

estantism.

I sat out this war, and I have not mentioned

the many Christian things which we have done

and should do to prevent war and to aid the suf-

fering around the world. We should do this per-

sonally, as families, as congregations, and

through our interchurch agencies. I am assuming

that we will continue these forms of Christian

service at the same time that we keep faith with

the nonresistant gospel of Jesus Christ.

We should not take this understanding of

the gospel for granted, however. The
history of our people—from the liberal-

ism of the Dutch Mennonites to the fundamental-

ism of the North American Missionary

Church—remind us that we can lose the nonre-

sistant Christian faith.

But I have confidence that the historic center

will hold. Last summer I came on one of Menno-

nite Central Committee's young staffers at an air-

port. I recognized him as one who had helped

conscientious objectors leave the United States

military system and connect them with Menno-

nite churches during the Gulf War. He had just

missed his flight, but he told me it was no big

deal; he had his New Testament along. When I

last saw him, he was reading it.

Levi Miller serves as director for the Mennonite

Church's Historical Committee. He is a member of

the Kingview Mennonite Church, Scottdale, Pa.
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"Sing praises to the Lord, O
you his faithful ones, and
give thanks to his holy name.
For his anger is but for a
moment; his favor is for a
lifetime.

"

—Psalm 30:4-5, NRSV

READERS SAY

There is more than one side to

Credentials Suspended for Sex-
ual Misconduct (Feb. 18). As

the mother of two daughters, a youth
Sunday school teacher, and a former

MYF sponsor, I am surprised that the

four young women did not know that

deep, intense kissing with a married

man was wrong. This is equally true if

the married man is ordained or not, or

if the kissing is done in public or pri-

vate.

This is not to justify the alleged acts

of the man, nor to blame the victims.

But to me this is a case of the pot call-

ing the kettle black.

Mable Yoder

/Elkhart, Ind.

/T"am saddened to see the negative out-

I cry about publishing Credentials

^.Suspended for Sexual Miscon-
duct (Feb. 18). The track record for

"privacy" has been a dismal one, unfor-

tunately. It is all well and good to say it

should be handled locally so as not to

embarrass "a good man." But the real-

ity is that this has merely allowed a per-

petrator to move to a new community
and continue the same behavior. There
is not sufficient accountability to bring

about true repentance needed for resto-

ration.

In my own limited experience in pas-

toral ministry, I am aware of two congre-

gations that have been devastated by
the violation of trust that is pastoral

sexual misconduct. In both cases these

were repeat offenses; and part of the

anguish of the congregations was, "Why
weren't we told?"

One letter writer asks: "What better

provision can be given than their own
(i.e., the victims) sense of discrimina-

tion and power of confrontation?" Let's

be clear about the facts. These victims

were teens at the time of the offense.

They do not have the same sense of em-
powerment that an adult has. This

made them particularly vulnerable.

How is a young person to "discern"

when an adult who holds a position of

ultimate trust begins with "commonly
acceptable social behavior," such as

hugging, and then moves on to behavior

which is less acceptable?

Another letter writer asks, "What pur-

pose does this fill, ... to publicize the

name of a respected Mennonite writer

and dramatist?" Perhaps the answer

has something to do with our need to

recognize misplaced respect. Perhaps it

serves the purpose of helping make us

aware of how much power we give to

leaders, who are themselves also human
and also in need of the boundaries and
counsel of the community. If we were a

little less prone to set up leaders onto
pedestals, we might have less abuse
occur and a little less pain or cynicism

among church members who are

crushed to find that these figures are as

human as the rest of us.

Mary Berkshire Stueben

•Seattle, Wash.

Credentials Suspended for Sex-
ual Misconduct (Feb. 18). Might
I be permitted to cast my vote

against the kind of reporting that re-

cently has colored my reading of church

news? Are we not members of the

church of Jesus Christ because we are

sinners?

Cannot sins be confessed in the com-
munity of faith rather than used to de-

stroy individuals as if they alone have
the unique status of a sinner? Surely a

God who casts our confessed sins as far

as the east is from the west does not ex-

pect us to use eye-catching headlines to

inform the global church community of

those sins.

The written word can nudge us to-

ward growth, faith, and love. Or it can

destroy. Once written, it cannot be re-

called.

Rachel Schmucker
Markham, Ont.

/^\ redentials Suspended for Sex-
I ual Misconduct (Feb. 18). I com-
V-x mend you for your courage and
integrity in publishing articles about

the abuse of power (sexual and other-

wise). We are all deeply affected by
such abuses, for sexual and physical vio-

lations cut to the core of our beings.

Our church's healing from these sins

depends upon our willingness to ad-

dress them openly, with justice and
compassion. We are dependent upon
church media to aid us in dealing with

these issues.

Melissa Miller

Kitchener, Ont.

As a psychologist specializing in

the assessment and treatment of

sex offenders, one of the biggest

problems I face is reluctance on the

part of victims, the media, and society

to break the secrecy of the abuse.

When sexual abuse is not reported, or
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READERS SAY

when there are no consequences for the

offender, victims do not get the help

that they need, and offenders may com-

mit further sexual abuse.

Sexual abuse occurs anytime there is

an imbalance of power, status, or age-
when there is not genuine mutuality in

the relationship. Sexual intimacy be-

tween a minister and a parishioner is

sexual abuse.

If we choose not to reveal the name

of a minister who has sexually abused a

parishioner, we lose sight of who the

real victim is. We do not encourage fu-

ture victims to break the secrecy. Re-

porting sexual abuse is difficult enough

for victims without society attempting

to protect the offender. In addition, pro-

tecting the offending minister tacitly al-

lows her or him to commit further

offenses in the future. Thanks to Gospel

Herald for taking the courageous step

of helping victims break the secrecy of

sexual abuse.

Avery Zook
Akron, Ohio

i
n response to the number of people

who felt that public disclosure of

sins is "gossip" or unkind and

cruel": Sins if kept secret, can never be

truly forgiven, nor can the sinner ever

truly get past the sin. We are a people

saved by grace and mercy, and the

more we are open about our failures as

individuals and a body, the more power-

ful our testimony will be. Only when we

are willing to proclaim our sins as

loudly as we proclaim our services can

we be credible to the world.

With increased privilege, notoriety,

and honor comes increased responsibil-

ity and publicity for one's actions. Gos-

sip results when full disclosure is made.

1 Tim. 5:20 leads me to believe that

public rebuking should go as far as the

public image. It is important for leaders

to realize how much more accountable

they need to be when they have a

larger audience.

Terry McCall-Purdy

Dalton, Ohio

\j04 redentials Suspended for Sex-

I ual Misconduct (Feb. 18). Sev-

V_>^ eral letter writers have called this

story unkind, totally inappropriate,

cruel, and humiliating. I agree with the

assessment that Gospel Herald did Urie

Bender, his family, and the church at

large a great disservice. He had already

undergone disciplinary action, and

rightly so. Is the Herald in the business

of kicking a person when he's already

down? Why add insult to injury and

risk destroying a person?

I believe that an immediate, printed

apology is in order. This would in no

way condone what Bender did. It would

simply acknowledge that Gospel Herald

went too far. Perhaps it was uninten-

tional, but the damage was done.

Tim Atwood
Leo, Ind.

We want to commend you for

having the courage and wis-

dom to print articles on sexual

abuse and sexual misconduct. A conspir-

acy of silence has covered many inci-

dents of hurt and abuse in the past. If

the church continues to be silent about

incidents that have happened, we as

members may not believe that sexual

misconduct and abuse could possibly

be happening in our church. Thus we

encourage the misconduct and abuse.

The Bible does not gloss over sexual

misconduct. Easy grace and instant for-

giveness can give license to the perpe-

trators to continue in their old way.

May we who are the body of Christ on

earth continue to learn more loving and

helpful ways to relate to both the

abused and the abusers, so that there

may be healing and wholeness in all our

relationships.

Willard and Letha Ressler

La Verne, Calif.

Wayne Chesley's letter (Apr. 7)

What the Bible Really Says
disturbed me. Have we no

right today to reinterpret what the early

Anabaptists set down? This cannot be

right. If we are to follow truly in the

footsteps of the early Anabaptists

—

and, indeed, in the footsteps of the

early church—we must reinterpret what

we have been given.

Pontius' Puddle

The Reformation involved recognizing

that the current interpretations of Scrip-

ture were skewed. Jesus and the early

church did the same thing. They recog-

nized the abuses of the Jewish law and

set them straight. Today we must do the

same. It is our obligation to recognize

faulty and abusive uses of Scripture and

reinterpret them. Our Anabaptist tradi-

tion is not without fault. When we find

we are wrongly using Scripture, we must

reject that faulty part of our tradition and

turn back to the Bible.

Today that misuse of Scripture has

led to the oppression of women. 1 Cor.

14:34-35 is used to keep women out of

influential positions in the church. But

verse 36 is ignored: "Or did the word of

God originate with you? Or are you the

only ones it has reached?" Here Paul is

citing another view and rebuking it.

When women are oppressed by

abuses of Scripture, we must remember

Jesus' purpose on earth: "He has

anointed me ... to let the oppressed

go free" (Luke 4:18).

Nathan Kauffman
Goshen, Ind.

Because We Have Too Much
(Mar. 3). It is true that "giving

up" this or that is the more well-

known of Lenten practices. But the sea-

son can be much more spiritual.

My church bulletin (Saint Francis X.

Cabrini Church) recently had this quota-

tion: "The season of Lent is the period

of time in which the liturgy of the

church presents the great mysteries of

salvation. Through our baptism, each of

us has entered into the life, death, and

resurrection of Christ. For us it repre-

sents a constant renewal and repen-

tance, an ongoing process in which we

take a look at our lives and our relation-

ships with God and each other."

Cheryl Neuschwander

Angelus Oaks, Calif

WHAT PO YOO G-ET
WHEN YOO CROSS A
MATH PROCESSOR WTH A

SONDAV SCHOOL TEACHER

(

SOKVEOHE WHO
CAN TELL YOO
THE SQUARE ROOT
OF ALL EVIL- 1

.
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"No one may truly know Christ except one
follows Him in life. "-Hans Denck

Christian Ethics

and the Kingdom of God

THILir IE-MASTERS

THE

UPSIDE-

DOWp

KINGDOM
Foreword by Tom Sin

Donald B. Kraybill

Oil Eartti
€i$ in

HEAVEN

trttnir I «miI Deer*

Christian

Smith

Prayer
in a /K9r -
Self-Centered f fl^L. M
World JM

Warren McWilliams

Discipleship for All

Believers

Christian Ethics and the

Kingdom of God
Philip LeMasters proclaims that

kingdom ethics are based on our

belief in the resurrection of Jesus.

The resurrection inaugurates a new
age in the kingdom of God. Jesus'

teachings are not for a far-off

pie-in-the-sky heaven. The ethics

that Jesus taught are for Christians

to live by today. This life of

discipleship is required of all

believers.

Paper, $12.95; in Canada $15.95.

The Upside-Down
Kingdom
Now revised and updated.

Donald B. Kraybill's classic study

book on the kingdom of God
demonstrates the sociological

perspective's creative ability to

uncover new insight in old biblical

texts.

Kraybill says social, religious, and
economic practices of the dominant
culture usually favor the rich,

powerful, and prestigious. Jesus, on
the other hand, favors those who
suffer at society's margins and fall

between the cracks.

The Upside-Down Kingdom offers

practical suggestions for those

interested in ways the church can

model "upside-down" living in a

"right-side-up" society.

Paper, $14.95; in Canada $18.95.

On Earth As in Heaven:

Justice Rooted in Spirituality

"A challenging and thoughtful

study of Jesus' call on and in our
lives."

—

Christian Living

"Picks up an important concern

for Mennonites—the need to root

our doing in being, the need to

anchor our concern for justice in

personal spirituality."—Sue Clemmer
Steiner

Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50.

Going to the Root:

Nine Proposals for Radical

Church Renewal
Christian Smith asks provocative

questions that will stir energetic and
fruitful discussion about the way
churches handle these issues:

• leadership and the role of

clergy

• decision making
• Christian community
• the role of women
• worship, evangelism, and

spirituality

• traditional church buildings

Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50.

Christ and Narcissus:

Prayer in a Self-Centered

World
Blending thoughtful reasoning

with illustrations from movies,

television, and comic strips, Warren
McWilliams alerts us to the traits of

contemporary narcissism. He shows
how prayer, particularly the Model
Prayer of Jesus, helps us focus,

through Christ, on God instead of

ourselves.

Paper, $11.95; in Canada $14.95.

Available through your local

bookstore or by calling 1 800

759-4447; in Canada call 519

746-2872 (Provident Bookstores

—MC, Visa, Discover). If ordering

by mail, please include 10% for

shipping—minimum $2.00.

Canadian customers, add 7% of total

for GST.

III!
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An open letter to Amadeous
(a call to faithfulness and compassion)

When temptations come, we
must remember that seeds of

sexual promiscuity thrive in

the soil of a low self-image.

Dear Amadeous:
Thanks for your letter—and for the trust

implicit in it. I'm glad for the advances

you're making in your self-acceptance and self-

appreciation. You mentioned the struggle you

continue to have in desiring an intimate relation

with another person and your commitment to

not give in to those temptations. It has been

good for me to reflect on my own temptations,

and the support I want from people around me.

Personal experience, and my work as a coun-

selor, have clarified a number of things for me. I

have found that the seeds of sexual promiscuity

thrive in the soil of a low self-image. Decreased

self-esteem, a rejection of self, and seeing my
body (self) as ugly makes illicit sex—whether
mental, visual, or actual—an attractive (often un-

conscious) way to fill a void.

All of us humans need to be loved and cared

for. If we either don't receive, or perceive to re-

ceive the love we need, we look for or take

cheap substitutes. Not only babies need physical

touch in order to thrive, we adults do too (one

author claims three hugs a day are needed to

survive and six to thrive!). But beware; confus-

ing genital love with genuine love is too easy, so

give and receive your hugs publicly.

Be encouraged, Amadeous. Don't see yourself

(ourselves) as unique, as needing extra special

love and pity. Perhaps if our commitment to

God's standards was less, by the world's stan-

dards we would need more caring than others.

But as things stand, I don't believe it. Why: Sim-

ply because I am not a victim of fate. My
choices determine who I am.

You and I need compassion and apprecia-

tion but not pity. I don't feel sorry for

me. I am sensitive, caring, and deeply un-

derstanding of the hurts and pains of others re-

gardless of how I am tempted sexually. I believe

the same for you.

Over the past three years I have been accom-

panying, in both a counseling and surrogate fa-

ther role, a young man (now 21) who lived a life

of incredible liberty and debauchery. His deci-

sion, as a Christian now, to be sexually inactive

until marriage is riddled with temptations and
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struggles. But that doesn't give him the right to

give in to his sexual temptations, or for me to

feel sorry for him and to encourage him to give

in once in a while—which is what the culture we

live in tells him. If it's not right to feel sorry for

him or his temptations, neither is it right for us

to pity us.

In my experience, giving in to "woe is me" and

"if you could only know" laments are a good

come on to the deceiver, and he comes back

with the same words he used for Eve: "Surely

God must know. . .

." That, of course, gives me
the right to give in—or does it? Of course not!

People who accept me and encourage me to be

faithful to myself, my convictions, and my God
are what I most need.

Amadeous, you are caring and sensitive, beau-

tifully made in God's image. Revel in that, not in

what you aren't because of the legacy that you

received from Adam!

Love,

Don

PS: Again, on the basis of personal and coun-

seling experience, I am convinced that what I

have shared with you is equally valid for persons

who struggle with same-sex temptations. If that

is part of your struggle, allow God's love to em-

brace you equally—and to speak to you through

what I have written.



PERSPECTIVE

Who wins the medals ofthe Cold War?
by J.

Robert

Charles

We
now
have
three

world
super-

powers:
Japan,
Germa-
ny, and
the

United
States.

Will

they be
friends

or ene-

mies?

At the recent Winter Olympics, athletes

from newly independent countries—not to

mention the "Unified Team" without a

country—dramatically illustrated world changes
of the past four years. Snowy landscapes and
medal ceremonies inspired a diversionary ques-

tion for all those times Pepsi tried to convince

me I "gotta have it!" If medals were to be
awarded to national contestants in the recently

completed Cold War, to whom should they be
given?

Many south of the 49th parallel might think the

gold belongs around Uncle Sam's neck. While the

United States might well rate a bronze, two more
worthy candidates for gold medals are the coun-

tries of Japan and Germany.
Between 1945 and 1992, a major reversal of for-

tune took place among major world powers. One
of the elite, the Soviet Union, disappeared from
the map. The other superpower went into rela-

tive economic and social decline while remaining

a military giant. Meanwhile, the two postwar pa-

riahs, Japan and Germany, moved toward the

top.

Indeed, it is not difficult to argue that the

"Cold War Olympics" were the best thing that

could have happened to Germany and Japan.

In 1945, Germany and Japan sat among smok-
ing ruins. Atomic bombs had devastated Naga-
saki and Hiroshima; foreign occupation troops

were setting foot on Japanese soil for the first

time ever. Germany had ceased to exist as a

state. Crowding into Western-controlled zones
were millions of ethnic Germans—including Men-
nonites—either expelled or fleeing from the

East. With knots in their stomachs, Germany
and Japan awaited their fates at the hands of

the victors.

Two prudent ways exist for dealing with a de-

feated foe, according to Machiavelli: either de-

stroy the enemy completely, or—in what might
be as close as power politics can come to an

evangelical love of enemy (Luke 6:27)—treat the

foe so generously that the former enemy will be-

come a friend. While the punitive course had its

advocates, the second strategy was adopted.

Moral as well as material reasons in-

formed this choice. No one wanted to

repeat the mistakes of vengeful politi-

cians after World War I. German contrition and
a commitment "to unite Europe and to serve the

peace of the world" made possible reconciliation

with its neighbors. While its collective sense of

regret was not as clear, Japan formally re-

nounced armed force, thus allaying the concerns

of its Asian neighbors. And the United States

was in a position to offer aid to—rather than de-
mand reparations from—its wartime enemies.

It is "a rare and lucky loser," it has been said,

"whose conqueror quickly finds another enemy
and starts considering him a potential ally." The
most decisive factor that led to a "policy of

generosity" was, alas, the emergence of new con-

flicts. By 1947, the United States and the Soviet

Union had fallen into serious political and ideo-

logical quarreling. In 1949, Communist forces tri-

umphed in the Chinese civil war, and in 1950
war broke out in Korea.

As a result, first Germany and then Japan
were recruited as the United States' Cold War
allies. Both eventually did rearm after intense de-

bates. Yet the danger of renewed national milita-

rism was eliminated by haunting memories of

the war, constitutional checks, and clear subordi-

nation to their new allies. Breaking decisively

with their recent pasts, Germany and Japan
found peaceful, democratic identities. Both re-

covered and thrived as trading states within an
American-led world political economy. By the

end of the Cold War, Japan and Germany had
become the world's second- and third-largest in-

dustrial and exporting nations.

What promise, then, does the end of the

Cold War hold for Germany and
Japan—and for the rest of the world?

Fifty years ago, some foresaw a world divided

among three "superstates" whose centers would
be Japan, Germany, and the United States. With
cooperation against a common foe no longer pos-

sible today, might not these countries begin to

view and to treat each other as enemies? Could
a unified Germany grow so strong that—despite

its peaceful intentions—it appears a menace to

its neighbors and allies? Could transpacific eco-

nomic rivalries and mutual cultural bashings

lead to something far worse?

I hope not. The international friendships

forged since 1945 remain, as a Japanese scholar

recently put it, "more than the product of realpo-

litik of [our] leaders." May those of us who are

U.S., German, and Japanese Mennonite citizens

do what we can to insure that our countries con-

tinue to enjoy "broad and deep relationships en-

compassing all dimensions of society." Only then

will three Cold War medals truly be deserved.

J. Robert Charles is a doctoral student in interna-

tional relations at Tufts University, Medford,

Mass. He attends the Mennonite Church of Boston.
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CHURCH NEWS

Storytelling provides focus

at convention of camp officials

ML Pleasant, Pa.—Some 95 people from

35 camps in the United States and Can-

ada gathered for the Mennonite Camping

Association's biennial North American

convention.

"Carry His-Story" was the theme for

the event, held at Laurelville Mennonite

Church Center on March 23-26.

Rosella Wiens Regier of Newton, Kan.,

spoke in the mass sessions.

"Storytelling is the briefest, most effec-

tive way to convey an idea or feeling," said

Regier, who is executive director of the

Anabaptist curriculum project for chil-

dren.

"Use story to tell the good news at

camp," she urged, noting that "good sto-

rytelling invites the listener to enter into

a story and participate in it."

The story of Mennonite camping was

presented through a videotaped interview

with Jess Kauffman, one of the founders

of the Mennonite camping movement.

Kauffman reflected on the past and

shared his thoughts about the next half

century.

"There will continue to be greater dam-

age to the planet," he predicted. But,

"camping remains the best avenue for

environmental education."

In addition, "due to the changes in the

world there will be camping delegations

from the third world at this convention in

50 years," he said.

Along with comments by Regier and

Kauffman, the meeting included pre-

sentations by two members of a profes-

sional theater group.

Lee Eshleman and Ted Swartz of the

group Akimbo demonstrated the power of

story through humorous original drama.

Other highlights of the convention in-

cluded:
• A presentation by Curt Bechler about

the possibility of Mennonite liability in-

surance for camps. Advantages would in-

clude: church control, competitive rates,

and guaranteed coverage.

• Workshops on a variety of topics,

including church/camp relations, contem-

plative spirituality, fundraising, and orga-

nizational communications.
• Group singing led by Tom and Lois

Harder of Camp Friedenswald in Michi-

gan.

• Commissioning of new camping asso-

ciation board members. Tim Lehman of

Wilderness Wind in Minnesota is presi-

dent-elect, and Jim Penner from Silver

Lake Camp in Ontario will serve as mem-
ber at large.

Camp Amigo in southern Michigan has

extended an invitation to host the 1994

convention.

—

Mark Hartman-Souder

Argentines meet
in annual conference
Bragado, Argentina (MWC)—Menno-

nites in the South American nation of

Argentina held their 61st annual conven-

tion earlier this year.

Fraternal visitors from Brazil and Uru-

guay also attended the event, which was

held at a campground southwest of Bue-

nos Aires.

The theme of the conference was "Thy

Kingdom Come." Main talks dealt with

the vision, message, and triumph of the

kingdom for which Christians pray (Matt.

6:10).

Participants decided to give funds for

partial support of a family that will settle

soon in the town of Formosa, in northern

Argentina.

The family will succeed Mennonite

Board of Missions workers Michael and

Mattie Mast, who are leaving after 25

years of service.

Like the Masts, the new family will work

with the United Evangelical Church,

which includes various indigenous groups.

In a farewell message, the Masts talked

about the discrimination and injustice

suffered by aboriginals.

"We hope that 1992 will be a year of

fuller life for them," the Masts said. But

they noted that aboriginal people are

being blamed for the arrival of cholera in

northern Argentina.

Christians should not celebrate the

500th anniversary of the arrival of Colum-

bus, an indigenous man said.

"This should be a year of jubilee, and

not the celebration of genocide," he com-

mented.

A recommendation from the meeting

proposes the "development of materials

addressed to the churches to recognize

the injustice committed against the Indian

peoples."

In addition, the recommendation calls

for the Argentine Evangelical Mennonite

Church (IEMA) to "send a message of

apology to those communities for the sins

of our ancestors."

Other recommendations of the con-

ference included carrying out an in-depth

analysis of the role ofwomen in the church

and working to deepen relationships with

Mennonites in neighboring countries.

Mennonite World Conference president

Raul Garcia directed the closing service,

which included communion.

The IEMA has some 2,300 members.

The group will celebrate its 75th anni-

versary in 1994.

—

Milka Rindzinski

Relief sale held. Harrisburg, Pa. (MCC)—David Kipe demonstrates chair caning

at the Pennsylvania Relief Sale. The April 3-4 event and an earlier heifer sale raised

some $337,000 for the work of Mennonite Central Committee.
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Workers reported safe,

despite Afghan fighting
Kabul, Afghanistan—A Harrisonburg,

Va., couple said April 28 that they are safe

despite increased fighting in Afghani-

stan's civil war.

Steve and Sheryl Martin, who are serv-

ing with International Assistance Mission
(IAM), indicated they do not feel in dan-

ger where they are staying in Kabul, the

capital.

But in an April 26 phone call to rela-

tives, the Martins said that most expatri-

ates have left the country.

IAM is an international voluntary ser-

vice organization of Christian workers in-

volved in medical, rehabilitation, and de-

velopment projects in Afghanistan.

The Martins began serving with IAM in

Kabul this past September.

In a separate development, two Menno-
nite agencies have announced they will

send $25,000 in emergency food to the

Afghan capital.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
is contributing $20,000, while Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM) is giving $5,000

from its emergency relief fund.

According to MBM and MCC, food

shortages already were occurring in the

city the week of April 13, before President

Najibullah was deposed.

Earlier, United Nations officials said

some 30,000 tons of food would be needed
to feed the one million people in and
around Kabul.

Suffering continues
for displaced in Sudan
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Kate Warn calls the

Sudanese capital of Khartoum "a very
draining place to live."

Warn, who is from Frewsburg, N.Y.,

spent the past three years there as a

community development worker with
Mennonite Central Committee (MCC).
Though Sudan's civil war is being

fought far to the south, Khartoum resi-

dents feel its effects, she said.

Food and fuel are difficult to get. Elec-

tricity, communication, and the city water
system often don't work.

Warn said that food shortages, inflation,

and political repression steadily worsened
during her term.

Warn and her co-workers with the

Sudan Council of Churches (SCC) as-

sisted people in camps for the displaced

on Khartoum's outskirts.

Today the Sudanese government is de-

stroying many of these camps, and recent

reports say more than 400,000 displaced

people have moved to desolate sites in the

desert.

One such place is Jebel Aulia, 25 miles

from the capital and three miles from the

nearest town.

These sites have little water and virtu-

ally no services, Warn said.

People survive through unofficial eco-

nomic activities. In addition, a family

member sometimes finds work in Khar-
toum, visiting the family only on week-
ends.

Some of the camps destroyed by the

government were shanty towns of card-

board and burlap houses. But some
camps that had mud brick housing were
also bulldozed, Warn reported.

No one is sure of the reasons for the

forced relocations, she said. Some Suda-
nese speculate that the government may
simply be driving displaced people,
mainly southerners, out of sight.

The southern Sudan People's Libera-

tion Army is fighting the northern-based

government in the civil war.

Other people in Sudan think the gov-

ernment hopes to drive the displaced

people further south, to be exploited as

cheap labor for agriculture.

But international publicity makes the

relocations seem counterproductive for

the government, she said.

The uncertainty of life for displaced

people around Khartoum makes SCC's
work difficult, Warn said.

SCC is involved in eight settlements

with a total of some 250,000 people, out

of a total displaced population of 1 to 2

million.

Sanitation and water quality are poor.

A number of the settlements were built in

garbage dumps, Warn said, because peo-

ple believed that if they settled there no
one would bother them.

Warn and her two co-workers set up
cleaning programs, tried to have wells

drilled, and helped to set up a pilot

program for making pit latrines.

At one camp, SCC loaned money for the

purchase of water pipes. However, the

government has since moved the settle-

ment.

In the last year of her term, Warn and
her co-workers started small-scale train-

ing projects to help women generate in-

come. The SCC workers taught small

groups of women basketmaking and tie-

dying.

SCC and the women are now consider-

ing marketing options, she said.

Mission family escapes
serious harm in assault
Accra, Ghana (MBM)—Two Mennonite

Board of Missions workers and their chil-

dren escaped serious injury during an
assault at their home here.

Steve Wiebe-Johnson suffered multiple

lacerations in an attack by a knife-

wielding young man on March 19. His
wife, Dorothy, and their two sons, Julian

and Michael, were not injured.

The assailant had been in the family's

house often during the previous eight

months, practicing on their computer for

a course he was taking.

On the night of the assault, the man
pulled a kitchen knife out of his bag. He
grabbed four-year-old Michael and held

the knife to the boy's throat.

Steve lunged at the assailant, who let

go of Michael. Steve suffered numerous
cuts but was able to restrain the man after

the knife broke.

Police later arrested the assailant.

Several days later, Steve and Dorothy
met with the man's mother and uncles.

The assailant's family had returned to

Ghana after living in neighboring Liberia

for 16 years. However, they had lost ev-

erything in the Liberian civil war.

The family told Steve and Dorothy that

the assailant had been involved in fighting

during the war. Earlier, he had received

treatment for abusing cocaine.

"We agreed with the family that if he
came forward with the truth when we went
to the police station, we would not press

charges," Steve said.

The assailant met with his relatives,

Steve and Dorothy, and two officers.

At first, he denied wrongdoing. But,

Steve said, the man eventually admitted

"that he had stolen our house keys,

stabbed me, and had used cocaine earlier

that day."

Steve and Dorothy agreed to have the

assailant released on bond to his family,

who said they would get him help for his

drug problem and be responsible for his

conduct.

The Wiebe-Johnsons are gradually re-

covering.

"Healing is a slow process," Steve wrote

in a report about the incident. "There are

a few small scars on my arm and back,

but the internal [emotional] ones are

deepest. They will take more time."

Nevertheless, he expressed thankful-

ness for God's protection and for the

support the family has received through

visits, letters, and phone calls.
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Scriptures recorded. Leola, Pa.—Nevin Miller (left) and James Hodgkins have

recorded a tape of Miller reading favorite Scriptures. Miller is a pastor and

professional actor, who appeared in the 1990 television drama Silence at Bethany.

Hodgkins, who owns a studio in Knauers, Pa., was engineer for the Mennonite Hour

radio broadcasts in the early 1960s. More information about the tape is available

from Harmonies, 34 W. Eby Rd., Leola, PA 17540.

Copyright blocks song,
but hymnal on schedule
Oak Brook, III. (MPH, GCMC, COB)-

The new joint hymnal has gone to press.

According to a statement by Hymnal

Council chair Nancy Rosenberger Faus,

the book is "right on schedule" for deliv-

ery to congregations in June.

But when the hymnal appears, "How
Great Thou Art" will not be in it.

The Hymnal Council—which is direct-

ing the project for the Mennonite Church,

General Conference Mennonite Church,

and Church of the Brethren—had
planned to include the hymn.

However, three copyright issues could

not be resolved:

• The name of the tune. The original

tune is a Swedish folk tune, Faus said. It

is named for the first line of the Swedish

text, which translates as "0 great God."

But Manna Music, Inc., renamed the

tune HOW GREAT THOU ART and is

claiming full rights to it.

• The name of the text writer. Carl

Gustav Boberg wrote the original text in

Swedish in 1885. Stuart K. Hine wrote an

English alternative version, copyrighting

it in 1953.

Hine's version is based on Boberg's

text, but Manna Music insists on giving

full credit for the text to Hine.

• The name of the heading. According

to Faus, "the policy of the Hymnal Project

is that all headers of hymns will be the

same as the first line, a policy being

followed in some of the most recent hym-

nals."

Manna Music would not permit "O
Lord, my God" to be used as the header,

with a cross-reference in the index to

"How Great Thou Art." Nor, Faus said,

"would they agree to several alternatives

we suggested."

As a result, the hymn will not appear in

the new book.

However, the back cover of the hymnal

will include a pocket to hold additional

hymns. Congregations that would like to

include "How Great Thou Art" may order

single copies directly from Manna Music,

Inc., in Valencia, Calif.

Beauty masks injustice,

South Africa visitor says
Lusaka, Zambia (MCC)—Contradic-

tions. The surface is beautiful, like a

scrubbed and polished Chicago.

Johannesburg—even Soweto—has

paved streets, streetlights, very little scat-

tered garbage, water, electricity, well-

maintained vehicles, and school buildings

with glass in the windows.

Contradictions. I listened to speakers

from the South Africa Council of Church-

es, and I read Diana E. H. Russell's book

Lives of Courage: Women for a New South

Africa. And I was again forcefully re-

minded of the cancer below the nation's

lovely exterior.

Already in Swaziland (at the start of a

Mennonite Central Committee learning

tour), I sensed that black people and

white people were reluctant to sit together

and talk to each other.

In the shopping centers of affluent

South Africa, whites were the shoppers.

Blacks were the workers.

This country has the greatest disparity

in the world between rich and poor, we

were told.

Education is at the base of the apart-

heid system, according to Mel Holland of

the National Education Co-ordinating

Committee.

The country has separate education

departments for each group of people:

black, coloured, Indian, and white.

Teachers are certified to work in one of

these departments. School buildings and

books are owned separately.

As a result, there is one teacher for

every 16 white children, but one teacher

for every 90 black children.

Only 5 percent of black schools have

desks. Even fewer have books.

Universities receive government sup-

port on the basis of how many first-year

students pass. Since black students have

a high risk of failing, many are denied a

university education.

Such separation in education not only

gives advantages to whites but teaches

them to believe they are superior. In

addition, it encourages blacks to see

themselves as inferior.

Black students, along with concerned

parents, trade unions, and educators,

have used nonviolent means to bring

about change. Methods of protest have

included boycotts of exams and classes,

occupation of white schools, and marches.

Change will come in the next two gen-

erations, we were told. But that is too late

for today's bright young black student.

As our group left South Africa to return

to Zambia, I felt strangely removed from

the turmoil of this beautiful land.

I could go back to my work teaching

English literacy with the Kimbanguist

Church. In Zambia my friends have the

freedom to determine their own direc-

tions, to dream of a brighter future (in

spite of the nation's economic woes), and

to walk with dignity and pride.

By contrast, many speakers in South

Africa acknowledged they may not see

equality in their lifetimes. Yet many
South Africans—black, white, and col-

oured—are willing to forgo comfort,

safety, and personal gain for the sake of

one another.

They have my deepest respect. And I

relay their concern: please keep up the

pressure on our government, they said,

until all South Africans have the right to

participate as full citizens.

—Rhoda Schrag
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• Riots affect churches. Vio-
lence in Los Angeles on April
29-30 affected at least two
Mennonite churches. According
to a report from Stanley Green,
Southwest Conference ministry

director for southern California,

the violence started a block and
a half from the meeting place of

Family Mennonite Church in

south-central Los Angeles. The
following morning, the trouble

spread to Inglewood, where Cal-

vary Christian Fellowship is

located. Roads in the area were
blocked, and Calvary Christian

School was closed for the day.

At press time, no people from
either congregation had been re-

ported injured. The riots fol-

lowed acquittals of four police

officers videotaped beating a black

motorist. Basil Marin is pastor of

Family Mennonite and James
Isaacs of Calvary Christian.

• Peace group formed. A Peace
and Social Concerns Committee
has been created to look at the
peace witness of the Mennonite
Church. The five committee
members are Michael Banks,
pastor of Burnside Mennonite

Fellowship in Bronx, N.Y.; Atlee
Beachy, a peace educator from
Goshen, Ind.; Richard Black-
burn, director of the Lombard
(HI.) Mennonite Peace Center;
Lois Kenagy, an environmental
and peace leader from Corvallis,

Ore.; and Doug Pritchard, peace
staff person for the Mennonite
Conference of Eastern Canada.
The committee will report at the

Philadelphia 93 assembly.

• Tea buys hymnals. A "Boston
Tea Party" at a Lancaster, Pa.,

church raised money to buy
hymnals for a Massachusetts
congregation. More than 100
women attended the April 9
event at Mellinger Mennonite
Church. Enough money was
contributed to buy, imprint, and
ship 110 copies of the new hym-
nal to Good Shepherd Christian
Fellowship in Needham,
Mass.

—

Nancy Witmer

• Books win awards. Four Her-
ald Press books received honors
at the 15th annual Angel Awards
ceremonies. Beyond the Golden
Hills by Anne L. Squire-Buresh
and Extending the Table by

Joetta Handrich Schlabach with
recipe editor Kristina Mast Bur-
nett won Silver Angels. Winners
of runner-up Awards of Merit
were Facing the Brokenness by
K. C. Ridings and Going Broke
by John R. Sutherland.

• Essay contest set. June 15 is

the deadline for entries for the
1992 John Horsch Mennonite
History Essay Contest. Papers
on Anabaptist or Mennonite
themes will be judged in catego-

ries from high school to gradu-
ate school. More information is

available from Levi Miller, His-
torical Committee of the Men-
nonite Church, 1700 S. Main,
Goshen, IN 46526.

• Coming events:
Family business seminar, Elkhart,

Ind., May 6. Craig Aronoff will

speak on "Communicating Val-

ues Across Generations in the
Family Business." The event is

sponsored by the Department of

Accounting, Business, and Eco-
nomics at Goshen (Ind.) College.

More information from business
professor Leonard Geiser at 219
535-7451.

50th anniversary, Tavistock Men-
nonite Church, Tavistock, Ont,
June 5-7. The weekend will in-

clude talks by Gordon Bauman,
Ross Bender, Wilmer Martin,
and Henry Yantzi, as well as a

barbecue and Sunday potluck.
More information from the
church at 131 Wettlaufer St.,

Tavistock, Ont. NOB 2R0.
"Summer camp" for high school

students, Eastern Mennonite
College (EMC), Harrisonburg,
Va., June 21-26. EMC profes-

sors will conduct daily classes in

animal biology, computers, Ger-
man, music, nursing, and Span-
ish. The event is designed to

give students a taste of college

life. More information from Phil

Lehman at 703 432-4118.

• Job openings:
Bookkeeper, Bethany Christian

High School, Goshen, Ind. Im-
mediate opening. College or
post-high school training is man-
datory. General computer com-
petence is mandatory; experi-

ence with SBT and spread sheet
program is highly desirable.
Send resume or inquiries to Wil-
liam D. Hooley, principal, Beth-
any Christian High School, 2904
S. Main St., Goshen, IN 46526;
phone 219 534-2567.

Executive director, Pleasant View
Homes, Broadway, Va. The
board is seeking a person who
will promote loving care and
concern for the developmentally
disabled. Qualifications include

training and experience with the
mentally disabled, a deep com-
mitment to the church, enjoy-

ment in relating to people, lead-

ership ability, and management
and business skills, resumes
should be submitted by June 30,

1992, to Linford K. Gehman, R.

1, Box 127, Bergton, VA 22811;
phone 703 852-3257.

Part-time pastor, Richmond Men-
nonite Fellowship, Richmond,
Va. The fellowship is a small

urban worship community. Po-
tential to be creative in worship
and community building. Semi-
nary training and experience
preferred. Send resume to:

Richmond Mennonite Fellow-

ship Search Committee, 1010 W.
Laburnum, Richmond, VA
23220.

Teaching positions, Lancaster
Mennonite High School, Lan-
caster, Pa. Available in music
and Spanish for the 1992-93

school year. Apply to: J. Richard
Thomas, principal, Lancaster
Mennonite High School, 2176
Lincoln Highway E., Lancaster,

PA 17602; phone 717 299-0436.

Baltimore YES teams start assignments. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Three Youth Evangelism
Service (YES) teams sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions left April 20 for
assignments in Guatemala, Honduras, and New York City. Earlier, the groups spent three
months in training at the YES Discipleship Center in Baltimore. Team members are, front row,
from left: Daryl Hoover, Jeff Landis, Amasiah Copp, John Stoltzfus, Eric Esch, and Krista
Hershey. Second row: Yvonne Myer, Julia Wagler, Kristina Reinford, Jeremy Leaman, Chris
Anders, Wendy Miller, and Winston and Geeta Mahabir. Third row: Alicia Alvarez, Lorena
Horning, Rebecca Codd, Rebecca Roggie, Justo Navarro, Kay Smoker, Bonnie Stoltzfus, and
Diana Zimmerman.
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NEW MEMBERS

Barrville, Reedsville, Pa.: Sam-

uel A. and Becky Yoder.

Gilead, Chesterville, Ohio:

Mark Boughton, Julie Overholt,

and David Swartzentruber.

Grace, Berlin, Ohio: Brenda

Ambrose, Derwin Clemens,
Jeannie Hershberger, Leah
Hershberger, Julie Lauten-

schleger, Tonya Miller, Larry

Mullet, Ruth Mullet, and Gary

Stutzman.
Gulfhaven, Gulfport, Miss.:

David Bunn, Ginger Bunn, David

Bunn, Jr., and Jonathan Bunn.

Inlet, Wauseon, Ohio: Kris

Bender, Tina Henricks, Scott

Kempf, and Rebecca Rufenacht.

Julesburg, Colo.: Larry, Betty,

Bryce, and Sarah Dietz, Robert

and Norma Jean Bennington,

Mildred Watson, and Richard

and Carol Myers.

Kaufman, Hollsopple, Pa.: Mat-

thew Hunsberger, Tracy
McGee, Jennifer Varner, Alice

Yoder, and Stephanie Yoder.

Kingview, Scottdale, Pa.: Ed-

ward Ewart, Bonnie Ewart,

Charity Giron, and Kevin Miller.

Locust Grove, Belleville, Pa.:

Dana Brubaker, Rhonda Byler,

Jeremy Peachey, Neil Renno,

Eric Yoder, Gwen Yoder,
Katrina Yoder, Sheri Yoder,

Christy Zook, Ken Zook, and

Terri Zook.

Lost Creek, Mifflintown, Pa.:

Joseph and Beverly Kauffman,

and Leonard and Maxine Zook.

Maple Grove, Topeka, Ind.:

Cory Miller, Kevin Miller, and

Josh Zehr.

Martins Creek, Millersburg,

Ohio: Troy Crilow, Kimberly

Hershberger, Molly Hersh-

berger, Chad Kellogg, Dayna
Miller, Kyle Miller, Shannon
Miller, Emily Stutzman, Jeremy

Troyer, and Joe Workman.
New Holland, Pa.: Francey Bai-

ley, Chad Jackson, Anthony
Martin, Barbara Williams, and
Reginald Williams.

North Baltimore, Baltimore,

Md.: Edward B. Hall.

Olive, Elkhart, Ind.: Steve

Hahn, Sheila Troyer, and Jason

Witmer.
Park View, Harrisonburg, Va.:

Wilbur and Lois Erb, Heather

Brubaker, Janette Brunk, Ob-
adiah Miller, Mike Schlabach,

Lawson Yoder, and Richard and

June Martin.

Ridgeview, Gordonville, Pa.:

Judy Beiler, Crystal King,

Kristina Kreider, Deanna Kurtz,

Ryan Lapp, Jodi Martin, Scott

Rohrer, Craig Shirk, Lisa Shirk,

Curt Ulrich, and Andrew Zim-

merman.
Upper Deer Creek, Wellman,
Iowa: Lawrence and Ruth
Schlabach, Larry and Rosella

Schrock, Steve and Debbie Yoder,

and Lynn Thoman Gingerich.

West Clinton, Wauseon, Ohio:

Patty Frey, Aleca Karagiorge,

Dereck Leatherman, Alysa

Sauder, Danielle Sauder, Rick

Short, and Ben Waidelich.

BIRTHS

Campbell, Chris and Megan (For-

rest), Whitby, Ont, Cassandra

Sonya (second child), March 19.

DeJong, Walter and Darlene

(Fevens), Madison, Wis., Han-

nah Naomi (first child), April 10.

Derstein, Drew and Karen (Mast),

Harleysville, Pa., (twins) Kelsey

Elizabeth and Jenna Renee (first

and second children), April 9.

Duncalfe, Kevin and June (Tay-

lor), Carstairs, Alta., Jason Mat-

thew (first child), March 4.

Gordon, Walter and Lorie

(Sauder), Waterford, Pa., Philip

Adam (first child), March 5.

Gunden, Randy and Debbie
(Lederach), Goshen, Ind., Jacob

L. (second child), April 6.

Hershey, Terry and Lauren
(Mast), Austin, Tex., Evan Ga-

briel (third child), March 16.

Johns, Lin and Amy (Cramer),

Goshen, Ind., Leah Nicole (sec-

ond child), Sept. 23, 1991.

Kauffman, Rod and Gloria

(Peachey), Reedsville, Pa., Eric

Steven (third child), March 17.

Knudson, Tim and Verleen
(Roth), Ryley, Alta., Mitchell

Lee (second child), April 9.

Kratz, Donald and Deanna
(Gabel), Telford, Pa., Donald

Tyler (first child), April 7.

Kreutzkamp, Mark and Rachel

(Shantz), Ira Christian (third

child), April 30, 1991.

Lantz, Tom and Pamela, India-

napolis, Ind., Kyle Thomas,
April 8.

Lear, Don and Mary Ann
(Leatherman), Perkasie, Pa.,

Nathan Alexandar (second

child), March 30.

Long, Dave and Cam (Hostetler),

Belleville, Pa., William Donald

(third child), Jan. 21.

Loucks, Lynn and Carol (Geier),

Elkhart, Ind., Austin Lynn
(fourth child), March 10.

Martin, Brian and Holly
(Morrell), Elmira, Ont., Breanna

Jewel (second child), April 1.

Martin, Randall and Sally

(Gehman), Ambler, Pa., Nicho-

las Evan (second child), March 7.

Mathies, Rob and Susan (Moyer),

Holstein, Ont, Talina Marie

Margaret (second child), April 2.

Miller, Cletus and Jody (Lasseter),

Albany, Ore., Danielle Nicole

(third child), March 9.

Miller, Gene E. and Tina
(Hooper), Bradenton, Fla.,

Sarah Marie (third child), March

24.

Peachey, Emerson and Sandy
(Yoder), Harrisburg, Pa.,

Brittany Lynn (second child),

April 2.

Peachey, Melvin and Judy
(Price), Belleville, Pa., Tonya
Nicole (second child), March 9.

Rhine, Carl and Grace (Albrecht),

Indianapolis, Ind., Jacob Ross

(second child), April 16.

Rupp, Rick and Lisa (Whitmire),

Wauseon, Ohio, Brett Jamison

(second child), April 11.

Schmucker, Douglas and Mara
Belle (Frey), Wauseon, Ohio,

Chelsea Renae (first child),

March 5.

Schrock, James and Marilyn

(Hershberger), Kalona, Iowa,

Shawna Rebecca (third child),

March 31.

Schultz, Bruce and Janice
(Tammeorg), Cambridge, Ont.,

Linsey Joanne (sixth child), Oct.

26, 1991.

Short, Lynn and Karlene (Miller),

Wauseon, Ohio, Taylor Lynn
(third child), April 14.

Stamm, Dale and Leslie (Miller),

West Unity, Ohio, Collin Mon-
roe (sixth child), April 2.

Stoltzfoos, Gideon and Betty

(Schrock), Lancaster, Pa., Allen

Michael (second child), April 6.

Weber, Steve and Linda (Snider),

Chesley, Ont., Ruth (second

child), March 25, 1991.

Wyse, Gary and Robin (Hall),

Archbold, Ohio, Stacy Rae
(third child), April 13.

MARRIAGES

Hartzler-Stutzman: Michael

Hartzler, Marshallville, Ohio
(Martins), and Sharon
Stutzman, Norton, Ohio (Oak

Grove), March 28, by John R.

Smucker (uncle of bride).

Helmkamp-Roth: James Helm-
kamp, Canton, Ohio (Beech),

and Alice Roth, Canton, Ohio

(Beech), April 11, by Roy
Bucher.

Kauffman-Clugston: Jerry

Kauffman, Ronks, Pa. (Landis-

ville), and Roxanne Clugston,

Lancaster, Pa. (Landisville),

April 11, by Sam Thomas.
Lapp-Rice: Steven J. Lapp, Per-

komenville. Pa. (Frederick), and

Lynette S. Rice, Telford, Pa.

(Souderton), April 11, by Gerald

Clemmer and Ben F. Lapp (fa-

ther of groom).

Long-Slabaugh: John L. Long
III, McGaheysville, Va., and

Cheryl Renee Slabaugh,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Weavers),

Dec. 28, 1991, by Michael Martin.

Miller-Jeschke: Bart Miller,

Walnut Creek, Ohio (Walnut

Creek), and Margaret Jeschke,

Goshen, Ind. (College), April 11,

by Nancy Kauffmann.
Mishler-Mullet: Shane Mishler,

Topeka, Ind. (Marion), and
Glenda Mullet, Shipshewana,

Ind. (First), April 3, by Brad

Miller and David Helmuth.

Reesor-Rhodes: Dale Reesor,

Pickering, Ont. (Rouge Valley),

and Lois Rhodes, Dayton, Va.,

March 20, by Steve Drudge.

Roth-Neuschwander: Scott

Roth, Lebanon, Ore. (Fairview),

and Amber Neuschwander, Har-

risburg, Ore. (Fairview), April 3,

by Roy Hostetler.

Rutt-Musselman: Richard Rutt,

Birmingham, Ala. (Southside),

and Michelle Musselman, Bir-

mingham, Ala. (Salford), March

21, by Steve Longenecker.

DEATHS

Blosser, Bertha Horst, 97,

North Lima, Ohio. Born: Jan. 19,

1895, Waukarusa, Ind., to Daniel

and Julia (Musser) Horst. Died:

April 7, 1992, Salem, Ohio. Sur-

vivors— son: Ellsworth; sister:

Dorcas Haight; one grandson.

Predeceased by: Noble Blosser

(husband). Funeral and burial:

April 10, Midway Mennonite
Church, by Richard
Batholomew and Larry Rohrer.

Bowman, Henry Brubacher, 91.

Born: June 4, 1900, Woolwich

Twp., Ont., to Abraham and

Catherine (Brubacher) Bow-
man. Died: Sept. 1, 1991. Survi-

vors—wife: Edna Hunsperger

Bowman. Funeral and burial:

Sept. 4, Wanner Mennonite
Church, by Eric Hiebert
Rempel.

Dickens, Lillie Mae, 55, Gulf-

port, Miss. Born: Feb. 15, 1937,

Gulfport, Miss. Died: April 9,

1992, Gulfport, Miss., of a heart

attack. Survivors—husband:
Dorrance Dickens; children:

Dorrance D., Sheila O'dom;
brothers: Curtis and Hewey
Priestwood; 8 grandchildren, 7

great-grandchildren. Funeral:

April 12, Gulfhaven Mennonite

Church, by David Kniss. Burial:

Coalville Cemetery.
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MENNOSCOPE

Frey, Wilbur, 77, Wauseon, Ohio.

Born: Jan. 24, 1915, Archbold,

Ohio, to Ezra and Cora (Miller)

Frey. Died: April 13, 1992,

Archbold, Ohio. Survivors

—

brothers and sisters: Orpha,
Naomi Leupp, Vernon, Glen-

ferd. Funeral: April 16, West
Clinton Mennonite, by Edward
Diener, James Roynon. Burial:

Pettisville Cemetery.
Harshbarger, Tallis T., 76, Pass

Christian, Miss. Born: Plenty-

wood, Mont., to George and
Ollie Harshbarger. Died: March
29, 1992, Pass Christian, Miss.

Survivors—wife: Pearl Dubuis-
son Harshbarger; children:

Peggy Arnold, Shirley Carver; 3

grandchildren, one great-grand-

child. Funeral: March 31, Pass
Christian, Miss., by Robert
Zehr. Burial: St. Joseph Ceme-
tery, Rotten Bayou.

Leaman, Tobias D., 84, Willow
Street, Pa. Born: Nov. 21, 1907,

to Benjamin F. and Lizzie

(Denlinger) Leaman. Died: April

2, 1992, Lancaster, Pa., of a heart

attack. Survivors—wife: Anna

N. Barge Leaman; children:

Robert, John, Elnora Frank,
Dorothy Jantzi, Anna Kennel;

brothers and sisters: Sanford,

Ellis, Bertha Hershey, Eliza-

beth; 12 grandchildren, 17 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Donald (son). Funeral and
burial: April 16, Mellinger Men-
nonite Church by Leon Ober-
holtzer and John Denlinger.

Roth, S. Calvin, 63, Selkirk, Ont.

Born: Nov. 14, 1928, Baden,
Ont., to Samuel S. and Barbra
(Jantzi) Roth. Died: April 1,

1992, of pancreatic cancer. Sur-

vivors—wife: Mary Steinman
Roth; children: Charles, Glenn,

Charlene Roth-Diddams, Jo-

anne Roth-Horvatis; brother
and sisters: Nevin, Ellen
Bender, Agnes Gingrich; 3

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: April 4, 1992, Rainham
Mennonite Church, by Rod
Weber and Orland Gingrich.

Roth, Edward M., 79, Harrison-

burg, Va. Born: Aug. 23, 1912,

Milford, Neb., to Michael and
Lena (Gascho) Roth. Died:

March 15, 1992, Harrisonburg,

Va. Survivors—wife: Orpha
Yutzy Roth; children: Evelyn
Leichty, Cleta Gingerich, Mil-

ford L., Joy Helmuth; sisters:

Alma Bontrager, Frieda
Kauffman; 10 grandchildren.
Funeral and burial: March 18,

Lindale Mennonite Church, by
Randy Schweitzer, Catherine
Longenecher, Laban Peachey,
and Ralph Ziegler.

Weaver, M. Lloyd, Sr., 90,

Harrisonburg, Va. Born: March
20, 1902, Lancaster, Pa., to David
M. and Emma (Bare) Weaver.
Died: April 5, 1992, Harrisonburg,

Va. Survivors—children: Sara
Jane Wenger, M. Lloyd, Jr., Ken-
neth J., Samuel O.; sister: Mary
Mosemann; 19 grandchildren, 27

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Sara Oberholtzer
(wife). Funeral: April 8, Park
View Mennonite Church, by
Owen Burkholder, Shirlee K.

Yoder, Sara Wenger Shenk, Har-
old G. Eshleman, and Moses
Slabaugh. Burial: Lindale Men-
nonite Church Cemetery.

Yoder, Ivan Edwin, 80, Wayland,
Iowa. Born: April 12, 1912,
Kalona, Iowa, to Eli and Esther
(Brenneman) Yoder. Died: Jan.

13, 1992, Wayland, Iowa. Survi-

vors— children: Robert, Rich-

ard, Janet Peterson, Donald,
Sandy Kunze; brothers and sis-

ters: Marvin, Raymond, Wilbur,

Duane, Eva Brenneman, Luella

Yoder, Verna Gingerich; 12

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Elsie (Roth) Yoder (wife). Fu-
neral and burial: Jan. 15, Sugar
Creek Mennonite Church, by
Ruben Chupp and Doug
Reichenbach.

Obituary corrections: Lloyd R.

Beyer (Jan. 21, 1992, Gospel Her-

ald), was predeceased by Susan
K. Benner (first wife). Thelma
Moyer (second wife) survives.

Irwin L. Groff (Jan. 14, 1992, Gos-

pel Herald), was predeceased by
Mary Elsie Wenger (wife).

Ada Marie Nafziger (March 3,

1992, Gospel Herald), is survived

by her mother, Dora Schrock.

Isaac B. Riehl (Jan. 28, 1992, Gos-
pel Herald), funeral and burial

was at Millwood Mennonite
Church.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Mutual Aid board and
committee meetings, Goshen,
Ind., May 7-8

Mennonite Board of Education
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., May 8-9

Office '92, Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa., May 14-16

Hispanic Convention executive

meeting, Goshen, Ind., May 14-17

Eastern Mennonite Seminary
commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., May 16

Conference on "The Church His-

torian as Interpreter," Goshen
College, Goshen, Ind., May 21-23

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries commencement,
Elkhart, Ind., May 22

Southwest Conference annual
meeting, Upland, Calif., May 22-25

Hesston College commencement,
Hesston, Kan., May 24

Council on Church and Media
meeting, Chicago, June 4-6

Mennonite Higher Education: Ex-
perience and Vision, Bluffton

College, Bluffton, Ohio, June
26-28

Biennial assembly, United Native

Ministries Council, Atmore,
Ala., June 29-July 3

Biennial assembly, United Native

Ministries Council, Atmore,
Ala., June 29-July 3

Philadelphia YES teams depart. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Three Youth Evangelism Service

(YES) teams sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions left April 20 for assignments
in Germany, Mexico, and Tanzania. A fourth team will leave for South Africa on May 7. Earlier,

the groups spent three months in training at the YES Discipleship Center in Philadelphia.

Team members are, front row, from left: Rachel Snavely, Rosemary and Dave Burkholder,

Chirangi Mutaragara, Charles Norton, Tedd Bottrel, and Marbella Torres. Second row: Neema
Nyamageni, Sue Schwartzentruber, Amanda Algier, Hanne Galle, Cindy King, Mindy Sperling,

and Noludwe Maponya. Third row: Jennifer Fisher, Dawn Ginder, Chris Yoder, Steve Nissley,

Erich Lotz, Tedd Greenawalt, Ashley Solomon, Dwayne Musser, Matt Krebs, and Judy Enns.
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A WORSHIP BOOK

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1992

regular price $14.95

pre-paid order price $13.50

through May 31, 1992

This hymn text by Fred Pratt Green,

titled "New Year Greeting from

Prison," is based on Dietrich

Bonhoeffer's 1 945 New Year mes-

sage smuggled out of prison to his

friends. For Bonhoeffer, the

theologian martyred during World

War II, it was his last New Year's Eve.

The author was invited by Erik Rout-

ley to create a poetic translation of

the text for Cantate Domino, an inter-

national ecumenical hymnal. The
fifth and final stanza of the poem fre-

quently is omitted. This strong expres-

sion of faith and hope in adversity is

a marvelous addition to our contem-

porary hymnody.
The tune INTERCESSOR was com-

posed for the hymn text "O Word of

Pity, For Our Pardon Pleading" by

Ada R. Greenway. It appeared in the

1 904 edition of Hymns Ancient and

Modern.

to order call

BRETHREN PRESS

1 800 323-8039

FAITH AND LIFE PRESS

1 800 743-2484

MENNONITE PUBLISHING HOUSE

1 800 245-7894

By gracious powers
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THE LAST WORD

Rah, rah, Jesus
(Reflections after reading the Gospel of John)

One can't go far in a study of John without

discovering this book has been a difficult

one for New Testament scholars. Nothing
in it seems connected. It's difficult to follow

Jesus through its 21 chapters, either geographi-

cally or chronologically.

Take, for example, the verses of 3:31-36. Why
are they here? Who's speaking? And to whom?
Or there are the words of Jesus, "Rise, let us

be on our way" (14:31), right in the middle of a

long theological discourse. Who was going

where? Or does this show Jesus was preaching

as he and his disciples walked toward Jerusa-

lem? If so, it was a long walk.

Or take the time Jesus goes into hiding in

12:36. Eight verses later he is giving a public

speech.

Yes, the Gospel of John is difficult to under-

stand. The Jerusalem Bible puts it kindly in its

introduction to the book: "The arrangement of

the gospel is not always easy to explain." That's

likely one reason some scholars tend to give

more credence to Matthew, Mark, and Luke
than they do to John.

I warmed a bit more to John, however, when I

read his book again recently. Here is not an au-

thor who doesn't know what he is doing. Instead,

I find a writer so excited about his subject he

tends to get carried away. He seems to want to

say everything at once—and in doing so some-
times leaves the reader breathless about time

and place.

John's report of Jesus' life reminds me of

those I've heard from people who have been on
a trip or to a retreat or at a churchwide meeting.

There's so much to say, so little time to say it,

so much enthusiasm to share—it all comes out

rather jumbled. There seems to be very little

order or schedule.

That's John. An ardent follower of Jesus

Christ, he appears to have been convinced early

on that Jesus was the Messiah. Perhaps he
should have been an enthusiastic disciple; he

dared to describe himself twice as "the disciple

whom Jesus loved" (13:23 and 21:20). That's not

a statement that would endear you to your fel-

low disciples, but then enthusiasm does some-
times get one into trouble.

In fact, John gets so carried away that he

writes two conclusions, a chapter apart, both to

let the reader know they are getting only a

glimpse of Jesus the Messiah, the Son of God:
"Now Jesus did many other signs in the pres-

ence of his disciples, which are not written in

this book" (20:30).

"But there are also many other things that

Jesus did; if every one of them were written

down, I suppose that the world itself could not

contain the books that would be written" (21:25).

Those are the words of an enthusiast. They
come from someone excited about his subject.

They are the heartthrobs of a committed dis-

ciple.

That kind of enthusiasm doesn't exactly

characterize us in the church today. Par-

ticularly in North America, our logical

minds and our scientific bents make us more
comfortable with Matthew and Mark and Luke
than with John.

After reading John again, I'm convinced his is

an outlook we should cultivate. We do so by
looking for those times when we can recognize

God at work in our world. We do so by cele-

brating together when God works in us. We do
so by sharing what is truly good news: "Every-

one who believes in him [Jesus] may not perish

but may have eternal life" (3:16).

That kind of awareness does not come auto-

matically. It takes practice: practice in identi-

fying answered prayer, practice in being grateful

for relationships that work right, practice in re-

joicing when the community of believers really

happens.

Sure, like John, we can get carried away. But
enthusiasm does not appear to be a danger for

many of us today. Our greater challenge is to

say a few more "rah, rah's" for Jesus.

—
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One mother's story:

Crosses in the Catholic church of

Santiago Atitldn, Guatemala, are

in memory of those from the town
who have been assassinated, wound-

ed, or disappeared in the violence

of the last decade. For the story,

see "And They Shall Beat Their

Swords Into Coffee Trees, " page 7.

Oh, Jesus! It wasn't
supposed to be like this

"Do not be afraid," the shepherds said

the angels told them when they came to

visit Do not be afraid. That was what
the angel Gabriel once said to me too.

Have you come to see my baby? Have you

come to see my son? People are always

coming to see my son. He's up there.

The one in the middle.

When he was born, shepherds came to see

him. They stood outside the opening to the sta-

ble where Joseph and I stayed. I was nursing, so

I sat deep in the back.

"Are you looking for a place to stay?" Joseph

asked. "There's room for more in here." They

shook their heads and just stood there.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE "Why are you here?" I wondered, as I came

forward, the baby in my arms.

"We were in our fields when angels came to

What the church us>» finally one shepherd ventured to speak.

must do about abuse 5 " 'Do not be afraid,' the angel said. 'We come

with great news for people everywhere.' And

And they shall beat their th
f»

the an§el u
,

s
<

f

to
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' r> Do not be afraid. The angel Gabriel once

swords into coffee trees 7
gaid^ to me <Tor you haye found favor^
God." Do not be afraid.

Churches provide food And men came from lands I've never heard of.

to California riot victims 9 Men with funny colored skin in strange clothing

by

Ann
Campbell



When he was little, Joseph and I would
talk at night about what Jesus would be

like when he was grown. We would move
to Jerusalem, where he would be king.

came following a star. They found us there in

Bethlehem. We're from Galilee, you know. "How
did you find us?" I asked them, baffled by their

presence at our temporary home.

"We followed a star," they said.

I went outside the stable to see it. It was
bright, but I didn't see how they could have fol-

lowed it all that way.

People have always wanted to see Jesus.

My village really waited to see him. They
didn't know what to think of my story, you

know. When we came back to Nazareth, every

wife and mother wanted to see who he looked

like. And he didn't look like Joseph. I would

proudly walk down the street with my toddler, ig-

noring all the curious stares. You see, I knew
who his Father was.

You know who he looked like? Me. Almost ev-

erything about him looks like me—except those

eyes. Those deep, compassionate eyes. What do

they say about eyes and the soul? His eyes he

got from God. But the wave in his hair, the fur-

row in his brow, that crinkle in his smile, he got

from me. And his hands, those hands that so ten-

derly touched the sick and healed them, they

look just like mine.

When he was little, Joseph and I would talk at

night about what Jesus would be like when he

was grown. When he was king. We would move
to Jerusalem, for a king would live in Jerusalem.

Joseph recited Scriptures he had learned about

the Messiah.

Jesus' disciples talked about the kingdom

too. After Joseph died, I traveled with

Jesus and his followers. Oh, the stories

they could tell! What a wonderful kingdom they

would make up in their minds. They even bick-

ered over who would sit beside my son on his

throne. Silly boys.

They're over there. Huddled together. Making
plans. They're waiting for some kind of glory.

One even thinks Jesus will leap from the cross

like a bird, and all of Jerusalem will bow down
to him. They refuse to believe he's dying. But I

see the pain in his face, his body heaving as he

tries to breathe. I see the fire fading from his

eyes, and I know he is dying.

Are you here to see the glory? Have you come
to see one last miracle? He won't save himself.

It's not his way. What was that he said?

"Destroy the temple and I will rebuild it."

See, I can believe that. He could build the tem-

ple in three days. I've seen him raise the dead. I

know his powers. But this I don't understand.

Once, when he was just a baby, he became
sick. All day I had held him, singing to him and
praying. But slowly his body grew hotter and hot-

ter until he would shake. I held him to my
breast, feeling his rasping breath. "Is this what I

bore him for?" I yelled into the air. "Is this why
I bore him?" Then I felt a stillness, and I knew
the Father was there. And that tiny body started

to cool.

I have come to know when the Father is

around. Sometimes I was sure I'd hear him call

Jesus. And my child would become intent on
something I could never see, but I knew God
was with him.

But I don't feel him now. I haven't felt him for

People have always wanted to

see Jesus. My village waited to

see him. They didn't know
what to think of my story.

a long time. He has left Jesus here alone.

Oh, Jesus! It wasn't supposed to be like this.

When we took Jesus to the temple to offer a

sacrifice and present him to the Lord, there was

a man there, Simeon, I think his name was. He
took Jesus in his arms, lifted him into the air,

and said:

"I have seen God's salvation and glory." Then
he turned to me and put the baby in my arms

and said, "It will be as though a sword has

pierced your soul." And for a moment a rush of

fearful desperation, such as I have never known
before, welled within me. I have never felt it

since, until now.

Did I tell you the shepherds came to see

him? They just stood at the opening to

that cave. They just stood staring into

the darkness.

"Do not be afraid," the angels told them. Do
not be afraid.

Ann Campbell, Albuquerque, N.M., is a home-

maker and an "occasional student" studying psy-

chology and the humanities. She is also an emo-

tional support volunteer for New Mexico AIDS
Services. Ann and her family attend the Albuquer-

que Mennonite Church.
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"The Lord is my shepherd, I

shall not want He makes me
lie down in green pastures; he

leads me beside still waters;

he restores my souL He leads

me in right paths for his

name's sake."

—Psalm 23:1-3, NRSV

Thank you for the thoughtful arti-

cles and editorial in the March
24 issue on the role of mission in

the church. The benefits and opportuni-

ties of moving from churchwide to local

mission over the last years have been

satisfying for the local church giver.

This should continue to be encouraged.

The church has also come to affirm a

place for both local and churchwide mis-

sion structures. These need to work to-

gether in creative ways.

There is no doubt that mission ener-

gizes and brings life into each of us

who participate in it. What I'd like to

see more often is a reflection on how
our current views and approach to mis-

sion have led to both gained and lost

opportunities, both at the local and at

the worldwide levels. Based on this criti-

cal reflection, we can articulate a vision

that will carry us through the 21st cen-

tury.

Rolando Santiago

Delmar, N.Y.

Who's Defining Sin These
Days? (Feb. 25) was helpful in

urging the church to raise its

moral voice to define sin in our society.

But the author left out some very criti-

cal sins and was, I believe, theologically

incorrect about others.

What I find lacking is any discussion

about the sin of distance from people

who are different than ourselves—the

disadvantaged, those struggling econom-

ically or emotionally. Isn't this one of

the biggest sins in our capitalist society,

where money is put before people, and

seeking comfort in one's own life so

often goes hand in hand with less atten-

tion toward others?

Klassen also ignores the sin of vio-

lence that we inflict upon others when
we are more concerned about ourselves

and what we can gain, rather than car-

ing about those around. There is so

much racism and so much violence in

our homes, neighborhoods, and be-

tween nations that a mere mention of

chemical warfare hardly does justice to

the broader sin of violence.

Klassen mentions the sin of abortion.

But he neglects an equally great sin

that must always be discussed when
talking of abortion: the sin that forces

women into decisions about abortion.

Many women face unbearable obsta-

cles, including lack of family support

(often even from the father of the

child), overwhelming financial responsi-

bility, and poor educational or work

backgrounds. Many women are emotion-

ally unequipped to deal with becoming

a mother, given an emotionally dis-

functional family system.

And there is such a lack of leadership

from the church on the matter of inti-

macy that unavoidable divisiveness has

occurred regarding the issue of sexual

preference. By judging homosexuals to

be sinners, as Klassen does, we sepa-

rate ourselves from them. The biggest

sin here is this separateness, because it

keeps us from looking at ourselves and

at our brothers and sisters more

closely. Don't we need healing men-to-

men and women-to-women so we can

grow toward better overall relationships

as people?

Christians should seek to be vehicles

of reconciliation, rather than condemn-

ing people for trying to get their own
needs met. Only as we get closer to peo-

ple who are different from ourselves

and truly listen and love will we begin

to see healing in relationships between

people.

Dawn Longenecker

Washington, D.C.

1492 Anniversary Gives Opportu-

nity for Teaching (Mar. 3). I have

thought a great deal about how we
as Mennonite Christians should re-

spond to this year's 500th anniversary

of Columbus' arrival in the Americas.

This is particularly true since in the

past few years I have been reading

about the life and culture of Native

Americans and the unspeakable abuse

and betrayal they suffered at the hands

of white conquerors and settlers.

What really touched my heart was
the report of the MCC meeting at Wich-

ita, Feb. 14. Elizabeth Soto Albrecht as-

sured us that it was appropriate to

celebrate 1492 as a historical event. But

believers should focus on Christ, not

Columbus. We should make the occa-

sion one of teaching and drawing to-

gether. Lawrence Hart, in a similar

vein, expressed the hope that the occa-

sion would be one of encouragement

and challenge to his own people. He
asked the church to understand and re-

spect the Native American desire to

cherish and preserve its own culture.

Those are the words I would like to

have spoken, yet if I had said them

first, I would have been speaking from

the stance of the advantaged party. But

when my brothers and sisters spoke
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READERS SAY

these words, I felt a tremendous sense

of being freed. I knew my repentance

would be accepted.

I must admit that I was once rather

wary of "official" statements confessing

the "sins of our fathers." My family an-

cestors did not hold slaves, but rather

they spoke against slavery. But in adult-

hood, I learned that I had imbibed

some of the local sterotypes and preju-

dices common to the community where

I grew up.

So far as I know, my family predeces-

sors sought to maintain friendly relation-

ships with Native Americans. But I

guess my house sits on a little plot of

ground once possessed by one of the In-

dian nations; whether it was taken from

them by treaty or by coercion, I don't

know. And however I may be included

in any of the 500th anniversary state-

ments prepared by any Mennonite agen-

cies, I want to say personally: "Here is

my repentance. Thank you for opening

your arms to me. I want to be your

brother."

Linden M. Wenger
Harrisonburg, Va.

How Shall We Celebrate 1492?
(Feb. 11) sounded more like a

lesson in political correctness

than in Christian love. Could it be that

Christianity is being used? Could empa-

thy be a third way of commemorating
1492?

Columbus and his contemporaries

have been dead and buried for a long

time. How can today's people be guilty

for what happened in 1492? Assuming

guilt for things that happened before

we were born hardly seems like good

mental health. The whole perspective is

likely to lead to division rather than

unity.

I am a member of a mostly Native

American congregation, and our congre-

Pontius' Puddle

gational representative to the Native

American council has been cool to this

guilt thing. We would rather emphasize

understanding, forgiveness, and learn-

ing from the past to promote a better

future.

Dwelling on differences sets up a

"them and us" setting. All those with

white skin are stereotyped as "bad,"

guilty by association for 500-year-old ac-

tions. This is Christian?

Calling for money and government

programs may help, but we already

have both, and it does not solve all the

problems. I would propose that Chris-

tians come to work on the reservations

and get involved in seeing how the

money is spent. Here in Mississippi,

the Choctaw churches could use addi-

tional people to teach Sunday school,

work with youth, play the piano, and do

other tasks that keep a congregation

going.

My 13 years in Indian Health Service

were unforgettable. Revervation jobs

are paid from taxes, and you run the

risk of being accused of working for

"blood money," as I was. An invasion of

Mennonites to Native American educa-

tion and health care jobs might be wel-

comed. Our Anabaptist heritage of

suffering and survival are too valuable

not to share.

Stephen R. Michalovic

Philadelphia, Miss.

AThird of Our Family Doesn't

Have Enough to Eat (Mar. 31)

does have a very important mes-

sage. However, there is a need here in

the U.S. that we need to address, or we
might not be able to respond to world

needs within another 10 years.

This is the need to work for fiscal re-

sponsibility within all levels of govern-

ment. By the year 2000, it could take all

our taxes just to pay the interest on na-
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tional debt. Our government is going to

run out of money, which will lead to an

economic crisis beyond anything we
have ever experienced.

What can we do now? Are we willing

to stop accepting and pushing for more
government aid, both here and abroad?

Are we willing to push for massive cut-

backs in all government programs? Are
we as a church ready to increase our in-

volvement with meeting the needs of

the poor? Are we ready to transfer our

dependence on government to depen-

dence on God, working through the

local and worldwide fellowship of believ-

ers? Are we ready to be mutually ac-

countable to one another under God?
Are we ready to pray, speak, and act?

Timothy Rice

Perkasie, Pa.

There is no way to adequately ad-

dress, in one short article, the

complex topic of A Third of Our
Family Doesn't Have Enough to Eat
(Mar. 31). David Shenk gave an excel-

lent start by focusing on the changing

world economy, which is having an in-

creasingly negative impact on the hun-

gry members of our family.

But there is yet another contributor

to the growing problem of hunger in

our family: war and conflict. These not

only kill and injure people, but they de-

stroy crops and the capacity of people

to produce food. War and conflict drive

people off their land. War and conflict

disrupt markets, prices, and transporta-

tion. In short, war and conflict drain off

resources for food and food production,

and often redirect those resources to-

ward food and crop destruction.

While the article identifies a number
of excellent responses to this complex

problem of hunger, another important

response must be identified. The
church, under the guidance of the Holy

Spirit, must seek more creative ways to

work at the root causes of hunger in

our family. It is right, but also easy, to

share food with hungry people. But too

often this act of love addresses only the

symptoms rather than the root causes

of the problem.

Working at the root causes will neces-

sitate living and working with impover-

ished and hungry members of our

family. Working at root causes will ne-

s cessitate active peacemaking and concil-

| iation efforts.

I Hershey Leaman
Landisville, Pa.
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What the church
must do about abuse
Abuse is a sin and a crime,

not a mistake to be easily

forgiven. That is the starting

point for dealing with abuse.

by D. Pauline Zimmerman

We who are Mennonites today must strug-

gle with the issues of justice and abuse.

As we hear and read stories about abu-

sive situations, we feel anger, outrage, and hope-

lessness. We begin to ask questions: Where is

justice? What is forgiveness? What can the

church do?

As a family therapist who has worked with abu-

sive families for seven years, I repeatedly hear

victims of abuse talk about forgiveness. They

tell me that often it's the only thing they hear.

When they are finally able to tell their stories,

the first reaction they get is that they should for-

give. From their offender, their family, and the

church they hear:

• "Let the past be the past; it will go away."

• "Avoid the behavior, and it will go away."

• "You need to apologize for not having sex

with me, even though I physically beat you last

night."

• "If you talk about our sexual experiences to

me or anyone else, I won't talk to you."

• "When I verbally attacked you, I just made

a mistake."
• "I touched you inappropriately one time, so

forget it."

• "Honor your parents, even if abuse is pres-

ent."

But forgiveness does not come with these ap-

proaches. Instead they only silence and invali-

date the victim. They also take away the respon-

sibility from offenders for their acts. And the

cycle of violence continues.

Typically, the pattern in abusive situations

includes forgiveness after an abusive act.

For example, the offender may begin to

cry then say, "I won't do it again, so forgive

me." If the victim forgives, and there are no

other changes of behavior, the cycle repeats it-

self. (See "The Cycles of Abuse.") In order for

justice and healing to begin this cycle must be

broken at some point.

When the church faces abuse, our attitude is

most important. We need to say that an abusive

act is sinful and criminal, not just a mistake to

be easily forgiven. And then we need to use the

Scriptures as a guideline for dealing with this sin.

Luke 17:1-4 is an example. Sin is rebuked in

this Scripture. When repentance occurs, then

there is forgiveness. This Scripture does not en-

courage or require forgiveness where there is no

repentance.

Repentance involves changing behavior. Re-

pentance for abusive behavior means that abuse

must stop. The offender needs to know the

harm the victim received and be ready to make

amends where possible. The offender needs to

learn ways to stop the escalation and reduce the

stress which leads to abuse.

Matthew 18 is another pertinent Scripture for

dealing with abuse. This one encourages confron-

tation. If the offender acknowledges the wrong,

the relationship with the offender is regained. If

the offender doesn't listen, another person or

two are to meet with the offender. Again if the

offender refuses to listen, the church is to be-

come involved. With continual refusal to re-

spond, the offender is to be treated as a "hea-

then and a publican" (an outsider). Still the

work of the church continues. Prayer for restora-

tion is next—and then forgiveness.

The emphasis in these Scriptures is on ac-

countability, responsibility, and repentance, not

on easy forgiveness of the offender by the victim

and the church. But instead I see the church par-

The cycles of abuse

abuse

escalation remose

harmed

relates to

offender

forgives;

hopes for change

stress

Offender

helplessness *

guilt, shame, fear

worthlessness

Victim
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A church that emphasizes easy forgive-

ness ends up participating in the cycle

of abuse. We must give new messages
that can lead to justice and healing.

ticipating in the cycle of abuse when we empha-
size only forgiveness.

But the church can facilitate change. We can
give abused families new messages. For exam-
ple, nine-year-old Joe had a father who touched
him inappropriately at nighttime. Joe felt uncom-
fortable with the touching. He told his Sunday
school teacher. The teacher listened to the

story, talked to his parents, and decided to con-

tinue to relate to the family. In the process, the

teacher informed Joe that he does not need to

receive the uncomfortable touch. The teacher

confronted the father and recommended psycho-
therapy with a person who understands abuse.

She informed the family about the local child

protection services and reported the incident to

them. This service investigated and sought ways
to protect the child. Here new messages began
to come through from the church to those in-

volved in abuse:
• "Abuse must stop."

• "A child's story is important enough to be
heard and acted upon."

• "Uncomfortable touch will not be tolerated."

Abuse requires accountability,

repentance, and responsibili-

ty. Only then can forgiveness

and restoration take place.

• "Another adult thinks uncomfortable touch-

ing can be refused."

• "A child will be protected from harm."
In another situation a wife was physically

beaten by her husband. The wife informed the

minister, who listened with compassion. He
chose several church members to relate to this

couple weekly. The purpose of meeting was to

listen, to help the wife, to confront the husband,
and to establish relationships with the church. If

the abuse continues, the church members de-

cided to encourage the wife to report the inci-

dents to the police and to facilitate separation.

Again, this church was giving important new
messages about abuse:

• "We will listen to your story."

• "We will follow up on the abusive acts."

• "We will permit and encourage separation

where there is continuing abuse."
• "We will not accept abuse."
• "We will include people who deal with crime."

An important part of dealing with abuse is

making legal contacts for the protection of the

victim. These serve as a means of confronting

the offender and permitting payment for the

crime. So often church members have difficulty

recommending legal encounters. In my experi-

ence, many abusers do not stop abusing without

serious intervention. Confrontation with the law
may help. Consequences for the crime are appro-

priate. When Cain killed Abel, Cain's ground
was cursed as a consequence of his crime.

Justice for abusive families begins when there

is a break in the cycle of abuse. This includes

more emphasis on stopping the violent act, on
protecting the victim, on confronting the abuser,

on including the legal system, and on referring

to psychotherapy. The church can participate in

giving new messages that do not reinforce the

cycle of abuse.

Permission to talk about harmful situations,

permission to say "no" to harmful behavior, per-

mission not to forgive too soon without appropri-

ate changes in the offender's behavior—these

are a great contribution to facilitating justice.

Abuse is a sin and a crime, not a mistake to

be easily and quickly forgiven. Abuse requires

accountability, repentance, and responsibility.

Only then can true forgiveness and restoration

take place.

D. Pauline Zimmerman, Lancaster, Pa., is a fam-
ily therapist in private practice. She has also or-

ganized a Task Force Against Family Violence in

her community.
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And they shall
beat their swords
into coffee trees

by J. Lome Peachey

Turn the other cheek. Love your enemies.

That's the ethic Jesus gave his disciples.

For much of the Christian church, that

has been a great ideal. But it's not considered

all that practical, not in today's violent world.

We who are Anabaptist-Mennonites say it

must be practical. In our past some have died

because they put it into practice. That has not

been the lot recently for those of us who live in

North America.

Yet with our beliefs and our history, for many
of us the nagging questions remain. Is the way
of love really practical? Does it work? Faced

with a life-and-death situation, would God really

come through for us?

Consider this story from Guatemala, from the

indigenous village of Santiago Atitlan.

It's
an hour's boat ride from Panajachel, one

of Guatemala's biggest tourist centers. Tour-

ists who take the boat across Lake Atitlan

find a bustling town of 28,000. Women sit in

their shops by the street, selling pottery or fruit

or corn for the day's tortillas. Men are out in

their boats fishing in the lake, or up in the moun-

tains cutting wood for the family's fires. Chil-

dren fill plastic water jugs in the lake, stopping

to say "uno quetzal" (20 cents) if a tourist wants

to snap a picture (and giggling with each word).

When the sun sets, the villagers come into the

streets and visit on the corners. Children play

marbles in front of the municipal building. Wave
after wave of hand-clapping and singing come

from a dozen or more evangelical churches scat-

tered throughout the town. Some go to the Cath-

olic church for evening mass.

Here there is laughter. Here children chase

each other. Here neighbors share a bit of gossip,

and young and old greet each other as they pass

on the streets. Even the few North American

tourists brave enough to spend the night in one

of the town's spartan but adequate lodgings find

themselves greeted with smiles and friendship.

But it was not always so. Before Dec. 2,

1990, Santiago Atitlan was a town of fear.

During the day soldiers patrolled the vil-

lage. The tourists left soon after lunch. By 5:00

p.m. the villagers had shut themselves into their

houses. There they frequently heard gunfire as

mysterious masked men roamed the streets.

Kidnappings and "disappearances" were com-

mon occurrences, particularly of church leaders,

teachers, and social workers. Local leaders esti-

mate that as many as 1,000 of their townspeople

were assassinated during the 1980s.

"We couldn't go out, even a kilometer away,

because we didn't know if we would come back

alive," say town leaders today. Many have family

More than 20,000 people acting

together to throw the military

out of town can only be de-

scribed as "a miracle of God."

Santiago

Atitlan resi-

dents have

planted coffee

trees where

once there

was cruelty

and torture.
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For the first time in more than 10 years,

Santiago Atitldn farmers can once
again climb the mountains to their

field. "It's like living in Paradise."

The site of the

Dec. 2, 1990,

massacre is

now a park,

dedicated to

peace and to

telling the

Atitldn story.

members who "disappeared." Some received nu-

merous death threats during the late '80s.

The townspeople believed the source of the as-

sassinations and the violence was the military,

camped in a base a quarter mile outside the

town. The base was there, the military said, be-

cause Santiago Atitlan was suspected of harbor-

ing "subversives," i.e., communists.

On Dec. 1, 1990, the military rode into town,

demanding the citizens turn over one of their

number—for "subversion." Though they had
done so before, this day something snapped. No-
body knows why, but for some reason they re-

fused. They were fed up. Instead of obeying,

someone went to the Catholic church and began
to ring the bell. "It wasn't planned, it couldn't

have been planned," the town's leaders say.

Over 5,000 people turned out in the plaza in

front of the church. Without plan or organiza-

tion, they began to move in the moonlight, down
the dirt road beside the lake to the military com-
pound.

"Buenos dias, " said the men at the head of the

crowd when they reached the gate to the base,

for by now it was 1:00 a.m. There was no an-

swer. "Buenos dias, " they said again. Out of the

darkness came an answer: bullets from M-16's.

Thirteen villagers lay dead. More than 20 were
wounded.
By the time the sun came up, 20,000 people

had signed a petition asking the president of

Guatemala to remove the military from outside

the town. Five hundred people climbed into vehi-

cles for the two-hour drive to Guatemala City to

deliver the petition.

"Then a miracle of God happened," Santiago

Atitlan's leaders say today. In a country where the

civilian government has little power, where the mili-

tary apparently rules at whim, the president or-

dered the military out of Santiago Atitlan within

15 days. They left, after killing two more towns-

people in what can only be described as revenge.

Today, some 36 months after the massacre,

Santiago Atitlan is completely disarmed.

Instead of the mysterious masked men,
patrols called rhondos walk the streets to keep
order. They carry a twig, a flag, and a whistle

—

but no weapons. For 36 months, not a single

shot has been heard in that town.

For the first time in more than 10 years, Santi-

ago Atitlan farmers can once again climb the

mountains to their fields. "It's like being in Para-

dise," says one. "No one is threatening anybody."

Four times the military has tried to come back
into town. When that happens, the Catholic

church bell rings again, and the citizens come
out, always unarmed, to block their way.

"Thirteen people sacrificed their lives so that

we can have peace," Santiago's leaders say today.

Where they fell, simple crosses and monuments
mark that sacrifice. A thatched-roofed hut stands

nearby, under which townspeople tell their story to

North American tour groups who come to visit.

After the story, the tour group turns to view

the land where the military base once stood.

Here where once were barracks, with deep tor-

ture pits still visible, they find coffee trees.

These the villagers of Atitlan have planted in

what was once the home of their enemies.

It is a holy moment. For minutes there can be
no words. Then from the recesses of one's mind
comes the promise from Isaiah: "They shall beat

their swords into plowshares, and their spears

into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up sword

against nation, neither shall they learn war any

more" (Isa. 2:4).

J. Lome Peachey, Scottdale, Pa., spent the night

of March 17, 1992, in Santiago Atitldn along with

a group of SELFHELP Crafts shop managers
touring Guatemala.
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CHURCH NEWS

Churches distribute food,

ask cleanup help after riots

Los Angeles (Meetinghouse)—Now that

relative calm has returned following the late

April and early May riots, Mennonites in

southern California are mobilizing to meet

the needs of those affected by the violence.

According to Jeff Wright, vice-presi-

dent of the Council of Anabaptists in Los

Angeles (CAL), the pressing need is for food.

Some south-central Los Angeles resi-

dents need to go more than 30 miles one

way to find a grocery store that is open,

Wright said.

Along with other organizations, CAL is

involved in food distribution.

Three Mennonite churches in the af-

fected areas—Calvary Christian Fellow-

ship in Inglewood and Family Mennonite

Church and Prince of Peace Anabaptist

Fellowship in south-central Los Ange-

les—are being used as distribution points.

Mennonite Board of Missions (MBM)
and Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) have provided $6,000 to assist

CAL in buying food.

"I've been overwhelmed by the response

from across the church following the riots,"

Wright said. "From all over have come calls

asking, 'How can we help?'
"

Wright indicated that CAL will ask for

Mennonite Disaster Service assistance in

cleanup work.

"Following that, we hope to bring Chris-

tian Peacemaker Teams into the area to

help with reconciliation," Wright said.

In addition, CAL is looking for eco-

nomic assistance to help local business

owners get back on their feet.

According to Wright, there have been

no reports to date of Mennonites suffering

injury during the riots, nor were any Men-

nonite church buildings damaged.

However, one Mennonite-owned busi-

ness suffered water damage as a result of

a fire set in an adjacent building.

In addition, some Mennonites spent

anxious hours during the burning and

looting.

Pastor Basil Marin of Family Menno-

nite Church, for example, spent the night

of April 29 watching from the window of

his home as people were pulled from cars

and beaten on the street in front of the

building where his congregation meets.

The violence started a block and a half

from Marin's church.

The riots forced the closing of Calvary

Christian School, as well as the Los An-

geles public schools.

Classes at Calvary and throughout the

city were scheduled to resume on May 4.

Contributions for relief in the violence-

affected areas can be sent to either MBM
or MCC and designated for CAL.
—J. Lome Peachey

Conference sparks
hope for Zaire reform
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—People in Zaire

have put great hope in a national confer-

ence between government and opposition

leaders.

That's the report of John Leckie, an

audiovisual producer for Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee (MCC), who was in the

central African nation in April.

The conference began April 14.

Kinshasa, the capital of Zaire, "seemed

energized" after the conference was an-

nounced, Leckie said. "The change was

like night and day."

Teachers are going back to work,

though they have not been paid in two or

three months, Leckie noted.

Zaire's churches have played an impor-

tant role in urging democratic change.

On Feb. 16, a march by Christians was

disrupted by government troops who shot

into the crowd. Estimates of the death toll

range from 32 to more than 60.

Many Zairians believe the incident

helped bring the government to the bar-

gaining table after numerous delays.

"The church has participated in democ-

ratization with delegates to the national

conference, special prayer services, and

[involvement) in numerous public meet-

ings," said Kumakamba Mimboro, a Men-

nonite lay leader.

Kumakamba is one of two Mennonite

delegates to the conference.

North American Christians should con-

tinue to urge their governments to sup-

port peaceful change in Zaire, Hamuli

Kabarhuza said during an April visit to

the United States and Canada.

Hamuli is executive secretary of Zaire's

National Council of Development NGOs
(nongovernmental organizations).

He said that Canada's suspension of

foreign aid to the Mobutu government has

helped Zairians.

Meanwhile, a shipment of 1,000 metric

tons of corn and soybeans from MCC has

arrived in Kinshasa.

Some 20 percent of the grain, including

all the soybeans, has been milled and sent

to community nutrition centers.

The centers provide dietary supple-

ments to undernourished children and

nutritional information for mothers.

The remaining 80 percent of the ship-

ment will be milled and sold on the open

market at about half the usual price. The
sale is intended to help stabilize prices at

an affordable level until grain from the

local harvest comes in.

Boys choir sings. Lancaster, Pa.—Members of the Loughborough Grammar School

Choir from England warm up before an April 12 performance here. The boys group

joined the Franconia-Lancaster Choral Singers in presenting selections from Gabriel

Faure's Requiem. In addition, the Franconia-Lancaster group presented The Seven

Last Words of Christ by Franz Josef Haydn.—Dale D. Gehman
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CHURCH NEWS

Barn replaced. Belleville, Pa.—A new barn stands on an Amish farm along Back
Mountain Road near Belleville. Volunteers put up the building, which replaces one
of six barns destroyed in a series of arson fires on the night of March 14-15.

—Dale D. Gehman

MCC group gets reports
on Sudan, drought area
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Reports on Africa

headed the agenda at a meeting of the

executive committee of Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee (MCC), held here on April

10-11.

People in Sudan face civil war, recurring

famine, and an out-of-balance economy,

Kate Warn told the committee. (See May
5, 1992, Gospel Herald.)

Warn, an MCC worker returning from

the northeast African nation, said resi-

dents spend much of their time waiting in

line for bread, transportation, and elec-

tricity.

In this situation, church workers per-

form an important service by simply wait-

ing with local people, Warn said.

She told the committee of how she sat

on the sidewalk for an entire morning to

get a ticket refund. When she finally

received it, the other people in line

applauded her for waiting rather than

using special influence to get what she

wanted.

"There is meaning in our work and in

our presence which we can't often see or

understand," Warn said. "We have to

hang on to that belief when we think we're

just sitting on a sidewalk."

In a separate report, Jim Shenk told the

committee that southern Africa is facing

its worst drought in a century.

"There's going to be severe hunger,

even some starvation," said Shenk, who
is MCC co-secretary for Africa.

The region needs 10 million metric tons

of corn, Shenk told the committee. Even
Zimbabwe and South Africa—tradi-

tionally food-exporting countries—need
to import six million tons, he said.

MCC plans to send up to $4 million

(Canadian) worth of aid, mostly in the

form of corn and some seeds.

In a related discussion, committee
members discussed whether MCC's food

shipment to Russia earlier this spring was
appropriate.

The agency sent 9,000 boxes of grocer-

ies to Moscow and St. Petersburg. (See

March 3, 1992, Gospel Herald.)

Some committee members believe the

aid diverted limited resources from more
needy areas of the world.

The problem in the former Soviet Union
"isn't a shortage of food," Jake Harder of

Edmonton, Alta., said. "The problem is

distribution.

"Ukraine can produce all the food Rus-

sia and Europe [need]," he said. "If the

food is there, why ship it 6,000 miles?"

In other matters, Personnel Services

director Bill Loewen reported that place-

ment of workers from non-constituent

churches has risen this year.

For the first four months of 1992, some
41 percent of people placed were non-con-

stituents, compared to 24 percent in 1991.

Personnel Services will continue to watch
this trend, Loewen said.

Meanwhile, the executive committee
authorized SELFHELP Crafts to in-

crease 1992 purchases from the budgeted
$1.9 million (U.S.) to $2.4 miUion.

The increase will allow SELFHELP to

replenish its stock. As of Feb. 20, about

30 percent of all items were not in stock.

In a separate action, the committee
approved a resolution on Cuba. The state-

ment commits MCC to:

• Send food and medicine to Cuba.
• Renew ties with Anabaptist and other

church groups in Cuba.
• Urge government officials to pass

laws improving relations between the

United States and Cuba. (See related

story on page 12.)

Closer to home, the committee ap-

proved plans to install a new heating/cool-

ing system in the 12th Street offices here

and to build an addition to house the

MCC library.

The expansion and renovations are

slated for completion by year end.

Also at the meeting, the committee
heard a report from controller Ken
Langeman.
Langeman said that U.S. contributions

for the first four months of 1992 were one

percent ahead of budget—a welcome
change from 1991, when contributions in

the same period were unusually low.

Contributions from churches, individu-

als, and MCC shops all have increased.
—Delphine Martin

Toronto school gives
okay to Mennonite office
Toronto (TMTQ—The Toronto Men-

nonite Theological Center has gained of-

ficial recognition as a teaching and re-

search center of the Toronto School of

Theology (TST).

An agreement signed earlier this spring

established a permanent office for the

Mennonite center. The document also

made provision for approving the center's

courses and professors.

The center was established in July 1990

to formalize a Mennonite presence within

TST.
A. James Reimer, an adjunct professor

at TST, is the director of the center.

The center will offer courses in the

Anabaptist-Mennonite tradition, bring in

scholars to do research and give lectures,

and encourage ecumenical interaction. It

will also provide a base for Mennonite
students.
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MCC U.S. approves
ethnic intern program
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite Central

Committee U.S. has established a new

internship program for ethnic youth.

The MCC U.S. executive committee

approved the 12-month program at a

meeting on April 8-9.

In addition, committee members de-

bated future directions for the develop-

mental disability and mental health edu-

cation programs, and moved closer to

incorporation of Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice (MDS) as a separate legal entity.

The new internship program will begin

this August and is designed for young

people of diverse ethnic backgrounds

from age 20 to 30.

Four people will be chosen to work in

congregational social ministries or other

community organizations. MCC and par-

ticipating organizations will fund the pro-

gram.

Interns will work at least 30 hours a

week in a low-income neighborhood and

will spend at least five hours weekly with

an experienced Christian leader.

In addition, they will receive three

weeks of intensive training at MCC head-

quarters. This time will include Bible

study and reflection, grounding in Ana-

baptist beliefs, and teaching by leaders of

diverse ethnic backgrounds.

In some ways, the year-long internship

is an extension of the Urban Community
Summer Service program, Abel Aquino

suggested.

More than 600 young people have par-

ticipated in the summer program since

1982, said Aquino, who is MCC's director

of urban ministries.

Aquino told the committee he hopes the

internship will help draw Summer Service

participants into longer-term MCC as-

signments.

On a separate matter, the committee

discussed the future of Mennonite Health

Services (MHS).
In 1989, MCC U.S. asked MHS to es-

tablish accountability to churches through

a connection other than MCC.
MHS is currently seeking an official

relationship with the Mennonite Church

General Board.

Now that MHS may find a home in the

Mennonite Church, what will happen to

the advocacy programs administered by

MHS and funded by MCC?
Committee members agreed that devel-

opmental disability service should remain

under MCC sponsorship, but they dif-

fered on continued affiliation with the

mental health education program.

Donald Steelberg of Wichita, Kan., said

that health education should be based in

health-care organizations.

"It will be a multiplying of efforts," he

said. "Health educators should be in a

place where they can interact daily with

other people dealing with health issues,

not here at MCC."
MCC staff member Alonna Gautsche

Sprunger disagreed, saying mental health

advocacy groups see the issue as one of

justice rather than health.

They view their work as "standing with

people" and providing support, rather

than treatment, to individuals and fami-

lies affected by prolonged mental illness.

The father of an adult child with mental

illness told the committee he would like

to see MCC continue to handle mental

health awareness.

Insurance companies and health-care

institutions have cut back their support,

he said.

Unable to resolve the issue, committee

members stressed their desire to see the

advocacy programs continue and asked

staff persons to discuss options further.

Also at the meeting, the committee gave

its approval for Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice to work toward incorporation.

"The intent is to put up a legal shield

for MCC," explained MDS director Low-

ell Detweiler.

MDS has never been sued, he said.

However, "with 300 people crawling

around on a barn, the potential for liabil-

ity action is surely there," he noted, refer-

ring to MDS response to a series of barn

fires in the Belleville, Pa., area earlier this

spring.

—

Emily Will

Goshen opens unit

in west African nation
Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Goshen College will

begin its first Study- Service Term (SST)

unit in Africa.

A unit is scheduled to open in Ivory

Coast next spring.

The west African nation will replace the

Caribbean island of Guadeloupe, where a

French-speaking unit is currently located.

Until the mid-1980s, a French unit was

located in Haiti. However, political unrest

during the 1985-86 school year caused the

unit to move to Guadeloupe.

"Guadeloupe has been used as a stop-

gap till we could return to Haiti," said

Ruth Gunden, the college's director of

international education. "We never in-

tended to stay [there] this long."

Stuart and Shirley Showalter, who head

the communication and English depart-

ments, respectively, will lead the Ivory

Coast unit next spring.

In addition, Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions workers James and Jeanette Krabill

will assist the unit in its early stages.

Team Care

Senior Benefit Series
MMA's New Medicare Supplement Family

There is only one place you can find all these benefits:

• Expert, personal help when you need it.

• Competitive prices and unbeatable value.

• Worry-free protection.

• Membership with others who share your Christian values.

See your mutual aid counselor or call a member services representative at

our toll-free number. It can save you time, worry, and money.

MStSSTXE Call 1-800-662-6747
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Meek finds warmth,
pain in Vietnam visit

Akron, Pa. (MCC)-A Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee staff member found

friendliness despite economic hardship

during a visit to Cambodia and Vietnam

earlier this spring.

Lynette Youndt Meek was one of five

participants in a delegation that visited

the two countries from March 1 to 15.

Another delegate was MCC executive

committee member Jeanette Flaming of

Dallas, Ore.

"My biggest impressions were of the

people," said Meek, who is executive sec-

retary of MCC U.S.

The Vietnamese and Cambodians she

met were "friendly, hardworking, inge-

nious people. Making do with little re-

sources. Welcoming us. Wondering what

we thought of their countries. Asking what
brought us there."

Memories that Meek brought back from

her visit include:

• A kindergarten class in Ho Chi Minh
City (formerly Saigon) listening to a story

of a cat that lost its friends because it

didn't brush its teeth.

Class members then trooped outside

and lined up at a trough, where they

brushed their teeth and received fluoride

treatment. When a bell rang, they all spit

in unison.

• A 10-year-old girl who had moved to

a home for the elderly with her disabled

father. After her father died, she refused

to go to an orphanage. Instead, she lived

with the older women at the home.

"Like a bright flower in a dark place,

she stood out as a sign of hope," Meek
said.

• Young women learning how to pre-

serve kumquats, tomatoes, and other

foods so these items would be available

to their families year round.

"Women often care for their families,

farm the land, and hold full-time jobs,"

Meek said.

Current U.S. policy hurts people such

as these, Meek believes. She noted that

the United States still has a trade em-
bargo against Vietnam and that the two

nations do not have diplomatic relations.

"One of the desires we heard from the

Vietnamese we met was to let bygones be

bygones," Meek said.

Neighboring Cambodia not only suf-

fered during the Vietnam War but was

ravaged by the brutal Khmer Rouge regime.

"We are talking of genocide second only

to Hitler," Flaming said.

Meek visited a mass grave and saw
thousands of skulls stored in a memorial
tower.

"One cannot comprehend the incredi-

ble evil and darkness ... of those who
tortured and murdered so many [people],"

Meek said.

"Yet perhaps just as incomprehensi-

ble," she continued, "is the attitude many
survivors expressed: 'We . . . will never

forget, but we must forgive.'
"

Meek challenged U.S. churches to study

Cambodia's history and the U.S. role in it.

"Do we understand how much is at

stake for these people who have suffered

so much?" she said. "How do we discern

our own response?"

MCC plans response
to Cuba food shortage
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Early 1992 has

brought "the most austere conditions in

Cuba since 1959," according to a docu-

ment prepared by Elizabeth Soto Al-

brecht of Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC).
Soto Albrecht, who is MCC assistant

secretary for Latin America, said Cuba's

situation has worsened since the breakup

of the Soviet Union. That nation was a

major supplier of aid to the Caribbean
nation.

The United Nations Food and Agricul-

ture Organization has classified Cuba as

a "newly hungry" country.

While Cubans are not yet starving,

"families are faced with the alternative of

eating either breakfast or lunch, as there

is insufficient food for both," Soto Al-

brecht said, quoting a report of a Baptist

Peace Fellowship delegation.

Medicines and medical supplies are

also urgently needed.

Soto Albrecht reported that a Canadian

Foodgrains Bank delegation will visit

Cuba in May to explore opportunities for

distributing food there.

In addition, MCC is researching possi-

bilities for sending medicines from the

United States.

In April meetings, both the MCC exec-

utive committee and the MCC U.S. exec-

utive committee approved a three-part

resolution on Cuba.

The resolution will be presented later

to MCC Canada.

The statement commits MCC to send

food and medicine to Cuba, renew ties

with Cuban church groups, and urge gov-

ernment officials to improve U.S.-Cuban
relations.

While MCC could send all of its human-
itarian aid through Canada—which main-

tains relationships with Cuba—U.S. com-
mittee members felt it was important for

MCC U.S. to be involved.

"It's a U.S. issue," MCC U.S. chair Phil

Rich said. "The United States has said it

will isolate and crush Cuba. MCC U.S.

endorsed this resolution because we're

uncomfortable with the fact that for many
years many of us have been content to let

the situation be."

Resolutions such as the one approved
by the committees mean a lot to Cuban
Christians, Soto Albrecht said. She cited

an April 9 letter for Raquel Suarez, a

medical doctor and member of Ebenezer
Baptist Church in Havana.

"I am afraid that international control

is being placed to suffocate us more,"

Suarez wrote. "We need the prayers of

our friends [and] expressions of their con-

cern for us."

Driedger reflects on term
as first GC woman head
Newton, Kan. (GCMC)—Florence

Driedger says she allowed her name to

stand on the ballot for assistant modera-

tor of the General Conference Mennonite

Church (GC) because no other woman
had ever been given the opportunity.

That was in Saskatoon, Sask., in the

summer of 1986. She won the election.

In December of that year, moderator

Kenneth Bauman died. Driedger stepped

up to the position of moderator.

Despite the rapid turn of events, she

had no doubts that she could do the job.

"I've been thrown into a number of

things that are unusual and challenging,"

she says. "God has always provided."

In addition, she attributes some of her

confidence to her parents, who "gave me
a sense of security, whether it was driving

a truck or going to school."

Driedger is executive director of a fam-

ily service agency in Regina, Sask.

She looks forward to having fewer meet-

ings to go to when she finishes serving as

moderator.

"But I won't be without work, without

challenge," she says. "There are so many
human needs in our community. There is

no end to the work that can be done."

Driedger will pass the moderator's gavel

on during Sioux Falls 92, the GC triennial

assembly July 22-26.

However, she will continue as a member
of the joint GC-Mennonite Church Inte-

gration Exploration Committee.
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Brunk teaches. Lancaster, Pa. (EMC&S)—George R. Brunk

III teaches a "Biblical Interpretation" course in eastern

Pennsylvania. Brunk, who is dean of Eastern Mennonite

Seminary in Harrisonburg, Va., spent much of this spring as

"scholar in residence" in Atlantic Coast, Franconia, and

Lancaster conferences. He taught credit and noncredit

courses to pastors and others interested in biblical study.

• Hearing set. A hearing on the

U.S. Peace Tax Fund Bill will

take place May 21 in Washing-

ton, D.C. A subcommittee of the

House Ways and Means Com-
mittee is scheduled to hear tes-

timony from legal experts, mem-
bers of Congress, religious

leaders, representatives of the

Internal Revenue Service, and a

panel of war tax resisters.

• Klaassen to speak. Walter

Klaassen will be the commence-
ment speaker for the Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

(AMBS), Elkhart, Ind. The May
22 service will be held at College

Mennonite Church, Goshen,
Ind. Klaassen, who lives in Ver-

non, B.C., is professor emeritus

of history and religious studies

at Conrad Grebel College, Wa-
terloo, Ont. Some 37 AMBS stu-

dents are scheduled to receive

degrees or certificates.

• Easter play given. Four Men-
nonite churches in the Hutchin-

son, Kan., area presented a pas-

sion play on April 12-17. The
Faith, First, Maranatha, and

South Hutchinson congrega-

tions performed Eyes on the

Cross by Don M. Mueller. More
than 1,200 people attended.

"We [did] this specifically as a

ministry to the community,"
pastor Wayne Hochstetler of

Faith Mennonite said, "and I

think we were successful."

—Susan Balzer

• Choir celebrates. The Inter-

Mennonite Children's Choir of

Waterloo, Ont., celebrated its

25th anniversary on May 2-3.

Activities included a fellowship

meal and performances by the

current group and an alumni

choir. The children's choir is a

community group sponsored by

Conrad Grebel College, Waterloo.

• Team visits Moscow. Myron
Augsburger led a Christian Col-

lege Coalition team to Moscow
on April 12-18 to give lectures

on Christian ethics and the free

market. Group members, who
included a World Bank econo-

mist, spoke at two universities

and the Russian Academy of

National Economy.

• "Growth week" held. Law-

rence Chiles and Lester
Zimmerman spoke at Lancaster

(Pa.) Mennonite High School

during the school's Christian

Growth Week on April 6-10.

Chiles, who is pastor of South

Christian Street Mennonite
Church in Lancaster, urged stu-

dents to take advantage of

chances they have to develop

their gifts for Christ. Zim-
merman, pastor of Petra Chris-

tian Fellowship in New Holland,

Pa., said he sees a fresh out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit on

young people's lives.

• Registration set. Goshen
(Ind.) College is holding a series

of registration sessions for new
students in May and June. The
first off-campus session was
held May 4-6 in Hesston, Kan.

Similar events are scheduled for

Harrisonburg, Va.; Lansdale

and Lancaster, Pa.; Kidron and

Archbold, Ohio; Normal, III;

and Kalona, Iowa. In addition, a

"Class of '96 Day" for incoming

freshman will be held at the

college on June 6.

• New appointments:
John Hess-Yoder, western region

representative, Mennonite
Foundation. He will work part

time with foundation clients in

Oregon and Washington state.

Hess-Yoder lives in Portland

and will continue to serve as a

mutual aid counselor for Men-
nonite Mutual Aid.

Eric D. Martin, principal of West-

ern Mennonite School, Salem,

Ore. Martin has been athletic

director and a coach at Eastern

Mennonite High School,

Harrisonburg, Va. He is complet-

ing a master's degree in school

administration at James Madison
University in Harrisonburg.

Linda Shelly, area secretary for

Mennonite Central Committee
programs in Latin America and

the Caribbean. Since 1990,

Shelly has coordinated Central

America peace projects for

MCC. She also has experience

in Bolivia, in MCC's personnel

services department, and as the

agency's country representative

in Honduras.

Dana Sommers, executive direc-

tor, Camp Amigo, Sturgis, Mich.

Sommers has been executive di-

rector of Laurelville Mennonite

Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa. The appointment is effective

in June.

• Pastor transitions:

James C. Longacre has been in-

stalled as lead pastor of Salford

Mennonite Church, Harleys-

ville, Pa. He joins Michael King

and John L. Ruth on the pasto-

ral team.

Gordon Myers was ordained April

12 at Bethel Mennonite Church

near Ashley, Mich. He has

served the congregation for two

years as a licensed minister.

David Troyer was installed May 3

as pastor of Trinity Mennonite

Church, Morton, HI.

• Coming events:

Country auction, Perm View Chris-

tian School, Souderton, Pa.,

May 15-16. Items for sale will

include antique cars, crafts,

quilts, and general merchandise.

A chicken barbecue will also be

held. More information by call-

ing 215 723-1196.

Meeting of Clayton Kratz Fellow-

ship, Franconia, Pa., May 18.

Three "missionary entrepre-

neurs" will take part in a panel

discussion. Reservations must be

made by May 15. More informa-

tion by calling 215 256-1510 (days)

or 215 723-5236 (evenings).

Ascension Day prayer retreat, For-

est Hills Mennonite Church,

Leola, Pa., May 28. John K.

Stoner of Akron, Pa., will be the

retreat leader. The event is

sponsored by Atlantic Coast

and Lancaster conferences.

More information by calling 717

293-5256.

Mediation training institutes, Lom-
bard Mennonite Church, Lom-
bard, 111., Aug. 10-14, and Des
Moines Mennonite Church, Des
Moines, Iowa, Nov. 16-20. The
events are sponsored by the

Lombard Mennonite Peace
Center. More information from

the center at 528 E. Madison,

Lombard, IL 60148; phone 708

627-5310.

Reunion, CPS #33, Grand Island,

Neb., Sept. 24-25. More infor-

mation from Ruben K. Epp,
Henderson, NE 68371.

• Job openings:
SELFHELP store manager, Glen

Ellyn, HI. Cross Cultural Crafts

in the Chicago suburbs seeks

full-time paid manager for its

two stores. Position open imme-
diately. For job description and

application, call 708 778-1453.

Staff positions, Lancaster Menno-
nite High School, Lancaster, Pa.

Openings for secretary in the

school office and aide for the

media center. Contact Marlin

Groff at 717 299-0436.

Staff and teaching positions, Free-

man Academy, Freeman, S.D.

Opening for a development co-

ordinator (approximately half

time), a part-time instrumental

music teacher, a Grade 5-6

teacher, and assistant coaches

for soccer, basketball, and track.

Freeman is a Christian school

with Grades 5 to 12. It is affili-

ated with the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church. To
apply, send letter and creden-

tials to Leroy Saner, principal,

Freeman Academy, PO Box
1000, Freeman SD 57029; phone

605 925-4237.
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Teachers, Greenwood Mennonite
School, Greenwood, Del. Open-
ings for Grade 1 and a high

school teacher of math, Bible,

and physical education. Contact
Gerald Yoder, principal, at R. 1,

Box 62-C, Greenwood, DE
19950; phone 302 349-4131 or

349-5752.

• Change of address:
Paul and Nancy Barnhart, from

rural route to 39 Meadowbrook
Dr., Stuarts Draft, VA 24477.

Dallas Peace Center, from Martin
Luther King Blvd. to 4301 Bryan
St., Ste. 202, Dallas, TX 75204.

Mark and Pauline Lehman, from
rural route to 15458 E. 3000 S.

Rd., St. Anne, IL 60964. This is

also the new mailing address for

Rehoboth Mennonite Church.

NEW MEMBERS

Belmont, Elkhart, Ind.: Andy
Beck.

Benton, Goshen, Ind.: Lori
Bustos, and Jim and Teri
Chupp.

Bourbon Chapel, Bourbon,
Ind.: Anthony Kauffman,
Doretta West, and Troy Glaser.

East Goshen, Goshen, Ind.: Don
and Doris Jantzi, Carmen Shenk
Mullett, Matt Overman, and
Lamar and Crystal Troyer.

First, Iowa City, Iowa: Amy
Gingerich, Fred Gingerich,

Brian Miller, and Jason Walter.

First, Johnstown, Pa.: Kather-

ine Bouch and Donna Reed.

Freeport, 111.: Heather Goeke,
Dorothy Graybill, Christian

Oyer, and Emily Schult.

Metamora, 111.: Ben Zoss.

Mt. Pleasant, Chesapeake, Va.:

Sara Joy Bergey, Sara Kephart,

and Kristen Leader.

Perkiomenville, Pa.: David S.

Jones, Jr., and Theda Jones.

Rockhill, Telford, Pa.: Paul

Mosser.

Rouge Valley, Markham, Ont.:

Randy Moyle and Beverley
Moyle.

Spring Mount, Pa.: Robert
Devine, Rob Ferleger, and Nila

Wagner.
Stuarts Draft, Va.: Jale Ramsey,
Phillip Frazier, and Jim
Huffman.

Stony Brook, York, Pa.: Jan
Heindel, Eric Hiller, Angela
Hiller, and Rachel Stambaugh.

Upper Deer Creek, Wellman,
Iowa: James and Marilyn
Schrock, Irene F. Miller, and
Sandra Miller.

West Philadelphia Fellowship,
Philadelphia, Pa.: Laju

Balani, Kathleen Hall-Graves,

Scott Coats, Taen Coats,
Linford Martin, Marci Zimmer-
man, and Bradley Cogdell.

BIRTHS

Arbaugh, John Joseph II and
Sharon (Keeler), Stuarts Draft,

Va., Benjamin Daniel (second

child), March 21.

Beachy, Scott and Jodi (Gerber),

Harrisonburg, Va„ Emma Jo
(first child), April 4.

Forsythe, Jim and Leslie, Union-
ville, Ont., Daniel Robert (sec-

ond child), March 3.

Gable, Gary and Sandy, Smith-
ville, Ohio, William Michael Te-
cumseh (second child), March
19.

Gingerich, Faith and Peggy
(James), West Linn, Ore.,

Rachael Claire (second child),

April 17.

Gingerich, Perry and Karen
(Hoerle), Baden, Ont., Katelin

Laura (second child), March 23.

Hartzler, John and Diana
(Gregg), Latour, Mo., Heidi
Lynn (third child), March 10.

Hathaway, Robert and Renee
(Hostetler), Louisville, Ohio,

Logan Lee (fourth child), April

16.

Lehman, Richard and Twila
(Shoup), Albany, Ore., Kyler
Douglas (second child), April 16.

Lehman, Ronnie and Rachel
(Wenger), Chesapeake, Va.,

Mercedes Dawn (first child),

April 15.

Lofthouse, Dennis and Cathy,

Markham, Ont., Jesse Adam
(second child), April 2.

Martin, Randy and Bonnie
(Sensenig), East Earl, Pa., Jus-

tin Scott (first child), March 5.

Martin, Scott and Jennifer
(Dubois), Waterloo, Ont., Joel

Patrick (first child), April 18.

McFarland, Chris and Rhoda,
Nappanee, Ind., Kaitlin Marie
(second child), April 6.

Miller, Monroe and Debbie
(Weckesser), Millersburg, Ind.,

Sheldon Mark (third child), Nov.

2, 1991.

Nussbaum, Keith and Cindy
(Gable), Orrville, Ohio, Mark
Ryan (third child), March 19.

Rice, Larry and Lori (Fenten),

Wauseon, Ohio, Bradley Dale

(first child), April 16.

Schrock, Nathan and Kathy
(Crane), Garden City, Mo., Jus-

tin Daniel (first child), Feb. 11.

Shenk, William (Billy) and
Brenda (Cline), Bridgewater,

Va., Brian Robert (third child),

March 19.

Weaver, LaMar and Janice
(Gingrich), Mechanicsburg,
Ohio, Ethan Daniel (third child),

March 29.

Weaver, Rodger and Beverly
(Guy), Hesston, Kan., Lauren
Brittney (first child), Feb. 29.

Wolgemuth, Douglas and Shari

(Beiler), Elizabethtown, Pa.,

John Brenden (second child),

March 17.

Zook, Leon and Missy (Hodzik),

Nottingham, Pa., Dakota Lynn
(second child), April 5.

MARRIAGES

Beiler-Rauch: John M. Beiler,

Frederick, Pa. (Frederick), and
Holly Ann Rauch, North White-

hall, Pa. (United Church of

Christ), March 14, by Thomas N.

Thomas.
Covert-Paden: Steve Covert

(Willow Springs), and Kathy
Paden, Manhattan, Kan., Dec.

28, 1991, by Don Paden.
Eby-Bailey: Bradley L. Eby, Mar-

ion, Pa. (Marion), and Lisa K.

Bailey, Greencastle, Pa. (Mar-

ion), March 28, by Larry Billet.

Gerber-Weaver: David Gerber,

Fort Frances, Ont. (Point of

Pines) and Emmy Beth Weaver,
Shippensburg, Pa. (Diller), April

11, by Marvin Ruth.

Hjelmstad-Kinsinger: Keith
Hjelmstad, Urbana, 111. (First,

Denver), and Kara Kinsinger,

Colorado Springs, Colo. (Beth-

El), April 11, by Cleon Nyce.
Potterpin-Florida: Kevin

Potterpin, Sarasota, Fla. (Bay
Shore), and Leeanna Florida,

Sarasota, Fla. (Bay Shore), April

6.

Rufenacht-Clausen: Christopher

Rufenacht, Wauseon, Ohio
(Inlet), and Heather Clausen,

Lyons, Ohio, April 11, by Ed-
ward Diener.

DEATHS

Auker, Kayla Elizabeth, still-

born, Lewistown, Pa., March 9,

1992, to Steve and Elizabeth

Auker. Funeral and burial,

March 13, Lost Creek Menno-
nite Church, by Roy L.

Brubaker.

Esch, David B., 80, Goshen, Ind.

Born: May 21, 1911, Igatpuri,

India, to Christian D. and Mina
(Brubaker) Esch. Died: April 16,

1992, Goshen, Ind. Survivors

—

wife: Evelyn Emmert Esch; chil-

dren: Carl, Thomas, Elinor Sur-

gener, Lora Miranda, Karen

Patrick; sisters: Sarah Miller,

Mary Greener, Barbara Noble,
Clara Headrick; 14 grandchil-

dren, 9 great-grandchildren. Fu-

neral: April 20, College Menno-
nite Church, by James Waltner
and Nancy Kauffmann. Burial:

Maple Grove Cemetery.
Grieser, Fannie M. Miller, 84,

Archbold, Ohio. Born: April 25,

1907, Arthur, 111., to Simon and
Lovina (Helmuth) Miller. Died:

April 20, 1992, Wauseon, Ohio.

Survivors—children: Paul D.,

Colleen Van Arsdalen, Pauline

Vereecke, Lovina Yocum;
brother and sisters: Maurice
Miller, Mary Terrell, Mattie
Shellenberger, Dora Burk-
holder, Wilma Smith; 16 grand-

children, 30 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Daniel C.

Grieser (husband). Funeral:
April 24, Central Mennonite
Church, by Charles Gautsche.

Burial: Pettisville Cemetery.
Helmut, Josef Wilhelm Kugel,

54. Born: March 18, 1938,
Holzwickede, Germany, to Karl

and Anna (Melchert) Kugel.
Died: April 6, 1992, Elmwood,
Ont., of lung cancer. Survivors

—

wife: Monica; children: Kunal,

Sita, Nitya Harish. Funeral:

April 6, Elmwood, Ont., by
Wayne Nafziger. Cremated.

Hochstetler, Ila (Kandel), 83,

Walnut Creek, Ohio. Born: July

27, 1908, Trail, Ohio, to John
and Lillie (Beachy) Kandel.
Died: April 18, 1992, Walnut
Creek, Ohio. Survivors—hus-

band: Wayne J. Hochstetler;

children: Richard, John, Randy,
Carole Copeland, Kay Hostet-

ler; brother and sisters: John W.
Miller, Mary Hostetler, Eva
Hostetler; 11 grandchildren, 7

great-grandchildren. Funeral
and burial: April 21, Walnut
Creek Mennonite Church, by
Ross A. Miller.

Litwiller, Selma, 83, Tavistock,

Ont. Born: Dec. 19, 1909, Min-
nesota, to Rudy and Katie
(Brunk) Jantzi. Died: March 25,

1992, Stratford, Ont. Survivor-
sister: Alieda Brunk. Prede-

ceased by: Clayton Litwiller

(husband). Funeral and burial:

March 28, St. Agatha Mennonite
Church, by Victor Dorsch and
Steve Gerber.

Rothgeb, Doris Maxine, 63,

Waynesboro, Va. Born: May 13,

1928, White Hill, Va., to Warren
A. and Gladys (Tisdale) Harris.

Survivors— son: Warren R.;

brothers and sisters: Joe Harris,

Finley A. Harris, Charles W.
Harris, David M. Harris, Kath-

leen Willis, Joan Painter; one
grandson. Funeral and burial:
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MENNOSCOPE

April 8, 1992, White Hill Church

of the Brethren, by Charles C.

Ramsey and James Chappell.

Snyder, Bert D., 95, Hesston,

Kan. Born: June 12, 1896, Rose-

land, Neb., to William H. and

Laura (Shupe) Snyder. Died:

April 4, 1992, Hesston, Kan. Sur-

vivors—wife: Gladys Zook Sny-

der; children: Kenneth, Melvin,

Alta Krabill, Lois Birkey, Alma
Schloneger; 25 grandchildren,

39 great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Alan (son) and Ruth

(daughter). Funeral: April 8,

Schowalter Villa Chapel, by
Murray Krabill, Marlin Birkey,

and Vernon Lohrentz. Burial:

East Lawn Cemetery.

Troyer, Menno Miller, 88. Born:

June 15, 1903, McPherson
County, Kan., to Menno Z. and

Susan (Miller) Troyer. Died:

March 16, 1992, Newton, Kan.,

of a heart attack. Survivors-

wife: Charity Gingerich Troyer;

children: Leabell Miller, Mari-

lyn Hartman, Curtis, Paul; 13

grandchildren, 7 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Flor-

ence Kauffman Troyer (first

wife). Funeral: March 18,

Whitestone Mennonite Church,

by Ronald Guengerich and Ken
Livengood. Burial: West Liberty

Cemetery.
He was ordained a minister

July 3, 1927, West Liberty Men-
nonite Church, Inman, Kan. He
also served at Cheraw, Colo.,

and La Junta, Colo.

Yoder, Henry N., 79, Goshen,

Ind. Born: April 13, 1913,

Elkhart County, Ind. Died: April

17, 1992, Goshen, Ind. Survi-

vors—wife: Mary J. Yoder; chil-

dren: Marvin J., Daryl R., Eldon

L., Dennis L., Wayne D.; brother

and sister: Linda Marty, Alvin

Yoder; 8 grandchildren, 2 great-

grandchildren. Funeral: April

21, Yoder-Culp Funeral Home,
Goshen, Ind., by Brad Miller

and J. Paul Lauver. Burial:

Pleasant View Cemetery.

Yoder, Maude E., 94, Goshen,

Ind. Born: May 7, 1897, La
Grange County, Ind., to Adam
E. and Emma (Cripe) Hostetler.

Died: April 8, 1992, Goshen, Ind.

Survivors— children: Marie
Gonser, Mildred Yoder, Maxine

Yoder, Marcile Mehl, Marion,

Maurice, Mervin, Mylin, Merle,

Meredith; stepsister: Trella

Corbet; 24 grandchildren, 34

great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Eldon Yoder (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: April

13, Maple Grove Mennonite
Church, by Gene Troyer.

Zuercher, Albert E., 87,

Archbold, Ohio. Born: Nov. 9,

1904, Kidron, Ohio, to Christian

and Rebecca (Zimmerly)
Zuercher. Died: April 18, 1992,

Wauseon, Ohio. Survivors

—

wife: Glada Grieser Zuercher;

children: Annabelle Kratz,

David, Sharon Bart, Robert; sis-

ter: Sarah Lehman; 11 grand-

children, 6 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Margaret
McConnell (daughter). Funeral:

April 18, Central Mennonite
Church, by Charles Gautsche

and Dale Wyse. Burial: Pettis-

ville Cemetery.

Obituary correction: John E.

Kauffman (March 31, 1992, Gos-

pel Herald) is survived by an-

other son, John K.

CALENDAR

Office '92, Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa., May 14-16

Hispanic Convention executive

meeting, Goshen, Ind., May 14-

17

Eastern Mennonite Seminary
commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., May 16

Conference on "The Church His-

torian as Interpreter," Goshen
College, Goshen, Ind., May 21-

23

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries commencement,
Elkhart, Ind., May 22

Southwest Conference annual

meeting, Upland, Calif., May 22-

25

Hesston College commencement,
Hesston, Kan., May 24

Mennonite Higher Education: Ex-

perience and Vision, Bluffton

College, Bluffton, Ohio, June
26-28

Biennial assembly, United Native

Ministries Council, Atmore,
Ala., June 29-July 3

EMC Summer Camps

June 21-26, 1992

• ANIMAL BIOLOGY
• COMPUTERS
• MUSIC
• NURSING
• GERMAN
• SPANISH
• WILDERNESS (July 26-31

)

For more information, write: Eastern Mennonite College, Admissions Office,

Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 or call toll-free (800) 368-2665. Local calls 432-41 18.

Experiential learning for high school students!
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THE LAST WORD

All in favor, say. . .

It spite of some protests he doesn't belong in

Gospel Herald, I suspect Pontius is a Mennonite.

At least he seems to have attended enough of

our congregations to know how we feel about

business meetings (see below).

It's ironic indeed. We who say we believe in

community, we who say we believe God speaks

to us as we interact with each other, we are also

the ones who too often say we don't like annual

(or quarterly or monthly) congregational busi-

ness meetings.

If we attend at all. Many of our congregations

report it's usually 40 or 50 of us who end up at

business meetings, making the church's deci-

sions. That tends to be true no matter what size

our church.

Pontius may be on to part of the reason. Some-
times too many decisions are made beforehand.

Other times too many of us confine our discus-

sions to afterward.

I suspect more of us have an aversion to

church business meetings because they're such

hard work. Making decisions can be an ex-

tremely slow and painful process. Even such

"small" decisions as what color to carpet the

church can get us tied into knots.

It's slow and painful and ties us into knots be-

cause we don't all come at it in the same way.

Some of us are scientists. We make decisions

by gathering data until we think we have enough

to make a rational decision. We'll collect carpet

samples, compare them to the woodwork, find

out the emotional response to each tint, and

then make a choice. Ask us a question, and we'll

give you more data. Our assumption is that

you'll come to the same conclusion when you
have all the facts.

Others of us are processors. For us carpet

color isn't nearly as important as the way in

which we make that decision. We want everyone

to have a chance for "input." We want to make
sure everyone feels good about the discussion.

Good process ends in good decisions, we be-

lieve.

Still a third group of us are pray-ers. For us a

good decision can come only after time in

prayer, interceding for the guidance of the Holy

Spirit. That includes the carpet color of the

church. For us, the authenticity of any decision

is directly proportional to the amount of time we
spend in prayer.

Next business meeting, check out your congre-

gation. You'll find all three kinds (and likely a

few more) making decisions about the carpet. Is it

any wonder, then, that these sessions become talk

marathons, frustrating those who like swift deci-

sions, cowing those who don't like to speak in pub-

lic. The miracle is that we get any carpet at all.

That we do must be attributed to the work of

the Holy Spirit. The Spirit takes our different

ways of making decisions and brings them to-

gether. Our task is to be patient, to allow others

to work through an issue in their way, to give

the Spirit time to work.

Pontius doesn't always have to be right, even

though he appears in these pages. Church busi-

ness meetings can be more than "yes" sessions

or filibuster discussions. For that to happen we
must cultivate patience and tolerance. Before we
call for the question.—jlp

Pontius' Puddle

OUR CONGREGATION HOLDS
BUSINESS MEETIN&S TO
FACILITATE DISCOSS\ON
AND NVAKE- DIVISIONS.

UNFORTUNATELY, ALLTKE DECISIONS
ARE MADE BEFORE THE WEETlNO
STARTS, AND ALLTUE DISCISSION
TAKES PLACE AFTER IT ENDS.
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Part 1:

Shiftingthe church
into thefuture tense

While the church has an unqualified

commitment to mission in the world, it

takes little systematic effort to antici-

pate the challenges rushing toward it

! ^3p|^38^HB !

T are living at threshold time. It is not

\/V/ only the threshold of the last decade of

Hm^^wS^mi * * the 20th century and the tnird millen_
l

- |H nium since the coming of Christ. But we are also

living at the threshold of a world changing at

blinding speed.

Either the church can continue to plan and imple- Recall the images that have flooded our televi-

ment programs as though the future is static,^ or we
g

-

on screens as we entered the nineties: young
can try to make some sense out of tomorrow's world.

people dancing on the Berlin wall; children sing-

ing in the streets of Soweto at the release of Nel-

son Mandela; students in Bucharest pressing

ALS0~1n~Th1s1ssue into churches to pray; and, people in Red

Square on the collapse of the Soviet Empire.

How can we as the people of God live responsi

Jesus turned the question bly in such a rapidly changing world? More spe-

into a racial issue 6 cifically:

1. Why should the Mennonite church attempt

Keep foCUS on people, to take the future more seriously? What are

„ £ .jr., , ' Q some ways we can do that?
Hatfield tells graduates »

2 WQ gome challenges that are likely to

confront us as we approach a new century?

Californians urge church What are their implications for the church?

to do more in inner city 10 3. How likely is the church going to be able to

by

Tom
Sine



One of church's fundamental errors in

long-range planning is to act as though
the future is static, as though it will

simply be an extension of the present.

respond to these anticipated challenges, given

the changes going on in the larger church and

the Mennonite church specifically?

Over the past 20 years, I have had the opportu-

nity to work with leadership in a number of dif-

ferent denominations, including those groups

who share an Anabaptist heritage. I have been

impressed by their unqualified commitment to

the mission of the church in the world. But I

have also been very disappointed at how few

Christian organizations make any systematic ef-

fort to anticipate the new challenges that are

rushing toward us.

When, during a recent consultation, I

asked Mennonite leaders how well the

church responded to change in the '60s,

'70s, and '80s, they responded, "Not very well."

Frankly, one reason we didn't respond very well

is that we didn't take the future seriously. As a

consequence, over the past 30 years we have

been repeatedly surprised by change. Most im-

portantly, we have missed significant opportuni-

ties to make a difference.

You see, every major denomination or Chris-

tian organization I work with does long-range

planning. Ironically, most of them do long-range

planning as though the future is static, as though

the future will simply be an extension of the

present. Anyone who has lived through the last

three years—or the last three decades, for that

matter—knows better. We need to anticipate sys-

tematically how the world at large and our spe-

cific sphere of life and mission is likely to

change before we do any long-range or strategic

planning.

Of course, we can't begin to anticipate all the

changes that will fill our common future. But we
really only have two options. Either we can con-

tinue to plan and implement programs like the

future is static. Or we can make a serious effort

to understand the landscape of tomorrow's world.

How can we do this? While doing a creativ-

ity workshop at a church in Los Angeles

recently, I asked participants to name a

population group that will be around in rapidly

increasing numbers in their immediate commu-
nity. They responded, "Single parent families." I

asked them: "What are the special needs of this

growing population?" They replied, "Day care

and emotional and economic support systems."

Any segment of the Mennonite church can, if

it chooses, do this kind of forecasting before it

does planning. And, if we can anticipate even a

few of the new needs in an emerging population,

then we have lead time to be pro-active instead

of re-active. The church has an opportunity to

provide leadership in this rapidly changing world.

However, it isn't enough simply to anticipate

the needs of an emerging population group. We
must also pay much more attention to how our

global and national context is changing.

We seem to be moving rapidly from a bipolar

to a multipolar world. For over 40 years, the

American-Soviet contest has dominated interna-

tional relations.Today the former Soviet Union
is no more, changing drastically what was once

the superpowers of our world.

More immediately, the Soviet people and
many of those in Eastern Europe are likely to

face a severe winter of discontent over the next

three to four years. It will likely include hunger,

civil strife, and political destabilization. This

growing crisis presents Mennonites, who have

roots in that region, with an unprecedented op-

portunity to join with many others in assisting

people through this traumatic transitional period

and, it is hoped, to a future of freedom and op-

portunity.

Underlying the dramatic changes taking place

in the Soviet Union, in Eastern Europe, and in

An understanding of how our

global and national context is

changing will help us be
ready for the church's future.

South Africa is a growing international quest for

the rule of law and concern for human rights.

As a direct result of these winds of change,

Mennonites also have a unique opportunity to

join forces with religious, social, and political in-

stitutions all over the world in the cause of

peace. From the Middle East and South Africa

to the negotiations between North and South

Korea as well as between India and Pakistan,

the opportunities for peacemaking seem to be

enjoying a welcome expansion.

While we certainly welcome the recent an-

nouncements by the United States of cutbacks

in nuclear weapon systems, we must press to-

ward a rapid cutback also in strategic weapons
and big ticket weapons projects like the B-2

bomber. All churches need to lobby strongly for

these cutbacks as well as for responsible use of

the peace dividend.
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Another change in our world we are seeing in

the nineties is the formation of three major eco-

nomic coalitions. These are likely to be locked in

intense and growing competition as we enter a

new century. The coalitions participating in this

three-way race for global economic supremacy

are: (1) the Asian coalition; (2) the European co-

alition; and (3) the American coalition.

The Asian Coalition is comprised of Japan,

Singapore, Korea, Taiwan, and China. During

If we can anticipate even a

few of the new needs, then we
have lead time to be pro-ac-

tive instead of re-active.

the eighties, this coalition experienced a high av-

erage economic growth rate of 8 percent a year.

There is no sign their initiative is slackening.

There is every possibility that this Asian coali-

tion will come in first in the three-way race for

global supremacy.

The twelve nations of western Europe will of-

ficially become a single economic coalition in

1992 with a common currency, the removal of

trade barriers, and an internal market of 320 mil-

lion people. The European Community 1992 as-

pires to grow at 4 to 7 percent a year for the bal-

ance of the decade. This will likely put them in

second place in the world economic market.

However, growing civil unrest in either the new

Soviet commonwealth or the countries of East-

ern Europe could dampen these expectations.

The third economic coalition is comprised of

the United States, Canada, and Mexico—a re-

sult of recent trade agreements. In spite of the

enormous economic capacity of the Americas, all

three nations are struggling with harrowing lev-

els of debt, troubling inflation, and economic

growth rates in 1992 of only one to 2 percent. At

this point it isn't clear whether the U.S. and Can-

ada are going to be able to emerge from the re-

cession with any degree of vigor.

Given these challenges, and a host of other

economic problems, there is a serious question

in my mind whether the Americas will be able to

do much more than come in a slow third in this

three-way race. I suspect it will be particularly

difficult for those of us in the U.S. to give up

our position of economic supremacy, which we

have enjoyed since the end of World War II.

Predictably, those who will be scandalized

most by slow growth and economic malaise in

the Americas will be the poor. During the eight-

ies, we saw a major redistribution of income in

the United State with a decisive increase in the

number of the poor. Today one child in five

born in the United States is born into poverty.

Many of the working poor are only one paycheck

away from disaster.

Some analysts suggest that the United States

is well on the way toward becoming a two-tier so-

ciety in which there is not only a growing erosion

of the middle class but an increasing alienation

of those in the selling lower class. Ironically,

while many nations are seeking to become a part

of the growing movement toward democratiza-

tion, the world's number one democracy is in se-

rious trouble. The growing alienation and polar-

ization of the burgeoning lower class will

increasingly raise questions about the viability of

a political system in which a huge share of the

population never participates.

In other words, as we Americans journey to-

gether toward the 21st century, we are likely to

see growing needs among our poor, particularly

our children. Both church and society need to

begin mobilizing now to address the growing

problems of impoverishment, homelessness, and

alienation.

However, if the United States and Cana-

dian economics become chronically stuck

in the slow lane, it is likely that giving to

religious and charitable enterprises will decline

as well. This will, of course, make it much more

difficult for the church to respond to the mount-

ing challenges, both overseas and at home.

Therefore, if the people of God are to live re-

sponsibly in a world of escalating need and de-

clining charitable resources, it will require the

Mennonite church to aggressively challenge all

members to rediscover the importance of simpli-

fying their lifestyles again. Only as we reduce

the amount we spend on ourselves will we begin

to have the resources necessary to address faith-

fully the growing needs of tomorrow's world. (To

be continued next issue.)

Tom Sine, Seattle, Wash., is a consultant in fu-

tures research and planning with Mustard Seed

Associates. He is the author of the book, The Mus-

tard Seed Conspiracy, and of Wild Hope (Word

Books), his latest work, from which Tom took the

ideas for this article for Gospel Herald. Tom at-

tends the Evergreen Mennonite Church, a new

congregation in Bellevue, Wash.
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"See, I am making all things

new. . . . I am the Alpha and
the Omega, the beginning and
the end. To the thirsty I will

give water as a gift from the

spring of the water of life.

"

—Rev. 21:5b, 6b, NRSV

READERS SAY

AThird of Our Family Doesn't
Have Enough to Eat (Mar. 31).

The church is not only called to

be a "sign of hope among the nations,"

but also to be an active participant in a

personal way in the solution to the prob-

lem. I would like to have the name and

address of the self-supporting minister

in Dar es Salaam who has fallen on

hard times. My wife and I want to aid

in his support with a monthly monetary

gift.

Fasting and doing without luxuries is

meaningless unless we can personally

help on a one-to-one basis. Giving to

mission boards and other agencies of

the church is good and must continue,

but it is so impersonal. Many of us are

frustrated because we are being

pumped full of depressing statistics

without having any practical ways of

dealing with the problems. If 50 percent

of North American Mennonites would

participate in a one-to-one effort, a size-

able amount of world suffering could be

eliminated.

Paul A. Kaufman
Arcadia, Fla.

Even the Faithful Get the Blues
(Apr. 7) brought a much-needed
dose of encouragement to me.

Spiritual life comes when the Word of

God is filtered through one's experience

with it. In other words, I am certain

that Joseph Shenk has felt at some
point just like Elijah in the desert, in

the cave, and in returning to God's ser-

vice. As a pastor, I identify with him,

which helps me identify with Elijah,

which helps me receive encouragement

from God.

Thank you for giving prominent space

to powerful, Bible-based lessons such

as this. By heralding the gospel, we in-

deed provide life-giving ministry to the

body of Christ.

Mark R. Nicolas

Paoli, Pa.

With part of my tongue in my
cheek—and part of it speaking

quite seriously I wish you had
included a warning label with Even the

Faithful Get the Blues (Apr. 7). It

might have read: "This article could be

dangerous for your faith as well as to

the life of our planet (unless you realize

that the Word of God to destroy evil is

now carried out by Jesus Christ and his

way of the cross in relationships)."

I'm referring to the article's inclusion

(without explanation) of God's com-
mand to the people to kill Baal's 450

prophets. I recognize that the Word of

the Lord is always filtered through the

lens of a particular age and culture.

Thus Elijah probably could not have

heard the deeper meaning of God's

command to destroy Baal worshipers.

But by Hosea's time, the Word of

God was being heard more clearly.

Such a large-scale massacre as Elijah in-

spired was now abhorred and con-

demned (Hosea 1:4-5). And by Jesus'

time, the Word is finally communicated
clearly: Baalism is to be destroyed by a

"sharp double-edged sword," which is

the living and active, cross-carrying

Word of the Lamb through his people

(Rev. 1:16).

Some may call this nit-picking. But
my motivation is this: Many in our faith

community, to say nothing of larger

Christendom, still use Old Testament
killing as a justification to support vio-

lence and the monstrous U.S. war ma-
chine.

Such unexplained statements could

cause many "little ones" to continue

falling into the subtle worship of so-

called "military strength." This idolatry

is every bit as pervasive in the church

as Baalism was in Elijah's and Hosea's

time.

Too few believe that the reconciling

Word of Jesus and his body can bring

peaceful coexistence to Christians and

to non-Christians. The angel of Rev.

22:2 says, "The leaves of the tree [of

life] are for the healing of the nations."

This is our mandate. Woe unto us if we
fail to heed it. Warning labels may help

us remember.
John Shearer

Lebanon, Pa.

Evidently Pontius Puddle (Mar.

31) is not aware of the people

who come to the church library

at any hour for the overhead projector,

projection screen, extension cords, box

of old hymnbooks, choir music, Sunday
school quarterlies, the pulpit after a

wedding on Saturday, portable chalk-

board, folding chairs, and lost toys—all

around which many librarians promote

and circulate books and audiovisuals to

young and old.

Elsie E. Lehman
Harrisonburg, Va.

PS: The library also becomes the depos-

itory for discarded plastic flowers and

candles!
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READERS SAY

f~T"lhe letters you received in re-

sponse to Credentials Sus-

_L pended for Sexual Misconduct

(Feb. 18) presented the perpetrator as

the victim of public humiliation and

undue stress because of the women
coming forth with their experiences.

This man is not the victim. Rather

the women who suffered and are suffer-

ing because of this man's actions are

the victims. These women have a right

to speak the name of their perpetrator

publicly if they choose to do so. If we si-

lence victims of sexual crimes by not al-

lowing them to name their abusers,

theabusers are allowed to continue

their crimes, and we are hindering the

victims' healing.

As a Christian community concerned

with peace and justice, we need to be

advocates for people who have been

the victims of sexual crimes.

Elizabeth Grace

Goshen, Ind.

Church Ignores Abuse, Survi-

vors Say at Meeting (Feb. 18).

Some articles are written in fear

and trembling, knowing that the subject

is uncomfortable and potentially hurt-

ful. One tries to anticipate the most sen-

sitive areas. And then something

entirely unexpected leaps out and grabs

people's attention.

That was my experience writing this

article on a Pennsylvania abuse confer-

ence. Two sentences unexpectedly

stirred up intense emotions and

launched a far-reaching debate.

Attempting to downplay a situation

that was not central to the story, I had

noted that one of the organizers of the

Mt. Joy abuse conference, a pastor of

the host church, had "experienced little

support for his conviction that the

church must be a caring community"

and will be leaving his position shortly.

That was all. But in the context the

sentence was read to mean that the con-

gregation did not support the abuse

conference and that the pastor was leav-

ing because of it.

That was not the case—I experienced

the church's hospitality at the event

and was told in later correspondence

about the hundreds of hours of hard

work put in by congregational mem-
bers. The church board gave unani-

mous support to hosting the conference.

Sometimes brevity can be misleading.

In trying to be sensitive, I ended up

misrepresenting the situation.

The pastor is leaving, but that's an-

other story.

I apologize for the misunderstanding

and thank all those who took the time

to express their concerns. It was cer-

tainly a learning experience for me!

Margaret Loewen Reimer

Waterloo, Ont.

In
response to How Do We Get Rid

of Racism in the Mennonite
Church? (Feb. 11), I am going to

venture into an area that society and

church considers a "sacred cow": ques-

tioning the concept of racism.

Racism is but one of the many compo-

nents that constitute prejudice. We as a

society and church simplistically decide

that most forms of prejudice are race

related. Are we too blind to see that

our most dominant sense (the visual)

has not only tainted our perception,

but—worse than that— it has overpow-

ered our ability to evaluate situations

or circumstances?

We naively interpret situations based

on what our most powerful sense tells

us. One's judgment tends to be based

largely on what one sees. If there are

negligible visual differences, we tend to

probe the situation deeper. But if there

are extreme visual differences, we jump
on the band wagon that those alone are

basis of the differences.

Could a person who has been blind

from birth practice racism? Hardly.

This person could be prejudiced

against culture, speech patterns, or

other attributes that can be perceived

through a sense other than the visual.

We as a society may have naively asso-

ciated cultural and linguistic peculiari-

ties with a visual difference (race), but

they are not the same. Thus, even vio-

lent aversion for a particular characteris-

tic should not be automatically labeled

as racism. In addition, even if persons

acknowledged that they are prejudiced

based on the visual, it may be that they

do not understand or cannot identify

the source of their prejudice.

I am not saying that racism does not

exist. But there are many other "isms"

out there, both good and bad. They are

merely statements of preference and ori-

entation. These statements can mani-

fest themselves in some terrible forms,

especially when supported by fanati-

cism.

This letter is in no way a justification

of either racism or prejudice. There are

many forms of prejudice, both good

and bad, and we need to be more

thoughtfully careful in our stereotypical

labeling of these preferences.

Royce Buller

Goshen, Ind.

Ihave to be amused at the current ef-

fort by Mennonites to be politically

correct by referring to black people

in the U.S. as "African-Americans."

When I see the word African-American,

I think of my friend who was born in Ni-

geria. Fluent in both English and

Yoruba, he grew up in a tribal com-

pound, surrounded by 30 or 40 relatives

and family members. He came to the

United States to obtain his Ph.D. He is

a real African-American!

When whites give a hyphenated name
to a minority group, it usually suggests

that the group is a bit less "American"

than the majority. That they aren't in

the mainstream yet. This is sad, be-

cause blacks have been in the U.S. far

longer than many whites. I find it ironic

that dark-skinned people, whose ances-

tors may have been in the U.S. for cen-

turies, are given a hyphenated name.

But Mennonites of more recent Russian

or German ancestry are full Americans

(or Canadians), not German-Americans

or Russian-Canadians.

Robert Erck

Lombard, III.

Pontius' Puddle
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Jesus turned the question

When Jesus answered the question

about eternal life and who is my neigh-

bor, he aimed right at one of our na-

tions' most serious blind spots: race,

by Spencer Perkins

Two decades after the civil rights move-
ment, America is still searching for an-

swers to its racial problem.

Howard Beach, Bensonhurst, "The Central

Park Jogger," Willie Horton, Rodney King, Dar-

ryl Gates, quotas, affirmative action, David
Duke—all are symbols of unresolved conflict be-

tween black and white America.

White America is angry and frustrated with

black America. After civil rights laws, affirmative

action, and social welfare, the "black problem"
still stares them in the face.

Black America is also angry, and even more
frustrated.

In spite of much progress for some, nearly one-

fourth of all black men ages 20-29 are in prison,

paroled, or on probation—a statistic I am grow-

ing weary of reading and hearing. More than 50

percent of all black children are born to single

mothers. In the inner cities this statistic skyrock-

ets. Dope dealers and gangs rule parks and
streets. Blacks blame whites and whites blame
blacks. And all are suffering from "race fatigue."

"Why must we deal with this?" people ask. "Is

racial reconciliation that important?"

Let's say you live in a mostly black or

mostly white neighborhood. You hardly

deal with people of the other race. None
of this is on purpose—it just turns out that way.

You work hard, and you teach your children to

love God and their fellow human beings.

Now suppose you hear about an unusual

teacher-activist who is going around preaching

that same message you teach your kids: to love

God and their fellow humans. But this teacher

spends his time with poor people and with the

other race. You agree with what he teaches, but
his lifestyle calls yours into question.

Then one day you learn he's in town, so you
go to hear him teach. Afterward you approach
him. "How can I be sure that when I die I will

go to heaven?" you ask, going straight for the

bottom line.

Instead of answering, he asks you an elemen-

tary question.

"What did they teach you in church?" You
reply from memory, from the first principles you
learned way back in Sunday school: " 'Love the

Lord your God with all your heart and with all

your soul and with all your strength and with all

your mind; and, Love your neighbor as yourself.'
"

He smiles and says. "You have answered cor-

rectly. Do this and when you die you will go to

heaven." But you feel a little slighted. His an-

swer was too simple. You feel even more uncom-
fortable.

You think, "If we agree, why then does his life-

style still make me feel so uncomfortable?" You
immediately sense that the difference must have
something to do with the "neighbor" part.

So you ask the question: "And who is my
neighbor?"

His reply comes in the form of a story, the

story of the Good Samaritan. When he is fin-

ished telling it, he asks, "Which of these three,

do you think, proved neighbor to the man who
fell among the robbers?"

You answer, "The one who had mercy on him."

And he says to you, "Go and do likewise."

When Jesus was asked, "Who is my neigh-

bor that I'm supposed to love like my-
self?" he didn't say families or the

people of our neighborhood—people who are

like me.

Jesus turned the question into a racial issue.

Jews didn't see the Samaritans as their neigh-

bors, Samaritans were the half-breeds—the

scum of the earth, the outcasts. The Jews be-

lieved that if their shadow happened to touch a

Samaritan's shadow, it would contaminate the

Jew. If a Samaritan woman entered a Jewish vil-

lage, the entire village became unclean.

But Jesus said our neighbors are "especially"

those people who ignore us—especially those

people who separate themselves from us—espe-

cially those people who are afraid of us—espe-

cially those people we have the most difficulty

loving—and especially those people we feel

don't love us. These are our neighbors.

In Matthew 5:46 Jesus says, if you love only

those who love you, what reward will you get?

Anybody can do that.

Christianity doesn't require any power when
its only challenge is doing something that al-

ready comes naturally.

On the other hand it will take a powerful gos-

pel—a gospel with guts—to enable us to love

across all the barriers we erect to edify our own
kind and protect us from our insecurities.

Many of us can fit the shoes of this lawyer.
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into a racial issue

Sometimes, in my weak moments, I wish the

lawyer who asked that question 2,000 years ago

had never opened his big mouth. Now, because

he did, I am without excuse. I cannot plead igno-

rance to the question of race. Now, because of

Jesus' answer, I have to go beyond my comfort

zone and embrace neighbors I would rather die

without.

The answer to the question, "And who is my
neighbor?" has much to say about the priority

we place on loving people different from our-

selves, especially as it relates to our eternal fu-

ture. Hidden beneath Jesus' simple lesson on

helping others in an intentional light aimed right

at our most serious blindspot—race.

It doesn't take much imagination for each of

us to figure out who Jesus would use as an exam-

ple of "neighbor" in our own towns and cities:

For an Israeli, how about a Palestinian?

For an Arab, how about a Jew?

For a rich white, how about a black welfare

mother?

For a poor white, how about a middle-class

black who got where he is through affirmative ac-

tion?

For a black male, how about a white male; bet-

ter yet, a gunrack, pickup-driving, tobacco-chew-

ing, baseball cap-wearing white man who still re-

fers to black men as "boys"?

For a feminist, how about an insensitive, domi-

neering male?

For all of us, how about the unmotivated, un-

disciplined, uneducated poor? Or an AIDS vic-

tim who contracted AIDS through homosexual

activity?

When I was growing up, I used to ask my
parents if loving your neighbor as your-

self meant we had to love white people,

too. I'm sure you can imagine the answer I

wanted to hear. But they would always say lov-

ing your neighbor meant especially loving white

folks. Even though sometimes I could see them

struggling with the answer, especially after my fa-

ther was almost beaten to death by white men,

they still managed to say and demonstrate to me
that loving my neighbor did mean loving white

folks.

Maybe the question's not being asked in

words, but, believe me, it's being asked. Maybe
we are not answering in words, but we are an-

swering—if not in words then surely in deeds.

As the old saying goes, "Our lives are speaking

so loudly that the world can't hear what we are

saying."

Jesus said our witness, our credibility to the

world, is demonstrated by our love for each

other. There is no greater witness to the genuine-

ness of our gospel.

Think about it. If, because of Christ, blacks

and whites, in one of the world's greatest

schism, could live out a model of reconciliation

that has not been attained by any other force,

the world would have to ask, "Why?"

To many blacks the idea of racial reconcilia-

tion, given all our problems, is low on the prior-

ity list. But here's a sobering thought for blacks

still dealing with unresolved anger at white

America. Our forgiveness from God hinges on

our ability to forgive others (Matt. 6:15).

On the other hand, for many whites the idea

of intentional racial reconciliation may sound

extra-biblical. But remember that the "And who

is my neighbor?" question was clarifying how we

make sure we go to heaven when we die. There-

fore, living out the answer could have eternal sig-

nificance.

It
is time for black and white Christians to

recognize that we are the only hope for real

racial harmony. It is time to seize the oppor-

tunity in this crisis in race relations to demon-

strate to the unbelieving world a Christianity

more powerful than any other religion.

Everything else has been tried.

At the Lausanne 2 Conference on World Evan-

gelism, Vinay Samuel voiced this concern. He
said, "One sign and wonder, biblically speaking,

that alone can prove the power of the gospel is

that of reconciliation. . . . Hindus can produce as

many miracles as any Christian miracle worker.

Islamic saints in India can produce and dupli-

cate every miracle that has been produced by

Christians. But they cannot duplicate the mira-

cle of black and white together, or racial injus-

tice being swept away by the power of the gos-

pel. . . . Our credibility is at stake. ... If we are

not able to establish our credibility in this area,

we have not got the whole gospel. In fact we
have not got a proper gospel at all."

A world confused about race wants to see a

gospel with guts enough to cut through the idola-

try of race, not only in our words but in our lives.

Spencer Perkins is the editor-in-chief of Urban

Family, a new quarterly magazine "committed to

offering solutions to the problems of urban Amer-

ica and to encouraging racial reconciliation. " This

article is reprinted from the premier issue with per-

mission. More information on Urban Family mag-

azine is available from P.O. Box 40125, Pasa-

dena, CA 91104.

A world
con-

fused
about
race

wants
to see a
gospel

that

cuts

through
the idol-

atry of
race in

words
and in

lives.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

United Methodist leaders see
continued racism, more crime
Leaders of the United Methodist

Church foresee a troubled future for

North America.

They predict that racism will not be
eliminated by the year 2000 or even 2020,

and that the gap between rich and poor
will grow even wider. In addition, they

foresee high unemployment and in-

creased urban crime.

The predictions come from a survey of

United Methodist leaders at the local,

regional, and denominational levels. (RNS)

Graham says Los Angeles riots

show little has changed in city

Evangelist Billy Graham has con-

demned both the riots in Los Angeles and
the long-standing grievances that led to

them.

"The explosive and savage outbreak of

violence," Graham said, "is a tragic re-

minder that [the United States] still has

not solved some of its most fundamental
social problems."

Graham said he toured south-central

Los Angeles two years ago. At that time,

he sensed that "in some ways little had
changed since the Watts riots, and that

the whole area was an open powder keg

just waiting for a match to be struck."

The evangelist urged Christians to pray

for leaders in the city, "and especially [for]

the man who will soon take over as the

new chief of police, Mr. Williams from
Philadelphia." (BGEA)

Catholic magazine publishes
special issue on war, pacifism

U.S. Catholic magazine has devoted its

entire May 1992 issue to articles about
war.

The special issue, titled "Can Catholics

Make Peace with War? includes a critique

of just-war theory, a report on pacifism

among Catholics, and an analysis of mili-

tary restrictions on the news media.

The issue also features an article by
Daniel Berrigan and an interview with

Bishop Walter Sullivan of the Catholic

peace group Pax Christi USA. (DEG)

Native rights remains top issue,

according to Canadian agency
For the third year in a row, the Cana-

dian Human Rights Commission (CHRC)
has listed aboriginal rights as "the most im-

portant human rights issue facing Canada"
The CHRC annual report commends

the government for establishing a royal

commission of aboriginal peoples and
speeding up land claims.

But it gives low marks to the Canadian
justice system, saying "the justice that

has been offered to Native Canadians by
our courts and police services has been,

with few exceptions, punitive and alienat-

ing in the extreme." (CMC)

Debate on homosexuality poses
schism threat to U.S. churches
Differences over homosexuality "run

across the face of American Christianity

as a great seismic fault," a report from the

National Council of Churches warns.

Many large denominations in the

United States are in the midst of heated

debate on the subject. (RNS)

Many gifts. The same spirit.

Students at Eastern Mennonite College work

diligently to develop their gifts. From music to pre-

medical studies, EMC's fifty-one outstanding aca-

demic programs challenge and invigorate the mind.

But, of course, we are more than minds. That's

why students at EMC have opportunity for active

Christian involvement. From service projects to

classroom discussion, EMC'ers learn to integrate

knowledge and faith, career and discipleship, mind

and spirit.

And that makes for a very gifted future.

To talk to us about you and EMC, call toll-free (800)368-2665.

Or write to Office of Admissions. EMC. Harrisonburg. VA 22801

m Eastern
Mennonite
COLLEGE
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CHURCH NEWS

Remember your humanity,
Hatfield tells EMC graduates

Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—"Keep a

focus on your humanity," U.S. Senator

Mark 0. Hatfield of Oregon told graduat-

ing students at Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege (EMC) on April 26.

Some 3,000 people attended the

college's 74th annual commencement ex-

ercises, held on the front lawn of campus

despite cool temperatures and light rain.

"Only an Oregonian would feel right at

home in this weather," Hatfield quipped.

A Christian liberal arts college such as

EMC has "a unique message to offer an

increasingly impersonal society," Hatfield

said, noting that U.S. life "is fast losing

its relational aspects."

He urged the graduates to "take Christ,

both as a role model and source of power

who gives importance to humanity in ev-

eryday relationships."

The Republican senator said Christians

need to address such issues as genetic

engineering.

"I'm all for corrective genetics, such as

exploring ways to cure Parkinson's dis-

ease and other so far incurable illnesses,"

he said.

"But scientific technology has reached

the point that there are those who would

create a subhuman species to do all the

dirty work," he continued.

"Just because we can do something

doesn't mean we should," Hatfield said.

"It's time for all the disciplines of human
thinking to come together and ask, 'How

shall we use this technology?'
"

Following Hatfield's address, EMC

president Joseph L. Lapp conferred de-

grees on 252 students.

The class had 51 honors graduates,

including two with perfect 4.0 grade point

averages.

The two are Pamela R. Ranck of Johns

Island, S.C., a liberal arts major with

certification in elementary education, and

Jay R. Sauder of Lancaster, Pa., a busi-

ness administration major.

Earlier in the service, senior class busi-

ness manager Ryan L. Sensenig pre-

sented the class gift of $1,700 toward the

purchase of handicapped-access doors for

the EMC Campus Center.—Jim Bishop

Keep Mennonite values,

Goshen graduates urged
Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Hold on to Ana-

baptist beliefs, a Methodist seminary pro-

fessor told Mennonite graduates of Go-

shen College on April 18.

Stanley Hauerwas, a professor at Duke

Divinity School in Durham, N.C., spoke at

Goshen's 94th commencement exercises.

Hauerwas, who is the author of the book

The Peaceable Kingdom, encouraged

Mennonite s not to give up traditional

Anabaptist ideas about forgiveness and

reconciliation.

He also compared the graduates to a

church found in Anne Tyler's new novel,

Saint Maybe.
In Tyler's book, the Church of the Sec-

ond Chance believes that forgiveness re-

quires more than an apology. To gain

forgiveness, one must offer concrete rep-

aration.

This idea fits Mennonite theology,

Hauerwas said.

"Mennonites refuse to buy that idea

that forgiveness is simply a matter of

being told God [has] forgiven us," he

observed.

"Mennonites have been reminding

other Christians that forgiveness is a com-

munity process that makes discipleship

possible," he said.

Forgiveness and reconciliation are

marks of oddity that set Mennonites apart

and make them part of the Church of the

Second Chance, Hauerwas continued.

But, he noted, the Church of the Second

Chance does not exist for itself.

Rather, it is "the second chance for all

the world."

Earlier in the day, Goshen president

Victor Stoltzfus presented the baccalau-

reate address, titled "Roots."

"All of us need roots," he said, "espe-

cially our graduates as they enter a tur-

bulent time where anything loose is get-

ting blown away: reputations, jobs, finan-

cial security."

Graduation can be compared to re-

potting a plant, Stoltzfus continued.

"Growing plants need more soil. They

need to be repotted in a larger container,"

he said. "As most graduates leave Go-

shen, they will find a new container and

an opportunity for deeper rootedness."

About 245 students earned bachelor of

arts degrees and 22 graduates received

bachelor of science degrees in nursing

during the graduation ceremony.
—Susan Hochstedler

Committee supports
ethnic moderator-elect
Elkhart, Ind. (MCGB)—The Mennonite

Church Nominating Committee has come

out in favor of "the selection of a person

of color as moderator-elect in the near

future."

The committee is currently preparing a

ballot for the 1993 churchwide assembly

in Philadelphia.

In a news release, committee members

say they "are especially interested in re-

ceiving the names of persons of color who

are capable of churchwide leadership po-

sitions."

The committee also encourages "con-

gregations, conferences, and agencies to

greater efforts in preparing and identify-

ing persons of color for churchwide lead-

ership."
Mark 0. Hatfield, U.S. senator from Oregon, gives the commencement address at Eastern

Mennonite College on April 26.
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CHURCH NEWS

Hassan Farah Djibril (center) and his daughter talk with Hadley Jenner, MCC co-country

representative for Kenya. Djibril is a Somali refugee who chairs the camp committee at

Liboi, one of the centers for people fleeing Somalia 's civil war.

Refugees flee Somalia, ethnic fighting in Kenya

Californians urge church
to do more in inner city
Los Angeles (Meetinghouse/MBM)—

The riots in Los Angeles should make the

church more aware of racism and the

needs of the urban poor, Mennonite lead-

ers and service workers said.

James Isaacs, pastor of Calvary Menno-
nite Fellowship in Inglewood, Calif., expe-

rienced the Watts riots in 1965.

He expected trouble when he heard that

four white police officers had been acquit-

ted on charges of brutality in the beating

of black motorist Rodney King.

Isaacs was appalled by the verdict.

"I thought it was atrocious," he said. "I

watched most of the trial on Court TV. I

can't fathom in my mind anything that

man could have done that would precipi-

tate that kind of beating. There's no
reason in the world."

Doug Kaufman, a former voluntary ser-

vice worker who continues to live in Los
Angeles, said he and his wife, Jill, slept

on their bedroom floor on April 30. During

the night, they heard the sounds of auto-

matic weapons in their neighborhood.

Kaufman said he expected a few dem-
onstrations but was surprised at the loot-

ing, killing, and burning.

According to Isaacs, members of the

Calvary congregation didn't condone the

rioting, but they understood the anger and
frustration that led to it.

Cyndi Friesen, a current voluntary ser-

vice worker with Mennonite Board of

Missions, expressed a similar view.

"Without justifying the violence, the

church needs to understand the frustra-

tions of the people," she said.

Isaacs said he heard a lot of testimonies

from church members who felt God's

protection during the rioting. One mem-
ber was checking out of a grocery store

when rioters came in and started looting,

he said.

Several businesses across the street

from the Calvary church were looted and
burned, Isaacs said.

Looking ahead, Isaacs believes the

church needs to "become a visible and
viable presence" in cities across North
America. "We need to pay close attention

to home-based ministries and be very

intentional about it."

Kaufman said the church needs to in-

vest more in inner-city youth programs.

This, he believes, can create an environ-

ment that will encourage people to be-

come constructive.

—

From reports by Paul
Schrag and Cyndi Friesen

Nairobi, Kenya (MCC)—The number of

foreign and internal refugees in Kenya has

risen in recent months.

Ethnic clashes in the western part of

the country are displacing thousands of

people, including many Mennonites.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
is sending beans, corn, and blankets to the

region. Mennonite congregations will dis-

tribute these items to church members
and others who have suffered losses.

Meanwhile, in eastern Kenya, refugees

from the civil war in neighboring Somalia

are pouring across the border.

The Somalis come to escape the clan

conflict and widespread anarchy that has

followed the January 1991 overthrow of

President Mohammed Siad Barre.

Camp Liboi, just 15 kilometers from the

border, is temporary home to about

57,000 Somali refugees.

MCC, in cooperation with the Canadian
Foodgrains Bank, has supplied 100 metric

tons of skim milk powder to Somali refu-

gee camps in Kenya.

Camp Liboi's portion arrived at a time

of critical need near the end of January.

It is being used in a supplemental feeding

program for elderly people, young chil-

dren, and persons who are ill.

War forced MCC to withdraw its work-

ers from Somalia in 1989. Even sending

food shipments there is dangerous, said

Bonnie Bergey, current country represen-

tative for Somalia for MCC and Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions.

Recently, a UN ship carrying food was
shelled. In addition, fighting occurs be-

tween Somalis desperate for food.

MCC now concentrates on assisting ref-

ugees, and Bergey works from an office in

Nairobi.

In comparison to the Somali war, needs

caused by the fighting in western Kenya
are relatively small.

However, some 1,500 houses had been
destroyed as of the end of March, accord-

ing to reports from Kenyan newspapers.

More than 60 people reportedly have

been killed.

Jan Jenner, MCC's co-country repre-

sentative in Kenya, traveled to the af-

fected region to meet with leaders from

the Western Diocese of the Kenya Men-
nonite Church.

Farms surrounding villages, rather than

villages themselves, seem to be targets in

the violence, Jenner said.

She saw once-thriving homesteads that

had been reduced to ashes, as well as

blackened fields of what had been ready-

to-harvest sugarcane.

Local farmers told Jenner it will be a

long time before they have any income,

because sugarcane takes 18 to 24 months
to mature.

Many people think the central govern-

ment is instigating the attacks, so it can

declare a state of emergency and delay

Kenya's first multiparty elections.

The ethnic clashes began this past No-

vember, just after President Daniel arap

Moi reluctantly agreed to allow opposition

parties. Earlier, he had argued against

multi-party democracy, predicting it

would lead to ethnic violence.
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U.S. farm group finds

kinship with Mexicans
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—It was an unusual

encounter. U.S. farmers who have mod-

ern, mechanized operations met with

Mexican farmers who eke out livelihoods

from small plots on land and a few ani-

mals.

Yet both groups shared a common
bond—an understanding of what it means

to suffer crop loss from natural disaster.

In this case, the disaster had struck the

Mexican farmers. A flood swept through

the Los Mochis area of northwest Mexico

in December 1990.

Mennonite farmers in the Midwest re-

sponded by sending $10,000 for emer-

gency food relief, which Mexican Menno-

nite churches distributed in the affected

area.

Earlier this spring, the relief operation

took on a personal face when the Central

States office of Mennonite Central Com-

mittee (MCC) organized a tour to the

region.

Ten farmers from Iowa, Kansas, and

Nebraska paid their own way for the visit.

The tour group climbed the mountain

where 148 families had taken refuge from

the flood waters.

The families, from the village of Los

Suarez, spent eight days on the mountain

slope.

Despite the language barrier, the Mid-

western farmers were overwhelmed by the

hospitality of their hosts.

"Food was the focus of the assistance,

and food also was the center of our cele-

bration as we are together in the homes

and churches of Mexican Mennonites,"

said Dave Gerber, resource development

coordinator for MCC Central States.

John Penner, who runs a medium-sized

hog breeding farm near Plymouth, Neb.,

was jolted by the thankful spirit he found.

"People had [few] possessions," he said,

"but everyone was thanking God for what

they had and praising God for being

spared from the flood."

Henry E. Jantzen, a retired dairy farmer

from Beatrice, Neb., said the trip

"brought back to the surface that nagging

question I've had for 40 years—when is

enough enough?"

Mexicans "seem content," he said,

"while we who have so much more mate-

rially are often dissatisfied."

The trip deepened the U.S. farmers'

appreciation for an MCC/CROP food as-

sistance program they have participated

in for years.

Through the program, donated grains

are stored in elevators. When disaster

hits, MCC either ships the grain directly

to the site or sells it, with the proceeds

going to help victims purchase local food.

CROP is a Church World Service pro-

gram that coordinates the grain collection.

According to Penner, "the great thing

about this trip was that we were able to

interact directly with people. It was not

just a windshield tour."

At a worship service, for example,

Mahlon Wagler of Partridge, Kan., spoke

of the oneness he felt with his Christian

hosts. Bert Jost of Hillsboro, Kan., played

his harmonica. Mexican church members

shared their stories.

"Many said the flood drew them closer

to the Lord," Penner noted. "I didn't hear

anyone complain about their loss.

"They were thankful for the help

MCC/CROP had sent," he continued. "It

had been an answer to prayer for them."

Aid arrives in Russia,

central office planned
Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—A container of

relief supplies that arrived in Russia ear-

lier this spring is "a real gift," says Mary

Raber.

Raber, who is Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC) secretary for the former

Soviet Union, saw the contents of the

container being distributed in St. Peters-

burg in April.

The beef, blankets, cleanser, sewing

kits, and wheelchairs MCC sent in Janu-

ary have been well received, she said.

"The soap was especially welcome,"

Raber noted. "People in St. Petersburg

hadn't seen laundry soap in a long time."

Meanwhile, first steps have been taken

toward establishing a coordinating center

for Mennonite ministry in the former So-

viet republics.

In an April 24-25 meeting in Winnipeg,

representatives of 19 agencies involved in

the region agreed to ask MCC to take the

lead in establishing the center.

The center is to initially provide office

space, but it could eventually include a

library and church meeting place.

The Winnipeg gathering included frank

discussion about how much effort agen-

cies wanted to put into ministries in Rus-

sia and the other republics.

Some participants worried that pro-

grams in Africa, Asia, and Central and

South America might suffer, as donations

were diverted.

However, representatives agreed that

Mennonites can make a unique contribu-

tion in the republics.

Participants further agreed that:

• Ministry in the region should not take

place without consulting Christians there.

• Agencies need to be more account-

able to one another.

• Evangelism, relief, and leadership

training should be priorities in ministry in

the republics.^Jo/m Longhurst

Renewal group holds
conference in Indiana
Indianapolis, Ind. (MRS)—Some 130

Mennonites and Brethren gathered here

for the annual meeting of Empowered
Ministries on April 23-25.

Empowered is the umbrella organiza-

tion for Mennonite Renewal Services,

Brethren Renewal Services, and other

Anabaptist groups.

Mennonites involved in Holy Spirit re-

newal have at times been labeled as un-

concerned with social justice. But several

speakers at the conference challenged

that assumption.

Stan Maclin of Richmond, Va., urged

participants to speak out against racism

at every level.

"Let's shake ourselves out of our com-

placency," said Maclin, who is president

of the Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation. "God is tired of the 'reserved' signs

we put up for ourselves.

"Let us not institutionalize Empow-
ered," he continued. "Let's keep it open

to the Spirit."

Dennis Byler, a Mennonite Board of

Missions worker in Spain, urged members
of Empowered to look for God in the

unexpected.

"God is amazingly flexible," Byler said.

Don't deny God's presence in people

who think or act in ways you don't expect,

Byler told the group.

Before the meeting, there had been

some questions about Empowered's fu-

ture, due largely to a $6,000 operating

deficit.

At the suggestion of Hubert Brown,

however, the steering committee placed a

large box in the platform area. Brown then

encouraged everyone at the conference to

come forward and put money into the box.

More than $12,000 in cash and pledges

was raised.

Also at the meeting, Mahlon Miller of

Morgantown, Pa., was chosen to head the

steering committee. He succeeds Virgil

Vogt of Evanston, 111.—From reports by

Bob Ewert and Roy S. Koch
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Joint effort transforms
crack house in Miami
Miami (MCC)— It wasn't exactly a

dream house.

Its windows and all its plumbing, even
the water line from the house to the street,

had been ripped out and sold for scrap.

Its two bathrooms were in drastic dis-

repair. Its floors sagged some three to four

inches due to water leaks.

When drug addicts began using the 58th

Street building as a crack house, Miami
city authorities sought to tear it down.
Before the wrecking ball fell, however,

the Little Haiti Housing Association

stepped in.

The nonprofit association is dedicated

to providing low-income housing to the

approximately 100,000 Haitians who live

in the neighborhood.

The association encourages home own-
ership as a way to bring stability to the

area.

Because of the large numbers of aban-
doned properties in Little Haiti, the asso-

ciation prefers to renovate existing houses
rather than build from scratch.

Although the 58th Street house had
been stripped, "its structure and roof

were solid," said Dave Harder, a worker
with Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC) in Little Haiti. "It just required an
awful lot of work."

Harder, who works with the Little Haiti

Housing Association, had an idea: why not

ask Mennonite Disaster Service (MDS) to

help with the renovation?

MDS was willing. Between January and
April, MDS renovated not only the 58th

Street house but two others as well.

"The MDS crew was key to making this

work," said Harder, who formerly worked
as a carpenter and contractor in Winni-

peg, Man.
Sanora and Marita Thelisma, along with

their three children, planned to move to

the former crack house in May.
Owning their own home means a great

deal to the family. With an annual income
of $13,000, they had been paying $450
monthly for a two-bedroom apartment in

poor condition.

With special financing worked out by
the Little Haiti Housing Association, they
will pay just $310 monthly for the four-

bedroom renovated house.

"Mr. and Mrs. Thelisma check with me
all the time to make sure it's real, that

they are really going to own the home,"
said Joel Buissereth, part-time coordina-

tor of the housing association.

"They can't believe there's a program
to help them," he said.

Joel Buissereth (left) with the Jean family of Miami. Buissereth is part-time coordinator

of the Little Haiti Housing Association in the city. The Jeans are one of several families

that have received renovated houses through the work of Buissereth's agency and
Mennonite Disaster Service.

Hunger work shows
volunteer new worlds
New Orleans (MCC)—Brent Landers

knows how to lick envelopes.

In the past two years the Waterloo,
Ont., native has sent out more than 50,000
pieces of mail.

But his assignment with Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC) has involved

far more than stamps and letter trays.

As assistant to the director of Bread for

the World, Landers has spoken in high

school classes about welfare myths, writ-

ten articles on hunger in the United
States, and hung out with Paul Simon,
Aaron Neville, and Ed Bradley.

He also spent several months inter-

viewing homeless people in order to

gather data on their nutritional needs.

While challenging others' stereotypes

about people on welfare, Landers discov-

ered he needed to change a few precon-

ceptions of his own.

"Coming from a Caucasian environ-

ment, I never really had an exposure to

African-American culture. My stereo-

types were blown up," he said.

Writing articles about hunger required

gathering statistics. One figure in partic-

ular will stick with him.

"There are five and a half million hun-
gry children in America," he said. "People
can spout off all they want about lazy

welfare cheats, but that has nothing to do
with the problem. There's something
wrong with the system."

That realization has caused Landers to

look at life differently.

"I'm a lot more grateful for what I

have," he said. "I feel blessed by this

experience."

During the time Landers has been in

New Orleans, several fundraising events

have brought singers and celebrities to-

gether in support of groups such as Bread
for the World.

"I admire celebrities who utilize their

fame and popularity to raise awareness
and money for worthy causes," he said.

When Landers mailed an application to

MCC more than two years ago, he knew
what he wanted.

"I wanted to get in a situation where
there would be an opportunity for spiri-

tual growth and service, and I hoped for

a career opportunity as well."

His request wasn't returned postage

due.

"I would do it again, because the last

several years have been so positive," he

said.

—

Jody Miller Shearer
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• India leader dies. Sushil

Khakha, longtime leader of the

Bihar Mennonite Church in

India, died on April 3 of compli-

cations related to cancer. He
was 68. Khakha served for many
years as executive secretary of

the Bihar church. He also was a

past member of the executive

committee of Mennonite World

Conference. At Khakha's re-

quest, Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions worker Paul Kniss
preached the memorial mes-

sage.

• Hispanic event set. Hispanic

Mennonites from 80 congrega-

tions in the United States and

Canada will hold a special meet-

ing in Buffalo, N.Y., on Aug. 3-6.

The event is jointly sponsored

by the Convencion Menonita

Hispana of the Mennonite
Church (MC) and the Departa-

mento de Ministerios Hispanos

of the General Conference Men-
nonite Church (GC). Colin Craw-

ford of Bogota, Colombia, and

Eduardo King of Honduras will

be the main speakers. The meet-

ing will include separate business

sessions for the MC and GC
groups and activities for Hispanic

youth. More information is avail-

able from Jose M. Ortiz at

Goshen College, Goshen, IN
46526.

• Anniversary marked. Rose-

dale Bible Institute, Irwin, Ohio,

celebrated its 40th anniversary

during alumni homecoming on

April 24-26. Activities included

a panel discussion of current

and former administrators, a

special worship service, mini-

classes led by Rosedale profes-

sors, and a student production

of Anne of Green Gables. In ad-

dition, an 11 -unit staff/student

apartment house was dedicated

and an autographing party was

held for the book We Beheld His

Glory: Rosedale Bible Institute,

1952-92 by Jewel Showalter

and Elmer S. Yoder.

• Vance honored. Seventh Ave-

nue Mennonite Church in New
York recognized longtime mem-
ber Lucy Vance with a retire-

ment and farewell dinner on

April 4. Vance became involved

in the congregation in 1955, the

year after the church was
founded. She filled many roles

during the next 37 years and

helped to sustain the congrega-

tion when a fire destroyed the

church building in 1975. In addi-

tion, she established and admin-

istered a Head Start program in

the Harlem community, where

the church is located.
—Marian Sauder

• First pastor called. Kathy
Neufeld Dunn was installed and

licensed on April 26 as the first

pastor of Shalom Community
Church, Ann Arbor, Mich. The
Shalom congregation is affili-

ated with the Church of the

Brethren, the Mennonite
Church, and the General Con-

ference Mennonite Church. The
group held its first worship ser-

vice on March 15. The church

meets on Sunday mornings at

Lawton Elementary School in

Ann Arbor.

• Faculty get grants. Three fac-

ulty members at Conrad Grebel

College, Waterloo, Ont, have

been awarded grants from the

Social Science and Humanities

Research Council of Canada
(SSHRC). History professor

Werner Packull received a grant

for his research on "Beginnings

of the Hutterian Brethren." Ar-

nold Snyder, also of the history

faculty, was given money to sup-

port his research on the role of

women and commoners in Swiss

and south German Anabaptism.

Music professor David Huron
received a grant for his work on

the introduction of computer
software for music research.

• England tour set. Goshen

(Ind.) College will sponsor a tour

of England from June 18 to July

1. Ervin and Phyllis Beck will

lead the tour, which will include

drama performances, a Thames
River cruise, and visits to Ox-

ford and York. More informa-

tion is available from the alumni

office, Goshen College, Goshen,

IN 46526.

• Pastor transitions:

Richard Litwiller was installed on

April 26 as pastor of Berkey

Avenue Mennonite Church,
Goshen, Ind. He previously

served as pastor of United Men-
nonite Church, Peoria, 111.

John Otto terminated pastoral du-

ties at Glenwood Mennonite
Church, Glenwood Springs,

Colo., on Jan. 31. He began a

pastoral assignment at Lake
Mennonite Fellowship, Perry,

Ohio, on April 15.

Randall Witmer was ordained to

the ministry on May 3 as pastor

of Laurel Street Mennonite
Church in Lancaster, Pa. He had
served in the same capacity for

nearly four years with a ministe-

rial license.

Mennonites protest. Mo-
bile, A/a.—Vicki Markley-

Sairs holds a sign during an

abortion protest here. More
than half the adults and

many children from Mobile

Mennonite Church took

part in a "Life Chain" on

March 29.

• Coming events:

Developmental disabilities retreat,

Laurelville Mennonite Church
Center, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., June

28-July 2. Joe Leonard of

Wayne, Pa., and Barbara Shisler

of Harleysville, Pa., will speak.

The event is designed for devel-

opmentally disabled persons

and their families and friends.

More information from Laurel-

ville at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA
15666.

Delegate session, South Central

Conference, Oklahoma City,

Okla., July 3-5. The theme is

"Roots and Fruits of Peace."

Speakers will include Marion

Bontrager and Susan Mark Lan-

dis. More information from the

conference office at Box 448,

North Newton, KS 67114.

40th anniverary, Hyattsville (Md.)

Mennonite Church, Oct. 10-11.

The planning committee is seek-

ing names and addresses of for-

mer attenders, members, VSers,

and friends. Information and in-

quiries may be sent to the 40th

Anniversary Planning Commit-

tee, Hyattsville Mennonite
Church, 4217 East-West High-

way, Hyattsville, MD 20782;

phone 301 927-7327.

• New resources:
Beyond Technology is a 60-page

paper from Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC). It is written

and illustrated by Jacob
Schiere, a Dutch architect who
directed the MCC Appropriate

Technology Center in Guate-

mala from 1983 to 1990. More
information is available from

MCC, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500; phone 717 859-1151.

Paths to the Future: Pastoralism in

Africa is a 66-page paper written

by Robert Herr and available

from Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC). Herr is co-secre-

tary of the MCC Peace Office

and served with MCC in France,

Malawi, and South Africa. More
information is available from

MCC, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500; phone 717 859-1151.

Vacation Bible School materials

are available from Mennonite

Central Committee (MCC). "A
Tour of Thailand" is a five-ses-

sion children's project that can

be used with or without a sepa-

rate eight-minute video on Thai-

land. "The World's Children" is

a series of seven short films

(10-15 minutes each) available

for free loan. More information

is available from MCC, PO Box

500, Akron, PA 17501-0500.

A video on "Human Sexuality" has

been produced by the Menno-
nite Board of Congregational

Ministries and the General Con-

ference Commission on Educa-

tion. The video includes 14

sketches divided into three sec-

tions—sexual exploitation, re-

sponsible decisionmaking, and

parenting. The tape comes with

a study guide. More information

is available from Faith and Life

Press, Box 347, Newton, KS
67114; phone 1 800 743-2484.

• Job openings:
Administrator, St. Clair O'Connor

Community, Toronto. The com-

munity is a nonprofit, inter-

generational Mennonite housing

project. The administrator is ac-

countable to a volunteer board

and responsible for the effective

operation of the complex, which

includes a licensed nursing

home, residential apartment

units (primarily for seniors),

family townhouse dwellings, a

store, and a community center.

The administrator will be re-

sponsible for staff supervision,

financial management, and the

maintenance of relationships

within the community and with

government agencies and spon-

soring congregations. He or she

must have completed, or be eli-

gible to complete, the Long-

term Care Management Course,

as required by Ontario nursing

home legislation, and must pos-

sess strong team-building and

communication skills. Appli-

cants should submit a resume in
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confidence before June 10 to:

Chairman. Search Committee, 5

Concorde PI., Apt. 3401, Don
Mills, Ont. M3C 3M8.

Discipleship Ministries Administra-

tor, Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions, Salunga, Pa. The ad-

ministrator will assume respon-

sibility for budgeting, prayer

network coordination, and per-

sonnel development with the

voluntary service, YES, and
STAT programs of Eastern
Board by July 1992. Contact
Galen Burkholder at Eastern
Board, PO Box 628, Salunga, PA
17538; phone 717 898-2251.

English teacher, Lake Center
Christian School, Hartville,

Ohio. Position open for the

1992-93 school year. Responsi-

bilities include teaching reading,

literature, language, and drama
for grades 7 and 8. Apply by July

1. Please contact the principal,

Jon Dutcher, at 12893 Kaufman
Ave. N.W., Hartville, OH 44632;

phone 216 877-2049.

Music leader, Akron Mennonite
Church, Akron, Pa. This is a

quarter- to one-third-time posi-

tion beginning September 1992.

The music leader will work with

children, youth, and adults. Ap-
plicants should be proficient in

choral directing and playing a

keyboard instrument. Applica-

tions may be sent to: Beryl

Jantzi, Akron Mennonite
Church, PO Box 208, Akron, PA
17501.

• Change of address:
John Otto, from Glenwood

Springs, Colo., to Box 467,

Painesville, OH 44077.

NEW MEMBERS

Aurora, Ohio: Audrey Bender
and Chris Pobega.

Austin, Tex.: Jacob Reid, Wanda
and Mark Peeples, Craig Miller,

and Ruth and Jacob Abraham.
Bahia Vista, Sarasota Fla.:

Benji Brubacher, Philip
Brubacher, Susan Grant, Jill

Liechty, Tishana Ponchot,
Tonia Schmucker, and Jennifer

Yoder.
Bay Shore, Sarasota, Fla.:

Brian Emrich, Mike Groves,
Melanie Hess, Travis Mullet,

Mike Stutzman, and Becky
Yancey.

Berlin, Ohio: Lydia Schmid,
Galen Miller, Carley Miller,

Richard Weaver, and Juliana

Weaver.
Beth-El, Colorado Springs,

Colo.: Anthony Buller, Tim

Troyer, Rachel Miller, Bill

Lopez, Mary Lopez, A. J. Lopez,
Korina Lopez, and Renee
Lopez.

Carlsbad, N.M.: Teresa
Dominguez.

Central, Archbold, Ohio: Linda
Nafziger.

Clinton Frame, Goshen, Ind.:

Maynard Graber, Dusty Petre,

Shelley Bontrager, Don Graves,

and Jim Graves.

Community, Harrisonburg,
Va.: Jeremy Hollar and Christy

Neff.

Durham, N.C.: Van Bensett.

Ephrata, Pa.: Debra Watson and
Joan Garman.

Erb St, Waterloo, Ont.: Colleen

Barlow, Marion Roes, Norman
and Nilda Looker, and Jeffrey

W. Martin.

Kalona, Iowa: Aaron Gingerich,

Jamie Miller, Kera Miller, Jer-

emy Pickard, Stacy Ropp, Lon-

nie Schlabach, Andrea Troyer,

Melissa Wedel, and Adam
Yoder.

Manhattan, Kan.: Alex Bartel,

Amy Bartel, Jana Franz, Kara
Franz, Jason Moshier, Heather
Schmidt, and Brett Robinson.

Manson, Iowa: Chad Alan Go-
ings.

Martins, Orrville, Ohio: Deanna
Clark.

Pine Grove, Stryker, Ohio:
Tyler Borton, Chad Grieser,

D.G. Hibbard, Brandy Lee,

Tasha, Richer, Mat Shaffer, and
Lori Shaffer.

Sunnyside, Conneaut Lake,
Pa.: Charles Sutton.

Wayside Chapel, Pedro, Ohio:
Misty Kelley, Karen Merchant,
Julie Kelly, Artisha Conley, and
Joe Cox.

West Philadelphia Fellowship,
Philadelphia, Pa.: Kathleen
Hayes.

Zion, Broadway, Va.: Sarah
Hijjeh and Brian Fidler.

BIRTHS

Amstutz, Rod and Beatrix (Scho-

walter), Pleasant Hill, Calif.,

Frederick Clarence (second
child), April 8.

Bachman, Dean and Beth Gerig,

Tiskilwa, 111., Hannah Marie
Gerig (third child), April 6.

Baer, Jonathon and Sheila Yoder-
Baer, Columbia, Mo., Jesse

Yoder (first child), April 16.

Baker, Bob and Renae (Cable),'

East Palestine, Ohio, Heather
Marie (second child), April 17.

Bender, Dale and Sunita (Singh),

Kitchener, Ont., Christopher
Benedict (first child), April 16.

Ebersole, Jon and Peggy
(Gehman), Oak Park, Dl, (twins)

Amanda Joy and Jessica Dawn
(first and second children),

March 14.

Ebersole, Wilmer and Wilma
(Yoder), Leola, Pa., Gregory
Shane (second child), May 1.

Gaddam, Eliyazar and Beulah
(Kothapalli), Chicago, HI., Ivana

Joy (first child), April 14.

Good, John and Heidi, Quaker-
town, Pa., Corine Marie (first

child), April 19.

Hershey, Terry and Lauren
(Mast), Austin, Tex., Evan Ga-
briel (third child), March 16.

Hostetler, Michael and Nancy
(Jarchow), West Liberty, Ohio,

Jenna Lee (fourth child), March 10.

Huddle, Grant and Sheela
(Sharma), Manheim, Pa., Wynton
Alan (third child), April 3.

Hummer, David and Angela
(Feigley), Hagerstown, Md., Ali-

cia Marie (second child), March
30.

Marner, Mike and Bernice (Sny-

der), Wellman, Iowa, Marie Faye
(fourth child), April 18.

Miller, Ervin and Diane (Burk-

hart), Sarasota, Fla., Charmaine
Joy (first child), April 30.

Miller, Gregory and Eva (Ward),

Sturgis, Mich., Trenton Michael
(first child), April 29.

Nickeson, Walter and Teresa
(Fassl), Rochester, N.Y., Greg-

ory Martin Fassl (second child),

Feb. 6.

Oblick, Mark and Sandra (Roes),

Albion, N.Y., Derek William
(second child), April 18.

Roes, Merle and Sheryl (Jantzi),

Lowville, NY., Derek Lee (third

child), April 17.

Sauder, Jerry and Donna (Delp),

Frederick, Md., Sarah Elizabeth

(third child), April 27.

Smucker, Todd and Rhonda (Hoch-

stetler), Sarasota, Fla., Christo-

pher Todd (first child), March 26.

Speigle, Tim and Donna
(Kauffman), Boswell, Pa., Leah
Ruth (third child), April 25.

Stewart, Kevin M. and Rose
(Breneman), Lancaster, Pa.,

Henry Breneman (second child),

April 17.

Stoltzfus, Grant and Susan
(Swartzentruber), Harrison-

. burg, Va., Hannah Beth (second

child), April 7.

Stutzman, Marion and Betty
(Swartzentruber), Millersburg,

Ohio, Alison Jayne (adopted),

April 9.

Vavreck, Michael and Carolyn

(Forbes), Ephrata, Pa., Benja-

min Forbes (third child), April 1.

Widrick, Philip and Alayne (Moo-
ney), Katie Lee (second child),

April 15.

Wood, Joe and Janice (Hilty),

Medway, Ohio, (twins) Jonathan
Paul and James Timothy (fourth

and fifth children), April 12.

Yoder, Darrel and Barb (Bux-

baum), Canfield, Ohio, Jacob
Paul (second child), March 20.

Zaitsev, Aksenti and Rosa
(Lazberg), Columbiana, Ohio,

Mark (seventh child), March 13.

DEATHS

Birkey, Elsie Ellide (Horsch),

79, Manson, Iowa. Born: June

10, 1912, Garden City, Mo., to

Henry and Catherine (Good)
Horsch. Died: April 13, 1992,

Manson, Iowa. Survivors—sons:

Dorwin, Duane, Everett; sisters:

Lavina Schertz, Katie Kennell;

14 grandchildren, 10 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Dorance E. Birkey (husband)

and Gerald Steve (son). Funeral:

April 17, Manson Mennonite
Church, by Curt Kuhns. Burial:

Rose Hill Cemetery.
Detwiler, Amelia Ruth, 85.

Born: Oct. 1, 1906, Lititz, Pa., to

David H. and Amelia Moseman
Kurtz. Died: April 21, 1992,

Salisbury, Md., of a stroke. Sur-

vivors—husband: Fred Detwiler;

children: Doris Henderson, Mar-
vin, Betty Sommer; brother and
sister: John Kurtz, Sara Detwiler;

5 grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Lawrence (son). Funeral and
burial: April 24, Holly Grove
Mennonite Church, by Jack
Scandrett and Abe Minnich.

Egli, Edith Irene (Reynolds),

85, Manson, Iowa. Born: Aug. 4,

1906, Humboldt, Iowa, to

Stough and Rachel (Olson)

Reynolds. Died: Feb. 23, 1992,

Ft. Dodge, Iowa. Survivors

—

sons: Edward, Delbert; sisters:

Eretta Martin, Luella Wilson; 6

grandchildren, 2 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Ben
E. Egli (husband). Funeral: Feb.

26, Manson Mennonite Church,

by Curt Kuhns.
Freed, Lydia, H., 87, Souderton,

Pa. Born: Dec. 11, 1904, Franco-

nia, Pa., to Jacob and Susan
(Hackman) Freed. Died: April

19, Sellersville, Pa. Survivors

—

husband: Allen H. Freed;
daughter: Betty F. Freed. Fu-

neral: April 22, Souderton Men-
nonite Homes Chapel, by Ger-

ald A. Clemmer and Steven C.

Nyce. Burial: Souderton Men-
nonite Church Cemetery.

Glick, Helen Moser Kirch-
" hofer, 80, Lititz, Pa. Born: Jan.

10, 1912, Orrville, Ohio, to Mar-
tin D. and Bertha (Bixler)
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Moser. Died: April 20, 1992,

Lititz, Pa., of cancer. Survi-

vors—husband: Daniel M.
Glick; daughters: Dorothy
Hartzler, Bertie Kirchhofer; fos-

ter daughter: Carol Sprunger

Davis; 5 grandchildren, 2 great-

grandchildren, 18 stepgrand-

children. Predeceased by:

Delvin C. Kirchhofer (first hus-

band). Funeral: April 25, Orr-

ville Mennonite Church, by J.

Lester Graybill and Barbara

Moyer Lehman. Burial: Salem

Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Keener, Robert G., 65, Talmage,

Pa. Born: May 8, 1926, Notting-

ham, Pa., to Clayton and Martha

(Gish) Keener. Died: April 25,

1992, Talmage, Pa., of heart fail-

ure. Survivors—wife: Florence

Weaver Keener; children: Mar-

tha Jane Eck, R. Gerald, Dennis

D., Jay G.; sisters: Betty
Drescher, Ann Gingrich, Bar-

bara Shenk, Marie Riehl; 3

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Debra Sue (daughter). Funeral

and burial: April 28, Stumptown
Mennonite Church, by Paul G.

Landis, Luke Nolt, John
Leaman, and Chester Kurtz.

He was ordained on June 21,

1953, and served as a missionary

to Tanzania for 10 years. He was

pastor of Mechanic Grove and

New Providence Mennonite
churches.

Kurtz, Viola, 98, Eureka, 111.

Born: Nov. 29, 1893, Tremont,

111., to Nicholaus and Jacobina

Staker. Died: April 29, 1992, Eu-

reka, 111. Predeceased by: Jo-

seph Kurtz (husband) and two

sons. Funeral: May 2, Davis

Mortuary, by Glen and Thelma
Horner. Burial: Pleasant Grove

Cemetery, Tremont, 111.

Powell, Beulah B. (Martin), 72.

Bom: Aug. 28, 1919, Greentown,

Ind., to Joseph and Clara

(Slabaugh) Martin. Died: March

13, 1992, of cancer. Survivors-

husband: Isadore Powell; chil-

dren: Don, Ron, Sherilyn, Lester;

brothers and sisters: Melvin, Wil-

lard, Ruth, Velma Litwiller, Inez

Litwiller; 14 grandchildren, one

great-grandchild. Funeral: March

16, Santa Fe Community Church,

by Gene Headings and Harold

Mast. Burial: Schrock Cemetery.

Schweitzer, Katie Mae Reber,

90, Iowa City, Iowa. Born: Nov.

3, 1901, Johnson Co., Iowa, to

Joel and Barbara (Miller)

Reber. Died: April 15, 1992,

Iowa City, Iowa. Survivors-

brothers: Maynard and Harold

Reber. Predeceased by: Art

Schweitzer (husband). Funeral:

April 18, First Mennonite
Church, by Firman Gingrich and

Diane Zaerr. Burial: Memory
Gardens, Iowa City, Iowa.

Skaggs, Herman, 67, Arcadia,

Fla. Born: March 13, 1924, Low-

mansville, Ky., to Brack and

Maggie (Hatfield) Skaggs. Died:

Feb. 19, 1992, in an accident

(overturned tractor). Survivors

—

wife: Willa Deen; children: Jeri

West, Kathy Stewart, Freddie;

brothers and sisters: Earnest G,
Arnold, Floyd, Marvin, Ann, Ro-

setta, Eunice; 3 grandchildren.

Funeral: Feb. 22, Ponger-Goy Fu-

neral Home, by Martin Lehman
and Ted Land. Burial: Ohio Val-

ley Memory Gardens.

CALENDAR

Conference on "The Church His-

torian as Interpreter," Goshen

College, Goshen, Ind., May 21-

23

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries commencement,
held at Goshen, Ind., May 22

Southwest Conference annual

meeting, Upland, Calif., May 22-

25

Hesston College commencement,
Hesston, Kan., May 24

Council on Church and Media
conference, Chicago, HI., June

4-6

Mennonite Higher Education: Ex-

perience and Vision, Bluffton

College, Bluffton, Ohio, June

26-28

Biennial assembly, United Native

Ministries Council, Atmore,

Ala., June 29-July 3

South Central Conference dele-

gate session, Oklahoma City,

Okla., July 3-5

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, N.Y., Aug. 3-6

EMC Summer Camps

1R3

1 5
June 21-26, 1992

• ANIMAL BIOLOGY
• COMPUTERS
• MUSIC
•NURSING
• GERMAN
• SPANISH
• WILDERNESS (July 26-31)

For more information, write: Eastern Mennonite College, Admissions Office,

Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 or call toll-free (800) 368-2665. Local calls 432-41 1 8.

Experiential learning for high school students!
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THE LAST WORD

And who is my neighbor?
I found it impossible to watch the destruction

unfolding in Los Angeles in the days following

April 28 without an ovemhelming sense of sadness:

• That race relations have apparently made
so little progress since the first slaves were
hauled from Africa to the "new world."

• That many seem to see looting and burning

as legitimate responses to frustration and rage

and poverty.

• That the homes and schools and churches

of innocent people, including Mennonite sisters

and brothers, are caught in the middle of the de-

struction (the violence is reported to have

started a block and a half from Family Menno-
nite Church in south-central Los Angeles).

The temptation, in the glow of CNN's cameras

and USA Today's headlines, is to go for quick

analysis. It is to focus on Los Angeles, to debate

the jury decision in the Rodney King trial, to

point fingers and fix blame.

But Los Angeles did not erupt overnight.

What happened in the last days of April 1992

has been years in the making as people came to

hate each other for all sorts of reasons: color of

skin, country of origin, position on the economic
or social ladder.

Whatever else they do, the events in Los Ange-
les should call us to look again at ourselves.

Races don't hate; economic structures don't op-

press. It's people who do those things.

Jesus' story about the "Good Samaritan" was
a story about race, Spencer Perkins writes in

this issue (see page 6). Jesus' point was that the

neighbor we are to love is the person we have

the most difficulty loving. It is the person we
feel doesn't love us. Sadly, in North America
today, that is often someone of another race.

To inherit eternal life is to love our neighbor.

Jesus said it. We do well to ponder it as the

smoke continues to rise over Los Angeles. —jlp

I feel the winds of God today
So you're going to jump the fence. Is this your

way of making sure integration happens?

So go the questions since it's become known
I've decided to take an assignment with the Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite Church (GC) after 30

years as a pastor in the Mennonite Church (MC).

There's good rationale for staying MC. It is fa-

miliar and comfortable (mostly). It has called

and nurtured me. Jesus Christ is real and pres-

ent in MC circles.

So why go over to the "other side"? At age 56,

with a decade of active ministry still possible, why
would I leave the comfort of pastoring an MC con-

gregation to become a GC conference minister?

Besides, the GC part of the Mennonite church

is different. They have a different language

—

committees on ministry instead of leadership

commissions. They have a different structure

—

trienniums rather than bienniums. For this older,

middle-aged man, that's wandering into unfamil-

iar territory.

Still, I find no major problem in becoming GC.

My colleagues have encouraged me to become a

resource to other pastors and congregations. The
timing for openings for MC conference minsters

does not mesh with mine. There is an opening in

a GC conference.

In addition, the fences are getting lower. More
persons are crossing over—GCs serving MC
congregations, MCs serving GC churches.

MCs and GCs both use a songbook, Sing and
Rejoice, which contains a favorite of mine: "I

Feel the Winds of God Today." That's happen-

ing as our two groups discuss integration. So I

ask: is my move congruent with the winds of

God blowing over the Mennonite world today? I

pray so.

—

Robert Hartzler

Robert Hartzler, a Gospel Herald editorial consultant, re-

cently resigned as pastor of the Maple Grove Mennonite

Church (MC), Belleville, Pa., to become conference minis-

ter for the Northern District (GC). He and his wife, Phyl-

lis, will move to Freeman, S.D., this month.
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As we race into the future at blinding speed, we

must help Mennonite young people to aspire to more

than the essentially acquisitive American dream.
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Shiftingthe church
into thefuture tense

The next generation will not be able to

support the church in the style to which

it is accustomed. That's because we've

sold them wrong ideas, wrong dreams.

9

As our world rushes into a future of unbe-

lievable change and growing challenges,

both overseas and in North America, one

thing is clear: Business as usual won't touch it.

Simply doing a little more of what we are al-

ready doing in our churches won't begin to ad-

dress the mounting challenges. It will require all

sectors of our society, including the Mennonite

church, to increase dramatically our efforts to en-

gage these many new issues.

One of the most pressing of these issues is the

future of the poor in the two-third's world. Most
nations in Asia, Africa, and Latin America are

not a part of the three-way economic race be-

tween the Far East, Europe, and North America.

They are likely to have serious difficulty en-

abling many of their citizens to meet their most

basic needs in the nineties.

For example, there are nations like Nepal and

Bangladesh who could collapse under the weight

of their population and economic and environ-

mental problems. Latin America has lost ten

years to the debt crisis, and there is every possi-

by

Tom
Sine



The challenges of the next century will

demand increased investment of time

and money in the kingdom. To do so we
must downscale our economic lifestyles.

bility they could lose another ten. Even the

larger economies in Brazil and Argentina are

struggling.

But as we race toward the year 2000, Africa is

the continent at greatest risk. We are likely to

see famine on an unprecedented scale in Africa.

This situation is compounded by the growing

AIDS epidemic.

One report indicates that one in four pregnant

women in Uganda is HIV positive. By the year

2000, there will be millions of children orphaned

by the AIDS epidemic, most of them in Africa.

But I haven't been able to identify a single Chris-

tian organization mobilizing to either address

tomorrow's mounting economic needs or the

huge number of AIDS orphans that will fill our

future.

At the same time that the world is changing

politically and economically, it is also changing

technologically. For better or worse, we have en-

cased our planet in what some have called "a

global electronic nervous system." From satellite

dishes and fax machines to personal computers

and cellular phones, we are becoming wired to-

gether in one electronic global village.

The up side is that our global nervous sys-

tem is clearly contributing to the democra-

tization of our planet. From Romania to

the former Soviet Union, the electronic connec-

tion has been a major component in bringing a

new climate of openness in the political arena.

But multinational commercial interests are

also consciously using this vast electronic net-

work to persuade people all over the planet to

drink the same soda, watch the same videos,

and develop the same homogenized consumer
preferences. Somehow, we need to help develop

strategies through Mennonite Central Commit-
tee and our mission organizations, in partnership

with churches overseas, to try to head off the

devastating side effects of modernization and

consumerism on traditional cultures.

And while our world is experiencing turbulent

political, economic, and technological change,

there is rapid change taking place within our

own society. Take, for example, the coming of

the Baby Buster generation, those persons born

after 1964.

The Busters will be a particular challenge to

both American society and the church. They
come from more fragmented, abusive, and addic-

tive homes than any group of young people ever

born in America. They are the MTV generation

who spend very little of their money or time on

books. They are into instant gratification. They

are sexually active much earlier, and they defer

getting married to much later. Much of their

music and culture seems to reflect a growing ni-

hilism or purposelessness. The Mennonite
church has its work cut out for us if we are

going to reach and equip this generation to take

leadership in the 21st century.

But given the changes also going on within

the church, how will the church be able to

address these growing challenges? Main-

line denominations are graying and declining,

and those trends are beginning to have serious

impact on their ability to support mission proj-

ects overseas and at home. There is every likeli-

hood that the amount we have to invest in

mission is going to continue to decline as we
enter a new century.

More conservative Protestant churches are see-

ing some growth in both numbers and giving.

However, it has been my experience that the

lion's share of the increased giving is not in-

vested in any form of mission for evangelism or

social action. Rather, the increased income is

being used principally to erect expensive edi-

fices, finance overhead costs, or hire additional

staff to service the needs of those within the

church.

Mennonite churches seem to be static in their

growth—and, like mainliners, they are graying

too. As they migrate to the suburbs and join the

affluent mainstreams, it's likely that the historic

As Mennonites migrate to the

suburbs and join the main-
stream, it's likely the historic

commitment to mission and
justice and peace will wane.

commitment to mission and justice and peace

will also wane.

To me it seems unlikely that the church will in-

crease its investment in mission in the '90s. And,

if the American economy continues to be lethar-

gic as global competition heats up, the problem

could be even worse.

I am particularly concerned about the ability

of the under-30 to take over leadership and sup-

port of the church over the next three decades.

Research makes it clear that the church has

done a poor job of hanging on to its young peo-
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pie. They are likely to be around in declining

numbers.

But I am not at all confident that those who
are under 30 who stay with the church are going

to be able to support it in the style to which the

church has become accustomed. One Christian

organization reports that the under-30 give fully

50 percent less than those over 30. What will

happen as this population becomes the primary

support base for the church? I believe they will

have neither the time nor the money to invest in

the work of the kingdom that their parents had.

Why will their contributions to the church be

limited? Because we sold our young the wrong

idea. We sold them the American dream, with a

The Mennonite church has its

work cut out for it to equip

the Buster generation to take

leadership in the church.

little Jesus overlay. In spite of all the religious in-

struction we exposed them to, the clear message

we give our youth is that agenda one is getting

your career underway, your house in the sub-

urbs, and your upscale lifestyle started.

While many of these young peoples' parents

and grandparents were able to buy the split

level and everything that goes with it on a single

income, for this generation it takes at least two.

As a result they have much less time and money
to invest in the work of the church.

If the Mennonite church is to have any hope

of addressing the mounting challenges of the

21st century, we must create new mission strate-

gies. We must increase our investment of time

and money. But we must also help our young

people downscale their economic expectations

so they can sustain and expand the work of

God's kingdom well into the next century.

We must help the Mennonite young people to

aspire to something more than the essentially ac-

quisitive aspects of the American dream. We
need to help them discover that Jesus Christ

was right: It is only in losing life that we find

life. This must begin with those of us who are

older, modeling lifestyles that are both less con-

sumptive and more celebrative than anything

the rat race offers.

For example, a number of couples at Seattle

Mennonite Church are seriously looking at sell-

ing their single family, detached homes and pur-

chasing an apartment together. One of their rea-

sons is so they can simplify their lives and have

more time and money to invest in the kingdom.

But we must also enable the young to de-

sign less expensive ways to house them-

selves. Mennonite architect LeRoy Troyer

has designed a "six-plex" structure in which

each three-bedroom unit can be built for

$50,000. I've worked at a way for older, more af-

fluent Christians to set up interest-free mort-

gages to help young people stay free of the

"mortgage trap" so that they only have to pay

for the actual cost of a house. These and other

plans should enable the next generation to have

more time and money to invest in the advance

of God's kingdom.

We are racing into the future at blinding

speed. To live responsibly in such a world, we
must affirm that the dance on the Berlin Wall is

indeed the dance of God. The songs in the

streets of Soweto are the songs of God. The cry

for freedom from Red Square is the cry of God.

We, the people of God, can join in these initia-

tives. The future offers us the opportunity to

join in bringing the wild hope of God to the chal-

lenges of tomorrow's world.

Futurologist Tom Sine's most recent book is Wild

Hope {Word Books), on which this two-part series

was based. Tom, a consultant with Mustard Seed

Associates, attends the Evergreen Mennonite

Church, Bellevue, Wash.

The fu-

ture of-

fers us

the op-

portunity

to bring

the wild

hope of
God to

the chal-

lenges of
tomor-

row's

world.
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What should be the future

of the Mennonite church?

Many people have identified the need for

a long-range vision for the Mennonite
church. In 1990, the general boards of

both the Mennonite Church (MC) and the Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite Church (GCMC)
agreed to appoint members to a conjoint commit-

tee to work at this task.

The mandate of this committee, in conversa-

tion with the church, is to articulate a vision of

God's call to the MC and GCMC, identify priori-

ties within that vision, and engage the church in

living out that vision in the '90s and beyond.

The committee read, prayed, reflected, and in-

vited its constituencies to share what they under-

stand God is calling the church to be and do in

the coming decade. It now offers the following

for testing and the further discernment of the

church.

Guiding vision of the committee: Called by
God, redeemed by Jesus Christ, empowered by
the Holy Spirit, we seek to be a community char-

acterized by grace, joy, hope, and love; engaged

in reconciling all creation to God; committed to

This statement is before the church for testing

and response through publication in The Menno-
nite and in Gospel Herald. Send your comments

to (MC) James Lapp, 412 S. Second St., Suite

600, Elkhart, IN 46516; or to (GCMC) Vern Pre-

heim, Box 347, 722 Main St., Newton, KS
67114.

The MC members of the Visions and Goals

Committee are Donella Clemens, Souderton, Pa.;

Stanley Green, Monrovia, Calif.; Gerald Hughes,

Cleveland Heights, Ohio; Rick Stiffney, Goshen,

Ind.; and Eleanor Snyder, Kitchener, Ont.

GCMC members are Abe Bergen, Winnipeg,

Man.; Janeen Bertsche Johnson, Wichita, Kan.;

Ronald Krehbiel, Freeman, S.D.; Clare Ann
Ruth-Heffelbower, Fresno, Calif; and Alberto

Quintela, Minneapolis, Minn.

peace and wholeness; discipled through and for

worship, community, and mission.

Perceived strengths of the General Confer-
ence Mennonite Church and Mennonite
Church include a discipleship that grows out of

the life and teachings of Jesus and encompasses
all of life, a strong sense of community, global

service and mission, vision and practice of bibli-

cal peacemaking, a strong music and singing tra-

dition, and institutions that enhance our Menno-
nite identity and mission (schools, camps,

conferences, publications, mutual aid, health care).

Current areas for growth include deepening

our spirituality centered in Christ; strengthening

understandings and practice of Christian commu-
nity, enhancing congregational well-being; re-

working our understandings and exercise of lead-

ership, power, and authority; inviting and
including others into the faith community; in-

creasing our sensitivity and response to those in

need; and confronting ethical relativism.

Five emerging themes for the 1 990s and
beyond:
Renewal: Seek a living relationship with Jesus

Christ. Experience the empowerment of the

Holy Spirit. Live in harmony with God's cre-

ation. Encourage corporate and personal spiri-

tual growth. Acknowledge our shortcomings and
embrace the grace of God. Become a people of

celebration and joy. Revitalize worship. Culti-

vate competent spiritual leadership.

Community: Redefine the meaning and shape

of community in our contemporary context.

Strengthen our ties within the global community.

Model relationships and values that form an al-

ternative to the dominant society. Empower peo-

ple of all ages to use their gifts. Address and
seek to heal the abuses and hurts of people in

our families, churches and society. Grow in our

ability to handle conflict constructively. Create

new forms of expressing mutual aid.

Invitation and inclusion: Find new ways to ar-

ticulate and share our faith. Become a church of

many peoples. Develop an openness to the gifts,

views, and participation of all. Give priority to

urban ministries.

Discipleship: Apply our faith to daily life. En-
gage people in service and mission. Advocate for

the disenfranchised. Live as peacemakers. Culti-

vate simple lifestyles.

Structures: Simplify congregational and denom-
inational structures. Reshape structures around

a ministry focus.
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"Peace / leave with you; my
peace I give to you, I do not

give to you as the world gives.

Do not let your heart be trou-

bled, and do not let them be

afraid."

—John 14:27, NRSV

READERS SAY

redentials Suspended for Sex-

ual Misconduct (Feb. 18). As
one who has watched many

things in the Mennonite church over

the years, I am glad the church is fi-

nally doing something about sexual sin.

The letters that have been coming into

your office do not reflect everybody's

opinion. There's another side to be

heard too.

I believe church magazines do need

to publish what is going on. Since this

minister traveled a lot in his work, it is

important that the whole church be told

what he did. Who knows how many
other people he touched? There's more

of this problem going around than most

people realize. And it's been going on

for longer than most people want to be-

lieve.

Joleta Lehmann Yoder

hshen, Ind.

have followed with interest the dia-

logue in "Readers Say" in response

to your story, Credentials Sus-

pended for Sexual Misconduct (Feb.

18). Over the last three years, I have in-

tervened as a consultant in several

cases of sexual misconduct by a reli-

gious leader, and in one case as a

victim's advocate. Those experiences

—

plus hundreds of hours of research into

the topic—have led me to these conclu-

sions:

1. One of the most difficult decisions

(for those intervening in cases of sexual

misconduct or abuse by a religious

leader) will be the nature and scope of

the information which is released. My
own bias is that the information re-

leased should at least be commensurate

with the scope of the offender's minis-

try. That is, in a case involving an of-

fender in the local congregation, the

entire congregation needs to be in-

formed. A case involving a regional or

denominational official requires broader

information-sharing.

2. Individuals draw their conclusions

about the "appropriate" level of infor-

mation release following a case of sex-

ual misconduct primarily according to

the ground rules about information-shar-

ing in their family of origin. In many
conflict management workshops I have

invited persons to place themselves on

an imaginary spectrum to indicate how
openly disagreements and conflict were

dealt with in their families.

I follow this with a second spectrum

regarding the openness around these is-

sues in their present congregation or or-

ganization. Invariably, there is a high

correlation between those who see

"confidentiality" as the proper response

in cases of organizational stress and

those who were raised in a family that

was closed about dealing with conflict

issues and other "problems." At the

other end of the spectrum, those who

were raised in families that dealt

openly with their problems also tend to

believe that their congregation or orga-

nizations should do likewise.

3. Efforts to cover up or maintain con-

fidentiality are seldom successful, espe-

cially when multiple victims are

involved. The choice for those responsi-

ble for intervening in a sexual miscon-

duct case is primarily between allowing

multiple (and often inaccurate or exag-

gerated) stories to circulate; or releas-

ing one clear, accurate account to the

public. While such a release may offend

some, the alternative (letting the rumor

mill roll) is even less attractive.

David R. Brubaker

Lancaster, Pa.

Even the Faithful Get the Blues

(Apr. 7). Most people who know

me consider me as cheerful as

the average Christian. But I, like Elijah,

get discouraged at times. If, when I'm

blue, someone says, "Oh, a good Chris-

tian doesn't feel that way," it surely

doesn't help me at all. Thanks to Jo-

seph Shenk for this excellent article.

Grace Lehman
Lititz, Pa.

forunrt

uestions for Which I Have
Some Answers (Apr. 21). As a

believers' church, we need a

forunVto debate issues as they arise.

Gospel Herald has been such a forum

from its very beginning. To help Read-

ers Say become a fairer forum, how-

ever, full addresses should be printed.

Then we can respond directly to each

other and not use the Herald to get at

each other.

It would be more appropriate for you,

as a servant leader, to set limits on how

many words a letter contains than edit

them. Readers letters are more impor-

tant than wide margins. But having

seen the letters come from a time when

the print was so small one needed a

magnifying glass to read them, I affirm

what you're doing now.

Joel Troyer

Greentown, Ind.
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READERS SAY

German Mennonites Talk with
Lutheran Officials (Mar. 24). I

disagree with Rainer Burkart's

"spin" on the disagreement over the

Lord's Supper. He says that "Luther-

ans stress the reality of Christ's

presence" in the eucharist (true),

whereas Mennonites "refuse to

speculate" beyond the claim that it is

the symbolic expression of Christ's pres-

ence. This implies it is human specula-

tion to say that the Lord's Supper is

anything more than "symbolic." To the

contrary, the biblical basis of the Lu-

theran view is very clear: "Those who
eat my flesh and drink my blood have

eternal life" (John 6:54, NRSV).
Why can't we Mennonites (biblicists

that we claim to be) honestly see what
passages like this are saying? It's be-

cause we speculate that such language

is really "just" symbolic, rather than to

be taken at face value. Historically, our

doctrine comes via the Swiss Brethren,

who in turn got it from Ulrich Zwingli.

According to scholars, Zwingli denied

the doctrine of the "real presence" be-

cause he accepted the idea of Platonic

philosophy that spirit was good and
flesh was bad. Therefore, the only thing

that was important in the Lord's Sup-
per was the spiritual presence of

Christ, not his flesh and blood.

But if we biblical Christians accept

the reality of the incarnation, the resur-

rection of Jesus Christ, and hope for

the resurrection of our own bodies,

I>v soKRy, sot voo
HAVE" TO VOTE" POR
OME OP THE" TWO
PASTORAL CANDIDATES.
ROSS PEROT tSM'T
AM OPTION.

then clearly we cannot accept this dual-

ism between spirit and flesh. Christ came
to transform our bodies as well as our spirits.

I would hope that we Mennonites
would not unwittingly support such un-

belief. If we really believe that God re-

veals himself in the Bible, we must also

believe that God is present and active

in our flesh-and-blood reality here and
now. Faith that God gives us the pres-

ence of Christ in the elements of com-
munion is one expression of the faith

that he is transforming broken, human
reality into Christ's likeness.

David Layman
Elizabethtown, Pa.

AThird of Our Family Doesn't
Have Enough to Eat (Mar. 31).

David Shenk's story of the impov-

erished Tanzanian pastor illustrates the

stark reality of life for many of our Men-
nonite brothers and sisters in the devel-

oping world. Certainly the debt owed
by Tanzania and other countries to

Western banks is a key contributor to

their economic plight, though local fac-

tors—corruption, mismanagement, avari-

cious local elites, destimulating

economic policies—also must be

counted.

Shenk's call for "congregationally

based development," aided by North

Americans who will come to the devel-

oping world to "walk with" their needy
sisters and brothers, can indeed bring

hope. It can also be problematic.

Our own experience as missionary

teachers in Ghana suggests that some-
times churches, especially those with a

Western missionary history, want more
than this. Indeed they may find the

"identification" (only) approach hollow,

dishonest, even insulting. "How can you
identify with us?" they ask

—
"you who

still have your North American salary,

nice house, car, health insurance, and
air ticket home? Teaching us the Bible

is fine, but we also need bread—and in-

come."

Citing Paul's collection for the Jerusa-

lem poor, some church leaders say to

North Americans, "We already have a

church here, struggling as it is. If you
come, bring us from your bounty what
we lack—cash, goods, opportunities to

go to your country so that we can bet-

ter ourselves."

In Ghana, we are acquainted with a

missionary-directed, congregationally

based, grass-roots agricultural develop-

ment project that failed, largely be-

cause it did not meet the locally per-

ceived need for mechanized farm equip-

ment and a quick income source for

church leaders. We also know of a

church that recently decided to discon-

tinue a long-standing missionary pres-

ence, opting instead for the offer of a

modest North American-based endow-
ment fund.

We have found much satisfaction and
joy in trying to walk alongside Ghana-
ian Christians in their many needs, en-

deavoring to minister in ways that may
not yield rapid economic payoffs. We
also have learned that occasionally di-

rect material assistance would have
been preferred to our presence.

In an international context today,

what does it mean that "as a matter of

equality, your abundance at the present

time should supply their want" (2 Cor.

8:14)? Is "identification" enough? After

three years in Ghana, we are less sure

than when we came.

Philip and Julie Bender
Accra, Ghana

It
is too bad that Glenn Lehman has

to drag out the stereotypes in his

An Open Letter to GCM Church
(Apr. 21)—that the General Conference
Mennonite Church (and women) are

purportedly the eager pursuers. Per-

haps that says something about where
the power lies in this relationship. The
whole letter has a tone of unfair accusa-

tion, especially putting American flags

and plain clothes in the same category!

Be that as it may, let me carry his

analogy a bit further.

Glenn needs to realize that Genny
(GCMC) and Mickey (MC) have al-

ready gone farther than the article ad-

mits. Offspring have already been born

to this union. Some of them are more
than 25 years old, and most are living

in the cities. They are not interested in

American flags or prayer veilings.

These dually affiliated churches are ask-

ing their parents to tie the knot and
make it legitimate.

Lois Barrett

Wichita, Kan.

Is
our "expansion" to include GCs re-

ally insulating us further from relat-

ing fruitfully to other Americans?
We seem to have rejected God's plac-

ing us in America. It seems we'd rather

connect with others in Europe or Africa.

Miriam Hess

Nampa, Idaho
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My call to the ministry:

J don't have to be someone
other than who I am
by Steve Ratzlaff

It
happened during what we call "sharing

time" at Seattle Mennonite Church. I cleared

my throat and began to speak: "As many of

you know, this congregation appears to be going

through a period of mourning for those who have

left us in the past six months. We planted a new

congregation in Bellevue in September. About

15-20 people moved to different parts of the

world during this past summer. All together,

there are about 50 fewer people worshiping here

with us now than there were last spring. Most of

us have noticed that the pews are not quite as

full, some familiar faces are missing, and we are

not singing quite as lustfully. . .
."

After church the ribbing began. I soon learned

there's a difference between lustfully and lustily.

As far as I know, singing lustfully still isn't ac-

ceptable in a Mennonite church.

Another goof. Another chance to laugh at my-

God will bring in the king-

dom, whether I am here or

not I will help in the process,

but I am not indispensable,

self. As a minister, I have to do that occasion-

ally, as well as admit my mistakes. Sometimes

what I say is very funny. Sometimes it is very

humbling. Sometimes it is blown way out of pro-

portion.

Whatever the case, it is clear that because of

my foibles, I'm going to make mistakes, and I

am going to have to live with them. It has been

very important for me in my ministry to recog-

nize my humanity. It has kept me from taking

myself too seriously, a malady which seems to

plague many ministers.

Consequently, I no longer believe that I am in-

dispensable in God's plan to bring in the king-

dom. God will bring in the kingdom in due time,

whether I am here or not. I will help in that pro-

cess by following after Christ, but I am not indis-

pensable.

All of this is important to me as a minister.

Once I learned that I didn't have to be someone

other than who I am—an authentic individual

with real quirks and idiosyncrasies—I was able

to relate to others with confidence in the crises

and joys of their lives. I am not just a counselor

or preacher or Sunday school teacher. I am a

real person whose task it is to walk with people

during the various phases and stages of their lives.

For me, that means listening, laughing, crying, and

loving people in both good and bad times. It

means sharing my innermost being as I expect

them to do with me. It means being there for

them, not only in my role as the pastor, but also as

a caring individual who wants to be of support.

Iwas sixteen when I decided to become a min-

ister. While I was taking the membership in-

struction class, I recognized for the first time

that Christ was the Lord of my life. In that rec-

ognition—along with encouragement from my
parents, my pastor, and others— it became appar-

ent that God was calling me to the ministry. At

first it was a call to youth ministry. Later,

though, I did enter the pastorate.

Regardless of the form, the recognition that

Christ was Lord meant, for me, that I was to be

an agent of God's shalom in the world. Shalom

—

a concept that incorporates love, community,

wholeness, peace, justice, and harmony— is an

idea that has become the basis of my ministry.

Embracing it thrust me into the task of bringing

people into contact with Christ as Lord, to work-

ing for justice, to drawing people together in

unity, to changing structures and systems that

oppress people. It is still this biblical concept of

shalom, as best exemplified in the life of Christ,

that spurs me on in my ministry.

The ministry, and my preparation for it, has

been a time of significant growth for me. My
knowledge of the Bible, the certainty of God's

promises, and my spiritual growth and under-

standing of God were all enhanced as I studied

at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries. In

sharing life together with others, both the good

and the bad times, I have been struck time and

time again at how God moves and works in

people's lives.

I have seen significant change take place in

people: moments of power, enlightenment, and

conversion that shifted the focus of life; life-sus-

taining prayer; comfort and promise at the edge

of despair. And as one who walks with people in

all of life's joys and struggles, I have been privi-

My task as a pastor is to help

create an atmosphere of sha-

lom where God has the oppor-

tunity to change people's lives.
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As a pastor, I will walk with people in all of
life's joys and struggles. And I have the

privilege to see God's Spirit actively

moving in and changing people's lives

leged to see God's Spirit actively moving in and
changing people's lives. It has truly been a time

of great reward.

However, while the church has been a place

where I have seen miracles performed in the

lives of others, it is a place where I have seen

people at their worst as well. The church, called

to be Christ's body of love on earth, has often re-

sponded with bitterness, anger, and vindictive-

ness to those in its midst. Often church mem-
bers respond better to those outside of its walls

than to those inside.

For some reason, the people of the church

seem to lose sight of God's calling to prac-

tice shalom within the community of faith.

Fine upstanding church members seem content

to argue about whether others are Christian

enough to be included in the body, about who
knows the Bible best, who gives the most
money, or about keeping the minister in line. At
times the church community possesses a ten-

dency to exclude rather than include, to gossip

rather than encourage or exhort, to pray for

change in others' lives rather than in one's own,

to squabble about insignificant items rather than

to practice living out the gospel.

For these reasons, it isn't always easy for the

Holy Spirit to affect us and move in our midst.

Barriers and walls are built that tend to keep
God out. It is not always a place of comfort and
love and grace.

Despite its failures, though, the church is capa-

ble of change. It is capable of allowing God to

work in its midst. As a minister, I choose to

work in the church. My task as a pastor is to

help create an atmosphere where God is allowed

to change people's lives.

Iattempt to create an atmosphere of accep-

tance, community, wholeness, and harmony

—

a place where people can help each other

grow, rather than tear each other apart. I do that

by what I say from the pulpit, how I live my own
life, how I relate to others in the church, how I re-

spond to injustice and oppression. All of this helps

others to understand what "shalom" is all about.

I talk a lot about discipleship, encourage peo-

ple to spend time with God, help them through

crises by walking with them, confront potential

problems directly, exhort them to love and ac-

cept each other. In this kind of atmosphere we
are better able to recognize God in our midst.

Ultimately it is God who changes us. Ministers

don't do that. Ministers help to create situations

where people come face to face with God. A

Steve Ratzlaff (left), pastor, in conversation with

Seattle Mennonite Church member Mary Moore.

church that loves, accepts, and encourages each

other is more likely to hear and see God's Word
than one which finds people at odds with each

other.

I must admit that while the church isn't per-

fect, it is the place where I most experience

God's care and love. For that reason, I am con-

vinced it is where I want to be. It is the place

that God wants me to be. It is the place where
people come in touch with Christ as Lord and with

the promises of God. It is where shalom is best

learned. It is where I am called to use my gifts.

Do I recommend the ministry to others? Cer-

tainly—especially if you like to walk with people

in the highs and lows of life, are willing to work
long hours, are happy with adequate pay, and
feel that God is calling you. There is really no

other profession that allows you to interact so

deeply with people at all levels of life. The re-

wards are great. The costs are sometimes se-

vere. But if you like bringing people in touch

with God, the ministry could be for you. It cer-

tainly has been for me!

Steve Ratzlaff is pastor of the Seattle (Wash.)

Mennonite Church, a dually-affiliated MC/GC
congregation. He also serves as vice-president of

the Pacific District Conference (GC).
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CHURCH NEWS

MCC board members express

hope despite Los Angeles riots

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Pastor William

Irvin feels both anger and hope, following

the April 29 Rodney King verdict and the

ensuing turmoil in Los Angeles.

As an African-American, he said, he is

angry over the acquittal of four white

police officers videotaped beating King.

Yet he remains hopeful that the church

can be a reconciling force in multicultural

urban settings.

The outcome of the King trial hit a raw

nerve, he said, because "every African-

American male in this country has expe-

rienced some kind of brutality by the

police, whether psychological, emotional,

or physical.

"An African-American can be one in a

string of cars going five miles over the

speed limit and he'll be the only one

pulled over," said Irvin, who is pastor of

Prince of Peace Anabaptist Fellowship in

Los Angeles and a member of the Men-

nonite Central Committee U.S. board.

A 1991 incident involving another Men-

nonite pastor in Los Angeles lends sup-

port to Irvin' s charges.

On Feb. 4 of last year, Basil Marin of

Family Mennonite Church suffered inju-

ries in a car accident. However, he was

manhandled by police, who did not stop

or call an ambulance until they saw his

Bible on the front seat. (See "Menno-

scope" in April 23, 1991, Gospel Herald.)

In addition to criticizing police actions,

Irvin expressed outrage at media cover-

age of the riots.

Looters were depicted exclusively as

African-Americans, he said. Irvin called

this "fallacious and appalling," and said

he saw people of all backgrounds—includ-

ing whites—among the looters.

Irvin said that the many ethnic groups

in Los Angeles are by no means hope-

lessly divided.

Hours before the riots began, Irvin had

been speaking with businesspeople from

Ghana, Israel, Korea, and Nigeria about a

gift shop he is opening.

Called "World at a Glance," the store

will carry African products and SELF-
HELP Crafts items.

"We had very congenial talks," Irvin

said, noting that the meeting took place

in the south-central part of the city, where

violence later erupted.

Cooperation is more typical of Los An-

geles than rioting and looting, Irvin be-

lieves.

Eloise Hiebert Meneses is an anthro-

pology professor at Arizona State Univer-

sity who studies and teaches about rac-

ism. Like Irvin, she serves on the MCC
U.S. board.

Menses believes that overall conditions

for ethnic groups in the United States

deteriorated in the 1970s and became

"noticeably worse" in the 1980s.

Various court decisions have stripped

away civil rights that were protected

under earlier legislation, she said.

Menses attributes this partly to a mis-

taken belief that racism was eliminated

during the 1950s and 1960s.

Meneses noted that white supremacy

groups such as the Ku Klux Klan are

increasingly visible.

The Klan, she said, distributes leaflets

to students at Arizona State.

"Ordinary people who would not have

tolerated the [Klan] in the '60s, or who
would at least have not voiced support for

them, are now displaying an attitude of

tolerance. That's scary to me," she said.

Both Irvin and Menses say U.S. institu-

tions need to make fundamental changes

to meet the needs of ethnic groups.

Both also speak hopefully about the

positive role the church can play.

A first step, they believe, would be for

churches to include more ethnic people in

decision-making groups.

"A person can't say, 'I love you in the

name of the Lord,' and then get up off his

knees and not want to be bothered," Irvin

said.

Despite the current divisions in U.S.

society, "God's Spirit can work through

the church," Meneses said. "The church

can help shape the future."

People of different backgrounds "have

to work together," Irvin said. "We can't

sweep the issues under the rug like we did

before. We have to do something different

in the '90s."—Emily Will

Agency starts fund
in response to riots

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite Central

Committee U.S. has allocated $5,000 for

emergency relief in Los Angeles.

In addition, Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions is giving $1,000.

Three Mennonite congregations in

southern California—Calvary Christian

Fellowship, Family Mennonite Church,

and Prince of Peace Anabaptist Fellow-

ship—are using the money to buy food

and household items for needy people.

Some $3,000 worth of food and other

items was distributed on May 2-3.

Many people in south-central Los An-

geles had been unable to get food, due to

the destruction of many neighborhood

stores and a suspension of public transit

service.

"We had to go 11 miles to find bread

on Saturday [May 2]," pastor William

Irvin of the Prince of Peace congregation

said.

In the wake of the riots, MCC U.S. has

established a special "Los Angeles Re-

sponse Fund."

Along with providing emergency relief,

contributions designated to the fund will

be used to support long-term programs in

the city, said MCC U.S. executive secre-

tary Lynette Meek.

Benefit concert held. Harrisonburg, Va.—The 49-voice community choir

"Resound" presented a benefit concert of Haydn's "Creation" oratorio on May 3

at Eastern Mennonite College. Jay Hartzler, music instructor at Eastern Mennonite

High School, directed the choir and orchestra. Soloists were Madeline Bender

(standing), Kenneth Nafziger, and Ralph Alderfer. The event raised $800 for

Patchwork Pantry, a food pantry scheduled to open May 27 at Community

Mennonite Church in Harrisonburg.-^/i'm Bishop
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CHURCH NEWS

Covenant, budget top
themes for Franconia
Quakertown, Pa. (FMC)—"Covenant

consists of both reconciliation and revela-

tion," keynote speaker John Ruth said at

the Franconia Conference spring assem-

bly, held May 2 at Swamp Mennonite
Church here.

" 'I'm right, you're wrong.' I'm sorry, but

you can't call that covenant," Ruth said.

"Shutting people out is not God's pur-

pose."

In anecdotal style, Ruth wove historical

and contemporary illustrations together

to show the strengths a sense of covenant,

or commitment, brings to a group.

"A People of Covenant" is the yearlong

emphasis of Franconia Conference.

In business at the assembly, budgeting

procedures and peacemaking received

major attention.

Heading the agenda was a proposed
restructuring of the way in which funds

are requested from congregations by the

conference.

For the next year, at least, there will be
no official "askings." Instead, congre-

gations are to engage in dialogue with

conference representatives and designate

resources available.

This process is to take place before the

conference budget is finalized. In this

way, the budget will stay in line with

actual commitments.

Along with this, conference-related

agencies and schools will no longer be
included in the unified budget figure.

Instead, they will be listed separately (in

the same mailings) for possible donations

by congregations.

Peacemaking, another major issue at

the meeting, took on new urgency follow-

ing this year's resignation of four of the

five members of the peace and justice

committee.

The members said the conference

showed lack of commitment by not grant-

ing enough budget or staff time to effec-

tively pursue peace and justice issues.

Assembly participants affirmed a pro-

posal to move peace and justice projects

under the mission commission, and to

have nurture commission take responsi-

bility for peace education.

"Peacemaking is not an optional activity

but grows out of the very fiber of our

being," Hubert Schwartzentruber said.

"We hope that this way our commissions
will have a mandate to make sure peace
is present in all our work."

Also at the meeting, participants voted

to send a letter of support for the U.S.

Peace Tax Fund Bill, under consideration

by the House of Representatives.

In addition, leadership commission re-

ported that a new committee has been
formed to examine issues of pastoral eth-

ics. Margaret Swartzentruber will serve as

chair.

—

Mary Lou Cummings

Canadian military plans
study of CO discharges
Ottawa, Ont. (MCC)—The Canadian

Department of National Defence (DND)
will study how to treat military personnel
who become conscientious objectors,

Mennonites and other church represen-

tatives were told at an April meeting.

The two-hour session grew out of a

series of letters between William Janzen,
director of MCC Canada's Ottawa office,

and Marcel Masse, Minister of National

Defence.

Canada, unlike the United States and
many other countries, has no provision for

soldiers who want to leave the military for

reasons of conscience.

Many Mennonites became aware of the

situation through the experience of Brian
Palmer, now a member of a Mennonite
Brethren congregation in Toronto.

Palmer—who took part in the Ottawa
meeting—joined the Canadian armed
forces in 1987. Before joining he told the

recruiting officer that he was a Christian.

The officer responded that Palmer's faith

would not conflict with his role as a

soldier.

Soon after entering the army, however,
Palmer began to realize that "something
was wrong." He had learned to know some
Mennonites while a university student,

and their peace theology started to fit

with his understanding of the gospel.

As Palmer continued to read about
Christ's call to peacemaking, he became
convinced he could no longer fulfill his

duties as a soldier.

For the next 30 months, he struggled to

be released from the military. With the

help of his Member of Parliament, he
gained a transfer to a position in which he

would not have to carry arms.

However, he was forced to complete his

three-year contract.

In addition to Palmer, participants in

the Ottawa meeting included representa-

tives of Mennonite Central Committee
Canada, Mennonite Conference of East-

ern Canada (MCEC), and the Canadian
Council of Churches. Military lawyers

from the office of the Judge Advocate
General represented the DND.
Doug Pritchard, coordinator of the

MCEC committee on peace, justice, and
social concerns, described the meeting as

useful.

"Overall we were satisfied that we were
given a fair hearing," he said. "I think [the

DND has] a good understanding of the

problem."

—

Chris Derksen Hiebert

Mennonite Yearbook should be as much a part of every Mennonite
household as the telephone directory, almanac, or cookbook.

H The Mennonite Yearbook 1992 provides:

• a careful breakdown of Mennonite
congregations with their geographical,

conference, district, and area affiliation;

• names, addresses, and phone numbers of

Mennonite and inter-Mennonite agencies;

• a Mennonite Church Ministerial Directory;

• over 20 Mennonite church statistical tables;

• 285 pages of information.

Price: Squareback edition (8192) $11.95 (USA); Spiral bound edition (8292)
$12.95 (USA), plus 10% postage/handling, $2.00 minimum. Order your
Mennonite Yearbook 1992 edition now from Mennonite Publishing House,
616 Walnut Avenue, Scottdale, PA 15683-1999 by calling 1 800 245-7894,
or any Provident Bookstore.
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Author tells story. Harrisonburg, Va.

(EMC&S)^Children's author Steven

Kellogg retells his book The Island of

the Skog while simultaneously illustrat-

ing it. Kellogg was guest of honor for a

Young Authors Celebration sponsored

by the Shenandoah Valley Reading

Council and a Harrisonburg, Va., print-

ing company. Some 1,300 children at-

tended the April 28 event, which was

held at Eastern Mennonite College.

MCC aids Burma natives

in camps in Bangladesh
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—More than 250,000

refugees from Burma have crossed the

Naaf River into southern Bangladesh

since late last year.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
is providing food and other supplies for

the refugees, according to Lyn Krause,

the agency's country representative in

Bangladesh.

Most of the refugees are malnourished,

Krause said. So MCC is providing 50

metric tons of milk powder, already in

Bangladesh, for use in a supplemental

feeding program.

The program, which is sponsored by the

United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees and various nongovernmental

organizations, will also provide beans, oil,

and wheat to children and adults.

Along with helping in the food program,

MCC has spent $4,000 (U.S.) to buy 1,000

kerosene cooking stoves and 1,000 plastic

water containers.

MCC will distribute one stove and con-

tainer per family, benefiting some 5,000-

6,000 refugees.

"The kerosene stove is essential to save

trees in the surrounding areas," Krause

said.

Currently, refugee use of firewood for

cooking is causing heavy deforestation

around the camps.

The refugees are mostly Muslims of the

Rohingya ethnic group, who say they are

fleeing persecution at the hands of

Burma's military government.

Swedish town sends
food to city in Russia
Jokkmokk, Sweden (MBM)—People in

this small town in northern Sweden sent

a food shipment to Murmansk, Russia,

earlier this year.

Mennonite Board of Missions workers

Tom and Disa Rutschman said Jokkmokk

residents provided $20,000 worth of food,

in response to news about skyrocketing

food prices in the former Soviet Union.

Murmansk schoolchildren were chosen

as recipients because the local junior high

school where the Rutschmans teach has

an exchange student from that city.

The student, Alexij Kvashmin, often

attends worship services at the church the

Rutschmans help to pastor.

In addition, he has become a good

friend of Darwin Hurst and Bob Snyder,

two participants in the School of Witness

program sponsored by Eastern Menno-

nite Board of Missions.

The junior high started the food drive

in consultation with the Rutschmans.

Eventually, all the churches in town got

involved.

The recession in Sweden has "made it

harder to get companies to contribute,"

Tom Rutschman said, "but people gave

generously."

The food was purchased at wholesale

prices from local stores.

A surprise contribution came from the

Mennonite community in Barcelona,

Spain, where the Rutschmans served in

the early 1980s.

"They wrote and said they felt called to

contribute to the food drive," Tom
Rutschman said. "We were really

touched."

The food was delivered Feb. 24 by the

exchange student and school principal

Anders Bengtsoon in a truck provided

free by the provincial government.

Members of the Rutschmans' church

spent a week packing some of the food in

individual bags, for distribution to the

most needy children at two different

schools in Murmansk.
The church also sent food to a soup

kitchen operated by a Russian Orthodox

church.

A class of Jokkmokk students planned

to travel to Murmansk by bus in May.

They were to take additional food for

the soup kitchen, as well as used clothing

the Rutschmans' church has collected

from people in the community.

Jokkmokk has some 3,500 residents.

Murmansk is a city of 500,000 people in

northern Russia.

Murmansk is roughly 500 miles from

Jokkmokk—slightly closer than Stock-

holm is.

Guidelines offer help

on leader misconduct
Newton, Kan. (GCMC/MBCM)—The

Ministerial Leadership Services office of

the Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries (MBCM) and General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church (GC) has pro-

duced a document to help churches deal

with misconduct by pastors.

John Esau of the General Conference

coordinated the yearlong process of de-

velopment and revisions.

"The issue pushing us right now is

sexual misconduct," he said. However,

"the document applies to any ethical vio-

lation."

The seven-page "Guidelines for Disci-

pline in Ministerial Credentialing" seeks

to encourage consistent, legally sound

procedures for dealing with impropriety.

The guidelines are divided into sections

on:

• The responsibility of discipline, in-

cluding instructions from Matthew 18.

• Who is responsible for disciplinary

action.

• What charges may be leveled for

disciplinary action.

• Basic understandings and procedures

for dealing with allegations.

• Appeals procedures.

• The possibility of reinstatement of

ministerial credentials.

Renee Sauder, Dale Stoltzfus, and

Anne Stuckey of MBCM and William

Block of the Conference of Mennonites in

Canada assisted Esau in fine-tuning the

document.

The guidelines have been approved by

MBCM, the GC Committee on the Min-

istry, and the GC General Board.

MBCM hopes that all Mennonite
Church conferences will adopt the docu-

ment verbatim, to provide uniformity

across conference lines.

Copies of the guidelines have been

mailed to all district conferences. Addi-

tional copies are available from MBCM in

Elkhart, Ind.—Beth Hege
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Volunteers start. Irwin, Ohio (RMM)—Twelve people have begun training as part

of the new REACH program, a joint discipleship and missions venture of Rosedale
Bible Institute and Rosedale Mennonite Missions. The program includes six weeks
at the Bible institute, an additional six weeks based in Cincinnati, Ohio, and three

months of outreach overseas. One team will go to Israel and another to Kenya.
Participants are (from left): Mim Musser, voluntary service counselor and assistant

director of REACH; Chad Miller; Jayne Delagrange; Steve Mast; David Maundu;
Grant Price; Joann Keim; Enos Schwartz; John Schrock; David Slabaugh; Carl

Bontrager; Darrell Eberly, Israel team leader; Paul Kurtz, REACH director; and
Eugene Kraybill, Kenya team leader.

Ecuador workers assist indigenous fellowships

Elkhart, Ind. (M£M)—Mauricio and
Sara Chenlo, Mennonite workers serving

among the Quechua people in Ecuador,

are receiving more invitations for ministry

than they can handle.

The Chenlos, along with children

Cristina, 4, and Andres, 1, moved to Ecu-
ador this past January to begin an assign-

ment with Mennonite Board of Missions.

The Chenlos rent a house in a northern

suburb of Quito, the capital of Ecuador.

The city has a population of about one
million and is surrounded by mountains
and volcanoes.

The Chenlos' house is located within a

mile of their Quechua church, which has

an attendance of about 200.

After three months in Ecuador, the

couple's invitations are numerous.
"Already we need to weigh and discern

such requests," Mauricio said.

Mauricio has begun teaching separate

groups of Quechua in the southern prov-

inces of Chimborazo and Cotopaxi.

Each group's Bible institute offers one
week of leadership training every two
months. Mauricio taught courses on
"Christian Leadership" and "The Histori-

cal and Theological Meaning of the 500

Years Since Columbus Arrived."

In June, Mauricio will teach intro-

ductory Old Testament and New Testa-

ment courses. And he's been asked to

speak in late August to the entire federa-

tion of the Quechua groups (called

FEINE, for Federation of Indigenous

Evangelicals of Ecuador).

FEINE includes 13 provincial groups

and 1,200 congregations, with an esti-

mated membership of 50,000 to 100,000.

In addition to caring for the couple's

children, Sara Chenlo has begun a weekly

Spanish literacy course for women at the

church the Chenlos attend. (The couple

are originally from Argentina and speak
Spanish fluently.)

Along with this, Sara works two days a

week as a physical therapist with disabled

children. The medical center, which is

located in a low-income part of Quito, is

operated by two women doctors who are

Christians.

Sara also helps couples in the church

with family planning and counseling.

In early April, Mauricio began serving

as sponsor of the church's youth group,

which includes 25-30 people, from teenag-

ers to 30-year-old adults.

Mauricio said that he and Sara feel

positive about their experiences so far.

"We're happy with what we're doing for

the Lord," he said.

—

Phil Richard

Youth workers differ

on outreach, identity

Toronto (MCGB/GCMC)—Debate over

the place of outreach in working with

young people highlighted this year's

Youth Ministry Council meeting, held

here on April 23-28.

The goal of youth ministry should be
"the creation of a missionary community"
of young people, Jeff Wright of Rancho
Cucamonga, Calif., told the Mennonite
Church (MC) and General Conference
Mennonite Church (GC) gathering.

"Unless mission lies at the heart of who
we are," he said, "our community is point-

less and our worship is expressionless."

Mennonite youth programs are "in a

maintenance mode—for the kids we have
already," said Jerry Holsopple of the

Media Ministries office of Mennonite
Board of Missions.

"Isn't it strange that [young people]

have to ask permission to bring a friend,"

he continued. "It takes more money, more
food. Having missionary goals and agenda
is very different."

Pam Peters-Pries, youth minister of the

GC Conference of Mennonites in Mani-
toba, disagreed. She said that youth need
to be nurtured to know who they are and
where they come from, before they are

sent out.

"We spend so much time looking at

identity," Brad Eberly of Phoenix, Ariz.,

responded. "Youth need to go out and be
challenged, and then they will think about

their identity."

Another topic receiving attention at the

meeting was the role of youth ministers

within a congregation.

Being a youth pastor is often seen as "a

stepping stone to being a 'real pastor,'

said Glyn Jones, youth worker with the

Mennonite Conference of Eastern Can-

ada.

"I have a real concern about the image

of youth pastors," Jones continued. Too
often they don't have "the same credibili-

ty" as other pastors, he said.

"We will gain credibility when we min-

ister to the whole young person—not just

entertain them but disciple their whole

lives," Peters-Pries said.

"This was my first time at a Youth
Ministry Council," said Mim Book, MC
associate general secretary. "I was im-

pressed with the vision the youth minis-

ters have . . . and their sincerity about

keeping [youth] tied into the heart of what
the church is about."

—

From a report by

Carol Duerksen
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• South African dies. David

Bosch, a white pastor and uni-

versity professor in South Af-

rica, died in a car accident on

April 15. Bosch won worldwide

respect as a missiologist and

was an important counselor and

friend to Mennonite mission ef-

forts in southern Africa. At his

funeral on April 22, a black col-

league recalled how Bosch de-

fied apartheid laws to minister

to people in the townships. Jon-

athan and Mary Kay Larson,

Mennonite Ministries workers

in Botswana, represented Men-
nonites at the funeral.

• Consultation held. George R.

Brunk III was the keynote

speaker at a Consultation on

Women in Leadership spon-

sored by the Leadership Council

of Lancaster Conference. Susan

Godshall, Ernest Hess, James

Hess, and Ruth Keener Martin

gave responses to Brunk's pre-

sentation. Some 130 people at-

tended the event, which was

held on May 9 at New Holland

(Pa.) Mennonite Church.
—Alice W. Lapp

• Church grows. Some 89 peo-

ple attended a Chinese New
Year worship celebration this

past February at the Chinese

Church of Saving Grace in Bos-

ton, according to pastor Kenson

Ho. The congregation is affili-

ated with Lancaster Conference.

Ho, now 72, has worked as a

church planter among the Chi-

nese in Boston since 1985.

• Centers get prizes. Three
Mennonite-run day care centers

in the Chicago area have won
awards for quality from WBBM-
TV. Community Mennonite Day
Care Center in Markham, El.,

received a $10,000 Good Samar-

itan Grant and was named the

best center run by a church,

synagogue, or mosque. Bethel

Day Care Center in Chicago also

received $10,000 for placing in

the top four, and Reba Place

Day Nursery in Evanston, 111.,

placed fifth and won $5,000.

• Media awards given. Five

Mennonite communication pro-

jects have received awards from

the U.S. Religious Public Rela-

tions Council. Staff at the Media
Ministries office of Mennonite
Board of Missions were honored

for a Christmas "Superheroes"

advertisement, the video series

"Servants and Stewards," and

the Choice 12 radio spots on

racial understanding (titled "A

World of Possibilities"). Com-
munication staff at Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions

received awards for the Decem-
ber 1991 issue of Missionary

Messenger and a 1991 Bike-A-

Thon T-shirt.

• Sessions canceled. Two of the

four sessions of the Inter-Men-

nonite Conference on Aging

have been canceled, due to low

registration. The events sched-

uled for Fresno, Calif, on June

5-7 and North Newton, Kan., on

June 26-28 will not be held.

However, the sessions at Mes-

siah College, Grantham, Pa., on

June 5-7 and Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege on June 12-14 will go on as

planned.

• History group forms. An orga-

nization has been formed to pre-

serve Mennonite and Amish his-

tory in Indiana and Michigan.

Executive committee members
include Russell Krabill (presi-

dent), Dan Beachy, Phyllis Frey,

Levi Hartzler, Thelma Martin,

and Pauline Yoder. More infor-

mation is available from Martin,

the membership coordinator, at

10289 McKinley, Osceola, IN
46561.

• Missionary transitions:

Susan Gehman of McAlisterville,

Pa., returned to Haiti on Feb. 25,

along with children Angela,

Christopher, and Laura Beth.

They had been out of the coun-

try for several months, due to

political unrest. John Gehman
serves as a medical doctor and

Susan as a nurse with Lumiere

Medical Ministries, Inc. The
family's address is Hospital

Lumiere, MEBSH—Haiti, PO
Box 15665, West Palm Beach,

FL 33416.

Daniel and Marianne Gold-

schmidt-Nussbaumer plan to

leave Benin for France on May
23. The Mennonite Board of

Missions workers will visit rela-

tives, then travel to the United

States in mid-June for contacts

in North America. The couple

plan to return to France in mid-

July and to Benin in September.

Their address during the time in

France and North America will

be c/o MBM, Box 370, Elkhart,

IN 46515-0370.

Paul and Esther Kniss arrived in

the United States on April 30 for

a three-month North American
assignment. The Mennonite
Board of Missions workers are

involved in literature ministries

in India and also relate to the

Bihar Mennonite Church. Their

address is 1549 Hillcrest Dr.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Mark and Jayne Kraemer and chil-

dren Vanessa and Laura re-

turned Feb. 27 from church

planting in Hong Kong. Their

address is 2039 Murray Ave.,

2/F, Louisville, KY 40205.

John and Cindy Kreider of Wash-
ington Boro, Pa., returned to

Peru on Feb. 25, along with their

son, Carlin. The couple are be-

ginning a second three-year

term in agricultural develop-

ment work. Their address is

Apartado 708, Cusco, Peru.

Ken and Laura Litwiller had to

leave their agricultural project

at Gursum in Ethiopia's Harar

Region because of competing

political groups in the area.

They have transferred to Naza-

reth, where Ken serves as proj-

ect coordinator for CARE Ethi-

opia. The couple and children

Esther and Marta are co-mis-

sioners with Eastern Mennonite

Board of Missions. The family's

address is CARE Ethiopia, PO
Box 4710, Addis Ababa, Ethio-

pia.

Max and Janet Troyer and children

Elisa and Martha Rene returned

March 1 from Guatemala, where

they served as community de-

velopment workers. Their ad-

dress is R. 1, Box 840, Mt. Craw-

ford, VA 22841.

Kevin and Anita Warfel and their

son, Evan Michael, returned

from Burkina Faso on March 31

after a four-year term with Wyc-
liffe Bible Translators. Their ad-

dress is 2100 Millstream Rd.,

Lancaster, PA 17602.

Lamar and Barbara Witmer, along

with children Isaac and Jamila,

returned March 25 from a devel-

opment project in northeast

Kenya. The family's address is

c/o Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions, Salunga, PA 17538.

• New books:
Amish Cooking, compiled by a

committee of Amish women.
The book contains some 800

recipes and hints from Amish
kitchens. It is available from

Herald Press through agree-

ment with Pathway Publishing

Corporation of Aylmer, Ont.

Unshakable,
That's the kind of confidence you

need in your health insurance. And

you can get it by choosing the

added safety of MMA's new

supplemental health insurance,

Team Care Extra Protection Plan.

This inexpensive plan provides

an extra $1 million in coverage per

person. And it ensures that you can

transfer to MMA if you lose your

employer-provided coverage.

Get a free, no-obligation quote!

Call toll free, 1-800-662-6747. Or

see your mutual aid counselor.

ffi
Mennonite
Mutual Aid

i
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Justice That Heals by Arthur Paul

Boers. The book is subtitled "A
Biblical Vision for Victims and
Offenders" and includes a 45-

page study guide and resource

listing. The publisher is Faith

and Life Press, Newton, Kan.
Refugee Ministry in the Local Con-

gregation by J. Ronald Mum-
mert with Jeff Bach. The book
tells refugee stories and offers

biblical reasons for undertaking

refugee ministry. The authors
also give practical suggestions

for congregations that want to

get involved. Herald Press is the

publisher.

Students Abroad, Strangers at

Home by Norman Kauffmann,
Judith N. Martin, and Henry D.

Weaver. Kauffmann is dean of

students at Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege, and Weaver played a key
role in the development of

Goshen's Study-Service Term
in the 1960s. The book is avail-

able from the Goshen College

bookstore or the publisher, In-

tercultural Press.

• Job openings:
Athletic director, Locust Grove

Mennonite School, Smoketown,
Pa. This is a full-time, profes-

sional position starting this fall.

It includes teaching physical ed-

ucation and health, some coach-
ing, and administration of a two-

person physical education
department. Contact Dave
Helmus at the school, Box 37,

Smoketown, PA 17576; phone
717 .394-7107.

Houseparents, Sarasota, Fla. Men-
nonite-operated emergency
shelter for 8-10 children ages
4-8. Human service baccalaure-

ate degree preferred. Stipend
with live-in. Apply to Agape
Homes for Youth, Inc., c/o 5245
Menno Simons Parkway, Sara-

sota, FL 34232; phone 813 378-

4311 or 813 371-6367.

Summer volunteers, SELFHELP
Crafts of the World, Akron, Pa.

Volunteers needed to serve on a

day-by-day basis in the ware-
house this June, July, and Au-
gust. People are needed to price

craft items that are then distrib-

uted across the United States.

Individuals and groups of up to

25 people are welcome; groups
should call ahead to schedule
their visits. For more informa-

tion, contact Marilyn Wieler at

717 859-4971.

• Change of address:
Hopewell Christian Fellowship,

from Paoli, Pa., to 31 Waterloo
Ave., Berwyn, PA 19312; phone
215 640-0767.

NEW MEMBERS

Clarence Center-Akron, N.Y.:
Alan Davis and Jeff Regan.

First, Iowa City, Iowa: Don
Gingerich, Karen Gingerich,
Ruth Johnston, Sarah Majerick,

Mildred O'Connor, Mike Roth,

and Maria Roth.

Howard-Miami, Kokomo, Ind.:

Andrew Overman and Karen
Troyer.

North Leo, Leo, Ind.: Dorinda
Smith.

Prairie Street, Elkhart, Ind.:

Bradley Hoffman, Matthew
Krabill, Jason Whicker, Jessica

Whicker, and Summer Quimby.
Roanoke, Eureka, 111.: Sonia

Graber, Beth Kennell, Lisa
Kennell, Richard Reeb, Rusty
Householter, Julie Schertz,
Sarah Myers, Darren Dela-
grange, Jeff Hershberger, Tino
and Rosa Moreno, John and La-
Vern Kennell, Myrtal Ulrich,

and Wilbur and Ruth Albrecht.

St. Jacobs, Ont.: Emanuel
Brubacher, Sarah Brubacher,
Mark Buehler, Heather
Derksen, Anna Risto, Nancy
Snyder, and Scott Weaver.

Schubert, Bethel, Pa.: Mary
Schlear, Jessica Stauffer, An-
gela Zimmerman, and Joseph
Zimmerman.

Wellman, Iowa: Hazel Wood.
Yellow Creek, Goshen, Ind.:

Devon Eugene Miller.

BIRTHS

Bradley, Wayne and Krista
(Myers), Bunker Hill, Ind.,

Kourtni Lynn (second child),

Jan. 17.

Buckmaster, Michael and Tami
(Beachy), Deland, Fla., Brett
Ronald (second child), Oct. 29.

Caples, Ray and Lunette
(Troyer), Mio, Mich., Alyssa Rae
(first child), May 7.

Davco, Emil and Beth (Farrell),

Quakertown, Pa., Matthew Emil
(first child), May 4.

Dutcher, Titus and Debora
(Yoder), Millersburg, Ohio, Eliz-

abeth Joy (third child), April 27.

Kamm, Steve and Janet (Eigsti),

Metamora, 111., Kevin Edward
(fourth child), April 24.

Leake, Danny and Judi
(Showalter), Weyers Cave, Va.,

Jordan Carin (first child), May
2.

Lundquist, J. David and Kristine

(Zeiset), Lancaster, Pa., Kyle
Adam (second child), April 29.

Martin, Dale and Marjorie
(Hooley), Greentown, Ind., Han-

sen Bryce (third child), March
24.

Mast, Harold and Cynthia
(Denlinger), Parkesburg, Pa.,

Kristopher Daniel (third child),

April 10.

Miller, Mike and Danna, Kokomo,
Ind., Luke Monroe (first child),

Jan. 2.

Petersheim, Ralph and Sheila
(Fairbairn), Morgantown, Pa.,

Heidi Jo (fourth child), May 1.

Root, Douglas and Barbara
(Weber), Salisbury, Pa., Aaron
Weber (third child), April 30.

Schroeder, Jim and Janice
(Miller), Newton, Kan., Mallory
Linn (second child), May 1.

Smith, Marty and Mary Lou
(Wittmer), Hartville, Ohio, Jo-

seph Martin (fourth child), April

24.

Smoker, Ronald and Diane
(Ryan), Honey Brook, Pa.,

Moire Sinead (sixth child), May
2.

Swartzentruber, Bob and
Raylene (Paulus), Isiah Amos
(fourth child), Jan. 19.

Tieszen, Lowell and Sharyn
(Charles), Durham, N.C.,
Heather Dayle (third child),

March 16.

Wenger, James and Barbara (Wil-

son), Bridgeton, N.J., Jennifer
Marie (fourth child), March 3.

Yoder, Calvin and Mary (Kuhns),
Garden City, Mo., (twins) Cyn-
thia Michelle and Melinda
Rachelle (third and fourth chil-

dren), April 10.

Yoder, Gary and Lisa A., Woxall,

Pa., Alexis Jade (first child),

May 6.

Zimmerman, Phil and Julie
(Reimer), Sarasota, Fla., Jillian

Leigh (second child), April 23.

MARRIAGES

Dickerson-Beck: Tom Dicker-
son, Syracuse, Ind. (Silver-

wood), and Linda Beck, Goshen,
Ind. (Silverwood), April 4, by
Diane Zaerr.

Fauri-Moyer: David Fauri and
Phyllis Moyer, Mechanicsville,

Va. (Richmond), Feb. 29, by
Carmen Schrock-Hurst and
Sandra Drescher-Lehman.

Graber-Frye: Maynard Graber
and Kathy Frye, Goshen, Ind.

(Clinton Frame), April 18, by
John J. Yoder.

Kahila-Miller: Christopher

Kahila, Sturgis, Mich. (Locust

Grove), and Kerri Miller, Con-
stantine, Mich. (Locust Grove),

April 25, by J. Michael Loss.

Lehman-Shoup: Kevin Lehman,
Dalton, Ohio (Kidron), and Vio-

let Shoup (Grace), May 2, by
Dave Clemens.

Myers-Myers: Gregory Myers,
Greencastle, Pa. (Cedar Grove),

and Lori Myers, Roxbury, Pa.

(Brethren in Christ), April 18, by
Nelson R. Martin.

Nice-Van Horn: Kevin Nice, Dur-
ham, N.C. (Durham), and Mar-
cia Van Horn, Durham, N.C.
(Durham), March 28, by Frank
Nice (uncle of groom) and Paul
Godshall.

Snyder-Steward: Tim Snyder,
Brampton, Ont. (St. Jacobs),

and Linda Stewart, Brampton,
Ont. (Presbyterian), May 2, by
Sue Steiner.

Sommer-Geiser: Ira Sommer,
Kidron, Ohio (Kidron), and
Doris Geiser, Apple Creek, Ohio
(Kidron), May 2, by Bill

Detweiler.

Tilley-Zimmerman: Orville

Tilley, Morton, HI. (First), and
Martie Zimmerman, Pekin, El.

(Catholic), May 2, by Father Os-
borne and Glen and Thelma
Horner.

Yoder-Buxton: Rickardo (Rick)

Yoder, Goshen, Ind. (Hold-
eman), and Shali Buxton, Mor-
ton, HI. (Trinity), April 25, by
Sam Troyer.

DEATHS

Apger, Robert J., 59, Archbold,
Ohio. Born: Nov. 3, 1932, To-
ledo, Ohio, to Samuel S. and
Bertha Mae (Roderick) Apger.
Died: April 24, 1992, Wauseon,
Ohio, of cardiac arrest. Survi-

vors—wife: Lorabel Tolles; chil-

dren: Robert, Jr., Deborah Pot-

ter, Teresa Wyse, Patricia
Roberts, David, Lori Ostrander,

Douglas; brother and sisters:

Woodrow, Myrtle Lake, Mabel
Niner, Amelia Stephenson; 10

grandchildren, 2 great-grand-

children. Funeral: April 28, Cen-
tral Mennonite Church, by
Charles H. Gautsche. Burial:

Archbold Cemetery.
Barkey, Walter H., 94,

Wakarusa, Ind. Born: April 7,

1898, St. Joseph Co., Ind. Died:

April 21, 1992, Wakarusa, Ind.

Survivors—wife: Ruth Hartman
Miller; children: Wilma Yoder,
Phyllis Detweiler, Donna Hart-

man, Lois Miller, stepdaughters:

Doris Hartman, Beatrice
Shetler; 12 grandchildren, 15

great-grandchildren; 3 step-

grandchildren, 8 step great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Alma Fink (first wife). Funeral

and burial: April 24, Olive Men-
nonite Church, by Dale Shenk.
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MENNOSCOPE

Bast, Barbara (Lichti), 81,

Wellesley, Ont. Born: June 1,

1910, East Zorra Twp., Ont, to

Noah and Bena (Bender) Lichti.

Died: April 27, 1992, Kitchener,

Ont., of heart failure. Survi-

vors—children: Elaine Bast,

Marlene Shantz; brothers and

sisters: David, Julius, Nick, La-

verne, Willis, Louis, Magdalena
Wagler, Annie Roth, Catherine

Steinman; 6 grandchildren, 2

great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Allan Bast (husband)

and Ralph (son). Funeral and

burial: April 30, Mapleview
Mennonite Church, by Victor

Dorsch and Vernon Zehr.

Emmert, Arthur F., 80, Ligonier,

Ind. Survivors— children:

Fancheon Risler, Patty Franke,

Sandy Reigsecker, William,

John; brothers and sisters: Ev-

elyn Esch, Velma Kingsley,

Vera Ulmer, Howard, Paul; 15

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Valeria L. Feightner (second

wife), and Minnie Fulford (first

wife). Funeral and burial: Maple
Grove Mennonite Church, by

Eugene Troyer.

Gingerich, Andrea Joy, still-

born, May 2, 1992, Iowa City,

Iowa, to Edward and Mary Lou
Gingerich. Survivors— sisters:

Julie, Ranee, Heidi; grandpar-

ents: Clarence and Marjorie

Gingerich, and Leona Miller.

Funeral: May 5, Powell Funeral

Home, Wellman, Iowa, by Dan
Johnston. Burial: Wellman
Mennonite Cemetery.

Gochnauer, Mahlon, 55, Lancas-

ter, Pa. Born: July 13, 1936, Lan-

caster, Pa., to Edwin H. and Ella

(Hess) Gochnauer. Died: April

22, 1992, Lancaster, Pa., of pan-

creatic carcinoma. Survivors

—

wife: Doris Buckwalter; chil-

dren: Timothy, Barry, Kathy
Breidenbaugh; brothers: Mer-
vin, Paul; 5 grandchildren. Fu-

neral and burial: April 25,

Rohrerstown Mennonite Church,

by David Weaver and Millard

Garrett.

Jantzi, Ralph Christian, 56,

Wellesley, Ont. Born: Dec. 1,

1935, Wellesley, Ont., to Aaron
W. and Sarah E. (Leis) Jantzi.

Died: April 12, 1992, Arizona, of

a heart attack. Survivors—chil-

dren: Kevin, Steven, Kristen;

brother and sisters: Mabel
Steckly, Norma Steckly, Lloyd
Jantzi. Funeral: April 18,

Steinmann Mennonite Church,

by John Goulet. Burial: Wilmot
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Jones, Joseph Abram and
Francis Abram, (twins), still-

born, April 30, 1992, Abington,

Pa., to Doug and Sharon

(Rabuttino) Jones of Hatfield,

Pa. Graveside service: May 5,

Providence Mennonite Church,

by Joe M. Haines.

Kinsinger, Nettie, 88. Born: July

7, 1903, Wellman, Iowa, to Abner

and Amanda (Gingerich)
Kinsinger. Died: April 25, 1992,

Iowa City, Iowa. Survivors: one

granddaughter, 2 great-grand-

daughters, one great-great-

grandson. Predeceased by:

Omer Brenneman (husband).

Memorial service: May 4,

Oaknoll Retirement Residence,

by J. John J. Miller. Burial:

April 27, Memory Gardens, Iowa

City, Iowa.

Lambright, Robert Lee, 65,

Shipshewana, Ind. Born: Aug.

13, 1926, Shipshewana, Ind., to

Fred and Mable (Miller)

Lambright. Died: April 25, 1992,

Shipshewana, Ind., of liver and
colon cancer. Survivors—wife:

Goldie Troyer; children: Keith,

Kevin, Melodie Ernesberger,

Sandra Yoder, Joy Liechty;

brothers and sisters: Verda
Kauffman, Stanley, Lowell, Ja-

nice Ropp; 11 grandchildren.

Funeral and burial: April 28,

Shore Mennonite Church, by
Barry Loop.

LeFevre, Emily B., 100. Born:

June 6, 1891, Manheim Twp.,

Pa., to John M. and Anna
(Baker) LeFevre. Died: April 30,

1992, Lancaster, Pa. Funeral:

May 4, Brethren Village chapel,

by Lester M. Hoover and Nevin

H. Zuck. Burial: Landis Valley

Mennonite Cemetery.
Martin, Ivan G., 90, Lititz, Pa.

Born: Nov. 21, 1901, Ocheyedan,
Iowa, to Elam and Lavina V.

(Gingrich) Martin. Died: April

15, 1992, Lititz, Pa. Survivors-
wife: Fannie E. (Brubaker) Mar-

tin; children: Gladys Landis, Carl

E., Dale A.; brother and sisters:

Ezra M., Anna Zimmerman,
Ellen Fox, Lavina Martin, Irene

Martin, Vera Martin; 5 grandchil-

dren, one great-granddaughter.

Funeral and burial: April 20, In-

diantown Mennonite Church, by

Steve Martin, Don Good, and Jay

Weaver.

Skaggs, Herman, 67, Arcadia,

Fla. Born: March 13, 1924,

Loumansville, Ky. Died: In-

stantly, Feb. 19, 1992, Arcadia,

Fla., in tractor accident. Survi-

vors—wife: Willa Deen Skaggs;

children: Jeri West, Kathy Stew-

art, Freddie; mother: Maggie
Skaggs; brothers and sisters:

Gene, Arnold, Marvin, Floyd,

Ann Knotts, Rosetta Bales, Eu-
nice Brooks; 3 granddaughters.

Funeral: Feb. 22, Ponger-Kays

Funeral Home, Arcadia, Fla., by

Martin W. Lehman and Ted
Land. Memorial service and
burial: Ohio Valley Memory
Garden, Gallipolis, Ohio.

He served as pastor of Pine

Creek Chapel Mennonite
Church for five years.

Witrig, Juanita C. (Zeigler)

Mann, 89, Elkhart, Ind. Born:

March 2, 1903, Plymouth, Ind.,

to Ed E. and Lillian (Crow)

Zeigler. Died: April 15, 1992,

Elkhart, Ind., of heart failure.

Survivors— sons: Raymond E.,

Bruce D., Carl E., Phillip M.,

stepchildren: Jean Spencer,

Miriam Roth, Donald Wittrig,

Robert Wittrig; 13 grandchil-

dren, 24 great-grandchildren, 9

stepgrandchildren, 5 step-great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Paul Wittrig (second husband)

and W. Earl Mann (first hus-

band). Funeral and burial: April

20, Prairie Street Mennonite
Church, by Ruth Yoder.

Yoder, Raymond D., 83, Goshen,

Ind. Born: March 21, 1909,

Goshen, Ind., to David and
Lizzie (Troyer) Yoder. Died:

April 27, 1992, Goshen, Ind. Sur-

vivors—wife: Edna Weldy; son:

Richard Lee; foster son: Rolland

Biederer; brothers and sister:

Alvin, Harold, Thelma Luefling;

3 grandchildren, one great-

grandchild, 5 step-grandchil-

dren, 5 step-great-grandchil-

dren. Funeral: April 30,

Holdeman Mennonite Church,

by Sam Troyer and Russell

Krabill. Burial: Olive West
Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Council on Church and Media con-

ference, Chicago, 111., June 4-6

Mennonite Higher Education: Ex-

perience and Vision, Bluffton

College, Bluffton, Ohio, June
26-28

Biennial assembly, United Native

Ministries Council, Atmore,
Ala., June 29-July 3

South Central Conference dele-

gate session, Oklahoma City,

Okla., July 3-5

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, N.Y., Aug. 3-6

Unbelievable,
That's what some people are

saying about MMA's new, low-

cost health insurance. Our Basic

Benefit Plan offers lower prices

than a lot of other health •

insurance plans. And you still

get solid protection from big

medical bills.

Call today for a free, no-
.

obligation quote! Ask about

MMA's Team Care Optima

health plan too. Call toll free,

1-800-662-6747. Or see your

mutual aid counselor.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
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THE LAST WORD

Is there a future for the church?
Jesus thought there was. He looked at one of

his disciples and said, "You are Peter, and on
this rock I will build my church, and the gates of

Hades will not prevail against it" (Matt. 16:18).

Not much doubt of a future there.

Tom Sine believes the church has a future.

Specifically, he believes that for the Mennonite
church. But, as he notes in a two-part series

concluding this issue (see page 1), Mennonites
must make significant changes if we are to be at

all relevant in the future. Those changes must
come in our lifestyles as individuals, as congrega-

tions, and as a denomination.

Work on what these changes should be is part

of the assignment for a Visions and Goals Com-
mittee, charged to plot the future for the Menno-
nite Church and the General Conference Menno-
nite Church (see page 4). That committee wants
feedback. What do we think should be priorities

for the Mennonite church as we go into the 21st

century?

Planning for the church's future is not an easy

thing to do. Living in a fast-paced, constantly-

changing world, our temptation is to hang on to

what we have, to do things the way they've

worked in the past. With everything else in flux,

the last thing many of us want to see change is

our church.

It's also easy to get discouraged about the

church in a society that no longer values nor sup-

ports us. Barbara Reynolds, columnist for USA
Today, believes the Christian church is now a mi-

nority in North American culture. The church no
longer enjoys the support it once had, at least in

theory, from society's norms and expectations.

So what is the future for the church in a secu-

lar, hedonistic, individualistic culture?

Lesslie Newbigin in The Gospel in a Pluralist

Society (Eerdmans, 1989) says the church does

not exist for itself or for its members. The
church exists "as a sign and agent and foretaste

of the kingdom of God."

So the future of the church is not to work for

its own survival. It is not to build organization or

structure. It is not even to take care of those of

us who are its members.
Rather, our task as a church is to discover

how we can be a "foretaste" of God's kingdom,

here and now, in a world that no longer values

God or what God does.

How do we do that? Early on in his ministry

Jesus gave the directions when he quoted from
Isaiah the prophet (Luke 4:18):

• bring good news to the poor,

• proclaim release to the captives,

• let the oppressed go free.

That was Jesus' ministry on this earth. When
he acted to bring release and freedom to the

poor and the oppressed, people saw the king-

dom of God at work. They got a glimpse of what
God's reign would be like.

That must be the future of the church. Our
survival is not in how well we meet our own
needs. It is in ministry to the needy, in service

to those who lack opportunity.

Do that, Jesus said, and hell itself will have no
power against a great future for the church.—jlp

They say we're improving

We're trying not to be proud. But we are

happy.

At its 76th annual meeting May 5, the Asso-

ciated Church Press honored Gospel Herald with

an award of merit for the "most improved
publication" for 1991. Gospel Herald was one of

53 magazines and newspapers receiving awards

of merit from ACP, a professional organization

of 190 religious publications in the United States

and Canada.
The judges said this about our work: "This

weekly has increased readability while appearing

to offer more information per page. . . . Unity of

design . . . makes this publication a winner.

"Another plus: The changes made in this

black-and-white publication are subtle and in-

volve simple organizational tools and typog-

raphy. The Gospel Herald proves that improve-

ments do not have to be wholesale to be
effective."

Well! We do appreciate that opinion from pro-

fessionals in our field. But the ultimate judges of

how we're doing are our readers. You give Gos-

pel Herald your "award of merit" as you keep on
reading. That makes us proud and happy. —jlp
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Is Jesus Christ the
last word of God?
What do we do with the exclusive claims

of Jesus in a pluralistic world where
others are as sure as we are that the

way they live and believe is right?
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For the first time in history, the church in

North America belongs to a fully pluralis-

tic society. Different cultures and creeds

exist side by side as equals. The state is no

more friendly to one religion than it is to an-

other. We work with and find our children marry-

ing people unlike ourselves in belief and

background. These people are as sure they are

right as we are. Our lives are too intertwined

with theirs for us to condemn or ignore them.

In the world of the Bible this was not so. Is-

rael and the church were persecuted minorities,

separated from the people around them. Both

persecutors and persecuted claimed that only

they were right. Whoever had military might pre-

vailed.

In our modern culture, right is not decided by

might. So what does it mean in this culture to

confess the ancient claim that Christ is the Son

of God, the Savior of the world?

There are people who come to faith when they

first hear about Christ. Perhaps they are at their

wit's end, and God sends someone to them in

the moment of greatest need. In the sovereignty

of God we cannot set limits to what can happen.

by

John D.

Rempel



As Christians we cannot be politely in-

different to people who do not name
Christ To be indifferent is to have no re-

spect for their worldview or for our own.

We need to be willing to act and speak even
when it seems crazy to do so.

However, for most of us, being "Christophers,"

Christ bearers, takes place in the attitudes we
manifest and the openness we have to others in

the course of everyday life. This, and not the cri-

sis encounter, is the norm for Christian mission.

The question is not whether we say certain

words at certain times but whether we go about
our lives convinced that "he died for all, so that

those who live might live no longer for them-
selves, but for him . .

." (2 Cor. 5:15).

Sonja has just knocked on my office door to

hand me $35. It is her weekly donation to

our struggling congregation—half the

money she earned at one of the Saturday night

dinners she hosts. The other half goes to the

soup kitchen of her synagogue. Sonja was a

child when the brutality of the Germans against

the Jews in occupied Belgium drove her family

to escape to the United States. She is a devout
Jew, secure in her identity. Sonja asks me to

pray for her, and she prays for me and our con-

gregation.

Has she found grace in the eyes of the Lord?
Sonja is an unmistakably good person: fair, com-
passionate, self-forgetful. As a Christian I am
tempted to explain away her behavior and scruti-

nize her for ulterior motives or insecurities. But
nothing is to be gained for the gospel by de-

meaning her goodness.

One of the remarkable experiences for us who
measure goodness by the person of Jesus Christ

is that we see it displayed in people who do not

follow him. Our Lord once met a Samaritan,

whose belief was condemned by Judaism. Jesus

so admired the man's tenderhearted action that

he held him up as a model of compassion (Luke
10:29-37). Jesus didn't become a Samaritan, and
he didn't give up his passion for the Jewish vi-

sion of God's reign. But when he met goodness,

he simply rejoiced in it.

Irejoice in the goodness of Sonja's deeds.

Does that mean that I have nothing further

to say to her about Christ? Sonja has found

in Judaism a living faith and community. Juda-

ism is the religion with which we share a God. It

is also the religion which Christian societies and
churches have persecuted since the fourth cen-

tury. According to Paul, Israel has not been re-

jected by God, but, at the same time, God wills

Israel to find Jesus, the Messiah (Rom. 11:1;

10:1).

When Sonja and I talk about these things, I

usually end up silent. Anything I might say is

drowned out by Christian voices of bigotry and
cruelty which ring in Jewish ears. Respectful si-

lence (not polite indifference) is also a witness

to Christ. It is an act of contrition, a willingness

to be judged by the truth one claims.

One time Sonja invited me to speak, and I did

so. "What is it about the death of Christ that is

so important?" she mused. "I simply cannot
fathom why Christians talk about the sacrifice of

Jesus when God forbade the offering of human
sacrifice."

"The death of Christ is everything to me; it

was for everyone," I blurted out. Then there was
silence—not an anxious silence in which both
people were looking for the next move, but a

restful silence in which each had spoken from
the heart and been heard. Argument rarely has a

place in encounters of the heart. What remains
afterwards is to live side by side, knowing some-
thing of what is deepest in the other.

But not everyone is like Sonja. What about
the alienated individual no longer nourished by
a faith and a community? Nathan is such a per-

son: charming, articulate, and desperate. Nathan

/ stand before a mystery: I
know of no way other than
Christ, yet I must honor the

person who lives another way.

is a crack addict who lives on the street. From
his upbringing he knows about Christianity, but
he has not discovered its personal meaning. Na-
than craves something he has not yet found: the

craving leads him to grit his teeth and try a new
job only to lose it when the same craving leads

him back to dope.

Is Nathan any more dysfunctional than many
people who hold jobs? Does he have less self-

identity or sense of community than they? I

don't think so. The difference is that they have

money and social stability that keep their needs
from being as rawly exposed. It's not that a poor

person like Nathan needs another way of life any
more than a rich person. But human encounters

don't come according to neat classification.

I've met Nathan. He's trapped and knows it. I

know that I owe him something. What do I owe
him? Love, a love whose source is God. Mostly,

love is something you live. But Nathan needs
more love than I have. I owe him the confession

that love is not something that "good people"
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create. Love is always a gift. I don't love Nathan

because I'm good; I love him because I'm loved.

It is Christ who stands behind and before me,

who succors me in danger and sorrow.

There is no neat answer to the question of

why I have been more forward with Nathan than

with Sonja concerning Christ. I ask myself, is it

because Sonja is middle class, my type of per-

son, while Nathan is too different for me to ac-

cept as he is? That is part of the reason, and it

shames me. But there is more to it. Sonja has

found something to live by; Nathan hasn't. He
needs friendship and help with substance abuse.

But his need, like mine, is deeper than can be

met by specific help for specific problems. He
needs unconditional, inexhaustible acceptance.

God offers that in Christ. To offer Nathan less

than he needs is to betray him.

Why do I distinguish between Sonja and

Nathan? Sonja knows that she belongs

to God and to a community. I stand be-

fore a mystery: I know of no way other than

Christ, yet I honor the person who lives another

way. Nathan's experience of God and commu-
nity, like his clothes, is tattered. Perhaps he is

like the other Samaritan Jesus met, the woman
at the well. She was thirsty for the water of life,

and Jesus offered it to her (John 4:7-42).

There is the larger frame of reference for the

encounters my two friends and I have had. Chris-

tianity is a missionary religion. Its lifeblood is

the conviction that God is at work in the world.

God's irreversible intervention on the world's be-

half came in the healing and teaching, the dying

and rising of his Son. The outstanding feature of

the New Testament, without which its meaning

cannot be grasped, is that in Jesus as Messiah

the reign of God has become rooted in history.

It is already at work restoring individuals and

making them agents of this unerasable presence.

In the fullness of time, creation itself will be re-

stored.

In the New Testament records, people who
were grasped by Jesus' message of the kingdom

and its triumph over sin and death forsook for-

mer loyalties to pursue one surpassing loyalty.

Paul's words confess the faith of that first gener-

ation. "I regard everything as loss because of the

surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus my
Lord. For his sake I have suffered the loss of all

things, and I regard them as rubbish, in order

that I may gain Christ" (Phil. 3:8).

Robert Friedman, the Viennese Jew who came

to Christ through the witness of Hutterian mar-

tyrs, asserted that there was in Anabaptism a re-

markable inner affinity with the early church,

which was its distinguishing feature. Anabaptism

had caught the passion of the early church to

suffer the loss of all things in order to gain

Christ. It was that passion which led Anabap-

tism, intuitively, to recapture the missionary im-

pulse of the gospel.

We are a missionary denomination within a

missionary religion because we believe that

"God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto

himself (2 Cor. 5:19, KJV). We protest injustice

and undertake sacrifice as ways of acting out

this cosmic reconciliation. We falter, we contra-

dict ourselves, but it is our heart's desire to do

the deeds and name the name of Jesus Christ.

We offer our deeds and words freely, without

conditions. We invite, but another draws (John

6:44). We do not proclaim ourselves; it is not a

matter of comparing virtues or preferences. We
are beggars telling one another where bread can

be found.

The word that there is bread to be had, for

the body and the soul, will draw people in differ-

ent ways. Some people will find liberation in

Christ's cry for justice, others in his offer to all

who labor and are heavy laden. Some people will

cross the waters of baptism into the church. Oth-

ers will be allies on common ground beyond the

church. Still others will share their convictions

with us and try to convince us of their way.

Then there will be those who persecute us.

As for us, we know no way than that of Christ,

Argument rarely has a place

in encounters of the heart.

What remains is to live side by

side, knowing something of

what is deepest in the other.

all of Christ, healer of societies and souls. We
belong to him in life and death. Without him we
would be lost. We betray the people who mean

the most to us if they do not know this. Fullness

of life is found in "gaining Christ." There is no

recipe for making our hidden life with Christ

known. We pray for grace to recognize the differ-

ent moments of truth: when to wait in silence,

when to risk the deed, when to name the name.

As Mennonites, we run the danger of proclaim-

(continued on page 7)
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"The Lord loves those who
hate evil; he guards the

lives of his faithful; he
rescues them from the hand
of the wicked. Lights dawns
for the righteous, and joy

for the upright in heart."

—Psalm 97:10-11, NRSV

The War Tax Question Just

Won't Go Away (Apr. 7). I too

am extremely concerned that the

taxes I pay have been used to kill thou-

sands of people. I support the efforts to

develop a legal Peace Tax Fund as an

alternative for those who are conscien-

tiously opposed to war.

But why should we expect our govern-

ment to allow us to divert our taxes

when we have not chosen to do that vol-

untarily through our investments? A sig-

nificant portion of many mutual funds,

pension plans, Individual Retirement

Accounts, and Certificates of Deposits

are reinvested into U.S. Treasury Bills

and the largest defense contractors in

the country. Treasury Bills are used to

fund the general government debt,

which includes supporting the military.

How many of our Mennonite

churches and church members have

placed most of their savings into these

instruments without questioning the

uses of this money? There are alterna-

tive funds available, which have policies

of investing in companies which provide

life-supportive goods and services.

Many of these also invest heavily in

those positive government programs

which help ailing farmers and provide

funding for lower-income housing.

I wonder how many of our Mennonite

colleges, high schools, conferences, mis-

sion boards, and churches have paid at-

tention to this matter. Would these

organizations be willing to share with

the larger church their choices of invest-

ments? Most of us may never have

heard about the creative forms of in-

vesting that are available.

David Powell

^Richmond, Va.

"T" T"e appreciate the integrity with

\/\/ which the Mennonite presses

V V have handled the naming of

men in the Mennonite church who are

facing allegations of sexual harassment.

But we have been shocked at the ani-

mosity directed against the survivors.

Where is the moral outrage against the

men for their actions?

A survivor of sexual abuse once said,

"As long as I thought I was the only

one being abused, I could bear it. But

when I found out my brother had been

abused as well, I could no longer be si-

lent."

When people are not held account-

able for sexual behavior that is damag-

ing to others and a violation of a trust

relationship, they do not get better.

They find other victims to act out their

illness.

We agree these men need help. But

silence is not the answer. If the first vic-

tim had spoken out and the situation

had been handled properly, there might

not have been another.

As victims have discovered their

abuse was at the hands of the same per-

son, they made a decision to protect

others by naming the person who vio-

lated their trust. We support them in

this decision.

Kirsten Klassen

Laurie Bertsche

Goshen, Ind.

Why I Sat Out the Gulf War
(May 5). You sat it out, Levi,

but Jesus didn't. Jesus didn't,

unless you can believe that the good Sa-

maritan in Jesus' story was really the

bad guy and that the priest and the

Levite who sat it out were the good

guys.

Jesus didn't, unless you can believe

that the real heroes in Jesus' Matt. 25

story are the people who didn't respond

to the hungry, thirsty, naked, friendless,

and imprisoned people.

Jesus didn't, unless you can believe

that when Jesus confronted the reli-

gious establishment and the collaborat-

ing political powers in the synagogue on

the Sabbath he was sitting it out.

Jesus didn't, unless you can believe

that his action of riding into Jerusalem

on a donkey as a symbol of nonviolent

power was irrelevant to Rome's need to

maintain public belief in the supremacy

of violent power.

In the Gulf War no less than any

other war, there are, there will be vic-

tims. Compassion demands involvement

on their behalf by efforts to prevent

war from happening and by exposing

the sinfulness and folly of war when it

happens.

There are many great strengths in the

Anabaptist tradition, but refusing to

see the value of engagement in nonvio-

lent resistance to state-sanctioned vio-

lence is not one of them. I think we

should have the humility not to try to

make virtues of our failures.

I don't think that's what you were try-

ing to do, Levi, but it sounds a bit that

way to me. I wonder how it sounds to

the families of the dead in Iraq.

John K. Stoner

Akron, Pa.
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Finding home one hot October

Here is a miracle of church, strong in

faith in spite of earlier persecution and
of continuing social constraints, strug-

gling to serve God against great odds.

by Linea Reimer Geiser

This is the day, this is the day that the

Lord hath made!" we sing in English and
Nepali. And what a special day it is, one I

have looked forward to long before arriving in

Nepal. Maybe I have anticipated this Saturday
since first hearing of Nepal in the 1970s from for-

mer mission workers, Stan and Marilyn Kamp,
when they would come to my home congregation

in Orrville, Ohio, to share experiences of their

life in Nepal.

Many things fascinate me about this tiny

Hindu kingdom squeezed between India and
China onto the backbone of the mighty Himala-
yas. But what intrigues me most is the miracle

of the church, a small but growing number of

Nepali Christians, strong in their faith in spite of

earlier persecution and continuing social con-

straints, struggling to serve God against great

odds.

(Nepali Christian Fellowship statistics say that

since the 1950s, the number of Nepali Christians

has increased from a few individuals to 50,000

baptized members. In addition there are 50,000

nonbaptized, including children, out of a popula-
tion of 20 million.)

Now here I sit in a Nepali church, on the

floor, on the women's and toddlers' side,

barefoot, my shoes neatly lined up out-

side the door of the church in pigeonhole

shelves with those of other worshipers. We are

gathered Saturday morning with the congrega-

tion which meets in upper Tansen.

(Another congregation meets in lower Tansen.
At present, leadership disagreements keep the

two from full fellowship with each other. Shades
of Mennonite history—at least during my grow-

ing up years in Manitoba!)

Where shall I look first? All around me, get-

ting settled for the service, are women—beauti-

ful women, old and wrinkled, young, gathering

their children tightly around them. There are

teenagers nudging each other, teasing each
other, sharing secrets. I see bright saris, one
denim skirt on a young girl, bangles, nose rings,

earrings, toe and finger rings, flashing black smil-

ing eyes, welcoming me and the group of Menno-
nites from the U.S. that I am with.

One young mother discreetly nurses her fat

baby. I am among sisters of the faith! What a

shame that my Nepali is limited to Namaste!
(Greetings!)and Tapaiko naam, ke ho? ("What is

your name?")
Young men are lined up against the far wall of

the men's side. How happy I am to see that

Christianity is not just a women's religion in

Nepal. How happy to see persons of all ages in

this congregation.

How will I remember everything and still not
gawk like a tourist? I would like to be writing

down the details of what I see, but that would
not be proper. I am here to worship God, not
write a report or a diary.

This whitewashed room is like a refuge, a

clean, calm retreat. This is true holy

ground. I have already seen too many
Hindu and Buddhist temples and shrines and
long for "home," for a Christian sanctuary where
God's presence is acknowledged in familiar

ways. Bible verses in Nepali decorate the walls.

A photograph of the Temple Mount in Jerusa-

lem surprises me.
The music calls me to participate. Accompa-

nied by young men playing drums, guitar, tam-
bourine, shakers, and a keyboard, I join in sing-

ing both familiar and unfamiliar choruses. (A
United Mission to Nepal expatriate worker who
attends this congregation shares her hymnal
with me.) It is singing the "Hallelujahs!" that

makes my eyes teary. We share this Hebrew
word; all of us know its meaning—no translation

necessary.

I have been asked on behalf of our groups, a

Mennonite Board of Missions tour, to bring

greetings from the church in North America.
What an honor to tell these sisters and brothers

that we have prayed for them in earlier times,

and thanked God for them as we learned of their

courage to stand up for the faith even when it

meant imprisonment and confiscation of prop-

erty. And now to have the privilege of meeting
them in person is more than we had imagined.

As Mark Keller (MBM worker in Nepal who
planned our itinerary) translates, I see nods,

smiles, recognition, communication knitting us to-

gether across languages.

(I do look like the proverbial tourist, pink

"fanny pack" still around my waist as I stand be-

fore the congregation—passports need to be
close to one's body for security in a foreign land!)
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Saturday in faraway Nepal

A Nepali young man, currently a Bible student

in India, serving a kind of internship in Tansen

as part of his studies, leads the worship. One

Scripture passage is about Noah and another

about the Shunammite woman. Men and women

"Hallelujah"—we share this

Hebrew word; all of us know
its meaning—no translation

necessary in that service.

read antiphonally, verse by verse, not at the same

speed. I wonder if the old grandmother laboring

over each word learned to read as an adult.

Prayer time—and all of us pray aloud at the

same time, a pleasing sound to God, I'm sure,

but a little surprising to us.

The preacher today is a seasoned speaker. He
served the congregation in Pokhara in earlier

years as well as the one in Tansen. "Make room

for God," he encourages the congregation.

Among those present are very new Christians, in-

cluding a young male college student who be-

came a Christian less than two months ago and

who has not yet been baptized. How I wish I

knew all their stories.

As the service ends (my legs and feet have

long since ceased to function, not being used to

sticking out straight in front of me, I return the

smiles and greetings and practice the one ques-

tion I can ask in Nepali. Children cluster around

me. I grab my camera to catch their bright faces

and record them. I pray blessings on them. I

pray for the future of the Nepali church repre-

sented by these young lives.

"This is the day!" I will never sing the song

without remembering a hot October Saturday in

faraway Nepal.

Linea Reimer Geiser, Goshen, Ind., is a communi-

cation associate with Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions. She was one of the 15 North Americans

participating in this MBM Mission Fellowship

Visit to Nepal in October.

Is Jesus Christ the last word of God?

(continued ing ourselves. We want to be selfless so that

from page 3) who we are and what we believe will be obvious

to people. The danger is that people will think

that we love them because we're good. We love

them because we're loved. God will always give

us moments of truth so we can live and say that.

But we leave judgment of those outside the

church to the Just Judge. We remember that

Jesus praised the faith of a Gentile woman
(Matt. 15:22-28) and a Samaritan man, both

strangers to the covenant. We remember that

his warnings and worries were directed mostly at

those who shared his faith but didn't live it

(Matt. 23). We sense that God's mercy and

Christ's work are greater than our comprehen-

sion of them. When we observe a longing for

peace and a capacity for self-sacrifice that is

greater in others than in us, we wonder whether

Christ might be made manifest in ways beyond

the church's message of his incarnation. Above

all, we know that the church is not the end but

the means of God's reconciliation.

The life of the Christian will not be one of po-

lite indifference to, casual tolerance of, or tidy

agreement with people who do not name Christ.

Religion is too passionate a matter to be re-

duced to that. To do so would show no more re-

spect for Sonja's or Nathan's worldviews than

for our own.

We know that bread has been broken for a

starving world. We have tasted it in Jesus of

Nazareth. We give it flesh and voice. We know

that love's labor is never lost. To know that is

enough. What comes of it is in God's hands.

John D. Rempel is pastor of the Manhattan Men-

nonite Fellowship in New York City. This article

was commissioned by Meetinghouse, an associa-

tion of Mennonite and Brethren in Christ publica-

tions.
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A pastoral letter

from the Mennonite churches
in Los Angeles
"Look at me, Lord, " the city cries; "see me in my
misery" (Lam. 1:11b, TEV).

For four days the city of Los Angeles
burned in the aftermath of the April 29

"not guilty" verdict of four white police of-

ficers tried in the beating of Rodney King, a

black motorist.

In the firestorm, more than 5,000 businesses
were burned or looted, and 20,000 people were
arrested. California Governor Pete Wilson called

for 20,000 National Guard troops while President
George Bush ordered in Marines to help the Los
Angeles Police Department regain control. In

the end, 58 people died in the disturbances.

Currently a tenuous order has been restored—
utilities are operating, traffic is flowing, the mili-

tary is gone—but the clean-up and restoration

has just begun. The healing may happen if peo-
ple of goodwill commit themselves to work to-

gether to that end. Why did this happen to us?
What caused such an explosive eruption of rage?
We believe that the white flight from the

urban centers to suburban neighborhoods during
the 1960s, followed by the black middle-class ex-

odus in the 1970s, left inner-city neighborhoods
tainted by blight and tormented by abject pov-
erty. Local business developers were generally

outsiders to the neighborhoods. They exported
capital to other communities, leaving the inner

city without the resources for development by
the residents.

The rage in these neighborhoods was fueled

by widely reported incidents of police brutality.

One such incident happened to one of our pas-

tors, Basil Marin, of the Family Mennonite
Church in south central Los Angeles. Limited op-
portunities to free themselves from these circum-
stances fed frustration, which translated into de-
spair. Many responded to this predicament
through the illusory escape offered by drugs or

violence. For many, violence seemed to be the

only response they could make to exercise some
control over their lives.

The verdict of April 29 was the spark that

lit the tinder of inner-city rage. Initially,

Rodney King's trial was the symbol of
hope for justice, but the verdict became the epit-

ome of despair with the system.
In all of this, where were the churches? Sadly,

the large majority of churches in Los Angeles

—

as in other places—have, in the decades since

the Watts riots, allowed themselves to be over-

whelmed by the status quo. Most of these

churches failed to speak a prophetic word re-

garding the abandonment of the poor, the sub-
version of justice, and the atrocities of racism.

We confess as a part of that church that we
have failed in our lack of prayers for the peace
and justice of the city. We confess also that we
have failed in our lack of prophetic words and in-

tentional works for justice and the healing of the
city.

We have discerned in the events of the last

weeks a call by God to the church for a renewed
commitment to advance the good news of the
peace and justice of Christ's kingdom.
The churches in Los Angeles, under the aus-

pices of the Council of Anabaptists in Los Ange-
les (CAL), are seeking to respond to the crisis in

various ways. We have determined the need for:

Relief: we are currently trying to provide food,

shelter, and assistance to those who have lost

homes and jobs.

Reconstruction: we want to be a part of re-

building some of the essential structures and ser-

vices that were devastated by the fires.

Redevelopment: through the development of
a revolving micro-enterprise loan fund, we are

hoping to encourage the development of small

businesses in which residents of these communi-
ties have ownership.

We are inviting Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions and Mennonite Central Commit-
tee to give leadership to a campaign

that, in collaboration with other Mennonite
church agencies, will raise $300,000 and enlist

other resources to make these efforts possible

Finally, we call upon our sisters and brothers

in Mennonite congregations across North Amer-
ica to:

• Pray for our city and our churches that will

be at work in the rebuilding effort.

• Give serious attention to the implementa-
tion of the "Statement on Racism" that was en-

dorsed by Mennonite General Assembly at Ore-
gon 91.

• Be in partnership with us through financial

gifts at this "kairos" moment in response to

God's call and the catastrophe in Los Angeles.

"True evangelical faith does not lie sleeping . . . it

clothes the naked, it. feeds the hungry, it comforts

the sorrowful, it shelters the destitute, it aids and
consoles the sad" (Menno Simons).

—The Council of Anabaptists in Los Angeles
(CAL), 570 E. Orange Grove Blvd., Pasadena,
CA 91104.
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CHURCH NEWS

Los Angeles churches ask for help;

agencies launch $300,000 fund drive

Los Angeles (MBM)—Churches here are

asking Mennonites across North America

to help in responding to the recent vio-

lence in the city.

In a pastoral letter (see page 8), the 36

congregations of the Council of Anabap-

tists in Los Angeles (CAL) say that "a

tenuous order has been restored" follow-

ing the "firestorm" that claimed 58 lives.

The violence cost a reported 40,000 jobs

and nearly a billion dollars in damage.

Some 5,000 businesses were burned or

looted.

"We have discerned in the events of the

last weeks a call by God to the church for

a renewed commitment to advance the

good news of the peace and justice of

Christ's kingdom," the letter said.

CAL president Stanley Green, who also

is urban missiologist for Mennonite Board

of Missions (MBM), said the Los Angeles

churches want to generate prayer support

and financial assistance.

In addition, "the problems in Los An-

geles point to the urgency of working to

eliminate racism," he said.

CAL's letter specifically urges that "se-

rious attention" be given to implementing

the Statement on Racism adopted at last

year's Mennonite Church General Assem-

bly in Oregon.

MBM and Mennonite Central Commit-

tee (MCC) are taking the lead in a cam-

paign to raise $300,000 to fund relief,

reconstruction, reconciliation, and rede-

velopment projects, along with the minis-

tries of CAL and its member churches.

MBM has begun an above-budget ap-

peal, requesting $100,000 from Mennonite

Church congregations.

Some funds will be used to assist the

four Mennonite congregations that were

begun with the help of MBM and are

located in south central Los Angeles.

These churches expect reduced offer-

ings because of lost jobs. In addition, their

ministries and staff are overextended be-

cause of the emergency.

Plans call for the funding of a half-time

position to coordinate CAL's response to

the crisis.

Relief efforts will include rent assis-

tance, so that people who lost their jobs

can stay in their current living quarters,

Green said.

Tuition assistance will allow parents to

Martyrs exhibit shown. Canton, Ohio—Visitors at the Canton Art Institute reflect

on a panel in "The Mirror of the Martyrs" exhibit. The exhibit includes copper

plates, reproductions, and images from the 1685 Martyrs Mirror book. The exhibit

opened April 4 and is scheduled to run until July 25. A show on "Tradition and

Transitions: Amish and Mennonite Expression in Visual Art" will also continue

through late July. Stanley Kaufman of Berlin, Ohio, is guest curator for both

exhibits.

—

David Hiebert

keep their children enrolled in Calvary

Christian School in Inglewood.

Proposed reconciliation efforts include

the establishment of a Victim-Offender

Reconciliation Program (VORP) for juve-

niles.

Green said VORP is effective in pre-

venting young offenders from becoming

hardened criminals.

Meanwhile, MCC is joining with Men-
nonite Disaster Service (MDS) and Men-
nonite Economic Development Associ-

ates (MEDA) to explore options for re-

building homes and small businesses in

the affected neighborhoods, as well as

encouraging new investment.

"This is a kairos [strategic] moment in

Los Angeles which invites a comprehen-

sive response," Green said.

In addition to working locally, CAL
plans to pass along 10 percent of the

contributions for programs in other urban

settings.

Along with money, CAL requests prayers

for its response to the crisis and for the

Mennonite congregations in ministry in the

city.

In comments on May 15, pastor James
Isaacs of Calvary Christian Church in

Inglewood described the local situation as

"fairly quiet."

Four or five buildings across the street

from the church were burned down in the

disturbances, he said. However, no church

property was damaged.

Isaacs said a music studio operated by

a church member sustained water dam-

age. In addition, Calvary Christian School

was closed for two days (on April 30 and

May 1).

Calvary was one of the locations for

emergency food distribution in the days

immediately after the violence. However,

"most markets are open now," Isaacs said.

Despite the surface calm, Voluntary

Service (VS) worker Ryan Miller said the

mood at Calvary Christian School was still

tense two weeks after the violence.

Miller, a teacher's aide from Kalona,

Iowa, said students were still talking

about the verdict in the Rodney King case

and the bloodshed which followed.

Miller said he feels safe at the school.

But he reported that he still locks his car

doors as he drives through south central

Los Angeles on his way to and from the

VS house, located on the city's east side.

Cyndi Friesen, a VSer from Hesston,

Kan., said she senses continued uneasi-

ness among city residents.

"A lot of people are still frightened,"

she said.

—

Phil Richard
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AAMA board responds
to Los Angeles events
Chicago (AAMA)—The African-Ameri-

can Mennonite Association board has is-

sued a statement on the "Reality of the

Urban Turmoil in Los Angeles."

The statement expresses support for

"the creative efforts of the Mennonite
Church as a Historic Peace Church to

stand with our West Coast Brothers and
Sisters for redemption and justice in our

cities.

"We support the human resource po-

tential and the monetary assistance to

reinforce their Anabaptist Vision and wit-

ness on the front lines for Jesus," the

statement continues.

"We support the Mennonite Church
fundraising efforts towards alleviating the

human suffering, the physical, the social,

the psychological, the [economic], and the

spiritual suffering of the victims of the

Los Angeles turmoil," the AAMA board

says.

"We believe the situation in Los Ange-
les is symptomatic of the larger urban and
rural realities throughout the nation," the

statement concludes.

The AAMA board issued the statement

at a May 15 meeting at Englewood Men-
nonite Church in Chicago.

Workers blame poverty,
bias in Toronto trouble
Toronto—Looting that occurred here on

May 4 stems from poverty and racial

prejudice, two Mennonite workers said.

Dalton Jantzi, chaplain at the Jane

Finch community, and Benno Barg, direc-

tor of the Warden Woods community
center, made their comments the day
after a demonstration in Toronto turned

violent.

According to press reports, some 500
people had gathered for a peaceful pro-

test against the killing of a 22-year-old

black man by Toronto police and the

acquittal of four Los Angeles police offi-

cers in the beating of Rodney King.

However, some members of the crowd
began breaking windows on Yonge Street

and taking items from stores.

According to Maclean's magazine, there

also were isolated assaults on whites.

A distinction needs to be made between
those who wanted a peaceful protest and
those who used this as an occasion to vent

their frustration, Jantzi said.

Much of the frustration, he suggested,

is coming from unemployed youth and

young adults. Even those who are willing

to work can't find a job, Jantzi said.

He commended a new program that had
just started in his community—a "futures

program" which trains 18- to 24-year-olds

and gives them a three-month minimum
wage job placement.

"Over 40 countries are represented in

the 25-story highrise—the vertical vil-

lage—where I work," Jantzi observed.

The role of the church in this setting,

he suggested, is to create forums in which
people of different creeds and cultures

can share their stories.

Jantzi talked about two groups that

have been doing that. They are now at the

stage of wanting to "semi-formalize"

themselves as a church, he said.

Harassment of blacks by police is not

uncommon, Barg suggested.

Barg recalled a black youth who was
shot by police when he went through a

radar trap.

The Warden Woods center has "tried

to build bridges" between blacks and
police, Barg commented.
Community workers at the center have

sponsored backyard meetings where po-

lice on foot patrols can get to know people

in the community.

Last fall, the center sponsored a "meet
the beast" evening where youth and po-

lice—both unarmed—came to a barbe-

cue.

Barg also referred to a conflict media-

tion program that has just started.

One case currently being dealt with

involves a young person who had been
abused by the police. This person has

agreed to bring the grievance to the con-

flict mediation program, rather than lay-

ing charges.

Meanwhile, Barg said, the center is

under review to ensure that its programs
are antisexist and antiracist.

—Ron Rempel

Mutual Aid board adopts
health reform guidelines
Goshen, Ind. (MMA)—The board of di-

rectors of Mennonite Mutual Aid (MMA)
has adopted a set of guiding principles for

responding to the U.S. health care crisis.

The principles were approved at the

board's meeting here on May 7-8.

The document includes 14 principles,

arranged by four general categories. The
categories, or understandings, call for the

health care system to:

• Provide a basic level of care to every-

one, everywhere in the United States.

• Recognize "our mortality and the lim-

its of our financial resources."

• Emphasize health promotion and
prevention of illness.

• Control costs and spending while em-
phasizing quality care.

The document will be used as a guide

for all of MMA's health care work. It will

also be available for other groups to use
as a starting point in discussions on health

care reform.

In other business, the board heard a

report from MMA president Howard
Brenneman.
Brenneman said he believes the agency

must do a better job of informing people
in the church about the help available

through Sharing Fund programs.

Brenneman said he has found that many
people are unaware that they can get

assistance in paying health insurance pre-

miums and health care costs.

Meanwhile, Brenneman said he believes

MMA is on the verge of capitalizing on a

number of changes made recently in

health products and sales training. This
will help to reverse the decline in health

membership, he believes.

The board heard details of one of the

new products—the Team Care Senior

Benefit Series, MMA's new Medicare
supplement plans.

The new plans are becoming available

in many states and have met with initial

success. The plans conform to new federal

guidelines that all Medicare supplement
plans must meet.

In addition, the board heard a report on
MMA's work toward gaining discounts on
health care for its members.
A "preferred provider" organization is

being established in Kansas, and MMA
expects to introduce similar arrangements
in other states in the near future.

Such managed care arrangements will

help hold down the cost of health care for

all MMA members.
Keith Neuenschwander, underwriting

manager, said some people have the mis-

taken perception that MMA is reluctant

to accept applicants who have mental

health counseling in their background.

According to a report on underwriting

for mental health conditions, only one
percent of the applicants for MMA's
Team Care Optima health plan in 1991

were declined due to mental health con-

ditions.

Neuenschwander added that MMA
seeks creative ways to accept members
before a decision is made to decline cov-

erage.

—

Steve Bowers
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AMBS gets grant to look

at mission, Western life

Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—Pew Charitable

Trusts has awarded $160,000 to the Asso-

ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

(AMBS) for Phase I of a project to de-

velop "A missiology of Western culture."

Wilbert R. Shenk, associated professor

of missions and director of the Mission

Training Center at AMBS, will direct the

study.

Missiology—the study of the church's

mission—has until now focused almost

exclusively on non-Western cultures.

According to AMBS president Marlin

E. Miller, the new project calls for the

church in the industrialized West to pre-

pare for mission activity at home with the

same dedication it has invested in taking

the gospel to other cultures.

An international team of missiologists,

theologians, and others has already begun

the project's planning phases, scheduled

to run until the end of 1993.

Phase II, the stage for implementing the

strategies determined in the first two

years, is slated to run from Jan. 1, 1994,

to Dec. 31, 2001.

The project will include consultations,

research, study groups, and publications

that "will attempt to take seriously post-

Christian Western culture as a context of

the church's missionary witness," Miller

said.

The project's inaugural event was a

five-day working session of 16 interna-

tionally recognized people in missions and

related fields. The meeting was held in

Paris this past January.

Appointed to the steering committee

were: Edith Bernard, Catholic Mission

Research Center, France; G. J. van

Buteslaar, general secretary of the Dutch

Mission Council, Netherlands; Andrew
Kirk, professor at Selly Oaks College,

University of Birmingham, England; and

Werner Ustorf, professor at the Univer-

sity of Birmingham.

Other participants in the Paris meeting

came from France, Germany, Scotland,

South Africa, and the United States.

Pew Charitable Trusts is a national

philanthropy based in Philadelphia. It

supports nonprofit activities in the fields

of conservation and the environment, cul-

ture, education, health and human ser-

vices, public policy, and religion.

Seminarians visit capital. Washington, D.C. (AMBS)—Students from three peace

church seminaries hold a concluding worship service on the lawn at Arlington

National Cemetery after their visit to the Pentagon. The group spent April 25-29

in Washington, meeting with church and government leaders. Participants in the

event came from the Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in Elkhart, Ind.,

Bethany Theology Seminary in Oak Brook, 111., and Earlham School of Religion in

Richmond, Ind.

Shenk earned a doctorate in missiology

from the University of Aberdeen, Scot-

land, in 1978. He has served as a church

worker overseas, a missions administra-

tor, and a writer and editor on mission

topics.

For the past three years, he has been

working half time with a British program,

"The Gospel and Our Culture."
—John Bender

Herald Press ends ties

with 'Peoli Road' author
Scottdale, Pa. (MPH)—Herald Press,

the book publishing arm of Mennonite

Publishing House, has ended its relation-

ship with Eli R. Beachy.

Beachy is the author of Tales from the

Peoli Road and an intended sequel, Tales

from the Farm.
After receiving calls and letters from

concerned Amish leaders in Iowa, Ohio,

and Ontario, Herald Press sent book ed-

itor S. David Garber and Scottdale Men-
nonite pastor John E. Sharp on an unan-

nounced visit to the author.

Garber and Sharp were unable to

substantiate the author's claim that he is

a member of an Amish congregation.

In addition, Herald Press suspects that

"Eli R. Beachy" may not be the writer's

real name.

"In light of your apparent misrepre-

sentation of your identity to Herald Press

and the resulting embarrassment with

important parts of our book market, we
are herewith discontinuing our role as

publisher of your Tales from the Peoli

Road and the intended sequel, Tales from

the Farm" Herald Press director Paul M.
Schrock wrote in a May 20 letter to the

author.

"We are deeply disappointed that you

have not been straightforward and honest

with us," Schrock continued. "We recog-

nize your considerable ability as a writer

and enjoy your storytelling of Amish-re-

lated tales.

"Publishing your books as fiction under

a pen name would have been an option at

the beginning. However, we cannot con-

tinue as your publisher considering the

uncertainties about your relationship to

the Amish community."

First released in February of this year,

Tales from the Peoli Road quickly became

a bestselling title for Herald Press.

A second printing of the book, which is

now being destroyed, was being rushed to

completion. The manuscript for the se-

quel has been returned to the author.
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• Tax bill gets hearing. The
U.S. Peace Tax Fund Bill (H.R.

1870) has received its first hear-

ing since it was introduced 20

years ago. A subcommittee of

the House Ways and Means
Committee held the hearing on
May 21. The bill's lead spon-

sors—Rep. Andrew Jacobs of

Indiana and Sen. Mark Hatfield

of Oregon—were scheduled to

testify. Also slated to appear
was a panel of representatives

from various religious groups,

including John A. Lapp, execu-

tive secretary of Mennonite
Central Committee.

• Native Day marked. Aborigi-

nal groups in the Chaco region

of Paraguay held an interethnic

song festival to celebrate the

Day of the Natives this past

April. The Chulupi Mennonite
congregation in Filadelfia

hosted the event. Some 25 dif-

ferent indigenous groups sang to

an audience of about 2,000.
—Frieda Siemens Kaethler

• MWC office to move. As of

July 1, the Mennonite World
Conference office in North
America will be relocated from
Carol Stream, 111., to 50 Kent
Ave., Kitchener, Ont. N2G 3R1.

Kathy Good continues as world
conference administrative asso-

ciate for North America.

• Kuitse honored. Professor of

missions Roelf Kuitse was hon-

ored at a faculty-staff recogni-

tion event at the Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

in May. A native of the Nether-
lands, Kuitse has served at the

seminary since 1978. In addition

to teaching, he has written

widely on mission and Islamic

topics and served as interim

pastor of Eighth Street Menno-
nite Church in Goshen, Ind.

Kuitse and his wife, Juliette,

plan to return to their home in

Amsterdam.

• EMC gets grant. The nursing

department at Eastern Menno-
nite College, Harrisonburg, Va.,

has received a $20,000 grant

from the Helene Fuld Health
Trust of New York. The money
will be used to buy interactive

video hardware and software for

instructional purposes, nursing

department chair Beryl H.
Brubaker said. This is the
department's third Fuld grant

since 1988. EMC currently has
120 nursing majors.

• Kenya stories told. Dorothy
Smoker, a veteran worker with

Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions, spent March and
April speaking in the Lancaster,

Pa., area. Smoker told stories of

Kenyan Christians who refused

to fight during the Mau Mau
rebellion of the 1950s. Smoker
has been doing research for a

book on martyrs of the period.

• Workshop offered. Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM) and
the Mennonite Board of Congre-
gational Ministries (MBCM)
have put together a workshop on
"Developing Harmony through

Diversity." The workshop is de-

signed to help congregations or

groups to develop multicultural

relationships and ministries.

The event can be adapted for

various settings or time limits.

More information is available

from Carlos Romero, MBCM,
PO Box 1245, Elkhart, IN 46515-

1245.

• Congregation starts. Shalom
Mennonite Church in Indianap-

olis, Ind., held its first worship
service on March 1. Dagne As-
sefa, originally from Ethiopia, is

the congregational leader. The
group began as the result of

planning by First Mennonite
Church of Indianapolis, which
has experienced strong growth
in the past few years. The Sha-
lom congregation meets at the

Ivy Wood Day Care Center in

northeast Indianapolis.

—

From
Gospel Evangel

• Church withdraws. Lakeview
Christian Church of Chester-

town, Md., has withdrawn from
Atlantic Coast Conference
(ACC) and from the Mennonite
Church. The congregation an-

nounced its decision in a letter

presented to the ACC executive

committee earlier this spring.

"We are saddened by Lake-
view's choice and continue to

leave the doors open for conver-

sation and future change of di-

rection," ACC administrator

Miriam Martin said.

• Science prize shared. A stu-

dent and professor at Goshen
(Ind.) College will share a re-

search grant this summer. Gar-

ett (Gary) Yoder, a junior major-

ing in physics and mathematics,
and professor of physics Carl

Helrich have received a $3,000

summer opportunites fellowship

from the Council on Undergrad-
uate Research. They will work
on electron paramagnetic reso-

nance in diluted magnetic semi-

conductors in conjunction with

a group at the University of

Notre Dame.

•Team sets record. The 1992

women's Softball team at East-

ern Mennonite College, Harri-

sonburg, Va., set a school record

for most wins in a season. The
team finished with a mark of

21-12-1. First-year head coach
Roger E. Mast was named
"coach of the year" in the Old
Dominion Athletic Conference,
and junior catcher Sara Norman
was named conference "player

of the year."

• Old hymnal still sells. After 90
years, the Church and Sunday
School Hymnal with Supplement
is still selling briskly for Herald
Press. The hymnal portion of

the book was first released in

1902, while the supplement
dates back to 1911. J. D. Brunk
was the musical editor for both
parts. Since 1925—the first year
for which figures are available

—

the book has gone through 20
printings totaling 109,000 cop-

ies. A 21st printing of 3,000 cop-

ies has been ordered for delivery

in July.

• Weaver gets prize. Alain Epp
Weaver, a master of divinity stu-

dent at the Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., was the 1992 win-

ner in the Annual Student Writ-

ing Competition of the Indiana

Academy of Religion. Epp sub-

mitted a paper on "Theological

Options at the End of Moder-
nity." In addition to receiving a

$50 prize, he read his paper at

the academy's annual meeting.

• New appointment:
Jon Swanson, director of the Or-

ganizational Management Pro-

gram at Goshen (Ind.) College.

Swanson was assistant to the

president at Summit Christian,

an undergraduate institution in

Fort Wayne, Ind.

• Missionary transitions:

Ed and Kay Hoy returned from
Hong Kong on May 1, after com-
pleting 11 years as church plant-

ers. Their address is R. 4, Box
486G, Winchester, VA 22601.

Elua Landis returned on May 6 for

a three-month leave from Tan-
zania, where she is a midwife at

the Nyarero bedded dispensary.

She has served 43 years in east

Africa. Her address is 1957 Ster-

ling Place, Lancaster, PA 17601.

Verle Rufenacht arrived on May 6

for a three-month leave from
Tanzania, where he serves as a

public health nurse at Shirati

Hospital. His address is 1612

Fellowship Dr., Lancaster, PA
17601.

Omar and Martha Stahl returned

from Germany on April 2 after

serving since 1988 with the Ger-

man Home Mission in Neu-
berg/Donau. Their address is

520 Pleasure Rd., Lancaster, PA
17601.

• Change of address:
Eric and Marilyn Henderson, from
Mount Joy, Pa., to 467 S.

Erisman Rd., Manheim, PA
17545.

Money sent for refugees. Accra, Ghana—Mennonite Board
of Missions has given $2,000 through the Ghana Mennonite
Church (GMC) to the Christian Council of Ghana. The money
will go for the education of refugees at the Gomoa
Budumburam Camp near Accra. Above, C. A. Oddoye (far

left) of the Christian Council of Ghana receives the check
from S. T. Okrah, moderator of the Ghana Mennonite
Church. Looking on are Prince Asilevi (far right), Benjamin
Sakpaku (center), and Richard Womenor (second from left),

officers of the GMC.

—

G.B.K. Owusu
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Workers oriented. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Seven people from

the Mennonite Church were among 29 workers who took part

in orientation at Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) head-

quarters on March 31-April 10. The seven are (from left):

Herbert and Shirley Minnich, Hesston, Kan., to Alma Ata,

Kazakhstan; Melissa Guerin, Bath, N.Y., to Washington,

D.C.; Audrey Patterson, Harrisonburg, Va., to Tacaimbo,

Brazil; Don and Ruth Wenger, Kitchener, Ont., Choice Books

assignments in Kitchener; and Hylen Guerin, Bath, N.Y., to

Akron, Pa.

• Coming events:

40th anniversary celebration,

Rocky Mountain Mennonite
Camp, Divide, Colo., Aug. 1-2.

All former campers, board mem-
bers, counselors, staff, and
friends of the camp are invited.

More information available from

Rocky Mountain camp, 709 Co.

Rd. 62, Divide, CO 80814; phone
719 687-9506.

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, N.Y., Aug. 3-6. The event

is sponsored by the Convencion
Menonita Hispana of the Menno-

nite Church and the Depart-

amento de Ministerios Hispanos

of the General Conference Men-
nonite Church. Main speakers

will be Colin Crawford of Colom-

bia and Eduardo King of Hondu-
ras. Business meetings and spe-

cial sessions for Hispanic youth

are also planned. More informa-

tion from Jose M. Ortiz at 219

535-7000.

Heritage Day, Hans Herr House,
Willow Street, Pa., Aug. 8. This

"Mennonite folk festival" will

include demonstrations of 18th

century rural crafts, short work-

shops, and a historic wagon ex-

hibit to commemorate the bi-

centennial of the turnpike from

Lancaster to Philadelphia. More
information from the Hans Herr

House at 1849 Hans Herr Dr.,

Willow Street, PA 17584.

Black Gospel Music Festival,

Spruce Lake Retreat, Can-
adensis, Pa., Aug. 22. The pro-

gram will feature soloists Carl-

ton Burgess and Keith Pringle

and the Columbia Union Col-

lege Choir, all from the Wash-
ington, D.C., area. Burgess will

also lead an Aug. 23 worship

service that will be based on the

African-American gospel music
tradition. More information

from Spruce Lake at 717 595-

7505.

50th anniversary, Oley Valley
Mennonite Church, Oley, Pa.,

Sept. 5-6. Anyone involved with

the congregation through the

years is invited. More informa-

tion by phoning 215 987-3315.

50th anniversary of CPS Camp
#57, Hill City, S.D., Sept. 9-10.

Activities will include a visit to

the site of the Deerfield dam,
which men at the camp helped

to construct. More information

from Vernon M. Beachy, Box
126, Yoder, KS 67585 or Ivan

Swartzentruber, 5331 James
Ave. S/W, Kalona, IA 52247.

Conference on "Pacifism in Ameri-

can Religious Traditions,"
Goshen College, Goshen, Ind.,

Sept. 24-26. The meeting will

focus on groups other than the

historic peace churches. Papers

will address cases from Catho-

lics to Mormons to black Pen-

tecostals. The event is spon-

sored by Goshen College and

Pepperdine University, Malibu,

Calif. More information by writ-

ing to Pacifism Conference, Box
A53, Goshen College, Goshen,

IN 46526.

• New resources:

Labrador—Homeland or Waste-

land? is a 28-minute VHS video

produced by Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC). The video

gives an overview of the struggle

between the Innu way of life and

Western civilization's pursuit of

wealth and military power. A
study guide is included. The
video is available from all MCC
offices.

A poster on war is available from

Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC). The text reads: "Just

war is: Just destruction, just suf-

fering, just agony, just blood-

shed, just killing, just murder,

just carnage, just death . . . Just

war?" Brent Graber, a student

at Iowa Mennonite School near

Kalona, wrote the words. Jodie

Peters is the designer. More in-

formation is available from any

MCC office.

• Job openings:
Chemistry hygiene officer and sci-

ence hall associate, Goshen Col-

lege, Goshen, Ind. Beginning

July 15, 1992. A degree in chem-

istry or another appropriate lab-

oratory science is required. The
position will be classified as a

professional staff position. Sal-

ary will be commensurate with

training and experience. Duties

include developing and main-

taining a program for chemical

safety and training in OSHA
standards on campus and orga-

nization of the chemical and

equipment stockrooms. Man-
agement and organizational

skills, mechanical ability, and
the ability to use data bases and
word processing are required. A
detailed description of the posi-

tion is available from the dean's

office or the chemistry depart-

ment. Send a letter of applica-

tion and resume to John W.
Eby, academic dean, Goshen
College, Goshen, IN 46526.

Instructor in Suzuki piano,

Harrisonburg, Va. Applicant

should have Suzuki institute

training at least through Book 1

and significant studio teaching

experience. Familiarity and ex-

perience in traditional piano is

a plus. Approximate class size,

30-40 students, plus group les-

sons. Per student rate, guaran-

teed contract, no fringe benefits.

Some summer work available.

Contract would commence Sep-

tember 1992. Send resume to

Scott Hosfeld, director, Shenan-

doah Valley Suzuki Music, East-

ern Mennonite College,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

NEW MEMBERS

Elmira, Ont.: Andrea Shantz and

Heather Stephenson.

Hartville, Ohio: Lewis Ambrose,
Leslie Baker, Bethany Hall,

Aaron Hills, Angela Hills, Mi-

chelle Lam, Chris Miller, Joni

Miller, Karen Miller, Heather

Pontius, Kerry Sommers, Seth

Turner, Christopher Yoder, Don-

ald Yoder, and Jarred Yoder.

Locust Grove, Belleville, Pa.:

Gerald Peachey, Sue Peachey,

Sheila Peachey, Rich Peachey,

Matthew McMullen, and Karla

McMullen.
North Main Street, Nappanee,

Ind.: Duane Bontrager, Peggy
Bontrager, and Maria Bontrager.

Pike, Elida, Ohio: Scott Troyer,

Seth Troyer, Brent Troyer, Sam
Mumma, and Anna Mumma.

Salem, Ore.: Tiffany Beechy, De-

nise Kauffman, Jason Kauffman,

Kristin Steckly, Shawn Stutzman,

Janelle Yutzie, Jim Yutzie, Lee

Kennedy, Cy Smith, Sandy Smith,

Brent Mobley-Oorthuys, and Marj

Mobley-Oorthuys.

Sharon, Plain City, Ohio: Heidi

Hillyer and Derrick Yoder.

Zion, Archbold, Ohio: Julie Aesch-

liman, Holly Baer, JoDee Beck,

Laura Beck, Joy Frey, Claire Gisel,

Charles Nofziger, Jonathan Rich,

Kirsten Rich, Kendra Short, Ryan

E. Short, Tereza Wagler.

BIRTHS

Albrecht, Lynn and Kathy
(Brenneman), Elkhart, Ind., Mar-

cus Allen (second child), May 2.

Bauman, Lewis and Kathy
(Schneider), Montrose, Ont.,

Jakob Taylor (second child),

April 14.

Beachy, Scott and Jodi (Gerber),

Harrisonburg, Va., Emma Jo

(first child), April 8.

Christophel, Kevin and Jeanette

Good, Monte Cristo, Guate-

mala, David Josiah (second

child), April 23.

Croyle, Tim and Barb (Stoltzfus),

Goshen, Ind., Ian Michael (third

child), April 29.

Drudge, Steve and Lynelle

(Jantzi), Pickering, Ont., Andrea
Jean (fourth child), May 5.
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Freed, Darryl and Patti (Ritten-

house), Quakertown, Pa., Na-
thaniel Ryan (third child), May
11.

Gerig, Nathan and Karen (Wil-

son), Lebanon, Ore., Cody Lee
(first child), May 7.

Graybill, Lincoln and Karen
(Miller), Goshen, Ind., Karli

Marie (second child), on April

30.

Jantzi, Tima and Kelly (Rey-

nolds), Lowville, N.Y., Logan
Timothy (third child), May 13.

Kremer, Jim and Janelle
(Stauffer), Columbus, Neb.,
Megan Ashley (first child), May
6.

Miller, Ken and Bev Benner-
Miller, Harleysville, Pa., Jordan

Benner (second child), May 1.

Petersheim, Greg and Krista

(Miller), Birdsboro, Pa., Sonya
Lorraine (third child), March 15.

Rhoade, Randy and Joan
(Stichter), Elkhart, Ind., Aaron
James (first child), April 22.

Reesor, Paul and Anne (Roth),

Markham, Ont., Matthew Josiah

(third child), May 12.

Short, Randy and Deb, Archbold,

Ohio, Rebecca Ann (second
child), April 30.

Smucker, Ray and Valerie
(Schultz), Oregon City, Ore.,

Christopher John (third child),

April 30.

Snyder, Fred and Barb (Martin),

New Paris, Ind., Brigette Joy
(third child), May 7.

Speigle, Wayne and Joanne
(Brenneman), Richmond, Va.,

Rachel Leigh (second child),

May 3.

VanHouwe, David and Becky
(Roth), Coralville, Iowa, Lauren
Elizabeth (second child), May 7.

Yoder, David and Angela
(Gortzen), Didsbury, Alta.,

Bradley David (second child),

April 28.

Zehr, Randy and Sue (Gray),

Glenfield, N.Y., Chelsea Dan-
ielle (third child), May 11.

MARRIAGES

Hochstetler-Hart: Gary E.

Hochstetler, Millersburg, Ohio
(Walnut Creek), and Ronalee A.

Hart, Millersburg, Ohio, April

25, by Ross A. Miller.

Lehman-Shoup: Kevin Lehman,
Kidron, Ohio (Kidron), and Vio-

let Shoup, Mt. Eaton, Ohio
(Grace), May 2, by David R.

Clemens.
Myers-Hunsberger: Jeffrey
Lynn Myers, Perkasie, Pa.

(Groveland), and Sandra Lynn
Hunsberger, Perkasie, Pa.

(Salem), May 9, by Ken Horning
and J. Mark Frederick, Jr.

Reese-Ramer: Micky Reese,
Goshen, Ind. (Yellow Creek),

and Julie Ramer, Goshen, Ind.,

(Yellow Creek), May 9, by Wes-
ley J. Bontreger.

Rhoads-Damian: Donald Rhoads,

Lititz, Pa. (Erb), and Gabriela

Damian, Bacau, Romania (Roma-
nian Orthodox), April 25, by Sam
Thomas.

Shetler-Myers: Richard Shetler,

Orrville, Ohio (Smithville), and
Velma Myers, Orrville, Ohio
(Smithville), April 4, by Herman
F. Myers, (father of bride) and
Glenn Steiner.

Stutzman-Ambrose: Gary D.
Stutzman, Fredericksburg, Ohio

(Grace), and Brenda Ambrose,
Orrville, Ohio (Grace), May 9, by
David R. Clemens.

Yoder-Buxton: Rick Yoder,
Goshen, Ind., and Shali Buxton,

Green Valley, 111. (Trinity), April

25, by Sam Troyer.

Yoder-Reed: Brian Yoder, Apple
Creek, Ohio (Wooster), and
Cathy Reed, Richmond, Va.

(First), April 25, by Wayne
Speigle.

DEATHS

Beachy, Lydia (Hershberger),

87, Salisbury, Pa. Born: Aug. 31,

1904, Grantsville, Md., to Noah
and Savilla (Yoder) Hersh-
berger. Died: April 24, 1992,

Salisbury, Pa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Menno S., Samuel A., Jr.,

Elva B. Yoder, Fannie; brothers

and sister: Elmer, Ervin, Fannie

Beachy; 17 grandchildren, 27

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Samuel A. Beachy,

Sr., (husband) and Alvin (son).

Funeral and burial: April 27,

Springs Mennonite Church, by
Steven Heatwole and Emanuel
Miller.

Birkey, Fannie (Sommers), 93,

Arvada, Colo. Born: May 18,

1898, Miami County, Ind., to

Daniel and Lizzie (Zook) Som-
mers. Died: March 6, 1992, Ar-

vada, Colo. Survivors— chil-

dren: Paul Kline, Martha M.
Wolfe, Helen Saindon; step-

sons: Dwight, Lowell, and Rich-

ard Birkey; brothers and sister:

Noah Sommers, Albert Som-
mers, Clayton Sommers, Esther

Troyer; 7 grandchildren, 21 great-

grandchildren, 15 step-grandchil-

dren, 26 step-great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Simon
Birkey (second husband), John
Kline (first husband), and one

daughter. Funeral: March 10,

Howard-Miami Mennonite
Church, by Lee Miller and Mick
Sommers. Burial: Schrock Cem-
etery.

Conrad, Orie M., 99, Smithville,

Ohio. Born: April 15, 1893, Ster-

ling, Ohio, to Peter and Cather-

ine (Schrock) Conrad. Died:

May 9, 1992, Rittman, Ohio.

Survivors— children: Marvel
Jean Schrock, Twila Lehman,
Mercie Lehman, Lester; 17

grandchildren, 12 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by:
Goldie Byler Conrad (wife) and
Eileen Gingerich (daughter).

Funeral and burial: May 11, Oak
Grove Mennonite Church, by
James Schrag and Sharon
Speigle.

Helmuth, Mary (Schwartz), 79,

Nappanee, Ind. Born: March 20,

1913, Sturgis, Mich., to Peter

and Barbara (Schwartz)
Schwartz. Survivors—husband:

Jerry Helmuth; daughters: Bar-

bara Albrecht, Shirley Bachman;
brothers and sisters: Peter
Schwartz, Jacob Schwartz, Eliz-

abeth Eicher, Ann Schwartz, Jo-

sephine Troyer, Barbara Miller,

Lovina Stauffer, Rebecca
Delagrange; 4 grandchildren. Fu-

neral: April 20, North Main Street

Mennonite Church, by Kenneth
Bontreger. Burial: Yellow Creek
Cemetery.

Kandel, Edward D., 38. Born:

March 11, 1954, Wooster, Ohio,

to Forrest J. and Mary Ann
(Miller) Kandel. Died: May 9,

1992, Canton, Ohio, of cancer.

Survivors—brother and sisters:

Richard, Jane Martin, Jean
Hostetler; grandfather: Eli L.

Miller. Funeral and burial: May
11, Grace Mennonite Church, by
David R. Clemens.

Kaufman, Leon D., 51, Goshen,
Ind. Born: Aug. 13, 1940, Mid-
dlebury Twp., Ind., to Noah and
Luara Kaufman. Died: May 6,

1992, Goshen, Ind., of a heart

attack. Survivors—wife: Lois

Kauffman; children: Joann
Patterson, Marcia Cochran, Jon
Kaufman, Michelle Kaufman;
brothers and sisters: Martha Bend-

er, Wilma Springer, Mary Ellen

Miller, Pauline Borntrager, Verna

Kaufman, Wilbur, Calvin, and
David Kaufman; 3 grandchildren.

He was ordained in 1971 and
pastored for 15 years in

churches in Gulf States and In-

diana-Michigan conferences. He
was interim pastor at Locust
Grove Mennonite Church, Burr

Oak, Mich., when he died. Fu-

neral: May 10, Waterford Menno-
nite Church, by Phil Mininger

and Willis Breckbill. Burial: Clin-

ton Union Cemetery.

Miller, Dale E., 76, Walnut
Creek, Ohio. Born: Dec. 16,

1915, Versailles, Ohio. Died:

May 4, 1992, Columbus, Ohio, of

cancer. Survivors—wife: Lois

Eikenberry Miller; children:

Douglas, Barbara Brinkman,
Dwight, Beverly Matsumura;
brothers: Glenn, Otho; 11 grand-

children. Funeral: May 7, Miller-

Baird-Helman Funeral Home,
Greenville, Ohio, by Ross A.

Miller. Burial: Harris Creek
Cemetery, Bradford, Ohio.

Miller, Daniel, 88, Glendive,

Mont. Born: July 6, 1903, Mylo,
N.D., to Daniel F. and Sarah
(Coblentz) Miller. Died: May 4,

1992, Glendive, Mont., of cancer.

Survivors— brothers and sis-

ters: Ezra, Samuel, Nathan,
Sadie Kauffman, Clara Scarp-

holt. Funeral and burial: May 6,

Red Top Mennonite Church, by
Fred Kanagy and Ralph
Harshbarger.

Schloneger, Carol (Smucker),

43, Apple Creek, Ohio. Born:

May 18, 1948, Wooster, Ohio, to

Richard and Hazel (Steiner)

Smucker. Died: May 10, 1992,

Apple Creek, Ohio, of cancer.

Survivors— husband: Will
Schloneger; children: Ryan,
Mark, Dawn; parents; brothers

and sisters: Sharon Schlabach,

Shirley DiVincenzo, Ron
Smucker, Nancy Showalter,
James Smucker. Funeral and
burial: May 12, Kidron Menno-
nite Church, by Bill Detweiler

and Dick Wolf.

Stalter, Mary E., 85, Elida, Ohio.

Born: April 20, 1906, Allen

County, Ohio, to Christian and
Salome (Good) Stalter. Died:

March 28, 1992, Elida, Ohio.

Survivors—brothers and sis-

ters: Ed, Mark, Tim, Ezra, and
Zelma Stalter. Funeral and
burial: April 1, Salem Menno-
nite Church, by Ed Yoder.

CALENDAR

Council on Church and Media con-

ference, Chicago, 111., June 4-6

Mennonite Higher Education: Ex-
perience and Vision, Bluffton,

Ohio, June 26-28

Biennial assembly, United Native

Ministries Council, Atmore,
Ala., June 29-July 3

South Central Conference dele-

gate session, Oklahoma City,

Okla., July 3-5

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, N.Y., Aug. 3-6

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27
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"This is a book forparents to read after they've delivered

that last glass of water and the kids are finally asleep in

bed. That's the only time parents have a chance to read

anyway. " —Dr. Randolph K. Sanders

BEDSIDE COMPANION
Inspiration for Pannh of Young Childrt

Randolph K. Sanders

A Parent's Bedside Companion:
Inspiration for Parents of Young Children

A weary parent, you remember the joys and terrors faced today with those

treasures and burdens called children. You wonder whether you properly

handled
• bedtime
• time-out

• conflict

• setting limits

• your child's feelings

• helping your child be creative

• many other parenting issues.

This book can guide you through the maze.

Randolph K. Sanders draws on insights as father and psychologist and

offers—in each of 30 witty, uplifting chapters—one idea parents can apply

immediately.

Paper, $8.95; in Canada $10.95.

Facing the Brokenness:
Meditations for Parents of Sexually Abused Children

Parents of sexually abused children will find this devotional

guide/workbook a helpful source of hope and strength for dealing with the

emotional pain of sexual abuse. K. C. Ridings shows how prayer, Scripture,

and symbols in her prayer corner brought healing to her and enabled her to

better meet the needs of her children.

Paper, $8.95; in Canada $10.95.

:A<lNG
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Meditations for Parent,

ol Sexually Abused Children
,

-

Seven Things

Children Need
Significance, Security, Acceptance, Love,

Praise, Discipline, and God

Seven Things Children Need
John M. Drescher discusses seven of the most basic needs of children:

significance, security, acceptance, love, praise, discipline, and God. A
practical, down-to-earth book for people who care about children.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50.

Available through your local bookstore or by calling 1 800 759-4447; in Canada call 519 746-2872

(Provident Bookstores—MC, Visa, Discover). If ordering by mail, please include 10% for

shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers, add 7% of total for GST.

Herald Press Herald Press

Dept. GH Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue 490 Dutton Drive

Scottdale, PA 15683-1999 Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7
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THE LAST WORD

Panel 19W, Line 26
From the time I first heard about it, I knew

that one day I would have to visit the Vietnam
War Memorial. Two weeks ago during a conven-

tion in Washington, D.C., I got my chance. I took
an afternoon to visit "the wall."

I had heard how Vietnam veterans break down
when they first see that vast expanse of granite

panels on which are carved thousands of names
of U.S. soldiers killed in that infamous war.

What I hadn't expected were my emotions as I

stood before panel 19W, line 26, and read the

name: Larry Jay Wheeler.

He had been a student of mine in the early

'60s at Western Mennonite School in Salem,

Ore. A freckled, round-faced high schooler who
hated diagramming sentences and memorizing
poetry in my English classes, Larry became alive

in biology and science field trips. He became a

friend as together—student and teacher—we
identified plants and watched birds.

A lover of nature, animals, and people, Larry

was the last kind of person you'd expect to fight

a war. So how did he end up with the U.S.

armed forces in Vietnam?
I've asked myself that question often since I

heard of his death in 1969. I asked it over and
over as I stood in front of panel 19W in Wash-
ington, D.C., in 1992.

Though he had found his way to a Mennonite
high school, Larry came from a background that

took pride in defending one's country. Could I,

his teacher, have done more to help him make
the leap to becoming a conscientious objector

when he drew a low lottery number and faced in-

duction? What would it have taken for him to

make my faith community his faith community,
including the move to be a CO?
Did he know of the possibility? As a student

Larry didn't talk much about these issues. But I

knew he struggled with them. You couldn't be 18

and attend a Mennonite high school back in the

sixties and not think about war and peace and
the military and conscription.

But as I stood at the Vietnam War Memorial,
quiet, reverent—like scores of other people

around me—I also rejoiced. For I had known a

life that mattered. Though he was 23 when
gunned down by a Viet Cong bullet, Larry's life

had made a difference. As I watched him care

for sick and injured animals, I got a new rever-

ence for life. As I saw his joy in discovering new
plants or birds, I got a deeper appreciation for

God's creation.

Larry's gift to me, when I left teaching after

three years, was a copy of his favorite guide to

watching birds. He got to use it for only five

more years. In God's providence, I have had a

lifetime.

—

jlp

The Just Judge

One of life's most difficult tasks is to come to

terms with those who disagree with the truth as

we see it. It's particularly hard to do when those
who disagree are persons close to us—people we
love.

Our first response is to rationalize. I want to

believe, for example, that Larry never pulled a

trigger, that his death as an infantryman in Viet-

nam came when he refused to become the killer.

But however else we react, "the life of the

Christian will not be one of polite indifference

to, casual tolerance of, or tidy agreement with"

people who see truth in another way, John
Rempel writes in this issue's lead article. To do
so is to show no respect, both for the beliefs of

the other person and for our own.

As Anabaptist Christians, we are also mis-

sionaries, Rempel points out. That means we
will tell others of our beliefs. It also means we
will listen to their beliefs. It means we will strug-

gle with the issues that divergent views bring to

us.

We will not always be successful. Some will

not be convinced of the way we live and believe.

Some will choose, for whatever reason, to go an-

other way.

When that happens—especially when that hap-

pens to someone we love—our faith commits
them to God. We leave the judgment of their

lives, and ours, to the Just Judge.

It's difficult to do. But it is the way to peace. I

know. It happened to me at the Vietnam War
Memorial as I turned and left panel 19W, line

26.-jlp
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One out of four girls born in 1990 will be sexually

molested, many by someone they trust. See "An Open

Letter to Fathers Who Abuse Daughters," page 5,
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An open letter to fathers

who abuse their daughters
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Breakin. nee,

bringing hope

I sat through the domestic violence con-

ference aware but uninvolved. Then
something happened at home to change

that. It was like a kick to my stomach.

. . 5

. . 9

12

For some years I had been aware of the

problematic issues of domestic violence

and incest. My interest increased after a

workshop at the 1991 Ohio Conference annual as-

sembly. So when I learned of a conference ad-

dressing the issues at Sonnenberg Mennonite

Church near Kidron, Ohio, last March, I decided

to attend. Along with two women from my con-

gregation, I took in the two-day conference on

"Breaking Silence, Bringing Hope."

I found the conference intellectually stimulat-

ing and informative. I especially appreciated the

stories by four survivors—three women and a

man. Ruth Krall, from Goshen (Ind.) College,

did a great job of presenting the issues from a

practical and theological viewpoint.

But already on Friday night, I was aware of

something—I wasn't getting into this like some

others who were at the conference. As I listened

to the second survivor's story, I could hear a

woman crying, but I felt no similar emotion. It

struck me that she was so emotionally involved

and I was so emotionally distant.

I felt fine all day Saturday. Except for feeling

by

Larry

Augs-

burger



There's such a distance between intel-

lect and emotion. And herein lies the

key to the problem of dealing with sexu-

al abuse and violence in the church.

guilty for being so innocent and unaware of the

experience of so many people, I experienced lit-

tle emotion. I took notes on the victim mentality

and spoke with some survivors, trying to under-
stand better. As things wrapped up at 9:00 p.m.,

I felt informed and concerned, but I was still dis-

tant from any emotional reaction. Then some-
thing happened before I went to bed three and a

half hours later to change all that.

After arriving home and spending a few
minutes with my wife, I headed upstairs

to give an "I'm back I love you" kiss to

our two daughters, twelve and eight. Miriam, our
eight-year-old, opened her eyes as I entered her

room and reached up to hug my neck. I wrapped
my arms around her slender body and said, "Hi,

sweetheart. Daddy loves you. Go to sleep now."
After I kissed her, she rolled over and was in-

stantly asleep. It was over in no more than three

or four seconds. But I haven't recovered from it

yet. It was like a kick to my stomach.

As I prepared for bed, I pondered all the chil-

dren of the world who have gone to bed rigid

with fear that they would awake to find someone
standing over their bed. I thought of their fear

and anguish when that person does tower over

them. How they must huddle to the side of the

bed or pretend to be asleep rather than stretch-

ing out their arms for a hug. And my arms still

felt Miriam's small body—tall for age eight, but
completely vulnerable to me, her 160-pound
daddy. I have never and will never exploit the

vulnerability of Miriam and her sister, but ac-

cording to the statistics, exploitation of the vul-

nerability of childhood, that most awful violation

of trust, happens to as many as one in four girls

and one in seven boys.

Iawoke about 5:20 with a dull pain in my stom-
ach—not nausea, pain. Immediately I began
to think: How am I going to get up? How am

I going to make it to church? How can I preach?
But just as immediately I pushed those thoughts

aside and resolved that I was going and I would
preach. I had to go because I wanted to report

on what I had experienced at "Breaking Silence,

Bringing Hope." For the next hour I phrased in

my head what I would say. I got up at 6:30 for

final sermon preparation but spent the first half

hour outlining my comments on the conference.

My breakfast was a cup of tea. I didn't want

—

nor do I think I could have handled—anything

more. The pain was no worse, but I felt sure

that it would reject any solid food. And then

came a new discovery. I found myself in tears as

I led the prayer for our family devotions. All

morning I found tears just under the surface.

Every once in awhile one got by the censor and
trickled down my cheek.

As soon as I got to church I went right to my
office to avoid people. But the elders showed up
for our usual preservice meeting and prayer.

And when they asked about my weekend, I

found myself fighting sobs. Here I was, just min-
utes from leading a worship service, unable to

control tears. I understand now that I was griev-

ing for millions of violated girls and boys and
women and men. I was grieving for the four sur-

vivors who told their stories and the many other

survivors to whom I had been exposed. I was
grieving for the thousands of children as pre-

cious and vulnerable as Miriam whose daddies
come in to harm and not to hug.

It had taken awhile to arrive, but I had finally

found the emotion I wasn't in touch with earlier.

How I ache as Iponder all the

children who have gone to bed
rigid with fear that they

would awake to find someone
standing over their bed.

I had been kicked in the stomach by the combi-
nation of "Breaking Silence, Bringing Hope" and
my experience of Miriam's vulnerability.

No pastor ever had three finer elders than I

have. They united in prayer for me and the ser-

vice. One volunteered to step in and be the wor-
ship leader, to spare me that part of the need to

be in front. But I declined, and, girding up my
loins, I led the service, which I began by making
my statement on "Breaking Silence, Bringing

Hope" even before the call to worship. I felt I

had to do it that way in order to help people un-

derstand my emotional state. And speaking of

the conference first meant I could draw illustra-

tions from it for the sermon without having to ex-

plain what I was referring to.

Noting downcast eyes and signs of emotional

distress among some of the people, I began to

second guess myself. Perhaps I had violated

someone in the congregation by raising this

issue. But then, I thought, why need I worry
about violating a perpetrator? Perhaps guilt will

motivate them to address the nature of their sin

and to stop their awful devastation. I worried

(continued on page 8)
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"/ will pour out my Spirit

upon all flesh, and your

sons and your daughters

will prophesy, and your

young men shall see visions,

and your old men shall

dream dreams."
—Acts 2:17b, NRSV

Kansas Event Considers Health

Care, Right to Die (Mar. 31).

Do I have the right to take my
own life? If I am terminally ill, do I

have the right to give up my struggle

with the flesh? Do I have a right to die?

No!

The foundation for this "right" is not

found in Scripture. It comes from the

very humanist idea that a man's life is

his own. In his death on the cross,

Christ gave us the right to live. He
bought us, we are his. A Christian com-

mitting suicide is literally taking his life

from Christ.

There are no positive biblical exam-

ples of suicide. Even those most heav-

ily afflicted by sickness do not dare to

take life into their own hands, for they

know they are in the hands of God. The

few who do commit suicide are victims

of despair. They have taken their eyes

off God, lost hope, and forgotten their

creator.

Condoning, even encouraging, the tak-

ing of life by giving a farewell service is

denying the power of God. I agree that

medical knowledge may sustain life be-

yond its appointed time. But, like the

second coming, I do not think man can

know the number of his days. The

church needs to be involved in encour-

aging life, not death.

JeffShenk
Lincoln City, Ore.

Why I Sat Out the Gulf War
(May 5). Levi Miller's appeal

to traditional pacifism reflects

a legitimate portion of Anabaptist his-

tory. But those of us who wrote out and

walked out the Gulf War also reflect a

biblical and historical portion of our his-

tory.

That portion of biblical history in-

cludes the Hebrews, who walked out of

Egypt rather than be enslaved in a gov-

ernmental system that did not allow

them freedom to worship God. That tra-

dition continued in Jesus, who partici-

pated in the political process of his era,

finally accepting the consequences of

that participation—crucifixion.

My family history includes the Rus-

sian Mennonites, whose exodus from

the steppes peaked in 1874, the year

military conscription became law in Rus

sia. You might say they walked out of

military service.

In my lifetime, our Anabaptist history

includes thousands of American and Ca

nadian Mennonites who participated in

the March for Nuclear Disarmament

during the United Nations discussion of

disarmament. It includes hundreds who

surrounded the Frostfire Nuclear Mis-

sile silos in North Dakota as part of

Mennonite World Conference in 1990.

Yes, sitting out is an option for us,

but biblical and historical examples

also allow us to participate in the politi-

cal process by demonstrative acts-

walking on the oil free Sunday, writing

letters urging that our government shed

no blood for oil, and lobbying for pas-

sage of the Peace Tax Fund Bill. As

Christian citizens in a democracy, these

are both our privilege and responsibil-

ity. Just as we are now free to vote and

accept roles as school board directors,

mayors, or legislators, we are also free

to participate in the rest of the demo-

cratic decision-making process.

David Hiebert

Scottdale, Pa.

Levi Miller's article Why I Sat

Out the Gulf War (May 5) cor-

rectly cautions against the mod-

ern Mennonite temptation to impose

the pure politics of Jesus upon complex

international political situations. But

the suggestion that the faithful Menno-

nite response to these difficult situa-

tions may be to retreat with nothing

more than prayers on our lips from the

public square into the safe womb of the

Mennonite cultural-linguistic commu-

nity strikes me as humanly irresponsi-

ble.

Are the only ethical options available

for Mennonite public discourse to ei-

ther insist that political leaders like

George Bush and Saddam Hussein fol-

low our reading of the Jesus story, or

simply take their rightful place as war-

riors in that other, fallen kingdom and

fight like hell? I think not.

There is an established tradition in

Christian social ethics of pointing to

middle axioms. A middle axiom at-

tempts to mediate a position some-

where between the faith community's

understanding of the perfection of

Christ and the social situation condi-

tioned by self-interest, injustice, vio-

lence, and unbelief. This model of

public moral reasoning is not incompati-

ble with Mennonite experiments in so-

cial ethics. It can be applied to many
dimensions of social and political criti-

cism relative to the Gulf War.

For example, the day after Saddam
Hussein's tanks rolled into Kuwait,
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George Bush spoke by phone to

Jordan's King Hussein and President

Hosni Mubarak of Egypt. Both Arab
leaders stressed the importance of work-

ing on an Arab solution to the invasion.

King Hussein reported that he had
talked with Saddam Hussein and was
confident that he was planning to with-

draw from Kuwait within a few days.

Bush promised to give King Hussein 48

hours to get a commitment from
Saddam that he would indeed withdraw
his troops.

However, later that day, Bush met
with Margaret Thatcher and emerged
from the meeting lashing out at

Saddam Hussein. Denouncing the Iraqi

leader's acts of "naked aggression,"

Bush's threatening and intimidating

rhetoric both broke his pledge to wait

for an Arab solution. It set the political

stage for Desert Storm.

Without demanding that Bush em-
brace the pacifism of Jesus as a politi-

cal strategy for the conflict in the

Middle East, the middle axiom theory

would insist that it is precisely because
of the fall and human wickedness that

members of the faith community must
call political leaders to accountability.

The blood of 86,194 men, 39,612 women
and 32,195 children who died as a re-

sult of the Gulf War cries out as a

haunting testimony that Mr. Bush
should have been more attentive to his

pledge. This is not because promise
keeping is the Jesus thing to do, but be-

cause it is the human thing to do.

Although Levi Miller is rather critical

of humanistic Quakerism, pacifist Ca-

tholicism, and liberal Protestantism,

members of these traditions—unlike

too many Mennonites—understand well

that the church is not the exclusive re-

pository of insight, wisdom, humane
presence, and divine grace. Mennonites
at the end of the 20th century cannot

do theology and ethics by only listening

to our own stories or to the stories of

other like-minded "resident aliens,"

such as Stanley Hauerwas or William
Willimon.

We must listen to the story of the

other if we hope to understand the

story of God in our broken world. If we
listen, and if we hear their voices, Chris-

tian compassion demands that we sit

with them and make their narratives

part of our own developing story of

what it means to be authentically

human and truly Christian. Anything
less seems spiritually irresponsible.

Scott Holland

McKeesport, Pa.

Rah, Rah, Jesus (May 5). If an
unbeliever would read the first

few paragraphs of this editorial,

do you think he would be encouraged
to believe? Or would he be strength-

ened in his doubt of God's word? When
I meet up with persons who are not fa-

miliar with the word of God, I tell them
to read the writings of John. Yes, I be-

lieve John was enthused about his writ-

ings. So should we be.

I agree with you when you say that

John's enthusiasm is not characteristic

of the church in North America today. I

see much more enthusiasm at a ball

game. Maybe our values are a little off

balance.

David D. Yoder

Millersburg, Ohio

Each Day I Ask If This Is When
They'll Kill Me (Apr. 28).

Thanks for letting your heart be
broken in Central America. Jose's story

gives much hope to me. My three trips

to Honduras has this piece of God's

world deeply within my prayers and love.

Gene Herr

Three Rivers, Mich.

Pontius' Puddle

KIDS APE
MOPE_LESS.

YOO EDOCATE 'EM
.SEND 'EtA TO
CHORCH-

&WE EM ADVICE,
AND WHAT CtOOD
does rr dot

SlOrH, TWEV END
OP JUST LIKE

YOO ANYHOW.

Iwould also like to echo the senti-

ments in the letter by Grace Martin
Dickerson (Apr. 21) on the high qual-

ity of work by you and your staff. "Gos-
pel Herald" is often a mirror that

reflects the image of our denomination
as it moves forward. Though we don't

always like what we see in that mirror,

we dare not ignore the issues that those

reflections represent. Thanks for your
honest reporting and hard work!

Michael Zehr
Goshen, Ind.

Iam a survivor of sexual abuse. The
particulars are not relevant. What is

relevant is the healing that I re-

ceived through the very love of Christ.

That happened when I confessed my
own inability to forgive the perpetrator.

We Christians are commanded by our
Lord to "love your enemies and pray
for those who persecute you" (Matt.

5:44). Jesus gave us very clear guide-

lines on how to deal with an offending

brother in Matt. 18:15-17. He did not
say to publicize the names of known of-

fenders, and certainly not the names of

alleged offenders. The fruits of the com-
mitted sin are devastating for all in-

volved. Are we to cause greater pain

and perpetuate the cycle of sin by
changing what Jesus commanded into

something that supports our agenda?
It is notable that letters endorsing

Gospel Herald's publishing names of sex-

ual offenders offer no scriptural basis

on which to stand. Gospel Herald's ac-

tion does not witness to Christ's re-

demptive love. It leaves me with the

uneasy sense of looking at the crowd
clenching stones.

I was heartened to see that there was
a conference on "Men Working to End
Men's Violence Against Women" Men
Sign Covenant on Abuse of Women
(Mar. 17). Sexual abuse issues must be
addressed by the church body, but it

must be done in a Christian and scrip-

tural way. Only then can healing begin.

Imagine my dismay then to find that

breaking "the silence about the oppres-

sion of patriarchy (e.g., exclusion of

women from church leadership)" was in-

cluded in a covenant statement by lead-

ers at this conference! What could have
been a powerful, empathetic, and scrip-

tural action on the part of these leaders

simply cheapened the issue of abuse by
promoting some other agenda.

Betty Chesley

Lowell, Mass.
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An open letter to fathers
who abuse daughters
Jesus also died for the sins of

incest and sexual molestation.

His words: "Neither do I con-

demn you; go and sin no more.

by Mim Musser

Dear dads,

I have struggled in writing this letter to

you. I thought of reasons why it should

not be written. It is a secretive, painful subject.

Some of my pain will come through—some

anger too. In searching my heart, I believe my
anger is toward the sin and not the sinner. I

pray God that you will hear and feel the pain

and anger. I pray that the message of love, recon-

ciliation, healing, and hope will be just as evi-

dent.

Your daughters talk to me a lot. They tell me
about the times you touched them inappropri-

ately or "raped them with your eyes." They tell

me of the crude, suggestive remarks you made
to them. They speak of locking themselves in

their bedrooms or the bathrooms so you could

not come in. They say you told them not to tell

their mother, that all fathers do this to their

daughters, that if this secret got out, there

would be big trouble. Some, who do not remem-

ber details, simply say they remember putting

things in front of their bedroom doors at night

so you could not get in. They do not know why,

they say.

I feel angry about this because your relation-

ship with your daughter is a sacred one given to

you by God. She needs your love, kind words,

warmth, respect, and protection. She needs your

affirmation of her femininity. Much of her self-es-

teem should come from you. But because of in-

appropriate fathering, it has been badly marred.

It is hard for her to make good eye contact

with anyone, especially a man. She may throw

herself on any man who comes along, or she may
be fearful of men. She may respond by dressing

immodestly, or by putting on layers of clothing.

She may intentionally dress unattractively or

gain weight so men will not desire her. She does

not know if she is "Daddy's little girl!" or

"Daddy's mistress."

She usually struggles with dating relation-

ships, and her young husband has to be

extra, extra gentle and understanding on

their honeymoon night. Because of what hap-

pened between her and you when she was four

or eight or fifteen, she may still be struggling at

age thirty, forty, or even fifty. Even as an adult

she may fear visiting you. She may carefully

In
his book, Putting Your Past Behind You,

Erwin W. Lutzer says that one out of every

four girls born in 1990 will be sexually mo-

lested. In many instances, the abuser will be a

family member, relative, or trusted friend. While

not as common in males, other studies show that

boys are not exempt from abuse. Studies show

that abuse happens in homes of the rich and the

poor, the educated and noneducated. It happens

in Christian homes as well as non-Christian. Sad

to say, Mennonite homes are no exception.

The problem is not a new one. The Corinthian

church needed to deal with a man who was hav-

ing an affair with his father's wife (1 Cor. 5).

Paul scolds the church for worshiping with sexu-

ally immoral people. He warns them of the con-

sequences of allowing sin to fester in the church.

In a later letter (2 Cor. 2:6-8) he says the prob-

lem has been dealt with and charges them to for-

give, comfort, and reaffirm their love for the of-

fender.

What you are about to read has evolved out of

my burden for this sin in our churches. The ma-

terial will shock, anger, and grieve some of you.

Others will relive your own painful stories. Some
of you will read it as violators.

Whatever your situation, prayerfully consider

how God would have you respond. We must fol-

low Paul's advice: expose the sin, deal with the

sinner, and then restore.—Mim Musser
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Do you know how much it hurts to see
the pain in your daughter's eyes? Do you
have any idea of the shame, mistrust,

fear, anger, rejection, and confusion?

plan her route of escape should she find herself

alone with you. She may fear what you or an-

other man may do to her own little daughter.

She may struggle all through life with medically
unsupported physical complaints. And worst of

all, she may never have a loving, intimate rela-

tionship with her heavenly father. "If God is like

Dad, God cannot be trusted."

I might add that fathers have not always been
the violators, but sons and brothers have been
guilty as well. Girls tell me of sons who act inap-

propriately toward their sisters, neighbors, or

cousins. They tell me about what happens in the

barn, bedroom, or in the backyard,
It is a secret because boys make threats too.

Dad, you are not totally responsible for your
sons' behavior, but have you taught them the

worth of a woman? Do they see you treating

your wife and daughters with gentleness and re-

spect? Have you taught them how to deal with
untamed sex drives? Have they seen the pornog-

Related reading

Lutzer, Erwin W., Putting Your Past Behind You
(San Bernardino: Here's Life, 1990).

Morrison, Jan, A Safe Place Beyond Sexual
Abuse (Wheaton: Shaw, 1990).

Sanford, Paula, Garlands for Ashes . . . Healing
Victims of Sexual Abuse (Tulsa: Victory House,
1988).

Seamonds, David, Healing of Memories (Victor

Brooks, 1988).

Sell, Charles, Unfinished Business Helping Adult
Children Resolve Their Past (Portland: Mult-
nomah, 1989).

Vredevelt, Pamela and Kathryn Rodriguez, Sur-

viving the Secret: Healing the Hurts of Sexual
Abuse (Old Tappen: Fleming Revell, 1987).

raphy you thought was well hidden in the shop?
Do they hear you laugh at or tell crude, sugges-
tive jokes?

And if you did find out about your son's behav-
ior, did you tell your daughter it was her fault or
that she is making a big deal out of nothing? Did
you tell her to "get over it," that you do not
want to make a family scene?

Ifeel angry when any father or brother vio-

lates his daughter or sister. When it is daugh-
ters or sisters of men who are in our

churches, it is even harder. Some of you live an
evil life at home and put on a pious face for

church. No one, not even a preacher, would ever
guess. Some of your wives are living with the ter-

rible secret. They are caught between love for

you, yet haunted with denial, jealousy, and grief

about what is going on between you and your
daughter.

Do you know how much it hurts to see the
pain in your daughter's eyes and hear her heart-

wrenching sobs as she shares her story? Do you
have any idea of the shame, mistrust, fear,

anger, rejection, confusion, loneliness, denial, de-
pression, and anxiety she experiences as a result

of your or your sons' selfishness? Do you under-
stand why I weep? Do you understand why I feel

angry?

Until a few weeks ago, anger was about all I

felt toward violators. Then I met a seasoned
church leader who violated his adolescent daugh-
ter years ago and now more recently his little

granddaughter. I saw this grandpa's eyes red
from weeping and his shaking hands as he
spilled his coffee on the floor. I heard his sad
confession and the painful words, "I have ruined
the lives of my family." I heard his despair as he
wondered about his future effectiveness in the

church. I heard his loneliness
—
"There is no one

in the church I can talk to."

I saw his confusion—how much of the sin had
he blocked so well that he no longer remem-
bered doing all they said he had done? I heard
his confession to God and saw his difficulty in

accepting forgiveness. I saw him clinging to his

faithful wife who was torn with grief and loyalty.

I also saw him leave the session as a man who
had made peace with his God and who had ac-

cepted God's forgiveness. True, the battle was
not over because sin has horrible consequences,

but forgiveness was his.

I saw and I wept. I had never heard the story

from that perspective before. It still was wrong,

so terribly wrong. I realized in a new way the

tragic results of a few moments of pleasure. I
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wept and I forgave—if God does, I need to also.

So dads, I am writing this to tell you that

Jesus died for the sins of incest and sexual mo-

lestation. His words to you are, "Neither do I

condemn you; go and sin no more" (John 8:11).

I've witnessed remarkable healing in your daugh-

ters when they share their stories, accept the

truth, and forgive you and their brothers. That

The church must follow Paul's

advice in dealing with sexual

sin: expose the sin, deal with

the sinner, and then restore.

healing is available for you. Confess, repent, re-

nounce, and be healed. Find a pastor or coun-

selor who will walk with you through your per-

sonal healing as well as that of your wife,

daughter, and family.

Some of you have been victims. Perhaps you

live with the terrible secret of your own personal

trauma. Perhaps no one ever taught you how to

deal with your own sexuality—sex was a dirty

word. Now is the time for you to receive healing
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for your own sin as well as for the sin that was

committed against you.

I am writing this also to beg you to be fathers

to your sons and daughters. Spend time with

them. Listen to their joys and sorrows. Be quick

with words of encouragement, a quick hug, or a

pat on the back. Love their mother. Make and

keep God first in all of life. Do all you can to pre-

vent this terrible sin from ruining lives in our

churches.

Thanks for taking the time to read my letter.

Thanks for being obedient to the Holy Spirit.

And remember the words, "Neither do I con-

demn you; go and sin no more."

Sincerely,

Mim

P. S. To my dad, my brothers Jim and Bob, and

to all the many fathers and brothers who have

honored their daughters and sisters with re-

spect, protection, and love: Thank you, thank

you, thank you!

Mim Musser, Cincinnati, Ohio, holds a master's

degree in counseling. She is currently a voluntary

service worker with Rosedale Mennonite Missions.

Her article first appeared in Brotherhood Beacon,

monthly publication of the Conservative Menno-

nite Conference.



ITEMS & COMMENTS

Council leaders go to Los Angeles
to assess needs in wake of unrest
The U.S. National Council of Churches

sent an emergency team to Los Angeles
on May 6.

The team, which included council pres-

ident Syngman Rhee and general secre-

tary Joan Brown Campbell, was to assess

the need for spiritual and material aid.

Rioting in the city took 58 lives and
caused millions of dollars of property
damage.

Campbell said on May 5 that the council

should take up the issue of racism as

aggressively as it has tackled overseas

issues, such as apartheid in South Africa

or the Persian Gulf war. (RNS)

United Methodists respond
to riots, blast King verdict

United Methodist delegates have
adopted a plan calling for church mem-
bers to help rebuild a "shalom zone" in

Los Angeles.

The action came at the denomination's
General Conference in Louisville, Ky.

During discussion, speakers expressed
outrage at the acquittal of four Los Ange-
les police officers videotaped beating
black motorist Rodney King.

The delegates' action followed presen-

tation of a statement from West Coast
delegates. The document accuses United
Methodists and others of having "persis-

tently ignored the signs and warnings of

endemic racism, classism, and injustice."

(RNS)

Respect different approaches
in abortion fight, bishop says
The president of Canada's Catholic

bishops urged participants in an interna-

tional conference to respect various ap-

proaches in the antiabortion cause.

"My fellow bishops and I accept the

possible usefulness of dramatic demon-
strations," Archbishop Marcel Gervais of

Ottawa said. "But in turn [we] ask you to

accept and respect our quieter, less con-

frontational approach." (RNS)

Bomb building, protests end
at weapons facility in Colorado
The vigils at a Colorado nuclear weap-

ons plant have ended.

For more than 12 years, a weekly prayer
vigil was held outside the Rocky Flats

plant near Golden. But the end of the

Cold War and changes in military spend-
ing have brought a halt to the building of

bomb components at the U.S. Energy
Department facility. (CC)

Legislators rally around pastor
after leader cracks down in Peru
In a symbolic action, members of Peru's

congress named Baptist pastor Carlos

Garcia the nation's president.

The move came at a secret meeting to

protest actions of President Alberto
Fujimori, who suspended the constitution

and assumed near-dictatorial powers.

Garcia is a former World Vision execu-

tive who was elected second vice-presi-

dent on the Fujimori ticket in 1990.

Soon after Fujimori declared his emer-
gency government, Garcia went on the

radio to oppose it. He reportedly sought
refuge at the Argentine embassy in Lima.
(NIRR)

U.S. high school students face
high risk of AIDS, study warns
Some 19 percent of all U.S. high school

students have had four or more sex part-

ners, according to a study by the federal

Centers for Disease Control.

By the senior year, that figure is 29
percent, the CDC said.

The CDC warned that "a substantial

portion of students" are at risk for AIDS,
and many will not know for years that they
are HIV positive.

(NIRR)

Breaking silence, bringing hope

(continued more about the survivor who might have had
from page 2) emotions stirred up. But then, I thought, what I

have done is to say to the survivor that this

church is no longer going to play the game by
the same rules of silence and denial.

Addressing the issue is painful, but in the long
run it's less painful than continuing to maintain
the silence. So I stopped worrying about
whether I had violated anyone. Mentally I pre-

pared to respond to anyone who found my state-

ment inappropriate by asking why they were
afraid to deal with the issue.

My stomach hurt all day. I spent the afternoon
in bed and skipped the evening service. It was
during that time that I began putting together in

my mind what was happening to me. I might be
tempted to say that what I experienced was just

a virus, but that doesn't explain the tears. No,
my stomach hurt because it got kicked.

It's distressing to me that there was such a dis-

tance between my intellect and my emotions.
And I suspect that herein lies the key to the

problem of dealing with sexual abuse and vio-

lence in the church. Far too many of us deal

with it in our minds.

That's what I was doing Friday night as I lis-

tened impassively to the survivor story and be-

came aware of the woman crying close to me.
She was dealing with it in her stomach. You
would think that such a conference with all its

survivors' stories and tears would have had all

of us dealing with it on an emotional level. But
it took the frail vulnerability of my own daugh-
ter to move my reaction from my mind to my
stomach. If my experience is any indication,

there is still a lot of work to be done.

Larry Augsburger is pastor of the Oak Grove Men-
nonite Church in West Liberty, Ohio. He is the fa-

ther of two daughters—Ellen, 12, and Miriam, 8.
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Southwest Conference approves

merger with GC Pacific District

Upland, Calif.—Meeting 50 miles from

the heart of the recent looting and burning

in Los Angeles, Southwest Conference

delegates took what they saw as a step

toward greater unity, at least in the Men-

nonite world.

In a unanimous action on May 23, they

agreed to merge with the Pacific District

Conference of the General Conference

Mennonite Church (GC).

The delegates also urged a sister Men-

nonite Church conference, Pacific Coast,

to take a similar action.

Southwest Conference currently has

churches in Arizona and California. Pa-

cific Coast churches are located in Ore-

gon, Washington, and Idaho. Pacific Dis-

trict (GC) covers this entire region.

The plan has been in discussion by all

three groups for some time. It calls for

northern and southern churches in a new

integrated conference to work together in

separate clusters. There would be peri-

odic joint meetings as well as cooperation

between staff and committees.

Southwest Conference was the first of

the three to ratify the plan. Leaders ex-

pressed optimism for similar actions from

Pacific District and Pacific Coast, both

scheduled to meet in June.

Conference leaders gave several rea-

sons for taking this action:

• To better witness to unity in Christ.

• To strengthen mission and evange-

lism efforts.

• To increase efficiency, by eliminating

duplication of staff and committee work.

• To more adequately meet leadership

needs by providing a greater pool of

resources.

Southwest Conference currently has

1,750 members. Membership of the south-

ern cluster of a new integrated conference

would number approximately 2,900.

Though the decision to integrate was

unanimous, it did not come without some

questions. These focused on whether

volunteer jobs would become too compli-

cated with increased size.

To make sure that congregations had

ownership in the decision, conference

leaders proposed that the action go back

to churches for ratification. But delegates

defeated this proposal.

Several participants noted they had al-

ready been authorized by their congrega-

tions to vote on the issue.Others said that

explaining the integration question to

their congregations would be time-con-

suming and raise little interest.

Along with the merger, issues related to

the Los Angeles riots received major at-

tention at the four-day gathering.

Delegates heard a report from the

Council of Anabaptists in Los Angeles

(CAL), an inter-Mennonite organization

of churches.

CAL vice-president Jeff Wright—who

is also Southwest Conference coordina-

tor—reported that CAL has developed a

budget of $300,000 for relief, reconstruc-

tion, reconciliation, and redevelopment in

south central Los Angeles.

Mennonite Disaster Service, Mennonite

Central Committee, and Mennonite

Board of Missions (MBM) have agreed to

assist CAL in its work, Wright reported.

Allan Yoder of MBM said his agency

has asked Mennonite congregations to

contribute $100,000 for the Los Angeles

work. He presented a $5,000 check from

MBM to CAL at the meeting.

Southwest delegates also gave $1,850 to

CAL in a Sunday evening offering.

The Los Angeles rioting permeated pre-

sentations by several speakers around the

conference theme, "Called to Faith-Filled

Service."

Speakers included Stanley Green, con-

ference ministry director for Southern

California; Everett Thomas, executive

secretary of the Mennonite Board of Con-

gregational Ministries; David Mann, Men-

nonite Church moderator; and David

Augsburger, professor at Fuller Theolog-

ical Seminary.

The conference adopted a "prayerful

response" in relation to the violence, call-

ing for churches to be in prayer for those

affected by the riots. The statement asks

congregations to work at eradicating rac-

ism in their communities.

James Isaacs, pastor of Calvary Chris-

tian Fellowship, Los Angeles, serves as

moderator of Southwest Conference. Ron
Friesen of Phoenix, Ariz., is moderator-

elect.

This year's spring delegate session was

hosted by the Mountain View and Peace

Mennonite congregations.

—J. Lome Peachey

Oregon lawsuits name
three Mennonite groups
Portland, Ore. (GCMC)—Pacific Coast

Conference, the General Conference

Mennonite Church (GC), and Peace

Mennonite Church are among the defen-

dants in sexual misconduct lawsuits filed

by three women.
The women are asking more than $12

million in damages for alleged misconduct

by Jess J. McCall, former pastor of the

Peace congregation in Portland.

The church has dual GC/Mennonite

Church affiliation.

According to allegations by the women,

the misconduct took place while they were

in counseling with McCall.

McCall had worked for the church for

about five years. He was suspended from

his pastoral position last fall, after a

woman came to church officials and ac-

cused him of sexual misconduct.

The Pacific District Conference (GC)

Committee on the Ministry subsequently

withdrew McCall's ordination credentials.

"We have turned the matters over to an

attorney through our insurance coverage,"

said Ted W. Stuckey, GC business man-

ager and treasurer.

Riot-scarred buildings, seen from Calvary Christian School in Inglewood, Calif. Issues

related to the Los Angeles riots received major attention at a meeting of Southwest

Conference on May 22-25.
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Scholars, leaders look
at discipline in church
Goshen, Ind.— Church discipline is

about as popular with many North Ameri-
can Christians today as root canal work.

But 60 scholars and church leaders

reexamined the practice May 20-23 in the

10th in a series of "Believers Church"
conferences.

Groups in the believers church tradition

emphasize the church as a voluntary asso-

ciation of adults baptized upon confession

of faith in Christ.

In addition to Mennonites, the tradition

includes Brethren, Pentecostals, and
Quakers, as well as some evangelical,

Methodist, and Wesleyan bodies.

Some Christians once spoke of church

discipline in terms of the "Rule of

Christ"—a process outlined in Scripture

for responding to wayward believers.

Others have described the process as

"binding and loosing," "loving confronta-

tion," and "the sacrament of reconcila-

tion."

Whatever name is used, the practice

does not fit well with today's emphasis on
individual rights, keynote speaker Walter
Klaassen observed.

"If all opinions have equal authority and
what I do is my concern and not someone
else's, there is no longer any place for

church discipline," said Klaassen, former
professor of Anabaptist history at Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.

A highly publicized Oklahoma case in

the mid-1980s shows the trouble that can
result from efforts to practice discipline.

The 160-member Collinsville Church of

Christ, located in a suburb of Tulsa, Okla.,

was sued for $1.3 million by Marian
Guinn.

According to trial transcripts, Guinn
had been introduced to the congregation

by her sister, who was a church member.
The church moved Guinn and her chil-

dren to the community, provided food,

and paid her bills. She became a member
and learned about the church's process
for withdrawing fellowship from members
persisting in public sin.

After a time, Guinn drifted away. It soon
became public knowledge that she was
having an affair with the town's former
mayor, Pat Sharp.

The church elders talked with Guinn on
three occasions, but she continued her
relationship with Sharp. The elders then
wrote a letter urging Guinn to repent.

If she did not, they said, they would tell

the matter to the congregation the follow-

ing Sunday and request her removal from
membership.
On Friday, Guinn sent a letter resigning

her membership. But the elders, who
considered their spiritual responsibility

for Guinn as ongoing, reported the matter
to the congregation anyway.

A lower court awarded Guinn $390,000
in damages. The Oklahoma Supreme
Court overturned the findings of emo-
tional distress and invasion of privacy by
intrusion. But it returned the case to the

lower court for retrial on a third charge

—

invasion of privacy by publication of pri-

vate fact.

The church then settled out of court for

an undisclosed sum.

"Public opinion was on the side of the

woman, even in Tulsa, Okla., which is the

buckle of the Bible Belt," Flavil Yeakey
told conference participants.

"What is at stake here from a religious

perspective is the right of a religious

community to insist that its members lead

disciplined lives," said Yeakey, who is a

professor at Harding University in Searcy,

Ark., and an elder in the Churches of

Christ.

Father, daughter visit. Goshen, Ind.

(GC)—Goshen College student Qing
He (left) from Sichuan, China, got a

visit this spring from her father, He
Dao-Kuan Dao-Kuan teaches

English at Sichuan International Stud-

ies University and was one of the first

Chinese scholars to attend Goshen
during the 1981-82 academic year.

Qing will be a senior at the college this

fall—Deb J. Stack

Yet the biggest danger to church disci-

pline does not come from civil authorities

but from within, Klaassen suggested.

The use of salaried ministers, rather

than members elevated to congregational

leadership, lessened regular discipline in

Klaassen's home congregation in Sas-

katchewan, he said.

In addition, attempts at discipline today
often become legalistic or focus exclu-

sively on sexual matters, he said. They
also can force church leaders to become
private detectives.

"Unless church discipline is an inte-

grated part" of a community's life, "it

becomes destructive," Klaassen said.

The discipline process outlined in Mat-
thew 18 is equally concerned with elimina-

tion of sin from the church and the for-

giveness and restoration of sinners, said

Estella B. Hornung, affiliate professor of

New Testament at Northern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Lombard, El.

Treating a wayward member as an un-

believer means seeing that person as

someone to be "evangelized and brought
back into the fellowship of the church,"

Hornung said, noting that Jesus freely

associated with "sinners."

Yet conference participants suggested
there might be limits to the usefulness of

the Matthew process.

The first step—individual confronta-

tion—may not bring about justice for

victims of abuse by religious authorities,

said Lauree Hersch Meyer, a professor at

Bethany Theological Seminary, Oak
Brook, HI.

"It is unsafe for abused people to go
alone to their abuser," Meyer said.

But several participants reported
successful use of church discipline.

Yeakey reported that a Churches of

Christ congregation successfully ended an
affair between a married choir director

and a high school choir member with the

removal of fellowship.

"Within two weeks, both of them re-

pented and were restored," Yeakey said.

"The man got into counseling and put his

marriage back together. . . . The high

school girl got her life back together."

Yeakey noted that churches have often

tried to "develop a theology of dis-fellow-

ship before we have ever discussed a

theology of fellowship."

If churches focus "on having the right

kind of relationship," he said, "there will

be less of a need to withdraw fellowship.

"Or if we have to withdraw it," he
continued, "at least there will be some-
thing to withdraw."

—

Tom Price
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Workers learn herding. Kalacha, Kenya (MCC)Sako Komchore Torre drives

camels in northern Kenya. Torre helped Mennonite Central Committee workers

David Adolph-LaRoche and B. J. Linquist-LaRoche care for MCC's camel herd.

The agency bought the herd so the LaRoche couple could learn about the life of

the Gabra, a local nomadic group. Northern Kenya has little water or vegetation,

and resources have been stretched even further by a 19-month drought and the

influx of refugees from Ethiopia and Somalia.

Ontario event explores

theology, women's lives

Waterloo, Ont.—The agenda may have

been too broad and the expectations too

varied, but participants agreed that the

conference titled "In a Mennonite voice:

women doing theology" was a significant

event.

Nearly 200 women from all over North

America—along with a few men and a

woman from Japan—gathered at Conrad

Grebel College here April 30 to May 2.

Katie Funk Wiebe, retired English pro-

fessor and prolific writer, opened the con-

ference by telling her own story.

Her experience of a church that contin-

ually placed limits on her service led her,

at mid-life, to serious theological reflec-

tion, she said.

Among the principles that enlarged her

life was the realization that "proof-texting

is not theology" and that "even theology

is not always right."

Worship was an inspiring activity at the

conference. Highlights included dramatic

presentations by Cheryl Nafziger Leis

(based on Di Brandt poetry and stories of

biblical and Anabaptist women), a variety

of music, and powerful preaching by Pa-

tricia Shelley and Renee Sauder.

Hagar, the outcast, met and dared to

name God in the desert, Shelley said.

What would it mean for Mennonite

women today to find their voices and

name God? Shelley asked.

The sponsors of the conference—Men-

nonite Central Committee Canada
Women's Concerns and Conrad Grebel

College—opted to be inclusive in their

approach to theology at this first-time

event, which quickly reached capacity reg-

istration.

Papers focused on such "practical" is-

sues for women as abuse, poverty, and

racism, as well as women's contributions

to the academic disciplines of biblical

studies, history, and theology.

As much time was given to personal

interaction in small groups as to plenary

presentations.

Responses varied. Some women identi-

fied themselves with those on the periph-

ery of society; others spoke of using their

white middle-class power to work for

models of partnership rather than domi-

nation.

"We are good at building community

among ourselves as Mennonites," one

participant said, "but leery about larger

social/political communities or women
building solidarity with each other."

Another woman said, "We should work

at what we have in common, not always

talk [about] oppressed and oppressor."

In the history session, Kansas pastor

and historian Lois Barrett explored the

role of Anabaptist women.

Some women chose martyrdom (which

meant saying "good-bye to the family"),

she said. Others became recognized as

prophets.

This prophetic/preaching role for Ana-

baptist women, largely unreported in his-

torical records, may have something to

teach the church today, Barrett concluded.

Some respondents wondered whether

lifting out exceptional women in history,

or examples from a period of crisis such as

early Anabaptism, provides helpful models.

Opinions polarized most sharply during

the session on biblical studies.

Lydia Harder, a theologian from To-

ronto, illustrated how new meanings can

emerge when a woman reads the Bible

The response was a heated debate be-

tween advocates of biblical scholarship—

which seeks to "recover intended mean-

ing," said Jo Ann Martens of Canadian

Mennonite Bible College in Winnipeg,

Man.—and theology, which some criti-

cized for bringing "outside categories" to

the text.

Questioning whether biblical scholar-

ship can ever "recover intended mean-

ing," Nadine Pence Frantz of Mennonite

Brethren Biblical Seminary in Fresno,

Calif., said both disciplines must ac-

knowledge their agenda.

Women should do "wholistic herme-

neutics" that does not split the interpre-

tive task, another respondent said.

Melanie May's theological presentation

elicited a highly emotional response.

May, a Church of the Brethren theolo-

gian from Chicago, demonstrated how

women's theology must be written out of

women's experience.

The traditional "rule of Christ"—Mat-

thew 18—has been used to hide abuse,

she said, by allowing offenders to be

confronted in private.

This approach also places community

good above the well-being of the individ-

ual, she said.

"Women's grief and anger are part of

the prophetic task, as they were for

Jeremiah and Jesus," said May, who

spoke out of her own experiences of abuse

and breast cancer.

Women responded by sharing their

emotions and experiences in the ac-

knowledgment that "the stories of our

lives are now part of the text" that theol-

ogy must deal with.

—Margaret Loewen Reimer
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Asia Mennonites hold
meeting in Hong Kong
Hong Kong (AMC)—Representatives

from Mennonite and Brethren in Christ

churches in seven Asian countries and
Australia met here May 7-11.

The session was the fourth meeting
since 1971 of the Asia Mennonite Confer-
ence (AMC).
Discussion at the meeting focused on

what it means to "participate in the work
of Christ" in the region's pluralistic and
rapidly changing societies.

Some 60 people took part in the meet-
ing, including a handful of representatives

from North American agencies.

Mennonite Church general secretary

James Lapp represented the Council of

Moderators and Secretaries, and SELF-
HELP Crafts director Paul Myers repre-

sented the Council of International Min-
istries.

Sessions were held at a Methodist re-

treat center on Lantau Island, an hour by
ferry from the bustling core of Hong
Kong.

In addition to talking, listening, wor-
shiping, confessing, and singing, the group
heard presentations by a Muslim speaker.

Arief Budiman, a Harvard-trained soci-

ologist from Indonesia, helped partici-

pants to focus on pluralism and social

justice.

In his first lecture, Budiman said that

the world is racing toward a radical re-

shaping following the collapse of commu-
nism.

"The idea of socialism is good," he said,

"but how do you make it work? What
we've seen in the former USSR and East-
ern Europe is the failure of one effort. It

now appears to people that the only op-
tion is capitalism.

"Caring for the poor in many parts of

the world is now seen as old-fashioned

and unrealistic," he continued. "Students
who once wanted to study ethics are now
enrolling in MBA (Master of Business
Administration] courses instead."

People need to differentiate between
the capitalism of the First World (North
America, Europe, and Japan) and that of
developing countries, he said.

"The first world has a more-or-less

democratic system," he said, "but capital-

ism in the third world is mixed with
authoritarian regimes. Elections in these
countries don't change things."

For this reason, he said, he has chosen
to boycott elections in his own country.

Governments in many countries try to

play off religions against one another in

order to maintain their power, Budiman
said.

That is why it is so important for mem-
bers of various religious groups to talk

with one another, he told conference par-

ticipants.

Earlier, Albert Widjaja of Indonesia
spoke on "Sharing the Gospel in Asia."

"The new life in the church is neither
the result of faith alone, as suggested by
the mainstream Reformation, nor by
works alone, as insisted by the Jews in

Jesus' time," Widjaja said. "It is the work
of the Holy Spirit given to those who
humble repent and obey. . . .

"The Holy Spirit is always ahead of the
church," Widjaja continued, and might
"speak with those outside the church"
when the church is unable to learn new
lessons.

"Therefore the church should be open
to dialogue with the plural society," he
said. By so doing, "the church can live

creatively and serve to advance the gospel
as shown in the dialogue between Corne-
lius and Peter" (Acts 10).

Other speakers at the meeting included

AMC chair Joshua Chang of Taiwan, who
spoke on "Overcoming Evil with Good";
Miyuki Kawamura of Japan, who de-

scribed her experiences as a Mennonite
Central Committee worker in the Philip-

pines; and R. S. Lemuel of India, who led

morning Bible studies on Luke 9.

The session also included reports from
churches in each of the countries repre-

sented.

Delegates from several of the Japanese
conferences used the occasion to apolo-

gize to other Asian groups for the way
Japan treated other Asian peoples in the

past.

These expressions of repentance led
Verney Unruh, a retired missionary to

Asia and part-time AMC coordinator, to

make a similar apology for U.S. actions in

the region, including the dropping of

atomic bombs on Japan.

During the country reports and at other
times during the gathering, individuals

and groups sang songs that had emerged
from their own national or regional set-

tings. Several delegates expressed special

appreciation for such "contextualized"

music.

The participants experienced an un-
likely moment of drama during the first

full day of the meeting, when the Hong
Kong area experienced its heaviest rain-

fall in many years.

In some places, seven inches of rain fell

in two hours. Water rushed down the
hillside, over and past the retreat center

where the AMC group was meeting.

A layer of silt was deposited on much
of the campus, but there was no major
damage. In the larger Hong Kong area,

however, the downpour caused at least

five deaths.

The three Mennonite congregations in

Hong Kong hosted the AMC sessions.

Together, the churches have a total mem-
bership of about 100.

In his welcoming comments, pastor
Daniel Ngai of Grace Mennonite Church
reminded the delegates of Hong Kong's
uncertain future.

It is scheduled to revert to Chinese
control in 1997, and many people who can
afford to leave are doing so.

"How does the church care for people
so ill at ease?" he asked. "Please do not
forget this beautiful city, and please don't

forget the Mennonite churches here."
—Larry Kehler
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• EMS breaks ground. Eastern

Mennonite Seminary, Harrison-

burg, Va., held groundbreaking

ceremonies on May 15 for a new
building to house classrooms

and offices. As of May 12, the

school had received $3.27 mil-

lion in cash, pledges, and de-

ferred gifts toward construction

and an endowment. Another

$1.2 million must be raised to

complete funding. The student-

organized "Mustard Seed
Faith" appeal helped to raise

more than $300,000 for the proj-

ect.

• Craft volunteers meet. Some
80 people from across Canada
took part in the second annual

SELFHELP Crafts volunteer

workshop held April 29-May 2 in

New Hamburg, Ont. Partici-

pants came from as far east as

St. Johns, Newfoundland, and

as far west as Courtenay, B.C.

Speakers included Shahjahan

Miah, a job creation worker from

Bangladesh; Doug Dirks, SELF-
HELP International's producer

relations director; and manage-

ment consultant Jack Dueck.

• Seminar held. Poverty and
hunger issues provided the

focus at the annual spring sem-

inar organized by the Washing-

ton, D.C., office of Mennonite

Central Committee. Some 28

Mennonites and Brethren in

Christ took part in the May 3-4

event. The riots in Los Angeles

several days earlier lent a sense

of urgency to the gathering, ac-

cording to participants.

• Aid sent to Mexico. Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC)
has donated an initial $3,000 to

assist victims of April 22 gas

explosions in Guadalajara, Mex-
ico. Four Mennonite Brethren

churches in Guadalajara will ad-

minister the aid. Between 200

and 1,000 people died in the

explosions, which apparently re-

sulted from gasoline leaking into

the Guadalajara sewer system.

•Buildings returned. The
Meserete Kristos Church
(MKC) in Dire Dawa, Ethiopia,

celebrated the return of its

church building and guest house
which had been used by the

government since 1982. Harold

Reed, Africa director for East-

ern Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions, said the group held a spe-

cial conference on Easter
weekend. Ethiopia's 53 MKC
congregations now have a total

membership of 51,000. Rapid

growth took place through hun-

dreds of house fellowships

formed between 1982 and 1991,

years when the church was offi-

cially closed.

• Flights restricted. Sudan's
government is limiting United

Nations-coordinated relief

flights coming into the southern

part of the country, a region

suffering from drought and the

nation's eight-year-old civil war.

Nancy Heisey, associate execu-

tive secretary of Mennonite
Central Committee, has called

on UN and U.S. government of-

ficials to "send a signal to the

Sudanese government that such

deliberate mistreatment of civil-

ians cannot be tolerated."

• Gerber to Turkey. Hansulrich

Gerber, Mennonite Central

Committee secretary for Europe

programs, attended the First

European Conference on Peace-

making and Conflict Resolution,

held April 24-27 in Antalya, Tur-

key. The site was signficant, ac-

cording to Gerber. Turkey is "a

hinge between Western and Is-

lamic societies," he said, and "is

under pressure from both
[sides]."

• MCC items shown. Cans of

40-year-old meat and meat
products from Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee will find a new
home in a museum in Bonn,

Germany. They will be part of

an exhibit on food relief pro-

grams in Germany after World
War n. MCC Europe workers

recently found the cans in the

basement of the former MCC
office building in Frankfurt. The
exhibit will be located in the

House of History, a museum
being built by the German gov-

ernment to show the develop-

ment of the Federal Republic

since its founding in 1949.

• Curriculum named. Jubilee:

God's Good News has been cho-

sen as the title for the new Ana-

baptist curriculum for children.

The curriculum is a joint project

of the Mennonite Church, the

General Conference Mennonite
Church, the Church of the

Brethren, and the Brethren in

Christ. It is scheduled for re-

lease in 1994.

• With gets awards. With mag-

azine for youth received two
awards from the Associated
Church Press in an awards pro-

gram held May 5 at Alexandria,

Va. With received an Award of

Merit for the feature article

"The Terrible Secret," which

appeared in the September 1991

issue. The same issue received

honorable mention in the cate-

gory of magazine graphics. With

is jointly sponsored by Menno-
nite Publishing House and the

General Conference Mennonite

Church.

• Video cited. You Chiefs Are

Peacemakers, a video produced

by Mennonite Central Commit-
tee, has received a third-place

"Certificate for Creative
Excellence" from the U.S. In-

dustrial Film & Video Festival.

The video, which examines the

peacemaking tradition of the

Cheyenne people, was cited in

the history and biography cate-

gory of the International Awards
Competition. The competition

is the world's largest for busi-

ness or organizationally spon-

sored productions.

• Reunion held. Some 118 for-

mer Civilian Public Service

workers and their spouses took

part in a 50th anniversary re-

union in Akron, Pa., on May 5-7.

The event brought together

many of the 150 CPS workers

who assisted at Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee headquarters

during and immediately after

World War II. Some 5,000 other

participants in the alternative

service program served in MCC-
administered CPS units across

the United States.

• Scholarships given. Menno-
nite Health Services has
awarded five Elmer Ediger Me-
morial Scholarships. Each re-

cipient will get $1,000 for the

1992-93 school year for studies

in health-related service to peo-

ple with mental illness or devel-

opmental disabilities. Grants

will go to: Kendall R. Heide,

Newton, Kan.; Kristine

Stoltzfus Horst, Rhoda Shenk
Keener, and John E. Miller, Jr.,

all of Goshen, Ind.; and Walter

Thiessen, Moores Mills, New
Brunswick.

• Staff change jobs. Ohio Con-
ference has a new minister of

evangelism and interim confer-

ence minister. Jim Sutton of

Painesville, Ohio, began April 15

as full-time evangelism staff

member. He succeeds Eldon
King, who will start July 15 as

interim conference minister.

King succeeds Wilmer Hartman,
who is leaving the conference

staff after 17 years. Hartman will

serve on the pastoral team of

Central Mennonite Church in

Archbold, Ohio, along with his

wife, Lois, and Charles
Gautsche. Meanwhile, youth

and nurture staff member Don
Yoder has resigned to become
program director of Laurelville

Mennonite Church Center, Mt.

Pleasant, Pa.

• Coming events:

Hispanic leadership and church

planting seminar, Chicago, June

18-20. Pastors and administra-

tors will identify key principles

for Hispanic church growth and

church planting. The event is

sponsored by the Hispanic Men-
nonite Convention and the evan-

gelism and church development

office of Mennonite Board of

Missions (MBM). More infor-

mation is available from Samuel
Lopez, 573 E. Main St., New
Holland, PA 17557, or Noel San-

tiago, MBM, Box 370, Elkhart,

IN 46515.

75th anniversary, Red Top Men-
nonite Church, Bloomfield,

Mont., July 11-12. All former

members and other friends are

invited. Lodging will be pro-

vided. More information by
phoning 406 583-7771 or 583-

7782.

Developmental disabilities retreat,

Laurelville Mennonite Church
Center, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., June

28-July 2. Joe Leonard of

Wayne, Pa., and Barbara Shisler

of Harleysville, Pa., will speak.

The event is designed for devel-

opmentally disabled persons

and their families and friends.

More information from Laurel-

ville at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA
15666.

Delegate session, South Central

Conference, Oklahoma City,

Okla., July 3-5. The theme is

"Roots and Fruits of Peace."

Speakers will include Marion

Bontrager and Susan Mark Lan-

dis. More information from the

conference office at Box 448,

North Newton, KS 67114.

Mediation training institutes, Lom-
bard Mennonite Church, Lom-
bard, 111., Aug. 10-14, and Des
Moines Mennonite Church, Des
Moines, Iowa, Nov. 16-20. The
events are sponsored by the

Lombard Mennonite Peace
Center. More information from

the center at 528 E. Madison,

Lombard, IL 60148; phone 708

627-5310.

Reunion, CPS #33, Grand Island,

Neb., Sept. 24-25. More infor-

mation is available from
Ruben K. Epp, Henderson,
NE 68371.
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Mennonite Economic Development
Associates convention, Denver,
Colo., Oct. 29-Nov. 1. The theme
is "Leadership: More Than
Management." Speakers will in-

clude Howard Brenneman, pres-

ident of Mennonite Mutual Aid;

Mervin Dick, director of
Denver's Mennonite Urban
Ministry; John W. Eby, aca-

demic dean at Goshen (Ind.)

College; and Ohio attorney
Carol J. Suter. More informa-

tion from MEDA Convention

92, 12 Greenfield Rd., Lancas-

ter, PA 17602-3312; phone 717

399-9440; fax 717 399-9442.

50th anniversary, Oley Valley
Mennonite Church, Oley, Pa.,

Sept. 5-6. Anyone involved with

the congregation through the

years is invited. More informa-

tion by phoning 215 987-3315.

• New resources:

A bibliography of resources on
world hunger, responsible living,

and other global issues is avail-

able from Mennonite Central

Committee U.S. The 20-page

annotated list includes audiovi-

sual and printed materials for

adults, youth, and children.

Copies are available free from
MCC Information Services, PO
Box 500, Akron, PA 17501;

phone 717 859-1151.

Copies of the 1993 Handbook of

Information for the General
Conference Mennonite Church
may be ordered through July 15.

Books will be delivered in Octo-

ber. Orders may be placed by
phoning 1 800 743-2484 or con-

tacting Faith and Life Book-
store, Box 347, Newton, KS
67114.

• Job openings:
Assistant or associate professor of

communication, Goshen Col-
lege, Goshen, Ind. This faculty

member will teach courses in

speech and possible broadcast-

ing, direct co-curricular speech
activities, and help manage
radio station WGCS. The ap-

pointment will be for one year.

Qualifications include a commit-
ment to Christian values as in-

terpreted by the Mennonite
Church, a master's degree in

communication (doctorate pre-

ferred), and professional experi-

ence in communication. Send a

letter of application including

three references and curriculum

vitae to: Stuart W. Showalter,

chair and professor, Communi-
cation Department, Goshen Col-

lege, Goshen, IN 46526.

Home manager, Beth-Haven, Han-
nibal, Mo. For two adjacent,

eight-bed MR/DD group homes.
Must be a qualified mental re-

tardation professional. Submit
resume to administrator, Beth-

Haven, 200 Pleasant St., Hanni-
bal, MO 63401-2699; phone 314
221-6000.

Resident manager and/or care-

givers, Logsden, Ore. Adult fos-

ter care home located on central

Oregon coast, owned and oper-

ated by Logsden Neighborhood
Church (Mennonite). Call 503
444-9044 or 503 444-1203 by July

1.

Teaching and staff positions , Cen-
tral Christian High School,
Kidron, Ohio. The school has

the following openings for the

1992-93 school year: 60 percent

German teacher, 10 percent
Spanish teacher, 20 percent so-

cial studies teacher, and athletic

and general secretary. Send in-

quiries to Attn: Principal, Cen-
tral Christian High School, Box
9, Kidron, OH 44636.

Technical director and house man-
ager, Umble Center, Goshen
College, Goshen, Ind. Immedi-
ate opening. Responsibilities in-

clude lighting and audio de-

sign/operation for three stages,

set construction, supervision of

costumes, coordination of stu-

dent work crews and mainte-

nance needs. Events include

theater, music, lectures, confer-

ences, films, and classes. Sub-
mit letter of application and
resume to: Lauren Friesen,

Goshen College, 1700 S. Main
St., Goshen, IN 46526; phone
219 535-7393 or 535-7000.

• Change of address:
Bethel Mennonite Church, from

Wadsworth, Ohio, to 2684 Se-

ville Rd., Rittman, OH 44270.

NEW MEMBERS

Akron, Pa.: Jim and Lorraine

Stutzman-Amstutz, Christian

and Martha Brubaker, Lori
Buckwalter, Kristina Good,
Ruth Smucker, Barbara
Weaver, and Joann Feeney.

Bally, Pa.: Hannah Bechtel and
Trevor Martin.

Blough, Hollsopple, Pa.: Seth
Eckman, William and Ruth Ann
Henderson, Jennifer Hender-
son, Tarah Lasure, Kirsten
Miller, Shelby Moyer.

Emmanuel, La Junta, Colo.:

Robert Thelin and Nelda
Rhodes Thelin.

First, Middlebury, Ind.: Stan
and Diane Schrock, and Steffen

Schrock.

Followers of Jesus, Brooklyn,
N.Y.: Dorrette Eboum.

Harrisonburg, Va.: Gary Hoo-
ver, Use Weaver, and Derik
Trissel.

Immanuel Community,
Queens, N.Y.: Tim Maurer,
Claire Maurer, Roger Lester,

and Denise Lester.

Jubilee, Meridian, Miss.: Chris-

tine Maust.
Mt. Vernon, Oxford, Pa.:
Brenda Villalobos, Harry and
Jean Farmer, Don and Kitty

Lowrie, Dennis and Sheri
Brooks, Christen Edwards, Kim
Myers, Reagan Bender, Chris

Taylor, Dwight and Sharon
Herr, Bryan and Carolyn Blank,

Tim Zehr, Dwayne and Karen
Peifer, Arden, Caroline, Joshua,

Sheila, and Johanna Landis, and
Sandy Hershey.

Providence, Newport News,
Va.: Beatrice Bucko.

Steel City, Bethlehem, Pa.: R.

Brent Bergey, Megan Kennel,
Jason Lesser, Rachel Lesser,

Diane Meehan, Chad T. Wal-
ters, and Tonya Yeakel.

Wooster, Ohio: Janet Hess.

Zion, Hubbard Ore.: Shawn
Hershberger, Sheree Hersh-
berger, Kari Brenneman, Erica

Gingerich, Jonathan Nissly,

Janine Martin, Julian Gingerich,

and Lori Miller.

MARRIAGES

Allebach-Hockman: R. Brent Al-

lebach, Harleysville, Pa.
(Towamencin), and Linda
Hockman, Perkasie, Pa. (Bloom-

ing Glen congregation), May 23,

by Glen Alderfer and Robert L.

Shreiner.

Alles-Sider: Mark Alles, Gadshill,

Ont. (Pentecostal), and Carolyn
Sider, Listowel, Ont. (Listowel),

March 14, by Jock Tolmay.
Haines-Mast: Steve Haines, Indi-

anapolis, Ind. (First), and Donna
Mast, Indianapolis, Ind. (First),

April 25, by Margaret Richer

Smith.

Kaufonan-Krauter: Dennis Kauff-

man, Goshen, Ind. (Clinton Brick),

and Jane E. Krauter, Elkhart, Ind.,

April 18, by Elmer Miller.

Leinbach-Aguilar: Terry Lein-

bach, Hesston, Kan. (White-

stone), and Mary Lou Aguilar,

Brownsville, Tex. (Iglesia del

Cordero), April 18, by Conrado
Hinojosa.

Litwiller-Swadley: Ernest
Litwiller, Emden, El. (Hopedale),

and Deborah Swadley, East Peo-

ria, D.1. (Grace), April 4, by Earl

Cecil.

Smith-Moyer: Michael Smith,
Souderton, Pa. (Rockhill), and
Amy Moyer, Perkasie, Pa.
(Rockhill), May 16, by Michael L.

Derstine.

Weaver-Reigel: Clifford Weaver,
Ephrata, Pa. (Ephrata), and
Debra Reigel, Annville, Pa.
(United Community), May 16,

by Leroy Martin.

Wenger-Guarisco: Shane W.
Wenger, Des Allamands, La.

(Des Allemands), and Charlotte

A. Guarisco, Luling, La. (Catho-

lic), May 9, by Roger Swenson
and Robert Zehr.

BIRTHS

Bixler, Robert A. and Lois E.

(Nussbaum), Hannibal, Mo.,
Grace Mary (second child), May
19.

Bontreger, Michael and Nancy
(Grenert), Elkhart, Ind., Jena
Nicole (first child), April 18.

Brown, Ted and Marcia (Martin),

Stuarts Draft, Va., Erin Michele
(second child), May 5.

Cowles, Spencer and Shirley,

Harrisonburg, Va., Emily Eliza-

beth (third child), May 13.

Deaton, Rod and Julie, Indianap-

olis, Ind., Abigail Elizabeth
Matheson (first child), May 15.

Eby, Kurt and Rachel (Liechty),

Goshen, Ind., Mitchell Eric
(third child), April 17.

Garber, Richard and Tricia
(Hartnell), Tigard, Ore., Erica

Kaitlyn (first child), May 18.

Gingerich, Keith and Peggy
(James), West Linn, Ore.,

Rachael Claire (second child),

April 17.

Halsel, Gary and Lois (Styer),

Hellertown, Pa., Benjamin
James (first child), born Sept. 2,

1987, received for adoption
April 29, 1992.

Hershberger, Delwyn and Jane
(Yoder), Kalona, Iowa, Nicole

Marie (first child), May 11.

Keener, Gerry and Donna (Zehr),

New York, NY., Trang Victoria

Zehr (first child), born Feb. 8,

1991, Hanoi, Vietnam, adopted
March 11, 1992.

King, Pat and Kathy (McLinn),

West Unity, Ohio, (triplets)

Isaac Joseph, Rachel Joy, and
Emma Grace (third, fourth, and
fifth children), May 21.

King, Timothy and Jonna
(Empie), Cochranville, Pa.,

(twins) Jonathan Carl and
Amanda Laureen (first and sec-

ond children), May 12.

Lantz, Tim and Theresa (Short),

Wauseon, Ohio, Preston Wade
(second child), May 11.
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Lowery, Bruce and Donna
(Shantz), Kitchener, Ont.,

Megan Elizabeth (first child),

May 5.

Martin, Melvin and Rosalie

(Smith), Lititz, Pa., Shelby Lynn

(third child), May 17.

Morris, Kerry and Judy
(Stoltzfus), Murdock, Kan.,

Trevor Gene (second child).

May 8.

Nofziger, Neil and Kathy
(Stuckey), Archbold, Ohio,

Jenna Renee (third child), May
16.

Oporta, Antonio and Juanita

(Incer), Brooklyn, N.Y., Eliza-

beth (third child), May 19.

Parker, Mike and Kathy
(Wittmer), Uniontown, Ohio,

Dena Lauren (first child), May
8.

Perri, Mark and Annabelle (Rijo),

Flushing, N.Y., Jason Mark
(third child), May 6.

Shetler, Dale and Angie (Miller),

South Bend, Ind., Trevor Dale

(first child), May 5.

Speigle, Robert and Danita
(Thomas), Boswell, Pa., Janae

Rachelle (second child), on April

3.

Stauffer, Wade and Bernadine

(Roth), Linville, Va., Emily
Marie (first child), May 9.

Swartzendruber, Dennis and
Patricia (Mix), Bronx, N.Y., Lor-

raine Lynn (first child), March
19.

Yoder, Dale and Joanne

(Zercher), Lancaster, Pa., Ben-

jamin Daniel (third child), May
11.

Zook, Scott and Diana (Elwood),

Gresham, Ore., Brittney Lynn
(second child), May 16.

DEATHS

Birky, Emma (Miller), 90. Born:

Aug. 18, 1901, Minier, 111., to

Edwin and Lydia (Egli) Miller.

Died: May 3, 1992, Valparaiso,

Ind., of leukemia. Survivors

—

children: Uarda King, LaVerne,

Verlin, and Marlin Birky; broth-

ers and sisters: Sadie Yoder,

Verna Bickel, Leola Plank, Har-

ley, Elmer, Ora M., and Ralph

Miller; 15 grandchildren, 32

great-grandchildren, one great-

great-granddaughter. Prede-

ceased by: Jake Birky (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: May
6, Hopewell Mennonite Church,

by John F. Murray and Jerry

Kandel.

Burkholder, Mildred Pauline
(Detwiler), 74, Goshen, Ind.

Born: April 17, 1918, Versailles,

Mo. Died: May 10, 1992,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors—hus-
band: Clayton Burkholder; sons:

James, Robert, Milton; 5 grand-

children. Funeral: May 13,

Pleasant View Mennonite
Church, by James Detweiler,

Russell Krabill, and David

Petersheim. Burial: Violett

Cemetery.
Gehman, Mabel S., 75, Bally, Pa.

Born: June 20, 1916, Bally, Pa.,

to Harvey H. and Mary K.

(Strouse) Gehman. Died: April

3, 1992, Allentown, Pa., of a pul-

monary embolism. Survivors

—

brothers and sisters: Leroy S.,

Melvin S., Paul S., Kathryn S.,

Edna S. Kronenwetter. Funeral:

April 7, Bally Mennonite
Church, by Roy K. Yoder.

Burial: Old Hereford Mennonite

Cemetery.
Hartman, Melvin S., 70. Born:

Elida, Ohio, to Jacob and Es-

ther (Diller) Hartman. Died:

May 12, 1992, Wooster, Ohio, of

a heart attack. Survivors—wife:

Mabel Berkshire; children: Ron-

ald, Roger, Elaine Swan, Glenda

Kazsmer; brother and sisters:

Wilmer, Beulah Snider, Bertha

Slabach; 4 grandchildren. Pre-

deceased by: Carol (daughter).

Funeral and burial: May 15,

Smithville Mennonite Church,

by Wilmer Hartman and Rich-

ard Ross.

Hostetler, Leona B. Yoder, 79,

West Liberty, Ohio. Born: Dec.

11, 1912, Champaign County,

Ohio, to E.W. and Ella

(Stoltzfus) Yoder. Died: May 6,

1992, Lima, Ohio, of a heart

attack. Survivors—brothers: J.

Howard Yoder, Harold J. Yoder,

Emmett Yoder. Predeceased

by: S. J. Hostetler (husband).

Funeral: May 11, Oak Grove

Mennonite Church, by Larry

Augsburger. Burial: Elkhart

Prairie Cemetery.

Jantzi, Taphena Emma (Stauf-

fer), 80, Milford, Neb. Born: Aug.

2, 1911, Milford, Neb., to Joseph

and Kathryn (Reil) Stauffer.

Died: May 14, 1992, Milford,

Neb., of cancer. Survivors—chil-

dren: Beverly Beckler, Lillian

Gerig, Philip, James, and Lonnie

Jantzi; brothers and sister: Ruby
Mast, Wilton Stauffer, Philip

Stauffer; 20 grandchildren, 45

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Daniel J. Jantzi (hus-

band). Funeral: May 18, Bell-

wood Mennonite Church, by
Noah Kolb and Percy Gerig.

Burial: Blue Mound Cemetery.

Kauffman, Carrie Bernice, 88,

Goshen, Ind. Born: March 31,

1904, Elkhart County, Ind., to

Henry and Fannie (Baum-
gartner) Kauffman. Died: May
14, 1992, Goshen, Ind. Funeral

and burial: May 17, Clinton

Brick Mennonite Church, by
Ron Kennel, James Detweiler,

and James Hershberger.

Kauffman, Rosetta Tyson, 95.

Born: Nov. 10, 1896, Wakarusa,

Ind., to John and Isadora Tyson.

Died: May 12, 1992, Petoskey,

Mich. Predeceased by: Clyde X.

Kauffman (husband). Funeral:

May 15, Maple River Mennonite

Church, by James L. Gerber.

Burial: Brutus Mennonite Cem-
etery.

Tyson, Henry S., 85, Lititz, Pa.

Born: April 7, 1907, E.

Hempfield Twp., Pa., to Isaac E.

and Emma (Staufffer) Tyson.

Died: May 13, 1992, Lititz, Pa.

Survivors—daughters: Velma
Ruth Martin, Betty Jane
Stoltzfus; sisters: Florence T.

Mellinger, Grace T. Metzler; 5

grandchildren, 6 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Eva
Burkholder Tyson (wife). Fu-

neral: May 17, Lititz Mennonite
Church, by J. Clair Hollinger,

Donald Good, and Warren
Tyson. Burial: Hess Mennonite
Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Harrisonburg,

Va., June 11-13

Mennonite Board of Congrega-

tional Ministries (MBCM) direc-

tors meeting, Elkhart, Ind., June
11-13

Ohio Conference annual assembly,

Bluffton, Ohio, June 12-14

Pacific Coast Conference annual

meeting, Salem, Ore., June 12-

14

Mennonite Publication Board di-

rectors meeting, Scottdale, Pa.,

June 18-20

Mennonite Higher Education: Ex-

perience and Vision, Bluffton,

Ohio, June 26-28

Biennial assembly, United Native

Ministries Council, Atmore,
Ala., June 29-July 3

South Central Conference dele-

gate session, Oklahoma City,

Okla., July 3-5

Northwest Conference annual

meeting, Camrose, Alta., July

4-6

Indiana-Michigan Conference an-

nual meeting, Manistique,
Mich., July 9-11

Allegheny Conference annual

meeting, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., July

9-12

Mennonite Board of Education di-

rectors meeting, Harrisonburg,

Va., July 12-13

Virginia Conference annual meet-

ing, Bergton, Va., July 15-19

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, NY., Aug. 3-6

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27

Asia Conference picks leaders. Hong Kong (AMC)—Men-
nonites from Asia and Australia elected a five-member exec-

utive committee at a meeting last month. Members of the

group are, from left: Jeremiah Choi, treasurer (Hong Kong);

P.B. Arnold, vice-chair (India); Andreas Christanday, chair

(Indonesia); Yoshihiko Kobayashi, secretary (Japan); and

Andrew Lu, fifth member (Taiwan).
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THE LAST WORD

Sex is not a problem to be solved
You wouldn't believe it, though, the way things

are going these days. From all over come con-

stant, hourly reminders that we live in a sex-satu-

rated society.

And look at the results. Pornography, adultery,

bestiality, sodomy, rape, incest, abuse—words
that once needed definition if they came out of

the closet at all are now the subjects of hour-

long TV interviews and radio talk shows. What
was once done in secret becomes the latest gos-

sip—in living color.

Sadly, the church is not immune. We are dis-

covering that what we once thought were sins of

the world are also present in the church. That
probably shouldn't surprise us; the church in

Corinth (see 1 Cor. 5ff.) was also bound up with

sexual misconduct. But we do like to think we
have made some progress, don't we?

Like the church at Corinth, we too must con-

front these sins. That's why this issue of Gospel

Herald deals with the painful subjects of abuse
and incest.

To do so carries with it a danger, however. We
can come to look at sex as a problem, as some-
thing to be solved. We begin to wonder why God
created us with such powerful drives, ones that

can produce so much evil. I've even heard a few

hint that life would indeed be easier if there

weren't so much sex involved.

That kind of thinking does little to help us

come to terms with ourselves as sexual beings.

What we must do instead is affirm this part of

who we are.

Among the affirmations we can make about
sex are these:

• Sex is a gift from God. It is part of God's

creation, intended for pleasure, joy, and pro-

creation. Sex was not created to test our moral

fiber. It did not come with the Fall. Sex was
present from the very beginning (well, at least

from the creation of Eve).

• Sex is a human experience. It is not just

part of the divine. The enjoyment of sex de-

pends on human emotions, on love, on under-

standing, on relationships. It is part of God's in-

stitution of marriage.

• Sex is a powerful drive, subject to mis-

use and abuse. Let none of us think ourselves

immune. The very powerfulness of our sexual na-

tures can lead us into temptations and actions

we would otherwise find reprehensible.

If we are honest, when someone falls, we do
not need to ask, "How could it happen?" Given
our own drives and emotions, we know very well

how it could happen.
• Sins of sex can be forgiven. That state-

ment, an easy one to make, is most difficult to

practice. For unlike the sins of gossip or lust or

pride or envy, sexual sins often become obvious.

Though we know better, we often put them in a

class by themselves, a little bit worse than the

others.

Sins of sex are also difficult to forgive because
of our own vulnerability. To deal with the sexual

failings of another is to have to face our own in-

adequacies, doubts, and temptations. So we
tend toward quick-and-easy forgiveness in order

to skirt over our own insecurities. On the other

hand, we can make forgiveness almost impossi-

ble because we cannot come to terms with our

own tendency to fail.

Affirmation of sex will by no means take care

of all the problems associated with this powerful

part of our lives. But it can go a long way to-

ward taking the first step. Common knowledge
has it that many of those who abuse and misuse

sex are those most insecure about themselves as

sexual beings.

Affirmation of sex can also make possible true

forgiveness when failure happens. Persons who
have come to terms with their own sexual na-

tures are much more able to help others begin

to come to terms with theirs.

Part of the good news for our sex-saturated

culture is that sex is not a problem. It is a glori-

ous gift from God. It is part of being whole
human beings.

—

jlp

Dangerous territory

James Isaacs, pastor of Calvary Christian Fel-

lowship in south central Los Angeles, reports

that one of the buildings looted and burned dur-

ing the early May riots in his city was an armed
forces recruiting station. But the U.S. govern-

ment has decided not to rebuild. The reason:

"Too dangerous!"—jlp
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The case
of the swollen
bank account
It ended up causing Rachel to doubt

that peculiar religious theory that it

doesn't matter how much you possess as

long as you are willing to part with it

Money is, of course, a rank necessity. But what is

the difference between having it and loving it? Is

willingness to give it away what separates the two?

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

Does it matter which
Bible translation we use?

MCC to send food aid

to Africa drought area

6

9

Lapp speaks at hearing
on U.S. Peace Tax Fund 10

George and Rachel aren't their real names.

But their cash assets did, indeed, in-

crease the day the house got sold. They'd

bought it with virtually no money down and a

federally subsidized mortgage—you had to be

poor to qualify for the subsidy. But when they

sold the house (at which point my story begins),

there materialized, for the first time in their sim-

ple, impoverished, uncomplicated lives, a sub-

stantial bank account.

The adventures that followed forced Rachel to

question seriously and possibly even reject a pe-

culiar religious theory—that popular extrapola-

tion of that verse in 1 Timothy about the love of

money being a source of all kinds of evil. Accord-

ing to this obviously comforting theory, it mat-

ters not how much one possesses as long as one

is willing to part with it.

Whoever fabricated that theory, anyway?

Who can pretend to be willing?

Money is, of course, a rank necessity. But

what is the difference between having it and lov-

ing it? Income is not, after all, indisposable, and

possessions have to be acquired, maintained,

by

Shirley

Kurtz



What Rachel discovered is that hanging on
to one's riches takes a certain degree of

effort. It takes worry and finagling, A
person can scarcely afford to be willing.

guarded—and somehow justified,

for it's a go-to-bed-hungry world.

So who, having an abundance of

goods, can be regarding them with

holy detachment? Not Rachel, any-

way.

In her bad, lonely moments
after the move to the rented

cabin, far from the old home, she

felt somehow bereft, stripped. She still had Jona-

than and Mary Beth and Tad, thank God, and
George. But the loss of their property was no

small thing, for Rachel; she mourned.

She and George had put the money in a bank
up on Backbone Mountain. It would, they

hoped, go toward a down payment on another

house, someday. It was an unfamiliar bank, of

course—nothing was familiar anymore. Was it,

Rachel wondered, a safe bank?

And wasn't the money sort of rotting, accumu-
lating meager interest?

Because they'd moved across state lines,

George and Rachel had to get a different

automobile insurance policy. George

hunted around and compared rates, none of

them cheap. He asked Rachel what she thought

about reducing their coverage to the bare bones

minimum required by law.

The very idea made her more than a little ner-

vous.

Rachel could understand George's reasoning;

she didn't like the expense herself, and it was
certainly true that insurance systems in general

didn't merely protect clients but also helped per-

petuate the vicious cycle of litigation and spiral-

ing costs. But now (and she told George this)

was hardly the time to reduce their own cover-

age, not while they were sitting on a small for-

tune that could, in some unforeseen event, be

wiped out by a lawsuit. George said she was
being a worrywart, but at least he didn't lower

their coverage.

Some time after this was the episode at Russell

and Margie Lee's. Over at their house one eve-

ning, getting acquainted, they all got to talking

about taxes. Russell confided that they were
sending a portion of their federal income taxes

somewhere else instead of the Pentagon, for the

third year in a row now, and then Margie Lee
turned to Rachel and said why weren't they?

Rachel hemmed and hawed around. She
and George had thought some about the

war tax issue, she told Margie Lee. She
neglected to add, though, that she wasn't in the

mood for thinking about it any harder just now,

or doing something illegal, what with the money
in the bank and everything. She didn't mention
the bank account, of course. She knew what the

IRS could do to bank accounts.

In the spring came dismaying news from the

old home—a small nephew had just undergone
emergency surgery for a serious injury. He was
going to be all right. But there would be an

awful hospital bill—his parents, Winston and
Ruth Ann, didn't have medical insurance.

George and Rachel sent some tithe from

George's paycheck. (They always tithed on

George's paychecks.) They promised Winston
and Ruth Ann they'd help more with the bill.

They'd help till it was paid. They loved Winston
and Ruth Ann.

Somehow it didn't seem right to keep send-

ing tithe to relatives. So eventually George

and Rachel decided to send a little some-

thing out of their regular funds every month.

Now they wouldn't be able to put quite as much
as they'd planned into the bank account each

month.
It was pretty hard on Rachel. She kept wonder-

ing how long Winston was going to take to get

that bill paid. George insisted they should keep

sending the money. He was right, of course

—

they'd promised—but still she fumed.

Now who, having an abundance of goods, can regard them with holy
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They could have paid Winston's whole bill.

Or they could have—well, I hate to bring this

up. I hope I'm not being reasonable. But think

about UNICEF, CWS/CROP, MCC. Think

about all the bony, hollow children (not their

own, certainly, and not Winston's) whom George

and Rachel could have sent to bed with full bel-

lies, for once.

To the bony children, at least, this wouldn't

have seemed unreasonable.

Rachel's self-protective instincts prevailed,

however, sometimes to the point of absurdity.

She'd never before had much cause to be fearful

about robbers—she'd rarely even locked doors.

But now sometimes that summer before going

away she hid the checkbook and savings pass-

book and cash in a kitchen cupboard, inside her

stainless steel vegetable blancher. Did she think

an intruder, if he found the books and discov-

ered what she and George were worth, might try

Think of all the bony children

they could have sent to bed
with full bellies. To the chil-

dren, at least, this would not

have seemed unreasonable.

to pass for George up at that bank and empty

their accounts, or what?

One night Rachel flew into a tizzy over a

check George had scrawled. It was a small

amount, a loan to neighbors who needed to buy

a wood stove—cold weather was coming on and

they had no heat. These were seedy-looking,

somewhat mysterious and gypsyish folks. It had

occurred to Rachel that they might try to change

the numbers on the check, cash it, and run.

She scrapped the check and wrote another

one that was (she hoped) less alterable. George

must have thought she was going crazy. Rachel

knew her behavior seemed bizarre, but her fear

of loss ran deep and had overruled any vestiges

of trust and common sense left in her soul.

Rachel was at home as usual on a dismal Fri-

day in October when the newscast on the coun-

try radio station announced a sudden, dire, trad-

detachment? Not Rachel, anyway.

ing frenzy on Wall Street. Of course, she and

George owned no stock—nothing but the dog

and cat and heifer—but she had a vague (and

probably correct) sense that one thing can lead

to another in a poorly weighted economy, and

she began to envision bank runs and total disas-

ter.

Rachel didn't leap into the car and drive

up Backbone Mountain and withdraw

their money. But she thought about it.

She also tried to think of a good place to hide

all that cash were it on hand and underfoot. She

thought about rolling it up and sticking it inside

the cardboard inner tube of a roll of toilet

paper. No robber would loot a bathroom cup-

board; surely he wouldn't open a carefully re-

sealed four-pack of ScotTissue.

But, thought Rachel, there could be a fire. So

she considered her freezer. In it were stored

some rubbery old laying hens which had lost

their lives because of poor productivity. She

could stuff one of those chickens. Just so she

didn't ever forget which one and cook it. . . .

You can see, now, what I meant about that the-

ory. You can see Rachel's quandary. How could

the money not have mattered? What might have

happened to that bank account had she been

willing'!

So it's true, isn't it? Hanging on to one's riches

takes a certain degree of effort. It takes some

worry and finagling. A person can scarcely

afford to be willing.

Shirley Kurtz is a free-lance writer

who lives in Keyser, W. Va. She

and her family attend the

Pinto Mennonite Church.
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"When I look at your heavens,

the work ofyour fingers, the

moon and the stars that you
have established, what are

human beings that you are

mindful of them, mortals that

you care for them?"
-Psalm 8:3-4, NRSV

READERS SAY

The Guatemala City Dump
(April 28). My husband and I

also went to Guatemala this year.

We heard many of the same stories.

But unlike you, I could not proceed
through that dump with the rest of our

group. I had spent weeks looking at pic-

tures, reading, and praying that I might

be ready. But I don't think any person

can be prepared in advance for their

first trip to a third world country.

When we arrived at the dump, I got

out of the van and walked a few feet.

While the others proceeded to take the

"grand tour," I returned to the van. I

felt like I had stepped into the very

soul of Jesus Christ. The tears would
not stop.

There is no way anyone will ever be

able to convince me God ever intended

for anyone to live like that.

Susan Wank
Battle Creek, Mich.

Paul A. Kaufman's response (May
19) to A Third of Our Family
Doesn't Have Enough to Eat en-

couraged and disturbed me. I was en-

couraged because he sees a role for

church member involvement in world-

wide ministry. I was disturbed by his in-

dividualistic approach to missions.

Having spent eight years in Ghana
and recently returning from six years in

Nepal with Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions (MBM), I am a firm believer in

working through mission agencies. I do
know that it is possible to have a per-

sonal and a congregational involvement

with overseas programs through desig-

nated giving and other channels that op-

erate through an agency like MBM's.
What does the Dar es Salaam church

do when suddenly one pastor receives

direct monthly support from one or

more well-meaning individuals? Should

we send this pastor $5, $50, $500 each

month? Is there someone in Dar es Sa-

laam who can handle the dissonance

which will probably evolve among other

pastors who do not receive that sup-

port? How does that pastor, now receiv-

ing dollars from a caring benefactor,

keep out of a dependency relationship?

Does this not reinforce one type of

missionary mentality, "haves" giving to

"have nots"? The pastor is now dis-

empowered into a dependency relation-

ship while the benefactor feels good

about "helping" this "poor" person.

Mission agencies are not perfect ei-

ther, but they take their cues from their

own people in the field and from na-

tional church leaders that live in the sit-

uation. The on-site response from the

mission agency will require consultation

with nationals to consider local re-

sponse options within ongoing programs.

MBM, only one of the Mennonite
Church's mission agencies, currently

has requests from 20 overseas partners

that it cannot respond to because of

lack of funds. Maybe we should individ-

ually give monthly support to our mis-

sion agencies for those opportunities.

Stan Freyenberger

Moundridge, Kan.

In
Shifting the Church into the Fu-

ture Tense (May 19), Tom Sine

states, "During the eighties, we saw
a major redistribution of income in the

United States with a decisive increase

in the number of the poor." But in

1989, according to the U.S. Census Bu-
reau, the number of poor persons fell

for the seventh year in a row. A congres-

sional statistical compendium shows
that the poorest fifth suffered a 17.4

percent decline in real income while the

wealthiest fifth received a 4.6 percent

increase. From 1983 to 1989 the in-

crease of the two groups was nearly

equal: 11.8 percent for the poorest, 12.2

for the wealthiest.

Poverty is still a very serious prob-

lem, and the church should always help

the poor. But continually printing misin-

formation is not the solution.

Brad Bahler

Kokomo, Ind.

Why I Sat Out the Gulf War
(May 5) totally misses the

point. The difficulty with mod-
ern warfare is that it is hard for one per-

son to do anything to stop a senseless

conflagration. The efforts of several

Mennonites who actually went to Iraq

or made other attempts to stop the war
or alleviate human suffering should not

be subject to scorn or amusement.
I also note the authors's disdain for

"some warmed-over theology of human-
istic Quakerism, pacifist Catholicism,

and liberal Protestantism." My local

Mennonite church contains humanistic

Quakers, pacifist Catholics, and liberal

Protestants. They receive this maga-
zine. Levi Miller's "basic nonresistant

responses" do not seem to extend to

other peace groups.

Paul R. Schlitz, Jr.

Baltimore, Md.
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READERS SAY

How Can Church Leaders
Avoid Moral Failure? (Mar.

10). If we take what James Lapp

says seriously, there are great possibili-

ties for improvements in the direction

of correcting and preventing the sort of

problems about which we have been

reading in our church-related periodi-

cals. But we men are in an uncertain sit-

uation. Both secular and religious

society has in the past wrongly given us

a special position. That comes with its

privileges but also with its responsibili-

ties. There is good evidence that both

have been to our detriment.

The privileges can be easily abused.

Some assumed privileges of being male

have caused great pain in marriage, fam-

ily, and church.

But perhaps the responsibilities are

at least equally at fault. They place

men into a competitive environment

where a man is measured by what he

accomplishes in comparison to and

often in competition with others. I can

remember my parents talking about a

well-known minister not quite measur-

ing up to his peers because he didn't

make it to be a bishop, the ultimate po-

sition of prestige in those days.

Men need to assume personal and

corporate responsibility in a way similar

to which women have counseled and

supported each other. On a recent visit

to a large bookstore, I looked at the sec-

tion of books dealing with women's and

men's issues. The first occupied over

two shelves; the second less than one.

At our house we get the MCC publi-

cations on women's concerns and the

Daughters of Sarah. I find in both a sup-

port system that is not present for

males as far as I know. At best we

males go to men's retreats, where some-

one tells us how to be better, more lov-

ing, and spiritual husbands and fathers.

They often succeed in giving us a tem-

porary guilt trip, and we go home mak-

ing a temporary attempt to improve.

I suggest we start networking as men.

Maybe we need a Sons of Jonathan pe-

riodical in which we can share at an inti-

mate level the struggles that we have as

men. Two books I have recently read

both suggest that until men see the

need for more intimate nurturing and

sharing—and assume responsibility for

providing it from within their own gen-

der—they will continue to exploit each

other in competitive ways.

Lawrence Eby
Siletz, Ore.

When will we as followers of

Jesus abide by his teachings to

love, forgive, and restore one

another? It's time we shed our self-righ-

teousness and cease judging, condemn-

ing, and stoning our brothers and

sisters in the church. Enough is enough!

Myrtle McComb
Newport News, Va.

Many gifts. The same spirit.

Students at Eastern Mennonite College work

diligently to develop their gifts. From music to pre-

medical studies, EMC's fifty-one outstanding aca-

demic programs challenge and invigorate the mind.

But, of course, we are more than minds. That's

why students at EMC have opportunity for active

Christian involvement. From service projects to

classroom discussion, EMC'ers learn to integrate

knowledge and faith, career and discipleship, mind

and spirit.

And that makes for a very gifted future.

To talk to us about you and EMC, call toll-free (800)368-2665

Or write to Office of Admissions. EMC. Harrisonburg. VA 22801

m Eastern
Mennonite
COLLEGE
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Does it matter which Bible

Amidst the array of new versions and translations of the Word
of God, is it possible to find one which is reliable in its

scholarship but which at the same time can also serve
a 1 990s congregation of men, women, and children

with unobtrusive inclusivity in its language?

by Eleanor Kreider

I've
bought another Bible. It's the New Revised

Standard Version. It joins the colorful array of

Bibles already on my shelf: RSV, AV, NIV,
NEB, REB, JPS, Phillips, TEV, JB, NJB, two
Greek NTs, and a Greek/English Interlinear. So
why yet another Bible?

It's not about collecting Bibles. I find all of

them useful. It's great fun comparing them, and
the differences are fascinating. One of the things

I look for is which versions reveal sensitivity to

inclusive language issues. What a tall order: find-

ing a version which is both reliable in its scholar-

ship and which serves a 1990s congregation of

men, women, and children with unobtrusive in-

clusivity.

Since every one of my Bibles is a filtered prod-

uct, an approximation to the original biblical

Greek and Hebrew texts, it is useful to follow

the translators around. I enjoy seeing how they

coped with their difficult work of finding the

best way to say it in English.

"What did it mean in the original?" and "How
do we express that in English today?": these are

two questions that keep plaguing Bible transla-

tors.

Neither question is easily answered. Barriers

of time, language, and culture prevent quick solu-

tions to the question of original meaning. Some-
times modern translators build on previous ver-

sions.

For example, one "family" of English transla-

tions includes the King James Bible, the Re-
vised Version, the Revised Standard Version,

and the most recent descendant, the New Re-
vised Standard Version. All translator teams in-

clude good Greek and Hebrew specialists. Some
teams also include Jewish Bible experts and
scholars of languages that were contemporary to

the Old and New Testament.
Translators must express what they think an

original text meant in the words of the "new"
language. I can just imagine some of their de-

bates. The choice of words and the literary style

require careful deliberation.

Modern Bible versions are often intended for

a particular readership. For example, students

using an English Bible (those who aren't able to

read Hebrew and Greek) will often choose the

Revised Standard Version. That is because it

stays as close to a literal translation as possible.

The New Jerusalem Bible was translated by sim-

ilar principles. But for those who never read a

book at all, the Good News Bible is an obvious

choice. Its limited vocabulary avoids religious jar-

gon. Short sentences and direct language make
it easy to read aloud. This "common language"
translation is acceptable to the best educated as

well as intelligible to the least educated.

All Bible versions must pass the read-aloud

test if they are to serve in public worship. The
New English Bible aims at not sounding at all

like the Authorized Version. It reads beautifully,

provided that one is able to handle the rich and
allusive vocabulary. The Good News Bible is a

The task for modern transla-

tors is to express what they

think the original meant in

words of the "new" language.

fine choice for children or inexperienced public

readers.

When translators produce a version which is

meaning-to-meaning, rather than a more literal

word-to-word translation, they provide what is

called "dynamic equivalence." An example is

J. B. Phillips' "hearty handshake all round" for

the biblical "holy kiss" of Rom. 16:16.

Translators' concern for precise rendering,

their bias, or their choices of dynamic equiva-

lence reveal what they think is important. A few

passages in several modern versions are most re-
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translation we use*.

vealing. In Isa. 7:14, for example, should the He-

brew almah become virgin, maiden, young girl,

or recently-married-young-woman? This verse

has been a hot potato for Catholics and conser-

vative Protestants alike. The word "virgin" is im-

portant to both groups. Notice how the Catholic

scholars rendered it in the New Jerusalem Bible.

Its "young woman" has six lines of footnotes.

The New International Version says "virgin" but

also has a long footnote. Both versions are choos-

ing carefully. But it is obvious that much more is

involved in translating sacred texts than finding

word-for-word equivalents.

Is inclusive language important? It is to some

translators. Let's look at some New Testament

texts to illustrate.

The Greek plainly says "brothers." Isn't it ob-

Romans 12:1

I urge you, brother (NTV).

I appeal to you . . . brothers and sisters

Therefore, my friends (REB).

vious to use the equivalent English word? NIV
does so. But observe that the Revised English

Bible equivocates with its dynamic "friends."

But why does the NRSV add "and sisters"? Are

they just trying to make the feminists happy? It

is true that feminists have compelled translators

to reexamine their presuppositions as well as

their grammar. But it's more than reacting to

feminists. In this example the NRSV scholars

have given us a translation more accurate to the

original language, and at the same time more us-

able for all the brothers and sisters in our

churches.

It is more accurate because it bridges an im-

portant difference between biblical languages

and modern English. In English the words

"brother" and "man" are gender specific.

Brother and man (in 1990s English) are always

of the male gender, so grammarians call them

"marked" words. It isn't that simple in the bibli-

cal languages.

When the NRSV translators came across the

word "brothers" in Rom. 12:1, they realized that

it refers to believers in the church, both men
and women. In order to express that in English,

they might have had to use three words: "broth-

ers and sisters." Or they might have decided to

use the word "believers." What was important

was to ensure that the English translation of this

verse be inclusive. It must not be gender specific.

Every time the translators have done this,

they have put in a footnote that says, "Gk. broth-

ers." The reader can see exactly what they have

done. Rom. 14 includes the Greek "brother" five

times, translated "brother or sister" and "an-

other," each time with a footnote, "Gk. brother."

Literally, Rom. 13:8 reads, "He that loves the

Romans 13:8

He who loves his fellowman has fulfilled

the law (NIV).

The one who loves another has fulfilled

the law (NRSV).

To love the other person is to fulfil the

law (NJB).

other " NJB and NRSV have replaced the

"he" (and used "the one" or "to love") because

in English it is a marked word, gender specific.

It is clear from the context that a male person is

not meant exclusively. This teaching is directed

to the entire Roman congregation. Notice that

the NIV has chosen the marked "he," and it has

also introduced into the sentence an unneces-

sary "fellowman."

The Greek text has four "he's" in this passage.

(continued on page 8)

Key

NIV = New International Version

NRSV = New Revised Standard Version

REB = Revised English Bible

NJB = New Jerusalem Bible
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When translators produce a version

which is meaning-to-meaning rather

than a more literal word-to-word, they

provide a "dynamic equivalence."

Romans 12:6-8

If a man's gift is . . . let him (serve,

teach, etc.) (NIV).

Gifts that differ . . . prophecy . .

.

ministry (NRSV).

Different gifts ... let us use ... if you
(give) (REB).

Gifts that we have differ ... we should

... let us (NJB).

Three versions have rendered it with ease and
accuracy but avoided the gender-marked "he."

NIV has not just the four literal "he's," but it

has gratuitously given us one "man," one "his,"

and seven "him's." It's not that the NIV transla-

tion does not opt for literal accuracy. Instead, it

chooses dynamic exclusivity. Shall we request an
NNIV?
Further spot-checks in the New Testament re-

veal the committed inclusivity of the NJB and
NRSV:

Matthew 5:9

Blessed are the peacemakers . . . chil-

dren of God (NRSV and NJB).

Blessed are the peacemakers . . . sons

of God (RSV and NIV).

Matthew 7:21

The one who does the will of my
Father (NRSV).

The person who does the will (NJB).

He who does the will (RSV).

1 Corinthians 13:11

When I became an adult, I put an end
to childish ways . . . (NJB and NRSV).

When I became a man, I gave up
childish ways (RSV).

Now for a few examples of what translations did

with the Old Testaments we go to the Psalms:

Psalm 1:1-2

Blessed is the man ... his delight is in

the law (NIV and RSV).

Happy are those . . . their delight is in

the law (NRSV).

Happy is the one ... his delight is in

the law (REB).

The NIV and RSV have used the literal En-
glish equivalent "man" and the male pronoun
throughout the Psalm 1. This is accurate. Our
difficulty with it is that we speak 1990s English.

The word "man" for us is marked, gender spe-

cific. The NRSV translators saw the Hebrew
word for "man" to be unmarked, not gender-spe-

cific. They thought this was significant enough
to justify casting the whole psalm in a plural

form. They decided that the singularity of "a

man" who is like "a tree" must give way to a

communitarian rendition.

"As for mortals, their days are as grass
—

" (Ps.

103:15) and ".
. . Those who have clean hands

and pure hearts . .
." (Ps. 24:4) are two examples

of the NRSV translators stepping carefully, yet

solidly, in providing Psalm texts eminently us-

able today.

I enjoy my multicolored row of Bibles, and I

will continue to use all of them in studying any
text seriously. But I have discovered which ones
I will both hide in my heart and read out in pub-
lic. Those are the versions that are not only accu-

rate and easy to read but also committed to cor-

porate and inclusive expressions.

Eleanor Kreider and her husband, Alan, have

been Mennonite Board of Missions workers in En-
gland since 1974. Eleanor first wrote this article

for the newsletter of a British Christian feminist

organization—Men, Women, and God

—

of which
both she and her husband are members. Eleanor

and Alan serued as Bible study leaders for Menno-
nite General Assembly in Eugene, Ore., last sum-
mer.
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CHURCH NEWS

MCC to send $3 million in food aid

to drought areas in southern Africa

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Dust storms, dying

cattle, and withered crops are sights

southern Africans do not normally see

during what should be the rainy season.

But little or no rain fell during the

critical growing months of January and

February, causing farmers to lose 60 to 90

percent of their corn, the region's staple

food.

Some 20 million people will be critically

hungry because of this drought. Menno-

nite Central Committee (MCC) plans to

send direct food assistance valued at $3.3

million (U.S.) over the next year.

The food will come from MCC's ac-

count at the Canadian Foodgrains Bank.

MCC also hopes to collect $100,000

(U.S.) for seeds for farmers in Mozam-
bique, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

Farmers in the southern hemisphere

begin planting in September and October.

But this year, seeds will be scarce and

expensive.

Some people who were unable to find

food ate their seeds, compounding the

shortage.

"Supplying seeds moves people toward

food production instead of food depen-

dency," said Hershey Leaman, MCC's
food and disaster coordinator.

People wishing to contribute to the

project are asked to mark their donations

"B600-21."

If funds collected go over the $100,000

goal, the money will be used for ongoing

MCC work in the region.

A map of southern Africa shows the extent

of the drought. Shaded areas show coun-

tries and regions affected.

It is not unusual for southern Africa to

suffer from pockets of drought. However,

the current drought affects the whole

region, including two countries that nor-

mally export food—South Africa and

Zimbabwe.
Brethren in Christ (BIC) churches in

Zambia and Zimbabwe are located in the

most drought-stricken areas.

"Even the old people can't remember
anything like this," BIC church leaders in

Zambia told Leaman this past April. "The

needs are overwhelming."

Drought affects 40 percent of Zambia

and has left 1.7 million rural people in

need of food assistance.

In Zimbabwe, about half of the nation's

10 million people will need food assis-

tance. Nearly 1.7 million face "critical

deficits." This drought follows a poor 1991

harvest that left food supplies low.

Zimbabwe residents find it increasingly

difficult to buy food. Betty Mpofu, from

the region of Matebeleland, reported

walking more than three and a half miles

to get into line at a store.

She waited there all night. In the morn-

ing, when the store did not open, she went

home to check on her three children.

She returned to the store and waited in

line another night. The next morning, she

was finally able to buy cornmeal—but

only at an exceptionally high price.

For people in Mozambique, the drought

worsens suffering caused by war.

Nearly 1.8 million of the nation's 15

million people already depend on food

provided by overseas donors. Now ex-

perts predict that one in five people will

need food.

Along sending aid to Mozambique,

MCC will assist refugees from that coun-

try who are in neighboring Malawi.

One in 10 people in Malawi are refu-

gees. This strains the resources of an

already impoverished nation.

Trust choices to God,
Hesston graduates told
Hesston, Kan. (HC)—Some 164 stu-

dents received degrees in graduation ex-

ercises at Hesston College on May 24.

Jerry Weaver, outgoing dean of stu-

dents, presented the commencement ad-

dress.

Weaver advised the graduates to com-

mit every decision to God.

"If the truth that you see inside yourself

is God's truth, and if the path you choose

to follow is God's path, it will radically

change your life and radically change the

direction you will travel," Weaver said.

The class of 1992 selected Jasper

Downer of Montego Bay, Jamaica, and

Dana Jackson of Thomas, Okla., to pre-

sent student addresses.

Orland Koehn and Florence Schlon-

eger, parents of two of the graduates,

offered prayers.

Earlier in the weekend, 28 graduates of

the college's nursing program received

pins.

The service featured a meditation by

Ann Showalter, interim pastor of First

Mennonite Church in Denver, Colo.

Showalter's late husband, Ray, founded

Hesston's nursing program in 1966.
Beth Barker of Milford, Neb., receives her diploma from Hesston College president Kirk

Alliman. Barker was one of 28 nursing graduates in the 163-member class of 1992.
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Lapp speaks at hearing
on U.S. Peace Tax Fund

Washington, D.C. (MCC)—Mennonite
Central Committee executive secretary

John Lapp urged Congress to provide

legal relief for people morally opposed to

paying war taxes.

Lapp joined Catholic, Protestant, and
Jewish leaders on May 21 to call for

passage of the Peace Tax Fund bill (H.R.

1870).

"The historic peace churches believe

the time is here to extend the cause of

religious freedom by recognizing the legit-

imacy of conscientious objection to the

payment of war taxes," Lapp told a House
subcommittee.

Lapp testified as part of the first hear-

ing on the Peace Tax Fund bill since the

measure was introduced two decades ago.

Other religious leaders who spoke in

favor of the bill included Bishop Thomas
J. Gumbleton of the Catholic peace group
Pax Christi, Bishop William Davidson of

the Episcopal Peace Fellowship, and
Rabbi Phil Bentley of the Jewish Peace
Fellowship.

The bill would allow conscientious ob-

jectors to designate that their federal tax

money not be spent for military purposes.

Instead, the military portion of their

taxes would go to a U.S. Peace Tax Fund,
which would support disarmament ef-

forts, retraining of former military work-

ers, international health and education
services, and other such projects.

Supporters of the bill came to Wash-
ington from more than 18 states and filled

the 300-seat hearing room to standing-

room-only capacity.

"It was clear that the number of people
in the room sent a powerful message,"
said Marian Franz, executive director of

the National Campaign for a Peace Tax
Fund.

"Members of Congress were visibly

moved by the depth of the testimony and
by the fact that it was based on such deep
religious conviction," Franz said.

In addition, the peace fund campaign
presented Congress with 2,500 letters

supporting the bill.

Lapp testified that the historic peace
churches—Mennonites, the Church of the

Brethren, and Quakers—have always op-

posed war as "contrary to the will of God
as revealed in the teachings of Jesus
Christ."

Lapp said these churches have long

objected to war taxes. But their opposi-

tion has grown in recent years because of

increased reliance on high-tech weaponry
and the funding of low-intensity conflicts

around the world.

"The income tax has become even more
essential than the draft as a primary
means of maintaining our nation's military

establishment and war efforts," he said.

Terrill Hyde, tax legislative counsel to

the Treasury Department, testified that

the Bush administration opposes the

Peace Tax Fund bill.

The measure would violate the Con-
gressional mandate to appropriate
money, Hyde argued.

It also would be costly to administer
and would involve the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) in determining who is a

conscientious objector to war, he said.

One of the bill's sponsors, Senator Mark
Hatfield of Oregon, pointed out that the

IRS currently labels the withholding of

war taxes a "frivolous" action.

"Citizens who risk their homes, their

freedom, and their families in order to

retain their moral beliefs are not frivo-

lous," Hatfield said. "They are coura-

geous."

Subcommittee chair Charles Rangel,

Representative from New York, chal-

lenged those who gathered in support of

the Peace Tax Fund to urge their mem-
bers of Congress to pass the bill.

He also challenged church representa-

tives to go beyond protecting the claims

of their own conscience and to support

John Lapp of Mennonite Central Commit-
tee urges passage of the U.S. Peace Tax
Fund bill. Lapp spoke on behalf of the

historic peace churches during a May 21
Congressional hearing in Washington, D.C.

legislative efforts that seek the best inter-

ests of others.

"My understanding of Matthew 25 is

that people get into heaven not on the
basis of how they treat Jesus, but on the
basis of how they treat the poor and
dispossessed brothers and sisters of

Jesus," he said.

In written testimony, Lapp stated that

thousands of peace church members
serve the needs of suffering and poor
people.

"Collectively we contribute about $100
million a year to the cause of human
well-being through church-sponsored pro-

grams."

Lapp said a commitment to service

leads peace church members to live and
walk with people who suffer the wounds
of war.

"Our link to this suffering through the

payment of taxes for war causes us great

spiritual anguish," he stated.
—Pearl Sensenig and Dave Schrock-

Shenk

AMBS and EMS hold
graduation exercises
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS/EMS)—Some 74

students received degrees or certificates

in ceremonies held last month by the

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminar-
ies (AMBS) and Eastern Mennonite Sem-
inary (EMS).

AMBS, Elkhart, Ind., graduated 36 stu-

dents in a May 22 commencement service

at College Mennonite Church, Goshen,
Ind.

Twenty-four students received master
of divinity degrees, five graduated with

the master of arts in theological studies,

and five received the master of arts in

peace studies.

Two students received certificates in

theology.

Walter Klaassen of Vernon, B.C., was
the commencement speaker. Klaassen is

professor emeritus of history and religious

studies at Conrad Grebel College, Water-
loo, Ont.

Earlier, EMS graduated 38 students in

May 16 ceremonies in Harrisonburg, Va.

Ten students received the master of

divinity, 17 graduated with a master of

arts in church leadership or religion, and
11 received one-year certificates in bibli-

cal or pastoral studies.

William A. Dyrness, dean of the School
of Theology at Fuller Theological Semi-
nary in Pasadena, Calif, gave the com-
mencement address.
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Heavy rainfall destroys
Bolivian crops, villages

Santa Cruz, Bolivia (MEDA/MCC)-
Seasonal flooding followed by seven

weeks of rain has devastated the farm

economy in eastern Bolivia, where Men-

nonite Economic Development Associ-

ates (MEDA) and Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) work.

All unharvested grain has been lost,

food shortages are evident, and there

have been some reported deaths from

cholera, said Cal Miller, MEDA's country

manager in Bolivia.

"The whole region of Santa Cruz [five

provinces] is being declared a disaster

area," he said.

In February, flooding from the rain-

gorged Rio Grande River destroyed many

villages in the Berlin area, where MEDA
carries out rural development programs

through a regional cooperative.

Some 604 families in 15 villages lost a

total of 7,600 acres of rice, corn, and

manioc.

Most of these families also lost their

houses.

According to MCC, no deaths were

reported. But MEDA officials said the

financial loss has been estimated at $1.4

million (U.S.).

Immediately after the flood, there was

hope that farmers would be able to plant

beans and potatoes when the water re-

ceded. But as of late May the rainfall had

not let up, bringing the five-month total

to a record 2.4 meters (about 94 inches).

MEDA has responded to the situation

in several ways.

First, the agency brought in tarps for

families left without shelter. MEDA has

followed this by providing housing and

crop recovery loans.

More than $10,000 (U.S.) has been ear-

marked for seed replacement and initial

$15,000 to help villagers replace their

dwellings.

"When the rain stops, much more fund-

ing will be needed," said Allan Sauder,

MEDA's director of operations.

According to MCC sources, impover

ished farmers settled in Berlin even

though the government had declared the

area a flood plain.

"For years, lack of cultivable land in the

Bolivian highlands—due in large part to

unequal land distribution and population

growth—has caused migration to the low

lands on the edge of the Amazon rain

forest," said Linda Shelly, MCC secretary

for Latin America.

m

aimivu O

to enroll in

Hesston

Colleges

Pastoral

Ministries

Progr

He sold his landscape business in Phoenix, moved with his family

to Hesston, and began life as a student.

" Becoming a student after so many years has challenged

me. The instructors have asked me to look at issuesfrom

both sides ofthe coin, and I've been encouraged to share

my beliefs and respect otherpeople's opinions. I appreci-

ate the way the instructors have not only trained, but also

mentored me. They are very open, allow themselves to be

seen through their teaching and are committed to creat-

ing church leaders.

"

Glenn has answered the call to pastoral ministry. He will use his

Hesston training as he pastors the Longenecker Mennonite

congregation in Winesburg, Ohio. Hesston gave Glenn the link

he needed to move from cultivating soil to cultivating people.

For more information contact:

Hesston College

Admissions Department

Box 3000

Hesston, Kansas 67062

Toll free 800-835-2026

In KS or Canada call collect 316-327-8222

Spreadyour wings

Hesston
College
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Haitian exodus reflects

bleak future, Zook says
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—The number of Hai-

tians trying to flee their country rose

dramatically last month.

The more than 10,400 Haitians rescued

on the sea during May was the highest

since the ouster of President Jean-
Bertrand Aristide last September.
Approximately 32,000 Haitians have

fled since October. However, only about

9,000 of them have been allowed to file

for political asylum in the United States.

Gordon Zook, Haiti country represen-

tative for Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC), cited at least three factors as

contributing to the recent exodus.

One is deepening doubt that Haiti's

political misfortunes will be resolved any-

time in the near future.

"The Organization of American States

and the current Haitian administration

are miles and miles apart," Zook said.

"The OAS wants Aristide back, and the

current authorities are saying that is sim-

ply not negotiable."

Economic hardship also contributed to

the exodus, Zook said.

Even before the OAS imposed an em-
bargo, Haitians were the poorest people

in the Western hemisphere. Now, factory

owners have left or shut down their oper-

ations. People have less money, and
prices are rising.

In addition, many refugees saw May as

"a good time to leave, as far as possibili-

ties of reaching the United States," Zook
continued.

The weather was favorable, and U.S.

Coast Guard cutters were picking up boat
refugees just off the Haitian coast and
taking them to tent camps at the
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba.

Critics charge this policy acted as a

magnet, encouraging Haitians to set out

to sea.

On May 24, the Bush administration

changed policy. The Coast Guard now
escorts refugees back to Haiti.

Zook criticized the decision.

"We call upon U.S. authorities to re-

spect international law that governs refu-

gee treatment," he said. "Refugees should

be given an adequate chance to individu-

ally present their case for political asy-

lum."

Zook said Haitian authorities finger-

print returned refugees. This make refu-

gees fearful that they will be targeted for

mistreatment.

According to Zook, the military retains

a firm hold on the country and is ruth-

lessly suppressing dissent.

So far, the primary effect of the OAS
embargo has been to heighten economic
suffering. This is particularly true among
the urban poor and middle class, Zook
said.

Prices for public transportation and
basic household items—such as rice,

beans, cooking gas, and laundry soap

—

have doubled and tripled.

Haiti's wealthy elite are actually bene-
fiting from the embargo, Zook said, be-

cause of the high prices they receive from
reselling goods that do enter the country.

Some 25 MCC-affiliated people, includ-

ing nine children, are currently in Haiti.

But military restrictions on group meet-
ings have curtailed normal activities.

Zook described the mood in Haiti as

one of waiting.

"Haitians do not like the situation, but
they can't do anything about it right now,"
he said. "So they will continue to struggle

to survive.

"The most important thing North
Americans can do is pray that a solution

is worked out," he said.

Villager, workers help
Ugandans improve lives
Kitgum, Uganda (MCC)—Gardens line

the valley bottom just outside town here.

Papayas, bananas, sugarcane, and vegeta-

bles flourish.

But it wasn't always this way.

When Timone Langoya moved to

Kitgum in 1989, the valley bottom was
unutilized and local people called it a

"wasteland."

"When I began digging they said, 'This

man is mad,' " Langoya recalls with a

chuckle.

But when people saw him harvesting

vegetables and fruits, they began planting

their own gardens.

Langoya came to Kitgum to escape

ethnic and political violence in his village.

Like most people in the Kitgum area, he

belongs to the Acholi ethnic group.

Traditionally, Acholi tend cattle. In fact,

they measure their wealth by the number
of cattle they own.

However, recent civil unrest and raiding

by a neighboring ethnic group have made
it impossible for the Acholi to continue

raising cattle. So they are turning to agri-

culture.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
workers Kristi and Neil Rowe Miller of

Goshen, Ind., live and work in Kitgum.

Neil, an agriculturalist, helped Langoya
determine which varieties of fruits and
vegetables would grow best.

Sugarcane grows well here. Neil drew
on his experience as a former MCC
worker in Haiti and helped Langoya build

a sugarcane press modeled after a tradi-

tional Haitian press.

Langoya and the Rowe Millers demon-
strated the press at an exhibit in Kitgum
this past fall. Afterward, some 200 people
tasted tea sweetened by the sugar pressed
from the cane.

Langoya hopes the press will become
widely used and that people will begin to

grow, cut, and press their own cane, mak-
ing it unnecessary to buy expensive pro-

cessed sugar.

Kristi, a nurse, points out a medical

benefit to having an inexpensive sugar

source available.

A leading cause of childhood death in

Uganda is diarrhea. When sugar is on
hand, parents can feed a simple mixture

of water, sugar, and salt to dehydrated
children and save their lives.

Recently, Langoya called a meeting of

his friends to discuss ways to generate

additional income.

Ugandans struggle to support their fam-

ilies in a troubled economy in which ex-

penses typically far outpace wages.

Langoya earns the equivalent of $2.50

(U.S.) per month teaching at a govern-

ment school. He has four children whose
school fees come to about $157 annually.

Langoya and 12 other people he de-

scribes as "hard workers" decided to grow
sunflowers together. Sunflowers are easy

to maintain and yield well in Kitgum.

The group is now looking for a simple,

hand-powered press, because selling sun-

flower oil is more profitable than selling

the seeds.

Langoya tends his relationship with

God as carefully as his garden. A devout

Church of Uganda member, he serves as

church grounds keeper, "warden," and
occasional choir director.

"I put all my trust in God," he said.

The Rowe Millers work with Christian

Rural Service, a Church of Uganda proj-

ect to help train lay leaders from various

parishes in a broad range of skills. The
couple work specifically with health, agri-

culture, and leadership training.

About 40 people attend weeklong sem-
inars held each month. Some people walk

four days to attend six days of classes.

"Seeing commitment like this inspires

us," Neil said.

—Pearl Sensenig
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• Group arrested. Israeli author-

ities arrested 110 international

peace walkers on June 7 at the

boundary of the occupied West

Bank. Six of those arrested are

part of a group from Christian

Peacemaker Teams. The arrests

apparently took place when
some participants in the Walk

for Peace in the Middle East

tried to enter the West Bank

without permission.

• RBI graduation held. Ten stu-

dents received diplomas in com-

mencement exercises at

Rosedale Bible Institute, Irwin,

Ohio, on May 21. The class in-

cluded two Canadian students

and one from Kenya. Lyle Goss,

a pastor from Arthur, 111., and

president of Rosedale Menno-

nite Missions, gave the com-

mencement address on the topic

"God Is Marching Us On."

• Eight commissioned. The
pastoral ministries program at

Hesston (Kan.) College commis-

sioned eight graduates on May 23.

Richard Headings, conference

minister for South Central Con-

ference, presented a meditation on

the theme "Here Am I, Send Me."

• Commencement held. Some
42 students received diplomas

in the 31st annual commence-

ment exercises at Central Chris-

tian High School, Kidron, Ohio.

Don Yoder urged the graduates

not to give in to the thirst to be

relevant, spectacular, or power-

ful, but to drink deeply from

God's love. Students Cynthia

Detrow and Kyle Schlabach also

spoke at the May 31 ceremo-

nies.—Celia Lehman

• Gerber remembered. Kidron

(Ohio) Mennonite Church has

dedicated a monument to Dan-

iel Gerber, a Mennonite service

worker who disappeared in Viet-

nam 30 years ago. Gerber was

abducted by the Viet Cong on

May 30, 1962, while serving at a

leprosarium. He was never

heard from again. Gerber's

fiancee, Ruth Wilting, died in

Vietnam in 1968, when the hos-

pital where she was serving as a

nurse was attacked during the

Tet Offensive.—Celia Lehman

• Courses offer break. A wide

range of five-day "mini-courses"

gave students at Lancaster (Pa.)

Mennonite High School a break

from their usual routine this

spring. The school's 693 stu-

dents chose among 37 different

courses, ranging from designing

and painting giant murals on

school walls to working with

Haitian immigrants in Miami.

One of the most popular courses

took students to the Youth
Evangelism Service center in

Baltimore.

• Tournament set. The 15th an-

nual Indiana Mennonite slow-

pitch softball tournament will be

held Sept. 5-7 in Fort Wayne,

Ind. Proceeds from the event

will go to Mennonite Central

Committee. Entry deadline is

Aug. 1. More information is

available from Roger R. Miller,

Box 165, Huntertown, IN 46748.

• Correction. In the June 2 news

article titled "Los Angeles

Churches Ask for Help," a vol-

untary service worker was mis-

identified. Matt Miller (not

Ryan Miller) is a teacher's aide

from Kalona, Iowa.

• Pastor transitions:

Melvin D. Leidig is concluding his

service as interim pastor of

Longenecker Mennonite Church,

Winesburg, Ohio, as of June 14.

Lauren Martin was installed May
10 as pastor of Glenwood
Springs (Colo.) Mennonite
Church.

• New books:
Brilliant Idiot by Abraham

Schmitt, as told to Mary Lou
Hartzler. Subtitled "An Autobi-

ography of a Dyslexic," the book

describes Schmitt's journey

from childhood difficulties to a

career as a counselor and writer.

Good Books, Intercourse, Pa., is

the publisher.

Education, Libertad y Creatividad

(Education, Liberty, and Cre-

ativity) by Daniel S. Schipani

and Paulo Freire. Schipani is a

professor at the Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind. This Spanish-Ian

guage book includes some never

before-translated writings by
Freire and reflections by

Schipani on an approach to edu

cation that is focused on peace

and justice. The book is copub

lished by InterAmerican Uni

versity of Puerto Rico and the

Institute of Mennonite Studies,

Elkhart, Ind.

Going to the Root by Christian

Smith. The book is subtitled

"Seven Proposals for Radical

Church Renewal." Smith sug

gests concrete ways churches

can emphasize community, par

ticipation, relationships, disci

pleship, and simplicity. Herald

Press is the publisher.

Messianic Ethics by Ben Wiebe.

The book is subtitled "Jesus'

Proclamation of the Kingdom of

God and the Church in Re-

sponse." Herald Press is the

publisher.

Reuben by Mary Christner

Borntrager. This is the fifth

book in the "Ellie's People" se-

ries. An Amish youth struggles

with peer pressure, a love of

horses, and tragedy. The book is

published by Herald Press.

Walking with Jesus by Mary Clem-

ens Meyer. The book is a collec-

tion of 20 true stories for chil-

dren about people who showed

Jesus' way of love and peace-

making. Herald Press is the pub-

lisher.

• New resources:

The Eighth Fire is an upcoming TV
special that looks at Columbus

and Native Americans. It was

produced by the National Coun-

cil of Churches and is scheduled

to air on NBC on June 21. More
information from the Mennonite

Board of Congregational Minis-

tries, PO Box 1245, Elkhart, IN

46515-1245.

• Job openings:

Director, Cove Valley Christian

Youth Camp, Mercersburg, Pa.

Cove Valley is a year-round

camp and retreat center. Re-

sponsibilities include adminis-

tration, program development

and direction, summer camp
programs, promotion, etc. Con-

tact Irvin Cordell, board chair-

man, at 57 E. Grandview Ave.,

Mercersburg, PA 17236; phone

717 328-2746.

Facility management couple, Bea-

ver Camp, Lowville, N.Y. This is

a Fall 1992 opening. In addition

to maintenance responsibilities,

these persons will assist with

housekeeping, food service, and

weekend hosting. Housing pro-

vided, living on site required.

Salaried and VS applications ac-

cepted. Call 315 376-2640 for a

job description and application.

Nursing director and head of social

services, Laurel View Village,

Davidsville, Pa. Laurel View is a

60-bed SNF and 30-unit assisted

living facility still under con-

struction. Opportunity for nurs-

ing director to organize and

build own team. Must be an RN

Isaacs ordained. Inglewood, Calif.—Brenda Isaacs (kneel-

ing) was ordained May 24 during the spring sessions of

Southwest Conference. She is the first African-American

woman ordained for ministry in the Mennonite Church.

Isaacs, who is principal of Calvary Christian School, will serve

on the pastoral team at Calvary Christian Fellowship. Richard

Reeves (second from left) was also ordained the same day for

the Calvary pastoral team. Participants in the ordination

service included (from left): Stanley Green, Southwest Con-

ference minister for southern California; Reeves; Jill Kauf-

man, voluntary service teacher at Calvary; David Mann,

Mennonite Church moderator; and Allan Yoder, Mennonite

Board of Missions staff member and former conference

minister for Southwest.^/. Lome Peachey
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(BSN preferred) with prior long-

term care and supervisory expe-
rience. Also seeking a qualified

candidate to establish an effec-

tive social services program.
Must have a BSW or MSW and
have excellent communication
skills. Send resumes to: Laurel
View Village, David E. Mishler,

executive director, PO Box 400,

Davidsville, PA 15928-0400.

• Change of address:
Bancroft Mennonite Church, from
W. Bancroft St., Toledo, Ohio,

to 5301 Southwyck Blvd., Suite

201-A, Toledo, OH 43614; phone
419 865-9114.

Lauren and Kim Martin, from Phil-

adelphia, Pa., to 2401 Blake
Ave., Glenwood Springs, CO
81601.

Don and Bonnie Yoder, from Phoe-
nix, Ariz., to 6010 S. Clark Dr.,

Tempe, AZ 85283-3304; phone
602 831-0816.

NEW MEMBERS

Aurora, Ohio: Lee Humberson.
Bancroft, Toledo, Ohio: Emily

Bollman, Wade Ebersole, and
Rick Miller.

Blooming Glen, Pa.: Brenda Ann
Benfield, Bradley Wade Bergey,
Elke Lynne Groth, and Michael
Scott Kulp.

Christiansburg, Va.: Rebecca
Fox and John Belshan.

Franconia, Pa.: Glenda Bergey, Jo-

anna Bergey, and Betsy Yothers.

First, Lowville, N.Y.: Ed and
Cheryl Steckly, Susan Streeter,

Jared Zehr, and Lori Brown.
Germfask, Mich.: Joe Smith, J.

D. Livermore III, Marion
Livermore, Penny Livermore,
Jessica Jordan, Stephanie Jor-

dan, John Barker, Jr., and Dar-
lene Barker.

Glenwood Springs, Colo.: Andy
Gardineer.

Martinsburg, Pa.: Barbara A.

Smith and Annie R. Byler.

Mennonite Christian Fellow-
ship, Atmore, Ala.: Terry
Schrock and Bradley Weaver.

Mt. Vernon, Grottoes, Va.: Bill

and Kim Shepard, and Paul and
Mary Jo DeLaGarza.

Oak Grove, Smithville, Ohio:
Amy Fedock, Heather Freeland,

Donna George, Sarah Horris-

berger, Barbie Kindy, Bryce
Miller, Michael Neuensch-
wander, Karen Schrock, and Ra-
chel Stutzman.

Parkview, Kokomo, Ind.: Zac

Coon, Terri DAmico, Phillip

McBee, Kelly Raab, Maggi Wil-

liams, and Melissa Williams.

Souderton, Pa.: Bill Dorsey,
Sean DeLong, Nate Clemmer,
Rachel Clemmer, Jessica
Dengler, Jon Detweiler, Gail
Fox, Jill Nolt, Jon Sellars, Kim
Brenneman, Travis Brunstetter,

Heather Cassel, Kevin Greiser,

Vicki Halteman, Eric Landis, John
Seasholtz, Phyllis Greiser, Laurie

Hartnett, and Michele Greiser.

Watertown, N.Y.: Meghan
Burkhard, Sarah Combs, Aaron
Stauffer, Brian Siegrist, and
Shiela Siegrist.

BIRTHS

Gehman, Dale and Darlene
(Horst), Atmore, Ala., Hannah
Louise (third child), May 28.

Hess, Dale and Ursula (Hilbert),

Niamey, Niger, West Africa,

Karsten Adrian (third child),

March 31.

Jantzi, David and Lori (Miller),

Phoenix, Ariz., Samuel Philip

(second child), May 22.

Jutzi, David and Joanne, Water-
loo, Ont., Alexander David
(third child), March 11.

Kauffman, Lyle and Christina

(Kaufman), Fonda, Iowa, Jordan
Dean (first child), May 5.

Kniss, Robert and Brenda (Zehr),

Harrisonburg, Va., Andrew Rob-
ert (first child), March 13.

Kotva, Joseph and Carol
(Stauffer), Bronx, N.Y., Joseph
James PV (first child), April 30.

Nissley, John and Holly (Forney),

Elizabethtown, Pa., Rebecca
Jordan (first child), April 30.

Rittenhouse, Scott and Sherise,

Telford, Pa., Joah Abram (sec-

ond child), Nov. 26, 1991.

Sharkey, Brian and Shelly
(Stahly), Goshen, Ind., Brandon
Mickel (second child), May 19.

Shenk, Dale and Karen (Fast),

Goshen, Ind., Emily Kristine

(third child), May 20.

Slack, Dennis and Dawn
(Stehman), Bainbridge, Pa.,

Mackenzie Leigh (second child),

May 22.

Spicher, Jay and Laurie, Belle-

ville, Pa., John David (first

child), May 16.

Spinder, John and Sueann
(Litwiller), Morton, III, John El-

liott (third child), May 14.

Steinwand, Gerald and Maria
(Boettger), Holden, Alta., Craig
Arnold (second child), May 20.

Stoltzfus, Karl D., Jr., and Laura
(Kiblinger), Keezletown, Va.,

Logan Foster (first child), April

29.

Wenger, Clyde and Grace,
Atmore, Ala., Micah Reed (fifth

child), April 23.

Yoder, Marlin and Joni (Doolin),

Winston-Salem, N.C., Christo-
pher Doolin (first child), April

24.

MARRIAGES

Beachy-Classen: Michael
Beachy, Plain City, Ohio, and
Denise Classen, Plain City,

Ohio, March 28, by Noah Yoder.
Beachy-Miller: Wayne Beachy,

Goshen, Ind. (Clinton Frame),
and Rosanna Miller, Millers-

burg, Ind. (Clinton Frame), May
23, by Vernon E. Bontreger and
Cornelius D. Beachy, father of

the groom.

Beachy-Troyer: Paul Beachy,
Goshen, Ind. (Clinton Frame),
and Janice Troyer, Goshen, Ind.

(Clinton Frame), May 16, by
Vernon E. Bontreger and Cor-
nelius D. Beachy, father of the
groom.

Doerr-Vernitsky: Joseph Doerr,

Schwenksville, Pa. (Plains), and
Sheila Vernitsky, Schwenks-
ville, Pa. (Plains), May 23, by
Richard J. Lichty.

Edenfield-Hackman: Bradford
Edenfield, Hatfield, Pa.
(Plains), and Lisa Hackman,
Hatfield, Pa. (Plains), May 9, by
Richard J. Lichty.

Ferrante-Clark: Todd Ferrante,

Leetonia, Ohio (Upper Room
Ministries), and Janelle Clark,

Salem, Ohio (Midway), May 23,

by Larry D. Rohrer.

Geiser-Myers: Ty Geiser, Orr-

ville, Ohio (Kidron), and Diane
Myers, Orrville, Ohio, May 23,

by Terry Parker.

Geiser-Rutter: Joe Geiser, Apple
Creek, Ohio (Sonnenberg), and
Shelley Rutter, Wooster, Ohio,

May 30, by Dennis Kuhns.
Herr-Pease: Dwight L. Herr,

Quarryville, Pa. (Mt. Vernon),

and Sharon G. Pease, Lancaster,

Pa. (Mt. Vernon), April 4, by
Vernon Myers.

Kollert-Short: Phillip Kollert,

Rittman, Ohio (Baptist), and
Lillie Short, Apple Creek, Ohio
(Kidron), May 23, by J. Ronald
Cole.

Kornhaus-Johnson: Robert Kim
Kornhaus, Columbus, Ohio
(Martins), and Lyla Darlene
Johnson, Columbus, Ohio
(Bahia Vista), May 24, by Vin-

cent Frey.

Nice-Custer: Michael Nice,
Williamsburg, Va. (Warwick
River), and Stephanie Custer,

Newport News, Va., (United

Food distributed. Kinshasa, Zaire (MCC)-k mother feeds

her child at a nutrition center in Kingabwa, an area of

Kinshasa, Zaire. The center is run by a local Catholic parish.

Twenty percent of a Mennonite Central Committee shipment
of corn and soybeans went to centers such as this in Kinshasa.

The rest was to be sold at low prices, in an effort to bring
down rising food rates.
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Methodist), May 2, by Raymond
Edmonds.

Rohrer-Lehman: Jay Rohrer,

Cochranville, Pa. (Mt. Vernon),

and June Lehman, Manheim,

Pa. (Hernley), Feb. 22, by Ver-

non Myers.

DEATHS

Dawson, Ethel Verda (Ellis), 78,

Bedford, Pa. Born: Nov. 18,

1913, to Evan and Sarah Eliza-

beth (William) Ellis. Died: May
21, 1992, Bedford, Pa. Survi-

vors—children: Alice Elaine

Schmidt, Joyce Blough, Daryl,

John; sisters: Blodwen, Olwen;

14 grandchildren, 11 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

John M. Dawson (husband). Fu-

neral and burial: May 23, Blough

Mennonite, by Richard
Mininger, William Defibaugh.

Demchak, Mary Louise
(Sutter), 75. Born: April 27,

1917, Minier, HI., to Christian

and Idella (Miller) Sutter. Died:

April 27, 1992, Michigan City,

Ind., of a stroke. Survivors

—

children: John, George; brother

and sisters: Clayton Sutter,
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Fannie Litwiller, Bessie Oyer,

Carrie Hostetler, Minnie Sutter;

two grandchildren, one great-

grandchild. Funeral: April 30,

Kosanke's Funeral Home, by

John F. Murray. Burial: Hope-

well Cemetery.

Kratzer, George, 85, Kidron,

Ohio. Born: Feb. 22, 1907,

Kidron, Ohio. Died: May 21, 1992,

Dalton, Ohio. Survivors—wife:

Sarah "Sally" Hershberger; chil-

dren: Cheyenne Geiser, Erich

Kratzer; brothers and sisters:

Walter Hofstetter, Luella

Nussbaum, Clayton Hofstetter,

Frances Gerber, Elrena Nuss-

baum; 4 grandchildren. Funeral

and burial: May 23, Kidron Men-
nonite Church, by Bill Detweiler.

Rupp, Lawrence Leroy, 84,

Wauseon, Ohio. Born: March 7,

1908, Pettisville, Ohio, to Simon
and Emma (Wyse) Rupp. Died:

May 20, 1992, Wauseon, Ohio.

Survivors—wife: Lucretia

(Sauder) Rupp; children: Vir-

ginia Aschliman, Geneva Wyse,

Marlin, Mabel Ann Kauffman,

Glenden, Janette Yoder;
brother and sister: Eldon, Elsie

Reynolds; 30 grandchildren, 46

great-grandchildren, 5 step-

great-grandchildren. Funeral:

1992 / 15

May 23, North Clinton Menno-

nite Church, by Lavon Welty

and Dale Wyse. Burial: Pettis-

ville Cemetery.

Siegrist, John B., 77, Bird-in-

Hand, Pa. Born: Jan. 9, 1915,

Bird-in-Hand, Pa, to John E.

and Susan Burkhart Siegrist.

Died: May 23, 1992, Bird-in-

Hand, of a myocardial infarc-

tion. Survivors—children: J.

Robert, J. Donald, J. Marvin;

brothers and sister: Mary B.,

Jason B., and Landis B. Siegrist;

7 grandchildren. Predeceased

by: Ruth Herr Rohrer (wife).

Funeral and burial: May 27,

Stumptown Mennonite Church,

by Paul G. Landis, Luke Nolt,

John Leaman, and Chester Kurtz.

Temple, Gary L., 46, Oxford, Pa.

Born: Feb. 8, 1946, Bootle, En-

gland, to James and Irene Mills

Temple. Died: March 22, 1992,

Oxford, Pa., of cancer. Survi-

vors—wife: Susan DeLorenzo
Temple; children: Bryan, Jer-

emy, Christina; sister: Beverly

Malloy. Funeral: Feb. 26, Mt.

Vernon Mennonite Church, by

Vernon Myers. Burial: Union

Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Publication Board,

Scottdale, Pa., June 18-20

Mennonite Higher Education: Ex-

perience and Vision, Bluffton,

Ohio, June 26-28

Biennial assembly, United Native

Ministries Council, Atmore,

Ala., June 29-July 3

South Central Conference dele-

gate session, Oklahoma City,

Okla., July 3-5

Northwest Conference annual

meeting, Camrose, Alta., July

4-6

Indiana-Michigan Conference an-

nual meeting, Manistique,
Mich., July 9-11

Allegheny Conference annual

meeting, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., July

9-12

Mennonite Board of Education,

Harrisonburg, Va., July 12-13

Virginia Conference annual meet-

ing, Bergton, Va., July 15-19

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, N.Y., Aug. 3-6

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)

weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27

Guest house celebrates. Washington, D.C. (IGH)—The

International Guest House marked its 25th anniversary May

16-17 with an open house, a special worship service at

Hyattsville (Md.) Mennonite Church, and a reception. Above,

Kenneth Good (left) and Kamal Dandeker hold a plaque

honoring them for founding the guest house in 1966. The

plaque will be permanently installed in the house.

—Shelby L. Brownlee

President takes sabbatical. Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Goshen

College president Vic Stoltzfus (left) with academic dean John

Eby. Stoltzfus is taking a three-month sabbatical to visit other

colleges, conduct library research, and go on a Middle East

tour. Eby is assuming presidential responsibilities during the

sabbatical.
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THE LAST WORD

Finding the good life on Father's Day
Some time ago the Mennonites of my com-

munity got together for what we called a "heri-

tage weekend." The occasion was the celebra-

tion of the 200th anniversary of the coming of

the Mennonites to our area.

The speeches and the discussion soon turned
to questions that have troubled our con-

gregations for years: How could what was a thriv-

ing Mennonite community in the early 1800s al-

most die out by the time the next century rolled

around? Why did the descendants of almost all

the original settlers leave the Mennonite
Church? Today you can find their names scat-

tered on the rosters of all sorts of different

churches— if they are on any at all.

We soon found one culprit. Abraham Overholt.

And whiskey.

Abraham Overholt was a prosperous Men-
nonite farmer who needed an economical way to

get grain over the Allegheny Mountains to the

markets of the east. So he built a distillery and
began producing what became known as Old
Overholt Whiskey (it's still being produced
today). Transporting whiskey was much easier

and cheaper than hauling wagonloads of grain

over the mountains.

The move made Overholt wealthy. Some think

wealth and whiskey are the reasons none of his

children stayed in the church.

I think of Abraham Overholt often this time of

year—when we celebrate Father's Day. By many
standards, he apparently wasn't as successful

raising children as raising wheat. He is reported
to have said so himself before he died.

But I doubt that Abraham Overholt was as un-

caring about family life as some would suggest. I

suspect one reason Overholt became a wealthy
businessman was because he wanted to be a

good father. He wanted to give his children a

good life. He wanted to spare them the hard-

ships he knew as an early pioneer. He wanted
them to have advantages he had to do without.

We who are fathers today can surely under-
stand that. We too want better lives for our chil-

dren. We too want to spare them hardships and
difficulties and disadvantages. We work hard to

make that happen. But the life of people like

Abraham Overholt should warn us that it be-
comes easy to do so at the expense of kingdom
values.

The demands of God's kingdom can be diffi-

cult, particularly for parents. True, we want our
children to follow God. But we cringe when the
call of the kingdom leads them into areas of pov-
erty or lives of unpopularity or dangerous assign-

ments.

Yet, this Father's Day, our example is the su-

preme parent, God. God did not step in to save
a son from disadvantage and hardship and ridi-

cule. God experienced the pain of seeing a child

die—the ultimate anguish for any parent.

And God is with us today, understanding our
ambivalence in relation to the lives of our chil-

dren. We want to give them to God. We also

want them to have a good life. Faith for a father

is to believe the two are the same.—jlp

Love for 1,000 generations

We live in complicated times. As one of my
friends notes, the consequences of the decisions

we make today will not be ours to deal with.

They will be our children's.

We are slowly learning that about our environ-

ment. It's been true for years about politics. Now
we're coming to understand it about the church.

The structures and operations of today's

church were put into place by our parents and
grandparents. What we come up with today will

be for our children to enjoy. Or endure.

The writer of the book of Deuteronomy said it

this way: "I the Lord your God am a jealous

God, punishing children for the iniquity of par-

ents, to the third and fourth generation of those
who reject me. . .

."

It doesn't seem fair, does it? But there's good
news too: ".

. . showing steadfast love to the

thousandth generation of those who love me and
keep my commandments" (Deut. 5:9b- 10).

Punishment for four generations. Or love for a

thousand. That should be a guiding principle as

we make decisions. On Father's Day. And every

day.—jlp
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We live today with a "tale of two cities. " One is

served with all kinds of amenities, the other is

blighted, despairing, and increasingly violent.
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God gives us a choice as we face the
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Lichti on month-long visit
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On April 29 my family and I were visiting

with another here in Los Angeles. The af-

ternoon rolled lazily along with smells of

food from the kitchen and dogs barking their

greeting to the newly arrived birds. Above them

I could hear the comforting sounds of our chil-

dren playing in the yard under the shade of the

avocado and the eucalyptus trees.

And then, the verdict in the Rodney King trial

was read. We gathered our children and prayed

for our city. Suddenly, the tranquility of our un-

hurried pace had been disturbed. All around our

city, passions reached a feverish pitch as a thou-

sand fires flung the news heavenward that 37

lives_now 58—were sacrificed to our unwilling-

ness to embrace our differences and to live at

peace.

But how could our situation shift so rapidly?

How could, in a moment, such a conflagration

overtake our city? I suggest that what happened

in Los Angeles on April 29 and the days follow-

ing was a result of a festering unease. That un-

ease built a tinder whose fire was lit by the rage

subsequent to the King verdict.

A traditional response to the city has been

by

Stanley

W. Green



Society is afflicted by the plague of au-
tism. It is an autism of choice that has
turned us inward—my needs, my ambi-
tions, my aspirations need to be met

flight. At first, it was white flight. This happened
with the post World War II migration of blacks
from the rural areas to the cities. These blacks
who came to the city felt as though they could
find a home in many of the churches. But they
discovered that these Christians were more con-
cerned about their cultural comfort than with
their commitment to the gospel. Whites discov-
ered that these new arrivals weren't very com-
fortable singing hymns like 606 but preferred the
spirituals of the period of slavery.

Flight was not restricted to whites, however.
In the early '70s, the caravan of the middle
class blacks followed the exodus out of the

city. Those who remain in our cities today are
taunted by blight and tormented by abject pov-
erty. That society was ready with feelings of
rage and anger and despair—fueled by the frus-

tration of poverty—when the King verdict was read.

In the scenes that paraded across our televi-

sion screens in the days that followed, there
were some things that occasioned sadness and
grief. There were some that inspired hope in the
midst of the awful fires. There were cameos of
what I would call autism, and there were cameos
of what I would label altruism.

Clinically diagnosed autism manifests in the
human condition as an inability to establish and

maintain coherent and meaningful communica-
tion with an external entity. An autistic person's
attention is focused inward by default rather
than by choice. The autistic person's role is nar-
rowed down to preoccupation with an individual
consciousness.

Our society has been afflicted by the plague of
autism. This is an autism of choice that has
turned people inward—my needs, my ambitions,
my aspirations deserve to be met. There is an oc-
casional connection with realities other than our
own, but in our society these are becoming in-

creasingly rare and reluctantly engaged.
Sadly, there were autistic scenes in the recent

LA. riots. Like that of store owners, who looted
their own businesses, removing everything, then
setting their buildings on fire for insurance pur-

The story of Jonah is one of a
God who refuses the confining
restrictions of our narrow
interests and commitments.

poses. Like that of parents looting businesses
with their children in tow.

The city makes demands upon us. More and
more the middle class has avoided the city, and
this avoidance breeds fear, and fear breeds sus-
picion. Suspicion fosters the alienation that en-
ables the kind of situation that led to the fires in

our city. A jury in Simi Valley had no under-
standing of how their verdict would impact an-
other part of the society.

So Charles Dickens's title, "A Tale of Two Cit-

ies," applies pertinently to many North Ameri-
can cities. There is an affluent city and a pov-
erty-stricken city. There is a city that is served
with all kinds of amenities, and there is a city

that is blighted, increasingly despairing, increas-

ingly violent. Whether it's Los Angeles, Toronto,
New York, Miami, Detroit, or Philadelphia,

these cities have been afflicted with the conse-
quences of the autism of our society.

The best example of autism I find in the bibli-

Members of Family Mennonite Church in south
central Los Angeles sense God's call to staff a food
pantry for their community, devastated by the recent

riots. At work are (from left) Noah Flowers, Winston
Felix, Clandette Flowers, Pastor Basil Marin, and
Colleen Felix. Elder Claude Flowers, Jr. (not pic-

tured) is in charge of the pantry, which Family
believes could well become the largest in their city.
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cal text is Jonah. We meet him sitting in the

scorching desert sun under a withered vine, be-

moaning his lot, disturbed that God would save

the lives of 120,000 or so Ninevehites. How did

Jonah come to be this way? Why is Jonah com-

plaining that 120,000 people are going to have

their lives saved? Jonah ben Amittai, who is re-

ferred to in 2 Kings 14:25, lived during the reign

of King Jeroboam II, about 805-764 B.C. Jonah

was from the town of Gathhepher, about two

miles south of Nazareth, and was called by God

to a people he found it difficult, if not impossi-

ble, to love.

Some biblical scholars contend that Jonah was

written as a prophetic reaction to the reform of

Ezra and Nehemiah around 450-400 BC. These

leaders in the post-exilic community, after the

Jews returned from Babylon, faced a number of

problems related to religious identity. This was

because of the infiltration of pagan cultures into

their community. So Ezra and Nehemiah took

some very stringent, rather excessive measures

to cut the Jewish community off from non-Jews.

However, noble their intention was, the conse-

quences were quite unfortunate. A separatist ten-

dency developed that fostered an alienation be-

tween the Jews and their neighbors. Israel came

to the place where it doubted that God could re-

ally love anyone else other than themselves. In-

deed, they believed that God was uniquely com-

mitted to advancing their prosperity and

ensuring their protection. God became their

property.

Jonah's message is more than the story of a

disobedient prophet. Jonah's story is one

about a God who refuses the confining re-

strictions of our narrow commitments and our au-

tistic options. Jonah is commanded by God to

go beyond the boundaries of his comfort zone. If

it is not already disturbing that Jonah is in-

structed to go outside the religious cultural bor-

ders to proclaim the Word of the Lord, the

place to which Jonah is called both terrifies and

disgusts him. Nineveh was the capital of Assyria.

Assyria was responsible for some of Israel's

greatest disasters and cruelest defeats. The
northern kingdom was so totally destroyed by

Assyria in 721 BC that its tribes disappeared

from history. So Assyria came to represent an

object of fear and contempt in Israel's eyes for

generations.

Nineveh was the symbol for brutality and vio-

lence. And what does God do? God calls Jonah

to go to Nineveh to proclaim a message that

God was interested in the fortunes and destiny

of these violent, brutal people. God cared about

their lot and wanted to show them mercy and

compassion.

What does Jonah do? Jonah decides that

Nineveh does not quite fit his plans and aspira-

tions, the ideals and the ambitions that he had

for his own life. So Jonah heads in the opposite

direction, for Joppa, for the place of autistic re-

treat. But God does not permit Jonah peace.

Whatever the outward trappings of the autistic

In Jesus, God chose not the

power ofRome nor the pres-

tige of Jerusalem but the

forsaken hills of Judea.

life, there is never an inner sense of settledness,

an inner sense of peace when we know ourselves

to be outside of the will of God. Jonah comes to

challenge us with the realization that God's elec-

tion and our discipleship is not for our indul-

gence but for the sake of the world's need.

In these days of growing nationalisms, in these

days of the deepening alienation between rich

and poor, between city and suburb, Jonah re-

minds us that God cannot, that God will not ac-

cept the narrow aspiration and autistic visions

we cultivate for ourselves. Jonah comes to re-

mind us that God dares to call us to a place be-

yond our comfort zone. That our challenge is to

stand with God amid the hopelessness and the

frustration and the despair of the people "over

there." Jonah comes to remind us that we are

called as a people to the kingdom to be, in the

midst of all the lament and the pain and the suf-

fering of the city, a center, a community, a place

where the name of God is praised and lifted up

because people have heard the good news that

Jesus saves. Jonah reminds us that God is able

to save in every aspect of people's lives.

That standing with God and ministering to

others is what I would call altruism. That

word has been cheapened by its associa-

tion with clubs such as the Kiwanians and the

Rotarians. But in the incarnation of Jesus Christ

and in his death on the cross, we have the best

example of altruism, of a God who chooses not

the power of Rome, not the prestige of Jerusa-

lem, but the forsaken hillside country town of

Judea.

There were instances of altruism in the recent

(continued on page 8)
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READERS SAY

Shifting the Church into the Fu-
ture Tense (May 19 and 26). I

was frustrated to see that Tom
Sine feels that the reason the "under-

30s" are not as supportive of the

church as our elders is that they "sold

us the American dream, with a little

Jesus overlay."

I am one of those under 30 who will

not be supporting the church. It is not

because of a lack of emphasis on faith

in my childhood. Everything in my life

centered on faith, to the point that all

my energy was focused on staying out

of hell.

I was raised in a good, Christian, Men-
nonite home, and I never got the mes-
sage that God loves me. That is why
I'm leaving the church. God loves every-

one else—African-Americans, Latinos,

Native Americans—but not me. The
only worth I have in God's eyes is the

amount of work I can do to help these

people.

I don't believe that now, but that was
my understanding of the whole thing

while growing up. That's why I don't

want to have anything more to do with

the church. I certainly can't speak for

all the under-30s out there. But for my-
self, the "American dream" has nothing

to do with it. Self-respect has every-

thing to do with it.

If the church wants to keep people
like me, it should have spent a little

more time making sure its children un-

derstood that they are loved uncondi-

tionally and a little less time worrying

about whether or not they're "good
kids" who will "help the poor" and sup-

port the church. My elders equipped
me for depression, not for kingdom life.

Jesus loves middle-class, white, Amer-
ican Mennonite kids too. I'm sure some-
one will jump down my throat now and
accuse me of not caring about the op-

pressed. But the fact of the matter is

that if I hate myself, I can't love anyone
else.

Name withheld by request

Thank you for the recent articles

and editorials you have written

related to your trip to Central

America. The articles about the

Guatamala City dump (Apr. 28) and the

Santiago Atitlan massacre (May 12)

were especially painful to read.

It was our privilege to join the MCC
East Coast Region Study Tour to El
Salvador and Nicaragua Feb. 24-March

8; we saw the effects of war and heard
horrific stories of persecution and mur-
der. The depth of poverty is unimagin-
able to those of us who are usually

aloof from these realities.

While being in these countries

brought us discomfort and sadness, it

also brought us the remarkable inspira-

tion of hope. The people who told us
their stories shared not only their dis-

tress but their firm belief in God's pres-

ence and protection. Their faith

challenged ours. Returning home was
difficult as well; often we were over-

whelmed by grief and guilt. What can
we do as American Mennonite Chris-

tians to help our brothers and sisters in

these struggling countries?

Eliminating war would be a starting

point, as you state in your editorial,

What Is America Like? (Apr. 28). The
Taxes for Life and the Peace Tax Fund
options are important programs to sup-

port, helping us to "put our money
where our mouth is" regarding our
peace stance. Can we hear more discus-

sion about it and see more action from
the larger church?

Gloria L. Lehman Brenda Wagner
Singers Glen, Va. Leola, Pa.

These days much is written in the

religious and secular press about
individuals with the defense and

justification that "it's the truth." Wil-

liam Blake counseled that "truth told

with bad intent beats any lie you can in-

vent."

Paul A. Miller

Millersburg, Ohio

EMC&S Board Okays New Pro-
gram, Budget (Apr. 21). Does
anyone else find it ironic that

EMC&S "needs" a $4.5 million building

in which to transform future leaders'

minds away from society's "materialis-

tic values"? I wouldn't question that the

seminary needs larger and better facili-

ties. But $4.5 million worth? That I

can't swallow. Not in an hour when ap-

proximately 12,000 groups of people are

yet to be reached with the gospel of

Christ.

What kind of leaders are we educat-

ing our people to become? Those with

the faith and the will to sacrifice for the

Lord of the harvest? God help us.

Tom Yoder

Awka, Nigeria
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"For you are the God in

whom I take refiige; why
have you cast me off? Why
must I walk about mournfully
because of the oppression of
my enemies?" O send out your
light and your truth; let them
lead me.
—Psalm 43:2-3, NRSV
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A smile is all they have to give

We know we are to feed the

hungry, clothe the naked, and
help the sick. But what hap-

pens when they are always
sick and naked and hungry?

by Wayne Teel

It
was a quiet lunch for a minute. Then came

the doorbell. It happens everyday we're

home for lunch. As we sit down to eat the

wondrous rice and matapa prepared by our

empregada (cook-housekeeper), the street boys

come. Dressed in rags and blessed with acting

ability beyond their years, they beg. At least

they used to. Alta, my wife, took to imitating

their begging one day, clutching her stomach,

rolling her eyes, and whining, "Tenho fome" (I

have hunger). The boys were stunned at first,

then they broke into broad grins and some even

rolled with laughter. Seldom have we seen such

broad smiles.

Of course we give them something to eat. It is

the smiles that do it, but we also recognize the

appalling need some of them have. For example,

there is Nelson. He comes from a district about

90 kilometers from Nampula where our home is.

About three years ago his mother died of a dis-

ease he did not remember. Then just over a year

ago his father was kidnapped by the bandidos

armados (the local name for Renamo rebels fight-

ing the people of Mozambique) and has not

been heard from since.

The second time he came to our house, while

Alta was out of town, I found him lying in front

of our door. He claimed he was sick. On cursory

examination, I found a head wound that was

heavily infected. Now knowing exactly how to

proceed, I went and purchased some antibiotic

and gave it to him over the course of eight days.

He improved immensely. The antibiotic played a

big role, but so did the food I gave him each

time he received a pill.

Nelson's success at getting aid from us in-

creased the number of boys who trekked to our

door. Their range of requests has increased as

well: new shoes, new shorts, new shirts, better

quality food, cold water (not just tap water), a

chance to wash clothes, and sometimes even re-

quests for an acting performance by Alta. We
give what we can, within the limitations of time

and tiredness, but the need is never ending.

We know we are to feed the hungry, clothe the

naked, and help the sick when we meet them.

But what happens when they are always sick,

naked, and hungry? Trying to prompt the appro-

priate institutions and the church to respond is

difficult. Everyone recognizes the need, but

there are many critical needs here, as well as

considerable institutional inertia stimulated by

the war. We want to help, yet we want to be

able to recover from our work as well. So what

do we do?

Respond to the smiles. We can't help it. Nel-

son came to the door again with four friends. He
was embarrassed. Alta answered the door and

was at a loss. Nelson said his shorts were stolen

during the night. He lives in a garage with a num-
ber of friends, and the night before he had
washed his shorts and hung them nearby to dry.

In the morning they were gone. He stood there

grinning, with his friends giggling in the back-

ground, waiting to see what we could do to help.

Since we had no clothes to fit an 11-year-old

boy, we gave him a safety-pin to pin his shirt

lower than normal and told him to go to the of-

fice of Save the Children, where Alta works.

They helped him find some replacement shorts.

He went away with another big grin.

Later that day another group of three boys

came by asking if they could wash their

clothes. I gave them some soap, and they

went to it in the sink behind our house. Unfortu-

nately for two of them, the act of washing

caused major damage, with the seams split from

zipper to back belt. They grinned and said, "It

looks like we'll have to stay at your house for a

while."

Since that was not a real option, and since

they gave me a good laugh, I proceeded to sew

two scruffy pairs of boys' shorts from stem to

stern. Not exactly edifying work, but it was one

of the most rewarded tasks I've done since com-

ing to Nampula. The smiles on the streets are

broader than ever.

How can we quit giving when faced with those

smiles? After all, a smile is all they have to give.

Wayne Teel and his wife, Alta Brubaker, are cur-

rently Mennonite Central Committee workers in

Mozambique. They are from Ithaca, N. Y.
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What's going on in the

by Everett J. Thomas

Every year there seems to be less money
for missions. For the past decade, Menno-
nite congregations have sent less and less

money to the churchwide agencies responsible

for such things as missions, evangelism, church-

planting, stewardship, and service—all great co-

operative efforts of our church. Why? Where has

the money gone?

Are congregations spending money on build-

ings rather than on missionaries? No. While

there always seems to be a lot of construction

going on, those who tract such things say that

congregations are not spending more money
than usual on building projects.

Are we giving less? Well, no . . . and yes. For

the past decade, the amount of money we put in

the offering plate has remained constant at

about $27 million each year. However, our in-

come has been rising with inflation, which means

that our giving on a percentage basis has not

been keeping pace with our income.

Even when inflation is adjusted out, there are

fewer dollars every year for churchwide pro-

grams. Although the amount of money congrega-

tions receive from members is staying constant,

less and less is leaving the congregation.

So where does it go? If it is not spent on an ex-

traordinary amount of building, why is less

money available for churchwide efforts such as

mission work? I believe it's because congrega-

tions are doing what church leaders dreamed

about in the 1960s and 1970s.

Congregations are focusing on local mis-

sion. They are paying pastors a fair salary

and providing benefits such as health in-

surance and retirement. They are setting up

scholarship funds for students who choose to at-

tend Mennonite high schools and colleges. In

short, our congregations are doing the things

they have been asked to do. Our leaders

dreamed of such a day, and now it is here! Who
knew our leaders would be so effective—or that

congregations would follow? Who knew such

good ideas would create new dilemmas?

Contributions to churchwide programs
are down. One reason may be because

congregations are doing exactly what
leaders dreamed about in the past

Local involvement: For many years, we heard

that we should not just send our money to the

mission board and think our mission responsibili-

ties were met. We were challenged to spread the

gospel among our friends, in our neighborhoods,

in our communities. When we began to do that,

we discovered anew the captives needing to be

set free, the hungry needing to be fed, the op-

pressed needing an advocate. We began to sup-

port local social service agencies and get in-

volved in relief efforts like Habitat for Humanity.

But perhaps this shift in funding has not been
completely altruistic. Perhaps we have also

found ways to spend money on ourselves or our

congregational program that does not quite fit

into "local mission." For example, in the past we
took turns cleaning the church building; now we
may spend money on a cleaning service instead.

Pastor support: For some time now, denomi-

national and conference leaders have been advo-

Be careful what you dream.

The visions and plans of today

can become the questions and
dilemmas of tomorrow.

eating a fair salary and benefits for pastors.

With fewer and fewer farmer-preachers and

more and more seminary-trained pastors, we are

rapidly making the shift from bi-vocational pas-

tors to those who are professionals. As we have

pastors devoted full-time to the needs of the

flock, we discover what it costs to employ some-

one full-time. These are big expenses we did not

have 30 years ago! But such expenses are also

evidence of the value we place on skilled leader-

ship. Such support encourages more of our

brightest and best young people to consider the

pastoral ministry.

Scholarship funds: Studies show us that

when our children attend Mennonite high

schools and colleges, they are far more likely to

remain in the Mennonite church. So we have

come to understand a Mennonite high school

"brotherhood plan" or a Mennonite college schol-

arship fund as the cost of nurturing our children

in the ways of Christian discipleship. During the

1980s, such congregational scholarship plans pro-

liferated. We dream of every child being able to

attend a Mennonite school, with financial help

from the congregation. It is mutual aid when we
care for each others' children. This is also good

stewardship when we train those among us who
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church with giving?

will be the leaders of the church in the future.

Where has the money gone? To local involve-

ment. For pastoral support. Into scholarships for

our children attending Mennonite schools. It has

not gone into more building projects, and it cer-

tainly is not going to be the churchwide agencies

established to do the work of the denomination.

The dreams of yesteryear have come to fruition.

Today's question becomes: can we afford them?

Perhaps we should think of a pendulum
swinging from side to side on a clock. The
question now is whether it is time to slow

the pendulum's direction. Might there be a point

where the pendulum has gone far enough? Can
there be enough of any good thing?

Local mission: Having discovered local needs

and rushing to minister to them, have we be-

come much more narrow in our worldview? Es-

tablishing a day care program to help single par-

ents in our communities requires more and more

of our money. That means less money is avail-

able for people in the cities and elsewhere

around the world whose standard of living may
be far below the needy in our communities. How
do we decide who is more deserving? If one-quar-

ter of the world lives on no more than $1 a day,

how do we "think global" when we "act local"?

Pastor support: How will we know when we
are paying our pastors adequately? Every year

the Mennonite Board of Congregational Minis-

tries receives a steady stream of phone calls and

letters in response to "Recommended Support

Schedule for U.S. Pastors." There are people on

both sides of every salary and benefits issue. Ne-

gotiating a salary and benefits is clearly a very

difficult dynamic in many congregations. But
how will we know when we have reached the

right place?

Scholarship funds: In light of all the other

needs in the world, how will we know when we

have spent enough of our resources on our chil-

dren? For example, there are now more youth

ministers in staff positions in our area confer-

ences than any other staff position. There are

more than two hundred teachers in 13 Menno-
nite high schools in Canada, Puerto Rico, and

the U.S. The three colleges and two seminaries,

owned by the Mennonite Board of Education,

have combined operating budgets of $32 million.

Most of these resources are being spent on that

part of our church between ages 14 and 21. In

light of world needs, and the call to spread the

gospel outside our families, when have we spent

enough? Is there a point when we say our chil-

dren have been given enough opportunities to

catch our faith?

The dreams of the past were necessary cor-

rectives to what went before. However,

when taken too far, they can foster ex-

treme Congregationalism. They produce congre-

gations that do not wish to be accountable to

other congregations who do not wish to join with

other congregations in ministries which are possi-

ble only through conference or churchwide coop-

eration.

Our dreams now will set a course for the next

30 years. We can be grateful for the faithful dis-

cernment of past leaders who had the courage to

call for great changes in our congregations. How-
ever, each generation must be similarly faithful

in discernment and courageous in leadership.

Perhaps it is time to stop the pendulum swing

toward local focus and dream again of great, co-

operative efforts which minister to the world out-

side our congregations.

Everett J. Thomas, Goshen, Ind., is executive secre-

tary of the Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries. He and his family attend the Walnut

Hill Mennonite Church.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Canada ranks first in list

of nations by quality of life

Canada tops all other nations on the

Human Development Index, which evalu-

ates countries in terms of education and
life expectancy as well as income.

Based on 1990 figures, Canada dis-

places Japan from the top spot by a

narrow margin.

The United States ranks sixth overall,

while Barbados places first among devel-

oping nations.

Partly because of its murder rate

—

which is the highest in the industrialized

world—the United States ranks 15th in

life expectancy. (MCC)

Religious leaders urge Bush
to accept refugees from Haiti

Drawing comparisons to the Holocaust,

many religious leaders attacked President

Bush's decision to turn back Haitian ref-

ugees.

"The sad memory of Jews being refused

entry before World War II should teach

us that never again should we turn our

back on a human being pleading for our

help," Cardinal Bernard Law of Boston

—

often described as a friend of the Bush
family—wrote in a letter.

The Rabbinical Assembly, an organiza-

tion representing 1,400 rabbis of the Con-
servative branch of Judaism, issued a

similar statement.

Meanwhile, ousted Haitian president

Jean-Bertrand Aristide called for a cutoff

of oil supplies to Haiti until the nation's

democracy is restored.

(RNS)

Jewish groups differ on tactics

in fight against Ku Klux Klan
Should members of hate groups be fired

from their jobs? That question has di-

vided two Jewish groups.

The Jewish Defense Organization
caused two people to be fired in its "Op-
eration Klan Pucker" campaign, which
urged people to phone workplaces of Ku
Klux Klan members.
But the Anti-Defamation League of

B'nai B'rith, which has also campaigned
against the Klan, has challenged the use

of such tactics.

"To deprive individuals of their em-
ployment for the lawful expression of

their opinions, no matter how detestable

those opinions may be, is not a proper way
to counteract hate groups in a democratic

society," director Abe Foxman of the

Anti-Defamation League said.

(RNS)

Cuban churches grow in wake
of changes in government policy

People all over Cuba are flocking to

church.

Those coming include not only believers

who have hung on to their faith through

years of discrimination, but also people

who are spiritually hungry or curious.

The change follows a thaw in relations

between the Cuban government and the

churches, including an acknowledgment
by Fidel Castro that suppression of reli-

gion was a mistake.

Last October, the Cuban Communist
Party abandoned its requirement that

members be atheists and said "Christian

revolutionaries" would be welcome in its

ranks. (RNS)

Hispanic numbers increase
within U.S. Catholic church
Hispanics account for one-third of the

55 million U.S. Catholics, according to

some estimates, and the figure may rise

to one-half by the end of the decade.

At the same time, some 60,000 His-

panics are reportedly leaving the Catholic

Church each year. Some switch to evan-

gelical churches, while others attend no
church at all.

(RNS)

The day Jonah got called to Los Angeles

(continued Los Angeles violence. My most moving example
from page 3) is the story of an African-American pastor who

ventured toward the troubled intersection at

Florence and Normandie Avenues. He tried to

discourage the riots. Then a Hispanic was
dragged from his vehicle and repeatedly beaten.

The pastor tried to intervene and stop the

crowd. When he realized his pleas were having

no effect, he threw himself upon the fair-skinned

victim and declared, "if you kill him, you must
kill me first."

If Jonah represents autism, then Jesus is for

me the best example of altruism. He chose to be
born in the midst of the poor, the marginalized,

and the forgotten. Jesus, who had all the glory

and honor and the splendor of eternity offered

to him, did not see it as robbery to be counted
equal to God. But he poured himself out and
was obedient even to death on the cross. Be-

cause he was obedient, God gave him a name

that is above every other name (Phil. 2).

As we face the city today, God gives us a

choice. We can choose the way of Jonah, the

way of autistic escape. Or we can choose the

way of Jesus, the way of altruistic outpouring of

our lives in the service of his kingdom. We can

be God's instruments, servants of the kingdom
in the midst of the city.

I pray our answer will be like Peter's: "Lord,

to whom can we go? You have the words of eter-

nal life" (John 6:68).

Stanley W. Green, Monrovia, Calif., is Southwest

Conference's ministry director for Southern Cali-

fornia. He is also president of the Council of Ana-
baptists in Los Angeles (CAL), an inter-Mennonite

group directing the Mennonite church 's response

to the late April riots in that city. This article is

adapted from a presentation Green made to this

year's spring session of Southwest Conference.
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MDS plans response to riots;

former resident looks at needs

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite Disaster

Service (MDS) is consulting with Los

Angeles Mennonites as it makes plans to

help rebuild riot-torn parts of the city.

MDS coordinator Lowell Detweiler met

on May 18 with local Mennonite leaders.

In addition, MDS invited Tim Lichti to

spend the month of June in Los Angeles

to explore how the organization can best

serve.

Lichti is a former Los Angeles resident.

He currently serves as director of the

Menno-Hof information center in Ship-

shewana, Ind.

Lichti is working closely with the Coun-

cil of Anabaptists in Los Angeles (CAL),

an association of 36 Mennonite and

Brethren in Christ congregations in south-

ern California.

The Los Angeles disaster differs in at

least two ways from those to which MDS
most often responds, Detweiler said.

First, people rather than nature caused

the destruction. Second, businesses as

well as houses need to be rebuilt.

"We must not expect this to be 'normal'

MDS activity," Detweiler said. "We will

need people with sensitivity and special

skills, such as in commercial rather than

residential construction."

The MDS plans represent only one part

of a development program envisioned by

CAL.
CAL wants to create micro-enterprises

and to develop an educational loan fund

to provide local young adults with voca-

tional or professional training.

CAL leaders are also discussing the

creation of a local mediation program.

Jeff Wright, pastor of Peace Mennonite

Fellowship in Rancho Cucamonga, Calif.,

will serve as half-time interim develop-

ment director of the CAL projects.

AMBS program denies

admission to homosexual
Elkhart, Ind.—The faculty of the Asso-

ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

(AMBS) voted on May 27 to deny admis-

sion of a practicing homosexual to the

master of divinity (M.Div.) program.

This means that the male student, who

has not been identified publicly, could not

receive a degree or a readiness for minis-

try endorsement from AMBS.
However, the student has requested

that he be allowed to take courses for

another year on a nondegree basis.

The faculty voted to allow him to do so,

provided that he enter into conversation

with an AMBS representative about his

Mennonite leaders view rubble from the Los Angeles riots. From left are Steve Penner of

Mennonite Central Committees West Coast office, Basil Marin of Family Mennonite

Church, Hubert Brown of the General Conference Commission on Home Ministries, and

Jeff Wright of the Council of Anabaptists in Los Angeles.
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lifestyle and secure the support of his

home congregation for continued study.

The student reportedly entered into a

homosexual relationship during his first

year of study at the seminaries.

According to AMBS, the official Men-

nonite Church (MC) and GC positions on

sexuality played a key role in the decision

to deny admission to the degree program.

The two groups' official statements

agree that sexual intercourse is "reserved

for a man and a woman united in

marriage" and that this "precludes pre-

marital, extramarital, and homosexual ac-

tivity."

The MC statement was approved at

Purdue in 1987 and the GC statement at

Saskatoon, Sask., in 1986.

'I believe the joint conference study on

Human Sexuality and the denominational

statements on marital fidelity and sexual-

ity provide excellent guidance for us,"

AMBS president Marlin E. Miller said.

"As a seminary faculty, we believe that

our decision on this admissions case is the

best way to bring together biblical, theo-

logical, and pastoral concerns related to

this situation," he continued.

According to AMBS, the faculty recog-

nized that there is some difference of

opinion within the MC and GC churches

about homosexuality.

But seminary officials believe a strong

majority of congregations would not con-

done such relationships among their

members and would be even more reluc-

tant to accept such activity on the part of

a church leader.

Nevertheless, AMBS officials believe

that allowing the student to take courses

for a limited time also fits the spirit of the

two statements.

The statements also say: "We covenant

with each other to mutually bear the

burden of remaining in dialogue with each

other in the body of Christ, recognizing

that we are all sinners in need of God's

grace and that the Holy Spirit may lead

us to further truth and repentance."

Meanwhile, the AMBS boards and fac-

ulty have approved a revised policy for

dealing with applicants and students

whose "faith, value commitments, [or]

personal lifestyle" differ significantly

from those of the seminaries and their

churches.

The new policy allows for dealing with

cases on an individual basis and calls for

the persons in question to enter into

conversation with seminary officials about

the implications of their beliefs or life-

style.
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Goshen board okays
pay hike, new program
Goshen, Ind. (GC)—A new pay scale, a

degree program for experienced nurses,

and a new strategic plan all received
approval from the Goshen College Board
of Overseers in a June 5-6 meeting.

Base salaries for faculty and staff will

go up 2 percent across the board for

1992-93.

Full professors and high-level adminis-
trators will receive an additional one-half
percent increase.

Insurance benefits will stay the same.
The new package goes into effect on July

1 and continues until June 30, 1993.

In addition, the board okayed a program
for registered nurses who wish to com-
plete a bachelor's degree.

Funds to get the program off the ground
will not come from the regular budget,
acting president John Eby said.

Student fees will be applied toward
start-up costs, as well as operating costs,

he told the board.

"Once that is paid off, there will be
income for college," Eby said.

Grant funds also are being sought.

Plans call for all degree-completion pro-

grams at the college to be at least self-

sufficient.

Classes for the school's first degree-

completion project—the Organizational
Management Program (OMP)—began in

February.

OMP is designed to train supervisors in

for-profit and not-for-profit positions.

Like the new nursing program, it is aimed
at students over age 25 who have had the

equivalent of two years of college.

Both OMP and the nursing degree-com-
pletion program offer credit for prior

learning, such as professional experience.

The vote to approve the nursing pro-

gram was unanimous, but it followed a

discussion of whether degree-completion
programs fit the school's mission.

Board members noted that classes will

expose many people to the values taught
at the college and will build good will.

A separate mission statement will be
written for degree-completion programs.
In a separate action, the board ap-

proved a plan of goals and programs to
guide the college through 1995.

The document discusses methods to

raise enrollment to the equivalent of 1,100

full-time students, at least 8 percent of

whom would be members of U.S. ethnic

groups and 10 percent from countries

outside North America.

In addition, the plan calls for:

• Keeping average salaries within the
norms for similar colleges listed by the
American Association of University Pro-
fessors and the Christian College Coali-

tion.

• Reducing dependence on tuition rev-

enues by increasing endowment, grants,

and gifts.

• Developing and maintaining facilities

competitive with similar schools.

The plan, drafted by a committee of
faculty, staff, and students assumes:

• Increased scrutiny of schools by gov-
ernment and society.

• A continued low number of tradition-

al college-age students.

• A rise in the number of nontraditional

students.

• Slow economic growth.

• Inflation of 3-5 percent a year, with
educational expenses rising faster than
the overall cost of living.— Wayne Steffen

MC, GC groups sponsor
gathering for historians
Goshen, Ind. (HCMC/HCGC)—"What

can we save that future generations will

find spiritually nourishing?" keynote
speaker John L. Ruth of Harleysville, Pa.,

asked at a conference on "The Church
Historian as Interpreter."

Some 45 people attended the May 21-23

meeting, which was jointly sponsored by
the historical committees of the Menno-
nite Church and the General Conference
Mennonite Church.

Ruth challenged the participants to de-
velop a "magnanimous" and "capacious"
spirit that avoids the unhelpful historical

activities of "feeding resentments" and
"settling old scores."

Yet the right interpretive attitudes will

be of little value if the stories of our faith

history are lost.

So Ruth urged historians to preserve
the stories of God's gracious acts which
"get close to the bone." These stories, he
said, should be recorded in writing which
"puts something human on every page."

Historians need "to pay.attention to the
great hunger" many persons today have
for connections to their collective past
and for placing those connections into a

meaningful context, Ruth said.

Interpreters of church history need to

focus on the tension between the ideal

and the real, he suggested. An emphasis
on one at the expense of the other is

detrimental and leads to either irrele-

vance or cynicism.

Ruth urged participants to see them-
selves as having a "ministry to unborn
generations," even if people today have
no use for historical concerns.

Participants also heard Rachel Waltner
Goossen and Theron Schlabach discuss
the usefulness of viewing Mennonite and
Amish history from Dutch/Russian and
Swiss/German perspectives.

They concluded that this bipolar theme
has influenced Mennonite history, but
that it cannot be applied in every instance
without distorting and obscuring other
important themes.

Each morning during the meeting, Law-
rence Klippenstein of Winnipeg, Man.,
gave a devotional based on 1 Cor. 13.

Presentations by Carolyn Wenger of
Lancaster, Pa., Carolyn Nolan of Harleys-
ville, Pa., and Wilma McKee of Hydro,
Okla., focused on practical issues for

church historians.

Wenger led small-group discussion of
case studies on issues of collection and
preservation.

Nolan described museum exhibits as an
important way to preserve the past. Ex-
hibits are especially useful for educating
children and attracting visitors, she said.

McKee introduced her upcoming book,
Heritage Celebrations: A Resource Book
for Congregations. The book suggests
history-related activities that can be
held in conjunction with anniversary
celebrations.

In addition, participants traveled to

Menno-Hof, a museum and interpretive

center in Shipshewana, Ind.

Those at the meeting offered a variety

of ideas for future activities.

These included:

• Providing an international setting for

Mennonite historians from around the
world to discuss common concerns.

• Involving other Mennonite groups
and Brethren in Christ in joint meetings.

• Developing a practical booklet for the
congregational historian.

• Developing a shared computer data
base for archives, libraries, and museums.

• Putting together a trunk of fully in-

terpreted historical artifacts that could
travel to various locations and include
representation from various strands of

Mennonite and Amish history.

Participants also asked whether histor-

ical concerns need to be promoted in a
more assertive way. In addition, they won-
dered how to encourage and share with

Mennonite historians not from northern
European origins.

—David J. Rempel Smucker
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Israel releases group
jailed during peace walk
Jerusalem (CPT)—More than 100 inter-

national peace walkers were released on

June 9 after spending two days in Israeli

jails.

Those arrested included six members

of a Christian Peacemaker Teams (CPT)

delegation from North America.

The arrests took place on June 7, when

participants in the Walk for a Peaceful

Future in the Middle East tried to enter

the occupied West Bank.

CPT members arrested were Kristi

Dyck of Winnipeg, Man.; Duane Ediger of

Dallas; Kyle Hall of Oak Brook, III; Kris

Peachey of Goshen, Ind.; Larry Penner of

Chicago; and Terry Rempel of Rosthern,

Sask.

All were released unharmed. However,

they and the others arrested were re-

quired to leave Israel by June 15.

The order had relatively little effect on

the CPT group, but it caused major diffi-

culty for Dutch participants who had ar-

rived on a charter flight.

The group from the Netherlands in-

cluded a number of Mennonites.

The walk drew participants from at

least 20 nations who communicated in at

least four languages (Arabic, English,

French, and Hebrew).

College church breaks
ground for expansion
Goshen, Ind. (CMC)—College Menno-

nite Church broke ground on June 7 for

a major addition and renovation project.

The addition, to be located primarily on

the building's east and south sides, will

provide approximately 34,000 square feet

of new space for classrooms, a fellowship

hall and kitchen, and offices.

Along with this, existing classrooms and

offices will be renovated.

The facility is jointly owned and oper

ated by Goshen College.

"College Mennonite Church recognizes

the importance of Christian education,"

said John W. Eby, a member of the

congregation who is serving as acting

president of the college during the sab-

batical of Vic Stoltzfus (see Mennoscope,

June 16, 1992).

"This renewed facility will strengthen

the congregation and the college, as we

together call and prepare young people

for life in the kingdom of God," Eby said

at the groundbreaking service.

More than 40 representatives of the
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church and college had official parts in the

ceremony.

Participants ranged in age from 1 1-day

-

old Katherine Neeb Miller to 91-year-old

Willard Smith, a member and professor

emeritus of history at Goshen College,

and 95-year-old Clara Hershberger, who

joined the congregation in 1912.

The groundbreaking culminated the

morning worship service.

Earlier, pastor James Waltner preached

on "Building the Foundation," using

1 Corinthians 3:11 as his text: "For no one

can lay any foundation other than the one

that has been laid; that foundation is

Jesus Christ."

"Many have been involved in plan-

ning—from the congregation and the col-

lege," Waltner said. "But this project is

no one person's. All of us have already

been involved as we seek to be the

church."

The addition and renovation are de-

signed to accommodate the needs of a

growing congregation with nearly 1,000

members.
College Mennonite Church was founded

on the Goshen College campus in 1903.

The congregation is affiliated with Indi-

ana-Michigan Conference.

The current building was constructed in

1960.

NEWS:
Low Cost Health Insurance. From MMA.

Now, amid skyrocketing

health care and health

insurance costs, comes an

answer that can save you

money— lots of it

It's called Basic Benefit Plan.

And it's one of three com-

petitive health plans we
offer to meet the unique

needs ofyou and your

family.

Look into Basic Benefit Plan

today! Check out our Op-

tima and Extra Protection

plans too. Get a

free, no-obligationprice

quote! Call 1SOO-662-

6747or contactyour
mutual aid counselor.

Not available in certain states

Mennonite
MutualAid
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Martins say Kabul
is quiet—for now
Elkhart, Ind. (IAM)—Mennonite work-

ers Steve and Sheryl Martin report that
life in Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan,
is slowly returning to normal after 14

years of war.

However, an air of uncertainty still

hangs over the city, said the Martins, who
are workers with International Assistance
Mission (IAM).

The couple made their comments in a
May 28 phone conversation from New
Delhi, India.

The Martins were en route to spend a

five-week vacation with one of Sheryl's

sisters, who is a Mennonite Central Com-
mittee worker in Indonesia.

The eight to 10 Afghan groups control-

ling Kabul are "working together fairly

well," Steve said. But the potential for

conflict still exists.

In fact, skirmishes have occurred since

the couple left.

The Martins said they are grateful for

the prayers of other Christians—support
they sensed while fighting was at its peak
in Kabul in late April and early May.
"We really felt God's protection,"

Sheryl said, "and sense that's partly be-
cause of the prayers of people around the
world."

In addition, the Harrisonburg, Va., cou-
ple have received many letters since the
post office resumed regular operations in

mid-May.

About half of the 60 IAM workers—
mostly families with children—left the
country because of the fighting. Most of
the others stayed in their homes.
However, Sheryl and several other

nurses volunteered at the Red Cross hos-
pital, about four blocks from where the
Martins live.

For all but a few days during the fight-

ing, Steve was able to work in the account-
ing department at IAM.
Though the couple live in a second-floor

apartment, they slept downstairs for sev-

eral nights as a precaution. Electricity was
off for a week, so they used a gasoline-

powered generator to pump water.

"Most Afghans we talked to told us we
wouldn't be a target as foreigners," Steve
said. "Of course, there were no guarantees
if we had been caught in the crossfire."

The Martins said fighting came closest

to their house on May 5, when it was about
a mile and a half away.

"We heard rockets and artillery explod-
ing and saw smoke," Steve said.

The fighting that day was "close enough
to make us feel uncomfortable," he admitted.
Soon thereafter, a ceasefire was an-

nounced.

In early May, Sheryl returned to her
regular assignment at the government
hospital.

IAM families who left during the fighting

are gradually coming back, the Martins said.

The first family returned in late May.
According to the Martins, the next

problem in Kabul may come at the end of
June.

The current interim president, Sibgha-
tullah Mujadedi, is scheduled to step
down at that time. But he has said he may
decide not to leave.

The Martins plan to return to Kabul on
July 3. They request continued prayers
for the people of Afghanistan.

Some people, they said, may have ex-

pected too much from the overthrow of
Communist President Najibullah.

"The people are war-weary and are

faced with new challenges of rebuilding
their country," the Martins said.

Paraguay school links

Mennonites, Lutherans
Asuncion, Paraguay (MWC)—Luther-

ans in southern Germany have joined with
Mennonites in Paraguay to offer hope to

young people facing an uncertain future.

Members of the two groups cooperated
in the opening of the Johannes Gutenberg
school, named for the person credited

with inventing modern printing.

The school was officially inaugurated on
April 4.

The project began with a prayer meet-
ing.

Lutheran Christians in the German re-

gion of Bavaria had been meeting regu-
larly for fellowship and prayer. One day
they invited a missionary from the South
American nation of Peru.

As they heard of thousands of children
in the Peruvian capital who needed food
and shelter, group members were moved
to act.

They organized and financed a day care
and feeding center to serve some 1400
children daily. The German group called

the endeavor Kinderwerk Lima
(Children's Work, Lima).

Later, group members visited Para-
guay. Again they found need, especially

among low-income households.

So Kinderwerk Lima decided to finance

a school in Asuncion and operate it with
Mennonites.

The Germans asked the Mennonite
Brethren Conference of Paraguay to be
their partners in planning, building, and
running the school.

Three years ago, the school opened
classes in kindergarten and several
grades. Today the school goes up to
Grade 10 and has some 900 students.
According to the school's constitution,

at least 60 percent of the student body
must come from low-income families.

Some 45 people represented Kinder-
werk Lima at the school's official opening.
The delegation included a wind instru-

ment orchestra.

The Paraguayan president, the German
ambassador, and local educators also took
part in the ceremony.
—Frieda Siemens Kaethler

Conferences revoke
credentials of leader
Elkhart, Ind.—Illinois Mennonite Con-

ference of the Mennonite Church (MC)
and the Central District Conference of the
General Conference Mennonite Church
(GC) have removed "all ministerial and
conference leadership credentials" from a
former conference minister who served
both groups.

Conrad Wetzel, Tiskilwa, 111., was re-

lieved of his credentials in May because
of sexual misconduct. Though Wetzel had
resigned as conjoint conference minister
in March for health reasons, the actions
were taken after he sent a letter to both
conferences confessing "duplicitous be-
havior and moral failure."

The conference actions were taken in

consultation with the MC minister of
congregational leadership office in Elk-
hart, Ind., and the GC ministerial lead-

ership office in Newton, Kan.
These two offices released a joint stat-

ement on the removal. They note the
effect of the conference's actions is that
Wetzel "should not engage in a ministerial

action representing the church."

The statement indicates that Wetzel "is

repentant of his behavior and is moving
toward full reconciliation with the church.
He is under professional and spiritual

care in his home community."
In his letter to Illinois Conference and

Central District, Wetzel says, "I earnestly

ask for forgiveness ... for I know how
important it is for people in the church to

be able to trust those in whom the respon-
sibilities of leadership have been placed.

I hope that all of you can forgive me,
although I realize this can be very difficult."
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• Commencement held. Some
159 students received diplomas

at the 50th commencement ex-

ercises of Lancaster (Pa.) Men-

nonite High School, held earlier

this month. Miriam Book, a

graduate of the school who is

associate general secretary of

the Mennonite Church, chal-

lenged the class to celebrate

holy moments. These occur, she

said, when "we bump into Jesus,

when stories end differently

than expected, when we change

and think new thoughts and

dream new dreams."
—Fern Clemmer

• Entrepreneurs meet. Some 88

people from the former Soviet

Union and 37 from North Amer-

ica and western Europe at-

tended a conference on "The

Christian Business Professional

in Our Changing World," held

May 14-16 in Odessa, Ukraine.

The event was sponsored by the

Association of Christians in

Business of Russia (ACB) and

the Soviet Union Network initia-

tive of Mennonite Economic De-

velopment Associates (MEDA).
Speakers included Odessa
mayor Vladimir Romanyuk,

ACB head Alexander
Zaichenko, Atlanta business-

man Michael Burgess, and
Christopher Shore of MEDA.

• Canada move praised. Men-

nonite Central Committee
(MCC) Canada is praising a Ca-

nadian government decision to

allow some frozen Iraqi assets to

be used to buy food and medi-

cine. Around $2 million will be

given to Global Ed-Med, a Ca-

nadian relief organization, to

buy baby formula and heart

medicine. Canada still holds

some $4 million of Iraqi assets,

while the United States holds

some $2 billion.

• Laotians gather. Some 167

Laotians from many parts of the

United States and Canada met

May 30-31 at Camp Luz near

Kidron, Ohio, for the second

annual meeting of the Lao Men-

nonite Conference. Speakers in-

cluded Ha Baccam of Des
Moines, Iowa; Raony Silakom of

Holland, Mich.; and Glenn
Zimmerly of Orrville, Ohio, who
explained the work of Menno-
nite Central Committee.
—Celia Lehman

• Japan group starts. A new
congregation has begun in

Nemuro Shibetsu, Japan, on the

east coast of the island of Hok-

kaido. This brings the number

of congregations in the Japan

Mennonite Church in Hokkaido

to 21.

• Planning continues. Repre-

sentatives of five North Ameri-

can church agencies and six

Mexican congregations met this

spring to discuss a plan to de-

velop 50 new churches in Mexico

City by the year 2000. Allan

Yoder of Mennonite Board of

Missions will serve as interim

administrator of the effort. Men-
nonite groups in Belize, Domin-

ican Republic, Guatemala, and

Honduras also have expressed

interest in sending workers to

Mexico City, which has an esti-

mated population of 24 million

and is believed to be the world's

largest city.

• Church retreat held. "Build-

ing Christian Family Values"

was the theme of a congrega-

tional retreat held by Park View
Mennonite Church, Harrison-

burg, Va., in May. The weekend

began with members of the con-

gregation performing "Apple

Dreams," an intergenerational

play by Tom Ziegler. Saturday

events included seminars on

topics from child development

to singleness, as well as orga-

nized recreation and a chicken

barbecue. Lester and Doris

Zook of Sarasota, Fla., also

spoke on "God's Prescription

for Models of Love in the Fam-

ily."

—

Ellen P. Hartman

• Job openings:

Maintenance position, Belleville

Mennonite School, Belleville,

Pa. Full-time position available

Aug. 1. Reply by July 10. Con-

tact Matthew R. McMullen, PO
Box 847, Belleville, PA 17004;

phone 717 935-2184.

Publications designer, Hesston
College, Hesston, Kan. Part-

time position. Applicant should

have art/graphic design back-

ground and be familiar with pre-

press production. Understand-

ing of graphic standards and

familiarity with Mennonite
higher education is a plus.

Please send resume and refer-

ences to Larry Bartel, Hesston

College, Box 3000, Hesston, KS
67062.

Special education and guidance po-

sitions, Christopher Dock Men-
nonite High School, Lansdale,

Pa. Full-time position in special

education and half-time position

in guidance are available begin-

ning in 1992-93. The guidance

position may be combined with

subject area teaching to com-

prise a full-time position. Con-

tact Elaine A. Moyer, principal,

Christopher Dock Mennonite

High School, 1000 Forty Foot

Rd., Lansdale, PA 19446-4398;

phone 215 362-2675.

Teachers, Greenwood Mennonite

School, Greenwood, Del. Open-

ing for Grade 1 and a high school

opening in math, Bible, and

physical education. Contact

Gerald Yoder, principal, Green-

wood Mennonite School, R. 1,

Box 62-C, Greenwood, DE
19950; phone 302 349-5752.

• Change of address:

Everett and Margaret Metzler, from

Sichuan, China, to Luo Yang
Institute of Technology, 48 Xi

Yuan Ave., Luo Yang, Henan
Prov., China 471039.

Karen and Allen Nice- Webb, from

Charlotte, N.C., to R. 1, Box 605,

Canadensis, PA 18325.

Mike and Mattie Marie Mast, from

Formosa, Argentina, to 324

Dohner Dr., Lancaster, PA
17602.

Food distributed. Moscow (MCC)—A family in Moscow opens a box of food sent by North

Americans. Mennonites in Canada and the United States donated 9,000 boxes of groceries

earlier this year. The food was distributed in Moscow and St. Petersburg by an interdenomi-

national church relief committee. According to Mary Raber of Mennonite Central Committee,

"prices for food have increased 20 to 30 times in the former Soviet Union while wages have

only increased two or three times. Almost all disposable income is now going to buy groceries."
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NEW MEMBERS

Beech, Louisville, Ohio: James
Helmkamp.

Carthage, N.Y.: Phillip Tooly
and Ellamay Tooly.

Charlotte Street, Lancaster
Pa.: Alan Giagnocavo, Beth
Weaver-Kreider, Jon Weaver-
Kreider, Kirby Rhodes, Jeff

Schnupp, and Sue Stauffer.

East Union, Kalona, Iowa:
Noah Helmuth and Edna
Helmuth.

Filer, Idaho: Chad Stutzman, Te-
resa Nunes, Charlie Parks, Jer-

emy Baxter, Matthew Baxter,

Danny Ruprecht, and Viola

Nussbaum.
Kalona, Iowa: Scott Swartzen-
druber and Jan Swartzen-
druber.

Lockport, Stryker, Ohio: Kevin
Miller and Dale Stamm.

Lombard, 111.: Brian Bohnert,
Kevin Graber, Megan
Halteman, Matthew Hayward,
Katy Pasnick, Susie Pasnick,

Kevin Swartzendruber, Erin
Williamson.

North Leo, Leo, Ind.: Sarah Roth
Miller.

Pasadena, Calif.: Sandy Fuller-

ton, Debra Neumann, and Ron
Oechsler.

Petoskey, Mich.: Erin Behan, Ja-

nette Boyer, and Robert Ver-

meer.

Pleasant View, North Law-
rence, Ohio: Ryan Immel, Jus-

tin Scheufler, Josh Wengerd,
and Dan Moore.

BIRTHS

Bogale, Tadesse and Anketse
Gebru, Lancaster, Pa., Daniel

(first child), April 16.

Burkholder, Harold and Brenda
(Schwartz), Harper, Kan., Jordan
Nathaniel (first child), March 14.

Driver, David and Liz (Chase),

Takoma Park, Md., Katherine
Hope (first child), June 4.

Gingerich, Ken and Cathy
(Wiebe), Reedsburg, Wis., Mat-
thew Kenneth (second), Feb. 18.

Hollinger, Leon and Loribeth
(Lutz), Mount Joy, Pa., Kelly

May (second child), May 20.

Kauffman, John and Kristine

(Kaufman), Middlebury, Ind.,

Jeremy Ray (first child), May 15.

La u back, John and Mary (Diller),

Perrysburg, Ohio, James Diller

(second child), May 11.

Palazzo, Richard and Lynne
(Herweh), Mount Joy, Pa.,

Stephanie Lynne (second child),

May 25.

Perkinson, William and Janet
(Bowers), Blacksburg, Va., Jes-

sie Lynn (first child), March 27.

Phelps, Charles and Rachel
(Blough), Hesston, Kan., Holly

Josephine (third child), June 2.

Reichart, Donald and Connie
(Russell), Bally, Pa., Zachary
Russell (third child), May 29.

Taylor, Jeff and Doreen (Mar-
tens), Long Beach, Calif., Re-
becca Joy (second child), May
30.

Valentine, Les and Linda
(James), Christiansburg, Va.,

David James (third child), April

6.

Weber, Robert and Diane,
Elmira, Ont, Jonathan Michael
(second child), May 14.

Wenger, Dennis and Janet (Tye),

Chesapeake, Va., Ashton Leigh
(second child), May 21.

Wolgemuth, Randy and Betsy
(Sayres), Mount Joy, Pa., An-
drew Corbet (first child), May
22.

Zimmerman, Leon and Naomi
(Ranck), Lebanon, Pa., Caleb
Hans (first child), May 20.

MARRIAGES

Frederick-Smith: Thomas L.

Frederick, Alden, N.Y. (Alden),

and Amanda R. Smith, Spring-

ville, N.Y. (Alden), May 23, by
Douglas Slabach.

Graves-Graber: Don Graves,
Goshen, Ind. (Clinton Frame),

and Sheryl Graber, Goshen, Ind.

(Clinton Frame), May 9, by
Ritch Hochstetler.

Griswold-Platt: Gregory Gris-

wold, Washington, D.C., and
Kristine Piatt, Washington, D.C.

(Mt. Pleasant), April 25, by Bar-

bara Resan.

Hathaway-Schweitzer: Timo-
thy Wayne Hathaway, Wellman,
Iowa (Beemer), and Melinda
Sue Schweitzer, Wellman, Iowa
(Wellman), May 30, by Dan R.

Johnston.

Jantzi-Weber: Kevin Jantzi,

Wellesley, Ont. (Wilmot), and
Jane Weber, Winterbourne,
Ont. (First), June 20, by John
Goulet.

Nordvall-Mast: Bob Nordvall,

Gettysburg, Pa. (Lutheran), and
Becky Mast, State College, Pa.

(University), April 25, by
Kathrine Rempel.

Porter-Smith: Jay Porter, Cal-

gary, Alta. (Duchess), and Eliz-

abeth Smith, Calgary, Alta.,

May 16, by Charles Ramer.
Ruth-Hunsberger: Leidy Ruth,

Souderton, Pa., and Sara
Hunsberger, Telford, Pa. (Fran-

conia), May 30, by Floyd Hack-
man.

Shenk-Belzner: Mervin Dale
Shenk, East Petersburg, Pa.

(Erisman), and Angela
Margarete Belzner, Elbridge,

N.Y. (Community Church),
March 7, by Norman G. Shenk.

Williams-Head: Steve Williams,

Barberton, Ohio, and Carmen
Head, Smithville, Ohio (Oak
Grove), May 23, by Sharon
Speigle and Jim Schrag.

DEATHS

Baer, Lydia Kurtz, 64, Cham-
bersburg. Pa. Born: Aug. 21,

1927, Morgantown, Pa., to Har-
vey and Mary Kurtz. Died: Feb.

22, 1992, Chambersburg, Pa.

Survivors—husband: Abram M.
Baer; stepchildren: Anna Kath-

erine Lehman, A. Lauren Baer,

Doris Garland; 5 stepgrand-
children, 2 step-great-grandchil-

dren. Funeral: Feb. 25, Mt. Zion
Mennonite Church, by Aquilla

Stoltzfus, Roger Martin, and
Adam Martin.

Boshart, Eldora Mae (Wyse),

87, Wayland, Iowa. Born: May
11, 1905, Wayland, Iowa, to

Aaron and Emma Graber Wyse.
Died: May 26, 1992, Wayland,
Iowa. Survivors— children: Pau-
line Wyse, Don W.; sister: Mil-

dred Wenger; 5 grandchildren, 6

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Elon Boshart (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: May
28, Sugar Creek Mennonite
Church, by Dean Swartz-
endruber and Ruben Chupp.

Burkholder, Selma Elizabeth
(Tatman), 74, Harper, Kan.
Born: June 18, 1917, Wichita,

Kan., to Brice and Jewell S.

(Brown) Tatman. Died: May 24,

1992, Harper, Kan., of cancer.

Survivors—husband: Charles
Burkholder; children: Joan
Myers, Howard, Margaret John-

son, Gilbert, Sid; brother: Rex
Tatman; 16 grandchildren, 6

great-grandchildren. Funeral
and burial: May 27, Crystal

Springs Mennonite Church, by
Warren Miller and Weldon Mar-
tens.

Byler, Ella Mae, 72, Belleville,

Pa. Born: Nov. 15, 1919, to

David J. and Sadie A. (Peachey)

Byler. Died: May 31, 1992, Belle-

ville, Pa. Survivors—brothers

and sisters: Martha Zook, Ruth
Kauffman, Bertha Peachey, Lois

Peachey, David A. Byler, Ray-
mond J. Byler, Leonard Byler,

Florence Richer. Funeral and
burial: June 2, Locust Grove

Mennonite Church, by Max
Zook, Erie Renno, and Guy
Rocker.

Diener, Charles, 101. Born: Sept.

22, 1890, Canton, Kan., to Daniel

A. and Lydia Ann (Landis) Die-

ner. Died: May 31, 1992. Survi-

vors—wife: Magdalene Wiebe
Diener; children: Ida Huebert,

Ruby Moore, Daniel, Gladys
King; foster daughter: Margaret
Thaxton; 8 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild. Predeceased
by: Tillie Horst Diener (first

wife). Funeral and burial: June
3, Spring Valley Mennonite
Church, by Frank Willems and
Brad Penner.

Gingrich, Esther E. Staker, 89,

Lowpoint, 111. Born: Jan. 31,

1903, Tremont, El., to Daniel
and Mary Ripper Staker. Died:

May 26, 1992, Peoria, 111. Survi-

vors—children: J. Arthur, Nelda
Sauder; brother: Allen Staker; 5

grandchildren, 3 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Ar-
thur J. Gingrich (husband). Fu-

neral: May 30, Metamora
Mennonite Church, by Roger
Hochstetler. Burial: Hickory
Point Cemetery.

Heatwole, Richard Earl, 48.

Born: April 19, 1944, Waynes-
boro, Va., to Galen A. and Mary
Geil Heatwole. Died: May 5,

1992, Marion, N.C., from a truck

accident. Survivors— brother
and sisters: Galen, Garland,
Donna Kirby. Funeral and
burial: May 9, Springdale Men-
nonite Church, by Richard
Showalter, Kenneth Moore, and
James Woodson, Jr.

Hostetler, Dennis Dale, 39, Orr-

ville, Ohio. Born: June 3, 1952,

Wooster, Ohio, to George and
Velma Troyer Hostetler. Died:

May 27, 1992, Cleveland, Ohio.

Survivors—wife: Sue Springer

Hostetler; daughter: Lindssay;

brothers and sisters: Leora
Gerber, Judy Atkinson, Loren
and Aden Hostetler. Funeral

and burial: May 30, Oak Grove
Mennonite Church, by Jim
Schrag and Sharon Speigle.

Hostetler, George A., 83, Smith-

ville, Ohio. Born: Sept. 6, 1908,

Shanesville, Ohio, to Alvin and
Ellen (Shutt) Hostetler. Died:

May 18, 1992, Smithville, Ohio.

Survivors—wife: Velma L.

Troyer Hostetler; children:

Loren, Arlen, Leora Gerber,
Judy Atkinson; brothers and sis-

ter: Mervin, Loyal, Lola Hutch-
inson; 7 grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Janice (daughter).

Funeral and burial: May 21, Oak
Grove Mennonite Church, by
James Schrag and Sharon
Speigle.
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Krabill, Lester B., 97, Washing-

ton, Iowa. Born: Feb. 5, 1895,

Wayland, Iowa, to Michael and

Catherine Wyse Krabill. Died:

March 22, 1992, Kalona, Iowa.

Survivors—children: Vincent,

Milburn, Jeanette Christner,

Evelyn Williams, Joanna
McCreedy; sister: Mary
Hochstetler; 19 grandchildren,

36 great-grandchildren, 2 great-

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Lena Ada Rich

Krabill (wife). Funeral: March

25, Washington Mennonite
Church, by Tim Detweiler.

Burial: Sugar Creek Cemetery,

Wayland, Iowa.

Leis, Iona (Shantz), 82. Born:

Feb. 13, 1910, Waterloo Twp.,

Ont., to Norman and Emma
(Rosenberger) Shantz. Died:

May 7, 1992, Kitchener, Ont., of

a heart attack. Survivors—chil-

dren: Nancy, Robert, Elizabeth

Ann, Norma. Predeceased by:

Joseph (husband). Funeral: May
9, Edward Good Funeral Home,
Kitchener, Ont., by Paul Martin.

Burial: Memory Gardens, Kitch-

ener.

Miller, Jeanne Ann, 37, Austin,

Texas. Born: Oct. 25, 1954,

Ouray, Colo., to Eugene and Hil-

degard (Peters) Miller. Died:

May 7, 1992, Austin, Texas. Sur-

vivors— parents; brother and
sister: Philip and Ramona
Hardy. Memorial service and

burial, Austin, Tex., by Kathy
Reid and Eldo Miller.

Neville, Ellsworth (Elza), 90,

LaJunta, Colo. Born: Oct. 2,

1901, Killbuck, Ohio. Died: May
19, 1992, Canon City, Colo. Sur-

vivors— daughter: Dorothy
Kimbrel; 3~ grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren. Graveside

service: May 26, Fairview Cem-
etery, by Carl Rudy and Merritt

Welty.

Rupp, Laura Jane (Miller), 82,

Wauseon, Ohio. Born: Oct. 18,

1909, Arthur, 111., to Isaac D. and
Emma (Helmuth) Miller. Died:

May 15, 1992, Wauseon, Ohio, of

a heart attack. Survivors—chil-

dren: Betty Falkinburg, Elaine

Nofzinger, Judith Metz, Ema-
gene Stuckey, William, Tommy;
brother: Elvan Miller; 17 grand-

children, 5 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Levi W. Rupp
(husband) and Laureen,
James, and Robert (children).

Funeral: May 18, Tedrow Men-
nonite Church, by Homer E.

Yutzy. Burial: Pettisville Ceme-
tery.

Rupp, Peter Levi, 35, Covington,

Ky. Born: Nov. 26, 1956,

Morenci, Mich., to Levi W. and
Laura (Miller) Rupp. Died: May

27, 1992, Covington, Ky., of

AIDS. Survivors—brothers and

sisters: Betty Falkinburg, Elaine

Nofzinger, Judith Metz, Ema-
gene Stuckey, William, Tommy.
Funeral: June 1, Inlet Menno-
nite, by Homer E. Yutzy. Burial:

Pettisville Cemetery.

Sangrey, Elmyra, 84, Lititz, Pa.

Born: Feb. 12, 1908, East
Hempfield Twp., Pa., to Phares

and Lizzie Charles Stehman.

Died: May 7, 1992, Lititz, Pa., of

a heart attack. Survivors—hus-

band: David M. Sangrey; daugh-

ters: Ruth S. Miller, Marian S.

Groff; sisters: Ada Siegrist,

Grace Stauffer, 7 grandchildren,

20 great-grandchildren. Funeral:

May 11, Landis Homes Bethany

West Chapel, by Donald Good,

Karl Steffy, Norman Landis,

and John Shenk. Burial: East

Petersburg Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Sawatsky, Peter, 70. Born: Nov.

21, 1921, Ukraine. Died: May 26,

1992, Champlin, Minn. Survi-

vors— wife: Alice Leichty
Classen; children: Steven, John,

Paul, Debora Kauffmann;
brother and sisters: Isaac, Anne
Thiessen, Elfrieda Friesen; 8

grandchildren. Memorial service:

Hope Mennonite Brethren
Church, New Hope, Minn.

Steider, Bertha Stoltzfus, 87,

Sarasota, Fla. Born: April 22,

1905, Seldon, Kan. Died: May
28, 1992, Sarasota, Fla. Survi-

vors—daughter: Verdella Whit-

man; brother: Alvin Stoltzfus; 5

grandchildren, 3 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Har-

vey Steider (husband). Funeral:

June 1, Bay Shore Mennonite
Church, by Howard S. Schmitt.

Burial: Sarasota Memorial Park.

Weaver, Aaron Hoover, 92, Sar-

asota, Fla. Born: Nov. 27, 1899,

East Earl, Pa., to Joseph and

Lizzie (Hoover) Weaver. Died:

May 21, 1992, Sarasota, Fla., of

cancer. Survivors—wife: Myrna
(Kramer) Weaver; brothers and

sisters: Harry, Norman, Joseph,

Martin, Ammon, David, Mose,

Ann Oberholtzer, Lizzie Nolt.

Predeceased by: Mary (Bru-

baker) Weaver (first wife). Fu-

neral: May 23, Teale Brothers

Funeral Home, Sarasota, Fla.,

by Howard S. Schmitt and
Weaverland Mennonite Church,

New Holland, Pa., by Kenneth

Martin. Burial: New Holland

Mennonite Cemetery.

Wyse, Jefferson J., 71, Arch-

bold, Ohio. Born: June 20, 1920,

Archbold, Ohio, to J. C. and

Emma (Short) Wyse. Died: May
27, 1992, Fort Wayne, Ind., of a

heart attack. Survivors—wife:

Edith Grieser; children: Karen

Smith, Darlene Bontrager, Faith

Frey, LuAnn West, Jeffery

Wyse; brothers and sister: Har-

old, Don, Clela Detter; 8 grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

May 30, Lockport Mennonite

Church, by Allen Rutter, Jim
Groeneweg, and Mark West.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Higher Education: Ex-

perience and Vision, Bluffton,

Ohio, June 26-28

South Central Conference dele-

gate session, Oklahoma City,

Okla., July 3-5

Northwest Conference annual

meeting, Camrose, Alta., July 4-6

Indiana-Michigan Conference an-

nual meeting, Manistique,
Mich., July 9-11

Allegheny Conference annual
meeting, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., July

9-12

Mennonite Board of Education,

Harrisonburg, Va., July 12-13

Virginia Conference annual meet-

ing, Bergton, Va., July 15-19

General Conference Mennonite
Church assembly, Sioux Falls,

S.D., July 22-26

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, N.Y., Aug. 3-6

Conservative Conference annual

meeting, Beaver Falls, N.Y.,

Aug. 10-13

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation assembly, Los Angeles,

Aug. 13-16

Mennonite Mutual Aid board
meeting, Chicago, Aug. 14-15

Franklin Conference annual meet-

ing, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 14-15

Iowa-Nebraska Conference, Man-
son, Iowa, Aug. 21-23

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27

Team Care

Senior Benefit Series
MMA's New Medicare Supplement Family

There is only one place you can find all these benefits:

• Expert, personal help when you need it.

• Competitive prices and unbeatable value.

• Worry-free protection.

• Membership with others who share your Christian values.

See your mutual aid counselor or call a member services representative at

our toll-free number. It can save you time, worry, and money.

MuFud'Xid Call 1-800-662-6747
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THE LAST WORD

JWhen trust fails
Trust is a fragile gift. Give it, and we honor

someone with part of ourselves. Receive it, and
we take on responsibility that will change our

lives.

Trust makes us vulnerable—giver and re-

ceiver. That's why the violation of trust causes

so much anger, hurt, pain, disillusionment, cyni-

cism, and despair.

In recent weeks, one of our district confer-

ences has had to deal with trust violated. As re-

ported in this issue (page 11), Illinois' confer-

ence minister has confessed to duplicitous

behavior and sexual misconduct.

It would have been much easier to keep this

quiet, to deal with sin and forgiveness behind
closed doors, to find release from anger and
pain in the dark of one's closet. But Illinois Con-
ference chose the more difficult route.

The conference sent a letter to its leaders, tell-

ing them of the violation of trust by their con-

ference minister. It asked them to give and pro-

cess this information with their congregations.

"Help your members work through their re-

sponses to this information: grief, denial, anger,

lack of confidence in pastors and in the confer-

ence," the letter reads.

Illinois is to be commended for this open and

direct approach. We must deal with the anger
and grief that come with the betrayal of public

trust. We cannot let the grapevine disseminate
the dark side of the life of our church. We must
not let the coffee klatch become the only way to

process our pain.

This is one reason Gospel Herald carries the

painful story this issue. For the trust violated is

not just that of Illinois Conference (and of the

Central District of the General Conference Men-
nonite Church, who shared the conference minis-

ter with Illinois). The broader church has also

been hurt. We too must deal with that.

One way can be to write letters. Gospel Herald
welcomes feedback. On the destruction of public

trust. On our publishing the fact of that viola-

tion.

Please keep your letters brief. Send them by
August 1. We can publish no letters about this

situation that arrive after that date.

These are difficult days for our church. Emo-
tions are raw as we deal with our responses to

this and other painful situations. But once hav-

ing done so, we must join with Illinois Confer-

ence in the final point of its letter: "Set forgive-

ness, restoration, and Christian victory as your
goal."—jlp

Letting the
"You are the light of the world .... Let your

light shine before others" (Matt. 5:14, 16). I

thought of Jesus' words as I rode through the

streets of south central Los Angeles recently.

It could have been a depressing drive. Row
after row of black timbers, twisted roofing, bro-

ken glass, bent signs—evidence of the late April

rioting was everywhere. People hurried by or

waited for buses, as though life might be back to

normal. But their eyes didn't meet yours. Their

demeanor was straightforward. No leisure or

laughter here.

What a contrast during the Sunday morning
worship service at Calvary Christian Fellowship.

Here was spirited singing and clapping, led by
perhaps the most vigorous piano and organ I've

ever heard. Here was celebration and laughter

and praise to God for goodness.

Several blocks away at Family Mennonite,

light shine
members were hard at work on a food pantry. Al-

ready in operation, with anticipated help from
Mennonite Disaster Service, Family's pantry

could become the largest food distribution cen-

ter in Los Angeles.

The people of Calvary, Family, and other Ana-
baptist churches in Los Angeles are not fleeing

their city after the riots. They have chosen to

stay and worship and serve. They have decided

to be a light in a dark part of today's world.

The Mennonites of Los Angeles deserve our

dollars. They have come up with an ambitious

budget of $300,000 for relief, reconstruction,

reconciliation, and redevelopment to help their

city recover from its spring tragedy.

They deserve our prayers. Remember them
during your congregation's prayer time during

the next month. For they are our ambassadors
with a light that will not be hid.—jlp
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Freedom with consequences makes sense to those of

us who are parents. Children are free to choose how

they will Hue—but their choices have consequences.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

It helps to have an
eight-cow congregation

Delegates delay action

on West Coast merger

Hymnal now available

after nine years of work

Gospel
Herald

THE WEEKLY MAGA MENNONITE CHURCH

Unquendfrdble fire,

undying love

As we live and worship, how do we face

God's wrath, yet never relinquish God's

grace? How do we submit to God's stern-

ness, yet trust God's never-ending love?

8

9

Who is this God we serve? An angry

being who not only allows but even

sends evil our way to punish us? Cer-

tainly there are Scriptures that would leave us

think so.

In Gen. 6-7, sinful humanity drowns in the wa-

ters of God's wrath. In Lev. 20, God repeatedly

orders death for violators of holiness. Second

Chron. 36:17 says, "So the Lord brought the

king of Babylonia to attack them. The king . . .

had no mercy on anyone, young or old . . . sick

or healthy. God handed them all over to him"

(TEV).

Even Jesus echoes this stern God as he brings

a sword (Matt. 10:32) and rages in the temple

(John 2:14-16). John the Baptist's Jesus has "his

winnowing fork ... in his hand, to clear his

threshing floor. . . . The chaff he will burn with

unquenchable fire" (Luke 3:17, NRSV). In a se-

vere Sermon on the Mount, Jesus warns that say-

ing "You fool!" makes us "liable to the hell of

fire" (Matt. 5:22). Nor is wrath lacking in these

words to blind law keepers: "You snakes, you

by

Michael

A. King



Beneath the fear and the consequences,
the guilt and the shame, I feel someone's
touch, I feel cradled by an amazing
grace that loves me though I sin.

brood of vipers! How can you escape being sen-

tenced to hell?" (Matt. 23:33).

So does God ache to burn our sinful souls? Or
is God like a mother hen who loves, watches
over, and shelters us under gentle wings? That's

the God who comes through in the book of

Hosea—a caring God as seen through the

prophet who again and again marries unfaithful

women as a sign of God's constant wooing of

even unfaithful people. A caring God is the one
we see in Jesus extending tender hands to the

sinful, the dirty, and the lawbreaking.

So how do we resolve the angry God with

the loving God? How do we come to terms
with worshiping a God who is both full of

anger and full of love?

We can do it by choosing only the tender
God—and ignoring or rejecting Scripture in

which divine nostrils flare. That is an easy ap-

proach to take. Yet as I age and see more
clearly the terrors and tragedies lacing life's

goodness, I'm more ready to hear the whole
Bible, even those texts which confront me with

an awful God.

We must hear such texts carefully, however.

There are many stories of ways harsh images of

God intertwined with harsh parenting to create

dreadful abuse. Such accounts warn us to inter-

pret God's wrath cautiously. We must have noth-

ing to do with fostering in our souls, so inclined

already to see God as judge rather than lover,

images of a God who crushes sinners in cruel

hands.

How do we face God's wrath yet never relin-

quish God's grace? Submit to God's sternness,

yet trust that at the deepest level God loves?

One way is to accept a framework of freedom
with consequences.

First God says, "I give you life. I hope you join

me in joyous creation. But you are free to

choose against me." God's laws and Jesus' teach-

ings tell us what brings joy.

Then God warns, "I can't free you to

choose without freeing you to face the

consequences of the choices you make."
We may choose adultery, divorce, murder, sui-

cide, or gobbling wealth while poor Lazarus
aches outside the gates (Luke 16:19-31). But we
will live with the consequences.

This concept of freedom with consequences
makes sense to those of us who are parents. Our
children are free to choose how they will live

—

but their choices have consequences. I teach my
children that the condition of their rooms and

the TV's on/off switch are connected. Stop feed-

ing the rabbits, and they can kiss the puppy of

their dreams good-bye.

The parent's goal in connecting freedom and
consequences is not to punish the child. It's to

say, "I love you so much that I want you to

know the facts: Choices yield results. That's life."

A fully literal interpretation of texts in which
God seems to throw temper tantrums leads us
to worship a God whose behavior, if compared
to a human parent's, would merit jail. But such
texts throb with meaning when we see them as

ways people in earlier times faced a terrible

truth: no sin is cost-free. All sins cause some
form of spiritual or even literal death. Facing

that stern reality frees us to journey into God's
grace without cheapening it.

A friend's suicide forced me to wrestle to my
depths with how God's wrath and love connect.

My friend, fighting depression, was free to face

the consequences of ending the struggle. He was

We serve a God who cannot
free us to choose without also

freeing us to face the conse-

quences of those choices.

free to lose his grasp on God, to choose death
and whatever befell him in those last moments and
beyond, to flood with shocked tears all who loved him

I don't want to let God off the hook easily

here. What kind of God seems not to act when
friends and countless millions suffer gruesome
deaths? Sadly, the riddle of how to rely on God's
goodness, when God is implicated as creator,

can't fully be resolved in this life.

The only thing I knew to do when my friend

died was trust that, at the center of that mystery
called God, divine love and the results of my
friend's freedom were held together. I could only

pray that even as God seemed to let the results

of my friend's choice unfold, God's balm
touched not only those left behind but the one

tested beyond what he could bear. I could only

pray that what I suspect is true is actually true:

that somehow, somewhere, sometime, God's love

proves greater than the consequences of any of

our actions.

It was a television documentary that helped

me bring together wrath (seen as consequences)
and divine love: Bill Moyers' PBS documentary,

"Amazing Grace." With the haunting strains of
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that familiar hymn always hovering near, Moyers

tells the hymn's story. We learn that John New-

ton—once an infidel, a libertine, and a trader of

slaves from Africa—was pursued by God's grace

until, yielding, he turned Christian, left the slave

trade, and wrote a hymn whose power the pass-

ing centuries only deepen.

In
the documentary, African-Americans, some

grandchildren of slaves, sing words evoking

the dangers and toils they were snared in by

sinners like the man who wrote their song. One

black singer speculates that Newton may have

been listening in his own soul to the plaintive

dirges slaves sang as they wept for home. Per-

haps Newton simply added words to a melody

his captives gave him.

In one scene, Johnny Cash sits alone with his

guitar on a starkly lit stage and sings—this celeb-

rity who knows too much about drugs and alco-

hol and the corrupting price of fame—of how

amazing grace saved a wretch like him, who

once was lost but now is found.

Johnny says, "When I sing that song, I could

sit in a dungeon and have chains around me and

still be free."

And then, with Johnny's voice still simulta-

neously mourning and exulting in the back-

ground, the camera goes into Huntsville Prison

in Texas. There prisoners tell their sordid tales.

A former church member and deacon tells of hir-

ing a killer to murder his wife.

We see in the bars that cage these prisoners

the consequences of their choices. They have

not been left off the hook. They must pay for

their sins. But when they tell what the hymn has

meant to them, an amazing grace seems to en-

fold them, and softness gilds their faces.

One prisoner says his favorite is the second

verse—"where it's talking about grace caused

you to fear. And at first you think that doesn't

make sense, but you come in here and you do

fear. . . . Grace is your only chance in here. This

is it, and your only way out is up."

At that point I let tears flow. I too live in the

prison made by the consequences of my life

choices. I have not traded slaves, murdered,

killed myself. But I have hurt people, betrayed

people, marred God's world. I have been a

wretch, so grace has caused me to fear.

Yet beneath the fear and the consequences,

beneath the guilt and the shame, I feel

someone's touch, I feel cradled and caressed by

an amazing grace. This grace loves me though I

sin. If we let it, this grace redeems even those of

us who worship wealth, choose divorce, murder

others, kill ourselves.

At documentary's end, Moyers shares a verse

which sprang from somewhere after Newton

wrote the hymn.

"We lay our garments by,

upon our beds to rest

—

though death may soon disrobe us all

of what we now possess."

The words disrobe me. They remind me
that underneath what I now possess is

the naked, shivering self with which I

must face God. They lay bare my fears and long-

ings, sins and sadnesses. Then, as they hint that

beneath the direst of consequences aches love,

they wrap around me the garment called amaz-

ing grace.

Michael A. King, Philadelphia, Pa., is a book edi-

tor for Herald Press, Scottdale, Pa. Mike is also

the author of the book, Trackless Wastes and

Stars to Steer By.

"Amazing grace! how sweet the sound

That saved a wretch like me!
I once was lost, but now am found,

Was blind, but now I see."
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READERS SAY

Panel 19 W, Line 26 (June 2).

Could it be that Larry found the

alternatives to be inadequate?

And what about the Larrys of the Men-
nonite heritage who have chosen mili-

tary service since 1940? Were they

really warriors? Or did their sense of re-

sponsibility go beyond being a member
of a peace church?

Considering the negative position of

the National Interreligious Service

Board for Conscientious Objectors on
the issue of national service and the ap-

parent reluctance (I've seen or heard lit-

tle on the matter) to discuss it, we
should be prepared to see more
"Larrys" on more "granite walls."

James L. Peachey
Lewistown, Pa.

Iwas moved by the stories J. Lome
Peachey brought back from Guate-
mala about people who are deter-

mined to build a better world in the

face of poverty, violence, and death. In

particular, I was impressed that the

story of the Anabaptists inspired Jose
(Each Day I Ask If This Is When
They'll Kill Me, Apr. 28) to confront

his government at the risk of his own
life on behalf of the "disappeared" in

his country.

So I found it ironic that in the follow-

ing issue (Why I Sat Out the Gulf
War, May 5), Levi Miller tried to make
American Mennonites comfortable with

"sitting out" their government's destruc-

tion of Iraq (including the killing of

nearly 200,000 people). It should proba-

bly not surprise us that, having chosen

to understand the Gulf War through a

sectarian Mennonite lens rather than

from a radical Anabaptist perspective,

Levi ends up with a stay-out-of-it posi-

tion. What little of Anabaptist thought
he does cite is interpreted through the

church-world dualism of late 19th- and
early 20th-century Mennonites.

I don't see how the Schleitheim

Confession's affirmation of the sword
"outside the perfection of Christ" can

be construed to legitimate the annihila-

tion of thousands of innocent people

"outside the perfection of Christ." Mi-

chael Sattler, the author of the

Schleitheim Confession, commented be-

fore his death that he wouldn't fight

with his countrymen against the Turks.

In fact, if he were to fight, he would
fight with the Turks. Since his own gov-

ernment was so full of hypocrisy.

It seems hard to imagine Michael

Sattler sitting out the American attack

on Iraq. Instead I can imagine him say-

ing that he wouldn't fight, but that if he
did, he would rather fight with the

Iraqi's against the American-led coali-

tion, since the Americans were hypocrit-

ical imperialists. That would be a more
controversial statement than probably
the most liberal peace activist (Quaker,

humanist, or Mennonite) would offer up
about the Gulf War.
Gerald Biesecker-Mast

Pittsburgh, Pa.

The insert from the Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminary
(Apr. 7), which contained the arti-

cle, "What We Appreciate About Our
Pastors," made me realize how much
we take pastors for granted. I have
often marveled at the job my pastor

does, wondering why anyone would
choose to be something where you are

under constant scrutiny, something
which demands a great deal of dedica-

tion and patience.

I believe my own pastor, Dan King,

does it because of a calling from the

Holy Spirit.

Several years ago our congregation

was in danger of closing. But the few
faithful would not give up. Committed
to maintaining a Mennonite presence in

the area, Dan and Jeanette King helped
invest the church with a new vision of

urban ministry and a new name, New
Hope Mennonite. We are now a thriv-

ing church of great ethnic diversity.

The Kings are leaving us after 17

years in Miami. We at New Hope will

miss them. But I rejoice in knowing
that a town in Ohio will now have the

opportunity to be blessed by them.
Ben Lowe
Miami, Fla.

Since I live too far from any Men-
nonite congregation to actively

participate, I rely on publications

such as the Gospel Herald to teach me,
encourage me, challenge me, and keep
the Anabaptist-Mennonite perspective

alive and well within me. This is as I ac-

tively work (and share the Mennonite
perspective) within a church of another

denomination.

Do not underestimate the working of

the Spirit through the kingdom work
you people and contributors do through

Gospel Herald.

Paul C. Thompson
Gallup, N.M.
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"Another said, 'I will follow
you, Lord, but let me first

say farewell to those at my
home. ' Jesus said to him,
'No one who puts a hand to

the plow and looks back is

fit for the kingdom of God.'
"

—Luke 9:61-62, NRSV
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It helps to have an
eight-cow congregation

If the truth were really

known, it is the investments of

churches that shape ordinary

persons into strong pastors,

by J. Daryl Byler

Daryl, I believe God wants you to go into

the ministry." The person at the other

end of the phone was a close friend. He
was an alcoholic, and I suspected he'd been

drinking again. Still, he sounded absolutely con-

vinced.

There had been other voices encouraging me
to consider the ministry—friends, family mem-

bers, and that "still small voice within." But for

some reason, the phone call that evening during

my junior year of college hit me in a profound

way. I felt as if God had spoken to me. Within

days, I added Bible as a second major. Later, I

went to seminary.

Why did I choose the ministry?

Partly to be faithful to that sense of call to use

my gifts to strengthen the church—be that as a

pastor or in other ministries to build the church.

A second reason I chose the ministry has to

do with what I saw modeled as a child. While

my father formally served as a pastor for rela-

tively few of my formative years, he always had

a pastor's heart. He related to people in a nurtur-

ing kind of way. So you might say I was

mentored into the ministry.

But I also chose the ministry for a more practi-

cal reason. I enjoy being at the heart of the ac-

tion—and I truly believe the church is where the

action is.

Jesus said, "I will build my church, and the

gates of [hell] will not prevail against it" (Matt.

16:18). And Paul makes this statement about the

awesome role of the church: "so that through

the church the wisdom of God in its rich variety

might now be made known to the rulers and au-

thorities in the heavenly places" (Eph. 3:10).

These verses absolutely grip me.

The church will endure. The church is the

group that carries out God's game plan.

No other organization will have a more

lasting impact on history than the church. So to

use one's gifts for the primary purpose of

strengthening the church is to make an eternal

investment with one's life.

What have been the rewards of ministry?

1. Receiving generous investments. Patricia

McGeer tells the Pacific Island folk tale about a

man named Johnny Lingo who paid the unheard

of sum of eight cows for his wife, Sarita. All the

islanders thought Johnny had been much too

generous for such a plain young woman. But af-

firmed and inspired by the large investment

Johnny had made to become her husband, the

plain Sarita became a most beautiful bride.

One of the rewards of ministry is being the re-

cipient of many generous investments. You see,

if the truth were know, it is the investments of

churches that shape ordinary persons into strong

pastors.

My congregation, Jubilee, has made a number

of investments in my life. Sometimes they have

believed in me when I did not believe in my-

self—or have accepted things about me that I do

not yet accept about myself.

I'm learning to celebrate my
call—not to flaunt it but to

embrace and accept the role

and feel excited about it

A number of members of my congregation are

good at sending affirming notes. Occasionally

someone will take Cindy and me out for a meal,

just to tell us that they appreciate our ministry.

Other members volunteer to keep our children

so we can spend an evening together alone.

One member recently organized a "buy new

shoes for the pastor" campaign. And on my 35th

birthday people gave me gifts in lots of 35: 35

dimes for coffee, 35 aspirins for the headaches
(continued

on page 6)

This is another in a series of testimonials from per-

sons currently in pastoral ministry in the Menno-

nite church. Gospel Herald asked them to write

about their call to the ministry, its excitements and

challenges, its discouragements and frustrations.

"And if you had to do it over, would you be a pas-

tor?" we asked.—Editor
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/ chose to be a minister for a very prac-

tical reason, I enjoy being at the heart

of the action—and I truly believe the

church is where the real action is.

ministry sometimes brings, 35 paper clips to

hold my life together, and 35 child care coupons.

Little reminders that they care.

Jubilee has graciously freed and supported me
to be involved in conference and churchwide ac-

tivities. I appreciate that; it gives me opportu-

nity to share my gifts in a variety of settings.

2. Being part of the sacred moments in

people's lives. Being invited to share the joy of

child dedications and baptisms and weddings

and other milestones—that is a precious gift.

Being invited to enter into other's pain at

times of crisis. Or being trusted with someone's

word of confession. I consider those things an

honor.

3. Seeing persons unselfishly use their

gifts. Pastors get a bird's-eye-view of what goes

on in a congregation. When I see the amount of

time that the elders or cell leaders or youth lead-

ers or Sunday school teachers or church treasur-

ers devote to their roles—all without pay—I am
amazed.
When I see an intentional household of young

persons share their resources in order to free up
one household member to serve as the volunteer

coordinator of an after school tutoring program

for at-risk students, I feel inspired. When I see

persons who are willing to work quietly behind

the scenes to set up chairs for our services or to

clean up the kitchen or to take a turn in the nur-

sery or type the bulletin, I am encouraged.

4. Watching persons grow. It is a joy to wit-

ness someone overcome a bad habit. It is a de-

light to watch someone discover a new gift. Or
to gain confidence in using a gift.

It gives me joy to see someone take a new
risk, a new step of faith. It encourages me to see

persons learn to look beyond their own needs

and quietly work to minister to persons with spe-

cial needs.

What am I learning as a pastor? What
have been my significant growth devel-

opments?
• I'm learning to accept myself as a leader. Be-

fore I became a pastor here at Jubilee, I inter-

viewed half a dozen seasoned pastors for their

counsel and to learn from their experience. Sev-

To be part of the sacred mo-
ments ofpeople's lives, to

share in their joys and in

their pain, is a precious gift.

eral told me, "Don't be apologetic about being a

leader."

So I'm learning to be able to celebrate my
call—not to flaunt a role, but to embrace and ac-

cept the role and feel excited about what God
has called me to and entrusted me with.

• I'm learning that not everyone is going to like

me. Not everyone will like the way I pastor, at

least not all the time. I'm learning to feel more
secure about that. That's not always easy. Some-
times I worry about what people say or think

about me. There are even moments when I won-
der, "What if everybody thinks this guy is a poor

excuse for a pastor, but nobody has the courage

to tell me!" Now that's a frightening thought in-

deed!
• I'm learning to deal with the loneliness of

The pastor's role is important,

but I can relax. Jesus is the

head of the church, and there

are in fact many members.

being a leader. Sometimes I feel distant from the

church. Now granted, sometimes it's the pastor

who creates that distance. But there is also a dis-

tance inherent in the role of pastor.

Sometimes the distance results from people

putting you on a pedestal—they treat you differ-

ently. Persons will use a four-letter word, then

apologize to you because you are a minister—as

if you have never heard such words before.

Sometimes people act like they can't be them-

selves around the pastor because the pastor is

too religious. My observation is that most pas-

tors resist being holy as much as everyone else!

Contrary to what some may believe, pastors

enjoy more than reading the Bible and praying.

We enjoy being invited over to watch football or

a movie. We value friendship and intimacy.

One of the members at Jubilee often calls me
up to invite me to run with him. That may
sound like a small thing, but it makes me feel

like I'm being included like a "regular" person.

Sometimes pastors feel lonely because others

take their anger out on them—perhaps the pas-

tor is the closest excuse for God one can find.

And pastors tend to get blamed for a lot of

people's problems.

Sometimes pastors feel lonely because they

cannot share the burdens they carry because of

the need for confidentiality.
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• I'm learning to deal with disappointments.

Disappointments come in many shapes. Like

preaching to a small crowd after you've spent 10-

15 hours preparing a sermon. Or like preaching

your heart out and getting no feedback on a ser-

mon. Or having persons agree to a responsibil-

ity—but not following through with it.

• I'm learning to be open and vulnerable. This

is a tough one. If a pastor is too open about his

or her struggles, they're liable to be asked to

leave. After all, there is at least an unwritten ex-

pectation that the pastor is to be the role model.

On the other hand, if you don't say enough, then

you're not a real person.

I'm learning that it's okay for me to get

angry—like others in the congregation. It's okay

for me to feel hurt. It's even okay for me not to

like everyone. And I've learned that it is no eas-

ier to forgive or to pray for my enemies now
than before I became a pastor.

• I'm learning to deal with a variety of expecta-

tions. There are differing expectations on just

how the pastor should spend his or her time.

Sometimes it's like having multiple bosses!

Some persons see the pastor as a spiritual di-

rector. They like to process decisions with the

pastor. Others want the pastor to bless the deci-

sions they have already made.

Persons have vastly different ideas about what

makes a good worship service, or which goals

should be top priority. And it seems that most

people want the pastor to be an advocate for

their position.

Research confirms that many persons want

leaders, but they do not want to be led. So one

Some people feel they can't be

themselves around pastors.

But I've found pastors resist

being holy as much as anyone.

of the things I'm learning is to sense who is inter-

ested in being accountable and to what degree.

Who is interested in being challenged, and who
isn't?

• I'm learning not to assume too much responsi-

bility for the success or failure of the church. Per-

haps a pastor's greatest fear is that the congrega-

tion will go down the tubes. But I'm learning

that if Jubilee does not grow, it is not necessar-

ily because I didn't do my part. I'm learning to

Daryl Byler talks with Edea Baldwin following a

service at Jubilee: "I would choose ministry again

if I could find another eight-cow congregation.

"

support other people's dreams, but not to take

responsibility for them.

And I'm slowly learning to relax. Thursday is

my day off, but I still don't do a very good job

of "taking off." Much of the time, my mind is

still on what was left undone. Pastoring is hard

to escape.

I'm learning not to take myself too seriously.

The pastor's role is important. But, after all,

Christ is the head of the church, and there are

in fact many members of the body.

One pastor once gave me this advice, "Don't

try to save the world. If you can't have fun in

your role, then perhaps you're taking yourself

too seriously!"

Would I do it again? Would I choose the minis-

try if I had it to do over? You bet. If I could find

another eight-cow congregation.

For the past four years, J. Daryl Byler has been

pastor of the Jubilee Mennonite Church in Merid-

ian, Miss. He is also a staff attorney with East

Mississippi Legal Services, focusing on Social Se-

curity, employment, and consumer law cases.

Daryl also currently serves as moderator of Gulf

States Mennonite Fellowship.
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CHURCH NEWS

Pacific Coast delegates delay

action on proposal for merger

Salem, Ore.—The marriage has been
postponed.

Pacific Coast Conference delegates

voted on June 13 to delay action on a

proposed merger with two other church

groups.

Plans had called for Pacific Coast to

merge with Southwest Conference and
with Pacific District of the General Con-

ference Mennonite Church (GC).

The result would have been two new
conferences— a southern West Coast
group and a northern one.

Southwest delegates voted unanimous-

ly on May 23 to approve the plan.

Pacific District was scheduled to act on
the matter later this summer.
While saying they need more time to

decide about the merger, Pacific Coast

delegates adopted a resolution commend-
ing the Integration Exploration Commit-
tee—West Coast for its work in clarifying

merger issues.

In the resolution, the delegates stated

their "openness for dialogue" with Pacific

District and asked Pacific Coast leaders

to continue merger discussions.

In other business at the June 12-14

assembly, delegates heard a progress re-

port on a lawsuit filed against the confer-

ence.

The suit stems from alleged sexual

abuse by a former pastor in Portland, Ore.

The pastor's congregation has dual Pa-

cific Coast/Pacific District affiliation.

(See June 9, 1992, issue.)

A judge has dismissed the original

charges against Pacific Coast. However,
they may be reintroduced in different

form.

Also at the meeting, delegates:

• Officially adopted the human sexuali-

ty statement approved by Mennonite
Church General Assembly at Purdue 87.

• Agreed to consider changing the con-

ference minister position from part time

to full time. Larry Hauder currently

serves as conference minister for both

Pacific Coast and Pacific District.

Along with business sessions, the Pa-

cific Coast assembly included three wor-

ship services. Each featured storytelling

from a different church in the confer-

ence.

—

Michael A. King

History committee holds
sessions with GC group
Goshen, Ind. (HCMC)—Two joint ses-

sions with a General Conference (GC)

group highlighted a meeting of the His-

torical Committee of the Mennonite
Church, held May 24-25.

The unusual discussions with the His-

torical Committee of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church followed a three-

day meeting for church and conference

historians. (See June 23, 1992, Gospel

Herald.)

In the joint sessions, members of the

two committees explored possible coop-

erative projects.

These included events to mark the 75th

anniversary of Mennonite Central Com-
mittee in 1995 and another meeting for

conference historians in 1994.

In addition to members of the Menno-
nite Church and GC committees, Abra-

ham Friesen of the Mennonite Brethren

Historical Committee and Morris Sider of

the Brethren in Christ Church took part

in the joint sessions.

The two committees agreed to meet
together every two years and to send

representatives to each other's meetings

once a year.

In later discussion with the Mennonite
Church (MC) committee, Friesen sug-

gested that the Mennonite Brethren
might also want to participate in these

joint meetings.

Space needs for the MC archives

headed other agenda for the Mennonite
Church committee.

In consultation with committee member
Sam Steiner, the archives staff will con-

sider short-term ways to relieve crowding.

One proposal for long-term relief calls

for construction of a new facility to house

the archives, the Mennonite Historical

Library, and a museum.
Also at the meeting, the committee:
• Discussed revising a guide for congre-

gational historians.

• Agreed to be a non-funding sponsor

of a video series adapting Jan Gleysteen's

Anabaptist heritage presentations.

• Welcomed Gerald Hudson as a Gen-

eral Board appointee to the committee

and Steve Reschly as the new committee

chair.

Reschly succeeds Al Keim, whose term

as a group member expired at the end of

the meeting.

Beulah Hostetler, who was recently

elected to the committee, will serve as

vice-chair.

—

Hope Lind

Al Keim of Harrisonburg, Va., opens a book given to him in recognition of his eight years

as a member of the Historical Committee of the Mennonite Church. Keim served most
recently as committee chair. Looking on are Leanna Keim (far left), Mennonite Brethren

representative Abe Friesen, Hope Kauffman Lind, and incoming chair Steven D. Reschly

(standing at right).
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Publication board chair Maurice Martin cuts cake as Jean Cavanaugh of Mennonite

Publishing House looks on. Board members and staff held a special assembly on June

19 to celebrate completion of the hymnal.

Board celebrates hymnal, adopts racism goals

Scottdale, Pa.—Better times lie ahead

for Mennonite Publishing House (MPH).

That seemed the prevailing view at a

Mennonite Publication Board meeting

here on June 18-20.

The mood was upbeat, despite news

that MPH had suffered the largest one-

year loss in its 84-year history.

The 1991 deficit was not unexpected

—

though the $491,000 total was higher than

the board had hoped.

Publisher J. Robert Ramer said the loss

came largely from the closing of all Prov-

ident bookstores in Ontario. Costs in-

cluded severance pay and selling off in-

ventory at a loss, he reported.

Because of good cash flow, MPH de-

cided to take all its losses from the clos-

ings in one year.

"This will make it possible for us to

start fresh," said treasurer Reuben
Savanick. "We have turned a corner."

Good cash flow came because of better

than expected sales ofHymnal: A Worship

Book, Ramer reported.

Board members and MPH employees

got a chance to sing and read from the

hymnal in a June 19 celebration.

The special assembly marked the re-

lease of the hymnal earlier in the week.

Meanwhile, board members heard that

the financial future looks good for MPH.
Net revenue for the first quarter of 1992

is above budget—which staff described to

the board as "conservative."

However, Ramer noted that today's econ-

omy forces MPH to take a hard look at

products which do not pay their own way.

In response to a 1991 resolution from

Mennonite General Assembly, the publi-

cation board adopted a set of MPH goals

on combating racism. These include:

• Seeking writers of diverse racial

backgrounds.
• Insuring that all written material

avoids language that stereotypes.

• Using illustrations that represent var-

ious races.

• Reflecting inclusion of diverse racial

groups in employment practices.

The board also considered guidelines

for reporting sexual misconduct and other

sensitive stories. The guidelines are being

developed by Gospel Herald in consulta-

tion with Meetinghouse editors.

These guiding statements address the

reasons for reporting sexual misconduct

stories, along with which stories to report

and how reporting should be done.
—J. Lome Peachey

Hymnal now available

after nine years of work
Scottdale, Pa. (MPH)—The hymnal is

here.

Copies of the joint Mennonite Church

(MC), General Conference Mennonite

Church (GC), and Church of the Brethren

publication rolled off the presses in early

June.

Books are now being shipped to

congregations. In addition, individual cop-

ies will soon be available through Chris-

tian bookstores, including those in the

Provident chain.

Staff and board members of Mennonite

Publishing House held a celebration to

mark the release of the hymnal, which has

been in process since 1983.

More than 140,000 copies of Hymnal: A
Worship Book have been printed. Some
40,000 will go to MC users.

Roughly 80,000 copies have been set

aside for the Church of the Brethren and

20,000 for GC users.

In addition to the regular "pew edition,"

the hymnal will soon be available in gift

and presentation editions.

These will be shipped in July. Also

scheduled for July release are:

• Keyboard and large-print editions.

• Hymnal: Selections Vol. 1, 2, and 3,

three cassette tapes of music from the

hymnal.
• Planning Worship Services by John

Rempel of New York, N.Y., the first in a

series of books related to the hymnal.

An Accompaniment Handbook for

songleaders and accompanists is sched-

uled for release in September.

A Hymnal Companion, featuring back-

ground on composers, text writers, and

hymns in the new book, is scheduled for

release in February 1993.

The hymnal project includes some 16

resources in all.

Perhaps the most unusual of these is

the Pocket Series—collections of addi-

tional songs that will be published from

time to time over the coming years.

Each set will be sized to fit in the pocket

in the back of the hymnal.

The first collection in the series is now
available. Titled "Favorite Gospel Songs

and Hymns," it includes 12 pieces that are

not in the hymnal.

The hymnal itself consists of 658 songs

and 203 readings.

In addition to hymns of northern Euro-

pean origin, the book includes African,

African-American, Asian, Hispanic, and

Native American songs.
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Native church growing
in Argentina, Masts say
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—The church is

growing among indigenous peoples in

northern Argentina, according to Michael
and Mattie Marie Masts.

The couple returned to North America
this spring after 25 years as workers with

Mennonite Board of Missions (MBM).
From their base in the town of Formosa,

the Masts traveled from 10 to 250 miles

each way to spend weekends with Chris-

tians from the Toba, Pilaga, and Mocovi
peoples.

The couple preached, told Bible stories,

counseled, and served as resource per-

sons.

"Mennonites never have been evange-

lists among these Native peoples," Mattie
Marie said. "We follow where the Indians

sow the seed."

Aboriginal Christians are "very evange-

listic and mission-minded," she contin-

ued. "Nearly every Indian settlement has
an evangelical church. Indian Christians

are also influential in community affairs."

Some 50,000 Toba, Pilaga, and Mocovi
live in an area about the size of Ohio. A
number of MBM workers serve among
these groups.

Bible translators Albert and Lois Buck-
waiter are based in Saenz Pena, 200 miles

southwest of Formosa.
Mike and Becky Wigginton, currently

on North American assignment, serve

about 50 miles south of Saenz Pena with

the Mocovis.

Willis and Byrdalene Horst live in For-

mosa, where the Masts did, and relate to

the Tobas.

About 5,000 indigenous people belong

to the United Evangelical Church (UEC),
which Mennonites helped form in 1958.

The development of the church fol-

lowed a series of major blows to the

Tobas. They were crushed by the military

in 1884, then their leaders were killed by
the police in 1926.

In 1940, some Tobas heard the gospel

as it was being shared with their neigh-

bors, and began spreading the word.

By the 1950s, missionaries realized that

Toba Christians should be in charge of

their own church.

Pilagas and Mocovis later became part

of the UEC.
According to Michael, the church

brought hope to the Tobas at a time when
"society around them was saying the In-

dians weren't worth anything."

Today the church is going through pain-

ful but necessary changes in structure, the

Masts said.

"The church has grown both geograph-
ically and numerically so much that it's

difficult to manage," Mattie Marie ob-

served.

In addition to working with Native peo-
ple, the couple valued their relationships

with charismatic Christians in the Roman
Catholic Church.

After experiencing a spiritual renewal
of their own in 1979, the Masts joined a

Catholic covenant prayer group involving

their neighbors in Formosa.
"They were an important support group

for us and our children," the couple said.

According to Mattie Marie, "the cutting

edge" for missions in Latin America is for

Protestant groups to discern what ap-

proach they should take in a Catholic

context.

"We see God working among the Indi-

ans, the Protestants, and the Catholics,"

she said.

The couple admit they found it hard to

leave Argentina after 25 years.

"We learned so much in a different

setting about [God's activity] with peo-

ple," Michael said. "We hope we can
share some of that here."

—

Phil Richard

Aid goes to victims
of Nicaragua volcano
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—More than $54,000

(U.S.) worth of clothing and health kits is

on its way to Nicaragua.

Mennonite Central Committee is send-

ing the shipment to victims of a series of

volcanic explosions that occurred this

past April.

The Cerro Negro volcano in northwest

Nicaragua spewed debris some 23,000

feet into the air. More than 27,000 acres

of farmland were covered with up to 48

inches of sand during the planting season.

"For subsistence farmers already living

a hand-to-mouth existence, this kind of

event has serious consequences," said

Kevin King, assistant coordinator ofMCC
U.S. Constituency Ministries.

"We hope the clothing and health kits

. . . will help free up family resources for

food and other needs," King said.

MCC is coordinating the relief effort

with Church World Service and CEPAD,
a Protestant relief agency in Nicaragua.

In addition to sending material aid,

MCC has provided $11,000 to cover costs

incurred by the Christian Reformed
World Relief Committee in transporting

food aid.

New freedom follows
bloodshed in Thailand
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Thailand's capital,

Bangkok, used to be more famous for

traffic jams than for political activity.

But now people in this city of 10 million

gather to watch video scenes of the polit-

ical violence that occurred in May.
Individuals also take part in seminars

and discussions about Thailand's future.

"People are sharing ideas which, until

now, they may have been afraid to say

openly," observed Max Ediger, a worker
with Mennonite Central Committee.

Ironically, this follows the killing of

dozens of pro-democracy demonstrators.

On May 18, Thai soldiers opened fire

on a nonviolent group of protesters. The
group was calling for the resignation of

Prime Minister Suchinda Kraprayoon,
who seized power in a 1991 military coup.

After the shootings, the government
declared a state of emergency. Unrest
continued, resulting in more deaths and
thousands of arrests.

Faced with public opposition, Suchinda
resigned on May 22.

On June 10, the Thai parliament passed
amendments reducing the power of the

military-appointed senate and ensuring

that the next prime minister would be an
elected member of the legislature.

A respected official, Anand Panyara-
chun, was appointed prime minister to

prepare for new elections.

The official death toll from the violence

now stands at 55. Some 500 people suf-

fered wounds, and more than 1,000 are

still missing.

Ethiopia church adopts
new plan of organization
Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—The Meserete

Kristos Church (MKC) in Ethiopia is

being organized into regional councils.

According to Harold Reed, Africa direc-

tor for Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions, the move stems from the MKC's
rapid growth.

The church has spread into 12 of the

country's 14 regions and membership has

risen to 51,000 in 53 congregations.

House fellowships, organized during the

time of government restrictions, continue

as basic units of church life.

Meanwhile, Reed reports that the

southern part of Ethiopia is suffering a

serious drought. Food costs have esca-

lated, and crop production will fall be-

cause of lack of rain at planting time.
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Church facility opens. Needham, Mass. (EMBM)—The Greendale Avenue Worship Center

in suburban Boston was dedicated in special services on May 30-31. The building serves as a

meeting place for Good Shepherd Christian Fellowship and Ruach Israel, a Messianic Jewish

fellowship. In addition, the facility houses offices of the Greater Boston Baptist Association.

The Good Shepherd congregation is a member of Lancaster Conference and began with support

from Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions.

• Commencement held. Some
88 students received diplomas

during the 37th annual com-

mencement exercises at Chris-

topher Dock Mennonite High

School on June 13. Arbutus

Sider, a family therapist and the

mother of senior Sonya Sider,

presented the commencement
address. In addition, Chris

Cummings and Bethany Swope
received Christopher Dock
awards for their all-around

achievements. Both plan to at-

tend Goshen (Ind.) College this

fall.

• Haiti woes continue. People

in Haiti are suffering from high

inflation and the loss of jobs,

according to a Mennonite doctor

working there. In a letter quoted

by Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions, John Gehman said the

economic hardships stem partly

from the termination of exports.

The trouble has been com-
pounded by a long drought, he

said.

• Thefts delay work. The joint

offices of Pasadena (Calif.)

Mennonite Church and South-

west Conference have been bur-

glarized three times in recent

weeks. According to Stanley

Green, the break-ins have hin-

dered efforts to coordinate a

response to the Los Angeles

riots. In the latest burglary, on

June 4, thieves took a computer
used by Green in his role as

southern California area minis-

ter for the conference. Three
days earlier, the church's com-

puter and a fax machine used by

Green in his work with Menno-

nite Board of Missions were

stolen. A typewriter, answering

machine, two phones, and a

radio were taken in the first

break-in. Losses now total about

$4,000.—From Mennonite Weekly

Review

• Alberta class meets. Nine pas-

tors and four lay people took

part in a continuing education

Bible course, held May 31-June

5 near Water Valley, Alta. Ger-

ald Gerbrandt of Canadian
Mennonite Bible College, Win-

nipeg, Man., led the study of

Deuteronomy. The class was the

first in a series of continuing

education events planned by
Northwest Conference and the

Conference of Mennonites in Al-

berta—a regional body of the

General Conference Mennonite

Church.

—

From Mennonite Re-

porter

• "MCC house" sold. The sale

of a three-bedroom house in

Archbold, Ohio, on May 16

raised $128,000 for the work of

Mennonite Central Committee.

The house was built by more
than 125 volunteers over a six-

month period. Six such houses

were built in the United States

last year. Total proceeds were

more than $600,000.

• Church planters meet. Some
18 current and prospective

church planters took part in a

Discernment and Orientation

Encounter held May 28-31 at

Berea Mennonite Church in At-

lanta. The event was sponsored

by Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions.

• Pay raise suggested. The Sal-

ary Advisory Committee has

recommended a pay hike for

staff of churchwide agencies. At

a May 18 meeting in Elkhart,

Ind., the committee suggested a

3 percent increase in salaries for

the fiscal year beginning Febru-

ary 1, 1993. In addition, the

group heard a report on the

"Suggested Support Schedule

for Mennonite Pastors in the

U.S." The document is prepared

annually by the Mennonite Board

of Congregational Ministries.

• Families talk. Some 40 par-

ents, siblings, and spouses of

people with prolonged mental

illness attended a May 22-24

retreat at Laurelville Mennonite

Center, Mt. Pleasant, Pa. The
event was the first of its kind for

Mennonite and Brethren fami-

lies. Walt Friesen of Mound-
ridge, Kan., and Patricia Roop
Robinson of Hagerstown, Md.,

led the retreat, which was co-

sponsored by Laurelville and the

Church of the Brethren/Menno-

nite Mental Health Awareness

and Education Committee.

• Student gets prize. Emily
Benner, a first-grader at Penn
View Christian School in

Souderton, Pa., won top honors

in a national handwriting con-

test this spring. Benner's entry

was judged the best of those

submitted by hundreds of U.S.

first-graders. Benner received a

$500 savings bond, a certificate,

and a special T-shirt. The con-

test was sponsored by Zaner-

Bloser, a publisher of handwrit-

ing materials.

1 Reunion held. Former staff of

the biking association Out-

Spokin' held a reunion in Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, on May 23-25. The
event marked the 10th anniver-

sary of the program's closing.

From 1969 to 1982, Out-Spokin'

took youth and adults on bike

trips throughout North America,

Europe, Jamaica, and Puerto

Rico.—Sandra Drescher-Leh-

• Leaves approved. Three mem-
bers of the music faculty at

Goshen (Ind.) College have been

granted leaves of absence. Kay
Montgomery has accepted a

one-year contract to sing in An-

drew Lloyd Weber's musical

Phantom of the Opera in Ger-

many. Marvin Blickenstaff will

teach for nine months at the

Catholic University of America

in Washington, D.C., while Tim-

othy Stalter will begin doctoral

studies at the University of Wis-

consin, Madison.

• Youth commissioned. Some
68 volunteers were commis-

sioned May 24 for assignments

with Eastern Mennonite Board

of Missions programs. The vol-

unteers will participate in Youth
Evangelism Service (YES),
Summer Training Action Teams
(STAT), the School of Witness,

and voluntary service. YES
teams will serve in Bolivia, Hon-

duras, Kenya, and Wales, while

STAT volunteers will go to Be-

lize, France, and Germany, as

well as Chicago and Miami.

School of Witness volunteers

will take internships of at least

six months in Hawaii, New York

City, Pennsylvania, and Swe-

den.

• New appointments:
Ann Martin, East Asia secretary

for Mennonite Central Commit-
tee. Martin holds a master's de-

gree in East Asian studies from

Yale University, New Haven,

Conn., and spent five years as a

teacher and administrator with

the China Educational Ex-
change program. She will spend

the next six months in orienta-

tion in Cambodia, Laos, Thai-

land, and Vietnam.

Kent Stucky, director of develop-

ment for Goshen (Ind.) College.

Stucky holds a law degree and

has worked for Mennonite Mu-
tual Aid and Mennonite Foun-

dation. He succeeds Ron
Gunden, who will head the

college's $50 million capital

campaign, "The Uncommon
Cause: Century Two."
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• Pastor transitions:

Clarence Strite was ordained on
June 14. He serves as pastor of

Black Oak Mennonite Church
near Warfordsburg, Pa.

• Missionary transitions:

Max and Pauline Beachy planned
to depart for Ecuador on June
18 to begin a two-year assign-

ment with Mission Aviation Fel-

lowship. They are overseas mis-

sion associates with Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM).
Their address will be c/o MBM,
Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515-0370.

Neal and Janie Blough, Mennonite
Board of Missions workers in

France, were scheduled to arrive

on June 17 for a two-month
North American assignment.
Neal serves on the leadership

team of the Foyer Grebel Chris-

tian Community, and he and
Janie coordinate activities of the

Mennonite Study Center. Their
address will be c/o Raymond
Neiling, 225 Allendale, Deshler,

OH 43516.

David and Wilma Shank returned
on May 7 following a two-month
term in Benin with Mennonite
Board of Missions. Their ad-

dress is 26430 Banker Street

Rd., Sturgis, MI 49091.

Dan and Margaret Entz Spare,

workers with the United Mission
to Nepal, arrived in Kansas on
May 21 to begin a one-year leave

of absence. Their address is c/o

Richard Spare, R. 2, Box 137, St.

John, KS 67576.

Naomi Weaver returned from Is-

rael at the end of April, following

a three-year assignment as an
overseas mission associate with

Mennonite Board of Missions.

Weaver was a nursing instructor

at Nazareth Hospital. Her ad-

dress is 1177 W. Main St.,

Ephrata, PA 17522.

Steve and Dorothy Wiebe-Johnson,
Mennonite Board of Missions
workers in Ghana, planned to

arrive on June 20 for a one-year

North American assignment.
Steve teaches at Good News
Training Institute, Accra, and in

an extension program of Ghana
Mennonite Church. Dorothy
trains community health work-
ers. From September 1989 to

May 1990, the Wiebe-Johnsons
were involved in Bible teaching

and health ministries in Liberia.

Their address will be 1521 Prai-

rie St., Elkhart, IN 46516.

Lawson Yoder of Harrisonburg,
Va., plans to spend the next year
in Europe. He started working
in Germany in May and will

continue through August. In

September, he will begin a 10-

month assignment at the Foyer
Grebel in Paris as a mission
intern with Mennonite Board of

Missions.

• Coming events:

Business and professional persons
retreat, Spruce Lake, Can-
adensis, Pa., July 10-12. John W.
Eby, dean of Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege, will be the main speaker.

The event is sponsored by the

Clayton Kratz Fellowship, Lans-
dale, Pa. More information from
Ken Hochstetler at 215 721-2438

(days) or from Spruce Lake at

717 595-7505.

Eastern District CPS reunion,
Belleville Mennonite School,
Belleville, Pa., Aug. 2. More in-

formation from Paul E. Bender,
HCR 61, Box 7, Belleville, PA
17004; phone 717 935-2598.

CPS Camp 20 and Camp 40 re-

union, Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa., Oct. 9-11. The reunion is for

campers and spouses of camp-
ers who served at Sideling Hill,

Pa., or Howard, Pa. Reserva-
tions should be made by June
30. More information from H.
Ralph Hernley, R. 1, Box 574,

Scottdale, PA 15683; phone 412
887-5840.

Conference on the early civil rights

movement, Bluffton College,
Bluffton, Ohio, Oct. 22-24. The
theme is "Erasing the Color
Line in the North: Non-Violent
Protest and Civil Rights, 1942-

1955." Scheduled participants

include James Farmer, George
Houser, Homer Jack, and James
Robinson, former leaders of the

Congress of Racial Equality.

More information from Richard
MacMaster, history depart-
ment, Bluffton College,
Bluffton, OH 45817-1196; phone
419 358-3278.

• New books:
Caring for the Least of These, ed-

ited by David Caes. The book
features stories written by poor
people and persons working in

settings of poverty. John M.
Perkins wrote the foreword. The
book is published by Herald
Press.

A Parent's Bedside Companion by
Randolph K. Sanders. The au-

thor, a psychologist from San
Antonio, Tex., offers practical

ideas for parents of young chil-

dren. Herald Press is the pub-
lisher.

• New resources:
Friends Walk with Friends, a series

of Mennonite Board of Missions
(MBM) materials on indigenous

people in the Americas, will be
available late this summer.
Children's packets will provide
an opportunity for youngsters to

meet Native children from both
North and South America; learn

games, songs, and stories; and
plan a "Care for the Earth" proj-

ect. In addition, families or
church groups can participate in

a mission meal. Meal packets
provide an introduction to indig-

enous churches, meal customs,
recipes, and songs, along with a

ceremony of repentance and
hope. A "Friends Walk with
Friends" video can also be pur-

chased. More information is

available from MBM Church
Relations, Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515-0370; phone 219 294-7523.

• Job openings:
Store manager, SelfHelp World-
wide Gifts, Champaign, 111.

Needed by Sept. 1. Well-estab-

lished nonprofit international

gift shop in university town.
Send resume to Fern Massanari,
3262 Greenwood Dr., Dewey, IL
61840; phone 217 897-1587 or

396-4061.

• Change of address:
Emmanuel Mennonite Church,

from PO Box in Gainesville,

Fla., to 1320 W. University Ave.,

Gainesville, FL 32603.

Mennonite Information Center,

from 6135 Germantown Ave. in

Philadelphia, Pa., to 6133 Ger-

mantown Ave., Philadelphia, PA
19144-2046.

Luke and Carmen Schrock-Hurst,

from Richmond, Va., to 3003
Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN
46517.

NEW MEMBERS

Bethany Conservative, Hart-
ville, Ohio: John Allen Miller,

Jonathan Roger Sharp, Daniel

Levi Yoder, Arlo Eugene Som-
mers, Daniel Scott Eby, Geof-

frey Lee Miller, Michael Lynn Som-
mers, Melissa Coblentz, Jennifer

Gail Sommers, Judy Kay Raber.

Cedar Community, Waterloo,
Iowa: Byron Miller and Ellen
Miller.

Dewey, 111.: Amos Allinger, Mark
Lyons, Lisa Rogers, Lucas Rog-
ers, and Chris and Kathy Denny.

East Union, Kalona, Iowa: Devin
Tadlock, Rebecca Beachy, and
Melissa Dickel.

First, Morton, 111.: Lisa Garza,

Mary Ann Harris, Kelly Neu-
hauser, Gary Redhead, Tim Ropp,
Mark Sommer, and Viola Stormer.

Maple View, Burton, Ohio: Ver-
non and Gertie Yoder, Karl
Zacharias, and Lee Hubbard.

Orrvile, Ohio: Wendy Sue Davis,

Michael Roger Rheinheimer,
and Sheila Renee Schrock.

Park View, Harrisonburg, Va.:
Vonya Steiner.

Peace, North Port, Fla.: Re-
becca Kempton and Casey
Kempton.

Raleigh, N.C.: Jason Miller, Alice

Falls, Kevin and Susie Hersh-
berger, and Millard and Cindy
Kimery.

Science Ridge, Sterling, 111.:

Ben Beard, Sharon Deter, Shel-

don Ebersole, Rhonda Meiners,
Mark Razo, Tom Witmer, Ivy

Smith, and Keith Smith.

Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio:
Mike Cottrell, Howard Hess-
inger, April Horn, Linda Horn,
Amos Kratzer, Esther Kratzer,

Krystal Neuenschwander, Bar-

bara Rizer, Rhoda and Steve
Geiser, Shirley and Keith Som-
merfeld, Elsie and Don Specht,
and Joyce and Ed Taylor.

Strawberry Lake, Ogema,
Minn.: Shanda Hochstetler, Me-
lissa Yoder, Ronald Muff, Justin

Stiyer, Archie Stiyer, and Rebel
Stiyer.

Zion, York, Pa.: Wendy Collazo,

Daryl Johnson, and Kirk
Kreisher.

BIRTHS

Anders, Dwight and Gail (Ritten-

house), Sarasota, Fla., Dwight
Harlan, Jr. (first child), Jan. 21.

Crider, Brent and Vicki (Witmer),

Greencastle, Pa., Ethan Witmer
(second child), June 11.

Croce, Stephen and Kathryn
(Marn), Chardon, Ohio, Anna
Marie (third child), April 28.

Evans, Matthew and Kathy (Bell),

Lakeview, Ohio, Tyler Matthew
(third child), June 7.

Filla, Robert and Joyce
(Petersheim), Huntsburg, Ohio,

Timothy Robert (first child),

April 20.

Hoover, Roger and Cherolyn
(Halteman), Perkasie, Pa., Mac-
kenzie Robert (first child), June 6.

Jantzi, Peter and Roberta (Sny-

der), Glenfield, N.Y., Rebekah
May (fourth child), May 15.

Martin, Curtis and Elizabeth
(Lee), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Zachary Adam (first child), June 3.

Mease, Donald and Kathleen
(Link), Quakertown, Pa.,

Amanda Mae (first child), June 2.

Melosso, Robert and Donna
(Couroux), Kitchener, Ont, Re-

becca Valeria (first child), May 19.
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Miller, Steve and Viana (Yoder),

Goshen, Ind., Carmen Nichole

(third child), May 29.

Nafziger, Daryl and Colleen

(Yoder), Goshen, Ind., Cameron
James (second child), June 2.

Wenger, Cliff and Carol (Moser),

Ephrata, Pa., Taylor Michelle

(third child), May 10.

Woods, John and Kristen
(Weaver), Ephrata, Pa., Kayla

Danielle (second child), June 5.

Zook, Merle and Dorene
(Bontrager), Elkhart, Ind.,

Kelsey Lynette (second child),

June 6.

MARRIAGES

Overman-Hostetler: Matt Over-

man, Goshen, Ind. (East
Goshen), and Sonya Hostetler,

Goshen, Ind. (East Goshen),

June 6, by Dave Miller.

Robillard-Denlinger: Sean
Robillard, Mountville, Pa. (Par-

adise), and Jeanine Denlinger,

Lancaster, Pa. (Paradise), May
23, by Fred Martin.

Shirk-Burkett: Scott Shirk,

Martinsburg, Pa. (Martinsburg),

and Molly Burkett, Roaring

Spring, Pa. (United Methodist),

June 10, by John Davidhizar and

Robert Kennedy.
Walker-Glick: Cameron Walker
and Jaqueline Glick, LaGrange,

111. (Lombard), May 16, by Rich-

ard Blackburn and Ivan J.

Kauffmann.
Yoder-Horner: Brian Yoder,

Hollsopple, Pa. (Blough), and

Linda Horner, Boswell, Pa.

(Thomas), June 6, by Richard

Mininger and David Mishler.

DEATHS

Casterline, Myra (Lee), 75,

Montgomeryville, Pa. Born:

Sept. 14, 1916, North Mon-
mouth, Maine, to Fred and Bes-

sie (Morse) Lee. Died: May 30,

1992, Montgomeryville, Pa., of

cancer. Survivors— children:

Leslie, Ralph, Everett, Eugene,

Edmund, Patricia Shearer,

Betty Pride; brother and sister:

Albert Lee, Phyllis Dow; 16

grandchildren, one great-grand-

child. Predeceased by: Everitt

Casterline (husband). Congre-

gational membership: Swamp
Mennonite Church. Funeral:

June 3, Rupell's Funeral Home,
by William A. Brunk. Burial: St.

James Lutheran Cemetery,
Phillipsburg, N.J.

Haynam, Violet Arline, 70, Louis-

ville, Ohio. Born: Feb. 9, 1922,

East Canton, Ohio, to Harry and

Louise (Rice) Zimmerman.
Died: June 6, 1992, Louisville,

Ohio, of cancer. Survivors—chil-

dren: Clark, Craig, and Carl; sis-

ter: Ellen John; 10 grandchil-

Mural installed. Lancaster, Pa. (LMH)—Dennis Maust of

Lititz, Pa., puts finishing touches on a ceramic mural at

Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High School. Maust designed the

piece for the school's auditorium/fine arts center. Titled

"Confluence," meaning "flowing together," the mural sug-

gests a place where cultures come together and ideas are

exchanged.

dren. Predeceased by: Wayne E.

Haynam (husband). Funeral and
burial: June 9, Beech Mennonite
Church, by Roy Bucher.

Hunsberger, Mary (Cressman),

92, Baden, Ont. Born: April 1,

1900, Wilmot Twp., Ont., to

Enos and Lavina (Haliman)
Cressman. Died: April 2, 1992,

Cambridge, Ont. Survivors-
children: Enos, Amy, Elsie

Shantz, Floyd, Erma Stutzman,

Mary Schiedel, Kenneth; 18

grandchildren, 19 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by:

Eldon E. Hunsberger (husband)

and Willis (son). Funeral and

burial: April 5, Shantz Menno-
nite Church, by Doris Gascho
and Jim Loepp-Thiessen.

Kulp, Wilmer, 95, Harleysville,

Pa. Born: June 10, 1896,

Harleysville, Pa., to Isaac C. and

Lizzie S. (Metz) Kulp. Died:

May 3, 1992, Harleysville, Pa.

Survivors—daughter: Verna A.

Bechtel; 2 grandchildren, 6

great-grandchildren, 2 great-

great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Esther Kulp (wife).

Funeral and burial: May 6, Tow-
amencin Mennonite Church, by
Glenn Alderfer and Harold Fly.

Schloneger, Alvin Walter, 87,

Louisville, Ohio. Born: Feb. 25,

1905, Paris, Ohio, to Amos and

Amanda (Sommers) Schloneger.

Died: June 2, 1992, Louisville,

Ohio, of a stroke. Survivors

—

children: Carol Schrock, Janet

Lehman, Stanley, Myrna Piper;

brothers: Ray, Irvin, John; 11

grandchildren, 3 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by:

Gladys (Hostetler) Schloneger

(wife). Funeral and burial: June

5, Beech Mennonite Church, by

Roy Bucher and Steve Thomas.
Schrock, John Irvin, 71, Phoe-

nix, Ariz. Born: Aug. 9, 1920,

Elkhart County, Ind., to Charles

A. and Mabel (Pletcher)

Schrock. Died: June 3, 1992,

Phoenix, Ariz., of a stroke. Sur-

vivors—wife: Edna L. Canen;

children: Ruth Ann Clark, Patty

Miller, Kerry, Tom; brother:

Harold W.; 10 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren. Funeral:

June 10, Wakarusa, Ind., by
Dale Shenk and Paul Hoover.

Burial: Olive West Cemetery
Troyer, Harold Paul, 67, Yoder,

Kan. Born: Dec. 25, 1924, Hutch-

inson, Kan., to Oliver and Mary
(Yutzy) Troyer. Died: June 3,

1992, Hutchinson, Kan. Survi-

vors— wife: Kathryn Frye
Troyer; children: Peter L., Mar-

sha K. Oehlert; brothers: Leroy
V., Lester L.; 3 grandchildren.

Funeral: June 6, South Hutchin-

son Mennonite Church, by Cal-

vin King. Burial: Fairlawn Cem-
etery.

Wert, Timothy Titus, 90, Lititz,

Pa. Born: Oct. 22, 1901, Juanita

County, Pa., to Joseph and Min-

nie (Seiber) Wert. Died: June 1,

1992, Ephrata, Pa., of a thoracic

aneurysm. Survivors—daugh-
ters: Ruth Swartz, Esther King;

sisters: Mary Miller, Martha
King, Naomi Stoner; 5 grand-

children, 10 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Florence

Stoner Wert (wife). Funeral:

June 4, Landis Homes Chapel,

by Don Good, Glenn Hoover,

and David Weaver. Burial:

Metzler's Cemetery.

Yoder, Ethel Priscilla, 78, New-
port News, Va. Born: Sept. 2,

1913, Denbigh, Va., to J. Harvey
and Irene Hertzler Yoder. Died:

June 4, 1992, Newport News,
Va., of pneumonia. Survivors

—

brothers and sisters: Lauren
Yoder, Frances Smucker, Pau-

line Bauman, Helena Wells,

Morris Yoder. Funeral and
burial: June 6, Warwick River

Mennonite Church, by Gordon
Zook and Daniel Smucker.

CALENDAR

South Central Conference dele-

gate session, Oklahoma City,

Okla., July 3-5

Northwest Conference annual
meeting, Camrose, Alta., July

4-6

Indiana-Michigan Conference an-

nual meeting, Manistique,
Mich., July 9-11

Allegheny Conference annual
meeting, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., July

9-12

Mennonite Board of Education,

Harrisonburg, Va., July 12-13

Virginia Conference annual meet-

ing, Bergton, Va., July 15-19

General Conference Mennonite
Church assembly, Sioux Falls,

S.D., July 22-26

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, NY., Aug. 3-6

Conservative Conference annual

meeting, Beaver Falls, N.Y.,

Aug. 10-13

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation assembly, Los Angeles,

Aug. 13-16

Mennonite Mutual Aid board
meeting, Chicago, Aug. 14-15

Franklin Conference annual meet-

ing, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 14-15

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual

meeting, Manson, Iowa, Aug. 21-

23

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27
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ou shall go out with joy. .

.

Eastern Mennonite Seminary Introduces Its Class of1992

During the past year at Eastern Mennonite

Seminary we've had many reasons to be joyful.

From the fresh new crop of first-year students,

to the "Mustard Seed" building campaign, to

the wondrous day that ground was actually

broken for new seminary facilities, the year has

proven to be one of memorable landmarks

—

including graduating a 38-member class on

May 16.

Ten of the class received the master of

divinity degree, 17 were awarded the master of

arts in church leadership or master of arts in

religion degree, and 1 1 earned the one-year

certificate in biblical or pastoral studies. More

than half of the graduates will be involved in

pastoral-congregational ministry, with the re-

mainder pursuing further schooling, overseas

missions, church agency assignments, and

other responsibilities.

MDiv- Master of

Divinity

MACL - Master

of Arts in Church

Leadership

MAR - Master of

Arts in Religion

CBS- Certificate

in Biblical Studies

CPS -Certificate

in Pastoral

Studies

The graduates are (Back row, left to right): Rene Brugger MDiv, Bob VanGilder MDiv, John L. Derstine

MDiv, Tresa Quarles MDiv, David J. Lehman MDiv. Fourth row: Barbara Hensley MDiv, Guy Vlasits

MACL, Paul T. Yoder MACL, Claire Osinkosky MDiv, Ted Swartz MACL, Craig Snider MDiv, Ben Eberly

MACL, Jill Landis Snider MDiv, Willard Eberly MACL, Kenton Slabaugh MDiv. Third row: Mike Chandler

MACL, Brian Charette MACL, Jacob Muriira MACL, Eugene Klassen MACL, Duane Bishop MACL, Cori

Lyman Barner MACL, Alex Adjei MACL, Sean FitzGerald MACL. Second Row: Joel Harlow MAR, Glenn

Kauffman MAR, Alan Roby MAR, James R. Martin CPS, John Bomberger CBS, Ron Blough CPS.

Front row: Henry Ortiz CPS, James S. Delp CPS, Mary Lou Simmons CBS, Amy Kuepfer CPS, Gloria

Bontrager CPS, Walter Wiltschek CBS. Not pictured: Audrey Patterson CBS, Juan Solanas MACL,

Jane Ann Hughes O'Roark CPS.
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Representatives of Eastern Mennonite College & Seminary—faculty,

administrators, trustees, alumni, students—turn the first shovelfuls of dirt

May 16 for the new seminary building.

Eastern Mennonite Seminary offers graduate-level theological

training to prepare personsfor variousforms of Christian ministry.

EMS also provides resources for the

leadership training programs of Mennonite

conferences and congregations. The seminary

stands in the Anabaptist believer's church

tradtion. This heritage is interpreted under the

authority of scripture, tested in dialogue with

other Christians and expressed in the teaching

ministry on and off campus.

Eastern Mennonite Seminary shares its hill-

side campus with Eastern Mennonite College,

overlooking Virginia's scenic Shenandoah

Valley. Harrisonburg offers excellent school,

housing, cultural and recreational resources for

the entire family.

Eastern Mennonite Seminary welcomes

visitors to campus. Interviews and tours may be

requested by contacting the office of admis-

sions (800) 368-2665. Appointments should be

made in advance. Prospective students are

invited to visit classes, attend chapel and visit

with seminary personnel.

Eastern Mennonite Seminary offers the

following programs of study:

• Master of Divinity

• Master of Arts in Church Leadership

Concentrations offered in:

Christian Counseling

Christian Education

Christian Peacemaking

Congregational Worship and Music

Evangelism and Church Planting

• Master of Arts in Religion

• Master of Arts in Counseling

(being developed for Fall 1993)

• Certificate in Biblical Studies

• Certificate in Pastoral Studies

Eastern
Mennonitem
SEMINARY

Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
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Breaking through
I've never been one to pray about the weather.

The way I figure it, God has enough to do with-

out having to be bothered with whether I want

sunshine or rain. Besides, what would God do if

my prayer for sunshine conflicted with my neigh-

bor's for rain?

So I save God that complication. Not praying

about the weather also lets me stay true to my
rational, scientific mind that knows all about jet

streams, weather patterns, and high and low

pressure areas.

That's why I wasn't quite prepared for what

happened the other Saturday. Now it wasn't re-

ally a prayer I had uttered—more like a thought,

almost out loud.

It had been a difficult week. My stress level

was high. I needed a break, so my bicycle-riding

friend and I agreed to hit the road on Saturday.

The weather forecast was with us: sun in the

morning with clouds rolling in by late afternoon.

I got up that morning to cloudy skies. The
longer the day progressed the thicker they got.

By late morning it looked as if rain would wash

out bicycling. "God," I remember saying (pray-

ing?), "I really wanted this weather the other

way round."

Shortly after lunch, I saw the first sunshine.

The afternoon turned out to be gorgeous. I came
back from three hours on a bicycle refreshed,

stress gone, ready to tackle another problem and

meet another deadline.

Coincidence? Luck? TV's weather channel

wrong once again?

My rational mind wants to think so. So does

the culture in which I live. Even my religious

background has little time for a God who
changes things like the weather at the whim of

one of the children.

But the scientific doesn't quite explain what

happened to me that Saturday. Something in-

side nudges me toward consideration of divine

intervention in my day.

James M. Wall, writing in a Christian Century

editorial, tells of a friend who found a particu-

larly appropriate quotation for a speech
—

"al-

most as if guided by a divine hand, the friend

said. Why "almost as if?" Walls asks. "It is just

possible that in some strange way we are con-

nected with that power who creates, sustains

the rational mind
and, yes, guides us" (May 6, 1992).

Dare we believe God is really that close? Is it

even arrogant to think so? Particularly out loud?

Do we have a God who delights in our wishes,

who sometimes gives us our desires?

And if sometimes, why not all the time? How
do we explain tragedy and sorrow? Does God
have a hand in these too?

The questions are much easier than the an-

swers. The best I can do is summon faith that

God knows what the divine is doing.

I still don't pray about the weather. But when
it—and other things in my life—bring me joy

and contentment, I say, "Thanks, God." If God
intervened, God surely deserves my thanks. If it

were only circumstances, God still needs to

know I'm grateful.—jlp

The word of the Lord was rare

Followers of Yahweh seemed to have it easy in

biblical times. They just asked God what they

should do, and they got a direct answer. At least

that's the impression I get reading such books

as 1 & 2 Kings and 1 & 2 Samuel.

Wouldn't the Christian life be a lot simpler if

God spoke like that today?

There may be a variety of reasons why God ap-

pears not to do so. I find a sobering one in 1

Sam. 3 in a description of a time when God did

not speak.

"The word of the Lord was rare in those days;

visions were not widespread," records the writer

of Samuel. Before that summary he gives the

context: The people of Israel were becoming like

those around them. Their leaders were corrupt,

more interested in themselves than the people.

Life revolved around gain and pleasure.

We may have good, rational explanations for

why we don't hear a direct word from God
today. While we're developing them, we might

well ask if we have become so entrapped in our

culture, so sure of ourselves, so enamored with

our pleasure that God cannot get through? Or
worse yet, has God decided to give up speaking

until we are ready to hear?

May the word of the Lord not be rare in our

day.—jlp
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Ambassadors have two temptations. One is to be so

uninvolved we have no opportunity to tell about the

kingdom. The other is to be so involved we take on

the values of the culture to which we have been sent.
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As citizens of two kingdoms:

We dare not 'stay

in the embassy'
nor 'go native*
Christians are ambassadors, straddling

two cultures, living in one but repre-

senting another. We must maintain a

delicate balance to reach to our goal.

ELKHART

£ LIBRARY

% JUL 7 32>

For the last two years I have been a mem-
ber of a small group of people who have

been working against the death penalty in

the state of Idaho. Part of our strategy has been

to try to pass legislation that would prohibit the

death penalty for mentally retarded offenders.

Working in the legislative process has given

me good reason to think much about the relation-

ship of the Christian to the state. In doing so I

have found one biblical passage particularly use-

ful. It is Eph. 6:20, in which Paul refers to him-

self as an "ambassador."

An ambassador is one who straddles two cul-

tures. The ambassador lives in one country but

represents another. Good ambassadors thor-

oughly understand the nation to which they have

been sent. They know the language, the culture,

the values, and the way things are done. At the

same time, however, they must also be com-

pletely committed to their own culture and its

values.

As Christians, we are ambassadors for the

by

Gardner

Hanks



We must remember our real message as
we move between two kingdoms. People,
even people who oppose us, are more
important than the issues we work at

kingdom of God to the world. In the classic for-

mula, we are "in the world, but not of the

world." The Bible tells us that the relationship

between these two kingdoms is a stormy one.

We therefore are placed in the delicate position

of being ambassadors not just to another coun-
try but to a country that is hostile to our own.
As ambassadors, we are like high wire artists

who must maintain a balance in order to pro-

ceed toward our goal. To lean too far one way or

the other can lead to disaster.

On the one hand, we may be tempted to

"stay in the embassy"—to be so unin-

volved with the world that we give our-

selves no opportunity to tell it about our
kingdom. On the other, we might be tempted to

"go native"—to get so involved in worldly affairs

that we take on the values of the world to which
we have been sent.

In working with the Idaho legislature, I have
faced both temptations. At times I have suc-

cumbed. The temptation to remove myself from
the world has usually come at moments when I

have been disappointed by the response of

groups that I think should be supportive.

For example, although most major national or-

ganizations who work with the mentally retarded

support anti-death penalty legislation for their

clientele, we have been able to generate no sup-

port from these groups on the state level. In

Idaho the death penalty is very popular, and for

a group to support any kind of limitation on it

could endanger the group's ability to work for

other items on its political agenda—items the or-

ganization sees as more important.

Each time I have gotten the news that a partic-

ular organization was not going to support us, I

have felt discouraged and sometimes angry. At
one point, I told a friend, "Well, I guess Idaho
will just have to kill a couple of mentally re-

tarded people before this will be taken as a seri-

ous issue." Working on this very unpopular issue

has often left me feeling lonely and out of touch
with my friends and neighbors. Many times I

have wondered whether it is worth it. Would it

be better to work for a more hopeful issue?

At times like this, it has helped that I act

as a spiritual advisor to a death row in-

mate. For me the issue has become a per-

sonal one. I am not just trying to defend some
religious principle. I am trying to save the life of

my friend. When I get discouraged, this has
helped to keep me going.

I also consider it to be an act of grace that at

the same time we got bad news from many so-

cial service agencies, we also began to receive

support from church groups for our legislation.

In addition to support from my own Mennonite
congregation, we received letters of support
from the Episcopal and Lutheran bishops for

Idaho as well as from two Presbyteries. These
church leaders could look beyond the death pen-
alty as a political issue to see the lonely, fright-

ened, retarded men on Idaho's death row. The
church's support has helped to keep me involved.

I have been less successful in my efforts to

keep from "going native." In politics the object

is to win. In the political view, there are four

kinds of people: your friends (the people who
are on your side), your enemies (the people who
oppose what you want), the neutrals (the people
you want to persuade to be on your side), and
the powerless (the people who don't matter).

People don't stay in one camp. They move
from one to another. Someone who supports you
on one issue may be an enemy on another.

Thus, all relationships are transitory. Politically,

we tend to see people only in terms of what they
can do for us, and this changes from day to day.

Virtues also are only virtuous when they are to

our advantage. Thus, it is good to be trustwor-

We Christians today are in

the delicate position of being
ambassadors, notjust to another
country, but to a country that is

hostile to the values of our own.

thy, unless it is more profitable to be deceitful.

How different this is from the view that Jesus ex-

pressed in the Sermon on the Mount and lived

out in his own life.

Last year our legislation against the death pen-
alty died in committee because the chairman, a

strong proponent of capital punishment, refused

to give it a hearing. Because of this, I saw him
as an enemy. I was angry with him. I felt that he
had been unfair. He had wielded his power arbi-

trarily. I decided that I would go talk to him to

express this anger.

Again, I believe that it was an act of grace that

a story about this man appeared in the paper
the morning I was to visit him. It called him
"tough, but fair." I cut the article out with the

idea that I would use it to shame him.
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When I got to his office, he was talking with

another committee chairman. They were laugh-

ing about some of the bills that "had gotten lost

in their pockets." I was certain that this conver-

sation was for my benefit. I could feel myself get-

ting angrier and angrier.

As good ambassadors, we
must keep in touch with our

homeland. Otherwise we take

on the values of the country

to which we have been sent.

The chairman kept me waiting for some min-

utes, then finally came into the room. I took the

article out of my pocket and handed it to him. I

said something like, "I saw this in the paper this

morning, and I thought you might like to have

an extra copy." He seemed taken aback. "I re-

ally appreciate this," he said genuinely. "I

wanted extra copies to send to some of my rela-

tives."

Suddenly, I realized that here was another

human being. He had relatives, and, like my own
father, he liked to send them newspaper articles

about his activities. I began to feel some of my
anger melting away. We were able to have a

good conversation. I was able to give him my po-

sition without attacking his integrity—something

he obviously took pride in. And for those few

minutes, I think that he was able to see beyond

my opposition to the death penalty, to see me as

a human being too. At least I pray so.

I believe it is vital for Christians to remember
continually the real message we carry when we

enter the political world. I oppose the death pen-

alty because Christ has given value to human
life. But if I devalue other people as I witness

against capital punishment, then I have lost the

true message I bring.

People, even people who oppose us, are

more important than our issues. That is

the message that Jesus brought. He did

not come just to save the people who are on my
side. He came for all of us. It is not an easy mes-

sage to remember, particularly when the world

proclaims a very different message—and pro-

claims it loudly.

Like good ambassadors, then, it is important

that we keep in touch with our true homeland.

When we enter the political world, there is a

temptation to put aside our spiritual life. We
may find ourselves too busy to go to church, too

busy to pray, too busy to read our Bibles, too

busy to meet with our Christian brothers and sis-

ters in community. We neglect these things at

great risk.

Without constant renewal of kingdom values,

the values of the world begin to gain power over

us. That is when we become ambassadors who
have forgotten the message we were commis-

sioned to bring. And if we forget the message,

then we are no longer God's ambassadors. We
are simply lobbyists who use our religion as one

more political weapon.

On the other hand, when we faithfully carry

Christ's message, even into the halls of political

power, we show clearly that the gospel is not

just "pie in the sky when you die." It is some-

thing that can change lives in the here and now.

Our own Christian behavior will witness to that.

Gardner Hanks, Boise, Idaho, is an elder at the

Hyde Park Mennonite Fellowship and the state

death penalty project coordinator for Amnesty

International. He is employed by the Idaho State

Library as the continuing education consultant.
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Guidelines for reporting sexual misconduct
and other sensitive news stories

Sensitive news stories, such as those of sex-

ual misconduct of church leaders, force dif-

ficult decisions for Mennonite journalists.

We believe the press is an essential part of the
church's work as it attempts to deal with these

situations with compassion, redemption, and
reconciliation for both victim and offender. At
the same time, we recognize the power of a pub-
lic medium and the frequent tension between
public and more private ways of being the

church.

In dealing with sensitive stories, the church
press must ask constantly, "How can this story

be presented so that it will work toward building

rather than tearing down the church?" In report-

ing these stories, the editor will strive not only

to name problems or conflicts but also to point

to or "mediate" solutions.

This set of guidelines for handling sensitive

stories aims to keep those of us in the church
press accountable to our own best intentions.

Why carry "bad" news?
1. Accountability. Public leadership is a public

trust. Leaders must be held accountable for that

trust. As recommended by the professional coun-
seling community, we believe that trust violated

must be dealt with openly and forthrightly.

2. Integrity. A publication targeted to tell the
church's story must report both the "good" and
the "bad" if it is to remain credible. To fail to re-

port the bad is to lose believability in reporting
the good. This approach is particularly true for

today's sophisticated media generation within

the church. It is also true for those outside who
look on.

3. Truth and accuracy. When misconduct or

other controversy involving public figures occurs,

rumors quickly run rampant. It is the role of the
church press to put enough accurate information
on the public record to set straight the rumors.
It should also provide accurate information for

the more detailed discussion which needs to hap-
pen at many levels.

4. Deterrence. Leaders and members can both
benefit from the threat of public exposure. Con-
sciousness-raising can help persons to avoid po-
tentially ambiguous and misleading behavior.

Publication lessens the possibility for offenders

to move from community to community with sin-

ful behavior unchecked.

5. Legitimation. Publication "legitimizes" the
stories of the victims of known offenders.

How does Gospel Herald decide about
reporting difficult news stories? Do
you have a policy about what you

will or will not print?

In response to these and other questions
some of our stories of the past months have
generated, we publish here the guidelines
we use as we make our decisions. These are
tentative. They are being processed further
with Meetinghouse, a consortium of Menno-
nite and Brethren-in-Christ editors.

Both Gospel Herald and Meetinghouse be-

lieve a responsible church press has an im-
portant part in helping our denominations
become reconciling communities in the face
of difficult issues such as sexual misconduct.
Your response is welcome.
—Editor

What determines which stories to publish?
1. Have the accused and the victim had the ben-

efit of "due process"? Normally, the church press

will report only after an action has been taken
by a church body (congregation, district confer-

ence, churchwide board, or another agency act-

ing on behalf of the church) or a court. The as-

sumption is that these bodies can guarantee due
process. When the church press is contacted di-

rectly with allegations against a particular

leader, the editor will direct the person bringing

the allegations to the proper board or agency.

Should situations arise in which the agency re-

sponsible fails to follow through on the investiga-

tion, the editor may decide to go with the story.

This will be done with careful attention to

journalistic ethics, such as balanced and fair re-

porting and avoiding libel, and in consultation

with other journalists and church leaders.

2. Has the offender held a significant church-

wide office or been a public figure in Mennonite
church life? With public responsibility comes
public accountability. That accountability needs
to be at least as broad as the offender's influ-

ence in the life of the church.

3. Is the offender repentant for the alleged ac-

tions, or does the offender refuse to "own" the be-
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havior? Confession will not necessarily mean a

story will not be printed. The church press must
take care to ensure that easy confession does

not become a "way out" for an offender. In

cases in which confession and restitution are

being made, the editor will be in dialogue with

the accused before running a story.

In cases in which an offender does not take re-

sponsibility for known misconduct and refuses

to repent and make restitution, the press has

the responsibility to make those facts known to

the church.

4. Have the victims identified themselves, and

do they feel a story should be published? In cover-

ing sexual abuse stories, the church press must
bring as much concern for the victims of miscon-

duct as for the offender.

How will sensitive stories be covered?

1. The focus will be on official actions rather

than on the behavior of the offender.

2. Only the details necessary for understand-

ing the offense and the official action will be in-

cluded in the story.

3. The offender will be named, but the victims'

names will not if they request anonymity. How-
ever, the victims' names must be known either

to the editor or to a responsible group in the

church.

4. All facts and secondary information will be

checked with at least two sources.

5. The accused will be contacted before publi-

cation. The story may include a statement from
the offender but need not do so. However, the

offender will be informed that a publication is

carrying the story.

6. All stories will be checked with an attorney

for potentially libelous material. Editors will also

consult with journalistic colleagues and refer to

statements of journalism ethics in pursuing sensi-

tive stories.

7. If a case is in court, editors will publish only

that which has been reported in open session.

Publications will avoid independent investiga-

tions while a court hearing is in process. They
will also observe court orders banning publica-

tion of evidence or names.

8. Responsible feedback generated by a story

will be included in letters columns. However, the

editor will publicize a time limit for the discus-

sion of a particular incident. The limit should

give time for readers to respond to at least the

first round of the letters. The editor reserves the

right to publish additional letters after the dead-

line if these letters bring new insights to the dis-

cussion.
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Ifyou sow to the Spirit, you
will reap eternal life from the

Spirit. So let us not grow
weary in doing what is right,

for we will reap at harvest-

time, if we do not give up.

—Gal. 6:8b-9, NRSV
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Four things to remember as

We are called to be peacemakers by our
God. This message is a central part of
our gospel. But we must be careful how
we give the message ofpeace to others.

by Susan Mark Landis

It's
been some 18 months now since the war.

That's long enough for the memories of our

questions and anxieties during that time to

begin to fade.

During the Persian Gulf War, for the first time

in a generation, we peace-loving Mennonites
found ourselves to be a small minority in a coun-

try reveling in war. Our neighbors flew flags and
decorated with yellow ribbons while we won-
dered how quiet we should keep.

Though the war is a memory, the questions

persist. When is the time to speak up, and when
is the time to keep quiet? How do we best share

our views about peace?

Regardless of how we answer those questions,

there comes a time we must speak for peace. As
we do, there are at least four things we must
keep in mind for our witness to be authentic and
our message to be real:

IBe biblical. Peace is biblical. It is a central

part of Christ's message.

Sometimes we assume our Christian friends

understand the importance of peace to the bibli-

cal message and that we don't need to repeat

specific verses. I don't think this is accurate.

Even seminary-trained pastors of other denomi-

nations sometimes haven't noticed the numerous

Our message must be humane.
It must help lessen burdens.

To heap on more 'shoulds' and
'musts' is not the good news.

calls to peace in the Bible because that was not

emphasized in their education. Often our friends

are not so much choosing to ignore the biblical

basis for peace as much as they are somewhat
unaware of it.

A message of peace that is not biblically

grounded ends up sounding too political or lib-

eral or optional. This is not to say that many sec-

ular peace groups are not doing good and impor-
tant work. It is to say that their job is different

from ours. We are called to be peacemakers by
our God, and this message is a central part of

our gospel. As we talk to our friends, the first

thing we want them to realize is that our peace
stance comes from our understanding of the na-

ture and character of our God.

Be prayerful. Our mightiest weapon in wag-
ing peace is prayer. We need to spend time

in prayer, preparing ourselves as witnesses

to the peace message. Jesus spent many lonely

hours in prayer, and we must learn to do the

same.

It is not an easy task to find time for prayer,

and the command to "pray continually" may for-

ever seem beyond our reach. However, we must
remember Martin Luther's amazing words, "I

have so much business I cannot get on without

spending three hours daily in prayer."

We must pray for peace in the world, for our

leaders, for our enemies, and for those who have

not yet received the power of peace in their

lives. We must, however, especially pray for our-

selves, that our lives further our message of

peace, not contradict it.

Prayer, especially long hours of prayer, will de-

mand that we keep our priorities straight. One
of the biggest leaches on our energy and clear

thinking is our overly full lives, our mad rush

from here to there. Our peace witness is more
dramatic, more clear, and more whole when our

lives are more serene. Prayer will ground us in

the unshakableness of God.

3Be patient. The third trait we need as we
share peace is patience. Jesus, as he wept
over Jerusalem, admitted that the city did

not hear his message. Peter used a sword in
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we share God's peace

Jesus' defense in the garden. Even after three

years of living with the master of peace, Peter

had not absorbed this most central characteristic.

Those of us working for peace must have great

patience because we often feel no one is listen-

Most of us didn't come to our

beliefs in peace overnight. We
must be patient with others as

they struggle with theirs.

ing. One conversation with a neighbor, one letter

to a government official, one time of being will-

ing to work toward a thoughtful resolution of a

community problem is not going to result in peo-

ple knocking on our doors, begging to know
about this gospel of peace. Rather, we give glim-

mers of ideas, which can be built on later.

Sometimes overnight conversions take place,

and we add a new believer to our ranks. More
often changes slowly creep into lives. We must
be joyful with small steps and encourage little

changes. Many of us didn't come to our beliefs

overnight; we must be patient with others as

they take time to struggle with theirs.

4Be human. Sometimes those of us who
teach peace come across as better than any-

one else. We don't eat table grapes, our chil-

dren don't play with guns, we use only nonsexist

language, and we speak knowledgeably about re-

cent legislation. It's even hard to find jokes

about peace because we take ourselves to seri-

ously!

We can frustrate others because we seem judg-

mental and better than anyone else. We must
confess our own shortcomings, admit that we
love Nestle's chocolate, talk about our children

who are weary of peace teaching, and beg for for-

giveness for our anger. By allowing ourselves to

admit our humanity publicly, we show others

that the way of peace is for the imperfect and
the unsure.

This means that the message we present must
also be humane. We must not add more burdens

to our already troubled friends. We must show
them instead how to lighten their loads. We
can't constantly be heaping new shoulds and
musts when what we are presenting is the good

news, the gospel. Instead, we must be encourag-

ers; we must illustrate the joy of our peace-filled

lives. We need to give the world celebrations!

We also need to learn to use words, images,

and role models that our friends can identify

with. By using examples of people they know
personally, by being easy to understand, we
make the peace message accessible. We must
also be careful to not have all the answers, to

show only one way—our way—to peace. Rather,

it is important to allow time for discussion, for

examining the witness we have presented. Help-

ing people talk about peace, rather than just hav-

ing them listen, results in much more ownership.

As we take the message of peace to the

world, these are four points to remember:
We must be biblical because our peace

message comes from God. We must have a vital,

growing prayer life, which makes peace evident

in our lives. We must be patient with others, ac-

knowledging that we learned peace over a long

period of time and continue to learn more. And
we must admit that we are human, that we are

not by any means perfect, nor is our particular

way of presenting the message perfect.

The message of peace comes from God and
we are privileged to bring it to the world. Our
success in presenting peace does not come in

great numbers of people who follow. Rather, our

success comes when we have made the message
of peace accessible to all.

Susan Mark Landis, Orrville, Ohio, has worked

for several years with the Peace-Justice-Service

Commission of Ohio Conference in peace education.

She currently serves as chair of that commission.

Peace is not something tached
on to the gospel by liberal do-

gooders. It is central to the

message of Christ for our day.



PERSPECTIVE

Rains from God, floods from people

We must help those affected by natural

disasters, but not addressing the roots of

the problem means we will be called on
again and again to pick up the pieces.

by

Dave
Schrock-

Shenk

When Hurricane Agnes flooded Lancaster

County, Pa., in 1972, news reports said

the devastation was worse than that

caused by the flood of 1936—the last "big flood"

in the county where I grew up.

After the water receded, we discovered less

rain had fallen in the 1972 storm than in the

days before the 1936 flood. Why then was the

flooding worse?

The primary reason was the large amount of

Lancaster County land that had been paved be-

tween 1936 and 1972. Since less rain could soak

into the ground, more ran off and became part

of the flood waters.

I learned that human actions can increase the

potential of natural forces to harm other people.

In 1991 the news media reported several in-

stances of large-scale loss of life caused by

floods, typhoons, and mudslides.

Again, these were not purely "natural" disas-

ters. People had so altered the face of the earth

that natural forces—in this case wind and rain

—

produced "human disasters."

This past November, Typhoon Uring brought

torrents of rain to the Philippine province of

Leyte. Although it was a strong typhoon, few

people were killed by the wind and rain. How-
ever, a wall of water and mud swept through

Ormoc city, killing 6,000 people.

The roots of the disaster lay in the decades

of logging that had stripped Leyte's hills.

Much of the land had been turned into

sugarcane and coconut plantations. Without for-

est cover to slow the water and to allow it to be

absorbed into the ground, the rains ran unim-

peded down the mountain slopes. Gathering

mud and debris along the way, the water swept

thousands of people to their deaths.

The rain was sent by God. The flood was
caused by people.

On April 30, 1991, a typhoon struck southern

Bangladesh. Winds from 110 to 140 miles an

hour created a 15 to 20 foot tidal wave that de-

stroyed houses and roads. More than 135,000

people were killed.

The dead were among the poorest of all

Bangladeshi farmers. They had moved onto land

created by river silt deposited in the Bengal Bay
by the Ganges River.

According to Derek D'Silva, a longtime worker

with Mennonite Central Committee (MCC),
these people had moved onto land they knew
was especially prone to storm damage because

they were too poor to buy land elsewhere. "With-

out land you die," he said.

Poverty drove hundreds of thousands of peo-

ple to live in an unsafe place, creating the condi-

tions that turned this storm into a major killer.

People often respond generously to immediate
needs of those affected by natural disasters.

Neighbors mobilize to rescue and house survi-

vors. The international community ships food,

clothing, and medicine. But not addressing the

roots of the problem means we will be called on

again and again to help pick up the pieces.

After the Bangladesh flood, MCC linked its re-

lief efforts to its development work. Emergency
food supplies helped people to rebuild their

roads and wells so they could again provide for

their own needs.

Long-term development that alleviates pov-

erty also helps to prevent disasters. Ef-

forts to build credit unions, create

better-paying jobs, and give women more power
increase the ability of Bangladeshi farmers to

buy land in areas that are not typhoon-prone.

In the Philippines, many local church groups

recognize that destruction of their forests threat-

ens their survival. Some have confronted local

politicians and military officials who allow illegal

logging. These officials have responded by some-

times killing church people who oppose them.

Sometimes the root causes of natural disasters

extend to North America. Selling logs is one of

the Philippines main sources of foreign currency.

Each year, the country needs to earn more than

$3 billion (U.S.) to service its foreign debt.

Last year MCC adopted a statement calling

for reduced debt payments by heavily indebted

countries. Reducing the debt burden reduces

the pressure to cut down forests.

Christian compassion calls us to respond to

the immediate needs of disaster victims. Contin-

uing our efforts to protect the environment, alle-

viate poverty, and give power to those opposing

injustice will ultimately lessen human suffering

caused by the forces of nature.

Dave Schrock-Shenk, Akron, Pa., is an education

assistant in information services for Mennonite

Central Committee. He is a member of Commu-
nity Mennonite Church, Lancaster.
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CHURCH NEWS

Gingrich plans to leave post

as president of mission board

Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Mennonite
Board of Missions president Paul M.

Gingrich will step down at the end of next

year.

At a June 11-13 meeting in Harrison-

burg, Va., Gingrich told the MBM board

of directors that he has decided not to accept

appointment to another term as chief exec-

utive officer of the mission agency.

"Fourteen years in one job is long

enough for me and the agency, especially

in this age of rapid change," he said.

Gingrich, 62, will complete his fourth

term as president on Dec. 31, 1993.

He noted that he will reach retirement

age a year later and said that he and his

wife, Ann, want to be involved in some

other ministry, such as a service assign-

ment.

In response to Gingrich's decision, the

MBM board appointed seven of its mem-

bers to a presidential search committee.

Committee members held a session

during the Virginia meeting and identified

five qualities they will look for in choosing

a candidate to succeed Gingrich. These are:

• Vision and passion for mission in the

Mennonite Church.
• Ability to communicate that vision

across a diverse constituency.

• Administrative experience and skills.

• Experience in mission work.

• An active Christian faith.

Gingrich became president of MBM in

1980. Earlier, he was a missionary in

Ethiopia with Eastern Mennonite Board

of Missions and served as director of

church relations and campus pastor at

Goshen (Ind.) College.

Sally Schreiner of Chicago will chair the

search committee. Other members are:

Herman Bontrager, Akron, Pa.; Feme
Burkhardt, Petersburg, Ont.; Larry

Hauder, Boise, Idaho; Carmelo V. Luna,

McAllen, Tex.; James Offutt, Evanston,

HI.; and Ronald Schertz, Peoria, HI.

MBM has 129 adult workers in 25 coun-

tries around the world. In addition to

overseas work, the agency runs a home

missions program that includes church

development, evangelism, media minis-

tries, and volunteer service programs.

Colleges plan exchange
of faculty and students
Harrisonburg, Va.—A Mennonite col-

lege and a predominantly African-Ameri-

can school have begun an exchange pro-

gram.

Representatives of Eastern Mennonite

College of Harrisonburg, Va., and St. Paul's

College of Lawrenceville, Va., held a get-ac-

quainted meeting at EMC on May 29.

A delegation from EMC visited St. Paul's

on June 11.

St. Paul's is a liberal arts college of 700

students that is sponsored by the Episco-

pal Church. The school is located 60 miles

southwest of Richmond, near the North

Carolina line.

According to EMC dean Lee Snyder,

proposed activities in the exchange pro-

gram include:

• Weeklong visits by EMC professors

to St. Paul's and vice versa.

• Participation of St. Paul's students in

EMC cross-cultural courses, held in vari-

ous locations around the world.

• Enrollment of EMC students in sum-

mer courses at St. Paul's.

• Joint conferences for faculty.

Some of the plans are contingent on

grant money from the Council of Inde-

pendent Colleges, Snyder said.

However, "we don't see our relationship

as dependent on whether we get funding,"

she emphasized.

At the May 29 meeting, Laughton

Thomas of St. Paul's said the Lawrence-

ville school hopes for both student and

faculty exchanges.

Thomas, who is chaplain/vicar and as-

sistant professor of religion at St. Paul's,

proposed that the Episcopal college hold

a special EMC Day this fall or winter.

EMC students and professors would be

invited to visit the St. Paul's campus and

participate in a variety of events.

Officials of the two schools believe co-

operation can help each college.

"We need some new and innovative

ideas," Thomas said. "I think EMC will

help supply many of these, particularly

[in] the cross-cultural programs."

Snyder noted that EMC has already

benefited from talking with St. Paul's staff

about student life issues.

In addition, both schools have been

looking at the issue of writing across the

curriculum, she said.

"One college [isn't] holding out a hand

to help another one," Snyder stressed.

"It's a mutual exchange."—From a report

by Steve Kriss

Aid helps children. Najaf, Iraq (MCC)-An Iraqi woman and her six-month-old

daughter eat a lunch of bread and onions. Their family receives basic monthly

rations of sugar, rice, and milk powder through a program run by CARE Interna-

tional and the General Federation of Iraqi Women. The food is donated by

Mennonite Central Committee and other relief agencies.
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CHURCH NEWS

Workers start in Liberia

after delay of 1 8 months
Monrovia, Liberia (MBM)—Two Men-

nonite Board of Missions workers have
begun work in Monrovia, the capital of

Liberia.

Phil and Christine Lindell Detweiler
moved to Liberia on June 5, after spend-
ing a year and a half in the town of Danane
in Ivory Coast.

When their term began in early 1991,

the couple were unable to settle in Mon-
rovia due to continuing skirmishes from
Liberia's civil war.

So the Detweilers spent 18 months near
the border, helping with shipments of

relief and medical supplies bound for the

Christian Health Association of Liberia.

CHAL provides support and training to

about 70 hospitals and clinics in the na-

tion. It also distributes medical drugs and
coordinates primary health care and com-
munity health development programs.

In a June 17 phone conversation, Phil

said that he enjoyed the time in Ivory

Coast. "But [we] were always looking for-

ward to living in Liberia," he noted.

In Monrovia, Phil's duties include writ-

ing grant proposals for CHAL to submit
to United Nations agencies and other

nongovernmental organizations.

Christine is a CHAL program coordi-

nator in primary health care.

According to Phil, "CHAL has shown
vision for postwar reconstruction that

some other organizations haven't."

He noted that the agency is seen and
known as Christian, "which gives it a

certain amount of respectability." In ad-

dition, it was "one of the few organizations

that remained neutral during the war."

Since this past January, MBM/Menno-
nite Central Committee worker Barry
Hart has worked alongside CHAL in its

healing and reconciliation program. (See
January 28, 1992, Gospel Herald.)

Phil and Christine share an apartment
with Barry above CHAL offices in the

suburb of Sinkor.

Phil said that Monrovia continues to

suffer from a housing crunch, due to the

number of houses damaged and stripped

during the war.

The problem has been compounded by
an influx of people from rural areas of

Liberia, he said.

Effects of the war are still obvious in

the Sinkor area. Many embassies used to

be located here. However, a lot of the

buildings were heavily damaged and have
not been reopened.

According to Phil, a major fund drive

has begun to rebuild St. Peter's Lutheran
Church in the area.

The building was the scene of a July

1990 massacre in which an estimated 800
people died.

In addition to rebuilding its facilities,

the church plans to erect a monument in

memory of those killed in the massacre
and in the rest of the war.

Estimates of the death toll in the con-
flict go as high as 50,000.

Despite hardships, Liberians seem
hopeful about the future of their country,

Phil said.

Interim president Amos Sawyer has
controlled Monrovia since late 1990, with

the help of West African peacekeeping
forces.

Sawyer is slowly gaining control of the

rest of the country from Charles Taylor,

leader of the main rebel group. Elections

are scheduled for October.

Take care of business,
consultants tell SelfHelp
New Hamburg, Ont. (MCC)—Is Self-

Help Crafts in Canada a business or a

service?

It's both, according to a recent review.

But more emphasis will have to be placed
on business if the 10-year-old program
operated by Mennonite Central Commit-
tee Canada is going to survive the current

economic times.

Two Mennonite Economic Development
Associates consultants performed the re-

view.

According to former MEDA president

Neil Janzen and Walter Hachborn, presi-

dent of Home Hardware Stores, MCC
Canada is "going to have to come to terms
with any ambivalence (perhaps even dis-

taste) for the business model—SelfHelp
Crafts Canada is a business enterprise."

The review concluded that "because of

the reluctance in recognizing that Self-

Help Crafts Canada is in fact a business

enterprise, business principles are viewed
as being of less importance than they

ought to be.

"And yet the success of SelfHelp Crafts

Canada depends on it operating success-

fully as an enterprise" from effectively

meeting the needs of producers to the

bottom line, the report continued.

During the 1980s, SelfHelp Crafts en-

joyed rapid growth in Canada. Sales rose

from $400,000 in 1982-83 to $3.4 million in

1989-90.

But the recession has hit SelfHelp Can-

ada hard over the past two years. Sales
fell by 5 percent in 1990-91 and almost 10

percent last year.

"When things were going so well, we
didn't have to pay much attention to the
bottom line," said Marv Frey, who super-
vises SelfHelp Canada as part of his role

as overseas services director for MCC
Canada.

"Thirty percent growth a year will cover
a multitude of inefficiencies," he noted.

"But when sales suddenly decrease, they
can't be overlooked."

The review recommends, among other
things, that warehouse operations in New
Hamburg be reorganized and job descrip-

tions changed so more attention can be
paid to the efficient use of resources.

While calling on MCC Canada to treat

SelfHelp Canada as a business, the report

recognizes the important service role the

program plays in educating people about
life in developing countries.

SelfHelp Crafts "is also a service agen-

cy in that its target is to meet the [em-

ployment] needs of producers while at the

same time addressing the lack of under-
standing of consumers," the review says.

"However, the approach to addressing
these service interests is the business

model."

—

John Longhurst

Florida center helps
newcomers from Haiti
Belle Glade, Fla. (MCC)—A new center

in this small town northwest of Miami is

helping Haitian refugees settle into the

United States.

Mennonite Central Committee workers
cooperated with the Haitian-American or-

ganization "Tet Ansan-m" (Creole for

"putting our heads together") to establish

the program.

Housed in a small stucco house in down-
town Belle Glade, the Tet Ansan-m Com-
munity Center has been open for several

months. An official inauguration was held

May 16.

Some 25 members of the Haitian-Amer-
ican organization provide all of the fund-

ing for the center.

MCC worker Andy Grove of Harrison-

burg, Va., helps recent immigrants wind
their way through the paperwork
needed to gain asylum and obtain social

services.

A Haitian Baptist minister and a Cath-

olic charities staff member use the center

for similar purposes.

In addition, MCC worker Phil Davis

teaches English there.
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Hondurans visit. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Two leaders of the Amor Viviente

Church in Honduras visited the United States this spring. The group began in 1974

through the efforts of Ed King, a worker with Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions.

The church now has some 15 congregations in Honduras and has started fellowships

in Costa Rica and three U.S. cities. Above, treasurer Osman Penalva and president

Carlos Marin talk with Victor Amador, who has planted an Amor Viviente church

in New York.

Couple work for peace
among people of Ireland

Akron, Pa. (MCC/MBM)—God calls

Christians to build the church across

human boundaries.

Joe and Janet Campbell of Belfast,

Northern Ireland, brought that message

to staff at Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC) headquarters during a June 2-10

visit.

The couple are longtime friends and

mentors of the joint MCC/Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM) workers in

Ireland.

In a June 9 chapel talk, Joe showed a

small piece of granite he had picked up

from the rubble of a building destroyed

by a bomb.
He also held up a pebble gathered

during a peace walk with a woman who

had recently lost her adult son, an inno-

cent bystander caught in random vio-

lence.

Christians are called to be living stones

of God's love amid the many stones rep-

resenting human brokenness, Joe said,

referring to the book of 1 Peter.

But showing God's love in the midst of

violence is anything but easy, the Camp-

bells admitted.

In February, Joe narrowly escaped

death when gunmen opened fire in the

Roman Catholic neighborhood where

Campbell was visiting a youth worker.

Born into a staunch Presbyterian family

in Ireland some 45 years ago, Joe said his

conversion to a peace position happened

gradually over his adult years.

While directing a YMCA program serv-

ing both Catholic and Protestant teens in

central Belfast, Joe began to ponder what

faith says about violence.

Later, he attended a Prayer for Ireland

Day service.

"Some Catholics were present, and I

began to see that they were not the savage

heathen I thought they were," Joe re-

called.

While at the YMCA, Joe also came into

contact with Mennonite workers Michael

Garde and Joseph and Linda Liechty.

With their encouragement, the Camp-
bells and their three children spent the

1987-88 academic year at the Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in Elkhart,

Ind.

"I learned that the peace position, even

in a violent setting, is viable," Joe said.

For the past four years, Joe has been a

Scripture Union worker with inner-city

youth. In addition, he was appointed re-

cently as part-time country representative

of the MCC/MBM program in Ireland.

"Since much of the Mennonite program

in Ireland involves city youth, working

with MCC/MBM will not be so much a

change in my job as an extension," he

said.

Joe believes North American Menno-

nites can play a useful role in his home-

land. Mennonite workers can bring ideals,

resources, and expertise in such areas as

mediation and conflict resolution, he said.

But volunteers must not come with a

"U.S., quick-fix mentality," he empha-

sized.

The roots of the Irish conflict are cen-

turies old, and the tensions won't disap-

pear overnight, Joe said. In fact, he does

not expect peace in his lifetime—or even

during his children's lives.

"We have to take the long view, and we

have to work and work and work to be

Christian in a violent country," Joe told

the chapel gathering.

The Campbells came to MCC head-

quarters to take part in a leadership

seminar. From June 11 to 13, they at-

tended an MBM board of directors meet-

ing in Harrisonburg, Va.

Barrett appointed head
of GC home ministries
Newton, Kan. (GCMC)—Lois Barrett of

Wichita, Kan., has been named executive

secretary for the Commission on Home
Ministries of the General Conference

Mennonite Church (GC).

The appointment is effective on Aug. 3.

She succeeds Hubert Brown, who has

accepted a position at Hesston (Kan.)

College.

Since 1983 Barrett has served as pastor

of Mennonite Church of the Servant in

Wichita, a congregation with dual Menno-

nite Church/GC affiliation.

Barrett has written numerous books,

including Building the House Church,

Doing What Is Right, and The Way God

Fights. She is coauthor with John Stoner

of Letters to American Christians.

From 1971 to 1977, Barrett was director

of the GC news service and associate

editor of The Mennonite.

Barrett is a doctoral candidate in his-

torical theology at The Union Institute,

Cincinnati, Ohio. She holds a master's

degree from the Associated Mennonite

Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind.
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• Committee meets. The Men-
nonite Central Committee
(MCC) Peace Committee dis-

cussed the ethics of economic
sanctions in a June 4-6 meeting
in Waterloo, Ont. International

sanctions can cause innocent
people to suffer, committee
members noted. This creates di-

lemmas for agencies such as

MCC, which have a mandate to

respond to human need. Also at

the meeting, the committee dis-

cussed conciliation programs
and the latest draft of a pro-

posed Inter-Mennonite Peace
Statement.

—

From a report by
Jim Whitehead

• Dialogue planned. Fourteen
Baptists and Mennonites will

hold a "theological conver-
sation" in Amsterdam, Nether-
lands, in early August. The
meeting will be the fourth and
last in a series begun in 1989 by
Mennonite World Conference
and the Baptist World Alliance.

The event will be held in Am-
sterdam because Baptist
founder John Smyth talked with

Mennonites there in 1609.—Ed
van Straten

• Degree offered. The Associ-

ated Mennonite Biblical Semi-
naries, Elkhart, Ind., will offer a

Christian Spirituality degree be-

ginning this fall. The new degree
represents a concentration in

the two-year Master of Arts in

Theological Studies program.

• Celebration held. Warwick
River Mennonite Church, New-
port News, Va., held a celebra-

tion May 31 to mark a little-

known event. Local Mennonite
leaders met at the church in

1912 to talk about founding a

college for the eastern part of

the Mennonite Church. The
meeting to establish a "Warwick
Mennonite Institute" did not
bear immediate fruit. But it led

five years later to the founding
of "Eastern Mennonite School"
200 miles away in Harrisonburg,

Va. That institution, in turn, be-

came today's Eastern Menno-
nite High School and Eastern
Mennonite College and Semi-
nary.

• Authors meet. Thirty writers

from six Anabaptist groups took

part in a workshop for people
involved in publishing the Be-
lievers Church Bible Commen-
tary Series. Elmer A. Martens
and Willard M. Swartley, Old
Testament and New Testament
editors for the series, spoke to

the group. A Schowalter grant

provided funding for the June
12-14 meeting in Elkhart, Ind.

Three volumes in the series

—

Genesis, Jeremiah, and Mat-
thew—are currently available

from Herald Press.

• Workers appointed. Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions
has appointed three couples to

assist new churches in Pennsyl-
vania, New Jersey, and Maine.
Leonard and Anna Mary
Burkholder of Hesston, Kan.,

will work with Cambodian and
Chinese groups in Philadelphia

and a Haitian group in Irvington,

N.J. Julio and Edith Perez of
Allentown, Pa., will plant a

church in Bethlehem, Pa., and
Mark and Wendy Schlotterbeck
of Springfield, Ohio, will start a

church in Auburn, Maine.

• Virginia church opens. Cor-
nerstone Mennonite Fellowship
has started a new congregation

in Waynesboro, Va. Cornerstone
Church of Augusta held its first

service April 5. The group meets
in the Waynesboro Factory Out-
let Village. Cornerstone fellow-

ship is based in Broadway, Va.,

and has planted four congrega-
tions in the past six years.

• Group meets monthly. About
40 scattered Mennonites in

northern New York State are

meeting monthly for fellowship

and support. Group members
live up to 100 miles apart in St.

Lawrence and Franklin coun-
ties. Many of the participants

moved to the area for affordable

farmland.

—

From New York
Mennonite Conference newsletter

• Scholarship awarded.
Yvonne Diaz Keeler will receive

the first award in the "Scholar-

ship Plus" program sponsored
by Mennonite Mutual Aid
(MMA). A native of Corpus
Christi, Tex., she is majoring in

business and Hispanic minis-

tries at Goshen (Ind.) College.

The Scholarship Plus program
for ethnic students includes a

paid summer internship, a

$1,500 grant, and the possibility

of a long-term position and
MMA repayment of student
loans.

• Student gets grant. Christina

Gabriel, a graduate student in

political science at York Univer-
sity in Toronto, has been
awarded the 1992 Canadian Jap-

anese-Mennonite Scholarship.
The scholarship is jointly spon-

sored by Mennonite Central
Committee (MCC) Canada and
the National Association of Jap-
anese-Canadians. It is intended
to assist research that will re-

duce the potential for abuse of
ethnic groups, such as Japa-
nese-Canadians suffered in

World War H.

• Prayer urged. Prayer should
be a priority in any mission ef-

fort, the chair of Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions said at

a May meeting. Carlton
Stambaugh noted that agencies
often emphasize fundraising or

personnel recruitment. But, "As
we talk about financial deficits,

we must also talk about prayer
deficits," he said. Eastern Board
has encouraged Youth Evange-
lism Service alumni to form
prayer groups. In addition, the
board urges each church planter

to find at least 12 people who
will pray daily for the emerging
congregation.

• Drivers to Spain. John and
Bonita (Bonny) Driver of
Goshen, Ind., have begun a

three-month assignment in

Spain with Mennonite Board of

Missions (MBM). The couple,

who are retired MBM workers,

will serve in teaching and pasto-
ral ministries with evangelical

communities in Burgos, Vigo,

and Madrid.

• MCC lists alumni. Mennonite
Central Committee is trying to

document the history of its in-

volvement in Newfoundland and
Labrador. In connection with
this, the agency is compiling a

current address list of its New-
foundland/Labrador alumni.
Former workers are asked to

send a postcard indicating their

name, address, and place and
dates of service to: Betty Pries,

MCC Canada, 134 Plaza Dr.,

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9.

•Peace Festival set. The
Abbotsford (B.C.) International

Airshow each August highlights

flight technology and military

hardware. But this year, Menno-
nite groups will sponsor an
"Arts and Peace Festival" near
the site of the airshow. The Aug.
8-9 event will include workshops
on such topics as international

peace, the environment, and
family violence. There will also

be concerts, children's events,

and an exhibit of works by more
than 20 visual artists. More in-

formation is available from the

British Columbia office of Men-

nonite Central Committee, at
Box 2038, Clearbrook, BC
V2T 3T8.

• Job openings:
President, Mennonite Board of

Missions, Elkhart, Ind. Qualifi-

cations include: vision and pas-
sion for mission in the Menno-
nite Church; ability to
communicate that vision across
a diverse constituency; adminis-
trative experience and skill; ex-

perience in mission work; and an
active Christian faith. Direct in-

quiries by Aug. 15 to Sally
Schreiner, MBM presidential

search committee, 6728 N. Bos-
worth #3N, Chicago, IL 60626.

Director of nursing, Walnut Hills,

Walnut Creek, Ohio. Position

available Aug. 1 for an RN with
a commitment to quality care,

people skills in working with res-

idents and staff, and manage-
ment experience. Walnut Hills is

a 220-resident retirement com-
munity in Holmes County, lo-

cally owned and operated, with
102 residents at the nursing
home. Contact David A Miller,

administrator, or send resume
to: Walnut Hills Nursing Home,
4748 Olde Pump St., Walnut
Creek, OH 44687; phone 216
852-2457.

Program coordinator, Service-
Learning Center, San Antonio,
Tex. This is a Voluntary Service

position with Mennonite Board
of Missions. The coordinator
will plan activities for groups
visiting San Antonio for educa-
tional and cross-cultural experi-

ences. Two people with strong

educational backgrounds are re-

quired. Some Spanish is pre-

ferred. Three-year term. Con-
tact Berni Kaufman, MBM, Box
370, Elkhart, IN 46515-0370.

• Change of address:
David W. and Mona Mann from

Phoenix, Ariz., to 233 S. Hess,
Hesston, KS 67062.

NEW MEMBERS

Ambler, Pa.: Sam and Jehan
Kuttab, Steve and Amy
Mumbauer, Jerry and Bernice
Wagner, Maggie Wood, Janelle

Spedding, and Florence Taylor.

East Petersburg, Pa.: Philip

James DeCubellis, Teresa Sue
Delp, Shawn Robert Hollinger,

James Frederick Kilheffer, Jon-

athan Lamar Kilheffer, Regina
Adele Landis, Chadwick Ryan
Nolt, John Robert Lusaitis, and
Francine Patricia Lusaitis.
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First, Kitchener, Ont.: Jamie

Abbot, Murray and Wendi
Hiebert, Wayne Musselman and

Wendy Pinnell, and Juanita

Segura.

Followers of Jesus, Brooklyn,

N.Y.: Rhonie Biroo.

Forest Hills, Leola, Pa.: Edward
Bressler, Teresa Bressler, James

Burkholder, Carolyn Grasse,

Gladys Kennel, Jeffrey Miller,

Phyllis Miller, Michael
Brubacher, Katie Eckert, Kim-

berly Harnish, Melissa Hess, Tim-

othy Rice, Kevin Sharp, Tiffany

Shellenberger, and Pamela Stuckey.

Glade, Accident, Md.: Alissa Halte-

man, Marlena Halteman, Wendy
Holman, and Michelle Schroyer.

Kidron, Ohio: Scott McDowell.

Plato, LaGrange, Ind.: Becky

Hicks, Crystal Hicks, Jason Hill,

Ronald Mishler, James Rod-

man, Patty Schlabach, Anita

Humbel, Angie Otto, Jerry Otto,

Missy Schlabach, Katie Schla-

bach, and Harvey Schlabach.

Springdale, Waynesboro, Va.:

Jill Blackburn, Angi Hostetter,

Rita Huber, Bryan Pardee, and

Mark Showalter.

Tedrow, Wauseon, Ohio: Darin

and Sheri Fry.

Zion, York, Pa.: George Topper

and Betty Topper.

BIRTHS

Brenneman, Rod and Shelley

(Barker), Overland Park, Kan.,

Tyler Joseph (second child),

May 23.

Graber, Millard and Sheila

(Koch), Goshen, Ind., Steven

John (fourth child), June 13.

Hollinger, Joe and Cheryl (Sell),

Harrisonburg, Va., Jacob Glen

(third child), June 10.

Volunteers oriented. Baltimore (EMBM)—Eight people

have entered the School of Witness program sponsored by

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. After three months

of training in Baltimore, the volunteers will begin eight-month

service assignments. The workers are, front row from left:

Scott Hertzog, Ephrata, Pa., to New York, N.Y.; Phil Eby,

Ephrata, Pa., to Denver, Pa.; and Winston Mahabir,

Chaguanas, Trinidad, to Hawaii. Second row: Angie

Hunsberger, Telford, Pa., to Jokkmokk, Sweden; Sonja Mar-

tin, Marietta, Pa., to New York, N.Y.; and Melanie Martin,

Ephrata, Pa., to West Chester, Pa. Third row (in tree): Robert

Kreider, Mount Joy, Pa., to East Petersburg, Pa., and Eric

Burton, Harrisburg, Pa., to Locust Lane congregation in

Harrisburg.

Hostetler, Daryl and Lisa (Sny-

der), Austin, Tex., Erin Eliza-

beth (second child), June 7.

Lyndaker, Robert and Debra
(Schindler), Beaver Falls, N.Y.,

Samuel Robert (first child),

June 5.

Miller, Galen and Sue (Neeb),

Goshen, Ind., Katherine Grace

Neeb (second child), May 27.

Nice, Clifton and Gina (Good),

Williamsburg, Va., Johnathan

Scott (first child), June 9.

Price, Lee and Lisa (Meyer),

Elroy, Pa., Terrence Meyer (first

child), June 3.

Richardson, Joey and Crystal

(Rivera), Gordonville, Pa., Dol-

ton James (second child), June

14.

Riel, Willie and Missie (Weaver),

Seth Elam, May 18.

Sensenig, Hershey and Lisa

(Martin), Leola, Pa., Derek
James (third child), April 20.

Sharp, Marcus and Claudia
(Raber), Uniontown, Ohio,

(twins) Chelsea Renee and
Courtney Danielle (first and sec-

ond children), April 22.

Troyer, Galyn and Lauri (Troyer),

Fairview, Mich., Joseph Levi

(second child), June 12.

Wenger, Dennis and Janet (Tye),

Chesapeake, Va., Ashton Leigh

(second child), May 21.

Wise, J. Alvin and Jane (Groff),

Denver, Pa., Jesse Lee (second

child), June 11.

Yoder, Gary L. and Beth
(Breneman), Lancaster, Pa.,

Darren Michael (second child),

May 28.

Zimmerman, Jim and Janet
(Nissly), Stevens, Pa., Jessica

Nicole (first child), June 18.

MARRIAGES

Arinsberg-Bashian: August

(Gus) Arinsberg III, York, Pa.,

and Jennifer Bashian, York, Pa.

(Zion), May 30, by Warren L.

Tyson.

Cressman-Fritz: Rodney Cress-

man, Kitchener, Ont. (Elmira),

and Arlene Fritz, Kitchener,

Ont. (Catholic), May 9, by Dale

Bauman.
Clymer-Garrety: Gregg Clymer,

York, Pa. (Zion), and Valery

Garrety, Dallastown, Pa. (As-

sembly of God), May 30, by War-
ren L. Tyson.

Donaldson-Smith: Keith Donald-

son, Hartville, Ohio (Bethany),

and Janita Smith, Hartville, Ohio

(Bethany), May 30, by John E.

Gingerich.

Fetterly-Nordemann: Larry

Fetterly, Mississauga, Ont, and

Dorothy Nordemann, London,

Ont. (Nairn), June 6, by Mary
Mae Schwartzentruber.

Hershey-Lapp: Brent Hershey,

Atglen, Pa. (Ridgeview), and

Lorie Lapp, Kinzers, Pa. (Ridge-

view), May 31, by Robert L.

Petersheim.

Jantzen-Eckert: Dean Jantzen,

Orrville, Ohio (Martins), and
Kori Eckert, Akron, Pa. (Forest

Hills), June 6, by J. Lester

Graybill.

Martin-Alumbaugh: Randy Mar-

tin, Elkhart, Ind. (Olive), and

Marilyn Alumbaugh, Elkhart,

Ind., April 7, by Rev. Ward.
Miller-Gingerich: Devon Miller,

Goshen, Ind. (Yellow Creek),

and Diane Gingerich, Goshen,

Ind. (Yellow Creek), June 6, by
Wes Bontreger.

Miller-Swartzendruber: Greg-

ory Miller, Lititz, Pa. (Dove

Christian Fellowship), and Lori

Swartzendruber, Ephrata, Pa.

(Forest Hills), May 30, by J.

Lester Graybill.

Moyer-Reiff: Dwane Moyer,
Ronks, Pa. (Paradise), and San-

dra Reiff, Ephrata, Pa. (Weaver-

land), June 6, by Fred Martin

and Leon Hurst.

Pawlyshyn-Miller: Steven Pawly-

shyn, Marine City, Mich., and

Ylonda Miller, Wolcottville,

Ind., June 6, by Gene Troyer.

Short-Klopfenstein: Bradley S.

Short, Archbold, Ohio (Zion),

and Lisa L. Klopfenstein,
Archbold, Ohio (Zion), June 13,

by Ellis Croyle.

Streicher-Albrecht: David

Streicher, Milverton, Ont.

(Riverdale), and Diane Al-

brecht, Newton, Ont. (River-

dale), May 30, by Glenn Zehr.

Swann-Wise: Charles Ray Swann
II, LaJunta, Colo. (Catholic),

and Jeri Wise, LaJunta, Colo.

(Emmanuel), June 6, by Merritt

L. Welty.

Wideman-Bauman: Paul Wide-

man, Elmira, Ont. (Floradale),

and Darlene Bauman, Elmira,

Ont. (Elmira), May 16, by Dale

Bauman.

DEATHS

Brenneman, Lester, 57, Tavi-

stock, Ont. Born: Nov. 5, 1935,

South Easthope Twp., Ont., to

Daniel and Saloma (Erb)

Brenneman. Died: June 9, 1992,

Tavistock, Ont. Survivors

—

brothers and sisters: Bruce,

Geoline Bender, Beatrice
Bender. Funeral and burial:

June 12, East Zorra Mennonite
Church, by Vernon Leis.
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Burkholder, Harvey Abraham,
84, Markham, Ont. Born: Feb.

25, 1908, Markham, Ont., to

Phares and Laura (Sherk)
Burkholder. Died: May 20, 1992,

Markham, Ont., of congestive

heart failure. Survivors—wife:

Eva Hoover Burkholder; chil-

dren: Muriel Hansford, Helen
Gressman, Mary, Arthur Law-
rence; sister: Florence Hoover;
11 grandchildren, one great-

grandchild. Funeral: May 23,

Wideman Mennonite Church,
by Lawrence Burkholder and
Steve Drudge. Burial: Rouge
Valley Mennonite Church.

Cruz, Delfina, 34, Kitchener,

Ont. Born: April 25, 1958, El
Salvador, to Robustiano and
Erlinda (Nuila) Rodrigues.
Died: June 9, 1992, Hamilton,

Ont. Survivors—husband: Car-

los Cruz; children: Alex, Karen;
mother: Erlinda Rodrigues;
brother and sister: Armando,
Sonia. Funeral and burial: June
12, First Mennonite Church, by
Rudy Baergen.

Cullar, Lois V. (Stouffer), 93,

Leetonia, Ohio. Born: April 16,

1899, Leetonia, Ohio, to John
and Alivia (Bauman) Stouffer.

Died: June 5, 1992, Salem, Ohio.

Survivor—daughter: Carol M.
Taylor; 3 grandchildren, 9 great-

grandchildren, one great-great-

grandchild. Predeceased by: Or-

ville S. Cullar (husband).
Funeral: June 8, Leetonia Men-
nonite Church, by Robert D.

Yoder. Burial: Midway Menno-
nite Church Cemetery.

Doolin, Edward J., 80, Goshen,
Ind. Born: May 18, 1911, Parnell,

Iowa, to John and Esta Yoder
Doolin. Died: May 10, 1992,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors—wife:

Fannie H. Miller Doolin; chil-

dren: Morris, Arlene White,
Lora Shetler, Aletha Smithson;
brother and sisters: Mary Horst,

Erma Miller, Laura Eash, Nora
Kinsinger, Nyle Doolin; 15

grandchildren, 28 great-grand-

children. Funeral: May 13,

Goshen, Ind., by Lawrence
Horst and James Waltner.
Burial: Elkhart Prairie Ceme-
tery.

Erb, Doreen Naomi (Gerber),

61, Zurich, Ont. Born: June 24,

1930, Waterloo, Ont., to Elmer
and Vietta (Stover) Gerber.
Died: June 16, 1992, Zurich,

Ont., of cancer. Survivors—hus-

band: Roy E. Erb; children:

Martha Erb, Maureen Hayter,

Marvin, Murray, Matthew,
Mark; brother and sister: Stew-
art Gerber, Ethlene Martin; 5

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: June 19, Zurich Menno-

nite Church, by Paul and Grace
Brunner.

Frey, Aurelius F., 84, Archbold,
Ohio. Born: Jan. 9, 1908, Fulton
County, Ohio, to Aaron D. and
Anna Rupp Frey. Died: June 8,

1992, Archbold, Ohio, of conges-
tive heart failure. Survivors

—

son: Larry E. Frey; brothers and
sisters: Elias, A. Dale, and Jesse
Frey, Grace Short, Ivah Beck,
Bertha Stuckey, Ada Schrock,

Velma Camp; 3 grandchildren, 2

great-grandchildren. Funeral:
June 10, Zion Mennonite
Church, by Ellis Croyle and Dee
Swartz. Burial: Pettisville Cem-
etery.

Grabill, Helen (Eby), 74. Born:
Nov. 11, 1917, Wakarusa, Ind., to

Mervin and Goldie Eby. Died:
May 24, 1992, Fargo, N.D., of

cancer. Survivors— children:

Marlene Eash, Sheldon; broth-

ers and sisters: Russell, Everett,

Wayne, Vada Fink, Esther
Wenger; 5 grandchildren, 5

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Irvin Grabill (hus-

band). Funeral: May 27, Fargo
Baptist Church, by Levi Som-
mers. Burial: Sunnyside Ceme-
tery, Sarasota, Fla.

Harrison, Ralph, 80, Kitchener,

Ont. Born: Nov. 27, 1911, Ham-
ilton, Ont., to Henry and Selina

(Tyler) Harrison. Died: June 8,

1992, Kitchener, Ont. Survi-

vors—wife: Lillian (Carruthers)

Harrison; daughter: Sharon
Dufton; brothers and sister:

Wilfred, Donald, Ila Turner; one
grandchild, one great-grand-
child. Predeceased by: George
(son). Funeral and burial: June
11, First Mennonite Church, by
Brice Balmer and Christine

Mussar.
Helmuth, Martha, 72, Nappanee,

Ind. Born: July 26, 1919,
Nappanee, Ind. Died: June 7,

1992, Mishawaka, Ind. Survi-

vors— brothers and sisters:

Harry, Laura Yoder, Fannie
Beachy, Minnie Yoder; step-

brothers and sisters: Amos
Yoder, Alva Yoder, Dahlia
Yoder, Lizzie Chupp, Barbara
Thomas, Susan Yoder, Fannie
Stutzman. Funeral: June 10,

Yellow Creek Mennonite
Church, by Wesley Bontreger
and Clare Schumm. Burial:

Union Center Cemetery.
Hofstetter, Martha (Nuss-
baum), 84, Kidron, Ohio. Born:

Jan. 14, 1908, Kidron, Ohio, to

Jacob J. and Anna (Neu-
enschwander) Nussbaum. Died:

June 9, 1992, Orrville, Ohio. Sur-
vivors— husband: Sylvan
Hofstetter; brother and sisters:

Corinne, Marjorie, Clinton, Ja-

nice Rosario, Rachel; 4 grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

June 12, Kidron Mennonite
Church, by Bill Detweiler.

Kolb, Ellen M., 74. Born: June 29,

1917, Macungie, Pa., to William
and Ella (Reese) Eck. Died:
June 5, 1992, Ephrata, Pa. Sur-

vivors—husband: Norman G.
Kolb; children: Rhoda Nolt,

Jonathon, Nathan; sisters: Ber-
tha Keefer, Dorothy Lauchuor;
9 grandchildren, one great-

grandchild. Funeral and burial:

June 10, Vincent Mennonite
Church, by C. Ralph Malin and
Walter Hunsberger.

Lehman, Earl S., 71, Goshen,
Ind. Born: Feb. 20, 1921, Lan-
caster County, Pa., to George
and Leah (Martin) Lehman.
Died: May 27, 1992, Goshen,
Ind. Survivors—wife: Areta
Graber; children: Esther
Kawira, Samuel, Joseph, Benja-

min, Jonathan; brothers and sis-

ters: Edna Sensenig, Ruth
Letherman, Gladys Kennel,
Jane Stoltzfus, G. Irvin Lehman,
Maurice Lehman, Clair Leh-
man; 6 grandchildren. Memorial
service: June 28, College Men-
nonite Church, by James
Waltner. Burial: May 28,
Elkhart Prairie Cemetery.

Miller, William, 87, Topeka, Ind.

Born: Dec. 9, 1904, LaGrange
County, Ind. Died: June 15,

1992, Goshen, Ind., of cancer.

Survivors—wife: Fern Frey
Miller; son: Stanley Miller;

brothers and sisters: Irma
Miller, Ruth Lambright, Helen
Niff, Charlotte Morningstar, Ro-
salie Dintman, Marilyn Burkey,
Carolyn Dillon, Francis, Dwight,
Dewayne; stepbrother: George
Elliot; 5 grandchildren, 5 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

William Miller, Jr. (son). Fu-

neral and burial: June 18, Maple
Grove Mennonite Church, by
Gene Troyer.

Moyer, Raymond B., 68,

Souderton, Pa. Born: April 30,

New Britain Twp., Pa., to Har-
vey and Tillie (Bishop) Moyer.
Died: June 12, 1992, Sellersville,

Pa. Survivors—wife: Esther S.

(Bergey) Moyer; children: Rich-

ard B., Glen B., Ray B., Arlene
B. Wireman; brothers: Charles

R., Leroy B., William B., Paul
B.; 10 grandchildren. Funeral
and burial: June 16, Line Lex-
ington Mennonite Church, by
Lowell H. Delp and Kirk Hanger.

Schrock, John L, 72, Phoenix,

Ariz. Born: Aug. 9, 1920, Elkhart
County, Ind. Died: June 3, 1992,

Phoenix, Ariz. Survivors—wife:

Edna Canen Schrock; children:

Ruth Ann Clark, Patty Miller,

Kerry, Tom; brother: Harold W.
Schrock; 10 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren. Funeral
and burial: June 10, Olive Men-
nonite Church, by Dale Shenk
and Jason Martin.

Short, Katharine Nafziger, 70,

Kidron, Ohio. Born: June 9,

1921, Archbold, Ohio, to Elmer
J. and Lillie (Yoder) Nafziger.

Died: June 8, 1992, Kidron,
Ohio. Survivors—husband: Hu-
bert Short; daughters: Dora
Mae Short, Lillie Marie Kollert;

brothers: Carl, Everett, Gerald.

Funeral and burial: June 11,

Kidron Mennonite Church, by
Richard Wolf.

Weaver, Robert Lee, 19, Barrs
Mills, Ohio. Born: Feb. 1, 1973,

Dover, Ohio, to Levi E. and Ada
Miller Weaver. Died: June 13,

1992, Walnut Creek, Ohio, from
a car accident. Survivors

—

brothers: David, Michael, Jo-

seph. Funeral and burial: June
15, Walnut Creek Mennonite
Church, by Ross A. Miller and
Dean Miller.

CALENDAR

Indiana-Michigan Conference an-

nual meeting, Manistique,
Mich., July 9-11

Allegheny Conference annual
meeting, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., July
9-12

Mennonite Board of Education,

Harrisonburg, Va., July 12-13

Virginia Conference annual meet-
ing, Bergton, Va., July 15-19

General Conference Mennonite
Church assembly, Sioux Falls,

S.D., July 22-26

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, N.Y., Aug. 3-6

Conservative Conference annual
meeting, Beaver Falls, N.Y.,

Aug. 10-13

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation assembly, Los Angeles,
Aug. 13-16

Mennonite Mutual Aid board
meeting, Chicago, Aug. 14-15

Franklin Conference annual meet-
ing, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 14-15

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual

meeting, Manson, Iowa, Aug. 21-

23

New York Mennonite Conference
delegate session, Syracuse,
N.Y., Sept. 12

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 17

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion IV annual meeting, Phoe-
nix, Ariz., Sept. 19

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27
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Books for Children

DAD!
Why'd You
Leave Me?

DoroUiy R. Ftom

Race for Land
MYSTERY AT

CAPTAIN'S COVE
HI ITU M LTON- MOORE

APennyand !

Two Fried Eggs !

& Other Stories

Walking with Jesus A Race for Land
Twenty true stories about people who

followed Jesus' way when going the other

way would have been much easier. With

God's help, the main characters of these

stories return good for evil, risk their lives

to help others, or become peacemakers

when conflict erupts. Written by Mary
Clemens Meyer for ages 4-to-10 and up.

Paper, $10.95; in Canada $13-50.

Dad! Why'd You
Leave Me?
A ten-year-old boy and his family grieve

for their father who died suddenly on a

business trip. Written by Dorothy R.

Frost for ages 8-to-12.

Paper, $4.95; in Canada $5.95.

Time to Fly
Thirteen is a year of adjusting to many

changes. For Danielle it is not enough
that she is not sure how to relate to her

friends, especially boys. Her mother is

having a baby, and Danielle has to take

over many of the household chores as

well as adjust to no longer being an only

child. Written by Karen E. Lansing for

ages 9 to-13-

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50.

A story of the Oklahoma Land Rush

featuring a Mennonite family. Written by

Esther Loewen Vogt for ages 8-toT2.

Paper, $4.95; in Canada $5.95.

Mystery at

Captain's Cove
On vacation in Hawaii, teenaged

detectives Sara and Sam find out why
Aunt Kay gets threatening notes urging

her to leave Captain's Cove. Book seven

in the Sara and Sam Series by Ruth

Nulton Moore for ages 9-to-13.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50.

Tirzah
Twelve-year-old Tirzah and her family

are slaves in Egypt. God intervenes

through Moses, and her family and

friends are rescued. Written by Lucille

Travis for ages 9-toT3.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50.

The Trouble with

Dreams
Joseph's jealous brothers are tired of

his dreams where they bow down to

him. They sell him to passing slave

traders. Life looks hopeless when Joseph

winds up in Egypt. How can the dreams

ever come true now? Written by Lee Ann
Lewis for ages 8-to-12.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50.

A Penny and

Two Fried Eggs

and Other Stories

Stories about four Mennonite boys who
grew up to be leaders in early America.

Written by Geraldine Gross Harder for

ages 7-to-10.

Paper, $6.95; in Canada $8.95.

Available through your local bookstore or by calling 1 800 759-4447; in Canada call

519 746-2872 (Provident Bookstores—MC, Visa, Discover). If ordering by mail, please

include 10% for shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers, add 7% of total for

GST.

Herald Press Herald Press
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THE LAST WORD

What in the world is going on?
These are difficult days for the church. Take,

for example, these stories Gospel Herald has re-

ported in recent issues:

• conferences on abuse, packed by survivors

looking for ways to find healing;

• cases of sexual misconduct, some involving

Mennonite church leaders;

• lawsuits against congregations and district

conferences because of actions they did or did

not take in relation to sexual misconduct.

So we ask: what is going on? Why the surge in

attention to sexual sins?

Answers are difficult to come by.

1. Some would say that what once was secret is

finally coming to light. Sexual immorality is no

more prevalent today than yesterday; today we
are just more willing to talk about it. History's

rumor mills are rife with stories, the kind that

cause an older generation to shake its head and

ask to let the past be the past.

2. But the present is different from the past.

We live in a culture that pushes toward open-

ness and candor. That applies to all of life, in-

cluding the "dark" side of the church.

So, for some, today's open attention to sexual

immorality is more evidence of the church fol-

lowing yet another fad of the world. For others,

it's a welcome indication of the church dealing

with the really difficult issues of human existence.

3. Still others find explanation in the nature of

sin and evil, which continue their battle against

the church. Satan has renewed attacks against

the church, this time through sexual abuse and

misconduct. These attacks may be successful be-

cause of our acculturation, our lack of commit-

ment to be God's "peculiar people" in our world.

Likely there's truth in all of these—and other

—

answers. But we must not hang up on the "why"

question. More important is what we will do

about sexual misconduct and abuse now that

they have been identified among us.

Sadly, the temptation is to keep the lid on.

(Gospel Herald has had its share of pressure to

do this.) Think of our public image. Think of our

witness to the world.

Which is exactly what we should think of.

What is the nature of the gospel we preach to

the issue of sexual immorality? What is the good

news we have to bring to those caught in the

cycle of victim and offender?

To the victim of abuse, we have a message of

healing and wholeness. Faith can save. Faith can

heal. It did in Jesus' day. It does in ours.

To the offender, we have a message of con-

fession, redemption, and reconciliation. With Jesus

we can say, "Go, and sin no more" (John 8:11).

These are not days for despair. For as we deal

with this dark side of our life together, we will

grow in health and faithfulness. To do so openly

and honestly is in itself a proclamation to the

world of the possibilities of release and recla-

mation.—jlp

But why in the church press?

These are painful days for Mennonite editors.

When those of us in the Meetinghouse associa-

tion got together recently, our conversation soon

gravitated to reporting of sexual misconduct sto-

ries.

With tears and prayers we told each other how
painful this is to us. The subjects of these sto-

ries are our friends, our mentors, our brothers

and sisters.

So why do we do it?

We do it because we must. We believe that

open and honest reporting is important for the

healthy life of the church. We believe healing

comes as we deal forthrightly and openly with

the sins in our midst.

We do not do this to be sensational or "polit-

ically correct." We do it because we believe the

church press is one part of the larger process of

confession, forgiveness, and reconciliation that

takes place in the church.

To help us be responsible in this task, Meet-

inghouse is developing a set of guidelines for re-

porting sexual misconduct and other sensitive

stories. Gospel Herald's version of these guide-

lines appears on pages 4-5 of this issue.

Truth, openness, and honesty must charac-

terize the life of the church. They must charac-

terize the church press. Our guidelines aim to

help Mennonite editors be responsible as we
work toward these goals.

—

jlp
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Salvation is more
than a guaranteed
spot with God

In Jesus' terms, being saved also has

to do with life in the here-and-now. It has

to do with being rescued from whatever

hell it is that we find ourselves in today.

In
the fifth chapter of the Gospel of Mark,

Jesus is making his way through a dense

crowd. At the edge of the crowd stands a

, T , , very miserable woman. For 12 years she has
Salvation means to be made well. When Jesus heals ,

J
, , . uijou u

people, he gives them a new reality that liberates
been hemorrhaging blood. She has gone from

spiritually, physically, emotionally, and socially. doctor to doctor, spending her life savings. But

now her condition is worse. She is impoverished,

weak, and miserable. As if this weren't enough,

her illness makes her "unclean." The laws of

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE Moses prohibit her from living with normal soci-

" ety: she must live a physically separated life.

, This woman is living in her own hell. I use
t our things 1 need tjiat worcj purposely because that is what hell is:

from my church 7 being cut off from society, cut off from meaning-

ful relationships, rejected, broken, suffering, pow-

GC district approves erless. Hell is more than fire and brimstone.

merger with Southwest 10 Hel1 is what this woman is livinS in
'
and she

needs salvation.

That's why she's there at the edge of the
Be willing to fail, crowd. This is her last chance to be saved. Disre-

head of MEDA says 10 garding the law, she pushes her way through the

by

Ryan
Ahlgrim



With the coming of Jesus, salvation took
on two meanings. One is to be physically
rescued in this world. The other is to be
spiritually rescued in the future world.

crowd, determined that somehow she's going to

at least touch the robe of Jesus. Finally she gets

close enough. She thrusts out her arm, she leans

past the people around her, she stretches out
her hand and just barely touches the edge of

Jesus' robe.

Immediately something happens to her. She
feels strength; she knows that somehow, some-
way, she's well. Jesus also knows something has
happened. He turns, he searches the faces in the
crowd for the one who touched him. He sees

her. Perhaps the woman feels guilt for having
been so presumptuous. She falls on her knees,

trembling, and blurts out, "It was me who
touched you." Jesus reaches out to her, offering

her relationship, and says, "Daughter, your faith

has saved you."

Notice: Jesus does not say, "Your faith has
healed you" (contrary to the NIV). He says,

"Your faith has saved you." Jesus hasn't just

healed her; he has truly saved her: saved her

from endless suffering, saved her from a dozen
years of isolation and rejection, saved her from
the social and physical and emotional hell she's

been living in. The NRSV translates Jesus'

words as, "Your faith has made you weir—even
though the underlying Greek word literally

means "saved." The reason this can be trans-

lated either way is because to be saved means
to be made well. Salvation is wholeness. Salva-

tion is being made well.

That sure isn't what I was taught when I

was growing up. I was told in Sunday
school that salvation means that we're

going to live forever in heaven. That's it. It's a

guaranteed spot with God after this life is over.

In other words, salvation is totally spiritual, hav-

ing nothing to do with our physical or social life.

And salvation is totally future, having nothing to

do with our earthly existence now.
This is the common understanding of salvation

among most Christians. If someone were to ask
you, "Are you saved?" that person probably isn't

asking if you're whole or well. In all probability,

the intended meaning is: "Are you going to

heaven after you die?"

But that's not what Jesus means by salvation.

For Jesus, the future begins now, and the spiri-

tual cannot be cut off from the physical. One
time ten lepers came to Jesus for healing. Be-
sides their obvious illness, they also needed heal-

ing for the social isolation and rejection they con-

tinually lived in. Jesus healed them. One came
back to thank him, and Jesus replied, "Your
faith has saved you."

On another occasion Jesus was walking from
Jericho to Jerusalem, and a blind man on the
side of the road cried out, "Son of David, have
mercy on me!" We get a glimpse of the hell this

man was living in by the response of the crowd.
No pity. No mercy. The crowd yells, "Shut up!

Get out of the way!" The blind man had no
value in their eyes; he was only a drain on soci-

ety. But Jesus stops, calls him over, and asks,

"What do you want me to do for you?" The
blind man replies, "I want to see." And Jesus
says, "Go your way; your faith has saved you."

Salvation means to be made well, to be res-

cued from whatever hell one is in. When Jesus
heals people (or gives them bread in the wilder-

ness), he is giving them a piece of heaven in the

midst of our earth. He is giving them bits of the
kingdom of God—a new reality that liberates

spiritually, physically, emotionally, and socially.

In
the Old Testament salvation is viewed as

totally physical, in the here and now. Never
in the Old Testament does salvation mean

life after death or being with God in heaven.

Rather, salvation means to be rescued from
Egyptian slavery or from poverty, enemies, or

disease. Salvation also means to have a secure,

prosperous, and happy life.

The reason Old Testament salvation is always
focused on the physical present is simple: most
of the ancient Hebrews had no clear belief in life

after death. So salvation had to be a physical

and social reality in this life. Thus, according to

the Old Testament prophets, God's ultimate act

of salvation would be when the nations beat
their swords into plowshares and all of creation

lived in harmony, unafraid and worshiping God
in Jerusalem.

Jesus grew up with the Old Testament, and he
embraced at least partly this view of salvation.

(For a powerful illustration, see Luke 4:16-21.)

But one key idea had changed dramatically since

the Old Testament days: life after death. Most
of the Jews at the time of Jesus believed that at

the end of history God would resurrect the just

to live again (and Jesus confirmed this belief).

This belief changes the meaning of salvation. Sal-

vation is not only being physically rescued in

Salvation is physical and
spiritual. It begins now. It is

made real in the present. It is

completed in the future.
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this world. It is also being spiritually rescued in

the future world with God.

And sure enough, in Jesus' teachings, we find

him talking about salvation in spiritual as well as

in physical terms. He tells his disciples to enter

by the narrow gate if they want to find life. He
tells them that to find one's life one must lose

one's life.

Jesus realized we can be physically well, physi-

cally "saved," but still be dead inside and cut

off from God. We can also be materially prosper-

ous and secure, but this "salvation" can actually

promote our spiritual damnation by insulating us

from our poor neighbors, which in turn insulates

us from God. So for Jesus salvation was physical

and spiritual. He never separated them. They

were two sides of the same coin.

One of the best illustrations of this is the

story of Zacchaeus (Luke 19:1-10). Here is a

man described as a "chief tax collector," which

means he has sold out his people and is making

a fortune off them. He works for the enemy who

occupy the country, and he collects all the taxes

for them. So here is a man who lives in terrible

double isolation—self-imposed as well as im-

posed by a bitter society.

But then Zacchaeus meets Jesus. His priori-

ties and commitments go through a revolution of

'Today salvation has come to

this house," Jesus said to

Zacchaeus after his repen-

tance and restitution for sin.

redirection. He does two things: First, he gives

away half of all of his wealth to the poor. He has

committed his resources to help the disadvan-

taged and to rescue as many as possible from

the hell of poverty. Second, he pays back to all

the people he has ever cheated four times the

amount. This commitment goes far beyond the

requirements of the Mosaic law, demonstrating a

willingness to go to radical, ridiculously generous

lengths to be reconciled to his neighbors.

And then Jesus makes this amazing state-

ment: Today—not somewhere in the future

—

"salvation has come to this house." Zacchaeus

has experienced salvation because he is now liv-

ing out salvation with his neighbors.

Salvation is physical and spiritual. It begins

now, it is made real in the present, and it is com-

pleted in the world to come. If we make salva-

tion all physical, we distort it. If we make it all

spiritual, we also distort it. If we make salvation

all now, we stunt it. If we make it all future, we
also stunt it.

So a cup of cold water given to thirsty lips has

eternal significance to God. Putting food in an

empty stomach is an act of salvation. So is teach-

ing others to read so they can get a job and pro-

vide for the well-being of their children. And sal-

vation flowers as our acts of love and service

clear a path for reconciliation, for trust in God,

for new life in Jesus Christ.

Ryan Ahlgrim is pastor of the Peoria-North Men-

nonite Church in Peoria, III. He also serves as the

chair for the Committee on Faith, Life, and Prac-

tice for Illinois Conference.
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O Lord, you have searched me
and known me. You know
when I sit down and when I

rise up; you discern my
thoughts from far away. You
. . . are acquainted with all

my ways.

—Psalm 139:1-3, NRSV

READERS SAY

What the Church Must Do
About Abuse (May 12). I have
a problem with the statement

that "Scripture does not encourage or

require forgiveness where there is no re-

pentance." Perhaps Luke 17:1-4 does
seem to indicate that, but the New Tes-

tament as a whole does not.

Christ tells us in Matt. 6:14-15 that

we must forgive those who sin against

us, or we ourselves will not be forgiven.

He does not release us from that obliga-

tion if the ones who offend us do not re-

pent.

Christ, our supreme example, said,

"Father, forgive them; for they do not

know what they are doing" (Luke

23:34). Those who crucified him did not
even recognize the offense, so they cer-

tainly did not repent.

I am not saying that abuse is to be
easily forgiven. It is not. I know; I was
sexually abused by my father. There
has been a lot of prayer and many tears

on my way to forgiving.

But I do say that complete healing

and freedom from such hurts is only

possible when we are able, with God's

grace, to forgive—even if the wrong is

not recognized or repented from. I can-

not wait for my father, good Christian

man that he is, to realize the wrongness
of his actions and ask my forgiveness.

That may never happen (it was "my
fault"). But I have forgiven him, and I

am going forward with life abundant!

Name withheld by request

Tappreciate Paul A. Kaufman's (May
I 19) concerned and generous re-

-Lsponse to A Third of Our Family
Doesn't Have Enough to Eat (Mar.

31). To his complaint that "giving to

mission boards and other agencies . . .

is so impersonal"—though he agrees

that it is "good and must continue"—

I

would like to respond, first, a little face-

tiously. While I can't speak for all the

boards and agencies, hey, all of us who
are workers for the Mennonite Board of

Missions and China Educational Ex-
change are real people. And, seriously,

we do need the prayers and support of

the real people in our North American
churches. And so do those who would
like to serve under MBM or CEE but

cannot because there is not enough money.

Not all of us have dramatic stories to

send or tell. Yet the real people at

MBM do their best, I think, to be con-

stantly in touch with the North Ameri-

can churches in many ways. Besides all

the news releases printed in Gospel Her-
ald and in MBM's own publications,

there is additional personal information

about missionaries and their work avail-

able. There's "Prayer Partners Memo,"
for example, which contains letters

from the MBM workers abroad along

with current prayer requests. And, like

other workers, when we are "home" on
North American assignment, we speak in

as many churches and schools as we can.

There are times, by the way, when it

is a help to be identified as being with

a major board or agency. At my univer-

sity in China, China Educational Ex-
change teachers are met with a certain

trust and friendliness because of our

years there.

Nancy Lee
Tokyo, Japan

Jesus Turned the Question into a
Racial Issue (May 19) was right

on target. Although Spencer Per-

kins focused on the racial issue, I'm

glad he also demonstrated that the gos-

pel is a message of reconciliation that

gets down to the root issue in every

area of life. That is why the gospel is so

radical. It exposes our superficiality

and our duplicity, and it prods us to

move out of our "comfort zones." We
must do so if we are going to discover

the path that leads to eternal life.

Perkins was so right to show us that

our actual salvation and eternal destiny

is at stake in whether or not ours is a

gospel of words or a gospel of deeds.

When we become better talkers than

doers, we end up stripping the gospel

of its credibility and power.

When are we going to admit that we
so often fail to live out the gospel be-

cause we ourselves have yet to experi-

ence its power to transform us? Our
own conversions are incomplete. The
radicalness of Jesus' message has yet

to shake us up as it did the religiously

self-confident people of his day.

Bruce Jones

Prophetstown, III.

And Who Is My Neighbor? (May
19). I was appalled by the second

paragraph of your editorial: ".
. .

race relations have apparently made so

little progress since the first slaves

were hauled from Africa to the 'new

world.'
"

Haven't you heard about the Emanci-
pation Proclamation? About Lincoln or

Martin Luther King? Don't you know
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that blacks are now heads of corpora-

tions, U.S. congressional leaders, on the

Supreme Court? That hundreds of thou-

sands are just everyday hardworking

people like you and me that go to their

jobs everyday, buy their homes, put

their kids through college, and live and

love just like everybody else!

You mentioned Spencer Perkins' arti-

cle, Jesus Turned the Question into

a Racial Issue, so I read it. By the sec-

ond paragraph I was upset again. He
mentioned seven incidents of racism,

two of which don't belong. One was Wil-

lie Horton, who had nothing to do with

racism. Bush used him because he was
showing how the Governor of Massachu-
setts had a criminal release program

that was abominable!

The other was Darryl Gates, who a

year ago was praised for cleaning up
gangs in Los Angeles. If Gates had or-

dered several thousand police to go

into the violence with riot gear and

guns, we wouldn't be able to stand the

racism noise from the press.

I'm not denying racism exists. I'm

just wondering if some of Perkins state-

ments themselves aren't a bit racist.

How would Jesus handle racism

today? I don't know it is such a big

problem. I have many black, Hispanic,

and Native American friends. We have

no problems because skin color has

nothing to do with friendship. But how
you can stop the inner-city tragedies is

beyond my comprehension. Racism of

all kinds, wars, and rumors of wars will

probably go on until Christ comes to

change it all.

Chuck Hernley

New Paris, Ind.

Thank you for the wake up call

provided by Tom Sine's articles,

Shifting the Church into the

Future Tense (May 19 and 26). Sine

goes a long way to help explain the

plight of today's and tomorrow's young
adults—or "Baby Busters" (born after

'64).

Young people of this generation are

coming of age in a shrinking economy,

but they have great expectations. This

is based on the success of previous gen-

erations and the experience of their

comfortable lifestyles. These were sup-

ported by their parents, who came of

age in the growth of the post World
War II years.

Add to this the dynamic of the "Men-
nonite work ethic." The parents of the

busters have prospered by it—as have

the previous Baby Boom generation of

"Muppies," who moved off the farm to

successful professional careers. Menno-
nite young adults are encouraged to get

an education and make something of

themselves. However, today there are

many young adults who are frustrated

because of a lack of ability to make it

to the "good life" promoted by previ-

ous generations.

Yes, some of this is a pattern of

young adulthood. Young households

have always struggled to make it. Par-

ents always sacrifice and plan so that

they can offer their children more than

they had. However, when this genera-

tion leaves home, this probably will not

be the case. There are new dynamics at

play. For example, double incomes are

becoming a necessity just to afford

housing.

Sine notes, "The Mennonite church

has its work cut out for us if we are

going to reach and equip this genera-

tion to take leadership in the 21st cen-

tury." A sobering thought. What are our

congregations doing to address this situ-

ation?

Fred W. Martin

Kitchener, Ont.

Shifting the Church into the Fu-
ture Tense (May 19 and 26) and
What Should Be the Future of

the Mennonite Church? (May 26). The
first step in preparation for what is to

come is to take a deep breath and re-

main calm. The second is to realize

there is no end to our task.

Phrases like "We are racing into the

future at blinding speed," sound as

though we must do something drastic in

the next minute, or we will hit the fu-

ture as a driver might kill a deer para-

lyzed by oncoming headlights. Such
thinking comes from our desire to put

time on a line so we can set and

Pontius' Puddle

achieve goals and reach some final des-

tination.

As Aristotle said, time is the measure
of change. The future is not the end of

a road; it is the next second. And there

is another future in the second beyond
that. If we make a mistake in one fu-

ture, we can correct it in the next. If we
do something right in one future, we
must actively continue to do it in the

next.

We have no choice in whether or not

we affect the future; whatever we do, or

don't do, has a result. So we must plan

as best we can, and we must begin. But
in the planning, we must not focus on

some end where perfection occurs and
after which nothing follows. People are

not capable of achieving such a goal.

We must focus a continuing process

that will make change and improvement.

Wayne Steffen

Goshen, Ind.

Is
Jesus Christ the Last Word of

God? (June 2). Let's face it; there

are some difficult statements in the

Bible. I readily admit everything is not

black or white, but I also hasten to say

there are some black-and-white issues.

It's not all gray. Had you or I written

the Bible, we may have stated it differ-

ently, but we didn't. The Scriptures

were written by men of God under the

inspiration of the Holy Spirit. The
Bible says what God intended it to say

and in the way God intended it to be

said.

One of the exclusive statements that

Jesus made is found in John 14:6,

"Jesus said to him, 'I am the way, and
the truth, and the life. No one comes to

the Father except through me.'
"

This exclusive statement is a tough

one, but Jesus said it, God ordained it,

John wrote it, it's in the Bible! It's

black and white—it's true.

People may say it's not fair. We may

SOSPECT THE
CHORCU \SN'T
ALL THAT
SOPPORTIV/E
OF OS VOOTW

WOMSEMSE.TUEY
OOST PAID OOtt.
TRANSPORTATION
TO THE YOOTU RALLY

YEAH, BUT TUEV WROTE
THE BOS TICKETS ONE WAy!
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READERS SAY

not like defending it, but it sure does

set some parameters for life. If a com-

mitted, sincere, sweet, kind, compas-

sionate, and peace-loving person can

get to God in his own way, then the ex-

tent of my responsibility and that of

the general church would be to encour-

age people to be committed, sincere,

sweet, kind, compassionate and peace-

loving. That would be far easier and

much less threatening than telling a

Buddhist or a Muslim or a Jew or some-

one involved in New Age thought that

Jesus is the only way to God.

Many world religions are all encom-

passing. They are unaware of the exclu-

siveness of Jesus. They are more than

willing to accept Jesus as one of the

many prophets, as one of the ways to

truth. They say, "We are all in this to-

gether. Don't be exclusive. There's no

monopoly on truth. You really don't be-

lieve God would reject us, do you?"

We have a problem with such teach-

ing. Jesus does not fit their mold. He is

the one among all the others who says

he's the only one. We could not ask for

it to have been stated more clearly. It

is right there in black and white. You
can not sing in harmony with all the

world religions when one of the mem-
bers is a self-proclaimed soloist.

C. S. Lewis wrote, "To make the

claim he made, Jesus had to be a liar,

lunatic, or Lord of all." Jesus will not

settle for being one of many. He's all

there is, the only way to God, and there

is no in-between. We need to assume

the responsibility he gave to us when
he issued the great commission. The

church and all of her agencies need to

reaffirm our commitment to proclaim-

ing Christ throughout all the world,

rather than questioning if Jesus really

meant what he said.

Steve Wingfield

Harrisonburg, Va.

Shifting the Church into the Fu-

ture Tense (May 19 and 26).

Some of us in the "under 30

crowd" are trying to do our best for the

kingdom. But sometimes we get discour-

aged by the older generation of Menno-

nites.

We feel strongly about supporting

missions at home and abroad. When
those who have the money want to

spend it on material items in and

around the church.

We try to get more discussion going

on peace. They argue with each other

over whether or not to purchase the

new hymnal.

We bring our HIV positive children

to church. So they refuse to attend the

same services.

After seeing the reactions to others

who, like myself, speak up about these

things I will continue to remain quiet,

like Mary, pondering all this in my
heart.

Name withheld by request

PS: Pennsylvania law clearly states I

am unable to speak about my foster

child's condition (HIV). So please with-

hold my name from print.

Xwas surprised to learn that the

I home of the author of Is Jesus

A-Christ the Last Word of God?
(June 2) was Manhattan. I had the

naive view that the Anabaptists were

primarily rural people, rurus otium as

some scholars have referred to them:

the quiet, rural folk. Obviously things

aren't quite that simple.

John D. Rempel left me hanging on

his question, "Is Jesus Christ the last

word of God"? He avoids answering.

The kind of mysterious redemptive love

he alludes to is indeed difficult to ex-

plain on paper, but at the end of the

day, is Jesus Christ the last word of

God? I'm still not certain what his posi-

tion is.

Clyde Durham
Houston, Tex.

Several recent Gospel Herald writ-

ers have served us more than

food for thought. What Does It

Mean to Be Mennonite? (Wally

Fahrer), Shifting the Church into the

Future Tense (Tom Sine), Jesus

Turned the Question into a Racial

Issue (Spencer Perkins)—that's a

pretty heavy meal.

But what's the glue that will make it

all hold together? Is there a common ad-

hesive for us in the 21st century and be-

yond? There used to be a time when we
could look at each other and know who
we were. That is no longer the case.

Farming, dress, Western European

roots, and shoo-fly pie just don't do it

anymore. But neither will parachurch

evangelicalism, Pentecostalism, or con-

servative civil religion.

Even if we do discover a workable for-

mula, how will we get everyone to buy

it? Perhaps Mennonites have already

served their purpose in God's order of

things, and no justifiable glue any

longer exists. Increasingly, other Chris-

tian groups are also preaching peace,

discipleship, and separation of church

and state. Neither are "believers

baptism" or the "priesthood of all

believers" controversial issues.

So what will hold us together? It cer-

tainly will not be ethnicism. Nor will it

be our preservation as museum pieces

from whom tourists collect recipes, buy

quilts, and admire our quaintnesses.

Nor will it be the acculturation of na-

tional political and social values.

Tom Sine is right. Human need is es-

calating. We are moving more and more

toward a world economy, and Menno-
nites are springing up all over the

place. But equally important as know-

ing what we will do in the future is

knowing who we will be.

D. Lowell Nissley

Lancaster, Pa.

Iwas thoroughly enjoying The Case

of the Swollen Bank Account
(June 16) when I came to these two

sentences: "These were seedy-looking,

somewhat mysterious and gypsyish

folks. It had occurred to Rachel that

they might try to change the numbers

on the check, cash it, and run."

I am sure her ethnic slur was uninten-

tional. But to the one million Romany-
Americans, myself included, such

type-casting hurts. I rarely read any-

thing positive about gypsies, although

we include the normal range of people.

My gypsy grandfather was a police

chief. I assure you that neither of us

have resorted to thievery. In fact, some

of us gypsies are even Christian.

Cindy Hines Kurfman
Denver, Pa.

Pontius' Puddle (June 9). Pontius,

I'm astonished at you! Don't you

really know the missing ingredi-

ent in your child-rearing program? Pray

for your children! Begin early in the

pregnancy. Pray for them every day.

Of all the projects that are "aided

and abetted" with the help of God, rais-

ing a family is in our time one of the

most neglected. But this is only one. I

notice that prayer is the "missing

ingredient" in various other projects.

We'd much rather do all the planning

by ourselves and make a fizzle of it

than to "bother God" for help.

Roy E. Hartzler

Wellman, Iowa
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As a Christian entrepreneur:

Four things I need
from my church

by Jim Smucker

Our Anabaptist tradition is one of service.

As such, we ask the question, "What can
I do for my church?" But as a Christian

entrepreneur, lately I've been asking, "What can
my church do for me?" as I struggle with issues

of faith, work, and spiritual calling.

For a number of years after I graduated from
Goshen College, I struggled with career choices.

I enjoyed my work in my father's business, but

there was a question always gnawing in the back
of my mind: "Shouldn't I be doing something
that is directly related to mission work, to serv-

ing others?"

As all graduates of Goshen College will tell

you, the motto of "Culture for Service" is indeli-

bly etched on our minds. During special mission

Do the realities of the market-
place really require a level of
morality in business different

from that of one's own life?

weeks, representatives from various mission

boards display information on service opportuni-

ties. And countless times throughout my life, I

have listened spellbound to the stories of mis-

sionaries having just returned from "over there."

Furthermore, over the years in various church

settings I've heard the warnings of the dangers
of wealth and the seduction of power which
wealth brings. Subtly the message becomes
clear. We build the kingdom in the mission field,

not in the business world. My father and many
other Christian entrepreneurs have struggled

with this dilemma for many years. On the one
hand, the church depends on our money in the

offering basket; on the other hand, it is often sus-

picious of how that money is obtained.

Many of the tensions this dilemma creates on
both sides point to a lack of understanding of

what I believe is the true task of the Christian

entrepreneur. I would argue that as we look at

the mission of both a preacher and an entrepre-

neur, we find more similarities than differences.

One of the fundamental tasks of both is to pro-

vide conditions that enable people to lead the

most enriching lives they can.

To help me resolve this dilemma, to help me
live the life of integrity that Christ calls me to, I

need at least four things from the church.

II need the church to recognize that I
have a spiritual calling to be an entre-

preneur. Those of us who are entrepre-

neurs in the Christian tradition have a calling to

produce organizations friendly to spiritual val-

ues. This can help to accelerate positive change
in our world. Entrepreneurs, because of their tre-

mendous resources, have their hands resting on
the levers of change.

Albert Einstein said it this way: "In the case

of political, and even of religious leaders, it is

often very doubtful whether they have done
more good or harm. Hence, I most seriously be-

lieve that one does people the best service by
giving them some elevating work to do and thus

indirectly elevating them."
Given the influences of entrepreneurs in

today's world, this indirect elevation may be one
of the most powerful steps toward helping us

make our world a better place.

Unfortunately, this idea of an entrepreneur
with a spiritual calling, of an entrepreneur as a

change agent, creates another dilemma for the

Christian businessperson. Many times the theol-

ogy of the church, implied if not always directly

stated, has treated with skepticism the potential-

ity of a businessperson with a spiritual calling.

This is hard not only for our church communi-
ties to grasp. It is also a difficult concept in our
bottom-line oriented business world, where a

spiritual calling is seen as being "soft" and ideal-

istic.

We must change the relation of the
church and the Christian entrepreneur.
On the one hand, the church asks for
our money. On the other, it is often sus-

picious of how that money is obtained.
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Our organizations are killing us. The
prevailing system of management has
destroyed our people. Yet the church

uses the business model of operation.

21 need the church to be a model for the

type of organization that Christ calls

for. Our organizations are killing us. The
prevailing system of management has destroyed

our people.

At first glance these statements may seem ex-

aggerated. However, we see evidence of this evil

throughout modern society. Of course there are

exceptions. But many of us today at all levels in

our workplaces find our individual spirituality

and wholeness sacrificed on altars created by

modern organizations.

It saddens me, then, to see that many of our

churches have been bitten by the "bottom-line"

bug. They have adopted characteristics of the in-

dustrial model for organizing.

It was Calvin Coolidge in the mid-twenties

One of the tasks of both the

church and the entrepreneur

is to provide conditions for

people to lead enriching lives.

who said, "The business of America is busi-

ness." As a culture and as churches we have re-

ally taken this to heart. As sociologist Tony Com
polo suggests, there is evidence all around that

our churches are structured more in accord with

the organizing principles of the industrial model
than by a pattern perceived as ordained by New
Testament teachings.

Today churches "process" new members, their

pastors (CEO's) run multimillion dollar busi-

nesses. They build ever larger churches in keep-

ing with the concept of "economies of scale."

They have organized in hierarchies of increasing

levels of authority, where the power is in the

hands of the few. They frequently motivate by

fear.

Amazingly, as a church, we have always had

the answer to this subversion before our eyes in

the New Testament. Unfortunately, the connec-

tion between biblical values and the develop-

ment of our organizations has at times seemed
more apparent to the secular business world

than to us as Christians. For increasingly, out of

the boardrooms of corporate America, we are

hearing of Christlike upside-down approaches to

organizing and managing people. This new vision

for leadership includes developing "covenants"

with employees; becoming "servant leaders"; un-

derstanding the value of small close-knit, ac-

countable "communities"; insuring "equality" for

everyone; building relationships based on

"trust"; and applying "agape love."

Instead of adopting all the latest management
and organizational assumptions, I need the

church to provide a model of the possibilities for

organizing around these biblical values.

31 need the church's support for being a
different kind of entrepreneur. One of

the underlying and often unspoken assump-

tions of traditional management—and one of the

paramount dilemmas for the Christian

businessperson—is that maximizing profits and

genuinely caring for the welfare of people are

mutually exclusive. In other words, as one execu-

tive suggests, the realities of the marketplace

seemed to have required a level of morality in

business that is lower than in our personal lives.

As Christian entrepreneurs, however, we must
believe differently. We must believe that there

doesn't have to be a trade off between the

higher virtues in life and economic success over

the long run. We can and must do both. We
must recognize that people with a high level of

self-esteem are more committed, take more ini-

tiative, and have a broader and deeper sense of

responsibility in their work. They learn faster.

When people genuinely approve of themselves,

they can afford to be responsive to the needs

and wants of others.

To employ this type of person, however, re-

quires the businessperson to place the develop-

ment of people alongside financial success. This

idea should not only be liberating for the Chris-

tian businessperson. It should also provide us

with the confidence to begin seeking out new
ways to organize the work. While our traditional

organizations have required management sys-

tems that control people's behavior, the Chris-

tian entrepreneur will turn the tables upside

down by empowering people and evoking their

participation.

41 need the church to embrace rather

than fear change. The pathology of our or-

ganizations that I've just outlined also pro-

vides us with a tremendous opportunity—building

organizations friendly to human values.

Unfortunately, however, many of us are caught
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Mennonite takes major part

in drafting Canada constitution

John Reimer, a Mennonite Brethren

member of the Canadian parliament, has

played a key role in developing a pream-

ble and a "Canada clause" for the nation's

proposed new constitution.

The preamble uses poetic language to

state Canada's values. The Canada clause

is intended to be more technical, legally

defining the country's fundamental prin-

ciples. (MBH)

Big Bang findings should have

little effect on faith, experts say

Astronomers have hailed the discovery

of new evidence for the "Big Bang" theory

of the creation of the universe.

But two specialists in the relationship

between science and religion are more

restrained in their response.

Frederic Burnham, an Episcopal priest

who holds a doctorate in the history of

science, said the discovery is consistent

with a Christian view of creation.

But Burnham said the Big Bang theory

neither offers evidence of God nor ex-

plains how life began.

Duane Gish, a biochemist who accepts

a literal interpretation of the Genesis 1

account, said the Big Bang theory must

be wrong despite the recent findings,

because it "contradicts the Word of God."

The Bible "tells us that God finished

his creation," Gish said, in contrast to the

view of Big Bang proponents that the

universe is still evolving. (RNS)

Japanese oppose bill to send

forces abroad on UN missions

Many people in Japan are objecting to

a bill to allow the nation's Self-Defense

Forces to take part in United Nations

peacekeeping missions.

Japan's postwar constitution forbids ag-

gressive use of the military.

Opponents of the bill fear it may open

ways to send troops overseas for other

than peacekeeping duties. (MWC)

King verdict, riots remind

South African of back home
When Gerrit Wolfaardt awakened on

the approach to Los Angeles airport and

heard the captain announce that civil

unrest had forced the airlines to cancel

flights, he wondered if he was in the right

country.

"Have I flown back to South Africa?"

was the question that bounced around

Wolfaardt's head April 30, as he looked

down on the burning city.

Wolfaardt, who left a lucrative law prac-

tice to become a missionary, said that on

the same day as the Rodney King verdict

a senior police official in South Africa was

sentenced to death for the killing of 11

black people. (RNS)

Presbyterians tap refugee activist

to serve as head of denomination

An activist pastor who led a movement

to shelter undocumented immigrants

from Central America has been elected

moderator of the largest Presbyterian de-

nomination in the United States.

John Fife of Tucson, Ariz., will head the

2.9 million member Presbyterian Church

(U.S.A.).

The 52-year-old Fife has been a major

force in the "sanctuary movement," a

network that tries to help immigrants

avoid U.S. government agents. (RNS)

Orthodox groups agree to resume
membership in National Council

Five Orthodox churches and the U.S.

National Council of Churches have made

giant strides toward healing a rift between

them.

The Orthodox groups have announced

they will "provisionally resume" their

membership in the council, which they

suspended last year.

For its part, the council has agreed to

publicize both majority and minority

views when the council makes statements

with which some members disagree.

In the past, Orthodox groups have ex-

pressed concern over the views of some

council members on legalized abortion,

homosexuality, and political action.

(RNS)

by fear, afraid of recognizing how fundamentally

our work lives would have to be changed if we

should choose to work out of this vision. As

churches and businesses, we are caught in old

models—models that have brought financial suc-

cess for businesspersons and significant growth

for our churches. The paradox is that a new vi-

sion of relating to people promises to be both

professionally and spiritually more rewarding if

we would take the leap of faith to embrace it.

Here again, the church can help me face this

paralysis by example. In keeping with the values

and mission of Christ's life, the church can en-

courage each of us to be constantly reinterpret-

ing our faith in light of the needs of a changing

humanity. This should liberate Christian

businesspersons to respond accordingly to the

changing marketplace.

So much has been written about the dizzying

if not paralyzing rates of change in today's

world. As a result, Christian entrepreneurs and

the church need each other today more than

ever. As a Christian entrepreneur in today's fast

changing world, I need the understanding, sup-

port, and nourishment of the church more than

ever.

As a church, we need to acknowledge the pow-

erful role that entrepreneurs can have in the spir-

itual lives of our members. The challenge, for

both entrepreneurs and the church, is to inten-

sify the dialogue on how we can creatively work

together to more effectively bring about positive

change in our communities.

Jim Smucker is a partner in a family business in

Bird-in-Hand, Pa. He and his wife, Anna, and 19-

month-old Jordon attend the Akron Mennonite

Church.
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CHURCH NEWS

GC district approves
merger with Southwest

Ritzville, Wash. (GCMQ—Pacific Dis-

trict of the General Conference Menno-
nite Church has voted to merge with
Southwest Conference.

By a 236-23 margin, delegates to a

Pacific District assembly voted to pro-

ceed with regional integration.

Southwest Conference delegates voted
unanimously on May 23 to approve the

merger.

But a third group, Pacific Coast Confer-
ence, has postponed a decision on
whether to join in the new arrangement.

Pacific District extends from the Cana-
dian border to the Mexican border, while

Southwest Conference includes churches
in Arizona and California.

Pacific Coast Conference churches are

located in the Pacific Northwest and
Idaho.

Merger plans call for the creation of two
new conferences—a southern West Coast
group and a northern one. The dividing

point would be the California-Oregon line.

However, the shape of the new confer-

ences remains in doubt, due to the June
13 vote by Pacific Coast delegates to

delay action on the proposal. (See June
30, 1992, Gospel Herald.)

Despite the postponement, Pacific

Coast leaders have been authorized to

continue merger discussions.

—

From a re-

port by Muriel T. Stackley

Be willing to fail,

head of MEDA says
Hatfield, Pa. (CKF)—Successful entre-

preneurs plan to "fail fast, fail often, and
fail cheap," Lee Delp told 70 current and
would-be business owners.

Delp, who is president of Mennonite
Economic Development Associates
(MEDA), spoke at the first of a series of

Entrepreneurs' Forums sponsored by
MEDA and the Clayton Kratz Fellowship.

Failure is the tuition in the school of

successful business, said Delp, who is

former executive vice-president of Na-
tional Liberty Corporation.

"To be an entrepreneur, you've got to

realize that failure is not fatal," he told

the group. "In this game, you must be
ready to fail in order to find out what
works. Nobody hits a home run until

they've stepped up to the plate."

Of course, the intelligent business
owner will maximize the chances of suc-

cess, Delp continued.

Surprisingly, one way to do this is to

"stay away from the brilliant idea." Com-
plex, nobody-ever-thought-of-this ideas

"are the riskiest of all," he said.

Instead, most successful new business-
es are based on what entrepreneurial
adviser Peter Drucker calls "no-tech"
ideas—simple, easily grasped concepts.

People in business have much to offer

the church, Delp said.

"Entrepreneurial gifts come from God
and need to be returned to him," the
MEDA president asserted. "When you
look ahead at the trends for the next 20
years, it's clear that the church is going to

be in need of its members' business
skills."

Lawyer reflects on term
with conciliation service
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Alice Price knows

the stereotypes about her profession.

As one joke goes, Why don't sharks eat

lawyers?

Answer: Professional courtesy.

Price believes that lawyers have played
a positive role in such areas as civil right

protection.

But lawyer jokes, she said, highlight

legitimate complaints about the legal

field—high cost, inaccessibility to poor
people, and the disproportionate power
lawyers have in in the United States.

Issues such as these led Price to go into

full-time mediation work when she as-

sumed a voluntary service assignment
with Mennonite Conciliation Service
(MCS) in 1988.

While a lawyer's role is to advance or

protect the rights of one party, a mediator
encourages dialogue among various par-

ties, who together decide upon a solution.

After four years with MCS, Price is now
preparing to return to La Jara, Colo., with
her husband and their nine-year-old
daughter.

As MCS director, Price has mediated

Alice Price

some 35 family, church, and business
disputes. She has consulted in well over
100 other cases.

"Mennonite churches have a history of
conflict avoidance and denial," she said.

Because of this, MCS often is called

late—"when it's difficult if not impossible
to work at reconciliation."

At the same time, Mennonites are will-

ing to "hang in there and work at prob-
lems for a long time," she noted.

Price said she has particularly enjoyed
her efforts to develop relationships with
church leaders and mediators from di-

verse ethnic groups.

A new directory of U.S. mediators and
trainers, compiled by MCS associate
Ellen Hollinger, "represents a good cross

section in terms of ethnic diversity," Price

said.

Price said her favorite task has been
editing the MCS newsletter with
Hollinger.

"Conciliation Quarterly" has a circula-

tion of more than 1,000. According to

Price, it has become one of the leading

newsletters in the field, even in secular
circles.

Price attributes this to the newsletter's

historical perspective, as one of the oldest

continuous mediation publications.

In addition, she believes that being part
of Mennonite Central Committee U.S. has
helped MCS keep its eyes on "larger

global justice concerns."

Price's life experiences have also helped
to bring depth to MCS.
She majored in Chinese studies before

attending New York University Law
School.

Later, she practiced civil rights law in

Philadelphia, concentrating on women's
legal issues, such as employment discrim-

ination, housing, and access to credit.

After marrying Andy Zaugg in 1979,

Price moved to La Jara, a rural commu-
nity of 700. She juggled traditional legal

services with advocacy for low-income
clients and for farm families during the

farm crisis of the mid-1980s.

In addition, she helped launch a service

unit sponsored by Mennonite Board of

Missions (MBM).
Price attended the United Church of La

Jara, a congregation of Mennonites and
Presbyterians.

When she returns to Colorado, Price
will serve as half-time coordinator of the
La Jara MBM service unit. She also hopes
to be involved with the activities of the

MCS network in the region.
—Emily Will
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Eleanor and Alan Kreider

England workers see
Anabaptist net growing
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—"A network of

Anabaptist-minded people is developing

in England, and it's ready to fly!"

That's the report of Alan and Eleanor

Kreider, Mennonite Board of Missions

workers in England since 1974.

An "Anabaptist Institute" is begin-

ning—an umbrella under which Chris-

tians of many traditions can meet to

appropriate insights from the Anabaptist

tradition.

The library at the London Mennonite

Centre, which the Kreiders helped to

develop, provides an excellent resource

for the Institute.

In addition, an occasional periodical

called Anabaptism Today will make its

debut shortly.

Participating in the development of an

Anabaptist network has been one element

of the Kreiders' ministry since their move

from London to the northern city of Man-

chester this past August.

Home base for the couple—who are also

involved in academic teaching, speaking

in churches, and research and writing—is

Northern Baptist College in Manchester.

The college is part of Luther King

House, a federation of theological colleges

training pastors in the Baptist, Methodist,

and United Reformed denominations.

The federation of colleges, in turn, is a

satellite of the University of Manchester.

One of Alan's teaching experiences

since moving to Manchester was sharing

about the early church with a group of

Christians in the northern mining village

of Mexborough.
"The church in England is growing at

the edges, the fringes—often charismatic,

new Christians who have suffered for their

beliefs," Alan said.

During the 1991-92 academic year, Alan

taught the course "Life, Worship, and

Institutions of the Early Church" at the

university.

For the 1992-93 year, Eleanor will teach

a course on "History of Christian Wor-

ship."

In addition, both teach ad hoc courses

at Northern Baptist College, and Eleanor

has led worship workshops at Luther King

House.

Along with this, the Kreiders continue

to take part in some of the Cross-Currents

seminars at London Mennonite Centre

and to teach in churches across England.

Currently, Alan and Eleanor have more

connections with English Baptists than

with other denominations. Some Baptists,

they observe, are finding new life in their

Anabaptist roots.

Meanwhile, Eleanor continues her re-

search and reflection on the topic of

communion. And Alan hopes several

books will emerge over the next decade

as a result of his continuing study of the

early church and its relevance to the

Christian life and mission today.

—Lima Reimer Geiser

Uganda school offers

experience in trades
Kyotera, Uganda (MCC)—Eighteen-

year-old Johnson Kibirige from Kampala,

the capital of Uganda, hopes to become a

builder.

His hard work is making the dream

come true.

Kibirige attends Kiteredde Construc-

tion Institute, where some 60 young men
from all over this African nation study

woodworking, agriculture, brickmaking,

and construction.

The Bannakaroli Brothers, a Catholic

religious order, run this two-year technical

school. David Kramer, a Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee (MCC) worker from Port-

land, Ore., teaches building construction.

Recently, Kramer found a way to teach

building skills while improving school fa

cilities.

The only drinking water available to

students came from a muddy well at the

bottom of a nearby valley. The water

made students sick, causing them to miss

class frequently.

Under Kramer's supervision, students

are building a brick cistern that catches

runoff water from the classroom's roof.

MCC donated material worth about

$1,000 (U.S.). Students supply the labor.

"We're very proud of the project,"

Kibirige says, as he takes a break from

the backbreaking task of stirring a mix

ture of water, cement, and sand.

—Pearl Sensenig

Conference suspends
theologian's credentials
Goshen, Ind.—Indiana-Michigan Con-

ference has suspended the ministerial cre-

dentials of John Howard Yoder, Menno-

nite theologian and former seminary pro-

fessor.

The suspension follows an investigation

into allegations of sexual misconduct.

The conference acted on June 27 on the

basis of a report by a task force appointed

by Yoder's home congregation, Prairie

Street Mennonite Church in Elkhart, Ind.

The task force began work in July 1991.

The group met several times with Yoder

and with eight women who brought

charges against him.

"The charges brought by the women are

accurate, and John has violated sexual

boundaries," the task force found.

"John has acknowledged the truth of

the charges and has expressed deep re-

gret for the hurt his actions have caused

for the women," the task force statement

continues. "[He] has recognized the deep

rifts to integrity and trust which have

developed between himself and the

church and its institutions."

The statement continues: "John has

agreed to yield to the will of the church

regarding standards of conduct between

men and women. He has committed him-

self to begin no new sexually intimate

relationships, and has already acted to cut

off ongoing relationships which violate

church standards."

The task force has urged Yoder to

undergo therapy "to work thoroughly with

the issues involved." It also has asked him

to meet with an accountability group "to

be assisted and monitored as he works at

change."

According to the task force statement,

Yoder has agreed to do both.

In a release to the Mennonite press,

Indiana-Michigan has indicated restora-

tion of Yoder's credentials will be consid-

ered after this program of restitution and

therapy.

Yoder is professor of ethics at the Uni-

versity of Notre Dame, South Bend, Ind.

In the 1970s and '80s, he served on the

faculty of the Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries (AMBS) in Elkhart.

At one time he was president of Goshen

Biblical Seminary, one of the two schools

that make up AMBS.
Yoder has gained wide recognition in

theological circles as the author of such

books as The Politics of Jesus, The Origi-

nal Revolution, and What Would You Do?
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Bushmen children wash dishes after a meal at their preschool in Botswana. Mennonite
Central Committee assists with early education programs for members of this traditional

African group.

Preschools offer hope
to children of Bushmen
New Xanagas, Botswana—The last ab-

original people of southern Africa are

struggling to survive in a world filled with

changes not of their own making.

Ranch lands are encroaching on the

Kalahari Desert, and the Bushmen

—

known variously as Basarwa, San, and
Remote Area Dwellers—are being pushed
out of their homeland.
Botswana's government is encouraging

Bushmen to move into small settlements.

There, however, they face poverty and
alienation from their traditional way of

life.

Age-old rock paintings attest to the fact

that Bushmen roamed vast areas of land
for thousands of years. But, over time,

other African and European groups
pushed Bushmen further and further into

the Kalahari.

There they adapted to their harsh envi-

ronment with amazing ingenuity. Their
migratory hunting and gathering lifestyle

used desert plants, animals, and scarce

water sources.

Now even the desert is being taken from
them.

To help children cope with their chang-
ing society, Mennonite Ministries (MM)
works with preschools.

MM is the joint program of Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC) and Africa

Inter-Mennonite Missions in Botswana.
Bushmen children tend to drop out of

school because of language, cultural, and
racial barriers, said Eric and Kathy Fast,

MM country representatives in Botswana.
Preschools can give children a better

chance for success, the couple said.

Preschool programs teach children the

routine of coming to school and following

a schedule. Preschools also teach
Setswana language skills to the children,

who speak other languages, most of which
include clicks as well as phonetic sounds.

Setswana is the language of instruction

in Botswana primary schools.

In addition, the preschools instill cul-

tural pride by encouraging students to

perform traditional dances and songs.

Children receive one meal daily at the

preschools. The food is provided by a

program of the Botswana government.

MCC-sponsored workers Galen and
Twila Sauder of Ephrata, Pa., serve with

a program of the Dutch Reformed
Church, which has set up six preschools

for Bushmen children.

MCC's Global Family program will pro-

vide $1,000 (U.S.) to the preschools
through its group assistance plan. The
money will be used for shade netting at

five of the schools, where the temperature
often reaches 100 degrees (F.).

New Xanagas is one of the Bushmen
settlements that has a preschool.

The settlement is accessible by vehicle

after a dusty, spine-jolting drive of more
than three hours from Ghanzi, the closest

town. Headman Robert Khaise estimates

that 300 to 400 people live in the settle-

ment, which has no electricity, running
water, or telephones.

The preschool is a community project.

Residents of New Xanagas chose the

teachers. Parents transplanted grass from
the veld to the desert area in front of the

government-built school. Stakes around
the outdoor cooking area show the begin-

nings of the parents' next project—build-

ing an enclosure to keep out the wind and
sand.

Teacher Mary Simon arrives daily at

the preschool before 7:00 a.m. She sweeps
the yard, carries buckets of water from
the nearby tap, and begins a fire in prep-
aration for cooking the children's meal.

Then she readies the classroom for the

45 preschoolers. She is assisted by an-

other teacher, Delina Xhari, and a cook.

Soon the children arrive, straggling in

one by one. Some wear green uniforms
discarded by a South African school. Oth-

ers are dressed in assorted clothing made
from a bolt of green and white polka-dot-

ted fabric donated by a U.S. women's
group.

The children spend the morning in free

play, storytelling, singing, and dancing.

Around 10:30 a.m., the food is ready and
the children form a line to receive a

heaping plate of rice and stew. They sit

on the ground, dipping into the food with
their fingers and often sharing with one
another.

The children devour an amazing quan-
tity of food. The teacher comments that

this may be the only meal they eat all day.

According to the Fasts, the Botswana
government's policy of settling the Bush-
men causes them to fall into a "poverty
trap."

Bushmen are unable to eke out a living,

and are forced to rely on the government
for handouts.

Eric Fast compares the Bushmen's sit-

uation to that of Native American groups.

Private ownership was not a concept
Bushmen understood, making them vul-

nerable to groups who wanted their land.

At this point, they do not understand the

legal system well enough to seek redress

through the courts.

However, "there will come a time when,
like North American Natives, they will

want their land back," Eric Fast said.
—Pearl Sensenig
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• President reappointed. Rod-

ney Sawatsky has accepted a

second term as president of

Conrad Grebel College, Water-

loo, Ont. The reappointment fol-

lowed consultations with fac-

ulty, staff, students, and
individuals in the Mennonite
Conference of Eastern Canada.

Sawatsky has been associated

with the college for 19 years.

Before becoming president, he

served as a member of the reli-

gious studies faculty and as ac-

ademic dean.

• Church life discussed. Some
200 people looked at "Christ's

Call to Building Healthy Church
Systems" in a June 11-13 meet-

ing at Elmhurst, 111. The "Min-

istry of Reconciliation" confer-

ence was sponsored by the

Lombard (111.) Mennonite Peace

Center and Elmhurst College.

Speakers included David Augs-

burger, Dale Brown, Clarence

Hilliard, Speed Leas, Susan
Thistlewaite, and Raleigh
Washington.

• Tax group meets. Members of

a Newton, Kan., group heard

reports on the U.S. Peace Tax
Fund bill in a June 20 meeting.

The Peace Tax Group also dis-

cussed ideas for creating a local

alternative tax fund. Carla Mor-

ton and Stan Bohn reported on

their visits to Washington, D.C.,

in connection with a Congres-

sional hearing on the tax fund

bill. In addition, group members
talked about starting a local

fund for such projects as envi-

ronmental protection, mental

health care for veterans, and

retraining of military workers.
—Susan Balzer

• 1693-1993 event set. A com-
mittee of the Mennonite Histor-

ical Societies in France, Ger-

many, and Switzerland plans a

symposium to mark the 300th

anniversary of the founding of

the Amish. The meeting will be

held Aug. 19-21, 1993, in

Markirch, France.

•Courses offered. Atlantic

Coast, Franconia, and Lancaster

conferences will begin a School

for Spiritual Formation this

coming fall. Monthly events will

be held from October through

May on such topics as conver-

sion, prayer, journal keeping,

and spiritual friendship. Partic-

ipants can receive seminary
credit. More information is

available from the School for

Spiritual Formation, Box 160,

Franconia, PA 18924, or the

Lancaster Conference Board of

Congregational Resources, 2160

Lincoln Highway East #6, Lan-

caster, PA 17602, Attention:

Dorothy Harnish.

•"Faces" to travel. The
"100,000 Faces" exhibit will

travel around North America.

The exhibit is a mural-maze in

remembrance of people who
died in the Persian Gulf War
and continue to die in Iraq. First

stop for the display is the Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite
Church assembly in Sioux Falls,

S.D., on July 22-26. Exhibit

sponsors include Mennonite
Board of Missions, the Menno-
nite Board of Congregational

Ministries, Mennonite Central

Committee, and the General

Conference Commission on
Home Ministries.

• Exhibit to Archbold. An art

exhibit titled "Traditions and

Transitions: Amish and Menno-
nite Expression in Visual Art"

will be on display at Sauder

Farm and Craft Village,

Archbold, Ohio, on Aug. 12-20.

The exhibit originated at the

Canton (Ohio) Art Institute. The
show includes ceramics, folk art,

furniture, photography, and
quilt and fiber art.

—Charlotte Croyle

• Program airs. A new radio pro-

gram called "New Way" began

airing in the former Soviet re-

public of Belarus in April. The
program is produced in Minsk
and Brest in Belarus and broad-

cast by Trans World Radio, in

cooperation with Mennonite
Board of Missions. Willi Epp, a

native of a Mennonite village in

south Russia, supervises pro-

duction. Scripts are based on

writings by J. C. Wenger, Wil-

bert Shenk, and George R.

Brunk m.

• Job openings:
Administrator, Mennonite Disabil-

ities Committee, Inc. (MDC),
Goshen, Ind. This person will

direct the ministries of MDC
and will be responsible for staff

development and operations of

Mennoheim, a respite care facil-

ity, and Merimna Homes, three

family-type residences for per-

sons who are developmentally

disabled. Send inquiry or

resume by July 15 to: Mennonite
Disabilities Committee, Inc.,

Attn: Verle Hoffman, 1510 Col-

lege Ave., PO Box 948, Goshen,

EN 46526; phone 219 875-7715.

Director's assistant, Williamsburg

Christian Retreat Center,
Toano, Va. Tasks include host-

ing guests, office work, public-

ity, housekeeping, food service,

and programming. Interest and

skills in recreation and camping

a plus. Salary negotiable, with

room and board provided. Write

or call Ken Hartzler, Williams-

burg Christian Retreat Center,

9275 Barnes Rd., Toano, VA
23168; phone 804 566-2256.

NEW MEMBERS

Floradale, Ont.: Corrie Bauman,
Kelly Diefenbacher, Sharon
Frey, Angie Martin, and Robb
Martin.

Lake Region, Detroit Lakes,
Minn.: Dave and Martha Book.

North Main Street, Nappanee,
Ind.: Laramie Patches, Adam
Bontrager, Charity Bontreger,

Ryan Gingerich, Shana Kandel,

Candi Mullett, and Lisa
Schmucker.

Pea Ridge, Palmyra, Mo.: Jes-

sica Christy, Julie Hathaway,

Stefani Hathaway, Carla
Hathaway, Marvin Hathaway,
Waunita Hathaway, Delia Clark,

Lennie Anderson, and Miclelle

Anderson.
Pleasant View, Mt. Pleasant,

Iowa: John and Mary Costley.

Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio:
Mike Cottrell, Howard
Hessinger, April Horn, Linda

Horn, Amos Kratzer, Esther

Kratzer, Krystal Neu-
enschwander, Barbara Rizer,

Rhoda and Steve Geiser, Shirley

and Keith Sommerfeld, Elsie

and Don Specht, and Ed and

Joyce Taylor.

Taftsville Chapel Mennonite
Fellowship, Taftsville, Vt.:

Rebecca Beidler, Deb Snader,

Tim Guntz, Lillian Moon, Car-

meleta Beidler, and Ron Kolb-

Wyckoff.

Upper Deer Creek, Wellman,
Iowa: Larry and Evelyn
Helmuth Hershberger, Mike
and Bernice Snyder Marner,

Martin Yoder, Maynard and
Ruby Shetler Miller, and Jeff

and Marcille Miller Lincheid.

Unbelievable,
That's what some people are

saying about MMA's new, low-

cost health insurance. Our Basic

Benefit Plan offers lower prices

than a lot of other health

insurance plans. And you still

get solid protection from big

medical bills.

. Call today for a free, no-

obligation quote! Ask about

MMA's Team Care Optima

health plan too. Call toll free,

1 -800-662-6747. Or see your

mutual aid counselor.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
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Walnut Hill, Goshen, Ind.: Rob-
ert and Ann Miller, Wyman
Miller, Darlene Shenk, Forrest

and Anne Miller, Roelf and
Debbi Kuitse, and Roger and
Lori Peachey.

West Union, Parnell, Iowa:
Brenda Miller, Lee and Pam
Miller, Tom and Shari Nye, Jim
and Ramona Miller, Keith and
Gloria Nissley, and Maureen
Rhodes.

Washington, Iowa: Ezra Gugel,

Kathryn Gugel, and Becky
Litwiller.

Whitestone, Hesston, Kan.:
Linda Marie Gerber and Maria
M. Chaple.

Zion Mennonite Fellowship,
Elmira, Ont.: Heather McPeak,
Nathan Gingerich, Mary
Gingerich, and Val Ruza.

BIRTHS

Acevedo, Antonio and Marcelo,

Deer Creek, 111., Georgina Eliz-

abeth (first child), May 15.

Alvarez, James and Diane
(Beam), Guanica, Puerto Rico,

Corine Alise (second), May 18.

Breckbill, Dennis and Susan
(Joy), Lincoln University, Pa.,

Amy Joy (third child), April 28.

Charles, Sam and Susan (Stetter),

North East, Md., Allison Susanna
(third child), May 14.

Christner, Chuck and Davon
(Metzler), Kelsey Michal, May 25.

Coblentz, Leon and Marlene
(Yoder), Hartville, Ohio, Travis

Lee (second child), April 8.

Curry, Kevin and Jennifer
(Derstine), Sarasota, Fla.,

Casondra Amber, May 17.

Dechant, Del and Nancy
(Pummer), Hereford, Pa.,

Natasha Michelle (second
child), June 12.

Epp, Henry John and Win Braun,

Calgary, Alta., Tyler Aaron (first

child), May 22.

Graber, Douglas R. and Nancy
(Ludwig), Mazabuka, Zambia,
Africa, Daniel Ludwig (third

child), April 11.

Hansen, Mike and Kristy (Lapp),

Aurora, Ore., Bradley Scott
(third child), June 13.

Hershberger, Roger and B.

DeAnn (Willems), Richmond,
Va., Rebecca Erin (fifth child),

March 10.

Kauffman, Roger and Kathy
(Gerber), Eureka, 111., Evan Lee
(second child), June 17.

King, Larry and Colleen, Lititz,

Pa., Ryne Patrick (second child),

June 21.

Kurtz, Kenneth and Christine

(Pagnotto), Morgantown, Pa.,

Joshua Francis (third child),

June 18.

Lehman, Ronnie and Rachel
(Wenger), Chesapeake, Va.,

Mercedes Dawn (first child),

April 15.

Martin, Larry and Becky (Miller),

Broadway, Va., Caleb Michael
(second child), June 16.

Masingila, Steve and Mary
(Hershberger), Goshen, Ind.,

Daniel Mambo (first child), June
20.

McKinstry, Paul and Colleen
(Boettger), Tofield, Alta.,

Brendan Paul (first child), June
18.

Miller, Eldo and Dorcas (Beiler),

New Holland, Pa., Anthony
James (first child), June 13.

Miller, Lee and Susan (Fisher),

Evanston, 111., John William
(third child), June 9.

Penner, Conrad and Sue Ellen

(Shue), Sarasota, Fla., Jordan
Lee (first child), June 21.

Plank, Curt and Sandy (Bixler),

Orrville, Ohio, Justin Mahadev
(second child), born Oct. 23,

1991, received for adoption June
18.

Sacra, David and Julie (Lehman),

Harrisonburg, Va., Jennifer Ann
(second child), June 8.

Sauder, Nathan and Marsha
(Lantz), Archbold, Ohio, (twins)

Elise McCrae and Kaihle Renae
(second and third children),

June 20.

Shisler, Kirk and Mary Ann
(Hostetter), Syracuse, N.Y.,

Benjamin Clair (first child),

June 20.

Solari, Luis and Darlene, Mount
Joy, Pa., Aaron Phillip (third

child), April 28.

Stoltzfus, Nathan and Patricia

(Wenger), Honey Brook, Pa.,

Abigail Grace (first child), June 19.

Troyer, Timothy and Sheila

(Schlabach), Uniontown, Ohio,

Tyler Jared (third child), June 10.

Voran, Roxie and Lynda (Phil-

lips), Houston, Tex., Rebecca
Lyn (second child), June 18.

Wideman, Jim and Kathy
(McCoy), Akron, N.Y., Samuel
Leon (third child), June 19.

MARRIAGES

Beck-Hanson: Sam Beck, Arch-

bold, Ohio (Central), and Tracy
Hanson, Wauseon, Ohio (Cen-

tral), June 19, by Charles
Gautsche.

Birkey-Yoder: Austin Birkey,

Goshen, Ind. (Waterford), and
Bonnie Yoder, Middlebury, Ind.

(First), June 20, by Lloyd L.

Miller.

Bontrager-Miller: Fritz Bon-
trager, Shipshewana, Ind.
(Emma), and Kristina Miller,

Topeka, Ind. (Emma), June 6,

by John C. Murray.

Brenneman-Snider: Doug Bren-

neman, New Hamburg, Ont.
(Wilmot), and Valerie Snider,

Kitchener, Ont. (Lutheran), May
9, by Pastor Frey.

Brigman-Otake: Greg Brigman,
Hesston, Kan. (Hesston Inter-

Mennonite), and Satoko Otake,

Hesston, Kan. (Hesston Inter-

Mennonite), June 20, by Duane
Yoder.

Chupp-Dressel: Herman Chupp,
Sarasota, Fla. (Bahia Vista), and
Hannah Dressel, June 20, by A.

Don Augsburger.

Darush-Bachman: Scott Danish,
Scottsville, HI., and Vicki Bach-
man, Springfield, 111. (Roanoke),

June 20, by Elmer Wyse.
Drake-Elliott: Eric Drake,

Smithville, Ohio, and Stacey El-

liott, Smithville, Ohio (Oak
Grove), May 16.

Egly-Beck: George C. Egly III,

Perkasie, Pa., and Veronica
Beck, Perkasie, Pa., June 6, by
Truman H. Brunk.

Goering-Ediger: Matthew Goering,

Overland Park, Kan. (Bethel Col-

lege), and Kristen Ediger,
Hesston, Kan. (Whitestone), June

5, by Darrell Ediger and Ronald
Guengerich.

Hackman-Caro: Andreas Hack-
man (Des Allemands), and Lori

Ann Caro, April 2, by Lester

Hackman.
Hartzler-Halteman: Douglas An-
drew Hartzler, Homestead, Fla.

(Homestead), and Rhonda Sue
Halteman, Newburg, Pa. (Diller),

April 4, by Wellington Moyer
(grandfather of groom).

Huffman-Kauffman: Patrick

Huffman, Lewisburg, W.Va.
(Presbyterian), and Kristine

Kauffman, Harrisonburg, Va.

(Weavers), May 23, by Robert A.

Shires.

Kennel-Buschert: Douglas Ken-

nel, Hesston, Kan. (Whitestone),

and Jill Buschert, Hesston, Kan.

(Whitestone), May 2, by Ron
Guergerich and Ken Livengood.

Lytle-Nice: Brian D. Lytle,

Hampton, Va., and Brenda Nice,

Hampton, Va. (Warwick River),

June 13, by Gordon Zook.

Mullet-Miller: James Mullet,

Goshen, Ind. (North Main
Street), and Jacquelyn Miller,

Goshen, Ind., June 6, by Ken-
neth Bontreger.

Reese-Martin: David Reese,
Franklin, Ind., and Sara Martin,

Nappanee, Ind. (North Main
Street), June 13, by Kenneth
Bontreger.

Scheffel-Swartzentruber: Keith

Scheffel, Pryor, Okla. (Zion),

and Shannon Swartzentruber,

Johnsville, Ohio (Johnsville),

June 20, by Roger Hazen.
Schwartz-Voth: Paul Schwartz,

Newton, Kan. (Catholic), and
Stacy Voth, Hesston, Kan.
(Whitestone), June 13, by Ken
Livengood.

Stutzman-Derstine: Ben Stutz-

man, Souderton, Pa. (Souderton),

and Trina Derstine, Souderton,

Pa. (Souderton), June 27, by Ger-

ald A. Clemmer.
Unternahrer-Casteel: Carl Un-

ternahrer, Wayland, Iowa (Sugar

Creek), and Jenny Casteel, Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa, June 19, by
Dean Swartzendruber.

Whetstone-Desormiers: Henry
Whetstone, Philadelphia, Mo.
(Pea Ridge), and Nicole
Desormiers, Silver Lake, Kan.
(Church of Christ), May 23, by
Fred Meeks.

DEATHS

Byler, Janelle RaNae, 21,

Voorhees, N.J. Born: Oct. 18,

1970, Ephrata, Pa., to Reuben
N. and Eileen Horning Byler.

Died: June 21, 1992, Milford,

Del., from an automobile acci-

dent. Survivors—brother and
sister: Alicia L. and Gregory M.
Byler. Funeral: June 26,

Ephrata Mennonite Church, by
J. Elvin Martin and Leroy Mar-
tin. Burial: Bowmansville Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Egli, Jesse Orville, 79, Manson,
Iowa. Born: Dec. 26, 1912, Man-
son, Iowa, to Christian Benja-

min and Emma Grimm Egli.

Died: June 18, 1992, Pomeroy,
Iowa, of cancer. Survivors—chil-

dren: Steve, Sam, Grant, Mark,

Debra Egli; brothers and sis-

ters: Emery Egli, Stan Egli,

Elsie Litwiller, Ida Egli. Prede-

ceased by: LaVera Elsie Miller

Egli (wife). Funeral: June 22,

Manson Mennonite Church, by
Curt Kuhns. Burial: Rose Hill

Cemetery.
Gibson, Arthur Sands III, 43,

Peoria, HI. Born: Jan. 7, 1949, to

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sands Gib-

son, Jr. Died: June 13, 1992,

Jefferson City, Mo., from a car

accident. Survivors— wife:

Belivia Hunter Gibson; son: Ar-

thur Sands Gibson IV. Funeral:

June 19, Wilton Mortuary, Peo-

ria, 111., by Ryan Ahlgrim. Burial:

Parkview Cemetery.
Hofstetter, Roy, 81, Kidron,

Ohio. Born: Feb. 26, 1911,

Kidron, Ohio, to William and
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Sarah Ann (Gerber) Hofstetter.

Died: June 18, 1992, Canton,

Ohio. Survivors— wife: Anna
Marie Nussbaum; daughter:

Myrna Kay Neiswander; broth-

ers and sister: Clarence, Edwin,

Lloyd, Irene; 5 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Kathryn Miller

Hofstetter (first wife). Funeral

and burial: June 21, Kidron
Mennonite Church, by Bill Det-

weiler.

Imhoff, Lucile B. Birky, 77, Eu-
reka, HI. Born: Nov. 5, 1914,

Hopedale, 111., to Aaron and Ber-

tha Schantz Birky. Died: June 6,

1992, Eureka, 111. Survivors-

husband: Harold Imhoff; chil-

dren: Robert, Richard, Rose-

mary Law; brothers and sisters:

Stanley, Loren, Clarence, Es-

ther Fry, Jean Sutter; 9 grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

June 9, Roanoke Mennonite
Church, by Rick Troyer and Bob
Harnish.

Kauffman, Katie Yutzy, 72,

South Hutchinson, Kan. Born:

Sept. 6, 1919, Hutchinson, Kan.,

to Nicholas J. and Emma Head-
ings Yutzy. Died: May 20, 1992,

Hutchinson, Kan. Survivors

—

husband: Dan Kauffman; chil-

dren: Larry L., Emma M.
Swartz, John J., Mary K.
Mininger, Barbara J. Weber,
Daniel D.; brother and sisters:

Fred N. Yutzy, Lizzie Kaufman,
Fannie King; 17 grandchildren,

5 great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Maynard Ray and
Alice Faye (infant twins). Fu-

neral and burial: May 23, Yoder
Mennonite Church, by Jim
Johnston, Wayne Hochstetler,

and Allen Holsopple.

Liechty, Donald J., 74, Houston,

Mo. Born: March 7, 1918,

Archbold, Ohio, to Joseph and
Emma (Frey) Liechty. Died:

June 13, 1992, Licking, Mo. Sur-

vivors—wife: Bernita (Kauff-

man) Liechty; children: Donald,

John, Mary Helen Nofziger, Re-
becca Gutteridge; brothers and
sisters: Harold, Herman,
Wayne, Wesley, Russel, Mary
Smucker, Lorraine Wyse; 7

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Lois (Erb) Liechty (first wife).

Memorial service: June 17,

North Clinton Mennonite
Church, by Lavon J. Welty.

Burial: Pettisville Cemetery.
Nofziger, Aaron Roy, 81, Canby,

Ore. Born: Feb. 16, 1911, Canby,

Ore., to Crist and Magdalena
Nofziger. Died: May 29, 1992,

Camby, Ore., of cancer. Survi-

vors—wife: Faye L. Emmert;
children: Maynard, Ronald, Le-

land, Arnold; stepchildren:
Gregory Schultz, Rodney

Schultz, Karen Beth Stoltzfus; 6

grandchildren, 18 stepgrand-

children. Predeceased by: Mary
Ellen Schrock (first wife). Fu-

neral and burial: June 3, Zion

Mennonite Church, by Del
Hershberger.

Pierson, Harold B., 69, Eureka,

111. Born: March 9, 1923, Wyanet
Twp., 111., to August and Adelia

(Giesenhagen) Pierson. Died:

May 20, 1992, LaSalle, 111., from
Parkinson's disease. Survi-

vors—wife: Arlene Schertz; chil-

dren: Brentt, Harlen, Vaughn,
Denise Guth; brother: Roy; 8

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: May 23, Roanoke Men-
nonite Church, by Elmer Wyse
and Robert Harnish.

Roupp, Paul Ervin, 85, Hesston,

Kan. Born: May 14, 1907,
Zimmerdale, Kan., to Frank G.

and Dora Hess Roupp. Died:

June 17, 1992, Newton, Kan.

Survivors—wife: Anna Baergen
Toews; children: Stanley, Na-
dine Stapleton, Carol Jean
Weber, Richard Toews; brother:

J. Edward Roupp; 14 grandchil-

dren, 12 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Gertrude
Troyer (first wife). Funeral:

June 19, Hesston Mennonite
Church, by Ken Adrian, Paul A.

Friesen, and Lynn Jost. Burial:

Eastlawn Cemetery.
Schrock, Anna (Yoder), 87,

Hutchinson, Kan. Born: Jan. 8,

1905, Haven, Kan., to Christian

V. and Mattie J. Miller Yoder.

Died: March 31, 1992, Hutchin-

son, Kan. Survivors—children:

Lawrence, Ivan Ray, Edith Mae
Cooprider, Glenna Irene Egli;

brother: William C. Yoder; 9

grandchildren, 17 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Joni

T. Schrock (husband). Funeral

and burial: April 3, Yoder Men-
nonite Church, by Calvin King,

Wayne Hochstetler, and Dan
Kauffman.

Schrock, Elmer E., 78, Archbold,

Ohio. Born: Nov. 11, 1913,

Archbold, Ohio, to Daniel and
Ida Aeschliman Schrock. Died:

June 15, 1992, Wauseon,, Ohio,

of cancer. Survivors—wife: Alta

Roth Schrock; children: David,

Grace Stutzman, Barbara
Gingerich, Robert, Joyce Guin-

ness, Sara; sisters: Leona
Shetler, Priscilla, Mabel
Swartzendruber; 11 grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Eugene
(son). Funeral: June 19, Tedrow
Mennonite Church, by Roy
Sauder and Randall Nafziger.

Burial: Pettisville Cemetery.
Shantz, Lavinia (Viny) Roth, 89.

Born: Sept. 27, 1902, East Zorra

Twp., Ont., to Rudolph N. and

Lavinia (Hostetler) Roth. Died:

June 16, 1992, Elmira, Ont. Sur-

vivors— children: Milo, Ross; 7

grandchildren, 2 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

June 18, Nith Valley Mennonite
Church, by Harold Schilk.

Weaver, Ralph E., 75, Sarasota,

Fla. Born: Nov. 16, 1916, Millers-

burg, Ohio, to Eli J. and Mary
Ann Hershberger. Died: June

11, 1992, Sarasota, Fla. Survi-

vors— wife: Catherine M.
Lederman Weaver; children:

Duane, Dennis, Wanita Hoover;

stepsons: Roger, Darrel, and
Dean Lederman; brothers and
sisters: John, Vernon, Grace
Gerber, Anna Simpson, Lela

Wenger, Mabel Miller, Joanne

Showalter; 12 grandchildren,

one great-grandchild, 4 step-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Phyllis Wenger (first wife) and
Wilma (daughter). Funeral: June

13, Bahia Vista Mennonite
Church, by A. Don Augsburger,

and June 17, Martin's Creek

Mennonite Church, Millersburg,

Ohio. Burial: Martin's Creek
Mennonite Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Virginia Conference annual meet-

ing, Bergton, Va., July 15-19

General Conference Mennonite
Church assembly, Sioux Falls,

S.D., July 22-26

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, N.Y., Aug. 3-6

Conservative Conference annual

meeting, Beaver Falls, N.Y.,

Aug. 10-13

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation assembly, Los Angeles,

Aug. 13-16

Mennonite Mutual Aid board
meeting, Chicago, Aug. 14-15

Franklin Conference annual meet-

ing, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 14-15

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual

meeting, Manson, Iowa, Aug. 21-

23

New York Mennonite Conference

delegate session, Syracuse,
N.Y., Sept. 12

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 17

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27

Unshakable,
That's the kind of confidence you

need in your health insurance. And

you can get it by choosing the

added safety of MMA's new

supplemental health insurance,

Team Care Extra Protection Plan.

This inexpensive plan provides

an extra $1 million in coverage per

person. And it ensures that you can

transfer to MMA if you lose your

employer-provided coverage.

Get a free, no-obligation quote!

Call toll free, 1-800-662-6747. Or

see your mutual aid counselor.

\
@

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
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THE LAST WORD

The church of the second chance
In her latest novel, Saint Maybe (Knopf, 1992),

Anne Tyler comes up with an intriguing institu-

tion. She calls it "The Church of the Second
Chance."

Now it's not the kind of church to which most
of us would hurry. It has, for example, a rigid

Sugar Rule. And a Coffee Rule. Use of both is a

test of membership. So is participation in Good
Works: Saturday mornings in which the congre-

gation comes together to help people in need.

The Church of the Second Chance also has a

different approach to confession and forgive-

ness. The novel's hero, Ian, discovers that when
he stumbles into the church in his confusion

about whether he caused his brother's suicide.

You see, it was like this, Ian tells Reverend
Emmett. He suspected his brother's wife was
seeing another man, though he wasn't sure, but
he told his brother anyway. In anger and despair

his brother drove into a wall and killed himself.

"Please pray for me to be forgiven," Ian

pleads with the congregation.

Later Reverend Emmett asks if he got an an-

swer, if he feels any different. "No," says Ian.

"Don't you think I'm forgiven?"

"Oh, no," says Reverend Emmett. "You can't

just say, 'I'm sorry, God'. . . . You have to offer

reparation."

Ian tries every way possible not to do so. But
in the end his need for forgiveness wins over

being practical. He drops out of college and
raises his brother's children, who by now are

also without a mother.

Zacchaeus (Luke 19:1-10) would have made a

good member of the Church of the Second
Chance. When he met Jesus, he realized his sin.

He confessed. He was sorry. But he did more.

He made amends.
"Look," he told Jesus, "half of my posses-

sions, Lord, I will give to the poor; and if I have

defrauded anyone of anything, I will pay back
four times as much."

Jesus was impressed. "Today salvation has

come to this house," he said.

Reparations and amends. These are not popu-
lar concepts in today's world. We'd much prefer

easy forgiveness. We're much more comfortable
with Ian's hurried "God, I'm sorry." We want to

get on with life and with relationships.

But Reverend Emmett and the members of

the Church of the Second Chance know it isn't

that easy. You really aren't forgiven until you
feel forgiven. And you often don't feel forgiven

until you've done something about the wrong
you've committed. "The religion of atonement
and forgiveness," Reverend Emmett calls it.

Atonement and restitution don't receive a

great deal of attention in our churches these

days. We prefer to talk about forgiveness, partic-

ularly forgiveness from God. We also emphasize
reconciliation with our sisters and brothers.

Yet Anne Tyler may be on to something in her

Church of the Second Chance. Might the guilt

that seems to linger among us, even after confes-

sion, have something to do with our not having

taken concrete action in relation to sin? Could it

be that we often do not feel forgiven because we
have made forgiveness too easy? Is part of the

healing of salvation (see this week's lead article)

consciously working at making amends for our

sins?

"Work out your own salvation with fear and
trembling," Paul told the Philippians (2:12).

Whatever else he may have meant, I suspect

Paul would have been comfortable with the the-

ology of atonement and forgiveness of the

Church of the Second Chance.

—

jlp

Reruns

Nearly once a week we get a call: "Can we
copy something from Gospel Herald for use in

our congregation's bulletin or in a Sunday school

class?"

Our usual answer: certainly. Just be sure to

identify that it comes from Gospel Herald. And
don't sell the copy to anyone.

We're happy when something we've printed is

worth sharing through the copy machine. But we
do ask that you check with us first. Sometimes
we might need to go back to the writers for their

permission.—jlp



One of God's gracious gifts is the awareness that, even if

you don't succeed in everything you try to do, you still

are a person valued by God. See page 6.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

Between the rock
and the hard place:

the gift of failure . 6

Drought poses threat

to millions of Africans

Ohio delegates address
ecology, family violence

10

July 21, 1992
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How I discovered
I was a well-

intentioned racist

I was different, I told myself. Yet after

three years working in the community, I

found I had developed very few African-

American friendships of any depth.

. . 11

My
motives were clear enough to me. My

intentions pure. I came intending no

harm to individuals or the community. I

wanted to take advantage of neither the people

nor the situation. I had come to use the gifts

God has given to me in a Christian Community
Center in an African-American ghetto. I firmly

believed that Christ came to reconcile a broken

world and taught us to follow his example. My
aim was to share the good news in word and
deed.

I found the ghetto to be a hurting community.

I met people who would love to work, but there

were few jobs. I discovered many persons work-

ing at jobs that paid so little I wondered why
they continued. I learned of a father who could

not find work and left home so his wife and chil-

dren could at least get welfare.

My heart reached out for mothers struggling

to provide for their children on checks that pro-

vide only the barest essentials. Children in

by

Lawrence

Ressler



We must acknowledge that the

problem of discrimination in-

cludes the church, one of the

most segregated institutions.

school seemed to be learning little. I sensed
hope and ambition being drained because there

was little opportunity to escape from the pov-

erty. I began to understand the oppressive condi-

tions that lead young men and women to turn to

drugs, alcohol, sex, and crime.

I found a housing crisis that seemed absurd.

Houses are vacated and many are torn down, yet

there are people living on the streets. I also

found many persons in the community who are

frustrated by the deterioration, but it seems
there is little they can do about it.

In
order to avoid paying property taxes, own-

ers of abandoned houses frequently leave no
forwarding address. Should someone inter-

ested in rehabilitating a house be fortunate

enough to find the owner, the real estate taxes

owed the city often make it financially unwise to

buy and renovate. Should a person decide to

buy a deteriorated or abandoned house, it is

very difficult to get a bank to lend the money
needed to repair it.

The effects of sin were evident everywhere. In-

dividual lives were broken. Hurting families and
difficult community relationships were plentiful.

Destructive social forces were at work at every

turn. And I became keenly aware of the fear and
mistrust between those outside the community
and those inside it.

But my Christian values and beliefs inspired

me. Here there was a great need for the mes-
sage of salvation, hope, peace, and love—not
only for the by-and-by but for the here-and-now.

I wanted to help. I wanted to give whatever I

could to bring physical relief, spiritual whole-

ness, and social reconciliation to the ghetto com-
munity. I just wanted to do what I could.

But I learned that many in the neighbor-

hood did not understand. Many misunder-
stood and tended to remain distant and

suspicious of me. My whiteness identified me
with power. It was assumed that I was there to

take advantage of people and the situation. It

felt as though I must continually explain and de-

fend my presence. I found that my aggressive

concern about the problems raised apprehension
rather than appreciation. The questions I asked
seemed to incriminate rather than vindicate me.
Once, while trying to obtain a vacant house, I

found that some of the neighbors were working
against my attempts to repair it. They feared

that the house would be sold for more than resi-

dents could pay, which would lead to displace-

ment of those living in the neighborhood. But

that was not my motivation. "I am different," I

wanted to believe.

The longer I lived in the neighborhood, how-
ever, the more I understood that this community
has good reason to be suspicious of white
groups and persons. The present ghetto situa-

tion is a product of a white-dominated society

which has been built on and generally has
served its own needs. African-Americans could
only move into the neighborhood when the

whites no longer wanted it. The present resi-

dents inherited a dying community. They did

not cause it. The social systems which benefit

many in America seem to offer little hope to peo-
ple in this community. There are few jobs to pro-

vide the income necessary to buy or keep up
homes. Banks refuse to lend money needed to re-

pair homes. The city and state are slow to

change laws which permit abandonment of

houses. And I learned that low-income residents

are displaced when renovated homes are afford-

When we begin to acknowl-
edge our personal prejudices

and discriminatory patterns,

reconciliation can begin.

able only to upper-income persons.

But "I am different," I wanted to believe. I

was there because I cared. The church agency
for which I worked was different. It was there be-

cause it wanted to change the injustices which
exist. We are different. We are interested in

unity, peace, and service—not segregation, supe-

riority, and control.

I discovered, however, that I am not as differ-

ent as I thought I was. After three years in a

neighborhood that was 99 percent African-Ameri-

can, working in an organization that exists to

serve the neighborhood, I found that I had devel-

oped very few African-American friendships of

any depth. The people I visited with, and those

who visited me, were almost always white. The
people I shared problems with and had fun with

were almost always white. The funds that sup-

ported the organization were donated almost to-

tally by white individuals or white-controlled or-

ganizations. It was to them that I went to when
there was a problem concerning the organiza-

tion, because they had the power.

I made efforts to involve local residents. But
when critical times arose, I found myself going
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Most troubling

is the racism of
organizations.

If African-Amer-
icans withdraw
their support,

the organiza-

tion will sur-

vive. If whites

withdraw
theirs, it will

lihely die.

to the people in power. Even though I hated to

admit it, the key people on the board were
white. Most of the employees were white. We
had done little, it seems, to change the funda-

mental causes of poverty and discrimination. I

found that the Christian organization for which I

worked, the churches which funded the organiza-

tions, and my own attitudes and motivations

were well-intended, but they subtly continued

the negative attitudes and unequal power that

have plagued us in the past.

It
seems ironic, but if the African-Americans

involved withdrew their support from the or-

ganization, the organization would survive. If

the whites withdrew theirs, the organization

would die.

There are no simple solutions to complicated

problems. Prejudice and discrimination are com-
plicated matters, which seem to be a part of a

fallen world. We can see examples throughout
history, and we read examples on a daily basis

in our newspapers today. But as tired as we may
be of dealing with the issues of prejudice and
discrimination, we must look within ourselves

and at our society once again. We must pray
that God would bring reconciliation to our ra-

cially segregated society and cleanse us from our
own prejudices.

Reconciliation, however, can happen only after

we understand and are willing to admit that a

problem exists. It could well be that we don't un-

derstand the depth and reality of the problems
because we remain much too segregated from
one another. This problem of segregation in-

cludes the church, one of the most segregated in-

stitutions in America.

Only as we try to integrate will we understand
how far we have to go. As we interact, we will

likely find, as I did, that lurking beneath the

goodwill are personal prejudices and discrimina-

tory patterns we never knew existed. It is at this

point that reconciliation can begin.

Lawrence Ressler, Grantham, Pa., is associate pro-

fessor of social work and director of the social

work program at Messiah College. This article

first appeared in Social Work and Christianity,

the journal of the North American Association of
Christians in Social Work.
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And you who were once es-

tranged and hostile in mind,
doing evil deeds, he has now
reconciled in his fleshly body
through death, so as to pres-

ent you holy and blameless
and irreproachable.

—Col. 1:21-22, NRSV

What the Church Must Do
About Abuse (May 12). There
is a type of abuse this article

did not touch. It is verbal, emotional,

and mental abuse. No, these abuses do
not show the scars on the body the way
physical abuse does, but they do leave

scars. I know those scars, because I suf-

fered those abuses through six years of

marriage.

But abuse can be stopped. Through a

lot of therapy and counseling, these in-

stances of abuse are not happening to

me as intentionally as they once were.

But the repair work is awfully hard.

Learning to love, trust, and appreciate

your spouse when they have abused
you for so long is tough.

We are not totally "recovered" yet,

but we are well on our way and are at a

much better place than we were a year

ago at this time. Both of us have a bet-

ter understanding of what abuse is and
how it has affected us. My husband and
I have been back together since Novem-
ber of 1991, after which we made a re-

commitment of our wedding vows to

each other.

Name withheld by request

If
Gospel Herald had printed all my

letter (May 19), some of Stan

Freyenberger's questions might have

been answered (June 16). I lived for 11

years in India and have visited many of

our overseas missions. I believe that

mission boards are primarily interested

in spreading the gospel—converting

nonbelievers to the Jesus way of life,

not in subsidizing poor families. At this

point we get involved in response to

the apostle Paul's suggestion that we
"bear one another's burdens."

Of course there will be problems.

However, our overseas brothers are

quite capable of working through prob-

lems if it means the relief of physical

suffering. I cannot believe that mission

boards would discourage us from trying

to live like Jesus, the author of compas-
sion in action.

Paul A. Kaufman
Arcadia, Fla.

Is
There a Future for the Church?

(May 26). Yes! But we must take a

look at our lives and our churches.

Are we living lives separated from the

people of the lands?

"Wherefore come out from among
them, and be ye separate, . . . and touch

not the unclean thing," Paul writes in 2

Cor. 6:17. He adds in 2 Cor. 7:1, "Hav-
ing therefore these promises, dearly be-

loved, let us cleanse ourselves from all

filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfect-

ing holiness in the fear of God."
Are we living the same lifestyles—at-

tending movies, dances, drinking, filthy

talk, dressing (or undressing) as the peo-

ple around us? And what about our
church services? Are our messages
Bible-teaching or Bible-stories? Are
they God-inspired and soul-searching or

reiterating social conditions and needs
heard regularly on the news media?
Have we and our churches become as

much like the people of the land that

we have nothing different and soul-satis-

fying to give them?
In some areas of our country, the

churches that are growing rapidly are

Bible-teaching and Bible-living

churches. This tells me people are

searching for something to fill a need in

their lives. They've tried drink, sex, and
drugs. Nothing satisfies. Can we pass

on the satisfaction, joy, and peace that

Jesus gives when we aren't experienc-

ing it ourselves? Let's get back to the

Bible! Let's study the Bible and com-
mit our lives daily into the Lord's

hands. The church, yes, the Mennonite
church, has a future—a great future—in

obedient Bible teaching and living!

Ethel Kolb
Manheim, Pa.

Ihave just finished reading the June
9 issue of Gospel Herald and just

cannot believe what I read.

For the past several years, I would
read the Herald from cover to cover.

Each morning after my devotional time,

I would spend time reading the Herald
and enjoyed it. I would then pass it on

to a friend to read. No more.

Now it's all sex, sexual abuse, abor-

tion, divorce, even law suits and slander

against pastors.

I too could have reported a young
pastor who would readily have gone too

far. But I would never mention his

name. It would have made some nasty

gossip. I knew where I belonged and
where he belonged. Blame the women.
We can stop this sinful misconduct. I

did. Others can.

I am ready to cancel the Herald if

this is all we have to publish: negative

reading with very little positive. Please

don't publish everything readers say.

Lorene M. Yoder

Louisville, Ohio
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Iapplaud your whole issue of June 9.

I thank God you had the guts to

break the silence. It's long overdue.

Keep on being real!

Brenda Reist

Landisville, Pa.

Sex Is Not a Problem to Be
Solved (June 9). I like your
healthy view of sexuality with a

clear understanding that sex, like so

many other gifts God has given, can be

abused—but that doesn't make it evil.

It was also good to read what I have

often thought: that sexual sins are so

often put in a category that's somehow
more evil than others. That's at least

partly because sexuality is a vulnerable

spot, and we are afraid to deal with it.

Even for myself, as I read An Open
Letter to Fathers who Abuse Daugh-
ters (June 9), when I reached the part

where she related the experience of the

man who had violated a daughter and a

granddaughter, I found it difficult to

see him as a person with his own pain.

It was easy to see a sinner I wanted to

hate. Yet I've been nagging at people

for quite a while to be less judgmental
of those who do wrong and to be more
willing to see that their wrongdoing
comes out of their need for healing

—

that they are people too.

I appreciated your warning of getting

so wrapped up in how sex can be
abused that we forget that it is a gift

from God. I am glad to see that the

church is at last putting this painful

subject on the table. I hope that this

process will help us to see sex less as

an out of control monster in the closet

and more as a healthy part of life.

Christine K. Bartow
Washington, D.C.

To the "middle-class, white, Ameri-
can Mennonite" who is under 30

and leaving the church (Readers

Say, June 23): Thanks for sharing your
pain and anger. I heard my story in

your letter. I also share your frustration

with the church.

A childhood of church dumped me
into adolescence with a load of guilt, a

fear of hell, and a gut tight with stress

from all the rules and obligations I had
accumulated over the years. Freedom?
Grace? Love? These were abstract con-

cepts which held no meaning for me. In

fact, I detested the concept of grace be-

cause it freed all "those evangelicals"

who led consumptive and unpacifistic

lives from the torrent of guilt which

threatened to drown me.

Unaware that I could (and desper-

ately needed to) feel grace, I left college

for a semester to study with some
rather crazy non-Mennonite Christians.

In less than two months, they had given

me what a childhood of church and
seven years of Mennonite education

had not: a palpable sense that God
loves me.

Dave Wert

Goshen, Ind.

Does It Matter Which Bible
Translation We Use? (June 16)

I note an important omission: no
comparisons are made with the King
James Version. When one carefully com-
pares the KJV, the NIV, and the NRSV
it becomes readily apparent that the

NIV strikes the middle ground on the

issue of inclusive language and the prin-

ciple of dynamic equivalency. The NIV
eliminates many of the male gender pro-

nouns found in the KJV and replaces

them with inclusive wording, but not to

the extent the NRSV does.

The examples in the article are valid,

but they should have been balanced by
the above observation. The wording of

the article seems to indicate that the

NIV does little or none of the desirable

language of inclusivity. Having (since

1959) read the KJV through over 15

times and (since 1978) read the NIV
through over seven times, I'm very

much aware of the need for inclusive

language. However, at least in some in-

stances, the NRSV changes seem a bit

contrived, awkward, and perhaps be-

yond the bounds of "equivalency."

On the whole, the NRSV is a well-

done translation that often echoes and
repeats the wording and phrases of the

earlier NIV.

Richard E. Martin

LaGrange, Ind.

Pontius' Puddle

LM.INE.SS DETERIORATES THE fAlND A.ND
BOO/ GLUTTONY LEADS TO OBESITY.
WASTr AND POLLUTION DESTROY

We object to the use of the

"autism" in The Day Jonah
Got Called to Los Angeles

(June 23). Apparently the author used
"autism" as a convenient and permissible

literary device to provide a catchy polarity

to "altruism." The format was clever.

The message was timely. And, on one
occasion, the author did differentiate

his use of autism from the clinical condi-

tion.

Nevertheless, we regret the linkage

between autism and sin against God.
The existence of clinical autism is not

the result of moral choice by parent or

child. Autism in clinical terms is a per-

vasive developmental disorder of neuro-

logical origins. This is confounding

enough for information-seeking family

members to grasp with help from spe-

cialists. But the general public is left

with only occasional impressions from
the media.

As parents, we do better when we
can accept our son's autism as a mys-
tery from, not an avoidance of, God.

John and Diana Hershberger

Goshen, Ind.

When Trust Fails (June 23). We
live in a world which accentu-

ates the negative, particularly

in the news media. I believe in confes-

sion of sin as far as it is known and to

whomever it affects. But I question the

wisdom of broadcasting this information.

I have more respect for the person

who supports the brother who has

slipped and does not broadcast his

error. Is it wholesome and healthy to

dwell on a brother's or sister's sin? Is

there merit in thinking on whatever is

true, noble, right, pure, lovely, admira-

ble, excellent and praiseworthy as ad-

monished in Philippians? Which will

promote growth of the kingdom?
Virginia Spicher

Irwin, Pa.

i can deal with a g-od who works
in iayste.rious ways a. &-od who
works in

1

logical ways -Scares me.!
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Between the rock and the hard

One of the gracious gifts that God has
given me is the awareness I don't need
to be able to do everything that I set

out to do. I don't always have to succeed.

by Dorothy Jean Weaver

It
all started in 1977, the year I was a senior

at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

As seniors everywhere, I was asking the ur-

gent questions: "Where do I go from here? What
do I do with my education?"

I was already certain at that point that I was
headed toward a life of seminary teaching. So I

was planning to enter doctoral studies a few
years down the road to prepare for that. But I

also knew that I needed to spend several years

away from educational pursuits, somewhere out

in the real world. I was afraid that if I didn't do
that, I would get lost in some ivory tower some-
where and end up of no earthly use to the

church, let alone to humankind. But where was I

to go, and what was I to do?
As strange as it may sound, I had never really

envisioned myself taking a pastoral position.

That was not at all the reason I had gone to sem-
inary. In fact, when I first considered seminary, I

found myself asking, "How can I make this prac-

tical? What can I do with a seminary degree?"

I did consider, ever so briefly, a part-time pas-

toral opening in a small congregation. But when
it became clear that this congregation was not

entirely ready for a woman pastor, I considered

that door had shut. This very tentative move
had not led in the right direction. Nor did any
other ideas of mine.

At this point my academic adviser stepped
in with a proposal: "Have you considered

Mennonite high schools? You really

should check out that possibility." No, I told

him, I hadn't considered Mennonite high schools.

Nor did I wish to. I knew, deep down inside of me,
that I was not a high school teacher. The very no-

tion of walking into a high school classroom as the

teacher terrified me. It was something I would
have chosen to avoid at all costs.

And now my adviser was urging me to walk
straight into my worst nightmare, with my eyes

wide open! But he was trying to help me find a

job; and I didn't have any alternatives to pro-

pose. So when the principal of Christopher Dock
Mennonite High School, Lansdale, Pa., came to

Indiana to recruit teachers, I went for an inter-

view.

The next word from Christopher Dock (CD)
was a request that I come to Pennsylvania to

meet with the personnel committee. Now I had
the perfect excuse. I didn't have a car; they
weren't offering to fly me there; and I had nei-

ther time nor money for such a trip. And this

was just what I wanted—the chance to say, "I

can't come." CD would then have to drop my
candidacy, and I wouldn't have to face the pros-

pect of walking into a high school classroom as

the teacher.

But they were not so easily deterred. When I

explained that I couldn't make the trip, the re-

sponse came back, "Does AMBS have video

equipment? If so, we will send a videotape and a

list of questions, and someone there can inter-

view you." Once again I had to move forward.

There was no longer any reasonable excuse not
to do so. So my adviser and I sat in front of a

/ found myself standing on my
feet, back in the classroom.

This was no minor matter. It

was nothing short of a miracle.

video camera while he asked me the questions

on the list.

And then one evening the phone rang. It was
the principal. After viewing the videotape, the

personnel committee had taken the unanimous
decision to invite me to join the faculty at Chris-

topher Dock. And there I was! I had tried my
best to run away from this job. God knew that I

had tried. But the job just kept right on pursu-

ing me. Evidently there was no getting away
from this one. I realized that I couldn't run any
longer.

"Okay, God. You win. I have no idea at all

why this job is right. But there must be some-
thing right about it; and I trust that I'll discover

what that is." So, with a mixture of exhilaration

and fear, I accepted the invitation.

That fall I went to CD. For the first few
weeks, I was virtually euphoric. It didn't seem to

be as catastrophic as I had imagined it would
be. Maybe I could make a go of this after all.

But underneath, in and amongst, as time went
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place: the gift offailure

on, I began to sense that things were not going

as well as they should. And the anxiety and the

tension and the pressure began to sap my ener-

gies and unravel my nervous system.

It all came to a head at Thanksgiving. I went
home for the holiday feeling like I was trapped

in a situation I knew I couldn't handle. Then
Thanksgiving was over, and I had to go back.

But my desperation went right back with me.

Early on that Monday morning, I placed a

desperate telephone call to a family mem-
ber seeking advice for what to do in the

classroom that day. What I got back was a bru-

tally frank response that set me back on my
heels and made me finally face the fact that I

needed to seek help—professional help. When I

got over being startled by the frankness of the

response, I realized the truth of the words.

So at 6:00 a.m. that morning, I called the prin-

cipal and told him I would not be coming in to

teach that day, that I would instead be seeking

out professional counseling. And I did. Later

that day I told the counselor my sense of being

trapped between a rock and a hard place—

I

couldn't go forward like this, neither could I see

my way free to resign my job.

How could I ever live with myself if I resigned

my job? I wondered, to myself or perhaps out

loud, how I had managed to get myself onto this

rock heap already by age 27? Things had looked
so promising for me—and now this.

After listening to my story, the counselor said

to me, "I would like to buy some time for you. I

wonder if we can get your teaching load cut

back for a while?" I thought to myself: The dif-

ference won't amount to a hill of beans, getting

a little time off. But I had sought out his coun-

sel, so it didn't seem appropriate to oppose his

suggestion. We headed back to Christopher

Dock to talk with the principal. Without batting

an eyelash, he responded, "I think something
can be worked out."

For several weeks I worked with the "easy"
part of my course load, and a local pastor

came in to teach the other courses. During
these weeks, in ways that I had never antici-

pated and could never fully explain, I began to

experience healing. There were individual causes
for that healing, to be sure; but all together they
still didn't add up to the sum of what I was expe-
riencing. I was amazed. And I was grateful.

Then just before Christmas, the principal

called me in to discuss what would happen after

Christmas. When he asked me what I wanted to

do, I looked him straight in the eye and said, "I

want to go back into the classroom." When he

expressed genuine amazement, I assured him
that he could be no more surprised by this devel

opment than I was myself.

After Christmas I returned to the classroom.

And in many and obvious ways nothing had
changed. I had not, in the intervening time, been
transformed into a good Bible teacher, let alone

a good disciplinarian. The task itself hadn't

changed a bit. And the students were the same
as they had been before. On the surface every-

thing had stayed the same. But in a far more fun

damental way, a way that made all the differ-

ence in the world for me, everything had
changed. I was no longer paralyzed by the anxie-

ties and the difficulties that faced me day by

The very fact God had rescued
me from the rock offailure was
undeniable evidence that God
had something for me to do.

day. Instead I was standing on my feet, and I

was back in my classroom. This was no minor
matter. For me it was nothing short of a miracle.

But above all, it was a gracious gift of God to

me, a gift I had by no means anticipated. Two
stories came alive to me in the most immediate
way during that time, the story of the paralyzed

man lying in the temple courtyard and the story

of Peter in the boat out on the lake.

I had been paralyzed. No doubt about it. And
in my paralysis Jesus had called me to stand up
on my feet and walk; and I had stood and I was
walking. I had been in that boat, making no prog-

ress forward, terrified by the wind and the

waves all around me. And Jesus had called me
to step out of the boat and to walk to him on
the water; and I had done so.

I had experienced the grace of God bringing

me back from a rock heap to new life and re-

newed possibilities. This was the new reality for

me, the reality in which everything had changed.

I remember saying right out loud to myself one
morning on the way to school, "It's real." And it

was. I'm sure the students had no idea at all of

how my universe had changed in a few short

weeks. But I knew. And that was all that mat-
tered.

I had a rocky spring at best. Things were just
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J had been paralyzed. And in my paraly-

sis Jesus called me to stand on my feet

and walk, I stood, and then I was walk-
ing. That reality ended my paralysis.

as difficult as they could get for me in my class-

room. And that spring, unbeknownst to me, the

same personnel committee—which had extended

a unanimous invitation to me to join the faculty

the year before—had a serious discussion about
whether to renew my contract. There must
surely have been voices among them saying,

"It's not worth the risk!"

But, as the principal told me a year later when
I resigned my position, he himself told the com-
mittee, "She has to come back for another

year." I was awed by his comment and his wis-

dom, not least of all because I had known the

very same thing. When my contract was pre-

sented to me in the spring, I knew that I had to

go back. I knew it would never be right to leave

on the heels of such a disastrous experience. I

was frightened all over again, and for good rea-

son. But I knew I had to go back.

(A brief postscript. The second year was much
better than the first. It may not have been great

in every respect. But by contrast with the first

year, it was outstanding.)

In the end, though, I knew exactly what I had
known going in. I was not a high school teacher.

But I knew something else as well. I knew why
God had called me to Christopher Dock. I had
needed to learn something that perhaps I could

learn only in that kind of experience: / didn't

need to be able to do everything I set out to do. I

had gone into that experience with an almost un-
blemished success record, with a clearly insuffer-

able success ethic which told me that I had to

succeed at everything I set out to do. Here was
something I didn't succeed at, something I

couldn't do. And one of the most gracious gifts

that God has ever given me was the awareness,

the immensely freeing awareness, that I didn't

have to be able to do this. I could respect my-
self, I could love myself, even if I couldn't suc-

ceed in a high school classroom.

And I came away from that experience with an
even stronger conviction that God had some-
thing out there for me to do. It was clear that it

wasn't high school teaching. But the very fact

that God had rescued me from that rock heap
where I found myself was undeniable evidence

to me that God had something else for me to do.

It was now my task to search out that new direc-

tion. I thought it was seminary teaching. And
when I walked into a seminary classroom in

Elkhart, Ind., in the fall of 1982, I knew. I was
home. This was my calling. God had been faith-

ful. God has been faithful. I can only give thanks.

In the fall of 1984, Dorothy Jean Weaver began
teaching at Eastern Mennonite Seminary,

Harrisonburg, Va., as associate professor of New
Testament. She is a member of the Community
Mennonite Church.

Christian

spin

AMBS announces a new
concentration within the Master
of Arts in Theological Studies:

Call today for the latest

application materials.

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

3003 Benham Avenue, Elkhart, IN 46517

219 295-3726
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

One in four adults has switched
religious groups, U.S. poll finds

Nearly 25 percent of U.S. adults have

changed religious affiliation at least once,

according to a survey by the Gallup-re-

lated Princeton (N.J.) Religion Research

Center.

Some 24 percent of those who switched

said they did so because of marriage to

someone of a different faith or denomina-

tion.

Fourteen percent said they preferred

the religious teachings of the group they

joined, while 11 percent cited relocation

to a new community or the convenience

of attending another church.

Some 71 percent of switchers described

religion as very important in their lives,

compared to 58 percent of non-switchers.

(NIRR)

Tensions thaw between leader

of Quebec and aboriginal chief

The Premier of Quebec and a Native

Canadian leader have narrowed their dif-

ferences.

Following a May meeting, Ovide
Mercredi of the Assembly of First Nations

said he and Premier Robert Bourassa

made progress on a number of key points.

Bourassa and Mercredi have agreed to

meet regularly to discuss issues related to

the drafting of a Canadian constitution.

(CMC)

Group wants separate Native team
to compete in 1996 Olympic Games
A Native organization plans to ask the

International Olympic Committee (IOC)

to recognize aboriginals in Canada and
the United States as a separate nation.

United Now Indian Olympic Nation

(UNION) hopes to field an aboriginal

team to compete in the 1996 Summer
Games in Atlanta.

Members of the group's steering

committee noted that the IOC is allowing

seven former Soviet and Yugoslav repub-

lics to compete as separate nations.

(CMC)

Anti-Semitism rises in republics,

but class, ethnicity more divisive

Anti-Jewish sentiment has increased in

the former Soviet Union in the past year

and a half, according to survey results.

However, the poll conducted by the

American Jewish Committee also found

that many other ethnic and political

groups are viewed more negatively than

Jews.

When asked which groups behave in

ways that provoke dissension, survey re-

spondents listed Armenians, Azerbai-

janis, Russians, and Georgians much more
frequently than Jews.

Politicians, members of the media, and

"entrepreneurs" all ranked ahead of Jews

as having too much influence. (RNS)

Dachau survivors hold reunion
with Japanese-American rescuers

Former inmates of the Nazi concentra-

tion camp at Dachau met in Jerusalem

with some of the Japanese-American sol-

diers who freed them 47 years ago.

For many it was an emotional reunion.

Clarence Matsamura of San Gabriel,

Calif., stood in tears next to Solly Ganor.

"Here was the man who saved me," said

Ganor, who now lives in Israel.

Matsamura broke down several times

as he recalled meeting Ganor and the

other emaciated inmates.

Matsamura said he was constantly re-

minded of his own parents, who lan-

guished in a U.S. internment camp for

Japanese-Americans while his unit was

fighting the Nazis. (RNS)

Cuban government changes course
in response to objections of church
Cuban Christians are taking advantage

of an easing of government restrictions to

step up criticism of Fidel Castro and his

administration.

And Castro's government seems to be

going out of its way to accommodate the

critics—though it urges that criticisms be

made privately to avoid aiding enemies of

the Communist Party.

In response to church protests, the

government spared three men sentenced to

death for counterrevolutionary activity.

The government also backed down from

a plan to create "Rapid Response
Brigades" to confront antigovernment

demonstrators. (RNS)

Committee urges Catholics

to put faith above affluence

A panel of bishops has called on U.S.

Roman Catholics to lead simpler lifestyles

and give more to the church.

The appeal by a nine-member commit-

tee of bishops comes in the first draft of

a pastoral letter on stewardship.

The letter includes a section in which

the bishops say that members of the

hierarchy, too, should avoid the appear-

ance of "luxury and consumerism."

The full U.S. Catholic hierarchy will

decide later this year whether to adopt

the statement. (RNS)

Black leader calls Christianity

in United States a "white religion"

Racism in the church has led many
young African-Americans to reject Chris-

tian faith, a black evangelical leader be-

lieves.

Christianity as "manifested in the

United States is a white people's reli-

gion," said Lloyd C. Lindo, president of

the National Black Evangelical Associa-

tion.

Whites in the suburbs have neglected

African-American communities in the

city, noted Lindo, who is pastor of a

Baptist church in Chicago. (WEF)

Carter named honorary head
of commission on world racism
Former U.S. president Jimmy Carter

has agreed to serve as honorary chair of

the Special Commission of Baptists

against racism.

The Baptist World Alliance created the

commission in the wake of the Los Ange-

les riots, along with continuing ethnic

conflicts in South Africa, the Middle East,

and the former republics of Yugoslavia

and the Soviet Union. (MWC)

Malaria, AIDS take high toll

on nations throughout Africa

Malaria and AIDS continue to plague

Africa.

The World Health Organization
thought malaria could be eliminated. But
due to new breeds of mosquitoes, new
types of the disease, and the apathy of

major medical laboratories, malaria takes

800,000 lives a year on the continent.

Meanwhile, AIDS is spreading. Ugan-

da's government says that 1.5 million of

its 18 million people are infected with the

AIDS virus. (MWC)

Politicians, leaders debate
status of Church of England
Should the Church of England be sep-

arated from the British government?

Prime Minister John Major and Arch-

bishop of Canterbury George Carey say

no. They support the current ar-

rangement, in which the Church of En-
gland functions as a state church and
bishops are appointed with the approval

of Parliament.

But some bishops and two past chair-

man of the church oppose the arrange-

ment.

The church's status is "anachronistic,

unjustified, and in need of abolition,"

Bishop Peter Nott of Norwich believes.

(RNS)
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CHURCH NEWS

Drought poses threat to millions

across Africa, church workers say

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Some 50 million

people are at risk of starving in southern

and eastern Africa.

That's the grim view of international

workers, as the continent struggles with

the worst drought of this century.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
plans to send more than $6 million (U.S.)

in food aid in the next year.

Some $4 million in assistance will go to

Mozambique, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.
These shipments are being made in coop-

eration with the Canadian Foodgrains
Bank. (See June 16 Gospel Herald.)

Church groups, including Brethren in

Christ in the hardest-hit areas of Zambia
and Zimbabwe, will distribute the food.

Meanwhile, MCC will send $2.3 million

in aid to eastern Africa, including Ethio-

pia, northern Kenya, Somalia, and Sudan.
Eric Olfert, MCC co-secretary for Af-

rica, said the continent is threatened by
"a famine of truly massive proportions."

In southern Africa, crops have failed

and livestock are dying in large numbers.
People stand in long lines, sometimes for

several days, to buy food.

Many schools are closing, because chil-

dren are too weak to attend or families

can no longer afford school fees.

Reports from southern Zimbabwe indi-

cate that up to 90 percent of primary
school students eat only one meal a day.

In many parts of southern Africa, seeds
will be scarce and expensive when the

September planting season begins. So
MCC is asking for money to buy seeds for

farmers in Zambia, Zimbabwe, and Mo-
zambique.

Donations should be marked B600-21.

If funds collected exceed the $100,000

(U.S.) goal, MCC will use the money for

ongoing work in the region.

In Mozambique, and in much of eastern

Africa, war has compounded the effects

of the drought.

According to MCC worker Wayne Teel,

farmers in Mozambique's northern prov-

inces could have fed themselves and peo-

ple in the drought-stricken southern
areas. But war prevented them from
planting, harvesting, and transporting

crops.

Many people have fled Mozambique
because of the fighting. MCC assists ref-

ugees who are now in Malawi.

In Somalia and Sudan, violence also has
displaced large numbers of people.

In addition, refugees are fleeing Ethio-

pia, which continues to suffer devastating

effects from 30 years of war.

In 1991 more than one million people

fled across borders in eastern Africa. At
least seven million other people were
displaced within their own nations.

Kenya now hosts up to 300,000 foreign

refugees, straining its scarce water and
food resources. Estimates indicate the

number of refugees in Kenya may rise to

one million by the end of the year.

Along with war, misguided government
policies in some places have made food

shortages worse.

In Ethiopia, a small mob came to the

MCC warehouse in the town of Gerado,
where the agency has a "food for work"
program.

Crowd members were "returnees"

—

some of the thousands of people forcibly

resettled in remote areas by Ethiopia's

former government. These people are

now returning home, but they have no
land and no means of getting food.

"Our children are starving and we know
you have food," people in the mob told

MCC Ethiopian staff. "We're going to

break in and take some."

In response, the staff worked out a plan

to expand the food for work program to

include 6,500 returnees.

"This is clearly not a long-term solu-

Dead animals litter the road to the town of

Odha in northern Kenya. Drought across

much of Africa has killed livestock and
destroyed crops. Now 50 million people may
be at risk of starvation.

tion," Olfert said. "These people cannot
be reabsorbed into the area, so it seems
counterproductive to feed them here."

But, he noted, "we couldn't see them
starve."

In some of the drought-affected areas,

the outlook is more encouraging. MCC
officials find reason for hope in the coop-

eration among many Christians on the

continent.

In June, some 50 African church leaders

held an unprecedented meeting in Nai-

robi, Kenya, to discuss the crisis.

"The cross-fertilization of ideas, expe-

riences, and proposals between the vari-

ous countries was most helpful," one par-

ticipant said.

This past April, Hershey Leaman trav-

eled to southern Africa to assess the

situation for MCC.
"One of the shocks I had was the extent

to which churches, governments, and local

agencies were already busy planning ways
to respond," Leaman said. "Despite ter-

rible conditions, people weren't para-

lyzed."

In Zambia, Brethren in Christ churches

are operating their own food for work
program. Many people, especially women,
come from as far as six miles away to dig

trenches and repair roads in exchange for

cornmeal.

Most southern Africans are Christians

and draw strength from their faith.

"At first people continually searched

the skies for signs of rain. Then they

turned to God in prayer," said Doris

Dube, a Brethren in Christ church mem-
ber from Zimbabwe.
"Even the children learned to pray for

water in their simple ways," she said.

People also cope by learning to get by
on very little. They eat less and budget
only for food, foregoing new clothing and
other items.

And they share what they have with

each other.

"It seems the less people have, the more
they share," Leaman said.

Leaman visited a Zimbabwe village

where people told of walking miles to find

food and water. On the village outskirts,

skinny animals inched by in search of

water. Cows grazing nearby pulled the

little remaining grass out by its roots.

"Despite this desperate situation, vil-

lagers served me—a guest—a big meal,"

Leaman said.

"We are not afraid of suffering," local

people told Leaman, "so are not afraid to

share what we have."
—From reports by Pearl Sensenig
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EMC&S sets record for giving in 1 991 -92

TV spot released. Harrisonburg, Va. (MEM)—Jerry L. Holsopple (center) plays

the television spot "Invisible" for Mennonite Board of Missions directors and

committee members. Looking on (from left) are Kenneth J. Weaver, Virgo Handojo,

Carmelo Luna, and Jose Matamoros. Holsopple, a producer for MBM's Media
Ministries office, helped to put together the 30-second spot about the heritage of

Native Americans. Holsopple and the Ruddy/Jaeger Company of Rockport, Maine,

also produced a spot called "Colorful World" to promote positive relationships

among people of all colors.

Ohio delegates address
ecology, family violence

Bluffton, Ohio—Ohio Conference ven-

tured into unknown territory by holding

its annual assembly at Bluffton College, a

General Conference Mennonite school.

Some 450 adults and children attended

the June 12-14 meeting, which also was

the conference's first attempt to combine

business and an inspirational, family-ori-

ented program.

In business sessions on Friday after-

noon and Saturday morning, delegates

adopted resolutions on ecology and family

violence.

The ecology resolution asks the

conference's 87 congregations to take spe-

cific actions to care for the environment.

These include conducting energy audits

of houses, offices, and church buildings.

The second resolution calls for creation

of a new committee to work at issues of

domestic violence and abuse. The group

is to raise awareness and provide re-

sources for abuse survivors and others

struggling with these issues.

This resolution grew out of concerns of

people who attended a March conference

in Kidron, Ohio, on domestic violence, as

well as from remarks by James Burkett.

Burkett, who is administrator of Adriel

School in West Liberty, Ohio, said that

many of the troubled youth he works with

come from abusive homes.

Urban Caucus, a group representing 18

Ohio congregations, met over lunch on

Friday.

Participants discussed cuts made by
the state government in the General As-

sistance program. Members of urban

churches said they are beginning to see

an increased demand for food and other

services as a result of the cuts.

In addition, people at the meeting ex-

pressed disappointment over the lack of

a united voice among urban leaders and

about what they see as the conference's

lack of interest in urban concerns.

The conference has said it will study the

possibility of forming an Urban Commis-
sion to help urban groups with their

unique ministry needs.

Along with business, the weekend in-

cluded talks on family life by John
Drescher and his daughter Sandra
Drescher-Lehman.

Drescher began his pastoral ministry at

the Crown Hill congregation, Rittman,

Ohio, while Drescher-Lehman attended

Central Christian High School in

Kidron.

—

Joanne Lehman

Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—Eastern
Mennonite College and Seminary re-

ceived a record $2.95 million in total cash

contributions during the 1991-92 fiscal

year.

The total number of gifts rose by more
than 800 compared to the previous fiscal

year, though individual dollar amounts
were often smaller.

Gifts to the college and seminary annual

fund totaled $1.12 million— about
$138,000 less than the goal—according to

vice-president for advancement David F.

Miller.

However, "good enrollment, lower-

than-expected interest payments, and
controlled expenditures" will enable the

school to close the books with a balanced

budget, EMC&S president Joseph L.

Lapp said.

In addition to annual fund contribu-

tions, the college and seminary had some
$947,000 in restricted gift income, such as

bequests and endowment funds.

EMC&S also received some $886,000 in

cash for capital projects, including contri-

butions for the new seminary building and
outdoor athletic facilities.

Approximately $2.1 million of the $3.3

million committed to date for the semi-

nary project was raised during the past

year, Miller noted.

Including $408,000 in grants from
churches to students and nearly $3 million

in new pledges, the college and seminary

raised $7.4 million during the 1991-92

fiscal year.

Alumni set the pace in annual fund and

restricted giving. Alumni gave some
$500,000 to the annual fund and $725,000

to other projects, for a total of $1.23

million.

The Associates in Discipleship support

group contributed $381,000 to the annual

fund and nearly $947,000 to special proj-

ects. Some 28 new associates were added
during the year, bringing the total mem-
bership to 568.

Other financial highlights included:

• A rise in bequests and matured an-

nuities from $236,000 last year to $343,000

in 1991-92.

• The writing of 12 deferred charitable

gift agreements for a total of nearly $1.18

million.

• Passing the $24 million mark in the

"Choosing Distinction" campaign, an ef-

fort to raise $30 million in cash and
pledges by June 30, 1993.

Miller called the contributions picture

"tremendous, especially in light of the

larger economic scene that affected many
of our donors."

Lapp expressed appreciation for the

"encouraging financial gifts,, prayers, and

other evidences of strong support this

year."
—Jim Bishop
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Krabills help church
discover mission links
Elkhart, Ind.—A West African proverb

says, "When you tug on one corner of the

spider web, the whole web jiggles."

James and Jeanette Krabill, who re-

turned to Africa this month, have been
trying to help North Americans see how
the many strands of church and world are

connected.

The Krabills have served under Menno-
nite Board of Missions (MBM) for 16

years, mainly in the African nation of

Ivory Coast.

For the past three years, they and their

three children traveled in the United

States and Canada as "missions educa-

tors."

Since the early 1960s, Mennonite agen-

cies have worked to educate North Ameri-
cans about the needs and issues of mis-

sion work. But before the Krabills, no one

had ever been assigned the task full time.

"During the first months of our assign-

ment, we got advice of every kind," James
said.

"Some told us to focus our energies on
the pastors, others said to aim at youth

because they are the future of the church.

Still others said to work with conference

leaders or worship committees.

"We found out that they were all right,"

he observed. "The need for doing mis-

sions education, for keeping missions on
the front burner, is the job of every [part]

of the church."

During the past three years, the Krabills

have visited more than 100 congregations,

met with conference leaders, visited most
Mennonite high schools and college, spo-

ken at summer camps and churchwide

events, and written for various publica-

tions.

In addition, James played a key role in

organizing the Reunion Vocal Band, a

group of Mennonite musicians who re-

leased an album last year.

As the Krabills traveled, it didn't take

them long to discover the widely diver-

gent attitudes the church holds on mis-

sions.

"In virtually every setting, we encoun-

tered persons representing the full spec-

trum of viewpoints," Jeanette said.

"We met those whose enthusiasm for

missions rivaled the triumphalism of the

19th century, and those whose critical

spirit and skepticism prevented them
from seeing much if any good in the

missionary enterprise," she said.

The couple found debates on such is-

sues as evangelism vs. social action and
overseas vs. local missions. Still, the

Krabills saw encouraging signs.

"The majority of Mennonites are un-

easy and dissatisfied with extreme posi-

tions in these areas," Jeanette said.

"Most wish that the gaps could be
bridged—that service and evangelism

could walk hand in hand, that interna-

tional and neighborhood outreach could

be carried out by the church simulta-

neously and with an equal degree of com-
mitment," she said.

As the church grows rapidly around the

world, North American Christians need to

recognize the importance of bridges

across cultures, the Krabills believe.

"We are all part of the same web,

connected with each other," James said.

"As the web moves and grows, we all feel

it."—Marshall V. King

Meeting looks at future

of Mennonite colleges
Bluffton, Ohio (BC)—Some 100 admin-

istrators, faculty, and friends of church

colleges took part in a June 25-28 sympo-
sium on the direction of Mennonite higher

education.

The event was held at Bluffton (Ohio)

College.

Robert Kreider, president emeritus of

Bluffton, called for the creation of a

$500,000 endowment to fund inter-colle-

giate Mennonite learning.

The program would involve student ex-

changes, sharing faculty and guest lectur-

ers, and holding joint conferences on is-

sues of faith and learning.

Marlin Miller, president of the Associ-

ated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in

Elkhart, Ind., said it is important that

Mennonite schools be distinctively Ana-
baptist, peace church institutions.

In this way, Mennonite colleges can play

a unique role in the larger educational

world, he said, rather than add to the

number of generic schools.

Other speakers at the conference in-

cluded James Juhnke, professor of history

at Bethel College in North Newton, Kan.;

Albert J. Meyer, executive secretary of

Mennonite Board of Education; and Rod-
ney Sawatsky, president of Conrad
Grebel College in Waterloo, Ont.

In addition, two panel discussions ex-

plored the relationships between the col-

leges and their constituent churches.

The conference was sponsored by the

Council on Higher Education of the Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite Church.

Book ministry fills

need in former USSR
Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—"There aren't

words to express my deep gratitude for

the set of William Barclay commentaries
and books by J. C. Wenger that you sent

me," the letter begins.

"You have no idea what a holiday for

the spirit and soul you have given us," the

writer goes on, thanking Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee (MCC) for sending books
to the former Soviet Union.

According to Mary Raber, the letter is

"similar to many received at MCC's Win-
nipeg office."

Raber, who directs the agency's work in

the former Soviet republics, gets an aver-

age of 10 requests a week for literature

and Bible commentaries.

The letters come from all over the

former Soviet Union. Some are scrawled

on half sheets of paper. Others are type-

written. Some writers add a picture, a

postcard, or a holiday greeting card.

Some of the letters are brief, while

others include moving testimonies of

faith. But they all end the same way,

Raber says
—

"with a request for Christian

literature and with the promise to pray for

all who make its distribution in the former

Soviet Union possible."

The books end up in a wide range of

settings, from hospitals to prisons to trav-

eling libraries.

Most of the commentaries are used by
church leaders.

"The Barclay commentaries are a great

help to me and the other brothers," one

pastor wrote.

Since the New Testament commentar-
ies were printed in the late 1980s, MCC
has distributed more than 7,000 of the

15-volume sets. An order for 2,000 more
sets has come from the Russian Orthodox
church.

In addition, MCC hopes to print 5,000

sets of the first six volumes of an Old
Testament commentary in Russian.

Along with commentaries, MCC has

sent about 5,000 Russian-language copies

of the Mennonite Faith Series booklets by
J. C. Wenger to the former Soviet Union.

The booklets are simple presentations

on discipleship, peacemaking, and other

issues.

MCC also answered requests for about

500 Bibles and New Testaments in 1991.

"Although I get to read the letters, they

really aren't addressed to me," Raber
says. "They're intended for everyone who
supports the work of MCC."
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EMC holds high school week. Harrisonburg, Va.

(EMC&S)—Mandi Tracy (left) of Blackwood, N. J., and Shan-

non Helms of Culpeper, Va., take part in a simulation exercise

at Eastern Mennonite College (EMC). The two high school

students participated in the nursing track of the 1992 summer
camp held at EMC on June 21-26. Daily classes also ran in

biology, German, and music. The event is designed to give

high school students a taste of college life.

• Brethren act on abuse. Dele-

gates to the Church of the

Brethren's annual conference,

held June 30-July 5 in Rich-

mond, Va., adopted an ethics

statement for pastors and lay

leaders. The code addresses a

wide range of issues, but it deals

primarily with sexual miscon-

duct. The code requires district

investigations of each allegation

and provides for penalties in-

cluding defrocking.

• MCC groups meet. The exec-

utive committees of Mennonite
Central Committee's overseas

and U.S. programs held a joint

meeting on June 25-26. Commit-
tee members discussed how
MCC and MCC U.S. can better

cooperate. "The boundaries of

what is an overseas issue and
what is a domestic issue are not
always clear," observed Lynette
Meek, MCC U.S. executive sec-

retary. "MCC works with Hai-

tians in Haiti; MCC U.S. works
with Haitians in Florida. The
U.S. government's policies and
actions impact Haitians in [both

places). Who responds organiza-

tionally and how?"

• Senior choir sings. The Senior
Adult Chorus of Pacific Coast
Conference gave its first two
programs on June 30. Roy D.

Roth, a retired church musician

who lives in Eugene, Ore., or-

ganized and directs the 31-voice

group. His wife, Carolyn, is the

piano accompanist.

• Aging discussed. Some 300
people took part in two regional

Inter-Mennonite Conferences
on Aging, held June 5-7 at

Grantham, Pa., and June 12-14

at Goshen, Ind. Melvin A.

Kimble, a Lutheran pastor and
professor from St. Paul, Minn.,

presented the main addresses at

the Goshen conference. The
events were sponsored by the

Mennonite Health Association

and Mennonite Association of

Retired Persons, with planning

committees from the Mennonite
Church, Brethren in Christ, Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite
Church, and Mennonite Brethren.

• Anniversary marked. Tavi-
stock (Ont.) Mennonite Church
celebrated its 50th anniversary

on Pentecost weekend, June 5-7.

"The winds and fire of the spirit

are still blowing," guest speaker

Ross Bender said at the closing

service, held at East Zorra Men-
nonite Church. Bender, a former
president of Mennonite World
Conference, challenged local

Mennonites to continue sup-
porting church work around the

world. Other weekend speakers

included Gordon Bauman, Wil-

mer Martin, and Henry
Yantzi.

—

Cathi Bender

• Dedication held. Turkey Run
Mennonite Church, Logan,
Ohio, dedicated a new sanctuary

on June 7. By letting funds ac-

cumulate over a five-year pe-

riod, the Conservative Confer-

ence church finished the project

without going into debt. Mike
Bender of the congregation co-

ordinated the construction. Es-

tablished in 1803, Turkey Run is

the oldest functioning Menno-
nite church in Ohio. The group
has an average attendance of

70.

—

Marilyn Fisher

• Young people serve. Sixty Af-

rican-American, Latino, and Na-
tive American young people are

taking part in the Urban Com-
munity Development Summer
Service program this summer.
The program, which began in

1982, enables ethnic youth to

work with a church or service

agency in their home communi-
ties for 10 weeks. Mennonite
Central Committee U.S. and
local congregations sponsor par-

ticipants, who are serving in 18

states, the Dominican Republic,

Ontario, and Puerto Rico.

• Program reaccredited. The
social work program at Goshen
(Ind.) College has gained reac-

creditation from the Council on
Social Work Education. Re-
views are conducted every seven

years. According to the college,

reaccreditation will help stu-

dents receive advanced stand-

ing in graduate school. In addi-

tion, many states require
applicants for a social work li-

cense to have a degree from an
accredited program.

• Sabbatical okayed. The
Goshen (Ind.) College board of

overseers has approved a six-

month sabbatical for associate

dean John Nyce sometime dur-

ing the 1992-93 school year.

Nyce plans to work in a guidance

program at Kodaikanal Interna-

tional School in India and ex-

plore study-service term options

for Goshen students.

•Library computerizes. The
Hartzler Library at Eastern
Mennonite College is computer-
izing its card catalog, thanks to

a grant from the Virginia State

Library and Archives. EMC and
three nearby institutions will

share the $50,000 award. Even-

tually, students and professors

will be able to use any computer
terminal on campus to get a

listing of books available on a

particularly subject—not just at

EMC but at any other auto-

mated library in the state.

• Scholarship awarded. Ste-

phen Kriss of Davidsville, Pa.,

has been named an additional

recipient of the Elmer Ediger
Memorial Scholarship, spon-
sored by Mennonite Health Ser-

vices. (See "Mennoscope" in

June 9, 1992, issue.) Kriss will

receive a $1,000 grant for studies

at Eastern Mennonite College,

Harrisonburg, Va.

•Protester detained. A 1991

graduate of a Mennonite school

was briefly detained on July 8,

when he interrupted President

Bush's news conference after

the seven-nation summit in Mu-
nich. Charles Kane, who is cur-

rently a volunteer with a

Brethren program in Europe, re-

portedly leaped on a chair and
yelled: "The trees and homeless
deplore your decisions here. Re-
pent!" Kane holds a sociology

degree from Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege.

—

Cathy Hockman

• Davis wins awards. A book
and three media print pieces by
Melodie Davis of the Media
Ministries office of Mennonite
Board of Missions have won
blue ribbons from Virginia Press

Women, a 275-member profes-

sional organization. Davis won a

first-place award for her book
Departure, published by Herald
Press in 1991. She also received

first-place awards for a direct-

mail Easter card, a manual titled

"Telling Your Story with Direct

Mail," and a Media Ministries

video catalog.

• Pastor transitions:

David Book was ordained on June
28 and installed as pastor of

Lake Region Mennonite
Church, Detroit Lakes, Minn.
His address is RR 1, Box 48C,
Frazee, MN 56544; phone 218
847-3914.

• Job openings:
Chaplains assistants and secre-

tary-administrative assistant,

We Care, Inc., based at Atmore,
Ala. This is a Mennonite-related

prison ministry. Openings are

available for several men and
women. For further information,

write: We Care, RR 2, Box 33M,
Atmore, AL 36502-9555; phone
205 368-8818.
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High school science teacher, Acade-
mia Menonita, Summit Hills,

Puerto Rico. B.A. and certifica-

tion required. Bilingual (En-

glish/Spanish) preferred but not

required. Please write, call, or

fax to: Academia Menonita,
Summit Hills, 1751 Asomante
St., Caparra Heights, PR 00920;

phone 809 783-1295; fax 809 783-

1280.

Junior high science teacher. Locust
Grove Mennonite School,
Smoketown, Pa. Position avail-

able this fall. Contact Dave
Helmus at the school, Box 37,

Smoketown, PA 17576; phone
717 394-7107.

Music leader, Akron Mennonite
Church, Akron, Pa. One-fourth

to one-third time person needed
to provide leadership in music
for children, youth, and adults.

Applicants should be proficient

in choral directing and in a key-

board instrument. The position

is open beginning September
1992. Applications may be sent

to: Beryl Jantzi, Akron Menno-
nite Church, PO Box 208, Akron,
PA 17501.

• Change of address:
Samuel Sollenberger from Willow

Hill, Pa., to 1255 Candice Lane,

Chambersburg, PA 17201.

Donald E. Yoder from Phoenix,

Ariz., to 6010 S. Clark Dr.,

Tempe, AZ 85283-3304; phone
602 831-0816.

NEW MEMBERS

Ashton, Sarasota, Fla.: Dan and
Velma Ross, Al and Fanni
Schlabach, Jim and Kim Ander-
son, John and Marjorie Bozer,

Cynthia Richter, Vernon Miller,

and Michael Smith.

Bellwood, Milford, Neb.: Don
and Carla Yeackley.

Berkey Avenue Mennonite Fel-

lowship, Goshen, Ind.: Anne
Berry, Andy Garboden, and
Kathryn Sommers.

Cambodian, Philadelphia, Pa.:

Savath Sinn, Sokchea Touch,
Sisavanh Daravone, Manh
Daravone, Sam Men, Rath Sam,
Vanthinh Tran, Vanna Seng,

Em Le, Po Thea, Sok Seang,

Veasna Un, Has Boroeun, Sok
Pros, Kim Chiev, Voeun Cheng,
Koun Heng, Choeuth Turn,
Tosiravuth Chang, Kosal Sem,
Van Ngo Hai, Moeuth Meath,
Nan Phoeuth, Ath Chan, and Ny
Turn.

Christ the King Community,
Lancaster, Pa.: Gary and Jo-

anne Stauffer, Timm and Krissy

Wenger, Bill and Kris Fisher,

and Stan and Cathy Gehman.
Ephrata, Pa.: Isaac Saylor, Corey
Weaver, and Jeffrey Zimmer-
man.

Hope Christian Fellowship,
Richmond, Va.: Stan Christy,

Gary Graham, Mary Hutchin-

son, Susan Mast, Ralph Mast,

and Deborah Mast.
Hopewell, Kouts, Ind.: Paul

Stone, Keri Holmes Stone, Aus-
tin Stone, and Melvin Martin.

Kern Road, South Bend, Ind.:

Brent Holaway.
Landisville, Pa.: Anna Kreider,

Emma Kredier, and Myrna
Miller.

Ocean City, Md.: Wendy
Hostetter and Kristy Apple.

Salem, Quakertown, Pa.: David
Rush, Brian Miller, Robert
Helverson, and Ngoc Cristal Thi
Nguyen.

Southside Fellowship: Gregory
Lehman and Justina Mumaw.

South Union, West Liberty,
Ohio: Ken Shenk and Natalie

Shenk.
Summit, Barberton, Ohio:

Cheryl Alexander.

BIRTHS

Canal, David and Terry, India-

napolis, Ind., Todd Matthew
(fourth child), June 23.

Coblentz, Jay and Kimberly, Sar-

asota, Fla., Charity Ann (first

child), June 6.

Coblentz, Lynn and Delores
(Wagler), Sarasota, Fla., Chris-

tie Jean (third child), June 7.

Handerson, Mark and Dede
(Smith), Spencerville, Ind.,

Cecily Grace (first child), June
22.

Harms, David and Cathy
(Stutzman), Corry, Pa., Mat-
thew David (first child), June 29.

Hershberger, Duane and Ruth
(Lapp), Lancaster, Pa., Carson
Joel (third child), May 24.

Leatherman, Gerald and Chris-

tine (Granitzki), Perkasie, Pa.,

Peter Lee (second child), June
26.

Miller, John and Stephanie
(Wilks), West Unity, Ohio,
Dustin J. (second child), June
23.

Miller, Leon and Holly, Millers-

burg, Ohio, Catherine Eliza

(first child), June 23.

Miller, Morris and Kris
(Swartzentruber), Sarasota,
Fla., Kaitlyn Elizabeth (third

child), June 15.

Schaefer, Randy and Valerie,

Yorktown, Va., Heather Jannine
(second child), June 25.

Schlabach, Jay and Tina, Tuc-
son, Ariz., Miranda Joy (second
child), June 15.

Stuckey, Phil and Barb (Roth),

Archbold, Ohio, Lauren Aliza-

beth (first child), June 16.

Walburn, Sheldon and Beth
(Schwartz), McKinzie Elizabeth

(first child), June 20.

MARRIAGES

Coe-Lengacher: Barry Coe,
Grabill, Ind. (North Leo), and
Treva Lengacher, Leo, Ind.

(North Leo), June 27, by Joe
Schwartz.

Eby-Franz: Richard Eby, Elmira,

Ont, (Woodside), and Coretta

Franz, Washington, D.C.
(Hyattsville), June 20, by Alan
Moore-Beitler.

Esch-Young: Brian Esch, West
Liberty, Ohio (South Union),

and Dee Ann Young, West Lib-

erty, Ohio, June 12, by Randy
Reminder.

Groh-Nisly: Paul Groh, Cincin-

nati, Ohio (Cincinnati Menno-
nite Fellowship), and Delores
Nisly, Columbus, Ohio (Neil Av-
enue), June 20, by David Groh.

Hoover-Hostetler: Michael Hoo-
ver, Lincoln, Neb., and Lesley

Hostetler, Milford, Neb. (Bell-

wood), June 27, by Earl Wood.
Jantz-Hertzler: Jeff Jantz,

Goshen, Ind. (Kern Road), and
Teresa Hertzler, Goshen, Ind.

(Kern Road), June 20, by Joe
Hertzler and Wally Jantz (fa-

thers of bride and groom).

Keeler-Brenner: Scott Keeler,

Corry, Pa. (Valley View), and
Milly Brenner, Spartansburg,

Pa. (Valley View), June 27, by
Carl L. Smeltzer and Jose Ortiz

(uncle of bride).

King-Bergman: Neil King, West
Liberty, Ohio (South Union),

and Beth Bergman, Bellefon-

taine, Ohio, May 30, by Randy
Reminder.

Landes-Schloneger: John
Landes, Souderton, Pa. (Bloom-

ing Glen), and Jill Schloneger,

Durham, N.C. (Orrville), June
20, by Truman H. Brunk.

Lauer-Nissley: Andrew Lauer,

Orrville, Ohio (Oak Grove), and
Stacy Nissley, Smithville, Ohio
(Oak Grove), June 20, by Jim
Schrag, Sharon Speigle, and
Aldus Wingard.

Miller-Kaufman: Dale J. Miller,

Walnut Creek, Ohio (Grace),

and Regina Kaufman, Fresno,

Ohio (Grace), June 27, by David
R. Clemens.

Naugle-Ogline: Robert Naugle,

Friedens, Pa., and Liane Ogline,

Hollsopple, Pa. (Blough), June
20.

Rager-Eash: Gary Rager, Johns-

town, Pa. (Catholic), and Me-
lissa Eash, Hollsopple, Pa. (Car-

penter Park), May 26.

Swartzentruber-Johnson: Bret
Swartzentruber, Erie, Pa. (Clin-

ton Frame), and Cheryl John-

son, Northeast, Pa., June 20, by
Sam Rottman.

Waidelich-Campbell: Lee Waid-
elich, Wauseon, Ohio (West
Clinton), and Shawn Campbell,
Wauseon, Ohio (Baptist), June
27, by Charles Gautsche (uncle

of groom).

Waidelich-Gingerich: Marv
Waidelich, Wauseon, Ohio (West
Clinton), and Arvilla Gingerich,

Calico Rock, Ark. (Calico Rock
Mennonite Fellowship), April 11,

by Charles Gautsche.

DEATHS

Cender, Eldon E., 60, Gibson
City, 111. Born: July 20, 1931,

Fisher, III, to Emery P. and
Mattie Stalter Cender. Died:

June 28, 1992, Gibson City, EL,

of multiple sclerosis. Survi-

vors—wife: Rosa M. (Beachey)

Cender; children: Norman Cen-
der, Leanna Kaser; brothers and
sisters: Mahlon, Lowell, and
Milton Cender, Fern Martin,

Wilda Otto, Vietta Nofziger,

Marlene Kaufman, Mary Jo Os-
wald; 2 grandchildren. Funeral:

July 1, East Bend Mennonite
Church, by Millard Osborne.

Ebersole, Daniel K., 82, Middle-
town, Pa. Born: Aug. 11, 1909,

Hershey, Pa., to David and Mar-
tha Kuhr Ebersole. Died: June
16, 1992, Lancaster, Pa., of cere-

brovascular accident. Survi-

vors— wife: Sueie Hess
Ebersole; children: Rhoda
Atzeff, Gabriel, Susan Scott,

David, Martha Nardacci, Grace
Leaman, Sarah, Miriam
Kennell, Henry, Daniel, Paul,

Elizabeth Flowers; brother and
sister: Christian K. Ebersole,

Anna May Ebersole; 13 grand-

children. Funeral: June 19,

Stricklers Mennonite Church,

by Elmer K. Breneman and
Russell Baer. Burial: Shopes
Mennonite Cemetery.

Erb, Joseph, 69, New Hamburg,
Ont. Born: Oct. 4, 1922, Welles-

ley Twp., Ont., to Joseph R. and
Mary (Nafziger) Erb. Died: May
31, 1992. Survivors— wife:

Mabel (Kelly) Erb; children:

Peter Erb, Rodney Erb, Bonnie
Roth, Boyd Erb, Rebecca
Zettel, Faye Schultz, Tony Erb;
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brother and sisters: Ervin,

Freida Erb, Marie Leis; 16

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Mary Elizabeth (daughter). Fu-

neral: June 3, Hillcrest Menno-
nite Church, by Mary Schiedel

and Maurice Martin. Burial:

19th Line Cemetery, East Zorra

Twp.
Good, Emma (Birky), 88, Kouts,

Ind. Born: June 29, 1904,

Hopedale, 111., to Jacob and
Emma (Martin) Birky. Died:

April 28, 1992, Valparaiso, Ind.

Survivors— children: Velde
Good, Simon, Jr.; brother and
sister: Mary Good, Emmanuel
Birky; 6 grandchildren, 12 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Simon Good, Sr. (husband). Fu-

neral and burial: April 30, Hope-
well Mennonite Church, by John
F. Murray and Jerry Kandel.

Good, Simon J., 63, Valparaiso,

Ind. Born: March 21, 1929,

Hopedale, 111., to Simon and

Emma (Birky) Good. Died: June

17, 1992, Valparaiso, Ind. Survi-

vors—wife: Marjorie Yoder
Good; children: Beth Gerig,

Marty Good, Jeffery Good;
brother: Velde Good; 6 grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

June 20, Hopewell Mennonite
Church, by Jerry Kandel.

Hartman, Henry S., 95, Elida,

Ohio. Born: April 9, 1897, Dale

Enterprise, Va., to John and
Mary Catherine Burkholder
Hartman. Died: June 23, 1992,

Elida, Ohio. Survivors— chil-

dren: Richard, Paul, David
Lynn; sister: Sally Brenneman;
9 grandchildren, 27 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Eliz-

abeth M. Diller Hartman (wife).

Funeral and burial: June 25,

Pike Mennonite Church, by
Merlin Good and Mervin Miller.

High, Paul H., 72, Manheim, Pa.

Born: June 12, 1919, Earl Twp.,

Pa., to John S. and Amanda

(Horting) High. Died: May 20,

1992, Manheim, Pa., of cancer.

Survivors—wife: Lillian W.
(Dillman) High; children: P. Eu-
gene, Marvin L., Nancy J. Kautz,

Raymond N., Joyce Marlene
Gerhart, Jay Glenn; brothers

and sisters: Ivan, John David,

Henry, Melvin, Christian, Luke,

Jacob, Anna Mae Wenger,
Emma Gonzalez, Lydia Martin,

Mary Parbel; 13 grandchildren,

3 great-grandchildren. Funeral

and burial: May 23, Erb Menno-
nite Church, by Lester
Zimmerman, Martin Nolt, and
Walter Hurst.

Jacobs, Lester E., 77 Hollsopple,

Pa. Born: June 29, 1914, Walsall,

Pa., to Julius and Sadie (Eash)

Jacobs. Died: June 24, 1992,

Windber, Pa., of cancer. Survi-

vors—wife: Lillien Covert Ja-

cobs; children: Lester, Jr., Rich-

ard, Doris Brehm, Theresa
Heffinger; brothers and sisters:

Leroy, Anna Blough, Mary
Kaufman, Catherine Tighe; 8

grandchildren, 10 great-grandchil-

dren. Funeral: June 27, Harris Fu-

neral Home, by Marvin L. Kauf-

man. Burial: Richland Cemetery,

Johnstown, Pa.

Lehman, Margaret (Deputy),

51, Harrisonburg, Va. Born: May
14, 1941, Harrisonburg, Va., to

Timothy and Ruth (Weaver)
Deputy. Died: June 24, 1992,

Harrisonburg, Va. Survivors

—

husband: Mark N. Lehman; chil-

dren: Julie Sacra, Linda Sauder,

Ed Lehman; brothers: Ronald,

Lowell, and Merlin Deputy; 4

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: June 27, Weavers Men-
nonite Church, by Joseph C.

Shenk, Edith Shenk, and Mike
Martin.

Mester, Marion, 71, Aurora,
Ohio. Born: Aug. 29, 1920,

Avella, Pa., to Hazlette A. and
Edith M. (Criss) Scott. Died:

June 21, 1992, Akron, Ohio. Sur-

vivors—husband: Cecil (Jip)

Mester; children: Robbin Lang,

Vicki, Ted, and Criss Mester; 9

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: June 27, Aurora Menno-
nite Church, by Marlin Birkey.

Roth, Elmer G., 82, Wayland,
Iowa. Born: Dec. 30, 1909, Henry
Co., Iowa, to Ben R. and Mary
(Graber) Roth. Died: June 25,

1992, Iowa City, Iowa, of lym-

phoma cancer. Survivors—wife:

Minnie Wenger Roth; children:

Willard, Royce B., Larry D.,

Karen K. Watson, Janice E.

Lindner; brothers and sisters:

Lavina Leichty, Stella Wenger,
Lucille Swartzendruber, Daniel,

Lester, Vernon, and Edwin Roth;

16 grandchildren, 14 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

June 27, Bethel Mennonite
Church, by Ken Steckly and
Glen Richard.

Stoltzfus, Nicholas Dale
Sherer, 6 months, Brooklyn,

N.Y. Born: Nov. 22, 1991, New
York, N.Y., to Duane and Karen
Sherer Stoltzfus. Died: June 4,

1992, of sudden infant death
syndome. Survivors—parents;

twin sister: Sarah Kathryn;
grandparents: Dale and Doris

Stoltzfus, and Lon and Kathryn
Sherer; great-grandparents:
Reuben and Dorothy Stoltzfus,

and Raymond and Edna Sum-
mers. Funeral: June 7, Millwood
Mennonite Church, by family

members with Audrey Roth
Kraybill as worship leader.

Yoder, Joseph Aaron, 81, Belle-

ville, Pa. Born: Nov. 2, 1910, to

Jonas J. and Elizabeth M.
(Glick) Yoder. Died: June 2,

1992, Belleville, Pa. Survivors

—

wife: Alma E. (Glick) Yoder;
children: G Sanford, Elsie J.;

sister: Salinda Miller; half broth-

ers and sisters: Amos K, Samuel,
and Steve Yoder, Rebecca Byler,

Nannie Byler, Susie Detweiler,

Katie Yoder; 7 grandchildren.

Predeceased by one daughter.

Funeral: Beth-El Mennonite
Church, by J. Elrose Hartzler,

Roy L. Yoder, and Foster R.

King. Burial: Allensville Menno-
nite and Amish Cemetery.

CALENDAR

General Conference Mennonite
Church assembly, Sioux Falls,

S.D., July 22-26

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, N.Y., Aug. 3-6

Conservative Conference annual

meeting, Beaver Falls, N.Y.,

Aug. 10-13

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation assembly, Los Angeles,

Aug. 13-16

Mennonite Mutual Aid board
meeting, Chicago, Aug. 14-15

Franklin Conference annual meet-
ing, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 14-15

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual

meeting, Manson, Iowa, Aug. 21-

23

New York Mennonite Conference
delegate session, Syracuse,
N.Y., Sept. 12

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 17

Mennonite Board of Education di-

rectors meeting, Goshen, Ind.,

Sept. 18-19

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion IV annual meeting. Phoe-
nix, Ariz., Sept. 19

Churches fight substance abuse. Gaborone, Botswana
(MCC)—Elias Bright Mmesetse displays signs at an alcohol

awareness rally sponsored by an interchurch agency in

Botswana. Mmesetse and Mennonite Central Committee
worker Glenn Swier are helping Christians respond to the

growing drug and alcohol problems in this African country.
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THE LAST WORD

Getting what's coming to them
Next time someone stabs you in the back,

console yourself with a jaunt through the

Psalms. You'll discover the writer knows

all about double-crossers and backstabbers and

other difficult people.

"Do not let my treacherous enemies rejoice

over me, or those who hate me without cause

wink the eye" (Ps. 35:19). Ah, yes!

"May his foes bow down before him, and his

enemies lick the dust" (Ps. 72:9). Right on!

"In your steadfast love cut off my enemies,

and destroy all my adversaries, for I am your

servant" (Ps. 143:12). Go for it!

King David, who is thought to have composed

many of these psalms, knew all about double

dealers and treacherous people. His mentor,

King Saul, tried to kill him. So did his son

Absalom. Throughout his reign, David's life was

tense and difficult because of persons close to

him who were treasonous and deceitful.

So he could write with conviction: "Rise up, O
Lord, in your anger; lift yourself up against the

fury of my enemies; awake, O my God; you have

appointed a judgment" (Ps. 7:6).

I like to read the psalmist in tough times. He
has a way of pulling together how I feel about

people I don't like or who don't like me. They
and their ideas may prosper now. They may be

popular or successful or whatever. But, in the

end, they will get what they have coming to

them. God will give them what they deserve.

Ah, revenge. How sweet. How good to know it

will come some day. We may have to wait a long

time, even into eternity. But knowing our ene-

mies will eventually "get theirs" somehow makes

it easier to cope with them now.

For five minutes, at least. Then I begin to

have nagging doubts about whether it will

really work out that way. Or whether I

should want it to.

I remember that Jesus had different words

about difficult people: "Love your enemies and

pray for those who persecute you" (Matt. 5:44).

Jesus' enemies were not the Russians or the

Iraqis or the Cubans (or any of the other "foes"

that keep changing on the world political scene

these days). They were the people he rubbed
shoulders with every day. They were people who
disagreed with how he did things, who made fun

of his words, who saw him as a threat to their

way of life. In the end they did him in.

His attitude toward them was certainly differ-

ent from the psalmist's. Love your enemies, he

said. Pray for them.

That's tough stuff. How do you really love

someone you can't stand? How do you genuinely

pray for someone you'd rather lived across the

continent from you?

My
first prayer tends to be: "God, make

them different. Change them so I can

relate to them better." The prayer

never works.

Then I go on to focus on myself: "God,
change me. Help me see the good side of my
enemy. Help me see my way through." It's a

difficult prayer, but one I can muster if I know
that in the end things will somehow be made
right.

Lately, though, I'm coming to suspect Jesus

would have me pray another prayer for those

people I can't get along with. It's the hardest

prayer of all because it has to do with my need

for revenge. It's a prayer that takes away my cer-

tainty that my enemies will someday have to

acknowledge I was right after all.

"God," I believe I must pray, "don't give my
enemies what I think they deserve. Give them
the grace and forgiveness I want when I do
wrong and hurt others."

Like I said, that's not easy to pray. Especially

not when I put specific names to it. I don't eas-

ily give up my need to have things come "out

right." I don't like to stop thinking that in the

end some people I'd rather live without will get

what I think they have coming to them.

Yet is was Jesus' prayer: "Father, forgive

them; for they do not know what they are doing"

(Luke 23:34). As a disciple of Jesus, I must pray

it too. It's the only way I've found to love my en-

emies.—jlp
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Men want to be more than
someone to be afraid of
when walking at night

What does it mean to be a man? Across

the church men are beginning to talk

together about their hopes, their fears,

their concerns for the human race.

It
is not a reaction to the feminist movement.

It's not retreating into the woods and beating

drums. In fact, it can scarcely be described

as a movement at all. But across the church,

Mennonite men are beginning to talk with each

other about what it means to be a man.

For years we've heard talk about women's

movements, women's liberation, and violence
"It's a man's world," we have been told. Only with

against women. Since these affect both the
the realization there is-apace to be paid to mam-

chmch gnd ^ rfd we>u^ heaf mQre
turn this status quo will there be interest in change. ^^ ^.^ ^ ^ ^ rarely does

the church hear how men feel about feminism or

related topics.

ALSO in THIS ISSUE Today men across the Mennonite church are

beginning to talk about their hopes, their fears,

their concern for the human race. The idea of

Ministry's the one thing men's issues is a topic from Oregon to Virginia,

that pulls it all together 6 from Ontario to Florida.

All the Mennonite men I talked with about a

Ohio twisters damage
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s movement" were more than happy to

, j i . Q talk, but few knew what to call it. Most are
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afraid tQ call it a movement for fear women
might accuse them of counteracting the feminist

Giving report tops movement. Yet these men are working with the

Allegheny sessions 10 women's movement in mind.

by

Sue L.

Conrad



Two main issues—defining and celebrat-
ing manhood, and fighting against the
oppression of women—are at the heart
of the Mennonite men's movement

Michael King, Philadelphia, Pa., book editor
for Herald Press, says that for him "the two
[movements] are crucially intertwined. A man
who is on this journey will see women as co-jour -

neyers."

King and others say this stirring of conscious-
ness is more than a reaction to the feminist

movement. It is an attempt to break down the
stereotypes that men face in today's society.

Men are beginning to see a need to answer the
question of what it means to be male.

Society has given its answer to that ques-
tion through stereotypes that define men
as obsessed with sex, power, and money.

James E. Dittes writes in The Christian Century,
"A men's movement is about men. It is not blam
ing women for men's dilemmas. [It is] about ex-

ploring the astounding variety of ways to

express manhood, far beyond the narrow com-
pass of the prevailing stereotypes."

For years, men have gone to work and brought
home paychecks. That role was—and for some
still is—what men considered their primary con-
tribution to the family setting. But some men
are ready for a change. Some are stepping back
and realizing, says Dave Hostetler, until recently
program director at Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite
Church Center, that "while we had our eyes
shut, something happened." He and his male
counterparts realize that something more needs
to be expressed about manhood.
Yes, some men do feel guilty for gender vio-

lence toward women, not that they are actually

men who rape or harass women. But they feel

guilt because it is their gender that does these
things. These feelings lead the men's movement
to a call for greater interaction between involv-

ing women's and men's issues.

These men aren't necessarily feminists, but
they are interested in making the world
egalitarian. Former Goshen (Ind.) College

campus physician Willard Krabill says, "Men
don't want to continue the oppression of women.
They want to break out. Unless we [men] do
something about oppression, we are actually par-
ticipating in it."

These two main issues—defining and celebrat-

ing manhood, and fighting against the oppres-
sion of women—are at the heart of the men's
movement in the Mennonite church today. The
two work together, each permitting the other to

succeed when success is found in one.

Men are required by society to be "perform-
ers." Don Yost, producing director of Bridge-

work Theater in Goshen, Ind., says a man's
"value as a human being is based on the prod-
uct he turns out." It is the job they do, the posi-
tion they hold, the money they earn. Pressure is

placed upon men to meet these expectations,
and, Yost says, a "feeling of pain comes from
feeling trapped" between what a man wants to
do and what society expects him to do.

For some men, that pain is expressed in anger,
and that anger is often expressed in gender vio-

lence. And Yost notes, "There's a lot of that
anger going around."

If the answer would only be as simple as tak-

ing those pressures off men, the problem would
be solved. But there's a lot more work to do. For
some men, these feelings give way to loneliness
and isolation. Usually, these men don't have any
place or anyone with whom they can share their

loneliness. Clayton C. Barbeau, author of Deliver-

Today 9
s society pressures men

to perform. Their worth is

measured in the jobs they hold
and the money they earn.

ing the Male: Out of the Tough-Guy Trap into a
Better Marriage, says, "The male world has for

too long been structured as a world without ten-

derness, without sensibility, without caring, with-
out tears, without the freedom to express honest
emotions spontaneously. In short, the male
world has been a world without love. The day
has come for males to quit playing the old roles

and to take off their masks."
In response to such a strong need, Yost,

Krabill, and others are forming small groups of

six to eight within their churches. Here they be-
come a group that can share thoughts, feelings,

and even fears. In Yost's small group, the ques-
tion was asked at the first session, "If your mar-
riage is in trouble, who would you talk to?" A
member of this group said later, "Nobody had
anybody. Six months later, we all had each
other."

Poet Robert Bly, generally considered to be
the leader of the secular men's movement,
has written books such as Iron John,

which attempts to take men to what Bly consid-

ers to be their natural manhood. Usually, Bly fol-

lowers travel to the woods for male retreats.

These retreats are a ceremonial events of living
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together for a weekend, doing dances, beating

drums. But, for Krabill, the movement within

the Mennonite church is different. He says,

"We're searching for a gentler spirit, not the war-

rior in us."

But finding a gentler spirit is not becoming
more like women. Men have as little desire to be-

come like women as women have to become like

men. Men can, however, take some of their fears

and share them with others, women and men.

This movement is about men sharing more than

just football scores with each other.

Some call this "male bonding," sometimes the

butt of jokes from both men and women. But
male bonding is a very real need, Krabill be-

lieves. He suggests that men need more outlets

to express themselves to each other. Some men,

Krabill says, are hesitant to respond to this need

because "men are afraid to get close because of

homophobia." Being close with another male

does not make one weak, homosexual, or less

manly.

Men must be willing to give up some power in

order to succeed in this movement. Paul G.

Schurman, professor of pastoral counseling at

Claremont School of Theology in California,

writes, "The typical liberal male response to the

oppression of women has been to feel guilty and

lend support to their movement. Men have long

heard that it is a 'man's world,' but we have

been slow to consider the relationship of cost to

benefits of our so called 'privileged status.' Only

with the realization that there is a price paid to

maintain the status quo will there be a vested in-

terest in change."

The church has an important role to play in

the men's movement. First, King sug-

gests, the church needs to be aware of

gender issues, and occasionally this awareness

means being explicit concerning these issues. An
important idea is "calling all people to submis-

sion," King says. We need to define what it

means to be mutually submissive to each other,

not because of our gender, but because we are

all Christians who follow Christ's example of sub-

mission.

Second, the church needs to eliminate theol-

ogy which feeds into violence against women.
Yost says the male needs to stop acting as—and
being viewed as—the "source of theological wis-

dom." Gender violence exists in a church that

views the Creator and the head of the house as

male. Yost goes on to say, "Those values that

we attribute to maleness are held in high es-

teem. That needs to end."

Overall, the church has to give support to the

men struggling with these issues. "Creating set-

tings where male bonding can take place besides

the softball team" is one suggestion Krabill

makes for the church. Unfortunately, according

to Yost, women can't do a lot to push this move-

ment along, even though they will benefit from

the success of the men's movement.

The movement in the Menno-
nite church is different.

"We're searching for a gentler

spirit, not the warrior in us."

Yost urges churches to forge ahead in the

idea. "There's support, not resistance [from the

church], but there also isn't a lot of push," he

says.

These men want to applaud their manhood.
They want to put aside feelings of guilt

for violence against women, such as rape,

wife abuse, and sexual harassment. They want
to find inside themselves what needs to be done

to help women and, by helping women, to help

themselves.

King says, "I don't think our personhood is ul-

timately gender-related." Yes, we need to cele-

brate our gender, but look beyond our gender

differences to celebrate our humanness.

Krabill says, "I would like to be able to cele-

brate my manhood, because my manhood is af-

firming women. I can't celebrate my manhood the

way it is in our society. I'm just not proud of it."

For a healthy society and a healthy church,

every person needs to be proud of who and
what he or she is. The church can push ahead to

assist men and women in becoming healthy hu-

mans. Some day perhaps, the members of our

church, and society, can be proud of each

person's own gender, able to appreciate the dif-

ferences between the two sexes. Then we can

trust each other, not because one is male or fe-

male, but because everyone is human, humans
who care for each other.

Krabill says to women, "I want to be your

brother and friend—not someone you are afraid of

when walking at night. That's what I'm getting at."

Sue L. Conrad, Perkasie, Pa., graduated this past

spring from Goshen College, Goshen, Ind., with a

degree in communications.
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READERS SAY

Shifting the Church into the Fu-
ture Tense (May 19 and 26). As a

member of the generation in tran-

sition, I am interested in the recent dis-

cussion about the future of the Mennonite

Church and its leadership into the next

century. Will my generation develop the

vision and resources necessary to support

Mennonite Church programs as we know
them now?

In years past, with the Mennonite
Church drawing support primarily from

a handful of large population centers, it

was natural that major church agencies

be developed to meet educational, spiri-

tual, and outreach needs of the commu-
nity. Our schools, boards, and

committees enjoyed broad support and
became a source of pride and identity

for Mennonites.

As we look at the church and its infra-

structure now, however, it seems that

bureaucracy consumes too much of our

time and resources. The gifts of our

best leaders are sapped by countless

committees, while thousands of dollars

and work hours are spent on congrega-

tional administration and conference-

wide annual meetings. Responsibility to

the organization tends to preclude re-

sponsibility to our immediate communi-
ties.

My generation's vision of church con-

sists of small groups of people who can

provide the support for each other in

our transient lifestyles while we at-

tempt to find where our skills and inter-

ests can be of greatest service. These
groups share with us values such as

peace and justice, service, and steward-

ship—which we have discovered are not

so uniquely Mennonite but also com-

mon to concerned people from many
different backgrounds. Indeed, many of

us find our primary support and ac-

countability from friends at work or

school rather than in "Sunday morning"

worship.

Pontius' Puddle

As we hear of the need for leader-

ship, we are reluctant to step into posi-

tions based on the church of the

previous generation. Do not ask us to

fill openings for board members, confer-

ence administrators, or pastors, and ex-

pect us to carry out the present vision

of church. Our vision is different and
still developing. We need wise counsel,

but we also need trust and patience as

we explore means of building church in

our context.

Philip A. Hess

Philadelphia, Pa.

When Trust Fails (June 23). I

think this editorial is excellent!

When my sister too confessed

to sin, that needed to be dealt with by
the church. This sister of mine was re-

stored and served faithfully until the

Lord called her home 16 years ago.

I feel certain she would say she is

thankful the old account was settled

more than 40 years ago.

I did not attend my home church

when this took place, but Mother told

me. I am so thankful she did, that I did

not need to hear it from any other

source. My response was tears, many
tears and prayers for my sister. I was
not angry. The Lord seemed to fill me
with compassion.

Name withheld by request

Reporting the failures of individual

leaders in our church paper is

contrary to the greater purpose

of Gospel Herald. It is my understand-

ing that the magazine is to be a messen-

ger of the good news of Jesus Christ to

the broader church. Recent Gospel Her-

ald editorial policies have been dishearten-

ing.

One of the disheartening aspects is

the editorial, When Trust Fails (June

23) with the unfortunate suggestion that

if such an incident is not published by

Gospel Herald, the incident has not

been dealt with adequately. It is correct

and appropriate to respond with deci-

siveness toward any sin in the body of

Christ. But who should respond?

Should it be the Gospel Herald, or sis-

ters and brothers in close relationship

with one who has sinned?

Illinois Conference did respond by re-

voking all credentials for ministry and
leadership. The result of their response

eliminated any chance that repeated of-

fense could continue within the larger

church in the role of leadership. There
has been considerable effort to assure

that the offending brother is actively in-

volved in restitution and counseling.

All this was done without a hint of se-

crecy or the darkness of any closet. In-

stead, these actions, for the most part,

have reflected a genuine desire to show
compassion, kindness, humility, meek-
ness, and patience. These actions were
taken with thoughts toward the of-

fended and the offender.

The current trend in Gospel Herald

for inappropriate fanfare of sin will

most likely create a greater climate for

the secrecy and idle gossip that the edi-

torial proposes to interrupt.

Another disheartening policy is the

apparent desire of the Gospel Herald to

become the platform for dealing with

these types of concerns. The editorial

remarks, "We must deal with the anger

and grief that come with the betrayal of

public trust. . . . The broader church

has also been hurt. We too must deal

with that." This seems to suggest that

there is no better mechanism for re-

sponding to such crisis. It is an unfortu-

nate time in the life of the church when
sinful deeds of our sisters and brothers

must be published in Gospel Herald.

Illinois Conference was commended
for its "open and direct approach."

The conference attempted to utilize

time-tested and inspired directives

found in the New Testament. These di-

rectives prompted brothers and sisters

in the conference to enter a realm de-

nied to even the most eloquent words

of an editorial. They entered the realm

of a personal commitment and account-

ability with someone that had fallen in

a tragic way. In this realm of kingdom
ministry, the written editorial fails to be

an anointment for the healing and

wholeness of the brokenness of sin.

Gospel Herald should not become a

platform for the naming of the sinful. A
church publication should encourage

OOK CON&ttEOATlON
3WITCW\M& OOR &VAN&E.LISM
EtAPUASIS, FROM PERSONAL
CONTACTS TO MEDIA

.

ANY
CONVERSIONS
YET"?

NO, BOT OOR SORVEY SHOWS
WE DEEPLY MOVED TWO VIDEO
RECORDERS, AND GAVE. A
CASSETTE PLAYER A NEW
LEASE ON LIFE >
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READERS SAY

the healing and restoration of the bro-

ken lives through the church, the body
of Jesus Christ.

Gospel Herald has an important role

to play in the church. The role is not to

broadcast inappropriately tragic inci-

dents of sin committed by brothers and
sisters. The role is not to be a platform

where sin is dealt with in words instead

of the personal investment of sisters

and brothers that are better suited to

respond to the brokenness of sin. Gos-

pel Herald's role should be a source of

encouraging light in the darkness of our
world. I implore you not to allow the Gos-

pel Herald to become "Gossip Herald."

H. James Smith

Hopedale, III.

When Trust Fails (June 23). I

cannot agree with Gospel

Herald's decision to publish

the withdrawal of a conference

minister's credentials. If he did not be-

lieve that he was doing anything wrong,

I would agree that other congregations

in the Mennonite church should be
warned. However, this minister voluntar-

ily confessed and asked for help and
forgiveness.

How are we helping him by advertis-

ing to the world his indiscretions? How
does this help heal all involved? I

learned long ago the best course to fol-

low when someone sinned against me
and asked forgiveness was to be forgiv-

ing, be loving, and be quiet!

Joel L. Nafziger

Hopedale, III.

[1y/T"n an effort to be open and direct

I Conferences Revoke Credentials

JLof Leader (June 23), we have now
branded a brother from coast to coast

as a sexual molester. Knowing that

human minds do not readily forget sex-

ual promiscuity and that one error

erases a lifetime of good works, I ask,

"Are we denouncing his sin as unpar-

donable?"

Will you also publish at the appropri-

ate time a restoration article to an-

nounce to all that he has indeed been
forgiven? Will you say he is one in fel-

lowship with us again?

Would it not be more profitable to

publish such news only to the constitu-

ency he served and thereby not brand
him in the eyes of those who never
heard his name? What would Jesus do?
Dianne Wengerd
Coshocton, Ohio

Iam glad there are influential Menno-
nites who are willing to publicly iden-

tify with the biblical position to the

Christian and war as it relates to gov-

ernments: e.g., Levi Miller in Why I

Sat Out the Gulf War (May 5).

The church-world dualism goes back
to Jesus himself. At Jesus' trial, the

issue of kingship was prominently in

question. Jesus told Pilate, "My king-

dom is not of this world. If my kingdom
were of this world, then would my ser-

vants fight" (John 18:36). In defining

the source of power, Jesus told Pilate,

"You would have no power over me, ex-

cept that it were given you from above"
(John 19:11).

Mennonite Christians would do well

to be about the ministry and mission of

Jesus as he exemplified and taught.

They should not try to be controlling

the political arena. The current uniform

Sunday school lessons from Jonah and
Nahum demonstrate that God is in con-

trol of the nations and will accomplish
God's purposes. Or is Daniel 4:17 no
longer truth?

Verle Hoffman
Elkhart, Ind.

Gospel Herald is my favorite peri-

odical, ranking far ahead of Spy,

Vanity Fair, and Missionary Mes-
senger. It is the first thing I read when I

get home on Tuesdays. Michael King is

in the pantheon of my favorite Menno-
nite authors, ranking just below Shirley

(Baer) Kurtz and Levi Miller.

I have never criticized the editors or

the editing of Gospel Herald, publicly or

privately. To the contrary, I have sent a

letter extravagantly praising the maga-
zine and the editing to your predeces-

sor, which he, in all humility, did not

print.

Imagine, then, my horror and disillu-

sionment on June 30, 1992, when, after

a hard day at the office, I settled down
in the family room, ready to enjoy an ar-

ticle (Unquenchable Fire, Undying
Love) by my third favorite author in my
favorite magazine to have these words
leap out at me: "Certainly there are

Scriptures that would leave us think so."

How could a book editor at Menno-
nite Publishing House use that word
there? How could my favorite editors

print them?
Woe be unto us. My idols have clay

grammar. Leave us pray.

John H. Otto

Champaign, III.
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As you therefore have re-

ceived Christ Jesus the Lord,
continue to live your lives in

him, rooted and built up in

him and established in the

faith, just as you were taught,

abounding in thanksgiving.

—Col. 2:6-7, NRSV
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My call to be a pastor:

Ministry's the one thing that

As one who tends to be an introvert, who
likes to read and study, and who was
raised to the value of hard work, I find
that the ministry fits me like a glove.

by Larry Augsburger

Ilike being a minister. I have known that ever

since I began. But until recently I haven't

done an analysis of why.

Initially I figured I could list maybe five or six

good reasons why I chose to be a minister. But
as I tried, I kept coming up with a blank sheet.

Finally, I realized I have only one. That reason

is that I have always felt an inner call to be a

minister. I have felt it since I was a child, with a

particularly strong sense of call during high

school. This call has been nurtured by outside

forces, including the encouragement of my par-

ents, the example of relatives in the ministry,

and the affirmation of friends. But central has

been the conviction that God has called me.

I went through a period during college (the

heart of the Vietnam years) when I rejected the

call. Those were heady years of antiestablish-

ment thinking. To become a minister was to be-

come part of the "irrelevant establishment." II-

logically, the profession I trained for during

those years of rejecting the call was social work.

Subconsciously I think I was preparing to be a

secular minister in a system that was equally as

much a part of the "irrelevant establishment."

Two persons strongly influenced me as

those years of rejecting the call drew to a

close. The first was an uncle, who main-

tained contact by letters and held before me a

positive image of ministry. The other was my
pastor during two years in Voluntary Service. He
was the first pastor I watched up close, and I

liked what I saw. Before I left Voluntary Service,

I had made up my mind to reject my rejection of

the call and head for seminary. Four years later

I sat in my first class at the Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries in Elkhart, Ind.

It is now almost 13 years since I graduated

from seminary. I have served two churches. I

spent seven years in the first and am now ap-

proaching six years in the second. They have

been good years, though not without pain.

I find four basic areas in which lies most of

my satisfaction with being a minister.

The first area of satisfaction and enjoyment is

that of the Bible, books, and study. I thoroughly

enjoy my time in the office preparing for ser-

mons, worship, and classes. Each week I have

the opportunity to do biblical research and
study, then to meld my thoughts and insights

with those of the Scriptures to create a new
statement of the truth for this time and this

place. I love the weekly challenge and discipline

of preaching and designing worship. I teach on a

less regular basis than I preach, but I value each

opportunity, working on the biblical text and
making applications to our day and time.

I read in many fields: church growth, church

administration, Christian education, counseling,

theology, finances, psychology, social analysis, ar-

chaeology, history. I enjoy it all. The only prob-

Central above all else to my
enjoying being a minister is

the inner conviction that God
has called me to this task.

lem is that there is far more to be assimilated

than I can possibly handle. Every magazine con-

tains reviews of must-read books, and I can dip

into so few. (Provident Bookfinder becomes an in-

strument of torture as I compare my finite time

and resources with all the valuable material I

should and want to be reading.) Despite all the

pressures and frustrations, I do manage to get

quite a bit of reading done.

The second source of joy in ministry has been
contact with and learning from and about people.

Although I am a compassionate person, I am
also quite introverted. Left to myself, I would
likely not initiate many contacts with people.

Being a minister gives me the structure and

makes of me the demand that I maintain an ac-

tive relational life. It gives me a natural avenue

for expressing my caring side. Hospital and nurs-

ing home visits, pastoral calls, Sunday contacts,

crisis ministry, counseling, committee meetings,

and social interactions provide me with many op-

portunities for pastoral conversation. I find a

great deal of joy in being invited into people's

lives and walking with them through significant

events. I am never so busy with my studying

that I don't have time to respond to a knock on

the door or a telephone call.

A surprising third source of joy in ministry has

been the challenge of church administration,
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puts it all together

which means much planning, thinking, and writ-

ing in my office. It also means attending un-
counted committee meetings. Although I hate

the number of hours I must be away from my
family, I find that the interaction and content of

meetings is significant.

I define my role in many meetings as that of a

process advocate. By that I mean one who pro-

vides direction to how we can best make deci-

sions and resolve differences. Of course, I also

press for my own agenda at times. Since think-

ing things through and writing are natural activi-

ties for me, I enjoy the chance to work at shap-
ing and defining new ideas for committees to

work with. My enjoyment of administration has
been a surprise to me and has increased as I

have become more confident in my role.

The fourth source of joy is the variety and in-

tensity of the work. There is always something to

do—another visit that could be made, another
book that could be read, another sermon to be
researched. As a person raised to value hard
work, I find ministry fits me like a glove. Al-

though a congregation may be able to fault me
in any number of ways, they will never be able
to charge me fairly with not having applied my-
self fully to pastoring. I freely—and in most in-

stances joyfully—give a full eight hours work for

eight hours pay.

Being a pastor is an ideal occupation for me.

It provides a place for my introversion as I

spend hours each week doing what I love to do

—

studying, thinking, and writing. But it also gives

me a natural and comfortable escape from my in-

// there is anything I really

want to change, it is that I
may increase my number of
significant relationships,

troversion by providing an avenue for me to get
out and be in relationships. And it allows me to

express my desire to work hard at something
that matters.

Balancing all this out is always a challenge. I

tend to err in the direction of not getting out
enough and of working too hard. So I constantly
struggle to put my schedule in better balance. If

there is anything I really want to change, it is

that I may increase my number of significant re-

lationships.

Would I do it again? You bet. I can con-

ceive of nothing else that I would
rather do. Sometimes I think about the

fact that had I gone into a factory job the day
after high school graduation, I would not have
had to spend thousands of dollars for education,
I would by now have far more equity and finan-

cial worth, I would probably be earning more, I

would have a far better benefits package, and I

could come home after eight hours work and
stay home (as far as I'm concerned, the most
valuable perk of all). But I suspect I would be
miserable and unfulfilled.

It's true that I probably could find happiness
as a social worker, the career for which I pre-
pared in college, especially if I could work in

some specialized area of counseling and therapy.
Yet there would be something missing. For me
there's only one thing that puts it all together.

That's being where I am. I realize ministry's not
for everyone. But there's no question that it is

for me.

Larry Augsburger, West Liberty, Ohio, has been
pastor of the Oak Grove Mennonite Church for six

years. Prior to that he was pastor for seven years

of the Metamora (III.) Mennonite Church.

Larry greets three from his church after a
Sunday morning service (from left): Dorothy
Yoder, Ryan Hostetler, and Barbara Hartzler.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Gulf grows between world's rich

and poor, according to statistics

The gap between the world's rich and

poor is widening, according to recent fig-

ures.

In 1989, the richest 20 percent of the

globe held 82.7 percent of the wealth,

while the poorest 20 percent held 1.4

percent, according to the United Nations

Development Program.

In 1990, the richest 20 percent of coun-

tries had incomes 60 times greater than

the bottom fifth. This is double the gap

that existed in 1960.

Some analysts blame restrictions in

world trade, which they estimate cost

countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin Amer-
ica $500 billion a year— 10 times what they

receive in foreign aid. (MWC)

Quaker magazine agrees to pay
back taxes for war tax protester

Friends Journal, a Quaker monthly pub-

lished in Philadelphia, has agreed to pay

$31,343 to the U.S. Internal Revenue Ser-

vice.

The payment covers back taxes for the

magazine's editor, who had refused to pay

them because of religious objections to

their use for military purposes.

The magazine's board had refused IRS
demands that it pay the taxes on behalf

of the editor, Vinton Deming.

However, the Justice Department
warned the board that it would face legal

action unless the matter was settled, and

the magazine's lawyer advised the board

that it could not win such a case in court.

(RNS)

Brazilian theologian resigns

as priest in dispute with Rome
Leonardo Boff, one of the leading ad-

vocates of liberation theology, has re-

signed from the Roman Catholic priest-

hood.

The Brazilian scholar and teacher has

long been a human rights activist and

critic of capitalism. His resignation fol-

lows almost 10 years of conflict with the

Vatican.

The 53-year-old Boff said he would
"never abandon" the church but ex-

plained that he needed to be "free to

continue working without impediments."

The Vatican had directed Boff to re-

frain from teaching theology and to sub-

mit for prior review everything he wrote.

(RNS)

Toronto prayer rally draws 28,000;

two-year outreach effort continues
Some 28,000 Canadians attended a

"Save the Nation" prayer rally in Tor-

onto's Skydome on June 22.

The effort began two years ago, when a

handful of women began praying over lists

of names snipped from the Toronto phone
book.

Organizer Ann Wiens said 500 churches

participated in the event, which was part

of a continuing evangelistic project called

"The Why Encounter."

The effort will culminate in a Luis Palau

crusade at the Skydome in January,

Wiens said. (NIRR)

World population keeps climbing;

urban areas growing at rapid pace
The world's population will grow by 100

million a year throughout the rest of the

decade, the United Nations Population

Fund projects.

By 2050, the world may have 10 billion

people.

Meanwhile, the number of urban areas

with populations above 2 million has in-

creased from 26 worldwide in 1950 to 97

in 1991.

Tokyo-Yokohama will likely grow from
its present 27 million to just below 30

million by the turn of the century. Mexico
City, which has 21 million people cur-

rently, will be home to 28 million by the

year 2000. (MWC)

U.S. churches send aid to Cuba;
flight first of its kind in 30 years
A chartered plane carrying 71,000

pounds of relief supplies from U.S.

churches touched down in Cuba on July

2.

According to officials of Church World
Service (CWS), the DC-8 was the first

nongovernmental cargo plane from the

United States to reach Cuba since 1962.

That was the year the U.S. government

began an embargo against the Commu-
nist-run island.

CWS organized the recent flight with

approval from the U.S. Department of

Commerce. The plane carried food, med-
icines, health kits, and soap. (RNS, CWS)

Poor in India sell kidneys
for illegal transplant market
Many poor people in India try to make

ends meet by selling their blood.

Now increasing numbers are selling

their kidneys for transplant.

While donors typically receive about

$2,000, the big money is being made by

middlemen, who find the donors and ar-

range through medical labs to match them
with buyers.

India has a law forbidding organ trans-

plants from unrelated donors, but it is

seldom enforced.

The transplants are "a dirty business,"

Mother Teresa said at her order's Mother
House in Calcutta. "The rich are eating

the poor." (RNS)

Team Care

Senior Benefit Series
MMA's New Medicare Supplement Family

There is only one place you can find all these benefits:

• Expert, personal help when you need it.

• Competitive prices and unbeatable value.

• Worry-free protection.

• Membership with others who share your Christian values.

See your mutual aid counselor or call a member services representative at

our toll-free number. It can save you time, worry, and money.

M33jS9(B Call 1-800-662-6747
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CHURCH NEWS

Tornadoes damage houses,
businesses in northwest Ohio

Archbold, Ohio—Tornadoes in north-

western Ohio on July 12 left an estimated

$20 million in damage.

However, no deaths were reported.

At least two tornadoes touched down

along an 80-mile path from Pettisville in

Fulton County to Sandusky in Erie

County. Other funnel clouds were reported.

One of the tornadoes hit Pettisville at

4:45 p.m. It caused an estimated $1.5

million in local damage before lifting and

coming down again at Whitehouse.

Homes and businesses of Mennonites

were among the 24 buildings damaged in

the Pettisville area.

The storm completely destroyed the home

and paint store of Orval and Esther Sauder.

The couple were unable to open their

basement door before the tornado struck.

They felt flying debris on their backs but

somehow escaped serious injury.

Das Essen Haus restaurant owned by

Edward and Esther Diener suffered roof

and window damage.

The building remained closed to the

public for a week. However, it served as

a shelter for families that were left homeless

and as a center for emergency cleanup.

Rich Rufenacht lost the roof on his

house, along with his garage, a chicken

coop, and a calf house. Within an hour

and a half, however, more than two dozen

friends were covering his roof with a tarp

and had hooked up a generator to help

milk his 50 dairy cows.

Eyewitnesses to the storm included

youth from Bancroft Mennonite Church

in Toledo and North Clinton Mennonite

Church in Wauseon.
Members of the two youth groups were

meeting at the home of Rod and Sandy

Nofziger near Das Essen House. The

young people saw debris in the air and

hurried to the basement.

No one was hurt, though the Nofziger

barn received minor damage.

Meanwhile, people from the Emmanuel
Mennonite congregation in Whitehouse

were enjoying a day's outing at the home

of Tom and Jamie Beck, a mile south of

the tornado's path.

The Emmanuel group watched the fun-

nel, and a video filmed by one of the

church's members, Chris Moser, aired

later on a Toledo TV station.

When they returned home, the Emman-
uel members discovered that Whitehouse

also had been hit by the tornado.

While no one in the church suffered

property damage, several school buildings

in town were hit, including the one where

the congregation meets.

However, Thelma Matthews of the con-

gregation said she thought the group would

be able to keep holding services there.

—Bev Miller

Croatia group takes
step toward healing
Zagreb, Croatia (EMBM/MCC)—Some

30 teachers, religious workers, and peace

activists gathered in Croatia's war-torn

capital earlier this summer to talk about

nonviolence.

Participants included Helen and Em-
manuel Gitlin, who work with Mennonite

Central Committee in Croatia, and East-

ern Mennonite Seminary professor Ger-

ald Shenk.

Organizer Mirko Matausic, a Franciscan

monk, spoke of his deep sense of frustra-

tion and powerlessness amid the violence

in the former Yugoslav republics.

If not for his religious calling, he said,

he would be tempted to grab a gun to

defend innocent victims from the sense-

less slaughter.

Hildegard Goss-Mayr from the Vienna

chapter of the International Fellowship of

Reconciliation spoke on the biblical roots

of peacemaking and reported on encour-

aging experiences from elsewhere around

the world.

Yet most participants found little con-

solation in lofty ideals or distant victories.

People recited a litany of horrors: an

uncle tortured to death in front of his

family, elderly parents forced to flee when

their ancestral home was wantonly de-

stroyed, and a convent that was pillaged.

"I feel so awful when I speak of these

things," one nun mourned.

Worst of all is the breakdown of trust,

as neighbors and former friends become

instruments of harm.

"Just yesterday, [your neighbor] came

over for coffee. Today he comes to lead

you away to death or expulsion," one

participant lamented.

Yugoslavia and the Balkans have always

been a laboratory in human conflict. Forty

years of relative calm under Tito came

only at the price of police repression.

Yet the Zagreb meeting may represent

an important first step on the road toward

true peace and eventual reconciliation.

People in the Zagreb group have begun

taking concrete steps for reconciliation.

They are looking for materials to help in

the long-term task of teaching peace. In

addition, they are reaching out to mem-
bers of ethnic minority groups (such as

Serbs in Croatia) and monitoring violence

in the media.

They also are urging passage of legisla-

tion to provide conscientious objectors

with an alternative to military service.

—Gerald Shenk

Students tape anti-drug spot. Harrisonburg, Va. (MBM)—Students from Church-

ville (Va.) Elementary School record a radio spot at Alive Studios, run by the Media

Ministries office of Mennonite Board of Missions. Richard Adams (right) of a

Staunton, Va., rhythm and blues group assists the students. The 30-second spot

against drug and alcohol abuse is airing this summer on three Virginia stations.
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CHURCH NEWS

Giving report tops
Allegheny sessions
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.—Small churches give

more per member than large churches,
members of Allegheny Conference
learned when they met July 9-12 for then-

annual sessions.

In his report to the conference, trea-

surer Larry Miller divided Allegheny
churches into four groups by size and gave
these statistics on per-member giving for

last year:

• Congregations with 45 or fewer mem-
bers gave $692 per member.

• Churches with 45-80 members gave
$640.

• Congregations with 80-125 members
gave $536.

• Churches with more than 125 mem-
bers gave $510 per member.
However, Miller noted that most of the

contributions from smaller churches went
for local activities, while larger congrega-
tions tended to give more to conference
and churchwide work.

Noting that next year's conference bud-
get calls for a 15 percent increase over
this year's giving, Miller challenged Alle-

gheny delegates to increase their contri-

butions.

"We have to start with ourselves," he
said. "Maybe then giving will catch on
with other members in our congrega-
tions."

Miller's report was one of several heard
by persons attending the conference's
117th annual meeting.

At its summer session, Allegheny fo-

cuses on reports and times of worship.
Decisions and discussion of issues take
place in spring and fall delegate sessions.

In two addresses, George R. Brunk III

of Eastern Mennonite Seminary in Harri-
sonburg, Va., challenged Allegheny mem-
bers to become proponents of the truth,

wherever that may lead.

"Truth has fallen on hard times," said
Brunk, who is the seminary's dean. "Seek-
ing the truth is out of vogue. Defending
the truth is downright offensive."

Christians must be defenders of the
truth, Brunk said. "But we are not the
basic movers in the sharing of the truth,"

he emphasized. "We join with God's
Spirit, the Advocate of the truth."

Conference members also heard two
addresses from Donella Clemens of Sou-
derton, Pa. Clemens, who is moderator-
elect of the Mennonite Church, gave a
meditation based on Psalm 119:105 and
spoke on the theme "God, the Source of

South Central Conference members find food for body as well as mind in a report by
Everett Thomas of the Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries. To show what a
healthy church is like, Thomas mixed sticky raisins (representing community) with M&Ms
(showing the sweetness and variety of worship) and salted nuts (to represent mission). In
other business, delegates approved a 1993 budget that is $17,000 lower than this year's and
urged congregations to support the U.S. Peace Tax Fund campaign.

Light and Truth."

By tradition, Allegheny features one
churchwide board at each of its annual
sessions. This year the spotlight was on
the Mennonite Board of Education
(MBE).
Most of the $2,900 raised in offerings

during the meeting was designated for a
new student endowment fund. Called
SAFE (Student Aid Financial Endow-
ment), it is the brainchild of Betty
Livengood, longtime MBE board member
from Allegheny Conference.

"We endow buildings and chairs for

professors," Livengood told the confer-
ence. "Why not students?"

This year's conference sessions fea-

tured the largest attendance ever, packing
the facilities of Laurelville Mennonite
Church Center.

Nearly 300 people took in at least part
of the meeting. The group included some
60 children and 30 youth.

Membership in the conference is 3,613.

The sessions got off to a sober start on
Thursday evening when two delegates
from Scottdale, Pa.—Daniel and Mary
Hertzler—were involved in a head-on
auto accident a quarter mile from Lau-
relville's entrance. Both were hospitalized

but have since been released.

Daniel Hertzler is the retired editor of
Gospel Herald.
—J. Lome Peachey

South Central focuses
on peacemaking theme
Oklahoma City, Okla.—Members of

South Central Conference discussed
"Roots and Fruits of Peace" at a July 3-5

assembly here.

The theme was chosen in response to a
call by Oregon 91 delegates for more
peace education in the church.

In a break with recent practice, sessions
were held in a city hotel and adults and
youth met concurrently.

Work for peace is "rooted in God's love

for us," Marion Bontrager said in one of
his two addresses. He called on people in

the conference to "lay aside methods and
first become the church."

Bontrager urged South Central mem-
bers to pray, to be humble and honest,
and to serve in cities and overseas.

Susan Mark Landis directed an in-

tergenerational worship service called

"It's Hard to Love Your Enemies."
Some 200 adults and 100 teenagers and

children took part in the experience,
which included a story with group par-

ticipation, a puppet presentation, and
making paper birds as symbols of peace.
Bontrager and Landis, who is chair of

the Peace-Justice-Service Commission of
Ohio Conference, also led some of the
youth sessions during the weekend.—Susan Balzer
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Swiss make provision

for nonmilitary service
Bienenberg, Switzerland—Mennonites

and others in Switzerland now have a legal

alternative to military service.

In a landmark national referendum this

past May, Swiss voters for the first time

approved a civilian service option.

"This is a historic step forward," said

Bernhardt Ott, dean of the European

Mennonite Bible School in Bienenberg,

Switzerland.

The road to toleration for conscientious

objectors has not been easy.

While Switzerland is known for political

neutrality, it has the largest per-capita

army reserve force in Europe and main-

tains high military readiness.

As recently as November and Decem-

ber 1991, Ott spent six weeks in prison for

refusing military service.

Ott is a native of the highlands north of

Zurich. After working as an architect for

10 years, he and his wife took a year to

study at the Bienenberg school.

The year stretched to three when he

sensed a call to the ministry and stayed

to graduate, then even longer when he

started teaching part time at the school

in 1978.

Following study at Mennonite Brethren

Biblical Seminary in Fresno, Calif., from

1982 to 1984, Ott was named academic

dean at Bienenberg.

When Ott was 19, he entered the army,

choosing noncombatant service for rea-

sons of conscience.

Each year he spent several weeks in

training. Then, from 1979 to 1989, priority

was given to younger men and he was not

called.

During that time, Bible study led him

to a clearer peace position. So when he

was called for training in 1989, he said no.

His jail sentence allowed him to teach

at Bienenberg during the day, but he

needed to return to prison each night—

and pay 20 francs (about $15 U.S.) per day

in costs.

Ott was not the first objector to choose

prison over military service. In 1971, a

Swiss Mennonite went to prison for mili-

tary noncompliance, and more have fol-

lowed.

Swiss Mennonite leaders have differed

in their response to the growing peace

momentum.
Many leaders who clearly affirm an

Anabaptist approach to discipleship and

spirituality have seen military noncoop-

eration as too radical—as disrespectful of

the government or as an importation of a

North American approach.

Others, especially younger leaders, sup-

port a nonmilitary stance as scriptural and

a more authentic expression of Anabap-

tist beliefs.

New options for Swiss conscientious

objectors have been in the works for some

time.

In 1983 an alternative service proposal

was brought to a national vote but de-

feated. In 1989 a proposal to abolish the

Swiss military lost by a wide margin.

But public awareness of peace issues

was growing. Late in 1991, a modified

provision for civilian service was ap-

proved. However, objectors still received

a criminal record.

The May 1992 vote removed legal pen-

alties for the civilian service option.

As a result of Ott's case last fall and the

publicity it received, Bienenberg has be-

come a kind of "peace information

center" for many Swiss people.

Ott, along with Bienenberg instructor

Hanspeter Jecker and the Swiss Menno-

nite Peace Commission, are regularly

called upon to address groups or counsel

individuals.

Interest goes beyond Mennonites to

Methodists, the Reformed Church, and

others.

But Ott believes there is also a negative

side to the attention.

"With the publicity, the peace issue has

been narrowed to the Swiss military ques-

tion," he said. "Biblical peacemaking is

much larger and needs to be addressed

more broadly."—Lloyd Kauffman

Vietnam villages get

aid after coastal storm
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—People in Quang

Ngai province on Vietnam's coast are

recovering from a late 1991 storm, with

help from Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC).
At least 78 people died when an off-

shore cyclone created heavy waves. Boats

at sea capsized and those at the dock were

swept off their moorings.

More than 50 large boats and nearly 400

small ones sank. Some 300 other vessels

were damaged.

Some 49 people are still missing.

Pat Hostetter Martin, MCC East Asia

co-secretary, visited the region this past

February.

Local residents asked MCC for nylon

cord to make new nets and money to help

repair boats and replace motors.

Award-winning

Mennonite Central

Committee

18-minute video

Examines the peacemaking

tradition of chiefs of the

Cheyenne, a Native

American tribe. Documents

how the chiefs tried to

protect their people in the

mid 1 800s and looks at the

role of Cheyenne chiefs today.

Contact the MCC office

nearest you for free loan.

Mennonitef V Central
r Committee

. Mennonite Central

Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street

POBox 500

Akron, PA 17501-0500

(717)859-1151

(717) 859-3889

MCC Canada
1 34 Plaza Drive

Winnipeg. MB R3T 5K9

(204) 261 -6381

The agency has pledged $15,000 (U.S.)

in aid. Le Anh Kiet, an MCC Vietnam

staff person, delivered the cord in May.

MCC workers lived in Quang Ngai from

1966 to 1975, assisting people displaced

by the Vietnam War.
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Ron Tinsley (left), graphic artist at Mennonite Central Committee, gives directions to Deus
Tumbago of Tanzania. Tumbago spent a year atMCC headquarters aspart of the agency's
International Visitor Exchange Program.

Exchange visitor tells

African stories in art
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—To the taped

sounds of a tropical forest and the beating

of African drums, the storyteller begins to

tell of five monkey brothers who raided a

farmer's banana grove.

Far from his native Tanzania, 23-year-

old Deus Tumbago works to capture the

story in watercolors. He labors with his

paintbrushes and slowly, magically, the

naughty monkeys and the irate farmer
come alive on his canvas.

For Tumbago, a participant in the In-

ternational Visitor Exchange Program of

Mennonite Central Committee, the
chance to develop his skills at MCC head-
quarters has been a dream come true.

MCC Information Services staff are

equally pleased to have had Tumbago
working with them on Africa education
projects. He is able to convey African

culture with an authenticity and freshness

that is hard for North American artists to

recreate, staff members say.

Tumbago was an avid sketcher by age
6. However, he was one of 12 children, and
his parents could afford to send only his

older brother to secondary school.

"It was a big disappointment," Tum-
bago says in soft-spoken English. "You
must stay home and you see other families

who can pay to send their children to

private school. ... I was sad."

Persistent and determined, Tumbago
found ways to keep practicing art as he
got older. He did much of his drawing in

the evening, working during the day as a

bookkeeper.

A break came when a Roman Catholic
priest saw his sketches and offered him a

year's residency at the House of Art in

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania's capital.

Tumbago received no formal instruc-

tion there, but he benefited from the

informal exchange of ideas among the 11

artists in his department. He drew por-

traits of people and animals, and sold

some of his pieces to tourists.

Later, while working at a print shop run
by the Tanzanian Mennonite Church, he
was tapped to participate in MCC's visi-

tor exchange program for young adults.

The Tanzanian church requested that

he be given training on MCC's printing

machines and get a chance to refine his

art skills.

Tumbago came to MCC headquarters
in July 1991. He was assigned to work part

time at the SELFHELP Crafts of the

World store in Ephrata, Pa., part time in

graphic design for Information Services,

and part time with MCC's printing staff.

One day while walking through the

Ephrata store, MCC video producer John
Leckie saw Tumbago playing guitar, sing-

ing, and drawing for a group of
schoolchildren.

Leckie was working on a children's

video featuring African fables, and he
needed someone to make illustrations.

Tumbago had never worked with water-

colors before, so Leckie found a teacher
for him—free-lance graphic designer Ju-

dith Rempel Smucker.
Smucker has walked a tightrope in in-

structing Tumbago. She wants to improve
his skills without changing his style.

Smucker has found Tumbago highly

motivated.

"He is willing to do sketches over and
over again to get them right," she says.

Graphic artist Ron Tinsley supervised

Tumbago's design work for MCC Infor-

mation Services. As an African-American,

Tinsley had a special interest in working
with the Tanzanian.

"I wanted my art to be influenced by
Deus, because I often work on projects

having to do with Africa," Tinsley says.

"I paid attention to his sketching style

and to his recurrent motifs. When I asked
him to draw an African man tending cows,

he sketched a man wearing short pants

and carrying a walking stick. I would have
drawn a man in overalls, with a straw hat

and pitchfork," Tinsley says with a laugh.

At the end of July, Tumbago will return

to Tanzania and use his improved skills

with that nation's Mennonite Church.
"I hope he can continue developing his

art skills in his homeland," Smucker
says.

—

Emily Will

Groceries distributed
to seniors in Moscow
Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—Food sent

through Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) is being distributed in Moscow.
MCC workers Maureen and Herb

Klassen saw groceries being passed out in

June at the Uspenski Sobor Orthodox
Church. Klassens observed a long line of

people waiting outside for the last 90
boxes of a 275-box shipment the church
had received earlier in the week.

Most of the people in line were elderly

women or had disabilities.

"The aid is targeted for pensioners,

widows, large families, and people with

disabilities," Maureen said. "They find it

impossible to live on meager state pen-
sions."

The average pension in the former So-

viet Union amounts to only about 600
rubles a month. A liter of milk and loaf of

bread can cost 40 rubles, according to

Mary Raber, who coordinates MCC work
in the Commonwealth of Independent
States.
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• Seminar held. Some 13 invited

pastors took part in a church

membership seminar in Elkhart,

Ind., on June 12-19. The event

launched a year-long process of

developing instructional materi-

als aimed at adults, rather than

youth who have grown up in

Christian families. The joint

Mennonite Church/General
Conference Mennonite project

is a response to the growing

number of adults from non-

church backgrounds who are

seeking membership in Menno-
nite churches.

• Camp expands program. Lit-

tle Eden Camp, Onekama,
Mich., plans to develop a year-

round program. The camp will

offer a variety of events for the

Mennonite Church and the

northern Michigan Christian

community. In addition, Little

Eden will be available to host

retreat groups and family re-

unions. Rooms will also be avail-

able for personal retreats.

• Church accepted. Southern
Hills Mennonite Church,
Topeka, Kan., has been ac-

cepted as an associate member
of South Central Conference.

Southern Hills is the first con-

gregation to join under a 1991

plan set up with Western Dis-

trict Conference of the General

Conference Mennonite Church.

The arrangement allows West-

ern District churches to affiliate

with South Central, and vice

versa.

• Store wins award. Hackman's
Bible Book Store of Whitehall,

Pa., has been named "Store of

the Year" by the Christian

Booksellers Association (CBA).

The award was announced at

this summer's CBA convention

in Dallas and cites the store's

service, merchandising excel-

lence, and fiscal responsibility.

Joe and Marcia Hackman are

members of Swamp Mennonite
Church, Quakertown, Pa. The
couple bought the store from

Joe's parents, Walter and Ruth
Hackman, in 1989.

• Egypt workers report. Neil

and Janette Amstutz broke
some cultural rules and re-

spected others during a three-

year Mennonite Central Com-
mittee term in Egypt. In a report

at Hesston (Kan.) Mennonite
Church, the couple said they

crossed social boundaries by
befriending people in the lower

class, as well as those in the

middle and upper classes. How-
ever, the couple respected
Egyptian etiquette by not ex-

posing the soles of their feet or

shoes. Worshiping with Coptic

Christians snowed the Am-
stutzes that the church is uni-

versal, they said.

—Susan Balzer

• Showalter elected. Shirley H.

Showalter, professor of English

at Goshen (Ind.) College, has

been elected to the directing

board of the American Associa-

tion for Higher Education.
Showalter will serve a four-year

term on the 15-member board,

which helps develop the theme
for the annual National Confer-

ence of Higher Education.

• Pitcher signs. Goshen (Ind.)

College graduate Jamie Phillips

has signed a pro baseball con-

tract with the Chicago Cubs or-

ganization. Phillips, a pitcher,

has been assigned to the Cubs'

Class A farm team in Hunting-

ton, W.Va.

• Student gets award. James
Hostetter, Jr., of Holtwood, Pa.,

received a gold medal award for

public speaking in a state Fu-

ture Farmers of America contest

held at Penn State University.

In his speech on "Technology in

Agriculture," Hostetter com-
mented on the influence modern
technology is having on the

Amish community in Lancaster

County, Pa. Hostetter will be a

senior at Lancaster Mennonite

High School this fall.

• Used hymnals wanted. Peace

Mennonite Church in Elyria,

Ohio, is looking for 60-100 used

copies of The Mennonite Hym-
nal. Churches that have hym-
nals available may contact the

Peace congregation at 9300 W.
Ridge Rd., Elyria, OH 44035.

• Faculty hired. The Goshen
(Ind.) College board of over-

seers has approved the hiring of

three professors. Martin and
Kathryn Blocki of Berne, Ind.,

will share a tenure-track posi-

tion as assistant professors of

music, while Frances Grill has

been appointed to a tenure-

track position as assistant pro-

fessor of nursing.

• Bike-A-Thon held. Some 238

participants raised $24,000 in a

May 17 Bike-A-Thon sponsored

by the discipleship ministries

program of Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions. Funds from

this 10th annual event will go for

scholarships in the Youth Evan-

gelism Service program and to

open new voluntary service

households.

• Yoder to Bridgewater. A for-

mer administrator at Eastern

Mennonite College and Semi-

nary (EMC&S) has accepted a

post at Bridgewater (Va.) Col-

lege. Lee M. Yoder, former vice-

president of EMC&S, will be

dean of academic affairs at the

Church of the Brethren-affili-

ated school.

• Tour set. BorderLinks and Wit-

ness for Peace will sponsor a

travel seminar through Guate-

mala and Mexico on Oct. 3-25.

The tour will include visits to

refugee camps and meetings

with government officials and
human rights workers. The
deadline for applications is

Sept. 1. More information is

available by calling 602 628-

8263.

• New books:
Johnny Godshall by Glenn Leh-

man. In this novel, televangelist

Johnny Godshall has a nervous

breakdown and finds himself in

the company of Christian, the

character John Bunyan created

in "The Pilgrim's Progress." In a

beat-up van, Johnny and Chris-

tian retrace Bunyan's journey. The
book is published by Herald Press.

Lord, Teach Us to Pray by Arthur

Paul Boers. The book is subti-

tled "A New Look at the Lord's

Prayer." Herald Press is the

publisher.

Hagar by James R. Shott. This

biblical novel tells the story of

Abraham's Egyptian slave who
becomes the mother of Ishmael.

The book is published by Her-

ald Press.

We Knew Paul by Marian
Hostetler. This children's book
tells Bible-based stories from

people who knew the apostle

Paul. Herald Press is the pub-

lisher.

• Coming events:

50th anniversary, Wooster Menno-
nite Church, Wooster, Ohio,

Sept. 19-20. More information

from the church at 216 262-3631.

Reunion, CPS #33, Grand Island,

Neb., Sept. 24-25. More infor-

mation is available from Ruben
K. Epp, Henderson, NE 68371.

Celebrating Music Contributions of

J. W. Yoder, Belleville Menno-
nite School, Belleville, Pa., Sept.

27. The event is sponsored by

the Mennonite Heritage Center

in Belleville and marks the 120th

anniversary of Yoder's birth.

Women in Pastoral Ministries Con-

ference, Conrad Grebel College,

Waterloo, Ont., April 26-27,

1993. The conference is de-

signed to reflect on a female way
of being in ministry, to explore

the joys and challenges of male-

female pastoral staff settings,

and to examine career paths for

women in the ministry. Re-

source people will be Celia Alli-

son Hahn and Renee Sauder.

More information from Cather-

ine Hunsberger, Mennonite
Conference of Eastern Canada,

60 New Dundee Rd., Kitchener,

Ont. N2G 3W5.

PHILADELPHIA 93

Logo designed. Salunga, Pa. (MCGB)—The symbol of a

dove ascending from darkness into light depicts the central

themes of Philadelphia 93, the churchwide assembly set for

July 27-Aug. 1, 1993. The logo was designed by Michael

Eby-Good and Keith Maust, who work in the media services

department of Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. The
artwork includes the convention theme, "Called to Freedom

in Christ."
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• Job openings:
Assistant administrator, Frederick

Mennonite Community, Freder-

ick, Pa. Located between Phila-

delphia and Allentown, Pa. With
completion of $10 million expan-

sion, the facility will have 101

apartments, 45 personal care

rooms, and 60 nursing care beds.

Candidate should have college

degree. Training and experience

in accounting, computer sci-

ence, and human resources pre-

ferred. Please send resume to

Robert W. Miller, administrator,

Frederick Mennonite Commu-
nity, PO Box 498, Frederick, PA
19435-0498.

Director, Congregational Litera-

ture Division, Mennonite Pub-

lishing House, Scottdale, Pa.

Applications or suggestions are

welcome. Position includes su-

pervising development and dis-

tribution of educational and
worship materials, primarily to

Mennonite churches. Pastoral,

teaching, or administrative ex-

perience desirable. Direct infor-

mation or queries to: Bob
Ramer, publisher, Mennonite
Publishing House, 616 Walnut
Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683.

Head cook and head housekeeper,

Camp Hebron, Halifax, Pa. Both
are full-time positions available

immediately. Send resume to

Jerry A. Miller, 957 Camp He-
bron Rd., Halifax, PA 17032;

phone 717 896-3441.

Managed claims specialist, Menno-
nite Mutual Aid, Goshen, Ind.

Qualified candidates must pos-

sess a high level of self-confi-

dence, be self-motivated, and
have proven effectiveness in

working with executives and
CFOs regarding sensitive is-

sues. Person must also have

good administrative skills. Un-
derstanding of insurance opera-

tions or medical background
helpful. Qualified persons
should contact Personnel, Men-
nonite Mutual Aid, PO Box 483,

Goshen, IN 46526; phone 1 800

348-7468.

Retirement community administra-

tor, Chambersburg, Pa. An ac-

credited continuing care retire-

ment community (CCRC) is

seeking an administrator for the

original campus of a two-site

organization. The successful

candidate will have, or be eligi-

ble to obtain, a license as a

nursing home administrator and
will have related experience in

the management of a CCRC or

nursing home. The candidate

also will demonstrate a commit-

ment to and adherence with

Anabaptist Christian values and

principles as taught by the Men-
nonite Church. Please send
resume to: E. Lewis Leaman,
president, Menno Haven/
Menno Village, 2075 Scotland

Ave., Chambersburg, PA 17201.

• Change of address:
Arthur Paul Boers, from Windsor,

Ont., to 285 Braemore Ave., Wa-
terloo, Ont. N2K 1T5.

Herb and Dorothy Yoder from Ft.

Meyers, Fla., to 447 N. 27th St.,

Apt. 1, Ft. Dodge, IA 50501.

NEW MEMBERS

Blossom Hill, Lancaster, Pa.:

Dorcas Burkholder.

Central, Archbold, Ohio: Tamy
Klingelsmith.

First, Richmond, Va.: Kevin
Bondeson, Charles Mast, and
Rochelle Mast.

Glennon Heights, Lakewood,
Colo.: Jeff Bontrager, Alisa

Boshart, Kimberly Boshart, and
Roberta Martin.

Hopewell, Kouts, Ind.: Melvin

and Delcie Martin.

Maple Grove, Hartville, Ohio:
Marlene Coblentz, Jack Thomas
Moore, Jerry Thomas Moore,
Roy and Karen Schlabach, and
Katrina Troyer.

Philippi, W.Va.: Emily Wilson.

Pigeon River, Pigeon, Mich.:

Jason Eisiliones, Garret Shetler,

Trista Swartzendruber, Re-
becca Tennant, and Jeffery

Yoder.

San Antonio, Tex.: Heather
Sanger and Benjamin
Rheinheimer.

Western, Salem, Ore.: Beverly

Baker, Allison Collingwood,
Ross Collingwood, and Janice

Krause.

BIRTHS

Bontrager, Marlin and Becky
(Stoltzfus), Kalona, Iowa,
Mitchell Joe (second child), July

2.

Cox, Steven and Amanda (John-

son), Spartansburg, Pa., Leah
Irene (second child), June 20.

Curry, Kevin and Jennifer, Sara-

sota, Fla., Kasondra Amber
(first child), May 17.

Curtis, Bill and Linda, Worcester,

Pa., Michelle Lindsey (first

child), June 27.

Doerksen, Charles and Patricia

(Neufeld), Clovis, Calif., Han-
nah Marie (third child), June 11.

Eubank, James and Katy
(Cederholm), LaJunta, Colo.,

Andrew Emmanuel (third child),

June 4.

Gannan, Michael and Rebecca
(Lefever), Ephrata, Pa., Jared

Michael (first child), July 3.

Grenninger, Randy and Michelle

(Havice), Yeagertown, Pa.,

Dylan Wayne (second child),

June 18.

Hershberger, Cory and Debby
(Yoder), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Amber Nicole (first), July 6.

Howard, Charles and Colleen,

Fresno, Calif., Patrick James
(third child), May 5.

Kempfer, Brad and Lori
(Gehman), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Alix Lee (second child), June 22.

Kiser, Jeffrey Lamar and Rebecca
(Muth), Stuarts Draft, Va., Ariel

Knight (first child), May 17.

Knepp, Terry and Denise
(Haarer), Goshen, Ind., Ashlyn

Brooke (first child), July 6.

Kratz, Ronald and Laurel
(Benner), Hershey, Pa., Bran-

don Ronald (first child), June
14.

McFarland, John and Mabel
(Meek), Harrisonburg, Va., Jor-

dan Thomas (first child), May
13.

Miller, David and Joanne
(Gingerich), Hartville, Ohio,

Madison Andrew (second child),

April 18.

Shearer, Jody and Cheryl
(Miller), New Orleans, La.,

Zachary John (second child),

June 24.

Teets, Jerry and Linda (Waters),

Kalona, Iowa, Elissa Renee (sec-

ond child), July 5.

Troyer, Lamar and Crystal
(Cross), Goshen, Ind., Kaitlyn

Noelle (first child), June 29.

Waybill, Peter and Mary
(Montrella), Harrisburg, Pa.,

Christopher Peter (second
child), June 10.

Wiens, Stan and Monica (Evers),

Sheridan, Ore., Kurtis Anthony
(second child), July 5.

Yoder, Andrew and Yvonne
(Haffling), Chambersburg, Pa.,

Corbin Andrew (first child), May
17.

Zehr, Keith and Connie (Troyer),

Williamsville, N.Y., Maggie Mae
(third child), June 28.

Youth serve. Maumee, Ohio (SCH)—Members of the

Wellman Mennonite Church youth group from Iowa paint the

exterior of a group house operated by Sunshine Children's

Home in northwest Ohio. Pictured from left (back) are

Jennifer Shank, Heather Troyer, and Katie Martin. Sunshine

offers programs for developmentally disabled persons and

their families. Eleven members of the Wellman group spent

a week in service projects at Sunshine in early July.
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Hymnal celebrated. Harrisonburg, Va.—Ken Nafziger,

music editor of the new Anabaptist hymnal, leads singing at

Park View Mennonite Church here. Nafziger, who is a

member of Park View, planned the June 21 worship service

around the hymnal. The congregation gave Nafziger a long

ovation for his work on the hymnal project and presented

him and his wife, Helen, with flowers.

—

Shirley E. Yoder

MARRIAGES

Abbott-Kauffman: Steve Abbott,

Jones, Okla. (Assembly of God),

and LaDonna Kauffman, Jones,

Okla. (East Union), June 13, by
Michael Loss.

Bloemberg-Koch: Jacob G.

Bloemberg, Amsterdam, Neth-

erlands, and Linda G. Koch,

Amsterdam, Netherlands (Line

Lexington), June 19.

Brown-Brane: Brian Brown,
Goshen, Ind. (Walnut Hill), and
Anna Brane, Van Buren, Ind.

(Upland Evangelical), June 20,

by Steve Thomas.
Calder-Bauman: Douglas Cal-

der, Elora, Ont. (Bethel), and
Sandra Bauman, Elora, Ont.

(Bethel), May 30, by Arthur

Byer.

Drimmie-Byer: Jeff Drimmie,
Fergus, Ont. (United), and Car-

olyn Byer, Elora, Ont. (Bethel),

June 20, by Arthur Byer.

Eshleman-Langley: Daryl Esh-

leman, Paradise, Pa. (Mt. Pleas-

ant), and Cheryl Langley, Car-

lisle, Pa. (Brethren in Christ),

June 20, by Kenneth 0. Hoke.

Glick-Yoder: Rodney Glick, Lan-

caster, Pa. (Christian Mission-

ary Alliance), and Glenda Yoder,

Smoketown, Pa. (Old Road),

May 30, by Steve Hammer.
Jantz-Hertzler: Jeff Jantz,

Goshen, Ind. (Glennon Heights),

and Teresa Hertzler, Goshen,

Ind. (Kern Road), June 20, by
Joseph S. Hertzler, (father of

the bride).

Martin-Fisher: Rick Martin, Pas-

adena, Calif. (Charlotte Street),

and Marlene Fisher, Quarry-

ville, Pa. (Nickel Mines), May
30, by Leon Miller.

Noseworthy-Schwartzentruber:
Ivan Noseworthy, Listowel, Ont.

(Pentecostal), and Angie
Schwartzentruber, Milverton,

Ont. (Riverdale), June 13, by

Glenn Zehr.

Parmer-Nafziger: Trevor Parm-
er, Waynesboro, Va. (Spring-

dale), and Kirsten Nafziger,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Park View),

June 6, by Owen Burkholder.

Schrock-Schlabach: Leon
Schrock, Kalona, Iowa (Kalona),

and Robin Schlabach, Parnell,

Iowa (West Union), June 27, by
Mervin Birky.

Steiner-Kehl: Doug Steiner,

West Liberty, Ohio (Bethel),

and Ellen Kehl, Niagara-on-the-

Lake, Ont. (Niagara-on-the-

Lake), May 10, by J. Lester Kehl
(father of the bride).

Stoltzfus-Nicholson: Todd M.
Stoltzfus, Sarasota, Fla. (Ash-

ton), and Myrna Nicholson, Sar-

asota, Fla. (Ashton), June 6, by
Ken Nauman.

Wogoman-Yoder: Tom Wogo-
man and Maria Yoder, Mid-
dlebury, Ind. (Forks), June 20,

by Eugene Bontrager.

DEATHS

Albrecht, Katie (Bontrager), 63,

Pigeon, Mich. Born: July 11,

1928, Mio, Mich., to Dan and
Fannie (Kauffman) Bontrager.

Died: June 30, 1992, Pigeon,

Mich., of a heart attack. Survi-

vors—husband: Roy A. Al-

brecht; children: Donna
Burkholder, Janet Kazlusky,

Betty Birky, Bonnie Crawford,

Glen, Galen; brothers and sis-

ters: Velma Mast, Edna
Schwartz, Leroy, Erie, Omer,
Theodore, and Dan Bontrager;

12 grandchildren. Funeral and

burial: July 3, Pigeon River

Mennonite Church, by Tom
Beachy and Luke Yoder.

Derstine, Willis T., 85,

Silverdale, Pa. Born: Jan. 25,

1907, Bedminster Twp., to Sam-
uel L. and Lizzie Trauger
Derstine. Died: June 23, 1992,

from cardiac arrest. Survivors

—

wife: Mildred Shelly Derstine;

children: Doris Histand, Alma
M. Wissman, Lorraine Van Pelt,

Betty J. Strouse, Mary A.

Appold, Wilmer S., George W.,

Merril S., Abram S., Stanley S.,

Wayne S.; brothers and sister:

Martha T. Landis, Isaac T.,

Noah T., Chester T., Harold T.;

31 grandchildren, 30 great-

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: June 29, Deep Run Men-
nonite Church East, by Arnold

C. Roth.

Moyer, Nelson N., 86, Riegels-

ville, Pa. Born: Aug. 10, 1905,

Montgomery County, Pa., to

Edwin L. and Lizzie (Nyce)

Moyer. Died: July 5, 1992,

Souderton, Pa. Survivors—wife:

Martha Gehman Moyer; chil-

dren: Daniel, John, Edwin,
Grace Aicher, Beulah Walter;

brothers and sister: Wilard, D.

Edwin, Beula Clemmer; 16

grandchildren, 14 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

July 8, Swamp Mennonite
Church, by William A. Brunk.

Nussbaum, Elton, 47, Calico

Rock, Ark. Born: March 28,

1945, Wooster, Ohio, to Willis E.

and Edna (Geiser) Nussbaum.
Died: June 22, 1992, Calico

Rock, Ark., of cancer. Survi-

vors—wife: Freida Stauffer

Nussbaum; father and step-

mother: Willis E. and Elrena;

brother and sister: Arden,
Arvilla Kaufman; stepbrothers

and stepsisters: Virginia Leh-

man, Karen Garnett, Lora
Napolitan, Joyce Weaver, Cur-

tis, Darrel, and Craig Lehman.
Memorial service: June 25, Cal-

ico Rock Mennonite Fellowship,

by Howard Keim and Bill

Detweiler. Burial: Sonnenberg
Mennonite Cemetery.

He served as conference
youth minister for Virginia Men-
nonite Conference, as voluntary

service administrator for Men-
nonite Board of Missions, and
as a pastor in Jamaica, Iowa, and
Arkansas.

Schrock, Lydia J. Miller, 82,

Hartville, Ohio. Born: Oct. 28,

1909, Middlefield, Ohio, to Jo-

seph and Saloma Miller
Schrock. Died: May 21, 1992,

Hartville, Ohio. Survivors—hus-

band: Lester M. Schrock; chil-

dren: Mary Seaman, Alma
Weaver, Betty Hostetler, Kath-

ryn Miller, Lucille Shetler,

Lydia Overholt, Ruth Eby, Mir-

iam Wagler, Pauline Wengerd,
Mervin, Joe, Ray, James, Paul;

68 grandchildren, 66 great-

grandchildren. Funeral: May 24,

Cornerstone Mennonite Church,

by Joe Yoder, Simon Sommers.
Burial: Walnut Grove Cemetery.

Obituary correction: Ethel Pris-

cilla Yoder (June 30, 1992, Gos-

pel Herald) additional survi-

vors—brothers and sisters:

Kenneth Yoder, Alta Bauman,
Mary Nice, and Pauline Brunk.

CALENDAR

Congreso Hispano Menonita, Buf-

falo, NY., Aug. 3-6

Conservative Conference annual

meeting, Beaver Falls, NY.,
Aug. 10-13

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation assembly, Los Angeles,

Aug. 13-16

Mennonite Mutual Aid board
meeting, Chicago, Aug. 14-15

Franklin Conference annual meet-

ing, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 14-15

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual

meeting, Manson, Iowa, Aug. 21-

23

New York Mennonite Conference

delegate session, Syracuse,
N.Y., Sept. 12

Lancaster Conference fall assem-

bly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 17

Mennonite Board of Education di-

rectors meeting, Goshen, Ind.,

Sept. 18-19

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion rV annual meeting, Phoe-

nix, Ariz., Sept. 19

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27

75th anniversary celebration,

Eastern Mennonite College and
Eastern Mennonite High
School, Harrisonburg, Va., Oct.

2-3

Mennonite Publication Board
meeting, Chicago, Oct. 16-17

Region I MDS annual meeting,

Belleville, Pa., Oct. 17

Annual MEDA convention, Den-
ver, Oct. 29-Nov. 1
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THE LAST WORD

Laughing our way to church growth
Most of us don't find evangelism very

funny. When we're looking for comic re-

lief from our desperate or ordinary

lives, we don't generally turn to the church

growth people.

But that's what members of the General Con-

ference Mennonite Church (GCs) appear to be

doing at their triennial sessions in Sioux Falls,

S.D., July 22-26: laughing their way to church

growth.

It comes through "A Resolution to Laugh with

Abraham and Sarah" before the delegates to the

GCs' largest North American gathering. The res-

olution calls for the GCs to start 50 new
churches in the next 10 years.

But why laugh about it?

The resolution says Abraham and Sarah

laughed in disbelief when God told Abraham
that Sarah would bear a child in her old age

(Gen. 17:17; 18:13-14). "Giving birth in adverse

circumstances (such as when one is old or when
budgets are depleted) may seem impossible,"

the resolution goes on. "While we may feel like

laughing in disbelief, let us allow God to do a

new thing through us."

Perhaps we in the Mennonite Church (MCs)

could learn something from the GCs about this

approach to evangelism. We've been in a concert-

ed effort at outreach now for seven years. So far

I haven't seen much laughter coming from Vi-

sion 95.

Of course, evangelism is serious business. So
were the 10-year goals we set for ourselves in

1985:

• 500 new churches;

• 50 percent membership growth in estab-

lished congregations;

• 5 percent increase in giving;

• 500 new overseas missionaries.

By
now, with three years to go, it appears

we won't make those goals. In fact, two

years ago at Oregon 91, half way through

Vision 95, General Assembly adopted an

"addendum" that says we were too ambitious

and made some mistakes. But the addendum
also says we believe Vision 95 is a movement of

God, "calling the Mennonite Church in North

America to renew our commitment to witness."

Looking at what has (or hasn't) happened,
some of us have grown tired. Others are disil-

lusioned or even cynical. Many of us have gone

to other concerns. But a good number are still

working at Vision 95 with zeal and enthusiasm.

I cast my lot with the enthusiasts. Though Vi-

sion 95 hasn't been without flaws (like deciding

to send 500 new missionaries overseas without

consulting with our sisters and brothers in these

countries), significant things have happened as a

result.

For one, people have been saved. New church-

es have been started. As Jesus reminds us in

the parables of the lost sheep and the lost coin

(Luke 15:4-9), just one soul or one church is

worth all the effort of our denomination of the

past seven years.

Vision 95 has also brought the language of

outreach and growth into our churches.

Our congregations have had to make con-

scious decisions on whether to get involved in

outreach. Many are participating in projects

such as LIFE (Living in Faithful Evangelism).

And who knows? God may do a great thing

through us yet. We may not reach our original

goals. But we just may too.

Laughable? That's exactly what the GCs will

be saying if their resolution passes.

Such laughter doesn't make sense. Yet the au-

thors of the GC resolution—the Northern Dis-

trict and the Commission on Home Ministries

—

believe they are responding to the Spirit of God.

They believe in it so strongly they are calling the

GC church to a celebration in the year 2001 to

"thank our Creator for bringing new life among us."

Since our goals are more ambitious, perhaps

we MCs should give ourselves six more years be-

yond 1995 to meet them. Then we could join the

GCs in their celebration. If we are integrated by
then, we can celebrate together. If not, God will

surely accept two voices of praise.

Either way, faith calls us to abandon ourselves

to laughter. The goals of Vision 95 may not be

impossible to reach. Shall we join with the GCs

—

and with Abraham and Sarah—as they laugh?
—

ftp



What we see Jesus, the twelve-year-old wisdom-

seeker, doing in the temple is eliciting a larger

understanding from the keepers of his culture.
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Where shall we
go for wisdom?
There is a hidden, yet not completely

unavailable, flow of wisdom under our

feet. One must try to distill something

valuable from this local experience.

6

9

10

Ifind haunting the picture of a twelve-year-old

Jesus asking questions in the temple. It leads

me to ask: Where do you and I, at 12 and 82,

dialogue with the doctors—the ducteurs of the

flow of our own culture's central themes? Where

shall wisdom be found?

If I can find no wisdom in my own spiritual

family, am I likely to recognize it in other loca-

tions or languages? Meaning, after all, accrues in

any culture, as water gathers and is filtered

through the earth's trillion-fold fissures, and col-

lects, perhaps underground, in a pool. There is

always some water; "there is a river whose

streams shall make glad." There is always some

wisdom. The thing is to find and draw from it.

The accrual of collective memory gives each

culture its special wisdom. Yet the concentration

of wisdom in a person who can speak it remains

a rare thing.

In my own community small deposits of wis-

dom, laid down over the past two and a half cen-

turies, rest on invisible foundations. These are

driven into the immemorial loam of European

by

John
L. Ruth



Surprisingly, it was from the local teach-

ers, and from his parents and jealous
siblings, that Jesus collected the compo-
nents of "the meekness of wisdom,"

memory, reaching back toward Athens, Rome,
and Jerusalem. They are seasoned by African at-

titudes. There is also a hidden—yet not com-
pletely unavailable—lore of our native people,

the Lenape. One must try, over the years, to dis-

till something valuable from the unrefined depos-

its of this local experience.

We have no official ducteurs here—no
professional culture-keepers to consult.

I do make an occasional brief visit to

academia, where I myself once toiled. Here I

check in on what the professors are saying about
the meaning of life and how to respond to it.

Though gaining necessary knowledge there, I

find many more professors than practitioners of

wisdom. In my field of the humanities, there has

recently been much more expression of subtle

opinion than vigorously appreciative response to

great utterances. And I see the professors' families

coming apart as fast as those of my truck-driving

neighbors, who receive no pay for their opinions.

As for the new students who come to the uni-

versities, a recent Atlantic article describes them
sourly as "having sat around for 12 years [in

high school] expressing attitudes toward things

rather than analyzing" (Nov. 1991). The same ar-

ticle quotes my former thesis-adviser as discour-

aged with incoming students' vague notions of

history. They are interested in the fact that

there has been a lot of oppression in the past,

"but they aren't sure exactly what took place,

and they have no idea of the order in which it

happened."

Ialso read a number of periodicals, a list of

which might offend part of my readership. I

generally subscribed to a conservative maga-
zine for awhile, then one with an opposite slant.

There is some wisdom in each kind, along with,

of course, much predictable pontificating. As
Emerson said so succinctly: "If I know your sect,

I anticipate your argument."

In traveling to preach around the country, I've

recognized certain types of listeners. Wise ones

are to be found almost everywhere; they do
more listening than talking, and they are under
no internal pressure to make an impression on a

visitor. Others are filled less with wisdom than

with unsolicited information about the talker's

communal status or credentials. Similarly, on
traveling in Europe, I meet American tourists

whose way of experiencing a different culture is

to explain something to whoever will listen,

within seconds of their having glimpsed it them-
selves for the first time.

Where shall wisdom be found? Sometimes,
under our feet, where—regardless of our whims
and prejudices—it has been gathering for centu-

ries. It is in the crevices of the culture we may
dismiss as overly familiar, thus depriving our-

selves of the authentic first taste of our own life.

The story is told of Henry David Thoreau hear-

ing someone remark how rarely one could find

"Indian" artifacts. In response, he stooped,

picked up an arrowhead at their feet, and sug-

gested that, in view of the alleged rarity, the per-

son might want to take special note of this one.

When the Russian Jewish artist Marc Chagall

was asked the secret of his creative soul, he said

that he was simply returning to the world the

love he had experienced from his mother.

Though living in Paris, it was his memory of

something as common as water that energized

him to recall and lovingly depict the ambience

—

the goats, the kisses, the scrolls, the village atmo-
sphere, the fiddler on the roof—of his simple

childhood.

Of course it can be maddeningly dispiriting

when all one hears through one's early pilgrim-

age is mostly the local gossip, the clinking of

money, the jargon of narrow "professions," the

buzz of the "media." But under it all something
deeper than knowledge can usually be heard: the

nearly silent trickle of underground rivulets of

wisdom. These are the voices that are heard

only when we remove all their competition.

Millennia ago the Danube River took its rise

in the area of present-day Bern, Switzerland. Its

northeastward course was interrupted when the

Suabian "Alb" heaved up, cramping and crowd-
ing its vast system of underground springs. Now
the River's path to the east leads through Ulm,

I've learned more from simple
people with steady souls than
from breathless reporting

back from the latest seminar.

Passau, and Regensburg toward its rendezvous
with the Black Sea.

Driving eastward from Stuttgart toward Ulm,
one descends suddenly, at the foot of the for-

ested Alb, to the town of Blaubeuren. Hidden at

its edge is a tourist-haunted phenomenon called

the "Blautopf'—"the Blue Pot." It's a 70-foot-

deep pool of crystalline azure whose brilliance

demands a response—and provokes a question.
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Wise ones are those who do

more listening than talking,

who are under no pressure to

make a good impression.

Whence, in the midst of such ordinary surround-

ings, comes such jewel-like clarity?

Long after one reads the geological explana-

tion on the adjacent bulletin board—that this is

a filtered effusion of a buried tributary of the

Danube—the sudden impact of beauty shimmers

in memory. Why, here in the middle of nowhere,

such an intense interfusion of blue and green?

Meditative Benedictines have long ago built

next to the Blautopf a cloister, whose main altar

is a kind of recognition of the natural beauty,

done in human terms. But impressive as it is,

the chapel is not what brings one to Blaubeuren.

The attraction is the simple purity of a little

pool that extends its own benediction.

The receiving of wisdom has its conditions.

One can't have the Blautopf on one's own terms.

One must come to it to experience it. Its humble

beauty is only partially imaginable via a coffee-

table reproduction, though that may be one's in-

vitation. And one must be there when the pool

isn't clouded by turgid seasonal freshets. One
must find an angle from the forested bank, from

which the sky awakens most profoundly in the

glassy surface. Even then, one must wait until

the last tourist has clicked his camera and wan-

dered off to the souvenir shop.

Only then is the Blautopf likely to make you

ask yourself your own deeper questions: From
what local subterranean regions have the cur-

rents of my consciousness and concerns actually

risen? Are the spiritual depths from which I

draw closer home than the chatter from New
York, Los Angeles, or Atlanta? While my tongue

has been vibrating with the lingo of media, cam-

pus, therapy, or marketplace, what original

streams have actually fed my primary thirst?

Does their silent gathering produce a calmness

appropriate to wisdom?
Robert Coles, Harvard's widely read observer

of childhood, listens to children themselves to

gain his exceptional insight into human charac-

ter. In my community, I find I've learned more

from simple people who have steady souls than

from breathless reporting back from the latest

seminar. I've often found it necessary to consult

folk-insight— call it horse-sense if you like—in

order to get past the obfuscation of pretentious

language to an understanding of life's major

themes.

What we see Jesus, the young wisdom-

seeker, doing in the temple is eliciting

a larger understanding from the keep-

ers of his particular culture. They themselves, in

their parochial attachments and self-overesti-

mates, may not be particularly insightful. Yet in

dialogue they become channels through whom
real knowledge can trickle. Surprisingly, it is

from them, and from his ordinary parents and

jealous siblings, that Jesus is collecting the com-

ponents—and distilling the beauty—of what his

brother James will eventually recognize as "the

meekness of wisdom."

John L. Ruth, Harleysville, Pa., is associate pastor

of the Salford Mennonite Church. A producer of

several documentary films and videos, John has

recently completed written histories of the Franco-

nia and Lancaster conferences.
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And he said to them, "Take
care! Be on your guard
against all kinds of greed;

for one's life does not con-

sist in the abundance of pos-

sessions.
"

—Luke 12:15, NRSV

READERS SAY

As a child I was sexually abused.

The details are not important.

What is important to me is that

when the abuse became known, local

church leaders helped the offender and
his spouse. As the victim, I was not

given any help or counsel.

The offender did ask for my forgive-

ness. But I found a victim is not usually

free from the sinful act by saying, "Yes,

I forgive you." As the abused person, I

found that no amount of confession or

recommittment of my life to Jesus took

away the unclean and ugly feelings.

I felt I carried a secret that I could

never share. I also kept men at a dis-

tance. I lived very much on the defensive.

For fifty years I functioned as well as

a defeated and burdened Christian

could. The Lord honored my efforts

and even blessed me with a wonderful

husband and a great family. I learned

to put up with my emotions, though

this wasn't the same as healing.

One day I confided with fellow, dis-

cerning Christians with whom I could

trust my secret. That day I asked for

help to get freedom from this event in

my life. As I told them my story, they

first assured me that it was not my sin.

In prayer they loosed me from the per-

sons and places involved and in Jesus'

name prayed for my healing. I became
a new person.

I found liberty by surprise. I even

looked different when I saw myself in

the mirror! I can now affirm that heal-

ing can come.

Name withheld by request

-JT -Then Trust Fails (June 23). I

\/\/ fail to see the value of report-

V ing the violation of public

trust. Rather, reporting magnifies the re-

proach in the eyes of the general public

and impedes the healing process.

Some hold that Mennonites are quick

to relate this type of happening, under

the guise of sharing concern, when per-

haps the real motive is otherwise. To
continue this type of reporting might

well suggest we call this publication,

"The Gossip Herald."

Paul V. Springer

Fisher, III.

Iknow all Mennonite periodicals are

currently struggling with how best to

report unfortunate news about lead-

ership persons disciplined for moral or

ethical lapses. This includes how much
detail to provide without being sensa-

tional and how to combine compassion
and truth. I empathize with your di-

lemma, because I have respect and ap-

preciation for the past contributions

made to the Mennonite Church by the

persons named in these stories. I don't

condone their breaches of trust.

It is misplaced sensitivity, however,

to use vague terms like "sexual

misconduct" with no precision in de-

scribing the conduct that led to disci-

pline. It is misplaced because it does

not silence the imagination or the grape-

vine. If the wider church has the right

to know (and in these instances it

does), it has the right to a frank, un-

sensational statement of facts that re-

moves mystery and titillation.

To illustrate with another type of mis-

conduct, it would have been entirely in-

appropriate for the Mennonite press in

Canada to make only vague references

to "financial misconduct" in the Winni-

peg investment scandal that involved

high-profile Mennonite leaders and re-

sulted in millions of dollars of losses

within the Winnipeg Mennonite commu-
nity.

We need to demystify sexual miscon-

duct within the church. To do this

means naming it. Only then can we as a

church get beyond horrified gossip as

we see the frailty of our leaders.

Sam Steiner

Waterloo, Ont.

uidelines for Reporting Sexual
I —Misconduct. . .(July 7). Basi-

V_^fl cally, I find myself responding

positively to the "guidelines" and to the

way you have been handling these diffi-

cult matters in Gospel Herald.

Ethically, I believe attention needs to

be given to the spouse and family of

the offender beyond what is now hap-

pening. If we protect victims by grant-

ing anonymity, let us be aware that we
are exposing not only the offender when
named publicly but also a family. Now
the family becomes "victim." The fam-

ily thus suffers shame and loss, though

as family they are not "guilty." Can
your guidelines take into account con-

sideration for the spouse and the family

of the perpetrator?

Moreover, "the ethics of anonymity"

troubles me. Is the preference of a vic-

tim to remain anonymous sufficient rea-

son to maintain anonymity? Your
guideline #4 suggests that. But what if

the accuser's motives are vengeful or

confused? While the assumed "due
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READERS SAY

process" preceding publicity ought to

cover this concern, in practice it does

not seem to do so.

Do victims who want to remain anony-

mous realize how they undermine pub-

lic confidence in other persons who
may be presumed to be victims? Do
anonymous accusers realize that if their

practice were generalized, we would

need more protection for persons inno-

cently accused?

For therapeutic reasons, it is proba-

bly necessary to respect the desire for

anonymity in some cases, but to make
anonymous accusations journalistically

respectable seems to me to move soci-

ety toward mutual distrust and malevo-

lence. I know this is a complex issue,

but I have concerns about it.

Erland Waltner

Elkhart, Ind.

Conferences Revoke Credentials

of Leader{June 23). We are dis-

appointed, to say the very least,

in your decision to print a story about

one who has sinned and repented (as

well as your method of coercion in ob-

taining the information). We believe

you owe him and the church an apology.

Did you search the Scriptures, and

your heart, to discern how Christ would

have you respond to the information?

"Let him without sin. . .
." Did you con-

sider, "Do unto others"?

Do you, as Mennonite journalists, re-

ally believe this is "building the

church," as quoted in Guidelines for

Reporting Sexual Misconduct (July 7).

Ken & Irma Weaver

Washington, III.

Board Celebrates Hymnal,
Adopts Racism Goals (June 30).

I note that the Mennonite Publi-

cation Board has adopted a set of goals

on combating racism. Perhaps the Gos-

pel Herald could take a step in that di-

rection by including people of color as

editorial consultants.

Allan Yoder

Elkhart, Ind.

Iwas touched, moved, and inspired

by the entire June 30 issue. Ln a day

when you are struggling over what

to report and how to report it, this

issue is life-giving. It is truly a herald-

ing of the gospel. Unquenchable Fire,

Undying Love is as fine a handling of

the issue of God's church and God's

love as I have seen. Michael King

doesn't dismiss or diminish either as-

pect of God's character but holds them

in a healthy tension, tying God's wrath

to human freedom of choice in a way
that is biblical and theologically sound.

Ultimately, God's grace is amazing, and

we all stand in equal need of it.

I was just as blessed by J. Daryl

Byler's testimony, It Helps to Have an
Eight-Cow Congregation. His under-

standing of the church and his experi-

ence resonate deep within me. God
does call, and the church is where the

real action is.

Finally, your editorials were right on.

God is involved in our lives. God will

speak more often and we will hear

more clearly as we purify our thoughts

and affections. I believe we are called

to make holiness a priority again in a

pluralistic world that loves to see the

church acculturate at the amazing rate

that it is.

Duane Yoder

Hesston, Kan.

The July 7 issue of Gospel Herald

has moved me to try once again

to speak—to ask to be heard—to

ask for something new!

I join with many others in agonizing

over sexual misconduct and abuse in

our homes and churches. I am sad-

dened—saddened for the victims and

the abusers. But this is not a new sad-

ness. I am a woman; to be female in

our society and in our church is to

know abuse, to experience the forces

which victimize and teach women to ac-

cept abuse. Thus I have heard others'

stories, and I feel the utter helplessness

and pain of my sisters whose victimiza-

tion began with a father or a pastor.

My new distress is that now that you

are hearing these stories, your energies,

your agony—meetings, pages of print,

Pontius' Puddle

writing, and the expense that goes with

this—is focused on how to report this

abuse and misconduct!

The real issue is, what in our

churches keeps all of us thinking and

acting in a pattern which is finally ex-

pressed in abuse—abuser and abused?

What is it in the ways we live with each

other, in the ways we teach our chil-

dren, in the language and sermons and

writing, and in the organizations?

Of course, all this is also true of our

society. But the church is to be trans-

formed into a new society, a place

where Jesus' teaching transforms our re-

lationships.

This "new" awareness of and open re-

porting of abuse will not effect change

until we begin to look honestly at our-

selves and ask the deeper questions

which involve all of us. Since you edi-

tors continue the pattern of two males

in position of power (control of what is

and isn't printed), you have responsibility.

I offered earlier in a phone conversa-

tion to be a part of a group which

might meet together to ask the real

questions and to seek to find new ways

to relate. I am not satisfied to learn

that Meetinghouse has spent precious

hours and time on the question of how
to report, that your editorial thinking is

taking that focus. All the while we as a

church continue to ignore the truth and

the real change which would indeed

make us a "new people."

Margaret M. Foth

Harrisonburg, Va.

The day will come when homosexu-

als are not forced into "duplici-

tous behavior" by the church's

reflection of society's homophobia. I'm

sorry the day is not yet here.

Susan Sommer
Tremont, III.
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I met the risen Christ

by

Ted
Koontz

Iwrote in my journal that first morning in Col-

orado: "You know, God, that I do not want to

be here. Why didn't you send the snowstorm
that I so joyfully heard about on the radio yester-

day morning?"

I knew that I, as a white male, would be
blamed for another of the world's ills, this time

for violence against women. I simply didn't want
to hear it yet again, even though I had believed

it was true for 20 years.

"Yes, men do dominate and violate women, in

personal and systemic ways, and it ought to be
stopped," I've felt. "But why are they picking on
me, bringing me here to beat up on me? I'm dif-

ferent. I'm not macho—I'm shorter than Gayle,

and less personally assertive than she. I lectured

already in 1975 about the evils of "maleness" in

our society—especially its violence, often di-

rected against women.
"I encouraged Gayle to do seminary and doc-

When we confess—specifically,

concretely, to others—we open
ourselves to God's transform-

ing power and to new life.

Last February a group of 40 Mennonite male lead-

ers met at Rocky Mountain Mennonite Camp for

a retreat titled "Men Working to End Violence

Against Women. " Sponsored by the Mennonite
Board of Congregational Ministries of the Menno-
nite Church and the Commission on Education of
the General Conference Mennonite Church, the

meeting was led by a group from "Men Stopping

Violence" out of Atlanta, Ga., and seven Menno-
nite women consultants.

Though what happened to each participant var-

ied, almost all who attended afterward said they

experienced a "conversion. " What follows is the

story of one of those participants, as well as a cov-

enant drawn up by the men at the conference.

—Editor

toral work when she had doubts about her abil-

ity to do so. I helped with the creation of the

Task Force on Women for Mennonite Central

Committee. I left graduate school, against the ad-
vice of my professors, to move to Goshen largely

because of Gayle's job. I supported efforts first

to find qualified women, not men, when seeking
to fill positions at the seminary. I accepted
Gayle becoming dean of the seminary where I

teach—her not only now being my equal but my
boss.

Naturally this is a self-serving summary of my
history on these issues, conveniently overlooking
all my ways of maintaining my position of power.
But it reflects how defensive I felt as I went to

Colorado.

Yet I knew, when I was honest with myself,

that there was work for me to do. It had espe-
cially to do with my deep anger, an anger which
was expressed most often to those closest to me,
Gayle and the children. I did not like who I was
becoming—an angry, bitter, hateful, lonely per-

son, one who was destructive of those near me.
That my anger was rooted in festering wounds
brought by situations I could not control. Yet I

felt powerless to hear myself, to forgive, though
I believed that was what I needed. So I longed
for, prayed for, a miracle, though I did not really

expect one.

Because of all this, my journal entry that first

day continued, "Since you didn't send the snow,
God, I take it that you want me here. I will be
overwhelmed these days—I know I need your
presence. I trust you will make this a good time.

When opportunities for growth come, let me
seize them. Hold me this day."

The days that followed were hard, but
good. Many things contributed. A
chance—no, providential—discussion

about "lamenting" as modeled in the Psalms:

owning our hurts, pouring out our venom, con-

fessing our pain. Personal conversations in

which I learned firsthand of the sexual abuse
which some Mennonite women have suffered at

the hands of some Mennonite men. Becoming
clear about the need to confront that abuse and
committing myself to do so. Sitting in a circle

with 12 men, listening to their confessions of

their worst incidents of violence against women,
their patterns of abusive behavior. Confessing

there the worst incident I remembered, my yell-

ing fiercely at Gayle and the children in the car

on the way home from the seminary one eve-

ning. Acknowledging my times of silence, cold-

ness, my flashes of anger which made my family
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in Colorado
wary, perhaps even afraid of me. Not being al-

lowed in that circle to "explain" (and therefore

justify) this abusive behavior but being forced

simply to state it.

I said what I had known in my dislike of my-
self but had never confessed. "I am abusive of

those closest to me." Confessing my sins, con-

cretely, and to others, hearing others confess,

being cared for through it—this was revealing,

empowering, freeing, an experience of grace.

For me an even deeper experience of grace

came through lamenting my hurt, my pain. Mov-
ing beyond my anger required this grieving. And
it required forgiving those who I felt had caused

it. I had known this, of course, and had tried

many times to do it.

Four things were different in Colorado. First, I

had been praying about my pain and anger inten-

tionally for more than a year. I was prepared.

/ discovered I am not only

responsible for my angry ac-

tions. I am also responsible

for my festering wounds.

Second, strangely perhaps, I came to identify

with the stories of women I heard in Colorado.

By doing so I claimed my status as a victim in

need of healing as well as a victimizer in need of

repentance. Third, when I could no longer bear

its weight, I poured out to a friend my pain, my
inability to "fix" things, my desire to be trans-

formed, my helplessness in transforming myself.

Fourth, and perhaps most important, I confessed

my woundedness, my inability to heal myself or

to really forgive.

Yes, I told of what had hurt me. But I told the

story in a different way. I had always connected

my sinful anger with my having been hurt. By
doing so, I had subtly "justified" or "excused"

my behavior. Now I saw my sinfulness more
sharply. So this time—though it was not some-
thing I was consciously aware of then—instead

of blaming someone else, I simply lamented the

pain. I discovered a double confession was neces

sary for my transformation: confession of my sin

(not explaining or misnaming or minimizing it),

and confession of my woundedness (not blaming
someone else for their sinfulness in hurting me).

I discovered that confession had to be made spe-

cifically and to others.

All of this amounts to accepting responsibility

for my own life. I am not only responsible for my
angry actions but also for my festering wounds.

This would normally have led me to feel even

more burdened, bad, angry. I did feel absolutely

helpless, broken. Yet, paradoxically, it was pre-

cisely in coming to this point that I discovered

grace. In confessing my inability to stop being

angry, in confessing my inability to heal myself, I

found something new happening in me.

When I woke early the last morning in

Colorado, I found my burdens were

lifted. I felt joy. I went to look in a mir-

ror to see if it were true. It was. I saw myself

smiling joyfully, broadly, happily (not happy-

sadly) for the first time in years. A friend imme-
diately saw it in my face. That morning I felt a

new love welling up in me, causing me to trem-

ble with excitement, a new love of Gayle, our

children, myself, God.

It was a joyful love, a resurrection love, not

the committed, heavy, sad love of the cross

which I knew well. I felt powerful, and good. I

knew for the first time with absolute certainty

—

not in a "I believe, help thou my unbelief way

—

that God is gracious, powerful, able to make
things new. I knew that the weight of pain and
anger which I had carried was lifted. I knew that

I would be less angry, less impatient, less abu-

sive when I returned to my family. I knew that I

had forgiven, I knew that I was forgiven, I knew
that there was a "new creation."

All of this was the miracle for which I had
been praying, yet not daring to expect. There
wasn't time that morning to talk with the person

to whom I had confessed my pain the day be-

fore, except to say, "This is Easter Sunday for

me." It was the morning when I met the risen

Christ.

The months since Colorado have, naturally,

had their ups and downs. I have felt my
still tender wounds. I have become angry.

I have injured those near me. I have sometimes
failed to reach out, to be vulnerable, when I

sensed I should. Colorado did not make me into

a saint! I long for the "new creation" to be more
fully realized in me.

Yet things are different. The fire of my rage is

put out. My wounds are no longer festering. I

have taken more risks in speaking about things

that matter than I had before—confessing, con-

fronting, celebrating. I have been invited into

the deep parts of some people's lives. I have
known more joy. I have felt God nearer. (continued

So I testify to my learnings from Colorado. on page 8)
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A covenant to break the silence

As Christian men, believing in the sacredness of God's creation and the equality

and mutuality of women and men, we confess that we have both sanctioned and par-

ticipated in the abusive use of power in our relationships with women. We repent of

this abuse and the patriarchy that has made it possible. We understand patriarchy

to be the system in which men and their definition of reality are considered norma-

tive for all and in which women are defined in relation to men.

We call on the Mennonite church to actively oppose the physical, emotional, and

sexual abuse of any person. The primary victims of domestic violence, rape, incest,

and sexual harassment are women and children, and the primary perpetrators of that

violence are men. Therefore we must increase our understanding of violence against

women and children, provide security and ministry for victims, accountability in rela-

tionship with perpetrators, and actively oppose violence in our society and in our

lives.

We commit ourselves to do the following:

1. Break the silence about the oppression of patriarchy (e.g., exclusion of women
from church leadership).

2. Name the sins of abuse, violence, and oppression wherever and whenever we
see it.

3. Listen to, believe, and accept the stories of victims and the reality of women
as defined by them.

4. Continue the process of men experiencing the pain and outrage of abuse

against women and children.

5. Hold all church boards and agencies accountable for abuse that occurs within

their organizations, and is known about and not dealt with in a timely and appropri-

ate manner.

6. Contact one denominational agency and five individual men to tell about our

experience at this event.

We further call on the church to declare and teach that in marriage, abuse in any

form is a violation of a marriage covenant and that persons so victimized in marriage

are not bound in the eyes of the church or God to submit themselves to further acts

of abuse.

We call on the Mennonite Church and the General Conference Mennonite

Church to adopt this covenant at their respective churchwide gatherings.

From the Conference on Men Working to End Violence Against Women, Feb. 9-11, 1992, Divide, Col.

(continued

from page 7)

When we confess, specifically, to brothers and

sisters in Christ our woundedness and our sins

—

that is, our victimization and our abuses—when
we repent—that is, turn concretely, doing what
we can to make things right and relying on

God's grace to forgive the rest—when we open

ourselves to God's transforming power, then

there is hope for new life. God will take our

woundedness and our sins and transform them.

This will happen just when (but not before) we
stop trying to manage or bear them alone. It will

happen when we accept the power which comes
in being vulnerable to others and risk reaching

out. It will come when we yield ourselves to

God's grace, falling into God's arms, allowing

ourselves to be cared for by God.

In God's arms there is a grace, a love, far

deeper than anything we can imagine. It can

transform abusers. It can heal victims. It can

give us a new life of joy, together as women and

men, good creations of a wonder-full God.

Ted Koontz teaches ethics and peace studies at

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind. He and Gayle are parents of three

children—Rachel, Timothy, and Peter.
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CHURCH NEWS

Central America meeting looks

at Columbus, indigenous rights

Santa Clara, Panama (MWC)—The
500th anniversary of the arrival of Colum-

bus provided the theme at a meeting of

Central American Mennonites on July

1-3.

Some 50 delegates from seven countries

attended the 19th annual gathering, which

focused on the topic "500 Years of Con-

quest and Evangelization."

Two of the Mennonite conferences in

Central America consist of indigenous

people.

The Kekchi, associated with the Men-

nonite Church, live in the central high-

lands of Guatemala. The Ebera and

Wounaan, affiliated with the Mennonite

Brethren, live in the Darien province of

eastern Panama.

Before the delegate sessions, members

of these indigenous groups met for the

first time ever.

Kekchi delegates made a 12-hour bus

and boat trip from Panama City to the

area where the Ebera and Wounaan live.

The unprecedented visit allowed these

Mennonites to learn about their different

cultural backgrounds and to fellowship

together.

At the delegate sessions themselves,

church representatives from Belize, Costa

Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,

Nicaragua, and Panama heard three

major presentations on the theme.

The delegates took part in small-group

discussions after each address.

The Europeans who first came to Cen-

tral America failed to recognize the dig-

nity and integrity of the people living

there, Tonny Membora of Panama said in a

presentation on "Culture and Evangelism."

The Europeans saw the region as a

"new world" and destroyed much of cul-

tural richness that had existed before they

came.

Citing Genesis 1, Membora noted that

it is important for Christians to see in the

faces of indigenous people the visible

image of God.

Just as Jesus "emptied himself and

became the "Word made flesh" in a first-

century Jewish culture, evangelism today

must be "an incarnated Word," Membora
continued.

In preaching the gospel, the church

must consider how the Word will become

flesh in a particular cultural context, he

said.

Such an approach will not legitimize all

forms of an indigenous culture, Membora
suggested. However, it will be able to

recognize cultural elements that point

toward the gospel, even as it critiques

other elements.

"There are some who say that what

happened with Columbus—the fusion of

the cross and the sword—doesn't apply

to us," Membora said. "But we must be

careful that our current approaches to

evangelism do not become new strategies

for domination.

"Whoever does not become an agent for

change today is an accomplice to that

reality of domination which still exists

today," he said.

In addition to Membora's address,

Mirella Torres of Nicaragua spoke on

"New Challenges for the Mennonite

Church."

Appealing to the theological heritage of

the 16th-century Anabaptists, she urged

a renewed commitment to a radical gospel

witness, even in the face of possible per-

secution.

In the third presentation, Chester Perez

of Guatemala reflected on the hardship

and suffering of "500 Years of Resis-

tance."

Two pastors, one from the Kekchi tribe

and the other from the Wounaan, led a

communion service at the final session.

In addition to discussions on the con-

ference theme, the meeting included re-

ports from each participating conference.

Delegates also discussed the work of

SEMILLA, a seminary extension program

based in Guatemala.—Patricia Shelly

Eastern Board holds
mission conference
Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—More than

1,000 people gathered for a World Mission

Conference sponsored by Eastern Men-

nonite Board of Missions.

The event was held July 11 and 12 at

Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High School.

On Saturday evening, Lindsey Robin-

son emphasized the importance of

preaching the gospel to all nations.

Robinson, who is associate home min-

istries director for Eastern Board, said

that 13,000 people groups in the world are

still without an established church.

Robinson urged missionaries to incar-

nate the gospel, serve as Jesus did, and

affirm the dignity of all people.

On Sunday, some 50 workers were com-

missioned to serve in 19 countries.

Basing his message on the Book of

Jonah, pastor Dennis Hollinger of

Washington (D.C.) Community Fellow-

ship urged workers not to be deterred by

cultural or spiritual barriers to urban min-

istry.

Like Jonah, Christians today may be

tempted to give up on the city, Hollinger

said. But cities have half the world's

population and great spiritual needs, he

observed.

"God's heart, I am sure, cries for the

city," Hollinger said. "The question is, do

we?"

Lindsey Robinson (left) confers with Lancaster Conference moderator Ervin Stutzman

during the World Mission Conference sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board ofMissions.

Robinson, who is associate director of home ministries for Eastern Board, gave one of the

main addresses at the July 11-12 meeting.
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CHURCH NEWS

Worker stories highlight
mission event in Illinois

Morton, III. (MBM)—Reports from four
overseas workers highlighted a mission
festival sponsored by Illinois Conference
and Mennonite Board of Missions
(MBM).
Nearly 400 people attended the June 28

event.

Missionaries are "not allowed to evan-
gelize or preach" in the People's Republic
of China, MBM worker Margaret Metzler
reported.

"But we are there to provide a Christian

presence," she said. "We can talk and
share about the meaning of life when
students and others inquire."

For two years, Metzler encouraged a

student who was depressed after school
officials caught her cheating.

"She was touched when I told her God
forgives our sins and mistakes 'as far as

the east is from the west' " (Ps. 103:12).

Metzler also told of spending time with
an elderly Christian woman, who spent 27

years in prison. Listening to the woman's
experiences helped to bring healing,

Metzler said.

Stephen Wiebe-Johnson described how
God transformed his life during a difficult

four years he and his wife, Dorothy,
served in Liberia and Ghana.
Liberia was torn by civil war, and his

father died suddenly in the United States.

"I went to West Africa convinced of my
own ability and eloquence," Wiebe-John-
son said. "But I came to realize that only

by God's power were we able to fulfill his

call."

In a separate presentation, Carmen
Pauls reflected on her decision to go to

Israel for a one-year mission internship.

While a student at Bethel (Kan.) Col-

lege, she took a January 1990 interterm

course held in the Middle East. There she
saw the need for "living stones" to help
bring peace to the region.

Starting this fall, Pauls and fellow Bethel

graduate Beky Wiedner will work alongside

Father Elias Chacour, a pastor involved in

peace and reconciliation efforts.

MBM ministries in France received at-

tention in a report by Linda Oyer.

Oyer serves as academic dean and dean
of faculty at the European Bible Institute,

a school with 80 students from 20 differ-

ent nationalities and many denomina-
tions.

"We are called to be part of God restor-

ing people to wholeness," Oyer said. "We
need to be a sign of reconciliation in the

midst of growing racism and hatred.

"The reconciling community can be and
is a tangible reality," she continued, "not
an abstract idea."

Offering money collected at the festival

will go to MBM's work in France and to

Illinois Conference efforts to strengthen
Mennonite congregations among the one
million Hispanics in Chicago.

Allan Howe, mission staff person for the

conference, reported that the fastest

growing churches in the conference are

the six Hispanic congregations.

The Sonido de Alabanza (Sound of

Praise) group has doubled its member-
ship to 210 since moving to the suburb of

Cicero and holding revival meetings,
door-to-door visitation, and discipleship

classes.

Along with reports, the mission festival

included:

• A drama presented by a group from
the host congregation, First Mennonite
Church of Morton, 111.

• Special music by Jim and Janalee
Croegaert of Reba Place Church in Ev-
anston, III, who were joined by James
Krabill, a long-term MBM worker in Ivory

Coast.

• The commissioning of 35 overseas
workers, including three people from Illi-

nois Conference.

—

Phil Richard with
Velma Hirstein

EMC&S board hears
cross-cultural reports
Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—Reports

on year-end finances and cross-cultural

programs highlighted a meeting of the

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary
trustees.

The board met July 10-11 at the school.

Pending final figures, EMC&S expected
to end its fiscal year "with balanced books
and even carry some funds forward,"

president Joseph L. Lapp told the board.

He noted that the college and seminary
had good enrollment and received a rec-

ord $2.95 million in contributions during

the year. (See July 21, 1992, Gospel Her-

ald.)

Lapp also reported on a four-week over-

seas trip that he and his wife, Hannah,
took in June.

The itinerary included a week at the

University of Nizhny Novgorod in Russia,

where 25 EMC students were taking part

in a cross-cultural course.

To see students "interacting in another
culture is invaluable," Lapp said. He
added that it "underscores the impor-

tance" of EMC's Global Village program.
That sentiment was echoed by Calvin

E. Shenk, professor of church studies at

EMC, who led a group of 31 students on
the college's Middle East seminar this

past spring.

Shenk told the trustees he is "pleased
that EMC sends students to this cross-

roads of the world."

There is risk involved in studying in the
region, he admitted, "but most serious
learning involves some risk."

"In the Middle East, one encounters
diverse cultures and religions," he said.

"Peace and justice issues are confronted
head-on, and students encounter numer-
ous questions of biblical interpretation."

Shenk noted that he "saw students
develop compassion for people on all

sides" of the conflicts in the region.

"From that can emerge a sense of hope
and desire for peace," he said.

College dean Lee F. Snyder reported on
a new exchange program with St. Paul's

College in Lawrenceville, Va.

The exchange is part of a national effort

by the Council of Independent Colleges

to link predominantly white schools with
historic black colleges.

Snyder said a meeting at EMC for

professors from both schools was "one of

the most invigorating exchanges we've
had this year." (See July 7, 1992, Gospel
Herald.)

In addition to hearing reports, board
members took action to officially desig-

nate six areas of the campus as an "arbo-

retum."

Five of the areas are located to the

south and east of the college's Suter
Science Center. Included are:

• Peace Park, a garden of perennials

and ground covers that was begun on
Earth Day, 1990.

• Acker Nut Grove, a research site for

native hazelnut species.

• Third World Garden, a series of veg-

etable plots started in 1979 for experi-

menting with alternative fertilizers.

• Community Composting Project, a

collection of material for composting
which is later sold or used at other cam-
pus sites.

• Pinetum, a collection of conifers and
dwarf trees arranged around a reflecting

pool.

The sixth area—the Park Woods Na-
ture Conservatory— is a wooded plot ad-

jacent to the new outdoor athletic facili-

ties. It features an oak-hickory ecosys-

tem.—From a report by Jim Bishop and
Steve Shenk
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Refugee children from Bosnia sing songs of praise at a celebration held by the

Croatia-based Evangelical Theological Seminary. Due to ethnic violence, the seminary

spent the past school year in refuge in a rural corner of Slovenia.

Hardships deepen faith of refugee seminarians

of the entire year," Shenk said.

"Watching news coverage together from

different political perspectives enabled

these young Christians to see how easily

we can be manipulated by the mass

media's wartime propaganda," he noted.

At the same time, the year in exile

reminded many of the seminary's 20 in-

ternational students of growing tensions

among ethnic groups in their home coun-

tries.

"And for two Ethiopian students, whose

country has experienced years of civil war,

coming to the former Yugoslavia was like

dropping from a frying pan into the fire,"

Shenk said.

Students became more intense in their

worship, practice of spiritual disciplines,

and outreach during the year.

When they received aid from abroad,

they shared clothing and food with hun-

dreds of other refugees scattered in

nearby camps. The students also shared

music and Christian literature with the

people around them.

At the seminary's end-of-term celebra-

tion, dozens of refugee children who had

fled Bosnia's Muslim neighborhoods came

to sing lively songs of praise—numbers

learned during the seminarians' visits.

"The trauma and chaos of war can pry

God's people out of settled routines into

new evangelical witness," Shenk said.

The seminary recently returned to Os-

ijek and is preparing for a normal aca-

demic schedule beginning in October.

Windows are shattered and the roof needs

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Ethnic fighting

forced a change of location, and textbooks

were in short supply.

Yet this past school year "will be re-

membered as one of the best" in the

20-year history of a seminary in the former

Yugoslavia, according to N. Gerald Shenk.

Shenk, who is a faculty member at

Eastern Mennonite Seminary in Harri-

sonburg, Va., spent nine years in the

region under joint sponsorship of Menno-

nite Central Committee (MCC) and East-

ern Mennonite Board of Missions.

Now he returns yearly to lecture at

Evangelical Theological Seminary.

Due to constant shelling, the seminary's

students and faculty left their facilities in

Osijek, Croatia, this past October and

took refuge in a rural corner of Slovenia.

MCC workers Emmanuel and Helen

Gitlin of Hickory, N.C., currently teach at

the seminary and accompanied it into

exile.

The kindness of neighbors helped to

compensate for the disruption, Shenk

said.

"Local congregations, Lutheran and

Pentecostal, provided temporary shel-

ter," he noted. "A summer camp became

a winter dormitory. Elderly farm women
brought eggs, fruit, and milk."

Because the student body included peo-

ple from the various nationalities in con-

flict, faculty had to deal directly with

tensions and fears.

"Close attention to relationships among
the 55 students was crucial to the success

repair, but the school's facilities escaped

major damage.

"Croatian television took note of the

seminary's return, for every sign of nor-

malcy in eastern Croatia is welcome,"

Shenk said.

"In the embattled context of what used

to be Yugoslavia, every claim of confi-

dence in the rule of God is a bold, political

act," Shenk observed.

Oyer resigns post
as editor of journal
Goshen, Ind. (GC)—John S. Oyer has

resigned as editor of The Mennonite Quar-

terly Review after 26 years of service.

Oyer's resignation became effective on

July 1. The former editor plans to pursue

his own research and writing and to teach

part time in the Goshen College history

department.

Oyer and his wife, Carol, will spend the

fall trimester in China, as leaders of the

Goshen College Study-Service unit.

Founded at Goshen (Ind.) College in

1927, the Review has an international fol-

lowing as a leading scholarly journal of

Mennonite history and life.

The main reputation of the Review has

been as a journal on 16th-century Euro-

pean Anabaptist studies. But Oyer kept

its pages open to articles, research notes,

and book reviews on a variety of topics.

According to Theron F. Schlabach, pro-

fessor of history at Goshen, the Review

has carried pieces on Mennonite sociolo-

gy, literature, and contemporary thought,

as well as various historical periods.

Oyer edited "a journal of Mennonite

studies, not only a journal of Anabaptist

and Mennonite history," Schlabach said.

Schlabach will serve as interim editor

of the Review until mid- 1993, when John

D. Roth will take over permanently.

Roth serves as associate professor of

history and religion at Goshen College

and is director of the Mennonite Histori-

cal Library.

Before becoming editor, he plans to

complete a book on changes in piety and

political culture in certain French villages

around the time of the French Revolution.

Roth's teaching emphasis is European

history. He earned a B.A. from Goshen

and an M.A. and Ph.D. from the Univer-

sity of Chicago.

The new editor was appointed by the

Mennonite Historical Society, an organi-

zation based primarily at Goshen College

and the Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind.
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Leadership seminar held. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Seventeen
people took part in a June 2-12 seminar for new Mennonite
Central Committee country representatives and administra-

tors. Mennonite Church participants (pictured with their

children) are, front row, from left: Ed and Bert Enns, Calgary,

Alta., to Brazil; James Kurtz, Lititz, Pa., to Laos; Mike
Hofkamp, Denver, Colo., to the Philippines. Back row: Ann
Martin, Harrisonburg, Va., area secretary for East Asia;

Rebecca and Paul Pereverzoff, Akron, Pa., to Jordan; and
Becky Hofkamp, Denver, Colo., to the Philippines.

• Alliman resigns. Kirk Alliman,

president of Hesston (Kan.) Col-

lege, has announced his resigna-

tion. The move is effective this

fall. Alliman will become presi-

dent of American Humanics, a

community service recruitment
firm based in Kansas City, Mo.
Mennonite Board of Education
and the Hesston Board of Over-

seers will appoint a joint com-
mittee to find Alliman's succes-

sor.

• Natives meet. Some 400 peo-

ple from two South American
tribes marked Argentina's In-

digenous Peoples Week with a

meeting near the town of Las
Lomitas. Activities included tes-

timonies about the suffering of

aboriginal peoples and words of

apology from Mennonite and
Roman Catholic representatives,

including Mennonite Board of

Missions worker Willis Horst.

• Tanzanians merge. The three

Mennonite dioceses in Tanzania
have formed a joint conference.

Bishop Salmon Butenge serves

as chair of the group.

• Retired worker dies. Peter
Sawatsky, a former Mennonite
Board of Missions (MBM)
worker in Brazil, died May 26 of

a rare blood disease. He was 70.

Sawatsky and his wife, Alice,

served with MBM from 1954 to

1976. From 1976 to 1988, they
served with a Bible memory or-

ganization in Brazil. A memorial
service was held May 29 at Hope
Mennonite Brethren church in

Minneapolis.

•Phonathon held. The 1992
phonathon at Lancaster (Pa.)

Mennonite High School raised

$105,000 for the school's operat-

ing fund. Some 175 volunteers

called alumni and parents dur-

ing 11 evenings earlier this year.

• Hospital unit opens. Dhamtari
Christian Hospital in India has

opened a new obstetrics and
gynecology unit. The unit pro-

vides space for 80 patients and
is the last major step in a hospi-

tal renovation and expansion
program begun in 1981. The hos-

pital was founded by Mennonite
Board of Missions in 1912. It has
been run by a local board since

1960.

• Tuition help wanted. A Men
nonite school in Chicago is look-

ing for people who can help with

students' costs. The Chicago
Mennonite Learning Center

(CMLC) serves families in the

south and southwest parts of the

city. Most of the families cannot
pay the full tuition of $1,350 a

year. More information is avail-

able from the CMLC office (312

735-9304) between 8:00 a.m. and
3:00 p.m. or from Pauline Ken-
nel (708 894-3676).

• Schipani takes leave. Daniel

Schipani, a professor at the As-
sociated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries in Elkhart, Ind., has
been granted a leave of absence
to lecture in the Netherlands
during the 1992 fall term.
Schipani will speak and teach at

three universities on liberation

theology. Prior to the term, he
will attend a European Menno-
nite meeting in Belgium, take

part in a Mennonite-Baptist di-

alogue in Amsterdam, and
preach and teach in Spain.

• Scholarships given. Two Ohio
students have been named re-

cipients of endowed scholar-

ships from the alumni associa-

tion at Eastern Mennonite
College, Harrisonburg, Va. Jen-

nifer R. Kuhns of Kidron and
Michael Shank of Apple Creek
will each receive $1,000 toward
their freshman year of study at

EMC. The scholarships are

awarded each year to new stu-

dents who are children of

alumni, with preference given to

families that have been involved

in church service.

• Issue skipped. Gospel Herald
will not publish an issue on Aug.
18. The regular weekly schedule
will resume on Aug. 25.

• Pastor transitions:

Glenn Coblentz was installed on
July 12 as pastor of Longe-
necker Mennonite Church near
Winesburg, Ohio.

• Missionary transitions:

Dennis and Connie Byler returned

to Spain on June 29. The couple

serve under Mennonite Board of

Missions, assisting several
Christian renewal fellowships in

Burgos. Their address is c/o San
Cosme 7-D, 09002 Burgos,
Spain.

Delbert and Frieda Erb, Menno-
nite Board of Missions workers
in Argentina, arrived in the

United States on June 28 for a

six-month North American as-

signment. The couple work in

leadership training, seminary
teaching, and congregational

seminars with the Argentina
Mennonite Church. Their ad-

dress will be c/o MBM, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515-0370.

Stephen and Margot Longley con-

cluded their assignments with

United Mission to Nepal (UNM)
in June. Stephen was computer
systems analyst for UNM, while

Margot was involved in support
work for the agency. The
Longleys arrived in Turku, Fin-

land, on June 29. Both will work
in a private children's home
called Kuttula—Margot as an
art teacher and Stephen in busi-

ness management and comput-
ers. Their address is Nisse
Kavonkatu 6A4, 20610 Turku,
Finland.

Everett and Margaret Metzler re-

turned to the United States on
June 24 for a two-month North
American assignment. The cou-

ple serve with Mennonite Board
of Missions and China Educa-
tional Exchange (CEE). Everett
taught English at Sichuan Nor-

mal University in Chengdu,
while Margaret provided pasto-

ral care to CEE workers. Their

address is 204 Garden St.,

Goshen, IN 46526.

David Yeazell, Mennonite Board
of Missions worker in the
People's Republic of China, ar-

rived on June 29 for a two-

month North American assign-

ment. Yeazell serves with China
Educational Exchange as an
English teacher at Sichuan
Teachers College in Nanchong.
His address is c/o Gene Yeazell,

2925 Chelsea Woods Dr.,

Valrico, FL 33594.

• Coming events:

Afro-American Mennonite Associa-

tion annual meeting, Los Ange-
les, Aug. 6-9. The theme is

"Walking Together in Unity."

The meeting will include wor-

ship, fellowship, business, sem-
inars, and a youth rally. Sessions

will be held at the University of

Southern California, with a con-

cluding worship service at Cal-

vary Community Church in In-

glewood, Calif. More information

about the meeting is available

from AAMA president Stan
Maclin, Sr., at PO Box 8141,

Richmond, VA 23223; phone 804

643-1200.

Black Gospel Music Festival,

Spruce Lake Retreat, Can-
adensis, Pa., Aug. 22-23. Featured

artists will be Keith Pringle, Carl-

ton Burgess, and the Columbia
Union College Choir, all ofWash-
ington, D.C. More information

from Spruce Lake, R 1, Box 605,

Canadensis, PA 18325; phone 717

595-7505.
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• Job openings:

Director, mental health program,

West Liberty, Ohio. Ben-El

Child Development Center, the

children's mental health pro-

gram for Logan and Champaign

counties in Ohio, is seeking a

person to guide and oversee the

operation of its outpatient and

partial hospitalization pro-

grams. Candidates must have at

least a master's degree in social

work or counseling and be a

LISW or LPCC. Clinical and

management experience are

also required. Send resume to:

James Burkett, executive direc-

tor, Adriel School, Box 188,

West Liberty, OH 43357.

Teachers, Hinkletown Mennonite

School, Ephrata, Pa. Openings

for a full-time music teacher and

a part-time technology education

teacher for the 1992-93 school

year. Contact Mr. Schneck at

717 354-6705.

• Change of address:

Philip and Julie Bender from
Accra, Ghana, to 2109-D Cam-
bridge Dr., Goshen, IN 46526.

NEW MEMBERS

Assembly, Goshen, Ind.: Britt

Kaufmann.
Chestnut Hill, Columbia, Pa.:

Doreen Ebersole, Erica

Hershey, Dan Kreider, Mike
Shenk, and Benji Zeiset.

First, Morton, 111.: Carl

Vogelsang and Margaret
Vogelsang.

Huntington, Newport News,
Va.: Eddie Herb, Melissa

Brank, and Martha Blosser.

Martins, Orrville, Ohio: Edna
Troyer, Julia Kandel, and Brian

Curie.

Salem, Shickley, Neb.: Randy
Noel, Chad Oswald, Derek
Schweitzer, Corey Swartzen-

druber, and Matthew Swartz-

endruber.

Seventh Ave, New York, N.Y.:

Vera Banks, Marva Cooper,

Aura Espinosa, Derwin Greene,

Jennifer Hardy, Keisha Pannell,

and Shyleen Wesley.

Washington Community Fel-

lowship, Washington, D.C.:

Miki Abbott, George Barnes,

Stephen Beckham, Lisa
Grohowski, Ken and Jeanne

Hoffner, Adrianne Larson,

Brian and Ginger Martin, Me-
linda Mercer, Tim Slaper, Steve

and Kristen Roach, Jackie

VanderBrug, and Gretchen van

der Veer.

Wayside Chapel, Pedro, Ohio:

Randal Fisher and Leroy Sharp.

BIRTHS

Cowerd, Jonathan and Lisa

(Bauder), Broken Arrow, Okla.,

Jennifer Rachel Lee (first child),

March 21.

Herschberger, Scott and Crystal

(Miller), Nokomis, Fla., Olivia

Darlene (first child), July 13.

Hershberger, Merlin and Pam
(Busick), Sarasota, Fla., Bryan

Jay (second child), June 8.

Horst, Jeffrey and Julia (Steffy),

Gordonville, Pa., Tanner Gar-

rett (third child), July 1.

Horst, Nevin and Tamara
(Schaffter), Dalton, Ohio,

Thomas Dean (first child), July 4.

Klassen, Sheldon and Beth
(Hiebert), Phoenix, Ariz., An-

drea Renee (third child), June 5.

Leighty, Garry and Karen (Roth),

Washington, Iowa, Kyle John

(first child), May 9.

Litwiller, Doyle and Sharon (Os-

wald), Hopedale, HI., Thomas
Grant (third child), July 16.

Miller, James and Beth
(Slaubaugh), Goshen, Ind.,

James Philip III (first child),

July 1.

Moore, David and Melanie (Hart-

man), Keams Canyon, Ariz.,

Stephanie Julia (first child), April

4.

Reed, Ed and Connie (Derstine),

Green Lane, Pa., Erika Morgan
(first child), July 14.

Rheinheimer, Dennis and Teresa

(Broach), Goshen, Ind., Victoria

Carmen (third child), June 11.

Shank, Larry and Wendy (Kidd),

Waynesboro, Va., Jared Mi-

chael, (third child), June 29.

Stiglets, William and Imelda, San

Diego, Calif., Stephen Dale (sec-

ond child), Feb. 8.

Switzer, George and Carla Kay
(Jones), Newport News, Va., Na-

than Emmanuel (first child),

June 27.

Van der Woude, Victor and Lau-

rie (Kropf), Winnipeg, Man., Al-

yssa Taylor (fourth child), June

24.

Yoder, Elwood and Joy (Risser),

Harrisonburg, Va., Philip Jason

(third child), July 9.

MARRIAGES

Bauman-North: Kendal Bauman,
Elmira, Ont. (Elmira), and Jen-

nifer North, Goshen, Ind. (Col-

lege), July 4, by Wayne North.

Davis-Frey: Morris L. Davis, Jr.,

Brevard, N.C. (Wesleyan), and

Elizabeth Frey, Akron, N.Y.

(Clarence Center-Akron), April

11, by Morris Davis, Sr. (father

of the groom).

Gerber-Stacey: Paul Gerber,

Wellesley, Ont. (Mapleview), and

Linda Stacey, Heidelberg, Ont.

(Lutheran)
,
July 1 1, by Victor Dorsch.

Hill-Mast: Ralph Hill, Dayton,

Va. (Nazarene), and Christine

Mast, Harrisonburg, Va. (Harri-

sonburg), June 27, by Samuel

Janzen.

Leaman-Smoker: Shawn Leaman,

Morgantown, Pa. (Conestoga),

and Jennifer Smoker, Honey
Brook, Pa. (Conestoga), July 11,

by Amos K. Stoltzfus.

McGinty-Richter: Michael

McGinty, Quakertown, Pa.

(Swamp), and Susan Richter,

Quakertown, Pa., June 27, by

William A. Brunk.

Ricer-Bixler: Edward Ricer, Orr-

ville, Ohio (Baptist), and Jolene

Bixler, Orrville, Ohio (Martins),

July 11, by Vincent Frey.

Stucky-Kroeker: Terry Stucky,

Hutchinson, Kan. (Whitestone),

and Lisa Kroeker, Hutchinson,

Kan. (Bethel), May 2, by D. A.

Raber.

Wagler-Ramseyer: Brian

Wagler, New Hamburg, Ont.

(East Zorra), and Heidi
Ramseyer,Tavistock, Ont. (East

Zorra) June 27, by Vernon Leis.

Williams-Leichty: James Wil-

liams, Gulfport, Miss. (Gulf-

haven), and Linda Leichty, Gulf-

port, Miss. (Gulfhaven), July 5,

by David Kniss.

Yancey-Fazzino: Daniel Yancey,

Sarasota, Fla. (Bay Shore), and

Kristine Fazzino, Sarasota, Fla.

(Bay Shore), May 23, by Howard
S. Schmitt.

Volunteers oriented. Irwin, Ohio (RMM)—Ten Voluntary Service workers took part in

orientation at Rosedale Mennonite Missions on June 13-15. The volunteers and their family

members are (from left): Anna, James, Susanna, Lydia, Cynthia, and Nathaniel Fath, Harrison,

Ohio, to Cincinnati, Ohio; Sandra Sonifrank, Singers Glen, Va., to Irwin, Ohio; Kendra

Crossgrove, Glen Flora, Wis., to Louisville, Ky.; Earl Troyer, Pryor, Okla., to Irwin, Ohio;

Tammy Miller, Accident, Md., to Louisville, Ky.; Leah Hershberger, Millersburg, Ohio, to

London, Ohio; Sharon Weaver, Reinholds, Pa., to Jackson, Miss.; Jennifer Miller, Millersburg,

Ohio, to London, Ohio; and Jana Lee Mullett, Woodburn, Ind., to London, Ohio.
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DEATHS

Beachey, Melvin, 56. Born:
March 1. 1936. Howard Counts-.

Ind., to Manasses and Katie

(Beachy) Beachy. Died: June 13,

1992. Kokomo. Ind. Survivors

—

wife: Ada Trover Beachey: sons:

Daryl, John, Gregory, Douglas,

Timothy: brothers and sister:

Ezra, Menno, Jon, Shirley
Roaden: 10 grandchildren. Fu-
neral: June 16, Howard-Miami
Mennonite Church, by Mick
Sommers and Lee Miller.
Burial: Christner Cemetery.

Bender, Verda Catherine, 77,

London, Ont. Born: June 6,

1915, Tavistock. Ont., to Noah
S. and Magdalena Ruby Bender.

Died: June 16, 1992." London,
Ont. Survivors—brothers and
sisters: Fanny Gingerich, Man.*

Gingerich, Ervin and Ezra
Bender. Funeral: June 19, Val-

ley View Mennonite Church, by
Doris Weber. Burial: Steinmann
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Blosser, Aquila H., 86. Sterling,

111. Born: March 28, 1906,

Harrisonburg, Va., to Perry J. and
Ada (Lehman) Blosser. Died:

July 3, 1992. Sterling, 111. Survi-

vors—wife: Mabel Frey Blosser:

children: Elvin Perry, Darrell

Lee, Laverne Daniel. Elaine
Stuckey: brothers and sister:

Oren. Eugene, Amos, Mary Kay
Yoder; 13 grandchildren. 10

great-grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: July 8, Science Ridge
Mennonite. by S. Roy Kaufman.

Derstine, Sara A., 86, Souder-

ton, Pa. Born: Franconia. Pa., to

Joseph and Sallie (Alderfer)

Halteman. Died: June 21, 1992,

Souderton, Pa. Survivors

—

stepdaughter: Irene Moser;
brother and sisters: Horace

Halteman. Alice Kratz, Susan
Schantz: 7 stepgrandchildren,

22 step-great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Isaiah D.

Derstine (husband). Funeral:

June 24. Souderton Mennonite
Homes, by Henry L. Ruth.

Dove, Jerry Duanne, 41, San
Francisco, Calif. Born: April 21,

1951. Harrisonburg, Va.. to

Alden and Violet (Cullers)

Dove. Died: June 14, 1992, San
Francisco, Calif. Congregational

membership: Cross Roads Men-
nonite Church, Timberville, Va.

Graveside service: July 2,

Mount Grove Church of the

Brethren Cemetery, by Stanley

R. Freed.

Golbeck, Flossie May, 83. Born:

May 24, 1909, Kitchener, Ont.,

to Ramond and Annie Emorv
Golbeck. Died: July 1, 1992,

Kitchener, Ont.. of heart failure.

Congregational membership: Stir-

ling Avenue Mennonite Church.

Funeral: July 3. Schreiter Sand-

rock Funeral Home, by Paul Mar-

tin. Burial: Mount Hope Cemetery.

Gotwals, Alice C. (Hagey), 60,

Souderton, Pa. Born: May 29,

1932, Franconia, Pa., to Jonas G.

and Katie L. (Clemens) Hagev.
Died: July 6, 1992, Lansdale, Pa.

Survivors—husband: William S.

Gotwals: children: Bradley H.,

Joan Yoder; brother and sisters:

Jonas C. Hagey, Jean Miller,

Elizabeth Hagey, Eva Clemmer;
half sisters: Beatrice Ruth and
Velma Derstine: 2 grandchil-

dren. Funeral and burial: July 9.

Franconia Mennonite Church,

by John M. Ehst and Russell

Detweiler.

Hamilton, Phoebe Naomi, 87.

Born: Oct. 18, 1904, Oronogo,

Mo., to James and Emma (Sny-

der) Hamilton. Died: June 4,

1992, Harper. Kan. Survivors

—

brother and sister: Joe, Hannah
Hamilton. Funeral and burial:

June 6, Pleasant Valley Menno-
nite Church, by Weldon Mar-
tens and Leo McCarron.

King, Paul M., 83, West Libertv,

Ohio. Born: Jan. 6, 1909, Logan
County, Ohio, to Amos and Nan-
nie (King) King. Died: July 11,

1992. Ohio. Survivors—wife: Ida

Hartzler King; children: Don,
Lorraine Hoover, Donna Walker;

sister: Vernane Headings; 7

grandchildren, one great-grand-

child. Predeceased by: Wayne
(son). Funeral and burial: July 15,

South Union Mennonite Church,

by Randy Reminder.
Lehman, Earl S., 71, Goshen,

Ind. Born: Feb. 20, 1921, Lan-
caster, Pa., to George E. and
Leah (Martin) Lehman. Died:

May 27. 1992. Survivors—wife:

Areta Graber; children: Samuel,

Joseph. Esther Kawira, Benja-

min, Jonathan; brothers and sis-

ters: G. Irvin, Maurice, Claire,

Ruth Sensenig, Gladys Kennel.

Jane Stoltzfus; 6 grandchildren.

Funeral (private): May 21, Col-

lege Mennonite Church, by
James Waltner. Burial: Elkhart

Prairie Cemetery. Memorial ser-

vice: June 28.

Miller, Keri Lynette, 13, Mount
Joy, Pa. Born: Sept. 29, 1978,

Lancaster, Pa., to Richard and
Ann Miller. Died: June 25. 1992.

Mount Joy, Pa., of Batten's dis-

ease. Survivors—brother and sis-

ter: Christopher, Kelly. Funeral

and burial: June 29, Erisman
Mennonite Church, by Eric Hen-
derson, Norman Shenk, Andrew
Miller, and Abram Hoover.

Mover, Nelson Nyce, 86, Riegels-

ville. Pa. Born: Aug. 10, 1905,

Harleysville, Pa., to Edwin L. and
Lizzie Nyce Moyer. Died: July

5. 1992, Souderton, Pa. Survi-

vors—wife: Martha Gehman
Moyer; children: Daniel, John,

Edwin, Grace Eicher, Beulah
Walter; brothers and sister: Wil-

lard. D. Edwin, Beulah Clemmer;
14 grandchildren, 16 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial: July

8, Swamp Mennonite Church, by
William Brunk and Winfield

Ruth.

Shantz, Orville, 79, Kitchener,

Ont. Born: Sept. 2, 1912, Peters-

burg, Ont., to William and Ve-

ronica Shantz. Died: June 18,

1992, Kitchener, Ont. Survi-

vors—wife: Kathryn Martin
Shantz; son: William; 2 grandchil-

dren. Funeral: June 21, Ratz-

Bechtel Chapel, by Brice Balmer.

Burial: First Mennonite Church
Cemeterv.

Yoder, Ethel G., 89, Goshen, Ind.

Born: April 25, 1903, Sterling,

HI., to Samuel E. and Mary
Ellen (Mamie) Reisner Good.
Died: June 20, 1992, Goshen,
Ind. Survivors—son and daugh-
ter: John Howard, Mary Ellen
Meyer; brother: Charles Good;
11 grandchildren, 15 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

How-ard C. Yoder (husband) and
Charles Good Yoder (son). Fu-
neral services: June 23, College

Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind.,

by James Waltner and Virgil

Gerig, and June 24, Oak Grove
Mennonite Church, Smithville,

Ohio. Burial: Oak Grove Menno-
nite Church Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Afro-American Mennonite Associ-

ation assembly, Los Angeles,

Aug. 6-9

Conservative Conference annual

meeting, Beaver Falls, N.Y.,

Aug. 10-13

Mennonite Mutual Aid board
meeting, Chicago, Aug. 14-15

Franklin Conference annual meet-

ing. Cove Valley. Pa., Aug. 14-15

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual

meeting. Manson, Iowa. Aug. 21-

23

New York Mennonite Conference

delegate session, Svracuse,
N.Y., Sept. 12

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 17

Mennonite Board of Education di-

rectors meeting, Goshen, Ind.,

Sept. 18-19

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion IV annual meeting. Phoe-
nix, Ariz.. Sept. 19

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27

75th anniversary celebration.

Eastern Mennonite College and
Eastern Mennonite High
School. Harrisonburg. Va., Oct.

2-3

Mennonite Publication Board
meeting, Chicago, Oct. 16-17

Region I Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice annual meeting, Belleville,

Pa., Oct. 17

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Oct. 22-24

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 22-

24

Southeast Conference annual
meeting, Brooksville, Fla., Oct.

23-25

Annual MEDA convention, Den-
ver, Oct. 29-Nov. 1

Region III Mennonite Disaster

Service annual meeting. Roach,

Mo., Oct. 30-31

Workers start. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Four people have

begun Voluntary Service assignments with Mennonite Board
of Missions following orientation on June 23-28. They are

(from left): Nancy Miller, Goshen, Ind., to Mashulaville, Miss.;

Jennifer Dillon, South Bend, Ind., to Washington, D.C.; Alice

Price, Akron, Pa., to La Jara, Colo.; and Wanda Wyse, Haven,

Kan., to Brownsville, Tex.
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Page One

to the

Climactic

Finale

Johnny Godshall:

A Pilgrim's Process
Johnny Godshall, a famous

televangelist, has a nervous breakdown.

Then he finds himself in the company of

Christian, the pilgrim John Bunyan
imagined taking a journey toward Christ

in Pilgrim 's Progress. In a beat-up van,

Johnny and Christian retrace Bunyan's

classic journey in this novel by Glenn
Lehman.
As he travels through Ambivalencia,

Totalitaria, Secular City, and more, Johnny
discovers what no one likes to face.

Bureaucratic power, puffery, vanity,

money, exploitative psychology, world

domination schemes, and more are

ultimately empty—no match for the God
who alone brings joy.

Paper, $8.95; in Canada $10.95.

Available through your local bookstore

or by calling 1 800 759-4447; in Canada
call 519 746-2872 (Provident Bookstores

—MC, Visa, Discover). If ordering by

mail, please include 10% for shipping

—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers,

add 7% of total for GST.

Teen and Adult
Fiction Series

New!

Reuben
Growing up in an Amish home is no

protection from peer pressure. Reuben
struggles to balance wanting to prove

himself to his friends and living up to the

expectations of his parents. On a dare

Reuben tries to show how fast his horse

Princess can run and trouble erupts. In

the aftermath, Reuben wonders if he will

ever again feel at peace with himself.

Volume 5 in the Ellie's People series by
Mary Christner Borntrager.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50.

Also available:

Elite, Rebecca,

Rachel, Daniel

Herald Press
Dept. GH

New!

Hagar
The biblical story of Hagar is dramatic

but often forgotten. This gripping novel

by James R. Short rescues Hagar from her

obscurity.

Abraham needs her—and rejects her.

When Abraham wants the son his barren

wife, Sarah, cannot offer, he turns to

Hagar, who gives him Ishmael. But then

Sarah miraculously gives birth to Isaac.

Now Abraham no longer needs Hagar

and Ishmael. Shott's account shows the

pain and joy Hagar's love for Abraham
must have brought her. Book 3 in the

People of the Promise Series.

Paper, $6.95; in Canada $8.95.

Qeopjeofihe promise

Also available:

Leah andJoseph

DP 616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive

Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7
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THE LAST WORD

What does it mean to 'be biblical
9
?

As a child of God, who doesn't want to be

known as a follower of the Word? Your Gospel

Herald editor certainly does.

But I get letters: "Keep your magazine bibli-

cal," one person writes. "Stick to the Word of

God," another says.

I'm trying to determine what that means.

1. Should we print Bible verses with our fea-

tures? Some religious publications do. I've as-

sumed Gospel Herald readers are biblically liter-

ate and can build bridges between what they

read in this magazine and the biblical text.

2. Or does being biblical mean just dealing

with subjects found in the Bible? Some writers

would suggest it does. We who edit Gospel Her-

ald believe we need to deal with all the subjects

that face the child of God.

3. Perhaps being biblical means starting with

the Bible before jumping to applications. We try

to include biblical text when possible. But we
also want to make sure readers know how we
think the Bible should be applied.

4. I hope being biblical doesn't mean pre-

senting material that always agrees with one's

personal interpretation of the Bible. Some mail I

get hints toward that. It's a temptation we all

face: to validate what we believe by constantly

hunting for that which agrees with us.

For Gospel Herald that presents a real chal-

lenge. If the Mennonite Church is anything, it is

a group of God's followers with a diverse set of

beliefs and opinions. It is a group that disagrees,

often vigorously, with how each interprets the

Scriptures.

What should we do with this diversity?

I believe it must become part of the content of

this magazine. We must hear each other out. We
must try to understand how each thinks—and

why.
• Yes, some of our material is for inspiration

and confirmation. The community of faith can-

not always question and wonder. Sometimes we
do need to confirm who we are and what we be-

lieve.

• But not always. So some of Gospel Herald

material is for challenge. What are the new areas of

growth for us? How can we be ever more faithful?

• And some is for discussion. (Here, I sus-

pect, is the source of most of the "be biblical"

admonitions.)

We must discern together what is truth for our

day. It must be rooted in the Word of God. But
it must also have application for our lives. We
can only interpret Scriptures for our time as we
talk together about what they mean.

A common human problem is to think of our-

selves as the centers of truth. And to want to de-

fine as sisters and brothers just those persons

who agree with us.

But to do so is to be idolatrous. It is to set

ourselves up as gods. That is surely not what it

means to be biblical.

—

jlp

Discerning the truth

Yet we must be careful lest we put all our

eggs in the discussion basket. Discussion can go

on endlessly. Groups too can talk themselves

into anything if they keep after it long enough.

We must also take time to listen to the voice

of the Spirit. We must find those times to be

quiet, to open ourselves to the nudgings of the

Spirit, to pray for new light and new thoughts.

For me it happens best on the seat of a bicy-

cle on a warm summer afternoon going up and

down the hills of western Pennsylvania. I used

to think of those times as wool-gathering and

free-associating. More recently I've come to see

that occasionally the Spirit can break through

with a new idea or a new possibility for action.

But that nudging must be tested. It must be

shared with the community of faith. Sometimes

what we come up with will be from the Spirit.

Some times it will be no more than our own wild

imagining.

Even in Gospel Herald. That's why I wish my
readers were like apostle Paul's listeners in

Beroea: "They welcomed the message very ea-

gerly and examined the scriptures every day to

see whether these things were so" (Acts 17:11b).

That is what it really means to "be biblical."

—
flP
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Another look at Matthew 18:

How do we confront
sexual misconduct
by church leaders?

Some say Jesus' words are the basis for

maintaining privacy in dealing with sin.

Others fear this interpretation blames

victims and allows for even more abuse.

What should the church do about the coming

population crisis. Have no more than two biological

children say a biologist and a sociologist (page 6).

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

We stand at the brink

of a population disaster

GC delegates pass
resolution on abuse

6

9

Hesston, MBE to look

for Alliman successor 11

When Ruth, a young friend of mine, was

making plans to move to another city

to begin graduate studies, she asked

me for some suggestions about where to live.

Since I knew there was a Mennonite congrega-

tion in the city where she was moving, I gave her

the name and address from the Mennonite Year-

book of the person listed as leader for that con-

gregation. "Call him," I encouraged. "I'm sure he

could help you find some housing options."

Later Ruth told me that she had found housing

through another channel, and I forgot about our

exchange.

A few months later, Mary, another friend, told

me that she had experienced sexual misconduct

by the leader I had recommended to Ruth. Mary

did not feel that the matter was resolved, al-

though she had participated in a process which

attempted to work at the problem. Mary was

one of several female survivors from abuse by

the same leader.

Imagine the combination of dismay, questions,

by

Nancy
R. Heisey



Too often the first thing survivors of
sexual misconduct are urged to do is to
jump to verse 21 where Jesus counsels
Peter to forgive seventy times seven.

and relief I experienced—dismay that I had
given the leader's name to an unsuspecting
young woman; questions about why his name
was still listed in the Mennonite Yearbook; and
relief that Ruth had not taken my advice.

While I had been involved in matters related
to sexual misconduct by church leaders in sev-
eral ways before, it was this experience with
Ruth and Mary that pushed me to take another
look at Matthew 18. From my childhood I had
been taught that the Bible provides us with a
model for dealing with sin in the church. Now in
the context of the recent churchwide discussion
on sexual misconduct by church leaders, I've

often heard Matthew 18 referred to.

Some have suggested the chapter as the basis
for maintaining privacy around any processes re-

lated to sexual misconduct by leaders. Others, in-

cluding Bethany Theological Seminary professor
Lauree Hersch Meyer, fear that: "Using Mat-
thew 18 when power has been abused brings on
more abuse. Falling back on Matthew 18 helps
abusers blame their victims and use their still-

powerful authority to further abuse."

"If another member of the church sins
against you, go and point out the fault when
the two of you are alone. If the member lis-

tens to you, you have regained that one. But
if you are not listened to, take one or two
others along with you, so that every word
may be confirmed by the evidence of two or
three witnesses. If the member refuses to lis-

ten to them, tell it to the church; and if the
offender refuses to listen even to the church,
let such a one be to you as a Gentile and a
tax collector.

"Truly I tell you, whatever you bind on
earth will be bound in heaven, and what-
ever you loose on earth will be loosed in
heaven. Again, truly I tell you, if two of you
agree on earth about anything you ask, it

will be done for you by my Father in
heaven. For where two or three are gathered
in my name, I am there among them."
—Matthew 18:15-20, NRSV

Matthew 18, one of Jesus' five major dis-
courses presented by that Gospel writer, has as
its central theme the nature of life in the new
community of Jesus' followers. The first four-
teen verses are full of concern for the children,
the "little ones," the lost sheep. They pronounce
harsh woe on anyone who causes a little one to
stumble and give radical advice on how to deal
with something that leads a community member
to stumble. The parable of the shepherd and the
lost sheep in verses 12-14 underlines that the
first section of chapter 18 is directed, not exclu-
sively but very clearly, to the leaders of the com-
munity.

It
is noteworthy that verses 15-17, which out-

line the process for dealing with a member of
the community who sins against another, im-

mediately follow the shepherd parable. The in-

structions assume that the offense is not widely
known in the community, since otherwise the
counsel to deal privately with the matter would
be irrelevant.

As outlined in Matthew 18, the first step in
dealing with sin is for one person to go alone to
confront the other person with offense. Some
early manuscripts of this verse do not include
the defining phrase "against you" to describe
the nature of the sin. This phrase may have
been added to make this section more parallel
with the advice in verse 21. Note also that the
Leviticus reference from which this advice was
taken calls the offended party not to hate, but to
reprove (Lev. 19:17).

Step two, in verse 16, describes what happens
if the offender does not "hear" the private con-

Forgiveness does not start

with the survivor. The entire

community is responsible for
restoration and forgiveness.

frontation. The word used for "hear" carries the
more forceful meaning of "heed" or "obey." The
confronting member takes one or two others,
again quietly, to meet with the offender. While
the original provision for two or three witnesses,
found in Deut. 19:15, outlined the method of con-
firming a crime, the concept was seen as a broad
defining principle in Jesus' time.

Further, while there are no other exact paral-
lels to ttys instruction elsewhere in the New Tes-
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tament, the idea of taking witnesses as part of

church discipline occurs elsewhere (2 Cor. 13:1;

1 Tim. 5:19). The role of the witnesses, while it

may be to underline from their own knowledge

the offense, is more immediately to confirm the

conversation and the response of those present.

Step three, in verse 17, defines what occurs if

the second meeting bears no fruit of acknowledg-

ment or repentance in the offender. The con-

fronter and the witnesses present the matter to

the entire local congregation. The intent of this

step is to add authority to the effort to convince

the offender of the sin. The ultimate goal is not

condemnation of the offender, but reconciliation.

An offender who refuses to be convinced by the

whole body should no longer be considered a

member of that community. However, as has

been often stated, even that step should be

taken with a view to the restoration of the mem-
ber.

Verses 18-20 underline the authority that the

community has to carry out such discipline.

Despite the abuses of power that they

faced, all survivors of sexual misconduct

by church leaders who have shared their

stories with me have nevertheless made an ef-

fort to take the first step: private confrontation.

But their experience was that the offender re-

sponded by attempting to persuade them that

they were not correct in their perception that

something was wrong. When they asked other

church members or leaders for help, a number
of these survivors experienced disbelief and un-

willingness to act. And rarely has the process

gotten close to step three.

Many fellow church members, even if they are

willing to begin a process of confrontation, urge

survivors of sexual misconduct by leaders to

jump from verse 16 to verse 21, where Jesus

counsels Peter to forgive another community

member seventy times seven. The call to forgive

often inappropriately replaces a clear call to

bring the matter to the community when the of-

fender has not clearly repented and offered resti-

tution privately.

Another look at this passage suggests several

important things for us as a community of faith.

1. In many cases of offense in the church, it is

wise for the one offended to begin with a private

confrontation with the offender. But in the case

of sexual misconduct by a leader, the potential

for further abuse makes that a difficult if not im-

possible step. Matthew 18 seems to allow an-

other to go to the offender on behalf of the vic-

tim.

We must publicly begin to encourage this ap-

proach. Those who have experienced such a

breach of trust should know that they are free to

find a trusted friend in the community as soon

as they are aware of the offense against them.

They should be free to ask for assistance in plan-

ning for a confrontation.

2. The call for two or three witnesses does not

mean that sexual misconduct can only be con-

fronted after several persons have been victim-

ized. Two or three witnesses are needed to as-

sure the victim that the offender has heard and

heeded the call for an end to the sin. The re-

sponse of the one confronted—even if a situa-

tion arises where there has been a misunder-

standing rather than a victimization—should be

one of openness and readiness to assure the se-

curity and well-being of the one confronting.

Early confrontation of sexual misconduct by

leaders may also spare those leaders from de-

stroying themselves, their families, and their ca-

reers by repeated later offenses.

3. The church faces a difficult problem be-

cause we are no longer simply a local body or

even a loose network of local bodies. When the

"taking it to the church" of step three describes

a local community process, how do we deal with

church leaders of broad reputation? Whether the

offenses of such well-known leaders have oc-

curred in one community or in different places,

For the future well-being of

the church, we must design

meaningful ways for church

leaders to be accountable,

if those offenses have already affected many peo-

ple, I believe that the sense of Matthew 18 al-

lows for the broader church to be informed

when an offender refuses to listen to the few

witnesses.

But more essential for the future well-being of

the church, we must design and insist upon truly

meaningful ways for church leaders to be ac-

countable to a local community. Members of a

local community might insist that their leaders

develop a relationship of accountability with a

spiritual director. Communities which are home
to persons with leadership roles in the broader

church might call those leaders to a similar ar-

rangement or set up a special accountability and

(continued on page 8)
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READERS SAY

In
response to Paul A. Kaufman's let-

ter (May 19): If you send money in

the mail to that self-supporting min-

ister in Dar es Salaam, it will likely not

arrive. If your check were to arrive, he
would likely pay a large percentage of it

in order to cash it with money chang-

ers. More seriously, it would likely

cause division rather than build up the

body of Christ.

When Paul took collections for the

church in Jerusalem, individuals gave,

but it went as a contribution from one
church to another. I am very sorry that

giving through church agencies seems
impersonal to you. As a worker in one
of those agencies, I feel personally sup-

ported when you give. I feel personally

responsible to see that those funds that

I am carrying on your behalf truly reach

the needy "in Jerusalem." It is my hope
that when you read of the work of Men-
nonite Central Committee or a mission

board, you will find ways to remind
yourself, "Those are the funds God
gave through me. I am part of that."

Carol Rose
MCC, Philippines

As a recent worker in the Ghanian
church that Philip and Julie

Bender wrote a letter about
(May 26), I offer these reflections:

What may be relevant to Tanzania
may not apply to Ghana. In essence, a

case-to-case approach should be
adopted in dealing with the poor sisters

and brothers in the developing world.

Generalized prescriptions or remedies
could be troublesome.

What is "walk with" or

"identification" as mentioned in

Bender's letter and in the article to

which they refer: A Third of Our Fam-
ily Doesn't Have Enough to Eat
(March 31)? Should identification be a

^ Pontius' Puddle

continuous or a continual process? In

other words could there be "growth" on
the part of poor sisters and brothers if

identification becomes endless? Can fa-

tigue occur? Can a concept of "a level

playing field" be adopted to expunge
the perceived dishonesty Benders men-
tion about missionary renumeration as

against that of receptor church work-
ers? Will there be harmony if a mission-

ary salary is reduced to the level of the

poor sisters and brothers? Is it possible

to halt this "high-tech" mission ap-

proach and return to the biblical basics:

go light and carry no purse?

Missions today has expanded to in-

clude not only church planters but also

evangelists, doctors, teachers, philoso-

phers, and development specialists. I

crossed paths with a diversity of

churches during my seven years work
with the church in Ghana. I met with

elite missionaries who worked meticu-

lously helping poor brothers and sisters

but simply couldn't jettison their West-
ern lifestyles. Affluent. Very affluent.

On the other hand, I also glimpsed
missionaries who were down to earth

and lived the same lifestyles as recep-

tor church members. The elite as well

as the modest missionaries, in my opin-

ion, should have a place in modern-day
mission dynamics. They all have some-
thing to offer the poor.

Edmund Bannerman
Harrisonburg, Va.

Gospel Herald has improved in nu-

merous ways recently, but the im-

provement I welcome most is

your courageous commitment to report-

ing sexual misconduct and abuse. If

your critics think that bringing such
events into the open reflects modern
permissiveness, they couldn't be more
wrong. Truth-telling, when responsibly

done, is a highly effective form of disci-

pline. From a theological standpoint, I

see your actions as a move toward a

very old and nearly forgotten Menno-
nite commitment—to accountability

within the fellowship.

From a psychological standpoint, the

weight of study and experience support
the end of secrecy. "No more heavy se-

crets." The shift toward this attitude in

the larger church, which Gospel Herald
is helping to create, is surely one of the

most constructive steps toward individ-

ual, family, and congregational health

that has taken place in the church for

many years. Thank you!

On a different note, I was troubled by
the report, AMBS Programs Denies
Admission to Homosexual (June 23).

As an official church agency, AMBS
must balance a difficult mix of inter-

ests, which I do not feel I can second-

guess from halfway around the globe.

But, on the other hand, my conscience

will not allow me to be silent regarding

a decision with such decisive implica-

tions for so many suffering people
within our midst and beyond.

The reality of homosexuality is, for

me, one of the most vexing questions I

face as a human and as a Christian.

What to do with the fact that for an es-

timated 10 percent of all people, includ-

ing Christians, the most powerful drive

God has given happens to be directed

away from biological, social, and theo-

logical norms? I do not believe that any-

body who has ever really heard the

desperate struggle of a homosexual (or

a parent or sibling) to deal with this

fact, and to the enormous self-loathing

that often results, could offer a simple

answer to this dilemma.

In much of life, relational and spiri-

tual health is served by decisiveness, I

believe. But there is also a time to wait,

to linger in ambiguity, to weep in unan-

swerable pain, to struggle for further

light. In regards to homosexuality, I be-

lieve that now is the time for the latter.

I wish that, to the extent possible, our

church institutions would "tarry yet a

little longer" regarding formal deci-

sions, whether positive or negative, with

policy implications regarding this issue.

After all, even our all-knowing God vac-

illated and dallied in response to some
biblical situations of wickedness that

® were much more clear-cut than this one!

|
Meanwhile, let every believer live in

| the path of incarnation. Find the oppor-
= tunity to set aside all fears, stereotypes,

ALL Rl&UT, GrOD, SO WE'VE PLAVED A LITTLE
HARD8ALL WITH YOOR PLANET. SO VJE'VE"
DESTROYED A FEW (AILLVOK ACRES OP FOREST,
POLLUTED A FEW TUOOSAND NULES OF RlV/ERS,
EXTERMINATED HUNDREDS OF /""U
AUIfACkL SPECJES. THERE'S
NOTHING- YOG DO
ABOUT IT I
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READERS SAY

and judgments and with undivided at-

tention hear and enter into the agony

that many homosexuals and their fami-

lies feel. Studies indicate that in a

church fellowship of one hundred mem-
bers, there would be at least ten candi-

dates for such a conversation.

Ron Kraybill

Cape Town, South Africa

This note is to commend Gospel

Herald and Jim Smucker for a

fine article, Four Things I Need
from My Church (July 14). As Menno-
nite businesspeople, we want to be fully

a part of the church. We need to con-

tribute with our God-given gifts, but we
also need support and nurturing from

our pastors and brothers and sisters in

Christ.

R. Lee Delp

President, MEDA
Lancaster, Pa.

Iam deeply appalled and troubled by

Is Jesus Christ the Last Word of
God? (June 2). I say this in light of

the many scriptural teachings that there

is only one Savior, one way to God.

The word is paramount. Humanistic

philosophy does not bring salvation, nei-

ther do good deeds, high ethics, or

good intentions.

The question of the title is the same
one found in Gen. 3:1b, "Yea, hath God
said?"

Both reflect doubt, confusion, and un-

belief about the Word of God. Both
question what God has revealed.

I am surprised that a Mennonite pas-

tor could pen such a humanistic-cen-

tered article. I am doubly chagrined

that the editors of our official church

paper would print such garbage.

Ivan I. Miller

Elkhart, Ind.

With great dismay, anguish, and
pain I read "Committee Sup-

ports Ethnic Moderator-Elect"

(May 19). I experienced the item as

very, very racist.

Why do we need to announce how lib-

erated we are, how free of prejudice? In

telling the world—well, at least the

Mennonite world—that we are "in favor

of 'the selection of a person of color as

moderator-elect,' " are we not really an-

nouncing how full of systemic and
maybe personal bias we really are?

How unusual, how extraordinary it

would be, we are saying, to find a per-

son of color capable of churchwide lead-

ership. See how much these persons of

color need our assistance in preparing

them in becoming capable of leader-

ship. We overlook the fact that all

those qualities may already be present

if only we were free of prejudice and

would let those gifts be exercised.

Were we to take time to ask and lis-

ten, would not people of color tell us

that part of their struggle is always

needing to "prove" themselves compe-

tent? To persons of the dominant group

we give a much easier credence and

greater acceptability while ethnic peo-

ple need to "demonstrate" their compe-

tence before we grant them a role. In

one job setting I watched ethnic col-

leagues being given less status, less de-

cision-making power, less scope for use

of abilities, and they said, "yes, we
often feel we are and will always be sec-

ond-class citizens in this country."

When advertising a job opening, to

say, "Persons of color, women, and mi-

norities encouraged to apply," is a state-

ment of prejudice (and just possibly an

unacknowledged recognition of how
much these individuals have been dis-

criminated against). To indicate quali-

ties needed for a position are cultural

sensitivity, skillfulness in working with

diverse groups, and able to be cultur-

ally relevant is quite another approach;

it focuses on skills needed to perform

in a certain role without defining people

by categories or by groups, rather than

as individuals with skills and abilities.

Oh, the subtleties of prejudice, and
how guilty we all are. Prejudice has

been defined as being "like a cobweb;

it may not be visible; but if I walk into

it, I feel it across my face." I believe

this one may have been felt by the eth-

nic people we are trying to support, en-

courage, and approve. God give us clarity,

grace, and humility so we can all accept

each other as one in God's love.

Ruth Nisly

Portland, Ore.

You are to be commended for your

courage and sensitivity in the

press coverage of the painful

topic of trust violation. In order to main-

tain the integrity of your publication

there was no alternative! The time of

keeping silence and hushing the un-

pleasant must be ended. Thank you for

doing what had to be done.

Lois M. Martin

Lancaster, Pa.
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Now faith is the assurance of
things hoped for, the convic-

tion of things not seen. . . . By
faith we understand that the

worlds were prepared by the

word of God, so that what is

seen was made from things

that are not visible.

—Heb. 11:1, 3, NRSV
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We stand on the brink of

We are fast approaching the place
where the earth can no longer support

any more human beings. What can and
should the church do about this crisis?

by Carl S. Keener

and Calvin W. Redekop

Human beings must cut down on reproduc-

tion. That's the startling conclusion more
and more people are coming to as they

try to deal with increasingly serious environmen-

tal problems.

In 1991, the U.N. Population Fund said, "The
planet's problems can be put simply: People are

just ruining the place. Population growth has a

profoundly adverse effect on the environment."

Supporting this view, editors of The Global

Ecology Handbook (1990) conclude that all re-

search now indicates that "slowing population

growth is the most effective single measure for

alleviating the [entire] range of global problems'"

(p. 314). Yet this conclusion has been resisted

by most societies and scientists for many genera-

tions.

We Mennonites are among the resisters. The
larger Mennonite family has contributed dis-

proportionately to population growth in the past.

The Hutterites, approached their biological ca-

pacity to reproduce in the early 20th century.

Others of our family have not been far behind.

Is Mother Earth now like the fabled mother
who had so manv children she didn't knowy what

to do
1

?

Sal

Consider the growth of the world's popula-

tion in recent centuries. Human popula-

tion reached one billion by 1800. In 1925,

125 years later, it was 2 billion. But in an addi-

tional 35 years, another billion was added. In

1974, 14 years later, there wrere 4 billion humans.

By 1987, the human population topped the 5 bil-

lion mark, and before the 21st century another

billion will be added.

At the current rate of growth (1.8 percent), the

human population of the world will double every

39 years. This is not linear growth; it is exponen-

tial growth.

At the present net growth per year of 1.8 per-

cent, there are about 247,000 extra persons

added to our planet every day. That's a pretty

good sized town. It comes out to about 170 extra

persons per minute.

Complicating the picture is the fact that

human population growth is very unequal.

Some countries— e.g., Sweden, Germany

—

have a low (less than 0.2 percent) growth rate.

Other countries (chiefly those in the third world)

have an annual growth rate of over 4 percent.

For example, if the population in Kenya keeps
growing at its current rate of 4.1 percent, it will

double every 17 years. Such unequal growth

rates will have enormous political and social con-

sequences for the 21st century, a century when
our grandchildren and great-grandchildren will

come of age.

The causes of this population explosion are

complex and subtle. They include traditional so-

cial and religious norms for big families, nega-

tive attitudes toward birth control, modern agri-

culture with its greatly increased food production,

and worldwide improvements in medicine and sani-

tation.

Whatever the causes, it is increasingly clear

that we don't have much time left before a catas-

trophe of monumental proportions occurs. In-

deed, the outcome is grim. Experts debate the

upper limits of the earning capacity of the

planet. Some put it at 16 billion.

But a human being needs more than food,

clothing, shelter, and water. People need
Lebensraum—natural living space. They

need other physical and psychological compo-
nents necessary for a good life. As population

grows, all the physical necessities required for a

humane existence must likewise grow exponen-

tially. This means that the number of schools,

hospitals, houses, sanitation and waste disposal

facilities, lumber and fuel supplies, electric

needs, and good water—all must increase expo-

nentially as wr
ell.

If this does not happen, the human quality of

life will change dramatically—for the worse. In

fact, the human suffering index, based on ten

measures of human welfare, shows a high correla-

tion between the annual growth rate and the mis-

ery now experienced in many countries.

People are hard on the environment, locally

and globally. Garbage and solid waste is threat-

ening to choke humanity7
. The United States

alone increased its solid wTaste production from

88 million tons in 1960 to 158 million tons in

1986. Garbage dumps are almost full. Land turn-

ing to deserts (30 acres per minute), soil erosion

(25 billion tons per year), and deforestation (loss

of forests roughly the size of Pennsylvania per

year along with persistent destruction of the

ozone layer and increasing carbon dioxide levels
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a population disaster

(up 10 percent in the last 30 years) and loss of

species (at least one per hour)—all pose immense
threats to the welfare of the human species.

Add to these potential disasters the prob-

lems of urban sprawl and inner-city con-

gestion, crime, and breakdown in

participatory democracy. We are forced to ask,

where will our grandchildren find tranquillity,

safety, and a clean environment?

The forecast is not good. Unless the human
species conserves now and begins to live more
simply, and have fewer children, the outcome of

our wanton and greedy ways will be very un-

pleasant indeed. Environmental conservation

means controlling the rampant creation of more
and more consumers, who are the cause of pollu-

tion.

Historically there have been three ways to re-

duce the numbers of humans: (1) war—a violent,

short-term solution; (2) mass-starvation—an ef-

fective, long-term, but immensely distressing so-

lution, and (3) a ravaging pestilence, such as

AIDS. None of these are ethically acceptable.

But the key point is that no population can ex-

pand indefinitely, human included. Even if all of

the present inhabitants of the globe were to be-

come fully environmentally concerned at this

very moment, the pressures on the environment
are still going to increase exponentially if the

population growth rate continues.

What should be our response? Barry Com-
moner, sees many third world popula-

tion problems resulting from white
dominance and colonialism. He proposes that "if

the cause of poverty is the grossly unequal distri-

bution of the world's wealth, then to end pov-

erty, and with it the population crisis, we must
redistribute that wealth, among nations and
within them" (Making Peace with the Planet).

If population growth is such a critical issue,

why haven't more people stood up to warn of its

dangers? First, it has been long, assumed that

global overpopulation was simply not possible.

Second, in traditional societies, many children

are a source of security for aging parents.

But in the Western countries, there is a more
sinister reason for this silence. Western market
economies are based on profit created by pro-

duction and consumption. Increased profit is de-

pendent on increased consumption. Increasing

consumption to produce more wealth for the vari-

ous financial interests means that more consum-
ers are needed. In other words, babies equal con-

sumers.

During the current recession, increasing dura-

ble goods and auto sales and housing starts are

considered critical to get the economy moving
again. Small wonder, then, that no one in the

commercial and industrial sector raises the issue

of slowing down population growth. It would be
bad for the economy and for each of us person-

ally. It appears we would rather destroy the qual-

ity of the environment for our grandchildren

than curtail our standard of living.

How shall the Christian respond to a society

saturated with waste, destruction, and greed?

Christians should have no
more than two biological

children. If we want more
children, we should adopt.

We offer three suggestions:

1. Scale down living standards. This will help

reduce pollution, allowing us to share our wealth
(energy, time, and money) with needy persons.

2. Have no more than two biological children.

If we want more children, adopt. This point, par-

ticularly, exercises many Christians—reproduc-
ing is a private and God-given right! But at what
point will the human species fulfill the command
to be "fruitful and multiply" and to "fill the

earth" (Gen. 1:28)?

3. Think globally. What is happening in Lan-
caster County, Pa., or Holmes County, Ohio,

may not reflect accurately what's happening in

the rest of the world. According to the English
philosopher G. E. Moore, we have a moral obliga-

tion to leave the world a little bit better than we
found it. And Jesus asks us to take on the suffer-

ing and needs of others.

The time is here for action, to tell the good
news of salvation. But without works, such rheto-

ric and pious intentions are literal death for bil-

lions. Not only must we ask whether there will

be faith by the year 2050. We must also ask
whether there will be any altars of unhewn (un-

polluted) stones left as a memorial for future

generations.

Carl S. Keener, State College, Pa., is professor of
biology and curator of the Seed Plants Herbarium
at Penn State University. Calvin W. Redekop,
Harrisonburg, Va., is a retired professor from Con-
rad Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont, whose teach-

ing included courses in ecology.
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How do we confront sexual misconduct?
(continued from page 3)

support group for those leaders. If leaders are

not ready for such personal accountability, then

the church must withhold the credibility of

broader leadership from them.

What does it mean to forgive those who
have offended while in their capacity as

leaders? How can they be reconciled to

the community?
We cannot ignore Jesus' words about forgive-

ness, which conclude this chapter on the new
community. These words underline that the pro-

cess of forgiveness is not cheap. Perhaps a first

step would be to agree that, in the same way
that a victim of such sexual sin need not be the

one to confront the offender, the survivor is not

called on first or alone to forgive.

Rather, it is the entire community which is re-

sponsible for restoration and forgiveness of the

offender who is ready to take the road back to

fellowship. If that work is faithfully carried out,

the survivor may, in the fullness of time, also be

freed to forgive.

Nancy R. Heisey, Akron, Pa., is currently taking

seminary courses in addition to her work as asso-

ciate executive secretary for Mennonite Central

Committee. This article was commissioned by

Meetinghouse, a consortium of Mennonite and
Brethren-in-Christ publications.

The community is responsible

for restoration and forgiveness

of the offender. If carried out

faithfully, the survivor may
also be freed to forgive.

We GotYourMessage

You asked us to find a way to lower your health

insurance costs. Now we have. Pf* With our

new Basic Benefit Plan, you can save money

—

lots of it. And you'll still get the solid protection

you need from big medical bills.

(ft

Look into Basic Benefit Plan today! It's one

of three competitive health plans we offer to

meet the unique needs ofyou and your family.

Check out our Optima and Extra Protection

plans too. pf^ Get afree, no-obligation

price quote!Just call 1-800-662-6747 or

contactyour mutual aid counselor.

Mennonite
MutualAid Not available in certain states
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CHURCH NEWS

General Conference delegates resolve

to stop violence and plant churches

A Native group leads one of the joint adult-youth worship services at the General

Conference assembly in Sioux Falls, S.D.

Sioux Falls, S.D.—A resolution to stop

men's violence against women was the

issue debated most when General Confer-

ence (GC) Mennonites met for triennial

business sessions on July 22-26.

During the conference this resolution

underwent numerous editorial and con-

tent changes. At the last business session

it passed handily as "a resolution against

interpersonal abuse," not as "a resolution

on male violence against women" as orig-

inally drafted.

New words made the resolution inclu-

sive of women's violence against others.

The original draft read: "We live in a

society whose structures imply men's

power and superiority over women.

Within that system many Mennonite fa-

thers, husbands, employers, and even

church leaders have used their power in

oppressive and violent ways."

The approved statement reads: "We

live in a patriarchal society whose struc-

tures imply power and superiority of some

(overwhelmingly men) over others (usu-

ally women and children). Within that

system many have used their power in

oppressive and violent ways."

Not everyone agreed with the changes.

John Braun of Seattle said the resolution

departed from the original intent.

"This came from a group of men who

were confronted with their own violence

and the complicity of violence against

women," Braun said. "[These changes]

give women equal responsibility with

men. I'm ashamed that most of the change

has come from men, not women."

Indeed, only a handful of women ad-

dressed the resolution on the conference

floor. Those who did voiced support of

the statement's call to "believe and feel

the pain of those who have been violently

abused or sexually harassed" and to hold

abusers accountable for their actions.

Other resolutions passed by the dele-

gates included one "to laugh with Abra-

ham and Sarah" (see editorial in July 28,

1992, issue).

This resolution calls for the GCs to

plant 50 new churches in the next 10

years. The title refers to the Old Testa-

ment story of Abraham and Sarah, who

gave birth to a child in old age.

The resolution compares their faith to

that needed to start new churches during

a time of depleted budgets.

Hubert Brown, outgoing Commission

on Home Ministries executive secretary,

said he hoped the resolution would bring

about "a sense of new energy and adven-

ture to reach out to communities of need.

"I want to laugh with Abraham and

Sarah," he said. "I want to believe in

God's ability to bring peace and justice

and good news."

A resolution on health care in the

United States came to the floor when U.S.

delegates met separately prior to the tri-

ennial sessions.

The resolution calls for basic health

care for everyone, an emphasis on preven-

tion and wellness, and recognition of the

limits of life and financial resources. It

lays out expectations for congregations in

healing and caring for members.

In a worship service on the theme

"After Five Hundred Years," GCs offered

an apology to the Native peoples of the

Americas. The apology came in a litany

after the audience heard Emma LaRoque,

Metis from Winnipeg, Man., reflect on

human freedom and justice.

"We regret that our striving for comfort,

wealth, and freedom brought harm to the

Native peoples," the litany read. "We
confess that . . . many times our response

to your generosity was an insatiable greed

for more land and for control of the

Creator's earthly resources."

In other business, delegates approved a

letter to U.S. President Bush expressing

dismay at the threat of renewed military

action against Iraq.

The Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind., received ap-

proval for a capital fund drive, to begin

next year. GCs will be asked to contribute

$3.7 million to this drive.

In a myriad of reports from commis-

sions and boards, delegates heard that

membership increased last year for the

first time in nearly a decade. GC churches

now have more than 60,000 members.

Financial statistics were more sobering,

however. While total giving to all causes

through churches has tripled since 1975,

the amount going to GC structures is

declining rapidly.

If current trends continue, "We will see

a change from the local church using 35

percent of its income at home to using

over 65 percent," reported Gary Franz,

planned giving director.

This change has affected GC mission

work.

"In 1970 we had 198 mission workers,"

Franz reported. "Today we predict that

we will end 1992 with 91 mission work-

ers—a 54-percent decrease."

Darrell Fast of North Newton, Kan., was

elected moderator for a three-year term.

Bernie Wiebe of Winnipeg, Man., will be

assistant moderator.

About 2,000 GCs from Canada and the

United States came to Sioux Falls for the

conference. Over 500 of these were youth,

meeting at a separate location. Some 270

were children.

The Conference of Mennonites in Can-

ada (CMC) also held its annual sessions

at Sioux Falls immediately prior to the

triennial conference. This marked the sec-

ond time in its 90-year history that the

CMC conducted business outside Can-

ada.

GCs will meet next in 1995 in Wichita,

Kan. That session will be conjoint with

the Mennonite Church (MC). It is ex-

pected that a decision on merging the two

groups will come at that event.

—

Beth

Hege (GCMC) and J. Lome Peachey
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CHURCH NEWS

Merger discussion lively

at GC triennial sessions
Sioux Falls, S.D.—Integration with the

Mennonite Church (MC) prompted vigor-

ous discussion at the triennial sessions of
the General Conference Mennonite
Church (GCs).

Possible merger of the two groups was
discussed in a series of small-group ses-

sions and on the conference floor. GC
youth, meeting in a separate convention,

spent one day on the topic.

"People are asking honest questions

—

things that don't quite seem polite to talk

about," said Ruth Naylor of Bluffton,

Ohio, who serves on the Integration Ex-
ploration Committee.
One of these impolite topics was the

identification of "sacred cows."
"We have two—one in each group," said

James Gingerich of Moundridge, Kan.,
who is cochair of the committee.
He identified Eastern Mennonite Board

of Missions, Salunga, Pa. (MC), and the
Conference of Mennonites in Canada,
Winnipeg, Man. (GC).

Gingerich described Eastern Board as

a district conference mission program
with strong constituency support. That
support probably would not transfer to a

new integrated mission effort, he sug-

gested.

"How ironic," Marvin Zehr of Wichita,
Kan., said. "We say we are integrating to

be more effective in mission. And now we
say we can't integrate our mission agen-
cies."

"But if we wait to integrate until we
have one mission structure, we will never
integrate," said Florence Driedger of Re-
gina, Sask., outgoing GC moderator and
a member of the integration committee.
Gingerich said the Conference of Men-

nonites in Canada has indicated it must
continue in any new integrated structure.

An association that includes GC and du-
ally affiliated churches across Canada,
CMC has been developing a strong iden-

tity in recent years.

CMC held its annual sessions in Sioux
Falls immediately prior to the GC trien-

nial sessions. During that meeting it took
steps to become even stronger, according
to some observers.

This included approving a restructuring

plan that would increase its involvement
in missions and higher education. Also
discussed was a possible new CMC
publication.

Some delegates challenged the idea of
nonnegotiable sacred cows.

"When an organization is prepared to

look at merger with no strings attached,
the move works, and there is greater
efficiency," said Neil Heinrichs of Winni-
peg, Man., president of the Manitoba
Mennonite Conference. "But if we come
with any assumptions, then I have doubts
about any cost efficiency or that it will

work."

Studies show that all denominational
mergers have resulted in less partici-

pation and less loyalty of members, an-
other delegate observed.

"We've looked at that," Gingerich said.

"We may be naive, but we think the
Mennonite church is different."

He noted that MCs and GCs have been
working together for many years in vari-

ous projects. This was not the case in

many other denominational mergers.
Also under discussion was how colleges

and seminaries would be governed under
a new structure.

MC schools currently report to the
Mennonite Board of Education. GC col-

leges are more independent, reporting

only to their own boards.

In their discussions, youth wanted to

know how integration would affect their

lives.

"After we finish this, will integration

between us and the Mennonite Brethren
be next?" one asked.

Some voiced concern over whether a
GC church surrounded by MC churches
would be overwhelmed. Several asked
whether GCs would need to start wearing
head coverings should integration occur.

"When are we one denomination?"
Gingerich asked in summing up one dis-

cussion. "Are we one denomination only
when we are finally structurally together?

"Or are we one denomination when we
believe alike?" Gingerich asked, pointing

to current work on a new conjoint MC/GC
confession of faith.-^/. Lome Peachey

f

at
Sisters Dorothy Rolin (left) and
Ruby Barnhill sing at one of the

evening worship services during

the United Native Ministries

Assembly.

Native churches hold
gathering in Alabama
Atmore, Ala. (MCGB)—Mennonites

from Native churches across the United
States and Canada took part in the bien
nial United Native Ministries Assembly
on June 29-July 3.

Two Creek congregations in southwest
Alabama— Gospel Light and Poarch
Community—hosted the meeting.
The United Native Ministries Council

(UNMC) sponsored the event.

Day sessions involved 150 participants

in morning prayers, worship, congrega
tional reports, fellowship, and tours. Eve-
ning preaching sessions attracted about
300 people.

Children met in separate sessions, as
did about 35 youth.

Clarence Rolin, Steve Cheramie, Bryon
Major, and Larry Haskie preached on the
theme "Living for Christ." The speakers
represent Creek, Houma, Ojibway, and
Navajo churches, respectively.

A number of church agencies were rep-

resented at the event. Guests included a
delegation from the Cree community in

Riverton, Man., which is affiliated with
the Native Ministries program of the Con-
ference of Mennonites in Canada.
Daryl Byler, a member of the executive

committee of the Mennonite Church Gen-
eral Board, officially welcomed the
UNMC as an associate group of General
Board.

Melba Martin of Mennonite Board of
Missions (MBM) presented a $500 check
to UNMC president Tom Burbank for the
Council's "500 Fund."

The purpose of the fund drive, which
has been endorsed by General Board, is

to help change the circumstances of Na-
tive people so that the next 500 years will

bring greater equality and sharing.

From its formation in 1987 until March
31 of this year, the Council was funded
and sponsored by MBM. On April 1, the
UNMC became responsible for its own
budget and programs as a Mennonite
Church associate group.

MBM has committed a decreasing sub-
sidy of $102,000 to the group over the next
five years to allow the Council to establish

its own base of financial support.

At its first meeting as an associate

group this past February, the UNMC
adopted a budget of $45,400, committing
itself and its 12 congregations to a share
of the goal.

—John Bender, from reports by Ray and
Ruth Horst
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Kirk Alliman

Hesston, MBE to look

for Alliman successor
Elkhart, Ind. (MBE)—A committee is

being appointed to find a candidate to

succeed Kirk G. Alliman as president of

Hesston (Kan.) College.

Alliman announced on July 27 that he

plans to leave Hesston this fall. He will

become president of American Humanics,

a community service recruitment and

training firm based in Kansas City, Mo.

Alliman assumed the Hesston presi-

dency in July 1981. His fourth three-year

term would have ended next summer.

"I've been talking with American Hu-

manics since April, and the change feels

right to me," Alliman told Gospel Herald.

"Going to Kansas City seems like a good

fit."

Alliman said he believes a "good team

is in place" at Hesston to handle the

leadership transition.

During Amman's 11 years as president,

the college created a pastoral ministries

program, expanded its global awareness

programs, and invested $12 million in new

construction and renovation.

New facilities include the Bontrager

Student Center and Dining Hall, Campus

Activities Complex, Dyck Arboretum,

Kropf Center, Stutzman Retreat, and

Yost Center.

In addition, the college achieved cam-

pus-wide computerization and built a

strong development program.

For the past number of years, Hesston

has received more contributions annually

than any other two-year college in the

United States.

"These have been 11 happy and reward-

ing years for me," Alliman said in a news

release. "I trust history will determine

that they were good ones for Hesston

College."

"We have mixed emotions about Kirk's

plans for leaving," said Orville Yoder,

associate executive secretary of the Men-

nonite Board of Education (MBE).

"On the one hand, he has a great op-

portunity for continued service in a posi-

tion closely related to higher education,"

Yoder said. On the other hand, "we will

miss his leadership."

According to Yoder, Alliman's resigna-

tion comes at a time when the affairs of

the college are in good order.

"Planning for next year is nearly com-

pleted," Yoder said. "We do not antici-

pate any major hurdles to cross in getting

the school year underway."

MBE and the Hesston board of over-

seers will jointly appoint a search commit-

tee.

MBE chair Charles Gautsche, overseers

chair Joe Brenneman, and Yoder planned

to meet during the last week of July to

discuss interim administrative arrange-

ments and procedures for selecting the

next president.

Before coming to Hesston, Alliman

served 11 years with Church World Ser-

vice. He held administrative positions in

Korea, the Philippines, Pakistan, Hondu-

ras, and Guatemala, and spent four years

as director of Asia programs.

Budget, buildings top
Hesston board meeting
Hesston, Kan. (HC)—A year-end finan-

cial report highlighted the summer meet-

ing of the Hesston College board of over-

seers on July 17-18.

The sessions were held before college

president Kirk Alliman announced his

resignation.

Staff reports included the announce-

ment that the college closed its 1991-92

fiscal year with a balanced budget.

School officials said the outcome re-

sulted from strong enrollment, careful

spending, and significantly increased giv-

ing by alumni and friends of the college.

Annual fund contributions rose 10 per-

cent for the year.

"We are profoundly grateful," Alliman

said. "Given the dismal economy and

fundraising competition within the

church, this could have been a difficult

financial year for the college."

Along with budget matters, campus fa-

cilities received attention at the meeting.

Board members reviewed the 10-year

campus master plan and authorized

school officials to prepare detailed plans

for renovating the Erb Hall and Kauffman

Court dormitories.

Pending approval by the Mennonite

Board of Education, renovation will begin

in the summer of 1993. The project is to

be funded with low-interest Kansas Inde-

pendent College bonds.

School administrators and board mem-
bers also discussed ways to preserve the

college's Mennonite focus.

"Hesston's student body reflects the

increasing diversity and secularization

that characterize the Mennonite Church,"

Alliman said. "It would be a mistake to

underestimate how significant these

changes have become."

Board members listed programs and

emphases they believe are at the heart of

the college's Anabaptist identity. These

include:

• Bible and Anabaptist history courses.

• The Foundation Studies IV course on

"World Civilization and Fine Arts."

• Religious life resources.

• Opportunities for voluntarism and

outreach.

• The college's pastoral ministries pro-

gram.

Goshen finishes year

with balanced budget
Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Goshen College

closed the 1991-92 fiscal year with a bal-

anced budget, college president Victor

Stoltzfus said.

Income from student tuition, unre-

stricted contributions, and endowment

was lower than expected, Stoltzfus re-

ported.

However, tight spending helped the

school avoid a deficit, he said.

According to Stoltzfus, the "Uncommon
Cause: Century Two" capital campaign

also played a key role in balancing the

$13.2 million budget.

The $48 million drive, which includes

gifts for specific purposes and for general

use, began in 1986. It is slated to conclude

in 1995—the college's centennial year.

Gifts and pledges to the campaign

reached $30 million during the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1992, drive director Ron-

ald Gunden said.

A major goal of Uncommon Cause is to

build the Goshen College Fund, which is

used for operating expenses.

Nearly $1.7 million was contributed to

the fund in 1991-92, including $705,000

from alumni. Some $619,000 came from

Mennonite Church members and friends,

nearly $125,000 from business and indus-

try, and $120,000 from the Associated

Colleges of Indiana.

In addition, friends of the college gave

$3.3 million for special projects.
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California leaders talk

about response to riots
Middlebury, Ind. (MH)—Some 270 peo-

ple from northern Indiana heard first-

hand reports from Los Angeles at a July

19 meeting.

Half a dozen Anabaptist leaders from
southern California took part in the pro-

gram. The event was sponsored by
Menno-Hof, a Mennonite-Amish visitors

center in Shipshewana, Ind.

Menno-Hof director Tim Lichti moder-
ated the meeting. Lichti had recently

returned from a month-long Mennonite
Disaster Service assignment in Los Ange-
les, where he assessed local needs in the

wake of this spring's riots.

Stanley Green, president of the Council

of Anabaptists in Los Angeles (CAL), said

the burning and looting left 40,000 people
without jobs. Some 5,200 businesses were
destroyed.

CAL's goal is to help people develop

their own neighborhoods, Green said, so

that residents can break out of the cycle

of poverty.

"God accepts and embraces all human-
ity," Green noted.

Other speakers at the meeting included

Basil Marin, James Wright, and Dan
Weatherford.

Marin, who is pastor of Family Menno-
nite Church in Los Angeles, described
how he was manhandled by police follow-

ing a 1991 traffic accident. (See
"Mennoscope" in April 23, 1991, Gospel
Herald.)

Wright is pastor of Peace Mennonite
Fellowship in Rancho Cucamonga, Calif.,

and serves as coordinator of CAL's pro-

jects in the violence-scarred areas.

He talked about some of the programs
Los Angeles churches have begun in re-

cent months.

Weatherford is a teacher at Riverside

(Calif.) High School. He described how
the events in Los Angeles affected his

students, even though they live 60 miles

away from where the trouble erupted.

"Jesus Christ is the difference as Chris-

tians work in the city," Weatherford said.

In addition to reports, the evening fea-

tured music by Ursula Green, Dorothy
Harding, and James Isaacs.

Isaacs is pastor of Calvary Christian

Fellowship in Inglewood, Calif.

Other participants in meeting included

Jim Brenneman, who is pastor of Pasa-
dena (Calif.) Mennonite Church, and
Doug Kaufman, a former voluntary ser-

vice worker in Los Angeles.

Kaufman is now a student at the Asso-
ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in

Elkhart, Ind.

The evening included a question-and-

answer session with the California leaders

and the showing of Lichti's slides from the

city.

An offering collected at the meeting will

go to help with CAL's ministries.

Exhibit offers reminder
of death toll in Gulf war
Akron, Pa. (MCC/MCGB/GC)—Jen-

nifer Lindberg wants to make sure that

the victims of last year's Persian Gulf War
are not forgotten.

Along with co-worker Patricia King, she

has set out on a journey to help people
reflect on the suffering involved in the

Gulf conflict.

"When the war was declared over, I

remember the media talking about it as

clean and surgical, fought with smart
bombs. They reported light casualties

—

only 100,000 had died," said Lindberg, a

soft-spoken 24-year-old from Fresno,

Calif.

At first, Lindberg accepted the descrip-

tion of 100,000 deaths as "light." Then she

was shocked that she had done so.

"Shortly thereafter I heard a voice," she

said. "I don't know how to describe it, but
it was very strong."

Lindberg felt she should personalize the

casualties by cutting out 100,000 faces

from magazines.

She forgot the call for a week, immersed
in her voluntary service work with Men-
nonite Board of Missions (MBM) in San
Antonio, Tex., where she coordinated a

literacy program for low-income people.

Then Lindberg met a Salvadoran man
and his two young daughters.

Patty King (left) and Jennifer Lindberg
with part of the "100,000 Faces" display.

While fleeing from their village during
El Salvador's civil war, the family acciden-

tally triggered a land mine. The mother
died, and the two girls lost their legs.

"That was a different war in a different

part of the world, but I realized that this

family is not just another statistic," Lindberg
said. "So I thought, 'Maybe I really do need
to cut out the 100,000 pictures.'

"

She started clipping the next day. Soon
her bedroom floor was a sea of pictures,

and she had to jump from the door to her

bed.

"I counted them and had cut out only
2,000," Lindberg recalled.

But news of her effort spread, by word
of mouth and two magazine articles. Soon
hundreds of adults across the United
States and Canada were snipping and
pasting.

Within three or four months, Lindberg's

role in what she calls this "kind-of-crazy

project" had shifted to coordination.

That summer, MBM sent Lindberg a

full-time helper—Patricia King, a gradu-

ate English student from Hickory, N.C.
"I felt good about the project because

I was still not at peace with what hap-
pened in Iraq," King said.

A year later, carrying 100,000 faces

mounted on 439 panels, Lindberg and
King rolled out of San Antonio in a van
made available by a supportive auto deal-

ership.

Their first stop was Sioux Falls, S.D.,

site of the triennial meeting of the General
Conference Mennonite Church.

Lindberg and King plan to spend a year
on the road, traveling through both the

United States and Canada.

The panels will be exhibited in British

Columbia in early August, then in Wash-
ington state, Oregon, and California.

Additional stops on the schedule in-

clude:

• Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas in

October and early November.
• Kansas, Michigan, Indiana, and On-

tario from November to February.

• New England, Pennsylvania, Mary-
land, and Virginia in early spring.

• Ohio and Illinois in April and May,
and the Philadelphia 93 assembly in July.

The project is jointly sponsored by
MCC, MBM, the Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries, and the Gen-
eral Conference Commission on Home
Ministries.

People interested in giving financial or

logistical support may contact Suzanne
Lind, MBM Service Ministries Director,

at PO Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515-0370.
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• Storm victims get aid. Men-
nonite Central Committee has

sent $3,000 (U.S.) to assist re-

building efforts after a typhoon

in the Philippines. Typhoon
Uring killed 8,000 people on the

island of Leyte and left thou-

sands homeless. Lack of vegeta-

tion, due to years of heavy log-

ging and sugarcane cultivation,

contributed to the mudslides

and flooding.

• Church celebrates. ACTS
Covenant Fellowship of Lancas-

ter, Pa., marked its fifth anniver-

sary on May 31. Activities in-

cluded a special morning
worship service, two fellowship

meals, and an evening celebra-

tion attended by 400 people.

The ACTS church meets weekly

in 15 small groups and in Sun-

day services at the Lancaster

Recreation Center. The congre-

gation has dual affiliation with

the Mennonite Church and the

Church of the Brethren.

• Committee adds two. Vernie

Lee Gehman and Susan Yoder

Gingerich have joined the exec-

utive committee of the Women's
Missionary and Service Com-
mission. Gehman lives in

Atmore, Ala., and is the first

United Native Ministries
representative to the com-
mittee. Gingerich lives in Iowa

City, Iowa. She was appointed

to fill the unexpired term of

Dorothy Logan, who has re-

signed as Business and Profes-

sional Women's Coordinator.

• WMSC to give scholarships.

The Women's Missionary and

Service Commission will focus

on the needs of ethnic students

for its 1992-93 annual project.

WMSC will give two $1,500

scholarships to United Native

Ministries students in the pas-

toral ministries program at

Hesston (Kan.) College. In addi-

tion, WMSC will give $2,000 to

the African-American Menno-
nite Association for travel to

AAMA's 1992 assembly in Los

Angeles and $1,000 toward eth-

nic youth scholarships to Phila-

delphia 93.

• Friesen wins awards. Two
one-act plays by Lauren Friesen

received first- and second-place

awards in a national competition

sponsored by San Jacinto Col-

lege in Houston. Friesen is pro-

fessor of drama at Goshen (Ind.)

College. Urban Puma depicts a

reunion between two brothers

who were separated 20 years

earlier. Wildflowers, a comedy,

portrays a young couple and the

difficulty the young man's fam-

ily initially has in accepting the

relationship.

• Sabbatical planned. Lloyd
Kauffman, music teacher at

Rosedale Bible Institute in

Irwin, Ohio, will spend the com-

ing school year in Nairobi,

Kenya. Kauffman will teach

music theory and history of music

at Daystar University College. He
also will direct a choir.

• New appointments:
Larry S. Penner, assistant editor of

The Mennonite, the bimonthly

magazine of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church (GC).

Penner is a graduate of Goshen
(Ind.) College and has spent the

past year in Chicago with the

GC Mennonite Voluntary Ser-

vice program. He succeeds Gor-

don Houser, who has been ap-

pointed editor of the magazine.

• Coming events:

Conference on peace education,

Bluffton College, Bluffton, Ohio,

Oct. 19-20. Speakers will include

Robert Hull, Susan Mark Landis,

Titus Peachey, Regina Shands

Stoltzfus, and J. Denny Weaver.

More information from Randy
Keeler at 419 358-3219.

Exploring Ministry Studies, East-

ern Mennonite Seminary
(EMS), Harrisonburg, Va., Oct.

29-31. The program is designed

for anyone who is considering

the possibility of seminary stud-

ies. Wayne North, pastor of

Harrisonburg Mennonite
Church, will speak on "Minis-

tering with Joy in the Nineties

and Beyond." In addition, cur-

rent EMS students will tell sto-

ries of personal calling to minis-

try. More information from John

T. Kreider, director of seminary

admissions, EMS, Harrison-

burg, VA 22801, or by calling

toll-free 1 800 368-2665.

• New books:

Jesus' Word, Jesus' Way by Ran-

dolph J. Klassen. Klassen looks at

how Jesus called others to faith

and how this approach differs from

modern advertising and some
church growth strategies. The
book is published by Herald Press.

75 Years at Mountain View. This

is a history of the Mennonite
congregation at Creston, Mont,

(east of Kalispell). More infor-

mation is available from Moun-
tain View Mennonite Church at

795 Mennonite Church Rd.,

Kalispell, MT 59901.

Gospel Herald will not be published

next week. Our regular schedule

will resume with the Aug. 25 issue.
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Building gets face lift. Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—Work-
ers sand and paint the trim of the C. K. Lehman Auditorium,

in preparation for the start of the school year at Eastern

Mennonite College and Seminary. Fall semester classes will

begin on Sept. 2.

Shalom at Last by Peter J. Dyck.

This story about peace and har-

mony with creation is a sequel

to "The Great Shalom." The book
is published by Herald Press.

Starting Over by Joyce J. Tyra.

Subtitled "When Marriage
Ends," the book is directed to

people who have lost a spouse

due to divorce or death. Herald

Press is the publisher.

• New resources:
Beyond us and them is a 15-minute

Mennonite Central Committee
video about the importance of

forming friendships across cul-

tural and racial barriers. The
video is designed for use by
small groups and comes with a

discussion guide. Copies are

available for free rental from
MCC, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500; MCC Canada, 134

Plaza Dr., Winnipeg, Man. R3T
5K9; or local MCC offices.

• Job openings:
Illustrators for "Jubilee: God's
Good News." This is a new
children's Bible curriculum pro-

jected to be available in the fall

of 1994. There will be 42 quar-

ters of material. Illustrators

should be familiar with children

ages 2 to 14. Send portfolio and
resume to: Jubilee Project Office,

Box 347, Newton, KS 67114;

phone 316 283-5100. Deadline is

Nov. 20.

SELFHELP store manager,
Mechanicsburg, Pa. Full-time

position available this fall. Send
resume to Rosalie Roland, 337

W. Meadow Dr., Mechanicsburg,

PA 17055; phone 717 697-8643.

Director of administration and ser-

vices, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC), Akron, Pa. Exec-

utive position responsible for

oversight of day-to-day func-

tions of MCC. Direct inquiries

to Bill Loewen, MCC, personnel

director, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500; phone 717 859-1151;

fax 717 859-2171. Deadline is

Aug. 22.

• Change of address:
Paul and Grace Brunner from Zu-

rich, Ont, to 321 Amos St., Box
297, Hesston, KS 67062.

Roy and Betty Bucher from Doyles-

town, Pa., to 20 Aspen Dr.,

Manheim, PA 17545.

Scott and Mary Brubaker-Zehr
from Bogota 2, Colombia, to

Apartado Aereo 9859, Bogota 1,

Colombia, South America.

Carl and Vera Hansen from
Harrisonburg, Va., to Box 14894,

Nairobi, Kenya.
Wallace and Sylvia Jantz from
Colorado Springs, Colo., to 116

W. Chestnut St., Souderton, PA
18964. Their new home phone
number will be 215 723-7490.

Darrell and Florence Jantzi from
Waterloo, Ont., to 21 Wad-
dington St., Brantford, Ont.

N3R 2R4.

Phil and Christine Lindell Det-

weiler, Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions workers in Liberia, to PO
Box 9056, Monrovia, Liberia.

Marvin and Mary Alene Miller

from Japan to 4313 N. Hartstrait

Rd., Bloomington, IN 47404-9682.

Oak Park Mennonite Church from

Box 1431, Oak Park, 111., to PO
Box 3091, Oak Park, IL 60303.

Pasadena Mennonite Church from
E. Orange Grove Blvd., Pasa-

dena, Calif., to 1041 N. Altadena

Dr., Pasadena, CA 91107-1854.

Daniel and Margaret Entz Spare
from Nepal to R 3, Box 1028,

Newton, KS 67114.

• Address correction:

Robert and Nancy Lee, 1-29-1-11

Megurita-Cho, Higashi Mura-
yama-Shi, Tokyo 189, Japan.

NEW MEMBERS

ACTS Covenant Fellowship,
Lancaster, Pa.: Mary Aument,
Teresa Berrier, Jenny Caranza,

Jan Hurst, Ken Hurst, Duane
Miller, Tony Rosa, Becky Roth,

Janet Stauffer, Wilmer Stauffer,

Don Zeiset, Paula Zeiset, Kenny
Yoder, Gary Morris, Judith
Morris, Bill Kerns, and Verna
Kerns.

Cove Mennonite Fellowship,
Woodbury, Pa.: Leslie Helsel

Pompa.
Olive, Elkhart, Ind.: Nancy

Burkhardt Yoder.
Smithville, Ohio: Terry

Hershberger.

Yellow Creek, Goshen, Ind.:

Curtis Burkholder, Kevin
Coblentz, Kristy Miller, and
Brian Snyder.

BIRTHS

Burgetz, Paul and Joy (Rees),

Kitchener, Ont., Amber Joy
(second child), June 25.

Corey, Sterling and Dawn,
Dewey, 111., Tara Ashley (third

child), July 1.

Frey, Joseph, Jr., and Gwen
(Mast), Akron, N.Y., Allison Ra-
chel (fourth child), July 9.

Good, Philip and Deborah
(Gehman), Harleysville, Pa.,

(twins) Karissa Gehman and
Katherine Gehman (third and
fourth children), June 24.

Harder, Jon and Laura (Widmer),
Minneapolis, Minn., Mark David
(second child), June 9.

Hertzler, Ike and Wilma
(Landes), Dayton, Va., Amber
Joy (first child), June 29.

Landis, Daryl and Sharon
(Witmer), Arlington, Va., Jacob
Witmer (third child), July 16.

Lint, Brock and Carol (Hostetler),

St. Albert, Alta., Jordan David
(third child), July 11.

Mast, Willis and Elsie (Yoder),

Millersburg, Ohio, Codi Ellen

(third child), May 16.

McDonough, Mike and Beth
(Glick), Millersburg, Ohio,
Heather Faith (fourth child),

May 5.

McEllhenney, Kevin and Su-
zanne (Buckwalter), Stevens,

Pa., (twins) Laura Nicole and
Anne Marie (second and third

children), July 11.

Miller-Eshleman, Chet and
Holly (Miller), Kingston, Ja-

maica, Micah Jon (first child),

July 13.

Reichart, Stephen and Karen
(Nyce), Souderton, Pa., Bran-
don Carl (second child), June 28.

Rittenhouse, Dennis and Mary
(Yunninger), Denver, Pa., Jer-

emy Michael (third child), June
27.

Roth, Jeffrey and Wanda (Beiler),

Napoleon, Ohio, Ellen Marie
(second child), May 20.

Stauffer, John and Velma
(Swartzentruber), New Market,
Va., Kaitlin Suzanne (fourth

child), July 17.

Steider, Scott and Glynis (Won-
ders), Irving, Tex., Garret Scott

(first child), July 16.

Stoll, John and Nancy
(Showalter), Stuarts Draft, Va.,

Benjamin John (second child),

June 20.

Stuckey, Randy and Mary Beth
(Yoder), Millersburg, Ohio,
Katelyn Elizabeth (third child),

June 17.

Stutzman, Curt and Kristi
(Jones), Albany, Ore., Rachael
Marie (first child), July 17.

Weaver, Bruce and Lori
(Eichelberger), Newton, Kan.,

Matthew Alyn (first child), July

16.

Weber, Brent and Mary (Lash),

Ephrata, Pa., Sarah Jane (sec-

ond child), July 14.

Zehr, Gerald and Ruth (Zielman),

Zurich, Ont., Samuel Everett

(third child), July 7.

MARRIAGES

Balmer-Martin: Bryan R. Bal-

mer, Mt. Joy, Pa., and Tammy
L. Martin, New Holland, Pa.

(Ephrata), July 18, by Leroy
Martin.

Compagnari-Ross: Jesse Com-
pagnari, Harlan, Ky. (Harlan

Mennonite Fellowship), and
Monica Ross, Waynesboro, Va.

(Springdale), June 20, by Rich-

ard Ross.

Culp-Short: Bill Culp, Columbia
City, Ind. (Kern Road), and Tobi
Jean Short, Goshen, Ind. (Kern

Road), June 28, by Earl Stuckey.

Dawkins-Floyd: David Dawkins,

Anchorage, Alaska (Prince of

Peace), and Rebecca Floyd, An-
chorage, Alaska, June 21, by
James Carpenter.

Kauffinan-Stjernholm: Timothy
Kauffman, D enver, Colo. (East

Union), and Kimberly
Stjernholm, Denver, Colo.

(First), July 11, by Michael Loss
and David Stevens.
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Kisby-Goble: Walter Ernest
Kisby, Hickory, N.C. (Mountain

View), and Carolyn Yvonne
Goble, Hudson, N.C. (Mountain

View), June 20, by Edward M.
Godshall.

Miller-Spires: Jonathan Miller,

Engadine, Mich. (Wildwood),

and Diane Spires, Mancelona,

Mich. (Coldsprings), May 23, by
Willard Bontreger.

Schadtler-Rhodes: Stephan
Schadtler, Marburg, Germany,
and Ingrid Rhodes, Marburg,

Germany (Hesston), July 25, by
Jerry Weaver.

Short-Stoltz: Wendell Short,

Findlay, Ohio (West Clinton),

and Rita Stoltz, Vandalia, Ohio,

June 18, by James Roynon.

Stipe-Roose: Bill Stipe, West
Unity, Ohio (Salem), and Traccy

Roose, West Unity, Ohio
(Salem), June 20, by Earl
Stuckey.

Stoltzfus-Miller: Joel Stoltzfus,

Hubbard, Ore. (Sunnyslope),

and Julie Miller, Hubbard, Ore.

(Zion), June 27, by Leo Schlegel.

Torres-Huber: Wadi Torres, Be-

lize, Central America, and Maria

Huber, Atmore, Ala. (Menno-
nite Christian Fellowship), June

27, by Jim Weber.
Weber-Derksen: Dave Weber,

St. Jacobs, Ont. (St. Jacobs),

and Heather Derksen, Kitche-

ner, Ont. (St. Jacobs), June 27,

by Harold Schlegel.

Yoder-Card: Larry Yoder,
Elkhart, Ind., and Sally Card,

Elkhart, Ind. (Belmont), July 12,

by Duane Beck.

Zehr-Anneler: Marvin Zehr, Co-

penhagen, N.Y. (Lowville), and
Linda Anneler, Williamsville,

N.Y. (Presbyterian), July 3, by
Alison Halsey.

DEATHS

Baechler, Frieda Ropp, 75,

Shakespeare, Ont. Born: Dec. 4,

1916, Easthope Twp., Ont, to

Menno B. and Annie Yantzi

Ropp. Died: July 1, 1992, Strat-

ford, Ont. Survivors—husband:

Wilmer Baechler; children: Glo-

ria, Arlene, Karen, Bruce, Mur-
ray; brothers and sisters: Omer
Ropp, Barbara Zehr, Edna
Schumm, Annie Mae Roth,
Erma Lichti, Ada Bender; 3

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: July 4, East Zorra Men-
nonite Church, by Vernon Leis.

Birky, Paul Walter, 67,

Kalispell, Mont. Born: Feb. 9,

1925, White Sulphur Springs,

Mont., to Joe and Amanda
Birky. Died: May 27, 1992,

Kalispell, Mont., of a heart at-

tack. Survivors—wife: Evelyn
Lais Birky; children: Dan,
Frank, Brian, Luke, Jane
Stutzman, Donna Allen, Linda
Anderson; brothers and sisters:

Jake, Ezra, Mary Ann Benson,
Eva Gregg, Emma Ingold, Roy,

Elmer, Harry, Vernon, Magda-
lene, Jonas; 12 grandchildren.

Funeral: Mountain View Men-
nonite, by Dwight Hooley.
Burial: Fairview Cemetery.

Geiser, Hilda (Treece), 67, Orr-

ville, Ohio. Born: June 23, 1925,

Guerne, Ohio, to Guy and Anna
Mae (Rutt) Treece. Died: July

19, 1992, Canton, Ohio. Survi-

vors—husband: Melvin Geiser;

children: Loren, Marjorie Byler;

brothers and sisters: Lela Mann,
Evelyn Weiner, Clifford, Ivan; 4

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Homer Geiser (first husband).

Graveside service: July 21,

Kidron Mennonite Church
Cemetery, by Bill Detweiler.

Gooding, Lorie (Conley), 73,

Millersburg, Ohio. Born: May
24, 1919, in Pennsylvania to Har-

rison and Blanche Conley. Died:

June 30, 1992, Millersburg,

Ohio. Survivors— children:

Kathy Phillips, Raymond, Jr.,

David, Betty Proper, Joseph,

Mary Tish, Christine Hicks,

Danna Butler, Matthew; brother

and sister: Hudson, Jane
Adams; 24 grandchildren, 26

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Raymond Gooding
(husband) and twin sons. Fu-

neral: July 2, Millersburg Men-
nonite Church, by Robert and
Enid Schloneger. Burial:

Killbuck Cemetery.
Lorie was a poet whose poems

appeared in Gospel Herald
through the years.

Hershberger, Bertha Ellen
(Guengerich), 91, Parnell,

Iowa. Born: Dec. 8, 1900,
Wellman, Iowa, to Lewis J. and
Mary Hochstetler Guengerich.

Died: July 12, 1992, Parnell,

Iowa. Survivors— children:
Velma Hershberger, Dorothy
Miller, Doris Redding; sister:

Fern Rensberger; 8 grandchil-

dren, 12 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Ora J.

Hershberger (husband). Funeral

and burial: July 14, West Union
Mennonite Church, by Merv
Birky.

Magill, Edna M. (Wismer), 90,

Bechtelsville, Pa. Born: Aug. 23,

1901, Creamery, Pa. Died: July

8, 1992, of cardiac arrest. Survi-

vors— children: George R., Ed-
ward A.; brother: Francis
Wismer; 5 grandchildren, 7

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Robert T. Magill

(husband). Funeral and burial:

July 11, Lower Skippack Men-
nonite Church, by Roy K.
Yoder.

Wagler, Doris Marie, 63,

Tavistock, Ont. Born: Jan. 21,

1929, East Zorra Twp., Ont., to

Nicholas and Clara (Erb) Zehr.

Died: July 15, 1992, Tavistock,

Ont., of cancer. Survivors—hus-

band: Melvin Wagler; children:

Betty Green, Brenda Barnes,

Larry, Wayne, Janet Nafziger;

brothers and sisters: Jean Ga-

scho, Delmer, Curtis, Lome,
Ivan; 7 grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: July 18, East Zorra Menno-
nite Church, by Vernon Leis.

Yoder, Harold O., 76, Elizabeth-

CALENDAR

Mennonite Mutual Aid board
meeting, Chicago, Aug. 14-15

Franklin Conference annual meet-

ing, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 14-15

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual

meeting, Manson, Iowa, Aug. 21-

23

New York Mennonite Conference

delegate session, Syracuse,
N.Y., Sept. 12

Lancaster Conference fall assem-
bly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 17

Mennonite Board of Education di-

rectors meeting, Goshen, Ind.,

Sept. 18-19

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-
gion IV annual meeting, Phoe-
nix, Ariz., Sept. 19

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27

75th anniversary celebration,
Eastern Mennonite College and
Eastern Mennonite High
School, Harrisonburg, Va., Oct.

2-3

Mennonite Publication Board
meeting, Chicago, Oct. 16-17

Region I Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice annual meeting, Belleville,

Pa., Oct. 17

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Oct. 22-24

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 22-

24

Southeast Conference annual
meeting, Brooksville, Fla., Oct.

23-25

Annual MEDA convention, Den-
ver, Oct. 29-Nov. 1

Region III Mennonite Disaster

Service annual meeting, Roach,
Mo., Oct. 30-31

Greeting presented. Goshen, Ind. (HCMC)—Levi Miller

(left), director of the Historical Committee of the Mennonite
Church, presents a friendship greeting to J. C. Wenger. Jan

Gleysteen wrote and illustrated the greeting, which was
signed by some 50 church and conference historians at a

meeting this past spring. Wenger is the author of numerous
historical and theological books.

town, Pa. Born: April 25, 1916,

Wakarusa, Ind., to O. Lloyd and
Elsie Good Yoder. Died: July

12, 1992, Elizabethtown, Pa.

Survivors— children: Doris
Yoder, Marlene Burkholder,
Lisa Buckwalter, Jay Yoder,
William Schultz, Timothy
Duvall; sisters: Leora Yoder,

Kathryn Turner. Predeceased
by: Mary Gish Yoder (wife). Fu-

neral: July 15, Elizabethtown

Mennonite Church, by Richard

H. Frank and Lawrence M.
Yoder. Burial: Good's Menno-
nite Cemetery.
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THE LAST WORD

What I think of the GCs
I'll admit now it wasn't with complete enthusi-

asm that I went to Sioux Falls, S.D., July 22-26,

for the triennial business and worship sessions

of the General Conference (GC) Mennonite
Church.

After all, it meant spending five days with a

group of people I didn't know very well. Sure,

they would be polite. But they might also talk

Piatt Deutsch in the halls between sessions. Tell-

ing immigrant stories I knew nothing about.

Their Mennonite game wouldn't be my Menno-
nite game. Those kinds of situations tend to

make me nervous.

It didn't help to be told that GC business ses-

sions could be heated and vigorous. I tend to

avoid conflict. Some would attribute that to my
Mennonite Church (MC) upbringing.

I was hoping there might be borscht and zwie-

back. What I found were eggs and toast and

meat and potatoes—the same catered food

served up at any MC general assembly of the

past few years.

At first I even had trouble finding a "pure"

GC. The first people I met were from dually

affiliated congregations, persons I had learned to

know at MC functions. Then there were the MC
specialists at Sioux Falls to lead GC workshops.

And the GC specialists I had met at MC semi-

nars.

I wasn't even sure I had found the GCs during

the opening worship service. The first three

songs were a cappella. In rich, four-part har-

mony. No piano. No organ. Tradition has it

that's MC territory. (Oh yes, the instruments did

show up later on, but with much less frequency

than I remember at recent MC assemblies.)

During the week I overheard only one Piatt

Deutsch conversation. (I think that's what it

was!) There was also a smattering of Spanish.

One woman wore a prayer covering.

Sioux Falls 92, as the GCs called it, soon felt

like home. In worship and workshops, partici-

pants talked about justice and kindness and hu-

mility. They addressed God with as much awe

and reverence as I've heard at any MC confer-

ence. They confessed past sins. They looked to

the future, most of them enthusiastically calling

for a new thrust in outreach.

The disagreements the GCs faced were also fa-

miliar. And with them came the vigorous discus-

sion I had been told to expect. But I didn't find

GC delegates any more strident or blunt than

what I've heard at MC business sessions.

Most heated was the discussion of a resolution

on men's violence against women. GCs aren't

any more sure of how to interpret Paul's words

on the relationships of men and women than are

the MCs. The subject of homosexuality elicits

the same emotional response. And some of the

GCs are as unsure about merging with the MCs
as MCs are about merging with GCs.

Sure, there are differences. Names like

Giesbrecht and Paetkau and Tschetter don't trip

easily off my MC tongue. License plates on the

cars in the parking lots tended to be from Mani-

toba, Minnesota, and Kansas rather than from

Ontario, Indiana, and Pennsylvania. (But the

cars were no bigger or less foreign-made than

those at any MC gathering.)

GCs do business differently from MCs. Dele-

gates come from congregations rather than dis-

trict conferences. One delegate can carry as

many as five votes, depending on how many a

congregation has and how many delegates at-

tend. There are resolutions rather than rec-

ommendations. At Sioux Falls all offices were

filled by election, none by affirmation.

But these are peripherals. The GCs too are

concerned about faithfulness. They talked

a lot about being authentic Anabaptist

witnesses in the world. They prayed for peace,

voted to support the Peace Tax Fund, and

recommitted themselves to justice and

servanthood. The GCs gave enthusiastic support

to a new confession of faith being developed con-

jointly with the MCs.
After four days of worship and business, semi-

nars and lunch lines, warm handshakes and

smiles, I decided I could be a GC. After hearing

what GCs believe, and the passion they have to

put belief into practice, I realized I probably al-

ready am one.

The only thing left is to formalize the rela-

tionship. GC/MC integration can do that. I pray

it happens in my lifetime.—jlp
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Where have our
convictions gone?
The question is, now that we've arrived,

for what are we free? To satisfy our

wants? To do as we please? To enjoy the

good life, no more hayseeds in the land?

Iappeal to you therefore, brothers and sisters,

by the mercies of God, to present your bodies

as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to

God, which is your spiritual worship. Do not be

conformed to this world, but be transformed by

the renewing of your minds, so that you may dis-

cern what is the will of God—what is good and ac

ceptable and perfect (Rom. 12:1-2, NRSV).

Some years ago a member of our congregation

reflected on the many changes that had taken

place in his life. "I don't know whether I'm grow-

ing or drifting," he said. As times and convic-

tions change we may all ask that question.

It's been a long time, for example, since we
had to take photographs of my grandparents on

the sly because they felt photographs were evi-

dences of pride at the least or the making of a

graven image at the most. It hasn't been that

long since most of our parents wouldn't go to a

restaurant on Sunday or eat where alcohol was

served.

Our former bishops would raise their eyes

by

Richard

Detweiler



Our freedom is an opportunity to be a
transformed and transforming people.

We can be if we are still committed to be

a counterforce in the way of Christ.

heavenward after seeing most of the women not

wearing a head covering or wives of pastors play-

ing organs in church. And what would they think

of vivid newspaper accounts of the brides' wed-

ding gowns and double ring ceremonies; of Men-
nonites holding office and joining civic organiza-

tions; of other Mennonites playing ball for the

American legion teams? These are only a few of

change after change in the church in the last 40

years.

So we can well ask, "Are we growing or drift-

ing?" How we would answer that probably de-

pends on what each of us is into and needs to

defend—and we all have our reasons.

So should we sell the church organ, separate

families in their seating, take off our wedding
bands, and receive two persons every five years

from other than Mennonite families? I certainly

prefer 1991 to 1950, even on the level of spiritual-

ity. But I still ask the question: with all the

changes, where have our convictions gone?

Our convictions seem to have blown with

the winds of the world. The last thing we
want to do is upset the apple cart of our

comfortable relationships. So the apples of our

convictions grow soft and gather specks. To an-

swer where our convictions have gone, we need

to rethink where we are in the world, whether

the world is squeezing us into its mold, or

whether we are being more and more conformed

to Christ.

The greatest challenge we face in maintaining

a vital faith and faithfulness is conformity to the

world. The apostle James writes that this is en-

mity toward God. The apostle Paul says, "I am
crucified to the world, and the world is crucified

to me, dead in its influence on me." And Jesus

said, "The world is going to be a real problem to

you if you are identified with me."

We cannot have it both ways. We gain the

world and lose or dampen our convictions for

the way of Christ. Or we follow Christ at the ex-

pense of having the world.

Where have our convictions gone?

They've disappeared with contentment

with ourselves and with our compro-

mises. They've gone with our satisfaction with a

mediocre, halfway Christianity that is just

enough to get by, but which costs little or noth-

ing—and produces the same.

When our Christian commitment is no longer

in tension with the world, one of two things has

happened. Either we are so withdrawn from the

world that we don't matter anymore, except to

ourselves, or we are so involved with the world

there is no difference between us and the world,

and we become irrelevant.

How during the past year have you and I

made a decision and taken any actions that cost

us something in being faithful to Christ—deci-

sions that cost us money, cost us the disfavor of

others, cost us opposition because we bucked a

popular trend, cost us a step of faith that endan-

gered our comfort and our security? In other

words, where have we expressed a God-given,

Spirit-directed conviction that finally said yes to

Christ and no to the world—and let it be known
by word or action?

Is our Christianity being led only to the edge

of comfort, or to the march of conviction? Where
have we done so as a body, as a mutually com-

mitted people of God who are singing a common
tune, and more than MH 606 on Sunday morn-

ing?

Conformity, compromise, and contentment

wear down our convictions to the most serious

loss of all—conscience. The person who prac-

tices the same sin the third time, no longer con-

siders it sin. The wheels of conscience rubs

smooth. The ringing of the alarm grows fainter

and in time dies down, especially if the sin has

At the height of our success,

wealth, and standing, we are

called to be examples of sim-

plicity, modesty, stewardship.

company. The Bible says to hold on to faith and

a good conscience, for "some having rejected

these and so have shipwrecked their faith" (1

Tim. 1:19, NIV).

If 40 to 60 percent of youth are sexually active

(the polite term that's used today), and a sub-

stantive percent of Christian youth are included,

then faith is failing at the point of conscience.

For bodily deeds, whether among the young or

the old, of whatever form, and soul salvation are

not separated from each other, even though

works do not save.

Too often our convictions have gone with an

eroding, fading conscience. And our overriding

actions put our conscience out to pasture. But,

"Today, if you hear his voice, do not harden

your hearts as in the rebellion. . . . Take care,

brothers and sisters, that none of you may have

an evil, unbelieving heart that turns away from
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the living God. But exhort one another every

day. . . so that none of you may be hardened by

the deceitfulness of sin" (Heb. 3:7,12-13, NRSV).

Be not conformed is the bottom side of the Ro-

mans 12 passage. But that doesn't do it. It

didn't in 1950, and it won't now. The risen side

of life in Christ is to be transformed.

So what we need is not to join the Amish

—

who have problems of their own in their

completely unworldly communities—or

turn the clock back to the 1950 rules of disci-

pline, or escape from thinking about convictions

to let good enough alone. What we need is the

transformation of our convictions to be living in

obedience to Christ in our time and in our

world. We are in a position to do that. We're not

hung up fighting to have an organ in the church.

We're not debating about wedding bands or hair-

styles; or marrying Christians of another faith;

or joining the Rotary or a bowling league. We're

free—as free as the church of another denomina-

tion down the road.

The question is, now that we've arrived, free

for what? Free to do as we please? Free to sat-

isfy all our wants, even sometimes outdoing

those of the world? Free to enjoy the pride of

life, now that we too have arrived and are no

longer the hayseeds in the land?

Or is our freedom a great opportunity to be a

transformed and a transforming people? Are we
a people that the world and worldly Christianity

must take seriously because, in where we have

arrived, we are still committed to be a noncon-

formed, counterforce in the way of Christ, a

force that cannot be ignored?

For example, this is the time to take the

leadership in representing the peacemaking way

in following Christ. We have 460 years of peace-

making history as credentials to do that. Not

this time by migrating to another land, but by

witnessing to the American public—Christians in

eluded.

To be nonconformed is at the very heart of

what it is to be in the world. It is the

transforming conviction that at the height

of our success, wealth, and standing, we are

called to exemplify stewardship, simplicity, and

modesty of life that point to Christ and not to

ourselves. It is to maintain voluntarily a stan-

dard of living that becomes a model of remind-

ing persons of the humble, self-giving Jesus,

rather than driving them to envy and emulation

of our power and materialism.

To be nonconformed is to live with the trans-

forming conviction that takes the Bible seriously

and seeks the way of truth in Christ beyond the

teachings of TV. It is to go beyond a Chris-

tianity that is acceptable to all, with psychologi-

cal pabulum and Calvinistic security and verbal

confession alone. It is to go beyond a God-and-

country religion, celebrity glorification, and prom-

ised wealth by answered prayers.

We must begin to live with the transforming

conviction that the church is not a collection of

random individuals but the center of our life as

Christ's body. It is not an optional appendage,

one for our convenience that makes us feel good.

We will never reach a depth of vitality and spiri-

We will never grow in spiritu-

al power until we take the

church more seriously than

any other of our relationships.

tual power until we become accountable to

Christ and with each other in covenant relation-

ship. We will never have spiritual power until we

grow together in common conviction that takes

the church more seriously for direction and salva-

tion than any other relationship that we have.

We must come to realize that whatever else we

may say or do, we are not faithful to Christ until

we have given our bodies a living sacrifice for

the saving welfare of others.

That conviction has almost died among us.

Now, we understand it in response to minister-

ing in Haiti or Honduras. But we have real trou-

ble making that conviction apply to our home-

towns as well.

For example, we're not in the best position to

minister to the homeless because we don't under-

stand them. That has never been our experi-

ence, for the most part. We are better posi-

tioned to witness to the upper crust—or at least

the middle, upper crust—who are even more lost

because they have everything, which is nothing.

We know what that is like. It's a conviction

we're in a position to share.

I do rejoice in the changes that the church has

experienced over the last 25 years. Our congrega-

tions provide tremendous promise, hope, and

growth for the future. We have gone from a

more withdrawn and low self-esteemed people to

an open door of confidence, to a people of invita-

tion. Our congregations are no longer identified (continued

only by a list of family names but by a people of on page 7)
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For a day in your court is

better than a thousand else-

where. I would rather be a
doorkeeper in the house of my
God than live in the tents of
wickedness.

—Psalm 84:10, NRSV

READERS SAY

Thanks for your excellent editorial,

When Trust Fails (June 23). So
often in cases like this, well-mean-

ing people mistakenly urge secrecy,

based on Matt. 18:15-17. When church

leadership is involved in violations of

trust, it is more appropriate to look to

Scriptures like Eph. 5:3, 6, 11; James
3:1; and 1 Tim. 5:19-20.

Your editorial and news story seem
to be in harmony with those Scriptures

and with the way the Old and New Tes-

taments deal with violations by leaders.

I thank God for this evidence of a re-

turn to biblical practice at a time of

great need in our churches and in our

society.

Merle Brubaker

jDillsburg, Pa.

"IT -Then Trust Fails (June 23). As

\/\/ a minister of the New Order

V T Amish church, I feel deep sor-

row for anyone who has indulged in sin-

ful and shameful behavior, especially

when it involves those who proclaim the

Word.
I applaud the efforts of the Menno-

nite church to see the need of disci-

pline. May it be with love. Menno
Simons himself made the statement,

"Grace that does not discipline does

not save."

Though the guilty ones may be disci-

plined, let us not forget one basic thing.

Salvation is the same for all who call

upon God in spirit and truth. Have we
not all sinned and come short of God's

glory? When we look for the fallen

brother or sister to repent, let us re-

member what great price it cost for our

own salvation. This moves us to weep
with those who weep and confess their

wrong. Christ arose that we may be-

come victors—not victims.

Wayne E. Miller

Millersburg, Ohio

I
Conferences Revoke Credentials

of Leader (June 23). I have been
hurt and revolted for weeks by

your holier-than-thou attitude. Did you
forget that Jesus said, "He that is with-

out sin cast the first stone"?

In Jesus' presence people realized

they also had not always been perfect.

That concept must have missed you
completely.

I don't buy the women accusing our

leaders when they aren't open to being

named as well.

I hope you can repent rather than

continually justify your printing names
of leaders that you could humiliate

churchwide. That's abuse!

Edna F. Bontrager

Mio, Mich.

Does It Matter Which Bible

Translation We Use? (June

16). I see significant trends in

the Mennonite church in relation to the

Bible. One is going away from the NIV
translation, with its evangelical back-

ground, toward the RSV, with its liturgi-

cal background. Perhaps the trend

should be toward the TEV, since it has

some believers church background and
is accurate and easy to understand.

Undoubtedly, the NRSV is favored

because of its inclusive language. Yet I

heard an anthropologist at Biola Bible

School who found that inclusiveness in

other cultures occurred at a time when
the cultures had deteriorated and were

close to extinction. If this research is

valid, then the present fascination with

inclusive language is a symptom of cul-

tural degeneration.

A logical extension of this viewpoint

is portrayed by some women in Winni-

peg, Man., who threatened to parade

topless in front of the legislative build-

ings. They claimed that women have

the same rights to seminudity as men.

Fallacious, true, but that is the direc-

tion that many Mennonites are going.

Samuel B. Nafziger

Buffalo Head Prairie, Alta.

Where there's a will there's a

way." My friend takes this old

saying and applies it to making
wills. If everyone has one, he insists,

hard earned money will not end up with

unintended beneficiaries, like lawyers

and the state.

Christians, in particular, should make
dollars go as far as they can, getting

the best use possible. Biblical steward-

ship calls for careful investment of tal-

ents. Church institutions challenge us

to carefully plan. Estate giving places

"others" other than the immediate fam-

ily as beneficiaries.

The rationale for wills is usually that

of providing a way for the family to

have a parted family member's wealth.

But the Bible insists on asking, "Who is

my family?"

The kingdom includes one's extended

family, beyond the nuclear one. Should

not "other children" also be placed in

one's will, along with one's own immedi-
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READERS SAY

ate family? Should not other children

be helped with tuition as one also does

one's own?
If we adopt the biblical metaphor of

family, whereby we recognize that we
are God's children, should we not also

adopt other children and so adapt our

will? If we have such a way of thinking,

we should also have such a way to do

our will.

LeRoy E. Kennel

Schaumburg, III.

Pacific Coast Delegates Delay
Action on Proposal for Merger
(June 30) and GC District Ap-

proves Merger with Southwest (July

14). These news stories are essentially

accurate, but they have a negative twist

that we do not feel.

The Pacific Coast Conference (PCC)

is open for dialogue, and our executive

committee is now authorized to pro-

ceed with planning that could lead to a

new merged conference in the North-

west. If and when we merge, we want

MC and GC congregations to come to-

gether as full and equal partners. We
felt it would be presumptuous of the

PCC to authorize merger before the

GC congregations in the Northwest de-

cided if they wished to separate from

the Pacific District Conference. It

didn't seem right nor fair for us to an-

nounce our intention to merge until the

GC congregations of our region for-

mally expressed their desire to explore

merger.

We do not see PCC delegate action

as being a "delaying" action nor even

"postponing a decision." Rather, we re-

gard this as the next appropriate step

in the ongoing discussions that may
lead us to a unified GC and MC king-

dom partnership in the Northwest.

There are many, many details of com-

mon mission, polity, and structure that

must be talked through and agreed

upon. Representatives of the GC and

MC congregations will have opportunity

at each step to "approve or disap-

prove." There has been integrity and

good will at every stage of the discus-

sions.

The June annual meetings of the

PDC and PCC voiced approval and au-

thorized "next steps." Both conferences

approved plans for careful, deliberate

dialogue with desirable check points.

Luke Birky, Moderator

Pacific Coast Conference

Albany, Oregon

Salvation Is More Than a Guar-

anteed Spot with God (July 14).

While this article was perhaps a

healthy corrective for viewpoints which

focus exclusively on a future paradise, I

was surprised that it did not address

one question: what about those persons

whose earthly situation is not appar-

ently improved by being "saved"?

Jesus promised the thief on the cross

entrance into paradise. But he did not,

as far as we know, deliver him from the

"hell" that he found himself in that

day. Was the thief only half "saved"?

Anabaptist martyrs died cruel deaths

in the sixteenth century, and twentieth-

century Nicaraguan Mennonites suffer

economically as a result of political real-

ities beyond their control. Are we to

question their complete "salvation"? If

we are not, is there not then an ultimate

sense in which salvation is, and can

only be, spiritual in nature?

Jonathan Showalter

Plain City, Ohio

You did it again! What Does It

Mean to 'Be Biblical'? (Aug. 4)

was what I want in the editor of

Gospel Herald. I agree that material you

present for discussion is where conflict

between what is "biblical" and what is

not comes. If I like it or agree with it, it

is biblical. If I don't like what you say,

it's not.

Keep at it, J. Lome, and I will keep

thinking, analyzing, rethinking, and

hopefully becoming more godly.

Marlin K. Martin

Lancaster, Pa.

How I Discovered I Was a Well-

intentioned Racist (July 21).

The author admits: "After three

years . . . working in [the community], I

found that I had developed very few Af-

rican-American friendships of any

depth." His aim was to share the good

Pontius' Puddle

news in word and deed. But he found

that after three years in an African-

American ghetto, many in the neighbor-

hood did not understand.

The author wanted to be different as

many of us want to be different. How-
ever he discovered that he was not.

We remain much too segregated from

one another. We are reminded that the

church is one of the most segregated in-

stitutions in America.

I make a plea that each member of

the Mennonite Church make a serious

effort to remedy this situation. What
we need to do is to follow the example

of Jesus.

Every member of the Mennonite

Church should read and meditate on

this article.

H. Harold Hartzler

Goshen Ind.

Where Shall We Go for Wis-

dom? (Aug. 4) moved and de-

lighted me more than most
recent articles I've read in Gospel Her-

ald (which is not to take anything from

them; I read all!).

We are blessed to have in our broth-

erhood the subtlety and poetry of John

Ruth. Please commission more of his

writing. Clearly, he is a "ducteur" of

our own Mennonite culture. I heard wis-

dom in his words, and I like its sound.

Robert Koch
Goshen, Ind.

Because it is human nature to take

the time to write only if we are

upset, I wanted to write to tell

you:

I enjoy Gospel Herald. I appreciate

that you are willing to deal with contro-

versial issues. I don't agree with every

article, but they all make me think.

Keep up the good work.

Mary Ann Mullet

Edmonton, Alta.
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Eating out on Sunday
(or why you shouldn't pray in restaurants)

What sort ofjustice has entire crews of
workers punching time clocks and scur-

rying around taking orders so that we,

of all people, might have our holy rest?

by

Shirley

Kurtz

Iam under the impression that during the

Dark Ages and even much later, even after

the Reformation and Christopher Columbus
and Daniel Boone and as recently as the early

1900s, religious people tended to behave in a

cringing sort of way, or else they were mean-spir-

ited. They sat on hard-backed chairs all Sunday
afternoon and read only out of the Bible. Laura

Ingalls' Grandpa was, according to Laura's Pa,

spanked on a Sunday for going sledding instead

of staying in his chair. (The ride must have been

worth the consequences, for part way down the

hill a stray pig got in the way of the sled. It isn't

every day that you get to go sledding with a pig.)

By the 1950s, children like me were allowed to

run and play and maybe even roller skate on

Sundays. There were still some restraints, but at-

titudes had relaxed considerably; it was sus-

pected by some that Sundays were supposed to

be good for you. Not going to work, not going

shopping, not buying gas—all these periodic re-

strictions could possibly prevent or at least fore-

stall nervous breakdowns. (Stress wasn't in-

vented yet; people just had nervous breakdowns.)

People didn't eat out on Sunday, either, in

the 50s (religious people, I mean, at least

the ones who could have afforded to). But
this, too, was hardly a deprivation—not for those

who didn't have to cook, considering what consti-

tuted Sunday dinner.

In the 1990s, now, we're even easier on our-

selves (religious people, I mean). Nobody has to

cook. Fresh from worship services, fresh from

praising the Lord of the Sabbath, up out of the

dark sanctuaries and blinking in the bright noon,

we clamber into our vehicles and head for the

public eateries.

Oh, it's so nice, with your food coming to you
all organized on your plate, all the tiny tinkling

ice cubes in the water, and the coffee creamer in

little crinkly pleated cartons.

The trouble is, somebody does have to cook.

Why should entire crews of workers be punch-

ing time clocks and scurrying around taking or-

ders and juggling dishes and cooking steaks, liv-

ers, hams, even live crabs in pots, so that we, of

all people, might have our holy rest?

Now, I do want to be logical about this. Logi-

cal is, I think, different from rigid, traditional,

mean-spirited, whatever. (You have to, above all,

seem logical, if you want to sound convincing.)

So here is my question. What sort ofjustice is

this?

Probably the restaurant people have to work.

It is conceivable that they even like their jobs. I

wasn't especially happy, myself (full-grown and
newly married and desperate for employment)
about being people's go-fer when I waitressed at

the Texan some years ago. This was in Mt.

Pleasant, Mich. I don't remember having to work
Sundays. That would have been even worse, I

think, being stiff-suited, shiny-shoed people's go-

fer. People looking down their sanctified noses,

giving me orders. People who could take their

Sundays off. People who probably thought it

was God's will for them to take Sundays off.

I'm
not being mean, am I? Logical isn't mean-

spirited. There are, if you think hard on it, a

number of good things about eating at home.
No molded orange plastic chairs. No Styrofoam.

Maybe the food is right out of your own back-

yard. If there are hairs in it, at least they're

yours. In the bathroom there is sure to be soap

and toilet paper and actual towels.

At home you can even have company, if you
can find someone else after church who isn't run-

ning off to a restaurant. Everybody likes pan-

cakes. Or bacon and eggs. You can even use

your regular dishes; just put a candle in the mid-

dle of the table, and maybe some weeds in a jar.

And never ever on a Sunday should you cook a

big dinner or clean up afterward all by yourself.

(What sort of justice would this be?)

But I can come up with one good reason why
religious people should eat out on Sunday. It's

not one you would ever imagine.

On a weekend a few years ago, I was in

Pennsylvania with my 12-year-old. It was
supposed to have been a special outing

and it was, for a while—we slept at our relatives'

and went to see a play. On Sunday, however,

Jennifer came down with the flu, the throwing-

up kind. I guessed it might hit me next, and
there was only me to drive us home.
You know how you feel when someone else is

throwing up. A little bit queasy yourself.

I put Jennifer in the backseat of the car, along

with a bucket, and lit out for home in West Vir-

ginia. But I wondered if this was the right thing

to be doing. Hurtling down Route 283, I thought
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about turning back. Now was the time to turn

around, now before I'd gone far enough to be

stranded, sick as a dog, between destinations.

But I kept on going.

It
was after we were on the turnpike that the

car started jerking. Now it is true, we were

expecting the bottom to fall out of this car

any day, but now was not an appropriate time. I

pulled over on the shoulder of the highway and

got out and lifted the hood as best I could and

looked at the motor. But I didn't know what the

motor was supposed to look like. A hose of some

sort seemed to have fallen apart. Had this just

happened?
I got back in the car, and as we jerked on

down the highway I considered my options.

How, if I had to stop for repairs, could I avoid

getting ripped off by some smart mechanic?

(Don't mechanics rip off ignorant motorists?

Isn't this how they operate in some of those off-

interstate repair shops?) By now, I suppose,

paranoia had replaced quease.

The contingency plan was simple.

I'd go to a truck stop, walk into the restaurant,

and just stand there. Right there near the door-

way. And I'd peel my eyes for someone who
prayed before they ate. They'd be the person to

go to for help.

We lurched on down the turnpike. As it turns

out, we lurched the whole way home. I didn't

even get sick.

But you can see, now, how I think a person

(modestly religious, but not too modest, and

well-intentioned and just) could logically defend

a Sunday restaurant habit. Even a rigid tradition-

alist might get away with it, for not even the

Pharisees saw anything wrong with pulling a

poor unfortunate ox out of the well on the Sab-

bath.

On the other hand, rescuing oxen, or people in

broken-down cars, is hardly what we have in

mind, all in our Sunday clothes and clambering

into our vehicles after morning services. Which
would be why we shouldn't pray in restaurants,

at least not on Sunday.

Shirley Kurtz is a free-lance writer who lives in

Keyser, W. Va. She and her family attend the

Pinto (Md.) Mennonite Church.

Where have our convictions gone?

(continued various backgrounds and streams of faith who

from page 3) have stimulated and refreshed our life and

helped us to grow into a new creation in the

Lord.

We have gone from a church where the few en-

gaged in mission and service to where many,

young and old, are involved in ever-growing

ways of mission. We no longer sit in Sunday
schools and ask, "What are your thoughts on the

lesson?" Instead we share in depth about our

personal growth and understanding of the Lord's

will. Tradition no longer has a strong, unbending

hold on us, but the word of faith is Jesus Christ,

and we have a growing conviction to illustrate in

our lives what that really means.

But we should never forget that what we have

come to be has grown out of what we have been.

And today there's still a very tight race with

conformity to a powerful world that is passing

and departing from Christ, with compromise and

contentment with where we have arrived. There

is a softening of conscience that considers sin no

longer sin. There are self-interests that leave

the church and sometimes even Christ behind.

And there's reluctance to pay the cost of con-

viction that would jeopardize our standing in

our world.

The lust of the eye, the desires of the flesh,

the prideful interests of our life are not going

away. They are more within our reach and abil-

ity to grasp than ever before. So it is all the

more important that we see again that the world

is passing away, and only those who do the will

of God abide forever. We stand at a time when
we can be a power for Jesus Christ in our world.

The only thing that keeps this from happening is

the failure of our nerve to follow Christ.

This article is adapted from the last sermon Rich-

ard Detweiler preached to his home congregation,

Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite, on July 7, 1991. Rich-

ard, a leader in Franconia Conference and a past

moderator of the Mennonite Church, died of can-

cer in August 1991.
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Mission agencies renew ties

with congregations in Cuba

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite mission

groups in the United States have renewed
ties with the Cuban churches they estab-

lished before the Cuban revolution, which

ended in 1959.

In response to a request by Franconia

Mennonite Conference and the Brethren

in Christ Church, Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) coordinated a July

reunion between Cuban Anabaptists and

a four-member delegation from the

United States, Mexico, and Venezuela.

The delegation met with three small

Mennonite house churches that were

planted by Franconia missionaries Aaron
King and Henry Yoder in the mid-1950s.

The delegation also helped dedicate a

newly rebuilt Brethren in Christ church in

the town of Nazareno.

Two Brethren in Christ churches have

existed in Cuba since before the revolu-

tion. Juana Garcia pastors the congrega-

tions, which are located in towns near

Havana and have a total membership of

about 60.

The three Cuban Mennonite groups are

240 miles from Havana, in the province of

Villa Clara.

Roberto Rodriguez has been offering

spiritual guidance to these groups for the

past 15 years. Although the original

churches were small, they have grown in

recent years due to Rodriguez's outreach

efforts.

Rodriguez's first contact with the Men-
nonite churches came when his car broke

down while he was passing through a town

in Villa Clara.

A passerby stopped to help. When
Rodriguez identified himself as an evan-

gelical pastor, the person told him about

religious people in the town. They turned

out to be Mennonites.

Up to now, the Brethren in Christ

churches in Cuba have had legal status

while the Mennonite congregations have

not.

This is because the Castro regime has

not granted recognition to any church

group that did not already have it before

the revolution. The Brethren in Christ

groups had been recognized by the former

regime, while the Mennonites had not.

Rodriguez and Garcia recently arranged

to place the Mennonite groups under the

umbrella of the Cuban Brethren in Christ

churches.

In addition, a proposed "law of religious

expression" would give legal status to

religious groups that have not had this.

While in Cuba, the Mennonite delega-

tion met with a government representa-

tive to discuss implications of the pro-

posed legislation.

Until the July reunion, U.S. Mennonite
agencies and the Cuban churches had not

had direct contact for 33 years.

MCC has sent food and supplies to

Cuba twice this summer, as part of larger

Church World Service shipments. (See

"Items & Comments" in July 28, 1992,

Gospel Herald.)

The most recent MCC contribution, in

July, included nearly 17,000 pounds of

canned pork, 740 pounds of medical sup-

plies, some 7,400 pounds of soap, and

more than 28,000 pounds of wheat.

An individual farmer in Kansas donated

all of the wheat, which is valued at $6,750

(U.S.).

A Church World Service shipment in

June included 3,000 pairs of surgical

gloves donated by MCC and 1,000 cans of

pork from the agency.

Since the break-up of the Soviet Union,

which formerly provided much aid to

Cuba, the economic situation on the is-

land has deteriorated.

Delegation members were: Raymond
LeRoy Eberly, a Brethren in Christ mis-

sionary in Venezuela; Ofelia Garcia

Hernandez, a Mennonite from Puebla,

Mexico; John Miller of the Franconia

Conference Mission Board; and Elizabeth

Soto, MCC assistant secretary for Latin

America.

Fishery closing hits

program, region hard
Happy Valley, Labrador (MCC Cana-

da)—A recent government decision to

close the northern cod fishery in New-
foundland and Labrador couldn't have
come at a worse time for Mennonite
Central Committee, according to MCC
Labrador representative Gerhard Pries.

Only three days before the July 2 an-

nouncement, Mark and Sonia Bromley
arrived in Labrador to begin an economic
development assignment with MCC.
The Bromleys, who came to Canada

from New Zealand, already knew that

their task in this unemployment-ravaged
province would be difficult.

But they hadn't expected this.

For the local people who have depend-
ed on the fishing industry for their liveli-

hoods, the announcement that fishing in

the province would be shut down for two
years brought tears and anger.

Pries, the codirector of MCC Canada's
work in Labrador and Newfoundland,

noted that the magnitude of the implica-

tions of this decision may be hard to

imagine.

He said it's as if the government
stopped all farming activity on the prai-

ries for two years, or said all factories in

a certain region would have to be shut

down indefinitely.

New hymnal featured. Lancaster, Pa.— Some 500 people attended a hymn sing

featuring the new Mennonite and Church of the Brethren hymnal. The event was

held July 19 at Lancaster Mennonite High School. Above, Mary Oyer leads the

group in song. Cindy Wittenberg accompanies on piano with Frances and Wendell

Miller on strings.

—

Dale D. Gehman
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Elias Chacour

Work actively for peace,

Palestinian pastor says
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Palestinian pas-

tor Elias Chacour called on Mennonites

in Indiana and Pennsylvania to be "peace-

makers, not peace contemplators."

The Greek Catholic (Melkite) pastor

shared the plight of the Palestinian peo-

ple with Mennonites in the

Elkhart/Goshen, Ind., and Lancaster

County, Pa., areas during a 10-day visit to

the United States in mid-July.

Chacour said that his people, who are

either refugees in Arab countries or are

second-class citizens in Israel, are suffer-

ing from a "new holocaust."

Small in stature, but armed with a

powerful voice, Chacour wondered aloud

why Palestinian Arabs are stereotyped as

"dirty and bad."

"Our children are not born with two

stones in their hands," he said. "They're

like any children—they have parents,

need food and affection, have dreams, and

like to play sports."

Chacour warned against using the Bible

to justify violence against his people.

"The only chosen people and race is man

and woman created in the image of God,"

he said.

"God cannot kill," Chacour empha-

sized. "God is life-giving. If God kills, I

don't need God.

"If you love peace, be peacemakers and

builders," he implored his audiences.

"It's easy to give $100 or pray and say

you've done your part," he noted. But

these actions are only "conscience tran-

quilizers," he said.

"Pray for yourself to see, and share the

truth with your people in power," he

urged. "Write your leaders. Ask them to

seek a just and equitable solution. Get up,

move, do something, get your hands dirty.

"Otherwise," he said, "we will continue

killing each other."
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Chacour said that Christians "have no

alternative but to side with the poor and

the oppressed." But this doesn't mean

being against the oppressor, he said.

"We don't need your help unless it is

an expression of solidarity and builds

bridges between Jews and Arabs. We
need one common friend, not one more

supporter on either side."

Chacour challenged North American

Mennonites to take a stand for justice and

peace, even if it costs them.

"Were you born to increase the num-

bers of Mennonites or to increase the

knowledge of Christ among the people?"

he asked.

Chacour said that each U.S. citizen pays

at least $20 in tax dollars to Israel to buy

bombs and bullets and confiscate land.

"Making peace and respecting each

other's dignity and right to exist will not

happen by shipping dollars and weap-

ons," he observed.

Chacour noted the optimism about the

Israeli-Arab peace talks since Yitzak

Rabin was elected June 23 as the new

prime minister of Israel.

But he cautioned against being too op-

timistic. Many obstacles still block the

road, he said.

Mennonite Board of Missions workers

John and Sandra Shenk Lapp served in

Ibillin (a small village in northern Israel)

with Chacour from 1989 to 1991.

MBM interns Becky Weidner and Car-

men Pauls begin one-year assignments in

Ibillin this summer.

Signs of hope emerge
in war-ravaged Angola
Luanda, Angola (MCC)—Angola's bas-

ketball team could not keep up with the

U.S. "Dream Team."

But just by making it to the Olympics,

the Angolan squad became a symbol of

hope for this once war-ravaged country in

southern Africa.

Angola has many other signs of hope,

according to Menno Plett, Mennonite

Central Committee country representa-

tive for Angola and Zambia.

For the past 16 years, since indepen-

dence from Portugal, Angolans were en-

gaged in bitter civil war. The conflict was

fueled by East-West superpower compe-

tition for Angola's oil and mineral re-

sources.

The war ended in May 1991, and multi-

party elections are set for this September.

Although signs of war and unrest are

still evident, so are signs of hope.

/ 9

Plett reports counting 45 burned-out

trucks while driving along a 60-mile

stretch of road.

But along the same road, he also saw

gently rolling hills of lush, green cassava

fields.

Northern Angola has been spared the

severe drought that is gripping most of

southern Africa. Plett noted that people

are working, trucks are rolling, and food

is moving from the countryside to the city.

Plett referred to the Angolan churches

as another visible source of hope.

"The church is responding in tangible

ways to meet needs of people, many who

have known only war," he said.

During the war, churches shared food

with the hungry. MCC assisted by provid-

ing 500 to 1,600 tons of food plus one or

two containers of used clothing each year

since 1988.

Now churches are distributing agricul-

tural tools and seeds. This year MCC is

providing 10,000 hoe heads and 5,000

machetes for people displaced by war who

are now returning home from camps and

urban areas.

Working in partnership with MCC, the

Angolan Council of Evangelical Churches

(CAIE) distributes MCC donations.

MCC workers Jeff and Martha
Thomsen teach English to CAIE church

leaders.

MCC hopes to recruit an agriculturist

and nurse to work in northern Angola as

well.

During the war, the army occupied

church and mission stations. Soldiers

lived in school buildings and student dor-

mitories.

Lookout towers, army training equip-

ment, personnel carriers, trucks, and

tanks still litter church properties, Plett

observed.

"The scene reminded me how destruc-

tive war is," Plett said. "The human en-

ergy and industrial energy devoted to-

ward destruction in our world is in-

credible."

Within the last year, the government

has returned church property and is re-

moving "visible reminders" of the war

years.

"We have much to learn from Angolans

who have endured so much and continue

to claim and make known God's love,"

said Plett.

"In Angola, the forces of destruction

and those of love, reconciliation, and re-

building are graphically demonstrated,"

he said.

—Pearl Sensenig
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Program helps laborers escape bondage in India

Program develops job skills. Santa Cruz, Bolivia (MCC)—Through a new job
creation program of Mennonite Central Committee, people in Bolivia not only earn
money but develop creative talents and business skills. Elsa Pereira (pictured),

Martha Gomez, and Clara Rodriguez took an accounting course and received a
start-up loan from a cooperative begun by Mennonite Economic Development
Associates. The women produce 192 hand-dipped candles per day.

20 Russian students
to visit EMC this fall

Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC)—Twenty stu-

dents from a Russian university will visit

Eastern Mennonite College (EMC) from
Sept. 18 to Oct. 9.

The visit is part of a new exchange
program between EMC and Nizhi
Novgorod State University. Through this

program, 25 EMC students studied and
traveled in the former Soviet Union dur-

ing May and June.

According to Ervie L. Glick, professor

of German at EMC and seminar leader to

Nizhi Novgorod, Russian schools are

eager for ties with schools in the U.S.

"They are keenly interested in recover-

ing the morals and values they had lost or

abandoned as a result of the Bolshevik

Revolution and the atheist society that

was established over the past 75 years,"

Glick said.

"Many people there believe that Chris-

tian colleges are the backbone to moral
values in America, and that these values

play a major part in the strength of our

nation today," he added.

Nizhi Novgorod, known until recently as

Gorky, is 250 miles northeast of Moscow.
Gorky was off-limits to outsiders since the

1930s until two years ago because of its

many weapons factories.

"We were among the first Westerners
to visit Nizhi Novgorod, to live there for

six weeks, and to be officially enrolled at

the university," said Glick. "We received

lots of stares."

The EMC students lived in a dormitory

with an equal number of Russian students

who speak English. Most of these Russian

students will be in the group visiting EMC
this fall.

"Close relationships developed be-

tween the student groups," Glick noted.

"We learned what life was really like in

Russia during the past 75 years, both the

good and the bad."

EMC president Joseph L. Lapp and his

wife, Hannah, joined the group for their

last week in Nizhi Novgorod and for their

last 10 days in the country touring Mos-
cow, St. Petersburg (formerly Leningrad),

and Peterhof, a sister city to Harrison-

burg.

Lapp noted that the Russians were
always interested to hear that EMC was
founded in 1917, the same year of the

Bolshevik Revolution that brought the

communists to power. Unlike EMC, the

communists didn't make it to their 75th

anniversary.

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Some 70 families in

India have escaped from slavery over the

past four years, thanks to help from Men-
nonite Central Committee (MCC).
Though slavery is prohibited by Indian

law, an estimated 5 million bonded labor-

ers are forced to do unpaid work.

Some become enslaved through debt.

The money owed may be as little as $2

U.S., but monthly interest rates of 100

percent make the amount impossible to

pay off. Children become responsible for

parents' debt and the cycle continues.

Other people become enslaved through

lack of options. Their landlords pay scant

wages that barely cover food costs. Work-
ers cannot save money to resettle.

Through one of its Indian partner agen-

cies—the Mennonite Brethren Develop-

ment Organization—MCC helps negoti-

ate with landlords to free bonded laborers

and give them land.

Some of the enslaved laborers come
from Mennonite backgrounds.

In the early 1950s, several hundred
Mennonite families migrated from An-
dhra Pradesh state in south central India

to nearby Karnataka state.

Many were having trouble feeding their

children and moved in search of dam
construction jobs.
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At first, the workers received wages
regularly. But as time went on, they were

paid only occasionally.

Landlords gave only enough food to

keep the families alive, knowing the work-

ers had nowhere else to go.

Over the years, almost all the laborers

lost contact with the Mennonite church.

Many became Hindus.

In 1984, a Mennonite Brethren evange-

list happened to meet one of these fami-

lies. As the laborers' plight became
known, MCC and the local Mennonite
Brethren organization got involved.

David and his family are among the

people that have been helped.

Like his father before him, David was a

bonded laborer. MCC and the Mennonite
Brethren group helped him gain title to a

small plot of land. After David built mud
walls for a house, the two organizations

provided roofing thatch.

David is still poor. He cannot afford to

send his two children to school, and his

wife must carry water half a mile. Food is

scarce.

But David says with a smile, "I'm free

now."

David has become a village leader and
an elder in the local Mennonite Brethren

church.
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Nepal loosens laws

on Christian activity

Kathmandu, Nepal (MBM/MCC)—A
new civil code in Nepal removes some of

the legal basis for suppression of Chris-

tian activity.

However, the future of religious free-

dom in this Asian country is not com-

pletely clear.

The restriction against an individual

voluntarily changing religions has been

repealed, along with the one-year jail term

that accompanied it.

So has the requirement that any Hindu

who changed religion must, after paying a

fine, return to the Hindu faith.

Nepali law used to state that "no person

shall propagate Christianity or Islam in a

manner to undermine Hindu religion."

A new law states, "No person shall

propagate any religion in a manner likely

to undermine another religion."

The word translated undermine has the

sense of denigrating, disturbing, or inter-

fering. One lawyer offered the opinion

that a Christian could legally distribute

literature on a street corner but not in the

gate of a Hindu temple.

Another new law describes the func-

tions of the Development Committees to

be set up in each of Nepal's 75 districts.

The first duty of the groups is "to

protect and promote different communi-

ties, languages, religions, and cultures."

But these signs of greater religious lib-

erty are tempered by one provision that

has been carried over from the old law:

"No persons shall . . . convert anyone into

another religion."

An unsuccessful effort to do so can be

punished by up to three years in jail. The

law provides for imprisonment of up to

six years if the attempt succeeds.

A foreigner who is convicted will be

deported from Nepal after the sentence

is completed.

Several lawyers have suggested that the

term convert has the connotation of pros-

elytizing.

The government has agreed that this

term should be defined as "the attempt

to convert another person by means of

force or coercion or the offer of material

inducement such as jobs or money."

At least the language of conversion

applies equally to all religions, not just

Christianity.

The precise meaning of the new law will

be known only when an arrest is made and

a case enters the courts. Most observers

think this is unlikely in the near future.

Religion is a sensitive political issue.

The two dominant political groups both

advocate a secular state, and the Bud-

dhists, Muslims, and numerous ethnic

groups have a new assertiveness about

Hindu domination.

Another factor is the development of

strong human rights organizations in

Nepal.

Most Nepali Christian leaders believe

the new laws are an improvement, though

future political developments could

change the picture.

Of course, the social stigma of changing

religions in a traditional culture such as

Nepal's—especially in rural areas—will

remain even if there is improved legisla-

tion.

For now, however, Christians rejoice

that there is greater freedom to practice

and share their faith.

—Edgar Metzler

Year abroad transforms
outlook of SALT worker
Akron, Pa. (MCC)-When 24-year-old

Alex Hartzler had a brief layover in Miami

last year on his way to Bolivia, he was

thoroughly annoyed.

Why couldn't the Latinos living there

learn English? he wondered.

Hartzler had difficulty even ordering

lunch.

When he came back through Miami this

July, his attitude had done an about-face.

He spent an extra two days in the city just

to enjoy the culture. He went out to eat,

chatted with people, and listened to Span-

ish radio stations.

"I learned that the richness of the Latin

culture adds to the diversity of the United

States," explains Hartzler, of Mount Joy,

Pa.

Hartzler spent the past year in Bolivia

with the Mennonite Central Committee

SALT program.

SALT (Serving and Learning Together)

is a one-year exchange program for 18- to

24-year-olds.

Hartzler lived with a Bolivian family in

an impoverished neighborhood of Santa

Cruz. Despite the fact that the home had

a leaky roof and an outhouse, and that

Hartzler had to carry his drinking water a

half mile, he says it was probably one of

the best experiences of his life.

"I admire Bolivians' perseverance in the

face of adversity. I drew energy from them

and felt a sense of community in our

neighborhood," he said.

Hartzler is now headed to George

Washington Law School in Washington,

D.C., to study international law.

A

Life InsurancefromMMA . .

.

When Real ValueMatters

0pr .

MMA offers two of today's best choices for life

insurance. Each comes with the flexibility to

meet real needs, while offering the special

advantages ofMMA membership.

• "Term-like" plans that often cost less than

typical term coverage.

• Universal Life plans that not only provide for

your survivors, but allow you to build tax-

deferred savings.

For our free brochure and more information,

contact your mutual aid counselor or call toll-

free, 1-800-662-6747.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
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• Pantry gets offering. Partici-

pants in last month's General
Conference Mennonite assem-
bly at Sioux Falls, S.D.. gave

nearly §2,300 (U.S.) to a local

food pantry. The money was
collected in an offering on the

final day of the event. Jeff

Wright, a pastor from Rancho
Cucamonga, Calif., suggested
the offering as a way to thank
the local community-

for its hos-

pitality.

• Gleysteen leaves TM. Jan
Gleysteen has resigned from
TourMagination. an organiza-

tion he helped found 23 years

ago. Gleysteen described the
move as "basically an amicable

departure." He said the resigna-

tion stems from differences over

TM's size, scope of tours, and
operating approach.

• 70 years celebrated. A Men-
nonite retirement center cele-

brated its 70th anniversary Au-
gust 2. Over 350 people
attended the event at Maple
Lawn Homes of Eureka, 111.,

which opened in July 1922 as the

Mennonite Home for the
Aged.

—

Randy L. Jost

• CPS anniversary marked. A
Delaware Chilian Public Ser-

vice (CPS) unit celebrated its

50th anniversary Aug. 7-9 at

Bluffton (Ohio) College. Sixty-

one people from 10 states at-

tended the reunion of the Farn-

hurst CPS Unit #58. This was
the 23rd reunion of the group
since 1947.—D. Paul Miller

• AMBS offers new degrees.
Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind., is now
offering a Master of Arts degree
in Christian Education and one
in Christian Spirituality. Both
concentrations are part of the

two-year Theological Studies
MA. program.

• College receives grant. Bluff-

ton (Ohio) College received a

$5,700 grant from the Ohio Hu-
manities Council. The award is

for Bluffton's upcoming confer-

ence, "Erasing the Color Line in

the North: Nonviolence and
Civil Rights, 1942-1956."

• New appointments:
Sharon I. Irvin, Mennonite Church

representative to the Mennonite
Central Committee U.S. Com-
mittee on Women's Concerns.
Irvin holds degrees in account-

ing and law, and is a senior

auditor for the federal govern-

ment. She has experience in

working with issues of discrimi-

nation, physical disabilities,

rape, and domestic violence.

Jim Mininger, interim president of

Hesston College. Mennonite
Board of Education announced
that the appointment is effec-

tive Sept. 1 through June 30,

1993. Mininger has served as

dean at Hesston since 1978. He
also served as interim president

in 1980-81, prior to the appoint-

ment of Kirk Alliman.

• Missionary transitions:

Phil and Julie Bender returned to

the U.S. July 26. The Mennonite
Board of Missions workers
taught at Good News Training

Institute in Accra, the capital

city of Ghana. Their address is

2109-D Cambridge Dr., Goshen,
FN 46526.

Mary Beyler, Mennonite Board of

Missions worker in Japan, re-

turned to the U.S. Aug. 1 for a
one-year North American
assignment. She serves with an
emerging Mennonite congrega-
tion in Kitami. Her address will

be c/o Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries, 3003 Ben-
ham Ave.. Elkhart, LN 46517-

1999.

Sara Brenneman, returned June
26 from Kenya, where she
served a two-year term as a

teacher at Rosslyn Academy
near Nairobi. Her address is 811
11th St., Kalona, IA 52247.

Mike and Cindy Brislen, with Jes-

sica and Jordan, returned June
15 for a three-month home leave

from Djibouti, where they
served as English teachers with
Eastern Board.

Isaac and Rosanna Burkholder,
with Nathaniel and Stephen, re-

turned June 24 for a seven-

month home leave from Vene-
zuela, where they served as

church planters with Eastern
Board. Their address is 745
Twin Bridge Rd., Chambers-
burg, PA 17201.

Ray Downing and Janice Arm-
strong, with Elizabeth and Tim-
othy, returned to Tanzania July

14 after a three-month home
leave. They will serve their sec-

ond three-year Eastern Board
term as physicians/public health

workers. Their address is P.O.

Box 80, Shirati, Tanzania.
Delbert and Frieda Erb, Men-

nonite Board of Missions work-
ers in Argentina, returned to the

U.S. June 28 for a six-month
North American assignment.
They are involved in leadership

training and seminary teaching
with the Argentine Mennonite

Church. Their address is c/o

MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, LN
46516-0370.

Del and Charlotte Holsopple Glick

returned to the U.S. July 19

after concluding a two-year
assignment teaching English in

the People's Republic of China.

The Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions workers served with China
Educational Exchange. Their
address is 19889 Peach Ridge
Rd., Goshen, LN 46526.

Clair and Beth Good, with
Rebekah, Esther, and Hannah,
returned May 24 for a five-

month home leave from Kenya,
where they served as mission-

ary-evangelists with Eastern
Board. Their address is c/o Mel-
vin Good. R.D. 1, Box 71, Can-
ton, PA 11724.

Carl and Vera Hansen, Eastern
Board workers, returned to

Kenya Aug. 1 after a one-year
home leave. They will serve a

three-year term at Daystar
University in Nairobi. Their ad-

dress is MBEA, P.O. Box 14894,

Nairobi, Kenva.

Duight Huyard returned July 14

from the Philippines, where he
served a one-year term as an
Eastern Board missions intern.

His address is 541 New York
Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Joseph and Jeanette Nyakyema,
Eastern Board workers from
Tanzania, arrived July 26 for

two years in the U.S., studying
at Rosedale Bible Institude.

Their address is Rosedale Bible

Institute, 2270 Rosedale Rd.,

Irwin, OH 43029.

Neil and Margaret Reimer arrived

in Kenya July 18 for a three-year

term as Eastern Board Regional

Office Coordinator/teacher.
Their address is MBEA, P.O.
Box 14894, Nairobi, Kenya.

• Coming events:

Truckload Auction, Conrad Grebel
College, Waterloo, Ont., Aug. 25.

Auction includes used lounge
furnishings, 100 dining room
chairs, lamps, etc. For informa-

tion, call Paul Penner at 519
885-0220, ext. 231, or Nelson
Scheifele, ext. 235.

Youth work and learn. Harlan, Ky. (MCC)—Coleen Rohrer,

Jen Kooker, and Wendy Heller were part of a group from
East Chestnut Street Church, Lancaster, Pa., that participat-

ed in the SWAP program this summer. SWAP (Sharing With
Appalachian People) is a Mennonite Central Committee
program through which participants repair homes, meet local

people, and learn about Appalachian economic, social, and
environmental issues. Some 21 youth and five sponsors were
part of the SWAP group from East Chestnut Street.
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MCC volunteers oriented. Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Twenty-
eight workers participated in orientation at Mennonite Central

Committee headquarters June 16 to 26. Mennonite Church

participants are (front row, from left): Roxene Thiessen, Arm-

strong, B.C., to New Orleans; Ann Roth, Akron, Pa., to

Ephrata, Pa.; Beth Hershey, Harleysville, Pa., to Toronto;

Doug Leaman, Lancaster, Pa., to Nicaragua. Back row: Char-

lene and Phil Thomas, Goshen, Ind., to Panama; Myrna Miller,

Hutchinson, Kan., to Egypt; and Jon Miller, Uniontown, Ohio,

to Bangladesh.

50th anniversary, Oley Valley

Mennonite Church, Oley, Pa.,

Sept. 5-6. Weekend includes vi-

deos, worship, and a hymnsing.

For reservations, call Mildred

Mast at 215 689-5623. For infor-

mation, call Glenn Steffen at 215

689-9292.

45th anniversary, Sunnyside Men-

nonite Church, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 5-6. Activities include spe-

cial music, a slide show, and

presentations by former pasto-

ral couples. Information from

the church at 219 875-7790.

8th Chicago Mennonite Festival,

Redeemer Lutheran Church
Center, Elmhurst, 111., Sept. 12.

Events include a quilt show and

auction. More information from

Leroy Kennel at 708 894-3654.

• Job openings:

Chief Executive Officer at Glen-

croft, a Christian retirement

community in Glendale, Ariz.

The 40-acre campus provides

homes to 900 persons and offers

five levels of health care servic-

es. Candidates will demonstrate

a commitment to Anabaptist

Christian values and have a his-

tory of progressive management
responsibilities. Send resume

to: Dr. Lelia Schlabach, board

chair, Glencroft, 8611 N. 67th

Ave., Glendale, AZ 85302; phone

602 939-9475.

• Change of address:

J. Robert and Sylvia Shirk Charles

from Somerville, Mass., to 1407

S. 8th St., Goshen, IN 46526.

Stephen and Margot Longley, for-

mer Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions workers in Nepal, to PPA
1 Valtola, 52700 Mantyharju,

Finland.

NEW MEMBERS

Belmont, Elkhart, Ind.: Rachel

Galensky and Marijohn Min-

inger.

Mountain View Fellowship,
Trout Run, Pa.: Horace and

Gertrude Hartshaw, Craig and

Grace Zimmerman, George and

Sandy Christ, Virginia Willits,

and Dawn Johnston.

North Bronx, Bronx, N.Y.: Mar-
garet Blanks, Anne Blackwood,

Thomas Bona, Margie and Scott

Cameron, Jesus and Mini Cruz,

Lillian de-Jesus Martinez, Char-

lene Epp, Beth Gingrich, Ver-

non Henville, Kathy Hoch-
stetler, Roger Hoover, Carol and

Joe Kotva, Paul Ramasco, Dun-
can Smith, Dave and Ruth
Wenger, and Stefan Wenger.

Park View, Harrisonburg, Va.:

Linda Wenger, Denise Yoder,

Ed Bollinger, and Kirk Lyman
Barner.

Powhatan, Va.: Ann Glacken,

Erin Glacken, Greg Glacken,

Tim Glacken, Carrie Glacken,

Candace Walton, Kelly Walton,

Courtney Walton, Casey Wal-

ton, and Ann Callie Sheilman.

Seattle, Wash.: Ida Baker and

Jim Lady.

Seventh Avenue, New York,
N.Y.: Vera Banks, Aura Es-

pinsoa, Shyleen Wesley, Jenni-

fer Hardy, Kiesha Pannell,

Marva Cooper, and Derwin
Shawn Greene.

Spring Mount, Pa.: Brenda
Pignoli, Gregory Long, and Ali-

cia Long.

Zion, Broadway, Va.: Phillip

Thompson, Mark Mast, and
Dawn Mast.

BIRTHS

Beam, Nelson and Marilyn
(Stoltzfus), Elverson, Pa., De-

nise Lois (first child), July 31.

Bender, Murray and Judy
(Steinmann), Wellesley, Ont,
Amanda Marie (second child),

July 11.

Benner, Dave and Debra (Price),

Telford, Pa., Mary Beth (second

child), July 25.

Brenneman, John and Karen
(Eshleman), Middlebury, Ind.,

Josiah Mark (second child),

June 21.

Christner, Mark and Ellen

(Sharkey), Goshen, Ind., Addi-

son Lee (second child), July 31.

Coffman, Paul and Shelly (Horst),

LaGrange, Ind., Jamie Michelle

(second child), June 6.

Derstine, Neil and Terri

(Hunsinger), Telford, Pa., Nich-

olas Roy (second child), July 31.

Detweiler, Randy and Joy
(Kauffman), Fairview, Mich.,

Micah Joel (second child), Aug.

6.

Dreier, Jim and Joyce, Hesston,

Kan., Jenna Christine (fourth

child), July 14.

Fox, Charlie and Leslie

(McArthur), Broadway, Va.,

Isaac McArthur (first child),

July 20.

Frederick, Dale and Catharine

(Johnson), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Joanna Alyse (third child), July

25.

Garber, David and Karol (Rudy),

Woodburn, Ore., Samuel Solo-

mon (third child), July 28.

Gehman, Dan and Jenny (Win-

ters), Lancaster, Pa., Ryan Paul

(first child), July 23.

Groff, Larry and Sherry, Rich-

land, Pa., Nicole Rochelle, June

24.

Groh, Philip and Lynette
(Hershey), Portland, Ore., An-

naleis Catherine (first child),

July 29.

Harms, David and Cathy
(Stutzman), Corry, Pa., Mat-

thew David (first child), June 29.

Helmuth, Tim and Jo (Stauffer),

Goshen, Ind., Getty Lee (first

child), July 26.

Hershey, Ron and Rhoda (Leh-

man), Richfield, Pa., Erin Eliza-

beth (first child), July 1.

Hochstedler, Doyle and Becky
(Swartzendruber), Wellman,
Iowa, Riley Zurrell (sixth child),

July 23.

Horn, H. Dean and Mary Jean

(Thoman), West Liberty, Ohio,

Kristyn Denae (second child),

born April 23, 1991, adopted

July 28, 1992.

Jantzi, Terry and Susan (Amies),

Kitchener, Ont., Cameron John
(second child), June 29.

Kirk, Tony and Sandra (Gerber),

Baden, Ont., (twins) Alysha

Lindsay and Alexandria Nicole

(second and third children), July

29.

Knepp, Terry and Denise
(Haarer), Goshen, Ind., Ashlyn

Brooke (first child), July 6.

Koshmider, John and Renee
(Miller), Massillon, Ohio, Mi-

chael William (second child),

July 14.

Lambright, Carl and Brenda
(Helmuth), Elkhart, Ind.,

Joshua James (third child), July

25.

Lorenz, Jake and Annette
(Shaffer), Wooster, Ohio,
Natasha Laine (first child), July

20.

Martin, Buddy and Joan (King),

Tucson, Ariz., Layla Diana
(third child), July 12.

Mast, John and Lois (Stoltzfus),

Indianapolis, Ind., Benjamin
Stoltzfus (third child), July 25.

Miller, Glenn and Barbara
(Hofstetter), Dalton, Ohio, Amy
Lou (second child), June 4.

Miller, Michael Z. and Jana
(Zook), Indianapolis, Ind., John
Michael (first child), July 25.

Nussbaum, Keith and Cindy
(Gable), Orrville, Ohio, Mark
Ryan (third child), March 19.

Ocasio, Angel and Joanne
(Short), Akron, Pa., Ian Michael

(second child), July 12.
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Otto, Dannie and Barbara
(Shenk), Areola, 111., Sophia
Amanda Ruth (second child),

May 26.

Roe, Brian and Tina (Nipper),

Goshen, Ind., Lindsey Renee
(second child), July 21.

Roes, Arthur and Lynda (Bush),

Sarasota, Fla., Nicholas DeFor-
est (fourth child), July 30.

Ruth, Phil and Beth (Johnson),

Harleysville, Pa., Madeleine
Johnson (third child), July 21.

Shafar, Tim and Kimberly
(Miller), Kalona, Iowa, Rebecca
Ann (first child), July 29.

Stites, James and Naomi
(Graber), Kokomo, Ind., Michael
Aaron (second child), July 22.

Stoltzfus, Barry and Ingrid (Bix-

ler), Souderton, Pa., Leah June
(second child), July 27.

Toren, Marty and Andrea
(Shervey), Seattle, Wash., Kaari

Lynn (first child), May 31.

Troyer, Kevin and Sharon (Car-

ter), Waterford, Pa., Colby Car-

ter (second child), July 15.

Wade, Andrew and Susan
(Herzog), Redmond, Wash.,
Jonathan Andrew (first child),

May 13.

Wald, Larry and Karen (Troyer),

Dalton, Ohio, Hannah Elizabeth

(first child), June 9.

Youngman, Todd and Lisa
(Mishler), Indianapolis, Ind.,

Jamie Nicole (second child),

May 31.

Zimmerman, Craig and Grace
(Kennel), Williamsport, Pa.,

Jeannette Michelle (second
child), adopted Jan. 13, 1992.

MARRIAGES

Birkey-Meulen: Mark Birkey,

Staten Island, N.Y. (Parkview),

and Kathleen Meulen, Staten

Island, N.Y. (Manhattan), Aug.

1, by Harold Mast.
Bitner-Knarr: Michael Bitner,

Harleysville, Pa. (Rockhill), and
Kristal Knarr, Telford, Pa.
(Rockhill), Aug. 1, by Michael L.

Derstine.

Busch-Wolff: David V. Busch,
Harleysville, Pa. (United
Church of Christ), and Deborah
Wolff, North Wales, Pa. (Plains),

Aug. 1, by Richard J. Lichty.

Cressman-Snider: Clare Cress-

man, West Montrose, Ont.
(Bloomingdale), and Lois
Snider, Kitchener, Ont. (Pioneer

Park), July 25, by Brian Laverty.

Eberly-Nussbaum: Chad Eberly,

East Earl, Pa. (Kalona), and
Kathy Nussbaum, Akron, Pa.

(Akron), Aug. 1, by Beryl Jantzi

and Firman Gingerich.

Hartzel-Alderfer: Nathan
Hartzel, Telford, Pa. (Grace
Bible), and Patrice Alderfer,

Telford, Pa. (Souderton), Aug. 1,

by Gerald A. Clemmer.
Hostetler-Martin: Keith Hos-

tetler, Orrville, Ohio (Crown
Hill), and Julie Martin, Clymer,
N.Y. (Beaverdam), July 18, by
Roy Walls.

Keener-Todd: Brent Keener,
Lititz, Pa., (Ephrata Commu-
nity), and Bonita Todd,
Manheim, Pa. (East Peters-

burg), July 11, by Karl Steffy

and Lester Miller.

Kipfer-Piper: Darren Kipfer,

London, Ont., and Jennifer
Piper, Harrisonburg, Va. (Zion),

June 27, by Steve Thomas.
Klotnia-Eitzen: John Klotnia,

Brooklyn, N.Y. (Catholic), and
Laura Eitzen, Brooklyn, N.Y.
(Bally), June 20, by Joe Haines.

Kolb-Gahman: Brent Kolb,
Harleysville, Pa. (Salford), and
Rory Gahman, Souderton, Pa.

(Towmencin), June 27, by John
Ruth and Glenn Alderfer.

Kratz-Martin: Rodney Kratz,

Telford, Pa. (Blooming Glen),

and Carissa Martin, Hagers-
town, Md., Aug. 8, by Truman
H. Brunk.

Litwiller-Szabo: Jerrold Litwil-

ler, Evergreen, Colo. (Roanoke),

and Barbara Szabo, Westlake,

Ohio (Assembly of God), April

4, by Jerry Hunt.

Martin-Manning: Stuart Martin,

Chicago, 111. (Lombard), and
Barbara Manning, Aug. 1, by
Ivan Kauffmann.

Roth-Smucker: Wynn Roth,
Archbold, Ohio (Lockport), and
Karla Smucker, Smithville, Ohio
(Smithville), May 30, by Glenn
Steiner and Keith Leinbach.

Snyder-Alton: Kevin S. Snyder,

Breslau, Ont. (Bloomingdale),

and Anne Alton, Lucknow, Ont.

(United Church), July 4, by Ber-

tha Landers.

Snyder-Shaffer: Dean Snyder,
Sarasota, Fla. (Bay Shore), and
Kim Shaffer, Sarasota, Fla.

(Baptist), May 23.

Stauffer-Warfield: David
Stauffer, Orrville, Ohio (Crown
Hill), and Shannon Warfield,

Morristown, Ind. (United Meth-
odist), June 6, by Daniel Hooley
and Alvin McFaddin.

Taylor-Steckly: Kerry Taylor,

Carstairs, Alta. (West Zion), and
Shauna Steckly, Carstairs, Alta.

(West Zion), July 25, by James
Miller and Alvin Fry.

Thompson-Miller: Jeffrey

Thompson, Kent, Ohio (Church
of God), and Connie Miller,

Apple Creek, Ohio (Smithville),

July 18, by Glenn Steiner.

Weiler-Graber: Jeff Weiler, Ren-
ton, Wash. (Seattle), and Tanya
Graber, Renton, Wash. (Seat-

tle), July 31, by Steve Ratzlaff.

Whitehead-Broxon: Ken White-
head, Terre Haute, Ind.
(Parkview), and Lisa Broxon,
Terre Haute, Ind. (Baptist), July

11, by Bert Baker.

Wohlgemuth-Yoder: Darin
Wohlgemuth, Hesston, Kan.
(Garden), and Deanna Yoder,
Thornton, Colo., (Glennon
Heights), July 11, by Mark
Miller and Carlson Tchetter.

Yoder-Burkett: Steve Yoder,
Hollsopple, Pa. (Blough), and
Krista Burkett, Erie, Pa. (Pres-

byterian), July 11, by Bruce Bur-
kett and Al Detter.

DEATHS

Bauman, Warren, 27, Elora, Ont.

Born: Oct. 15, 1964, Fergus,

Ont., to Henry and Erla
(Wideman) Bauman. Drowned:
July 19, 1992, Coquitlam, B.C.

Survivors—brothers and sis-

ters: Marlene Hornsby, Ron
Bauman, Grace Bott, Ken
Bauman, Doris Hoist, Wayne
Bauman, Laurie Bauman. Fu-

neral and burial: July 24, Bethel

Mennonite Church, by Art Byer.

Brown, Rebecca Ann, 33, Solon,

Ohio. Born: Jan. 3, 1959, Cleve-

land, Ohio, to Harold and Lo-
rene (Williams) Brown. Died:

July 27, 1992, Cleveland, Ohio,

of Huntington's chorea. Survi-

vors—brother and sister: Jay
and Sandra Brown. Funeral:

July 31, Friendship Mennonite
Church, by David Orr. Burial:

Roselawn Cemetery.
Foltz, Bessie E., 83. Born: Nov.

13, 1908, Mathias, W.Va., to

John and Nancy (Delawder)
Foltz. Died: Aug. 2, 1992,

Harrisonburg, Va. Survivors

—

son: Scott Funkhouser; brother

and sisters: David Foltz, Eunice
Rohrbaugh, Edith Halterman,
Lulu Sherman, Orpha Foltz,

Nora See. Funeral: Aug. 4, Ma-
thias Mennonite Church, by
Linden M. Wenger and Harold
Emswiler. Burial: Laurel Hill

Cemetery.
Gahman, Elizabeth Lapp
Detweiler, 83, Franconia, Pa.

Born: April 17, 1909, New Brit-

ain Twp., Pa., to Harvey H. and
Elizabeth Lapp Detweiler.
Died: June 14, 1992, Sellersville,

Pa. Survivors—children: E. Ei-

leen Derstine, M. Kathleen
Groff, E. Dale; sister: Ruth
Derstine; 10 grandchildren, 10

great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: S. Elmer Gahman
(husband). Funeral and burial:

June 18, Deep Run Mennonite
Church, by James Burkholder,

Wilson Kratz, and Beth Yoder.
Godshall, Mae Detweiler, 72,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Jan. 28,

1920, Telford, Pa., to Alfred A.

and Marietta C. (Freed)
Detweiler. Died: July 26, 1992,

Souderton, Pa., of cancer. Sur-

vivors—husband: Norman S.

Godshall; children: Paul D.,

Dorothy G. Beidler, Anna Mae
Landis, Norman Lee, Marie
Griffith; 15 grandchildren. Pre-

deceased by: David and Ken-
neth (sons). Funeral and burial:

July 31, Plains Mennonite
Church, by Richard J. Lichty

and Daniel W. Lapp.
Histand, Fannie K. (Good), 89,

Souderton, Pa. Born: June 7,

1903, East Petersburg, Pa., to

Daniel H. and Anna K. Kreider

Good. Died: July 22, 1992, Sell-

ersville, Pa. Survivors—son: Er-

nest G; stepchildren: Herbert
H., Norman H., Walter H., Rob-
ert H, Lena Hunsberger, Mary
Reinford, Mabel Detweiler,

Nancy Kulp, June Histand; sis-

ters: Anna Becker, Ella Hess; 2

grandchildren, 4 great-grand-

children, 25 stepgrandchildren,

18 step-great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Daniel L.

Histand (second husband) and
Abram L. Histand (first hus-

band). Funeral and burial: July

25, Doylestown Mennonite
Church, by Duane Bishop and
Henry L. Ruth.

Kanagy, Forrest, 88, Goshen,

Ind. Born: Sept. 10, 1903, Cham-
paign County, Ohio, to George
W. and Anna M. Detweiler
Kanagy. Died: July 17, 1992,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors—wife:

Mabel Roth Kanagy; children:

Gene, Dale, Mary Lou Hooley;

10 grandchildren. Predeceased
by: Seba Yoder Kanagy (first

wife). Funeral: July 19, College

Mennonite Church, by Nancy
Kauffmann and Robert
Shreiner. Burial: Fairview Cem-
etery.

Miller, David Ebersole, 81,

State College, Pa. Born: May 30,

1910, Middletown, Pa., to David
Z. and Susie Ebersole Miller.

Died: March 17, 1992, State Col-

lege, Pa. Survivors—wife: Su-

sanna Rutt Miller; children:

David, Donald, Mary, James;
brothers and sister: bra, Martin,

Elizabeth Longenecker; 15

grandchildren, 3 great-grand-

children. Funeral: March 21,

Mount Calvary Church, by
David Janssen. Burial: Shope's

Mennonite Church Cemetery.
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Miller, Martin Longenecker,

77, Lititz, Pa. Born: Oct. 10,

1914, Middletown, Pa., to David

Z. and Susie Ebersole Miller.

Died: March 26, 1992, Lititz, Pa.

Survivors—children: Margaret,

Kenneth, Miriam, Carolyn;

brother and sister: Ira, Eliza-

beth Longenecker; 7 grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Janet

Eby Miller (wife). Funeral:

March 30, Landis Homes
Chapel, by Donald Good and Ira

Miller. Burial: Shope's Menno-
nite Church Cemetery.

Oswald, Samuel "Sam," Sr., 91,

Beemer, Neb. Born: April 22,

1901, Beemer, Neb., to Jacob

and Margaretha (Wilford) Os-

wald. Died: July 27, 1992,

Beemer, Neb. Survivors—chil-

dren: Rolland, Ralph, Sam, Jr.,

Berniece Kaufman; 16 grand-

children, 19 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Mary
Huebert Oswald (wife). Funeral

and burial: July 30, Beemer
Mennonite Church, by Roger

Hazen and Ivan Troyer.

Penner, Edna Gaede, 88,

Goshen, Ind. Born: Nov. 1, 1903,

Hillsboro, Kan., to Abraham B.

and Anna Duerksen Gaede.

Died: June 13, 1992, Elkhart,

Ind. Survivors—children: Paul,

Howard, Shirley Friesen; sis-

ters: Malenda Groening, Esther

Lepp; 11 grandchildren, 14

great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Henry Peter Penner

(husband). Funeral: June 16,

College Mennonite Church,

Goshen, Ind., by James Waltner,

and June 18, Valley View Men-
nonite Bible Church, Cimarron,

Kan., by David Froese. Burial:

Cimarron Cemetery.

Yoder, Ora M., 85, Shipshewana,

Ind. Born: Dec. 17, 1906, Ship-

shewana, Ind., to Masellas D.

and Mary Ann (Berkey) Yoder.

Died: July 14, 1992, Goshen,

Ind., of a stroke. Survivors

—

wife: Grace Smeltzer Yoder;

children: Janet, Marion; sister:

Ruth Grabill; 3 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Leon (son) and

Elaine (daughter). Funeral and

burial: Julyl7, Shore Mennonite

Church, by Barry Loop.

Yoder, Rachel T. (Peachey), 92,

Belleville, Pa. Born: Sept. 19,

1899, to Solomon D. and Katie

(Spicher) Peachey. Died: July

28, 1992, Belleville, Pa. Survi-

vors—children: Eva Peachey,

Kathryn Yoder, Lewis, Glenn,

Clara Mae Williams; brother

and sister: Eva Kauffman, Ray-

mond R. Peachey; 13 grandchil-

dren, 19 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Samuel M.
Yoder (husband). Funeral: July

31, Locust Grove Mennonite
Church, by Max Zook and Erie

Renno. Burial: Allensville Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Zook, Abner E., 70, Belleville,

Pa. Born: Dec. 11, 1921, Lancas-

ter, Pa., to John F. and Emma
(Byler) Zook. Died: July 29,

1992, Lewistown, Pa. Survi-

vors—children: Martha Myers,

Esther Narehood, Susan Eby,

Judy Goss, Abner S.; brothers

and sisters: Miriam Brown, Pris-

cilla E. Zook, Enos D. Zook,

Urie J. Zook; 8 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Elizabeth M.
Kauffman (wife). Funeral and

burial: Aug. 1, Allensville Men-
nonite Church, by Philip Barr,

Paul Bender, and Lee Kanagy.

CALENDAR

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual

meeting, Manson, Iowa, Aug. 21-

23

New York Mennonite Conference

delegate session, Syracuse,

NY., Sept. 12

Lancaster Conference fall assem-

bly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 17

Mennonite Board of Education di-

rectors meeting, Goshen, Ind.,

Sept. 18-19

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion IV annual meeting, Phoe-

nix, Ariz., Sept. 19

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27

75th anniversary celebration,

Eastern Mennonite College and

Eastern Mennonite High
School, Harrisonburg, Va., Oct.

2-3

Mennonite Publication Board
meeting, Chicago, 111., Oct. 16-

17

Region I Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice annual meeting, Belleville,

Pa., Oct. 17

Something for everyone... MissiOHSf
This is the Missionary Messenger.

Listen, I'll read you the first story.

that's a little over

my head. Is there anything

in here for me?
Sure! Here's

a page to color.

This is how

you do it.

ft

Here, let me!

Now that's

what I like...

a real hands-on

experience!

Faith Stories • Mission News • Children's Page
To subscribe, send $6.00 to Eastern Mennonite Board
of Missions, PO Box 628, Salunga, PA 17538
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THE LAST WORD

How do you recognize a true prophet?
God's people seem to have a love-hate rela-

tionship with prophets. From the early days of

the Old Testament, we have been in awe of peo-

ple who get a direct word from God. At the

same time, perhaps because their message is

often unpopular, we can turn against them.

Yet in turbulent times like ours, we continue

to seek out prophets. Like the kings of ancient

Israel, we tend to look first to one, then to an-

other for some message from God. We watch the

tele-evangelists, listen to popular radio speakers,

or read the latest captivating futurists. Some
among us rise up with what they believe to be a

word from the Lord. Finally, confused, we ask:

how can you tell a true from a false prophet?

The Bible gives us several clues:

1. True prophets are reluctant prophets. They
often take the job under protest—so much so

that, as in Moses' case (Gen. 3-4), God becomes

angry with reluctance.

Throughout their careers, many prophets keep

protesting their assignments. "I am no prophet,

nor a prophet's son," Amos declared in the

midst of giving God's message to Israel (Amos
7:14). "I do not know how to speak, for I am
only a boy," Jeremiah said when he was tapped

for his assignment (Jer. 1:6). "Remove this cup

from me," Jesus prayed in the garden (Mark

14:36).

2. True prophets are not in it for personal gain.

In fact, the assignment often goes against their

own best interests. Hosea's instructions were to

marry a prostitute (Hos. 1:2). Elijah found him-

self exiled in a wilderness, fed only by ravens (1

Kings 17:6). Jesus' life and words led to his

crucifixion.

3. True prophets are driven people. Theirs is a

message that comes from outside themselves.

"Thus says the Lord," said Joel and Obadiah
and Micah and Haggai.

To fail to give that message, to flee the respon-

sibility of a prophet, is to live a life of torment.

Jonah discovered that when he ended up in the

belly of a fish (Jon. 1:17).

Discerning true prophets has always been a

difficult task for the people of God. It continues

to be as challenging today as it was for the peo-

ple of Israel throughout their days of kings and

judges, exile and captivity.

But, like Israel, it is a task to which we must
give ourselves. Not to do so is to risk following

the false. Or to fail to recognize the word of God

'I can't believe
I thought about true and false prophets and

what distinguishes one from the other as I lis-

tened to the tape from which this issue's lead ar-

ticle was taken. Time after time, as he preached

what turned out to be his last sermon to his

home congregation, Richard Detweiler stopped

and said, "I can't believe I'm saying this."

But then he would plunge on, making yet more

statements about the Mennonite Church and

freedom and convictions and the challenge for

our future. Even on tape, the conviction in his

voice comes through, as though driven by a

power outside himself to say things even he ap-

peared to be uncomfortable with at times. So he

would repeat, "I can't believe I'm saying this to

you this morning."

Richard would have been the last to describe

I'm saying this
9

himself a prophet. Yet as I watched his life, lis-

tened to his words, and heard his conviction, I

was reminded of the tradition of humility, self-

denial, and conviction that begins with the bibli-

cal prophets.

Like their message, Richard's words to us may
not be popular. We 20th-century North Ameri-

can Mennonites like our freedom. We don't like

to be reminded that our liberation may have

come at the price of our convictions.

But Richard's is an important message to hear

as we seek to define faithfulness for our day. Free-

dom calls us to responsibility. It beckons us to new

expressions of faith in God. It asks us to rededicate

ourselves to establishing God's reign in our world.

That is the message of a true prophet. We do

well to heed his words.—jlp
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Putting out the church welcome mat:

Friendliness is

important, but
it isn't enough

Making people feel at home requires

much more than good intentions. It

means examining every aspect of church

life to see if it includes or excludes.

6

8

9

The visitors' clothes are worn, their hair-

cuts do-it-yourself jobs. As a member of a

middle-income congregation, you wonder,

"Will this family feel welcome here?"

Your concerns are soon put to rest. Church

members go out of their way to be friendly, and

the family returns. When the Sunday school

class plans a hayride, several people invite the

newcomers. You're delighted when the couple

dedicate their baby. They must be feeling right

at home.
Then, a few weeks later, they just stop com-

ing. What went wrong? Didn't they feel welcome

after all?

No, they didn't. I know because this family-

let's call them Ray and Sandra Thompson-
were friends of ours who attended church with

us at our invitation.

Now of course I appreciated the other church

members' efforts to make our friends, who were

obviously poor, feel at home. The friendliness

by

Eddy
Hall



We must learn to make the church's

basic ministries available to everyone in

settings where people of different socio-

economic levels can be comfortable.

was genuine, but it wasn't enough. To truly

make the family feel accepted would have re-

quired something more—a new way of seeing.

Our family began to learn this new way of see-

ing in 1979 when we returned to Oklahoma after

being gone for three years. I was working as a

free-lance writer, a job that yielded high per-

sonal rewards but low and irregular income. We
went back to the same middle-class church we
had attended before. We felt loved, but after a

year of regular attendance, we still didn't feel a

part of the body.

The difference? We were poor now. And as a

poor family attending a middle-class church, we
had run into an obstacle course of barriers that

kept us on the outside looking in. Though we
had worshiped at the church for years, we'd
never before noticed the barriers. In fact, we
could now see how we had unknowingly raised

similar barriers in a youth program we had di-

rected in that very church. Only when we saw
the church through the eyes of the poor did

these barriers become visible.

Barrier #1: a price tag on Christian fellow-

ship. On the evening of the Sunday school

hayride, Ray was at our house, anguishing

over whether to take his family. He wanted to

make friends and be a part of the fellowship,

but the hayride would cost $4.50. He was forced

to choose—go on the hayride or buy milk for his

children.

We'd gladly have taken them as our guests,

but we had even less money at the time. Our
family couldn't even consider going. In the end,

Ray stayed home and bought milk. The price tag

on Christian fellowship was simply too high.

The next month our Sunday school social was
within walking distance of our home. No expense
for gasoline. Admission was just $1 for our whole
family. Maybe we could go. But, no, it came dur-

ing a time when our only regular income was the

$70 a week my wife was earning from a part-

time Christmas job, and we had less than $15 a

week for groceries. On a budget that tight, $1 is

a lot. We stayed home and used the dollar for

baby formula.

That's why, after a year at our old home
church, we still felt like outsiders. Though our
Sunday school class had frequent social events
where we could have renewed friendships, most
cost money for admission, child care, or both.

That left us out. While worship and Sunday
school were open to everyone regardless of in-

come, those unable to pay for Christian fellow-

ship were often excluded.

The leaders of a women's Bible study my wife

attended found some creative ways to eliminate

these financial barriers. The church provided
free child care during the Bible study. Once a

month, when the small groups ate lunch to-

gether, the women brought brown-bag lunches
rather than going to a restaurant. To take care

of the only remaining financial barrier, scholar-

ships were available on request for the $10 fee

for materials. But while that removed the finan-

cial barrier, it raised another in its place.

Barrier #2: offers of help that hurt. In our
society, being poor carries a stigma. Even
though Jesus called the poor blessed and

singled out the wealthy for stern warnings, the

world's glorification of the wealthy carries over
into many churches. The result: to admit to

being poor, even in the church, can be terribly

humiliating. To admit you can't even afford the

$10 for a Bible-study notebook is a humiliation

for which few will volunteer.

To get around this, some groups eliminate

fees in favor of suggested donations. That's bet-

ter, but still less than ideal. When I haven't

been able to give the full suggested donation,

I've sometimes come away feeling guilty or sec-

ond class. The challenge is to find ways to share

that don't hurt and humiliate, ways that commu-
nicate love and affirm dignity.

Our present church does an excellent job of

this. While expenses for this year's all-church re-

treat were covered on a donation basis, nobody
mentioned a "suggested donation." Instead, the

announcement mentioned the approximate cost

per person but emphasized that everyone's partic-

ipation was wanted. Those who couldn't pay
were made to feel just as welcome as those who
could cover more than their own expenses. As a

result, retreat participation was almost as high

as Sunday morning worship attendance, and do-

nations covered all expenses.

The exact method isn't important. What's im-

portant is to find ways for those who can't pay
to participate on equal terms with those who
can—not on a "special case" basis.

Barrier #3: practices that say, "You don't

belong." Visiting a predominantly middle-

income congregation can be uncomfort-
able for a lower-income family. To make the less

affluent feel welcome, the congregation must be-

come aware of lifestyle differences and adopt
practices that embrace diversity.

On the Sunday the Thompsons dedicated

their baby, my wife and I also dedicated our
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first child. As I dressed that morning, I debated:

should I wear a suit to fit in with most of the

other fathers who would be standing before the

congregation? Or should I wear a sports shirt, in

case Ray didn't have a coat and tie? I compro-

mised. I wore a sweater.

Ray showed up without coat or tie. Sandra

wore the same dress she'd worn the previous six

Sundays—no doubt her only Sunday dress. I

could imagine how conspicuous they felt. I

hoped what I was wearing made them feel a lit-

tle less so. But to make them feel truly comfort-

able, many in the congregation would have

needed to change from dressing for success to

dressing for the social comfort of others.

Does this mean banning coats and ties?

Hardly. That would only make more affluent visi-

tors feel out of place. But when visitors can look

around on Sunday morning and find blue jeans

as well as suits, they won't feel conspicuous, no

matter how rich or poor.

Social customs can also hinder fellowship.

Once when our family was looking for a home
church, we began attending an affluent suburban

congregation shortly before the annual ladies'

We must find ways to remove

the price tags on fellowship,

to avoid offers of help that

hurt, and to modify practices

that say, "You don't belong."

luncheon. Judging from the description in the

bulletin and the place settings displayed in the

lobby, it appeared to be quite a formal affair.

The price of one ticket was more than I'd ever

spent on a single meal, more than we usually

spend for our entire family to eat out.

One woman, trying to include my wife, not

only invited her to the luncheon but suggested

she decorate one of the tables. This required

china, crystal, and silver for ten, a round linen ta-

blecloth, and a centerpiece. She didn't know, of

course, that our "china" consisted of five mis-

matched plastic plates, our "crystal" of plastic

tumblers picked up at the dime store to get us

by till we could afford to move our household

goods.

Her attempt to make my wife feel welcome

had just the opposite effect. In assuming that ev-

eryone attending the church would have fine din-

nerware and could afford the ticket price, the
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women planning the luncheon were saying to my
wife and others, "This luncheon wasn't planned

with you in mind."

We didn't feel welcome in that church.

How then do we put out the welcome mat?

Making the poor feel at home takes more

than friendliness and good intentions. It

requires learning to see through their eyes, to ex-

amine every aspect of church life to see if it in-

cludes or excludes. To learn to see this way, we

will need to involve the poor in decisions that

Only when the church learns

to see through the eyes of the

poor will those barriers that

exclude become visible.

shape the life of the body. With their help, we

can find ways to remove the price tags on Chris-

tian fellowship, to avoid offers of help that hurt,

and to modify practices that say to the poor,

"You don't belong." We can learn to make all

the body's basic ministries available to everyone,

on the same basis, in settings where people of

different socioeconomic levels can be comfort-

able.

As poor and nonpoor come together, not only

will the poor benefit from being included, and

not only will the nonpoor grow through their new

relationships with these brothers and sisters.

But our life together will demonstrate to the

world the gospel's power to break down the

walls that divide us. It will show God's power to

make us one.

Eddy Hall, Goessel, Kan., is coeditor of With mag-

azine. He also does free-lance writing and editing

assignments.



READERS SAY

When Trust Fails (June 23). I

support Gospel Herald's edito-

rial position 100 percent. The
practice of publishing accounts of the

sexual sins of spiritual leaders is not

new. It goes back at least as far as the

writing of 2 Sam. 11 and the account of

King David's adultery. The story of

David's life and faith would be both in-

complete and dishonest if this passage
had been omitted. Also, David's great

Psalm of repentance and cleansing (Ps.

51) would lose most of its power if we
did not know what he was talking about.

Gospel Herald has been criticized for

being too specific and detailed in its ac-

counts. But in comparing the articles to

their scriptural precedents, I find that

the Bible is even more frank.

Today's spiritual leaders would do
well to read and consider David's story.

If any have already fallen into the pit of

this ancient sin, they should take heart

from the forgiveness and cleansing that

David experienced. And if they are

being tempted in this way, they need to

know that they will be found out and
that their stories, like David's, should

and will be published as widely as their

names are known.

Congratulations to the editors for their

courage in taking this difficult stand.

Barry King
I Vermontuille, N.Y.

When Trust Fails (June 23). I

strongly support your editorial

policy for reporting actions

taken by church bodies in cases of sex-

ual misconduct. A major part of the re-

pentance-forgiveness-healing issue is

willingness to be accountable and to

hold others accountable. That is not
possible if there is secrecy. I strongly

encourage you to continue this difficult

but necessary ministry.

As a minister and a pastoral coun-

Pontius' Puddle

selor, I am well aware that the first line

of defense is always denial and an at-

tempt to hide from the pain of the

truth. The easy forgiveness we often

rush to offer is really our uneasiness in

the face of great personal pain and our
desire to get it out of our sight.

I have just concluded work with a

task force set up by Virginia Confer-
ence to produce a study paper on fam-
ily violence, which was presented at our
annual Assembly. After the presenta-

tion a number of persons expressed to

me the need for ministers and the

church as a whole to develop a better

understanding of forgiveness, especially

as it relates to experiences of abuse.

Once again, thank you for your good
work in speaking out firmly in a much
needed area.

Kathleen W. Kurtz

Manassas, Va.

1applaud your integrity in printing

stories of the fallenness of some of

our leaders. The fact of sexual

abuse is so widespread and so hidden
and so destructive. To keep silent is to

support the abuse.

Currently, I have become aware of

one, then two, then six of my friends

who have been abused by fathers, un-

cles, or male friends—all of whom are

leaders in their respective churches.

When a system can allow for repeated
transgressions, something is very wrong
with that system.

One hope I have for this Mennonite
Church is that the truth is coming out.

Maybe our daughters may not be so

abused.

Name withheld

Wi
"ho must know? Who should be
the redemptive audience?

Publicizing in Gospel Herald
the sexual sin of several church leaders

TtA BUSHED. I'VE. BEEN LOBBYING
OM THE PHONE FOR VAOORS~
CAA_UN.Gr IN OLD DEBTS,
USING- HICtH PRESSURE
TACTICS.

LINlNCr UP
VOTES TOR
THE NATIONM-
ELECTION'?

NO, TEACHERS FOR
THE NEW SUNDAY
.SCHOOL YEAR.

moved me to examine how these revela-

tions serve the injured, the injurers, the
knowing, and the previously unknowing.
I wonder how this reporting supports
God-ness in my own or in other

readers' lives?

Worldwide publication of a person's

sin may be fitting retribution or punish-
ment. It may reassure those who were
injured, it may sometimes protect others

from injury, and it may meet some institu-

tional imperatives. Whatever the motives,

exploitive purposes could also be served,

and there can be perverse results.

How does this method edify and sup-

port God's redemption in Gospel Herald
readers who are acquainted with nei-

ther the accused nor the accusers? The
offenders have been singled out by the

editors for common public reporting

and rebuke in much the same manner
as the New England Puritans branded
the "A" word in centuries past.

Publishing a document including all

sins of all members of the church would
have obvious constraints, which appar-

ently need not be applied in this of-

fense. It seems to me that the

compelling gravity and implications of

this method require that you spell out
again the fundamental and defining pur-

pose of Gospel Herald.

hen Byler

Bellevue, Wash.

I've
looked in vain for a truly redemp-

tive letter regarding fallen leaders, I

say this remembering that nearly

every one of Jesus' encounters had to

do with being redemptive.

It was Paul who wrote: (1) "Deliver

such an one unto Satan for the destruc-

tion of the flesh, that the spirit may be
saved in the day of the Lord Jesus" (1

Cor. 5:5). (2) "For out of much affliction

and anguish of heart I wrote unto you
with many tears. . . . Sufficient to such a

man is this punishment. ... So that con-

trariwise ye ought rather to forgive him,

and comfort him, lest perhaps such a

one should be swallowed up with over-

much sorrow" (2 Cor. 2:4, 6).

Why so many women are writing as

judges I really don't know. All of us are

"ministers of reconciliation." If women
want the pulpit, then they had better

have shepherd hearts that seek for re-

demption.

We are part of an "upside-down king-

dom." Our models don't come from the

Navy's top men at their conventions

nor the women who allege they were at-
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READERS SAY

tacked. Let's be redemptive and see

our leaders brought back to their full

potential—after repentance and the

storm and the tears.

Norm Teague

Chesapeake, Va.

n all the excitement of the sexual

abuse cases in the church, Satan has

been hiding in the baggage, forgot-

I believe that a return to modesty in

dressing for body protection is needed:

protection from insects, sun exposure,

plants with thorns, temptation thorns,

thorns of abuse and sin. This protec-

tion is therapeutic, an exercise in the

covering of the vulnerable body and

mind. It is certainly an exercise recom-

mended by God's Word.

Christian holiness and purity call for

good sense and wisdom in our attire

and its use. Can the world see and clas-

sify our deportment by the clothes we

wear?

The abuse cases are judgments on lib-

eration theology in our circles, libera-

tion from holiness and purity. May God
open our eyes, our ears, and our under-

standing of these great spiritual truths.

May the Holy Spirit speak to our con-

science as churches, church members,

and officials.

Wilmer D. Swope
Leetonia, Ohio

Sexual misconduct has been going

on in the human family since the

book of Genesis. Humankind has

not changed, although within in the

Christian family there should be faith-

fulness to God's Word and will and the

presence of the Holy Spirit.

Sexuality is a great mystery. Men and

women are a great mystery to each

other. We are by God's creation, de-

sign, and purpose very different. We do

not understand each other's tempta-

tions. Satan capitalizes on all of this, es-

pecially in the ways men and women
dress.

No sin is excusable. I hope our

brethren and sisters have experienced

forgiveness and restoration. We do not

know the specifics of their sins, nor do

we need to know. It does seem to me
that such forgiveness and restoration

could be handled in the local congrega-

tional level rather than through publica-

tion in our church periodicals.

In 1 Cor. 5:9 the apostle Paul says we
should not keep company with sexually

immoral people. In verse 11 he goes on

to include a brother who is a fornicator

or covetous or an idolater or a reviler

or a drunkard or an extortioner. When
will Gospel Herald begin revealing the

names of members involved in these

other transgressions?

J. Mark Martin

Harrisonburg, Va.

/Tarn thankful for your reporting of

I the justice concerns related to sex-

-Lual abuse among us. Truly God has

lit a lamp in you, and you are letting it

shine, giving "light to all in the house"

(Matt. 5:15). Continue!

Carol Rose

amboanga del Sur, Philippines

I
appreciate how hard you work at

being faithful in what you report to

the church through Gospel Herald. It

is a difficult task.

We have been active in Illinois Con-

ference. Conrad is a friend of ours (Con-

ferences Revoke Credentials of

Leader, June 23). We know he is a per-

son with many gifts. He has asked for

and received our forgiveness.

Now the wider church family, whom
he also served, has reviewed his re-

quest for forgiveness. We hope and

pray that as a loving church family we

are able to receive this request, grant

forgiveness, move ahead in redemptive

relationships, and continue with king-

dom business.

Laverne Nafziger

Hopedale, III.

In
his July 28 letter concerning my ar-

ticle, Unquenchable Fire, Undy-

ing Love, John H. Otto asks us to

imagine the horror he experienced upon

detecting a wrong ("substandard," says

Webster's Ninth) use of the word

"leave" by a book editor, no less. I too

was horrified to learn of the problem,

having lived in terror, since becoming

editor, of having my linguistic

fallibilities unmasked.

Imagine, then, the perverse pleasure

that flooded my soul when inspection of

my original manuscript proved the error

had been imposed on my article by an-

other editor. He shall remain unnamed,

though he cheerfully gave me leave

(usage okay, John?) to share my joy in

learning just whose feet were made of

clay.

Michael A. King

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Let mutual love continue. Do
not neglect to show hospital-

ity to strangers Keep your

lives free from the love of

money, and be content with

what you have.

—Heb. 13:1-2, 5a, NRSV
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Why new people come into the church

Unique Mennonite beliefs are not the
primary reason people are attracted to

our churches. They may, however, be
what heeps some of them coming back,

by Ann H. Fretz

They're 30-something, enthusiastic, looking

for a church where they can belong. The
couple, visiting a Mennonite congregation

for the first time, isn't from Mennonite back-

ground. So some things

—

Hymnal: A Worship
Book, last names like Yoder and Gingrich, and
"the Mennonite game" during coffee hour and
after worship—are unfamiliar.

But the couple is interested; they like what
they see. The worship service has many partici-

pants. The singing is invigorating. People talk

with them after church, and they are invited to

come again.

They're back the next Sunday. And the next.

Five months later, the life of this church is an
integral part of their routine. He teaches an
adult Sunday school class. She uses her gifts for

special music events. They join a small group
for spiritual growth and fellowship.

"When we first started coming here, we were
looking for 'family,' " he explains during worship
sharing time. "It's not just theory here—it's

working. The people are so friendly. . .

."

Friendliness is what people in the United
States and Canada, who are new to the Menno-
nite Church, give as their primary reason for at-

tending a Mennonite congregation the first time.

It's also the reason they keep coming back. Sto-

ries of people attending Mennonite churches be-

cause of friendliness are happening everywhere.
That was documented by Mennonite Board of

Missions Media Ministries research conducted
in the summer of 1991.

According to this research, a feeling of com-
munity, the pastor, Mennonite beliefs,

congregational singing—these also are

strong motivators for bringing visitors to Menno-
nite congregations for the first time. They also

contribute to their continued attendance.

Discovering what is attracting people into our
Mennonite churches, who they are, and why they
are staying—these were the questions addressed

in this latest MBM Media Ministries survey.

It grew out of a 1989 MBM Media Ministries

research on Mennonite awareness. This study
sought to find out what North Americans knew
about Mennonites. What the study showed was
that 36 percent surveyed knew nothing about
Mennonites. Most of the 24 percent who "knew
something" had misconceptions—like linking

Mennonites with horses and buggies.

With that tip-off, MBM Media Ministries

worked to improve visibility for Mennonites
through "Mennonite Myth" newspaper ads, dis-

pelling notions that Mennonites are the same as

Amish. The staff also developed "Faith at

Work" ads, depicting the service lifestyle of Men-
nonites worldwide.

But that wasn't enough. In new outreach
media, MBM Media Ministries wanted to fea-

ture the characteristics of Mennonite churches
that were pulling people into our midst. They
wanted to know what our new members would
say was the reason they came.
To find out, MBM Media Ministries con-

tracted with Mustard Seed Associates of Seat-

tle, Wash., which had the Population and Soci-

ety Research Center of Bowling Green State

Friendliness is what new Men-
nonites give as their primary
reason for coming to a Menno-
nite church the first time.

University (Ohio) interview 808 new or recently

transferred Mennonite Church members and reg-

ular attenders in 1989 and 1990.

The names of potential interviewees for the

survey were furnished by pastors of 175 Menno-
nite churches which received new members from
other than Mennonite background. These
churches were randomly selected to be represen-

tative of the 1,079 Mennonite Church congrega-

tions in the U.S. and Canada.
Some 808 people from these churches were

surveyed through telephone interviews during

June and July 1991. Forty-eight and one-half

(48.5) percent were married couples or other fam-
ily groups, 29.8 percent were single females, and
21.3 percent were single males.

In 20-minute telephone interviews, respon-

dents were first asked how they found out about
Mennonites in general, then about their congre-

gation in particular. Next, they had opportunity

to answer open-ended questions about what at-
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—and what keeps them coming

tracted them to the Mennonite Church, and

what drew them back the second and third

times. A round of questions followed, allowing re-

spondents to rank the importance of factors

drawing them to the Mennonite Church.

The survey showed that an overwhelming ma-

jority of new Mennonites agree that friendliness

of people in the congregation both brought them

to, and kept them in, the Mennonite Church.

For new Mennonites, "friendliness of the

people" was the most important factor in the de-

cision to first attend a Mennonite church.

Kenneth J. Weaver, director of MBM Media

Congregational outreach

should focus on people's needs

rather than on the character-

istics of a particular church.

Ministries, says, "This research shows that the

personal needs of people coming into our congre-

gations are the same as those coming to most de-

nominations across the U.S. and Canada. In our

current individualistic society, people are look-

ing for friendship, acceptance, a place to belong.

Our unique theology, lifestyle, and community

are benefits people receive after they have be-

come a part of us through friendship.

"Our congregational outreach and public

media must be benefit driven, focusing on

people's needs, rather than attribute driven, fea-

turing our church characteristics," continues

Weaver.
"We know now that unique Mennonite beliefs

are not the primary reason people are attracted

to our churches," Weaver says. "The peace wit-

ness, distinctive to Mennonite doctrine, is not a

primary factor propelling new people to a Men-

nonite congregation for their first visit."

Invitations from friends or family members
brought many new Mennonites from other re-

ligious affiliations into the Mennonite faith.

Commercial advertising and the Yellow Pages ac-

counted for less than 2 percent.

Other reasons cited for choosing the Menno-

nite faith include marriage; spiritual need; com-

patibility of Mennonite beliefs; proximity;

chance visit; church events, such as summer
Bible school, baptism, or Easter services; and re-

cent change in residence.

New Mennonites said friendliness of people,
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sincerity of the congregation and pastor, spiri-

tual commitment, Sunday school, agreement

with Mennonite beliefs, and sermons and teach-

ings were among the primary factors drawing

them back for second and third visits.

New Mennonites say that spiritual nurturing,

feeling of belonging, fellowship, personal commit-

ment, friendliness and warmth of the people, bib-

lical teachings, family orientation, peace ministry

are why they continue to attend a Mennonite

church.

With sharpened awareness of why people are

joining the Mennonite ranks, Weaver says MBM
Media Ministries staff will use themes of friendli-

ness, community, and worship in outreach ads

—

attempting to spark and keep alive the interest

kindled in Mennonites.

Beyond MBM Media Ministries, other church-

wide agencies such as Mennonite Board of Con-

gregational Ministries and Mennonite Publishing

House, district conference leaders, and Vision 95

planners also have access to this information.

"At a time when Mennonite congregations are

expanding their community outreach, this infor-

mation will help us to be more effective,"

Weaver says. "We can become more inviting con-

gregations who minister to the needs of the peo-

ple living in our communities. The information

will reduce the need for trial and error in our

outreach."

Ann H. Fretz, Harrisonburg, Va., is a free-lance

writer, working on assignment for Mennonite

Board of Missions Media Ministries. She and her

family attend the Community Mennonite Church.



PERSPECTIVE

U.S. health care in crisis:

Wanting everything, and wanting it now

Every-

one
must
give up
some-
thing if

we
would
solve a
major
crisis in

U.S.

health

care

today.

by Willard Krabill

Within the past 18 months, the health

care crisis in the United States has fi-

nally become an accepted reality, a po-

litical hot topic, and a concern of the church.

Although health care needs have been with us

for years, as long as it was only the poor who
were complaining, we did nothing about it. Now
that there is a recession, the middle class is hurt-

ing, and health care reform has become urgent.

Several events of the past year have been sig-

nificant. In May 1991, the Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association (JAMA) published a

landmark issue, providing a forum for about 15

different reform proposals. It also attempted to

capture the initiative with its "Health Access
America" plan, this after many years of insisting

that the U.S. had the best health care system in

the world.

Also in 1991, the winner of a Pennsylvania sen-

atorial election made national health reform a

major campaign issue. That made the federal

government finally take notice.

These are the grim statistics: 35 million unin-

sured, millions more underinsured, hopelessly

overcrowded emergency rooms, underfunded
public hospitals, lack of access for both eco-

nomic and geographic reasons, children dying

from lack of immunizations, and on and on.

The spiraling cost of medical care is at the

root of the health insurance crisis and of most of

the access problems. Medical costs for years

have risen at twice the rate of general inflation.

The doubling time for health care expenditures

is now down to only five years. That means that

we are looking at potential expenditures of 1.4

trillion dollars by 1996.

Dr. Timothy Johnson, ABC's medical editor,

on a special broadcast of "Nightline" this spring,

accurately identified the five power groups that

will have to make changes if the country is to

have meaningful reform of its health care sys-

tem: (1) physicians, who currently have a fee for

service system that rewards according to proce-

dures done; (2) lawyers, who keep three-fourths

of all the money awarded in malpractice judg-

ments; (3) the health insurance industry, which
has become a risk avoidance, instead of a risk

spreading industry; (4) the pharmaceutical and
medical equipment industries, making exorbitant

profits in a monopolistic system where informed

consumer choice is not possible; (5) all the rest

of us, who want all of the latest and best, want
everything, and want it now.

In health care reform, each of these five power
groups will have to compromise; each must be
prepared to give up something. Yet it is doubt-
ful if anyone—other than government—can force

these five players to the negotiating table to

work out compromise solutions to a crisis which
has become so huge and so complex that it in-

timidates even courageous political leaders.

In the face of the current injustices in health

care and the crisis of need, the church's voice is

badly needed. Espousing the values of steward-

ship, justice, community, wholeness, and sanctity

of life, Christians should call for reforms which
result in accessible, efficient, and equitable care

for all citizens.

Congregations should especially become
health promoting communities. They should care

for healthy lifestyles which minimize the need
for expensive technological fixes for diseases

which could have been prevented. Our churches
should be centers for wholistic health, recogniz-

ing the unity of body, mind, and spirit.

In each of our congregations, we can take

steps to hasten needed change and to reduce
our demand for and expectations of medical
care. But nothing less than a new way of looking

at "health" will bring about this change.

Christians also should model restraint in

the use of scarce medical resources. We
should model restraint in the tenacity to

which we cling to biological existence when rela-

tional life has permanently ceased. We also, in

today's medical world, may need to find new
ways to carry out mutual aid (besides the insur-

ance model) in programs which involve all Men-
nonites bearing one another's burdens.

Mennonite Christians in the United States are

a part of all five of the power groups which need
to give up some of the status, wealth, and power
which deter change. Justice rather than eco-

nomic gain should motivate all of us.

In the Mennonite church, dialogue on these is-

sues has begun. Meetings in Wichita in February
and Indianapolis in March were helpful in assess-

ing the task. Consultations are planned in five of

the major Mennonite population centers in the

next six months. Their focus will not just be on
our witness to government and society about our

vision of a just health care system. They will also

focus on the responsibility of each member to care

for our bodies and for each other and to reassess

the church's mission in health and healing today.

Willard Krabill, M.D., is the retired campus physi-

cian for Goshen College, Goshen, Ind.
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CHURCH NEWS

Hurricane Andrew ravages

Florida church and homes

Homestead, Fla.—Some 28 of 30 homes

owned by families of Homestead Menno-

nite Church were made unlivable when

Hurricane Andrew roared through south-

ern Florida the morning of Aug. 24.

The eye of the hurricane passed

through Homestead, where a group of

Mennonites huddled in the church, riding

out the storm.

Joy and Walter Sawatzky, copastors of

the church, elected to stay in Homestead

with some elderly church members who

chose not to evacuate.

In a phone call to Lowell Detweiler,

executive coordinator of Mennonite Di-

saster Sendee (MDS), Walter Sawatzky

reported that part of the church roof flew

off, but that all members were okay.

Most of their homes, however, had roofs

torn off, windows blown out, and suffered

extensive water damage, he said.

Some were reduced to "rubble."

In a call to Howard Schmitt, pastor of

Bay Shore Church in Sarasota and South-

east Conference moderator, Sawatzky put

it this way: "We had a beautiful house on

Sunday."
Sawatzky did not report the number of

church members who chose to stay in the

Homestead area despite the storm.

Representatives of MDS, including

Detweiler and Paul Brubacher, director of

MDS Region I, flew to the region on Aug.

25, the day after the hurricane hit.

In addition, Mennonites from Sarasota,

Fla., some 200 miles northwest of Home-

stead, drove in with supplies including

electric generators, to help start the clean-

up effort, said Schmitt.

At press time, the storm was headed

toward the Louisiana coast.

According to Elaine Maust of Meridian,

Miss., members of three Mennonite

churches near the Gulf Coast were evac-

uating the area.

A Mennonite Central Committee unit in

New Orleans had also evacuated.

Of the three churches, Lighthouse Fel-

lowship in Venice, La., seemed most likely

to be hit by the storm. George Reno is

pastor of the church, located about 60

miles south of New Orleans.

Robert 0. Zehr and Lester M. Hackman
are pastors of Des Allemands (La.) Men-

nonite Church, west of Venice.

David L. Kniss is the pastor of Gulf

Haven Mennonite Church in Gulfport,

Miss., east of Venice.

Hurricane Andrew was the most power-

ful storm to strike Florida in 60 years, with

sustained winds of 140 mph, and gusts of

164 mph or more.

The Category 4 hurricane (on a scale of

one to five) was also the costliest natural

disaster in U.S. history, wreaking more

than $15 billion worth of damage.

According to the Associated Press,

some 1,500 National Guard troops were

sent to prevent looting in Homestead,

Miami, and other areas.

But as police spokesperson Donald

Blocker said, "There's not much left of

Homestead for anybody to loot— [just] a

lot of devastation."—Cathleen Hockman

Ohio relief event raises

$200,000 in spite of rain

Kidron, Ohio— Spirits were sunny de-

spite a downpour of rain just before the

27th annual Ohio Mennonite Relief Sale.

The July 31 -Aug. 1 sale at Central

Christian High School raised over

$200,000.

In addition, the upcoming sale of a

Bangladesh Relief House built by volun-

teers with donated materials is expected

to push the total to an all-time high.

The sale had a soggy start.

By late Friday afternoon, the sur-

rounding fields, normally used for park-

ing, were waterlogged.

But Saturday the flood of rain turned

into a flood of sunshine.

A special "sun enhancing" tent—twice

the size of last year's—allowed bidders to

see the true color of the quilts to be

auctioned off.

The quilt auction included 103 large

quilts and 83 wall hangings. Fourteen

quilts sold for more than $1,000 each. An
appliqued "Whig Rose" quilt by Pat

Falband and Laurel Horst brought the

highest bid of $1,675.

A cherry desk, gazebo swing, and a

Steiner tractor were hotly contested in a

separate auction for wooden items. To-

gether, the quilt and wooden auctions

raised $114,000.

Thousands of people were involved in

the event.

Actors performed an original play about

the purpose and story of Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee.

A dozen women chopped vegetables

and helped roll 2,500 Laotian eggrolls.

Cooks in Holmes County assembled to

bake 120 pies.

The Ohio Mennonite Relief Sale is

listed as one of the major attractions of

its kind in northeastern Ohio and western

Pennsylvania.

Last year's sale raised $250,000.
—Celia Lehman

Drought continues. Maputo, Mozambique (MCC)—Dry, sandy soil sifts through

the fingers of a pastor in Mozambique. Drought, complicated by war, has prevented

farmers from growing crops. Rural people migrated to cities in search of food. Cindy

Mullet, Mennonite Central Committee's Mozambique program director, reports

seeing more and more children begging and scavenging food on the streets of

Maputo, the capital.
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CHURCH NEWS

Outsiders bring change
to Moris of Indonesia
Sulawesi, Indonesia (MCC)—The once

isolated Mori people of Indonesia's Sul-

awesi island are being exposed to the

world, with a mixture of negative and
positive consequences.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
is trying to help the Mori through this

adjustment period.

The Indonesian government has reset-

tled 1,500 families from heavily populated

islands onto lands inhabited by the Mori.

Settlers have turned acres of rain forest

into a rubber plantation.

With these changes have come im-

proved roads, health facilities, and com-
munication, as well as expanded markets.

But not all the changes are beneficial,

said MCC volunteers Mark and Janice

Bauman.
The government took some Mori

farmers' lands with little or no compen-
sation. According to the Baumans, con-

tact with outsiders has often left the Mori
people feeling inferior to the settlers.

After working and living with the Mori
for two years, the Baumans recently re-

turned to the United States.

They worked with eight Mori villages on
various agriculture and income-generat-

ing projects.

Mark helped organize farmers to work
in groups on mutually beneficial projects

such as constructing dams. He also helped

them find nonchemical ways to control

pests.

The Mori are materially poor, barely

getting by growing rice, he said. The
Baumans noted that settlers moving into

the area are more aggressive business-

people and now own the local stores.

"We're saddened to see the Mori influ-

ence eroding," Mark said. But he found
that developing small businesses among
the Mori presents philosophical chal-

lenges.

"The Mori have a strong sense of duty

to community," he said. "People with

more wealth and possessions are obli-

gated to share with those who have less."

This makes it difficult for people to save

money to start and sustain businesses, the

Baumans observed. According to Mori
custom, a business owner should not deny
relatives or neighbors who want to bor-

row, usually permanently, money or mer-
chandise.

"The Mori are predominantly Christian

and already embody the spirit of sharing

that was the hallmark of the first Christian

church," Mark said.

"Should we teach them to save, invest,

not to sell on credit, and other principles

that make businesses viable?" he asked.

Up until 10 or 20 years ago, he added,

the Mori had a barter economy.
Coconut shell spoon production has

been one successful income-generating

project for farmers who need a second
income. MCC Selfhelp Crafts of the

World placed an order for 1,000 sets.

"The income provided came at a critical

time when many had lost their rice crops

due to pest damage," Mark noted.

The Baumans spent a total of six years

in Indonesia with MCC. Before working

with the Mori, they lived in two other

villages where they did a variety of tech-

nology and health-related tasks.

Virginia assembly looks
at beliefs, new structure
Harrisonburg, Va.—Over 1,000 persons

attended the annual meeting of Virginia

Conference July 15-18, which was held at

Highland Retreat Camp, northwest of

Broadway, Va.

Following one year of scorching heat

and two years of excessive rainfall, the

82nd annual assembly enjoyed almost

ideal weather.

The conference theme was "Basic

Christian Beliefs."

Marlin Miller, president of Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart,

Ind., was the keynote speaker. Other

speakers included Joe and Edith Shenk,

copastors of Weavers Mennonite Church,

and Laban Peachey, conference modera-
tor-elect.

After hearing reports from conference

agencies and committees, delegates voted

to proceed with the proposed restruc-

turing of the conference organization.

The new structure calls for a realign-

ment of districts and establishing four

commissions: missions, nurture, faith and
life, and health/mutual care.

—Richard Good

Pak Obert Masu (right) and Pak Sarjuli Damasa of Mennonite Central Committee's

Indonesian staff teach Mori villagers to make well rings. Well rings help to keep the water

supply clean and prevent wells from collapsing. The new rings are built of bamboo lattice

plastered with cement and require less than half the cement of traditional well rings.
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CHURCH NEWS

Botswana churches look

at possible cooperation
Palapye, Botswana (GCMC)—Botswa-

na's African Independent Churches

(AICs) and mission churches are taking

tentative steps toward working together.

A chasm of suspicion has long divided

the two groups.

Earlier this summer, AIC leaders held

a first-ever meeting with staff members
from Kgolagano College, a mission-church

training institution.

The two groups acknowledged that

coordinated training efforts can serve God
better, as well as the Botswana church

community. They agreed to meet twice a

year to pursue further dialogue.

The groups met in Palapye with Men-

nonite workers Tim Bertsche and Jona-

than Larson, who served as the liaison

between the parties.

Each side gave an account of its training

efforts and responded to questions.

The two approaches to training, though

radically different, were seen to comple-

ment each other in important ways.

Among AICs, interest is growing in

more formal training, as well as in the

experience and heritage of the wider

church.

In contrast, the Kgolagano staff ex-

pressed a desire to be more relevant to

the local communities, and to integrate

healing through prayer, a key element of

AIC ministry, into their training.

During the meeting, the AIC members
spoke of the persecution they experi-

enced at an earlier time, often with the

tacit approval of the mission churches.

One AIC bishop pointedly asked,

"Since these were the very churches that

today administer Kgolagano College, we

would like to know at what point have they

changed their minds about us AICs?"

The AIC representatives described

their feelings of frustration and humilia-

tion at being considered second-class

churches.

But it was also recognized that while

many mission-churches are stagnating,

the AICs continue to strengthen.

Mennonites have been serving through

the Africa Inter-Mennonite Mission

(AUVIM) and Mennonite Central Commit-

tee in leadership training with Botswana

AICs for more than 15 years.

The AICs expressed appreciation for

the way the Mennonite effort has pro-

ceeded with sensitivity to AIC cultural

heritage, biblical faith insights, and the

role of the Holy Spirit.

—

Jonathan Larson

Craft producers get glasses.

Saidpur, Bangladesh (MCC)-The 180

members of a Mennonite Central Com-
mittee-affiliated job creation program

pooled their profits to buy eyeglasses

for 82 people in the group that need

them. Pictured above is one of the

recipients, Ms. Shanaz, who supervises

a handicraft project that produces jute

bags and ornaments.

MCC increasing work
with indigenous groups
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite Central

Committee is in the middle of a three-

year process of strengthening its work

with indigenous people.

MCC's commitment to respond to pov-

erty and conflict—and to stand with peo-

ple who are oppressed—brings the agency

"quite naturally [into] work with indige-

nous people," explains Ray Brubacher,

MCC director of overseas services.

The term "indigenous" refers to those

who are native to an area— the people who
were there before others came.

MCC works with indigenous people to

preserve their way of life, and to help

indigenous people and those from outside

cultures to respect and learn from each

other.

MCC's activities vary to fit specific

indigenous cultures and needs. Workers

with the agency train Miskito Indians to

be health promoters in Nicaragua, sup-

port Quechua farmers' organizations in

Bolivia, dig wells with the Hadjari people

of Chad, and construct fish ponds with the

indigenous people of the Zairian rain

forest.

Indigenous people typically hold a

strong attachment to the land and believe

that it belongs equally to all. So they try

to preserve the land for future genera-

tions.

By contrast, industrialized societies

tend to view land as the source from which

one can get resources. Metal ores, timber,

and oil are extracted from the land, often

destroying the face of the earth in the

process.

These different views produce conflict.

In arid regions of Africa, nomadic indig-

enous people known as "pastoralists"

move herds of animals from food to water

sources.

Because their herds graze widely, no

single pasture is completely worn down.

However, both African governments

and Western development agencies have

traditionally viewed sedentary agriculture

as necessary for Africa's development.

Lands have been fenced off, wells and

irrigation systems developed, and schools

and hospitals built for populations that

are forced to settle in a particular geo-

graphical area.

But this approach can have unintended

consequences, says Hadley Jenner, MCC
Kenya co-country representative. Lands

can become overgrazed, causing erosion

and even more loss of vegetation.

In the Central Sulawesi region of Indo-

nesia, improved roads and communication

systems are opening the way for exploita-

tion of forests and mineral deposits.

However, the benefits flow to the dom-

inant culture, not indigenous groups, Earl

Martin says.

Martin, who is MCC co-secretary for

East Asia, notes that the indigenous Irian

people of Indonesia have higher levels of

malnutrition and lack of health care than

he has "seen anywhere else in Asia."

By working with such groups, "MCC
hopes to help balance the scales" that

have long been tipped in favor of the

dominant culture, Martin says.

Some people believe the survival of

indigenous groups may be the key to the

survival of industrialized societies.

The genetic material on which much of

modern medicine is based exists in forests

inhabited and protected by indigenous

people.

Members of indigenous cultures under-

stand how to use many of the earth's

plants to heal.

Yet as forests are destroyed, both the

plants and the people who know to use

them are destroyed.
—Dave Schrock-Shenk
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• MCC thanks Bush. The exec-

utive secretary of Mennonite
Central Committee U.S., Ly-

nette Meek, has sent a letter

thanking U.S. Secretary of State

James Baker and President

George Bush for agreeing to re-

duce long-range nuclear weap-
ons by two-thirds. The United

States and Russia reached this

agreement June 17. Meek said

that U.S. Mennonites have a

special interest in reducing ten-

sion between their country and
the former Soviet Union, "which
has served as homeland for

many Mennonites over the last

200 years."

• Host homes wanted. Men-
nonite Your Way (MYW) is

seeking new host families to in-

clude in its new directory. MYW
is a listing of Mennonite,
Brethren, Brethren in Christ,

and other Christian hosts who
provide overnight accommoda-
tions for travelers passing
through their area. Registration

forms are available from MYW
Directory 7, Box 1525, Salunga,

PA 17538; phone 717 653-9288.

Registration deadline is Dec. 15.

• Painting brings $5,400. The
sale of an original oil painting

highlighted the 18th Annual
Country Auction at Locust
Grove Mennonite School,
Smoketown, Pa. A group of 19

parents and friends paid $5,400

for "The Pretzel Man" by Frie-

man Stoltzfus. The painting

portrays Daniel M. Glick, one of

the school's founders, distribut-

ing soft pretzels to students.

Proceeds from "The Pretzel

Man" are earmarked for the

Learner Economic Assistance

Fund, a program for low-income
families from Lancaster.
—Janice Martin Baldauf

• Seniors salvage fruit. Ninety

midwestern Mennonite seniors

salvaged some 35,000 pounds of

fruit for a Mennonite Central

Committee fruit-drying project

in Reedley, Calif. The project

uses fruit that would have rotted

on the trees. The senior volun-

teers worked six or seven hours

a day for four of their 12 days on
tour with Prudent Travel and
Tours, based in Hillsboro, Kan.

• Evangelist speaks. "Unleash
the laity," urged United Meth-
odist churchman Jot Harding in

the keynote address at the 22nd
Evangelism Leaders Academy
Aug. 3-6. "Pastors need to dif-

ferentiate between being 'in

charge' and 'in choke.' " An esti-

mated 150 Mennonite partici-

pants in the Living in Faithful

Evangelism (LIFE) program at-

tended the academy at Bethel

(Kan.) College.—Muriel T.

Stackley

ACT IS BACK

!

Aid to Christian Teaching

(ACT) Weekend

A hands-on, experience-based

Sunday school teacher

training weekend

Camp Luz, Ohio

September 25-27, 1992

Suitablefor all

Christian educators and leaders

For more information contact

Ken Hawkley....316-283-5100

Joyce Schumacher....419-384-3768

• Youth experience city life.

Some 170 Virginia Conference
youth and their sponsors expe-

rienced at firsthand the realities

of the inner city during a week
with IMPACT 92. The program,
sponsored by the conference in

cooperation with Jubilee Chris-

tian Fellowship, gives partici-

pants a chance to work and learn

in Richmond, Va. Evenings, the

group met for worship and for

discussion, led by pastor Stan
Maclin, chair of the African-

American Mennonite Associa-

tion.

• First annual benefit held. The
Weavers Mennonite con-
gregation in Harrisonburg, Va.,

held its first annual Weavers
Community Fund Day Aug. 15.

Approximately 900 people at-

tended, raising $4,000 to benefit

the Virginia Mennonite Board of

Missions.

—

Wayne T. Gehman

• Jamaica deacon dies. Simeon
Walters, a deacon and one of the

first members of the Jamaica
Mennonite Church, died July 29

at the age of 96. He was a tailor

by trade and a great encourager
to many people, according to the

Virginia Mennonite Conference.
The Jamaica church began in

1955 when Virginia Mennonite
Board of Missions sent workers
to the island.

• Musician appointed. A violin-

ist has been appointed "artist-

in-residence" at Eastern Men-
nonite College, Harrisonburg,

Pa. Marcia Kaufmann will teach

and perform at the college dur-

ing the 1992-93 academic year.

Kaufmann has toured nationally

and internationally with the Val-

Coeur String Quartet.

• Miller reappointed. Marlin E.

Miller, president of Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminiaries,

Elkhart, Ind., has been reap-

pointed to the Executive Com-
mittee of the Association of

Theological Schools (ATS).
Miller will serve a four-year

term. The Executive Committee
functions as a board of directors

for ATS. The association gives

accreditation for theological

schools and provides services to

promote theological education
in the U.S. and Canada.

• Pastor transitions:

Phillip A. King concluded his min-

istry at Seanor and First Men-
nonite (Pa.) churches Sept. 1.

Pastoral mail should be directed

to: Seanor—D. Wayne Lasure,

R.D. 1, Boswell, PA 15531,
phone 814 629-7216; First Men-
nonite—Don Speigle, R.D. 1,

Box 45, Boswell, PA 15531,

phone 814 629-5947.

Robert Yoder was ordained at

Leetonia Mennonite Church,
Leetonia, Ohio, on July 19. He
serves there as pastor.

• Missionary transitions:

Mike and Elizabeth Ingold began a

two-year assignment in Puerto
Rico July 7. They will serve as

principal/substitute teacher at

the junior/senior high schools of

Academia Mennonita in Summit
Hills. The Ingolds are self-sup-

porting overseas mission associ-

ates with Mennonite Board of

Missions. Their address is

Cond. La Arboleda Apt. 2201,

Guaynabo, Puerto Rico 00966.

Josiah and Esther Kawira, with

Sara, Timothy, Jonathan, and
Joel, returned June 24 for a

six-month home leave from
Tanzania. They served as proj-

ects coordinator and doctor with

Eastern Board. Their address is

c/o Areta Lehman, 611 Gra-Roy
Dr., Goshen, IN 46526.

Paul and Esther Kniss, long-time

Mennonite Board of Missions

workers in India, returned to

that country July 22 following a

two-month North American as-

signment. They are involved in

literature ministries and relate

to the Bihar Mennonite Church.

Their address is Box 50, Ranchi
PO, Ranchi District, 834 001

Bihar, India.

Elva Landis, Eastern Board
worker, returned to Tanzania
July 19 after a two-month home
leave. She will serve an addi-

tional two-year term as

nurse/midwife. Her address is

P.O. Box 7, Tarime, Tanzania.

Joe and Jeannie Lockinger, with

Rosanne, Joseph, and Peter, re-

turned June 28 for a one-year

home leave from Peru, where
they served in church plant-

ing/community development
with Eastern Board. Their ad-

dress is 1131 Shenandoah St.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Craig and Naomi Ruth, Eastern
Board workers, returned July 3

from Kenya, where they served

a three-year term at Rosslyn

Academy. Their address is c/o

Jacob and Anna Frederick, 906
Pine Hill Rd., Lititz, PA 17543.

Jerry and Sharon Stutzman, with

Shawn and Beth, left for Kenya
on Aug. 7 for a three-year term
of administrative/pastoral ser-

vice through Eastern Board.

Their address is P.O. Box 14894,

Nairobi, Kenya.
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Teachers leave for China. Harrisonburg, Va. (CEE)—Four-

teen teachers left July 23 to teach English in China for two

years under the inter-Mennonite China Educational Ex-

change program. Pictured are (front row, from left): Alice

Andrews, Hannah and Duncan Holby, and Laird Holby.

Second row: Suzanne Scruggs, Michael Wiggs, Pete Krause,

and Michael Volz. Third row: Todd Friesen, Dennette Alwine,

Carrie and Lynferd Schwartz, and Dawn and Larry Zook.

George Switzer and Carta Kay
Jones returned June 30 from

China, where they served as En-

glish language teachers through

Eastern Board. Their address is

128 Olan Dr., Newport News,

VA 23602-5315.

Stephen and Dorothy Wiebe-John-

son, Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions workers in Ghana, re-

turned to the U.S. June 15 for a

one-year North American as-

signment. Their address is 1521

Prairie St., Elkhart, IN 46516.

Mike and Becky Wigginton re-

turned to Argentina July 24 fol-

lowing a one-year North Ameri-

can assignment. The Mennonite
Board of Missions workers re-

sume their ministries with the

Mocovi Native Americans in

northern Argentina. Wiggintons'

address is Casilla 55, 3701 San
Bernardo, Chaco Province, Ar-

gentina.

Catherine Wirth returned June 26

for a four- to six-month home
leave from South Africa, where

she served in community devel-

opment through Eastern Board.

Her address is 711 Monroe, Ev-

anston, IL 60202.

Linda Witmer returned to Gua-

temala Aug. 7 after a two-month
leave. She will serve for an ad-

ditional two years as a public

health nurse through Eastern

Board. Her address is Apartado

1, 16909 San Pedro Charcha,

AV, Guatemala.

Ken and Mae Zook, with Darlene

and Darrell, returned June 1

from the Philippines, where they

served with Wycliffe Bible

Translators through Eastern
Board. Their address is 6806

Quay Ct, Denver, CO 80219.

Larry and Dawn Zook left for

China on July 24 for a two-year

Eastern Board term serving as

English teachers. Their address

is Chongqing Teachers College,

Chongqing, Sichuan 630047,

People's Republic of China.

• Coming events:

Women and preschool annual as-

sembly, East Petersburg Men-
nonite Church, Pa., Oct. 5.

Naomi Lederach will present

the keynote address on "Stress

and Unstress." More informa-

tion from Idella Otto, 160 April

Ln., Lititz, PA 17543; phone 717

569-9598.

Music workshop, Goshen College,

Goshen, Ind., Oct. 10. This
year's theme is enhancing chil-

dren's musical experience with

dance. Annabelle Joseph will

lead the clinic, sponsored by the

Mary K. Gerber Hartley Memo-
rial Workshop and the college

music department. Registration

by mail requested by Oct. 5,

though late registrations will be

accepted at the door. Contact

Diane Hertzler at 219 875-3951.

• Job openings:
Foster parents to care for abused,

neglected, and medically ill chil-

dren. Responsibilities include

transportation to appointments

and family visits in Philadelphia,

and providing a stable, loving

home. More information from
Bethanna, a Christian social ser-

vice agency in Southampton,
Pa.; call 215 355-6500 (Philadel-

phia area) or 717 299-1926

(Lancaster area).

Staff, Academia Menonita of Sum-
mit Hills, Puerto Rico. Positions

are: maintenance supervisor, caf-

eteria assistant and cafeteria

supervisor—who should have
experience in nutritional menu
planning and food preparation

for large groups. Voluntary Ser-

vice workers preferred, but sala-

ried arrangements are possible.

Contact Bryan J. Stauffer at 809
783-1295.

Manager, Gift & Thrift Shoppe,

Minot, N.D. Position is for a

volunteer at this small Menno-
nite Central Committee Self-

Help store. Contact Annabelle

Yoder, Manager, 1809 S. Broad-

way, Minot, ND; phone 701 852-

3320.

• Change of address:

Good Shepherd Mennonite Church
from 3736 W. Mission Lane,

Phoenix, AZ, to 3639 W. Monte
Cristo Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85023.

• Address correction:

Rhoda and Scott Jantzi, Men-
nonite Board of Missions work-

ers in Puerto Rico; P.O. Box
2007, Aibonito, PR 00705.

BIRTHS

Baker, Martin and Ruth Ann
(Tatsch), Middlefield, Ohio,

Kaitlyn Rebecca (first child),

June 26.

Hershberger, Craig and Deborah
(Putt), Walnut Creek, Ohio,

Katelyn Blair (second child),

July 25.

Hess, Glen E. and Sylvia (Myers),

Bausman, Pa., Daniel Josef
(third child), July 10.

Jantzi, Scott and Rhoda (Mitch-

ell), Puerto Rico, Erica Caroline

(first child), July 5.

Jones, Ron and Barb (Leichty),

Middlebury, Ind., (twins) Ross
David and Andrew Neal (first

and second children), Aug. 4.

Neuschwander, Scott and
Vanessa (Gambill), Harrisburg,

Ore., Corinne Elise (first child),

July 29.

Reiser, Peter and Gwen (Mast),

Elmhurst, 111., Jacob Nicholas

(second child), July 16.

Ropp, David and Bonnie (Gerber),

Milverton, Ont., Adam David
(first child), June 14.

Ruth, Phil and Beth (Johnson),

Harleysville, Pa., Madeleine
Johnson (third child), July 21.

Schrock, Ron and Peggy
(Tucker), Millersburg, Ohio,

Luke William (second child),

July 23.

MARRIAGES

Arredondo-Kropf: Sabino Arre-

dondo, Woodburn, Ore. (Iglesia

Menonita Pentecostes), and
Kimberly Kropf, Hubbard, Ore.

(Zion), Aug. 8, by Del
Hershberger and Victor Vargas.

Gerber-Bann: Richard Gerber,

Stratford, Ont. (Poole), and
Heather Bann, Walton, Ont.

(Brussels), June 27, by Tom
Warner.

Gingerich-Beachy: Buford
Gingerich, Plain City, Ohio
(Cornerstone), and Lanelle
Beachy, Plain City, Ohio (Cor-

nerstone), Aug. 1, by Kenneth
Benner.

Headings-Pavlovic: David
Headings, West Liberty, Ohio
(Oak Grove), and Susan
Pavlovic, Kenton, Ohio (United

Methodist), June 20, by Ken-
neth Brown and Larry Augs-

burger.

Hershberger-Smucker: Terry
Hershberger, Wooster, Ohio
(Smithville), and Louise
Smucker, Smithville, Ohio
(Smithville), July 25, by Glenn
Steiner and Richard Ross.

Keim-Lord: David Keim, Phoe-

nix, Ariz. (Trinity), and Kelly

Anne Lord, Kokomo, Ind. (Pres-

byterian), July 11, by Ray Keim
(father of groom) and Walter

Ungerer.

LappJ3olen: Michael Lapp, Win-
chester, Va. (Line Lexington),

and Sherri Bolen, Luray, Va.

(Church of the Brethren), July

19, by Charles Comer.
Leis-Erb: Jeffre Scott Leis,

Poole, Ont. (Poole), and Sherri

Lynn Erb, Zurich, Ont. (Zurich),

July 25, by Cyril K. Gingerich.

Leis-Scott: Donald Leis,

Millbank, Ont. (Poole), and
Julie Scott, Milverton, Ont.,

May 30, by Dave Rogalsky.

Miller-Mast: Joel Miller, Mid-
dlebury, Ind. (Clinton Frame),

and Angela Mast, Goshen, Ind.

(Clinton Frame), July 25, by
Duane Yoder.

O'Donnell-Godshall: Terry

O'Donnell, Souderton, Pa., and
Denise Godshall, Silverdale, Pa.

(Line Lexington), July 11, by
Lowell H. Delp.

Oyer-Miller: Stan Oyer, Hub-
bard, Ore. (Zion), and Vonnie
Miller, Salem, Ore. (Western),

Aug. 1, by Dave Stutzman and
Lynn Miller.

Ranck-Eby: Carl E. Ranck,
Ronks, Pa. (Lincoln University),

and Mary Beth Eby, Washing-
ton Boro, Pa. (Masonville), Aug.

1, by J. Wilmer Eby (father of

bride).
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Roes-Seber: Rick Roes,
Milverton, Ont. (Poole), and
Tracy Seber, Milverton, Ont.,

June 13, by Dave Rogalsky.

Salizzoni-James: Robert
Salizzoni, Plain City, Ohio (Cor-

nerstone), and Sheila James,
Plain City, Ohio (Cornerstone),

June 6, by Kenneth Benner.

Smith-Mummau: Richard Smith,

III, Harrisonburg, Va. (Harrison-

burg), and Diane Mummau,
Charlottesville, Va. (Presbyte-

rian), July 19, by Wayne North.

DEATHS

Baker, Ralph, 83. Born: Feb. 14,

1909, Millersburg, Ohio, to

Henry and Mary (Miller) Baker.

Died: Aug. 1, 1992, Coldwater,

Kan. Survivors—wife: Ruth
(Zimmerman) Baker; children:

Richard, Ramona Jarnagin, Ro-

berta Foth; brothers and sister:

Ora, Chester, Fern Schultz; 4

grandchildren, 3 stepgrand-
children, 5 step-great-grandchil-

dren. Funeral and burial: Aug. 3,

Protection Mennonite Church,

by Raymond Unruh.

Beachy, Melvin M., 56, Kokomo,
Ind. Born: March 1, 1936, How-
ard County, Ind., to Manasses
and Katie Beachy. Died: June

13, 1992, Kokomo, Ind. Survi-

vors—wife: Ada Troyer Beachy;

sons: Daryl, Greg, Doug, John,

Tim; brothers and sister: Ezra,

Menno, John, Shirley Roaden;
10 grandchildren. Funeral: June
16, Howard-Miami Mennonite
Church, by Mick Sommers and
Lee Miller. Burial: Christner

Cemetery.

Bontrager, Jerry E., 76, Ship-

shewana, Ind. Born: June 23,

1916, LaGrange County, Ind., to

Enos L. and Katie (Miller)

Bontrager. Died: July 22, 1992,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors—wife:

Ann Yoder; children: Mary
Ellen Fry, Shirley Hochstetler,

Henry, Jerry, Jr., Raymond; half

brothers and sisters: Anna
Rugg, Rosa Troyer, Clarence

Bontrager, Levi Bontrager; 13

grandchildren, 15 great-grand-

children. Funeral: July 25, First

Mennonite Church, by David
Helmuth. Burial: Shore Ceme-
tery.

Derstine, Chester H., 73, Per-

kasie, Pa. Born: Sept. 28, 1918,

Souderton, Pa., to Clarence F.

and Mamie (Histand) Derstine.

Died: Aug. 1, 1992, Perkasie, Pa.

Survivors—wife: Esther A.

(Garges) Derstine; children:

Donald W., Joan Y. Landis,

Sharon L. Gingerich; sisters and

brothers: Gladys Thiessen, Beu-

lah Fulmer, Norman H., Kermit
H.; stepbrother and sisters: Ger-

ald, Lois, and Freida Myers; 7

grandchildren, one great-grand-

child. Funeral and burial: Aug.

4, Doylestown Mennonite
Church, by Duane Bishop and
Roy C. Bucher.

Fransen, Edwin E., Jr., 75, Ster-

ling, 111. Born: Oct. 8, 1916, Wal-

nut, 111., to Carl E. and Vernus
(Chance) Fransen. Died: Aug. 7,

1992, Rockford, 111. Survivors-
wife: Mabelle (Richards)
Fransen; children: Shirley
Dewese, June MacKenzie,
Karen Wennekamp, Eileen
Fransen, Bonnie Davis, Edwin
m ("Bud"), Wendall, Kendall;

brother and sister: William, Es-

ther Swanson; 22 grandchildren,

5 great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: David (son). Funeral:

Aug. 11, Science Ridge Menno-
nite Church, by S. Roy Kauf-

man. Burial: Oak Knoll Memo-
rial Park.

Jantzi, Emma Mary (Birky), 89,

Albany, Ore. Born: Sept. 13,

1902, Wisner, Neb., to Joseph
and Caroline (Lund) Birky.

Died: Aug. 2, 1992, Albany, Ore.

Survivors— children: Caroline

Wolfer, Bill; stepchildren: Shir-

ley Boshart, Roland, Robert,

Ruth Schlabaugh, John, Leo;

sister: Ada Roth; 36 grandchil-

dren, 67 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Royden Jantzi

(husband). Funeral and burial:

Aug. 4, Fairview Mennonite
Church, by Fred Augsburger
and Clarence Gerig.

Kortemeier, Stanley, 84, Free-

port, 111. Born: April 19, 1908,

Stephenson County, 111., to

Henry and Kate (Lentz)
Kortemeier. Died: July 30, 1992,

Freeport, 111., of congestive

heart failure. Survivors—wife:

Donna (Folgate) Kortemeier;

children: Shirley Krahmer,
Janet Lubbers; brother: Clif-

ford; 6 grandchildren, 10 great-

grandchildren, 3 stepgrand-
children, 5 step-great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Retha

(Newcomer) Kortemeier and Lois

(Borger) Kortemeier (wives) and

Eldon (son). Funeral and burial:

Aug. 3, Freeport Mennonite
Church by Robert E. Nolt.

Martin, Richard B., 53, Millers-

ville, Pa. Born: Feb. 9, 1939,

East Earl Twp., Pa., to William

K. and Sara E. (Brubaker) Mar-
tin. Died: July 22, 1992, Lancas-

ter, Pa., of a brain tumor. Survi-

vors—wife: Elva (Hunt) Martin;

children: Cathleen Long, Wil-

bur, Richard, Scott, Daryl;

brothers and sisters: Sara Ann

Keener, George B., Mark B.,

Fred B., Orpha B., John B.; 7

grandchildren. Funeral: July 25,

Millersville Mennonite Church,

by J. Wilmer Eby, Abram
Charles, and Aaron Souders, Sr.

Burial: Masonville Mennonite
Church Cemetery.
He was a deacon at Masonville

Mennonite Church since Aug.

1980.

Mast, Amos, 82. Born: March 4,

1910, to Abraham O. and Anna
(Bontreger) Mast. Died: July 21,

1992, Belleville, Pa. Survivors-
wife: Rachel A. (Miller) Mast;

children: Rita Kanagy, Lana
Byler, Jerry Randall; brother:

Samuel; 7 grandchildren, 2

great-grandchildren. Funeral:

July 24, Maple Grove Menno-
nite Church, by Ivan E. Yoder
and Michael Shenk. Burial: Lo-

cust Grove Cemetery.
Miller, Monroe, 71. Born: Dec. 8,

1920, Holmes County, Ohio, to

Solomon and Ida (Miller) Miller.

Died: Aug. 11, 1992, Rittman,

Ohio. Survivors—wife: Barbara
(Burger) Miller; children:
James, John, David, Timothy,

Martha Scaggs, Sherlyn Myers,

Gloria Miller, Eunice Boyes, Pa-

mela Curry; brothers and sis-

ters: Roy, Melvin, Clarence, Fay
Miller, Kathryn Hollopeter,

Lena Wenger, Irene Thomas,
Ida Byer; 13 grandchildren. Fu-

neral: Aug. 13, Bethel Menno-
nite Church, by Leonard
Hershey and Edwin Yoder.
Burial: Maple Hill Cemetery.

Nyce, Eva L. (Moyer), 87,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Sept. 3,

1904, Montgomery County, Pa.,

to Vincent F. and Mary Ellen

(Landis) Moyer. Died: July 29,

1992, Souderton, Pa. Survi-

vors— daughter: Pearl N.
Derstine; sisters: Maggie L.

Willouer, Ada L. Alderfer,

Lizzie L. Supplee, Marion L.

Godshall, Esther G. Swartley; 5

grandchildren, 6 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Jacob

F. Nyce (husband) and Linford

M. (son). Funeral: Aug. 3,

Souderton Mennonite Homes
Chapel, by Floyd Hackman and
John Ehst. Burial: Franconia

Mennonite Cemetery.
Selzer, Glenn Fredric, 85. Born:

July 28, 1906, Canton, Kan., to

Alvin and Nora (Loucks) Selzer.

Died: July 20, 1992, Hesston,

Kan. Survivors—children: Fred-

ric, Goldie Piland, Grace
Histand, Twyla White, Ruth
Akpan; brothers and sisters:

Truman, Lester, Roy, Ernest,

Opal Bontrager, Berta Miller,

Nellie Schultz, Maryann Miller;

10 grandchildren, 8 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Nellie

Hartzler Selzer (wife). Funeral

and burial: July 23, Protection

Mennonite Church, by Ray-
mond Unruh.

Stutzman, Ernest Harry, 81,

Sarasota, Fla. Born: Nov. 18,

1910, Johnson County, Iowa, to

Harry and Barbara (Troyer)

Stutzman. Died: July 21, 1992,

Sarasota, Fla. Survivors—wife:

Erma (Yoder) Stutzman; chil-

dren: Wayne (Bud), Dave, Gary,

Mary Ellen Shrock; brother:

Dorman Stutzman; 9 grandchil-

dren, 11 great-grandchildren.

Funeral: July 24, Bay Shore
Mennonite Church, by Howard
S. Schmitt. Burial: Palms Me-
morial Park, Sarasota, Fla.

Swope, Hannah Elizabeth, 89,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Oct. 31,

1902, Pipersville, Pa., to A. Fran-

cis and Lizzie (Myers) Swope.
Died: Aug. 5, 1992, Souderton,

Pa. Survivor— sister: Bertha
Gahman. Funeral: Aug. 11,

Souderton Mennonite Home
Chapel, by Duane Bishop and
Henry L. Ruth. Burial: Doyles-

town Mennonite Cemetery.

CALENDAR

New York Mennonite Conference
delegate session, Syracuse,
N.Y., Sept. 12

Lancaster Conference fall assem-

bly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 17

Mennonite Board of Education di-

rectors meeting, Goshen, Ind.,

Sept. 18-19

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion IV annual meeting, Phoe-

nix, Ariz., Sept. 19

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27

75th anniversary, Eastern Menno-
nite College and Eastern Men-
nonite High School, Harrison-

burg, Va., Oct. 2-3

Mennonite Publication Board
meeting, Chicago, 111., Oct. 16-17

Region I Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice annual meeting, Belleville,

Pa., Oct. 17

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Oct. 22-24

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 22-

24

Southeast Conference annual
meeting, Brooksville, Fla., Oct.

23-25

Annual MEDA convention, Den-
ver, Oct. 29-Nov. 1

Region III Mennonite Disaster

Service annual meeting, Roach,

Mo., Oct. 30-31
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Resources for Outreach

in the Local Congregation

J. Ronald Mummert
with JeffBach

Jesus' Word, Jesus' Way
The church still believes that its

message comes from Jesus, but it

often lets "success specialists" dictate

its methods. The church sees people

as consumers and the gospel as a

product to be advertised with

Madison Avenue glitz. Randolph J.

Klassen calls Christians to allow

Jesus' way as well as words guide

their witness. He shows how Jesus

modeled "advertising," use of

Scripture, extending invitations,

teaching, prayer, and worship.

Paper, $7.95; in Canada $9.95.

Refugee Ministry in the

Local Congregation
Wars, terrorism, and socioeconomic

upheavals send countless refugees

roaming the globe. Searing pictures

of exiles uprooted from Southeast

Asia, Central America, and the Middle

East have appeared on television, in

newspapers, and in magazines. This

book shares heart-wrenching refugee

stories. But it does not stop there. It

describes ways Christians can help.

Grounding their suggestions in the

Bible and the experience of an actual

congregation, J. Ronald Mummert
with Jeff Bach describes specific

steps a congregation can take to help

refugees establish new homes.

Paper, $8.95; in Canada $10.95.
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Caring for

the Least of These
Written by poor people or those

serving in settings of poverty, this

book offers a fresh and creative look

at critical issues raised by living or

ministering among "the least of

these." A resource edited by David

Caes for congregations, home
groups, or individuals who want to

follow Jesus, but need
encouragement for the road, or feel

trapped by affluence and wonder
how to break out.

Paper, $8.95; in Canada $10.95.

Lord, Teach Us to Pray:

A New Look at the Lord's Prayer

How often in the last year have you
repeated the familiar words of the

Lord's Prayer? Did you think about

the meaning of those words? When
did you first pray this prayer? Does it

have more or less meaning for you
now than the first time you prayed it?

Arthur Paul Boers offers fresh insight

on the Lord's Prayer that will make
the prayer more meaningful in your

life.

Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50

Ethics
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JESUS
IN THE

WORLD
M*oJon m Modem. Afflumj SociMJn

Linford Stutzmon

Messianic Ethics:

Jesus' Proclamation of the

Kingdom of God and the Church

in Response

Ben Wiebe analyzes the century-long

quest for the relation between the

kingdom of God and Jesus' ethics.

He shows Jesus to be the messianic

leader who proclaims the advent of

the kingdom, calls disciples, eats with

sinners and forgives them, heals the

sick, and anticipates a destiny of

suffering and death.

"I commend Wiebe's book for

study in the college, university, and
seminary setting."—Willard M.

Swartley

Paper, $15.95; in Canada $19.95.

With Jesus in the World:

Mission in Modern, Affluent

Societies

Provocative ideas from Linford

Stutzman to bridge the gap between
mission measured by effectiveness

versus mission aimed at faithfulness.

Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50.

Available through your local bookstore or by

calling 1 800 759-4447; in Canada call 519
746-2872 (Provident Bookstores—MC, Visa,

Discover). If ordering by mail, please include

10% for shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian

customers, add 7% of total for GST.

Herald Press
Dept. GH
6l6 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive

Waterloo, ON N2L 6H7
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THE LAST WORD

What's in a name?
Forget fancy buildings. Or paved parking lots.

Inspirational worship services. Even well-crafted

sermons.

The number one reason new people come into

the Mennonite church is the friendliness of the

people they find in a congregation.

So forget the name of the church too, right?

Well, not quite so fast.

The same research firm that discovered friend-

liness to be the main reason people come to a

Mennonite church (see page 6) also found that

the "distinctive Mennonite name and identity"

can be important for growth in a congregation.

In addition to its survey of the broader Menno-

nite scene, Mustard Seed Associates did an in-

depth study of the Seattle Mennonite Church. It

tried to figure out how this congregation—where

only half the adults who attend grew up Menno-

nite—doubled its membership in the last five

years.

What it found was that friendliness was in-

deed important in bringing people into the

church. But so was Mennonite identity. In fact,

an amazingly high 15 percent of the new people

found Seattle Mennonite through the yellow pages.

Concludes Mustard Seed Associates: "The dis-

tinctive Mennonite name and identity were in-

strumental in the rapid growth of Seattle Menno-

nite Church and need to be preserved."

Sadly, that's not the conclusion being reached

in some of our communities of faith. New congre-

gations sometimes debate whether they should

put Mennonite into their name. Some longtime

groups are considering taking it out
—

"for the

sake of more effective outreach." Even larger

groups within the Mennonite family occasionally

deal with resolutions to remove this "ethnic

identity" from the denominational name.

But let's not be too quick to throw out the

bathwater—and the baby. More than 25 people

are part of the Seattle Mennonite Church today

because it was listed that way in the yellow

pages. And this in an urban area, traditionally

thought to be anti-denominational, anti-ethnic, if

not anti-Mennonite.

Certainly we Mennonites struggle constantly

with the temptation to become ingrown and

glory in our name. We can become proud and ar-

rogant and exclusive. God will judge us for that.

At the same time we have the opportunity to

recognize, humbly, that God has called us to be

a group of Christians with some characteristics

unique to our group. That does not make us bet-

ter than others. It just makes us more likely to

attract persons looking for those distinctives.

For all those persons, and others who know
something about Mennonites, it is important

what we call our churches.—jlp

Changing of the guard

With this issue Gospel Herald has a new assis-

tant editor. She is Cathleen Hockman from Hub-

bard, Oregon.

Cathy is a 1991 graduate of Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege with a degree in communications and En-

glish. This past year she was a Mennonite Board

of Missions' volunteer with Bread for the City in

Washington, D.C. Cathy's home congregation is

Zion Mennonite.

With Cathy's arrival, David Graybill goes back

to spending more time on his "first" job, editing

Christian Living magazine. During the past year

Dave has had to juggle Gospel Herald's weekly

schedule with Christian Livings monthly dead-

lines. It was an impossible task that we both

agree we wouldn't wish again on anyone else.

But Dave handled the job well.

Last year's staff consolidation came during a fi-

nancial crunch for our parent company, Menno-

nite Publishing House. MPH is doing well today,

and Gospel Herald is happy to be back to a full-

time assistant editor again.

While the assistant editor has changed, one

thing has not: a nose for news. Both Dave and

Cathy know a news story when they see one,

and they know how to get it into print.

Cathy comes to the magazine with enthusiasm

and a reputation for hard work. She says she

has some ideas for "jazzing up" the news of Gos-

pel Herald, both through words and through

graphics. I'm as eager as anyone else to see

what these might be.—jlp
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A true glimpse of Jesus and the

cross shows us the blind spots of

religions. Jesus fulfills truth that

religions have sought in vain.
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Who do you say
that I am?
The questions of a pluralistic world: Do
people of different religions worship the

same God? Can they define truth in

conflicting ways and still be correct?

Twenty-five miles northeast of the Sea of

Galilee, near the slopes of Mt. Hermon, is

a favorite spot of mine, Caesarea Philippi.

I've gone there numerous times. In this area are

remnants of 14 temples to ancient Syrian Baal

worship. Here also the Greek god of nature, Pan

was worshiped. And part of this complex has a

temple built by Herod the Great, dedicated to

the godhead of Caesar.

When Jesus went to Caesarea with his disci-

ples, the area was littered with temples. Images

of Greek gods looked down from their recesses

on the cliff. Here Jesus asked his disciples,

"Who do people say the Son of Man is?" The

disciples mentioned John the Baptist, Elijah,

Jeremiah, or another prophet. But Jesus asked,

"Who do you say that I am?"

It is as though Jesus deliberately set himself

against the background of the world's religions

in all their history and splendor. Jesus de-

manded to be compared with them and to hear

the disciples' verdict. It was: "You are the

Christ, the Son of the living God!"

To be considered a prophet was a great com-

fry

Calvin

E. Shenk



For us to say that God is at work in
other religions is not to say that it is

God's redemptive work, A universal
light is not necessarily a saving light.

pliment for Jesus. But it was not great enough.
That he was regarded as a prophet elicited no
commendation from Jesus. Human categories,

even the highest human categories, are inade-
quate to describe Jesus. Jesus is more than a

prophet. It's Peter's great discovery and great
confession that is inspired of God. Jesus is

Christ!

With this confession, Marie and I went to
Ethiopia in 1961. Here I was a teacher.

Among my students were Muslims.
They observed our lives and heard our Christian
confession. Some believed, most did not.

A few who believed in Christ later became
church leaders. Some suffered and were impris-
oned for their confession. By their example they
became my teachers! In them I saw courage, res-

olution, and hope. When I asked one former
Muslim how he understood his commitment to

Christ in relation to his Islamic heritage, he re-

plied, "The God I knew as Allah came close in

Jesus."

Several things happened to me in Ethiopia.
My confidence in the confession, "You are the
Christ," was strengthened. But I was forced to

ask, "How is this confession unique in a particu-

lar cultural context where there are other reli-

gious options?" And while my faith in Christ was
reinforced, I also developed an increasing re-

spect for the religious search of human beings.

Many of these people were nicer than I ex-

pected. The conduct of some was an implicit re-

buke to nominal Christianity.

When, after 14 years, we returned to the
United States, I discovered people were asking a
series of questions of a different nature. Is Jesus
the only way to salvation? What about sincere

seekers in other religions? How can we be so cer-

tain and dogmatic concerning our faith? Is there
room for other religious beliefs? These were not
merely academic questions. They were being
asked by Christians, sometimes by Mennonites.

Why are these questions being asked today?
Perhaps we are more North American
than we think. George Barna, a market-

ing research professional, says most Americans
think there is no such thing as absolute truth.

They believe that people of different religions

all worship the same God, that people can de-

fine truth in conflicting ways and still be correct.

Americans seem intent on making the God of
our Lord Jesus Christ a generic God.
Mennonites are becoming culturally sophisti-

cated. Opportunities in mission and cross-cul-

tural educational experiences have changed us.

We are internationalists. We have learned new
dimensions of cultural pluralism—that one cul-

ture is not necessarily more right than another.
I consider myself a cultural pluralist. But—and

here is the danger—it's easy to confuse cultural

pluralism with religious pluralism. Religious plu-

ralism nurtures relativism, concluding that all re-

ligions are equal. Christian faith becomes no
more true than any other religion. Religious plu-
ralism becomes the new dogma. Some move
from the "church of your choice" to the "religion

of your choice," considering relativism necessary
for openness.

As a result, we may equivocate about Christ,

wondering if indeed Jesus is unique, central, or
normative. Some suggest that Christ-centered-
ness (Christocentrism) should be replaced with
God-centeredness (theocentrism). That way all

religions could be equal paths to God. Christ
would not be entirely removed from the equa-
tion, but he simply becomes a pioneer, a

Cultural pluralism should not
be confused with religious

pluralism, which can become
a new dogma of relativism.

prophet, a teacher. Others want a cosmic Christ,

larger than Jesus of Nazareth, but one that fash-

ions a Christ according to the best in the world's
religions.

That other religions have not collapsed as we
anticipated compounds the problem. In fact,

there has been a resurgence of the world's reli-

gions. Combined with this is a feeling of guilt for

some missionary endeavor that have been insen-

sitive or arrogant. So we, who emphasize good
behavior more than creeds, sometimes ask, "Are
those who are doing Christ-like things following

Christ even if they are not aware of it?" We
quote Matthew 25, which suggests that Christ

judges on the basis of behavior.

These questions have forced me back to the
New Testament. Several years ago a Jewish man
in one of my classes volunteered, "I've read the
New Testament, and it is obvious to me that the

New Testament wants people to believe in

Jesus." He was not a believer, but he was hon-
est! And he was right!

The apostles shared the good news of Jesus
with Jews, with Samaritans, with an Ethiopian,
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with Cornelius (a God-fearing Gentile), with

"pagan" Gentiles at Lystra (Acts 14:15), and

with sophisticated Gentiles in Athens (Acts

17:30).

The early church was convinced of the good

news of Jesus. He was the way, the truth, and

the life (John 14:6), the only name given under

heaven by which people are saved (Acts 4:12),

the one foundation (1 Cor. 3:11), and the one me-

diator (1 Tim. 2:5-6). In the midst of religious

pluralism, Christ was considered the fullness of

deity, the one who provides fullness of life (Col.

1:2-23).

But the New Testament also recognizes con-

sciousness of God in other religions. Paul ac-

knowledged religious awareness of the rural

pagan Gentiles at Lystra (Acts 14:8-19). Even if

they were worshipers of Zeus and Hermes, they

could observe the witness of God in creation

and the cycles of nature. At Athens (Acts 17:16-

34), in a more sophisticated religious-philosophi-

cal environment, Paul both affirmed and con-

nected with their religious sensitivity. Yet Lystra

was invited to "turn from these worthless

things" to Jesus, and the Athenians who heard

the witness to Jesus were asked to repent.

We need to find a balance between joyful rec-

ognition of the religious insights that people

have and the need for knowing Jesus. The Apos-

tle John (John 1) recognized the light of the

logos, which brings understanding, but that un-

derstanding in itself was not complete. The logos

needed to become flesh.

Romans 1 and 2 clearly recognize the knowl-

edge people have of God through creation and

conscience, but even that knowledge has been

suppressed. Knowledge in itself is not sufficient

for salvation. These passages are in the context

of Romans 1:16, where Paul declares his confi-

dence in the gospel as the power of God for sal-

vation to those who have faith.

Iexpect to find awareness of God in other reli-

gions if humans are in God's image and live

in a God-created world. Whether through rea-

son, conscience, intuition, nature, history, God's

providence, the Spirit's wrestling with the world,

or the presence of the cosmic Christ, I believe

humans have some correct awareness of God.

There is goodness, beauty, and truth in other re-

ligions. We should rejoice in the light, not try to

limit the light.

But at the same time there is repression, false-

hood, fallenness, distortion. Humans don't live

by the knowledge they have but prefer darkness.

There is search for God and flight from God. We

applaud the search, but the search doesn't go

far enough. There is seeking, but what is found?

Religions are not all going the same direction.

To say that God is at work in other religions is

not to say that it is God's redemptive work. A
universal light is not necessarily a saving light.

Recognition of religious awareness should not

invalidate witness but rather call forth witness.

Religious questions, glimpses of truth, yearnings,

anxieties, symbols, and ideas can be preparation

for the gospel. It is possible to share the gospel

because religions provide a sounding-board for

Human categories are inade-

quate to describe Jesus. Pe-

ter's great discovery and con-

fession was inspired of God.

it. Wherever we witness, God has already been

at work, preparing people for the gospel.

At the same time, a true glimpse of Jesus and

the cross shows us the blind spots of religions.

Jesus fulfills truth that religions have sought in

vain. Jesus is not just one of the prophets; he is

the Lord. God's self-revelation in Christ is differ-

ent from that found in other religions. If other re-

ligions were adequate for salvation, why would

God have taken the incredible route of incarna-

tion, death, and resurrection? As someone noted,

"Christian faith begins where other religions

end—with the resurrection."

Belief in the uniqueness of Jesus should

not make us arrogant, for the finality of

Christ is a judgment upon us as well as

upon other religions. The practice of "Christian

religion" is too often distorted and blind. So

while we believe in the triumph of Christ, this

should not make us triumphalistic. Nor should

we discount the claims of Christ. They were

made by him or concerning him; we did not de-

vise them.

Our task is to give witness to what God has

done in Christ. As Lesslie Newbigin says, "We
are on the witness stand, not on the judgment

seat." Some persons quickly condemn those who

don't follow Christ. Others are quick to acquit

them, giving them uncertain assurance. Both ac-

tions are judgment, which is not our prerogative.

In the light of the cross, the darkness of human
sin becomes apparent. Let people be judged by (continued

the one who died on the cross. He is utterly holy on page 7)
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For the Lord will not forsake
his people; he will not aban-
don his heritage; for justice

will return to the righteous,

and all the upright in heart
will follow it.

—Psalm 94:14-15, NRSV

READERS SAY

As one attempting to find my way
in church leadership ministry, I

have found the series My Call to

the Ministry, extremely helpful. I some-
times tend to glamorize pastoral minis-

try and then find it difficult to see

myself in the role. These testimonies

have given me a realistic and encourag-

ing view of pastoral ministry. Please

keep them coming!

Ron Hershey

Richfield, Pa.

Upon reading Men Want to Be
More Than Someone to Be
Afraid of When Walking at

Night (July 28), we became concerned
about the article's anti-biblical views.

Though certain aspects of the article

are sound, we are deeply concerned
about this statement: "Gender violence

exists in a church that views the Cre-

ator and the head of the house as

male."

This completely contradicts biblical

teaching. 1 Cor. 11:3 says, "Now I want
you to realize that the head of every

man is Christ, and the head of the

woman is man, and the head of Christ

is God."

Whether or not you accept Paul's

teaching, according to 2 Tim. 3:16-17,

"All Scripture is God-breathed and is

useful for teaching, rebuking, correct-

ing, and training in righteousness, so

that the man of God may be thoroughly

equipped for every good work." The
question for the Mennonite church

today is: do we or do we not accept the

Word of God for what it is?

Shawn R. Neil

Rachel D. Kenner
Lisa D. Longacre
Dry Run, Pa.

Major error exists in two recent

Gospel Herald articles: Men
Want to Be More Than

Someone to Be Afraid of When
Walking at Night (July 28) and A Cov-
enant to Break the Silence (Aug. 4).

To suggest that violence against women
exists because a church views the Cre-

ator and the head of the house as male
contradicts the Creator's theology. Gen-
der violence exists because, just like

other good things, such as food and sex

that we have been given, Satan has

taken what the Creator intended and
has twisted and distorted it for his dev-

ilish purposes.

Headship, or whatever you want to

call it, is rooted in the Godhead. To ad-
vocate eliminating this theology is noth-

ing more than caving into the agenda of

the feminist movement. Incidents of

spouse and child abuse have risen in di-

rect proportion to the increased adapta-

tion of the "Murphy Brown" philosophy.

To eradicate the scourge of gender
abuse, we need to shout from the roof

tops, "Men, love your wives as Christ

loved the church and gave himself for

it. Wives, yield to your husbands, as

you do to the Lord." This is not a cul-

tural mandate but a biblical one.

Larry Weidman
Lewisburg, Pa.

Men Want to Be More Than
Someone to Be Afraid of
When Walking at Night (July

28). While I applaud this article, I no-

ticed several shortcomings in relation to

women. The concept that men "want to

find inside themselves what needs to be
done to help women and, by helping

women, to help themselves" feels inap-

propriate to me, a woman. I would
hope, most of all, that the first and ulti-

mate priority for men would be to pay
attention to their own lives.

Society's placement of women as sec-

ond-class citizens is as old as human-
kind. Historically, women were the

property of men—they were "nonper-

sons." The oppression of women, the

abuse and violence imposed on women,
and their degradation as human beings

has long been an acceptable and un-

questioned part of our society's structure.

We're not talking about a newly contrived

situation of disadvantage

—

this has been

my history as a woman forever.

Now that men are becoming more
aware of women's voices, they are begin-

ning to hear that women will no longer

tolerate this mistreatment in their rela-

tionships with men. The article claims

that men's response is to want to "help"

women. Furthermore, it claims that "by

helping women, [men will] help them-

selves." This order of priorities of who
needs helping is extremely misconstrued.

I am insulted by the condescension of

this attitude toward women. This ap-

proach is both unacceptable and deplor-

able to me!

As a woman, I would hope that it is

important for men to, first for all, pay

attention to who they are—to their atti-

tudes and behavior patterns; their inter-

actions with women, with children, and
with other men; their personal priorities
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READERS SAY

in life. Ultimately, they need to take re-

sponsibility for their own lives. If men
really want to be "more than someone

to be afraid of when walking at night," I

encourage a reflective pose. Perhaps a

question men could ask themselves is,

"What is it about men's behavior and

interactions with women that creates a

response of fear from women?"
The article also says men "want to

put aside feelings of guilt for violence

against women." To feel guilt is to rec-

ognize offensive behavior, that someone
has been wronged. It is only a begin-

ning place to understand violence and

women. While it's important not to be

weighed down with guilt, it should not

be "put aside." Guilt must be trans-

formed into a response and then into

action. Guilt pushes forth a sense of re-

sponsibility for allowing oppression and

violence to continue.

What about choosing, instead, to be-

come angry at the violence against

women? It requires courage and action

to stand up and say, "I will not tolerate

this behavior any longer!"

Karen Grasse

Philadelphia, Pa.

Iwas very disappointed in your edito-

rial, Getting What's Coming to

Them (July 21). For one thing, the

editorial perpetuates the misunderstand-

ing that the Old Testament paints a pic-

ture of a God of wrath, while Jesus

reveals a God of love.

It seems we Mennonites have a hard

time reconciling these two different

Gods. We would rather ignore the Old

and just embrace the New. But they

are one and the same! When are we
going to see that Jesus combines within

himself this great mystery and complex-

ity of both God's holiness and God's

love?

Jesus taught us to pray for and for-

give our enemies, yet he pulled no

punches when he called the religious

leaders of his day sons of the devil

(John 8:44), incapable of escaping

hellfire (Matt. 23:33). I fear that in our

preaching a gospel of love, we have ne-

glected the whole gospel, which must in-

clude a revelation of a holy God who is

to be feared (yes, as in knees knocking,

not just as in awe and wonder).

We need the same revelation of Jesus

today that John had. This fully mature,

spiritually wise, beloved disciple fell at

Jesus' feet as though dead (Rev. 1:17).

Please, let us maintain and search out

the message of the whole Bible in order

to understand all of God, not just those

parts that make us feel good. If not, we
may end up in worse shape than John

did when we have to stand before Jesus.

Bruce Jones

Prophetstown, III.

Iappreciate the spirit of the letters

sent in response to my article Is

Jesus Christ the Last Word of
God? (June 2). However, I don't think

that my position is as uncertain as

Clyde Durham suggests (July 14).

I believe—at times, with trembling

—

that Jesus Christ is the last word of

God, that he is those things said of him

in Col. 1: the image of the invisible

God, the one through whom all things

were created, the head of the church,

the reconciler of all things. We are

called to live and speak this truth. The
Father's purpose is to bring all people

to himself through the Son. That is the

reason for the incarnation. But the

work of the Son is greater than his his-

torical revelation.

At times we recognize that work of

grace in people and events beyond the

church. We have the confidence to pray

that there be no limit to the reach of

that grace precisely because it comes
from and ultimately draws people to

Jesus Christ.

What I say here is not an attempt at

theological argument. It is my confes-

sion of faith.

John Rempel
New York, N.Y.

Iam a survivor of adult sexual abuse

in the church. When I first thought

of writing in response to the invita-

tion in Gospel Herald, I intended to sign

my name. However, needing the wis-

dom and support of others, and with

much prayer, I consulted a dozen

church leaders—pastors, counselors, el-

^Pontius' Puddle

IT'S ROuGrH WHEN THE YOOTH
VOOVE MORTUffED SlMCE TWE\G
DfcYS IN THE NOC?SEttV FINALLY

ders, teachers, editors, institutional

staff people. The response was clear!

"How much pain are you willing to

bear? Are you ready to face the cost to

your image and your career?" I replied,

finally, "No, I have suffered enough."

So, through a spirit of discernment

and grief, I ask you to withhold my
name. Will you be able to hear me in

spite of my anonymity? Can you place

me alongside the multiple nameless

women whose stories are recorded in

the Gospels? What would be different

for you if you knew my name?
I have processed these past abusive

events as thoroughly and as responsibly

as I know how. By the tender mercies

of God, I have found strength and

peace. It has taken years of counseling,

years of confusion, agony, rage, regres-

sion, and other serious negative conse-

quences. How could a trusted brother

in the church, a Christian mentor who
was there to guide me and help me
grow, be so wrong in this one area—all

the while asserting it was for my well-

being? It didn't make sense! Those who
have not experienced this might not un-

derstand the self-doubt engendered in

and through such an experience.

God's very direct word to me coun-

tered that doubt and encouraged me to

trust myself. That's the initial word of

healing. It has been a long process. And
I am filled with gratitude for every per-

son, every prayer, and every group that

has accompanied me in the journey to-

ward shalom.

What response do I long for in the

church? The first—not pleasurable, but

necessary—is grief: tears, sadness,

anger, pain, and disappointment for all

victims, for those who abuse, and for

the broken body of Christ, the church.

The second, prayer: holding the

names of those known and those un-

named before the Great Healer—the

women, the children, the one entrusted

SNiPP, I G-OESS I'VE CrOT
WHAT'S K'tfOWfJ AS THE
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with power. Simply by name, without

trying to tell the all-seeing-all-knowing-

God what to do.

The third, education: reading books,

going to workshops, listening to the sto-

ries of survivors, discussing explicitly in

family or in classes, with youth and

with children. Teach youth and chil-

dren, especially, the constant setting of

boundaries that no one may overstep or

invade. This approach differs from tra-

ditional hierarchical "power over" mod-

els, where the smaller, the weaker, and

the younger ones submit.

If there is to be any "good news" that

comes from this "bad news," what

other shapes might action take?

1. We will become a humble people

of grief and of prayer rather than a peo-

ple of curiosity, of denial or blame, of

pedestals. A people in whose midst the

truth can be told as it is happening,

rather than after the fact. A people that

won't need to counsel others to hide.

2. The church press will continue to

report bad news, briefly, as results of of-

ficial processes are made known. The
press will also find creative ways to edu-

cate us, apart from the names and sto-

ries of any offenders or victims. The
burden of proof will rest on the need

for further investigative reporting, if

any at all. I commend Gospel Herald for

its restraint, its expression of pain and

grief, and its guidelines in reporting.

3. The church will begin to deal with

organs of communication—such as

speech, hearing, and print—as seriously

as we treat organs of sexual expression.

Individuals, congregations, and the

media will tell only the truth and only

in love. From this perspective, we will

all have to acknowledge that even our

best efforts fall short of the glory of

Creator God.

It is difficult to be infants in dialogue

on issues that we have not been able to

name until now, let alone discuss. We
are making valiant efforts, in the name
of Jesus, our peace. This is my contribu-

tion.

Name withheld by request

Icame away from the Aug. 4 issue of

Gospel Herald feeling disgusted and

angry, both from a letter by Marga-

ret Foth and from A Covenant to

Break the Silence. Margaret Foth

says, "I am a woman: to be female in

our society and in our church is to

know abuse, to experience the forces

which victimize and teach women to ac-

cept abuse." The covenant confesses

the supposed sins of "abusive use of

power in [men's] relationships with

women" and "patriarchy."

Such persons live in a much different

world than mine. I do not deny that sex-

ual abuse occurs and is always wrong.

But one is led to believe that all men
are evil rapists or wife-beaters. These

writers are allowing the erring fringe to

define the whole, and it is not right.

I know my dad has always treated my
mom with love and respect. I think this

is typical of most relationships in the

church and many in society

Those who make such sweeping state-

ments do not, I presume, realize the

vast damage they can cause to the male

psyche. Many of us are hopelessly con-

fused by such statements. We are left

with three choices: (1) repent of the sin

of being born male; (2) reject angrily

those who make such rash claims; or (3)

plead for moderation, common sense,

and civility to prevail over such ex-

treme overdramatizations.

I hope the third will triumph.

Philip Rice

Perkasie, Pa.

Ido not question why you receive let-

ters asking you to keep the articles

in Gospel Herald biblical What
Does It Mean to 'Be Biblical'? (Aug.

4). We have a continual flow of articles

that are counter to God's Word.

Take the lead article, Where Shall

We Go for Wisdom? This article does

not quote the biblical answer to the

question: "If any of you lack wisdom,

let him ask of God" (James 1:5). In-

stead the article suggests wisdom
comes from the ducteurs of the land or

an Indian chief or folk insight or horse

sense. But Almighty God gets little

credit as the true source of wisdom.

Further articles in the same issue cry

out against the male—something ex-

tremely popular today. This began in

the unbelieving world and now has car-

ried over into the church. I realize that

a small minority have sinned in roles of

abuse and violence against women and

children. But there are always two sides

to every story.

Another page promotes women as

pastors. What are we to do with scrip-

tures like 1 Cor. 11:3, 1 Cor. 11:8-9, 1

Cor. 14:34-35, Eph. 5:22-24, 1 Tim. 2:9-

12, and 1 Tim 3? In the Bible qualifica-

tions for bishop or deacon are issued

only to the male. Recently we have

made quite an issue of Eph. 5:21 and

submitting one to another. A closer

look reveals Paul was addressing the

body of believers in chapter 5 until

verse 22, where he speaks to the hus-

band-wife relationship.

The issue is not whose interpretation

is correct. It is what the Bible says in

plain English. These teachings have

been upheld for many years. They have

stood the tests of time.

Kenneth Mast
Parkeshurg, Pa.

Thank you 90 million times (num-

ber added to the earth's popula-

tion each year) for the excellent

article, We Stand on the Brink of a
Population Disaster (Aug. 11). I have

been concerned for years about the ex-

ploding numbers of humans on this

crowded earth. There are dozens, hun-

dreds, thousands of reasons to limit

this growth in people.

I'd like to add another, which I have

thus far not heard. It grows out of my
feelings of anguish and despair for the

"lost ones" in the world. That is, if we
believe that only a few enter the narrow

gate to life, then it follows that most of

the 90,000,000 added to earth this year

will end up burning in hell for trillions

of years. If we help people limit the

numbers born, then we help prevent un-

told pain beyond description. Perhaps

this is a farfetched argument, but I

can't avoid the logic. Fewer people

equals less hellish suffering. Let's join

in urging and helping reach zero popula-

tion growth!

Milton Lehman
Kirkwood, Pa.

Again in the most recent Gospel

Herald, we see prime space given

to the sexual abuse issue. We are

in general agreement with the conclu-

sions being reached—based on our best

current insights—but we are beginning

to ask, when is enough enough?

What about the other sins and indis-

cretions which are not libido driven?

The sin of spiritual indifference, the

abuse of power, the careless use and oc-

casional misappropriation of money, the

employment practices of church institu-

tions, the rivalry between institutions

and fractured personal relationships.

Perhaps soon we can also get on with

the rest of the agenda.

Edgar & Gladys Stoesz

Akron, Pa.
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Witness should be seen as news rather than as a compe-
tition of ideas or views. It is an ivitation to know Jesus.

(continued

from page 3)

and utterly gracious. Jesus said

if he is lifted up he will draw per-

sons to himself. It is not we who
judge or convert the other.

I believe we can witness to

Jesus and still honor the beliefs

of others. Conversion demands
renunciation of sin. But it also

brings a reorientation of values

present in other religions. It

does not lead to the denial of

any valid truth. As Thomas
Aquinas said, "Grace does not

annul nature but perfects it."

Children of light rejoice in reflec-

tions of that light rather than

set limits upon it. All light is

tested by the light we know in

Christ.

Witness should be seen as "news" rather

than as a competition of "ideas" or

"views." Witness is an invitation to con-

sider Jesus. Ideas soon become dogma divorced

from the person of Jesus. We need to emphasize
more of the person of Christ. This requires that

we be authentically present with followers of

other religions. We concern ourselves with real

people, not "library versions" of any religion.

When we in the West deal with the question

of Christ in relation to other religions, we are

too theoretical. It's important that we hear those

adherents of other religions who have believed

in Jesus. While at Union Biblical Seminary in

India, I interviewed first-generation Christians to

discover why they were attracted to Jesus.

One, from Sikh background, saw Jesus as the

answer to his fear of death. A former Hindu re-

plied, "Krishna came to kill sinners, but Christ

came to save sinners." A woman, formerly Bud-
dhist, said, "Buddha is regarded as the light of

Asia, but Christ is the light of the world." In Je-

rusalem I've met Jewish believers who were at-

tracted by the Jewishness of Jesus and an Arab
Christian who was willing to worship with Jewish

believers because "in Jesus we are one."

Can we regain confidence in the truth and at-

tractiveness of the gospel? Over the years I've

come to agree more and more with Kenneth
Cragg's assertion: "What is given in revelation

and what is longed for in the soul has an amaz-

ing correlation."

We need to affirm that God is revealed in

Christ and deals with the world in mercy
through Christ. We need to be more explicit

about the character of that revelation. How is

Christ unique in particular? How can we portray

Christ and not betray him? Can we explore more
deeply the person and message of Jesus and the

salvation found in him? How sad that we equivo-

cate about Jesus when others are attracted to

him.

We in the West are burdened with guilt for

the past. In the name of giving up the superior-

ity of Western culture, many surrender the

uniqueness of Jesus and erode the mission of

the church. It is right to be grieved and repent

for the ways in which we have misrepresented

and disfigured Christ. We must remember Peter,

who grasped the truth, "You are the Christ, the

Son of the living God," but who immediately be-

came an instrument for falsehood by wanting to

exclude Jesus' suffering. We can so easily con-

fuse the truth with our grasp of the truth.

For this, humility and repentance are required.

But repentance should lead us to more appropri-

ate action, not inaction. Repentance is not aban-

donment but renewal.

Jesus asked, "Who do you say that I am?" Are
we sure about Jesus' identity? We don't pretend

to know everything about Jesus. None of us has

a monopoly on Jesus. We don't possess Christ.

He possesses us. Our witness should be that we
are possessed by Christ. It should encourage oth-

ers in their discovery and confession.

Calvin E. Shenk teaches world religions and mis-

sions and chairs the Bible and religion depart-

ment at Eastern Mennonite College, Harrisonburg,

Va. Prior to his current assignment he served as a
missionary in Ethiopia for 1 4 years.

A belief in the uniqueness of Jesus
should not make us arrogant. The fi-

nality of Christ is a judgment upon us

as well as upon other world religions.
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Millions could die in drought

in Africa, relief officials say

More than 25 million people in Africa

are facing starvation due to the worst

drought to hit eastern and southern Africa

in 100 years, warned relief officials.

The United Nations estimated that

5,000 people a day are dying of starvation

in Somalia alone, and that 4.5 million of

the devastated country's 6.5 million peo-

ple are at risk.

In Mozambique, a reservoir fed by the

Limpopo River is so dry that villagers are

farming the bottom.

Meanwhile, residents of Zimbabwe's
second-largest city have to flush their

toilets in unison at nine o'clock every

night to clear sewage pipes that have

essentially dried up.

The situation is worse than the mid-

1980s famine in Ethiopia and Sudan
which left one million people dead and

generated massive worldwide relief ef-

forts. (RNS, NIRR)

U.S. Christians divided evenly

between presidential candidates

U.S. citizens who say they have ac-

cepted Jesus Christ as their Savior are

split evenly over who should occupy the

White House next year, according to a

Barna Research poll.

Among the 1,000 adults surveyed after

Ross Perot abandoned his presidential

bid, 41 percent of "born-again" Christians

said they would vote for George Bush, 41

percent favored Bill Clinton, and 17 per-

cent were undecided.

The Bill Clinton-Al Gore Democratic

ticket marks the first time two Southern

Baptists have teamed up for the presi-

dential race, but observers question

whether a majority of Southern Baptists

will vote for them, according to Associat-

ed Baptist Press.

Given the conservative mood within the

15 million-member Southern Baptist Con-

vention, Baptist historian Walter Shurden
predicted that Southern Baptists will

choose the political leader who is "fur-

thest to the right." (NIRR)

Catholics and Protestants compete
for new converts at Olympic Games
While athletes contended for fame and

gold medals, mission workers competed

for influence and converts at the 1992

Summer Olympics in Barcelona, Spain.

An estimated 3,000 Protestant mission

workers from around the world partici-

pated in what observers said was the most
ambitious evangelistic campaign ever or-

ganized in the predominantly Catholic

country.

More than 400,000 New Testaments

and Scripture booklets were distributed

after Catholic authorities finally granted

the Protestants access to athletes and
judges housed in the heavily guarded

Olympic Village.

According to an Olympic Village chap-

lain, Russian athletes expressed the most
interest in receiving the literature. (NIRR)

Black churches work together

on problems of common concern
African-American churches are starting

to plan together and pool resources, end-

ing their isolation from one another.

The Lilly Endowment of Indianapolis,

Ind., makes that assessment in a report

on "The Black Church in America."

When Lilly began making grants to help

black churches 17 years ago, the organi-

zation found a surprising lack of cooper-

ation among African-American groups.

But today, Lilly says, black denomina-

tions are working together to address such

issues as AIDS, education, health care,

substance abuse, and the concerns of the

black family. (RNS, LEN)

Research team questions link

between theology, wife abuse
Three Canadian researchers say they

have failed to find a correlation between

patriarchal theology and wife abuse.

In fact, the University of Calgary re-

searchers say that females who attend

theologically conservative churches are

more likely to be abusive toward their

spouses than are men who attend such

churches.

The research by Merlin B. Brinkerhoff,

Elaine Grandin, and Eugen Lupri is re-

ported in the Journal for the Scientific

Study of Religion, published at Purdue

University. (RNS)

Presbyterian medical plan gives

alternative to funding abortions

Participants in the Presbyterian
Church's major medical plan now may
designate a portion of their premiums to

cover birth expenses of adopted babies as

an alternative to funding abortions.

Through the plan, 1/300 of 1 percent of

paid premiums—the portion of medical

plan expenditures that actuaries calculate

have been spent on abortions—will go to

an account for adopted babies.

Participation by individuals and church

agencies is dependent on approval of their

"relief of conscience" applications. (RNS)

Economic hardships threaten

family life, say Catholic bishops
U.S. Catholic bishops have stepped into

the election-year debate over family val-

ues, calling joblessness and low wages in

this country a "clear threat to family life."

The statement points to what the bish-

ops call "the crucial connection" between
decent jobs at decent pay and a healthy

family life.

"[It] is through work that families are

sustained, children are nurtured, and the

future is secured," says the statement

titled "Work and Family: Old Values, New
Challenges."

"When the head of a household is out

of work, unemployment can devastate a

family, undermine its stability, lead to the

loss of its health care and place its future

in peril," the statement continues. (RNS)

Controversial theologian Fox
expelled from Dominican order
Matthew Fox, a controversial priest and

theologian, received notice Aug. 8 of his

expulsion from the Dominican religious

order because he refused to move to

Chicago from Oakland, Calif.

Fox's refusal to move violates a vow to

obey religious superiors, which he took

when he entered the order 32 years ago.

Despite the final decision to oust Fox,

he could be offered yet another "last chance"

to remain in the Dominican fold.

Fox, silenced by the Vatican in 1988, has

long been embroiled in controversy over

his "creation spirituality," described as a

blend of ancient Christian tradition and

New Age thought. (RNS)

Discrimination contributes to

rising unemployment among Natives

Employment of Native Americans in

Canada by the Federal Indian Affairs

(FIA) Department has been hampered by

what the Canadian government admits is

"systemic discrimination."

Moreover, federal studies predict fur-

ther declines in their employment this

decade.

Records show Aboriginal employment
is severely declining in the very depart-

ment that serves them.

As the FIA department shifts its oper-

ations to Aboriginal bands and territories,

many jobs Natives now hold will be cut.

Meanwhile, Natives frequently find

themselves squeezed out of the remaining

administrative and policy positions be-

cause of non-Natives protecting their own
positions and their own career ad-

vancement. (CMC)
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Workers assess damage in Florida;

Homestead church serves as base

Homestead, Fla. (MCC)—Hurricane An-

drew has devastated south Dade County,

reported Lowell Detweiler, executive di-

rector for Mennonite Disaster Service

(MDS), who traveled to Florida the day

after the Category 5 hurricane struck on Aug.

24.

"What you've seen and read—and
more—is true!" he said.

"One is numbed as one drives south

from Miami to Homestead by the unend-

ing damage in this heavily populated area.

We saw housing development after hous-

ing development with only a rare house

left looking 'normal,' " Detweiler contin-

ued in his Aug. 26 report.

"Our first and somewhat superficial

view of the area seemed even worse than

South Carolina after [Hurricane] Hugo,"

which struck in 1989.

The turnpike was packed heading south

from Miami, but about halfway to Home-
stead, where the hurricane damage was

severe, most emergency service personnel,

returning families, and volunteers with food

and water exited, Detweiler reported.

He said that when he and Phil Davis,

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)

U.S. program coordinator in Belle Glade,

Fla., reached Homestead, they were

greeted by an eerie silence.

A few persons were cautiously moving

around, but at most homes no one seemed

to be there. Only a few homeowners had

made any attempt to start cleaning up.

"The debris is unending," Detweiler

said. "We had good instructions and

found the Homestead Mennonite Church,

but all of the familiar landmarks are gone."

At the church, Detweiler and Davis

found copastors Walter and Joy

Sawatzky, along with the MDS leaders

from Sarasota and the Florida unit.

The Sawatzkys were preparing to leave

to investigate the whereabouts and con-

ditions of church members whom they

had not yet seen in the 36 hours after

Andrew roared through.

Many church members stayed in Home-

stead during the storm while others evac-

uated, but all escaped unharmed.

Their homes were not so well off.

Detweiler reported that only a few church

members were able to live in their homes

when he arrived.

"As we drove around Homestead locat-

ing church members," Detweiler said,

"the meaning of church and a caring

community took on another dimension.

"Walter and Joy, at the expense of their

own emotional and physical energy, and

doing little to their own ravaged home,

provided a rallying point for their church

community."
Detweiler said this was in contrast to

the dazed neighbors they saw, who had

seen no one nor received help from any

disaster agency or local government.

Many people in Homestead have simply

driven away with a few salvaged belong-

ings, many vowing never to return,

Detweiler added.

He said that the town will not have

electricity for weeks. Generators are at a

premium, and gas for them nonexistent.

MDS workers arrived from Sarasota

Aug. 26 in late afternoon, bringing tar

paper and plywood. By 9:00 p.m. they had

patched the Homestead church roof so

that it was "in the dry."

The church had survived better than

most buildings in Homestead, Detweiler

noted. MDS will use the church as its base

of operations in the area.

At press time, Detweiler reported that

plenty of food and resources had been

moved into the area. MDS crews were

cleaning up some church members'

houses so they could move home.

Repair work is unlimited. The first

priority is to get roofs on the houses,

Detweiler said; the "drying-in" process

will take many days or weeks. Most

houses are cement block; their walls and

truss rafters remain intact.

Detweiler said he expects MDS to be

busy in the area for up to a year. Initial

efforts will focus on Homestead, but MDS
units in Louisiana are responding, too.

In approximately two weeks, MDS will

begin calling for volunteers to help repair

and rebuild. But Detweiler cautioned that

until that time, no one should travel to the

hurricane-hit areas.

He said that persons willing to volun-

teer should contact their congregational

MDS contact person to be put on a

"Hurricane Andrew" waiting list.

..
»•'

Gulf churches escape
damage from hurricane
Des Allemands, La.—All Mennonite

churches along the Gulf Coast escaped

damage when Hurricane Andrew
slammed into Louisiana on Aug. 25.

The storm veered west, causing the

most damage around Franklin, La., where

the eye of the storm passed through.

Four persons from Mennonite Disaster

Service went to Franklin to assess the

damage. They set up a center of opera-

tions at a local Episcopal parsonage.

Amos Miller, vice-chair of the MDS
board, said that the first vanload of MDS
volunteers, a group from Kansas, would

arrive immediately to begin cleaning up.

The hurricane was expected to strike

further east. Lighthouse Fellowship in

Venice, La., was considered the Menno-

nite church most vulnerable to being hit.

But Venice, located on a slender Loui-

siana peninsula, was "completely spared,"

said Ruby Reno. Her husband, George C,
pastors the Lighthouse church.

The Renos earn their living through

commercial fishing. Rather than risk the

damage of high winds, George C. and son

George H. Reno piloted the family's two

boats up the Mississippi River to safe

port. A third man also took a boat out.

Many people from Lighthouse Fellow-

ship evacuated to Des Allemands, La.,

some 70 miles away.

But some members of the Des Al-

lemands Mennonite Church evacuated

even further north to Pine Lake Camp in

Meridian, Miss., said Robert Zehr, pastor

of the church and conference minister of

the Gulf States Mennonite Fellowship.

They were joined there by evacuees

from Amor Viviente (a Mennonite church

in New Orleans) and persons from the

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
unit in New Orleans.
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Members of Gulf Haven Mennonite
Church, Gulfport, Miss., did not evacuate,

as reported in the Sept. 1 Gospel Herald.

Jody Miller Shearer, MCC program
coordinator for New Orleans, reported

that the city had some downed tree limbs,

but little structural damage.

The New Orleans MCC unit left the city

around midnight on Monday night,

Shearer said. He described a highway lit

by an uninterrupted stream of evacuees,

seeking higher ground.

"We had thought we were [evacuating]

as far away as anyone else," he said.

Meridian is some 180 miles from New
Orleans.

But all the hotels in Meridian were

booked, Shearer observed. Moreover, he

said, "they were turning people away even

further north of the city."

He added, simply, "We had no idea

what we were coming back to."

—Cathleen Hockman

Hugo survivors offer

help to Andrew victims
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—In September 1989,

Hurricane Hugo pounded the eastern

shore of the United States, flinging de-

struction across several counties in South

Carolina.

Mickey and David Schneider, formerly

of Charleston, S.C., experienced the

drama of that storm.

They also witnessed firsthand the effec-

tive work of Mennonite Disaster Service

(MDS) volunteers who came by the hun-

dreds to clean up and rebuild.

Two years later, the Schneiders, now
living in Lancaster, Pa., watched from a

distance as Hurricane Andrew stormed

into southern Florida, destroying homes,
churches, and business places.

As national media reported the damage,
Mickey and David remembered Hurri-

cane Hugo and the MDS volunteers' good
deeds.

They phoned the MDS headquarters to

offer help—and repeat their thanks to

those who helped with Hurricane Hugo.

"It's hard to imagine the destruction

hurricanes can bring unless you've experi-

enced it," David noted in the Aug. 27

phone call. "Even now, I don't like to

remember Sept. 19, 1989."

He added that in the aftermath of such

a disaster, "the despair and frustration is

overwhelming.

"Seeing people who have come to help

boosts spirits. I can't tell you what a big

difference they make."

Northwest Conference
explores "LIFE Together"
Edmonton, Alta.—"LIFE Together"

was the theme of the 90th annual sessions

of the Northwest Conference July 3-5.

The assembly was held at Augustana
University College in Camrose, Alta.

Speaker Stanley Green, urban missiol-

ogist for Mennonite Board of Missions,

focused on our corporate life as Chris-

tians. He emphasized the need to be
vulnerable with each other in order to ex-

perience life as God intended in community.

Other speakers on the theme were
Agnes Nickel, Frances and Don Klassen,

and Glen Good.

In the business sessions, delegates

agreed to support a recommendation that

a unified Mennonite office be established

to direct activities in the former Soviet

Union. The recommendation came from
the Canadian Council of Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ moderators.

In other business, a draft of proposed
changes to the constitution was recom-
mended for testing in the congregations.

Delegates also authorized a project

committee to begin raising funds for a

church-planting project in Missola, Mont.
Several General Assembly issues were

reviewed, including racism and support

for a Peace Tax Fund in Canada and the

United States.

In the closing worship service, outgoing

moderator Raymond Brubaker symboli-

cally passed a basin and towel (represent-

ing servant leadership) and a gavel (rep-

resenting authority) to incoming modera-
tor Arnold Weber of Smith, Alta.

In addition, the assembled people
shared in a commitment service in sup-

port of "Living LIFE," the five-year plan

for the conference.
—Timothy Burkholder and Millie Glick

Delegates clarify status
of Conservative group
Irwin, Ohio—The Conservative Menno-

nite Conference (CMC) adopted a state-

ment on "Inter-Mennonite Relations"

during the business session of the
conference's annual assembly Aug. 10-13

in Beaver Falls, N.Y.

The statement clarifies the conference's

status as "an autonomous circle of fellow-

ship within the world Mennonite church.

"This has been the case since [CMC's]
inception in 1910 and is our intent for the

future," the statement reads.
".

. . [The] Conservative Mennonite
Conference shall move ahead positively

with autonomy in theology, organization,

identity, polity, and activity, with a read-

iness to interact from that base with other

groups in ways consistent with the CMC
position in the above named categories."

The CMC continues to work coopera-

tively with the Mennonite Church. Luke
D. Yoder is the current CMC appointee

to the Mennonite Church General Board.

Team Care

Senior Benefit Series
MMA's New Medicare Supplement Family

There is only one place you can find all these benefits:

• Expert, personal help when you need it.

• Competitive prices and unbeatable value.

• Worry-free protection.

• Membership with others who share your Christian values.

See your mutual aid counselor or call a member services representative at

our toll-free number. It can save you time, worry, and money.

MuSHXB Call 1-800662-6747
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MCC plans response
to refugees in Croatia

Osijek, Croatia (MCC)—Once known for

its beautiful parks and imposing neo-

Gothic buildings, Osijek is now a city of

rubble and refugees.

The rubble is rapidly being cleared and

buildings repaired, following the fierce

bombardment the city received from Au-

gust 1991 to March 1992.

But refugees from the civil war in Bos-

nia-Herzegovina keep pouring in.

The city of Osijek alone, with a prewar

population of 120,000, has officially re-

ceived some 21,000 refugees and dis-

placed persons as of Aug. 12, according

to Jasna Zdravcevic, director of the Os-

ijek Office for Displaced Persons and

Refugees.

She believes an additional 21,000 unreg-

istered refugees have settled in the city.

Those who are officially received are

the lucky ones.

Croatia can no longer afford to feed,

shelter, and attend to refugees' medical

needs.

Therefore the country now refuses to

accept anyone without relatives who can

financially support them, says Ruzica Salic,

who works at the Office for Displaced Per-

sons and Refugees in the Croatian capital

of Zagreb. Her job is to help find place-

ments in other countries for refugees.

About 2.2 million citizens of the former

Yugoslavia have been displaced.

Some 600,000 refugees are in Croatia, a

country with a prewar population of 4.5

million. In just the month of July, the

Croatian government spent $73 million

(U.S.) to assist refugees, according to Salic.

The Red Cross and religious agencies

are providing additional relief.

This spring, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC) sent food aid to refugees in

Croatia through the Christian relief

agency "My Neighbor."

MCC Europe director Hansulrich

Gerber and Jacques Baumann, chairper-

son of the Swiss Mennonite Organization,

visited Croatia Aug. 21-25 to ascertain

further response.

MCC has designated $50,000 for

Croatia relief, and European Mennonites

hope to raise an equivalent amount.

People wanting to donate to Croatian

relief should mark their contribution

"Croatia relief," project number B834-20.

Because some refugee camps are well

supplied by European organizations,

Gerber wants MCC to find a niche in a

"more difficult and less obvious place."

Cleaning those pearly whites. Viet-

nam (MCC)—A child brushes his teeth

in a project for Vietnamese elementary

children. From now until Dec. 1, Men-

nonite Central Committee is collecting

dental health supplies to send to

Vietnamese schools.

Gerber will also determine whether to

send additional MCC personnel to

Croatia.

He sees a role for people acting as a

presence, "to listen and respond to grief,

hurt, and pain, and to very gently sow

seeds of reconciliation."

Even as Osijek rebuilds, its future re-

mains uncertain.

Serbian military forces occupy land

across the river Drava, on whose shores

Osijek is situated. Serbian forces also

occupy positions within a mile of parts of

the city.

United Nations peacekeeping forces are

sandwiched between the Serbian posi-

tions and Osijek.—Emily Will

MMA board reviews
organizational study
Goshen, Ind. (MMA)—An exhaustive

study of Mennonite Mutual Aid and its

operations was the focus of a meeting of

the MMA Board of Directors in Chicago

on Aug. 13-14.

The study, completed in July, was con-

ducted by the Life Insurance Man-
agement Research Association over a pe-

riod of several months. It included exten-

sive interviews with members of all MMA
constituencies.

After reviewing the results, the board

identified eight major issues that will be

used to guide the organization in coming

months.

The board recommended that MMA:
• Build health insurance plans with

moderate diversification.

• Make organizational adjustments in

order to better deal with current oppor-

tunities.

• Strengthen the congregational repre-

sentative system.

• Explore manufactured versus bro-

kered products.

The board also discussed upcoming

MMA projects including the construction

of a new service center at MMA's Goshen,

Ind., office.

Plans are likewise underway for a study

which will examine ways MMA can ad-

dress the mutual aid and stewardship

needs of the church by the year 2000 and

beyond.

The board noted how MMA has taken

steps to control the medical costs to its

members, and encouraged initiatives that

will keep member costs down.

They also agreed to be an advocate for

reforms that would help change the way

mental health care is viewed, adminis-

tered, and paid for.

Street performers share
faith in Italy and Albania
Harrisonburg, Va. (VMC)—Eleven per-

sons from the Mennonite churches in

Palermo, Sicily, teamed up with eight

members of Cornerstone Mennonite Fel-

lowship, Broadway, Va., for two weeks of

evangelism in Bari, Italy, July 5-18.

Each day in the town's central piazza,

the group would perform dramas, give

puppet shows, sing, give personal testimo-

nies, and distribute literature.

"By the end of two weeks, we had

personally witnessed to hundreds of per-

sons and had established excellent con-

tacts with many individuals," said Willard

Eberly, leader of the U.S. team.

Tim and Karen Green, church planters

in Bari from Virginia Mennonite Board of

Missions, continued the work of follow-

up, along with local believers.

From Italy, the U.S. team went to Alba-

nia for 10 days.

They followed another Cornerstone

team which had gone to Albania for two

weeks in early July. Sam Scaggs, pastor

of Cornerstone Fellowship of Mt. Craw-

ford, Va., led that team and reported a

warm reception.
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Church project teaches
reading to Guatemalans
Quiche Province, Guatemala (MCC)—In

the misty highlands of Guatemala, Men-
nonite Central Committee (MCC) is help-

ing a small evangelical church teach peo-

ple to read and write.

These literacy lessons are part of a

larger liberation process from modern-
day slavery.

Northern Quiche Province is the site of

San Francisco Coffee Plantation, a huge
private farm owned by a German-Guate-
malan family. Almost 1,000 Ixil and
Quiche Indians labor here year-round,

and some 500 more flock to the farm

during the harvest.

Few adults on the plantation can read

or write.

Because their parents cannot afford

notebooks and pencils, few of the more
than 300 children can attend the small

plantation school with its three teachers.

Illiteracy is passed on from generation

to generation.

Now, with the support of MCC, a local

Methodist church is changing that cycle.

In June 1991, the church started a liter-

acy program. MCC funds helped the

church purchase notebooks, pencils,

chalk, and erasers. MCC also provides a

monthly stipend for the program's two
instructors.

Sixty adults began spending four nights

a week learning to read and write.

Student Miguel Toma, a 30-year-old

truck driver, says his parents never had
the interest or money to send him to

school. Yet Toma says he is studying so

he can read the Bible himself.

Pastor Diego Chamay explains that the

literacy program aims to teach poor work-

ers not only how to read the Bible, but

also the Guatemalan Constitution.

The latter document is studied, he says,

"so the workers will know their rights as

citizens."

An incident last year illustrates the

threat literacy can present.

A drunken plantation worker broke the

church door. Like all cases of delinquency

on the estate, the dispute was taken be-

fore the plantation owner.

During the discussion, one Ixil church
member mentioned the constitution's reg-

ulations on trespassing. The owner asked
the man how he knew what the constitu-

tion said.

When the worker said he had read it,

the owner said, "You have no right to read

the constitution.

Pictured is a student in an adult literacy

class sponsored by a church at the San
Francisco Plantation in Guatemala. Men-
nonite Central Committee funds this liter-

acy program.

"Careful, or you'll get yourselves into

trouble," he warned. "You'll go to jail for

that."

According to MCC workers Dale and
Marilyn Withers, the plantation laborers'

children are malnourished, sanitary facil-

ities almost nonexistent, and working con-

ditions deplorable.

The plantation is located in an area

hard hit by the Guatemalan government's

ruthless counterinsurgency program in

the 1980s.

An army base on the plantation, along

with a paramilitary patrol, keeps the

workers in line. No one leaves or enters

the plantation without permission.
—Paul Jeffrey

Volunteer helps plan
new town in Labrador
Happy Valley, Labrador (MCC Cana-

da)—Mennonite Central Committee has

a long history of repairing and building

houses in Canada, but the agency has

never been involved in planning an entire

town.

Until now.

This spring MCC volunteer Jacob
Schiere spent two months in the island

town of Davis Inlet, an Innu community
of 500 people. Residents want to relocate

to the mainland, where they lived until

required to move by the provincial gov-

ernment in 1968.

Schiere, an architect from The Hague,
Netherlands, prepared a report for the

community which included not only a

proposed layout for the new town, but
also recommendations for house con-

struction, water and sewage systems, and
hydro generation.

The report, which would have been
prohibitively expensive if done by an in-

dependent consultant, will be used by the

Innu in negotiations with the provincial

government about the proposed reloca-

tion.

According to Gerhard Pries, codirector

of MCC Canada's work in Newfoundland
and Labrador, Schiere's report was well-

received by the community because "it

isn't like many other reports done for

Labrador's Native people.

"The typical consultant comes to the

situation . . . with little cross-cultural un-

derstanding, spends only a few days on
location, reads previous studies, and then
writes a report—the end result which
favors a European-Canadian solution to

the problem," Pries said.

By contrast, he noted, Schiere's previ-

ous cross-cultural experience with MCC
in Guatemala helped him to develop a

rare rapport with the Innu people.

"His report was written with and for the

people, not to the government," Pries

said. "It documents what Jacob heard the

people say."

The final proposals in the report em-
phasize dependence on the local environ-

ment and the initiative of the community,
rather than on governmental support.

Residents of Davis Inlet first began to

talk openly about leaving their island

home to return to the mainland in 1991.

"They are a people of the land, not the

sea," explained Pries. "They felt trapped

by the ocean for 24 years. Now they want
to return to their home and native land."

The new town site is about 12 miles

away on the mainland.

For Pries, MCC's involvement in the

planning "was an excellent way to assist

a people in a move toward self-determi-

nation.

"For many years almost every aspect of

their lives has been forcibly directed from

the outside. Through Jacob's work they

were empowered to dream in their own
way about how they want to live."

Schiere prepared the report prior to

leaving for an MCC assignment in Bolivia

with his wife, Annaliese, and their chil-

dren, Marcus and Nelleke.
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• Building supplies needed.
Building and roofing supplies

will be sent to Homestead, Fla.,

as soon as transportation can be

arranged. Those who want to

contribute materials should con-

tact the Mennonite Disaster

Service headquarters in Akron,

Pa.; phone 717 859-3889. Finan-

cial contributions designated for

"Hurricane Andrew relief may
be sent to MDS at P.O. Box 500,

Akron, PA 17501.

• Radio programs ended. After

more than 33 years of Menno-
nite Board of Missions radio

ministry in Europe, two German
broadcast programs will be
discontinued later this year.

Words of Life and Source of Life

have been broadcast to Eastern

Europe. Now, most German-
speaking persons have returned

to their own countries, said pro-

ducer Christian Gerber, leaving

few listeners in the former So-

viet Union.

• Van crosses Canada. The
present justice system isn't

working, Addison and Gerda
Klassen said in 236 presenta-

tions across Canada. The couple

spent 10 months traveling with

a "Justice Van" sponsored by

Mennonite Central Committee
Canada. They spoke about the

need for restorative justice—

a

process which, in their words,

"finds ways to restore trust for

victims, and gives offenders in-

sight into the effects of crime on

others."

• Augsburger lectures. Myron
Augsburger, copastor of Wash-
ington (D.C.) Community Fel-

lowship, lectured in Oxford on

"Anabaptism: The Radical
Reformation" on July 27. The
lecture was part of the Keble
College Centre for Renaissance

and Reformation Studies.
Myron and his wife, Esther,

spent the preceding two weeks
in south Germany with Menno-
nite Home Mission.

• Association name changed.
The Afro-American Mennonite
Association has changed its

name to the African-American

Mennonite Association.

•Interim dean appointed.
Philip Osborne has been named
interim academic dean at

Hesston (Kan.) College. Os-

borne, a Hesston psychology

professor and associate aca-

demic dean since 1978, began as

dean Sept. 1. He will maintain a

limited teaching load and will

continue as codirector of the

Peace Scholarship Program.

• Faculty named. Seven new fac-

ulty members have been ap-

pointed at Eastern Mennonite

College, Harrisonburg, Va. They
are: Thomas S. Baker, physical

education; Jane Wenger Clem-

ens, social work; Melody L.

Horton, physical education;

Mary S. Sprunger, history; Her-

man H. Weaver, Jr., psychology;

Dianne L. Williams, nursing;

Cynthia D. Yoder, English as a

Second Language.

• Chinese professor arrives.

Professor Tong Jimei will be in

residence at Eastern Mennonite
College during fall and spring

semesters this year. Jimei is

from Sichuan Normal Univer-

sity in Chengdu Province,
People's Republic of China.

• 75 years celebrated. Some
300 people were on hand to cel-

ebrate as Duchess (Alta.) Men-
nonite Church marked its 75th

anniversary July 25-26. Visitors

for the event included friends

from as far away as Pennsyl-

vania and California. Three gen-

erations of Ramers—Henry B.,

Charles J., and Charles E.

—

have been pastors at the church

since 1918.

• Peace workers reunite. Ten
former workers in Mennonite

Central Committee's Pax pro-

gram held a 40-year reunion on

July 18-20. The meeting in Lom-
bard, III, was the first since the

group members served together

in Germany after World War EL

All of the group members look

back on their service as a forma-

tive time in their lives. Most
went on to other work for the

church. Pax was an overseas

alternative service program for

conscientious objectors.
—Marion Wenger

• Funds raised for Natives.
Plastic tubes which hold 1992

one dollar Canadian "loonie"

coins (so-called because of the

picture of a loon on the back)

will be used to raise money for

the Jubilee Fund. Proceeds will

provide scholarships for

Canadian Native students and
help urban Native people ac-

quire garden plots. The Jubilee

Fund is jointly administered by
MCC Canada and the Confer-

ence of Mennonites in Canada.

• Coming events:

275th anniversary. New Danville

Mennonite Church, Lancaster,

Pa., Sept. 13. The 1771-1992 cel-

ebration will feature presen-

tations by David Thomas, John
L. Ruth, and others. For infor-

mation, call 717 872-6298.

40th anniversary, Wilkens Ave.

(Pulaski St.) Mennonite Church,

Baltimore, Md., Oct. 10. All who
have had or still have an associ-

ation with the church are en-

couraged to attend. More infor-

mation from Harold and Janie

Burkholder, 315 S. Chapelgate

Rd., Baltimore, MD 21229;

phone 410 646-0528.

• Job openings:
Director of Maintenance, Camp

Deerpark, Westbrookville, N.Y.

This is a full-time position avail-

able January 1993. Director will

oversee facilities/grounds and
host retreat groups two week-

ends per month. Housing pro-

vided on grounds with salary

and benefits. Volunteers wel-

come to apply. Part-time office

assistant position also available.

Contact Marian Sauder at Box
394, Westbrookville, NY 12785;

phone 914 754-8669.

• Change of address:

Dean and Edna Hochstetler, from
2030 Beech Rd., Nappanee, EN
46550, to 13684 N. State Rd. 19,

Nappanee, EN 46550.

South Calgary Inter-Mennonite
Church to 2919 8 Ave. N.W.,

Calgary, AB T2N 1C8.

YES teams depart. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Four Youth Evangelism Service teams sponsored

by Eastern Board left Aug. 17 for assignments in Bolivia, Honduras, Kenya, and Wales. The
teams spent the past three months at the YES Discipleship Center in Philadelphia. Pictured

are: front row (left to right)—Matthew Tricker, Steve Reiff, Harvey Ramer, Sheldon Esch,

Conrad Bontrager. Second row—Tim Leaman, Jonathan Jenkins, Heidi Hochstedler, Rhoda
Showalter, Dawn Zook, Clyde Agola, Sherrie Coblentz. Back row—Kristin Tursak, Joy Hoover,

Dwane Reitz, Ken Tadeo, Alan Wert, Graham Bottrel, Jr., Jairo Campos, Tracey Witner, Allison

Plank.
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NEW MEMBERS

Aurora, Ohio: Kevin Chittick,

Dave Svab, Eddie Wurm, and
Doug Wilcox.

Bahia Vista, Sarasota, Fla.:

Vicki Liechty and Michael
Liechty.

Bellwood, Milford, Neb.: Travis

Fougeron, Travis Pickerill, Mi-

chelle Troyer, Trisha Troyer,

Tami Troyer, Tyran Stutzman,

Rich Steckly, Corey Roth,
Adrian Roth, Destidy Roth, and
Steve Kolb.

Big Spring, Rileyville, Va.:

Sherri Barrier, Samantha Fake,

Luke Hannon, D. J. Keeler, and
Eric Sours.

Bonneyville, Bristol, Ind.: Rod
and Sandy Bertsche-King, Tru-

man and Betty Zook.

Conestoga, Morgantown, Pa.:

Karl and Cindy Pokrop, Shawn
Petersheim, Rodney Mast, Joey

Horning, and Patrick Stauffer.

East Union, Kalona, Iowa: Tom
Miller.

First, Indianapolis, Ind.: Dana
Stutzman, Karen Buerge,
Kendra Roberts, JoAnne Lingle,

Marty Miller, Karen Showalter,

and Amy Elizabeth Strahan.

Glade, Accident, Md.: John
Holman and June Holman.

Gulfhaven, Gulfport, Miss.:
Jimmy Holliman and Tara
Stolar.

Howard-Miami, Kokomo, Ind.:

Jarvis, Ruby, Jennifer, and
Jason Hochstedler.

Martins, Orrville, Ohio: Alex

and Glenda Naumoff.

Millersburg, Ohio: Angie Clark,

Mary Hipp, Jackie Mast, Abby
Miller, Amy Miller, Bill Miller,

David Miller, Drew Miller, Ste-

ven Miller, Nathan Stambaugh,

and Charles Welder.

North Leo, Leo, Ind.: Jason

Liechty, Tara Lewis, Gayle

Liechty, Sharon Yoder, Dennis

Yoder, and Bryan Young.
Oxford Circle, Philadelphia,

Pa.: Leonard Dow, Rosalie

Dow, Ruth Graybill, and Walter

Troup.
Peace, Elyria, Ohio: Curtis and
Bonnie Hammond, Judith
Vargo, Carol Yody, and Steve

Brown.
Perkiomenville, Pa.: Jack D.

Boorse, George Eisenhardt,
Missie Eisenhardt, Larry Kratz,

Barbara Kratz, Shirley Jones Si-

ciliano, and Bryan Young.

Red Run, Denver, Pa.: Amy
Martin, Andrew Martin,
Rosanna Martin, Gwendolyn
Musser, and Jennifer Nolt.

Salem, Quakertown, Pa.: Laura

S. Meitzner.

Sunnyside, Conneaut Lake,
Pa.: Debra Litwiller.

Warwick River, Newport
News, Va.: Elsbeth Anje
Ackerman, Jason John Culotta,

Sanford Christian Culotta,

Rebekeh Kristina Smith, Brian

Edward Bontrager, and Judy
Ann Bontrager.

Wood River, Neb.: Trena
Boshart, Bev Stutzman, Ginada
and Jake Hostetler, and Ryan
Hostetler.

BIRTHS

Beckler, Dennis and Karen (Pau-

lus), Lebanon, Ore., Jeffrey

Leon (fourth child), March 26.

Beiler, Daniel and Charla (Hutch-

ison), Accident, Md., Erin Eliz-

abeth (fourth child), born Aug.

7, received for adoption Aug. 10.

Boshart, Craig and Karla
(Rennau), Wood River, Neb.,

Mitchell Robert (second child),

May 19.

Boshart, John and Beth (Eigsti),

Wood River, Neb., McKenzie
June (third child), June 25.

Graber, Les and Kristal (King),

Washington, D.C., Naomi Chris-

tine (second child), July 24.

Herring, John and Denise
(Moyer), Dublin, Pa., Katie Eliz-

abeth (first child), July 10.

Linscheid, Jeff and Marcille

(Miller), Parnell, Iowa, Aaron
Jordan Alan (first child), Aug. 4.

Mast, John and Lois (Stoltzfus),

Indianapolis, Ind., Benjamin
Stoltzfus (third child), July 25.

Miller, Greg and Kimberly (Shoe-

maker), Springs, Pa., Ryan Alan

(first child), June 10.

Mishler, Kent and Carla
(Hochstetler), Howe, Ind., Craig

Allen (third child), July 18.

Rolh, Allen and Rhonda (Friesen),

Wood River, Neb., Valerie Kay
(third child), June 1.

Stoltzfus, Barry and Ingrid (Bix-

ler), Souderton, Pa., Leah June
(second child), July 27.

Troup, Robert and Dawn (Rush),

Richfield, Pa., Eric Benjamin

(third child), June 18.

Witmer, Howard and Iona (Win-

ters), Elizabethtown, Pa., Jo-

seph Howard (fourth child),

Aug. 5.

MARRIAGES

Alderfer-Freed: Brian Alderfer,

Souderton, Pa. (Methacton),

and Shawn Freed, Souderton,

Pa. (Brethren), Aug. 15, by Kirk

Hanger.

Brenneman-Bolton: Todd
Brenneman, Lebanon, Ore.
(Lebanon), and Trinda Bolton,

Souderton, Pa. (Line Lexing-

ton), July 25, by Lowell H. Delp.

Didot-Hunsberger: Ernest

Pierre Didot, Vienna, Va. (Pres-

byterian), and Katrina Jill Huns-
berger, Washington, D.C. (Ger-

mantown), May 23, by Robert
Norris.

Frederick-Brunk: John Mark
Frederick, III, Quakertown, Pa.

(Salem), and Kristine Marie
Brunk, Colorado Springs, Colo.

(United Methodist), July 17, by
Pastor Trigg.

Friesen-Miller: Jon Friesen,

Bluffton, Ohio (First), and
Janelle Miller, Middlebury, Ind.

(Bonneyville), July 11, by Jim
Stutzman Amstutz.

Geiger-Folk: Wilbert Geiger II,

Meyersdale, Pa. (Brethren), and
Kendra Folk, Springs, Pa.

(Springs), June 27, by Steven

Heatwole.
Godshall-Leichty: Stephen

Godshall, Mt. Joy, Pa. (Mt. Joy),

and Sara Leichty, Iowa City,

Iowa (Lower Deer Creek), Aug.

8, by Wayne Bohn.
Jones-Chittick: R. Amon Jones,

Perkasie, Pa. (Doylestown), and
Brenda Chittick, Doylestown,

Pa. (Doylestown), Aug. 1, by Ray
K. Yoder.

Keeler-Chelton: Chad Keeler,

Corry, Pa. (Valley View), and

Judy Chelton, Corry, Pa. (Valley

View), Aug. 8, by Carl L.

Smeltzer.

Keyser-Stone: Mark Keyser,
Scottdale, Pa. (Kingview), and
Andrea Stone, New Castle, Pa.

(Catholic), May 23.

Loy-Dibbern: Scott Loy, Cairo,

Neb. (Wood River), and Carrie

Dibbern, Cairo, Neb. (Lutheran),

June 20, by Rev. Burger.

Loy-Elsberry: Lonnie Loy, Cairo,

Neb. (Wood River), and Christi

Elsberry, Cairo, Neb. (Baptist),

March 28, by George Hansen.
McGonigal-Trapp: Robert C.

McGonigal, Quakertown, Pa.,

and Deborah Kay Trapp,
Coopersburg, Pa. (Salem), July

25, by Warren Wenger.
Miller-Gascho: Eric Miller,

Archbold, Ohio (West Clinton),

and Maria Gascho, Grand Is-

land, Neb. (Wood River), June

24, by George Hansen.
Miller-Skinner: Sean Miller,

Washington, Iowa (Washing-

ton), and Becky Skinner, Wash-
ington, Iowa, July 25, by Timo-

thy Detweiler.

Nafziger-Miller: Tom Nafziger,

Addison, 111. (Hopedale), and
Tina Miller, Addison, EI. (East

Bend), Aug. 1, by Mervin Birky.

Nussbaum-Murphy: Kim Nuss-
baum, Orrville, Ohio (Kidron),

and Connie Murphy, Orrville,

Ohio, Aug. 15, by Bill Detweiler.

Peterson-Reber: Scott Peterson,

Champaign, El, and Julie Reber,

Champaign, HI. (East Bend), Aug.

15, by Millard Osborne.

Short-Stoltz: Wendell Short,
Findlay, Ohio (West Clinton),

and Rita Stoltz, Vandalia, Ohio,

July 18, by James Roynon.
Selzer-Bolinder: Lawrence

Selzer, Protection, Kan., and
Ellen Bolinder, Quinter, Kan.
(Protection), Aug. 1, by Ray-

mond Unruh.
Smith-Miller: Frank Smith, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., and Gail Joy Miller,

Burton, Ohio (Maple View), July

25, by Ervin M. Miller and D.

Ray Mullett.

Streicher-Kuepfer: Ralph
Streicher, Milverton, Ont.
(Poole), and Christena Kuepfer,

Listowel, Ont. (Poole), July 25,

by Dave Rogalsky.

Weaver-Risto: Scott Gregory
Weaver, Waterloo, Ont. (St. Ja-

cobs), and Anna Risto, Kitche-

ner, Ont. (St. Jacobs), Aug. 8, by
Harold Schlegel.

DEATHS

Deputy, Ruth (Weaver), 77,

Harrisonburg, Va. Born: Oct. 6,

1914, Rockingham County, Va.,

to Raleigh and Sallie (Heatwole)

Weaver. Died: Aug. 6, 1992,

Harrisonburg, Va. Survivors

—

husband: Timothy Deputy; chil-

dren: Ronald L., Lowell W.,

Merlin O.; brother: Roland
Weaver; 11 grandchildren, 9

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Emily Deputy, Mary
Ellen Deputy, and Margaret
Lehman (daughters). Funeral

and burial: Aug. 9, Weavers
Mennonite Church, by Joseph

C. Shenk, Edith Shenk, and
Mike Martin.

Gingerich, Jane Elizabeth
(Rich), 42, Kalona, Iowa. Born:

Nov. 11, 1949, Washington, Iowa,

to Walter and Jean (Stout) Rich.

Died: Aug. 18, 1992, Kalona,

Iowa, of cancer. Survivors—hus-

band: Emery D. Gingerich; chil-

dren: Klint Duane, Corwin
Duane; brothers and sisters: Ken,

Wes, Steve, Phil Rich, Marti

Sebok. Funeral: Aug. 21, Lower
Deer Creek Mennonite Church,

by Orie Wenger and Wayne Bohn.

Gomoll, Virginia E., 78, Rocky
Ford, Colo. Born: Feb. 25, 1914,

Chicago, 111., to Henry and
Helen (Peplawski) Gomoll.
Died: Aug. 9, 1992, Rocky Ford,
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MENNOSCOPE

Speak softly and carry a big racket. Harrisonburg, Va.

(EMC)—Future Steffi Grafs and Jimmy Connors, aged 4 and

5, learned the rudiments of tennis at the eighth annual Gary

Heatwole Tennis Academy held Aug. 3-7 at Eastern Menno-

nite College. Some 80 players of all ages took part in the

clinics led by EMC graduate Gary Heatwole (left), assisted

by EMC junior James Hurst.

Colo. Funeral: Aug. 12, Rocky
Ford Mennonite Church, by Paul

Isaak and Eugene Schulz. Burial:

Fairview Cemetery.

Heyerly, Joseph Wilson, 79,

Halsey, Ore. Born: Nov. 6, 1912,

Albany, Ore., to John and Katie

(Erb) Heyerly. Died: July 26,

1992, Corvallis, Ore., of a heart

attack. Survivors—wife: Olivene

(Stutzman) Hayerly; children:

Connie Rodriquez, Bob, Linda

Jacobson; brothers and sister:

Melvin, Ernest, Bertha Schrock;

3 grandchildren, 2 great-grand-

children. Funeral: July 29, Plain-

view Mennonite Church, by
Fred Augsburger. Burial: Pine

Grove Cemetery.
Householter, Irene (Sullivan)

Max, 69, Eureka, Ml. Born: Oct.

1, 1922, Danville, 111., to Harold
and Lottie (Vandyke) Sullivan.

Died: Aug. 3, 1992, Eureka, 111.

Survivors— sons: Gary Max,
Dan Max, and Bill Max; 8 grand-

children, 2 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Arthur House-
holter (second husband) and
Leroy E. Max (first husband).

Funeral: Aug. 5, Otto Argo Fu-

neral Home, by Rick Troyer and
Elmer Wyse. Burial: Oak Ridge
Cemetery.

Kennel, Garald E., 54, Albany,

Ore. Born: June 12, 1938, Imlay

City, Mich., to Isaac and Matilda

(Ropp) Kennel. Died: Aug. 1,

1992, Albany, Ore. Survivors

—

brothers and sisters: Walter,

Leon, Omer, Wilbur, Pete, Del-

mar, Violet, Vera, Esther Jones,

Doris Delp, LaVerne Nofziger,

Ruth Nisly. Funeral: Aug. 6, Al-

bany Mennonite Church, by
Lynn Miller and Louie Lehman.
Burial: Fairview Mennonite
Cemetery.

Lehman, Saviera (Gingerich),

90, Castorland, N.Y. Born: Oct.

18, 1901, Baden, Ont, to Daniel

and Veronica (Lichti) Gingerich.

Died: July 16, 1992. Survivors-
children: Doris, Clifton, Adalene,

Kathleen Moser, Loretta, Aaron
A.; brothers and sisters: Henry
Gingerich, Olive Cressman,
Fannie Moshier; 12 grandchil-

dren, 19 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Aaron K Leh-

man (husband). Funeral: July 19,

Naumburg Mennonite Church by

Richard Zehr and Titus Mast.

Burial: Croghan Mennonite Cem-
etery.

Miller, Earl J., 73, Wauseon, Ohio.

Born: Dec. 7, 1918, Wauseon,
Ohio, to Uriah and Carrie E.

(Lehman) Miller. Died: Aug. 1,

1992, Arcadia, Fla., of cardiac ar-

rest. Survivors—wife: Audrey
(Croninger) Miller; children: Ear-

lene Smith, Dean J., Mark An-

thony, James; brothers and sis-

ters: Jesse, Erma Stoner, Myrtie

Warfield, Edna Yoder, Marjorie

Rupp; 12 children. Funeral and
burial: Aug. 5, Fairview Menno-
nite Church, by Virgil Hersh-

berger and James Miller.

Miller, Myrle V. (Miller)
Kreider, 89. Born: Feb. 14, 1903,

Walnut Creek Twp., Ohio, to

Amra D. and Jemima (Mast)

Miller. Died: Aug. 19, 1992,

Honeybrook, Pa. Survivors

—

husband: David 0. Miller; chil-

dren: Marilyn K Studer, Robert

Duane Kreider; sister: Fyrne

Yoder; 5 grandchildren, 3 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Ward E. Kreider (first husband)

and Sidney D. (son). Funeral:

Aug. 22, Bethel Mennonite
Church. Burial: Maple Hill Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Murray, Adin Llewellyn, 76,

Sterling, Ohio. Born: Aug. 20,

1915, Smithville, Ohio, to Tully

B. and Neva (Renneker) Mur-
ray. Died: Aug. 15, 1992, Smith-

ville, Ohio, of a heart attack.

Survivors— wife: Barbara
(Gerber) Murray; children: Ron,

Susan Hofstetter, Randy; broth-

ers and sisters: Grace, Dorothy

Schaffter, Kenneth, David, Mar-

ilyn Aspinall; 7 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Martha (Shil-

ling) Murray (first wife). Fu-

neral: Aug. 18, Martins Menno-
nite Church, by Vincent Frey

and Ray Aspinall. Burial: Beech
Grove Cemetery.

Otto, Roy, 90, Springs, Pa. Born:

May 20, 1902, Springs, Pa., to

Daniel D. and Amanda (Maust)

Otto. Died: June 30, 1992,

Meyersdale, Pa. Survivors

—

wife: Melda (Maust) Otto; chil-

dren: Dale, Lynn, Louise
Livengood; brothers and sister:

Walter, Cora, and Lloyd; 7

grandchildren, 8 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

Springs Mennonite Church, by
Steven Heatwole and Earl
Yoder.

He was ordained Sept. 28,

1930, and pastored Springs
Mennonite Church.

Spicher, John W., 70, Belleville,

Pa. Born: Aug. 26, 1922, Belle-

ville, Pa., to David P. and Sadie

(Peachey) Spicher. Died: Aug.

13, 1992, Lewistown, Pa. Survi-

vors— wife: Linda (Yoder)
Spicher; children: Arlene
Hartzler, David P., Edith
Hartzler, Mary Hostetler, Ruth
Pope, Jay, Esther Hartzler, Lee;

brother and sisters: Katie
Peachey, Jesse D. Spicher,

Amelia Zook; 16 grandchildren,

one great-grandchild. Funeral:

Aug. 16, Allensville Mennonite
Church, by Philip Barr and Paul

Bender. Burial: Locust Grove
Cemetery.

Steinman, Clayton, 78, Baden,
Ont. Born: Nov. 9, 1913, Wilmot
Twp., Ont., to Christian and
Magdalena (Gingerich) Steinman.

Died: July 31, 1992, Kitchener,

Ont. Survivors—wife: Violet

(Kennel) Jantzi Steinman; chil-

dren: Floyd, Orval, Roy, Bernice

Wagler, Marie Gerber; stepchil-

dren: Elverne Jantzi, Beatrice

Klein; 13 grandchildren, 8 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Nancy (Erb) Steinman (first

wife). Funeral: Aug. 3, St.

Agatha Mennonite Church, by
Steve Gerber and Gerald
Schwartzentruber. Burial:

Maple View Cemetery.

Yoder, Annabelle M., 79. Born:

March 20, 1913, Belleville, Pa.,

to Joseph K. and Annie
(Kauffman) Hartzler. Died: Aug.

14, 1992, of cancer. Survivors

—

sisters: Mabel Glick, Edna E.

King. Funeral: Aug. 17, Maple
Grove Mennonite Church, by
Ivan E. Yoder and Erie Renno.

Burial: Locust Grove Cemetery.

Yoder, Levi S., 59, Sarasota, Fla.

Born: Sept. 7, 1932, Haven,
Kan., to William C. Yoder. Died:

July 27, 1992, Miami, Fla., of

cancer. Survivors—wife: Mary
(Kauffman) Yoder; children:

Gladys Ann Gall, Richard, Virgil;

brothers and sisters: Elizabeth

Brown, Katie Miller, Martha
Kyle, Sarah Miller, Enos, Ezra,

Clarence, William, Rudy; 6

grandchildren. Memorial service:

July 30, Ashton Mennonite
Church, by Kenneth Nauman,
Tom Renno, and Dunn Cochran.

Burial: Palms Memorial Park

CALENDAR

New York Mennonite Conference

delegate session, Syracuse,
N.Y., Sept. 12

Lancaster Conference fall assem-

bly, Lancaster, Pa., SePt- 17

Mennonite Board of Education di-

rectors meeting, Goshen, Ind.,

Sept. 18-19

Mennonite Disaster Service Re-

gion IV annual meeting, Phoe-
nix, Ariz., Sept. 19

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27

75th anniversary celebration,

Eastern Mennonite College and
Eastern Mennonite High School,

Harrisonburg, Va., Oct. 2-3

Mennonite Publication Board
meeting, Chicago, Oct. 16-17

Region I Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice annual meeting, Belleville,

Pa., Oct. 17

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Oct. 22-24

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 22-24

Southeast Conference annual
meeting, Brooksville, Fla., Oct.

23-25

Annual MEDA convention, Den-
ver, Oct. 29-Nov. 1

Region III Mennonite Disaster

Service annual meeting, Roach,

Mo., Oct. 30-31
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THE LAST WORD

When Woody Allen meets Murphy Brown
What will we have to put up with next?

First it was the Murphy Brown incident. The

U.S. vice-president, Dan Quayle, took a swipe at

a TV character having a baby out of wedlock on

screen, and suddenly "family values" was the

hot topic of the day.

So much so that the candidates in the current

U.S. presidential campaign have trotted out

their "clean-cut" families, complete with hair rib-

bons and paisley ties, for the cheering delegates

and the television cameras.

The reaction of one of Barbara Bush's grand-

daughters says it best for me. The Aug. 31 issue

of Newsweek shows her at the front of the family

pose, apparently confused, hands over her ears.

She might have done better to cover her eyes.

The same issue of Newsweek features movie

actor and director Woody Allen on the cover.

His claim to current fame: having an affair with

the adopted daughter of his former lover. Or, as

a member of the U.S. Congress put it, "having

nonincest with a nondaughter for whom he is a

nonfather."

Already the debate rages: what defines incest?

What is proper conduct for "step" ties? Does a

live-in situation make one a father?

So how should we in the church react to all

this? My first response is to put my hand over

my mouth. Part of this reaction is boredom.

More of it comes from refusal to pay attention

to values gone so far astray, to mores so out of

line with Christian ethics and beliefs. After all,

my heroes are not movie stars. My role models

are not TV's comedians.

Or are they? Much as we don't like to admit it,

we in the church are affected by the values of

our culture. History shows we take on more of

them than we care to admit. The Murphy
Browns and the Woody Aliens do affect us.

If nothing else, what's going on around us

should push us to reexamine our values related

to family, relationships, and sexual expression.

We need to do so for ourselves, so that we know

what it is that really guides us. We need to do

so for the generations who follow, who look to us

for interpretation and guidance.

What are those values?

1. Sex was created by God for pleasure

and procreation. Sex is not the ultimate out-

come of significant relationships. Nor is it the

way to build those relationships. The church, fol-

lowing the Bible, under the Spirit's guidance, be-

lieves sex is reserved for marriage.

To say that is not to answer all the questions

related to sex. For a variety of reasons, not ev-

eryone enters into marriage, yet their sexual

needs and longings continue. These persons also

belong to the church even as we affirm our

commitment to lifelong covenants in marriage.

2. Families are the source of our primary
relationships. It is in family that we can find

love, meaning, and identity. It is in family that

we can learn how to relate to God, to others,

and to ourselves.

We must be careful, however, not to define

family only in the classic father-mother-child

mode. Families can take other forms with their

own vital relationships. We also believe that a

significant expression of family happens in the

church.

3. In spite of our best intentions, marriages

and families sometimes fail. When failure hap-

pens, forgiveness is possible. We can begin

again—sometimes in the same relationships,

sometimes in new. Forgiveness comes as we con-

fess our sins and reaffirm our desire to be faith-

ful to our commitments.

4. Relationships are not the center of the

universe. However important they are for our

personal well-being, we do not define truth or

right by our interpersonal encounters. Because

two of us agree on something does not necessar-

ily make it right.

5. A relationship with Jesus Christ is our

primary goal. It is through Jesus, as revealed

in the Scriptures, that we determine what is

right and good. Any other definition is subject to

our human frailties and our tendency to sin. As

such it will fail.

Values like these do not make Newsweek cov-

ers. Nor are they the stuff of 20th-century politi-

cal rhetoric. In fact, more and more of today's

world finds them downright stuffy.

But they are values worth a second look.

Through faith, we believe they will stand the

test of time. Long after we forget the ethics of a

Murphy Brown or the morals of a Woody Al-

len.—jlp
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When we ask, search, knock:

Speaking about
ourselves in the
presence of God
We like the armor of our words when we
pray. It allows us to come before God on

our own terms. But true prayer depends

on our readiness to be known by God.

Ihave a friend who is fond of Cafe Society, a

restaurant here in New York City alive with

music. She describes it as "a place of tremen-

dous energy, a place where I feel free." It has an

The dynamic ofprayer is set in motion by a willing- unmistakable sense of place.

ness to reach beyond myself into a relationship with gy contrast, I had a different sense of place re-

Another in which I relinguish control of the outcome. cently in walking on 19th Street from 8th Ave-

nue after midnight. There were dark ware-

houses, creepy sounds, patches of total darkness

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE where I was sure someone strange was lurking.—
It was a place of insecurity, a place outside my
control.

I'll Stay where you want Places are not only physical locations but also

me to Stay, dear Lord 7 planes of reality. The author of Psalm 139 was

shocked to discover that God was as much pres-

Conservative church flattened ent at the farthest limits of the sea and in a

, TX A j „ a cloud of darkness as God was in heaven.
by Hurricane Andrew 9

Nqw gomeone elge couM haye gone to the lim .

its of the sea and had no awareness of God.

Agencies meet to promote Most of the time, we like to stay on the surface

growth in Los Angeles 10 layer. For example, a person could be standing

by

John
Rempel



The big surprise in prayer is to become
open to change. To pray deeply is to

surrender our plans, our self-percep-

tions, and ultimately ourselves to God.

in front of Cafe Society and not know that it ex-

ists. This person could turn, look through the

window, and see persons inside. But she would

have no rush of energy, no experience of free-

dom. That's possible only if she leaves the

street and goes through the door.

Praying is like that. It involves going from the

outside to the inside, from being a spectator to

being a participant. When we enter prayer, we
join a rhythm. God is already present, setting a

beat we can move to. Prayer comes into its own
in those places in life that are not predictable,

not subject to our planning and manipulation.

Prayer grows on the boundaries of life where

there is agony and ecstasy, confusion and discov-

ery. It grows where we are drawn beyond ratio-

nality and control. Because of that, prayer fright-

ens us.

The dynamic of prayer is set in motion by a

willingness to reach beyond myself into a rela-

tionship with Another in which I relinquish con-

trol of the outcome. This relationship is the set-

ting in which I remove the armor with which I

protect myself and present myself in the best

light.

Reading through a catalog for an exhibition

of armor recently, I became aware that it

had been worn for more than just protec-

tion. Armor was especially beneficial for people

who had poor or unsteady physiques. The point of

wearing armor was that it let one hide and bluff.

Prayer is a meeting between me as I am and

God as God is. Put in this light, I've had many
surprises in prayer. Once I was praying for

friends of mine who were about to be married. I

was happy for them; I have no doubt of that.

But in the midst of my praise, I realized I was

also jealous of them, jealous that it wasn't I who
was being married. In the process of taking off

my armor, I found out more about myself than I

had known before.

Undressing before God takes a long time. We
like the armor of our words; it allows us to come
before God on our own terms. But true prayer

begins in silence after the garment of protective

words has been taken off.

The dynamic of prayer depends on our readi-

ness to be known. God has already let himself

be known in mighty acts as well as in a still,

small voice—in Jesus and in the Spirit. We re-

coil from disclosing ourselves with vulnerability.

Yet it is worth the painful risk, because in

prayer we discover ourselves to be in the pres-

ence of unflinching love, from whom no sin or cir-

cumstance can separate us.

When I have trouble believing that audacious

claim, I think about the prodigal son and the

waiting father. You remember the story. The son

realizes how badly his life has gone wrong and
prepares a prayer he is going to speak when he

comes into his father's presence: "Father, I have

sinned against heaven and before you; I am no

longer worthy to be called your son; treat me
like one of your hired hands" (Luke 15:18).

Before the son can finish these words of self-

accusation, the father has embraced him. He
doesn't have to utter all the words he has ready.

The very desire to return to his parent's house

is enough. That is always enough, the sufficient

beginning of prayer.

The big surprise in prayer, if we enter it

sincerely, is that we become open to

being changed. To pray deeply is to sur-

render our plans, our self-perceptions, and ulti-

mately ourselves to God. One day Pontius

Puddle said to his pal, "I decided to stop pray-

ing for humility and compassion." "Why," the

friend asked, "because you don't think God will

answer?" "No," answered Pontius, "because I'm

afraid God might."

It is in this moment of vulnerability in prayer

that we either meet God or flee from God. It is

not praying but refusing to pray that is the act

of escapism. To pray is to see life from God's

vantage point. It is to see oneself, by God's

grace, as the person one might become.

When we pray, we move beyond the illusions

and rationalizations with which we so often sur-

round ourselves. We like to think that we are in

charge, that we have things figured out, and that

nothing is going to interfere with our plan. But
life is much more fragile than that. Prayer is an

exercise in realism that frees us from having to

turn to such illusions for security.

Prayer is a form of intimacy. Like all expres-

sions of intimacy, it involves a mutual rela-

tionship whose unfolding cannot be

predicted in advance. God is utterly trustworthy.

If we entrust our future to God, it will be differ-

ent than it would be if we went it on our own.

As a person with a Germanic, rational mind
this possibility always scares me. God meets us

in an I-thou relationship, as Martin Buber set

forth. Such a bond is within our grasp because

we were made for friendship with God. Recall

the creation story. There was sky and sea, birds

and beasts. To the beholder, it looked wonder-

ful. But there was no soul mate for God. The cre-

ation was unfinished because God wanted some-
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one able to give and receive love. When we

human beings were brought into relationship

with God, creation was complete. In prayer we

enter the realm that soul mates inhabit.

Too often, we think of prayer as primarily peti-

tion. Of course, this is an important kind of

prayer. In it we come to God saying, "I don't

know what to do but you do." But our percep-

tions of who we are and what we're capable of

become clearer when we begin by waiting on

God rather than presenting God with an agenda.

The story of Job is among the most breathtak-

ing examples of the intimacy of prayer. Its hero

argues with God. The rabbis of old put this

book into the canon because they saw that ar-

guing with God is a form of trust. If God weren't

reliable, if God were cruel, if God were capri-

cious, what would be the point of crying out to

God? Job's existence was a tortured one. But in

the end, it was a life of faith: he kept coming

back to God, if only to take issue with God.

Prayer is a form of intimacy.

It involves a mutual relation-

ship whose unfolding cannot

be predicted in advance.

I find immense comfort in Job. When I come

to God, it is not my laundered thoughts but my
dirty ones that are of significance. I can argue

with God, cry on God's shoulder, let God hold

me because God's attachment to me and to all

of creation is unshakable. In the end, God's

power is always merciful, and God's mercy is al-

ways powerful.

In Psalm 139 the psalmist discovered, "Dark-

ness is not dark to you" (v. 12). To pray is to be-

lieve that darkness is not dark to God; in other

words, that there is no place where God is not.

Where human perception dims and ends, God
can still be found.

"Teach us to pray," the disciples said to Jesus

in Luke 11. Jesus responded to that question in

two ways. He taught them a model prayer, and

he taught them a disposition. The Lord's Prayer

is a pattern for all praying. It has four parts:

1. True prayer begins with a yearning for the

reign of God.

2. True prayer asks for what is needed. The

summary of human need in this prayer is unsur-

passed. Without bread and forgiveness, our bod-

ies and souls starve. To ask for what we really

need is a good and right part of prayer.

3. True prayer is a confession that we cannot

receive either bread or forgiveness without also

sharing them. This is a mystery. The image of

open hands hints at it. If our hands are clenched

and we grab bread or forgiveness, we haven't

opened ourselves to God. If our hands are open

we receive freely and let others take freely. We
can't be open to God if we are not open to our

neighbor.

4. True prayer admits the fragility of life and

the power of evil to threaten good.

What is to be the disposition of prayer

which Jesus taught? Ask, search, knock!

Be as bold as the friend who pesters

his neighbor late at night for bread. Where need

is real, petition can be shameless. But the deep-

est impulse for prayer is always the coming of

God's reign. It is the right preface to every other

wish.

Think of your fondest desire or your most ur-

gent necessity. Before you put them into words,

say, "Thy kingdom come, thy will be done, on

earth as it is in heaven." Almost in spite of our-

selves, our perspective changes.

The final message of Jesus' discourse on

prayer is: always rely on God's goodness. "If you

then, who are evil, know how to give good gifts

to your children, how much more will the heav-

enly Father give the Holy Spirit to those who
ask him" (Luke 11:13). When we pray, we've

come not to convince a reluctant God but to en-

counter a willing God.

Praying is like dancing. In prayer we join a

rhythm already in motion. God is already pres-

ent, setting a beat we can move to. The dynamic

of prayer involves a willingness to reach beyond

myself, to remove my armor, to meet God as

God is, and to meet myself as I am. Then I am
open to be changed.

John Rempel is minister at Manhattan Mennonite

Fellowship in New York City. He also writes and

leads workshops on preaching and the sacraments

in worship. He is the author of a forthcoming vol-

ume, The Lord's Supper in Anabaptism, to be re-

leased as part of the series, "Studies in Anabap-

tist and Mennonite History.
"
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Which of yon, having a hun-
dred sheep and losing one of

them, does not leave the nine-

ty-nine in the wilderness and
go after the one that is lost

until he finds it?

—Luke 15:4, NRSV

Four Things to Remember as We
Share God's Peace (July 7) is as

excellent a presentation of the

gospel-as-peace as I have seen any-

where. I appreciate the emphasis on

grounding our peace-living and peace-

making in Scripture and prayer.

But the assertion that our peace

stance somehow is derived directly

from some special understanding we
Mennonites have of God's nature and

character seems wishful thinking. It

seems to me that for at least the last

century the overwhelming numbers of

Mennonites have pretty much under-

stood the nature and character of God
the same as other Protestant and evan-

gelical Christians who go to war.

Peace, instead, is something we Men-
nonites find in the teachings and life of

Jesus Christ, not in the nature and char-

acter of God. Thus we are never quite

sure how we should pin this "tail" on

the theological donkey. We have yet to

take seriously such passages as John
14:5-14, Col. 1:15-20, and Heb. 1:3-4—

which present Jesus not just as the Son
of God on a unique mission to the

earth, but as the very replication of

God. Now that does suggest special un-

derstandings of God's nature and char-

acter.

D. R. Yoder

Atlanta, Ga.

Men Want to Be More Than
Someone to Be Afraid of

When Walking at Night (July

28). It is encouraging to realize that we
men are being seen as warm humans,

not as the stoics that past generations

have portrayed. As the author suggests,

I am a caring and emotional person.

Imagine, I've been participating in this

movement for over 20 years without re-

alizing it!

The author quotes Paul G. Schurman:

"The typical liberal male response to

the oppression of women has been to

feel guilty and lend support to their

movement." So any male who is not lib-

eral and a staunch supporter of femi-

nism is not sensitive enough to be

bestowed with the title of "a warm
human being." I am a conservative, well

educated, young Mennonite man, and I

do not support feminism. Does this

mean I cannot be an emotional, spiri-

tual person? There are women I know
who do not support feminism either.

How much more terrible they must be!

As I read further, I was incensed at

the complete disregard for Bible-based

teaching. The author states, "Gender vi-

olence exists in a church that views the

Creator and the head of the house as

male." Paul, God inspired, gives the

church clear instruction on this issue in

1 Tim. 2:12: "I do not permit a woman
to teach or to have authority over a

man." (Remember, Paul is speaking in

terms of worship only.) Paul was not a

woman hater, and this does not prevent

a woman from reaching the psychologi-

cal stage in Maslow's pyramid of self ac-

tualization. When I read Paul's words

in the Holy Scripture, what else can I

believe? All other ideas are humanistic,

and we must not fall into that alluring

trap.

I was disappointed to find this article,

without proper revision, printed in a

Mennonite Church periodical. The
church must be sensitive to how it por-

trays movements, lest we look to them
as the end all and be all of ourselves

and our relationships between others

and Christ. The church must not go

astray from the love and teachings of

Christ and the Holy Scriptures.

Steven P. Hunsberger

Lansdale, Pa.

Merger Discussion Lively at

GC Triennial Sessions (Aug.

11). I found your reporting on

GC/MC merger discussions at Sioux

Falls astonishing. Why do we continue

to nurture this myth of greater

"efficiency" in larger, unified struc-

tures? How can we so blithely dismiss

the lessons about size, union, and cen-

tralization which we have heard and

seen—if not learned—from our own his-

tory, from our interaction with other cul-

tures, and especially from the earth, the

physical environment with which we co-

exist?

The structures and institutions of our

churches are already too big and too

powerful. The largest, most
"integrated" are the most problematic

in this regard. Our energies would be

better spent at encouraging these struc-

tures to give way to smaller, weaker,

newer, more local bodies.

The marriage metaphor has been re-

peatedly used in the ongoing integra-

tion discussions. But marriage is not

the solution to every situation of affec-

tion, of love, of commonality, of shared

history and purpose. I question whether

this desire to "make one" is other than

just another seduction of power, of big-
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ness, of possession. Please spare us!

Jesus' prayer that his followers be

one is, I believe, not even a distant

cousin to our focus on denominational

union. In his upside-down understand-

ing of life, there was significance in

smallness. There was "efficiency" in

two or three together. Again and again

Jesus turned his back on the idolatrous

temptation of bigness. We should do

the same rather than be deluded into

thinking that Mennonites are different.

77m C. Lind

Three Rivers, Mich.

What I Think of the GCs (Aug.

11). The clarity, the candor,

the warmth, and vision for the

future of this editorial was heartwarm-

ing, to say the least. Thank you.

Over the years of my travels I had

the privilege of speaking to GC, EMB,
MB, and MC congregations. I can say

no less than, after a night or two, I felt

"right at home." In our basic beliefs

about discipleship and practice, we are

so much alike. I, with you, "pray it hap-

pens in my lifetime."

We have all preached "reconcilia-

tion." It seems the time has arrived for

us to put our preaching of so many
years into practice.

Kenneth G. Good
Harrisonburg, Va.

Your coverage of this summer's tri-

ennial sessions of the General

Conference Mennonite Church

(Aug. 11) provided only slight reference

to a very significant action at this gath-

ering: the decision by the Conference of

Mennonites in Canada (CMC) to build

their own national structures separate

from Newton, Kan.

This development is significant be-

cause it means that there are now three

partners in the conversations about

GC/MC integration. Like two cells split-

ting in the process called mitosis, we
now see emerging a General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church with two very

large and increasingly differentiated

conferences. In integration discussions,

the Mennonite Church will apparently

need to negotiate with both.

As the Mennonite Church continues

its dialogue with the GCMC about inte-

gration, the conversation becomes trian-

gular as the two GC conferences be-

come more distinct. Furthermore, each

is already much larger than any confer-

ence in the Mennonite Church. Because

the Canadians will continue to evolve

their conference around national issues

and polity, the U.S. GCs will be forced

to do likewise, whether or not this is

their preference. The result is two

large, national conferences rather than

a single denomination with which the

Mennonite Church can discuss integra-

tion.

Perhaps this new development carries

in it the seeds for a new integrated

structure. GC/MC integration could be

as simple as adding these two national

conferences to the 21 already making

up the Mennonite Church. With approx-

imately 35,000 members, the U.S. GC
Conference would have a contingent

twice the size of Lancaster Conference,

which is the largest in the Mennonite

Church. Presumably this would also pro-

vide twice the clout!

I am probably looking at this through

"MC eyes," and I would welcome some

explanation of why such an arrange-

ment would not be a happy one for our

GC brothers and sisters. In particular, I

wish to be sensitive to the circum-

stances of the Mennonite Conference of

Eastern Canada as well as the western

U.S. district conferences which seem to

be moving toward early integration.

However, as I sat in the separate Cana-

dian and U.S. sessions at Sioux Falls,

nothing seemed to be an impediment to

such a solution.

Everett J. Thomas
Goshen, Ind.

As I read How Do We Confront
Sexual Misconduct by Church
Leaders? (Aug. 11), my heart

was greatly saddened that such an arti-

cle should be needed within the body
of Christians who for generations have

held a good testimony before the world

of high moral purity. To be Mennonite

was to be sexually pure.

What has happened to the high stan-

dard of heart and life that was a very

real part of our forefathers? How unnec-

essary was it for such an article just 60

years ago? Is it not high time for a

mighty cry from pulpit, pew, and pen

—

that calls for a rebirth of holiness in

heart and life, with an all-out attack on

the root of this serious problem? For if

we fail to deal with the root, it is obvi-

ous we will be confronted by the shoot

and be vexed by the fruit.

Grandmother's dress standard may
be laughed at today, but to my knowl-

edge, there is no record she was ever

confronted by a church leader or any-

one else with sexual misconduct.

May God help us to have a revival of

holiness of heart and life!

Martin Gehman
Atmore, Ala.

Thank you for the forthright man-

ner in which you assume responsi-

bility for reporting recent cases

of abuse in the church. Your stated pol-

icy regarding publication seems best for

the church. True, this is not pleasant

for anyone—abusers, victims, readers,

and editors—but it is necessary for the

integrity of the church when there is

abuse of power.

I also welcomed the article How Do
We Confront Sexual Misconduct by
Church Leaders? (Aug. 11). Nancy
Heisey raises a vital point in the whole

area of dealing with, reporting of, and

maintaining accountability where there

is an abuse of power in sexualized

form. Matt. 18 is historically a favorite

text of Mennonites. Heisey is correct in

questioning the appropriateness of this

text in sexual abuse cases. The Menno-
nite Church would do well to develop

other texts to complete the "Rule of

Christ" principle in Matt. 18:15-20. I

suggest that we Mennonites adopt

Pontius' Puddle

X JOST &OT Off THE PUOtfE WITH CHORCH
LEADERS IN TUE THIRD WORLD- WE A&-REED
THAT A SPIRITOM.LY STRONG- SOCIETY SUOOLD
HELP OCT A SPVRlTOALLY STROOr&LlNCj ONE.

THEY'RE SENDING- OS
SOME MVSS IONARIES
RI&HT AWAY
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Matt. 25:31-40 to balance Matt. 18 in is-

sues of church discipline.

An isolated reading of Matt. 18:15-18

explicitly demands that the victim go di-

rectly to the abuser, alone—placing him

or her in danger of being revictimized.

That expectation would also place the

abuser in the position of "healer,"

which is ill-advised, given the fact that

many perpetrators deny their culpabil-

ity and resist taking responsibility for

their actions.

Matt. 25:31-40 is a more appropriate

theological foundation for response to

allegations of pastoral sexual miscon-

duct. Here the church receives its com-
mission to hear the cries of the power-

less. In this context the church is called

to become a safe place for victims to

share their burdens. The church must
be clear to victims that it is serious

about hearing their stories, intent on

acting on charges with thoughtful com-

passion, and committed to the goals of

justice and healing as well as forgive-

ness and reconciliation.

We must first of all recognize sexual

abuse by a pastor or church leader as

an abuse of power. In that recognition,

the church will see in Matt. 25:31-40 its

mandate to give voice to the voiceless

and power to the powerless. The
church must own the gospel mandate

for justice and healing (Matt. 25) as

well as for due process (Matt. 18).

Then, both justice and reconciliation

may be served. Healing and shalom, I

pray and believe, will be God's gift to

the church in that endeavor.

Richard Lichty

Hatfield, Pa.

We Stand on the Brink of a
Population Disaster (Aug.

11). In defense of Holmes
County, Ohio, and our lack of a global

mentality, it seems the statement,

"Christians should have no more than

two biological children," is an oversim-

plification of a very complex population

problem.

As a physician who has assisted with

several thousand births among our

Amish and Mennonite population, many
to homes with large families, I find the

experience somewhat wholesome.

These children are born into families

who dearly love them. These families

feel the Bible teaches more about con-

sumption and productivity (working)

than limiting one's family.

We are Christian parents to four chil-

dren and somehow cannot feel guilty or

sorry for our burden on the world's pop-

ulation—unless we have failed to teach

them how to be more productive than

consumptive.

Daniel J. Miller

Walnut Creek, Ohio

Ihave been subscribing to Gospel Her-

ald for over 50 years. This is the

first year, however, I considered leav-

ing my subscription expire. But interest

in my church is too great to deny my-
self our church publication.

The articles—quite often the lead arti-

cle—would have been labeled "liberal"

or "modernistic" in the 50s and 60s.

The Mennonite Church has changed so

rapidly we admit we have an identity

problem. My husband and myself at-

tend an independent church occasion-

ally because what we hear reminds us

of the bygone biblical Mennonite minis-

ters.

Mrs. Claude Strunk

Spring City, Pa.

P.S. Are there no prophets among us

who can determine where some of

these trends may lead?

Thank you for giving us a forum to

grapple with the issues. Not
since beginning my work to ex-

pose the tragedy of abortion have I

sensed such intense spiritual warfare as

the Christian community now faces as

it attempts to tackle the issue of sexual

abuse. Some of the anxiety we feel over

the recent attention given to sexual mis-

conduct reports may stem from being

forced to confront our own personal

memories.

I remember the restaurant where I

worked 24 years ago during college, re-

member my boss sending me into the

cooler to fetch a kettle of tomato sauce,

having him grab me from behind, strug-

gling to free myself, running out of the

cooler, and telling the head waitress

what had happened. Her response,

"Oh, everybody knows he does that.

You shouldn't have gone into the cooler

alone."

I also remember that years later, as a

married woman, I was stunned by a pas-

tor I highly respected (non-Mennonite),

grieved by a loss of trust because of his

sexual advance, his thinly veiled threats

if I dared report his attempt. Finally I

gained the courage five years later to re-

veal this incident to a dear friend, a

Mennonite pastor who had close profes-

sional ties with the offending pastor.

The Mennonite pastor's response, "Are
you sure you didn't do something to in-

vite his advances?"

There it was again, that same mes-

sage I'd heard in the restaurant 14

years earlier: "Surely it's your fault."

So why do I wake up these many
years later churning over these memo-
ries? Because I fear that, for these men,
I was not the last of their prey. No at-

tempt was made to hold these abusive

men in positions of power responsible

for their actions. If only . . . could oth-

ers have been spared?

While I vacillate between growing

weary of the intense focus on this sub-

ject, and rejoicing that my denomina-
tion will no longer sit idly by, mostly I

look forward to that day when we can

all proclaim, "[God] lifted me out of the

slimy pit . . . set my feet on a rock and
gave me a firm place to stand. He put a

new song in my mouth" (Ps. 40:2).

Cathryn Passmore
Corvallis, Ore.

Ibelieve it is in the best interests of

both the state and the church not to

pass the Peace Tax Fund Bill. In

the light of Rom. 13:1-7, I believe the

Bible teaches a distinct separation in

the functions of the New Testament
church and the state.

It is very clear that a ruler (political

power) is a minister of God who bears

not the sword in vain. He is a revenger

to execute wrath on the evildoer (law-

breaker). It is the state's responsibility

to do that, which requires finances.

The role of the church is to proclaim

salvation, which is forgiveness of sins

and a new life through Jesus Christ.

Whenever the church is successful, the

work of the state is greatly diminished.

Romans 13:6 commands the Christian

to pay tribute to the political powers so

that they can attend to their responsibil-

ities. I find nowhere in the Bible where

the Christian has any responsibility or

mandate to make the state accountable

to the church for how it uses tax dollars.

Even though I am a nonresistant

Christian and a pastor, I believe the

Peace Tax Fund Bill is not consistent

with the separate roles and functions of

the church and state. Any attempt to

homogenize the two and make them ac-

countable to each other will bring confu-

sion and weaken both.

Ernest E. Mummau
Quarryville, Pa.
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Til stay where you want
me to stay, dear Lord
by Glenn Lehman

More people move in the summer than

during any other season. Six million chil-

dren a year pack up their toys and

move, the census people say. Without migration

and immigration, of course, the face of our coun-

tries would be quite different. So would the com-

position of our congregations.

Recently our family of four moved to the

house where I grew up. My mother had lived

there until she died. Now my wife and I own it.

As a young adult, I had defined myself by mov-

ing away, placing distance. Of my parents' chil-

dren, I was the one who had lived farthest away

from the neighborhood. Now I am the one to re-

turn the closest. Does it matter where I live?

The heroes of faith give mixed signals. On the

one hand, Abraham left the home place. On the

other, he got for his descendants a promised

land they will occupy forever. Jesus, except

when his parents were refugees in Egypt, stayed

close to the home place until age thirty. And
then he never went farther than he could walk.

Was it nostalgia or coincidence that I re-

turned? Was it a good bargain? Or is it perfectly

natural to live where you started? "You live

where?" some people ask. Why did it feel awk-

ward to move back to my first home?

Iam beginning to see now why leaving the

hometown seemed more normal than staying

or returning. For one thing, the federal gov-

ernment had strong propaganda. It wanted me
to enlist in the armed forces and travel around

the world. I did not plan to be a soldier, but the

romance of the American empire fueled my per-

sonal dreams. The national economy beckoned

me to follow the job market. Through American

education, I think I got the value of bettering my-

self, which included moving to a better house.

The church's biggest institutions, too, bom-

barded me with messages to leave home. The
colleges wanted me to move to their campuses. I

might meet my wife from as far away as I came

in the opposite direction.

The church's mission boards and service agen-

cies—spotting, I suppose, some potential in me

—

poured on even more influence: "Go where God
wants you to go," they used to say to me. God
apparently didn't want me to waste my life in

my hometown. The administrators seemed to

have a good idea of where God wanted me, and

it was far away.

And I went where they sent me. It was God's

work, too. I was a happy recruit in God's Menno-

nite army, a vagabond for God, a wide-eyed

American innocent abroad. The farther away,

the better. It was the American way. It was civi-

lized. I learned to ridicule down-scale appeals to

move to a poor church about ten miles away in a

rural area.

Later I also observed that those teachers and

administrators who could acidly scoff at the pro-

vincialism of areas that had no large institutions

became patriotic serfs of their adopted islands

of enlightenment.

Iam glad that church voices are more diverse

now. We have offices which help us develop

our local church life rather than treat congre-

gations as mere breeding grounds for institu-

tional recruits and money. But the institutions

with the largest budgets still say move—to cit-

ies, to church growth hot spots, to black holes of

poverty, to foreign lands, to campuses, to wher-

ever. Just go. And if you cannot move, at least

go to as many conferences as you can.

Some poets, historians, environmentalists, and

musicians with no salaries stay home. Or they re-

turn home. Their voices say: repair the damage,

the abuse, the addiction, the sin where you live.

What good is going on a worldwide crusade of

conversion when the unsettled accounts at home
cry out for love? Who can love the sinner who
cannot love his own family?

In the fifth centennial of Europeans in North

America, I wonder if we are hearing the voices

of Natives. If that is the case, then congrega-

tions keeping more funds in the home turf is

good news.

Elliot, the poet, wrote that at the end of our

wanderings we find the place where we started

and discover it for the first time. I wonder if this

hectic migration, endorsed by church enter-

prises, is finding a good corrective now in spiritu-

ality retreats. Or in groups for children of mis-

sionaries, to help iron out the psychological

violence of cultural shuttles. Or in small family

enterprises which celebrate the quietness and

rest and beauty of the journey within, in con-

trast to the outward conquest.

Family ministries and seminary branch pro-

grams help us tend the roots of our per-

sonal and community lives. Some church

offices allow cottage industry or husband and
wife to share jobs. Computers and local video

are new technologies which enable us to do this.

I learned some things by moving back to my
home place, things both profound and not too

'Go

where
God
wants
you to

go,'

I

was
told.

Appar-
ently

God
did not

want
me to

waste
my life

in my
own
home
town.
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What good is going on a
crusade of conversion when
the unsettled accounts at

home cry out for love?

profound. They are things I never learned by
leaving.

1. You cannot return to the place you started

from. It is not the same place, and you are not

the same person. Neighbors eventually die.

2. You can't fool the neighbors who knew you

as a boy.

3. Congregations not attended by local people

look like alien churches.

4. The tree I planted in 1955 looks bigger.

5. People who stay have a certain power the

movers don't.

6. I can't fool my children about my childhood.

7. Even though my parents are gone, I can

stay in dialogue with them better by living in the

home place.

I do not regret having lived away for years.

Rank provincialism does not look good, but you
have to admit it has nice colors.

Death, aging, divorce, jobs, and education

force us to move sometimes. But greed, abuse,

depression, and opportunism also can. The poet,

Jim Wayne Miller (1980) wrote: "You've done
your best to disremember what all you've lost.

You have to go around to the back door of the

life that belongs to somebody else. If you're lost,

I say it's because you're not living in your
father's house."

A song says, "Country road, take me home, to

the place I belong." That's fine, but a poet

needs to speak too about staying at home and
taking spiritual journeys there.

One hymn says, "I'll go where you want me to

go, dear Lord"; another says, "Brighten the cor-

ner where you are." I see the truth in both. I

know too the greater truth of Isaac Watts'

words, "God is the refuge of his saints"—wher-

ever God places us.

Glenn Lehman lives where the article says he

does, close to Leola, Pa. He and his wife, Dorcas,

and two children attend the East Chestnut Street

Mennonite Church. Glenn s first novel, Johnny
Godshall, was published recently by Herald Press.

A Campus Experience at

Eastern Mennonite Seminary
Harrisonburg, Virginia

You are invited to be the guest of Eastern

Mennonite Seminary for a one and one-half

day campus experience, October 29-31, 1992.

Eastern
i Mennonite
SEMINARY

JOIN US FOR
"EMS" AT EMS!

You will have the opportunity to:

attend classes

visit with faculty and students

experience the vigor, inspiration and stimula-

tion of our learning community.

This is an excellent, cost-free way to look at ministry

opportunities and possibilities for further biblical and

theological training.

For more information, a free brochure,

or to make your reservations, call

John Kreider toll free 800-368-2665.
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Conservative church building

destroyed by Hurricane Andrew

Flattened by Hurricane Andrew, Southmost Mennonite Church in Florida City, Fla., will

have to be completely rebuilt. This Conservative Conference meetinghouse is—or, was—
the southern-most Mennonite church in the United States, said overseer David R. Miller.

Florida City, Fla.—The Southmost

Mennonite Church meetinghouse in Flor-

ida City, Fla., was flattened when Hurri-

cane Andrew raged into southern Florida

Aug. 24.

The pastor of this Conservative Men-
nonite Conference (CMC) church and his

family narrowly escaped injury.

In a hurricane, a vacuum can form

inside a closed building, explained Ray-

mond Martin, executive secretary for the

Southeast Mennonite Conference.

That vacuum, he said, caused the

Southmost church to implode, bringing

down the entire one-story structure.

According to David R. Miller, overseer

of the Southmost Church, pastor Ludow
and Millicent Walker, a 17-year-old son,

and Millicent's mother withdrew into the

bathroom of their Florida City home dur-

ing the storm. They listened as 140 mph
winds tore three-quarters of the roof off

the house.

As the winds began to subside, the

family gingerly ventured out of the bath-

room.

The minute they left the tiny room,

Miller said, its ceiling crashed to the floor.

None of the Southmost church mem-
bers were significantly hurt, although

damage of their property was severe.

Florida City is just south of Homestead,

where the eye of Hurricane Andrew
passed through.

From a base at the Homestead Menno-

nite Church, Mennonite Disaster Service

(MDS) is coordinating reconstruction ef-

forts with Conservative and Southeast

Conferences.

Mike Hostetler of Scottdale, Pa., who
visited the area Sept. 1-3, reported that

dozens of MDS volunteers had already

managed to "dry in" 95 to 100 buildings,

including the houses owned by Home-
stead church members.
This means that tar paper has been put

up to keep out the wet, he said, but that

permanent fixing still needs to be done.

In a phone interview Sept. 4, Joy

Sawatzky, copastor of the Homestead
church, said workers there may soon be

brought to a "screeching halt" since they

will have to wait to get reconstruction

permits.

Sawatzky described the living situation

in Homestead as "literally a war zone."

"We've been bombed out," she said.

"Destruction as far as you can see in any

direction. The only difference is, we don't

live in constant fear of when more damage

is going to come. It's already here."

She explained how the hurricane's dev-

astation is bringing people into new rela-

tionships with each other—including the

Mennonite group with the U.S. Army.

The Army is helping with relief efforts

in southern Florida.

The working relationship is ironic,

Sawatzky admitted, for a peace church.

"But in a situation like this, some of the

boundaries we usually keep become insig-

nificant. People want to help each other

however they can."

According to a staff member at the

MDS headquarters in Akron, Pa., MDS
anticipates sending additional groups of

volunteers into the area in the beginning

of October.

—

Cathleen Hockman

Clean up volunteers
needed along Gulf Coast
Des Allemands, La.—In light of the

500th anniversary of Columbus' arrival in

the New World, many people have been

asking, "What can we do?"

"Well, here's an opportunity," said

Robert Zehr, conference minister of the

Gulf States Mennonite Fellowship. "This

might be the answer of what you can do."

Zehr, who is pastor of the Des Alle-

mands (La.) Mennonite Church, was re-

ferring to the extensive reconstruction

work needed along the Gulf Coast, partic-

ularly in an area populated by the Houma,
a Native American tribe.

A Mennonite Disaster Service (MDS)
unit is now operating in Franklin, La.,

where Hurricane Andrew continued its

destructive course after smashing into

southern Florida.

Marlin and Nancy Gingrich, MDS vol-

unteers from Iowa, are coming to estab-

lish a second MDS unit in Dulac, La.,

where many Houma people live.

Most of their homes were little more
than shacks before the storm, explained

Zehr. After the hurricane, many were

flooded with two to five feet of water.

Zehr said the Houma, some of whom
speak only French, have been "grossly

mistreated" over the years. Mennonite

Central Committee has worked several

years with the group, trying to help them
establish their own tribal identity.

When Zehr spoke to Joseph Billiot, a

Houma, about the Mennonites getting

assistance to his people, Billiot began to

cry, Zehr said.

Along the Gulf Coast, the storm blew

trees down, tore roofs off, and stirred up
the vegetation in the swampland predomi-

nant in that area. Millions of fish were

killed, contaminating the water and creat-

ing a stench described by Zehr as

"overwhelming."

—

Cathleen Hockman
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Agencies to promote
healing in Los Angeles
Los Angeles—Members of four denom-

inations met in South Central Los Ange-

les on Aug. 10 to explore how to further

respond to the recent violence in that city.

The day-long conference was an effort

to update representatives from the

Brethren in Christ, Mennonite Brethren,

General Conference, and Mennonite
Churches of the work that has been ac-

complished and much that remains to be

done.

Coordinated by the Council of Anabap-
tists in Los Angeles (CAL) and Mennonite
Board of Missions, agency represen-

tatives, pastors, and activists gathered at

Calvary Christian Fellowship Church, the

oldest Mennonite church in Los Angeles.

Stan Green, board president of CAL,
reflected on our societal "posture of de-

fensiveness to guard our way of life—to

resist change and hold on to things the

way they are.

"Already we have seen response of con-

tainment rather than compassion, [a soci-

ety] misled into thinking that control can

substitute for creative response," he said.

"The theme of righteousness and jus-

tice is at the heart of the relationship

between God and his people. We need to

hold fast as we envision how things can

be as we gather together and journey

forward."

"This is an opportunity to make a mark
for the church," said James Issacs, who
copastors Calvary Church Fellowship in

Inglewood, Calif., with his wife, Brenda.

"After the riots, many were asking for

the first time, 'Who are the Mennonites?'

and 'Where have you been?'

"If you catch the vision that I have, we
can take this city for the Lord," Issacs

emphasized.

Since the riots in early May, CAL has

focused on four major areas of concern,

summarized by Jeff Wright, director of

ministry development with CAL:
• Relief: Within the first 36 hours of the

riots, MBM contributed $3,500 to CAL for

food and basic supplies. Financial help

has been given to families with lost jobs.

And a food pantry which feeds 100 fami-

lies daily has been established at Family

Mennonite Church in L.A.

• Reconstruction: Utilizing the Menno-
nite Disaster Service (MDS) network,

CAL is joining other local African-Amer-

ican churches in an effort to teach ex-gang

members real job skills. MDS matches

experienced volunteers with unskilled

trainees, so that job training offers a close

mentoring relationship.

• Reconciliation: CAL is seeking to in-

volve community members along with

church leaders in an effort to bring vic-

tim-offender reconciliation to the streets

of Los Angeles.

There are many needs and opportuni-

ties for healing and forgiveness, Wright

said, as well as the potential for deepening

of understanding and trust throughout the

vast, diverse communities.
• Redevelopment: CAL is looking for

ways to encourage the creation of small

businesses in which residents of the local

communities have ownership.

Glenn Hostetler, a representative for

Mennonite Economic Development Asso-

ciation (MEDA), responded to this point.

"MEDA is actively pursuing a way to

[achieve] in North America what we have

often been unable to accomplish over-

seas—that is, micro-enterprise develop-

ment," he said.

"At the invitation of CAL, MEDA is

seeking to find whether we can be help-

ful."

The day's work was summarized in

three key parts:

1. To call on all participating agencies

to make available staff, consultants, re-

sources, and finances on a continuing

basis in order to work on the long-term

development of "islands of healing and
reconstruction."

2. To empower and encourage the gifted

pastors, professionals, and layworkers

now serving in the 36 Anabaptist churches

of the Los Angeles basin.

3. To act in rebuilding and reconciling

in immediate neighborhoods where Men-
nonite congregations are based.

Also, to network and link with other

groups in order to offer our unique Ana-

baptist blend of faith shown in service,

love acted in reconciliation, and peace,

demonstrated in calling for justice.

—Mirial Buller

Iowa-Nebraska delegates
soul-search, celebrate
Manson, Iowa—A joyful spirit marked

the 72nd annual session of the Iowa-

Nebraska Conference held at the Manson
(Iowa) Church Aug. 21-23.

Several items of business, however,

prompted considerable discussion.

The Leadership Board presented a

statement, "Guidelines for Discipline in

Ministerial Credentialing," which was ac-

cepted with a few dissenting votes.

The document gives guidance on how
complaints about pastoral failures are to

be handled, and what actions may bring

about the loss of ministerial credentials.

The conference's budget created fur-

ther soul-searching.

The conference council proposed ex-

penditures of $189,050 for the new fiscal

year. The figure is about $10,500 higher

than the previous year's budget.

Contributions approximately 31 per-

cent above what was given to the Iowa-

Nebraska budget last year will be needed
to fulfill it.

An uneasy feeling was evident with this

sizable increase, but nobody was willing

to suggest which of the good programs

that the conference supports should be

cut.

The financial plan, with its request for

$42-per-member contributions, was
passed with several dissenting votes.

In other business, the delegates joyfully

received the Emmanuel Mennonite
Church of Davenport into conference

membership. This group of Hispanic sis-

ters and brothers has been meeting since

October 1990. Some 35-40 people attend

Sunday worship services.

Also, Allan Yoder presented the James
Lark award to Stanley and Arlie Weaver,

leaders of Peace Mennonite Church, Bur-

lington. This honor is given by Mennonite

Board of Missions to persons who have

made outstanding contributions to the

church's outreach. The Weavers have

worked extensively among the Navajos of

Arizona.

Worship services on the weekend's

theme, "Witness on the Way," were led

by Gary and Nancy Guthrie from the Des
Moines, Iowa, congregation.

Yoder, Evangelism and Church Devel-

opment director with Mennonite Board of

Ministries, presented three challenging

messages.

He emphasized the work of the Holy

Spirit, the need for prayer, and the impor-

tance of being incorporated into God's

family.

"The good news is that I can become
part of God's family," he said. "The bad

news is that so can those with whom I

disagree."

In his moderator's address, Firman

Gingerich, using the story of the feeding

of the 5,000, noted that Jesus didn't

"leave the disciples off the hook."

We tend to see solutions to the prob-

lems we face somewhere else, Gingerich

said, but Jesus ordered, "You give them
something to eat."

—

David L. Groh
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Hispanic event looks
at spirituality, identity

Buffalo, N.Y. (GCMC)—Over 200 par-

ticipants attended Renovacion '92, the

Hispanic Mennonite Congress held Aug.

3-6.

The assembly, held in Buffalo, N.Y.,

was sponsored by the General Conference

and Mennonite Churches.

The Holy Spirit was the focus of Adolfo

Moreno, a Colombian minister, who spoke

about believing in God's promises.

Speaker Ed King, who founded the

Amor Viviente churches in Honduras,

emphasized the holiness of the minister

and the dependency on the Holy Spirit.

A sense of the Spirit's presence was

strong in the Congress, especially during

the sharing of personal wounds, said Nel-

son Castro, pastor of the Obra Menonita

Hispana in Montreal.

"It was important for the lay people to

see pastors be vulnerable," said Ingrid

Shultz, pastor of Comunidad de Fe in

Chicago. "We experienced the wounded-

ness we all share in common."
Some of the wounds have been caused

by the larger Mennonite church in North

America.

Jose Ortiz, director of the Hispanic

ministries program at Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege, said Hispanics often feel disenfran-

chised by the larger Mennonite church.

Much of the current Mennonite theol-

ogy and worship has been defined by the

white community, Ortiz said. "We're try-

ing to sort out how we express our spiri-

tuality as Hispanics and Mennonites.

"We are so prone to fiestas, celebra-

tions," he continued. "Even the symbols

are different. For us the altar means so

much; it is a place to unload our burdens,

a place to be empowered.
"Sometimes we have the feeling that

Anglo Mennonites think we are underde-

veloped Christians, that there is not much
to learn from us, that we have not come
to the fullness of the gospel," Ortiz com-

mented.
Part of the reason why Hispanic and

Anglo Mennonites might have varying

images of God is because they are at "two

different points in history," he said.

"A majority of Anglos are middle class;

their material needs have already been

met." In contrast, Ortiz explained, "Many
of our people are in poverty; for them,

religion is used for survival and empow-
erment."

In fact, many Hispanic Mennonites feel

more akin to an earlier point in Anabap-

tist history—the Reformation.

"The early Anabaptists were able to

survive persecution because they were

convinced of the strength of the Holy

Spirit," said Castro.

"The same Spirit that empowered 16th-

century Anabaptists can revive the church

today."

Shultz agreed, saying, "It is the His-

panic congregations who will help the

larger church rediscover the Anabaptist

vision."

She cautioned, however, that this revi-

talization won't happen until Anglos let go

of some of the power and invite Hispanics

to participate at all levels of the church.

Shultz noted that there are a number of

Anglo pastors like her who minister to

Hispanic congregations.

"But when will there be Hispanic pas-

tors in Anglo churches?" she asked.

Although there might be a long road

ahead, Hispanic Mennonites such as Ortiz

know that much can be learned along the

way.

"We want to take what is best from the

Hispanic and Mennonite traditions," he

said.

—

Carla Reimer

GIVE TO THE

UNITED NATIVE

MINISTRIES

500 FUND

Your gift of

500 Nickels

500 Dimes

500 Quarters

500 Half Dollars

500 Dollars

500 Five Dollars

will help change the plight

and status of Native American

brothers and sisters in the U.S.

and Canada. You will also

help insure that the next 500

years will be years for which

we can all rejoice because of

greater equality and sharing.

Funds received will be used to

* assist congregational

representatives to attend

meetings of the United Native

Ministries Council;

* help Native pastors and lay-

leaders attend seminars for

leadership development

* walk alongside Native congre-

gations with such programs as

alcohol and drug abuse

awareness and treatment,

church planting and improve-

ments, and representation at

conference and churchwide

meetings.

Send your contribution to:

500 Fund
United Native Ministries

421 South Second Street

Suite 600

Elkhart IN 46516

500 Fund
do Ina Martin

Mennonite Church Canada

R.R.1

Elmira ON N3B 2Z1

UNMCis

a Mennonile Church

associate group
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MCC sends food
to Somali refugees
Nairobi, Kenya (MCC)— Conflict and

drought in Somalia have left a quarter of

the population at risk of starving.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
is responding to this crisis by sending

food to Somali refugees and promoting

mediation among the country's warring

clans.

Some 300 metric tons (MT) of MCC-do-
nated food is currently headed for Somali

refugee camps in Kenya. The Canadian

Baptist Federation will distribute this

food.

Kenya now hosts about 330,000 Somali

refugees. Held in UN-run camps, refugees

receive meager rations through the World
Food Program.

The food provided is not sufficient for

children under five or malnourished and
sick people who need to regain their

strength. Camp officials use MCC food in

special supplemental feeding programs

for these groups.

Distribution of food inside Somalia it-

self is difficult. Food shipments are regu-

larly looted—which causes a dilemma for

a peace church agency like MCC.
"The problem in Somalia is not so much

availability of relief food as one of security

and transport," said Eric Olfert, MCC
Africa co-secretary. "We are reluctant to

hire armed guards to protect our food and

personnel."

Bonnie Berger, who coordinates MCC
Somalia work from a Nairobi, Kenya,

base, makes frequent trips to Somalia to

assess the situation. She returned from

Mogadishu, Somalia's capital, on Aug. 26.

"In general, the situation was much

Somali Mennonite rejects

violence, works for peace
Lititz, Pa. (MCC)—When bloody clan

warfare broke out in Somalia, Hersi

Ahmed Mohammed knew his choices

were limited.

He could take up arms and join in the

fighting. Or he could leave. Or he could

stay and face certain death.

For Hersi, a Mennonite pacifist, fighting

was out of the question. This left him and

his family with only one option. They fled.

Hundreds of other Christians in Soma-
lia shared Hersi's dilemma. Most also fled

the ravaged east African nation.

Others were not so fortunate. Some are

among the 500,000 Somalis who have

Pictured are Somali children in Liboi refu-

gee camp in Kenya. Liboi camp leaders said

that the 400 metric tons offood contributed

by Mennonite Central Committee in Decem-

ber 1 991 arrived at a critical time of need.

MCC recently sent an additional 300 metric

tons of food to Somali refugees in Kenya.

better than I had expected. People were

not so emaciated and food is available,"

Berger reported. "However, from what I

heard and saw, people outside Mogadishu

are much worse off."

At present, significant amounts of food

are "in the pipeline and on the docks," a

U.S. relief official said.

In addition to relief, however, MCC is

working at the root cause of the Somali

crisis. Olfert defines this as "conflict,

societal breakdown, interclan rivalries,

and anarchy."

Since rebels drove former President

Siad Barrah from Somalia in January

1991, the country has disintegrated into

bloody clan warfare.

Somalia was flooded with weapons dur-

died—from combat, hunger, or the perils

of exile—since the civil strife began.

Hersi's clan was the target of a great

deal of aggression. Every healthy male

adult was expected to take up the fight,

making Hersi's nonviolent stance difficult.

"My people were coming to me and

saying, 'There is a war on, people are

killing each other, you are a man, come
with us and fight,' " he said.

But Hersi's dedication to peace pre-

vented him from heeding the call to arms.

So Hersi and his family left. The first

leg of their journey was a 20-hour truck

ride from their home in Mogadishu to

Kismay, a Somali seaport. They had to lie

in the bed of the truck to minimize the

chances of being hit by sniper fire.

ing the Cold War, first by the former

Soviet Union and later by the United

States.

Now these weapons, stockpiled by the

Barrah regime, have fallen into the hands

of clan guerrillas and the entire country is

armed.

For several years, MCC has worked
with a group of Somalis living in North

America, Europe, and the Middle East

who are committed to solving conflict

through dialogue and mediation rather

than violence.

This Somali Peace Group includes rep-

resentatives of the various clans and sub-

clans.

Through their contacts inside Somalia,

these Somalis hope to help settle long-

standing clan disputes through peaceful

means.

Peacemaking, however, can be a dan-

gerous undertaking.

Earlier this year, Ahmed Haile, a mem-
ber of the Somalia Peace Group living in

North America, returned to the east Afri-

can country to facilitate peace talks be-

tween several clans. A shell exploded

close to the meeting room, and Haile's leg

was severed.

Recently the UN invited John Paul

Lederach, MCC's conciliation specialist,

to provide input at a meeting of top-level

UN officials in Europe.

Lederach said he was impressed by the

UN official's extensive work in negotiating

aid, peacekeeping, and setting the stage

for national reconciliation.

"MCC remains committed to working in

Somalia and with Somali people," said

Olfert. "We continue to look for responsi-

ble and effective ways to help."
—Pearl Sensenig

They then spent the next six days, along

with 120 other refugees, in a wooden
fishing boat—with a capacity of 60, Hersi

says—bound for Kenya.

They had little drinking water, little

food, and no room to move or lie down.

Many became seasick.

After three months in Kenyan refugee

camps, North American friends helped

Hersi, his wife, Asha, their six children,

and a nephew relocate to Lititz, Pa.

The family's exile will likely be a long

one, Hersi believes.

But while here, Hersi is trying to bring

peace to his homeland. To that end he is

helping Mennonite Central Committee

plan its relief efforts in Somalia.
—Lorin Beidler
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• Hiroshima remembered. Jap-

anese Mennonite women grap-

pled with the question, What
can we do for peace? at a semi-

nar sponsored by the Hiroshima

Mennonite Church Aug. 5-7.

The seminar was held in connec-

tion with events in Hiroshima to

remember the dropping of the

atomic bomb on Aug. 6, 1945.

•Support families sought.
Church planters in Alaska said

they have been building the

church through friendships and

people-to-people contacts, but

that they would appreciate the

help of more support families.

Jim and Faith Carpenter, Men-
nonite Board of Missions work-

ers in Anchorage since 1989,

said attendance ranges between

20-30 at Prince of Peace Menno-
nite Church. The church has

met in rented Seventh-Day Ad-

ventist Church facilities for

nearly two years.

• U.S. visitors oriented. Some
89 young people from 34 coun-

tries around the world are

participating in Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee's International

Visitor Exchange Program this

year. Through this program,
participants spend a year in

North America. They began
with an orientation Aug. 3-6 at

Blooming Glen (Pa.) Mennonite

Church.

• SALT workers oriented. Fif-

teen workers in the SALT (Serv-

ing And Learning Together) In-

ternational program met for

orientation at Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee headquarters in

Akron, Pa., in early July. SALT
is a one-year program for young
people interested in working
overseas. Mennonite Church
participants are: Mike Bast,

Kitchener, Ont., to Chad; Col-

leen Bauman, Elmira, Ont., to

Chad; Anita Fieguth, Missis-

sauga, Ont., to Tanzania; Steph-

anie L. Helmuth, Louisville,

Ohio, to Paraguay; Tanya Mar-
tin, East Earl, Pa., to the Phil-

ippines; Tricia Shantz, Baden,

Ont., to Brazil.

•Faculty named. Hesston
(Kan.) College has appointed

eight new faculty and staff mem-
bers for the 1992-93 academic
year. They are: Gary Blosser,

campus pastor; Paul and Grace

Brunner, interim directors. Pas-

toral Ministries Program; David
Keim, resident director; Joy
Goldsmith, speech and drama
teacher; Jacob Rittenhouse,

choral director; Shannon La-

than, flight instructor; Nancy
Unruh, graphic designer.

• Summer school grows. Some
91 students enrolled in the sec-

ond year of summer school pro-

grams at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart,

Ind. Of the 91 students, 51 were

not current students, a signifi-

cant increase over the 38 new
enrollees last year.

• Used hymnals wanted. North

Leo Mennonite Church in Leo,

Ind., is looking for 125 used cop-

ies of The Mennonite Hymnal.
Churches that have hymnals
available may contact Oleta

Bollman at 4023 Knightway
Drive, Ft. Wayne, IN 46815;

phone 219 485-9047.

• New appointments:
Melissa Aberle-Grasse, director of

Washington Study Service Year
(WSSY) sponsored by Eastern

Mennonite College, Harrison-

burg, Va. WSSY combines ser-

vice, internships, and academic

study in the nation's capital.

Most recently Alberle-Grasse

was program administrator at

The Family Place, a social ser-

vice agency in Washington, D.C.

Lois Kieffaber Bare, director of

alumni and constituency rela-

tions, Goshen (Ind.) College. Be-

yond her alumni duties, she

manages the college church and
parent/community relations

programs within the office of

college relations. Before coming

to the college in 1987, she was
director of information services

for Church World services.

LeRoy Mast, administrator for

Mennonite Disabilities Commit-
tee, Inc., of Goshen, Ind. He
replaces Darrel Hostetler, who
was administrator since 1987.

Mast was executive director of

Camp Amigo near Sturgis,

Mich., for the past 10 years.

• Pastor transitions:

Michael Chandler was installed as

pastor of Albuquerque (N.M.)

Mennonite Church on Sept. 20.

Chandler graduated from East-

ern Mennonite Seminary this

year. His address is: 318 Tulane

NE, Albuquerque, NM 87106;

phone (church) 505 255-8879,

(home) 505 255-1864.

Ruben Chupp was ordained at the

Sugar Creek Mennonite Church,

Wayland, Iowa, on Aug. 16. He
has served as associate pastor of

the church for two years, working

with youth, young adults, and
family ministry.

Peter Hartman was installed as

pastor of Yoder Mennonite
Church, Haven, Kan., on Aug.

16. He and his wife, Marilyn,

moved to 3610 E. Longview Rd.,

Haven, KS 67543, from Carls-

bad, N.M.
David W. Mann was installed as

pastor of Hesston (Kan.) Men-
nonite Church on Sept. 20. His

address is: 233 S. Hess,
Hesston, KS 67062; phone 316

327-2233.

Allan Patterson was ordained as

pastor of Peace Mennonite
Church, Elyria, Ohio, on July 26.

Ohio Conference minister
Eldon King officiated.

• Missionary transitions:

Dennette Alwine and Todd Friesen

began a two-year assignment

with the China Educational Ex-

change in Beijing at the end of

July. Their assignment is

through the General Conference

Commission on Overseas Mis-

sion (COM), Mennonite Board
of Missions, and Mennonite
Central Committee.

Miriam King, new Mennonite
Board of Missions worker in

Spain, arrived in Barcelona July

16. The self-supporting overseas

mission associate is serving at

Betania, a home for emotionally

and mentally handicapped wom-
en. Her address is c/o Jose Luis

and Gabriela Suarez, C/Torello

2, 08305 Barcelona, Spain.

James and Jeanette Krabill re-

turned to Ivory Coast July 16

following a three-year mission

education assignment with
Mennonite Board of Missions.

The Krabills anticipate minis-

tries with African Independent

Church, helping establish study-

service programs for Goshen
College and EMC. Their ad-

dress is 08 BP 2120, Abidjan 08,

Cote d'lvoire, Africa.

Chris and Lois Leuz returned to

Taiwan in early September for a

four-year General Conference

Overseas Mission assignment.

Chris will serve in specialized

hand surgery at Mennonite
Christian Hospital. Lois will as-

sist the nursing staff and take

part in other ministries.

Lynn and Arlene Miller concluded

five years in Nepal with Menno-
nite Board of Missions and re-

turned to the U.S. July 25. They
served with United Mission to

Nepal as treasurer and with

women's issues and concerns.

Their address is 119 Cleveland

Ave., Elkhart, IN 46516.

Hector and Maria Munoz, Eastern
Board workers, left the U.S. for

El Salvador July 19. They will

serve a three-year term working

in church planting. Their ad-

dress is Calle 15 de Septiembre,

4a Avenida Sur, Metapan, Santa

Ana, El Salvador.

Peter Olsen returned to England
July 13 following a one-year

North American assignment.

The Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions worker serves as host at

London Mennonite Centre. His

address is 14 Shepherds Hill,

Highgate, London N6 54Q,
United Kingdom.

Verle Rufenacht returned to Tan-

zania July 19 after a two-month
home leave. He will serve a two-

year Eastern Board term as a

public health nurse/educator.

His address is P.O. Box 18,

Shirati Hospital, Shirati, Tanza-

nia.

Lynfred and Carrie Schwartz
began a two-year assignment

teaching English in the People's

Republic of China July 27. The
Mennonite Board of Missions

workers are serving with China

Educational Exchange. Their

address is Northeast University

of Technology, Shenyang,
Liaoning 110006, People's Re-

public of China.

• Coming events:

Hymnal dedication, Sept. 27.

Churches across North America
will sing a new song or two,

besides a few old ones, as the

new hymnal is officially dedi-

cated.

Homecoming celebration, Staunton

(Va.) Mennonite Church, Oct. 4

(in conjunction with the Eastern

Mennonite College/High School

Homecoming). All former mem-
bers and attenders are invited to

take part. For information,

phone 703 886-3364.

Business conference, Hatfield, Pa.,

Oct. 13. John Ward will be the

featured speaker at "Per-
petuating the Family Bus-
iness—the Ultimate Manage-
ment Challenge," a conference

sponsored by the Goshen (Ind.)

College Family Business Pro-

gram. For information contact

Henry Landes at 215 256-3011.

Annual convention, Mennonite
Economic Development Associ-

ates (MEDA), Denver, Colo,

Oct. 29-Nov.l. The theme will be

"Leadership: More Than Man-
agement." Key resources in-

clude John W. Eby, Carol J.

Suter, and Howard Brenneman.
A brochure and registration

form is availabe from MEDA
Convention 92, 12 Greenfield

Rd., Lancaster, PA 17602-3312,

or by calling toll free 1 800 723-

7064.
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Exploring Ministry Studies, East-

ern Mennonite Seminary
(EMS), Harrisonburg, Va., Oct.

29-31. The program is designed

for anyone who is considering

the possibility of seminary stud-

ies. Pastor Wayne North will

speak on "Ministering with Joy

in the Nineties and Beyond."

More information from John T.

Kreider, EMS, Harrisonburg,

VA 22801, or by calling toll free

1 800 368-2665.

• New resources:
America's Original Sin: A Study

Guide on White Racism pub-

lished by Sojourners magazine.

This updated, 180-page re-

source is organized into nine

study sessions. It examines the

roots and current manifesta-

tions of racism, and seeks to

evoke a creative and challenging

vision for change. To order, con-

tact Sojourners Resource Cen-

ter, P.O. Box 29272, Wash-
ington, DC 20017; 202 636-3637.

The General Conference Mennonite

Church: Congregations in Mis-

sions, a 20-minute video, illus-

trates how the conference serves

the congregations through its

four goals. Persons may borrow

the VHS video for free or pur-

chase a copy from the GCMC
Communications Office, Box
347, Newton, KS 67114-0347;

phone 316 283-5100.

Meribah, a pro-life newsletter for

Mennonites. For information,

write "Meribah," c/o Vicki

Markley-Sairs, 1258 Charmaine
Circle, Mobile, AL 36605.

• Job openings:
Administrative assistant, Men-

nonite Economic Development
Associates, Lancaster, Pa. Ap-
plicant must have strong orga-

nizational skills, ability to main-

tain the office of the MEDA
president, and be capable of

performing multiple office tasks.

Information from Jean at 800

723-7064.

Program development manager for

Choice Books, Mennonite
Board of Missions, Harrison-

burg, Va. Responsibilities: to

provide leadership in expanding

the book distribution of Choice

Books and its distributors; and

to develop and manage training

programs for Choice Books dis-

tributors. Proven related busi-

ness experience and undergrad-

uate degree in communication,

education, public relations, or

business required. Send resume
to Personnel Office, 1251 Vir-

ginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
22801; phone 703 434-6701.

• Change of address:

Lawrence and Dorothy Brunk,
from Argentina to 1200 Aurora
Blvd., Bradenton, FL 34202;

phone 813 746-1575.

Barry and Erika Kreider, from
Manching, Germany, to Worm-
litzer Str. 1, 0-4020 Halle, Ger-

many.

NEW MEMBERS

East Goshen, Goshen, Ind.: Tim
Hershberger, Michael Koch,
Brad Schrock, Jacob Stoltzfus,

and Adrian Troyer.

Greeley, Colo.: Margie Berry,

Lucas Toews, and Sara Zook.

Lakeview, Pa.: Bill Eucker, Jan

Eucker, Dorrie Diggs, and Cindy
Liepinis.

Maple Grove, Atglen, Pa.:

Chuck Bell, Debbie Danig, An-

thony Freed, Mark King, Lisa

Smoker, Rodney Smoker, Ryan
Umble, Devon Zehr, Joyce Bell,

Glenda Blank, Teresa King, Ken
Kauffman, Bernadette Kauff-

man, and Bud High.

North Baltimore, Baltimore,
Md.: Barbara Wilson, Twila and
Mark Taylor, Paula and Jyoti

Tandon, Teanna Tandon,
Teagan Tandon, and Jyoti Tan-

don, Jr.

Northside, Lima, Ohio: Kevin
Huber, Debbie Daniels, Shauna
Stapleton, and Samantha
Stapleton.

BIRTHS

Braun, Joe and Theresa (Nye),

Goshen, Ind., Danielle Liane

(first child), Aug. 21.

Delp, Dale and Kellie (Forman),

Baltimore, Md., Chad Michael

(first child), Aug. 14.

Fox, Randy L. and Arlene (Mar-

tin), Reinholds, Pa., DeShera
Lynn (second child), Aug. 8.

Grasse, James and Marlissa
(Souder), Chalfont, Pa., Zachary

James (second child), Aug. 19.

Helmuth, Marcus and Bev (Sny-

der), Venice, Fla., Justin Dwane
(second child), Aug. 4.

Herschberger, Terry and Tonya
(Raber), Nokomis, Fla., Blake

Alan (first child), Aug. 12.

Kramer, Alvin and Julia

(Helmuth), Kalona, Iowa,
Kendra Faith (third child), Aug. 4.

Kratz, Douglas and K. Marice

(Gehman), Souderton, Pa., Mor-
gan Renae (first child), Aug. 27.

Lantz, David and Natalie
(Cadman), Coatesville, Pa., Ni-

cole Janae (first child), Aug. 3.

Martin, Robb and Angie
(Thomas), Elmira, Ont.,

Britteny Alicia (second child),

July 30.

Miller, Mark and Mary (Weaver),

Elizabethtown, Pa., Bethany
Dawn (third child), Aug. 4.

Moyer, Ted and Joyce (Rosati),

West Bend, Wis., Rachel Joy

(third child), Aug. 7.

Nixon, Bill and Eleanor
(Henckler), Battle Creek, Mich.,

Nathaniel Charles (third child),

June 20.

Oven, Jerry and Robin (Troyer),

Engadine, Mich., Kenneth
James (first child), June 21.

Roes, Arthur and Lynda (Bush),

Sarasota, Fla., Nicholas DeFor-
est (fourth child), July 30.

Sommers, Dan and Jennifer

(Corder), Canby, Ore., Anna
Kay (third child), Aug. 13.

Stoll, Hugh and Kathy (Hilty),

Glendale, Ariz., Amanda Rose
(first child), Aug. 11.

Troyer, Mark and Debra, Findlay,

Ohio, Stephanie Ann (fifth

child), Aug. 11.

Wagler, Kevin and Diane (Eash),

Seth Michael (first child), Aug.

17.

Weaver, Todd and Anne (Kauf-

man), Souderton, Pa., Keri Jane

(first child), Aug. 18.

Wiebe, Roland and Barbara
(Philipp), Pinole, Calif., Sophia

Camille (second child), Aug. 3.

Wyse, Curt and Dawn (Wallerich),

Kalona, Iowa, Benjamin Aaron
(second child), Aug. 22.

Yoder, Jeff and Shauna,
Wellman, Iowa, Jordan Scott

(second child), Aug. 20.

Zehr, Doug and Lidia
(Bustamante), Gibson City, 111.,

Carina Alicia (third child), Aug.

11.

MARRIAGES

Bellar-Koehn: Chris Bellar,

Harper, Kan. (Pleasant Valley),

and Amy Koehn, Hesston,
Kan. (Greeley), July 25, by Dar-

rell Zook and Gerald Mininger.

Bollinger-Mast: Ed Bollinger,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Park View),

and Kim Mast, Topeka, Ind.

(Emma), Aug. 15, by John C.

Murray and Owen Burkholder.

Christophel-Peters: Stanley

Christophel, Battle Creek,
Mich. (Pine Grove), and Lydia

Peters, Aylmer, Ont. (Gospel

Fellowship Chapel), May 23, by
George Krahn (uncle of bride).

Coffman-Bialek: Douglas Coff-

man, Scottdale, Pa., and Kimberly

Bialek, Scottdale, Pa. (Kingview),

Aug. 8, by Linford Martin.

Conrad-Bundrant: David Con-
rad, South Bend, Ind. (Kern

Road), and Kristin Bundrant,

South Bend, Ind. (Kern Road),

May 2, by Robert Schloneger.

Dawson-Hudson: Chris Dawson,
Phoenix, Ariz., and Sherry Hud-
son, Phoenix, Ariz. (Trinity),

July 7, by Stan Shantz.

Dayton-Beiler: John M. Dayton
II, Blooming Glen, Pa. (Bloom-

ing Glen), and Lorita Beiler,

Morgantown, Pa. (South Sev-

enth Street), Aug. 22, by James
R. Martin.

Farmwald-Keener: Frank
Farmwald, Goshen, Ind. (Lu-

theran), and Jean Keener,
Goshen, Ind. (East Goshen),

Aug. 15, by Robert E. Keener
(father of bride).

Hackman-Henry: Andre Hack-

man, Hatfield, Pa. (Plains), and
Shelly Henry, Lansdale, Pa.

(United Methodist), Aug. 8, by
Robert Shreiner and Richard

Lichty.

Hildreth-Roth: Scott Hildreth,

Coralville, Iowa (United Meth-
odist), and Joanna Roth, Coral-

ville, Iowa (First), Aug. 22, by
Diane Zaerr.

Hoover-Dawson: Charles Robert

Hoover, Sincoe, Ont, (Brethren

in Christ), and Margaret Jean
Dawson, Burlington, Ont.
(Rainham), Aug. 22, by Cyril K.

Gingerich.

Horning-Yoder: Chad Horning,

Lansdale, Pa. (Neffsville), and
Michelle Yoder, Perkasie, Pa.

(Blooming Glen), Aug. 22, by
Truman H. Brunk.

Hurst-Peachey: Randy Hurst,

Stevens, Pa. (Ephrata), and
Sandra Peachey, East Earl, Pa.

(Ephrata), Aug. 22, by J. Elvin

Martin and A. Richard Weaver.

Lehman-Beale: Ryan Lehman,
Hollsopple, Pa. (Kaufman), and

Heather Beale, Boswell, Pa.

(Church of the Brethren), Aug.

15, by Earl Crissman and David

Streets.

Lehman-Kurtz: Kevin Lehman,
Kidron, Ohio (Kidron), and
Tanya Kurtz, Sarasota, Fla.

(Bahia Vista), Aug. 8, by Bill

Detweiler.

Leik-Byler: Ronald Leik, Lancas-

ter, Pa., and Alicia Byler, Ste-

vens, Pa. (Ephrata), Aug. 2, by
Vern Rempel.

Lile-Duncan: Jerry Lile, Harri-

sonburg, Va. (Perryton), and Ja-

nette Duncan, Phoenix, Ariz.

(Trinity), July 11, by Peter B.

Wiebe.
Longacher-Dunbar: Joshua

Longacher, Norfolk, Va. (War-

wick River), and Amy Dunbar,

Norfolk, Va., Aug. 8, by Gordon
Zook.
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International students arrive. Hesston, Kan.—Eighteen
Peace Scholarship students from Central America and the

Caribbean arrived Aug. 14 for two years of electronics and

telecommunications study at Hesston (Kan.) College. Above,

Nelson Kilmer (left) welcomes Jose Hernandez. Kilmer,

Hesston's director of finance, and his wife, Joanne, will host

the Guatemalan student during his stay.

Markley-Weaver: Timothy
Markley, Strasburg, Pa. (Hellers

Church), and Jodi Weaver,
Millersville, Pa. (Rohrerstown),

Aug. 15, by David Weaver and
Donald Leonard.

Miers-Kennel: David Miers,
Seward, Neb. (Lutheran), and
Lanae Kennel, Shickley, Neb.

(Salem), July 25, by David
Meyer.

Miller-Esch: Kent E. Miller, Mill

Creek, Pa. (Mattawana), and
Pearl S. Esch, Allensville, Pa.

(Allensville), April 11, by Philip

Barr and Raymond Peachey.

Miller-Miller: Kevin Miller,

Goshen, Ind. (Waterford), and
Lisa Miller, South Bend, Ind.

(Kern Road), July 18, by Janice

and David Sutter.

Miller-Troyer: Dan Miller, En-
gadine, Mich., and Jody Troyer,

Engadine, Mich. (Wildwood),

Aug 15, by John L. Troyer.

Roth-Gingerich: Troy Roth,
Newton, Kan. (Washington),
and Jennifer Gingerich, Kalona,

Iowa (Kalona), Aug. 8, by Don
Lowe.

Schwartz-Nicholson: Brian

Schwartz, Phoenix, Ariz. (Trin-

ity), and Stacia Nicholson,
Phoenix, Ariz., July 3, by Stan

Shantz.

Stichter-Handel: Timothy Alan
Stichter, Plymouth, Ind. (Bour-

bon Mennonite Chapel), and

Evelyn Mae Handel, Calgary,

Alta. (Lutheran), Aug. 15, by
Lloyd Huber.

Weaver-Lewis: Corey E. Weaver,

New Holland, Pa. (Forest Hills),

and Michelle R. Lewis, New
Holland, Pa. (United Method-
ist), Aug. 8, by Mark R. Wenger.

Wright-Schwartz: Jason Wright,

Battle Creek, Mich. (Assembly

of God), and Shawn Schwartz,

Battle Creek, Mich. (Pine

Grove), July 25, by Thomas
Schwartz (father of bride) and
Randy Don Giovanni.

DEATHS

Babcock, Mattie (Brubacher), 84,

Petoskey, Mich. Born: Feb. 4,

1908, Brutus, Mich., to John and
Katherine (Lehman) Brubacher.

Died: Aug. 4, 1992, Harbor
Springs, Mich., of congestive

heart failure. Survivors—chil-

dren: Charles, Jr., Naomi Eby,

Bonnie Eby, Wilbur, Wayne,
Marlin, Eleanor Buskirk; sister:

Martha Yoder; 24 grandchil-

dren, 21 great-grandchildren, 3

great-great-grandchildren. Pre-

deceased by: Charles Babcock
(husband). Funeral: Aug. 7,

Petoskey Mennonite Church, by
Ora C. Wyse. Burial: Greenwood
Cemetery.

Baker, Ralph, 83. Born: Feb. 14,

1909, Millersburg, Ohio, to

Henry and Mary (Miller) Baker.

Died: Aug. 1, 1992, Coldwater,

Kan. Survivors—wife: Ruth
(Zimmerman) Baker; children:

Ramona Jarnagin, Richard, Ro-

berta Foth; brothers and sister:

Ora, Chester, Feme Schultz; 4

grandchildren, 3 stepgrand-

children. Congregational mem-
bership: Protection Mennonite.

Kreider, Jacob S., 83, Elizabeth-

town, Pa. Born: Jan. 24, 1909,

West Hampfield Twp., Pa., to

Benjamin H. and Ella Nora
(Stoner) Kreider. Died: Aug. 19,

1992, Manheim, Pa. Survivors

—

children: Ruth L. Ruhl, Marlin

L.; brother and sister: Abram S.,

Nora S. Otto; 9 grandchildren, 8

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Mary W. (Longe-

necker) Kreider (wife). Funeral

and burial: Aug. 22, Good's
Mennonite Church, by J. Nelson

Bechtold and Russeli J. Baer.

Metzger, Amanda (Bowman),
79. Born: March 21, 1913,

Floradale, Ont., to Martin and
Magdalena Bowman. Died: July

20, 1992, Kitchener, Ont, of can-

cer. Survivors—husband: Jo-

seph Metzger; children:

Minerva Martin, Lome, Tilman,

Elvina Gingrich, Eileen Martin;

brothers and sisters: Rebecca
Martin, Magdalena Metzger,
Katherine Bauman, Solomon
Bowman, Tobias Bowman; 16

grandchildren, 4 great-grand-

children. Funeral: July 23,

Floradale Mennonite Church,

by Fred Redekop and Willard

Metzger. Burial: St. Jacobs
Mennonite Cemetery.

Nisely, Mary Catherine
(Plank), 74, Shipshewana, Ind.

Born: Sept. 14, 1917, Kalona,

Iowa. Died: Aug. 24, 1992, La-

Grange, Ind. Survivors—hus-

band: John Nisely; children:

Barbara Eash, Judy Coffman,

Sheri Fry, David; foster son:

Carl Brown; 10 grandchildren.

Funeral: Aug. 27, Marion Men-
nonite Church, by Brad Miller

and Paul Lauver. Burial: Shore

Cemetery.
Peachey, Emma A. (Yoder), 80,

Sarasota, Fla. Bom: Oct. 25,

1911, Belleville, Pa., to Seiver

and Mattie (Sharp) Yoder. Died:

Aug. 16, 1992, Sarasota, Fla.

Survivors— children: Stella

Grant, Betty J. Yoder, Susan J.,

Jay I., Elrose M.; 12 grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Stephen
E. Peachey (husband). Funeral:

Aug. 18, Bahia Vista Mennonite
Church, by A. Don Augsburger
and John H. Shenk. Burial: Lo-

cust Grove Cemetery.

Thomas, Edgar, 93, Jerome, Pa.

Born: May 28, 1899, Conemaugh
Twp., Pa., to Henry and Mary
(Kauffman) Thomas. Died: Aug.

25, 1992, Conemaugh, Pa. Survi-

vors—sons: Alton, Nevin; sister:

Ada Eash; 21 grandchildren, 31

great-grandchildren, 5 great-

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Bertha Ellen
(Hershberger) Thomas (wife),

Twila Mae, Ruth A., Ruby A.,

Donald Henry, and Raymond
Dwayne (children). Funeral and
burial: Aug. 29, Blough Menno-
nite Church, by Richard
Mininger and Marvin Kaufman.

Warnick, Evelyn (Miller), 77,

Greenwood, Del. Born: March 3,

1915, Columbia, Pa., foster

daughter of Lewis and Mary
(Hochstedler) Miller. Died: July

18, 1992, Greenwood, Del., of

heart failure. Survivors— chil-

dren: Nolan, Richard, Claude,

Randall; 12 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Archie Warnick (hus-

band). Funeral: July 22, Tressler

Mennonite Church, by Lowell

Bechtel and Millard Benner.

Burial: St. Johnstown Ceme-
tery.

Ziegler, Anna Mae, 70, Souder-

ton, Pa. Born: June 30, 1922,

East Greenville, Pa., to Jona-

than H. and Anna Maria
(Sassman) Ziegler. Died: Aug.

20, 1992, Sellersville, Pa. Fu-

neral: Aug. 24, Blooming Glen

Mennonite Church, by David F.

Derstine. Burial: Clayton Com-
munity Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT)
weekend, Camp Luz, Orrville,

Ohio, Sept. 25-27

75th anniversary celebration,

Eastern Mennonite College and
Eastern Mennonite High School,

Harrisonburg, Va., Oct. 2-3

Mennonite Publication Board
meeting, Chicago, Oct. 16-17

Region I Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice annual meeting, Belleville,

Pa., Oct. 17

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Oct. 22-24

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 22-24

Southeast Conference annual
meeting, Brooksville, Fla., Oct.

23-25

Annual MEDA convention, Den-
ver, Oct. 29-Nov. 1

Region III Mennonite Disaster

Service annual meeting, Roach,

Mo., Oct. 30-31
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Have nothing to do with divisions
One thing about being a Christian. You never

know when the Spirit of God will break through.

Sometimes the message surprises. Or intrigues.

Even puzzles. Often it convicts.

That happened to me recently in a Sunday

morning worship service during the reading of

the Scripture before the sermon. There it was

—

a verse I had read before. But it never came
through like this time:

"After a first and second admonition, have

nothing more to do with anyone who causes

divisions" (Titus 3:10, NRSV).
The memories (more than I care to admit)

began to flow. There were the times I'd held up

a congregational decision because I thought I

had a corner on a truth everyone else was ignor-

ing. There were those arguments I took a side

on, mostly because I didn't like the person on

the opposite side very well. There were those

heated discussions I was in for reasons I

couldn't identify, even at the time.

Am I a divisive person? Sometimes. As such I

stand condemned by Paul's words to Titus:

"You know that such a person is perverted and

sinful, being self-condemned" (Titus 3:11).

Well! What is Paul saying? That harmony is

more important than truth? That we should be

pushovers for any ideas? That we can't have dis-

agreements?

In reading the book of Titus, I discover the

apostle Paul is all too well aware of human na-

ture. Even redeemed human nature tends to

want to stick up for itself, to look out for num-

ber one. It tends to see itself as the center of

the universe. From this come "stupid controver-

sies, genealogies, dissensions, and quarrels

about the law" (Paul's words, not mine—Titus
3:9).

Paul's concern was for the community of faith.

His instructions to Titus were meant to help

that community develop an orderly life to-

gether—a church characterized by self-control,

submissiveness, reverence, godliness. The goal:

to be a model of good works. Good works to

meet urgent needs. Good works as an expression

of thanks for the loving kindness of God. Good
works as a witness to the world: "Let no one

look down on you" (Titus 2:15b).

Paul believed the church, not the individual,

should be primary. That's an apt word for our

day of personal expression and personal gain. As
Christians, our first thought should be for the

church; our second should be for ourselves. I'll

be the first to admit it's often the other way
around. "How will this affect me?" is my first

thought when the church considers something

new. "What right does the group have to tell me
what to do?" comes to mind too quickly when I

find myself on the other side of a majority opinion.

True, sometimes one individual must take a

stand against everyone else to be faithful. To do

so in the community of faith, we had better be

sure we are acting with the Spirit. Otherwise we
become the source of quarrels, controversies,

and divisions. People with whom, according to

Titus, the rest of the church is to have nothing

to do.—jlp

When you write

We get letters. Lots and lots of letters these

days. So this issue—and last—you've found

three pages of "Readers Say."

Some people tell us that's too much. We're be-

ing urged to consider printing only represen-

tative letters on any one topic. So far we've re-

sisted, because we believe everyone's voice is

important. But we are running out of space.

You can help us when you write. Keep your let-

ters to one topic, one idea. Write about it in

short, concise sentences—in no more than four

or five paragraphs. Try to limit your letters to

no more than one every two months to give oth-

ers a chance to be heard.

Write out of love, not anger or malice. (We

won't insist on that, but we do appreciate it.)

We do reserve the right to edit letters—for

clarity, for brevity, for consistency of style. We
also edit individual letters by the context of

other letters in the same issue.

Please don't stop writing. We value your opin-

ions and your reactions. We believe "Readers

Say" letters are an important contribution to dia-

logue in the church. You can help ensure that all

voices continue to be heard by the way in which

you write to us.—

.

jlp
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A theology of sexuality must address three issues: an
understanding of the body, God's intentions for

sexuality, and ways to reverse the effects of the Fall.
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Working toward a
theology of sexuality

Jesus' incarnation invites us to embrace
our sexuality as a good part of creation.

Sexuality reflects the sociability that is

part of the image of God within us.

"e live in disturbing times. A growing

number of adult survivors of childhood

sexual abuse in Mennonite homes are

beginning to tell their stories. Recent reports of

inappropriate sexual behavior by certain Menno-
nite leaders have also rightly disturbed us. Of
course, we've always known that we are human
and susceptible to sin, just like our Catholic and
Presbyterian sisters and brothers. But we Men-
nonites rather smugly believed we were less vul-

nerable to sins of the sexual kind.

It is becoming increasingly clear that the rate

of sexual abuse in Mennonite homes and
churches is similar to the rate in the general pop-
ulation. It is increasingly apparent that an ur-

gent agenda for our church is to develop health-

ier sexual attitudes and behaviors. The issue is

complex and multi-faceted. To grapple effec-

tively with abuse in our homes and churches, we
may have to reconsider beliefs we hold about
the pastorate, about parents and children, about
men and women. An important starting place for

this important task is to work together to de-

velop a biblical, practical theology of sexuality.

Until recently, few Christian writers have strug-
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The way in which we think and feel

about our bodies will find expression

in the way in which we think and feel

about God, the world, and others.

gled to develop a holistic understanding of sexu-

ality. Instead, sexuality has most often been
viewed with fear and dread, as a peripheral and

dangerous aspect of our lives.

Most of us have observed within our lifetime a

cultural swing from sexual repression to obses-

sion. Granted, the Christian community has

never been able to count on society to establish

standards of sexual behavior which reflect Chris-

tian values. But now more than ever, the church

needs to articulate and model healthy, Christ-

like, countercultural sexual attitudes and behav-

iors.

A theology of sexuality must address three is-

sues: a biblical understanding of the body, God's

intentions for sexuality, and ways to reverse the

effects of the Fall in male-female relationships.

Atheology of sexuality must begin with a

biblical understanding of the body. Much
of our discomfort and suspicion with sexu-

ality appears to be based on nonbiblical atti-

tudes predating Christianity, those found in

pagan Greece and Rome.
Greco-Roman dualism divided the universe

into opposing forces: the spiritual realm and the

material realm. Humans were believed to have a

soul and a body—a higher and a lower nature.

The body was a prison for the soul, which was in

constant battle against the temptations and

weaknesses of the flesh. The human task was to

work to tame the body and its desires so that

the soul could escape bodily corruption.

These dualistic notions are not predominant in

either the Old or New Testaments yet later

Christian writers were highly influenced by these

ideas. Augustine, one of the most influential

teachers of the early Western church on issues

of marriage and human sexuality, was strongly in-

fluenced by dualism. He taught that sexual inter-

course was the greatest threat to spirituality and

should be engaged in only for procreation—and

then only in a manner which did not bring "sex-

ual pleasure." A husband should love his wife's

soul but hate her body as an enemy, Augustine

taught.

We live in a culture which has a different

but equally destructive and unbiblical

notion of the body. Particularly for

women, the body is elevated as the ultimate

asset. Bizarre and self-destructive behaviors

occur in an attempt to conform the body to cur-

rently popular notions of thinness, youthfulness,

and beauty. Because women are told that their

value is tied to their physical beauty, many

spend large amounts of time, energy, and money
trying to meet current standards of feminine

beauty, de-emphasizing their development in

other areas.

A biblical theology of the body will affirm the

goodness of our bodies in their femaleness and
maleness. It will invite both men and women to

claim the blessedness of being created in the

image of God. It will celebrate the rich variety of

body shapes and sizes. It will deplore standards

and devices of beauty which dehumanize,

weaken, and restrict.

The divine incarnation of Jesus is an expres-

sion of the importance of the human body in the

purposes of God. Our theology must invite both

female and male to rejoice and delight in our

body-selves. It must invite us to embrace our

sexuality as a good part of creation. Sexuality re-

flects the sociability that is part of the image of

God within us (Gen. 1:27).

James Nelson, writing in Embodiment, ob-

serves that the way we think and feel about our

bodies will find expression in the way we also

think and feel about God, the world, and others.

As a therapist working with perpetrators of sex-

ual abuse, I have observed the dangers of a dual-

istic understanding of the body. It results in a

The human desire for sexual

closeness expresses a deep
longing for communion with

each other and with God.

false spiritualization of personhood and a minimi-

zation of the importance of the things done by

one's body to another's body. When confronted

with his sexually abusive behavior toward a

young daughter, one devout Christian man said,

"But that wasn't really me—that was my unre-

deemed carnal nature that did that to her." Re-

pentance, healing, and changed behavior could

only happen when he was able to accept that his

body, with its deviant sexual urges, was as much
a part of him as that part which led the congre-

gation in worship, visited the sick, prayed, and

fasted.

A useful theology of sexuality must address

God's intentions for sex. Ours is a culture ob-

sessed with sex; it has made an idol out of sex-

ual pleasure.

The primary Old Testament purpose for mar-

riage and sexuality was to produce children. The
Hebrews were commanded to populate the
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earth. The biblical concept expressed in Gen.

2:24 of mates becoming "one flesh" involves

more than the mere act of intercourse. Children

bear the genes of both parents, in a marvelous

way combining aspects of both parents in one

flesh.

Beyond the procreative function is the bibli-

cal notion of sexuality as the means for

joyous expression of love. While we have

preferred to spiritualize the Song of Songs in

the Bible, it may more accurately be seen as a

graphic portrayal of romantic love and physical

sensuality joined together in sexual expression.

Indeed, intimate sexuality can be a playful, exu-

berant expression of love. It can be a way for

married couples to lay aside the heavy responsi-

bilities of parenting and daily demands and cele-

brate life together.

In Eph. 5:21-23 Paul speaks of the unifying

function of sexual expression in marriage when
he compares the husband-wife relationship to

the union between Christ and the church. Fam-
ily therapist and seminary professor, Ross

Bender, observes that the union in one flesh of a

husband and wife can overcome temporarily the

tension in the female-male relationship as they

experience a oneness existentially.

The human desire for sexual closeness ex-

presses a deep longing for communion with each

other and with God. Bender notes that what
makes the relationship between Christ and the

church analogous with the relationship between

wife and husband is the spiritual union, "the

union of mind, heart, and spirit; of values, inten-

tion, and destiny."

Humans do not need genital contact to be ful-

filled and content. Married or single, however,

we all must have love, affection, tender touch,

and intimate communication. Celibate singles

are no less sexual than their married counter-

parts. Instead of being expressed in overt sexual

contacts, sexuality for the single person will be

expressed in affectionate relationships of deep
friendship and care. Both married and single

people need to be in close relationships with fe-

males and males to more fully develop our

divinely created nature in the image of God.

While we all need to have friendships

with both females and males, we must
be wise and sensitive in those relation-

ships. Because of the power of sexual feelings

and of the human capacity for self-deception,

Christians need the help of each other to live

sexually pure lives. One safeguard I find helpful

in maintaining appropriate boundaries in friend-

ships with men is to ask myself, "If my husband

or someone I highly respect from my congrega-

tion were here, would I be comfortable saying or

doing this?" Beyond similar personal mecha-

nisms for evaluating behavior, we all need rela-

tionships with other Christians where we are

honest about our sexual thoughts and behaviors.

Unlike contemporary culture, which tends to

view sexual expression as a mere physical, bio-

logical act, the church must view it in the con-

text of spiritual, emotional, and moral considera-

tions. Sexuality must always be integrated into

the total life of the individual. It dare not be

compartmentalized.

A holistic understanding will allow us to claim

and enjoy our sexuality as an integral part of our

The church must emulate
Jesus and call women and
men to participate together in

their full and equal humanity.

lives, under the accountability and discipline of

the Holy Spirit and other believers. To not em-

brace our sexuality is to split it off, making us

more likely to operate without the constraints of

personal and corporate scrutiny and guidance.

A theology of sexuality must address the dis-

tortions in female-male relationships caused by

the Fall. Both the Old and New Testaments

state that all persons are created in the image of

God and are given mutual dominion over the

rest of creation. One result of the Fall is that

man now has a tendency to pervert shared do-

minion into a domination of woman. The posi-

tive mutual interdependence that existed be-

tween man and woman before the Fall is

distorted. As Christian psychologist Mary Stew-

art Van Leeuwen observes in her book, Gender

and Grace, there is something akin to a congeni-

tal flaw in men, which makes it easy for them to

assume a right of domination over women.
Biblical scholar Gilbert Bilezikian in his book,

Beyond Sex Roles, discusses the counterpart re-

sult of the Fall for woman. She will experience

an unreciprocated longing for intimacy with man
and her desire for community will be distorted

by sin. Thus women will tend to avoid taking re-

sponsibility for accountable dominion for the

sake of preserving even pathological relation- (continued

ships. Women will be inclined to give too much on page 8)
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READERS SAY

Iam grieved very much with the arti-

cle, We Stand on the Brink of a
Population Disaster (Aug. 11). The

discernment of how many children a

couple should accept from the Lord

must be left to the Lord and the people

involved. This is a sacred trust between

two people who have committed their

life to the Lord in marriage.

I do not believe that the planet earth

is overpopulated nor in danger of be-

coming so.

The Bible makes it abundantly clear

that we should be fruitful and multiply

and stop living selfish and lazy lives.

Scripture in so many places talks about

how the Lord will provide; if there is

any starvation going on today, it is be-

cause of man rather than God, includ-

ing the support of ungodly

governments, which interfere with the

proper distribution of food.

In my opinion, the article bears false

witness to the power of God and his

promises. Let's not be overwhelmed by

worldly propaganda.

John Giagnocavo

Shakespeare, Ont.

Thank you for publishing We
Stand on the Brink of a Popu-
lation Disaster (Aug. 11) by

Carl S. Keener and Calvin W. Redekop.

It is the most balanced and sensitive

short article on the subject I have read.

I continually see the tragic effects of

this crisis in my ministry among the

urban poor in Manila and in rural Phil-

^ Pontius' Puddle

ippines. It is a social issue that Chris-

tians are not adequately addressing.

We should take the article's suggested

responses with utmost seriousness.

Earl Zimmerman
Manila, Philippines

Iam disturbed by the article, We
Stand on the Brink of a Popula-
tion Disaster (Aug. 11). This argu-

ment is often used by the pro-death

supporters to justify abortion and eutha-

nasia. I fear that if our life mission is to

control population, our attitudes will

change, going from rejoicing in birth to

that of sorrowing over it. The sanctity

of human life will be cheapened.

Humans are more than numbers or

mouths to feed. Each person is special,

created with a purpose, no matter how
many other people there are in the

world.

Is overpopulation really a problem?

Or are we just repeating the scare tac-

tics of a few overly concerned scientists

who have a hidden agenda? Because of

my doubts, I did a little calculating. I

found that if every person in the world

were put into a two-child family and

lived in the state of Texas, each family

could live on a 59.6 x 100 foot property

lot. This is large enough for a

ranchstyle home with a large garden

and yard. In fact, this is more than

three times the standard lot size in Phil-

adelphia.

My point is that with proper planning

and proper sharing of resources, this

world has plenty of room for every indi-

vidual that God creates and gives the

breath of life.

Jesus said, "Do not worry about your

life, what you will eat or what you will

drink. ... Is not life more than food,

and the body more than clothing? . . .

Do not worry about tomorrow, for to-

morrow will bring worries of its own"

(Matt. 6:25, 34). In light of this teach-

ing, should we be overly concerned

about population growth? Or should we
deal with the "real" problems of today,

which are more spiritual in nature?

Leonard Burkholder

Philadelphia, Pa.

We Stand on the Brink of a
Population Disaster (Aug. 11)

is important and timely. While

some of us have written on this topic in

the secular press for some years, it is

high time it is discussed in our church

papers as well.

Keener and Redekop raise some very

important points that Christians need

to consider seriously. They ask the

question, at what point will the human
species fulfill the command in Gen. 1:28

to "be fruitful and multiply, and fill the

earth"? I would suggest that it has al-

ready been fulfilled. It may not seem
like it when viewed from rural Canada
or United States. But it looks alto-

gether different from Mexico City, Cal-

cutta, or Shanghai.

The suggestion of the experts that

the population limit of the earth may
be 16 billion is far too high if everyone

on earth is to have a satisfactory stan-

dard of living—which I believe is God's

will. Already people in some places are

starving by the millions. In other places

they are fighting each other for living

space. It has become unmistakably

clear that there are limits to growth on

planet earth. Adding nearly 100 million

people to the population each year can

only make conditions worse. Barring a

major disaster, that will continue for

some years to come.

The earth's population will be con-

trolled one way or another. Nature's

way is harsh and cruel as people in

overcrowded conditions fight and kill

each other for the necessities of life.

Fortunately, the same modern science

that keeps people living longer and

adds to population problems, has also

provided the means for population con-

trol. Using modern birth control meth-

ods is much more humane than

nature's way.

Since the major population growth is

taking place in the world's less devel-

oped countries, much more must be

done to help people in those countries

to find means of security other than in

large families. Only then can world pop-

ulation growth be brought under control.

Gordon Hunsberger

St. Jacobs, Ont.

Men Want to Be More Than
Someone to Be Afraid of
When Walking at Night (July

28) lauds men gathering together to sup-

port each other. There is a more basic

approach to help men realize their man-

hood, emotions and all, and to assist

them to quit playing roles and to take

off their masks. This is for the church

to provide more teaching and resources

for a man to learn what it truly means

to heed the scriptural imperative to

"love your wife as Christ loved the
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church and gave himself up for her. . .

."

If married men in the church would

choose to exert their primary relational

energies toward their primary relation-

ship—marriage—many of their needs

for support and friendship would be

met at home. Men and women in the

church would then be more like a team
than at a tug-of-war.

Where Shall We Go for Wisdom?
(Aug. 4) was a thoughtful and wise trea-

tise. Even in the church, too often folks

are caught up with the belief that uni-

versity degrees and credentials are

equivalents with wisdom. Ruth gave a

refreshing reminder to tap into the less

celebrated but perhaps deeper and

richer sources of wisdom around each

of us.

It might be that my 24 years of educa-

tion enabled me to enjoy the plush ver-

biage which couched this simple

message!

David H. Clymer

Shirleysburg, Pa.

Acurrent area of concern in Menno-
nite journalism has to do with

sexual misconduct, especially

that involving church leadership. The
first step in solving a problem is a

proper analysis of that problem.

The following facts are worthy of con-

sideration: 1. Illicit sexual activity in-

volves two parties, and in most cases

both parties actively participate to

some degree. Unsolicited rape does

occur, but much less commonly. 2.

Some women are skilled at making se-

ductive overtures, either consciously or

otherwise. Men in respected positions,

such as the ministry, can become a tar-

get for such attention.

What we are reading presents the

problem in a victim-offender mode.
This ignores some of the realities. Can
our writers offer approaches with a more
comprehensive look at the problem?

George M. Hostetler

Rocky Ford, Colo.

Samuel B. Nafziger notes in his let-

ter (Aug. 25) that an anthropolo-

gist at Biola Bible School found

that "inclusiveness in other cultures oc-

curred at a time when the cultures had
deteriorated and were close to extinc-

tion." Nafziger continues, "If this re-

search is valid, then the present

fascination with inclusive language is a

symptom of cultural degeneration."

I question this "if . . . then" conclu-

sion. It is mixing correlation with cause

and effect.

The Bible gives many instances of

God introducing inclusiveness into a cul-

ture, with no sign of subsequent deterio-

ration. For example, when Zelophehad's

daughters made the unheard of demand
for equal share in their father's inheri-

tance, God said, "What Zelophehad's

daughters are saying is right. You must
certainly give them property as an in-

heritance among their father's relatives

and turn their father's inheritance over

to them" (Num. 27:6-7, NRSV).
Nafziger's concern isn't new. The Ro-

mans had the same fear of what Jesus

was doing to their culture. So they

killed him. Jesus introduced inclusive-

ness. He urged women, slaves, and tax-

payers to be his disciples (and to take

leadership roles in his ministry) in a cul-

ture that counted them as next to

worthless. Rereading the Bible, without

cultural blinders, reveals many exam-

ples of God's call to inclusiveness.

Christine Thomson
Radnor, Pa.

Where Have Our Convictions

Gone? by Richard Detweiler

and Eating Out on Sunday
by Shirley Kurtz (both in Aug. 25)

speak to concerns I have had for some
time. Both are well written and deserve

our consideration. May we assess our

convictions and allow God to change us.

I appreciate the many thought-provok-

ing articles. Keep it up. I also appreci-

ate the openness with which you have

dealt with the sexual misconduct issue.

Mary Louise Kalbfleisch

Petoskey, Mich.

Kids. This word has been used a

long time—rather, I should say

misused—in referring to chil-

dren. Children are precious gifts of God
to us. I believe it is only when we speak
without carefully choosing words that

we speak of our children as kids.

In the sixteenth century when Chris-

tians were imprisoned for their faith, in

their letters to their spouse, they ad-

monished them to look after the

"lambs" in referring to their children.

The dictionary says that kid used for

a child is "slang." The same dictionary

defines slang as vulgar or abusive lan-

guage. Is calling children "kids" speak-

ing with grace (Col. 4:6)?

Jacob C. Kulp
Bally, Pa.
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What we can learn from our past:

Witness to the state is a part

The early Anabaptists had no one politi-

cal ethnic or practice. What they be-

lieved was affected by their social con-

text They did agree that no government

can set itself up as the highest good.

by Daniel Liechty

Public television specials, books and arti-

cles on quilts and low-tech farming, tour-

ism, and the writing and lecturing of

Mennonite theologians—all have brought the

Anabaptists to public attention in recent years.

Some ecumenical, evangelical, and Catholic

Christians—seeking a model for Christian politi-

cal ethics—are being drawn to Anabaptist paci-

fism as a source for reflection.

But what is this model for Christian political

witness? To find out, we must take a closer look

at the actual practices of the Anabaptists during

their early years.

What we discover is that the Anabaptists had

no one political ethic or practice. Different

groups had different beliefs and practices, de-

pending on their social context. All factions tried

to follow the Bible as they understood it as

closely as possible. Yet one group heard the

Scriptures speak in one way while another dis-

cerned a quite different leading from the same

source.

The baptizers movement was spawned during

a time of great social and political revolution.

Most significant was the brutal crushing of the

peasant uprisings in Central Europe from about

1520 to 1525. From this perspective, recent stud-

ies have seen in the Anabaptists both an evangel-

ical response to and continuation of this social

and political revolution. Among these people of

the Reformation—harshly persecuted by Catho-

lic and Protestant rulers alike—we find a much
broader variation in political practices than

would be expected at first glance.

In their view of secular government, we find

four tendencies, somewhat polar, among these

baptizers.

The first of these was the apocalyptic view.

Apocalyptic Anabaptists responded to

the "great disappointment" of the Peas-

ant Wars by preaching that the coming of God's

kingdom on earth was only delayed. It was com-

ing, and soon at that! Adult baptism was a sign

of election into that kingdom.

In this spirit, Hans Hut, perhaps the most in-

fluential Anabaptist missionary in the South Ger-

man and Austrian lands, began to preach a strict

political pacifism. However, this pacifism would

last only until that last trumpet blast, when God
would signal the final battle against evil. Then
true Christians, aided by God's own angels,

would rise up and slaughter the ungodly—the

rulers and the rich! Hut seemed to have ex-

pected this sometime in 1528. He died before

that date, leaving his expectant followers to face

disillusionment alone.

Balthasar Hubmaier, by contrast in Moravia,

represented a second view among Anabaptists:

realpolitik. Balthasar was a realist in his assess-

ment of the political situation of his time. He
pragmatically concluded that for an Anabaptist

community to prosper, the territorial lords must

be convinced of the idea of toleration. This ap-

proach flourished best in Bohemia and Moravia,

where among the nobility a tradition of religious

toleration and protection of dissent mingled with

a spirit of national pride.

Hubmaier led a cluster of Anabaptist con-

gregations, which at one point numbered

in the thousands. Both Mennonites in

Russia and Hutterians in Hungary later relied

on similar patterns. This sometimes caused re-

sentment in the local population because these

Anabaptists were treated as a privileged minor-

ity.

The weakness of Balthasar's approach, how-

ever, was that it depended entirely on the good

will of local nobles. This ended when word

began to filter in concerning another Anabaptist

experiment in the German city of Muenster. Ini-

tially, the Muenster Anabaptists had acted simi-

larly to the realist approach of Balthasar. They

appealed to the city authorities for toleration. In

this case, however, the Anabaptists were able to

actually take over the city council and them-

selves become the governing authorities.

This seemed such a "miracle" that their initial

realism became strongly mixed with apoc-

alypticism. The local bishop and princes put the

city under embargo, and this "kingdom of God

in one city" began to starve. This created a situa-

tion in which the absolutely worst types of fanati-

cal "prophets" rose to power. Before the city

fell, desperate people were imagining all kinds of

holy visions. They killed each other for food.

The Muenster debacle has been a source of

stench in the reputation of Anabaptism ever since.
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of faith itself

It was largely in reaction to extreme persecu-

tion from all sides that the Anabaptist teaching

of strict, separatist pacifism developed. In this

view, all physical violence was seen as evil. It

was the very nature of government to use such

violence. Therefore, all worldly government was

seen as evil, fallen, unredeemed. The Christian

could have no part in politics—neither support-

ive nor revolutionary. Christians could influence

"the world" only by proclamation, demonstra-

tion, and martyrdom.

While these Anabaptists insisted that they

took this extreme teaching directly from the

New Testament, we must also examine the so-

cial context in which they read their Bibles. Gov-

ernment violence was being used against these

people in brutal fashion. Perhaps as many as

5,000 were killed for the Anabaptist faith in one

generation. Any legitimation of government was

for these people a legitimation of their own per-

secution. The only hope these Anabaptists had
was that people would get a belly full of killing

and eventually leave them alone. To fight back

in self defense against this persecution would

only strengthen the resolve of society against

them. Because they were a small minority, it

would have been suicide in any case.

The emphasis on martyrdom as a sign of faith,

which developed among these Anabaptists, was
a relatively successful survival strategy. Individ-

ual people willing to die as martyrs could, by
that act, protect the larger congregation from de-

tection and allow it to survive, at least for a time.

What distinguished the Ana-
baptists from other reformers

is their commitment to sepa-

ration of church and state.

A final view we find among Anabaptists, that

of selective involvement, is well represented by
Pilgram Marpeck and Menno Simons. Marpeck
was an engineer by training and worked profes-

sionally as a civil servant. Only cities had use of

a man whose skill was to design and construct

major projects such as water systems. Menno
was Dutch, and the Dutch were less prone to

persecute Anabaptists than were the Swiss or

Germans. The idea that an Anabaptist could

take part in government was for Menno at least

a thinkable proposition.

Both Marpeck and Menno recognized that

there was a difference between the coercive and

the administrative functions of governments.

Both men taught that the place where the Chris-

tian had to draw the line was at the point of kill-

ing. The Christian would not be a hangman and
probably not a constable, since willingness to

shed blood was part of the definition of such

jobs. But a Christian might well support govern-

ment programs for public works and welfare.

Furthermore, governments could be asked to

minimize their shedding of blood. Menno, for ex-

ample, made strong and repeated appeals to gov-

ernment against both war and capital punish-

ment. He thought governments were able to

more perfectly model themselves on the gospel's

prohibition against killing.

The most astonishing thing about the Ana-

baptists—one that distinguishes them
from other Reformers of the 16th cen-

tury—was their commitment to the separation of

church and state. That they were influenced in

this position by their social context does not de-

tract from the fact that these were the first

Christians in a millennium to articulate a vision

of the "free church."

That the church can exist and thrive without

state support has been thoroughly vindicated by

subsequent history. This is the enduring mes-

sage of these radicals of the Reformation. Al-

though leaving us no uniform "theory of

government" from which we can make applica-

tions, the witness of the Anabaptists is clearly to-

ward a version of Christian faith which places

commitment to the church, to Christian love for

enemies and to each other, far above loyalties to

particular governments or national entities.

The lessons these martyrs of the church have

to teach us are clear.

1. The Anabaptist experience helps to remem-
ber that any government, local or national, has a

tendency to serve the interests of the ruling

group at the expense of others. One need not

see all governments as "unredeemable" to recog-

nize this tendency. Our involvement, therefore,

should be on the side of governmental policies

which favor the weaker segments of society.

2. The Anabaptist experience demonstrates

that apocalyptic attempts to "force" liberation

and the coming of God's kingdom are not only

unstable but downright detrimental to the

human political community. The undeniability of

sin and evil in this world will push Christians

into opposition to the status quo. Revolutionary

utopianism, however, will produce short-term

gains and long-term tragedies. The desire to
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Our political ethnic ought to extend

into involvement and support for moni-

toring and watch-dog groups to prod

governments to live up to their ideals.

"throw the bums out" too often reflects a spirit

of violence. The kingdom of God requires pa-

tience as well as commitment.

3. In their witness of martyrdom, the Anabap-

tists demonstrated the power of long-term solu-

tions over short-term policies. Increasingly, gov-

ernments do the opposite, acting on immediate

expediency to the detriment of its present and

future citizens. The Anabaptist political witness

prods us to become spokespeople for the long-

term future of our country, our planet, and our

species.

4. The Anabaptist witness teaches us that as

Christian citizens we have the right to expect

any government to live up to its own best ideals.

We do not pretend to dictate these ideals. But

where a government has given assent to an

ideal, such as in a written constitution, we can

expect and appeal to a government to abide by

that commitment. Our political ethic ought to ex-

tend into areas of involvement and support for

monitoring and watchdog groups whose task it is

to prod governments to live up to their own
stated ideals.

5. The Anabaptist story reminds us once again

of our duty to witness to all governments. We
must tell them that they ultimately stand respon-

sible to an ideal and a power which transcends

itself and its society. That is, we must witness to

the fact that no government may ever set itself

up as the highest good—no government is God.

This is the most difficult thing for any govern-

ment to acknowledge. From this comes the Ana-

baptist teaching that government is "fallen" and

"in rebellion" against God. Even when a people

make explicit effort to acknowledge this ordering

of power ("one nation, under God. . ."), the

strong tendency of the government will be to co-

opt God into support for state policy, particu-

larly in times of war. But war only displays overtly

what in other times is just under the surface.

A government can over time resist this tempta-

tion toward idolatrous self-aggrandizement only

by concerted challenge against it by those of its

own people who have themselves transcended

national parochialism. People committed to a

supra-national spiritual fellowship, such as the

Christian faith, have a political platform from

which to criticize the nationalist spirit on which

the modern state feeds. The Anabaptist experi-

ence serves to remind us that witness to the

state and society is an integral part of faith itself.

Daniel Liechty, Philadelphia, Pa., is a member of

the Germantown Mennonite Church. He also serves

on the staff of the Institute of Pennsylvania Hospital.

Working toward a theology of sexuality

(continued in return for too little, to love indiscriminately

from page 3) and thus perpetuate their subordination to men.

A perusal of self-help books currently on the

market indicates that, indeed, women are seek-

ing to understand their propensity for destruc-

tive, enmeshed relationships.

Jesus contravened law and custom to treat

women as human beings, equal in worth to men.

His parables reflect a balance of masculine and

feminine imagery and concerns remarkable even

by today's standards. He disregarded laws which

sustained woman's inferiority and uncleanliness.

His prohibitions against divorce seem to be an

attempt to give equal rights to women in the

marriage relationship.

Jesus related to all people, including women,

not on the basis of their socially defined roles,

but on the basis of their common humanity. The

gospels portray Jesus as one who reached out

affirmingly, even when it meant breaking dehu-

manizing customs and laws.

The church must emulate Jesus. It must call

women and men to participate together in their

full and equal humanity. It must model and

teach mutuality and equality between males and

females. It is only in relationships of mutual re-

spect, faithful commitment, and joyous equality

that we can become the countercultural model of

love and healthy sexuality which our world so

desperately needs.

Carolyn Holderread Heggen is a psychotherapist

in Albuquerque, N.M., who works primarily with

survivors of sexual abuse and their families. She

teaches in the graduate school of Webster Univer-

sity, conducts workshops on human sexuality,

likes to rollerblade, and is a pastoral elder of Albu-

querque Mennonite Church. Her book Sexual

Abuse in Christian Homes and Churches, is

scheduled to be released by Herald Press in the

spring of 1993. Much of this article was originally

published in MCC Women's Concerns Report.
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MCC seeks donated crops to aid

drought-stricken African nations

Spring up, oh, well. Rankit, Haiti (MCC)—From left to right, Sentwann Dorsine,

Klesiyis Klerelis, and Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) worker Laura Quass

measure how long a spring takes to fill a cup. If the spring has sufficient flow, it

can be capped; this keeps the water free of parasites and bacterial contamination.

MCC encourages communities to work together to cap springs.

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Bumper crops in

North America contrast starkly with al-

most total crop failure in drought-stricken

African countries this year.

Mennonite Central Committee's Afri-

can partners are requesting food. In turn,

MCC is asking North American farmers

to donate part of their harvests.

The church agency hopes to collect

1,000 metric tons (MT) of corn for Mo-

zambique and 500 MT of corn for Sudan

by November. MCC plans to gather an

additional 500 MT of corn to ship to

Mozambique in the spring.

A portion of the corn collected will be

sold to pay for shipping. If funds exceed

expenses, MCC will use the money for its

ongoing work in Africa.

Sending food is not a long-term solu-

tion, MCC staff admit. Both Sudan and

Mozambique are suffering from pro-

longed civil wars.

To address this root cause of hunger,

MCC will sell 10 percent of commodities

received and use the money for MCC's
peace and conciliation efforts in Africa.

This "peace tithe" will help fund proj-

ects including: Christian Council of

Mozambique ministries; MCC's efforts at

finding ways to swap food, money, or tools

for guns in Somalia and Mozambique; and

John Paul Lederach's work as MCC's
international conciliation specialist.

U.S. and Canadian farmers can partici-

pate in the "African Peace Harvest" by

contacting their nearest MCC office.

Cindy Mullet, MCC's Mozambique pro-

gram director, reports that hungry people

in some rural areas have resorted to eat-

ing roots, leaves, berries, and nuts.

"In many cases, one person will exper-

iment with a new nut or root. Everyone

else will wait a day or two," she said.

"If the 'tester' is still alive, then others

will also eat the 'new' food."

Along with Somalia, Mozambique tops

the list as one of the poorest, hungriest,

most indebted, and most aid-dependent

countries in the world.

One of the longest running civil wars

in Africa has devastated Sudan, leaving

4.7 million people internally displaced

and 7.2 million in need of emergency

assistance.

Earlier this summer, MCC asked for

funds to send seeds to southern African

farmers. Gifts of $176,000 (U.S.) exceeded

the project goal.

Farmers in Zambia, Zimbabwe, and

Mozambique will receive the seeds in

time for the September/October planting

season.

Health workers needed in

Homestead, Fla. (MCC)—Mennonite
Disaster Service (MDS) workers are hard

at work rebuilding homes ravished by

Hurricane Andrew.

Now Mennonite Health Services

(MHS), in collaboration with MDS, is

looking for volunteers for a different type

of rebuilding—the reconstruction of bro-

ken lives.

Doctors, nurses, trained counselors, and

support personnel with office skills are

needed to staff a clinic at the Homestead

(Fla.) Mennonite Church. The clinic will

help meet the emotional and medical

needs of the community surrounding the

church.

Immediately following the tragedy,

"mini-M.A.S.H. units" from Miami were

on the scene, reports Joy Sawatzky, a

nurse and copastor of the Homestead
church.

But now these units are departing and

it is becoming increasingly difficult to

obtain health care, Sawatzky says.

MHS and Homestead Mennonite

hurricane-struck area
Church staff anticipate the clinic will op-

erate for six to nine months. They suggest

volunteers serve at least two weeks.

"We want to get the counseling going

as soon as possible," says Carl Good,

executive director of MHS. "The health

clinic, because it will require more sup-

plies, may come somewhat later."

"Tremendous disillusionment is set-

tling into the community," reports Walter

Sawatzky, Homestead church copastor.

"For a while, people thought they would

be able to pick up their lives where they

had left off. They're now realizing that the

hurricane has changed them and their

communities forever.

Sawatzky says survivors are experi-

encing symptoms of post-traumatic

stress: insomnia, nightmares, inability to

concentrate, short tempers.

In addition to volunteers, the project

needs medical supplies and a mobile

home to house the clinic. For information,

contact MHS, P.O. Box 500, Akron, PA
17501; phone 717 859-3889.
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City Anabaptists respond
to violence with prayer
Chicago (MBM)—Some 100 people

gathered at Reba Place Fellowship in

Evanston, EL, for the second Urban
Anabaptist Gathering on July 17-21.

The first such gathering, sponsored by

Mennonite Board of Missions, was held

in Seattle last summer as a way for urban

Anabaptists to meet each other and build

a network of support and prayer.

The theme of the 1992 meeting was
"Violence and a People of Peace in the

Midst of the City."

Speaker Sally Schreiner of Reba Place

identified powers at work in the city as

"the spirit of greed, the spirit of racism,

the inner spirit in structures that oppress

and violate the poor."

She challenged participants to name the

powers, to witness to the powers and
principalities, to exercise prayers to bind

the powers of evil, and to reclaim neigh-

borhoods for God.

Schreiner called for a renewed focus on

prayer that is more earnest, consistent,

and faithful.

"Prayer," she noted, "names the enemy,

names the hope, and breaks the grip of

despair."

Virgil Yoder, also of Reba Place, sug-

gested that the church's response to vio-

lence should be in the context of prayer.

In the overwhelming circumstance of

violence, the tragedy and pain are often

beyond comprehension, he noted. Prayer

allows a response that is as big as the

crime and can bring healing.

Through prayer, God can turn even the

ugliness of violence into a vehicle for

good, Yoder said.

Speaker Jose Matamoros, pastor of

Prince of Peace Mennonite Church in

Corpus Christi, Tex., related experiences

in prayer he's had with many new immi-

grants to the United States. Many of these

people encounter the violence of discrim-

ination and of economic oppression.

In ministry to such persons with over-

whelming needs (like most people in

North America's inner cities), Matamoros
said our effectiveness is based upon God's

anointing upon our lives.

"The city," he observed, "is too big for

one person alone."

During the gathering, a group from Los

Angeles shared through music and mes-

sage the challenge of ministry in the af-

termath of the spring riots.

Stanley Green, president of the Council

of Anabaptists in Los Angeles, delivered

the evening's address from the book of

Habakkuk.
He spoke of hope that sustains a people

of peace for works of justice and compas-

sion in the desperate situations of the

inner city.

In the closing service, Stan Maclin,

president of the African-American Men-
nonite Association, identified the need to

be focused on Christ and obedient to the

mission to which he calls us.

He pointed out that in order to remain

faithful, we constantly must be attentive

to the Spirit. We must be open to follow

in the new ways that the Spirit will lead

us in fulfilling the mission of Christ.

Deaf Mennonites
defy the "impossible"
ML Pleasant, Pa. (MBM)—"Be Careful

What You Call Impossible" was the

theme of this year's annual retreat for

deaf persons, their families, and friends

at Laurelville Mennonite Church Center,

Mt. Pleasant, Pa., July 17-19.

Organized by Anabaptist Deaf Minis-

tries, the event brought together about

100 deaf and hearing Christians for spiri-

tual nourishment and fellowship.

The weekend resource leader was Eliz-

abeth Beldon, a founder and leader of

Deaf Christ Church in Akron, Ohio. She

NEWS!
Low Cost Health Insurance. From MMA.

Now, amid sky rocketing

health care and health

insurance costs, comes an

answer that can save you

money

—

lots of it.
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petitive health plans we
offer to meet the unique

needs ofyou and your
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Look into Basic Benefit Plan
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tima and Extra Protection
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free, no-obligationprice

quote!CaU 1-800-662-

6747or contactyour
mutual aid counselor.
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Mennonite Brethren decide to back magazine

Newton, Kan. (GCMC/MC)—The Ca-

nadian Mennonite Brethren Conference

has decided to support With magazine

by encouraging its 3,000 youth to sub-

scribe to this publication of the General

Conference (GC) and Mennonite
Churches (MC).

"Mennonite Brethren (MB) need to be

reminded of our Anabaptist roots at the

youth and adult level," commented
David Wiebe of Winnipeg, Man. Wiebe

is the executive director of the Board of

Christian Education for the Canadian

MB Conference.

At their July meeting, the Board

agreed to endorse With as the Canadian

MB's official youth periodical.

At the same time, they recommended
that their binational North American

Board of Resource Ministries become a

cooperative user of the magazine.

With has been struggling to remain in

publication.

Currently about 5,500 (50 percent) of

MC and GC youth subscribe to With.

The publication needs 8,000 subscrip-

tions to break even on production costs.

When financial cuts threatened With's

survival, the magazine launched a mar-

keting plan that includes the current

push to expand beyond MC and GC
territory.

The U.S. Mennonite Brethren, Church

of the Brethren, Brethren in Christ,

Evangelical Mennonite Mission Confer-

ence, Chortizer Mennonite Conference,

and the Evangelical Mennonite Confer-

ence have been invited to become coop-

erative users.

As the publication reaches out to a

broader readership, the editors will be

printing more articles that reflect gen-

eral Anabaptist values and less of the

kind that cover denominational events.

Coeditors Eddy Hall and Carol

Duerksen believe this will strengthen the

magazine.

"We welcome the sharing of different

perspectives," said Duerksen. "After all,

the reason for With's survival is to edu-

cate and encourage our youth in the

Anabaptist faith."

is an assistant professor at the University

of Akron (Ohio).

Born deaf of deaf parents, Beldon

shared many personal examples demon-

strating "how God makes a way when the

way seems impossible."

Beldon grew up in a conservative

church that forbade women to hold lead-

ership positions. Like most other deaf

people, she also grew up being told that

deaf people can't do many things (such as

raising children, driving a car, or teaching

hearing people) because they are deaf.

Beldon internalized some of these atti-

tudes.

Now, however, she is a living witness to

the impossible becoming possible.

"I can stand up here without guilt and

preach!" she said. "And I know that in

Christ, there is no deaf nor hearing, just

as there is no male nor female."

Beldon repeatedly drew parallels be-

tween the obstacles that Christians expe-

rience and the obstacles that deaf people

experience.

Many Christians are reluctant to share

their beliefs and often are unsure of what

they really do believe. Similarly, many

deaf people express ambivalence about

their deafness and the gifts they have to

offer.

"God made us who we are—black, deaf,

Christian. . . . Let us be proud of who we

are!" Beldon emphasized. "And let us

celebrate our diversity—different gifts

and identities, yet one God, one body."

During an afternoon session, men and

women attended separate informal dis-

cussions on the traditional and changing

roles of women and men in the church.

Both groups observed that the move-

ment of deaf people from oppression to

greater empowerment is like the journey

of women toward equality. Men uncom-

fortable with female leadership are like

people who can hear not being comfort-

able with leadership by deaf people.

During a closing worship service, par-

ticipants shared what they had gained

from the weekend.

Many expressed their renewed faith.

Michele Bontrager, who just completed

her first year at the National Technical

Institute for the Deaf in Rochester, N.Y.,

said, "I tend to become quickly discour-

aged. But I learned that I need to take the

plunge and trust that there is a way

through difficult times."

Partial funding for the retreat was pro-

vided by Mennonite Board of Missions

and the Church of the Brethren.

—Charlotte Baker-Shenk

Churches struggle

with land use questions
South Africa (MCC)—"Land is a sensi-

tive and emotional issue in Africa," says

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
worker Bob Thelin.

Many churches, especially in southern

Africa, own substanial amounts of land.

In countries where Africans, because of

colonial and apartheid policies, have a

legacy of landlessness, churches struggle

to determine how to best use church

property.

For the past three years, Thelin has

worked in South Africa with the Anglican

(Episcopal) Church, researching which

lands actually belong to that church.

This fall he will begin planning work-

shops and discussion groups where local

clergy and community leaders can talk

about their visions for the land.

Some African church leaders think

church land should be developed com-

mercially to generate income for the church.

"We relied on handouts from overseas

partners too long," some say. "We want

to become self-sufficient."

Thelin, who has served with various

mission agencies in Africa for 27 years,

became aware of this view while working

in Ghana. He spent 15 years there doing

rural grassroots development, including

helping village farmers move from using

hand tools to plowing with oxen and co-

ordinating well digging projects.

An elderly Ghanaian pastor visited his

projects and asked, "How does the church

benefit financially?"

"I had assumed the church benefited

through the stewardship of members
whose lives had been improved," says

Thelin.

"The pastor felt it was more important

to have a direct financial benefit, such as

agriculture projects that bring money di-

rectly into church coffers."

Many African church leaders still hold

this view.

Others argue that the church has a

responsibility to use lands to promote

reconciliation and peace. They ask how
the land can be used to benefit the local

community.

Some denominations are already initi-

ating community-based projects on their

lands, such as communal woodlots and

gardens, sewing and weaving cooperatives.

In other cases, churches have released

land for use by local farmers on a "per-

manent" basis through transfer of title

deeds or long-term lease arrangements.
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Laid-off employees join

forces to stitch new life

San Antonio, Texas (MCC/MBM)—Jan-

uary 16, 1990, is a date Irene Reyna will

not forget.

"At 7:30 we punched in. They called us

to the center of the plant. They told us

they were sorry, and appreciative for the

work we had done, but that they were

shutting down. They said they were mov-
ing to Costa Rica in order to stay compet-

itive," Reyna, 52, recalled.

The boom had been lowered on Reyna
and some 1,150 fellow workers at one of

three San Antonio Levi Strauss plants.

Almost all the workers were Mexicans

or Mexican-Americans. Ninety percent

could not speak English.

Reyna's plant was not the first, nor last,

to be closed. Since 1985, Levi's has closed

35 U.S. plants, moving them to countries

where labor costs are lower.

In Costa Rica, for example, workers

earn $3 per day. The San Antonio employ-

ees averaged $7 an hour.

"I stood in a daze. I couldn't understand

why," said Reyna. "After we had worked

so hard for this company and made so

much money for them."

Levi Strauss & Co. posted a record

$272.3 million profit in 1989. Management
assured workers many times they had no

intention of closing, despite rumors to the

contrary.

In the wake of the layoffs, Reyna and
about 15 of her colleagues met to see how
they could support one another.

Out of that April 1990 meeting, Fuerza

Unida (United Force) was born.

Now 650 strong, Fuerza Unida works to

protect the rights of laid-off garment

workers in San Antonio.

Reyna serves as one of Fuerza Unida's

three elected coordinators. This year she

is being supported by the Mennonite
Central Committee Urban Community
Service Program.

Fuerza Unida is challenging some of

Levi's closure practices. It has filed a class

action suit alleging violations in work in-

jury claims, among other things.

Fuerza Unida claims that 15 to 20 per-

cent of the Levi work force are injured

with carpal tunnel syndrome. The syn-

drome is a nerve injury of the fingers and
hands caused by repetitive motions and
frequent lifting of heavy clothing bundles.

Despite the injuries, workers allege they

were not provided disability pensions.

The group sponsored a boycott of Levi

products and offers counseling on avail-

able social services. Fuerza Unida also

organizes Thanksgiving Day fasts, to call

attention to unemployed families who
cannot sit down to Thanksgiving feasts.

In addition, Fuerza Unida has filed a

suit charging discriminatory policies to-

ward Hispanic women.
Reyna says the actions have brought

some policy changes at the two other Levi

Strauss plants in San Antonio. They now
hire former employees with full seniority

and without making them repay severance

allowances.

A second alternative for the laid-off

garment workers developed around
weekly meetings held by Margarita Cas-

tro, who was among the former plant

employees.

Beginning as a potluck dinner when
Castro gathered with her colleagues to

share feelings, read Scripture, and offer

each other support, the meetings became
a time to discuss creative solutions to the

problem.

The result was a federation of cooper-

atives, now incorporated as the Federa-

cion Ecumencia de Fe y Accion (Ecumen-
ical Federation of Faith and Action).

Woodworking, pihata-making, and doll-

making co-ops are among the federation

members.
With a $50,000 grant from the Presby-

terian Self-Development of People Fund,

the federation officially got off the ground

in April. Castro serves as its coordinator.

Mennonite Board of Missions workers

Wes and Jane Hare have been assisting

the federation, along with Nellie Casas, a

19-year-old MCC Urban Community
Summer Service intern. Casas' mother is

among the ex-Levi employees.
—Emily Will

Student finds facts

and faith at seminary
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)-Jle wasn't a

Christian, but he came to the United

States to study American Christianity.

He wasn't an Anabaptist, but he

stayed to study 16th-century Anabaptist

history.

Now he returns home to China, "trust-

ing God's leading" for the future, he

says, based on a new foundation of faith

in Jesus Christ.

Xiyi Yao came to the U.S. in 1989 to

do a research project on American
Christianity as part of his work at a

religious studies institution in China.

He enrolled at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminiaries (AMBS), Elkhart,

Ind., hoping to find out more about the

Anabaptists-Mennonites, a group he

had come across in his university studies

in China.

After his first year at seminary, Xiyi

found himself inwardly drawn to attend

and worship at a local church.

In the congregation and on campus
Xiyi came to not just understand, but to

accept a God of love and peace.

"Christian faith provided me [with] the

solid foundation of my life," he explains.

"I found hope in Christian faith."

In contrast to his former outlook on

life, "God challenges me and gives me
questions to answer, rather than [just

giving] solid answers," Xiyi explains.

"At the same time, God gives me hope
and direction."

Xiyi Yao

Xiyi was baptized and received as a

member of the Hively Ave. Mennonite
Church on May 24, 1992. The same
month, he graduated with a Master of

Arts in Theological Studies degree.

In China, Xiyi trained as a historian.

He had a strong interest in church his-

tory, especially the Anabaptists, a group

that intrigued him and his colleagues.

Whereas before he had focused on the

movement's revolutionary aberrations,

at AMBS Xiyi discovered the group's

"strong pacifist approach to Christian

faith," he says.

He was impressed with the move-

ment's example of suffering and
persecution in response to its faithful-

ness to the New Testament.

In coming years, Xiyi would like to do

research and teach church history in

China.

While his next steps are uncertain, he

says he is "trusting God's leading to

make the best choice for the future."

—John Bender
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Making a joyful noise. Harrisonburg, Va. (MBM)—Abe
Rittenhouse (right) and Jay Hartzler confer during the pro-

duction of the audiocassettes which introduce songs in the

new hymnal. Rittenhouse rerecorded the tapes at Alive

Studio in Harrisonburg with producer Ken Nafziger. Hartzler

directed one of the choirs featured on the tapes.

• MDS goes to White House.
Mennonite Disaster Service was

one of about 15 private volun-

teer organizations invited to the

White House on Aug. 31. Presi-

dent Bush asked the groups for

advice on how to respond to

Hurricane Andrew. Bush em-
phasized the importance of vol-

unteer organizations' contribu-

tions at times when disasters

strain government resources,

said Delton Franz, director of

MCC U.S. Washington Office,

who attended on behalf of MDS.
He said the assembled group

seemed particularly touched

that unpaid MDS laypersons

would commit so much time and

energy to disaster relief.

• Hosts sought. Short-term vol-

unteers are needed to work as

hosts at the Miami International

Guesthouse, beginning mid-Oc-

tober through December 1992.

The house serves returning mis-

sionaries and church workers

from around the world. Informa-

tion from Ed or Eva Eby, 270

W. 53rd St., Hialeah, FL 33012;

phone 305 823-6100.

• Worker visits Somalia. An
Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions worker visited Mo-
gadishu, Somalia, on Aug. 22.

Bonnie Bergey, who is based in

Nairobi, Kenya, was able to

close down the Mennonite Mis-

sion house used earlier by East-

ern Board personnel and to give

severance pay to the guards. At
present, Eastern Board is work-

ing with relief agencies to bring

food and medical care to

Mogadishu.

• $46,500 given after riots. Do-

nations to Mennonite Board of

Missions totaled $46,500 at the

end of August for rehabilitation

efforts in Los Angeles following

the spring riots in that city.

Mennonite Church con-

gregations are being asked to

contribute $100,000 to assist the

Council of Anabaptists and its

member churches in their ongo-

ing witness in their communi-
ties.

•Trainees leave. Some 28

young adults will spend this year

in Europe with MCC's Inter-

menno Trainee program. Men-
nonite Church members are:

Darla Beck, Pettisville, Ohio;

Norma Broadwater, Swanton,

Md.; Michael Dean, Phoenix,

Ariz.; Gyles Garber, Hesston,

Kan.; Loretta Lewis, Wellsville,

N.Y.; Brenda Miller, Grantsville,

Md.; Dan Nussbaum, Kidron,

Ohio; Mark Showalter, Harri-

sonburg, Va.; Sherie Swartzen-

druber, Wellman, Iowa; Helen
Toews, Ruthven, Ont.; Darrell

Wenger, Chesapeake, Va.;

Angie Yoder, Wellman, Iowa.

• Scholarships available. Col-

lege or graduate students pursu-

ing careers in mental health

fields are invited to apply for

$1,000 to $1,200 scholarships

from the Elmer Ediger Memo-
rial Scholarship Fund. For an

application, write to Mennonite
Health Services, 21 South 12th

St., P.O. Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500; or MCC Canada
Mental Health Program, 134

Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T
5K9.

• Budget balanced. Rosedale

Bible Institute (RBI), Irwin,

Ohio, finished its 41st year with

a positive balance in the operat-

ing account, reported president

Richard Showalter at the annual

Board of Trustees meeting this

August. Highlights of the 1991-

92 year include the completion

of the new 12-unit RBI apart-

ment building, and the release

of the first RBI book, We Beheld

His Glory: Rosedale Bible Insti-

tute 1952-92, coauthored by
Elmer S. Yoder and Jewel
Showalter.

• Photographers wanted. Gos-

pel Herald wants your photos!

Black and white action shots of

events at your congregation,

church school, or conference

preferred; posed or portrait

shots less desirable. Submit
photographs with explanatory

captions to Cathleen Hockman
at 616 Walnut Ave., Scottdale,

PA 15683.

• Program begun. Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

has started a flexible pastoral

training program based in the

congregation, not the campus.
Designed for persons already in

pastoral leadership who cannot

take a leave of absence, the pro-

gram includes group meetings

and mentors for each student.

Information from Ralph Lebold,

AMBS External Programs, c/o

Conrad Grebel College, Water-
loo, ON N2L 3G6; phone 519

885-0220, ext. 232.

• New appointments:
Richard L. Gerig, director of ad-

vancement, Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege. In that role, he supervises

the offices of admissions, stu-

dent financial aid, information

services, and college relations.

Previously, Gerig served as di-

rector of enrollment and mar-

keting, director of admissions,

and director of alumni relations.

• Pastor transitions:

Marlin Birkey was ordained at Au-
rora (Ore.) Mennonite Church
on Aug. 30. He serves there as

pastor.

Paul D. Leichty concluded nearly

10 years of service in the Norris-

town, Pa., Mennonite churches

and was installed as pastor of

First Mennonite Church in Fort

Wayne, Ind., Sept. 13. The new
address of Paul and Nancy is

1111 Columbia Ave., Fort
Wayne, IN 46805-4311.

• Coming events:

Fall meeting, Cumberland Valley

MEDA Chapter, Lighthouse
Restaurant, Chambersburg, Pa.,

Oct. 1. Lee Delp, president of

Mennonite Economic Devel-

opment Associates, will speak

on "Business, the Other Gift."

To register for the banquet, call

Dick Diller at 717 264-3030.

MCC Oregon Fall Festival, Lynn
County Fairgrounds, Albany,

Ore., Oct. 10. Events include an

auction, crafts sales, and more.

Conference on the role of the

church in Eastern Europe and

the former Soviet Union,
Weaverland and Mellinger Men-
nonite churches, Lancaster, Pa.,

Oct. 31 and Nov. 1. "After Com-
munism: A Christian Response"
will feature speakers Gerald

Shenk and Walter Sawatsky.

Information from Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions, 717

898-2251.

275th anniversary, Groffdale Men-
nonite Church, Leola, Pa., Nov.
7-8. The theme of the weekend
will be "Frontiers of Faithful-

ness." A. Grace Wenger and
Ervin Stutzman will give key

addresses. For information, con-

tact the church at 168 N.
Groffdale Rd., Leola. PA 17540;

phone 717 656-6388.

• Job openings:
Dining hall manager, Eastern

Mennonite High School, Har-

risonburg, Va. Position begins

on or before Oct. 15. Applicant

must have an active Christian

commitment and skills required

to manage a school food service

and banquet program. Inform-

ation from J. David Yoder at 703

433-9107.

• Change of address:
Maple Grove Mennonite Church,

from Belleville, Pa., to P.O. Box
955, Maple Grove Rd., Belle-

ville, PA 17004.

John and Mimi Neufeld, from 4399
Concord Ave., Beamsville, Ont.,

to 4076 John St., R.R. 1, Beams-
ville, ON LOR 1B6.
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EMC celebrates 75 years.

Eastern Mennonite High School,

College, and Seminary celebrates

its 75th "diamond jubilee anni-

versary" Oct. 1-4.

Special events include perfor-

mances of an original drama, "A
Place of Our Own," and a specially

commissioned musical piece,

"Clearings."

Dr. Myron S. Augsburger, fifth

president of EMC&S, will speak

at a convocation Saturday morn-

ing. Other activities include a

hymnsing; the release of a new
book, The Way
We Are; class re-

unions; and a

special luncheon.

Call 703 432-

4245 for more
information.

EMC • EMHS • EMS
Harrisonburg. Virginia

In the opening convocation of the 1992-93 academic year, EMC
President Joseph L. Lapp, above, refers to symbols that represent

the 75-year history and vision ofEastern Mennonite High School,

College, and Seminary in Harrisonburg, Va.

NEW MEMBERS

Bellwood, Milford, Neb.: Ken
and Barbara Roth.

Hopewell, Kouts, Ind.: Debbie

Stone, Kristy Gaff, Sarah Good,
and Benjamin Miller.

North Main Street, Napanee,
Ind.: Mike Tiedge.

Ridgeview, Gordonville, Pa.:

Mary Bawell, Mark and Marsha
Emerson, Phil and Barb Landis,

Sheldon and Celeste Martin,

Mary Jane Zook, and Kris

Sauder
Salem, Tofield, Alta.: Jackie

Wideman and Lily Yoder.

BIRTHS

Austin, Dennis and Beth (Miller),

Topeka, Ind., Kailie Nicole (first

child), July 28.

Avery, Paul and Regina (Rensen),

Palm, Pa., Jake (second child),

Sept. 1.

Baer, Dennis and Mary Lou
(Shantz), Baden, Ont., Katie Joy

(fourth child), July 20.

Birky, Craig and Beth (Stichter),

Kouts, Ind., Hannah Nicole

(first child), Aug. 13.

Borkholder, Steve and Tabitha

(Fitzpatrick), Nappanee, Ind.,

Christial Rene (second child),

Sept. 2.

Boshart, Stan and Lori (McLain),

Tangent, Ore., Amos J. McLain
(fifth child), Sept. 2.

Burkholder, Perry and Debbie
(Vietts), Stuarts Draft, Va.,

Chayla Dawn (fifth child), Aug.

18.

Detweiler, Greg and Twila
(Reinford), Perkiomenville, Pa.,

Abby Larissa (fourth child),

Aug. 5.

Drake, Eric and Stacey (Elliott),

Marshallville, Ohio, Chelsea

Hope (first child), Aug. 22.

Esh, John and Janet (Gingerich),

Gordonville, Pa., Christopher

Kyle (first child), Aug. 25.

Graber-Detweiler, Wayne and
Susan (Graber), Antioch, Ind.,

Angela Grace (second child),

July 14.

Heverly, Barry and Dianne
(Delp), Phoenixville, Pa.,

Rebekah Jonae (sixth child),

born July 9, received for adop-

tion Aug. 13.

Hunsberger, Len and Joyce
(Reinford), Perkiomenville, Pa.,

Joy Elizabeth (third child), Aug.

12.

Kreider, Barry and Erika
(Landes), Halle, Germany,
Karina Janelle (first child), Aug.

21.

Lapp, Linford and Carrie (San-

chez), Kinzers, Pa., Leigh Anne
(third child), July 28.

Miller, Ben and Elaine
(Hostetler), Millersburg, Ohio,

Jeptha Hostetler (first child),

Aug. 30.

Miller, Mike and Sandy (Hart-

man), Goshen, Ind., Michelle

Renee (third child), Aug. 30.

Morgart, John and Patti (Martie),

Kouts, Ind., Matthew David

(first child), Aug. 21.

Nisly, Jeff and Cindy (Siebert),

Peoria, 111., Megan Joy (first

child), Aug. 15.

Ressler, Gerald and Mary Alice

(Yutzy), Lititz, Pa., Logan Paul

(third child), July 28.

Schlabach, Jeff and Sheryl
(Widmer), Kalona, Iowa, Simon
Keith (second child), Aug. 22.

Schrock, Darrel and Evangeline

(Shenk), Newport News, Va.,

Leanna Renee (first child), Aug.

30.

Sharp, Bob and Amy (Miller),

Nova Scotia, Joel Benjamin
(third child), Aug. 21.

Shinkle, Bill and Pam (Bloom),

Colorado Springs, Colo., Dillon

Robert (third child), June 24.

Smeltzer, Sherwyn and Deirdre

(Longacher), Charlottesville,

Va., Margaret Elaine (first

child), July 8.

Smoker, Douglas and Vonda
(Gochenaur), New Holland, Pa.,

Leesha Karine (third child), July

3.

Sommer, Brad and Kathy
(Koshmieder), Gibson City, 111.,

Matthew Kent (second child),

Sept. 1.

Springer, Mitch and Carol
(Good), Minier, III, Douglas
Paul (third child), Sept. 1.

Zook, Ron and Kathy (Lapp), Par-

adise, Pa., Brandon Wolff (first

child), Aug. 23.

MARRIAGES

Byrne-Weber: Geoffrey Byrne,

Gettysburg, Pa. (Catholic), and

Joan Weber, Elizabethtown, Pa.

(Evangelical), June 13, by James
A. Burkholder.

Comernisky-Miller: Scott Com-
ernisky, Orrville, Ohio, and
Monique Miller, Kidron, Ohio
(Kidron), Aug. 22, by Bill

Detweiler.

Kirby-Birky: Bill Kirby, Port-

land, Ind., and Janelle Birky,

Portland, Ind. (Hopewell), July

25, by John F. Murray.
Lauber-Sterling: Lonnie Lauber,

Tofield, Alta. (Salem), and Mi-

chelle Sterling, Tofield, Alta.,

July 11, by Levi Smoker.

Longacher-Hostetler: Mark
Longacher, Richmond, Va.

(First), and Lisa Hostetler,

Harper, Kan. (Pleasant Valley),

Aug. 8, by Weldon Martens.

Miller-Miller: Curtis Miller,

Goshen, Ind. (Pleasant View),

and Sarah Miller, Goshen, Ind.

(Pleasant View), Aug. 15, by
Norman Maust.

Miller-Wengerd: Brad Miller,

Fort Wayne, Ind. (Central), and

Brenda Wengerd, Goshen, Ind.

(Hopewell), Aug. 8, by Don
Delegrange.

Pressel-Stone: Kevin Pressel,

Valparaiso, Ind. (Hopewell), and

Debbie Stone, Kouts, Ind.

(Hopewell), Aug. 8, by Jerry

Kandel.
Stauffer-Frankenfield: Matthew

Stauffer, Ephrata, Pa., and
Jewel Frankenfield, Telford, Pa.

(Souderton), Aug. 29, by Gerald

Clemmer.

DEATHS

Boshart, Naomi (Moser), 82,

Lowville, N.Y. Born: June 28,

1910, Belfort, N.Y., to Daniel

and Anna Moser. Died: Aug. 5,

1992, Lowville, N.Y., of conges-

tive heart failure. Survivors

—

husband: Lloyd Boshart; daugh-

ters: Ruth Ann Roggie, Martha,

Beth Steria, Mary Honer;
brother: Lee Moser; 2 grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Annabel
(infant daughter). Funeral: Aug.

8, Lowville Mennonite Church,

by Richard Zehr and Evan Zehr.

Burial: Croghan Mennonite
Cemetery.

Cleary, Bonita (Gingrich), 36.

Born: Nazareth, Ethiopia, to

Paul M. and Ann (Keener)

Gingrich. Died: Lancaster, Pa.

Survivors—husband: Timothy
P. Cleary; son: Andrew; parents:

Paul M. and Ann (Keener)

Gingrich; brothers and sister:

Larry, Bob Hooley-Gingrich;

Jud, Mike, Lynda Troyer. Con-

gregational membership: Com-
munity Mennonite Church of

Lancaster.
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Gingerich, Melanie Ann, 3,

Kalona, Iowa. Born: Oct. 31,

1988, Iowa City, Iowa, to Reagan

and Lynn (Thomonn) Gingerich.

Died: Aug. 23, 1992, Iowa City,

Iowa. Survivors—brothers and

sisters: Victor, Benjamin, Heidi,

Charity. Funeral: Aug. 25, Sun-

nyside Mennonite Church, by

Elmer R. Miller. Burial: Upper
Deer Creek Cemetery.

Huyard, Sylvan R., 58, New Hol-

land, Pa. Born: Dec. 25, 1933,

Earl Twp., Pa., to Isaac and Ada
(Peachey) Huyard. Died: July

16, 1992, Lancaster, Pa., of he-

molytic anemia. Survivors

—

wife: Priscilla (Argot) Huyard;

children: Karen Hursh, Elvin,

Ada, Keith; brothers and sisters:

David J., Mary Stoltzfus, Anna
Esh, Martha Smucker, Alvin; 4

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: July 19, Ridgeview Men-
nonite Church, by Robert
Petersheim, Alvin Huyard, and

Ray Lapp.
Martin, Paul S., 83, Cambridge,

Ont. Born: Jan. 14, 1909, Water-

loo Twp., Ont, to Paul and

Lydian (Shantz) Martin. Died:

Aug. 17, 1992, Cambridge, Ont.

Survivors— wife: Almeda
(Bauman) Martin; children: Mu-
riel Bechtel, Sharon Brubacher,

Elvin; 4 grandchildren. Funeral

and burial: Aug. 19, Erb Street

Mennonite Church, by Doug
Snyder and Pat Falk.

Miller, Francis J., 66, Ligonier,

Ind. Born: Oct. 8, 1925, Ship-

shewana, Ind., to J. Elmer and

Rosie (Yoder) Miller. Died: Aug.

30, 1992, Elkhart, Ind. Survi-

vors—wife: Evelyn (Baker)

Miller; children: Cindy Mast,

Brian; brothers and sisters:

Irma, Ruth Lambright, Helen

Neff, Charlotte Morningstar,

Carolyn Dillon, Rosalie
Dintaman, Merilyn Birkey,

Dwight, Dewayne; stepbrother:

George Elliott; 4 grandchildren.

Funeral and burial: Sept. 2,

Maple Grove Mennonite
Church, by Gene Troyer and
Dale Stoll.

Moshier, Spencer D., 76, Wat-

son, N.Y. Born: March 1, 1916,

New Bremen, N.Y.,to Joseph J.

and Sarah (Roggie) Moshier.

Died: Aug. 17, 1992, Lowville,

N.Y. Survivors—brother and
sisters: Richard J., Marion
Yousey, Luella. Funeral: Aug.

21, Lowville Mennonite Church,

by Evan S. Zehr. Burial: Con-
servative Mennonite Cemetery.

Musser, Ruth L. (Ebersole), 83,

Mt. Joy, Pa. Born: Oct. 23, 1908,

to Moses and Lizzie (Longe-

necker) Ebersole. Died: Aug. 4,

1992. Survivors—brothers and

sisters: Edith Groff, Susan
Ebersole, Jacob, Moses, John.

Funeral: Aug. 8, Chestnut Hill

Mennonite Church, by Carl

Hershey. Burial: Silver Springs

Cemetery.
Rheinheimer, Victoria Car-
men, 2 months, Goshen, Ind.

Born: June 11, 1992, Goshen,

Ind., to Dennis and Teresa
(Broach) Rheinheimer. Died:

Aug. 14, 1992, Indianapolis, Ind.

Survivors—sisters: Cristina and

Laura; grandparents: Ed and

Merry Broach, and Floyd A. and

Katie Rheinheimer. Graveside

service: Aug. 17, Grace Lawn
Cemetery, by David Helmuth
and Ron Adams.

Roth, Dan D., 79, Wayland, Iowa.

Born: Oct. 28, 1912, Wayland,

Iowa, to Ben R. and Mary
(Graber) Roth. Died: Aug. 26,

1992, Iowa City, Iowa, of a

stroke. Survivors—wife: Wilma
(Alston) Roth; children: Mary
Jean Young, William, John,

Elizabeth Miller, Scott, Susan

Bruegge; brothers and sisters:

Lester, Vernon, Edwin, Lavina,

Stella, Lucille; 16 grandchildren,

one great-grandchild. Funeral

and burial: Aug. 28, Sugar Creek

Mennonite Church, by Dean
Swartzendruber and Ruben
Chupp.

Thomas, Edgar, 93, Jerome, Pa.

Born: May 28, 1899, Conemaugh
Twp., Pa., to Henry and Mary
(Kauffman) Thomas. Died: Aug.

25, 1992, Johnstown, Pa. Survi-

vors—sons: Alton, Nevin; sister:

Ada Eash; 21 grandchildren, 31

great-grandchildren; 5 great-

great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Bertha Ellen
(Hershberger) Thomas (wife),

Twila Mae, Ruth A., Ruby A.

(daughters), Donald Henry, and

Raymond Dwayne (sons). Fu-

neral and burial: Aug. 29,

Blough Mennonite Church, by

Marvin L. Kaufman and Richard

Mininger.

Troyer, Lydiann (Frey), 80,

Topeka, Ind. Born: July 11,

1912, Newton Co., Ind., to Sam
and Martie Frey. Died: Aug. 27,

1992, Goshen, Ind., of a stroke.

Survivors—husband: Arthur
Troyer; children: Jewell

Lambright, Donna Proctor, Joyce,

Ada Beachy, Louise Beachy,

Leroy Stutzman, Gary; brothers

and sisters: Elizabeth Stevens,

Ada Pecht, Irma Weaver, Jose-

phine Nisly, Sylvanus Frey; 20

grandchildren, 33 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Leroy

Stutzman (first husband). Funeral

and burial: Aug. 29, Maple Grove

Mennonite Church, by Gene
Troyer.

Wenger, John Stoner, 79,

Harrisonburg, Va. Born: Feb. 10,

1913, Murrel, Pa., to Benjamin

and Elizabeth (Stoner) Wenger.

Died: July 12, 1992, Harrison-

burg, Va. Survivors—wife: Mar-
ian Louella (Eby) Wenger; chil-

dren: Eugene, Lois Ann
Handrich, Ruth E., Janet
Marshman; 8 grandchildren.

Memorial service: July 17,

Weavers Mennonite Church by

Daniel Longenecker and James
Delp. Burial: Weavers Menno-
nite Church Cemetery.

Zimmerman, Esther Mae
(Nolt), 96, Ephrata, Pa. Born:

Nov. 25, 1895, Earl Twp., Pa., to

Henry and Lizzie (Rohrer) Nolt.

Died: Aug. 28, 1992, West Earl

Twp., Pa. Survivors—children:

Ruth N., Alverna N. Mast, Rhoda
N. Landis, Titus N., James N.,

Mahlon N., Jr.; brother: Wilmer R
Nolt; 20 grandchildren, 49 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Mahlon M. Zimmerman (hus-

band). Funeral: Sept. 1, Ephrata

Mennonite Church, by J. Elvin

Martin, Wilbert Lind, and Noah G.

Good. Burial: Indiantown Menno-
nite Cemetery.

Obituary correction: Phoebe
Naomi Hamilton (Aug. 4, 1992,

Gospel Herald) is survived by

Ruth Troyer (sister).

CALENDAR

Region I Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice annual meeting, Belleville,

Pa., Oct. 17

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Oct. 22-24

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 22-

24

Southeast Conference annual
meeting, Brooksville, Fla., Oct.

23-25

Annual MEDA convention, Den-
ver, Oct. 29-Nov. 1

Region III Mennonite Disaster

Service annual meeting, Roach,

Mo., Oct. 30-31

e AMBS announces this new
concentration within the Master

of Arts in Theological Studies.

Call today for the latest

application materials.

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

3003 Benham Avenue, Elkhart, IN 46517

219 295-3726
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THE LAST IVOflD

ifoiu 606 became 118
This coming Sunday, Sept. 27, is "hymnal cele-

bration day." Across North America, Mennonite

and Church of the Brethren congregations will

join in celebrating the release of Hymnal: A Wor-

ship Book.

This new hymnal has been at least 10 years in

the making. And what a 10 years it was. Those

of us outside the process kept hearing rumors of

tense meetings and difficult decisions. People

quit or left the committee. At one point a profes-

sional counselor had to be called in to keep the

process going.

But go it did. The result is something to cele-

brate: New songs. Familiar hymns. Worship aids.

Responsive readings and prayers.

Compare this new hymnal to our last

—

The

Mennonite Hymnal released in 1969—and you

get a sense of some of the values important to

our church today:

1. Worship. The new hymnal is organized

around the acts of worship. It's all spelled out in

the table of contents: "gathering, praising/ador-

ing, confessing/reconciling. . .
."

So instead of putting "Praise God from Whom
All Blessings Flow" in the back as hymn 606

(where it was in The Mennonite Hymnal), this

new book includes it in the "Praising/Adoring"

section near the beginning. But now it's number

118.

(My editor's eye also notes the Hymnal
committee apparently decided slashes make for

good punctuation; no less than 17 show up in

the table of contents!)

2. Cooperation. The Mennonite Hymnal was a

joint venture of the Mennonite Church (MC)

and General Conference Mennonite Church

(GC). With Hymnal: A Worship Book, coopera-

tion took another step with the addition of the

Church of the Brethren.

The original participants also included the

Churches of God, who later withdrew during the

process. And some hymnal planners regret the

Mennonite Brethren (MBs) didn't officially join

this round of cooperation.

3. Inclusiveness. An obvious attempt at inclu-

siveness in this new hymnal is the use of non-

sexist language. Songs from many different eth-

nic groups are represented. There's an

international dimension. Some hymns are for uni-

son singing, many for four-part harmony, with or

without accompaniment. There are anthems and

chorals and gospel songs. Even Christian con-

temporary composers like Michael W. Smith

made the grade.

If all that isn't inclusive enough, the book also

has a pocket in the back to use to insert favorite

hymns that for one reason or another didn't

make the selection process.

Yes, Hymnal: A Worship Book is something to

celebrate. The promotional hype calling it "the

publishing event of the 1990s for Mennonites"

may be a bit strong. And the title is awkward to

use in public; already I've heard song leaders

calling it the "new hymnal" or the "blue hym-

nal" (at least it doesn't matter if they mumble).

But Hymnal: A Worship Book is a significant

event in the life of our church. Here is exciting

music to sing. More important, here is a coopera-

tive, inclusive aid to worship, adoration, and praise

of our God. As such it reflects good values for the

church. Even if 606 has to become 118.—jlp

For the sake of the trees

This issue of Gospel Herald comes to you on

recycled paper. It has been a long time coming.

We've wanted to use recycled paper stock before

now, but cost and availability have kept us from it.

Even so, this is an experiment for the next

four issues. We think recycled paper will allow

quality reproduction with our current printing

equipment, but we want to be sure. If it does,

use of recycled paper will continue.

This paper contains 50 percent recycled fibers.

Of this amount, 10 percent is made from what's

called "post-consumer waste," i.e., previously

used paper. The other 40 percent comes from

scraps and trimmings.

Gospel Herald has also been using 100 percent

soy-based ink for the past year. Unlike ink made
with petroleum, soy-based inks use a renewable

resource and are not hazardous to the environ-

ment in disposal.

All this will cost us more—about $3,500 per

year. But we believe it's worth it for the sake of

a healthy environment.—jlp
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In times like these, the church needs shepherds who

have the courage to lead the assembly in kingdom
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Pastors are
politicians too

If we understand the church as a
kingdom outpost, making allegiance

statements to God, then the pastor is

the political leader of the assembly.

9

What is a pastor? People who are pas-

tored tend to answer that question in

many different ways. Indeed, a series of

articles in this publication several months ago

identified the pastor as a poet, a priest, and a

prophet.

All these terms are metaphors, a figure of

speech designed to help us understand a particu-

lar term. One of the chief metaphors for pastor

in the Bible was that of shepherd. Moses, for ex-

ample, was called from shepherding the flocks of

Jethro to being a shepherd of the people of Is-

rael.

In many ways, the term pastor becomes a syn-

onym for shepherd. A pastor is called to be a

shepherd of the flock, the congregation to which

he or she has been called (1 Pet. 5:1-4; Acts

20:28). This term carries with it both a nurturing

and a leading function. Moses' assignment was

to be more than a nurturer of his people; he was

also to lead them out of the bondage of Egypt.

The concept of a shepherd as nurturer and

leader was also deeply rooted in the Old Testa-

ment experience of Israel for centuries after

by

Maurice

Martin



The pastor attempts to speak on behalf

of King Jesus to the assembly—and to

the world in which that particular

"embassy of the kingdom" is located.

Moses. Many times God was referred to as the

Shepherd of Israel (Gen. 49:15, 24; Ps. 23).

Kings were called in God's name to rule as shep-

herds over Israel. Of David it was written: "The
Lord said to you: It is you who shall be shep-

herd of my people Israel" (2 Sam. 5:2b). Kings

like David were to act on God's behalf as shep-

herds who ruled over the people of God. They
were anointed by the prophets for this task.

Now these shepherd-pastors were not always

faithful, as any careful reading of the Old Testa-

ment will reveal. Ezek. 34 describes at length

the false shepherds of Israel who fed themselves

while the sheep starved. They scattered the

sheep rather than led them. Because of their fail-

ure, God declared: "I myself will be the shep-

herd of my sheep" (Ezek. 34:15).

When the Gospel of Matthew speaks of

the child who is to be born king of the

Jews, the writer cites Micah's vision of

the one "who is to shepherd my people Israel"

(Matt. 2:1-6). This prophecy is fulfilled in Jesus,

who said of himself: "I am the Good Shepherd."

Given the Old Testament context out of which

this concept developed, the statement really be-

comes kingship language ascribed to Jesus.

In his ministry, Jesus looked with compassion

upon the crowds gathered around him— they

were "as sheep without a shepherd." Jesus then

proceeded to heal them, feed them, and teach

them the ways of the kingdom, which he came
announcing. In particular, he taught that this was
to be the kingdom of peace. As leader of this king-

dom, he called himself the Good Shepherd.

Jesus' marriage of the idea of king and shep-

herd harked back to one of the most remarkable

leaders Israel ever had, Moses. Moses had been

a prophet, who spoke a word from the Lord. He
had been a priest, who mediated this word to

the people of God. But he had also been a king

—

a politician, if you will—who went before Pha-

raoh to say, "Let my people go."

Those of us who are pastors are often reluc-

tant to call ourselves either prophets or priests.

But we back off even more from considering our-

selves to be politicians.

We back off for all kinds of good reasons. We
are no longer in a theocracy (a nation ruled by
God). In fact, we work hard at the separation of

church and state. We want to keep "politics" out

of church life, we say.

We say this, yet church life is always political.

We have elections and offices. We have systems

and budgets. We have people in positions of

power—and those who put them there. We don't

always know how to say, "It . . . seemed good to

the Holy Spirit and to us" (Acts 15:28), so we
rely on Roberts Rules of Order and democratic

proceedings.

What is the nature of this church over

whom leaders are called to be shep-

herd-pastors? The Greek term ecclesia,

from which we derive the word ecclesiastical,

was used to describe an "assembly of citizens."

It was a political term. So too is the church, the

assembly of the citizens of the kingdom of God.

This is a political assembly.

In recent decades, we Anabaptist-Mennonites

have rediscovered the language of the politics of

Jesus. We believe the Scriptures call us to af-

firm in word and deed that Jesus is Lord. Each
time we declare this, we are making a political

statement of allegiance.

The church is the ecclesia or assembly over

which the Lord Jesus presides. This assembly

periodically makes statements of allegiance to

God. Our pastors are called to preside in Jesus'

name over the flock under their care. Does it not

then logically follow that these pastor-shepherds

are political leaders of the people of God?
But the New Testament understands the poli-

tics of the people of God differently from the

Old Testament. There is no longer a theocratic

rule over a nation. The kingdom of God is of a

different kind, as Jesus kept teaching and dem-
onstrating.

Paul declared: "But our citizenship is in

heaven" (Phil. 3:20). In his letter to the Co-

rinthians he spoke of the Christian being

an ambassador (2 Cor. 5:20). This language

moves in the direction of seeing each assembly

or congregation as an "outpost" of the kingdom.

Our citizenship is elsewhere. While we live on

earth, we consider ourselves to be resident aliens.

The pastor as politician then presides over

this "outpost" as head of the embassy planted

there. The pastor presides over the affairs of the

assembly which meets at a certain place. The
pastor attempts to speak on behalf of King Jesus

in that assembly—and to the world in which that

particular "embassy of the kingdom" is located.

Thus the pastor has a political role. But it is

different from that of the role usually ascribed

to kings. Jesus' words to his disciples are also

addressed to pastors: do not lord it over others,

as the Gentiles do. This is why we must keep

the metaphor of the pastor as shepherd tied

closely with that of the pastor as politician.

The political dimensions of the pastor's job
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are difficult to put into practice. One reason is

because the church functions like the society

around it. So some congregations believe pastors

should vote in decision-making situations, while

other congregations believe they should abstain.

Some think pastors should declare themselves

on contentious issues while others believe they

should remain neutral—and be perceived as such!

In
times likes these, the church needs poets,

prophets, and priests. It also needs shep-

herds who have the courage to lead the as-

sembly in kingdom ways as faithful followers of

the Lord Jesus. This is the political aspect of

congregational leadership.

Many pastors shrink from being seen as

Moses. They are well aware that Jethro, Moses'

father-in-law, saw tremendous potential for burn-

out in this role. Jethro encouraged Moses to

share the responsibility and the load of the

work. Pastors as politicians need to learn to

both own their power and to share it if they are

to be leaders who will really lead.

When they do so, they will also address a

congregation's fear that the pastor as politician

puts too much power in the hands of leaders.

This can happen if a congregation expects a pas-

tor to do too many leadership tasks. As the

tasks are shared, so the power is shared.

Peter repeated Jesus' words at the conclusion

of his description of what it means to be shep-

herd-leaders: "Do not lord it over those in your

charge, but be examples to the flock" (1 Pet.

5:3). Whatever leadership pastors must take as

politicians, this too must come under the lord-

ship of Jesus Christ, the Chief Shepherd of the

flock.

Maurice Martin, New Hamburg, Ont., is pastor of

the Hillcrest Mennonite Church. He is a columnist

for Christian Living magazine and also serves as

chairman of the Mennonite Publication Board.

The top statements pastors would like to hear

"Hey, it's my turn to sit in the front

pew!"

"I was so enthralled, I never noticed

the sermon went overtime by 20

minutes."

"Personally, I find witnessing more

enjoyable than golfing."

"Pastor, I've decided to give our

church the $500 a month I used to

send to the TV evangelists."

"I volunteer to be the permanent

Sunday school teacher for the junior

high class."

"Forget the MBCM salary guide-

lines—let's pay our pastor a wage

he can live on."

"I love it when we sing hymns

we've never sung before!"

"Since we're all here, let's start

the worship service early."

"Pastor, we'd like to send you to

that Bible seminar in the Bahamas."

Kl "Nothing inspires me and strengthens

/It? my commitment: ''ke tne annual

business meeting."

-Ryan Ahlgrim (pastor, Peoria-North Mennonite Church, Peoria, III.)

and Randy J. Roth (pastor, Des Moines Mennonite Church, Des Moines, Iowa)
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READERS SAY

Thank you for the article, We
Stand on the Brink of a Popu-
lation Disaster (Aug. 11) by

Carl S. Keener and Calvin W. Redekop.

This issue is one that has greatly con-

cerned me. Sometime ago I started not-

ing the percentage of Mennos having

their third or more child as reported in

Gospel Herald. It's been roughly 25 to

33 percent, although in the Aug. 11

issue it was closer to 50 percent. This

is an issue that has to get personal if

things are ever going to change.

Sandy Richardson

Seattle, Wash.

I was very upset by We Stand on
the Brink of a Population Disas-

ter (Aug. 11). What right do the au-

thors have to say how many children a

person can have? I was raised in a

Christian home of seven children where

love abounded. And I was taught that

children were a gift from God, not a threat

to the environment!

We Christians are the "salt of the

earth." If we stop having children,

where will the "salt" come from? I be-

lieve each family should pray and ask

God how many children they should have.

Joetta Raber
Sarasota, Fla.

We Stand on the Brink of a
Population Disaster (Aug.

11). Please, Lord, send number
three. I hope he may be another Martin

Luther King, or the one who invents fast

space travel. Perhaps she will find the

cure for AIDS—or be just my little sister.

If number three can't come—because

nobody wants number three—please

take me home.
John Ruth

Edson, Alta.

P.S. Tell Jesus to come soon; they

are thinking of having a war to stop

population growth.

Pontius' Puddle

HERE, PONTICS. I'tA
OIVINO FOOD BASKETS
TO MEMBERS WHO EARN
BELOW THE POVE^T/ LINE

Iwas angered and dismayed by your

article, We Stand on the Brink of
a Population Disaster (Aug. 11).

This is the type of article I've come to

expect in secular journalism, but never

in your publication.

The viewpoint expressed by authors

Keener and Redekop is in many ways
in direct conflict with what a God-fear-

ing viewpoint should be. I am suspi-

cious of anything that seems to doubt
God's power and sovereignty over the

world and the people God has created.

The underlying assumption in this arti-

cle is that Mother Earth is more impor-

tant than its Creator and the people

placed on it. The term "Mother Earth"

itself is, in my understanding, a refer-

ence to the worship of nature, instead

of our Father God. And when reading

quotations coming from United Na-

tions, one must remember that this is

an atheist organization completely unin-

terested in anything having to do with

the God we worship.

Every argument has two sides. I've

read very credible studies which put

the panic into perspective. They show

our planet to be much more resilient

and self-healing than we are told by the

U.N. and environmentalists. These try

to push God out of the picture, then ex-

ercise their control over us and our re-

productive rights.

Most of the starvation around the

world is certainly not because of over-

population. It comes by famine com-

bined with corrupt, oppressive

governments. I think a better idea than

telling Christians to have only two chil-

dren would be to encourage bringing

more children into the world—children

who would be "trained up in the way
they should go" by responsible, loving,

Christian parents. That would probably

do more to solve the world's problems

than restricting our number of offspring!

I am not saying we shouldn't have to

VOOTUINK.
NW SALARY
ISTHATSfAM-L-

rXTOOK YOOR ANNUAL GIVlMGr
TO THE" CHORCU AMD
fAOLT\PUED "E>y TEW *

act responsibly toward God's earth,

using good judgment and avoiding the

abuses toward our environment that

have occurred throughout history. But
before we get too caught up in all the

environmental concerns, let's remember
that the destiny of the earth is in the

hands of something much greater than

hairspray cans or car exhaust systems.

God is, was, and always will be in con-

trol, and only God will determine when
and how the earth is to be destroyed.

Beth Johnson
Souderton, Pa.

In
all that is being said about domes-

tic violence and abuse, is there not a

failure to differentiate between male
domination and fatherly leadership?

Shouldn't we think twice before say-

ing that egalitarianism is the answer?

Does that word mean more than recipro-

cal love and caring? How does it stand be-

side Scriptures, such as Eph. 5:24?

Didn't Jesus even have to give him-

self up? He emptied himself, "not count-

ing equality with God a thing to be

grasped" (Phil. 2:6). Isn't that the mes-

sage we should be giving to fathers?

Jonathan Stoltzfus

Goshen, Ind.

On Aug. 3-6, Hispanic Mennonites

from around the U.S. and Can-

ada gathered in Buffalo, N.Y.,

for Renovacion 92. It was a week of

spiritual renewal, of being ministered to

as well as a chance to minister to one

another. It was a week of spiritual

growth, both individually as well in the

body as a whole.

I as a "gringa" minority was wel-

comed in a way that probably few of

my Hispanic brothers and sisters have

been in many large Mennonite gather-

ings. Hispanics and other minorities

have often been seen as adopted chil-

dren in the church. We have invited

them to share in the rich heritage of

the Mennonite church. I wonder,

though, when will they be treated as

true members of the family?

As children grow, they challenge and
often teach their elders. Will we as the

"parent" church join them in their

search for a fuller, richer, and deeper

experience with the Lord? Or will we
continue to reject their challenges and

deny their experiences, pushing them
away from our family?

Diane R. Graybill

Chicago, III.
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by Elaine Maust

The United Native
Ministries Assembly:
a new voice of unity,
forgiveness, and hope

The hot air sizzles with the smell of frying

catfish and hush puppies. Little children

and adults pour in and out the doors of

Gospel Light Church, their plates mounded with

Deep South delicacies. Clustered around picnic

tables under the trees, Ojibway and Creek,

Choctaw and Navajo feast together. It is sum-
mer (June 29-July 3, 1992) in south Alabama,

and this is the United Native Ministries Assem-
bly (UNMA).
Don Barnhill steps out of line to answer my

questions. "We basically just want to be ac-

cepted as the voice of our people," explains

Barnhill, a member of the group's Council. "We
want to share the problems and concerns of our

people." That's the goal of the UNMA, the new-

est associate group of the Mennonite General

Board.

According to Ray Horst, the organization's ex-

ecutive secretary, the concept of Native minis-

tries assembly "was hatched by a group of us sit-

ting together one evening on Ethan Good's

porch." Longtime pastors of Native churches

—

Glen Myers, David Weaver, and Ethan Good

—

talked with Horst about introducing Native

groups to one another. "I just wish our people

could get to know other Native Christians,"

Weaver said.

Ray, on the staff of Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions, went to work on the idea. In 1986 he in-

vited 75 people from Native churches to

Elkhart, Ind. They came from Ontario, Alabama,
Arizona, and Mississippi. "They had a great

time," Ray remembers with a broad smile. "I in-

troduced them to the Mennonite Church. For

the first time they got a sense of being part of

something bigger." The overwhelming response

to this gathering was, "We have got to find a

way to continue this!"

Bobbie Jean Frazier, a Choctaw from Missis-

sippi, remembers the delight of those early meet-

ings. "We didn't know all these other Indian

tribes were there. I never went out of Missis-

sippi before! We all have the same color, but we
have our own traditions. Now we come together

like this every two years. It is very important for

our Native family."

Since that first meeting, strangers have be-

come a family. The family includes 12 Native

Toney Sells, Creek,

Atmore, Ala., is the

UNMC representative

on the Mennonite

General Board.

"We want to

be accepted
as the voice

of our peo-
ple. We want
to share our
concerns

with the

church."
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From a small beginning in 1986, UNMA
became the latest associate group of

Mennonite General Board—for account-

ability, support, and a place to belong.

churches representing Choctaw, Creek, Ojibway,

Navajo, and Hopi peoples. Each church is in-

vited to send a Native representative to serve as

a member of the United Native Ministries Coun-

cil. Council officers lead the organization.

United Native Ministries grows stronger de-

spite impressive obstacles. Ray believes the inde-

pendent nation status of each tribe to be one of

the greatest. "As far as I know," he says, "this

is the only all-Indian inter-tribal Protestant

organization."

On Wednesday of the 1992 Assembly, a tour

group went to a memorial commemorating a bat-

tle that had Creeks and Choctaws on opposite

sides. Amidst cheers and applause, Bobbie Jean

Frazier, a Choctaw, and Toney Sells, a Creek,

shook hands over the stone and smiled for pho-

tos. As we walked back to the van, Bobbie Jean

said, "Sometimes we talk about it. Our people

used to kill each other. But now we are all broth-

ers and sisters in Christ. Now we are loving to

each other. Now there is no bitterness."

Among those who attend this year's biannual

assembly, praise for UNM was resounding. "I

was one of the five initial members of the Coun-

cil," says Larry Haskie, pastor of Black Moun-
tain Mennonite Church in Arizona. "This has

caught on like wild brushfire. About 50 people

from Arizona wanted to come this year, but they

were unable to because of their financial situa-

tion."

Larry notes the changes he has seen as mem-
bership in UNM grows. "In 1987 Ray Horst and

Bobbie Jean
Frazier,

Choctaw,

Philadelphia,

Miss., serves

as secretary

for the United

Native Minis-

tries Council.

I were the only ones talking. Now others are con-

tributing and are more open. They are able to

run the meetings themselves."

"For the people who have been involved,"

says Glenn Myers, pastor of Pearl River Church
in Philadelphia, Mississippi, "UNM has made
them more committed to the church. They have

found a network of support they hadn't had be-

fore. But we haven't done a good job of commu-
nicating this to others who are not part of the

church." He adds that he has noticed a growing

pride among his people about being Native

American.

With this growth has come dreams for

even greater steps. Jimmy Isaac,

UNMC vice-president, dreams of the

day when "Indians will have more and more re-

sponsibility in churches." Admitting that "prog-

ress has been kind of slow," he looks for the day

when there will be more Native "pastors and

missionaries." "Not only pastors of Indian

churches!" he emphasizes. But Isaac makes it

clear, "The whole idea here is to get more Indi-

ans in church."

Steve Cheramie, a Houma from south Louisi-

ana, accentuated that theme in one of the eve-

ning sessions of the assembly. Articulating the

needs of Native Americans, he cried, "What will

you do with this generation of Indian people?

This generation of Creek, Houma, Choctaw, and

Cheyenne. That is the challenge I want to leave

with United Native Ministries. My passion is to

preach to this generation of Indian people!"

Council president, Tom Haskie, feels UNM is

up to the challenge. "It is important to get to

know other Natives in our country so that we
can learn from each other—about our ancestors

and current tribal leaders." He agrees that the

important question is, "How can we address the

needs of our people?" He lists education and

economics as major components in determining

the future of Native Americans.

"We are just too far behind," Tom says.

"Hopefully in the future we will take more lead-

ership roles in the Mennonite Church so that we
can help the people of our tribes."

This was one of the reasons UNM sought

associate group status with Mennonite

General Board. According to Don
Barnhill, a change in relationship with Menno-
nite Board of Missions propelled them to work

for this recognition. "We had to work in another

direction after the MBM phase out," Don ex-

plains. Toney Sells, UNMC representative on
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the Mennonite Church General Board, says,

"We felt like a bird thrown out of the nest. We
were too young to be put on our own." UNM
hopes that associate group membership will pro-

vide accountability, support, and a place to be-

long—a point of connection to the Mennonite

Church.

Formal recognization of the Council took place

in November 1991. Tony expresses appreciation

for the group's relationship with Mennonite Gen-

eral Board. "It was just God's work," he says of

the process.

On Wednesday evening of the 1992 UNM as-

sembly, Daryl Byler, Gulf States Mennonite Fel-

lowship moderator and General Board member,

publicly welcomed United Native Ministries.

"While there would be reason for bitterness (be-

cause of past injustices to Native peoples), a rea-

son for anger and hate," said Byler, "We have

felt your embrace."

"The Mennonite Church is the biggest influ-

ence in my life," says Bobbie Jean Frazier,

UNMC secretary. "When I came into contact

with these people, they didn't treat me different.

Mennonite s go out and say, 'Come in and wor-

ship with us.' They welcome us."

During meal time at the assembly, some

Choctaw friends from Pearl River Menno-

nite Church noticed me passing their pic-

nic table, "Come here. Sit down. Write this,"

instructed Geraldine Isaac, past UNMC mem-
ber. They were concerned about the Mennonite

Church's observance of Columbus coming to

America.

"This is a new generation. Stop bringing up

the past. Start new." Their message to the Men-

nonite Church? "We want to forgive. Let it go!"

Toney Sells of Poarch Community church ech-

oes the idea. "If it weren't for the Europeans,

maybe we would still worship voodoo. In a way

we can thank them. As a Christian person, I

can't hold it against them."

"As children of God we have forgiven, not only

other tribes, but Anglos," says Larry Haskie.

"We as children of God should forgive, just like

Christ. People beat him up. We Christians

should forgive not only one another but others

who do us wrong. We can unite! We can serve

Christ in unity."

Clara Major is an Ojibway from Canada. She

and other members of Morson Community Bible

Fellowship traveled by bus to Alabama to the

UNM Assembly. On Wednesday she sang and

shared about the transforming power of Christ's

forgiveness in her life. "Native people have been
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oppressed. But its of the mystery (of Christ)

that's now revealed, that's why I can stand up

here and say, 'God has changed my life.' I abso-

lutely refuse to be put down because I am a

child of God."

United Native Ministries, the voice of Native

American Mennonites, rang clear in Atmore,

Ala., this summer. Now as an associate group,

their voice will be heard more clearly throughout

the Mennonite Church. It will be a voice of

unity, forgiveness, and hope.

Elaine Maust, Meridian, Miss., serves as an elder

at the Jubilee Mennonite Church and as steward-

ship minister for Gulf States Fellowship. She and

her husband, Duane, operate a strawberry farm

and are the parents of two children.

Kayla Jim,

Choctaw,

Philadelphia,

Miss., at the

June UNMA
assembly.

Eloise Benge,

a Navajo

from Arizona,

inspects a

pine straw

basket at the

Creek muse-

um during

the UNMA
assembly.



ITEMS & COMMENTS

Clergy denounce religious claims

in 1992 presidential campaign
Abraham Lincoln may have advised

both sides to resist claiming God's favor

in the war between North and South, but

President Bush apparently has aban-

doned such cautions.

Bush declared Aug. 22 at the Dallas

Convention Center that the Democrats'

platform "left out three simple letters,

G-O-D."
Martin Marty, church historian at the

University of Chicago, said the tone set

by the Religious Right made this year's

Republican campaign one of the most
"mean spirited" in modern U.S. politics.

By "parading their piety," Marty said,

the Religious Right seems to be saying

"see how holy we are," and "notice us,

we're the righteous ones."

Religious leaders have issued state-

ments denouncing efforts to inject God
into this year's presidential campaign.

"God is neither Democrat nor Republi-

can nor, for that matter, American," said

one.

Partisan use of God's name is "blas-

phemy," said a second letter. (RNS)

Bibles sent by the thousands
to victims of Hurricane Andrew
In an effort to bring comfort to the

victims of Hurricane Andrew, more than

31,000 Bibles have been sent to southern

Florida and Louisiana by the American

Bible Society.

Even so, relief workers say a brisk

demand for Bibles— in English, Spanish,

and French—has rapidly outpaced the

available supply.

Psychologists and religious leaders say

that people coping with disasters need

ways to bolster hope and energy. In such

cases, spiritual support can be vital in

helping them begin to pick up the pieces.

(ABS, RNS)

Lawyers quit bar association

over abortion-rights position

More than 1,500 lawyers across the

country have resigned in recent weeks

from the American Bar Association

(AMA) because of the organization's po-

sition in favor of abortion rights.

Richard Collins, director of communi-
cations at the AMA headquarters in Chi-

cago, said the resignations represent the

most severe losses the association has

suffered over any single issue in the 16

years he has worked there.

The recent rash of resignations is the

second time in less than three years that

lawyers have left the organization in dis-

agreement over abortion. In the first in-

stance, about 1,500 lawyers resigned be-

cause of a similar position approved at a

meeting in February 1990. (RNS)

Zero tolerance against abuse
recommended for all of Canada
A progress report released by a national

panel on violence against women rec-

ommends that all of Canada follow

Manitoba's example and adopt a principle

of zero tolerance against domestic abuse.

Leaders in the Aboriginal women's
community say such an act is long over-

due.

The report includes a special section

called, "A Red Road to Healing," devel-

oped by the Aboriginal women's circle

advising the panel. The section proposes

specific changes, including the develop-

ment of healing lodges, healing circles,

and safe houses for women and children

on reserves. (CMC)

German named to head
World Council of Churches
A German theology professor has been

elected the fifth general secretary of the

World Council of Churches, the world's

leading ecumenical agency based in Ge-

neva.

Konrad Raiser, a Lutheran, succeeds

Emilio Castro, a Methodist minister from

Uruguay, as the agency's chief officer.

Raiser is known as a social activist.

He is also a strong advocate of grass-

roots ecumenism. "There are very few

instances of genuine renewal in the church

where the initiative has come from

above," he said in the World Council

announcement. (RNS)

Graham continues schedule

despite Parkinson's disease

Although Billy Graham has Parkinson's

disease, a progressive disorder of the

central nervous system, the evangelist is

continuing his normal crusade activities.

The Billy Graham Evangelistic Associ-

ation said that Graham, 73, has had mild

tremors that make it hard for him to write.

In addition, he has had some difficulty

walking and descending steps without a

rail.

Graham took part in the Aug. 21 dedi-

cation of the Georgia Dome in Atlanta

—

site of the 1996 Olympics.

Following his crusade in Oregon this

week, Graham will go to Moscow for his

first-ever stadium crusade there Oct. 23-

25. (RNS)

Two denominations united by
commitment to racial inclusiveness

Two of the nation's largest Protestant

denominations—one conservative and
one liberal—now find themselves united

by strong commitments to achieve racial

diversity.

The Southern Baptist Convention and
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in

America are hoping to persuade more
African-Americans, Hispanics, Native
Americans, Asians, and other ethnic mi-

norities to become members and leaders

in their church bodies and agencies.

Sunday morning worship remains one

of the United States' most segregated

hours.

According to one recent analysis, less

than half of persons polled over a five-

year period said they attend a church that

includes anyone from another race. (RNS)

Bakker asks forgiveness for

message of "earthly prosperity"

Fallen televangelist Jim Bakker has

asked his followers to forgive him for

"preaching a gospel emphasizing earthly

prosperity."

In a remorseful letter penned from the

Minnesota prison where he has been con-

fined since 1990, Bakker said he spent

months reading the words of Jesus and
arrived at this conclusion: "There is no

way, if you take the whole counsel of

God's Word, that you can equate riches

or material things as a sign of God's

blessing." (NIRR)

C. S. Lewis, L'Engle among
censors' targets last year

Efforts to censor schoolbooks and other

teaching materials in the nation's public

schools reached an all-time high during

the 1991-92 school year, according to a

report released Sept. 1 by People for the

American Way.
The group's researchers found 376 "at-

tacks on the freedom to learn" during the

past school year, a 50 percent increase

over last year's total.

Of the incidents, 348 involved demands
that curricular or library material be re-

moved or restricted for all students.

The most frequently challenged book of

1991-92 was John Steinbeck's classic

novel "Of Mice and Men." Other frequent

targets included Alice Walker's "The
Color Purple," Margaret Atwood's "The
Handmaid's Tale," and the "Impressions"

reading material, a textbook series that

includes such classic Christian writers as

Madeline L'Engle and C. S. Lewis. (RNS)
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Nicaraguans clean up
after massive tidal wave

Akron, Pa. (MCCJ-Volcanos. Earth-

quakes. War. Hurricanes. Now tidal

waves.

What next? A blizzard?

That's the sort of ironic comment going

around in Nicaragua these days, accord-

ing to Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC) Nicaragua country representative

Ron Flickinger in a Sept. 8 interview.

On Sept. 1, a major seaquake provoked

gigantic 40-foot tidal waves that crashed

through communities up and down
Nicaragua's Pacific coast, wrecking havoc

on impoverished fishing villages and af-

fluent tourist centers alike.

More than 100 people were killed, and

thousands left homeless.

On Sept. 2, Flickinger and MCC worker

Bob Molsberry of Iowa City, Iowa, visited

coastal areas affected by the tidal wave.

They distributed food and clothing do-

nated by Nicaraguan Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ churches.

The three Mennonite and Brethren in

Christ groups in Nicaragua are setting up
cleanup brigades to work on the coast

from one week to one month.

Survivors' biggest need is capital to

replace their means of earning a liveli-

hood, according to Flickinger. Powerful

waves broke up fishing boats and carried

away entrepreneurs' stands and small res-

taurants along the waterfront.

The Nicaraguan evangelical relief

agency, CEPAD, plans to help small-busi-

ness people recoup. MCC may assist

CEPAD in this effort.

MCC is ready to help the Brethren in

Christ and Mennonite congregations in

their relief responses, Flickinger said.

MCC is also considering ways to re-

spond to the emotional needs of people

whose lives were so abruptly capsized.

Mennonite Disaster Service recently

sponsored a counseling course in Puerto

Rico to assist pastors responding to the

emotional needs of disaster victims.

"We see a broader need for this kind of

support," said Linda Shelly, MCC secre-

tary for Latin American programs.

"Nicaraguans are beginning to think

they are doomed. Every year it seems

they are dealt one more blow," said

Flickinger.

Earlier this year a volcano eruption

buried thousands of acres of Nicaraguan

farmland in ash and sand.

The country is still reeling from years

of civil war interspersed with natural di-

sasters. A 1972 quake devastated the

capital city of Managua. Severe hurri-

canes struck in 1968 and 1989.

V

Editor leads workshop. Goshen, Ind.

(GC)—Martin Marty, left, was the re-

source person at the dean's workshop at

Goshen (Ind.) College this fall. Marty

spoke on the workshop's theme, "Teach-

ing Ethics."

The best way for students to learn

about ethics is for the faculty and institu-

tion to be examples of ethical behavior,

Marty said.

"An acquaintance with good ideas

doesn't produce good people," he ob-

served. First, one must be "an example of

the good," he said.

A well-known teacher and writer, Marty
is a senior editor of Christian Century.

—John D. Yoder

Meeting addresses ministry to homosexuals

Normal, III.—About 60 people from 20

congregations attended a conference on

ministry to homosexuals and their fami-

lies at the Mennonite Church of Normal

(HI.) on Sept. 11-12.

This event, titled "Equipping the Shep-

herds," was organized by an ad hoc com-

mittee on homosexuality, composed of

representatives of Central District (Gen-

eral Conference) and Illinois (Mennonite

Church) conferences.

The meetings provided a setting for

professional input and open discussion on

a topic on which there are strong feelings

and viewpoints.

The primary speaker was Enos Martin,

professor of psychiatry at Penn State

University in Hershey, Pa.

Martin delivered one address about ho-

mophobia—the fear people feel toward

gays and lesbians.

According to Martin, fears abound be-

cause of confusion about the nature of the

causes of homosexuality. Also, there is

confusion about whose turf "treatment"

(if any) belongs—the church or society.

Moreover, Martin said, there is uncer-

tainty about the nature of change needed
to deal with the issue.

Finally, there is uncertainty about the

meaning of love in reaching out to gays

and lesbians.

In another session, Martin spoke about

ministering to gay and lesbian people.

He stressed that God wants a relation-

ship with everyone, regardless of their

sexual orientation. In ministering to per-

sons with a different sexual orientation,

we need to be nonjudgmental as we listen

to their story and walk with them, he said.

Families, who may feel shame, guilt, and
ostracism when the news of their child's

sexual preference becomes public, need a

similar support system, Martin added.

Worship sessions led by Tom Kauffman
drew on passages from the book of Job.

Kauffman emphasized the need to listen

before making judgments.

In small groups, conference participants

exchanged ideas. The presence of persons

with homosexual orientations added
perspective to the discussion.

Participants began by reviewing the

human sexuality statements adopted by
the General Conference Mennonite
Church at Saskatoon (1986) and the state-

ment adopted by the Mennonite Church
at Purdue (1987).

Throughout the conference, a number
of people shared their experiences in

ministering to homosexuals.

Also, two dually affiliated urban con-

gregations shared about the programs

they have for ministry to gays and lesbi-

ans.

One has a counseling ministry for those

interested in changing their lifestyles. The
other, after considerable study and wres-

tling with the issue, extends membership
and allows active participation without

requiring change in lifestyle.

The woman who spoke about this latter

program was asked if she, as a mother of

teenagers, felt that the presence of people

with homosexual lifestyles represented a

threat.

She responded that the "openness in

our church and the safe haven provided

has been a great gift to our children."
—Thomas Yoder
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A Somali woman helps her child drink at a refugee camp.

Food and peace needed
for recovery in Africa

Washington, D.C.—"The need in Africa

is overwhelming and the world's response

has been underwhelming," said Bread for

the World (BFW) president David
Beckmann in a press conference Sept. 14.

Before an audience of journalists at the

National Press Club in Washington, D.C,

eight U.S. hunger experts reported on

their recent visits to Somalia and south-

ern Africa.

"We must send food and seeds, and we
must have peace," said John Hammock,
executive director of Oxfam America, a

relief agency. "Unless we stop the arms

shipments overseas, we will continue to

have Somalias."

Hammock and Sharon Pauling, Africa

policy analyst at BFW, were sharply crit-

ical of using military power as a

"peacemaker" among warring factions.

"The biggest news is, people want

peace," Pauling said. "They're tired of

arms and of fighting. They want a better

life which won't come through the barrel

of a gun.

"All aid to fighting units needs to cease,

and we need to see conflict resolution

processes put into practice," she contin-

ued.

Hammock envisions this conciliatory

action at the grassroots level—but it is

deterred by U.S. arms sales. People don't

want handouts, he said, but want to help

themselves.

One such grassroots group is supported

by Mennonite Central Committee (MCC).

Ergada involves Somali clan members
living in North America, the Middle East,

and Europe in interclan mediation (see

"Somali exiles . .
." following page).

Similar efforts are taking place in neigh-

boring Mozambique, a country which

news conference participants warned
could be the next Somalia.

Mozambique is embroiled in a brutal

civil war that began 14 years ago, shortly

after this southeast African country re-

ceived independence from Portugal, its

former colonizer.

The rebel group, called Renamo, and

Frelimo, the government force, recently

agreed to an Oct. 1 cease-fire during

peace talks in Rome.
But few believe the Rome agreement

will provide respite. According to Jim

Shenk, MCC Africa co-secretary, some
rebel groups in Mozambique may no

longer be under Renamo's control and

may continue fighting.

In short, the country is ruled by guns

—

and guns are one thing Mozambique, like

Somalia, is not lacking.

Tom Getman, World Vision's director

of government relations, put it this way:

"We have allowed a situation to develop

where children are using AK-47s to kill for

a cup of water."

Press conference participants agreed

that war was likely as much of a factor in

the current African crisis as drought.

Even when weather conditions are

ideal, war prevents farmers from planting,

harvesting, and transporting crops.

Yet not all organizations represented at

the news conferences are supportive of

the painstaking peacemaking process.

Leaders of CARE, International Medical

Corps, and World Vision all called for

United Nations involvement in settling

military conflict in Somalia.

It is not a time of easy answers. The
apparent necessity of armed guards is

what forced MCC out of Somalia in 1989,

according to Bonnie Bergey, a jointly

appointed MCC-Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions worker in Kenya and

Somalia.

She said that 80 percent of relief food

never reaches intended recipients be-

cause of armed bandits and war.

Although relief leaders disagree over

the next step in achieving peace in the

Horn of Africa, all conference speakers

agreed that provision for the future must
follow close on the heels of famine relief

efforts.

In addition to purchasing over $150,000

worth of seeds for African farmers this

autumn, MCC is anticipating the reper-

cussions of peace, according to Jim
Shenk.

In a phone interview Sept. 11, Shenk

said that MCC workers are already exam-

ining what will happen when soldiers and

villagers return to living together, scarred

as perpetrators and victims.

In a post-conference conversation with

Mennonite Board of Missions volunteer

Rick Huber, Pauling cited the most effec-

tive relief and development organizations

in Africa today as Oxfam, CARE, the

Lutheran World Relief, and MCC—de-

spite its dramatically smaller budget.

—Amy Houser, with reports from Men-

nonite Central Committee
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Somali exiles work for peace in homeland

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Food isn't enough

to relieve the current crisis in Somalia.

With this in mind, Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) is combining relief

work with efforts to promote Somali

peace talks across clan lines.

Since early 1990, MCC has provided

consultative, financial, and logistical sup-

port to a group of Somali exiles in North

America, Europe and the Middle East.

This unique group includes people from

across Somali family-based clan lines.

The group chose the name "Ergada," a

Somali word roughly translated as "peace

deputation."

As the name indicates, members try to

promote dialogue and peace in their po-

larized communities at home and abroad.

Group members agree that peace ef-

forts should include building on tradi-

tional methods of Somali conflict resolu-

tion. They are particularly interested in

reaffirming and strengthening the role of

elders.

Traditionally, elders of conflicting clans

would meet with each other. Lasting from

several weeks to several months, meetings

would involve exchanging viewpoints, ar-

guing, airing grievances, and, eventually,

arriving at a binding agreement on how to

restore what was lost.

In the past, most Somalis were nomadic

pastoralists who herded camels and cattle

in the desert. Disputes usually revolved

around land or water rights, raiding of

animals, or killings.

Now modern weapons, including ma-

chine guns and even heavier artillery,

have replaced traditional spears, shields,

and hunting rifles.

The country has dissolved into anarchy

with bands of armed teenagers roaming

the country, looking for food and terroriz-

ing the population.

The traditional system has broken

down. The task is now to reempower

elders' moral authority, said John Paul

Lederach, MCC's internationl conciliation

specialist, who works as a resource and

facilitator for Ergada.

The peace group has taken a grassroots

rather than top-down approach, operating

on the basis of personal connections and

trust-building.

In addition to working with contacts

inside Somalia, Ergada also sponsors di-

alogue forums in communities where the

hundreds of thousands of Somalis who
have fled their homeland are dispersed

around the globe.

In May 1992, the peace group hosted a

forum in Toronto, Ont., that was attended

by more than 500 Somalis.

Ergada grew out of the Horn of Africa

project, funded by MCC and based at

Conrad Grebel College in Waterloo, Ont.

AMBS announces

Pastoral education in the congregation

If yOU... want to enhance your understanding

and skills for ministry, but

can't take a leave from your congregation;

Enroll... in "Leading God's People/'

a college-level program of pastoral studies

involving local mentors and based on

experiences within the congregation.

Pastoral Studies Distance Education

Unit I offered January- March 1993.

For information, call or write:

Associated Ralph Lebold, Director of External Programs

Mennonite c/o Conrad Grebel College

Biblical Waterloo, Ontario N2L3G6
Seminaries Telephone: 519 885-0220, ext. 232

Agency plans response
to hurricane-struck island
Kauai, Hawaii—In the wake of the

strongest hurricane to strike Hawaii this

century, a Mennonite Central Committee

administrator who travelled to Kauai on

Sept. 16 says, "There is a place for Men-

nonite Disaster Service (MDS) in Kauai."

The island bore the brunt of Hurricane

Iniki, reducing its lush vegetation to

sticks, said Ted Loewen, resource devel-

opment director of West Coast MCC.
Loewen coordinated his assessment

with the Red Cross, and envisions an

ongoing relationship between MDS and

the Red Cross in reconstruction efforts.

Peter Fast, director of MDS Region IV,

is returning to Kauai with Jerry and Do-

reen Klassen, who will provide long term

MDS leadership on the island as work

begins in earnest.

They plan to set up a MDS headquar-

ters at a Seventh-Day Adventist church

camp where most of the buildings es-

caped severe damage.

Workers will be needed shortly. To get

on the waiting list, volunteers can contact

MDS Region IV at 209 438-0728.

In a phone interview Sept. 22, Henry

Mast, former director of MDS Region IV,

noted thatMDS work after Hurricane Eva

in 1984 "broke the ice" for MDS involve-

ment in Kauai now.

"At first the islanders couldn't under-

stand why anyone from the mainland

would come help out," Mast said. "Main-

landers only seemed to come to enjoy

themselves."

But MDS workers soon proved them-

selves helpful—and memorably so.

Mast said after Iniki struck on Sept. 12,

he received a call from a Hawaii contact

who remembered MDS from its work

eight years ago.

"I just want you to know that MDS is

really needed here," the man said.

—Emily Will, Cathleen Hockman
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• Miss Indiana places third. A
Mennonite woman was named
second runner up in the 1992

Miss America pageant. Four
busloads of friends and family

members went to cheer on Shelli

Yoder, "Miss Indiana," at the

competition in Atlantic City, N.J.

Yoder is a lifelong member of

Shore Mennonite Church in

Shipshewana, Ind. She plans to

use her $14,000 prize scholarship

to complete her masters degree

in family communication at Indi-

ana University at Purdue. In the

televised interview of the top five

contestants, Yoder was asked if

she seriously considered being in

the pageant when she was grow-

ing up. "Coming from a Mennonite

background, I hadn't thought

about it at all," she admitted.

• Student attempts robbery. A
second-year biology student
from Shanghi robbed a bank on
the day of check-in at Goshen
(Ind.) College. At Midwest Com-
merce Bank in Elkhart, the stu-

dent passed a note to a teller,

claiming to have a gun. Police

apprehended the student seven

minutes after he left the bank on

his bicycle. The incident has

raised questions on campus
regarding the ongoing orien-

tation for international stu-

dents.

• Supplies sent. Some 1,500 Bar-

clay Bible commentaries were
among items sent by Mennonite
Central Committee to the for-

mer Soviet Union this August.

Medical supplies, bedding,
clothing, and over 1,500 pairs of

children's shoes were included

in three containers sent to Mos-
cow and Zaporozh'e, Ukraine.

The value of the three ship-

ments is $229,000 (U.S.).

• Children suffer from AIDS.
AIDS is taking its toll on the

second generation, producing
wasted, severely ill children who
will never know what it means
to be healthy, said John and
Susan Gehman, Eastern Board
medical workers in Haiti. "The
message comes clearer each
day; this disease must be pre-

vented by monogamous mar-

riage relationships," said John.

• Architect serves needy. A
Mennonite architect was pro-

filed in the South Bend (Ind.)

Tribune recently for his work
with former president Jimmy
Carter and Habitat for Hu-
manity. LeRoy Troyer, presi-

dent of The Troyer Group Inc.

architectural firm, has worked
with Habitat projects in over

nine cities since 1986. The
agency provides affordable

housing for people in need.

• Menno-Haven founder dies.

David H. Lehman, 88, died Sept.

5 in the community for the el-

derly he helped found in Cham-
bersburg, Pa., 30 years ago.

"Our organization will miss Mr.
Lehman's wit, his wisdom, his

friendliness, and his inspira-

tion," said E. Lewis Leaman,
president of Menno-Haven. "We
have truly been blessed by his

creative talent and organizing

abilities."

• Videos to air. Several videos

produced by the Mennonite
Church will be aired on cable

channel VISN Oct. 5-26. These
include: "Los Angeles—Voices

from the Ashes," which explores

the human side of the spring

riots; and "Against Great
Odds," a story of the Ethiopian

church which grew from 5,000 to

50,000 during its years under-

ground following the revolution.

• Books available to military.

Choice Books, the bookrack
ministry of Mennonite Board of

Missions, signed a contract in

late July to supply books to 200

of the 288 U.S. Army and Air

Force Exchange Service
(AAFES) stores. Successful
sales at Keesler Air Force Base
AAFES in Biloxi, Miss., since

late March helped the program
acquire the one-year contract.

• Support families wanted. A
Mennonite-Church of the
Brethren congregation in Co-

lumbia, Mo., is seeking individ-

uals and families who are inter-

ested in relocating to Columbia
to further build up the church.

The Columbia Fellowship began
in 1989 as a Bible study group.

Information available from the

church at P.O. Box 10274, Co-

lumbia, MO 65205-4005, or by
calling Darren Gabbert after

6:00 P.M. at 314 874-1190.

• Drama leader sought. A di-

rector is needed for the 1993

summer drama/music troupe.

The group of six Mennonite
Church college students will

travel from June through Au-
gust, performing across North
America. Information from
Sandi Bromley at the Menno-
nite Board of Education, Box
1142, Elkhart, IN 16515-1142;

phone 219 294-7523.

• College awarded grant. A
grant of $100,000 from Lilly En-
dowment, Inc., will help
Goshen (Ind.) College expand
programs for nontraditional

students. The money, to be
given over the next two years,

will go toward implementing
degree-completion programs.
The college currently has one
such program, with another
scheduled to begin in 1993.

• College receives gift. Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.,

is the recipient of a significant

collection of field and research

notes from liturgical artist

Nancy-Lou Patterson. Patter-

son is one of Canada's foremost
scholars in folk art. Her dona-

tion includes most of her papers
and interviews with Mennonite
folk artists. "It is the raw materi-

al," she says, "of almost every-

thing that I have published or

that has appeared in my exhi-

bitions."

• Record number enroll. Lan-
caster (Pa.) Mennonite High
School began its 50th anniver-

sary Sept. 8 with a record enroll-

ment of 740 students. In his

welcome-back chapel talk, prin-

cipal J. Richard Thomas noted
that today's multicultural stu-

dent body sharply contrasts

with the 150-member, all white

Swiss German Mennonite stu-

dent body of 1942. This year's

enrollment includes students

from Japan, Jordan, Ethiopia,

South Africa, and Somalia.

• Volunteers begin work. Five

Mennonite Church members re-

cently began assignments with

Mennonite Voluntary Service.

They are: Marlene Kroeker,
Vineland, Ont., to Dallas; D. J.

McFadden, New Holland, Pa., to

St. Louis, Mo.; Samuel Puricelli,

Toronto, Ont., to Hutchinson,

Kan.; Dave Smith, Markham,
Ont., to Winnipeg, Man.; Kate
Yoder, Parnell, Iowa, to Mark-
ham, m.

• Correction. The Sept. 15 Gos-

pel Herald failed to credit Lowell

Detweiler for the photo of

Southmost Church on page 9.

• New appointments:
Linda Garber Gunden, assistant

director of Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege's Organizational Manage-
ment Program, a program for

nontraditional students.

• Pastor transitions:

Miriam Book was ordained to lead-

ership ministry at Belmont
Mennonite Church in Elkhart,

Ind., on Aug. 16. Book serves as

associate general secretary of

Mennonite Church General
Board.

David Sutter was ordained to pas-

toral leadership ministry on
Aug. 16 in the Kern Road Men-
nonite Church of South Bend,
Ind. David and his wife, Janice,

serve as copastors of the congre-

gation.

Church increases tenfold. Philadelphia (EMBM)—

A

church in Philadelphia has grown from five members to 53

since its beginning in 1990. Christian Life Fellowship is

pastored by Parker Mavi, pictured right. Parker and Anna
Mavi, originally from South Africa, are serving a three year

church-planting assignment through Eastern Mennonite

Board of Missions.
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Checking out the check in process. Hesston, Kan. (HC)—Hesston (Kan.) College welcomed

students back to campus during its opening weekend Sept. 4-6. Here, Joe Manickam (right),

Hesston College admissions counselor, assists two students with the check-in process. Pictured

are freshmen Wendell Nofziger (left) of West Unity, Ohio, and Jake Nafziger (second from

left) of Archbold, Ohio.

• Missionary transitions:

Neal and Janie Blough returned to

France Sept. 3 following a two-

month North American assign-

ment with Mennonite Board of

Missions. Neal serves on the

leadership team of Foyer Grebel

Christian Community; Janie

teaches English. Both coordi-

nate activities at the Mennonite
Study Centre. Their address is

13 rue du Val d'Osne, 94410 St.

Maurice, France.

Kandace Helmuth returned to the

United States July 19. She
served one year in Brazil as a

mission intern with Mennonite
Board of Missions. Helmuth is

now attending Goshen (Ind.)

College.

Margaret and Everett Metzler re-

turned to China Sept. 1 fol-

lowing a two-month North
American assignment. The
Mennonite Board of Missions

workers serve with China Edu-
cational Exchange (CEE). Mar-
garet is pastoral counselor for

the 28 CEE workers; Everett

teaches English. Their address

is Luo Yang Institute of Tech-

nology, 48 Xi Yuan Ave., Luo
Yang, Henan Province 471039,

People's Republic of China.

Linda Oyer returned to France

Aug. 1 following a one-year

North American assignment.

The MBM worker serves as

dean at European Bible Insti-

tute. Her address is Institute

Biblique Europeen, 60260
Lamorlaye, France.

Tim and Luzdy Stucky began a

three-year General Conference

Overseas Mission assignment in

early August near Cachipay, Co-

lombia. They are the directors

of the Mennonite Chuch camp-

grounds and retreat center there.

Beky Weidner and Carmen Pauls

have begun one-year mission in-

ternships in Israel with Menno-
nite Board of Missions. They
are serving with Father Elias

Chacour. Their address is

The Melkite Community, PO
Box 102, 30012 Ibillin, Gali-

lee, Israel.

Harold and Christine Wenger,

Eastern Board workers, re-

turned July 22 with their son

Aaron for a three-month home
leave from Tanzania. There they

served in Theological Education

by Extension and in adminis-

tration. Their address is c/o

Larry and Marilyn Kennel, 1489

Grandview Rd., Mt. Joy, PA
17552.

David Yeazell returned to China

Aug. 25 following a two-month
North America assignment.
Serving in China with China Ed-
ucation Exchange, he is an over-

seas mission associate with

Mennonite Board of Missions.

His address is Sichuan Teachers
College, Nanchong, Sichuan
637002, People's Republic of

China.

• Coming events:

Alumni weekend, Goshen (Ind.)

College, Oct. 2-4. Events include

the formal dedication of the

newly renovated Science Hall,

awards for honored graduates,

and special performances.

Public affairs lecture series,

Goshen (Ind.) College, Oct. 12.

Former Surgeon General C. Ev-

erett Koop will speak on
"Health Care: Will the Crisis

Deprive Us of the Opportuni-

ties?" during the Frank and
Betty Jo Yoder Public Affairs

Lecture Series this year. On
Nov. 17, Native American activ-

ist Winona LaDuke will speak

on "500 Years After Columbus."
Mission lecture series, Conrad

Grebel College, University of

(Ont.) Waterloo, Oct. 20-23.

Guest lecturer Neuza Itioka will

deliver four addresses on spiri-

tual powers and missions.
Information from Chris Mat-
suda, 519 885-0220, ext. 265.

MCC Great Lakes Annual Meeting,

Kidron (Ohio) Mennonite
Church, Oct. 30-31. "Winds of

Change—Africa in the '90s" is

the theme for the weekend,
which will include workshops,

business sessions, and an ad-

dress by Somali Ahmed Haile.

Registration forms available

from Mennonite Central Com-
mittee Great Lakes, Box 82,

Kidron, OH 44636; phone 216

857-7721.

• New books:

Justice That Heals by Arthur Paul

Boers. Restorative justice is the

subject of the Faith and Life

Press book, subtitled A Biblical

Vision for Victims and Offenders.

Boers offers an alternative ap-

proach to the justice system

—

one which brings healing to

offenders and victims.

• New resources:

Against Great Odds, a 30-minute

video on the Meserete Kristos

Church in Ethiopia, traces the

growth of a church started

through the efforts of Eastern

Board workers. The video is

available from Gateway Films,

Box 540, Worcester, PA 19490;

phone 1 800 523-0226.

An annotated bibliography of

church growth and church min-

istry periodicals is available

from the Mission and Peace Of-

fice of Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries. Re-

quest a copy from Ed Bontrager,

MBCM, P.O. Box 1245, Elkhart,

IN 46515-1245, or call 219 294-

7523.

The 1992-1993 Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) Resource
Catalog lists more than 400
audiovisuals and printed mate-

rials about the mission of MCC,
hunger, peacemaking, and other

topics. Many are free. For a free

catalog, contact MCC, P.O. Box
500, Akron, PA 17501-0500;

phone 717 859-1151. Or contact

MCC Canada, 134 Plaza Drive,

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9; phone
204 261-6381.

• Job openings:
Individual health insurance man-

ager, Mennonite Mutual Aid,

Goshen, Ind. Candidates must
have: a college degree in a busi-

ness-related field; management
experience; RHU designation or

willingness to obtain; minimum
of three years life/health insur-

ance experience with significant

emphasis on individual health

sales; a willingness to travel.

Information from Personnel,

MMA, P.O. Box 483, Goshen, IN
46526; phone 1 800 348-7468.

• Change of address:
Art Byer from Elora, Ont., to 55

Second St., Elmira, ON N3B.

NEW MEMBERS

East Union, Kalona, Iowa:
Terry Hubbell.

North Goshen, Goshen, Ind.:

Stoney Hull.
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BIRTHS

Bergey, Ron and Rebecca
(Gehman), Bethlehem, Pa., Mat-

thew Austin (first child), July 14.

Eichelberger, Brent and Renee
(Litwiller), Tremont, 111., Jacie

Lee (second child), Sept. 1.

Graber, Wes and Pam (Sauder),

Wauseon, Ohio, Kyle David

(third child), Sept. 3.

Hess, Ray and Susan (Lydick),

Sellersville, Pa., Bridgette

Susan (third child), July 31.

Hiebert, Paul and Carol, Leba-

non, Ore., Jonathan Paul (third

child), June 25.

King, John and Karen (Lee),

Wauseon, Ohio, Kayla Johann

(second child), Sept. 8.

Martin, Brad and Leigh (Caesar),

Elmira, Ont, Jenna Leigh (sec-

ond child), July 30.

Moore, Rich and Dawn, Lansdale,

Pa., Leah Christine (third child),

Aug. 9.

Phillimore, Sandy, Wooster,

Ohio, Shaun Tyler (second

child), Sept. 1.

Roberson, Mark and Cindy
(Voth), Salina, Okla., Stephen

Lee (third child), Aug. 28.

Shalaway, David and Carol

(Moyer), Bechtelsville, Pa.,

David Quin (first child), Aug. 31.

Steckley, Jeff and Jan
(Steinmann), New Hamburg,
Ont, Zachary John Steinmann

(third child), July 5.

Wenger, Ron and Becky (Yoder),

Adair, Okla., Ron David (third

child), Aug. 29.

Wittrig, Roy and Rebecca (Stark),

Albany, Ore., Cody Roy (first

child), Sept. 4.

MARRIAGES

Beckler-Stutzman-Eicher: Law-

rence Beckler, Seward, Neb.

(Bellwood), and Lillian

Stutzman-Eicher, Milford, Neb.

(Beth-el), Sept. 5, by John King.

Boydston-Mast: Michael Boyd-

ston, Springfield, Ore., and
Debra Mast, Springfield, Ore.

(Lebanon), Aug. 1, by Ronald

Lida.

Driver-Bixler: Rodney Driver,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Weavers),

and Melody Bixler, Harrison-

burg, Va. (Kidron), Sept. 5, by

Joseph C. Shenk and Bill

Detweiler.

Drudge-Huebner: Kevin

Drudge, Markham, Ont. (Rouge

Valley), and Rochelle Huebner,

Winnipeg, Man. (Charleswood),

Aug. 16, by Steve Drudge and

Harry Huebner.

Dyck-Schweitzer: Timothy Rob-

ert Dyck, Winkler, Man. (Grace),

and Barbara Lynne Schweitzer,

Kitchener, Ont. (Erb Street),

Aug. 23, by Doug Snyder.

Grote-Kempf: Kent Grote,

Shickley, Neb., and Anita

Kempf, Shickley, Neb. (Salem),

Aug. 1, by Wilton Detweiler.

Nolt-Miller: Steven Nolt, Lancas-

ter, Pa. (Mellinger), and Rachel

Miller, Engadine, Mich. (Wild-

wood), July 25, by John Troyer

and Marlin K. Martin.

Reist-Thompson: Willis Reist,

Tofield, Alta. (Salem), and Lisa

Thompson, Edmonton, Alta.,

Aug. 22, by Levi Smoker.

Wambold-Bair: Jerry Wambold,
Telford, Pa., and Jessica Bair,

Harleysville, Pa. (Covenant
Community Fellowship), Aug.

29, by Earl Anders.

Wenger-Estes: Lowell Wenger,

Richmond, Va. (First), and
Aimee Estes, Richmond, Va.,

Aug. 1, by Wayne Speigle.

DEATHS

Brubacher, Arthur C, 75,

Elmira, Ont. Born: May 19, 1917,

Woolwich Twp., Ont., to Moses
and Elizabeth Brubacher. Died:

Aug. 30, 1992, Kitchener, Ont.

Survivor—brother: Francis. Fu-

neral and burial: Sept. 2, St.

Jacobs Mennonite Church, by
Sue C. Steiner and Harold
Schlegel.

Chupp, Barbara (Nissley), 82,

Salem, Ore. Born: Aug. 18, 1910,

Fairview, Mich., to Daniel and

Lydia (Yoder) Nissley. Died:

Aug. 26, 1992, Salem, Ore., of a

heart attack. Survivors—hus-

band: Monroe Chupp; children:

Vernon, Lyla Snyder, Marilyn

Pace, Maury, Francis, Carol

Reisig, Claudia Beechy, Sheila

Hochstetler; brothers and sis-

ters: Kathryn Hostetler, Rufus

Nissley, Ann Kauffman, Ru-

dolph Nissley, Ruth Mullet; fos-

ter sister: Rosella White; 21

grandchildren, one great-grand-

child. Predeceased by: Marlene

Hartzler (daughter). Funeral:

Aug. 29, Evangelical Church of

North America, Glendive,
Mont., by Fred Kanagy and Bob
Weinberger. Burial: Dawson
County Cemetery.

Good, Mary (Stoner), 87,

Manheim, Pa. Born: Dec. 29,

1904, Lancaster County, Pa., to

Albert Miller and Mary
(Kraybill) Stoner. Died: Sept. 4,

1992, Manheim, Pa., of a stroke.

Survivors—husband: Martin

Good; children: Elva S. Charles,

Wilbur S.; brothers: Andrew,

Menno; 7 grandchildren, 14

great-grandchildren. Funeral:

Sept. 9, Erisman Mennonite
Church, by Eric Henderson, An-

drew Miller, and Norman Shenk.

Burial: Good's Mennonite Cem-
etery.

Greiner, Joseph H., 87, Mount
Joy, Pa. Born: Sept. 14, 1904,

Lancaster County, Pa., to Henry

S. and Lizzie (Heisey) Greiner.

Died: Aug. 20, 1992, Lancaster,

Pa. Survivors— children: J.

Henry, Helen Oberholtzer, Jane

Moyer; 5 grandchildren, 9 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Alice H. (Baum) Greiner (wife).

Funeral: Aug. 24, Mount Joy

Mennonite Church, by Joe N.

Shere and Shelley Shellen-

berger. Burial: East Petersburg

Mennonite Cemetery.

Heatwole, Susan Arlene
(Roth), 52, Harrisonburg, Va.

Born: Dec. 26, 1939, Ontario,

Calif., to Jacob S. and Mary
(Buckwalter) Roth. Died: Aug.

31, 1992, Harrisonburg, Va., of

complications from diabetes.

Survivors—husband: Jacob
Heatwole; children: Myron,
Merwin, Maynard, Monica Hege,

Melodie; Merlynne Keener,

Maretta; siblings: James, Sam-

uel, and David Roth, Lois

Shetler, Rosanna Roth, Ruth

Georgiades; 10 grandchildren.

Funeral: Sept. 3, Harrisonburg

Mennonite Church, by Wayne
North and Steve Yoder. Burial:

Ml <t> «

Eastern Board volunteers oriented. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Some 24 voluntary service

workers took part in discipleship training Aug. 24 to Sept. 11 in preparation for their

assignments with Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. They are: front row, from left—Juanita

Marks, Benjamin Woodard, Cheryl Weber, Tammy High, Ann Schrock. Second row—Steve

and Marsha Freed, Gloria Keener, Mary Beth Heatwole, Cynthia Wert, Sarah Porter. Third

row—Lonna, Noah, and Duane Zimmerman, Melanie Martin, Sonja Martin, Jennifer Mast,

Benjamin Derstine. Back row—Douglas Horst, Randy Lebold, John and Wannetta DellaBarba,

Bernd Koppenhofer, Rod Groff.
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Bank Mennonite Church Ceme-
tery.

Hochstetler, Maggie Ellen
(Fisher), 82, Kalona, Iowa.

Born: Feb. 22, 1910, Iowa
County, Iowa, to Samuel S. and

Mary (Yoder) Fisher. Died:

Sept. 7, 1992, Kalona, Iowa, of

cancer. Survivors— children:

Leslie, Jim, Harlan, Karen
Gingerich; brothers and sisters:

Leonard, Vernon, Waldo, Luetta

Hampton- Johnson, Fern
Troyer; 13 grandchildren, 6

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Ray Hochstetler

(husband). Funeral and burial:

Sept. 10, Lower Deer Creek
Mennonite Church, by Orie

Wenger and Wayne Bohn.

Kurtz, Edna M., 74, Morgantown,
Pa. Born: March 3, 1918, Mor-
gantown, Pa., to Isaac and Anna
(Mast) Kurtz. Died: Aug. 27,

1992, Morgantown, Pa., in a car

accident. Survivor— sister:

Sadie Mast. Funeral and burial:

Aug. 31, Conestoga Mennonite
Church, by Omar Kurtz and
Harvey Stoltzfus.

Otto, Jonas J., 64, Phoenix, Ariz.

Born: June 24, 1928, Daviess

County, Ind., to Jonas and Mary
(Graber) Otto. Died: Aug. 30,

1992, Phoenix, Ariz., of cancer.

Survivors—wife: Nancy
(Beachy) Otto; children: Wil-

liam Dean, Patricia Ann Beachy,

Robert Dale, Dorcas LaVon
Dunigan; brothers and sisters:

John, Amanda, Martha; 9 grand-

children. Predeceased by: Roger
Eddie (son). Funeral and burial:

Sept. 4, Hartville Mennonite
Church, by Dave Hall and Henry
Schrock.

Peachey, Samuel Y., 86, Belle-

ville, Pa. Born: Sept. 1, 1906,

Mifflin County, Pa., to Issac C.

and Cassie E. (Yoder) Peachey.

Died: Sept. 6, 1992, Belleville,

Pa. Survivors—wife: Elizabeth

Ann (Hostetler) Peachey. Fu-

neral and burial: Sept. 10, Al-

lensville Mennonite Church, by

Phil Barr, Paul Bender, and
Howard Witmer.

Rhodes, Grace G. (Swartzen-
druber), 81, Kalona, Iowa.

Born: Oct. 6, 1910, Kalona, Iowa,

to Harvey and Sarah
(Freyenberger) Swartzen-
druber. Died: Sept. 3, 1992, Iowa

City, Iowa. Survivors—hus-

band: John Rhodes; sons: Jay,

Charles; brother: Emerson
Swartzendruber; 6 grandchil-

dren, 8 great-grandchildren. Pre-

deceased by: Charlotte Elaine

(daughter). Funeral and burial:

Sept. 6, East Union Mennonite

Church, by Michael Loss and
Noah Helmuth.

Roth, Kenneth Keith, 62, Sew-

ard Neb. Born: May 19, 1930,

Milford, Neb., to Ezra and
Mattie (Eicher) Roth. Died:

Sept. 7, 1992, Seward, Neb., of

cancer. Survivors—wife: Bar-

bara (Schweitzer) Roth; chil-

dren: Douglas, Peggy Fry,

Paula; brothers and sisters:

Lonnie, Clifford, Doretta
Schweitzer, Imagene Burkey,

Julie Hafer; 5 grandchildren.

Funeral: Sept. 9, Bellwood
Mennonite Church, by Noah
Kolb.

Schmucker, Raymond F., 90,

Canton, Ohio. Born: April 11,

1902, Stark County, Ohio, to

Christian and Lydia Schmucker.
Died: Aug. 11, 1992, Canton,

Ohio. Survivors—wife: Marjorie

(Weldy) Schmucker; children:

Vera Van Horn, Roy M.; step-

children: Reta Gerber, Ronald
Schrock; 8 grandchildren, 6

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Margaret (Martin)

Schmucker (first wife) and Paul

R. (son). Funeral and burial:

Aug. 13, Beech Mennonite
Church, by Dan Graber and Bill

Detweiler.

Sell, Shirley, 60. Born: March 11,

1932, Telford, Pa., to Franklin

and Jerusa (Brey) Sell. Died:

Aug. 26, 1992, Sellersville, Pa.,

of a pulmonary embolism. Sur-

vivors—brothers and sisters:

Harry, Pauline, Ethel Norris.

Funeral and burial: Aug. 31,

Souderton Mennonite Church,

by Joe M. Haines and Steve

Nyce.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Publication Board
meeting, Chicago, Oct. 16-17

Region I Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice annual meeting, Belleville,

Pa., Oct. 17

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Oct. 22-24

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 22-

24

Southeast Conference annual
meeting, Brooksville, Fla., Oct.

23-25

Annual MEDA convention, Den-
ver, Oct. 29-Nov. 1

Region III Mennonite Disaster

Service annual meeting, Roach,

Mo., Oct. 30-31

Goshen College Board of Over-

seers meeting, Goshen, Ind.,

Nov. 5-7

Hesston College Board of Over-

seers meeting, Hesston, Kan.,

Nov. 6-7

How some students

do math at Rosedale £t}

Nathan Yoder

College class of '93

years at

Rosedale

years at a

Christian

liberal arts

college

= BA
Bachelor of Arts

in Social Sciences

Maria Gingerich

College class of '94

year at

Rosedale
Considering college?

Many students are

finding a year or two

at Rosedale provides

a strong academic
and spiritual spring-

board into degree
programs at Mennonite and other

Christian liberal arts colleges.

They are also discovering that

tuition at Rosedale—a Mennonite

junior Bible college—is less than half

that of the average Christian college.

Discover a whole new way of adding

up the years needed for a college

degree. Discover Rosedale!

Laying A Sure Foundation

For information or a catalog, contact:

Admissions, Rosedale Bible Institute.

2270 Rosedale Rd.. Irwin, OH 43029
tel 614«857»1311 fax 614-857«1314

Rosedale
BIBLE INSTITUTE
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THE LAST WORD

Seven months of tough lessons
Little more than seven months ago, Gospel Her-

ald carried its first news story of a Mennonite

conference on sexual abuse. The same issue had

a report of a minister's credentials being re-

moved for sexual misconduct.

Since then we've carried news stories, features,

and many letters on sexual abuse and misconduct.

Pulling them all together recently, even I was

surprised when the accumulation came to more
than 60 pages!

I'm not sure all the dust has settled. It may be

too soon to draw conclusions. But I've learned a

few lessons the past seven months:
• Lesson 1: Sex is a touchy, difficult sub-

ject. How difficult and how touchy I was soon to

find out. Letters and phone calls came pouring

in. They're still coming.

Some of us deal with the touchiness with

anger. Few subjects have elicited as many irate

responses in my lifetime as a Mennonite editor

than this one.

A few try humor. "Adam and Eve didn't have

abusive childhoods" is one I can print.

Some cancel subscriptions. To Gospel Herald.

To other publications. Mennonite editors are re-

porting subscription declines, some because of

the message we've carried, some because of the

way we've carried it.

• Lesson 2: We have a major problem. One
statistic says that as high as 38 percent of pas-

tors become sexually involved with a parishioner

at some time. That statistic is way too high for

Mennonites, isn't it?

I am beginning to wonder. My file folder of let-

ters and stories is getting much too full. By now
they have a too-familiar ring.

Some is sexually mistreated by a father, a min-

ister, even a grandfather. "The first time I

talked to anyone about it, I was told to forgive

and forget," the latest letter says. "Three years

later I told someone else, and they said it was

my fault because probably I wanted it."

Even a one percent statistic among us means
we have a critical problem. We must address it.

• Lesson 3: Sexual misconduct is a sin

that must not be minimized. How often have I

been reminded that sexual misconduct is just

one of many sins? "What about gossip and greed

and pride?" I'm asked.

Sure, these are sins too. But to set them along-

side sexual misconduct trivializes the problem.

It makes it too easy not to take a bad situation

seriously.

Sexual sin goes to the heart of one's being.

Many individuals cannot come to terms with any-

thing else until they deal with the pain and hurt

and loss of self-confidence that goes with being

violated sexually.

Is the same true for a group? For a denomi-

nation? Can we deal with "other concerns" while

we hurt from loss of trust and confidence in lead-

ership the past months have brought?
• Lesson 4: We must deal with sexual sins

for the sake of healthy homes and trustwor-

thy leaders. "Are there no decent pastor-mem-

ber relationships?" one reader asks. "Are our

homes all full of abuse?"

Of course not. Even if the outrageously high

38 percent statistic is true, the majority of pas-

tor-member relations are healthy. The bulk of

our homes are good and loving.

But the past seven months have called all into

question. "I'm afraid to hug anyone anymore," a

pastor says. "I don't talk or brag about my chil-

dren," says a father.

For the sake of healthy families and rela-

tionships, we must find ways to deal with the ab-

errations. Otherwise suspicion rests on all.

• Lesson 5: God may be calling us to wit-

ness out of our brokenness. Our task is not to

debate how widespread the problem is. It is to

listen to God's prompting for the next steps. It

is to find ways to experience healing, forgive-

ness, and reconciliation.

As we do, we may become witnesses for good

news in a broken world. Sexual abuse and mis-

conduct seem rampant in our culture. People ev-

erywhere are looking for help and healing.

Today the church can provide an answer out of

our own experience.

The past seven months have been difficult

ones for the church. We want desperately to put

the past behind us and get on with "real business."

Right now that "business" may be to deal with the

brokenness of sexual misconduct and abuse. For

our own sakes. For the sake of the church. And
for the sake of a world that needs an example of

bringing wholeness out of brokenness.—jlp
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Of Cowboys, Christians,

Canaanites, and Indians

The Exodus story, an inspiration for the

oppressed through the ages, too soon

becomes the conqueror's story as the

liberated look for a land of their own.

Once upon a time in the suburbs of Jerusa-

lem, I can imagine two little Hebrew boys

played rousing games of cowboys and

Canaanites. Sometimes a little cowboy would get

hit with a make-believe arrow, but that didn't

fi matter too much. Everyone knew that—always,

always— the Canaanites would lose and the cow-

H^™- boys would win.

Mennonite pastor and Cheyenne peace chief Law- From their first days in school, those two He-
rence Hart: he wears a George Washington peace

brew , had learned the standardized story of
medal, given to 19th century Cheyenne chiefs by the ^ Wegt wag wQn Th had read [n their
US. government as a sign of friendship. See page 6.

geography lessons about how their foreparents

discovered this land. It was a land of destiny for

^LSO /AT THIS ISSUE them, the "promised land" of milk and honey, a

religious refuge from King Pharaoh's oppressive

rule. They celebrated the Harvest Festival every

A Cheyenne chief can also year with images of smiling Canaanites and smil-

be a Mennonite pastor 6 ing Pilgrims standing around a great banquet

table filled with manna and dressing. They sang

What can I do about what ™th Purest™tive
>

"c
fTe

'
v* ***** P^f'"

o n come, raise the song of harvest home. . . . God
happened 500 years ago / /

our Maker doth provide . .
. » They sang and ate.

And after the meal, the moms cleaned the

Farmers hope for rain dishes while the dads sat down to watch a good

as drought continues 9 game of football between the Buffalo Bills and

by

James
E. Bren-

neman



God knows what it's like to be power-
less. The symbol of God is a victim's

cross, whose story is forever silenced by
the war-whoops of God's own children.

the Washington Redskins (the Bills were heavily

favored). The kids ran outside to play cowboys
and Canaanites. All was well in the land of the

free.

The Exodus story is wonderful. It has been
used by oppressed peoples of all ages as inspira-

tion on the road to the promised land of free-

dom, be that Canaan or America. It's the story

of a God who takes the side of slaves and power-
less peasants against all odds and liberates them
from bondage. It's still the story of hope today
for many people all across the world. The story
of Almighty God, the deliverer.

The problem is that it isn't long until the

story shifts ever so slightly but so surely.

The newly liberated look for a land to call

their own, a place they can defend against any
future kings and lords. Just as surely, God the

deliverer becomes God the conqueror: "And
when the Lord your God gives them [the enemy
nations] over to you and you defeat them, then
you must utterly destroy them" (Deut. 7:2).

Within 300 years after the Exodus, the land
that had been "the Land of Canaan" for almost
2,000 years became "the Land of Israel." Those
who had first lived freely in the land had now be-
come extinct or—best

—
"aliens," "sojourners,"

"foreigners" in their own land.

Not that long ago, growing up in a pacifist

home, I can still remember our neighborhood
make-believe wars of cowboys and Indians. We'd
take turns being the bad guys (Indians) because
none of us were willing to lose all the time, even
in make-believe battles. Like the Hebrew cow-
boys before us, it was all innocent fun. Or was
it? The subtle mythmaking had begun. The cry

of a whole people was being drowned out with

our make-believe war-whoops.
One sure way to bury the historic memory of a

people is to make trivial their experience. The
dime-store novel, the wild-West show, the de-
meaning descriptions ("savages") undermine the
dignity of a whole people. Worst yet, if the ma-
jority can couch its story within another more
powerful story of liberation against great odds,
the silence of the minority is even more assured.
The minority soon become the alien, the so-

journer, the foreigner in their own homeland.

The story of the Canaanites is the story of

our Native American brothers and sisters

in North America. We rightfully sing the

Exodus anthem as the message to all oppressed
people everywhere: "We shall overcome . . .

someday." In our singing, we must also realize

that the Exodus story, from the eyes of the Ca-
naanite or Native American, is also a story of
conquest.

In our own land, it wasn't long until the free-

dom songs of pilgrim immigrants—free from the
tyranny of religious persecution and oppressive
taxation of the European motherland—became
songs of the frontier. They were victory songs as
one more group of "savages" was rounded up
and massacred.

The stage was set years earlier by the Spanish
conquistadors mopping up the spoils of their

hero, Columbus. Story after story of brutal sav-

agery on the part of Christian "discoverers" in

the Americas can be cited. In one instance,

Atahualpa, a Peruvian chief, was given the
choice of death by burning if he did not convert
to Christianity—or the more merciful death by
strangulation if he converted. Chalk one up for

Christian outreach!

Another native chief, Hatuay, of the Cacique
peoples, was caught and sentenced to be burned
alive for the crime of refusing to convert to

Christianity. As he was bound to the stake, he
was given one last chance to convert. The friar

held out an evangelistic "carrot," painting a pic-

One sure way to bury the me-
mory of a people and to un-
dermine their dignity is to

make trivial their experience.

ture of the glories of heaven. For good measure,
the priest also wielded the "big stick" of torture

in hell if Hatuay refused to repent.

Hatuay then asked, "Are there Christians in

heaven?" "Indeed!" replied the friar. Hatuay re-

sponded, "Then I will not go to a place where I

may meet again with one of that cursed race."

In the past 500 years, white men have seized

almost all of the Indian tribal lands. Many trea-

ties concluded with these words of assurance,

guaranteeing land rights to the native people:

"as long as the sun shall rise, as long as waters
shall run, as long as the grass shall grow." One
old chieftain noted, "They made us more prom-
ises than I can remember, but they never kept
but one. They promised to take our land, and
they took it."

By 1840, the six Native American nations of

the North and the five nations of the South had
been forcibly removed beyond the Mississippi.
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God invites us to forsake de-

meaning innuendo, behind-

the-scenes racial humor, and
allegiance to national gods.

By 1890 the fighting Sioux were herded into res-

ervations and butchered at Wounded Knee. (As

late as 1992, the mayor of a Northeast Canadian

town was attempting to annex lands of the Mo-

hawk nation for a golf course.) The circle was

broken. The Native peoples were regarded as

aliens in their own land. Christ, the liberator of

religiously oppressed freedom-seekers to Amer-

ica, had become Christ the conqueror.

Quite by accident, the Bible has—thank-
fully, but barely—preserved the voices

of the silenced Canaanites in between

the lines about freed Hebrew slaves. But

their voice can be heard if we listen. The story

of the Canaanites is the story of the Native

Americans and all other silent minorities in the

land. Their stories must no longer be drowned

out, even as we celebrate the new-found free-

doms and homelands of other peoples, however

right and just those experiences are also.

The gospel message is for Canaanites and Indi-

ans and all others who understand utter defeat

and abandonment. God hears the voices crying

out from between the lines of Scripture because

God too has been there. God's own story is

sometimes lost between the lines of sacred

texts. God knows what it's like to be powerless,

defeated, and alone. The symbol of God is a

victim's cross, whose story is forever silenced by

the war-whoops of God's own children. God

knows oppression and death first- hand. God

came to the brink of annihilation under

Pharaoh's lash, upon the ash heaps of exile, and

on Jesus' cross.

The "scandal" of the gospel (Paul's words,

not mine), concerns the defeated God in

Christ on the cross. Nations and peoples

everywhere and forever (including our own

"Christian" nation) no more want to hear this

truth as truth. They will not until they too have

become powerless, weak, and alone in the world.

Then, the gospel of the cross will sound mighty

good.

The destiny of the conquering Lion of the

tribe of Judah symbolizes the destiny of any

would-be conquering tribe or nation or denomi-

nation that hopes for final victory. The victory of

the Lion came about in its complete sacrifice as

slain Lamb for all people everywhere (Rev. 5:1-

12).

The powerful—and those seeking power—

aren't going to accept such a God. They never

have and never will. But there is no other god

worthy to open history's scroll, save the sacri-

ficed Lamb. All who are powerless, weak, and

without voice—be they Canaanite or Native

American or any hurting soul—can be assured of

such a God's love.

God hears the silenced cries of Canaanites

and Indians and others who bear the brunt of

"faithful" conquerings. A God who can identify

with us—not in our mighty but in our weakest

moments—such a God alone among the gods is

worthy to open the scroll of our histories:

"You are worthy to take the scroll and to open

its seals, for you were slaughtered and by your

blood you ransomed for God saints from every

tribe and language and people and nation; you

have made them to be a kingdom and priests

serving our God, and they will reign on earth"

(Rev. 5:9-10, italics added).

A God who can identify with

us—not in our mighty but in

our weakness moments—such

a God is worthy to open the

scrolls of our history.

God invites us to acknowledge the "sins" of

our foreparents, who silenced the voices of many

Native peoples. God invites us to repent of our

own acts of prejudice as we too often continue

to play the deadly game of cowboys and Indians,

Canaanites and Christians. God invites us to for-

sake demeaning innuendo, to spurn behind-the-

scenes racial humor, to renounce our allegiance

to national tribal gods who seek to rule with

power and might.

God invites us, with the Lamb, to stand in soli-

darity with our brothers and sisters of every

tribe and language and people and nation who

suffer defeat by another's hand. May we work to

give voice and lands to the "sojourner" among

us, whose native homeland has become our own.

James E. Brenneman, Pasadena, Calif., is cur-

rently on study-leave from the pastoral team of

the Pasadena Mennonite Church. Jim also serves

as vice-president of the Council of Anabaptists in

Los Angeles.
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READERS SAY

In
1940-1941, I was a senior at East-

ern Mennonite High School,

Harrisonburg, Va. That same year

Richard Detweiler was a college stu-

dent. We were playing baseball one

day, the college versus the high school,

and the college was at bat. All bases

were loaded when Dick Detweiler took

the bat. He hit a home run, clearing the

bases, and assuring victory to the col-

lege team. I still remember that game
vividly.

Throughout the years since those

high school and college days, I have

watched Dick Detweiler "clear the

bases" many times during his service as

pastor, bishop, and college president.

He cleared the bases and helped many
a person get home to glory.

As I read his final sermon, Where
Have Our Convictions Gone? (Aug.

25), I couldn't help but think this was
another time Dick had cleared the

bases. As someone who has watched
his faithful life and witness, to me this

sermon was his final time at bat, his

final home run.

Maurice E. Lehman
Lancaster, Pa.

You attempt each week to create a

magazine with material that is

biblical, informative, and worthy

of being consumed. The record is clear:

you, your staff, and your writers and
stringers consistently do an excellent

job. Your editorial, How Do You Rec-
ognize a True Prophet? (Aug. 25) was
in keeping with your usual style of being

pastoral and instructive at the same time.

Your thoughts led me again to a chap-

ter on prophets in Colin Morris's book,

Mankind My Church. He writes: the

false prophet is one who tells the world

how things ought to be; the true

prophet tells the world how things re-

ally are. "The prophetic task is to get

at the truth in this world, believing that

S' Pontius' Puddle

every testimony to the truth is a testi-

mony to the one who is the Truth."

Important words, are they not, for a

people living in a culture where distor-

tion and cover-up are the norm?
Thanks for your part in helping us exer-

cise discernment.

Jerry Van Spronsen

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Friendliness Is Important, but It

Isn't Enough (Sept. 1). For years

I have been uncomfortable with

things like charging fees for church

events and unwritten dress codes,

which may exclude the poor. But since

I have not heard anyone else talk about
these things until now, I had begun to

wonder if I was just being "picky" or

stubborn. In a self-righteous kind of

way, I feel vindicated. This article will

affect my choices in the future, espe-

cially regarding how I dress.

Most of us nonpoor need a great deal

of help to see the effects of our wealth

upon our social lives. If we are sur-

rounded by family, friends, and neigh-

bors who are relatively affluent, we
have no eyes to see the world from the

viewpoint of the poor. In order to see

through their eyes, we must spend time

interacting with the poor.

Gospel Herald can provide some
much-needed encouragement in this di-

rection by publishing more articles like

this one—articles which examine the re-

lationship between economic class and
the level of social and spiritual life we
find in our churches.

Steven G. Gehman
Souderton, Pa.

uidelines for Reporting Sexual
I —Misconduct and Other Sensi-

tive Stories (July 7). If we con-

sider truth and accuracy to be
important when we consider the plight

of the victim, there ought to be an

4

equal consideration for truth and accu-

racy when we consider the plight of the

accused. There is absolutely nothing in

the eight items in these guidelines that

would allow the accused to present evi-

dence of truth and accuracy that are in

his favor. If the editor chooses to ignore

evidence to the contrary, he has no obli-

gation to present the whole truth.

To most of us this wouldn't be a prob-

lem. But for one who is falsely accused,

or when accusations are taken out of

context or evidence to the contrary is ig-

nored, this leaves no room for truth to

be published that may be against popu-
lar sentiment.

Lester S. Yoder

Apple Creek, Ohio

Your policy of publishing informa-

tion about sexual abuse by
church leaders has my strong sup-

port. I admire your initiative and cour-

age in addressing this problem when it

would be easier and safer for you to ig-

nore it.

The embarrassement experienced by
offenders from public exposure does

not compare in any meaningful way to

the deep shame and self-blame felt by
victims. Victims cany within them-
selves, often for years, the voice of self-

condemnation and hatred. At least

offenders hear the voice of judgment
from the outside—and that for a short

period of time only, given the willing-

ness of most people to give them an-

other chance.

The best rationale for public expo-

sure and censure is that many offend-

ers will not make needed changes

without public pressure applied for a

significant period of time. The lies and
excuses of offenders flow out of a sys-

tem of rationalizations, some of which

are religious in nature. The deceit and
the lies are identified over a period of

time, and the motivation to change

comes from the community's ongoing

pressure on the individual.

The church's credibility as a caring

and safe community is threatened un-

less we deal thoroughly and openly with

leaders when their behavior calls into

question their character and fitness to

lead. We must not restore them to posi-

tions of power without a rigorous and
long-term process which teaches offend-

ers to feel the pain of the devastation

I caused by their conduct.

| Paul N. Hartman
1 Indianapolis, Ind.
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READERS SAY

The matter of moral failure among
church leaders continues to elicit

intense and deeply felt responses

from us. I too am saddened and pained

by it all. But I am not writing to casti-

gate the Gospel Herald for its handling

of these matters.

Rather, I want to note what I observe

to be a glaring omission in all this dis-

cussion: I have heard very little about

restoration. Plenty has been said about

how persons are being destroyed by the

publicity. Where are the voices calling

for restoration? If we believe the gospel

to be a word of forgiveness and reconcil-

iation, we need to practice that. If we be-

lieve God is in the business of change and

transformation, let's help that to happen.

In no way am I suggesting that we
minimize the pain and hurt inflicted on

the victims. Nor am I calling for "cheap

forgiveness." But assuming there is re-

pentance, and that sin has been ac-

knowledged as sin, we as a church must

allow these persons to be healed and re-

stored to fellowship and ministry. If we
cannot, then we know little of grace.

(Perhaps that is why there are not more

"wounded healers" among us.)

Has our theology too long stressed

the need to "be good" to the point that

we have forgotten that all of us are for-

given sinners? I regularly am aware of

my need of God's grace; I want to ex-

tend that to my brothers and sisters

who have failed.

Marty Kolb-Wyckoff

Taftsville, Vt.

As a former Mennonite Central

Committee worker working with

Somalis in northeastern Kenya, I

have felt a personal anguish over the de-

spair of these good people of East Af-

rica.

My wife and I lived in Garissa,

Kenya, a trading center for Somalis and

stopping off point for many traveling to

Nairobi or Tanzania. Often I remember
the Somali who, upon hearing of a Men-
nonite couple living in Garissa, would

find us at our home. They would speak

highly of their school experience with

Mennonites in Mogadishu or Kismayu.

Names like Harold Reed, David Shenk,

Bertha Beachy, Hershey Leaman, and

Faye Miller would flow from their lips.

There were other names we didn't

know, but the message was always the

same: A warm feeling toward a group of

people who were committed to making

their lives better. There was no better

testament to the work and commitment
of the Mennonite missionaries who
lived in Somalia than these traveling

Somalis who stopped at our home.

A recent photo in the New York

Times of a 15-year-old girl at a relief

site in Somalia brought the pain of all

this even closer for me. My daughter,

born in East Africa, is also 15. She and

the girl of the photograph were born in

the same year, in the same part of the

world, and with the same hopes and

fears experienced by all parents. Yet

my daughter lives, and this girl dies.

For all of us who worked, lived, and

came to love the Somalis, it is an espe-

cially tragic scene. But for the entire

Mennonite Church that has invested so

much in personnel, prayer, and hope

for the Somalis—this is a reminder of

how fragile life is in this part of the

world. Could we not designate a Sun-

day this fall for prayer and fasting for

the Somalis?

Steve Elzinga

Erie, Mich.

We are Manhattan Mennonite

Fellowship, a congregation

which has a bond with the

larger Mennonite Church yet is at home
in the city—open to its culture and com-

mitted to working at its problems. We
want to expand our core of diverse but

compatible people to build a stable con-

gregation that nurtures people in the

midst of flux and frees them to live as

Christians. Great opportunity exists to

work for peace, to work with homeless

and marginalized people, to expand the

services offered at Menno House (a

short-term church residence), tS be part-

ners with other Mennonite congrega-

tions in the city whose members
comprise a wide range of backgrounds.

We are inviting Mennonites and other

kindred spirits to move to New York

City and join our experiment in being

the church in such a cosmopolitan set-

ting. We need highly motivated people

for whom it would be personally fulfill-

ing to engage in the culture of the city

from a committed, yet open-minded

Christian stance. We welcome people

who share a vision for a community in

which faith in Christ is nurtured and

then expressed in peacemaking, social

service, and evangelism.

John Rempel
Nancy Benigus

Clarke Bell

New York, NY.
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When two peace traditions meet:

A Cheyenne chief can also
be a Mennonite pastor

"1 have synthesized both traditions

within my own life, and I find that rath-

er exciting. . . .We are no longer strangers

but members in the household of God."

by

Ryan
News-
wanger

Lawrence Hart is rooted in two peace tradi-

tions. One is Anabaptist; the other Native

American. As a Cheyenne peace chief,

Lawrence helps continue a long tradition of

chiefs as peacemakers. He heads the Circle

Keepers, a group which teaches Cheyenne chil-

dren about their heritage.

Lawrence also is a Mennonite. He has served

as pastor of First Mennonite Church in Clinton,

Okla. Currently he is a member of the Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC) U.S. Executive

Committee.

"I have synthesized both traditions within my
own life, and I find that rather exciting," he

says. "I can be a peace chief, and at the same
time I can be a Mennonite with a strong empha-

sis on being a peacemaker."

When Lawrence became a Cheyenne chief in

1958, he vowed to follow the instructions of

tribal hero Sweet Medicine, which have always

guided the actions of Cheyenne chiefs: "You
chiefs are peacemakers. Though your son might

be killed in front of your tepee, you should not

take revenge. Then you would be called an honest

chief

r

A Cheyenne chief dedicates his life to the wel-

fare of the Cheyenne people. Chiefs have always

been responsible for maintaining peace within

the tribe as well as with the "outside." They are

often called "peace chiefs."

Before white settlers moved westward onto

the Great Plains in the mid- 1800s, the

Cheyenne were a small but powerful no-

madic tribe. Cheyenne warriors were feared by
other Plains tribes, and they wielded much
power within the tribe as well. A delicate bal-

ance of power existed between the Cheyenne
warrior societies and the chiefs. The chiefs were

the most respected men in the tribe, and the

warriors listened to their advice before making
any decisions.

When white settlers and soldiers came to

Cheyenne territory, the tribe became involved in

a struggle for survival. The settlers disturbed

the buffalo herds, the source of life for the Chey-

enne. Corrupt treaties limited the Cheyenne to

increasingly smaller areas.

The Cheyenne warriors violently resisted the

loss of their land and way of life. The chiefs also

tried to protect their people, but they followed

Sweet Medicine's instructions to be peacemak-

ers—often with tragic results.

Chief Lean Bear was killed by U.S. soldiers

as he rode toward them, unarmed. When
he was killed, Lean Bear was wearing a

peace medal and carrying papers which explained

his friendliness to the settlers. Both items had been

given to him by President Abraham Lincoln in 1863.

In 1864, a peaceful Cheyenne camp, which had

been promised protection from white soldiers,

was attacked by the Colorado militia. The sol-

diers killed more than 300 Cheyenne, many of

them women, elderly, and children. Chief White

Antelope was killed as he tried to stop the at-

tack on the village. He had walked unarmed to-

ward the charging cavalry soldiers, first pleading

Lawrence Hart (left), Clinton, Okla., during a meet-

ing of the U.S. section of Mennonite Central Com-

mittee, on which he serves as a member-at-large.
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by David Schrock-Shenk

with them, then singing his death song until he

was shot down. This event became known as the

Sand Creek Massacre.

Only a few people escaped that massacre. One
who did so would become Lawrence Hart's great-

great-grandmother.

Following the betrayal of the Sand Creek Mas-
sacre, Chief Black Kettle said at a treaty meet-

ing in 1865, "Although the troops have struck us,

we throw it all behind, and are glad to meet you
in peace and friendship. . . .We are different na-

tions, but it seems as if we were but one people,

whites and all."

Although Black Kettle was a constant advo-

cate for peace with the white settlers, his peace-

ful village on the Washita River was attacked by
troops under Colonel George A. Custer in No-
vember, 1868. Black Kettle and his wife were
killed as they tried to escape across the river.

Today's Cheyenne chiefs seek the survival

of their people as the chiefs of the 19th

century did. Today's struggle isn't against

U.S. cavalry soldiers, however. It is against the

overwhelming force of the dominant North Amer-
ican culture.

The chiefs play a large part in helping the

tribe maintain their sacred traditions. Through
the Circle Keepers, Lawrence teaches Cheyenne
children the dances, songs, and history of the

Cheyenne people, including the peacemaking tra-

dition of the chiefs.

Lawrence says, "We seek to tell these children

who they are. We want them to have a very

strong self and tribal identity." Lawrence be-

lieves that this bedrock of tribal identity can

help the children avoid the temptations of alco-

hol or drug abuse.

"Native Americans are not unique in choosing

between our culture and another," Lawrence
says. "We are trying to teach our children to

choose the best aspects of the two cultures. The
peace chief tradition is certainly one to keep and
practice."

This extraordinary dedication to peace and
tribal preservation comes from a people stereo-

typed as savage warriors. The tradition of the

Cheyenne peace chiefs challenges such stereo-

types. It also challenges all Christians to be
peacemakers in a violence-dominated world.

Ryan Newswanger, Akron, Pa., is on the informa-

tion services staff of Mennonite Central Commit-

tee. Ryan was also producer of "Your Chiefs Are
Peacemakers, " an MCC video featuring Lawrence
Hart and the Cheyenne peace chief tradition.

What can I do
about what happened
500 years ago?

If
you are like me, you're getting tired of all

the Christopher Columbus fuss—maybe even

too tired to read one more article.

"I had nothing to do with something that hap-

pened 500 years ago," I tell myself. "And I don't

think I can do anything about it now. I'm just an

ordinary guy, trying to be faithful in 1992. All

this talk about whether Columbus was a hero or

a villain doesn't help me much today."

Yet the focus on this 500th anniversary of

Columbus' arrival has made it increasingly clear

that harrowing things happened when my Euro-

pean ancestors came to this continent. The land

was stolen from the people who lived here. An
economic system was built using slave labor.

The face of the earth was permanently scarred.

One super-villain did not do all these actions.

Millions of ordinary, well-meaning people, mak-
ing many individual choices over hundreds of

years, created this history. While some of them
were overtly cruel and intentionally destroyed

the cultures they found here, I believe the vast

majority were well-intentioned people with good
aims.

The people who came to North America
from Europe were seeking the dream of a

New World, where they could live in free-

dom. They were often fleeing persecution and
oppression. They were searching for a place to

work and raise their families in peace. They be-

lieved God had given them the opportunity to

come to this land, and, that by occupying it,

they were spreading the gospel. These were
good dreams.

But somehow the dream went bad. The people

who set out with good dreams did horrible

things to the people they met. As many as 70

million Native People who lived in "the

Americas" when Columbus arrived died within

the next 150 years. Many did so from forced

labor in gold and silver mines. Some bled to

death after their hands were cut off for not bring-

ing a gold tribute to their conquerors. Many
more died from European diseases for which
they had no resistance. Temples, works of art,

and cities were deliberately destroyed. «™_
How could good people commit these atroci-

ties? I believe that their worldview allowed them
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The people who came to North America
had good intentions. They had dreams
ofpeace and of spreading the gospel.

But somehow those dreams went bad.

to participate in horrible acts in good conscience.

For instance, Christians in Columbus' time be-

lieved that they could bring God's kingdom to

earth by creating "Christian nations." They be-

lieved they could create and defend these na-

tions by force.

Columbus stated in his journals that his mis-

sion was to evangelize the New World. But we
cannot recognize in his methods the loving God
of Christianity. When Columbus and his follow-

ers met the people of this continent, they did

call them to belief in the Christian God. How-
ever, those who did not accept the call were con-

sidered enemies of God and a threat to the

state. They were put to death.

Other beliefs lay at the root of other sins.

The belief that Africans had no souls was
used to justify slavery. As many as 20 mil-

lion Africans were brought to this hemisphere as

slaves. The belief that the land the Europeans

entered contained limitless resources led to

abuse and misuse of natural resources. Forests,

streams, and entire species of wildlife were de-

stroyed.

We now look back and say, "They may have

been sincere, but they were wrong."

But is there anything we can do today to make
up for what happened hundreds of years ago?

Or is there even a need to do anything at all?

Our Christian faith suggests the reason for re-

sponding, and the nature of that response. Chris-

tians believe that sin brings adverse conse-

quences into peoples' lives, especially to those

who do not repent of their sin. Prov. 28:13 says

that individuals who cover their sins will not

prosper.

I believe this is true for nations as well as for

individuals. While a nation cannot sin, the collec-

tive consequences of millions of individuals' ac-

tions form the social consequence of sin for a na-

tion. A society built on foundations that include

land theft, slave labor, and the destruction of

the environment will be a society of uprooted

and suffering indigenous people, a society

marked by racial strife, and a society with poi-

soned air, water, and land.

We can never recover from the conse-

quences of sin that is not confessed. If

this is not the kind of society in which

we want ourselves or our children to live, we
must confess the historical sins that lie at the

roots of these current problems.

Confession means more than just saying we
are sorry. Repentance includes making restitu-

tion and turning away from sinful patterns.

How can we as a society make restitution to

the Native Peoples who lost a continent, to Afri-

can-Americans for 200 years of unpaid labor,

and to a damaged environment? How can we be
sure that, as individuals and as a society, we do
not continue to commit sins as grievous as those

that form the historical foundations of our soci-

ety?

No one person can give that answer to another

person or to the church. We need to seek a re-

sponse collectively. Here are a few questions

that may help us search for the answers.

Is the wealth we enjoy in any way connected

to someone else's exploitation? Is there someone
who is earning less than I would want to earn in

order to produce wealth that eventually winds

up in my country or in my pocket?

Is the land and the environment paying a price

for the way I live? Is the way we farm, mine, get

wood for building materials, grow cattle for ham-
burgers, or generate electricity destroying the

earth?

No super-villain caused the

problems. No super-hero can
solve them. We must worh
together to find the answers.

Have I wrestled at all with the fact that the

land where I live was taken from the people who
once lived there? Have we given as much com-

pensation to Native Peoples for the land they

lost as we would want done if our land was

taken?

What do we do if we sorrowfully recognize we
are still benefiting from the oppression of oth-

ers? No super-hero can fix our world, just as no

super-villain in the past caused all our problems.

No magic answer exists to problems that did not

have a "magic" cause.

No one of us can hope to find these answers

alone. Each of us is responsible to join with oth-

ers and make the many individual and group de-

cisions that express our sorrow for our collective

history and create a more just and peaceful fu-

ture.

David Schrock-Shenk, Akron, Pa., is a writer and

researcher for the information services staff of

Mennonite Central Committee. He is a member of

Community Mennonite Church in Lancaster, Pa.
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Farmers pin hopes on rain

as Zimbabwe drought continues

• it •

Students at the Mtshabezi Secondary School in Zimbabwe compete to answer questions.

Many students at the school receive financial assistance through MCC's Global Family

program. Drought has caused financial hardship for Zimbabweans. Families must struggle

to find money for school fees.

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—"The fields, the

trees, everything was. . .
." Gordon

Schmidt pauses, searching for an apt ad-

jective. He settles for "brown," shaking

his head.

Schmidt, of Lanham, Md., recently

completed a year of teaching at Eku-

phileni Bible Institute, a Brethren in

Christ school in Zimbabwe.

He served through the Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee (MCC) Serving And
Learning Together (SALT) program for

young adults.

Zimbabwe is experiencing the worst

drought in living memory.

As his plane took off from Bulaway, the

south African country's second largest

city, Schmidt recalls looking down on

miles of brownish-red, parched land.

Drought has reduced lakes to puddles

and mighty rivers, like the Limpopo that

marks Zimbabwe's southern border, to a

trickle in some areas.

Wells are also drying up, Schmidt says.

The Bible school ran out of tap water

when the water level dropped. In rural

areas, people must walk further and fur-

ther in search of water.

Urban dwellers also struggle to cope.

On weekends, Schmidt stayed with a

Zimbabwean family in Bulawayo. There,

as a conservation measure, officials se-

verely ration and periodically shut off

water and electricity.

When there is no electricity, people

cook over wood fires in their backyards,

Schmidt reports.

He heard people predicting that Bula-

wayo, home to about one million, will run

out of water in October.

Conversations inevitably revolve

around when the rains might come.

Little or no rain fell during January and

February, the critical growing season in

the southern hemisphere. Zimbabwe,

once the breadbasket of southern Africa,

experienced 80 to 100 percent crop fail-

ure.

People are pinning their hopes on the

new planting season that starts in October

and November, Schmidt says.

For the first time in its 13-year history,

Zimbabwe is importing corn, the

country's staple food.

The food seems to be distributed fairly

well, though prices have risen dramati-

cally. According to Schmidt, the cost of

basic foods like bread, cornmeal, and

sugar skyrocketed 50 to 70 percent in

August.

People are eating less, sacrificing edu-

cational opportunities for their children

and putting off purchases like clothing in

order to buy food.

"I heard stories of children walking to

school without breakfast and fainting

from hunger," says Schmidt.

MCC, in cooperation with the Canadian

Foodgrains Bank, is sending food valued

at over $1 million (U.S.) to Zimbabwe.

Brethren in Christ churches and Chris-

tian Care, the service arm of the

Zimbabwe Council of Churches, will dis-

tribute the food to primary school stu-

dents and other particularly vulnerable

groups.

MCC is also providing $20,000 for

Zimbabwean farmers to purchase seeds.

"Just before I left Zimbabwe I saw

several plowed fields," says Schmidt.

Farmers are trusting rain will come.
—Pearl Sensenig

Delegates amend bylaws at Franklin assembly
Mercersburg, Pa.—"Blessed are the

Peacemakers" was the theme of the

Franklin Conference annual meeting on

Aug. 14-15.

Although the weather was cool at Cove

Valley camp, the conference was a time of

spiritual warmth and refreshment.

Glendon Blosser, bishop and evangelist

from Virginia Conference, delivered two

messages on the weekend's theme.

He noted that the last word from God
in the Old Testament is "curse." After 400

years of silence God again spoke to Israel,

and the first word is "peace."

Blosser displayed a ceramic artwork

made by his son which is composed of a

sword, a plowshare, and something in

between that looks partly like a sword and

partly like a plowshare.

This process of transformation from

sword to plowshare is a time of suffering,

Blosser explained. He said that we are

now in this transitory time and must be

willing to suffer for peace as our sinful

practices are redeemed.

Joyful worship sessions were led by Joy

Martin and Lee Ebersole of the Pleasant

View congregation in Chambersburg.

A drama team from Living Faith Chapel,

Franklin, Pa., illustrated how we let our

busyness crowd out our time with God.

In business sessions of the conference,

a change in the bylaws was passed almost

unanimously. The change allows persons

other than bishops to serve in the mod-

erator and assistant moderator positions.

Also, the change allows a nominating

committee to suggest people for the posi-

tions that are open.

In other conference business, a budget

of $38,400 was approved.

Other agenda included requests for or-

dination and licensing, adoption of a state-

ment on baptism and church membership,

and adoption of guidelines for working

with a church leader who fails morally.

All these proposals passed with very few

opposing votes. A sense of unity pre-

vailed.—Larry Lehman, from The Burning

Bush
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Victor

Stoltzfus

Faculty key to keeping
faith in church colleges
Goshen, Ind.—How do colleges or uni-

versities conceived by religious bodies

grow into adulthood without losing the

faith of their founders?

The key lies in the selection of faculty,

according to Goshen (Ind.) College presi-

dent Victor Stoltzfus, who this summer on
a three-month sabbatical investigated

how church-affiliated colleges resist being

overtaken by secular society.

His study found that some denomina-
tions lack enough people with doctoral

degrees intent on teaching at a church-af-

filiated school.

Schools in large U.S. denominations,
such as the 55-million-member Roman
Catholic Church and the 3-million-mem-

^ Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street. PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500

(717)859-1151 (717)859-3889

Mennonite Central Committee Canada
134 Plaza Drive. Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
1204) 261 f,

ber Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) often

are forced to hire faculty from other
Christian denominations or those from a

different (or no) faith because of a lack of

qualified candidates.

"Smaller groups like Christian Re-
formed, Mennonite, Wesleyan, Nazarene,
even Seventh-Day Adventist are able to

get such faculty even though their num-
bers are smaller," Stoltzfus said.

He visited three colleges, which he
granted anonymity in order to get a more
candid assessment of the impact of secu-

larization.

The colleges surveyed represent the

large spectrum of religiously affiliated

colleges: mainline Protestant, Catholic,

and evangelical Protestant.

Stoltzfus chose the three from a list of

schools regarded as having the strongest

church links, being national colleges

within their denominations, and for being
selective in student admissions. They are:

• "Phi," a Presbyterian college in North
Carolina.

• "Beta," a Catholic college in Massa-
chusetts operated by a religious

order.

• "Kappa," a Wesleyan college in New
York.

Through extensive interviews, infor-

mational conversations, reading of college

documents and mission statements, and
a survey of denominational officials and

WIDEN
YOUR WORLD
without leaving home...

MCC needs sponsors and
hosts for International

Visitor Exchange Program
participants from more than

30 countries.

Sponsors provide

business, professional,

agricultural, institutional

and church work
experience. Hosts provide

a caring Christian home.
Participants stay for six

months or one year.

Application deadline to

sponsor or host beginning

in February 1993 is

November 30,1992.

heads of trustee boards, Stoltzfus con-
cluded, "These colleges are probably ac-

ademically stronger than many people
realize and religiously weaker than many
people realize.

"There is," he noted, "a big temptation
to lie back and use up all of the religious

capital of the past."

At Beta College, for instance, the aver-

age age of the sisters in the convent that

runs the college is 75. While they once
contributed $500,000 worth of instructors

to the curriculum, today that amount is

only $50,000.

Increasingly, Beta turns to lay Catho-
lics, Protestants, and those of no faith for

its faculty.

At Kappa College, the problem is not
getting Christian faculty, which is a re-

quirement. But only 15 percent of the

student body comes from the Wesleyan
tradition.

Denominational officials told Stoltzfus

that 75 percent of the Presbyterians' 60
church-affiliated colleges would survive.

Only 50 percent of the Catholics' 230
colleges and universities were anticipated

to make the grade.

Church-related colleges succeed, ac-

cording to Stoltzfus, when they serve as

a place where students receive their

"marching orders" for returning to culture

"rather than as an enclave of protection

and escape, which is some of the criticism

of church colleges."

Another charge—that church-related

colleges sacrifice academic freedom to

preserve their tradition—is false, said

Stoltzfus, who taught for 17 years at

secular colleges and universities.

"One of the fictions ... is that people
who have thrown away a religious commit-
ment are free," he said.

"Are they really free, or have they sim-

ply become dogmatic and built up a sec-

ular establishment around their sacred
cows?"

In a society where people have lost faith

in U.S. institutions, Stoltzfus noted a

remark from the Beta College president:

"The church college is one of the last

credible institutions we have."

Religious colleges do "produce the kind
of values we need," remarked Stoltzfus.

He recommended that schools follow

the advice of a Lutheran college dean: "A
Christian college ought to have its roots

in the soil of the church tradition and its

branches in contemporary culture."

Stoltzfus' report is scheduled for publi-

cation by Goshen College's Pinchpenny
Press in early November.

—

Tom Price
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Guidelines released for budget distribution

Elkhart, Ind—The General Board of

the Mennonite Church has released guide-

lines for distributing congregational offer-

ings among the home ministries and min-

istries beyond the local church.

The guidelines, called "SpendingLine,"

recommend that each congregation give

10 to 21 percent of their annual budgets

to their conference as a ''minimum stan-

dard."

The percentage varies with the size of

the church budget.

"SpendingLine" suggests that 7 to 13

percent of the budget should be desig-

nated to churchwide ministries. These

include mission agencies and any of the

Mennonite Boards.

Five percent of the budget is reserved

for "Other," including non-Mennonite

causes supported by the congregation.

The remaining 61 to 78 percent of the

budget is to support home ministries of

the local church.

In the release of these figures, the

General Board states that the guidelines

were developed "in response to requests

from congregational leaders for guid-

ance on how to divide their offerings."

The release notes that 91 percent of

congregations financially support their

conference, while 65 percent support

churchwide ministries.

"Some Mennonite churches give sig-

nificantly more than this SpendingLine

suggests to our conference and church-

wide ministries," the statement adds.

"Their generosity is a challenge to us

all."

"SpendingLine" Recommended Budget Distribution*

Church Budget Conference Churchwide Other Home
Up to $29,000 11% 10% 5% 74%

$30,000 to $59,000 10% 7% 5% 78%

$60,000 to $99,000 12% 8% 5% 75%

$100,000 to $149,000 13% 9% 5% 73%

$150,000 to $299,000 19% 12% 5% 64%

$300,000 or more 21% 13% 5% 61%

* Includes total budget, except for capital projects

Church celebrates

275 years of faith

Lancaster, Pa.—In 1717, some 30 Swiss

Mennonite refugee families left their tem-

porary home in the district of Palatinate,

Germany, to settle in what is now south-

eastern Lancaster County.

On Sept. 13, 275 years later, the New
Danville Mennonite Church and its sur-

rounding community gathered to cele-

brate.

The 85-year-old church benches
creaked and groaned as over 400 people

began to fill them for the Sunday morning

service.

Soon four part a cappella singing

swelled through the room in tremendous

volume, bursting out the door and raining

down from the ceiling on the heads of the

jubilant singers.

Music during the service represented

the history of music in the Mennonite

Church. First came a singer's table, then

a quartet, eventually a designated song

leader, and finally the use of choruses.

Former bishop David Thomas spoke

about the history of the church, and cur-

rent bishop Ernest Hess preached on the

church's future.

A front-page Philadelphia Inquirer arti-

cle described the event as a "celebration

of the church's traditional past, but they

underscored what promises to be, in many
ways, an untraditional, though just as

committed, future."

—

Jean-Paul Benowitz

Recycling project

launched in Alberta
Edmonton, Alta. (MCC Canada)—

A

unique recycling effort which will benefit

Alberta farmers, hungry people in the

developing world, unemployed Edmon-
tonians, and the environment has been

launched by the Alberta office of Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC).

The pilot project recycles used baler

twine into building materials, roofing tiles,

and patio blocks.

This helps deal with a "tremendous

rural environmental problem," according

to Dave Hubert, who directs MCC's job

creation work in Canada.

"Baler twine is almost indestructible,"

Huber said, noting that the twine, which

is used to bale hay, cannot be burned

because it releases harmful propylene

gases into the atmosphere.

He said that the 3,000 tons of twine used

each year by Alberta famers simply "gets

used and then thrown away."

Baler twine brought to the pilot project

will be ground up and made into steel

reinforced posts, roofing tiles, and patio

blocks.

Profits from the sales of the materials

will be donated to the Canadian Food-

grains Bank, an international food relief

agency of which MCC is a partner.

Five former unemployment recipients

will be employed by the pilot project.

According to Hubert, the baler twine

recycling idea came from farmers who,

while praising MCC's support for recy-

cling efforts in the city of Edmonton,

wondered if the agency could also support

similar efforts in rural areas.

—John Longhurst

Mission agency receives

donated Mexico property
Winnipeg, Man. (MCC Canada)—Build-

ings and property in Mexico worth over

$81,000 (U.S.) have been donated to Men-
nonite Central Committee (MCC) by the

Mexico Missionary Foundation of

Kelowna, B.C.

The property, located near Guauh-

temoc, Mexico, was donated to MCC for

the purpose of helping conservative Col-

ony Mennonites in Mexico "spiritually,

physically, and economically."

The building will be used as a base for

MCC's work with Colony Mennonites in

that country. Bill and Nora Janzen, the

first directors of MCC Canada's program

with Colony Mennonites in Mexico, will

live in the donated building.

The conservative Colony Mennonites

first came to Mexico in 1922-26. Some
45,000 to 50,000 now live in that country.

MCC Canada has been involved in ser-

vice to the group since 1981.
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• Book wins. Out of Ashes by
Helen Wells Quintela has been
selected as the Book-of-the-
Year by Choice Books. Accord-
ing to the Choice Books judges,

"The book portrays the physical

and emotional toll that results

from discrimination. It shows
how well one community helped
a family through crisis." This is

the second time in five years

that a Herald Press book has

been chosen for this honor.

• Program grows. 1992 has been
the biggest year yet in the eight-

year history of Mennonite Ser-

vice Venture (MSV). Over 1,100

people took part in "Group Ven-
ture," and an additional 175 par-

ticipated in "Youth Venture."
MSV is a program of Mennonite
Board of Missions.

• Festival focuses on peace.
More than 60 people attended
workshops at the Aug. 7-9 Men-
nonite Arts and Peace Festival

in Clearbrook, B.C. Highlights

of the event were a display of art

works on Mennonite and peace
themes, and public readings by
writer Andreas Schroeder and
poet Leonard Neufeldt. Some

festival participants took part in

activities protesting the pres-

ence of military aircraft in the

Abbotsford International Air-

show, held the same weekend.

• Young adults serve. Twenty
people began Service Adven-
ture assignments with Menno-
nite Board of Missions Aug. 30.

This ten-month program for

post-high young adults features

service work and group living in

Champaign, 111.; Albany, Ore.;

and Philippi, W.Va. Unit lead-

ers, respectively, are: Don and
Jane Rittenhouse, Champaign,
111.; Melodie Graber, Nappanee,
Ind.; Mike and Cheryl Miller,

Elkins, W.Va.

• School turns 50. Warwick
River Christian School of New-
port News, Va., marked its 50th
anniversary Sept. 18-20. More
than 1,500 children have at-

tended the elementary school

since it was founded by Warwick
River Mennonite Church. En-
rollment has grown 23 percent
in the last four years. About 80
percent of the students come
from denominations other than
Mennonite.

• Church goes hog wild. Salem
Mennonite Church in Elida,

Ohio, raised $885 in their annual
congregational hog roast on
Sept. 13. The money, raised

through donations and an auc-

tion of roasted pork, will go to

benefit the victims of the Los
Angeles riots.

• Administrator resigns. The
vice-president administration
and development at Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont,
has announced his resignation,

effective the summer of 1993.

Nelson Scheifele has served at

the college since 1981.

• Bay Shore has a ball. Bay
Shore Mennonite Church in

Sarasota, Fla., made a clean

sweep in the 15th annual Indi-

ana Mennonite Softball Tour-
ney by winning both the men
and women's tournaments. This
year's competition, held over
Labor Day weekend in Ft.

Wayne, Ind., included 64 men's
teams and 12 women's teams.
Figures were not yet available

for 1992, although last year the

event raised $4,200 for Men-
nonite Central Committee.

• Pastor transitions:

Ben E. Eberly was installed as

pastor of Bethel Mennonite
Church in West Liberty, Ohio,
on Sept. 13. Eberly recently
graduated from Eastern Menno-
nite Seminary, Harrisonburg,
Va. His address is: 3665 St. Rt.

287, West Liberty, OH 43357;

phone 513 465-7550.

Melvin D. Leidig of Canton, Ohio,
was installed as interim pastor
at First Mennonite Church, Sug-
arcreek, Ohio.

Don Reinheimer is the new con-

ference minister for the Rocky
Mountain Mennonite Confer-
ence. His address is P.O. Box
124, Palmer Lake, CO 80133;
phone 719 488-9051.

Robert Lee Shreiner was installed

as senior pastor of Clinton
Frame Mennonite Church,
Goshen, Ind., on Sept. 13. He
was pastor at the Blooming Glen
(Pa.) Mennonite Church for the
past six years. Bob and Mary
Ann's address is 1407 Ashton
Ct, Goshen, IN 46526; phone
219 533-4546.

Marvin Stutzman was installed as

assistant pastor of Deep Creek
Mennonite church on Sept. 13.

His address is 4293 Holland Rd.,

Virginia Beach, VA 23452.

• Missionary transitions:

Lisa Enns began her three-year

assignment as a General Confer-

ence Overseas Mission volun-

teer in Bogota, Colombia, this

month. Following language study,

Enns will work at the Latin
American Resource Center.

• Coming events:

Retreat for families with special

needs, New Holland Mennonite
Church, Paradise, Pa., Oct. 24.

Pastors Roy and Connie Bender
will be featured speakers at this

sixth annual event. Registration

open to handicapped individ-

uals, their families, pastors,

caregivers, and others. Informa-

tion from Marilyn Kennel at

5110 Mine Rd., Paradise, PA
17562-9747; phone 717 442-9895.

Church Heritage Sunday, Oct. 25.

Worship resources are available

from the Historical Committee
of the Mennonite Church, 1700
S. Main St., Goshen, IN 46526;

phone 219 535-7477.

Seminars on the U.S. health care

system will be held Oct. 31 in

Goshen, Ind.; Jan. 9 in Harrison-

burg, Va.; and Jan. 23 in New-
ton, Kan. Resource persons in-

clude Willard Krabill and Scot
Yoder. Information from Eldon
Stoltzfus at Mennonite Mutual
Aid, 1 800 348-7468.

Workers begin assignments. Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Fifteen Mennonite Board of Missions
volunteers began assignments in the United States following an August orientation in Elkhart,
Ind. They are: front row, from left—Justin, Lowell, Dianne, Jodi, and Melissa Birkey, Wichita,
Kan., to Tucson, Ariz. Second row—Dave Miller, Wooster, Ohio, to Tucson, Ariz.; Janessa
Cobb, Archbold, Ohio, to Washington, D.C.; Amy Houser, Lancaster, Pa., to Washington, D.C.;
Anita Lengacher, Washington, Ind., to Los Angeles; Lorie Preheim, North Newton, Kan., to

Washington, D.C.; Julie Hershey, Immokalee, Fla., to Harlingen, Tex.; Carmela Martin,
Lexington, Ohio, to Los Angeles. Back tow—Marsha Mcintosh, Los Angeles, Calif., to Los
Angeles; Daniel Shenk, Albany, Ore., to Washington, D.C.; Amy Slagell, St. Johns, Mich., to
La Jara, Colo.; Michelle Jansta, Racine, Wis., to Los Angeles; Rachel Rupright, Clio, Mich., to

Washington, D.C.; Marilyn Goulding, Harrisonburg, Va., to San Antonio, Tex.
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Church architecture seminar,

Laurelville Mennonite Church
Center, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., Nov.
6-8. The seminar is open to any-

one interested in any aspect of

church architecture, but espe-

cially those in the planning
stages of remodeling or building.

Seminar leaders are Everett J.

Thomas, Marlene Kropf, G.

Edwin Bontrager. Information

from Laurelville at 412 423-2056.

Ohio Mennonite Renewal Cele-

bration, Central Christian High

School, Kidron, Ohio, Nov. 6-8.

Jim Delph and David Trover

will be guest speakers on the

theme, "The Promise is for

You," focusing on the baptism

of the Holy Spirit. Information

from Ada and Aquilla Amstutz
at 216 857-8944.

Christian Education Conference,

Weaverland Mennonite Church,

East Earl, Pa., Nov. 7. Some 37

workshops are included in this

annual event. Pre-registration

due Oct. 28. Information by call-

ing 717 293-5256.

Health care seminar, Washington,

D.C., Nov. 7-9. "A Discussion of

Anabaptist Values and Health

Care Policy" is the topic of the

MCC seminar which will feature

an address by ethicist Scot
Yoder of Mennonite Mutual
Aid. Registration limited to 50

persons. For information, con-

tact MCC Washington Office at

110 Maryland Ave. NE, Suite

502, Washington, DC 20002.

• New resources:
Ekklesia, the storytelling video of

Anabaptists in Italy, Zimbabwe,
Japan, and Central America, is

available for a special price

through Nov. 30. Good for mis-

sions study by Sunday school and
small groups. Available from
MBM Media Ministries, 1251

Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
22801-2497; phone 800 999-3534.

The Faith and Life Bible Study
Handbook by Eleanor Loewen
and Eddy Hall. The authors

provide concise tips and infor-

mation on planning, organizing,

and leading Bible study groups

based on the Faith and Life

Bible Study series. The hand-
book can be ordered from local

bookstores or Faith and Life

Press, Box 347, Newton, KS
67114-0347; phone 1 800 743-

2484.

Gleanings of Spirit, a worship re-

source for World Food Day. This

six-page collection of prayers

from faith traditions around the

world is available for $1 from

Church World Service, P.O. Box
968, Elkhart, IN 46515-0968.

"Take the challenge! Serve

others around the world!"

This new poster in purple

and pink is now available

from Discipleship Minis-

tries. For a free copy, con-

tact Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions, P.O.

Box 628, Salunga, PA
17538; phone 717 898-2251.

Land People, a 30-minute video,

explores the meaning of places

of nurture and life for people.

Edition 17 of the "All God's
People" series, the video's

theme ties in with Columbus
500th anniversary observances.

Available from MBM Media
Ministries, 1251 Virginia Ave.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801-2497;

phone 800 999-3534.

Our Family Can Be Your Family,

a video depicting the diversity

of Mennonites around the
world, is available for Heritage

Sunday Oct. 25. Other resources

also available for Heritage Sun-
day from MBM Media Minis-

tries; phone 800 999-3534.

• Change of address:
Rocky Mountain Mennonite Con-

ference office address is now 11

N. 22nd St., Colorado Springs,

CO 80904; phone, 719 575-9755.

NEW MEMBERS

Bethel, West Liberty, Ohio: Ben
Eberly and Martha Eberly.

Carpenter, Talmage, Pa.: Larry
Schweers, Sheila Hoover, David
Rohn, Ivan Nolt, Daniel Smith,

Cindy Smith, Timothy Smith,

Benjamin Smith, and Elizabeth

Smith.

Dayton, Va.: Leon Brubaker, Wil-

liam Rhodes, II, Jeffery
Heatwole, Justin Rhodes, Quen-
tin Beery, Cheryl Heatwole, and
Amanda Rhodes.

Lombard, III.: Steve and Janet

Yoder.

Lost Creek, Mifflintown, Pa.:

Amy Brubaker, Linnet Glick,

Rachel King, Carolyn Saner,

and Carla Weaver.
Metamora, 111.: Joan Allshouse,

Andrew Reeb, Vanessa Rogers,

and Sean Speiden.

Swamp, Quakertown, Pa.: Paul

Avery, Regina Avery, Ian
Bergin, Janeen McKennon,
Sharon Owens, Bryan Yocum,
Eve Yocum, Johanna Ziegler,

and Sue Ziegler.

Tressler, Greenwood, Del.:

John Lloyd.

BIRTHS

Bechtold, Paul and Lisa
(Ebersole), Elizabethtown, Pa.,

Aleisha Nicole Ebersole (third

child), Aug. 28.

Blake, Joel and Georgia (Medve),

Dayton, Ohio, Jessica Marie
(second child), Aug. 25.

Bryfogle, Dennis and Kim
(Schrock), Greenwood, Del.,

Melissa Ann (second child),

April 7.

Cloud, Don and Dorothy
(Naffziger), Chandler, Ariz.,

Conner Naffziger (second child),

Sept. 13.

Craft, Charles and Audrey
(Sharp), Harrington, Del., Ra-
chel Joelle (third child), June 3.

Good, Richard and Brenda
(Burkhart), Elmira, Ont, Bran-

don Michael (third child), Aug.
27.

Hawkins, Matthew and Charlotte

(Christophel), Union City, Pa.,

Matthew Daniel (second child),

Aug. 30.

Leaman, Bryan and Ann
(Helmuth), Louisville, Ohio,
Sarah Elizabeth (first child),

July 25.

Lopienski, Larry and Rita (Ken-

nel), Bartlett, 111., Michael Jo-

seph (second child), July 25.

Lyndaker, Bradley and Gay
(Noftsier), Lowville, N.Y.,
Zachary Elijah (second child),

Sept. 14.

Mast, Anthony and Karen (Rutt),

Parkesburg, Pa., Joel Anthony
(third child), July 6.

Miller, Roger and Lynne (Jantze),

Sarasota, Fla., Clinton Roger
(second child), Sept. 15.

Minter, Bill and Karla (Yoder),

Columbia City, Ind., Christine

Marie (first child), Aug. 25.

Myers, Jeff and Audrey
(Thomas), Harrisonburg, Va.,

Aaron Thomas (second child),

Aug. 24.

Myers, Michael and Deborah
(Thompson), Green Lane, Pa.,

Melissa Elizabeth (second
child), Aug. 23.

Sharp, Glenn and Diane (Twilley),

Harrington, Del., Jennifer Marie
(third child), Jan. 18.

Yoder, Brian and Lisa (Stoltzfus),

Seaford, Del., Spencer Bryant
(second child), June 2.

MARRIAGES

Buehrer-Hall: Bruce Buehrer,

Schaumburg, 111. (Christ Com-
munity), and Roxanne Hall,

Schaumburg, 111. (Christ Com-
munity), July 11, by LeRoy Ken-
nel.

Fahndrich-Brunk: Tim Fahnd-
rich, Salem, Ore. (Western), and
Pamela Brunk, Harrisonburg,
Va. (Park View), Sept. 12, by
Owen Burkholder.

Fiegly-Miller: Travis Fiegly,

Louisville, Ohio, and Beverly

Miller, Hartville, Ohio (Hart-

ville), Sept. 12, by Dave Hall.

Frohberg-Zehr: David Frohberg,

Lafayette, Ind. (Lutheran), and
Debra Zehr, Washington, 111.

(Metamora), Aug. 1, by Roger
Hochstetler and Don Blosser.

Garcia-Frank: Matias Garcia, Jr.,

Archbold, Ohio (Good Shep-
herd), and Cynthia Frank,
Wauseon, Ohio (Tedrow), Aug.

1, by Roy Sauder (grandfather

of bride).

Gingrich-Stoltzfus: Myron
Gingrich, Goshen, Ind. (Col-

lege), and Lonna Stoltzfus,

Goshen, Ind. (Walnut Hill), Aug.

15, by Beth Gingrich (sister of

groom).

Jordon-Burkholder: Jeff Jordon,

Stuarts Draft, Va. (Church of

Christ), and Lisa Burkholder,
Lyndhurst, Va. (Stuarts Draft),

Sept. 5, by Roger Powell.

Landis-Chirico: Brian Landis,
East Greenville, Pa. (Bally), and
Susan Chirico, Hatboro, Pa.

(Covenant Community Fellow-

ship), Sept. 11, by Earl Anders
and Roy Yoder.

Langewisch-Schrock: Andrew
Langewisch, Metamora, 111.

(Praise Assembly), and Amy
Schrock, Lowpoint, 111.

(Metamora), Aug. 15, by Rod
Drury.

Lapp-Hochstetler: Paul Lapp,
New Holland, Pa. (Sunnyside),

and Nelaine Hochstetler, Bird in

Hand, Pa. (Sunnyside), Sept. 5,

by Ira Kurtz.
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MENNOSCOPE

Litwiller-Fernandez: Galen

Litwiller, Paxton, 111. (Dewey),

and Clair Fernandez, St.

Charles, 111. (Catholic). Aug. 15,

by Dismas Fernandez and Neal

Hauser.

Moyer-Peachey: Bradley Moyer,
Souderton, Pa. (Franconia), and
Sherri Peachey, Port Royal, Pa.

(Brethren in Christ), May 16, by
Ken Letner and Jay Delp.

Schrock-Kauffman: John
Schrock, Elkhart, Ind. (Sugar

Creek), and Melissa Kauffman,
Elkhart, Ind. (Prairie Street),

Aug. 15, by Harold and Ruth
Yoder.

Shantz-Schwartzentruben Brad-

ley Scott Shantz, Breslau, Ont.

(Breslau), and Sheryl Doreen
Schwartzentruber, Baden, Ont.

(Presbyterian), Aug. 22, by Erwin

Wiens.

Showalter-Yoder: Christopher

Showalter, Broadway, Va. (Cor-

nerstone), and Liesel Yoder,
Harrisonburg, Va. (Park View),

Aug. 1, by Paul R. Yoder, Sr.

Steckley-Zavitz: Philip Roy
Steckley, Waterloo, Ont.
(Breslau), and Robin Judith

Haines Zavitz, Waterloo, Ont.

(Breslau), Aug. 8, by Erwin
Wiens.

Stoner-Peachey: Robert Stoner,

Akron, Pa., and Cheryl Peachey,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Plains), Aug.

22, by John Stoner and Elam
Peachey.

Thiak-Hu: Yudi Thiak, Charlotte,

N.C. (Chinese Baptist), and
Phealay Hu, Lancaster, Pa.

(Lancaster Mennonite Chinese),

Aug. 1, by Ira Kurtz.

Zehr-Barrow: Stanley Zehr,
Metamora, 111. (Metamora), and
Julie Barrow, Washington, 111.

(Baptist), May 9, by Don Smith
and Roger Hochstetler.

DEATHS

Bontrager, Floyd F., 92, Fair-

view, Mich. Born: Nov. 30, 1899,

Nappanee, Ind., to Eli and Katie

(Johns) Bontrager. Died: Sept.

9, 1992, Fairview, Mich., of can-

cer. Survivors—wife: Alma
(Shantz) Bontrager; children:

Lyle, Roger, Marvin, Shirley

Cassel; brother: Erie; 17 grand-

children, 27 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Laura
(Emmert) Bontrager (first wife).

He was ordained Sept. 5, 1926,

at Midland Mennonite Church,

where he served for 26 years.

Funeral and burial: Sept. 12,

Fairview Mennonite Church, by
Virgil Hershberger and Ells-

worth Handrich.

Eberly, Fannie Mae (Hilty), 87,

Orrville, Ohio. Born: Oct. 21,

1904, Marshallville, Ohio, to

Philip and Marv B. (Steiner)

Hilty. Died: Sept. 14, 1992, Dal-

ton, Ohio. Survivors—children:

Ellen, Ruth Cook, Elmer J.,

Loren E.; brothers and sisters:

Lavina Mumaw, Noah, Elmer; 8

grandchildren, 4 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Ralph
Eberly (husband). Funeral and
burial: Sept. 18, Crown Hill

Mennonite Church, by Ernest J.

Hershberger.

Gingerich, Reuben Jay, 52, Sar-

asota, Fla. Born: March 6, 1940,

Rugby, N.D., to Aaron and
Mattie (Bontrager) Gingerich.

Died: Sept. 9, 1992, Sarasota,

Fla. Survivors—wife: Aria L.

(Graber) Gingerich; children:

Brenda M. Black. Arlene, Marlin

R.; parents: Aaron and Mattie

(Bontrager) Gingerich; brothers

and sisters: Iona Slaubaugh,
Ilene Bannon, Lana Lengacher,
Vernon, Aaron, Ervin Orlin, Er-

nest, John; 3 grandchildren. Fu-

neral: Sept. 12, Bahia Vista

Mennonite Church, by A. Don
Augsburger. Burial: Palms Me-
morial Park.

Hamsher, Dallas Eugene, 74,

Orrville, Ohio. Born: April 17,

1918, Walnut Creek, Ohio, to

Milo and Ollie (Miller) Ham-
sher. Died: Aug. 31, 1992, Orr-

ville, Ohio. Survivors—wife:

Kathryn (Lehman) Hamsher;
mother: Ollie Hamsher; chil-

dren: Kathleen Hess, Keith; sib-

lings: John, Edward, James,
Thomas, Ruben, Robert,
Myron, Betty Martin, Mary
Miller; 5 grandchildren. Funeral:

Sept. 3, Orrville Mennonite
Church, by John P. and Barbara

Moyer Lehman. Burial: Smithville

Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Hostetler, Vesta, 77, Millers-

burg, Ohio. Born: Feb. 12, 1915,

Holmes County, Ohio, to Henry
N. and Malinda (Beachy)
Hochstetler. Died: Sept. 3, 1992,

Canton, Ohio. Survivors—
brothers and sisters: Ira, Perry,

Jonas, Anna Yoder, Barbara
Hochstetler. Funeral and burial:

Sept. 6, Martins Creek Menno-
nite Church, by Carl Wiebe.

Hurst, Vera Marion (Eby), 89,

Cambridge, Ont. Born: Aug. 16,

1903, to Benjamin and Esther
(Brubacher) Eby. Died: Aug. 29,

1992. Survivors— daughters:

Miriam Harnden, Lois Krause;

6 grandchildren, 5 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Isaac

Hurst (husband). Funeral and
burial: Aug. 31, Bloomingdale
Mennonite Church, by Bertha

Landers and Orland Gingrich.

Knight, Perry Vincent, 70,

Bellefontaine, Ohio. Born: July

26, 1922, Logan County, Ohio, to

Frank H. and May E. (Walters)

Knight, Died: Sept. 12, 1992,

Bellefontaine, Ohio. Survi-

vors—wife: Kara (Murphy)
Knight; sister: Frances Funk.

Congregational membership:
Bethel Mennonite Church. Fu-

neral: Sept. 16, Rexer-Riggin-

Madden Funeral Home, by Ben
Eberly. Burial: Greenwood-
Union Cemetery.

Neuschwander, Vernon LeRoy,
72, Goshen, Ind. Born: March 2,

1920, Harrisburg, Ore. Died:

Sept. 9, 1992, Goshen, Ind., of a

heart attack. Survivors—wife:

Evangeline (Matthies) Neusch-
wander; son: Samuel; brothers

and sisters: Lorene, Velma
Kropf, Paul, Ira; one grandchild.

Predeceased by: Marvin Paul

(son). Funeral: Sept. 13, East
Goshen Mennonite Church, by
David B. Miller. Burial: Elkhart

Prairie Cemetery.
Renz, John G., 89, Wauseon,

Ohio. Born: Dec. 1, 1902, Basel,

Switzerland, to Theophil and
Marie (Kleiber) Renz. Died:

Sept. 13, 1992, Wauseon, Ohio.

Survivors—daughter: Marilyn
Schrock; brother: Paul Renz; 2

grandchildren, 2 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Myr-
tle (Bowers) Renz (wife). Fu-

neral: Sept. 16, West Clinton

Mennonite Church, by James
Roynon and Edward Diener.

Burial: Lockport Mennonite
Cemetery.

Roth, Mary (Roth), 90. Born:

June 23, 1902, Milford, Neb., to

Peter and Elizabeth (Springer)

Roth. Died: Sept. 11, 1992, Mil-

ford, Neb. Survivors— children:

Earl, Berniece Beckler, Shirley

Miller, Grace Grieser, Eunice

Oswald, Vada; brother and sis-

ter: Ray Roth, Ellen Clark; 31

grandchildren, 56 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Chris

L. Roth (husband). Funeral and
burial: Sept. 14, East Fairview

Mennonite Church, by Bill

Saltzman and Lloyd Gingerich.

Schell, Linda Faye (Wiersema),

39, Milledgeville, 111. Born:
March 9, 1953, Tacoma, Wash.,

to Robert and Betty Ann
(Medema) Wiersema. Died:

Sept. 9, 1992, Iowa City, Iowa.

Survivors—husband: William J.

Schell; children: Christy,
Tammy, Wesley; brothers and
sisters: Michael Wiersema,
Douglas Wiersema, Steve
Wiersema, Ellen LeFevre,
Laura Bogott. Funeral: Sept. 12,

Milledgeville Brethren Church,

by Kenneth Sullivan. Burial:

Science Ridge Mennonite
Church Cemetery.

Stutzman, Wayne, 72. Born:
April 28, 1920, Milford, Neb., to

David J. and Phoebe (Stauffer)

Stutzman. Died: July 26, 1992,

Seward, Neb. Survivors—wife:

Maxine (Earnest) Stutzman;
children: Reginald, Kim,
Claude; brother and sisters:

Melvin, Mary Burkey, Violet

Roth, Edna Oswald; 9 grand-

children. Predeceased by:
Wayne, Jr., and James (sons).

Funeral and burial: July 29, East
Fairview Mennonite Church, by
Oliver Roth and Lloyd
Gingerich.

Unzicker, Roger G., 52, Goshen,
Ind. Born: Nov. 24, 1939, Eu-
reka, 111., to Roy and Clara

(Springer) Unzicker. Died: Aug.

9, 1992, Indianapolis, Ind., of

cancer. Survivors—wife: Elaine

(Yoder) Unzicker; sons: Eric,

Thomas, David, Jeffrey; mother:

Clara (Springer) Unzicker; sis-

ter: Fern DiNicola. Funeral:

Aug. 13, College Mennonite
Church, by John A. Lapp and
Nancy Kauffmann. Burial: Vio-

lett Cemetery.

Wilson, Mary L. (Esh), 65, Belle-

CALENDAR

Mennonite Publication Board
meeting, Chicago, Oct. 16-17

Region I Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice annual meeting, Belleville,

Pa., Oct. 17

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Oct. 22-24

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 22-

24

Southeast Conference annual
meeting, Brooksville, Fla., Oct.

23-25

Annual MEDA convention, Den-
ver, Oct. 29-Nov. 1

Region III Mennonite Disaster

Service annual meeting, Roach,

Mo., Oct. 30-31

ville, Pa. Born: April 18, 1927,

Belleville, Pa., to Levi H. and
Sadie (Yoder) Esh. Died: Sept,

13, 1992, Belleville, Pa. Survi-

vors—husband: Andrew J. Wil-

son; children: Wanda Speck,

Gregory R., brothers and sister:

Marlin L. Esh, Raymond Y. Esh,

Rachel P. Yoder, William Irvin

Esh; 5 grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Edward Andrew
(son). Memorial service: Sept.

16, Allensville Mennonite
Church, by Philip Barr. Body
was donated to Humanity Gifts

Registry.
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The Cook's Corner

New Spiral Binding

Mennonite Community Cookbook
Is the hardcover binding on your Mennonite Community Cookbook worn from years of

frequent use? We have a convenient new edition with plastic-coil binding at $4.00 off the

hardcover price. The cover is laminated for extra protection against kitchen spills. Inside is

the same delicious, traditional Mennonite cooking that many of us grew up on.

Mary Emma Showalter introduces each chapter with her own nostalgic recollection of

cookery in grandma's day—the pie shelf in the springhouse, outdoor bake ovens, the

summer kitchen. Beautifully illustrated with color photographs and drawings by Naomi
Nissley.

Spiral, $16.95; in Canada $20.95.

Still available: hardcover edition, $20.95; in Canada $25-95.

More-with-Less Cookbook
We have also improved More-with-Less Cookbook by replacing the metal spiral binding with

continuous plastic coil and by adding protective lamination to the cover.

This popular cookbook by Doris Janzen Longacre calls for simpler living, including the

foods we eat, and begins to introduce us to new foods from the worldwide Mennonite

family. Sales of well over a half-million copies have resulted in $475,000 in royalties for

Mennonite Central Committee to use in service and relief projects around the world.

Spiral, $14.95; in Canada $18.95.

Extending the Table:

A World Community Cookbook
Celebrating the diversity of other cultures and sharing our tables with others are the themes

of this cookbook by Joetta Handrich Schlabach with recipe editor Kristina Mast Burnett.

From over 80 countries come recipes and stories about food and hospitality. The continuous

plastic-coil binding, which allows all the pages to lie flat no matter where you are in the

cookbook is convenient for easy use. Royalties from this cookbook also go to Mennonite

Central Committee.

Spiral, $14.95; in Canada $18.95.

Available through your local bookstore or by calling 1 800 759-4447; in Canada call 519

746-2872 (Provident Bookstores—MC, Visa, Discover). If ordering by mail, please include

10% for shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers, add 7% of total for GST.

Extending
the Table.

... A Wort* Com
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THE LAST WORD

In fourteen hundred and ninety-two .

Columbus Day has never been part of my cele-

bratory life. That may be because we never got

the day off at the Mennonite elementary and

high school I attended.

Oh, yes, I did memorize the ditty:

'7ft fourteen hundred ninety-two,

Columbus sailed the ocean blue."

But that was more for help on a history exam
than because Columbus was any kind of hero.

So the first time I read that Christians should

be cautious about any 1992 celebration of the

500th anniversary of Columbus' "discovery," I

didn't miss a beat. I had never celebrated be-

fore; why pay attention now?
It was during a visit to Central America last

spring that I began to change my mind. Here I

discovered original inhabitants, today called "in-

digenous people," still suffering from what Co-

lumbus had started. Here were a people whose

way of life was still being systematically de-

stroyed—because they are different.

Had I opened my eyes, I would have seen the

same thing in North America. No, we're not as

systematic or as violent about it. But the origi-

nal peoples of our lands are still on the margins,

persons we look at rather than embrace as sis-

ters and brothers. Perhaps the recent accep-

tance of the United Native Ministries Assembly

as an associate group in Mennonite General

Board is a step toward change.

Meanwhile, what do we do with Columbus
Day 1992? We would do well to ponder what the

past 500 years can teach us.

One of those lessons, as James E. Brenneman
notes in this week's lead article, is that the op-

pressed can too soon become the oppressor.

One generation of strangers and pilgrims can

turn into a next generation of settlers and de-

fenders. It has happened to Pilgrims and Jews

and Muslims and Anabaptists.

Anabaptists? We in this tradition must re-

member that our roots are also in oppression

and persecution. This Columbus Day, in North

America at least, we have mostly joined the

ranks of the settled. God grant that we not be-

come people with much to defend.—jlp

. . . Columbus had no clue what history would do
History is a fickle master. Christopher Co-

lumbus would likely be the first to agree.

Apparently, he wanted to become famous as

the discoverer of a new trade route to India. In-

stead he became, for a time, a hero for "discover-

ing" a "new world." Some centuries later it's fi-

nally acknowledged he was by no means the first

in his new land; moreover, his coming destroyed

whole peoples and cultures.

I thought of Columbus and his fickle place in

history during a recent family reunion. It was a

good reunion, with warm memories and comfort-

able stories. Then someone mentioned that one

of the matriarchs whose lives we were celebrat-

ing (my grandma) had pierced ears.

The reunion went from calm to hubbub. Every-

one was talking at once, even those who until

then hadn't said a word.

From what I could decipher out of the confu-

sion, the younger set were mostly exclaiming, try-

ing to make sense out of this new information.

Up until then all pictures they had seen of

Grandma were in plain, black dress.

We in the middle generation were giving each

other knowing looks. Here was new data for

what we had always contended: plainness in the

Mennonite Church was a "blip" in an otherwise

mostly acculturated history.

The older generation were arguing. They
couldn't agree on whether Grandma's piercing

had been done for earrings or as a lark by a

group of teenage girls in the late 1890s.

Why Grandma pierced her ears was not re-

solved at that reunion. But somewhere, someday,

someone will write the history of this branch of

my family. What they say about Grandma and

her earrings may well be what they remember of

our 1992 reunion confusion.

Of such incidents is history made. For history

is memory. And, as James Brenneman also re-

minds us this issue, often those memories are

built around a purpose. It may be to make set-

tlers out of wanderers, savages out of Natives, or

plainness in spite of pierced ears.

I find that helpful to remember. When I am
tempted to argue about Grandma's earrings. Or

about Columbus and his "discovery" of some

brave "new world."

—

jlp
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Reflections on Matt. 13:31-32:

The strange little

story about the
mustard cedar

This parable is about the kingdom of

God. We all know that the kingdom

is about Yahweh's sovereign reign. Yet

Jesus compares it to a mustard seed!

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

When a church listens

to its community . .

Ask and you
shall receive

Proposals outlined

for GC/MC integration

6

8

9

It
seems that no one could really figure him

out. Not his closest friends, not his worst ene-

mies, and surely not the masses of people

who trailed him about the countryside. Wher-

ever he went, Jesus was an enigma. Whenever

he spoke, people puzzled over his words. It's no

great wonder. Jesus told some of the strangest

stories.

Take, for example, the parable of "the mus-

tard seed and the mustard cedar." This has to

be one of the strangest stories of them all. One

might go so far as to call it absurd. It reads as

follows in Matthew's Gospel (13:31-32):

"He set before them another parable, saying:

'The kingdom of heaven is similar to a mustard

seed which a man took and sowed in his field. It

is the smallest of all the seeds. But when it has

grown it is the largest of the garden herbs and be-

comes a tree. And as a result the birds of the air

come and nest in its branches.''
"

That's it. That's all there is to it. At first

by

Dorothy

Jean
Weaver



The kingdom of heaven is an utterly
surprising reality. It doesn't come about
the way we think it will, nor does it

show up where we think we'll find it.

glance, there's not a whole lot to play around
with. But appearances can be deceiving. Tucked
away within this tiny nutshell of a story lies a
fully developed parable dealing with the king-
dom of heaven. It is a comical little parable with
three movements, each one a bit more absurd
than the one before.

IThe first movement we might call "improba-
ble beginnings." Here Jesus sets the stage
for what is to follow. He sets his listeners to

laughing from the very start: "The kingdom of
heaven is similar to a mustard seed which a man
took and sowed in his field."

It may not strike us that way, but for Jesus'
original audience, this is nothing short of ludi-

crous. As Jesus himself indicates, this is a para-
ble about the kingdom of heaven—or, in other
words, the kingdom of God. And all good Jews
know what the kingdom of God is about. It has
to do with the sovereign rule of Yahweh over all

humankind—not only the people who claim
Yahweh as God, but all those other nations and
kings who do not. The kingdom of heaven is

about ultimate power, overwhelming glory, ever-
lasting rule. And all of this Jesus compares to a
mustard seed!

The comparison is hardly apt, to say the least!

Jesus' listeners know all about the mustard
seed, and they know it has no "kingly" character-
istics. Mustard is an extremely common plant in

Palestine, a shrub which grows to a height of
four feet. It grows on its own in the wild; but
farmers also sow it in their fields. It germinates
easily and spreads like a weed. People use it as
a pungent seasoning and value its medicinal
qualities.

This is the first in a series of articles dealing with
texts from the Bible. Recently Gospel Herald con-
tacted writers throughout the church, asking them
for an expository feature on their favorite biblical

text—or on a text in which they have discovered
new meaning or new insights. This series will ap-
pear approximately every other issue for the next
several months.—Editor

But the most prominent characteristic of mus-
tard is the size of its seed. The mustard seed is

not only small—it is the proverbial symbol of
smallness. And there it is. The proverbial small
seed of one of the most ordinary plants on the
Palestinian landscape, and Jesus wants to use
this as a symbol of the kingdom of heaven!
But that isn't all. Not only do Jesus' listeners

know why the mustard seed is the wrong symbol
for the kingdom of heaven. They also know what
the right symbol is, namely the cedar tree. This
is the conventional metaphor for power, glory,

and stateliness.

The prophet Ezekiel illustrates this usage
(31:3, 6): "Consider Assyria, a cedar of Lebanon,
with fair branches and forest shade, and of great
height, its top among the clouds. . . . All the birds

of the air made their nests in its boughs, under its

branches all the animals of the field gave birth to

their young; and in its shade all great nations
lived.

"

If Jesus wants to describe the kingdom of
heaven in conventional terms, he should start

out with the cedar tree and not the mustard
seed. This much is clear.

2 But things get even stranger in the next
movement of the story. We might call this

movement "astonishing developments":
"[The mustard seed] is the smallest of all the

seeds. But when it has grown it is the largest of
the garden herbs. ..."

Here the story gets a bit more exciting. Some-
thing fairly impressive seems to be taking place.
If Jesus knows that the mustard seed is the very
image of smallness, he knows something else as
well. The mustard seed may be tiny, but it

grows into an amazingly large plant. And this is

what he holds out in front of his listeners. Jesus
is amazed—and he calls his listeners to be
amazed along with him—that the tiniest of all

seeds grows into the largest of all garden herbs.
This is no biology lesson on how things grow,

nor on what to do to make them grow better.

Jesus simply assumes that, as a matter of
course, the mustard seed will grow. The focus
here is on contrasts—beginning and ending,
smallest and largest. What begins as the tiniest

of all seeds ends up as the largest of all garden
herbs.

By now Jesus' listeners may well have perked
up. This may be a good story after all. But
Jesus isn't prepared to leave good enough alone.

Just when the story arrives at a satisfactory con-
clusion, he adds an unexpected wrinkle and con-
fuses his listeners all over again: "It is the small-
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est of all the seeds, but when it has grown it is the

largest of the garden herbs . . . and becomes a

tree.

"

Now what is Jesus talking about? No matter

how tall mustard plants may get, they don't

grow into trees. There is no such thing as a mus-

tard tree. All of Jesus' listeners know that. So

what is Jesus talking about?

3To find an answer we have to go on to the

third movement of the story. We might call

it "extraordinary endings": "The mustard

seed becomes a tree. And as a result the birds of

the air come and nest in its branches.

"

Aha! So this is where Jesus was heading! The
tiny mustard seed with which he started his

story has now grown into a cedar tree, that ulti-

mate symbol of kingdom. Now light begins to

dawn for Jesus' listeners. Finally it becomes

clear that Jesus has built all the apparent diffi-

culties and the real impossibilities into his story

for a purpose. Jesus has just developed his own
new hybrid, the "mustard cedar." And this mus-

tard cedar is Jesus' symbol for the kingdom of

heaven.

And now, even more than before, Jesus' listen-

ers must surely be overcome with laughter at

the absurd little story which Jesus has told. But

when the laughter dies away, Jesus' listeners are

left with an urgent question, a question which is

ours as well: "What does this strange mythical

mustard cedar have to say about the kingdom of

heaven?"

Perhaps most basic of all, this parable tells

us that the kingdom of heaven is God's

creation. As the parable seems to indicate,

it is God's prerogative and God's good pleasure

not only to plant the mustard seed but likewise

to bring about the seemingly miraculous growth

of that tiny mustard seed into a tall, stately

cedar tree. It is in no way a human accomplish-

ment. Elsewhere Jesus has a great deal to say

about human participation in the life of the king-

dom of heaven. But here he wants his listeners

to grasp one basic fact: It is God who has

"planted" the kingdom of heaven; it is God who
causes the kingdom to grow; and it is God who
will bring the kingdom to its fulfillment.

This may be a humbling word to us as human
beings—we who believe passionately in the best

of causes and work passionately on their behalf,

we who find ourselves constantly seduced into

thinking that we can "bring in the kingdom" by
our human efforts.. But it is far more profoundly

a word of grace. Finally and forever, the king-

dom of heaven does not rest on our shoulders. It

does not rise with our human energies, and it

does not fall with our human weaknesses. From
first to last, the kingdom is God's creation. The
parable of the mustard seed and the mustard

cedar is above all else a parable of the power

and the grace of God.

But that is not all. The parable of the mustard

seed and the mustard cedar speaks to us as well

about the astonishing means God chooses for

planting the kingdom. The central focus of this

story is a minuscule mustard seed which be-

comes a giant cedar tree. The message here is

hard to mistake. The kingdom of heaven is an ut-

terly surprising reality. It doesn't come about

the way we think it will, nor does it show up
where we think we '11 find' it.

In
this parable, the cedar tree, for which

Jesus' listeners were looking, grew out of a

tiny mustard seed, in absolute contradiction

to all the laws of nature. And we can be certain

that the kingdom which God is planting in our

world is likewise taking root in the unlikeliest

ways and places. Jesus' words challenge us to

look at our world with eyes which are wide

open to the astonishing ways of God. Then
and only then, says Jesus, will we have the vi-

sion needed to see the kingdom which God is

building.

But there is one thing more. The story of the

mustard seed does not stop when the mustard

seed has grown into a cedar tree. The story

Jesus tells is not finished until the birds of the

air come to nest in the branches of the tree.

This is the bottom line. The story Jesus tells is

not finally a story about magnificence, although

there is magnificence here. Nor is it finally a

story about the awesome power of God, al-

though that is surely here as well.

The story Jesus tells is ultimately a story

about life. It is a story about a life-giving tree,

about the one who plants this life-giving tree,

about those who find life in it. If we wish to find

life, Jesus seems to say, here is where life is to

be found, in God's amazing, comical "mustard-

cedar." This is the bottom line.

And there it is, the strange little story about

the "mustard cedar."

Dorothy Jean Weaver, Harrisonburg, Va., has

been on the staff at Eastern Mennonite Seminary

as associate professor ofNew Testament since

1 964. She is a member of Community Mennonite
Church.
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READERS SAY

Does It Matter Which Bible
Translation We Use? (June

16). The coincidence of working
hard at producing a translation of the

New Testament (in one of 17 Native

American languages in Paraguay) that

is culturally correct and biblically sound
and reading Gospel Herald letters with

concerns about exclusive and inclusive

language made me aware that the word
inclusive, as used in referring to the

NRSV, is a bit of a misnomer.
The language not only uses male and

female nouns and pronouns, but nearly

all second and third person verbs are

also gender specific, and their conjuga-

tion varies accordingly. If we tried to

use inclusive language, we could justly

be accused of ethnicide. The comment
made by an anthropologist ("Readers
Say," Aug. 24) that cultures who began
to use inclusive language soon degener-

ated makes sense.

Historically, the KJV, NTV, and oth-

ers used what was inclusive language.

The NRSV has rightly avoided that

type of inclusive language and recog-

nized that women and men are unique

in language as well. If any logic is

sound, the NRSV has helped us to turn

around in the right direction—away
from cultural demise!

So we can say, as did a young
pastor's assistant on considering 1 John
4:7-8 in the new translation: "Wow!
That means men and women and chil-

dren as well must love each other!"

Jonathan Beachy
Asuncion, Paraguay

Iam not surprised at some of the

backlash coming from Men Want to

Be More Than Someone to Be
Afraid of When Walking at Night
(July 28). When all logical arguments
fail, one can always go back to good old

1 Cor. 11:3 and drum upon God's sup-

posed maleness and the ensuing

"headship" of all males.

It wasn't too long ago that other

Bible verses were used to defend slav-

ery. Many are still being used to justify

war. Taking any Bible verse out of the

context of the time and the culture in

which it was written—not to mention
by whom (men) it was put down on
paper—translated, changed, rewritten,

and edited, is wrong. (Lots of books
that used to be "Bible" aren't in it

today: Tobias, Judith, etc.)

The word of God is the Bible, if we
allow the Spirit to show it to us. But to

say every word, phrase, sentence, or

idea is God's direct word is simplistic

foolishness.

God created male and female in

his/her image and was pleased with the

result— it was good. No one gender is

"better" or can assume to have author-

ity over the other!

Martha Huebert

Niederkruchten, Germany

Wanting Everything, and
Wanting It Now (Sept. 1). I

agree that much compromise
and change will need to occur in the at-

titudes in our country concerning health

care. I applaud the author's gentle start

on the dialogue concerning the end of

meaningful relational life. Thirty per-

cent of the health care dollars in this

country are spent in the last year of

one's life.

We must be aware, however, that the

doctors and hospitals of this country

started the insurance industries for the

masses in the 30s with the creation of

Blue Cross and Blue Shield. These
were not formed to guarantee or pro-

vide care to patients but to guarantee

payment to hospitals and doctors for the

care rendered. Today this industry has

blossomed into millions a year in profits.

Wayne Nussbaum
Philadelphia, Pa.

What's in a Name! (Sept. 1).

As a church planter and pastor

preparing to begin a new con-

gregation, I discussed with a core group
what to name the church. Should Men-
nonite be included as a part of the

name? What about the many misconcep-

tions people in our area had of Menno-
nites? Should we use Mennonite and
then try to overcome the stereotypes

that we knew existed?

We chose to call the church Cape
Christian Fellowship. In the ensuing

five and a half years, I have consis-

tently asked those adults who have
been in preparation for membership
class a question, "Would you have

come to this church if it would have

been specifically identified as a Menno-
nite Church?" Of the 155 persons of

non-Mennonite background who have

taken this class, 150 have said they

would not have visited the church if it

would have been identified as Menno-
nite.

The reasons people gave for not visit-

ing the church, if it had been identified
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READERS SAY

as Mennonite, fall into three basic cate-

gories: Horse and buggy stereotypes,

"never heard of it before," or "I

thought it might be a cult."

I count it a privilege to pastor a grow-

ing congregation that now averages

more than 230 in worship. Many in our

congregation have no church back-

ground or were longtime dropouts from

other denominations. We have had the

joy of introducing them to Jesus Christ

and the meaning of following him, as un-

derstood from the Mennonite perspec-

tive. In choosing our church name, I

believe we made the right decision.

Dennis Gingerich

Cape Coral, Fla.

Who Do You Say That I Am?
(Sept. 8). When learning my
way around a new neighbor-

hood by bicycle, I discovered the best

way home was by "I" street. I made my-

self remember the street name by say-

ing to myself, "I am the way." If I miss

the "I" street turnoff, I come to a dead

end. Perhaps the coincidence in the

street name reflects what I really be-

lieve about Jesus.

I have made friends with people of

different cultures and religions. Re-

cently my co-worker from Laos, Be, in-

vited me to a housewarming. I came
bearing gifts of Tupperware, expecting

a casual gathering and a tour of the

house. Instead, I discovered, shortly

after leaving my shoes at the door, that

this was a Buddhist ceremony of house

blessing, complete with monks in saf-

fron robes who were sprinkling water

on the kneeling crowd, which was

mostly Laotian.

It was hard for me to kneel on the

floor because I was recovering from a

bicycle accident and was badly bruised.

Be noticed my pain and said, "You
must let the monk blow on you." Star-

tled, feeling lost, I let her lead me to

the monk, who instructed me to kneel

with my back facing him. I heard chant-

ing and felt a faint tickle on the back of

my neck. My American friend, who
watched, told me the monk put a

lighted candle in his mouth and blew

the smoke toward me. Be helped me to

my feet and asked, "Do you feel any

better?" It felt so good to get up off the

floor that I said, "Yes."

I don't think that God relies on can-

dle smoke rituals to perform healing.

But I was touched by Be's concern for

my well-being. I place my ultimate confi-

dence that full healing of body and

mind will come to completion in me
through Christ after my life in this

world is over. Buddhism does not offer

me that hope.

Margalea Warner
Iowa City, Iowa

We Stand on the Brink of a
Population Disaster (Aug.

11). For some time I have been

wondering why we Mennonites are so si-

lent on perhaps the most pressing issue

of our time. It makes little sense to con-

tinue trying to alleviate the symptoms
of a world in deep trouble while a pri-

mary cause, overpopulation, rages out

of control.

Even disasters that look like they can

be blamed on "acts of God" are often

the result of too many people, such as

the deaths from massive flooding in

Bangladesh and the starvation from ad-

vancing deserts in Africa. The cause is

overpopulation, forcing people to move
into areas that are sure to be flooded

or to graze their animals on marginal

land that will turn to desert as a result.

I agree with Keener and Redekop. To
address this problem of overpopulation

we need to scale down our own family

sizes and our living standards so that

we consume less of the world's re-

sources. But I would also urge that we
as a church consider becoming more in-

volved in birth control and family plan-

ning programs around the world. This

would over time give our other efforts

to improve people's lives more chance

of success.

The work being done by Mary Kay
Larson, General Conference Mennonite

worker in Botswana, is an excellent

model for such programs elsewhere.

She is working with the Botswana gov-

ernment and the local women to help

them gain the control they want over

their fertility. I believe we should also

speak out to the United States govern-

Pontius' Puddle

ment, asking that support be resumed

for population control efforts of the

United Nations.

It's high time we take a look around

before we blindly stumble over the

brink of disaster—or perhaps more ac-

curately—before we push our children

over that brink.

Arlene Holdeman
St. Paul, Minn.

The tandem of Peachey and

Hockman (Changing of the

Guard, Sept. 1), looks like a win-

ning ticket—and all that other "jazz,"

of course.

Mark Hartman-Souder

Syracuse, N. Y.

I was excited when the Sept. 1 issue

of Gospel Herald arrived to find two

articles about evangelism and out-

reach. Since our church is starting the

Living In Faithful Evangelism (LIFE)

process, the articles seemed timely.

I was reminded of why I am chal-

lenged by the commission Christ gave

us in Matt. 28:18-20, "All authority has

been given to me in heaven and on

earth. Go and make disciples of all na-

tions, teaching them to observe all that

I commanded you. . .
."

Friendliness Is Important, but It

Isn't Enough states that we need to ex-

amine church life to see if it "includes

or excludes." We must not exclude

those who Jesus wants to include.

Why New People Come into the

Church . . . mentioned reasons people

continue to attend Mennonite churches.

Hopefully, these are the reasons people

continue to come to any church. The
LIFE challenge for the Mennonite
church is to join with all churches who
give authority to Jesus Christ and com-

mit to friendliness and biblical disciple-

ship, introducing persons to Jesus.

Norma Godshall

Phoenix, Ariz.
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When a church listens

Cheryl Freed,

the project's

director,

tutors student

Mario Ferrill.

Jubilee Mennonite wanted to

be effective in its outreach. So
it asked the community what
programs would be helpful.

by Elaine Maust

Jubilee Mennonite Church, Meridian, Miss.,

wanted to listen to its neighbors. So, accord-

ing to pastor J. Daryl Byler, the church
embarked on a 100-square-block survey "to lis-

ten to the community so we could shape our out-

reach to fit the felt needs of the community
rather than by what our assumptions were."

The survey asked community people to list

the five programs they felt would be the most
helpful to them. The 353 persons who responded
listed "businesses to provide meaningful jobs"
and "tutoring for children and youth" as two of

their top five concerns.

Both of these were also longtime dreams of

the church. So Byler began to imagine combin-
ing the two. Could it be possible to blend the

dreams, to create jobs that would also take care
of the tutoring needs for students?
Thus the Community of Hope tutoring pro-

gram was born. But before the project could
begin, important partnerships had to form. The
Community of Hope—a nonprofit, benevolent or-

ganization composed of members from Jubilee

Mennonite and the community—agreed to over-

see the project through a board of directors.

Funding, of course was an immediate concern.
How could Jubilee, a 37-member congregation
with limited resources embark on such an enor-
mous ministry: buying computers, renting a
building, and hiring tutors?

Daryl Byler believed there were organizations

in Meridian that would want to help with just

such a project, and he was right. "The whole con-
figuration was very appealing," says Tom
Wacaster, vice-president of the Phil Hardin
Foundation, one of the funding organizations.

Our board strongly feels that cut-backs on
the state and federal level mean that

communities need to take more initiative.

Here was a church group willing to look at the
geographic area around its church home—to get

out and meet the people and get their percep-
tion of community needs." Another foundation
added $6,500 to the $13,000 grant from Hardin.
Elementary teacher Cheryl Freed agreed to

volunteer as director for the tutoring program. "I

like teaching and I like administration. Here I

can be an administrator and teacher at the same
time. In a classroom I couldn't meet individual

needs like I can here." Under Cheryl's leader-

ship, the program flourishes today with 22 ele-

mentary students, 5 high school tutors, and vol-

unteers from Jubilee.

Freed works with principals and teachers in

three of Meridian's city schools to select chil-

dren who are working below grade level for the

tutoring program. These children get individual

help with homework and reading from one of the

high school tutors who have been trained by
Freed. The tutors receive a college scholarship

and a stipend for their efforts.

Tutor Bernard Hardaway says, "It's hard!

But the first time you get a concept into

a child's head that child did not have pre-

viously, you're not going to want to quit. That's

going to keep you coming back. Though it's

hard, it's very rewarding."

"I have always loved little kids," says Jenny
Jones another tutor. "I've been involved with

kids, but I never taught. I wanted to experiment
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to its community

with it to see if I'd like teaching." Like Bernard,

Jenny is a bit overwhelmed with the amount of

patience required of the tutors. "I worked with

kids before, but I never knew how much pa-

tience it took to teach," she says with a twinkle.

Like many of the other grade school children

enrolled in the after-school program, Lorenzo

Hudson is enthusiastic. "It helps you with your

homework," he declares with a broad smile. "I'm

learning more and doing better in school. Any-

thing you don't know, just ask the teacher, and

she'll help you."

Cornelius Hill, a third-grader, and his sister

Sharonda, kneel on their chairs, pouring

over the script of the play they will help

present for an upcoming program. Their bright

eyes and relaxed faces indicate their delight

with this after school activity. "I feel great!" Cor-

nelius grins when I ask him how he feels about

the tutoring program. Sharonda adds, "I like

doing work and having fun with Cheryl and my
tutoring teacher."

St. Paul's Episcopal Church—Jubilee's current

meeting place— is home for the tutoring pro-

gram. Each Monday through Thursday the up-

stairs of St. Paul's buzzes with the sounds of

children learning. Rector Harry Hudson says,

"We are delighted to have Jubilee with us!" Cit-

Because of Jubilee's program,
children who were once on the

sidelines became the stars

before the cheering crowd.

ing stewardship of their building as a primary

concern, he adds, "The tutoring program is a

great idea. It encourages high school students

and helps folks in our neighborhood. We want to

use our building for those doing ministry and to

help our community."

Every afternoon finds Henry Tardo, Jubilee

member, seated between two lively youngsters,

boosting their learning skills by playing word

and math games on computers. "I like helping

these kids," Henry says. "It helps my day.

Cheryl is the main reason I stay. She's on top of

everything and helps me out when I get in a

jam." For her part Cheryl Freed emphasizes the

importance of the three regular and five occa-

sional Jubilee volunteers in keeping the program

running smoothly.

Bernard

Hardaway
works with

JuVonne
Jones in

Community

of Hope's

tutoring

program.

On the last night of the first term some
100 students, families, and supporters at-

tended awards night. Based on her past

experience as a teacher, Cheryl characterized

the show of support by parents that night as "re-

markable and amazing." These were children

often on the sidelines in their crowded class-

rooms. But on this night they were the stars,

singing and acting before the cheering crowd.

On this night children who before might have

feared being asked to read in class, read loudly

and proudly before a group of adults. As one

boy walked forward to receive a ribbon for his

accomplishments, his mother beamed. "It's the

first award he ever got," she said.

For the dreamers at Jubilee, it was a proud

night as well. It was a celebration of listening to

God and the community. It was a commemoriza-

tion of what can happen when a church listens

to its community.

Elaine Maust, Meridian, Miss., is a free-lance

writer and a member of Jubilee Mennonite

Church, where she also serves as an elder.

"Here is a church group willing to look

at the geographic area around its home
—to get out and meet the people and get

their perception of community needs."
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Ask and you shall receive

by

Rich

Cober-

Bauman

When
he
asked
me to

choose,

Toby
was
asking
me to be
honest
He was
asking
me to

ask.

How
else

could

he give?

The movie is almost over. As the credits

roll, the two girls argued quietly in their

language over who would ask the inevita-

ble question, the request for a ride home.
Finally, and predictably, it's Jenny. They go to

the car with an unusual package: an aluminum pie

plate, piled with home-grown potatoes, leftover

chicken, and leaking cold gravy. Toby had declined

our generous invitation for Thanksgiving dinner.

Who will drive them home? My maleness cre-

ates some automatic discomfort, but Louise just

finished driving the Penashue's and their cari-

bou meat to Katnen's. In the just-around-the-cor-

ner discussion, Rick asks, "Isn't anybody going

to offer us caribou meat?"
In our almost three years in Sheshatshit, our

palates have fallen for the milk and honey of

this land. We both know there are nearly 100

freshly killed caribou in Sheshatshit, and we are

both thinking of all the groceries and rides and
hours we have shared. "The beauty of sharing."

Whenever we need to find the good, the laud-

able, in these people who so often appear to

want to destroy themselves, we remind ourselves

of how the Innu share so naturally. So why the

cold silence on this caribou meat?

The girls are waiting in the car, but Louise

calls Jenny back. I make several false

starts, not sure what I need to ask but
knowing I am as embarrassed as I am uncertain.

"Jenny, we know there is all kinds of caribou

meat in the community. Do people just figure we
don't want any because we are white and proba-

bly would rather eat turkey and chicken? See, in

our culture, you do not ask ... if someone does
not offer you some, they do not want you to

have any. Do we need to ask, or what?"

By now Jenny is laughing. "How would people
know you want meat if you don't ask?" I am em-
barrassed, not because I have stooped to actually

ask for something, but because I had been foolish

enough to think that "asking" is "stooping."

As we mount the new but already scarred

steps of Toby's house, I think of the man who is

alone behind the battered, unlockable door.

Alone because his wife and kids had gone to the

shelter to escape his drinking. Alone because to-

night he has no booze to bring his friends

through his door. Alone without even the

warmth of the stove he'd sold. The same Toby
who last week sent us a note asking for bread
and meat—and received it. Who sent a note ask-

ing for bingo money so that he could resist going

drinking—and didn't receive it. Whose tongue
bit into me the following day for my mistrust

that had driven him to drink again.

He is sleeping on the couch. The coat pulled

around him scarcely covers his bare back and
does nothing for his unsocked feet.

"Oh, good," I think. "He's sleeping already so

I'll just go on home and ask him tomorrow." But
Jenny has already shouted at him, and he's com-
ing alive. He and I make some little jokes about
him being awakened and how tired he must be
after cutting up all that meat. And then, "Could
you spare a slice of meat, Toby?"
"You want some meat?" On his way to the

fridge, he starts to open the package his daugh-
ter brought along back. It sits on the table be-

side four neatly placed caribou legs. "So, what
did you have for your Thanksgiving supper?"

Two blood-reddened cardboard boxes
claim both shelves of the refrigerator.

Toby hauls out heart, ribs, and legs onto
the table. He grabs a flimsy steak knife and
reaches into the box. Then there is one of those

ringing, unforgettable moments. A moment
where the ordinary is broken through by the eter-

nal, as he pulls out the rear flank. The choice

portion . . . the one from which the old man in a

camp would immediately slice morsels for that

first taste after a kill. To the lover of caribou

meat what ham is to a pork-lover. The best.

Still waking up, Toby fights with the leg until,

cutting and cracking, he has two pieces. "Which
one do you want?"

I know exactly which one I want. The upper
thigh, with little bone and no fat. It fries up so

tender that the toothless still relish it. I mumble,
saying nothing. I can't just pick the choicest of

the choice. That would be ungrateful or selfish

or greedy or something. I wait. Finally he puts

the lower thigh and leg into a bag. "You gonna
fry up a few pieces tonight?"

"Yeah, maybe. Thanks Toby." I am in the car

before I realize that I have missed it again.

Again I have been afraid to ask him to give.

When he asked me to choose pieces, Toby was
asking me to be honest. He was asking me to

askl How else would he be able to give?

Back home, there is one bun left from the

Thanksgiving meal. We split it to soak up the

gravy. The caribou meat, six lean chunks in the

cast-iron pan, is a feast, a Thanksgiving feast.

Rick Cober-Bauman and his wife, Louise, recently

completed a Voluntary Service term in

Sheshatshit, Labrador, with Mennonite Central

Committee Canada. Rick wrote this article last

year on Canada's Thanksgiving Day.
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Merger group outlines

strategies for integration

Proposed structure for integrated GC-MC church
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Notes:
1. "United Mennonite Church" is a work-

ing name. Other suggestions are welcome.

2. Congregations would be represented

at area and country-wide conferences. A
formula to determine the number of

delegates would be developed.

3. Area and country-wide conferences

would send delegates to the larger con-

ference, but congregations would not.

Congregations could participate as they

do in Mennonite World Conference or

Mennonite Church Assemblies.

4. All conferences would serve and facil-

itate the work of local congregations.

5. The larger conference, in consultation

and cooperation with the country-wide

and area conferences, would work with

global mission, theological education,

theological reflection and definition,

publishing, ministerial leadership mat-

ters, and aspects of congregational re-

sourcing. The UMC in Canada and the

UMC in the United States would deal

separately with programs unique to their

situations or with particular aspects of

programs that differ in their respective

countries.

Upland, Calif.—"We're gaining some
momentum," said Richard Early, Telford,

Pa., at the end of the Integration Explo-

ration Committee (IEC) meeting here

Sept. 19-21.

After last February's IEC meeting,

Early said, "I felt emotionally constipat-

ed. Now I'm feeling some relief."

Charged with exploring ways for the

Mennonite Church (MC) and the General

Conference Mennonite Church (GC) to

integrate, the IEC meets twice each year

in a different location.

This time members met one evening

with representatives from a West Coast

integration structures committee.

The West Coast people asked, What
difference will [integration] make for a

church on a Sunday morning? What about

the nontraditional churches?

Many members of newer congregations

do not know about MC-GC distinctions,

they said.

Jeff Wright, Rancho Cucamonga, Calif.,

encouraged the IEC to develop a pro-

phetic vision for integration. Others

agreed.

However, said IEC member Florence

Driedger, Regina, Sask., "grassroots peo-

ple want to have input in that vision."

Jim Lapp, Elkhart, Ind., added, "Half

the Mennonite church already thinks this

committee is too prophetic, taking them
where they don't want to go."

Reflecting the next day on the counsel

from the West Coast committee, Helmut
Harder, Winnipeg, Man., said, "We
should be proactive."

And Vern Preheim, Newton, Kan.,

added, "We should make a case for inte-

gration."

The IEC looked at models and strate-

gies for integration. Lapp outlined two
strategies by which integration could be

implemented, if delegates make the deci-

sion in 1995 to integrate the two denomi-

nations (see sidebar).

What might a new structure look like?

The EEC looked at various diagrams, in-

cluding one that divided the United

States and Canada into four "districts"

—

northern (Canada), western, central and

eastern—as one way to avoid terms like

"national conference."

But Driedger said, "The Canadian con-

text is different [from the U.S. context]. If

we're going to be relevant to our context,

we must have a national structure."

The challenge may be for U.S. Menno-
nites, who are not as used to dealing with

countrywide agenda, to work on strictly

U.S. agenda.

Finally, Harder drew a diagram to illus-

trate a possible integrated structure (see

above). This proposal seemed the most
satisfactory to IEC members.
The main agenda for the IEC at this

meeting was to decide what will go into a

packet to be made available to all MC and

GC congregations next March.
Besides the diagram and the strategies

shown here, the packet will include these

background and study materials:

• resolutions adopted by both denomi-

nations at Bethlehem '83 and Normal '89

• a paper on the importance of church

structures

• some working assumptions
• excerpts from a doctoral thesis by

Kerry Strayer of Tulsa, Okla., on the

background and history of Mennonite
churches in North America

• maps of GC and MC area conferences.

Also included will be discussion start-

ers, suggested inter-Mennonite activities

to help churches explore "our relatedness

as Anabaptist Christians," a feedback

form, and a bibliography of additional

resources.

A video on integration will also be made
available.

Two IEC members—David Ortis and
Jose Ortiz—have resigned from the com-
mittee. At this meeting the IEC decided

to not replace them at this late stage in

the process.

The EEC's next meeting will be Feb. 6-9

in Winnipeg.

—

Gordon Houser

Two possible strategies

for GC-MC integration
If the decision in 1995 is to integrate,

there are two strategies by which this

action could be implemented.

First strategy: Begin the process for

full integration of the General Conference

Mennonite Church (GC) and the Menno-
nite Church (MC) following Wichita '95,

to be completed by 1997 or 1998.

Second strategy: Begin a process of

gradual integration of the General Confer-

ence and Mennonite churches as follows:

a. integration of the church-wide com-
missions and program boards by 1997-98

while retaining separate GC and MC iden-

tities with two General Boards;

b. encouragement to GC and MC area

conferences to develop processes for co-

operating and exploring integration wher-

ever possible or appropriate;

c. reviewing developments on inte-

gration by the year 2001 and determining

the appropriate next steps and a time

frame for achieving full integration.

Under the second strategy the two Gen-
eral Boards and denominational assem-
blies would meet at the same time and
place, with joint and separate meetings
during this process of gradual integra-

tion.

This strategy would allow a new MC-GC
identify to emerge before full integration

is achieved.
—Gordon Houser
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Christian pacifists

escape from Sarajevo
Zagreb, Croatia (MCC)—When Srecko

and Ljiljana Skero left Croatia last sum-
mer to settle in Bosnia, little did they

know what they were getting into.

Serbian forces began to bombard their

apartment building, located near the

Sarajevo airport, this spring. By April the

shelling was so intense that they were
unable to leave the apartment.

In July they managed a harrowing es-

cape—crouched on the floor of a vehicle

as they were driven through a conflicted

area, using their bodies to shield their

2-year-old son.

Just three days later, further means of

fleeing Sarajevo were cut off.

During the siege, the family ate spar-

ingly of food they had in the apartment.

Ljiljana learned to make use of edible

plants growing outside. She prepared
dandelion greens and even concocted a

nettle pie.

Although the Skeros had sufficient

cooking gas, some of their neighbors were
forced to burn their parquet floors as fuel.

Worse than the physical deprivation

was the fear and uncertainty. They feared

constantly for their own lives and for their

son, who once narrowly escaped a sniper

bullet.

Fifteen neighbors were buried outside

their apartment in coffins built from fur-

niture.

The Skeros' situation was especially

acute because Srecko is half Serbian. If

Serbian forces had discovered this—and
if he was learned to be unsympathetic to

their cause—he would have been shot on
the spot, Srecko maintains. He says he

witnessed this fate befall other Serbs.

Once a communist, Srecko, 33, has been
a Christian pacifist for several years. In

1991, he completed studies at the Evan-
gelical Theological Seminary in Osijek,

Croatia, where Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC) workers Emmanuel and
Helen Gitlin teach.

At the seminary Srecko met Ljiljana,

who worked there as librarian. A Croatian,

Ljiljana belonged to a Pentecostal church

in Zagreb.

The couple, whose families' back-

grounds represent the three major parties

in the current Balkan conflict— Serbs,

Muslims, and Croats—are confused about

who they are.

They do not understand the forces tear-

ing apart their communities and families.

Despite their difficulties, they have

Srecko and Ljiljana Skero

stuck by their beliefs. During his escape

from Sarajevo this summer, Srecko had
to tell three different Muslim army offi-

cers, "I am a believer and a Protestant

minister and I cannot fight. Arms are not

for Christians."

Srecko was surprised but grateful that

the officers honored his conviction.

This next year Srecko will do graduate

studies supervised by Emmanuel Gitlin;

Ljiljana will return to her work as librar-

ian.

Long-term plans are impossible in the

maelstrom that is now the former Yugo-
slavia. For the present the Skeros are

grateful for the many believers who
prayed for them and for God's protective

hand as they fled Sarajevo.

—

Emily Will

Navajo congregation
challenged at camp event
Blue Gap, Ariz. (UNM)—Members of

the Blue Gap (Ariz.) Mennonite Church
were challenged to examine their family

relationships and their relationship with

God during an annual camp meeting on

the Navajo Reservation in Arizona.

The Aug. 14-15 meeting at the church

was a time of fellowship and spiritual

renewal.

Key speakers were Milt Shirleson, a

Navajo pastor with Western Indian Min-
istries at Window Rock, Ariz., and evan-

gelist Steve Cheramie, a Houma Indian

from Gretna, La.

Shirleson spoke on husband-wife rela-

tionships and the need for a solid Chris-

tian family base to work at problems faced

by Navajo people in their communities.

During his second message, Shirleson

dealt with the need for parents to provide

security, support, and love for children.

He also referred to the many cases of

child abuse among Native families and the

church's responsibility to become an
agent of change.

Cheramie challenged the audience to

believe that God is able to help them in

their lives and ministry. He said that God
will make a difference in their lives so they

can make a difference in their community.
Music was led by Guy Billy and Daniel

Smiley from the local congregation, and
by Frank James from Upper Room Men-
nonite Church, Salina Springs, Ariz.

Children participated in special activi-

ties. Church women fixed traditional Nav-
ajo meals of hominy stew and mutton
stew.

According to Ray Horst, executive sec-

retary of the United Native Ministries

Council, the spirit of the weekend was
excellent.

"It was a time of new commitment and
rededication," he said.

"That's important because they are sur-

rounded by so many forces of evil and
very difficult struggles in life."

—Phil Richard

Committee proposes
redisricting plan
Upland, Calif.—The South Integration

Structures Committee came up with a

plan to reduce the West Coast Mennonite
conferences from three to two during their

first meeting Sept. 19-20.

The committee is one of several re-

gional groups working on the integration

of the General Conference (GC) and Men-
nonite (MC) churches.

Representatives from the Pacific Dis-

trict (GC), Pacific Coast (MC), and South-

west (MC) conferences took part in the

meeting.

The proposal creates north (Oregon-

Washington-Idaho) and south (California-

Arizona) GC-MC districts.

Representatives from the Pacific Coast

and Pacific District conferences will dis-

cuss the proposal during the first meeting

of the North Structures Committee in

Dalles, Ore., Nov. 6-7.

Pacific Coast
(MC)

Proposed
North
(GC-MC)

Proposed
South
(GC-MC)

Pacific District

(GC)

Southwest
(MC)
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Zaire Mennonites suffer

amid economic collapse
Kinshasa, Zaire—"The situation con-

tinues to deteriorate. Misery increases

every day."

This assessment of conditions in Zaire

comes from Masolo Mununga, general

secretary of the Zaire Mennonite Breth-

ren (MB) Conference.

"The Zairian people, more than 35 mil-

lion souls, are at the peak of their suffer-

ing," said Mununga at a recent gathering

of international MB leaders in Asuncion,

Paraguay.

Among the Zairians are over 113,000

Mennonite and Mennonite Brethren
church members. In terms of Mennonites
and MBs, Zaire is third in the world,

ranking after the United States (266,000)

and Canada (114,000) (1990 figures).

The most critical problems in Zaire

include 90 percent unemployment, cur-

rency devaluation (often 10 percent per

day), government apathy and security

problems.

According to Mununga, hunger per-

vades most of the population. "In some
cases, family members eat in turns, some
on even days, others on odd days," he
said.

Zaire, a nation rich in natural resources,

has been mired for decades in poverty and
political corruption. Discontent erupted
into full-scale rioting and looting in the

capital, Kinshasa, in September 1991, re-

sulting in the destruction of the downtown
commercial area. Similar outbreaks
spread through most of Zaire's major
cities.

The economy has not yet recovered
from the destruction of factories, indus-

try, and other businesses. Most outside

business people and investors have left

Zaire.

This has had direct implications for

Zaire Mennonites, explained Eric Olfret,

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) co-

secretary for Africa.

He told of a Zairian MCC employee who
also pastors a church in Kinshasa. In this

church, the pastor said that only four of

about 20 members were employed before

the September turmoil. After September,
he said, "I am the only one."

For more than a year, the Sovereign

National Conference, a loose organization

of civic and social leaders, has attempted
to create guidelines for a democratic
state. But consensus among participants

has been difficult, with government oppo-
sition sabotaging the process.

Anemia and malnutrition are a growing

concern in Kinshasa, where Mununga es-

timates every family has a few sick mem-
bers at any given time.

"People are dying for lack of proper
care," he said. "Prayer and encouraging

words are not sufficient to relieve the

suffering of poverty and disease."

MCC sent some 1,000 metric tons of

corn and beans to Kinshasa in January
1991. It arrived in April and May.
MCC also gave $25,000 to the Zaire

Inter-Mennonite National Committee.
The money was used to respond to imme-
diate needs among Kinshasa Mennonites.

In addition, the North American Men-
nonite Brethren Missions/Service board
approved a $50,000 grant last fall to the

Zairian MB Conference for relief.

About 15 MCC workers are located in

Zaire, mostly working in community de-

velopment and agriculture, said Olfert.

Despite severe adversity, the church is

growing. Membership in the Zaire MB
church has reached 48,300, up 1,300 since

1990.

Mununga pointed out that there are

some positive aspects to the crisis.

"We are not discouraged," he said. "But
with God's mercy, we proclaim the gospel

of peace and hope. We are encouraging
our congregations by meeting together for

prayer and visiting in homes."
He said leaders are touring each region

to boost morale of believers and pastors.

"We beg you not to forget us," he said,

"but to go on interceding for the Zairian

people who groan under the load of mis-

ery."—Gary Hardaway, with Cathleen
Hockman, from The Christian Leader

Anabaptists flock

to evangelism seminars
Newton, Kan. (GCMC/MC)—Over 1,400

people from the Mennonite Church, Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite Church, and
Church of the Brethren attended semi-

nars organized by the Evangelism Lead-
ers Academy (ELA) this summer.
Most of the participants were pastors

and lay leaders involved with the Men-
nonite "Living in Faithful Evangelism"
(LIFE) or Church of the Brethren "Pass-
ing on the Promise" programs.

"ELA participants carried back home
many ideas and a renewed enthusiasm to

help their congregations become mission
stations for the people around them,"
noted Ed Bontrager, LIFE director.

"I am excited about the vision for evan-

gelism our conference leadership has and
how this has spread to the churches," said

ELA participant Rudy Goerzen, Surrey,

B.C.

For Miriam Hooley, Sweet Home (Ore.)

Mennonite Church, "the ELA was like a

launching pad! Meeting counterparts in

other congregations and conferences was
encouraging. Let's get going!"

Team Care

Senior Benefit Series
MMAs New Medicare Supplement Family

There is only one place you can find all these benefits:

• Expert, personal help when you need it.

• Competitive prices and unbeatable value.

• Worry-free protection.

• Membership with others who share your Christian values.

See your mutual aid counselor or call a member services representative at

our toll-free number. It can save you time, worry, and money.

Mennonite „ „ „ „„„ ,

Mutual Aid Call 1-800-662-6747
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Pictured is Archbishop Matta who over-

sees a Syrian Orthodox archdiocese in

northeast Syria. The archbishop 's black

hat contains 12 stars, representing the

12 disciples.

Historic Syrian church
remains faithful to gospel
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—The church is alive

and well in Syria, Archbishop Matta, of

the Syrian Orthodox Church, told Men-
nonite Central Committee (MCC) staff

during a recent visit.

Christians believe they are "the salt and

light of the land" and that God is with the

church, he said.

Syrian Christians trace their history

back to the Church of Antioch when, for

the first time, followers of Christ were

called "Christians."

Services are conducted in Aramaic, the

language Jesus spoke.

Over the centuries, Syrian Christians

have suffered and died for their faith.

Around 1400, Tamarlane destroyed
churches and monasteries and killed hun-

dreds of monks. In the early twentieth

century, the church suffered under Per-

sian rule.

"Persecution is still in the memory of

today's generation," said Matta.

"In our attempts to be faithful to God,

we have much to learn from Syrian Chris-

tians," remarked Ed Martin, MCC secre-

tary for Central and Southern Asia.

After the Persian Gulf War, refugees

from Iraq fled into Syria. The 27 churches

in Matta's archdiocese in northeast Syria

are ministering to about 4,000 refugees.

Many refugees are Christian—but the

church is committed to serving all refu-

gees, even at great financial cost.

"Christ said if people ask for a cup of

cold water, we should give it. He didn't

say we should ask what their religion is

first," explained Matta.

MCC works closely with the Syrian

Orthodox Church.

At the invitation of His Holiness Patri-

arch Zakka Iwas, MCC worker Roy Hange
teaches English as a second language at the

Syrian Orthodox Seminary in Damascus.

Pastor resigns after

confessing misconduct
Newton, Kan. (GCMC)-A General

Conference district moderator has re-

signed after confessing that in the past he

initiated an "inappropriate sexual

relationship" with a woman he was coun-

seling.

James L. Dunn has resigned as Western
District Conference (WDC) moderator
and pastor at First Mennonite Church in

Newton, Kan.

The WDC ministerial committee has

suspended Dunn's credentials for minis-

try for six months beginning Sept. 9 and
set a specific plan for restoration. The
suspension will be lifted or extended by
March 9, 1993.

Before serving in Newton, Dunn was
pastor at the First Mennonite Church of

Champaign Urbana (HI.), a dually affili-

ated congregation.

Vision 95 team gets
a taste of Louisiana

Venice, La.—A group of four adults, one
teenager, and a 10-year-old traveled in a

borrowed van all the way from West
Liberty, Ohio, into the parking lot of the

Lighthouse Fellowship in Venice, La., this

summer.
During their five days in Venice, this

Vision 95 team put a new gable front on the

church building, a new ceiling in the Sunday
school wing, built several new storage clos-

ets, and installed a fold-up attic stairway.

They were also served more kinds of

seafood than most of them knew existed.

Four different kinds of shrimp. Soft

shelled crabs. Oysters. Several kinds of

fish. And alligator sauce picante.

In between work and potlucks, the team
members discovered that Lighthouse Fel-

lowship is a congregation full of storytell-

ers. Pastor George Reno, his wife, Ruby,
and the entire congregation kept the team
members enthralled with one Cajun story

after another.

Most of all, the team discovered that

Reno, Raigan, Menendez, and Magruder are

some of the best Mennonite names
around.

—

Lynn Miller, The Fellowship

MDS responds to hurricane. Franklin, La. (MCC U.S.)—Mennonite Disaster

Service (MDS) volunteer Leroy Miller of Hydro, Okla., above, investigates damage
to a home belonging to an elderly Houma Native American woman. Hurricane

Andrew dealt a double blow to the Houma, fisherfolk who live on the southern tip

of Louisiana's bayous. A wall of water deposited mud in their houses and damaged
their fishing boats and grounds. MDS is helping with repairs and clean up. Some
30 to 40 MDS volunteers, coming from as far away as Michigan and Kansas, work
in Louisiana each week.
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Ethnic groups gather at Fiesta. Holtwood, Pa. (EMBM)—
Annie Green was baptized on Sept. 19 during the annual

"Cross Cultural Fiesta" sponsored by the Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions. Performing the baptism are pastors

Lawrence Chiles (left) and Vincent Whitman. Some 144

persons of various ethnic groups took part in the Lancaster

Conference event at Camp Andrews.

• Houses donated. Four ranch

homes and a cash contribution

totalling $230,000 (U.S.) have

been donated to begin a neigh-

borhood development project

through Mennonite Housing in

north Wichita, Kan. "The goal is

to produce new homes with a

starting price of around $50,000,

to meet the needs of families

who are currently priced out of

the housing market," said Bill

Hanna, president of Koch Indus-

tries, which made the donation.

• Debt wiped out. A substantial

gift of property has allowed a

Mennonite-related prison min-

istry to become virtually debt-

free for the first time in several

years. We Care Program, of

Atmore, Ala., was able to wipe

out over $500,000 in operational

deficits through the resale of an
industrial plant donated by the

Wayne-Dalton corporation, a

major manufacturer of overhead
doors.

• College named one of best.

For the fourth time in five years,

Goshen (Ind.) College has made
the grade as one of the United

States' best colleges, according

to U.S. News & World Report.

The annual survey ranked
Goshen in the fourth quartile of

the 140 national liberal-arts col-

leges cited.

• Act endorsed. At its Sept. 11-

12 meeting, the Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee U.S. Executive
Committee endorsed adoption

of federal legislation designed to

combat violence against women.
Among other things, the act

would increase federal funding

for domestic violence shelters

and rape crisis centers, as well

as create a National Commis-
sion on Violent Crimes Against

Women.

•Committee chair named.
James Metzler, Macon, Miss.,

has assumed responsibilities for

chair of the Mennonite Church
Nominating Committee as of

Sept. 19. Metzler has been serv-

ing as vice-chair of the commit-
tee alongside chair Robert
Hartzler. Hartzler is currently

conference minister for the Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite
Church in Northern District. He
will continue as a member of the

Nominating Committee through

the 1993 biennium.

•Yoder honored. Mifflin
County Mennonite Historical

Society arranged a Sept. 27

"Singfest" honoring native son

J. W. Yoder for his contribu-

tions to music. Sept. 22 marked
Yoder's birth 120 years ago. The
composer is also known as the

author of Roseanne of the Amish.

•MCC joint meeting held.
Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) and MCC Canada exec-

utive committees met Sept. 18-

19 in Winnipeg, Man., for their

first joint meeting since 1989.

MCC executive secretary John
A. Lapp observed that MCC is

entering a new, less prosperous
epoch than the 1940-80 epoch.

Daniel Zehr, MCC Canada ex-

ecutive director, noted that 1992

has been "organizationally
unsettling" for MCC Canada.

• Budget approved. The East-

ern Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions approved a 1993 budget
guideline in its July meeting.

The budget has a 4 percent in-

crease over the projected in-

come of this year. The board
also approved an additional 3

percent increase with the under-

standing that this extra could be
used only after contributions

have actually been received.

• Overseas workers oriented.

Twelve people took part in

orientation at Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee headquarters in

Akron, Pa., Aug. 4-14. Menno-
nite Church members are: Bill

and Nora Janzen, Camrose,
Alta., to Cuauhtemoc, Mexico;
Anne Marie and Scott Stoner-Eby,

Washington, D.C., to Lusaka, Zambia

•Enrollment increases.
Hesston (Kan.) College enroll-

ment is up slightly this fall, due
in part to strong retention fig-

ures. New students number 262

and returning students total 246.

This year 19 percent of Hesston
students are internationals rep-

resenting 28 countries.

• Skater does the impossible.
A skateboarding member of

Manhattan Mennonite Fellow-

ship in New York is attempting

the impossible to raise funds for

his church. Besides such acts as

reciting the Schleitheim Con-
fession, Virgil Wiebe has prom-
ised to sing hymn "606" while

performing a headstand on his

skateboard—at a bargain $6.06

for each part, or $24.24 for all

four parts simultaneously. Fi-

nancial troubles at the church
has led the congregation to re-

duce the pastor's salary from 3/4

time to half time.

• Pastor transitions:

Wilmer J. and Lois A. Hartman
were installed as pastors on the

pastoral team at Central
Mennonite Church, Archbold,

Ohio, on Sept. 27. Wilmer was
installed as an ordained min-
ister for a full time assignment;

Lois was installed as a newly
licensed minister for half time.

Their address is 1013 Olds
Lane, Archbold, OH 43502;
phone 419 445-6329.

Sarin Lay was licensed pastor of

the Philadelphia Cambodian
congregation on Sept. 13.

Bishop Luke Stoltzfus officiated

at the ordination.

• Coming events:

"Resolving Conflict in the Family"
will be the topic of a workshop
at Bluffton (Ohio) College on
Nov. 7. Workshop sponsors are

First Mennonite Church of
Bluffton and the Peace-Justice-

Service Commission of the Ohio
Mennonite Conference. Pre-
registration requested by Oct.

31. Information from Todd
Rainey at 419 358-3353.

Fall inspirational meeting, Calvary

Mennonite Church, Washing-
ton, 111., Nov. 13-14. This joint

effort of the General Con-
ference's Illinois churches and
the Illinois Mennonite Conference
will focus on "Mennonite Identity:

Heritage and Vision." Historian

Steve Estes will speak. Informa-

tion from Don and Caroline
Schertz, 309 443-5007.

• Job openings:
Manager, Et Cetera Shop, New-

ton, Kan. Position is salaried

and begins March 1, 1993. Apply
to Newton Et Cetera Shop, 619
Main St., Newton, KS 67114;

phone 316 283-9461.

• Change of address:
Milton Brackbill from Sarasota,

Fla., to 1001 E. Oregon Rd.,

Lititz, PA 17543.

David and Susannah Shantz, from
39 85e Ave., Blainville, Que., to

1332 DE Lisieux, Blainville, PQ
J7C 3LA.

NEW MEMBERS

Blooming Glen, Pa.: Miriam H.
Detweiler.

Cazenovia, Woodford, 111.: Kim
Springer and Jeannie Zoss.

Covenant Community Fellow-
ship, Lansdale, Pa.: Marlene
Greaser and Brad and Pattie

Isaak.

Deep Run, Perkasie, Pa.: Karen
Blumrick, Sarah Ferry, and San-
dra Bauer Hoff.

Dewey, 111.: Harold Quinn.

Holly Grove, Westover, Md.:
Lee Daniels, Renee Bands,
Carla Ferm, Jake Scandrett,

Thomas Stoltzfus, Lisa Moyer,
Jonathan Stoltzfus, Scott
Smullin, Burt Parks, Jean Wal-
ters, Mary Aravarris, Steve
Kurtz, Ellen Hostetler, and Ste-

ven and Mickey Bishop.
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Hyde Park Fellowship, Boise,

Idaho: Pam Catt-Oliason, Patti

Ellis, Bud Knickerbocker, Beth

Richey, and Jim Teeter.

Kidron, Ohio: Kevin Kilmer.

Oak Grove, West Liberty, Ohio:

LeAnne Gascho, Katie Cramer,

Ellen Augsburger, Miriam Augs-

burger, Matthew King, Eliza-

beth King, Rachel King, Neal

Hillard, Nathan Hillard,

Malinda Yoder, Mel Lovelace,

and Kim Lovelace.

Philadelphia Cambodian, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.: Channavy
Koung, Chhay Leng, and Ka-
thing Thong Thongvong.

Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio:
Dan, Jeanette, Matthew, and
Philip King, Jeff Kauffman, Lisa

Sommerfeld, and Michelle
Steffen.

Valley View, Spartansburg,
Pa.: Steven and Amanda Cox
and Christine Schweitzer.

West Union, Parnell, Iowa:
Gentry Yoder, Michael Leichty,

Pat Nafziger, Nate Miller, Joce-

lyn Hartzler, Kara Birky, Alicia

Slaubaugh, Amy Brenneman,
Sally Gingerich, and Theresa

Litwiller.

BIRTHS

Bunting, Marvin and Judy (Al-

brecht), Pocomoke City, Md.,

Micah Reid, Dec. 13, 1991.

Hawn, Roger and Beth (Bare),

Elkhart, Ind., Marshall James
(second child), June 4.

Hellinga, Richard and Miriam,

Kitchener, Ont, Evaleen Mar-
garet (second child), Sept. 12.

Horst, Kevin and Linda (Sheeler),

Shippensburg, Pa., Rachel
Noelle (third child), Sept. 7.

Hostetler, Tim and Ellen (Ray-

mond), Snow Hill, Md., Renee
Elena (second child), Dec. 6,

1991.

Kreider, Barry and Erika
(Landes), Halle, Germany,
Karina Janelle (first child), Aug.

21.

Livingston, Don and Luanne
(Snyder), Clarence, N.Y., Brice

Landis (third child), Aug. 29.

Long, Gary and Kristine
(Schumm), York, Pa., Heidi

Marie (second child), Aug. 17.

Martin, Virginia, Waterloo, Ont.,

Elizabeth Ann (second child),

Sept. 9.

Miller, Cary and Christine (Mul-

lett), Sarasota, Fla., Caitlin Eliz-

abeth (first child), Aug. 6.

Roth, Marc and Judy, Elkhart,

Ind., Corey Michael (second
child), March 19.

Rowland, Dean and Lisa (Kurtz),

Canton, Ohio, Hannah Marie
(first child), Aug. 31.

Smith, Larry and Kathy (Myers),

Goshen, Ind., Emylee Kathryn
(third child), Sept. 12.

Tice, David and Linda (Raber),

Grottoes, Va., David Wayne II

(third child), Aug. 21.

MARRIAGES

Bauman-Mast: Amos Bauman,
Monterey, Tenn., and Marilyn

Mast, Goshen, Ind. (Clinton

Brick), Sept. 12, by Ron Kennel.

Brenneman-Williams: Doug
Brenneman, Newton, Kan.
(Hesston), and Marci Williams,

Newton, Kan. (United Method-
ist), Aug. 1, by Bill Ester.

Christner-Mast: Wayne
Christner, Shipshewana, Ind.

(Shore), and Cheryl Mast,
Goshen, Ind. (Clinton Brick),

Sept. 13, by Ron Kennel and
Barry Loop.

Dilbone-Bacher: Jon Dilbone,

Goshen, Ind. (Central), and Lisa

Bacher, Albany, Ore. (Albany),

Sept. 5, by Charles H. Gautsche

(uncle of the groom).

Horst-Lake: Darin Horst, Cham-
bersburg, Pa. (Pleasant View),

and Mary Lake, Chambersburg,
Pa. (Pleasant View), Sept. 12, by
J. Allen Lehman.

Hostetler-Baer: Stephan
Hostetler, Smithville, Ohio (Oak

Grove), and Robyn Baer,
Marshallville, Ohio (Church of

Christ), Sept. 19, by James
Schrag.

Kilmer-Amstutz: Kevin Kilmer,

Apple Creek, Ohio (Kidron),

and Kara Amstutz, Dalton, Ohio
(Kidron), Sept. 20, by Bill

Detweiler.

Knepp-Swedberg: Wes Knepp,
Morton, El. (Liberty Bible), and
Nicole Swedberg, Morton, HI.

(First), Sept. 19, by Tom Zobrist

and Glen A. Horner.

Lewis-Loop: Earl Lewis, Battle

Creek, Mich., and Tina Loop,

Battle Creek, Mich. (Pine

Grove), Sept. 12, by Thomas
Swartz.

Longacre-Reedy: James B.

Longacre, Washington, D.C.
(Bally), and Ann Reedy, Wash-
ington, D.C. (Southside Fellow-

ship), Sept. 26, by James C.

Longacre.

Mellinger-Sarmiento: Duane D.

Mellinger, Willow Street, Pa.

(Sunnyside), and Marcela I.

Sarmiento, Lancaster, Pa. (Ig-

lesia Menonita Shalom), Sept.

19, by Harold B. Shultz.

Miller-Hall: Brent Miller,

Goshen, Ind. (Benton), and
Sherry Hall, Goshen, Ind. (Bap-

tist), Aug. 15, by Jim Chupp.
Miller-Storrer: Eric Miller,

Wooster, Ohio (Oak Grove), and
Teresa Storrer, Archbold, Ohio
(Evangelical), Sept. 12, by Jim
Stutzman Amstutz.

Mirarchi-Rittenhouse: Dante
Mirarchi, Jr., Quakertown, Pa.

(Catholic), and Janelle Ritten-

house, Quakertown, Pa. (Plains),

Sept. 12, by Richard J. Lichty.

Moyer-Hostetler: Steven Moyer,

Perkasie, Pa. (Grace Bible), and
Margery Hostetler, Souderton,

Pa. (Blooming Glen), Sept. 12,

by Truman H. Brunk.

O'Krafka-Weber: Harold O'Kraf-

ka, Kitchener, Ont. (Listowel),

and Carolyn Weber, New Ham-
burg, Ont. (Nith Valley), Sept. 12,

by Ann Weber Becker.

Ontiveros-Crouch: Angel Onti-

veros, Orrville, Ohio (Oak
Grove), and Teresa Crouch, Orr-

ville, Ohio (Oak Grove), Sept. 4.

Petersen-Ramer: Dave Petersen,

Grand Island, Neb. (Baptist),

and Shawna Ramer, N. Law-
rence, Ohio (Oak Grove), July

18, by James Schrag.

Pusey-Benner: Jimmie Pusey,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Park View),

and Marcia Benner, Harrison-

burg, Va. (Park View), Sept. 5,

by Owen Burkholder.

Roth-Weaver: Lynn L. Roth,
Lancaster, Pa. (First Deaf), and
Nancy L. Weaver, Lancaster,

Pa. (East Chestnut Street), July

11, by David Weaver, Melvin

Thomas, and Marlin Martin.

Schadtler-Rhodes: Stephan
Schadtler, Lawrence, Kan., and
Ingrid Rhodes, Hesston, Kan.,

July 25, by Jerry Weaver.
Shifflett-Giberson: Carl Shiff-

lett, Lancaster, Pa. (Sunnyside),

and Sandy Giberson, Lancaster,

Pa. (Sunnyside), June 27, by Ira

Kurtz.

Smith-Snyder: Gord Smith,
Guelph, Ont. (United), and
Shelley Snyder, Guelph, Ont.

(St. Jacobs), Sept. 19, by Sue C.

Steiner.

Waters-Haynes: David Waters,

Davidsville, Pa. (Lutheran), and
Melinda Haynes, Johnstown,

Pa. (Carpenter Park), Sept. 12,

by Marvin L. Kaufman.
Weaver-Brubaker: Neil Weaver,

Manheim, Pa. (Landisville), and

Lisa Brubaker, Grantham, Pa.

(Brethren in Christ), Sept. 5, by
David L. Weaver.

Can you afford to pay

$20,000 a year for your

family's health care?*

Health care costs in the U.S. are out of control. You
can't afford not to learn as much as you can about

this crisis.

Equip yourself by attending Health Care, the

Church, and You: Exploring Issues and Answers.

This one-day seminar will be held at

• Goshen, Ind, Oct. 31, 1992
• Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 9, 1993
• Newton, Kan., Jan. 23, 1993

Call toll-free, 1-800-348-7468, for more details and

registration information from Eldon Stoltzfus,

educational resources specialist at Mennonite Mutual

Aid. Information on related events in Pennsylvania is

also available.

*Estimated costfor a family offour in the year 2000 as

determined by the Department ofHealth and Human
Services, Health Care Financing Administration.
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DEATHS

DeVries, Martha (Ledeboer),
93, Cambridge, Ont. Born: Aug.
18, 1898, Holland. Died: Aug. 7,

1992, Cambridge, Ont. Survi-

vors—children: Fritz, Ike, Hank,
Julia Gray, Bill. Predeceased by:

Lykle DeVries (husband) and
Joan (daughter). Funeral and
burial: Aug. 10, Breslau Menno-
nite Church, by Erwin Wiens.

Frey, Elsie E. (Byler), 87, Akron,
N.Y. Born: Sept. 19, 1904, Fay-
etteville, Pa., to Jacob and Lydia
(Kauffman) Byler. Died: Sept. 1,

1992, Medina, N.Y. Survivors-
husband: Roy M. Frey; children:

Doris Flading, Joyce Alexander,
Kenneth, Joseph, Ronald, Don-
ald; sister: Mary Yoder; 19

grandchildren, 19 great-grand-

children. Funeral: Sept. 4, Clar-

ence Center-Akron Mennonite
Church, by Howard S. Bauman
and W. Roy Walls, Jr.

Hertzler, Alta R. (Burkhart), 92.

Born: Dec. 6, 1899, Lancaster
County, Pa., to Noah H. and
Emma (Rohrer) Burkhart. Died:
Aug. 20, 1992, Lancaster, Pa.
Survivors—children: Elma M.
Ebersole, Jason R., Norman L.,

Esther E. Longenecker, Melvin
L., Maurice E., Verna L. Vann,
Janet I. Pobst; sister: Ada B.

Seitz; 29 grandchildren, 49
great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Owen A. Hertzler
(husband) and Emma Jean
Zimmerman (daughter). Funeral
and burial: Aug. 25, Slate Hill

Mennonite Church, by Harold
L. Longenecker, Norman L.

Zimmerman (sons-in-law) and
Roger L. Steffy.

Hooley, John David, 84, Canby,
Ore. Born: Sept. 13, 1908, Belle-

ville, Pa., to Christian and Eliz-

abeth (Hartzler) Hooley. Died:
Sept. 14, 1992, Oregon City, Ore.

Survivors—wife: Edna (Mullis)

Hooley; children: Mary
Hukkanen, Kathy Anderson,
Eldon, John A., Ken; 19 grand-
children, 20 great-grandchil-
dren. Funeral and burial: Sept.

17, Zion Mennonite Church, by
John Garber and Del
Hershberger.

King, Adelia, 90. Born: July 21,

1902, Garden City, Mo., to

Christian and Mary (Hostetler)

King. Died: Sept. 21, 1992,
Hesston, Kan. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 23, Pleasant Valley

Mennonite Church, by Weldon
Martens.

Knechel, Kathryn V. (Heebner),
69, Mifflinburg, Pa. Born: March
17, 1923, Philadelphia, Pa., to

Horice Landis and Mary (Nyce)

Heebner. Died: Aug. 31, 1992,

Lewisburg, Pa., of heart failure.

Survivors—husband: Frank A.

Knechel; children: Ray H., Jane
H. Ferrence, Carol A. Alderfer,

Karen K. Kahler; sister: Katie

Clemens; half brother: John J.

Keller; 11 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Kenneth H. (son).

Funeral: Sept. 3, James L.

Schwartz Funeral Home, by
Samuel J. Yoder, Norman W.
Moyer, and Glenn Alderfer.

Burial: Sept. 4, Towamencin
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Lehman, David H., 88, Green-
castle, Pa. Born: Oct. 29, 1903,

Chambersburg, Pa., to David B.

and Sarah (Hege) Lehman.
Died: Sept. 5, 1992, Chambers-
burg, Pa. Survivors—children:
Gladys Buckwalter, Dorothy
Kreider; brother: Menno; 4
grandchildren, 5 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Lou-
ise Lehman (wife). Funeral and
burial: Sept. 9, Marion Menno-
nite Church, by Merle Cordell,

Jonathan Kanagy, and Duane
Frederick.

Miller, Ada E. Zuck (Hershey),
73, Lancaster, Pa. Born: July 8,

1919, Paradise Twp., Pa., to

Jacob and Emma (Ranck)
Hershey. Died: Aug. 26, 1992,

Lancaster, Pa., of cardiac arrest.

Survivors—husband: Amos N.
Miller; children: M. Elaine
Zuck, Joanne Greenly, Donna
Eigsti, Janet L. Peachey; step-

children: John H. Miller, Janet
Harnish; brothers: Parke R.
Hershey, Elvin R. Hershey; 6

grandchildren, 2 great-grand-
children, 5 stepgrandchildren.
Predeceased by: Marvin Zuck
(first husband). Funeral and
burial: Sept. 29, Groffdale Men-
nonite Church, by Rodney
Nafziger, Earl Wert, and Curvin
Buchen.

Miller, Roy, 77, Canby, Ore.
Born: Oct. 25, 1914, Richard,
Colo., to Martin and Fanny
(Hochstetler) Miller. Died: Sept.

19, 1992, Canby, Ore. Survi-
vors—wife: Dorothy (Gahler)
Miller; children: Gary, Loren,
Sherry; brothers and sisters:

Monroe, Raymond, Ben, How-
ard, Iva Litke, Cleo Litke, Fran-
ces Brown, Mary Adams; 5
grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 22, Zion Mennonite
Church, by Del Hershberger and
Randy Robertson.

Rice, Noah S., Jr., 62, Pipers-
ville, Pa. Born: March 20, 1930,

Pipersville, Pa., to Noah M. and
Annie (Swartz) Rice. Died: Aug.
25, 1992, Pipersville, Pa., of can-
cer. Survivors—wife: Alverda

(Leatherman) Rice; children:

Delores A. Nice, Beth M., N.
Laverne, Jackob A., Donald R.,

David L.; sisters: Naomi Rolf,

Blanche Nyce, Irene Leather-
man; foster sister: Orpha Leath-

erman; 12 grandchildren. Funeral
and burial: Aug. 29, Deep Run
Mennonite Church East, by Arnold

C. Roth and Timothy Weaver.
Smucker, Esther M., 77, West

Liberty, Ohio. Born: July 23,

1915, West Liberty, Ohio, to Joe
Y. and Katurah (Kauffman)
Smucker. Died: Sept. 6, 1992,

Mt. Pleasant, Pa. Survivor—sis-

ter: Leah Belle Kauffman. Fu-
neral: Sept. 12, Oak Grove Men-
nonite Church, by Larry
Augsburger. Body donated to

science research.

Stanton, David Lynn, 35, New
York City, N.Y. Born: Nov. 27,

1956, Oakland, Md., to Owen
and Mabel (Broadwater) Stan-

ton. Died: Sept. 12, 1992, New
York City, N.Y. Survivors—sib-

lings: Doug, Debbie Haning,
Joe. Memorial service: Sept. 17,

Newman Funeral Home, by
Alan Kauffman. Burial: family

farm, Bittinger, Md.

Weaver, Daniel B., 83, Morgan-
town, Pa. Born: May 29, 1909,

Dover, Del., to Jacob and Lizzie

Ann Weaver. Died: Sept. 16,

1992, Morgantown, Pa. Survi-

vors—children: Gladys Cope,
Allen, Harold; siblings: Paul B.,

Walter, Elizabeth Miller; 10

grandchildren, 15 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Sadie
R. (Kanagy) Weaver (wife). Fu-
neral and burial: Sept. 19, Con-
estoga Mennonite Church, by
Nathan Stoltzfus, Harvey
Stoltzfus, and Glenn Leaman.

Yoder, Delila (Miller), 82, Mid-
dlebury, Ind. Born: Nov. 11,

1909, Mio, Mich., to John and
Sarah (Miller) Miller. Died: Aug.
17, 1992, Middlebury, Ind. Sur-

vivors— children: Dorothy
Shank, Ruth, Janet Martin, Lois
Miller, Homer; brothers and sis-

ters: Anna Troyer, Clara
Schwartz, Marie Beachy, Jake
Miller; 14 grandchildren, 18

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Clarence R. Yoder
(husband). Funeral: Aug. 20,

First Mennonite Church, by
David Helmuth. Burial: Grace
Lawn Cemetery.

COLUMBUS T-shirt

Cost: $11 U.S.;$13Cdn.each Q
Shipping and handling: Shirts come in X-large

$3.95 U.S. per shirt. adult size and medium
$4.75 Cdn. per shirt. child size.

Order from MCC, 21 South 12th Street, P.O. Box 500,
Akron, PA 17501-0500; (717) 859-1151.

Discounts given on orders of 10 or more shirts.
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THE LAST WORD

The secret of being well-fed

Idon't know about you, but I often find the

apostle Paul difficult to understand. Take,

for example, this verse from Philippians 1

that I came across recently:

"I know what it is to have little, and I know
what it is to have plenty. In any and all cir-

cumstances I have learned the secret of being

well-fed and of going hungry, of having plenty

and of being in need" (Phil. 4:12).

Great verse. But what does it mean? What is

this secret of Paul's? We North American Men-
nonites could surely use it today. Particularly

the secret of being well-fed and of having plenty.

For by almost every standard of measurement,

we are well-fed. We have plenty. In spite of the

fact that our economy is in recession. Or that

we're not quite as well off today as we were yes-

terday.

Whatever our position today in relation to

what it once was, or what we want it to be, we're

well enough off so that a weekly reading of the

news section of this publication can create a

great deal of guilt. Here are reports of famine in

Mozambique, of people starving in Somali.

There's drought in the Sudan and hunger in

Zaire.

Furthermore, the people in these countries

who are dying from hunger are our own brothers

and sisters. The Christian Leader, in its Sept. 22

issue, reports that in Zaire famine is crippling

the 48,300 Mennonite Brethren in that country.

"This is not one more famine-somewhere-in-Af-

rica story," writes editor Don Ratzlaff. "These

are members of our family, limbs and organs of

our international body. Withering from anemia

and malnutrition. Dying."

So how do we respond to these stories of pain

and suffering? Mennonite Central Committee

and other relief agencies say we are being gener-

ous, both with money and with material aid. But

yet the guilt comes, the overwhelming realization

of the disparity between how we live and the

desperate lives of many of our sisters and broth-

ers around the world. I find myself getting numb
as I keep reading report after report of famine

and death and dying.

So I tend to drift back to my own concerns

and my own future. What will it be in a world

with an increasingly larger gap between the

have's and the have-not's? What about my retire-

ment funds, my savings accounts, my security

for the future? (Lately I've even heard 20-year-

olds worry about whether social security will be

around when they retire.)

All this takes me back to the apostle Paul and

his statement, "I have learned the secret of

being well-fed." What is this secret of having plenty

in a world in which so many have little or nothing?

Paul didn't share it with us directly. You have

to dig for it in the surrounding verses. "Do not

worry about anything," he writes in Phil. 4:6.

Rely on God for your strength and your needs

(v. 13). Learn to be content with whatever you

have (v. 11).

Usually we apply those principles to doing

without. But I find it interesting that Paul states

them in the context of talking about want and
plenty, receiving and giving. In other words, the

admonition to be content also applies to those

of us who have much—and to our worries about

that "much."

We too are to be content. Out of this con-

tentment, Paul implies, comes generosity. Out of

relying only on God comes "the profit that accu-

mulates to your account" (v. 17) when we help to

meet the needs of others.

So perhaps the first prayer we should pray

about our world's situation is for our own
contentment. This is not for a content-

ment that allows us to go our own way, looking

out for ourselves, unmoved by the needs of oth-

ers.

True contentment, rather, allows us to become

concerned about the future of others because we
have given up worries about our own. It allows

us to find creative ways to minister to our starv-

ing brothers and sisters around the world be-

cause we have given up our need to protect our

retirement funds or our savings accounts—our in-

surance for our own good future.

Now I'm not sure. But that may be what Paul

was getting at when he talked about the secret

of being well-fed.—jlp
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Mennonite young adults Jill Koop Leichty and Shannon
Musselman at a peace march: the most important thing

the church can do is build relationships with a gener-

ation of young people looking for a place to belong.
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An older person's guide
to a newer generation

The congregation-young adult relation-

ship need not be one of frustration. A
first step for the church is to realize

different persons have different needs.

Young adults and Mennonite congregations

have a difficult time understanding each

other. Many young adults feel that the

church is out of touch with their world. They do
not find it helpful. On the other hand, congrega-

tional leaders are often frustrated by the lack of

young adult participation. They wonder how to

get a handle on the young adult scene.

Naming is important. While people are individ-

uals, labels and definitions can help congrega-

tions think about the relationship between young
adults and the church.

The following definitions are not meant to pi-

geonhole individuals. They are simply observa-

tions on the variety of young adults that I have

met in my work. These definitions may help in

the task of understanding young adults. They
can be found in many congregations, both rural

and urban. However, churches in urban settings

may have a greater number of these young
adults in their areas.

Recovering Mennonites. Some young adults

need separation from the church as the result of

past hurts or frustrations. These people are

often very bitter and resist church involvement.

If they get involved, they often bring along a great

by

Fred W.

Martin
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One of the most important things the

church can do for young adults is to

build relationships for these persons
who are looking for a place to belong.

Goshen (Ind.)

College stu-

dent Mark
Sawin

quantity of past baggage. This may include a re-

sistance to taking leadership, attending regularly,

and even participating in a potluck or singing "606."

If they do attend church, it will be one that is differ-

ent from their home congregation.

Post-Mennonites. These young adults no
longer see the church as relevant. Post-Menno-
nites often have extensive education. Typically

they are very ethically concerned, but they are

not theologically or ecclesiastically oriented.

They have a tendency to identify themselves as

ethnic Mennonites because they gain some
sense of belonging from this affiliation.

However, Post-Mennonites have, for the most
part, let their subscriptions to Gospel Herald ex-

pire but have subscribed to Mother Jones or the

Utne Reader. Post-Mennonites will not readily

participate in church, but an invitation to share

in an area of expertise or interest may have a

positive response. These areas often include in-

ternational relations, the environment, feminism,

and human rights, among other things. They
enjoy the role of "consultants" if invited to

contribute to a workshop or a Sunday school

class.

Neo-Mennonites. There are young Menno-
nites who are trying very hard to reinterpret

what it means to be an Anabaptist in today's

world. Neo-Mennonites share the ethical con-

cerns of Post-Mennonites. However, they are

more inclined to be involved in church struc-

tures, in spite of the occasional frustrations they

experience. Neo-Mennonites attempt to develop

meaningful relationships in small groups as they

try to develop a sense of community.
Neo-Mennonites often consider working with

MCC. Occasionally you can find a copy of Gos-

pel Herald in their washrooms. Neo-Mennonites
appreciate creativity and look for congregations

that are innovative. Peace and justice issues are

always in vogue with Neo-Mennonites—as are li-

turgical dance, third-world cuisine, folk music,

and granola. (One city in Canada has a "ghetto"

of Neo-Mennonites that is affectionately known
as the "Granola Belt.")

Displaced Mennonites. These young adults

are very rural minded, but they happen to find

themselves in the city because of their need for

employment or education. These young people
feel orphaned from their home congregation, but

they have not yet found a new church that offers

a sense of belonging. They may return home oc-

casionally to catch up with friends and get a break

from the city. As a result, they are most likely to

be spotted Friday evenings on the freeway with

broad smiles.

BMC Mennonites. For many young people,

the city is the place to try to sort out issues of

personal identity. For some, this includes sexual

identity. The city offers a place where gays and
lesbians have found networks of support. One
such network is the Brethren/Mennonite Council
on Lesbian and Gay Concerns.

Reconciling sexual identity with faith is a diffi-

cult process. One is likely to find issues of

MBC's Dialogue and "letters to the editor" clip-

pings from the Mennonite press in their apart-

ments. BMC Mennonites are looking for a con-

gregation where it is safe to ask questions, where
there is a listening ear, and where there is an op-

portunity to participate.

Campus Mennonites. While students can be
represented in many of the above groups, they

also have their own particular issues. Undergrad-
uate students are often at an initial stage of

wrestling with issues of faith and ethics. But
their energy goes toward immediate needs, such

as cramming for a final exam, scrounging enough
money for rent, or going out on the town.

Church may not be a priority in the student life-

style. But churches that offer an active young
adult group and a participatory and upbeat wor-

ship style will attract students.

Alumni Mennonites. Many Mennonite young
people have had a common experience in one of

our church colleges. Most of these people have

Mennonite roots and enjoy this common experi-

ence with their friends. While there may be
some lingering discussion about "community,"
most of the conversation will involve reminiscing

about the good old days in college. Young adults

will often gravitate to a congregation where they

have friends who have similar experiences.

Minority Mennonites. Unlike Mennonites of

Germanic background, these Mennonites have

names like Quan, Vang, or Rodriguez. While
they may not share the same history as the

other Mennonite young adults, many have an ear-

nest desire to be disciples of Christ. While the

pattern in the past has been to have segregated

congregations for minority groups, these young
people are often looking for ways to integrate

into North American society. They appreciate op-

portunities to interact and meet others from out-

side of their immediate community.
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Trying to Understand Those Young Adults
(for concerned moms, dads, grandmas, grandpas, etc.)

DON'T BE ALARMED IF:

• Buying a house is absolutely the last thing

on your young adult son or daughter's mind.

• Your daughter or son has no "significant

other" by the age of 25—and doesn't seem
to be in a hurry to get one. She or he proba-

bly isn't—and you needn't be, either.

• Your daughter or son has no "significant

other" by the age of 30—and doesn't seem
to be in a hurry to get one (see above).

• The young adult in your life has a collec-

tion of cassettes that range from hip hop to

Bach to the Grateful Dead to the new hym-
nal tapes—and claims they're all "good music."

• Your young adult son or grandson pierces

his ear. Don't try to figure out the symbol-
ism of the left ear versus the right ear; it's

not the fad anymore.

• Your young adult daughter or son consis-

tently refers to God as She.

• The young adult in your life gets on your

case about recycling.

• The Mennonite young adults you know
don't understand why there's such a commo-
tion surrounding the proposed merger be-

tween Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church.

• Your 20-something child can whip up some
jaotzi, rice 'n' beans, stir fry, or curry—no
problem. But they couldn't make a meat-

loaf—much less a roast— if their life depended
on it.

• Your young adult child finds spiritual

needs met in settings other than within a

Mennonite Sunday morning worship service.

Practicing Mennonites. These young adults

are usually more established, likely holding a de-

gree, a mortgage, or a marriage license. They are

more involved in congregational life; if asked, they

could reach into their files and find the annual re-

port from the last congregational meeting. For the

most part, practicing Mennonites are on the older

end of the young adult scale, though there are outgo-

ing younger adults who are active in leadership.

These definitions are not exhaustive. Oth-

ers have come up with additional ones

—

including "New Mennonites": young
people of non-ethnic Mennonite background who
are mystified that ethnic Mennonites don't value

discipleship, peace, and community the way they

say they do. And there are "Surviving Menno-
nites," those who have endured abuse in the

Mennonite community.
Allan Yoder, Mennonite Board of Missions'

staff person who works with congregational out-

reach, notes that there may be more hope for in-

cluding young adults from the present genera-

tion in the church. There may be fewer Recovering

Mennonites these days. Yoder also notes that col-

lege alumni have more interest in congregational

participation than in previous years.

The congregation is not the only context in

which the church can connect with students and
young adults. Other church institutions—such as

colleges, camps, and mission agencies—play a

significant role. Together these different expres-

sions of church must work creatively together to

find ways to connect with young adults.

One way is to provide practical support, such

as assistance in finding housing or job opportuni-

ties in urban centers. Developing activities and
events for young adults is also important. But
most important is building relationships for these

persons who are looking for a place to belong.

Fred W. Martin, Kitchener, Ont, works halftime

as Student and Young Adult Minister for the Men-
nonite Conference of Eastern Canada. A recent

graduate from Conrad Grebel College, he and his

family attend Waterloo North Mennonite Church.

Above: Men-
nonite college

alumni

proudly show
their loyalties

(from left):

Janessa

Copp, Lori

Preheim, Amy
Houser, and
Dan Shenk.
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READERS SAY

U.S.
Health Care in Crisis:

Wanting Everything, and
Wanting It Now (Sept. 1). My

hospital accountant friend tells me that

those without health coverage are

treated, and the unpaid bills are distrib-

uted among those who do pay. This hos-

pital is distributing health care on basis

of community.

Insurance companies accept people

on the basis of risk. So if I have a

health problem that would cost more
than I pay in I am refused entry into

the group. This is to distribute health

care on the basis of risk. It shifts poten-

tial losses on someone else.

Mennonite Mutual Aid can only ad-

minister what the members freely make
available. MMA alone is not mutual

aid. It cannot force people to join.

MMA has had to deal with members
with good health who transferred out of

the fund to get cheaper rates, leaving a

higher percentage of unhealthy people

with MMA.
Advertising low rates will only perpet-

uate exclusion. A better way would be

to ask those with good health to lend

their good health to those who have

none by lowering the risks of the total

group. Once having decided what is

just and quitable as a self-sufficient

plan for a Mennonite group, can MMA
publish what number of people with

good health can support high-risk mem-
bers? What are the figures and costs?

If the United States sets up a hospi-

talization plan, it should mirror what
Mennonites had set up as a self-suffi-

cient Christian model beforehand.

These are issues of justice and ethics.

Franklin D. Semkow
Litchfield, Ohio

It
seems to me that merger of the

Mennonite Church (MC) and the

General Conference Mennonite

Church (GC) is not a question of if but

of when and how. In "Readers Say"

(Sept. 15) Tim C. Lind cautions about

bigness and Everett J. Thomas sug-

gests simply stringing us all together

based on the MC model of organization.

I suggest we create six to eight re-

gional conferences (four or five in the

U.S. and two or three in Canada). This

would be a structure similar to what
the GCs have now and what the MCs
had several years ago. I would hope for

a minimum of 10,000 members per re-

gion. Each region would control the or-

ganizations within its boundaries. In

most cases, this would give each one at

least one overseas mission program and

a college. Let each region decide how it

should organize (although I believe it

would work best if the MC conferences

were dissolved). Each region would

then have its agencies under direct con-

trol of the people who support it.

We would need a general board to fa-

cilitate discussion and cooperation. It

could be made up of three or four rep-

resentatives from each region.

We may need a couple churchwide

agencies—perhaps seminaries and pub-

lishing. But, can I be bold enough to

suggest that we might sublet news re-

porting to the Mennonite Weekly Review

and merge The Mennonite, Gospel Her-

ald, Christian Living into the Menno-
nite Herald (Mennonite Gospel hardly

seems appropriate).

Nelson Waybill

Scottdale, Pa.

Your editorial, When Woody
Allen Meets Murphy Brown,
(Sept. 8) is certainly apropos to

the current national context, where fam-

ily values have been used for political

manipulation and exploitation. How-
ever, I have discovered, in talking with

an American son who returned from ex-

tended overseas ministry, that precision

is required in talking about these sub-

jects. Too often language and words

and meanings can be fuzzy. When you
write "we" in the name of the church, it

becomes more important to be precise.

The editorial reads: "The church, fol-

lowing the Bible, under the Spirit's

guidance, believes sex is reserved for

marriage. . . . We must be careful, how-

ever, not to define family only in the

classic father-mother-child mode. Fami-

lies can take other forms with their own
vital relationships."

In fact, more explicitly, the church be-

lieves sex is reserved for marriage be-

tween "a man and a woman." Since,

following the editorial, "history shows

we take on more of (the values of our

culture) than we care to admit," to

leave out that key biblical reality when
discussing the current scene of Ameri-

can national values only fosters the

very moral ambiguity that needs to be

dissipated within the church of Christ.

Confirmation of that explicit under-

standing of the church in the Gospel

Herald would be most helpful.

David A. Shank
Sturgis, Mich.

Aquestion lingers after reading

Men Want to Be More Than
Someone to Be Afraid of

When Walking at Night (July 28):

Where is the scriptural basis to the the-

orizing? There were plenty of refer-

ences to opinions of different men and
their commitment to "egalitarianism"

(hardly a biblical word). Christian men,
especially married men, must be chal-

lenged by the biblical model for rela-

tionships with their wives, loving them
"as Christ loved the church" (Eph. 5:25).

Why do we insist on turning to 20th-

century philosophy for our values while

turning away from the living words of

Scripture? Can we not see that 20th-

century secular philosophy is simply an-

other one of those broken "cisterns that

can hold no water"? (Jer. 2:13).

The observation that "gender vio-

lence exists in a church that views the

Creator and the head of the house as

male" is a scary one to me! Does this

mean the husband is not really the

head of the wife as Christ is the head

of the church? Are we saying that Paul

really was misled when he wrote parts

of the New Testament? Does this mean
that those of us who see God as Father,

the source of life—and the husband as

head of the wife—are sexist, dedicated

to the oppression of women? I hope I

am wrong!

With Willard Krabill I too say, "I

want to be your brother and friend

—

not someone you are afraid of when
walking at night." I will also say that

my commitment to New Testament
principles will enable me to be that

brother and friend.

Certainly the macho, tough-guy image

portrayed in today's media cannot be

our guide for Christian male conduct.

But the politically correct, anti-biblical

theories of modern sociology cannot

serve as our guiding lights either.

What's wrong with the New Testament,

every chapter and verse? If we cannot

heed the directives communicated to us

by our eternal Father, we are indeed

lost on a wide, trackless ocean.

Tom Horst

Lancaster, Pa.

We Stand on the Brink of a
Population Disaster (Aug.

11). Articles such as this raise

an important part of our understanding

of Christian stewardship and Christian

life. I was sorry to see the reactions of

John Giagnocavo and Leonard
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Burkholder (Sept. 22). What both appar-

ently do not understand is that we have

reached a point in the population of the

earth that is beyond the capability to

be sustained without a tremendous ex-

penditure of nonrenewable resources

(most notably petroleum).

While it may be true, as I have re-

cently read, that we have the capacity

to feed the entire planet, we cannot con-

tinue to do so without depleting our pe-

troleum resources. This adds

considerably to the pollution of the

planet. It is a complex and multifaceted

problem that presents a daunting chal-

lenge to Christians. It is a spiritual

problem as well.

I was also pleased to see that you are

moving to recycled paper for your maga-

zine. However, please be aware that

when you say that 50 percent of the

fiber content is recycled—of which 10

percent is post-consumer waste—what
that really means is that the paper mill

is taking credit for recycling their own
waste. The total content of the paper

contains only 5 percent post-consumer

waste. I urge you to continue to look to

your suppliers for paper that contains

more post-consumer waste.

Stan Wheeler

Waterville, Maine

Iwas delighted with the article, We
Stand on the Brink of a Popula-
tion Disaster (Aug.ll). It was

meant to disturb people. It disturbed

people in my church. I'm glad that it

did.

It is inconceivable at this time in his-

tory anyone can recommend producing

excess children. Those North American
Mennonites, Catholics, and Episco-

metho-bapterians who feel that couples

have a blank check to procreate as

much as possible ignore the fact that

their progeny will strain the already

taxed global ecosystem. Every religious,

ethnic, or national group feels that if

their kind produced more children than

the other religious, ethnic, or national

group, the world will be a better place.

Unfortunately, this chauvinistic view

only leads to more population conges-

tion.

This is not an exclusively modern phe-

nomenon. Hitler wanted Lebensraum
for Aryans after subsidizing overpopula-

tion. Vikings wreaked havoc in Western
Europe for the same reason. Anyone
casually familiar with the history of

China or the proliferation of the Bu-

bonic Plague in the 14th century can

grasp the disastrous consequences of

overpopulation.

Paul R. Schlitz, Jr.

Baltimore, Md.

At the risk of appearing naive, I

felt that the writers of We
Stand on the Brink of a Popu-

lation Disaster (Aug. 11) could have

clarified more clearly the problems

which belong to the first world and

those which belong to the third world.

Only brief reference was made to first-

world countries such as Sweden and

Germany. No mention was made of the

problems caused by a birthrate which

falls very low.

In Canada, we have been told that

our birthrate has fallen so low that we
are scarcely replacing ourselves. Is the

United States far behind? I doubt it.

In 1982, a Mennonite Board of Educa-
tion survey found that Mennonite
women under the age of 40 appear to

be having fewer children than the Amer-
ican average. I doubt the situation has

changed in the meantime.

The concept that Mennonites (and

North Americans) are part of the popu-

lation problem is a myth. The more con-

servative groups, perhaps, create this

stereotype with large families, but that

is not where things stand in our circles.

On our continent, we must deal with

lifestyle and consumer issues. The pop-

ulation problems need to be solved in

the countries where they exist. On this

continent we need to be reminded
about the joys of having families in-

stead of frantically pursuing upwardly
mobile careers and a life of leisure. Our
economy might force us to rethink our

priorities if we fail to take the initiative.

Kenneth W. Cressman
New Hamburg, Ont.

Thank you for printing Calvin

Shenk's excellent article, Who
Do You Say That I Am? (Sept.

8). We no longer need to travel over-

seas or visit our cosmopolitan cities to

rub shoulders with people who are ad-

herents of other religions. In our eager-

ness to be open and accepting of these

newcomers to our communities, we
need to know more fully who Jesus is

and who we are as his followers and
witnesses. I appreciate the balanced

teaching this article provides.

Bernice Miller

Millersburg, Ohio
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What is the church doing about

The crisis: In 1960 we spent
$143 per person for health

care. In 1990 it was $2,566.

By 2000 it could be $5,550.

by Scot D. Yoder

The United States has a health care crisis.

On that most everyone is agreed. How
that crisis is affecting each of us we are

just beginning to realize.

For example, if you bought a new, American-

made car recently, $1,000 was added to the cost

to pay for health insurance for those who made
that car. That is four times more than what is

added to the cost of a car made in Japan for the

same purpose.

In 1980, the average U.S. family of four spent

$1 of every $11 of their income for health care.

By the year 2000, that same family will pay $1 of

every $6.

Two issues dominate the public discussion of

the health care crisis in the United States. One
is access; the other is cost.

The problem of access is measured by the

U.S. National Health Expenditures
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expenditures for personal health care, medical research, construction of

medical facilities, administrative and insurance costs, and government-

sponsored public health care programs.

number of people without health insurance. For

insurance is the "ticket" by which we gain entry

into the U.S. health care system.

These are the statistics. Between 33 and 37

million people (13-15 percent of the population)

have no health insurance. Most are employees
and their families. Of these, six million techni-

cally live in poverty, but they are not eligible for

Medicaid—which covers only 40 percent of

those below the federal poverty level. Three mil-

lion are medically uninsurable; health insurance

companies will not cover them because of poor
health risk. About one-third of the uninsured are

children.

Of even more concern is the rapid increase in

the number of uninsured people—24 percent in

the last decade. The number of children who are

uninsured rose 40 percent in the same period.

While these statistics are dramatic, they tend

to disguise the human reality of what it means
to be uninsured. Lack of health insurance has

very real implications for health. For instance,

blacks, who are much more likely to be unin-

sured than whites, have an infant mortality rate

more than twice as high as whites.

Costs, which are rising at an alarming rate,

also contribute to the health care crisis. Ameri-

cans are spending a huge amount of money on

health care. In 1960, we spent $143 per person.

By 1990 that figure had risen $2,566 per person

per year. It is estimated this will rise to $5,550

per person by the year 2000.

The problems of cost and access are related.

As costs skyrocket, more and more people are

unable to afford health insurance or to pay for

health care directly. The bottom line is that we
are spending more and more to provide care to

fewer and fewer people.

The church, because of its deep involve-

ment in the health care system, is impli-

cated in the crisis and must participate in

finding a solution. Responding to the healing

ministry of Jesus, the church has founded hospi-

tals and medical missions throughout the coun-

try. Today these individuals and institutions

face profound moral challenges as they struggle

to be true to their missions in a business which

is highly competitive, market driven, and increas-

ingly adversarial.

The church can contribute to the discussion of

political and economic solutions, but it would be

a mistake for it to focus its attention solely in

these areas. Instead the church must reframe

the issues, drawing attention to the deeper real-

ity that the health care crisis is really a crisis of
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the U.S. health care crisis?

values. The U.S. health care crisis is not merely

economic or political; it is moral and theological.

When the health care crisis is refrained in this

manner, the role of the church and its basis for

response become more clear: (1) Justice and

stewardship surface as the moral counterparts to

access and costs. (2) Community contrasts to in-

dividualism, which currently pervades the health

care system. (3) Wholeness is offered as an alter-

native to the single-minded obsession with physi-

cal health. (4) Faith in the resurrection softens

our oppressive fear of death.

For Christians, the concern for justice in

health care rises from the respect for the

sanctity and dignity of people created in

God's image and God's desire that people be

whole. All people are entitled to a basic level of

health care required to maintain dignity and

wholeness. Justice calls us to free people from

the social structures, including the elements of

the health care system, which deny them that

dignity.

Stewardship is directly related to justice in

much the same way that the cost of health care

is related to access. We are called to be good

stewards of our resources, including the financial

and professional resources we devote to health

care. We must question our stewardship when
our tremendously rich nation fails to provide the

basic care to all citizens that is provided by

many less prosperous nations. Poor use of our

health care resources is not only poor steward-

ship. It is unjust.

Reframing the nature of crisis also allows the

church to provide leadership in confronting it.

Much of the current literature on leadership her-

alds the importance of anticipating the future.

Change is inevitable, and we must be ahead of it

in order to lead effectively. For the church, how-

ever, simply anticipating the future is not

enough. We need to envision the future so we
can help shape it. We need to articulate a vision

for the sort of health care system we want—one

which incorporates the values of justice, steward-

ship, wholeness, and community. We then need

to work at bringing this future into the present.

The larger church is awakening to the crisis

All people are entitled to a
basic level of health care

required to maintain their

dignity and their wholeness.

MMA Claims Trend

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

This graph shows the average cost of health care claims submitted by

each Mennonite Mutual Aid member per month since 1984. The cost rose

from an average of $38.83 per member per month in 1984 to $105.62 per

member per month this year. For a family of four, that's an average of

$425 in claims each month. These figures do not include other health care

expenses—nonprescription drugs, eyeglasses, and dental care—for which

members do not have health insurance.

and beginning to respond, both as individual de-

nominations and in a coordinated effort. Many
denominations—including Presbyterians, Meth-

odists, Catholics, and Church of the Brethren

—

have developed statements or resolutions on

health care. Several Christian and Jewish groups

have formed a broad coalition called the Inter-

religious Health Care Access Campaign to share

information, coordinate resources, and speak to

the government with a unified voice. Mennonite
Central Committee and Mennonite Mutual Aid

participate in this group.

Mennonites have a strong tradition in the

healing professions. There are thou-

sands of Mennonite health care profes-

sionals and many Mennonite hospitals, nursing

homes, mental health centers, and professional

organizations. Until recently these groups have

made no formal response to the health care crisis.

Momentum has been building during the past

year, however. Beginning as a series of indepen-

dent moves, a more coordinated and focused ef-

fort is emerging. Some of the major events in-

clude the following:

• A small study group in Wichita, Kan., orga-

nized a conference, "Health Care and the

Church—A Mennonite Perspective," attended

by more than 150 people this past February.

• "Dialogue '92," a weekend conference in
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The church has the responsibility to

reframe the issues, drawing attention to

the deeper reality that the health care
crisis is really a crisis of values.

March 1992 in Indianapolis, Ind., brought to-

gether health professionals, theologians, and pas-

tors to discuss the church's role in health care.

• A Health Dialogue Steering Committee grew
out of Dialogue '92, to work toward a coordinated

Mennonite response to the health care crisis.

• A resolution developed by this steering com-
mittee was passed by the U.S. Assembly of Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite Church at Sioux
Falls, S.D., in July. A similar document will

likely be developed for the Mennonite Church
General Assembly in Philadelphia in 1993.

• The steering committee is sponsoring a se-

ries of consultations in Pennsylvania, Virginia, In-

diana, Kansas, and California on health care and
the church in the next few months. These consul-

tations are both to inform as well as to gain

input from people throughout the church.
• What is learned in these consultations will

be considered in a conference called "Creating

The Power to Bless

Awesome it is

to bless

or withhold blessing

Isaac blessed Jacob
but how much
better

to be blessed

honestly

legitimately

without trickery

And I agree, Esau,

life isn't always

fair

—Joe Hertzler

the New Community: From Dialogue to Action."
The conference will be held in Anaheim, Calif.,

in 1993.

• Mennonite Mutual Aid has developed guid-

ing principles for how it plans to respond to the
health care crisis.

• Mennonite Health Services is planning a fall

1992 meeting to work on similar principles.

• A fall seminar sponsored by Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee's Washington office will focus on
health care policy reform at the federal govern-

ment level.

i

What will result from all this activity? I

hope several things will happen. They
will not resolve the health care crisis,

but they can make an important contribution to

solving it.

1. I hope church members develop insight into

the moral, financial, and political dimensions of

the crisis. The type of education available in the
upcoming consultations is essential. We need to

be well informed if we are to participate in find-

ing solutions.

2. I hope we forge a common, prophetic vision

of what health care could and should be like.

This vision may emerge from the regional consul-

tations and from the meeting in Anaheim. The
Mennonite church has representatives of all the
major interest groups: health care providers, ad-

ministrators, insurers, and consumers. A com-
mon vision which transcends our special inter-

ests would be a powerful message to the larger

society.

3. I hope we develop new models for providing
and financing health care. Mennonites have a

rich tradition of responding to human needs
through the development of institutions and al-

ternative social programs. We must harness our
experience and expertise in the health care field

to explore new options.

These models should not be restricted to pro-

fessional health care settings. A church which re-

claims its mission in health and healing will also

see the importance of making health concerns a

vital part of congregational life. Congregational
health ministry programs can help nurture the vi-

sion of the church as a healing community.
The church is at work on the health care cri-

sis. The challenge is to bring a vision of the fu-

ture into the present.

Scot D. Yoder is educational resources analyst for

Mennonite Mutual Aid, Goshen, Ind. He also

serves as an adjunct faculty member at Indiana

University in South Bend.
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Veterans report mysterious ailments

possibly related to service in Gulf War

Ward to be rebuilt. Osijek, Croatia

(MCC)—An incubator and windows for

the pediatric ward of a bombarded hos-

pital in Osijek, Croatia, will be donated

by Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) and the Swiss Mennonite Orga-

nization.

The windows will help "winterize" the

ward of the hospital, which received

heavy shelling from Serbian forces be-

tween August 1991 and March 1992.

Estimated cost of the incubator and
windows is $50,000 (U.S.).

MCC and Swiss Mennonites will send

an additional $60,000 worth of food and
other material aid for people in occu-

pied places in Bosnia, as well as for

displaced persons and refugees in

Bosnia.

Heidelberg, Germany (MCC)—Will the

Persian Gulf War spawn its own version

of the Agent Orange fiasco in which Viet-

nam veterans fought for years to induce

the U.S. government to pay disability

benefits for exposure to that herbicide?

At Sept. 16 congressional hearings, De-

fense Department officials disclaimed

linkage between exposure to war-related

toxins and mysterious ailments being re-

ported by about 300 Gulf War veterans.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
worker Victor Thiessen is not so sure,

however.

Thiessen works with the Military Coun-

seling Network, a small civilian group of

counselors helping U.S. soldiers stationed

in Germany with military-related prob-

lems. Between the summers of 1990 and

1991, the network assisted with 70 consci-

entious objector claims and handled over

a thousand phone calls.

Thiessen has recently been counseling

a young U.S. Army soldier with a debili-

tating brain disease she believes is due to

exposure to chemicals or drugs during the

Gulf War.
In the Persian Gulf, Carol Jones (not

her real name) was part of a unit given an

experimental anti-nerve agent drug.

Her commander misread the directions

regarding the stated dosage. Possible side

effects from an overdose of this powerful

drug are unknown.
According to Thiessen, Jones was also

required to paint tanks and trucks with a

highly toxic paint.

The military provided her with only a

doctor's mask for protection. In Germany,
anyone using this paint must undergo a

month's training and is required to use a

special mask.

Neither did Jones receive protective

equipment to use when she cleaned Iraqi

tanks, from which there was also a danger

of chemical contamination.

Jones is not certain which of these

caused her disease. Shortly before return-

ing to Germany, however, while still in the

Gulf, she began having attacks lasting up
to three days.

During the attacks, she suffered

excruciating headaches and temporarily

lost sight and hearing on one side of her

face.

The Army tried, unsuccessfully, to treat

Jones with powerful painkillers. When she

was still unable to function at her job, the

Army began a medical discharge process

in which they hoped to let Jones go with

minimal compensation. This was despite

Army regulations entitling her to monthly

disability payments for the duration of

any disability that began while on duty.

With nowhere else to turn, Jones
phoned the Military Counseling Network.

Thiessen soon learned Jones' case was
not unique. Many soldiers in her unit were

experiencing headaches, facial tics, hair

loss, fatigue, and other symptoms.
One commented, "We are guinea pigs.

I could tell you a hundred horror stories

of gross incompetence, including a lot of

mistakes with drugs."

The Military Counseling Network con-

tacted veterans' organizations in the

United States and began to spread the

word of these maladies.

Not long after, the Department of Vet-

erans Affairs released reports that it

would investigate illnesses that have sur-

faced since the Gulf War. It blames the

illnesses on stress and smoke from oil

fires, Thiessen says.

In the Sept. 16 testimony, however,

Pentagon experts testified to a congres-

sional subcommittee that no link exists

between the Kuwaiti oil fires and the

soldiers' ailments.

Army reserve doctor
refused to join Gulf War
Manhatten, Kan.—An Army reserve

doctor thanked the Mennonite Church for

having a peace position which "keeps all

of us re-evaluating our perspective on
war" during a talk at Manhatten (Kan.)

Mennonite Fellowship on Sept. 20.

Yolanda Huet-Vaughn spent eight

months in prison because she refused to

participate in the Persian Gulf War.

Before the conflict with Iraq, Huet-
Vaughn had believed in her Catholic

Church's "just war" theory.

But when it came to the Gulf conflict,

she opposed the U.S. policy of choosing

"a catastrophe of tremendous proportions

as a solution to a problem."

Huet-Vaughn had re-enlisted to com-
plete her last two years of Reserve duty

at a time when a peaceful future looked

hopeful.

Then came Saddam Hussein's invasion

of Kuwait.

Though she would have had a noncom-
batant role in the war, Huet-Vaughn chose

not to "enable the military," she said. She
had come to believe that no war could be
justified, and to describe herself as a

pacifist.

She went Absent Without Leave
(AWOL) on Dec. 30, 1990, in order to

speak out against a military policy she

believed was injust.

She turned herself in at the federal

courthouse in Kansas City, Kan., on Feb.

2, 1991, and applied for conscientious

objector status. She served eight of a

30-month sentence.

Now some members of the Kansas
Board of Healing Arts want to revoke her

medical license, Huet-Vaughn said.

Whatever happens, though, Huet-
Vaughn feels she made the right choice.

She continues to practice at Family
Health Services in Kansas City.
—Susan Balzer
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A Quechua woman and her daughter show off one of their tropical hair sheep raised in

a project sponsored by Mennonite Central Committee.

Bolivian women benefit

from sheep project
Berlin, Bolivia (MCC)-A sheep project

sponsored by Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC) is giving Bolivian women
new confidence as well as economic ben-

efits.

The project uses a variety of sheep that

can be raised in the semitropical lowlands.

Women living in the Bolivian highlands

often raise sheep, especially for their

wool. However, arable land is increasingly

scarce in the highlands, and many families

are migrating to the lowlands.

Because most sheep fare poorly in hot

climates, women cannot raise them in the

lowlands. Family income suffers and,

along with it, women's status in the com-

munity and family.

In 1988, some women took an MCC-
sponsored field trip to a neighboring re-

gion. There they saw Katadyn, or tropical

hair, sheep being raised by groups spon-

sored by Heifer Project International.

They asked MCC agriculturalist Marga-

ret Hicks to help them form sheep-raising

groups.

A self-described "longtime sheep fan to

the core," Hicks was happy to help. She

now assists 33 women in three communi-

ties raise sheep.

The women find the project challenging.

Even though the hair sheep are adapted

to the tropics and have abundant pasture

there, they are exposed to parasites and

disease. The lambs in particular are highly

susceptible to disease.

The tropical sheep do not have wool,

but they do provide meat and milk, a

supplement to the families' diets and

economies.

More importantly, Hicks sees the proj-

ect as an opportunity to organize and

re-empower highland women, many of

whom are Quechua.

"Women lost many of their social ties

when they moved from the interior," ex-

plains Hicks. "Without extended family,

women often feel very isolated."

Many agricultural development pro-

grams, she notes, focus on men. They do

not "recognize or accept women's poten-

tials and interests."

With the sheep as a common bond,

women together share their struggles and

work out group problems.

"It's a great joy for me when a woman
who, a year ago was too shy to speak in

front of the group or answer a question

without blushing and hiding behind her

hands, now speaks clearly," Hicks says.

To receive two ewes, women must join

and take an active part in a community
sheep-raising group.

They must also plant sufficient pasture

and build a corral and shelter.

Women in established groups help

launch new groups by helping them start

pastures and by providing technical sup-

port and ewe lambs.

MCC cooperates with Heifer Project

International, World Concern, and the

Bolivian organization C-CIMCA in the

sheep project.

—

Emily Will

Relationship of church and business discussed at joint meeting

New Holland, Pa. (MEDA

)

—When the

two organizations discovered that they

had planned meetings on the same night,

a unique solution was offered.

Why not get together for the meeting?

The result was a success as the Lancas-

ter chapter of Mennonite Economic
Development Associates (MEDA) and
Lancaster Conference Ministerium joined

forces to discuss how the church and
business can better relate.

Linford King, senior pastor of Neffsville

Mennonite Church in Lancaster, noted

that "church has not always been kind to

its businesspersons. At times (the church]

has not been able to accommodate either

their business success or their failure."

King told the gathering of over 200 that

businesspersons face unique problems

and the church can help find answers.

Questions on how to deal with ethical

dilemmas that have few absolute answers,

and how to exist in a competitive environ-

ment (sometimes with fellow church per-

sons as the competitors) must be an-

swered, King said.

He encouraged the pastors to "to go

beyond teaching the Scriptures that point

to the dangers of business and wealth."

King challenged the audience with sug-

gestions for affirming action by pastors

—

including visiting businesspersons at their

offices, praying for the business commu-
nity, and possibly even commissioning a

new business venture as they would a

worker in the church.

Likewise, the Christians in business

must be challenged to carry their faith

into the workplace. King encouraged

them to include Christ's love in their

business practice.

King's remarks made it apparent that,

maybe today more than ever before, the

church needs its businesspersons and

businesspersons need their church.
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Daily struggles continue
in post-war Nicaragua
Managua, Nicaragua (MCC)—Nicara-

guans are relieved that the war is over.

But today a different kind of war is being

quietly waged, less intensively but just as

deadly.

Bullets are no longer killing Nicara-

guans sons and daughters. Hunger and

disease are.

Most Nicaraguans have had to tighten

their belts in the past two years.

To qualify for International Monetary
Fund loans, the UNO government,
headed by president Violeta Chamorro,

has imposed brutal austerity measures to

cut state spending, boost exports, and
attract foreign investment. Nicaragua's

foreign debt stood at $300 million in 1991.

While inflation has been curbed and

consumer goods made more available,

Nicaragua's poor have been shut out of

the shallow recovery. Unemployment has

soared to almost 60 percent, up from 35

percent just two years ago.

Ragged armies of children converge on

the street corners in Managua, the Cen-

tral American country's capital. In a pa-

thetic attempt to support themselves and

their families, the children peddle every-

thing from gum and lottery tickets to

television antennas and kitchen knives.

A joke currently making the rounds is

that the transportation minister plans to

solve unemployment by installing another

thousand stoplights—thus providing

more work sites for the poor.

With slashed social service budgets,

many schools and hospitals are short of

staff or supplies. Others are closed alto-

gether.

One out of five children were unable to

register for school this year due to teacher

and classroom shortages and escalating

school fees.

Illiteracy, which the Sandinista govern-

ment reduced to 12 percent in the early

'80s, has climbed to 30 percent.

The Sandinistas had also won acclaim

from the World Health Organization and

other international sources for their ad-

vances in health care delivery.

Today those gains are undercut by
shrinking budgets and shifting priorities.

Infant mortality and childhood malnutri-

tion are on the rise.

The cholera epidemic, now with 1,500

confirmed cases, is spreading at the rate

of a new case per hour.

Horror stories abound of hospitals with-

out medicines and bed sheets, without

nurses, and even without dishes for

patients' meals.

Women share beds during childbirth,

and family members must often run home
for a cup so that a patient can drink water.

Patients needing intravenous injections

send someone to the pharmacy for the

needles and drugs, if they can afford to.

People are beginning to demand that

the government respond to these desper-

ate social needs. In the past month alone,

major protests have crippled Managua.

First, university students took to the

streets for 47 days, demanding more
funds for education. As soon as their

protest was settled, private transport and

freight carriers began blocking highways

into the capital to protest high taxes.

The next day, injured war veterans took

over the social security building to draw

attention to their needs. Almost every

week brings a new wave of protests.

In scattered rural areas, former Contra

and Sandinista soldiers are continually

rearming to demand government-prom-

ised employment and land.

Politically, Chamorro and the moder-

ates in the ruling UNO coalition have

worked out a sensitive, pragmatic rela-

tionship with the Sandinista party, recog-

nizing the party's popular support.

Conservative elements within UNO,
however, are pressuring Chamorro to re-

move Sandinistas from influential govern-

mental positions and return rural farm-

land and cooperative enterprises to for-

mer owners and private investors.

The U.S. government is withholding

$100 million in badly needed aid until

these conditions are met.

—

Bob Molsberry

Members empty wallets at council gathering
Indianapolis—The bump-bump-bump

of fruit rolling across the floor and jin-

gle-jangle as wallets and purses were

emptied into an offering basket.

These were some of the sounds of the

annual meeting of the Churchwide Stew-

ardship Council (CSC), held Sept. 25-26

in Indianapolis.

A high moment in the weekend came
when Everett Thomas, Mennonite
Board of Congregational Ministries

(MBCM) executive secretary, shared a

meditation based upon Abraham's will-

ingness to sacrifice his son, Isaac.

In Abraham's culture, this would mean
giving up his claim to immortality as

expressed through a living male heir and
his posterity, Thomas explained. In a

society such as we have, he said, our

immortality is often equated with finan-

cial gifts for purposes and projects that

outlive us.

Everett invited the group to empty
their wallets into an offering basket as

an act of identifying with Abraham's
intended and God's actual sacrifice of

only begotten sons—in an act of faith,

ignoring the other needs or purposes for

which those present had brought that

money.
Over $750 was collected, most of which

was then given to Lynn Miller as an
offering of love.

A year ago, the CSC commissioned
Miller, former pastor of the South Union
Mennonite Church of West Liberty,

Ohio, to become a full-time stewardship

teacher for a two-year term.

Miller reviewed with the council the

teaching strategy he has used with con-

gregational and conference groups since

the first of March. The council agreed to

both a modification and extension of

Miller's assignment. The extension will

carry him through the end of the 10-year

period of Vision 95, or until September
1995.

This CSC meeting brought to a close

almost 10 years of stewardship staff

work under MBCM auspices by Ray and
Lillian Bair of Elkhart, Ind.

Since 1981, they have conducted
"God's Managers" workshops in about

250 congregations and conferences, trav-

eling an estimated 125,000 miles by car

(plus numerous trips by air).

They have served as staff support

persons for the council since its in-

ception some nine years ago. This func-

tion will now be assumed by Everett

Thomas.
In a display of affirmation and affec-

tion, council members participated in a

"fruit roll," sending across the floor an
array of globular fruit to the Bairs.

Larry Neff, representative from Indi-

ana-Michigan conference, concluded his

term as CSC moder-
ator. He will be suc-

ceeded by Bill

Zuercher from South
Central. Larry Miller

of Allegheny was
named moderator-
elect.

—

William R.

Zuercher
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Agency asks for changes
to proposed refugee law
Ottawa, Ont. (MCC Canada)—Menno-

nite Central Committee (MCC) Canada

has suggested changes to proposed
amendments to Canada's Immigration

Act.

Appearing before a Senate committee

studying Bill C-86, which is to amend the

Act, four representatives from MCC Can-

ada presented a brief called "Love the

Sojourner ... for You Were Sojourners."

The brief, which takes its title from

Deut. 10:19, notes that the bill will close

doors for refugee claimants—people who
come to a Canadian point of entry and ask

for refugee status.

Until now nearly all of the 30,000 people

who annually apply for refugee status in

Canada have been given an opportunity

to tell their story before Canadian author-

ities in order to make a claim.

Through this system, nearly two-thirds

eventually receive refugee status.

But under the proposed law many
would be turned back and not given a

chance to tell their story.

The bill says that refugees who come to

Canada from a "prescribed" country will

not be given a hearing.

Since the United States will probably

be so "prescribed," and since many refu-

gee claimants come to Canada through

the United States, the number of people

allowed into the Canadian refugee deter-

mination system would be drastically re-

duced.

Critics say that since Canada receives

comparatively fewer refugee claimants

than other nations, the country will not

carry its share of the international refugee

burden under the proposed system. They
claim that people will be turned back

without firm assurance that they will get

a fair hearing in another country.

At the Sept. 4 hearing, MCC represen-

tative Rudy Baergen told the senators

that under the proposed law most of the

5,000 Central Americans who have come
to the Kitchener, Ont., area in recent

years would probably not have been al-

lowed into Canada.

First Mennonite Church in Kitchener,

where Baergen is a minister, includes

nearly 100 people from Central America.

In addition to challenging the restricted

access provisions, the MCC representa-

tives called for better review and appeal

procedures for people who are denied

refugee status in Canada.

They cited cases of people who, in their

judgment, were genuine refugees but who
had been rejected by the Refugee Board

and then deported.

Besides Baergen, representing MCC
Canada at the meeting were: Betty

Puricelli of the Mennonite New Life Cen-

tre in Toronto; John Docherty of the

House of Friendship in Montreal; and Bill

Janzen, director of MCC Canada's Ot-

tawa office.

Employment project

marks first anniversary
Clearbrook, B.C. (MCC Canada)- "I

can't wait till Monday!"
That what Dan Dyck of Abbotsford,

B.C., said when asked how it feels to be

a participant in the Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC)-supported Abbots-

ford/Matsqui Employment Project.

On Sept. 10 the project, which "finds

real jobs for real pay" for persons with

mental handicaps in the Fraser Valley

area, marked its first anniversary. About

40 people gathered to celebrate a year of

achievements.

Among the achievements recognized

was the completion of Dyck's 20 weeks of

supported employment as a clerk at the

Abbotsford District office.

Speaking on behalf of the district, Rick

Beauchamp said that Dyck "has been a

very good addition to our work team."

He went on to say he hoped that "our

actions as a major employer will be re-

flected in the behavior of other business-

es."

Also celebrating 20 weeks of supported

employment were Scott Granstrom, em-

ployed by Inspirations Hot Tub factory,

and Stan Case, who works at the Fraser

Way RV Centre.

To date nine people have completed

more than 20 weeks of employment
through the program. Family members
told of the positive changes for everyone

as these formerly unemployed persons

became fully contributing members of the

community.

The purpose of the project is to place

mildly mentally handicapped people in

real jobs, instead of in sheltered work-

shops.

According to director Stan Martens,

"self-worth is vitally linked to employ-

ment. When (the participants] are paid for

the real work they do, you can just see

them blossom."

Each project participant is matched

with a trainer who helps in finding work.

They provide 10 weeks of on the job

supervision, training and encouragement,

plus 10 weeks of follow-up.

The project, which was made possible

by a grant of $140,000 from the Canadian

government, has received funding for a

second year of operation.

MCC
1992-93

Resource
Catalog

now available

Lists more than 400 free-loan audiovisuals and printed materials

about the mission of MCC, Native American issues, lifestyle, peace,

hunger and other topics.

Yours free from:

Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500, Akron, PA

1 7501 -0500

[717)859-1151 (717)859-3889

Mennonite Central Committee Canada
134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9

(204) 261 -6381
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• MEDA receives grant. The
Canadian government has an-

nounced a $384,000 (U.S.) con-

tribution to expand the Russia

program of Mennonite Eco-

nomic Development Associates

(MEDA). The contribution is for

a two-year project of micro-en-

terprise development and man-
agement training in Russia. Pro-

jections show that nearly 6,000

people will be trained and some
1,700 new jobs will be created

through the project.

• Premier visits projects. While

attending the summer Earth

Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Bra-

zil, Manitoba Premier Gary
Filmon visited three projects fi-

nancially supported by the Man-
itoba government. Included in

the visit were Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee-supported farm-

ing and urban housing coopera-

tives in northeast Brazil. Filmon

was struck, he said, by "how
much [the MCC volunteers and
local residents) were able to ac-

complish with so little an invest-

ment."

• Mission worker dies. Gerald

L. Mumaw, former Latin Amer-
ica director for Mennonite
Board of Missions, died Oct. 1

at his home in Elkhart, Ind., at

the age of 43. Mumaw was diag-

nosed with lung cancer in early

January. He and his wife, Geral-

dine, served in Bolivia more than

ten years.

• Bluffton is best buy. Bluffton

(Ohio) College is one of 300

colleges and universities pro-

filed in the latest edition of

"Barron's Best Buys in College

Education." The report cited

Bluffton's Tuition Equalization

Program. The program enables

qualified students to receive

grants equal to the difference

between Bluffton's tuition and
the average tuition at four-year

public institutions in Ohio. This

year total enrollment is 728 stu-

dents, an increase of 4.4 percent

since 1991-92.

• Enrollment down. Fall en-

rollment at Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries in

Elkhart, Ind., is 164. Last year

enrollment was 187. The per-

centage of students who are en-

rolled full time is up, reversing

a downward trend of the last

several years. The percentage of

women students is the highest

ever, up from about 43 percent

over the past five years to 47.6

percent.

• 100 percent pass exam. All 20

members of the 1992 nursing

class at Goshen (Ind.) College

passed their state board exams
for registered nurses. An aver-

age of 93 percent of the college's

nursing graduates pass the 10-

hour test on the first time

through. The test is required to

practice nursing.

• Enrollment increases. East-

ern Mennonite College (EMC),
Harrisonburg, Va., graduated its

largest senior class in history

—

252 students—last spring, and
welcomed one of its largest

freshmen classes ever this fall.

EMC's freshman class in-

creased from 210 a year ago to

236 this fall. Total enrollment at

the college is 960.

• New appointments:
Shirley Kay Bachman and Phil

Ebersole to Goshen (Ind.)

College's board of overseers.

Bachman is a remedial reading

teacher and Ebersole pastors

Bancroft Mennonite Church in

Toledo, Ohio. They will serve

three-year terms on the 12-

member board.

Paul Kurtz, director of develop-

ment and discipleship minis-

tries, Rosedale Bible Institute,

Irwin, Ohio. Last spring, Kurtz

came to Rosedale to direct the

pilot REACH program, a mis-

sions and service venture.

• Pastor transitions:

Edwin R. Eby was ordained to the

Christian ministry at Christian

Conquest Fellowship, Wash-
ington, D.C., on Oct. 4. Christian

Conquest is a church planting

endeavor of Virginia Mennonite
Conference.

Gotta make the donuts!

Fishersville, Va.—Homemade
donuts were a hit at the 26th

annual Virginia Relief Sale

held Sept. 26 at Augusta Expo-

land. Gross receipts of

$164,300 were tallied for Men-
nonite Central Committee. An
off-white Hagerstown feather

quilt made by Anna, Laura and

Mary Showalter of Waynes-

boro, Va., took the highest bid

of $3,900. Other auction items

included a 4-poster bed, an an-

tique pump organ, and five

paintings donated by noted artist

P. Buckley Moss of Waynes-

boro.

—

Jim Bishop

• Coming events:

Mediation skills training, Des
Moines, Iowa, Nov. 16-20. This

program is designed to equip

church leaders with the skills

needed to deal effectively with

various forms of group conflict.

Information from the Lombard
Mennonite Peace Center at 528

E. Madison, Lombard, IL 60148-

3599.

• Job openings:
Coordinator of Community Minis-

tries, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee, Akron, Pa. Qualifi-

cations include bachelor's
degree, leadership and manage-
ment experience, knowledge of

MCC's diverse racial and ethnic

membership, willingness to

travel. Position opens Decem-
ber 1992; applications accepted

until Nov. 9. Contact Bill

Loewen, MCC Director of Per-

sonnel, 21 South 12th St., P.O.

Box 500, Akron, PA 17501-0500;

phone 717 859-1511.

Director of development, Williams-

burg Christian Retreat Center,

Toano, Va. Qualifications in-

clude experience in promotion,

fund raising, and financial coun-

seling. Salary negotiable. Infor-

mation from the center at 9275

Barnes Rd., Toano, VA 23168;

phone 804 566-2256.

• Change of address:

Brantford Mennonite Church from
62 Chestnut St., Brantford,

Ont., to 21 Waddington St.,

Brantford, ON N3R 2R4.

Rosie Epp from Kendall Park, N.J.,

to 2501 Allentown Rd., Quaker-
town, PA 18951.

Darrell and Florence Jantzi to

Waddington St., Brantford, ON
N3R 2R4.

NEW MEMBERS

Aurora, Ohio: Ron Locktish, Bev
Locktish, and Dale Hart.

Finland, Pennsburg, Pa.:
Kimberly Baccari.

Orrville, Ohio: Mary Ruth Chris-

tine Kamp, Robert David Phil-

lips, and Kathryn Joann
Rheinheimer.

Stahl, Johnstown, Pa.: Abra-

ham Lehman, Andrew Lehman,
Holly Telenko, and Joshua
Telenko.

Wellman, Iowa: Michael Eash,

Jerry and Marj Keaough, Deb
Troyer, Sam and Mary Strong,

Rachel Potsander, Gene and
Louise Troyer, and Dan and
Kathryn Yoder.

Yoder, Kan.: Steven Graber,

Melanie Graber, Eryn Graber,

Gretchen Graber, Sarah Graber,

and James Graber.

BIRTHS

Ard, Greg and Bonita, Sarasota,

Fla., Darren Michael (first

child), July 13.

Blum, Robert, Jr., and Janet

(Landis), Souderton, Pa., Liesl

Landis (first child), Sept. 26.

Couse, Steve and Kim (Yoder),

Nappanee, Ind., Lauren Kath-

leen (third child), Sept. 23.

DeVito, Mark and Donna
(Nafziger), Bristol, Ind., Domi-
nic James (second child), Sept.

19.

Garber, Joe and Yvonne
(Leaman), Lancaster, Pa.,

Kristen Joelle (third child), Aug.

20.

Gorman, Patrick and Jennifer,

Quakertown, Pa., Violet Jane

(first child), Sept. 21.

Hawkins, Matthew and Charlotte

(Christophel), Union City, Pa.,

Matthew Daniel (second child),

Aug. 30.

Hershberger, Joe and Marjorie

(Coblentz), Uniontown, Ohio,

Adam Joseph (first child), Sept.

26.

Hershberger, John and Barbara

(Miller), Sarasota, Fla., John
Andrew (first child), Aug. 22.

Kennell, Mark and Elaine (Wise),

Sarasota, Fla., Nathaniel Ray
(third child), Aug. 24.

Kennell, Tim and Bev
(Burkholder), Roanoke, 111.,

Kayley Ann (second child),

Sept. 4.

Martin, Donald, Jr., and Yvonne
(Schlabach), Lebanon, Pa.,

(twins) Michael Alan and Mat-
thew Tyler (second and third

children), Sept. 11.
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(Souderton), and Gail Rein-

heimer (Souderton), Oct. 3, by
Gerald Clemmer.

Zimmerman-Beck: Michael
Zimmerman, Ephrata, Pa.
(Akron), and Debra Beck,
Archbold, Ohio (Zion), Aug. 15,

by Ellis Croyle and Dee Swartz.

i

Prints available. The historic Germantown Mennonite meetinghouse in Philadelphia is

featured in this lithograph by Grant Simon, dated 1955. Simon was a well-known architect who
sketched the city's historic structures for a hobby. Reproductions of the lithograph are being

sold to help the preservation of not only this, the oldest Mennonite meetinghouse in continuous

use, but of several nearby Mennonite-owned or managed historic properties as well. Information

on obtaining a print from 215 843-0943.

Miller, Harold and Traci
(Fritsch), Elkhart, Ind., (twins)

Alexandra Marie and Danielle

Nicole (second and third chil-

dren), Sept. 3.

Miller, Michael and Charlotte

(Roderick), Dalton, Ohio, Jona-

than Michael (first child), June
30.

Miller, Morris and Kris
(Swartzentruber), Sarasota,

Fla., Kaitlyn Elizabeth (third

child), June 15.

Moyer, Douglas and Glenda
(Halteman), Telford, Pa., Na-
than Douglas (first child), Sept.

28.

Rice, Jerry W. II and Julianne

(Moser), Manchester, Ky., Jalisa

Nicole (first child), June 26.

Sommers, Wendell and Debra,

Uniontown, Ohio, Whitney Es-

ther (first child), Sept. 23.

Stauffer, Vince and Sandra
(Litwiller), Milf'ord, Neb.,
Megan Ann (second child), Sept.

17.

Steckly, Blane and Nancy
(Stucky), Milf'ord, Neb., Olivia

Danielle (third child), Sept. 18.

Stilwill, Roger and Tammy
(Evers), Archbold, Ohio,
Brittany Mae (second child),

Aug. 19.

Weaver, Lloyd and Marilyn
(Zook), Myerstown, Pa., Kent
Allen (third child), Sept. 6.

Whiteside, Chip and Cheri, Sara-

sota, Fla., Kevin Daniel (third

child), May 12.

MARRIAGES

Almaras-Hernandez: Antonio
Jose Almaras, Brownsville, Tex.

(Iglesia Menonita del Cordero),

and Christina Hernandez,
Brownsville, Tex. (Iglesia

Menonita del Cordero), Sept.

26, by Conrado Hinojosa.

Beck-Buehrer: Duane Beck,
Archbold, Ohio (Zion), and Jen-

nifer Buehrer, Archbold, Ohio
(United Church of Christ), Sept.

26, by Ellis Croyle.

Derstine-Eby : Christopher

Derstine, Perkasie, Pa. (Bloom-

ing Glen), and Lisa Eby,
Quakertown, Pa. (Salem), Sept.

26, by Truman H. Brunk.
Duerksen-Kulp: John Duerksen,

Harleysville, Pa. (Bethesda),

and Sheila Kulp, Souderton,

Pa., Oct. 4, by Truman Brunk.

Hochstetler-Hahan: Chad
Hochstetler, Shipshewana, Ind.

(Shore), and Jill Hahan, Ship-

shewana, Ind. (Shore), Sept. 19,

by John Hooley.

Horst-Bechler: Ephraim Horst,

Sarasota, Fla. (Ashton), and Lo-

retta Bechler, Sarasota, Fla.

(Ashton), Sept. 5, by Ken
Nauman.

Landis-Chirico: Brian Landis,

East Greenville, Pa. (Bally), and
Susan Chirico, Hatboro, Pa.

(Covenant Community), Sept.

11, by Earl Anders and Roy K.

Yoder.

Marshall-Farrar: Vernon L.

Marshall III, Newport News, Va.

(Providence), and Rachel R.

Farrar, Newport News, Va.
(Baptist), Sept. 19, by Ernest M.
Godshall.

Miller-Lehman: Maynard Miller,

Goshen, Ind. (Assembly), and
Emily Lehman, Kidron, Ohio
(Sonnenburg), Aug. 15, by Scott

Hochstedler.

Pursel-Nafziger: Jason Pursel,

Archbold, Ohio, and Karla Naf-

ziger, Wauseon, Ohio (North

Clinton), Sept. 12, by Lavon
Welty and Alan Puffenberger.

Reimold-Lapp: Shawn Reimold,

Gap, Pa. (Presbyterian), and
Donita Lapp, Cochranville, Pa.

(Old Road), Aug. 29, by Richard

L. Buckwalter.

Shilling-Miller: John Alfred
Shilling, Creston, Ohio (First

Congregational), and Barbara
Ruth Miller, Orrville, Ohio (Orr-

ville), Sept. 19, by Barbara
Moyer Lehman and George F.

Mays.
Shrock-Kropf: Alvie Shrock,

Buffalo, Mo. (Evening Shade),

and Sheila Kropf, Brownsville,

Ore. (Fairview), Sept. 19, by Roy
Hostetler and Jim Eigsti.

Wentz-King: Casey Wentz, Bed-
ford, Pa. (Church of God), and
Karen King, Johnstown, Pa.

(First), Aug. 22, by Phillip A.

King.

Wireman-Reinheimer: Randall

Wireman, Green Lane, Pa.

DEATHS

Cassel, Elizabeth Joy, stillborn,

Sept. 21, 1992, Harleysville, Pa.,

to David Ray and Rhonda Sue
(Alderfer) Cassel. Survivors

—

grandparents: Arlen and
LaRaine Alderfer, David and
Geraldine Cassel. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 25, Franconia Men-
nonite Church, by John M. Ehst
and Russell M. Detweiler.

Detrow, Vertie E. (Metzler), 92,

Columbiana, Ohio. Born: Jan.

29, 1900, Fairfield Twp., Ohio, to

Noah and Susan (Metzler)
Metzler. Died: Sept. 13, 1992,

Columbiana, Ohio. Survivors

—

children: Dorothy Kauffman,
Mildred Grim, Marie Kurtz,

Doris Yoder, Arthur; 14 grand-

children, 24 great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Harvey
A. Detrow (husband). Funeral:

Sept. 23, Leetonia Mennonite
Church, by Robert Yoder.
Burial: Midway Mennonite
Church Cemetery.

Kauffman, Allie Pearl (Miller),

92, Albany, Ore. Born: April 26,

1900, Garden City, Mo., to Levi

and Mattie (Zook) Miller. Died:

Sept. 18, 1992, Albany, Ore., of

a stroke. Survivors—children:

Miriam Neuschwander, Merle;

brothers and sisters: Edna
Wideman, Emery, Floyd, Sr., Joe

Miller; 8 grandchildren, 7 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Jacob J. Kauffman (husband)

and Leon (son). Funeral and
burial: Sept. 24, Fairview Men-
nonite Church, by Gary Neusch-
wander (grandson), Roy Hostetler,

Clarence Gerig, and Gordon
Miller.

Longenecker, Emma (Miller),

87, Lancaster, Pa. Born: Sept.

14, 1904, Bainbridge, Pa., to

Phares and Emma Miller. Died:

Sept. 13, 1992. Survivors—chil-

dren: Alice Good, Martin, Dan-
iel, Helen Lapp, Emma Freder-

ick, Edward, William; brother

and sister: Phares Miller and

Ella Nissley; 28 grandchildren,

16 great-grandchildren. Funeral:

Sept. 16, Mennonite Home
Chapel, by J. Mark Frederick

and Robert Martin. Burial:

Shopes Cemetery, Middletown,

Pa.
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Miller, C. Jay, 87, Kalona, Iowa.

Born: June 5, 1905, Iowa, La., to

Abner and Elizabeth (Schrock)

Miller. Died: Sept. 30, 1992,

Iowa City, Iowa. Survivors

—

wife: Katie (Brenneman) Miller;

children: Mary Yoder, Eldora
Flatt, Elnora Borntrager, Alvin

J., Veva Herschberger, Dale W.;

step-children: Stanley, Ray-
mond, Rollin, and Rose Mary
Brenneman, Shirley Hochstedler;

siblings: J. Claude, Elta
Burkholder, Ethel, Odena
Hostetler, Mary Hochstedler; 31

grandchildren, 49 great-grand-

children, 14 stepgrandchildren,

17 stepgreat-grandchildren. Pre-

deceased by: Dinah Miller (first

wife). Funeral and burial: Oct. 3,

East Union Mennonite Church, by
Michael Loss and Noah Helmuth.

Nussbaum, Edna (Thomas), 80,

Kidron, Ohio. Born: June 7,

1912, Johnstown, Pa., to John A.

and Mary (Berkey) Thomas.
Died: Sept. 27, 1992, Dalton,

Ohio, of cancer. Survivors—hus-

band: Melvin Nussbaum. Fu-
neral and burial: Sept. 30,

Kidron Mennonite Church, by
Bill Detweiler and Dick Wolf.

Roth, Lucille (Albrecht), 65,

Tavistock, Ont. Born: Dec. 11,

1926, East Zorra Twp., Ont., to

Joel and Katherine (Bender) Al-

brecht. Died: Sept. 24, 1992,

Stratford, Ont. Survivors—chil-

dren: Delores Hogben, Earl
Roth; brothers and sister:

Elmina Schwartzentruber, Nel-

son Albrecht, Lester Albrecht; 6

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Alvin Roth (husband). Funeral

and burial: Sept. 27, East Zorra
Mennonite Church, by Vernon
Leis.

Winzeler, Gladys L. (Nafziger),

91, Sarasota, Fla. Born: Aug. 24,

1901, Fulton County, Ohio, to

Menno and Esther (Frey)
Nafziger. Died: Sept. 3, 1992,

Sarasota, Fla. Predeceased by:

Marion Winzeler (husband). Fu-
neral: Sept. 6, Short Funeral
Home, Archbold, Ohio, by Ellis

Croyle. Burial: Pettisville Cem-
etery.

Yoder, Alma (Kaufman), 79,

Goshen, Ind. Born: July 1, 1913,

LaGrange County, Ind., to Ru-
dolph J. and Mary Ann (Yoder)

Kaufman. Died: Sept. 23, 1992,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors—hus-

band: William M. Yoder; chil-

dren: Marion, Alice Risser,
Nancy Nofziger, Charles, John;

sisters: Fannie Bontrager, Syl-

via Miller, Betty Miller; 16

grandchildren, 6 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Fred-
erick (son). Funeral: Sept. 25,

North Goshen Mennonite
Church, by Rosemary Fry and
Russell Krabill. Burial: Grace
Lawn Cemetery.

Yunginger, Jean Reist (Hess),

68, Marietta, Pa. Born: April 9,

1924, Upper Leacock Twp., Pa.,

to David L. and Amelia (Buck-
waiter) Hess. Died: Sept. 27,

1992, Marietta, Pa. Survivors-
children: Patricia Leaman, Au-
drey Rohrer, Nancy Keefer,
Mary Rittenhouse, Richard C,
Jr.; brothers and sisters: Martha
Jane Bomberger, Rachel Ann
Landis, Robert Hess, Joseph D.

Hess, Andrew B. Hess, Owen
Richard Hess; 12 grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Richard C.
Yunginger, Sr. (husband). Fu-

neral: Oct. 1, Mount Joy Men-
nonite Church, by Joe Sherer
and Shelley Shellenberger.
Burial: Kraybill's Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Board of Missions di-

rectors meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Oct. 22-24

WMSC executive committee
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 22-

24

Southeast Conference annual
meeting, Brooksville, Fla., Oct.

23-25

Annual MEDA convention, Den-
ver, Oct. 29-Nov. 1

Region III Mennonite Disaster
Service annual meeting, Roach,
Mo., Oct. 30-31

Goshen College Board of Over-
seers meeting, Goshen, Ind.,

Nov. 5-7

Hesston College Board of Over-
seers meeting, Hesston, Kan.,

Nov. 6-7

Franconia Conference Assembly,
Franconia, Pa., Nov. 14

Eastern Mennonite College &
Seminary Board of Trustees
meeting, Harrisonburg, Va.,

Nov. 16-17

Congregational Education Plan-
ning Council meeting, Elkhart,

Ind., Nov. 16-17

Focus on

Which
Way
orship?

Eastern
Mennonite
SEMINARY
Harrisonburg VA 22801

at the annual

SCHOOL FOR
LEADERSHIP TRAINING
(Ministers Week)

at Eastern Mennonite Seminary
January 18-21, 1993

Coordinator: Duane M. Sider

Choose from a dozen classes taught by a
variety of instructors

Listen to and interact with author-teacher

Dr. Robert Webber
Learn to plan and lead worship from

experienced teachers

Experience diverse worship styles led by local

congregations

Explore the creative use of the arts in worship

Use the resources of our new
Hymnal: A Worship Book

For more information, call 703-432-4260
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THE LAST WORD

Young but fully adult

What defines "young adulthood"? It be-

gins after high school. But when does it

end?

First child? Second child? First mortgage?

First ulcer? Age 35? Whichever comes last? Or

first?

The average age of people in my "young

adult" Sunday school class is about 38. Perhaps

they still get the "young adult" title because

there are only three post-MYFers in town who
are under 25. Is young adulthood relative to the

ages—and wishful thinking—of other people?

Regardless of how one defines this group,

most people would agree that young adults are

not highly visible in the North American Menno-
nite Church structure.

This is not to suggest that young adults aren't

involved in Mennonite service. Most of staff at

church camps are inevitably young adults, cheer-

fully working for low (or no) pay. Every year,

hundreds of young adults accept mission assign-

ments through one of the Mennonite agencies.

They aren't doing volunteer work because they

must to avoid military service. Most accept the

challenge—and sacrifice—from a strong com-

mitment to serving others.

But when it comes to larger church business,

young adult input doesn't seem to be a high pri-

ority. While young adultc have many of the same

concerns as older Mennonites, our angle on

these issues is slightly different.

What are some of the major issues concerning

Mennonite young adults of today?

• The economy. No wonder many college

students end up staying in school a fifth or sixth

year! With little work experience, North Ameri-

can young adults are having an extremely hard

time getting jobs. Sending out piles of resumes

while waiting on tables or "temping" has be-

come the norm.

College debts add pressure ($20,000-$30,000 is

not unheard of after attending a Mennonite col-

lege). And most of us don't have the financial

cushion of more established households.

On a larger scale, the national deficit is a real

concern of young adults. And I suspect few of us

harbor any illusions about someday collecting

the money we're giving to Social Security

(those of us who have jobs, that is).

• Divorce and remarriage. Many people in

their early twenties are already ending their first

marriages. These include some young Mennonite

couples. That half of all marriages in the United

States fail is a grim reality.

• AIDS. As the pandemic spreads, this issue

will become an increasing concern for young adult

Mennonites. A sexual mistake can be forgiven.

But forgiveness will not get rid of an HIV infection.

• Homosexuality. On this subject, young

adult Mennonites are no less divided than mid-

dle-aged Mennonites. Clearly, all of us will

continue to wrestle with the subject for years to

come.

Most young adult Mennonites grew up in

the church, racing to the front of the

line at church potlucks and singing 606

(the hymn is still 606 to us, not 118). We are still

growing and gaining experience—like every per-

son, I hope, whatever their age. But young

adults have a legitimate voice in the church now.

I realize that a few young adults will have trou-

ble with the lead article of this issue, despite its

light tone. "We are being analyzed, not asked

who we are," some may think.

The church needs to start asking. It needs to

listen. If not, the church may suffer a great loss.

When it comes to subjects like the role of

women in the church or homosexuality, the Men-
nonite Church is in danger of losing many of its

free-thinking young adults to other denom-

inations. These individuals may regret the loss

of ethnic ties, but they see the church dragging

its heels on important issues.

Just this sort of young adult is often the one

grappling most seriously with ethical and theolog-

ical issues. These young adults are needed to

keep the church vital.

Young adults have enormous gifts, ideas, and

energy to offer a receptive congregation. Many
have already developed a deep sense of commit-

ment to the Mennonite Church.

The challenge for the church is to take its

young adults seriously.

—

cmh
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Emphasizing our choice in relation to suffering is

one more way of continuing to exert control over our

lives. Realistically, few actually choose to suffer.
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How do we take up
our cross and suffer?

Some people believe suffering is what
happens because one follows Jesus, Oth-

ers try to avoid it at all costs. But there

is yet a third way to look at suffering.

One of the things we Christians can offer

the world is a profound perspective on

human suffering. But to do so, we have to

come to some understanding ourselves about

this difficult dimension of our lives.

Christians generally have three different ideas

about suffering. One is that suffering is good,

something to be expected for the follower of

Christ. This is a romantic view of suffering, one

that makes it intrinsically good and positive.

Proof of our following Jesus is our suffering.

Dietrich Bonhoeffer said it this way: "When
Christ bids one to follow him, he bids that per-

son to come and die."

A second way to look at suffering takes the op-

posite extreme. In this view, suffering is bad and
should be avoided. This is the view that per-

vades much of our culture, including many of us

in the church. We see suffering as totally bad,

something to be avoided at all costs. We desper-

ately seek freedom from all suffering.

Most of the addictions so common in our soci-

ety—alcohol, drugs, food, sex—are in some way
tied to relieving suffering and pain. They are

by

Ted
Grimsrud



Discipleship has more to do with find-

ing ways to live creatively with non-

chosen, ongoing suffering than it does

with acting so as to cause suffering.

tied to people trying to avoid this part of their

lives.

Religion for some can also serve the same
function. We seek a spiritual high to help us es-

cape. Our attention to the hereafter helps us

find refuge from what hurts so much in the here

and now.

But there's a third view on suffering, one

that I believe is more realistic, hopeful,

and helpful. This is to see suffering sim-

ply as a fact of life. We endure it, do not roman-

ticize it, nor run away from it. We come to

understand that suffering can help us grow.

This view most closely reflects Jesus' point of

view. Jesus clearly connected suffering with fol-

lowing him, with what we call discipleship. "If

people would come after me, let them deny
themselves and take up their crosses daily and

follow me. For those who would save their lives

will lose them; and those who lose their lives for

my sake, they will save them" (Luke 9:23-24).

For many years I accepted this intellectually

as a crucial text for "radical" Christians—which

I considered myself to be. To follow Jesus, to

take up one's cross, means to choose consciously

to act in ways which might cause one to suffer.

Following Jesus, I believed, meant putting one's

life on the line for one's beliefs. Maybe disciple-

ship meant getting arrested for protesting nu-

clear weapons. Maybe it meant quitting one's

job in the armaments industry. Maybe it meant
getting one's head bashed in at a civil rights

demonstration.

However, I honestly do not know how
much I, at least, ever genuinely suffered

as a radical Christian. Nor am I sure how
much suffering I ever saw other radical Chris-

tians choosing to accept. The activists I have

known still usually live pretty comfortably.

Today I am rethinking my notions about disci-

pleship and suffering. I am less inclined to con-

nect following Jesus with activism and causes

and stepping out to put our lives on the line. I

am less inclined to see Jesus-like suffering being

that which we consciously choose and experi-

ence directly as a result of acting on Jesus' be-

half.

That's what I had been taught that taking up
the cross was: something we must do by an act

of our will, because we wanted to follow Jesus.

We stepped out of our workaday lives and con-

sciously did something, some act of discipleship.

Other kinds of suffering which happened to us

—

arthritis, the loss of a loved one—such traumas

certainly deserved sympathy. But that kind of

suffering was not "taking up our cross."

Today I am no longer quite so sure. Maybe
emphasizing our choice so much was a way of

continuing to exert control over life. Realisti-

cally, not that many people choose actually to

suffer very often.

I am concluding that taking up our cross might

have more to do with finding ways to live cre-

atively with nonchosen, ongoing suffering. It

might have more to do with this than with our

actions which might cause us to suffer for Jesus'

sake.

Recently I spent some time with an old

friend, call him Greg, who I hadn't seen

for several years. He and his wife were

visiting me because they were thinking of mov-
ing to Oregon because of Greg's severe rheuma-

toid arthritis. Greg did some research and
discovered that Oregon supposedly has an arthri-

tis-friendly climate.

Greg has had arthritis since he was twenty or

so. He's in his late thirties now. At this point, he

has no real hope that he'll ever get over it. He
aches all the time. He can't sit still for very long

without getting quite stiff. He can't hold down a

full-time job. Arthritis dominates his whole life.

Greg has done some thinking about suffering.

He doesn't value it much. He says he wishes

more than anything that he didn't have to suffer

the constant pain he does. His suffering shapes

many if not most of his decisions. However, he

also knows that life goes on. His suffering won't

leave him. His main job is to find a way to live

meaningfully with the restrictions he faces—be-

cause they aren't going to go away.

The kind of suffering my friend Greg experi-

ences no one would choose. It is constant. It dis-

rupts life. Greg has no control over it. In recent

Jesus* choice was to continue

to live in love, no matter what
befell him. He did not try to

avoid the suffering it brought.

years, I too have learned something of this kind

of suffering. You want it to end: you try to find

distractions to soothe the ongoing ache. How-
ever, when the tumult of activity and projects

and good works and fun and games dies, the

ache is still there.
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That's how it must have been with Jesus.

"When the days drew near for Jesus to be re-

ceived up, he set his face to go to Jerusalem"

(Luke 9:51). Here Luke is setting the stage for

Jesus' death. Jesus makes his fatal choice. He
sets "his face to go to Jerusalem."

So what is Jesus' choice? It is not connected

to any specific act. Rather, it is a choice to ac-

cept that life includes suffering. Jesus' choice is

one to continue to live in love, no matter what
might befall him. To live in love means to be re-

alistic about life as it is. Living in love means
not trying to avoid suffering, not trying to es-

cape pain and sorrow.

In the midst of pain and sorrow, even evil,

Jesus still chose to find a way to love. He chose

to find a way to be creative. He chose to refuse

to allow suffering (and the fear of suffering) to

transform him from a loving person into a fear-

ful, bitter person.

Perhaps my friend Greg is fortunate. He
knows that if he is going to live at all, he

has to live with his suffering. He cannot

continually resent it, fight against it, seek with

all his energy to avoid it. He does not have to

like it; he can hope it will lessen. But if his life

is to have meaning, if it is to be creative and lov-

ing, it must be creative and loving in its present

context.

Greg is pulling this off pretty well. He is cre-

ative and loving. He certainly indulges in his

share of coping mechanisms. However, at bot-

tom, he is putting together a life of genuine faith-

fulness. He is a disciple, a follower of Jesus.

I see discipleship now not as quite the dra-

matic, radical, activist-like commitment I used to

believe it to be. At least one major part of disci-

pleship is following Jesus' way of facing honestly

the world as it is. It is following Jesus' way of

facing the brokenness and the violence. It is fol-

lowing Jesus' way of facing one's own suffering

—

and while doing so, also trusting God for creativ-

ity, for hopefulness, for love.

Is it possible that some of our talk which pic-

tures discipleship as something we do, some-
thing outside of ourselves, might be a way of

avoiding our own pain? Maybe we talk about suf-

fering for someone else because of our inability

to suffer for ourselves. We look for causes "out

there" because it hurts too much to face the "in

here."

Discipleship is not so much taking on someone
else's pain or extending ourselves to suffer for

someone else. It has more to do with identifying

and honestly facing and expressing our own

pain. Discipleship includes living creatively with

the kind of suffering which is not voluntary. This

is suffering which we can't walk away from when
our three-year term is up.

When we find ways to live creatively with our

own pain, then ways of caring for others will fol-

low naturally. Several years ago, one of my close

Discipleship has to do with

choosing to find meaning and
empowerment in the face of
our suffering in our lives.

friends faced a major crisis in his life. I tried to

help him, to share in his pain, but that went only

so far. I could walk away from it. Then, I faced

the same type of trauma. My friend then be-

came my support. His support came not so

much because he wanted to help me but be-

cause we could suffer together. We cried to-

gether and in that found some healing.

Since then, other friends have suffered in sim-

ilar ways. I certainly can't solve their problems.

However, as I learned myself, simply having

someone with the same pain helps more than

anything else. We all have to be open enough
with ourselves and with each other to connect.

That openness is a big part of being creative, of

being a disciple.

Discipleship has to do with choosing to

find meaning and empowerment in the

face of our own suffering. This includes

suffering which is not chosen and will not go

away. Discipleship has to do with choosing to

trust that God's love can be and God's love will

be, no matter how much life hurts us. That love

offers us the power to have even these darkest

moments transformed, at least a bit, into occa-

sions for creativity. Maybe, sometimes, they may
even be transformed into joy.

Ted Grimsrud is pastor

of the Eugene (Ore.)

Mennonite Church. This

article is adapted from
a sermon Ted preached
to his congregation and
at a chapel service at

Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind.
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"I have fought the good fight,

I have finished the race, Ihave
kept the faith. From now on
there is reserved for me the

crown ofrighteousness, which

the Lord . . . will give me on that

day."-2 Tim. 4:7-8a, NRSV
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READERS SAY

Who Do You Say That I Am?
(Sept. 8). I believe there is in-

tegrity in comparing either the

reality of one's own religion with the re-

ality of another, or in comparing the ide-

als of both. To judge the value of other

faiths by the comments of those who
have left that faith to become Christian

is unfair. We would not want the value

of our faith to be judged by the com-

ments of former Christians who have

become members of other religions.

I would also find a distinction be-

tween saying there is no such thing as

absolute truth and saying that it is diffi-

cult for one individual or one church

group to fully know and understand the

absolute God. We can see these strug-

gles in the varying expressions of Chris-

tian faith, without even considering the

possibility of truth in other faiths. As fi-

nite humans striving to know an infinite

God, we should be careful about judg-

ing the faith journeys of others. We
need not denigrate another's beliefs to

make Jesus attractive.

Nancy Brubaker
Lancaster, Pa.

Iwas impressed with the open-mind-

edness of Working Toward a The-

ology of Sexuality (Sept. 22). The
author's observations were enlightening,

especially her views concerning the sex-

uality of celibate singles and her criti-

cism of the "carnal man" theory.

I did find some things disturbing,

however. The author stated that "these

dualistic notions [of the soul and body]

are not predominant in either the Old

or New Testaments." A perusal of Co-

rinthians and Romans shows Paul did

observe such a distinction. He taught

that the Spirit is our helper in the bat-

tle with our fallen nature—and there-

fore our helper in our marriage and

sexual relationships (1 Cor. 6:16-17;

Rom. 7:14-25).

If there is no distinction made be-

tween the two modes of human exis-

tence, how can "the union in one flesh

. . . overcome temporarily the tension in

the female-male relationship"? This

would seem to contradict the non-dual-

istic claims the author made earlier.

I am also concerned with the com-

ments on the role of the Fall on female-

male relations. Men are viewed as

possessing a "congenital flaw" in their

desire for dominance, while women are

"victims" of the curse who pour out

"unreciprocated" love. A more moder-

ate view of the effects of the Fall on
the human sexual relationship would

note that the responses of both sexes

toward each other have been flawed in

ways that are mutually harmful to both.

In addition, it would be fair to note that

men are also "seeking to understand

their propensity for destructive, en-

meshed relationships." Witness the

many self-help books directed toward

men.

Pete Hanlin, Jr.

Mechanicsburg, Pa.

Iam writing to dispute one of the

basic suppositions of the article,

"Working Toward a Theology of
Sexuality" (Sept. 22). The first sen-

tence of the second paragraph states

that the rate of sexual abuse in Menno-
nite homes and churches is similar to

the rate in the general population. The
article, however, does not provide any

evidence to support the statement.

How does one define "similar"? Is

there scientific evidence to support this

claim?

I have been hearing this thesis in the

Mennonite Church over the past year,

yet I have never seen the evidence lead-

ing people to this dubious conclusion.

Scott H. Neal

Mt. Pleasant, Iowa

Food and Peace Needed for Re-

covery in Africa (Sept. 29) con-

tains the statement, "The
apparent necessity of armed guards is

what forced MCC out of Somalia in

1989." This is not the reason Menno-
nite Central Committee pulled its work-

ers from Somalia. MCC's work in

Somalia focused on assisting refugees

from the Somali/Ethiopian war. In /

1989, increasing insecurity made it im-

possible to continue this work. Refugee

camps were emptied, and the Somali

government restricted where MCC
could work. Eastern Mennonite Board

still had workers in Somalia at that

point, so there was some Mennonite

presence. MCC decided its workers

could be better used in other places.

Pearl Sensenig

MCC Information Services

Akron, Pa.

Palestinian Pastor Calls for Ac-

tion (Aug.25). Elias Chacour's la-

ment about the Palestinian Arabs

should be seen against the backdrop of

what Israel has attempted to do for all
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its citizens. Having studied there in

1961 and since then traveled in Israel

23 times, we believe we have witnessed a

development of rehabilitation unmatched
anywhere in the world. And we have trav-

eled in more than 30 countries.

One of the outstanding realities of

the nation and the government of Israel

is freedom of religion. This is rare, in-

deed, for governments of the Middle

East. All Christian holy places, all

Muslim mosques, and the B'hai temple

in Haifa are protected by law. Yet the

Jews' most holy area, the temple

mount, is controlled by Muslims. The
Jews have never stoned anyone at the

time they were worshiping on a high

holy day. Some orthodox Jews in Jeru-

salem have attempted to stop vehicular

traffic on the Sabbath through their

area of the city. That's a far cry from

raining down stones on persons in

prayer and defying law officers.

Further, Israeli Arabs hold elected

seats in the Parliament. The Israel De-
partment of Agriculture has helped

Arab farmers increase production and

raise their standard of living.

If there will be a Muslim-controlled

Palestinian state in Israel, the pastor

might find it far more difficult than is

his present condition. Egypt, for exam-
ple, jailed several believers for convert-

ing to Christianity.

When we were studying in Israel in

1961 we wanted to visit east Jerusalem

and Bethlehem at Christmas, the area

then occupied by Jordan. To do so we
were forced to sign an affidavit affirm-

ing that we were not Jews before a visa

was granted for just a few days. Later,

so that we could travel through Arab
countries, we were forced to obtain new
passports because we had an Israeli

stamp on our old ones.

Yet, since the Gulf Crisis, when one

of the leaders of Saudi Arabia wished

to "worship" in the mosque on the tem-

ple mount in Jerusalem, the capital of

Israel, he was welcomed by the govern-

ment of Israel. He said he felt very much
at home, as though he were in Mecca.

I propose a simple solution to the

Middle East demographic problem. Do
what Turkey and Greece did in 1924.

Do what Indian and Pakistan did. Do
what Bangladesh and Pakistan did. Settle

the problem by an exchange of population.

Already 800,000 Jews have come from

Arab lands, leaving most of their assets

behind. Let the Palestinian Arabs live

in Arab lands where the language, reli-

gion, and customs are the same.

The 20 Arab governments around Is-

rael have an area of more than 5 million

square miles. "Greater Israel" is less

than 11,000 square miles, about the size

of Maryland. Arab states have a popula-

tion of about 215 million; Israel has

slightly more than 4 million. Arab lands

have an average of 43 persons per

square mile while Israel has 363.

With Israel existing on a mere two-

tenths of one percent of the land of the

Middle East, it seems grossly unreason-

able that it should give up land for

peace. Every such previous offer was re-

jected by Arab governments—with the

exception of the Sinai, which only in re-

cent history was a part of Egypt and

has not really resulted in secure peace

with that country.

Let us never forget God has called

the land of Israel, "my land." Obviously

there can be no peace until Ishmael's

and Esau's roots of animosity have been

removed. Pray for the peace of Jerusalem.

J. Otis and Isabelle K. Yoder

Breezewood, Pa.

We Mennonites see ourselves as

world citizens. We are gener-

ous with aid for those less for-

tunate. But we need to be reminded by
articles like that by Carl S. Keener and
Calvin W. Redekop (We Stand on the

Brink of a Population Disaster, Aug.

11) that we contribute to the suffering

of others when we irresponsibly add to

the rapidly growing world population by
having more than two children per cou-

ple. Thank you for keeping this issue

before us.

Becky Mast Nordvall

Gettysburg, Pa.

Eating Out on Sunday (Aug. 25).

Some years back our daughter

worked in a restaurant which

was open on Sunday. But they honored
her request that she need not work Sun-

day so she was able to earn money to

further her education.

One of the sins in Ezek. 22:26 of

God's people was not keeping the Sab-

bath. "They shut their eyes to the keep-

ing of my Sabbaths" (NIV). As Richard

Detweiler asked in the same issue, Are
We Losing Our Convictions?

Ruth Stauffer

Elverson, Pa.

In
his letter about illicit sex (Sept.

22), George M. Hostetler takes the

traditional stance, "The woman
made me do it." My heart goes out to

these weak men—in power positions,

no less—who have no control over their

sexual lives. By portraying men as vic-

tims, Hostetler's argument is a cop-out.

Kathrine Rempel
State College, Pa.

Iam angered by "Readers Say" let-

ters that say immodest dress is the

cause of sexual abuse. People who
hold this view need to understand the

facts: most victims of sexual abuse are

children, both boys and girls. Some are

as young as a few months old, many
under the age of five.

Furthermore, abusers are often family

members, including fathers and moth-
ers—the very people who make the de-

cisions about how the child will dress.

Before blaming the victim, one must
learn something about the crime. An ex-

cellent place to start is Lynne Finney's

courageous book Reach for the Rainbow.
Lynne Martin

St. Jacobs, Ont.

Could you please give us some re-

lief from the heavy coverage of

sexuality and abuse? Why not

deal with subjects like doctrine, poetry,

biography, economics, amazing grace

—

or almost anything else?

J. A. Hostetler

Willow Grove, Pa.
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Another look at 2 Samuel 11 and 12:

Was Bathsheba a seductress

Bathsheba has become one of the most
maligned female figures in the interpre-

tation of the Hebrew Bible. But there is

no way the text supports this reputation.

by Wilma Ann Bailey

Rape is an ugly fact of life which too many
women must face. Nuns have been raped.

Amish women have been raped. Ninety-

year-old women have been raped. Six-month-old

babies have been raped. Severely deformed,

wheelchair-bound, retarded women have been

raped. Even dead women have been raped.

Women have been raped regardless of their be-

havior, beauty, or level of intelligence.

Yet women have also been taught—by society

and the church—that it is their own fault if they

are raped. They dress the wrong way, flirt, or go

out after sundown. The Bible, particularly the

story of Bathsheba, has been used to demon-

strate that women are at fault because they se-

duce men.

But did Bathsheba really seduce David? Or
was she a helpless victim of rape?

Bathsheba's story is found primarily in 2 Sam.
11— 12 and 1 Kings 1— 2. She is identified as

the daughter of Eliam and the wife of Uriah the

Hittite, one of David's most prominent soldiers

(see 2 Sam. 23:39). Her name means "daughter

of oath" or "daughter of seven." It appears as

Bath-shua in 1 Chron. 3:5.

Bathsheba has become one of the most ma-

ligned female figures in the interpretation

of the Hebrew Bible. According to the

Biblical Illustrator, she chose "rather to be a

base harlot to the king than an honest wife to a

good subject." The New Bible Commentary
judges that she was a "willing partner in his

[David's] guilt" and blames her ambition. The
Evangelical Commentary to the Bible, a bit more

charitable, concludes that "Bathsheba appar-

ently does not discourage the illicit relation-

ship." The Broadman Bible Commentary further

observes that "under Jewish law she was equally

guilty for her failure to cry out" (Deut. 22:22-24).

I do not believe the Bible supports these state-

ments. Even a cursory examination of the bibli-

cal text exonerates Bathsheba and proves her in-

nocent. Bathsheba was, in fact, a victim of what

we would today call "statutory rape"—if not forc-

ible rape. She certainly did not participate in

adultery.

Bathsheba's story opens with a statement that

it was "the spring of the year, the time when
kings go out to battle." Then the reader is in-

formed that David did not, in fact, go out.

Though he was a king, he remained behind in Je-

rusalem.

This is the beginning of the case against

David. If he had gone out to war as he should

have, he would not have been home to see this

woman bathing. Bathsheba certainly would have

assumed that David was out of town, with her

husband and all of the other soldiers of Israel.

Later on—when David brings Uriah home from

the battle and tries to get him to sleep with his

wife, so that he will think that the child that she

is carrying is his—Uriah replies that he cannot

possibly go home to pleasure and security when
the ark of the covenant and the other soldiers

are all "dwelling in booths . . . encamped on the

field." Here the Bible contrasts the integrity of

For too long the church, both

by teaching and silence, has
implied women are responsi-

ble for their victimization.

Uriah with the duplicity of David.

It was the spring of the year, the season of

warm days but cold nights in Jerusalem, at a

time when central heating was unknown. Yet

Bathsheba was bathing, according to the He-

brew text, "at evening" or "towards evening."

When David observed her (the king's house

was always on the top of the hill, higher than

that of anyone else, for security reasons), he was

informed that she was the wife of one of his

men. Yet he sent messengers who "took her"

(forcible rape?), and he slept with her.

Consider the difference in power in this rela-

tionship. David is not only a man in a patriar-

chal society; he is the king. He did not send a

discreet note to Bathsheba inviting her to the pal-

ace. He sent men to "take" her after he learned

that her husband and protector was absent.

The text does not tell us whether she cried

out or not, as is required in Deut. 22:23-24.

Since crying out did not help Tamar when she

was raped by Amnon, David's son, in the palace

(2 Sam. 13), it is doubtful that it would have
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or a victim?

helped here. It was David's house, and he com-

manded the servants. There was no disinter-

ested police force in ancient Israel.

When Bathsheba informed David that she was
pregnant (v. 5), she did not go into the palace to

do so. She sent word to him. We would suspect

that she did so because she was afraid to be in

the same room with him.

The most significant statement in regard to

Bathsheba is found in verse 4. "And she

was purifying herself from her unclean-

ness." Most scholars believe that this is a refer-

ence to menstrual uncleanness. According to

biblical law, a woman was ritually unclean for a

period of seven days. During this time she im-

parted uncleanness to everything upon which

she sat or lay and to anyone who touched her

(Lev. 15). At the end of this "niddah," according

to Jewish law, she was to bathe before she could

resume normal sexual relations with her hus-

band, sit on anything, or touch another. If not,

she passed on ritual uncleanness.

The bath, however, was not an ordinary bath.

It had to take place at a particular time—in the

evening. Remember: it was "at evening" when
David saw her. Bathsheba had no choice as to

the time of the bath. In fact, no one would have

chosen to bathe at evening in Jerusalem in the

spring of the year when it was quite cold unless

it was absolutely mandatory. The woman would
have been in and out as quickly as possible.

According to the Talmud, a later Jewish law

book, the woman could not choose the place of

the bath either. It had to take place in a

"mikveh," a ritual bath. Although the rules re-

garding the mikveh for the niddah at the time of

Bathsheba may have not followed later Talmu-

dic regulations, it is very likely that she was fol-

lowing local custom. Bathsheba had no choice as

to the time and place of the bath.

Some people would also argue that Bathsheba

was ambitious. There is no evidence of that in

the text at all.

In
1 Kings 1—2, Bathsheba does help her son,

Solomon, to obtain the throne of his father,

David. She, however, clearly did not initiate

this action. Nathan, the prophet, came to her

and told her that her life and the life of her son

would be in danger if Adonijah, another son of

David's, became king. Bathsheba here is a

mother trying to save her child's life, not a

scheming seeker of power and status.

Later when Adonijah asks for her help in his

request to Solomon for the concubine, Abishag,

a request that Solomon takes to be a threat to

his place on the throne, Bathsheba helps Ad-

onijah. If she had ambitions for her son, she

would not have undermined him in that way.

Bathsheba is innocent of all charges. David

alone is to blame (2 Sam. 12:7) while she is

shown in the image of the slain lamb of Nathan's

parable (2 Sam. 12). The Bible itself exonerates

her. Far from being a temptress, she was instead

a victim of the sexual appetite of David, who, ac-

cording to God, speaking through Nathan the

prophet, had gotten a bit too big for his

britches. The king in ancient Israel was also sub-

ject to the law (Deut. 17:18-20), not above it.

The story of Bathsheba speaks to our day.

For too long the church, both by its teach-

ing and by its silence, has implied that

women are responsible for their own victimiza-

tion. Women have been afraid to tell their story

for fear of being called a harlot, a slut, a seduc-

tress, or an idiot. The church must become what
it has too often not been—a safe place where

women can find help, healing, security, comfort,

and a caring community.

God has always been there for women, but it

helps to have a shoulder to cry on. It would also

help if the church would begin to take active

steps to prevent the violation of women before it

occurs. This might take place in its preaching,

teaching, nurturing of its young, and the structur-

ing of its institutions.

Wilma Ann Bailey, Grantham, Pa., is assistant

professor of Old Testament at Messiah College. A
graduate of the Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind., Wilma has taught at

Goshen (Ind.) College and served as assistant pas-

tor at Grace Chapel, Saginaw, Mich.

Bath-
sheba is

inno-

cent of

all

charg-

es. The
prophet
Nathan
shows
her in

the im-

age of
the

slain

lamb.

This is the second in a series of articles dealing

with texts from the Bible. Gospel Herald con-

tacted writers throughout the church, asking

them for an expository feature on their favorite

biblical text—or on a text in which they have dis-

covered new meaning or new insights. The series

will appear approximately every other issue for

several months.—Editor
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CHURCH NEWS

Historians consider heritage

of pacifism in nonpeace churches

Goshen, Ind. (Meetinghouse/GC)—The
founder of the Church of God in Christ

(COGIC) survived "government persecu-

tion" from three grand jury investigations

during World War I, because of his

church's antiwar stance.

But where is this pacifist heritage in the

United States' largest black Pentecostal

body today?

Such questions were the focus of some
60 scholars who gathered at Goshen (Ind.)

College Sept. 24-26 for a conference to

examine the impact of pacifism in

churches without a "peace tradition."

"This doctrine is hardly known today

among general members," said Theodore
Kornweibel, professor of African-Ameri-

can studies at San Diego (Calif.) State

University—where one nearby COGIC
congregation conducts an annual "Honor
the Servicemen Day."

The Assemblies of God, the largest U.S.

Pentecostal denomination, had strong

pacifist leaders who in 1917 led the church

to declare itself a peace church, said

Murray W. Dempster, professor of social

ethics at Southern California College.

"The church as a whole imbibed with

patriotism during World War I and
betrayed its pacifist principles," Demp-
ster said.

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

day Saints' doctrine called Mormons to

"renounce war and proclaim peace." But
Mormons relinquished this pacifism to

survive in a frontier America that was
already hostile to them.

Pacifism usually disappeared from de-

nominations where it was not part of

church discipline, noted Theron Schla-

bach, professor of history at Goshen Col-

lege.

World War I was a turning point against

peace theology, he added. There was a

tremendous amount of propaganda favor-

ing the "war to end all wars." Those who
refused to serve were often treated

harshly both in and out of prison.

Many denominations let members make
up their own minds on peace and military

service. For Schlabach, this shows these

churches did not consider the issue par-

ticularly important. "Adultery, for exam-

ple, was not left up to individual con-

science," he said.

Some churches represented at the con-

ference follow just-war tradition, which

states that certain conflicts, such as wars

of defense, are necessary.

William Marty of Memphis (Tenn.)

State University contended that liberal

pacifism and isolationist sentiment be-

tween the world wars paralyzed the

United States and contributed to World
War H.

"[Marty] made a very impassioned case

that Christians can sometimes go to war

to prevent larger wars," Schlabach said.

He added that the definition of a just

war has narrowed to the point where it is

used to oppose most armed intervention,

such as U.S. military participation in Viet-

nam and the Persian Gulf.

Wittenburg University professor
Charles Chatfield, regarded as "a dean in

the history of pacifism," said he saw room
for potential consensus between just-war

adherents who seek to further limit war,

and pacifists who hope to more pro-

foundly engage society.

Recent denominational actions also ap-

pear to seek this reconciliation.

While church leaders may officially sup-

port the pacifism movement, however, it

is "seldom proclaimed by the majority,"

said Ron Parks, a rural Pennsylvania pas-

tor and one of 491 Methodist conscien-

tious objectors during the Vietnam era.

In the Christian Reformed Church, a

"major coup d'etat" by one group resulted

in a 1977 synod's further limiting of the

instances in which war is justifiable, ac-

cording to Ronald Wells, professor of

history at Calvin College in Grand Rapids,

Mich.

Yet during the Gulf War, the policy had
no impact on the church's public actions.

"What good is it if we have a good

position on war when we don't have good
decisions or actions?" Wells asked, voic-

ing a lament for many participants.

"Perhaps we are outsiders of the de-

nominations we come from, which per-

haps results in why we have made this

pilgrimage here to the college of Menno
Simons, whose followers are the perma-

nent outsiders and welcome us home in

grace."

—

Tom Price and Wayne Steffan

Mennonite peace stance: someday just a memory?
Goshen, Ind. (Meetinghouse)—Will

Mennonites, perhaps the longest contin-

uing group to maintain a pacifist com-
mitment, one day look back on a peace-

church heritage that no longer exists

among them?
That is the question for Mennonites to

answer following a three-day conference

exploring the pacifist heritage in non-

peace churches—a heritage that surpris-

es people today because many of those

traditions show no sign of such a past (see

"Historians consider heritage," this page).

"There were really some warning signs

in those stories for trends in the Menno-
nite Church today," said Theron Schla-

bach, professor of history at Goshen
(Ind.) College and organizer of the con-

ference.

Schlabach sees a trend toward individ-

ualism and away from church discipline.

In the conference, "we heard how weak
just leaving [pacifism] to the individual

is," he said.

Several small Protestant sects lost all

trace of a peace heritage when it was left

to individual conscience and not church

doctrine.

"We have examples in our own history

of major parts of the Mennonite commu-
nity losing a pacifist commitment," said

Ted Koontz, director of the peace-stud-

ies program at the Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind.

During World War II, 40 percent of the

Mennonite Church, nearly three-quar-

ters of General Conference Mennonite
Church, and two-thirds of Mennonite
Brethren members marched off to war

—

with noncombatants accounting for 11,

16, and 32 percent of that percentage,

respectively.

"If we had another 'good war' like

World War II, I am not sure where any

of us would be," Schlabach said.

"The strongest lesson of the confer-

ence for Mennonites is to remember to

tell the stories,"said Koontz. "Do not let

those stories be lost from our conscious-

ness."

He noted that a commitment to paci-

fism emerged in many of these fledgling

groups as they emerged in formal struc-

tures from renewal movements.
"The fact that these renewal move-

ments seem so often to include a

commitment to peace as a central part

of the renewal leaves me with a great

deal of optimism that this commitment
will not be lost completely," Koontz said.

"As long as people read the New Tes-

tament and about
Jesus they are going

to see a challenge

there. God will contin-

ue to raise up people

who see this as an im-

portant part of the

Christian faith."

—Tom Price
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A highlight of the EMC&S anniversary celebration was an original drama, "A Place

of Our Own, " by AKIMBO, an EMC-related theater group. Here, the cast re-enacts a

typical cafeteria scene from an earlier chapter in the life of Eastern Mennonite School.

Virginia college joyfully marks 75th anniversary
Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC)—"A birth-

day party of gigantic proportions."

That's how a local television station

described the 75th anniversary celebra-

tion of Eastern Mennonite High School,

College, and Seminary held Oct. 1-4.

Joy, praise, worship, and perfect

weather enveloped the festive occasion

that traced the humble beginnings of

Eastern Mennonite School in 1917

through its evolution into three Christian

education programs.

A stately processional of 23 home-
made banners followed by over 100 fac-

ulty members opened a formal convocation

Saturday morning in Lehman Auditorium.

As the processional ended to the mel-

ody of the pipe organ, EMC&S presi-

dent Joseph L. Lapp and EMHS princi-

pal J. David Yoder stepped to the po-

dium and—to everyone's delight—sang

"happy birthday" to Eastern Mennonite.

The audience joined in.

Among the more than 1,000 alumni,

friends, students, parents, and others in

the audience were 50 descendents of J.

B. Smith, the first president of Eastern

Mennonite School.

Christians bring warring
sides to the peace table
Maputo, Mozambique (MCC)—On Sun-

day, Oct. 4, joyous Christians offered

thanks to God in Maputo, the capital of

Mozambique.
Two days earlier, Joaquim Chissano,

the president of this east African country,

and Renamo leader Afonso Dhlakama

signed a peace accord in Rome, ending

Mozambique's 16-year-old civil war.

The Christian Council of Mozambique
(CCM), Mennonite Central Committee's

(MCC) main Mozambique partner, was
instrumental in bringing the two parties

together.

CCM church leaders initiated the peace

process in 1984 when they met with gov-

ernment officials and shared their convic-

tion that only dialogue between the war-

ring sides could end the bloody conflict.

Three meetings later, government leaders

agreed to meet with rebel leaders.

However, after years of division, it was
unclear who the Renamo leaders were.

The process of reestablishing contact was

a delicate one.

Church leaders traveled to various Af-

rican and European countries, meeting

with Renamo representatives. Eventually

government and Renamo leaders agreed

to hold talks in Rome, with representa-

tives from the Catholic Church mediating.

The formal peace talks dragged on for

years while Mozambicans continued to

suffer and die.

In September 1991, CCM leaders went

to Chissano again and volunteered to do

what they could to speed up the process.

They met with the Renamo leader, mak-

ing the same offer.

Three people, including bishop Dinis

Sengulane, president of the CCM's Peace

and Reconciliation Committee, carried

messages back and forth between the two

sides. MCC provided $2,500 (U.S.) for this

peace effort.

The shuttle-diplomacy was grueling. On
one trip the men caught 10 airplanes and

spent more than 30 hours in airport wait-

ing rooms. But it ended with both sides

agreeing a cease-fire was top priority.

The Oct. 2 peace accord was the first

step toward restoring peace to Mozam-
bique. However, deep scars remain.

About one million Mozambicans died in

the war. Almost every family has lost a

mother, father, sister, or brother. Millions

more have seen crops and homes de-

stroyed.

After years of coping with war Mozam-

bicans must now learn how to live to-

gether in peace.

The Peace and Reconciliation Commit-
tee is sponsoring seminars through Mo-
zambique and in refugee camps in neigh-

boring countries to help people deal with

war trauma.

One recent participant said, "Before the

workshop I was determined to seek re-

venge for the terrible things that hap-

pened to my family; I dreamed about this

every night. Now I am free to go back and
rebuild."

Drought, combined with conflict, has

brought famine to Mozambique, threaten-

ing millions of lives. MCC is asking North

American farmers to donate corn for Mo-
zambique in a project called "African

Peace Harvest."
—from a report by Cindy Mullet

MCC explores responses
to Egypt's earthquake

Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—All 18 Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC) workers

in Egypt are safe following an earthquake

that struck Cairo, the capital, and sur-

rounding areas Oct. 12.

According to Middle East secretary Ed
Epp, MCC workers in Egypt are returning

to their assignments after the disruption

caused by the earthquake.

Most workers teach in local church-

sponsored schools and in English as a

Second Language programs.

MCC country co-representative Frank

Keller left Cairo Oct. 14 for a three-day

trip to communities south of the city to in-

vestigate damage and talk with local church

partners about ways MCC can respond.
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Nicaragua seaquake
spurs Mennonite action
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—At the end of an

August seminar on community empower-

ment, the 20 Central American partici-

pants drew a large map of Central Amer-
ica on the ground. They covered it with

fertile earth and planted corn, to symbol-

ize their commitment to work for a united,

prosperous, and peaceful region.

An opportunity to test this pledge came
just days after the participants had re-

turned to their home countries, reports

Ovidio Flores, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC) development education co-

ordinator in Central America.

On Sept. 1, a seaquake generated a

colossal tidal wave that doused the Nica-

raguan coast, killing more than 120 per-

sons and leaving thousands homeless.

All three Anabaptist groups in Nicara-

gua responded.

The Mennonite Convencion Conference

sent food assistance immediately follow-

ing the disaster.

In addition to an immediate emergency
response, the Brethren in Christ churches

organized a 10-member brigade that

helped clean up the flooded town of

Masachapa Sept. 22-27.

The Fraternidad Mennonite Confer-

ence sent a work group to the remote

community of Rivas Oct. 5-10. They are

helping families rebuild damaged houses.

Costa Rican Mennonites also channeled

food, clothing, and medicines to tidal

wave victims through an ecumenical

Christian relief group.

Speaking of this neighborly assistance,

Flores remarked, "This work encourages

us at MCC to continue supporting local

churches with training and developing

human resources, both at the national and
regional level.

"When Central American churches can

serve their neighbors in time of crisis,

North American aid will be complemen-
tary and therefore less likely to create

dependency."

MCC has committed up to $3,000 to

provide financial backing for these Cen-

tral American initiatives.

Changing environment
affects publications

Scottdale, Pa.—The changing publish-

ing environment was the focus of the

annual Christian Literature Department
(CLD) planning session Oct. 8-9 at Men-
nonite Publishing House, Scottdale, Pa.

"It's been a hard year in many ways,"

said CLD director Laurence Martin, not-

ing that subscriptions are down for most
of the publications.

The reasons drew lively discussion from

the gathering of 12 editors and marketing

personnel. They discussed how the media
explosion of recent years has affected

Mennonite periodicals and curriculum.

One of the most obvious results has

been the increased use of color in four of

the publications: On the Line, Story

Friends, Purpose, and Christian Living.

"Kids are used to color—they see it

everywhere," said Mary Meyer, editor of

On the Line, a publication for children

ages 10 to 14. "We're competing with a lot

of things," she noted, saying that color

makes the weekly magazine more attrac-

tive to its readers.

David Graybill, editor of Christian Liv-

ing magazine, observed that the media are

becoming increasingly specialized, which

presents new challenges for Mennonite
publications.

"The number of Mennonites is small to

begin with," Graybill said. "If you focus

on a particular interest group, you reduce

the audience even further. That makes a

magazine expensive.

"On the other hand, one size doesn't fit

all anymore. People in the church are

pretty diverse in their needs and con-

cerns. And they're used to having special

cable TV channels for everything from

cartoons to weather."

Changing economic patterns are also

affecting Mennonite publications. "There

is an increasing gap in North America

between the 'haves' and the 'have-nots,'
"

noted J. Lome Peachey, Gospel Herald

editor.

And magazines are a luxury to the

"have-nots," added Jan Gleysteen, a lec-

turer on Anabaptist history.

He related visiting churches where peo-

ple would spend a long time looking at the

books he brought to sell, but decide to

keep the money to "go buy a gallon of

milk for the kids."

—

Cathleen Hockman

Learn about us,

urges Native speaker
Iowa City, Iowa—"You use a Native

American word every day without realiz-

ing you are borrowing from my language,"

said LeAnne Howe at a peacemaking

seminar held Sept. 19-20 at First Menno-
nite Church, Iowa City, Iowa.

This Native American word is okay—
which means "it is final" in Choctow.

We think a lot of Native American foods

are okay, noted Howe—such as squash,

peanut butter, corn, potatoes, and pecans.

Yet most of us know little about Native

American culture or problems.

"Where is the peace for Native Ameri-

cans? It does not exist," asserted Howe,

citing problems such as poverty, drug

abuse, suicide, and nuclear waste dump-
ing on reservations.

"I don't blame Columbus," she said.

"But you need to become educated about

us [Native Americans).

"You must become involved in your

government," Howe continued. "What's

happening to us can happen to you. We
must take responsibility for ourselves, but

we need your help."

—

Margela Warner

Wayne's World—"NOT!" Harrison-

burg, Va. (MBM)—IVs not Wayne's
World, but in this "most excellent"

video, dude host Kirk Zehr tells youth

why they'll want to head for Phila-

delphia 93. Produced by Mennonite
Board of Missions, the video will be

distributed to youth groups in con-

ferences in North America. The trien-

nial Mennonite Church assembly will be

held July 27-Aug. 1.

PHILADELPHIA 9 3
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In the 1940s, the U.S. Department of Agriculture told Kansas farmers their idea for

a portable canner was "crazy. " Some 50 years later, a "Cadillac" version of their first

mobile canner is still on the road. Newly commissioned MCC canners are, from left,

Daryl Mack, Hylen Guerin, and Stan Hofer.

"Yes, We Can," Uncle Sam
Akron, Pa. (MCC U.S.)—Mennonite

Central Committee (MCC) cannot ex-

pect to solve the world's enormous hun-

ger problems, but we can assist individ-

uals "can by can by can," Peter Dyck
told MCC staff at an Oct. 6 commission-

ing service for the canner team.

Leaving Akron Oct. 26., canners Stan

Hofer, Daryl Mack, and Hylen Guerin

will travel to 30 communities in Indiana,

Illinois, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri,

Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylva-

nia, South Dakota, and Virginia.

They will cover some 10,000 miles to

supervise the putting up of an estimated

half million pounds of meat in the next

six months.

The mobile meat canner continues a

long Mennonite tradition of home-can-

ning foods. During World War II, Men-
nonite women channeled home-canned
goods via MCC to their conscientious

objector sons at Civilian Public Service

camps in the United States.

When the war ended, MCC warehous-

es were still filled with these home-
canned products. MCC began to send the

surplus to starving refugees in Europe.

Unfortunately, almost 25 percent of

the glass jars broke in transit, according

to Dyck, who was in charge of unloading

them at Rotterdam docks.

Kansas farmers believed tin cans were

the answer. Three farmers—Jess Kauff-

man, Ralph Vogt, and Wayne Henerd

—

commissioned a blacksmith shop to man-
ufacture a canner on wheels.

Food inspectors at the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture said it couldn't be

done. One even called the scheme
"crazy," Dyck told the gathering at MCC
headquarters in Akron.

The "crazy idea" operated until 1973,

however, when MCC built a newer model.

The new "Cadillac" canner is now entering

its 20th season of operation.

It is the only portable meat canner in

the United States.

The MCC crew, along with local vol-

unteers, cut, cook, and can meat donated

by local churches. Last year the crew and
church volunteers processed more than

465,000 pounds of beef and pork, plus

nearly 60,000 pounds of broth.

MCC ships most of the canned meat
overseas. Recent shipments have gone

to Egypt, Cuba, Iraq, Jamaica, and also to

victims of Hurricane Andrew in Florida.

Farming cooperative
is growing in Canada

Winnipeg, Man. (MCC Canada)—Like
a seed which grows into a large plant, a

Manitoba farmer's idea to bring rural and

city people together through a farming

cooperative is on the verge of expanding

across the prairies.

Through Shared Farming, over 200

Winnipeggers paid about $110 (U.S.) up

front to farmer Dan Wiens of Ste. Ad-

olphe, Man., for a weekly supply of fresh,

organically grown vegetables.

The success of the Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) supported coopera-

tive attracted the attention of the Cana-

dian government's Prairie Farm
Rehabilitation Administration (PFRA).

PFRA has given Wiens and Bruno
Dyck, a business administration professor

at the University of Manitoba, a grant to

start the Canadian Association for Com-
munity Shared Farms.

According to Wiens, the purpose of the

association is to "promote and foster the

development of shared farms" across the

prairies.

Requests for information are already

coming in. Next March the group will host

a first-ever conference in shared farming

in Winnipeg.

"I think the idea has potential across

the West," Wiens says.

He describes the first year of the

shared-farming venture as a "disaster

weather-wise," but "fantastic people-

wise."

When the 200-plus Winnipeg residents

signed up with Wiens to share farming,

they also signed up to share risk. In

addition to getting a weekly supply of

vegetables, they learned how unpredict-

able farming can be.

When cold weather damaged some
crops, Wiens could only supply a limited

amount of vegetables. For example, he

had planned to provide each participant

with 75 pounds of tomatoes, but could

only deliver about a pound.

But "participants have been incredibly

understanding," Wiens says. Many have

inquired about signing up for next year.

Although the weather limited the crop

production, there was no limit on the

enthusiasm generated by the project. A
farm tour hosted by Wiens drew over 100

people. Many participants drove out to

the farm on their own to look at their

crops or lend a hand with weeding.

When Wiens brought food to drop-off

points, children would ask, "Are you my

farmer?" Others called him "Farmer
Dan," while the project itself took the

informal name of "adopt-a-farmer."

Also, some local drop-off sites turned

into social gatherings which brought
neighbors closer together.

Wiens expects next year Shared Farm-
ing will be even larger. Other farmers have

expressed interest in joining. One has

offered to donate a house and land which

could be used by refugee families who
could also grow food for the project.
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MCC workers oriented. Akron, Pa. (MCC)— Sixty-four workers participated in orientation

held here at Mennonite Central Committee headquarters Sept. 8-18. They are beginning

assignments overseas, in North America, with Youth Discovery Teams, service internships,

and short-term Selfhelp Craft assignments. Pictured are: front row, from left—John, Elijah,

Annie, and Danile Martens, Miriam, Leah, Jessica, and Jay Ressor, Julie Snyder-Penner.

Second row—Helena Klassen, Mussa Omnyanja, Eva Diller, Tiffany Friesen, Jacqueline

Wilson, Delphine Martin, Karen Zehr, Mae Petterson, Sally Jacober. Back row—Sandra

Unruh, Mark Roy, Karen Myers, Stanley Dyck, Jeffrey Martin, Elizabeth Wise, Hyacinth

Banks, Richard Pannell, Richard Patterson, Merrill Hill.

• Relief crew goes to Hawaii.
Five Mennonite Disaster Ser-

vice (MDS) volunteers are cur-

rently on the island of Kauai,

Hawaii, helping clean up areas

ravaged by Hurricane Iniki, the

strongest hurricane to hit Ha-
waii this century. The crew

—

Peter Fast, Gerald and Doreen
Klassen, Al Rempel, and Darren
Siemens—also patched some
roofs. Larger building repairs

must await insurance claim

settlements, the arrival of build-

ing materials, and restoration of

the island's infrastructure.

Individuals interested in recon-

struction efforts, if the need
arises, should contact their con-

gregational MDS representative.

•Credit unions meet. Ohio
Mennonite Federal Credit
Union in Kidron recently hosted

the sixth annual retreat of the

Association of Mennonite
Credit Unions (AMCU). The
six-member association adopted

a formal Statement of Purpose
and General Structure. Also, the

AMCU took steps to put its

philosophy of mutual aid into

practice by providing financial

support to Illinois, the newest
credit union in the group. The
other AMCU members are lo-

cated in Ontario, Manitoba,
Pennsylvania and Virginia.

• Church lives in Hungary.
"Out of suffering has come a

living church," said Don Jacobs,

describing the Protestant
churches in Hungary at a confer-

ence Sept. 23-25 in Budapest.

The churches have a history of

persecution, most recently by

the government promoting Sci-

entific Socialism, he said. Doors

are now open for Hungarian
Christians to reengage in social

service ministries—an oppor-

tunity largely denied them when
the government took over
humanitarian projects. Jacobs is

director of Mennonite Christian

Leadership Foundation.

•Alumni honored. Eastern
Mennonite High School, Col-

lege, and Seminary have cited

three of their graduates for their

vocational achievements and
service contributions. J. Daryl

Byler, an attorney who gives pro

bono legal counsel to low-in-

come people, was named 1992

"alumnus of the year." Mark N.

and Pauline P. Lehman received

the ninth annual "distinguished

service award." They lived and
worked 32 years in a low-income
Illinois community.

• Professor teaches abroad. A
professor from Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., experienced
teaching where he and his stu-

dents did not know each others'

languages when he traveled to

Japan and Taiwan this summer.
Willard Swartley taught a two-

hour course in each country,

presented several seminars and
lectures, and preached in four

churches during his five-week trip.

• Organist performs. In a fac-

ulty organ recital at Hesston
(Kan.) Mennonite Church Sept.

20, Ken Rodgers performed an

"Improvisation on the Choral

#606 'Praise God from Whom.' "

Rodgers was the first to per-

form this piece in the
composer's church, the Burg-

kirche in Ingelheim, Germany.
The composer, Hans-Jiirgen
Mateling, is the cantor at the

Burgkirche. Mateling has also

been the bus driver for the

Hesston (Kan.) College Euro-

pean choir tour since 1982.

In June 1990 he had to stay

with the bus during a day in

Vienna. While waiting, he wrote
the improvisation on "606" and
gave it to Rodgers at the end of

the tour.

—

Susan Balzer

• New appointments:
John D. Duerksen, director of the

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries Capital Campaign,
Elkhart, Ind. Duerksen will also

serve as director of Develop-
ment for Mennonite Biblical

Seminary. He has worked 13

years as executive director of

Grace Children's Home, Hen-
derson, Neb.

Berry Friesen, director of admin-

istration and resources, Menno-
nite Central Committee, Akron,

Pa., starting Jan. 1, 1993. He
replaces Nancy Heisey who will

begin studies at Eastern Menno-
nite Seminary in Harrisonburg, Va.

• Pastor transitions:

Robert S. Alger II was ordained

Oct. 4 at Cornerstone Menno-
nite Fellowship of Broadway,
Va., where he will serve as a

zone pastor. Alger received his

masters of divinity at Oral Rob-
erts University.

Leonard Garber of Elkhart, Ind., is

currently serving as interim pas-

tor of the pastoral team of South
Union Mennonite Church, West
Liberty, Ohio.

Warren A. Miller was installed as

pastor of Carlsbad (N.M.) Men-
nonite Church on Oct. 4. Miller

previously served three years as

pastor of Crystal Springs Men-
nonite Church in Harper, Kan.
Warren and Lucinda's new ad-

dress is 616 N. Lake, Carlsbad,

NM 88220; phone 505 885-3129.

Timothy Weaver was installed as

pastor at Deep Run Mennonite
Church East in Perkasie, Pa.,

Oct. 11. He was previously the

interim pastor at Waterford
Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind.

Tim and Juanita's new address is

421 Campus Dr., Perkasie, PA
18944; phone 215 453-0554.

• Missionary transitions:

Michael and Carol Gehman, one-

year mission interns with Men-
nonite Board of Missions, ar-

rived in Argentina Sept. 16.

They are serving with the Ar-

gentine Mennonite Church in

several different settings. Their

adddress is c/o Tito Gutierrez,

Jose Bonifacio 4252, 1407 Bue-
nos Aires, Argentina.

Daniel and Marianne Goldschmidt

returned to Benin Sept 12, fol-

lowing a four-month break spent

in France and the U.S. The
Mennonite Board of Missions

workers serve in health minis-

tries with churches in Benin.

Their address is BP 2624,

Cotonou, Republique Populaire

du Benin, West Africa.
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• Coming events:

Leadership seminar, Rosedale
Bible Institute, Irwin, Ohio,

Nov. 16-20. Key resources will

be Don Jacobs and Eric Kouns.

Information from 614 857-1311.

• New resources:

A House for Our Hymns—Hymnal
Resources, the newest release of

the hymnal projects. The book
contains information about the

acts of worship around which

the new hymnal is organized.

Available from Mennonite Pub-

lishing House, 412 887-8500.

LA.— Voices from the Ashes is a

30-minute video that addresses

the response of Los Angeles

Anabaptists to the spring 1992

riots that rocked their city. Six

study resource booklets are in-

cluded. Information from MBM
Media Ministries, 1251 Virginia

Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801-

2497; phone 800 999-3534.

Mediator directory from Menno-
nite Conciliation Service lists 98

Mennonite and Brethren in

Christ people available as me-
diators, consultants, and train-

ers in the United States. Copies

are available for $3 from MCS,
P.O. Box 500, 21 S. 12th Street,

Akron, PA 17501-1500.

MCC 30-day giving calendar pro-

vides an opportunity to learn

about Mennonite Central Com-
mittee this holiday season. Each

day includes facts, Scripture

verses, and daily activities ap-

propriate for a family, Sunday
school class, or study group. For

copies, contact MCC, P.O. Box

500, Akron, PA 17501-0500,

phone 717 859-1151; or MCC
Canada, 134 Plaza Drive, Winni-

peg, MB R3T 5K9, phone 204

261-6381.

1992 voting profile records the

votes of U.S. congress members.
Mennonite Central Committee

U.S. annually compiles the pro-

file to help people understand

how their legislators vote on

bills related to peace, justice

and the environment. For a

copv. send $1 and a SASE to

MCC Washington Office, 110

Maryland Ave. NE #502, Wash-
ington, DC 20002; phone 202

544-6564.

Servants and Stewards, Edition 14

of the "All God's People" series,

is a 30-minute video which tells

stories of people sharing them-

selves and their faith. Theme
ties in with Stewardship Sunday
Nov. 1; video includes study

guide. Contact MBM Media
Ministries, 1251 Virginia Ave.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801-2497;

phone 800 999-3534.

• Job openings
Administrator for Latin Ameri-

ca/Caribbean, Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee, Winnipeg,
Man., or Akron, Pa. Qualifica-

tions include fluency in Spanish

and English, bachelor's degree,

overseas experience in region,

willingness to travel, and under-

standing of diverse Mennonite
constituency in both South and

North America. Position opens

June 1993, applications ac-

cepted until Nov. 9. For infor-

mation contact Bill Loewen,
MCC Director of Personnel, 21

South 12th St., P.O. Box 500,

Akron, PA 17501-0500; phone

717 859-1511.

Faculty positions in the new M.A.

in Counseling program at East-

ern Mennonite College and
Seminary, Harrisonburg, Va.

Responsibilities include instruc-

tion and supervision of master's

level counseling students. Ap-
plicants must have a doctorate

in clinical psychology, counsel-

ing psychology, or counseling,

and have the potential for

psychology licensure or coun-

selor certification in the state of

Virginia. Position opens in fall

1993. Send vita, scholarly pa-

pers, and three letters of

recommendation to Dr. P. David

Glanzer, Director, M.A. in

Counseling Program, EMC&S,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-2462.

Theater instructor for one-year

sabbatical replacement in 1993-

94, Goshen (Ind.) College. Re-

sponsibilities include teaching

light and set design, directing

and theater history, directing

two main stage productions, and
supervising the Umble Center.

Graduate degree in theater re-

quired. Qualifications include a

commitment to Christian values

and beliefs as interpreted by the

Mennonite Church. Send letter

of application and resume to

John W. Eby, Academic Dean,

Goshen College, Goshen, IN
46526.

NEW MEMBERS

Cedar Grove, Greencastle, Pa.:

Jyl Layton.

Central, Archbold, Ohio: Wil-

mer and Lois Hartman.
First, Johnstown, Pa.: Patricia

Bowers.
First, Middlebury, Ind.: Levi

and Ann Jones.

Franconia, Pa.: Gerald Pen-
nington, Deborah Pennington,

Ronald Bennett, Susan Bennett,

and Tom Hackelton.

Kern Road, South Bend, Ind.:

Michael Bell.

Locust Grove, Belleville, Pa.:

Amy Chapman, David Smoker,

and Joyce Smoker.
Portland, Ore.: Cynthia

Hockman, Anne Stites, Maria

Lind, Linda Smith, and Diane

Zook.

North Clinton, Wauseon, Ohio:

Trishelle Kruse, Elizabeth Web-
ster, Tiffany Wyse, and Dan and

Wilmer Stalter.

Trinity, Glendale, Ariz.: Shawn
Friesen and Belay Tuccu.

BIRTHS

Alderfer, Steve and Lois (Way-

bill), Faber, Va., Elizabeth Ann
(first child), Oct. 5.

Brusnahan, Philip and Christine

(Schoonover), Lafayette, Ind.,

Mollie Renee (second child),

Oct. 27.

Crider, Brent and Vicki (Witmer),

Greencastle, Pa., Ethan Witmer
(second child), June 11.

Crider, John Troy and Christi

(Martin), Greencastle, Pa., Kyle

O'Neal (first child), Sept. 7.

Dienner, Jacob and Kathryn,

Whitehouse, Tex., Isaac Jasper,

Sept. 16.

Gaddam, Augustine and Zeruya,

Chicago, 111., Andrew Jason

(first child), Sept. 21.

Geiser, Roland and Karen
(Gehman), Apple Creek, Ohio,

Sarah Lynae (second child),

Sept. 26.

Gingerich, Jon and Cindy
(Swinford), Parnell, Iowa, Justin

Stuart (first child), Sept. 18.

Gunden, Burdette and Charlotte

(Gingerich), Chelsea, Mich., Jo-

seph Roman (second child),

Sept. 14.

Herschberger, Mike and Mary
(Mallien), Nokomis, Fla., Payton

Marie (fourth child), Sept. 29.

Hess, Robert and Sharon (Lan-

dis), Marietta, Pa., Travis (first

child), Sept. 18.

Jantzi, Bob and Shelly (Zavitz),

New Hamburg, Ont., Nicole

Shelby Marie (third child), Sept.

27.
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MENNOSCOPE

Kauffman, John W. and Jan
(Wenger), Exeland, Wis., Alli-

son Lanae (second child), Sept.

17.

Landis, Dave and Debbie (Kulp),

Green Lane, Pa., Diana Marie

(first child), Sept. 5.

Manickam, Tim and Gail (Miller),

Portland, Ore., Peter Benjamin
(second child), Aug. 28.

Roes, Calvin and Marcia (Moser),

Lowville, N.Y., (twins) Christo-

pher James and Chlsea Jane
(first and second children),

Sept. 20.

Roes, Larry and Alma (Zehr),

Lowville, N.Y., Dwayne John
(fifth child), Sept. 23.

Sayer, Darrel and Margi (Harder),

Carstairs, Alta., Matthew James
(third child), Aug. 21.

Sayer, Melvin and Priscilla

(Beachy), Carstairs, Alta., Mel-

ody Jane (fourth child), Sept. 20.

Score, Mike and Mary (Punt),

Cumberland, Ky., Daniel (sec-

ond child), Sept. 23.

Smucker, Jim and Anna (Fisher),

Bird in Hand, Pa., Rachel
Amanda (second child), Sept.

25.

Truex, Michael and Julia (Miller),

Brooklyn Park, Minn., Taylor

Michael (first child), May 5.

Witmer, Nelson and Kris (Zook),

Salem, Ohio, Alexander Scott

(second child), Sept. 18.

MARRIAGES

Gregory-Livermore: Scott Greg-

ory, Pellston, Mich. (Maple
River), and Dawn Livermore,

Germfask, Mich. (Germfask),

Sept. 26, by James L. Gerber.

Huber-Wallace: Kevin Huber,
Lima, Ohio (Northside), and
Ginger Wallace, Lima, Ohio
(Northside), Oct. 3, by Terry
Ayers.

Massanari-Kauffman: Eric

Massanari, Portland, Ore., and
Yolanda Kauffman, Portland,

Ore. (Portland), Aug. 29, by
Ralph Lind.

Miller-Simons: Jeff Miller, Man-
tua, Ohio, and Tara Simons,
Streetsboro, Ohio, Sept. 26, by
Marlin Birkey.

Milligan-Stutzman: Byran
Milligan, Redmond, Ore. (Naza-

rene), and Shirley Stutzman, Al-

bany, Ore. (Fairview), Sept. 26,

by Roy Hostetler.

Runkel-Toller: Craig Runkel,
Colorado Springs, Colo., and
Margaret Toller, Walsenburg,

Colo. (Walsenburg), Sept. 12, by
Eugene Schultz.

Schlabaugh-Yoder: Jim Schla-

baugh, Parnell, Iowa (West

Union), and Beth Yoder,
Kalona, Iowa (East Union),
Sept. 19, by Mervin Birky.

Schnupp-Stauffer: Jeffrey

Schnupp, Ephrata, Pa. (Char-

lotte Street), and Sue Stauffer,

Lancaster, Pa. (Charlotte
Street), Oct. 3, by Leon Miller.

Wyse-Litwiller: Ken Wyse,
Goshen, Ind., and Jenny
Litwiller, Goshen, Ind.

(Hopedale), Sept. 19, by H.
James Smith and Carl Horner.

DEATHS

Derstine, Howard M., 88, Sell-

ersville, Pa. Born: April 9, 1904,

Bedminster Twp, Pa., to John
and Lydia (Mill) Derstine. Died:

Oct. 5, 1992, Sellersville, Pa.,

from cirrhosis of the liver. Sur-

vivors—wife: Anna (Clymer)

Derstine; children: J. Robert, J.

Larry, Mark D.; sister: Naomi
Gahman; 15 grandchildren, 7

great-grandchildren. Funeral
and burial: Oct. 8, Blooming
Glen Mennonite Church, by
Truman H. Brunk.

Hess, Amos, 96, Mount Joy, Pa.

Bom: Nov. 4, 1895, Mount Joy
Twp., Pa., to Menno L. and
Annie (Lehman) Hess. Died:

Sept. 22, 1992, Lancaster, Pa.

Survivors—children: Paul S.,

Edna H. Brubaker, Martha S.;

brother: Menno L.; 11 grandchil-

dren, 25 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Anna Mary
(Moyer) Hess (second wife) and
Ada (Stoner) Hess (first wife).

Funeral: Sept. 25, Mennonite
Home, by Robert A. Martin,

Robert H. Garber, and Shelley

R. Shellenberger. Burial:

KraybQTs Cemetery.
Landes, Jacob T., 98, Souderton,

Pa. Born: Oct. 4, 1893, Skippack

Twp., Pa., to John T. and Mary
C. (Tyson) Landes. Died: Sept.

26, 1992, Souderton, Pa., of re-

spiratory failure. Survivors

—

brothers and sisters: Christian,

John, Florence, Martha, Anna
Stoltzfus, Alice Nase. Funeral:

Sept. 30, Souderton Mennonite
Homes, by Charles A. Ness and
Henry Ruth. Burial: Upper
Skippack Mennonite Cemetery.

He was ordained on June 9,

1931, and served Upper
Skippack Mennonite Church
until June 1973.

Leake, Jason W., 21, Hartville,

Ohio. Born: March 18, 1971,

Ohio, to Richard and Marianne
Leake. Died: Oct. 3, 1992, Hart-

ville, Ohio, from injuries in an

automobile accident. Survi-

vors—wife: Amy (Miller) Leake;

sisters: Diane Olshawsky,
Chrissy. Funeral and burial:

Oct. 5, Hartville Mennonite
Church, by David Hall and
Henry Shrock.

Moyer, Sallie May (Moyer), 95,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Aug. 17,

1897, Souderton, Pa., to Abra-
ham D. and Ella (Nase) Moyer.
Died: Sept. 26, 1992, Sellers-

ville, Pa. Survivors—children:

Vernon M., Florence M.
Histand, Eleanor M. Wambold;
sisters: Hilda Kulp, Miriam
Myers; 7 grandchildren, 12

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: A. Vernon Moyer
(husband). Funeral: Sept. 30,

Sommers-Sadler Funeral
Home, by Gerald A. Clemmer.
Burial: Souderton Mennonite
Church Cemetery.

Mumaw, Gerald Lee, 43,

Elkhart, Ind. Born: Oct. 9, 1948,

Wooster, Ohio, to Floyd and
Ruth (Rohrer) Mumaw. Died:

Oct. 1, 1992, Elkhart, Ind., of

cancer. Survivors—wife: M.
Geraldine (Lehman) Mumaw;
children: Justina Evonne, Jes-

sica Elizabeth, Jordan Chris-

tian; brothers and sister: Glenn,

Gene, Julia Lambert. Funeral:

Oct. 5, Yellow Creek Mennonite
Church, by Loren Swartz-
endruber and Paul Gingrich.

Burial: Oct. 6, Sonnenberg Men-
nonite Church, by Steve
Thomas.
He was director of Latin

America for Mennonite Board of

Missions. Previously he worked
with Mennonite Board of Edu-
cation and in Bolivia.

Parrish, Charlene J.
(Schloneger), 37, Louisville,

Ohio. Born: Jan. 1, 1955, Can-

ton, Ohio, to John and Amy
Schloneger. Died: Sept. 22,

1992, Louisville, Ohio. Survi-

vors—husband: Don Parrish;

sons: Andrew, Jordan; brothers

and sister: Norma Erb; Gerald,

Elvin, Loyal, Wesley, and Rod-
ney Schloneger. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 25, Beech Menno-
nite Church, by Dan and Rose
Graber, and Gerry J. Vande-
worp.

Roth, Edna (Steinmann), 81,

New Hamburg, Ont. Born: May
3, 1911, Mornington Twp., Ont,
to Solomon and Sarah (Al-

brecht) Steinmann. Died: July 3,

1992, Kitchener, Ont. Survi-

vors—husband: John C. Roth;

sons: Edward, Roy; brother and
sister: Ervin Leis, Katie Lebold;

5 grandchildren, one great-

grandchild. Funeral and burial:

July 6, Steinmann Mennonite
Church, by Fred Lichti and Ger-

ald Schwartzentruber.

Shenk, Amos M., 84, Lancaster,

Pa. Born: March 31, 1908, Con-
estoga, Pa., to Amos G. and
Annie (Mylin) Shenk. Died:
Sept. 23, 1992, Lancaster, Pa., of

cancer. Survivors—wife: Anna
(Keener) Shenk; children: Elma
M. Delp, Paul L.; brother: Willis

M.; 6 grandchildren, 10 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

infant daughter (stillborn) and
Clyde (son). Funeral and burial:

Sept. 26, River Corner Menno-
nite Church, by David Thomas,
Lester Denlinger, and Glenn
Shenk.

Steinmann, Patricia Ann (Tan-
ner), 52, Baden, Ont. Born:
June 30, 1940, Halifax, N.S., to

Fred and Marie (Wynacht) Tan-
ner. Died: Oct. 4, 1992, Kitche-

ner, Ont. Survivors—husband:
Orval Steinmann; children:

Christian Orval, Sarah Marie,

Rebecca Patricia. Funeral and
burial: Oct. 8, Steinmann Men-
nonite Church, by Ingrid Loepp
Thiessen and Fred Lichti.

Stoltzfus, Elmer B., 96, Goshen,
Ind. Born: May 6, 1896, Hunts-
ville, Ohio, to Elias Ben and
Martha Ellen (Yoder) Stoltzfus.

Died: Oct. 5, 1992, Goshen, Ind.,

of a stroke. Survivors—children:

Evelyn Miller, Sara Ellen,
Dwight, Glenn, Robert, Edward,
M. Eugene; sister: Gladys
Hostetler; 23 grandchildren, 47

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Orpha (Beechy)
Stoltzfus (wife). Funeral: Oct. 7,

Waterford Mennonite Church,

by Lloyd L. Miller, Willis L.

Breckbill, and Sylvia Shirk

Charles. Burial: Elkhart Prairie

Cemetery.
He was ordained as minister

in 1940 and as bishop in Novem-
ber 1942, Plainview Mennonite
Church, Aurora, Ohio; he served

there from 1941-1973.

Yoder, Martha (Fitzgerald)
Bosley, 79, West Liberty, Ohio.

Born: March 18, 1913, Mount
Sterling, Ohio, to Joseph and
Jessie Inez (Gardner) Fitzger-

ald. Died: Sept. 25, 1992, Colum-
bus, Ohio, of a heart attack.

Survivors— children: Nancy
Thompson, William Bosley;

stepchildren: Urma Smith, Don-
ald; sisters: Elsie Yost, Dorothy
Palmer, Abbie Irons, Lorraine

Lewis, Natalie Green, Ota
McGuire, Eunice Yahne, Anne
Marsh; 5 grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Samuel N. Yoder
(second husband) and Carl

Bosley (first husband). Funeral:

Sept. 28, Kauffman Funeral
Home, by Larry Augsburger.

Burial: Highland Memorial
Cemetery.
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We're Tired of

High Health Care

Costs, Too.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
1110 North Main Street

Post Office Box 483
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468

(219) 533-9511

For a free copy of our booklet. Sonne/ Decisions on Health Care, call or write MMA.

KMBB

Remember the old saying, "The

only two certainties in life are death

and taxes?" Now, we all must add

higher medical bills to the list.

You already know that health

care costs in the U.S. are out of

control. Like everyone else, MMA
health plan members have been

forced to pay for runaway medical

inflation, waste and others' unpaid

medical bills. That's not fair.

I feel everyone ought to have

access to health insurance. That's

why we don't like the idea of

charging more for insurance just to

pay greatly inflated medical prices.

I'm leading MMA to continue its

stand against inappropriate care and

unreasonable medical costs.

Here's how we're doing it:

Precertification. We work with

our members and their doctors to

review plans for treatment. This

helps avoid needless procedures

and unnecessary costs.

Claims management. Our
medical experts examine claims to

make sure charges to our members
are accurate and appropriate.

When charges appear excessive, we
challenge medical providers.

In addition, we assist members
who are facing major costs, usually

over $25,000, to find better, less

expensive alternatives.

Provider discounts. MMA is

negotiating arrangements that allow

our members to buy health services

at reduced rates from cooperative

doctors and hospitals.

Education. Through our

wellness education efforts, we're

helping our members to stay

healthy and to be wiser health care

consumers.

We're all called to be good

stewards of the resources God has

entrusted to us. That's why I'm

serious about helping MMA mem-
bers pay reasonable prices for

appropriate health care. It not only

lowers costs, but it shares limited

health care resources with those

who need them.

Howard L. Brenneman
President
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THE LAST WORD

IfI were a voting Mennonite

Do you know whom you're going to vote

for?" I've been asked the question often

enough now I can no longer avoid it.

The simple answer would be "no." It's the

truth. But I feel guilty using it because it's not

the whole truth. If I know my questioner well

enough, I might go on to confess: "I'm not plan-

ning to vote this election."

Arched eyebrows and nervous laughs tell me
that's not the politically correct thing for a mod-
ern Mennonite to say.

If I have a chance to explain, I'll say that vot-

ing was not part of the Mennonite community in

which I grew up. If you were Mennonite, you
didn't vote (except once, in my memory, when
local Mennonites and Amish were successful in

using the ballot to keep a tavern out of town).

While nobody articulated it, I caught the idea

that not voting was one way to emphasize that

we Christians are part of another kingdom—not

tied to any earthly rule or political system.

Sure, I've since heard all the arguments for ex-

ercising my franchise. I do appreciate the politi-

cal and religious freedom I have. I do under-

stand that freedom continues as citizens vote.

I'm also aware that if we don't, the charlatans

and the crooks certainly will.

But I must admit I'm still not quite con-

vinced—convinced enough to go to the polls,

that is. For me, for now, sitting out a national

election is still one concrete way to demonstrate
that my primary loyalties are to the kingdom of

God.

All of which doesn't mean that I'm uninter-

ested in what's going on in the current

U.S. political arena. If nothing else, talk

about (1) family values, (2) whether God is in

the election, and (3) how one can disagree with

one's country and still be loyal—such talk makes
for more than the usual drab debates. Once in a

while I even find an idea worth pondering.

But I also find a distributing trend in all the

rhetoric making up the 1992 U.S. election cam-
paign. All three candidates have quickly set

themselves up as Mr. Fix-Its, candidates out to

convince the voting public that they have the an-

swer to economic decline or international pres-

tige—or whatever question it is they think they

hear the public asking. All three also say they

have plans to once again "make America great."

Trouble is, I doubt any of those plans are

going to work. An international world with an in-

creasingly global economy calls into question the

lifestyle to which we North Americans have be-

come accustomed. Too much of that lifestyle has
been built on the backs of two-thirds-world peo-

ples. They will no longer tolerate that; we can no
longer expect it.

In a world tied together by international com-
munication, where a disaster in one country be-

comes instant news in another, our future cannot

be built around the greatness of one nation over

another. With all the world's inhabitants depen-
dent on each other in an increasingly fragile envi-

ronment, the way of the future will likely be
through sacrifice.

As individuals we must lower our expecta-

tions. We cannot continue to live as

though our lives and the lives of our chil-

dren will get better and better. Our resources must
be shared. We must find new ways to get them to

the millions of human beings who are starving.

As churches we will need to find new ways to

organize our life together. Large structures and
mega-organizations don't sit well in a suffering

world. And we are beginning to discover we can

no longer afford them.

"The language of sacrifice," James M. Wall

calls it in a recent Christian Century editorial.

But it's not language you'll find used much in

this year's election campaign. It's not the kind of

rhetoric that will garner votes. " 'Where's mine?'

has a higher priority for voters than healing or

sacrifice," says Wall.

The years ahead will bring tough questions.

Can I in good conscience support someone who
I believe is giving answers to the wrong ques-

tions? On the other hand, am I really willing to

get behind someone who calls me to sacrifice

and simplicity?

Those questions will likely take on increasing

importance for those of us who live in the

United States and Canada. Whether or not we
are voting Mennonites.

—

jlp



November has been designated missions month for

the Mennonite Church, a time to be reminded to

"Let your light shine before others" (Matt. 5:16).
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The church that meets in Damka:

// we do not trust

in God we will die

Building a church in a community
where most of the people are unem-
ployed or have marginal jobs brings one

face-to-face with the issue of survival.

10

How does one decide where to begin a

new church in a new community? That
was the question I faced five years ago

when our family moved to Manila to work with

the Integrated Mennonite Churches in the Philip-

pines to help form their first urban churches.

The answer came slowly and laboriously. It re-

volved around two people—Alberto and Paz

—

with the vision and dedication to help make a

new church happen. And it involved a commu-
nity—Damka—that needed a church and a Chris-

tian presence.

Damka is a large, poor community with thou-

sands of residents in the sprawling city of Ma-
nila. Life here is a constant struggle to survive.

People get old early. Unemployed men sit in

small groups during all hours of the day drinking

beer, trying to forget their problems. This is the

turf of small-time, often corrupt politicians and
communist recruiters.

Washer women scrub clothes at open faucets

in side alleys. Indian money lenders make their

rounds on motorbikes and loan small sums at ex-

by

Earl

Zimmer-

man



A street scene

in Damka,
a place where

life is a

constant

struggle to

survive.

orbitant rates. Hawkers peddle their wares. Fam-
ilies dream of educating one of their children or

of getting jobs as laborers in another country in

order to escape from this poverty.

The first residents of Damka were squatters.

Among them were Alberto and Paz, who man-
aged to erect a shanty on a piece of vacant land

owned by a rich mestizo family. The property

was part of a large land grant from the Spanish

regime more than a century ago.

Alberto had been born on the island of

Masbate in the central Philippines. His

grandparents had owned enough land to

support themselves comfortably. However, by
the time Alberto was born, the land had been di-

vided between several family members. His fa-

ther could not support the family on his small plot

of land and had to find occasional work for extra

income. Life had become a constant struggle.

As a young man, Alberto decided to drop out

of school and travel to Manila. He was able to

hitch a ride on a cargo truck. When he first ar-

rived, he did not know anyone. He searched for

odd jobs and slept on the streets.

Eventually he became friends with a taxi

driver. The taxi driver introduced him to his

boss, who was a businessman. Alberto was able

to get a job as a stock boy. Here he met Paz, a

sales clerk in the store. Like him, she had come
to Manila to escape a life of rural poverty.

Occasionally Alberto's friend would teach him

how to drive the taxi. Eventually one of his

boss's drivers quit. Alberto got the job of driv-

ing for the family. Now that life was a little more
secure, he and Paz got married. However, his

boss's sons were drug addicts, who spent their

time in bars and at wild parties. It was Alberto's

job to drive them where they wanted to go. He
became afraid and quit.

After that Alberto and Paz had a succes-

sion of various jobs. One by one their

four children were born. It was always dif-

ficult to find a place to live. One day Alberto no-

ticed a large vacant piece of land by the river in

Santa Mesa, Manila. Alberto became friends

with a policeman in the area, who allowed him
to build a simple squatter hut on that piece of

land.

One local politician was not happy with squat-

ters in his jurisdiction. He said Alberto and his

family had to move. However, after the police-

man talked with the politician, Alberto and Paz
were allowed to stay. Soon many other squatter

families also moved in. The vacant piece of land

was quickly filled with makeshift houses.

In 1986 the government confiscated the land

and converted it into an urban renewal project.

It was called Damka. Each resident was granted

the right to a 50-square meter lot for a house.

The government poured concrete into the nar-

row streets and alleys and piped in water. Peo-

ple began to improve their homes. Concrete

blocks slowly began to replace the cardboard,

tin, and wood scraps that had made up the

squatter's shanties.

Today most people in Damka are unemployed
or have marginal jobs, such as washing clothes

or hawking cigarettes on the streets. Some work
in sewing factories; others are fortunate enough

to have low paying government jobs as police-

men or schoolteachers. Indeed, of the eight mil-

lion people who live in Manila, 30 percent live

below the poverty line.

When I first met Alberto and Paz four

years ago, they were operating a small

beer distributorship from the first floor

of their house. Their life was improving. Alberto

was a member of the Damka homeowners associ-

ation. He was also the defacto local postman

—

because he knew most people in the neighborhood.

The couple considered themselves Christian, but

they were not active church members.
Alberto told me that shortly before we met, he

had become very sick. The doctors told him

there was nothing they could do. In his despera-

tion he cried out to Jesus, asking for healing. He
promised to commit his life to Jesus. Miracu-

lously, he was healed, and he kept his promise

to follow Jesus.

Since then others in the neighborhood some-

times ask Alberto to pray for them when they

are sick. He always tells them that they have to

repent and follow Jesus. Some of them are

healed when he prays for them. He never ac-
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Alberto and Paz do not have big hopes

for the future. They survive on the edge

of poverty, glad to be part of a church
that is concerned and helps each other.

cepts money, and he is careful to explain that it

is not him but Jesus who heals people.

At that time there was no organized congrega-

tion or parish in the whole Damka area. There
was a small, crude Catholic chapel with a few im-

ages inside, but only funeral services were held

here. Though there were various middle- and

upper-class churches only a few blocks away,

these were part of a completely different world.

Through Alberto and Paz we began to have

contacts with people in the area. It felt like the

leading of God's Spirit. We soon met their

friends. One was Marites, a relatively wealthy

young Chinese Filipino, whose husband is a sea-

man. She rented a small house she owned in

Damka to a young Filipino Mennonite couple

who moved into the community. Children flocked

to the programs we organized for them there.

Soon we began to hold regular worship ser-

vices in the simple upstairs room of Al-

berto and Paz's small house. Various Bible

study groups began meeting in the neighbor-

hood. We experimented with a few small liveli-

hood projects but without success. More
successful was a daycare program we organized

for preschool children.

When our Mennonite congregation was finally

formed, Alberto and Paz—and their daughters

Cristie and Carolyn—were among the first mem-
bers. Alberto became a member of the board of

deacons. He loved reading his Bible and participat-

ing in study groups and leadership seminars.

As Alberto grew in his Christian faith, his con-

science began to bother him because of his beer

distributorship. One night some drunk men got

into an argument in front of his store, and Al-

berto had to hide in a back room. He asked peo-

ple in our small congregation what he should do.

We hardly knew what to tell him.

Beer was the family's source of income,

and they were deeply in debt. Some of us

gave small loans to help the family get

through various financial crises in their business.

We wondered what other Christians would think

if they knew we were helping to prop up a beer

distributorship. We could give advice, but Al-

berto had to personally make a decision about
what to do.

At various times Alberto decided to stop sell-

ing beer, but then he changed his mind. Life

without that income looked grim. But finally,

Alberto's supplier stopped making deliveries

and threatened to file suit to collect outstanding

bills. We met with Alberto again to discuss what

could be done. There was little choice other

than to close the business.

Had Alberto's supplier heard of his reserva-

tions about selling beer and decided to cash in

to avoid losses? Didn't the supplier like it that

Alberto had started closing the store on Sunday
morning? We don't know. One thing was certain.

The church upstairs and the beer distributorship

downstairs didn't mix. Alberto said he felt this

was God's way of helping him make the decision.

Marites offered Alberto a job driving her old

taxi. He tried it, but his eyesight was too poor.

Then he bought a dilapidated jeepney (public

service vehicle), which he hoped to repair and
use to haul produce. That was not a financially

wise decision, and he lost a considerable sum.

Alberto got more and more depressed. Often

he spent entire days sitting in the house just

reading his Bible. He wanted to trust God, but

life seemed too difficult. It was such a struggle,

and he felt like giving up.

Paz was worried. Members of the congregation

were giving them money for food. She and the

children started making cleaning rags from

scraps of cloth and selling them to help make
ends meet. Their daughter Cristie was in her

first year of college, and it looked like she would
have to drop out to help support the family.

Finally Paz was able to get a job at a sewing
factory for $3.50 a day. The job made it possible

AM HU&.K

Paz and
Alberto:

growing in

faith amidst

the tough

business of

survival.
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Before praying

for those who
are sich,

Alberto

makes sure

they have re-

pented and
accepted Je-

sus into

their lives.

The small Mennonite

congregation in

Damka joins in a

fellowship meal fol-

lowing a Sunday
morning service.

for the family to survive. Today she continues to

work there twelve hours a day, six or seven days

a week. She knows the pay and the conditions

are unjust, but she is at least glad to have a job.

The rest of us feel guilty, knowing that many of

the clothes we wear are made by people working

in such conditions.

Alberto is slowly overcoming his depression.

Recently he began a small business selling cook-

ing gas. He doesn't make much, but everything

helps. Some members of the congregation con-

tribute financially so his daughter Cristie can

continue with her education.

The family is growing in their Christian life.

Cristie helps teach at the church daycare center.

Alberto loves to read the Scripture during wor-

ship services. He has even preached the sermon

on occasion. He talks with neighbors about his

faith in Christ. Paz makes sure there are fresh

flowers to place by the pulpit each Sunday, even

if she cannot be at worship services because she

has to work.

Alberto and Paz do not have big hopes for

the future. They know what it's like to sur-

vive on the edge of absolute poverty. Sick-

ness or some other problem can spell disaster.

At such times it is good to be part of a church

that is concerned and helps each other. They
have learned to live a day at a time.

They continue to hope that life will get better,

if not for them, at least for their children. They
also want the small congregation in Damka to

grow. Recently Alberto told our congregation

that if we do not trust in God, we will die. That

was the voice of experience.

Earl and Ruth Zimmerman and their children—
Krista, Stephen, and Sara—have lived for the

past seven years in the Philippines. They are mis-

sionaries with the Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions, Salunga, Pa.
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Working Toward a Theology

of Sexuality (Sept. 22) demon-
strates how psychotherapists

tend to substitute their teachings for

Christian morality. The article defines

abuse of children and "inappropriate be-

havior of church leaders." Without cita-

tion to authority, the author asserts

"sexual abuse" exists in Mennonite soci-

ety to the same extent as in society at

large. She then proposes to solve the

problem by developing a "theology of

sexuality." Having identified a problem
in the religious community and pro-

posed a "theological" solution, the au-

thor elaborates a therapeutic solution

instead. To eliminate abuse, develop

healthy sexual attitudes.

What are these healthy sexual atti-

tudes? First, we must view sexuality as

undifferentiated from the whole human
personality ("holistically" in therapy-

ese). Second, we must understand sexu-

ality to be fundamentally good, consis-

tent with the purposes for which God
intends it. Finally, we must not taint

our sexuality with inequality between
the sexes. The author does not explain,

however, how the adoption of sexually

correct attitudes will prevent abuse.

For example, the author criticizes sex-

ual "dualism" as dangerous and "dis-

comfort and suspicion" with sexuality

as unbiblical. She discounts long-held

understandings of sexuality in biologi-

cal, psychological, and moral terms as a

powerful, atavistic urge controlled only

with difficulty by the conscious will. In

the author's view, sexual misconduct as

a paradigm of sin—that which one

ought not do but cannot help but do

—

is the very source of abuse. She urges

instead that sexuality be understood as

one benign component of personality

among others, equally subject to ratio-

nal control.

If the author is correct, sexual miscon-

duct has been a problem until now be-

cause humanity has lacked her thera-

peutic teachings on sexuality. Yet if

sexual "dualism"—which fully appreci-

ates the difficulty of controlling sexual-

ity—cannot prevent misconduct, it is

hard to conceive how the author's

"open" view of sexuality can succeed in-

stead. Likewise, the author provides no
reasoned basis to conclude that to un-

derstand the fundamental goodness of

sexuality and to eschew sexual inequal-

ity will cure abuse.

If to recognize the distortion of hu-

manity by sin is all that is needed to

cure sin, the scheme of biblical redemp-
tion as elaborated for millennia would
not have been or is not now necessary.

The entire Bible story describes the

war between human will and God's will.

Biblical law unambiguously proscribes

sexual immorality as contrary to God's

will. Yet precisely because the sexual

urge resists rational, moral control, men
and women cannot conform themselves.

Mere knowledge of the requirements of

divine law does not assure obedience,

and the desire for healthy sexuality will

not prevent perversion.

The experience of an entire genera-

tion which has internalized the sexual

premises of liberal, therapeutic cul-

ture—yet seen abuse rise to unprece-

dented levels—casts further doubt on
such solutions. One could argue that

the "new sexuality," which echoes in

the author's solutions, has given us

such modern sexual distortions as the

AIDS epidemic and the dissolution of

the family, in addition to the abuse of

small children. Perhaps what our times

require is not "healthy sexuality" but
the recovery of "awe, fear, reverence,

shame, and modesty" in sexual affairs

consistent with divine law and conse-

quences.

James S. Lederach
Scottdale, Pa.

Ihave read with interest the stories

about the "Men Working to End Vio-

lence Against Women" retreat at

Rocky Mountain Mennonite Camp last

February. I too had what others have al-

ready described as a conversion experi-

ence.

Unlike many of the men who at-

tended the conference, I have been
working on the issues addressed at the

retreat for some years now. I confess

that I arrived at the conference with a

prideful, "more-liberated-than-thou" at-

titude. I even recall being disappointed
when I saw the program agenda, think-

ing that I had done all this at other con-

ferences in the past.

I was as yet unaware that my own rev-

elations were to come in the form of

the seven Mennonite women consul-

tants and the staff of the "Men Stop-
ping Violence" program from Atlanta.

What they brought in courageous and
generous sharing of their painful experi-

ences with patriarchy was an opportu-
nity. It was an opportunity to move
from a rational, intellectual acceptance
of the issues to a place where we as

men could feel and experience in some
small way the pain of the oppressed in

our hearts.

I find myself thinking about the expe-

rience in the way I used to feel about

having been in the Vietnam war. "If

you weren't there, I can't tell you what
it was like." The power of that event

still amazes me. I recall the men being

required to remain silent while the

women shared stories of the painful life

experiences suffered at the hands of in-

dividual men and church structures. I

remember emotions of anger, shame,
and pain bringing first tears and then

uncontrollable sobbing as I heard their

pain.

I had known some of the women who
for years have been patient and caring

mentors as well as friends. As I came
apart emotionally at having to confront

some small part of their experience, I

felt that I could not have been any
lower. I was wrong. I was suddenly

struck (and it felt like a physical blow)

with a realization. How could I feel

such pain for the experience of friends,

no matter how close, and not feel the

same or more for the woman I married?

Had not Susan suffered the same pain,

oppression, and frustration? What was
harder to accept was that it had not

been only at the hands of some face-

less, vague patriarchal entity but from
me. I was the enemy and the one who
wielded power and pain. I vowed to con-

front the oppressor within as well as

the one without.

There has been some criticism of the

covenant coming out of the retreat

being just another example of men
needing to take over and do something

Correction: A part of the letter by
David A. Shank, Sturgis, Mich.,

which appeared in the Oct. 20 issue

was incorrectly edited. The letter

should have read:

"As an American son who has

returned from extended overseas

ministry, I have discovered that

—

in the context of the discourse you
chose—the fuzziness of words, lan-

guage, and meanings is such that

precision is required."

Our apologies to David Shank
and to our readers for the error.

—Editor
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to make themselves feel better. If that

is the case, then I should take responsi-

bility for coming up with the sugges-

tion. When bringing forth the idea and

inviting others interested to work on a

statement, it was out of an overwhelm-

ing desire to do something that would

clearly commit those signing to declare

themselves publicly to be "defectors

from the patriarchy." It was an attempt

to challenge the institutional church to

transform itself in a way that would end

the violence and oppression.

Sadly, we were able to predict that

the covenant would be responded to

within church structures simply because

it bore the signatures of men. We knew
this would happen even though the

women had reviewed the document at

different stages and made suggestions

that were incorporated into the state-

ment. We knew it would happen even

though the women present and others

have bravely and vigorously pursued

the same agenda with the church for

years—with scant acknowledgment and

at considerable personal cost.

There is an irony, even tragedy, in

the way that the men's conversion has

been received by some with such fan-

fare and, in some settings, even with ad-

ulation. The temptation is to give into

accepting the hero's mantle, forgetting

that we are still in need of continuing

our own personal change and pressing

for change in the church and its institu-

tions to keep our defector status legiti-

mate. Too many men are hearing our

testimony about the patriarchy as if it

was for the first time. To me that says

that they have turned a deaf ear to the

voices of women in the church who
have spoken out against male privilege

and abuse of power for years.

The issues are being discussed pub-

licly in our institutions and conferences.

But almost all the voices being raised

in debate are male. I believe that the

dearth of female voices sometimes has

to do with fear (not paranoia) of reper-

cussion and reprisal which too often

has been the response in the past. I

have been told that others are not

speaking out because they are despair-

ing or weary. Still others feel that it is

simply long past time for the men to do

the work.

In some small way, the men who
signed the covenant are experiencing

some of that same dynamic at work

which is experienced by women. Some
have related being shunned by former

colleagues, not being called to partici-

pate in events or serve in positions.

Some have reported that other men are

praying for them to "repent" of their

misguided efforts. The decision for us

to stay in contact with each other for

support was a good one as we struggle

to maintain our walk away from the old,

comfortable ways.

It has also been instructive, helpful,

and necessary to have some of the

women who were at the retreat be at

our meetings to share and monitor our

time together. I firmly believe that

women must be involved in the change

efforts of men so that it is not so easy

for us to backslide or rationalize behav-

iors and attitudes that need to change.

The Holy Spirit was on that mountain

in Colorado and changed hearts and

lives. My prayer is that for those who
did not come to the mountain, the

mountain will come to them. As Ted
Koontz wrote in J Met the Risen
Christ in Colorado (Aug. 4), "God will

take our woundedness and our sins and

transform them." We dare not go back.

Vaughn Moreno
Elkhart, Ind.

Where Have Our Convictions

Gone? (Aug. 25). Did we ever

truly have them? How did

things which were "wrong" then be-

come "right" now? Richard Detweiler

presents a question each needs to an-

swer by our conscience.

Thank you for including articles that

make us think. We need to search our

thinking—and our living.

Gladys Kennel

Parkesburg Pa.

I am writing to express the pain that

I have experienced because of your

continued hammering at the issue of

pastoral sexual immorality. You
reached the low in Seven Months of
Tough Lessons (Sept. 29) with the

statement that "your files" contain data

that indicate that 38 percent of Menno-
nite pastors have committed immoral

sexual acts with parishioners.

Do I need to remind you, sir, that we
pastors are people with feelings—peo-

ple that hurt when we are called into

question in such a cavalier way?
Have you considered the impact that

your statement might have on both pas-

tors and parishioners? As a husband

and the father of a daughter, can I trust

those dear ones to a person who is

amongst such an immoral group? As a

woman, dare I trust a pastor when I

know that there is a better than three-

to-one chance that he has or will make
improper sexual advances?

Not only have you hurt those of us

who are genuinely seeking to serve the

Lord in our parishes, but you have in-

jected a note of suspicion into our lives

that will shadow pastoral relationships.

I am glad that our council has voted

to discontinue our every-member sub-

scription to Gospel Herald after six

months of your emphasis on what you

see as the prevalence of immorality

among our pastors. I only wish that the

cancellation had come earlier so that your

editorial would not have been read in the

fifty homes that make up our parish.

Pres Nowlin, Pastor

Powhatan Mennonite Church

Powhatan, Va.

Of Cowboys, Christians, Can-
aanites, and Indians (Oct. 6). I

wish to take issue with James E.

Brenneman's comparison of the experi-

ence of the Canaanites in 13th-century

B.C. to the experience of the Native

Americans during the European con-

quest. The story of the Canaanites is

most assuredly not the story of our Na-

tive American brothers and sisters.

While we have much documentation

available to us of atrocities committed

against Native Americans by European
conquerors and the government of the

United States, we have very little (al-

most no) objective historical data on

the Israelites' conquest of Canaan. Ar-

cheological investigation of Canaanite

villages from the era of the conquest

(1250-1200 B.C.) has led biblical schol-

ars to develop several different theories

as to how this conquest actually oc-

curred. These theories are far too com-

plex to discuss in this letter, but per-

haps it is worth mentioning that one

theory holds that the Hebrew slaves in-

spired a sort of Canaanite "peasant's

revolt" in which the Hebrews and the

Canaanites joined forces to overthrow

the oppressive Canaanite rulers living

within their walled cities.

Using the biblical record alone, what

do we know about the Canaanites? We
know that they had a powerful influ-

ence over the Israelites as they settled

into Canaan. Much of the Deuteronomic

history (Joshua through 2 Kings) details

ways in which Canaanite culture se-

duced Israel and its leaders. To be able
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to influence a culture to the degree

which the Canaanites influenced the

Israelites implies a certain amount of

power. Native Americans did not have

this sort of power over their conquer-

ors. Native culture was generally disre-

garded by Europeans and nonnative

North Americans.

To compare the conquest of Canaan
to the conquest of the Americas greatly

minimizes the suffering and loss of the

Native Americans. I realize that the au-

thor intended his readers to come to

the opposite conclusion. I heartily agree

with the central premise of the article:

that those of us who have benefited

from the European conquest of North

America need to repent of our participa-

tion in systems which continue to op-

press Native Americans. However, it is

not fair to compare the two conquests,

separated by nearly three millennia, un-

less one has researched, even in pass-

ing, the available historical, archeologi-

cal, and biblical data on Canaanite

culture.

Kathleen Kern
Webster, N.Y.

What has happened to the Bible

verse? In your column introduc-

ing the editors and the consul-

tants, you used to have a Bible verse. I

always read it and was inspired. Now
you have a statement about your recycl-

ing. Good as that is, it does not take

the place of a word from God.

Frances Hooley
Middlebury, Ind.

The verse is back, now at the top of

the masthead column.—Editor

Meeting Addresses Ministry to

Homosexuals (Sept. 29). My
spirit was grieved—although I

wasn't very surprised—when I read that

one Mennonite congregation, "after con-

cur Pontius' Puddle

OCR CONGrREOrATION
HAS tlNAUH rAA.NA.GrED

TO ADAPT ITS
EVAM&fcLlSrA PROGRMA
TO THE IMEDIATE
SORROONDINCrS.

REALLY ?
WHAT'S
AROOMD
yoop 0

siderable study and wrestling with the

issue, extends membership and allows

active participation without requiring

change in lifestyle." I am not very sur-

prised because there seems to be a

growing trend among some of the elite

in our denomination toward acceptance

of homosexuality as a legitimate, alter-

nate lifestyle. I suppose I feel a little

like Job; that which I feared has come
upon me. Not that I fear homosexuals,

but I am very concerned when the

church begins to adopt the world's view

on an issue that has clearly been consid-

ered sinful by Jews and Christians for

6,000 years. In the Old Testament, the

practice of homosexuality was "detest-

able," and both parties were com-
manded to be put to death (Lev. 18:22,

20:13). In the New Testament, homosex-
uality is called "sexual impurity," "de-

grading," "shameful lust," "unnatural,"

"indecent," "perversion" (Rom. 1:24-

27). In 1 Cor. 6:9, we are told that ho-

mosexual offenders shall not inherit the

kingdom of God.

I am wondering what the "wrestling"

and "study" were all about. It seems to

me that the biblical view is abundantly

clear. What are the other considera-

tions that a congregation could wrestle

with until they reach a conclusion that

seems totally opposite to the Bible?

The article also mentions another con-

gregation that has a "counseling minis-

try for those interested in changing

their lifestyles." I believe that this con-

gregation is on the right track. I am not

homophobic. I have known and worked
with a number of homosexual people.

The love of Christ constrains me to

love them the same as anyone else. I

would gladly help a homosexual to be-

come a Christian, but I could not, in

good conscience, tell him or her that

the practice of homosexuality is accept-

able to God. To me, the Bible makes it

very clear that it is sin. I believe that

the answer to homosexual temptation is

the same as dealing with any other

temptation—that is, to deny oneself

and strive to be obedient to God.
Harold B. Hershey

Souderton, Pa.

Speaking About Ourselves in the

Presence of God (Sept. 15) by
John Rempel has widened my ho-

rizon of prayers. It helped me take hold

of the power of God. Prayer is truly a

necessity for all Christians.

I also like your coverage of a wide va-

riety of issues that the church is facing.

God be with you.

Harold L. Risser

Elizabethtown, Pa.

I have to challenge the use of the

term "homosexual lifestyle" as it ap-

peared in the news article Meeting
Addresses Ministry to Homosexuals
(Sept. 29). What is a homosexual lifestyle?

Is there a heterosexual lifestyle? Do I

have a heterosexual lifestyle if I'm mar-

ried? What if I'm single? Does it mean
that I am sexually active? But what if

I'm celibate? Put me in any of those cat-

egories, and I will still be undeniably

heterosexual. Being heterosexual is a

part of who I am no matter what life-

style I chose.

Homosexuality is an orientation.

There are many different ways of living

it. Some homosexual people are mar-

ried with children. Some are committed
to a same-sex partner in a caring rela-

tionship. My family experienced this

firsthand as we watched my sister's

partner love, care for, and journey with

her as she died from cancer. Some ho-

mosexual people are celibate. And
some choose to be sexually active.

There are ethical, moral, and spiritual

considerations for each life choice, but
there is no one choice, no one lifestyle

for all homosexually oriented persons.

Especially when something carries

with it as much fear and uncertainty as

does the discussion of homosexuality,

great pains should be taken to avoid

hurtful generalizations and unclear ter-

minology. It is so important to "listen

before making judgments," as Tom
Kauffman was quoted in the news arti-

cle. Our readiness to listen will be
shown in the words we use.

Betsy Headrick McCrae
Brussels, Belgium
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Part 1: A United Nations revival?

They shall beat swords into plowshares

The record of the United Nations has
been mixed. But with the Cold War end-

ed, new agendas take over the organi-

zation set up to achieve world peace.

by

J. Robert

Charles
IAt

"n the past few years, new winds in interna-

tional politics have carried the United Na-

.tions out of the Cold War doldrums in which

it had been becalmed for decades. Since UN
peacekeeping forces were awarded the Nobel

Peace Prize in 1988, this organization has

launched more peacekeeping operations than dur-

ing its first 43 years.

Other recent signs of a UN revival? The selec-

tion of the first secretary general from Africa. Su-

pervision of elections in El Salvador. Ambitious

efforts to bring peace and order to Cambodia.

Economic sanctions and possible intervention to

try to stop the Bosnian bloodbath. The environ-

mental summit in Rio de Janeiro. Yes, after

years of relative stagnation, the UN today faces

a full and daunting agenda.

The sculpture of a man beating his sword into

a plowshare outside UN headquarters in New
York City anticipates the day when "nation shall

not lift up sword against nation, neither shall

they learn war no more." The UN has sponsored

disarmament conferences and helped to con-

clude several nuclear arms control treaties. Yet

a permanent, law-guided, and weapon-free peace

remains elusive. However, the prediction that

"all the nations shall flow to it" has been ful-

filled. Membership has expanded from 51 char-

ter members to 179. Twenty new states—many
former republics of the dissolved Soviet and Yu-

goslav unions—have joined in the last year alone.

International institutions such as the UN often

back their way into the future by trying to avoid

past mistakes. When the UN charter was being

drafted in 1944 and 1945, one concern predomi-

nated: to prevent a rerun of the piecemeal ag-

gression of the 1930s. All "peace-loving states"

ready to "reaffirm faith in fundamental human
rights" could join; they would receive equal rep-

resentation in the General Assembly. The cen-

tral organ, however, was to be a powerful execu-

tive committee of the victors for enforcing the

postwar peace: the Security Council. Permanent

seats and—fatefully—veto powers were given to

the U.S., Britain, and the USSR along with

France and China.

Two unforeseen developments—the Cold War
and the emergence of the third world—soon

overtook the fledgling organization. The "one

world" which the UN was to symbolize grew in

membership and divided along East-West and
then North-South axes. The Cold War crippled

the Security Council and led to the formation of

regional alliances, such as NATO and the War-
saw Pact. Decolonization brought more than 60

new member states into the General Assembly
over two decades. For these new members, not

"peace" but "justice" topped the agenda. With
this political goal largely accomplished by the

early 1970s, new debates emerged about North-

South inequalities in trade, finance, and eco-

nomic development.

The end of the Cold War has broken the Secu-

rity Council stalemate—as seen during the Gulf

War. But—as seen at Rio—North-South issues

will remain very much on the UN agenda.

Can the UN rise to meet the challenges and

expectations it now faces? If it is to do so, an es-

sential first step is for members in arrears on
their payments—especially the biggest of all, the

United States—to pay up. As a further move,

member nations could earmark at least 10 per-

cent of their current defense budgets and armed
forces for UN peacekeeping.

Next, to reflect today's realities (not those of

1945), Germany and Japan—and perhaps Brazil

or Nigeria—deserve permanent seats on the Se-

curity Council. Finally, present and future

threats to peace are unlikely to be reruns of the

1930s, but they will rather come from disintegrat-

ing states or empires—witness the Balkans and

the Caucasus. The UN needs to adjust its char-

ter and peacekeeping mandate accordingly.

To the dismay of world federalists ready to

dispense with national capitals such as Ot-

tawa or Mexico City, the UN will never

develop into a world government that can really

"call the shots." To the consternation of Ameri-

cans whose billboards urge the country to get

out, the United Nations will continue to place

constraints—and air complaints—on U.S. readi-

ness to "go it alone."

Former UN Secretary General Dag Hammar-
skjold once remarked that the organization "was

not created to bring us to heaven, but in order

to save us from hell." As dangerous and unfair

as things may have been since 1945, without this

official forum for dialogue and occasional con-

certed action, the world situation today—and to-

morrow—could be even less encouraging.

J. Robert Charles, Goshen, Ind., is a doctoral can-

didate in international relations at Tufts Univer-

sity. He is a member of Waterford Mennonite

Church.
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Mission workers leave Liberia

as fighting increases in capital

Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Three Menno-
nite Board of Missions workers left Libe-

ria Oct. 22 because of heavy fighting in

and around the capital city of Monrovia.

During a telephone interview on Oct. 23,

Phil and Christine Lindell Detweiler and

Barry Hart asked people to pray that the

West African country won't go through

another bloodbath.

Hart and the Detweilers left Monrovia

in a plane chartered by the U.S. embassy.

They arrived in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, late

Thursday afternoon, Oct. 22.

The trio said they had hoped to stay in

the country to support their Liberian

colleagues in the Christian Health Asso-

ciation of Liberia (CHAL).
"It was difficult to leave with people

suffering there," Hart said.

But hearing artillery rounds, automatic

weapons, and small arms fire, coupled

with an attack on the city's airport

Wednesday evening by troops of main

opposition leader Charles Taylor, left

them uncertain about their safety.

When Taylor forces began attacking the

city a week ago, CHAL staff began en-

couraging the trio to leave. The executive

director suggested they leave "so some-

body from CHAL could come back and

pick up the pieces," said Christine

Detweiler.

"If the situation got bad, we could have

become a burden to them, since they

would feel responsible for our safety,"

Hart added.

The workers described the situation in

Monrovia as desperate and deteriorating.

As many as 100,000 refugees are

crowded into the capital's center, fleeing

the fighting between Taylor and West
African peacekeeping forces. That's in

addition to the city's population of at least

500,000.

Taylor controls the city's water plant,

so lines were already forming at other

wells in the city. People were also fearing

that food supplies, especially rice, would

become scarce.

"Their fear of another bloodbath is very

real," Phil Detweiler added. "You could see

it in their eyes and hear it in their voices."

He and Christine are beginning a pre-

viously scheduled vacation. They will spend

a month in Tanzania with her parents and

hope to return to Monrovia in early Decem-
ber.

—

Phil Richard

Missions
who are growing up with television, MTV,
and video games, the church needs to

reach out through electronic media, he said.

He illustrated his point by telling the

story of the demoniac in Mark 5. Then he

distributed a printed copy of the story.

Finally, he showed a video production of

the story, titled "Out of the Tombs."
Since its release two weeks ago, the

$250,000 video by the American Bible

Society has won three major awards in inter-

national film festivals, Boomershine said.

In other business, the board approved

an above-budget request from the Home-
stead (Fla.) Mennonite Church, which was

hit by Hurricane Andrew on Aug. 24. MBM
had given the church a $60,000 mortgage

loan. The board agreed to raise contribu-

tions for seven of the church's monthly
payments, for a total of about $7,100.

The meeting included a tribute to

Gerald Mumaw, the former MBM direc-

tor of Latin America who died Oct. 1 of

cancer.
" 'Be still and know that I am God' is a

motto that became more and more mean-
ingful to Gerald toward the end of his

life," said Schumm, also MBM pastoral

counselor.

When the plans for his funeral were
completed in May, Mumaw said that now
he felt free to live. "And isn't that true,"

said Schumm, "that preparation for death

is preparation for life, spelled with capital

letters."

—

Cathleen Hockman

Nature of outreach is chai

Elkhart, Ind.—Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions (MBM) is an agency in transition,

board members reflected during their

meeting here Oct. 22-24.

"The old pattern [of mission] tended to

be characterized by words such as initi-

ating, sponsoring, spending, control, de-

pendence, predictability, management,
risk avoiding," said John Eby, chair of the

home ministries divisional committee.

"We're now moving towards a mission

characterized by words such as enabling,

envision, relationship, entrepreneur,

interdependence, spontaneity, relinquish-

ing power and control, and risk."

Compared to other recent meetings,

this session was "more of a settling in,"

Eby said. There was "a sense of finding

ways to make all our programs responsive

and growing out of local things that are

happening."

The board approved an operating ex-

pense budget of nearly $9.3 million, with

a net contribution requirement of $5.6

million, for fiscal year (FY) 1994.

This represents a goal of raising two

percent ($117,000) more in contributed

income in FY '94 over the FY '93 budget.

MBM's fiscal year runs from Feb. 1, 1993,

to Jan. 31, 1994.

Administration and resources vice

president Pat Swartzendruber noted the

five-year budget (FY 1990-95) assumes a

three percent annual increase in contri-

butions to counterbalance inflation. But

jing at Mennonite Board of

international inflation is actually seven per-

cent, she said.

As a result, MBM is cutting back. Next
year shows a net reduction of seven fully

supported overseas missionary positions,

out of a total of 71.

The only new overseas program venture

in 1993 will be in Mongolia. MBM is a

charter member of an international orga-

nization founded this year to coordinate

mission work in Mongolia, explained Dale

Schumm, interim Asia director.

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions

is a partner with MBM in this venture. In

January 1992, this formerly Communist
country adopted a democratic constitu-

tion which also grants religious freedom.

In addition to business agenda, assem-

bled staff and board members heard a

message on "The Gospel and Media" by
Thomas Boomershine, professor of New
Testament at United Theological Semi-

nary, Dayton, Ohio.

"We now have to start thinking about

the models not of the 20th century but of

the 21st century," Boomershine stressed.

He argued that electronic media, as op-

posed to print, is "the primary means of

communication in what is rapidly becom-
ing a unified global culture.

"Oral communication always has been
and always will be the primary system for

mission, for communication of the gos-

pel," Boomershine said.

But to reach the younger generations
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Health care solutions suggested
by former Surgeon General Koop

Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Warning: the U.S.

health care system could be dangerous to

your health.

That's the message former U.S. Sur-

geon General C. Everett Koop delivered

to an overflow audience at Goshen (Ind.)

College. The talk took place Oct. 12 in

College Mennonite Church as part of the

Frank and Betty Jo Yoder Public Affairs

Lecture Series.

The nation has big problems in health

care, Koop said, and solving them won't

be easy. "There is no single magic bullet."

The problem. "American health prob-

lems stem from diseases of the body and
also from diseases of society," Koop said.

"And I would say that poverty is number
one."

Some 34.4 million people in the U.S., or

15.7 percent, are uninsured, according to

Koop. These are the working poor, with

incomes too low to live on and pay for

health insurance, but too high to qualify

for Medicaid.

In addition, 2.5 million Americans are

uninsurable due to medical problems which

insurance carriers say make them bad risks.

"The consequences these people feel

will eventually be felt by all of us," Koop
said. "If we do not shoulder the burden
of paying for the health care of the unin-

sured now, we will have to eventually.

When that time comes, the price will be
ever so much more."

Health insurance costs are so high be-

cause health care costs too much, he
asserted.

Accompanying this problem are escalat-

ing physician's fees, increasing salaries of

other health care workers, equipment and
building replacement, and increased
prices to cover the uninsured, Koop said.

"The disruption of society by the esca-

lating cost of health care is simply uncon-
scionable.

"Millions of Americans live in a special

kind of fear," he said. "They are only an

accident away from a financial disaster.

Each year thousands of Americans are

literally impoverished by the health care

system.

"We need to take immediate steps to

reform the way we pay for health care."

Some solutions. Koop suggested seven

solutions: cut administrative costs, substi-

tute binding arbitration for the malprac-

tice system, revamp Medicare and Med-
icaid, provide universal access to insur-

ance, apply outcome research, restore

medical ethics, and reduce fraud, waste,

and abuse.

The root cause of our ills is simple to

identify, he said. "Basic human greed lies

behind most of our health care problems,

making me realize there is a spiritual

dimension to the ultimate solution.

"A lot of Americans don't have enough
of what they need, but the real problem
is that too many Americans have too much
health care," he said.

Koop claimed that billions of dollars are

spent on tests that people don't need or

want, which yield results that physicians

don't understand.

"In health care, most is not always best,

and it may even be hazardous."

Koop's comments on improving the sys-

tem include:

• Administrative costs—U.S. residents

spend 26 cents of every health dollar on
administration, as compared to five cents

for Canada. Cutting this in half would
save $100 billion annually.

• Malpractice—Present laws make pa-

tients and physicians view each other as

adversaries. Binding arbitration should be
substituted for law suits.

• Universal access—Insurance compa-
nies must be made to bring together the

sick and the well in large enough groups

to allow affordable coverage for all. We
should also think about linking insurance

to conduct so that everyone does not

subsidize those who engage knowingly

and willingly in unsafe behavior, such as

smoking or not wearing seatbelts.

• Outcome research—or, finding out

what works. About 25 to 30 percent of

diagnoses and therapeutic procedures are

unnecessary, Koop asserted. Reducing
this percentage could save $200 billion

annually.

• Ethics—The doctor-patient relation-

ship, which Koop called "the very heart

of medicine," has become a provider-con-

sumer relationship. Change will take com-
mitment from people on both sides of the

stethoscope.

Spiritual aspect. In closing, Koop
touched on the connection between the

body and spirit.

"I hope you understand that even with

the best prevention, even with the best

health care available to all of our citizens,

even if we have it at a reasonable cost

—

even then we will not live forever."

From his travels across the United
States, Koop finds that people have for-

gotten that they must die of something.

"The miracles of modern medicine have
tempted us to worship at the altar of life

at all cost," he said. "Now even medical

professionals and the public are beginning

to wonder whether or not our technology

might be a kind of mixed blessing.

"We put too much emphasis on curing

when we know it is futile and too little

emphasis on caring," he continued. While

it costs billions to cure, caring comes from
the heart and soul. "I would like to think

we never run out of that."

—Julia Mast
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MCC worker Wendy Peters, left, admires the 3-week-old daughter of Marie, a former

patient at the Grant Park Family Health Center in Atlanta, Ga.

Clinic puts caring back into health care
Atlanta, Ga. (MCC U.S.)—An inner-

city health center here has put the caring

back into health care for area residents

who cannot afford private physicians.

Mennonite Central Committee worker

Wendy Peters works part time at the

Grant Park Family Health Center, help-

ing counsel pregnant women. Her posi-

tion is part of a new state-funded pro-

gram to reduce infant mortality rates.

Georgia's infant mortality rates are

among the highest in the nation.

Marie, single and 28 years old, was
working at a restaurant and had minimal

health care coverage when she learned

she was pregnant early this year. Her
Catholic family would not support her.

The center provided Marie's prenatal

care up to the seventh month. They
helped her enroll in a Medicaid program
for which she was eligible. A doctor who
accepts Medicaid patients did the final

checkups and delivered the baby.

The Grant Park Family Health Center

served more than 2,300 patients in 1991.

About a third of them were pregnant

women. About a third of the patients

earn less than $2,000 per year.

Conference addresses
health care concerns
Hesston, Kan. (MCC U.S.)—In 1992,

U.S. health care expenditures will reach

$825 billion. Health care costs are dou-

bling about every six years. More than 34

million U.S. citizens, three-fourths of

whom are employed persons and their

dependents, lack health insurance.

Mennonite Health Service (MHS) spon-

sored an Oct. 3 conference in Hesston,

Kan., to help set its priorities in address-

ing health care concerns.

Lifestyle is key. Fifty-one percent of

an individual's state of health is attrib-

utable to lifestyle factors, noted speaker

Jim Schwartz, citing figures from the Na-

tional Centers for Disease Control.

These lifestyle factors include diet, ex-

ercise, safety precautions, risk avoidance,

and stress management, said Schwartz,

director of a coalition of Kansas employ-

ers working on health care policy issues.

He said 19.5 percent of an individual's

health status is due to environmental

factors, such as sanitation or the quality

of water, air, or food. Another 19.5 percent

is due to heredity.

Only 10 percent is due to the health care

system, Schwartz contended.

Mutual aid? Howard Brenneman,
president of Mennonite Mutual Aid
(MMA), told the gathering that, due to

rising health insurance premiums, MMA
has lost more than 20,000 health-plan

members since 1987.

MMA tried to provide health insurance

to everyone, explained Brenneman. But
"we soon discovered that following the

policy of accepting everyone led to near

disaster.

"After many years of accepting people

other health insurers would not accept,

the policy began to catch up with us

because not everyone in the church was

willing to support us," Brenneman said.

"As people with poor health racked up
large bills, the rest of our members had

to pay the price. But there is a limit to

what people are willing and able to pay."

Healthy members began leaving MMA
to find cheaper alternatives, he added.

"We have had a number of cases where

the healthy members of a family dropped

their MMA coverage to buy health insur-

ance from another carrier at a cheaper

rate. But the unhealthy members of the

family stayed with MMA," Brenneman
related.

Cost shifting. Arlan Yoder, chief finan-

cial officer of St. Joseph Health System,

based in Wichita, Kan., confirmed that an

unfair shifting of costs has fallen on small

insurers such as MMA.
These small insurers have generally

paid 100 percent of hospital charges. In

contrast, government programs such as

Medicare and Medicaid pay hospitals less

than their costs, Yoder said.

"Hospitals aren't getting reimbursed
for their costs by Medicare and Medicaid,

so many try to make up the difference by
charging more to patients who have pri-

vate health insurance," Brenneman said.

"That means we often see bills where
patients are charged $5 for an aspirin and

$50 for a 16-inch square piece of gauze,"

he continued. "Insurance companies, in-

cluding MMA, are now refusing to pay for

what we consider to be unreasonable

charges."

Priorities ofMHS. All conference par-

ticipants agreed reform is needed and
that health care education, with lifestyle

issues taking a priority, needs to take

place in congregations. The church also

needs to remain an advocate for those

who are poor and needy, they said.

Conference participants further agreed

that the church needs to develop a theo-

logy of health care.

"Until we accept our deaths and the

promise of our resurrection, we will not

greatly change our medical system," said

Mennonite pastor Don Steelberg.
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Mennonites join "Life Chain." Lan-
caster Co., Pa.—Hundreds of people in

Lancaster County participated in the

"Life Chain" that stretched across the

country on Oct. 4. During the one-hour

antiabortion event, demonstrators
stood along the highway holding signs.

Pictured above are Candy Nguyen
(right) and Joni Alzate (left).

Pastor examines power,
preaching and politics

Elkhart, Ind.—"There is power in the

pulpit. That power can be abused," said

Dennis Hollinger, pastor of the Washing-

ton (D.C.) Community Fellowship on Cap-

itol Hill.

Hollinger, former professor at the Asso-

ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind., returned to campus Oct. 15

to lead a "Preaching and Politics" semi-

nar.

As pastor to a 400-member congrega-

tion where about half the membership
work in the public policy arena in the U.S.

capital, Hollinger cautioned ministers

when they address political issues from
the pulpit.

The battle between good and evil can

be reduced to a vote for a specific candi-

date or bill, he said—whereas "all political

solutions and all political candidates bear

the mark of the Fall."

He described three levels in which

Christians could address politics:

• General values—This most basic

level features principles derived from

Scripture, such as justice, in which the

preacher makes very few, if any, specific

directions, Hollinger said.

• Middle axioms—The next step "is

somewhere between a universal ethical

principle, but less specific than a technical

solution," according to Hollinger.

Here, one can apply a biblical principle,

such as justice, to a specific area, such as

employment for members of minority

groups.

• Technical solutions—In this level,

a preacher would recommend a specific

policy, such as affirmative action.

"It is here that sometimes churches

have gotten into trouble," Hollinger said.

"A lot of the debate is over specific

solutions, rather than the general direc-

tion in which we are to move."

Hollinger sought to provide a model for

ministers and lay Christians to determine

when to speak on behalf of the church in

the political realm and when to remain

silent.

"The more you move to technical solu-

tions, the more you are dealing with dif-

ferent interpretations of factual situa-

tions," he cautioned. "You as a Christian

have no more technical expertise at the

policy level than does an atheist."

In other words, a person's ability to

apply moral principles to technical solu-

tions, such as legislation, relates most to

a person's expertise and competence in a

given field, according to Hollinger.

"The Bible doesn't deal with every issue

we face today. The fact is it doesn't deal

with most of what we face today," he said.

"You will not find a discussion of genetic

engineering in the Bible."

Hollinger, who is one of 60 theologians

and ethicists who received a National

Institutes of Health grant to discuss ge-

netic engineering, says the Bible does

present broad themes that Christians

then can apply to genetic engineering.

But Christians need to avoid two pitfalls

when they use Scripture to address social

or political issues, he said.

"The one pitfall is to see the Bible as a

book of moral codes, or an ethical or

political textbook," he explained. "The
second is to see the Bible as distant [with]

. . . nothing to say to our political issues."

Hollinger would walk a middle path

between the two extremes.

But is it a cop-out for Christians to stop

short of technical solutions? asked some
seminar participants. Are there times

when the church should mobilize behind

a specific solution to a moral crisis?

Hollinger used the Civil War to illus-

trate. "I hope, had I lived [in that time], I

would have been on the right side of the

slavery issue. They were calling for a very

technical solution at that point. There is

a time when we need to do that."

Yet in the modern era, groups ranging

from the National Council of Churches to

the Southern Baptist Convention have

announced "the Christian position" on

minutiae, he said.

Randall Terry, founder of the Operation

Rescue movement that links civil disobe-

dience and opposition to abortion, has

said it would be "a sin" for Christians to

vote for presidential candidate Bill Clin-

ton.

—

Tom Price
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• Essay winners announced.
Twenty-six students in four ac-

ademic levels submitted papers

for the 1992 John Horsch Men-
nonite History Essay Contest,

Winners are: Valerie G. Rempel,

Buhler, Kan. (seminary/gradu-

ate school); Daagya Shanti Dick,

Newton, Kan. (third/fourth year

undergraduate); Tammy Suth-

erland, Winnipeg, Man.
(first/second year undergradu-

ate); Joel Dick, Leamington,
Ont. (high school).

• CPS workers reunite. Men
who served in Civilian Public

Service camps #20 and 40 at

Sideling Hill and Howard, Pa.,

gathered with their spouses at

Laurelville Mennonite Church
Center, Mt. Pleasant, Pa., Oct.

6-11 to mark the 50th anni-

versary of the opening of CPS
camps. The group noted the

need for strong families and for

a congregational peace educa-

tion program and witness in

today's needy and violent

world.

—

H. Ralph Hernley

• Bender project underway.
The story of Mennonite educa-

tor, historian and leader Harold

S. Bender will be chronicled

through a special four-year proj-

ect of the Mennonite Historical

Society. Eastern Mennonite
College history professor Albert

Keim is directing a program that

will research Bender's life and

collect oral histories by inter-

viewing persons who knew and
worked with him. Bender's writ-

ings have become classics in

Mennonite and church-history

literature.

• Chapters formed. Two new
chapters of the Mennonite As-

sociation for Retired Persons

(MARP) were recently formed.

Ben and Florence Gerig were
the hosts at the gathering in

Bloomington, HI., at Bishops

Cafeteria. Roger and Rachel

Wyse called the meeting at Way-
land (Iowa) Mennonite Church.

For further information on
MARP chapters, contact the of-

fice at Box 1245, Elkhart, IN
46515; phone 219 294-7523.

• Alumni honored. Four Goshen
(Ind.) College alumni were se-

lected for this year's Culture for

Service Awards, which were pre-

sented Oct. 3 during the alumni

banquet. They are: Paulos Mar
Gregorios '52, Minnie Swartzen-

druber Graber '44, Irene Leh-

man Weaver '32, and David E.

Yoder '54.

• New appointments:
John Hershberger, chair of Hess-

ton (Kan.) College presidential

search committee, appointed by

Mennonite Board of Education.

Other committee members are:

overseer Karen Harvey, Kalona,

Iowa; MBE members Betty

Livengood, Keyser, W.Va., and

Marc Yoder, Cedar Falls, Iowa;

Pam Boyts Gerber, Harper, Kan.,

chair of Hesston's alumni asso-

ciation; Dave Osborne, a faculty

member. Phil Bedsworth, part-

time faculty member in the Cen-

ter for Bible Study, will provide

staff assistance.

• Pastor transitions:

Wallace and Sylvia Jantz were in-

stalled at Souderton (Pa.) Men-
nonite Church on Oct. 11. They
will share one full-time position

with Wally serving on the pasto-

ral team and Sylvia as worship

coordinator. They previously

served with the Rocky Mountain
Conference.

Michael Mast, former missionary

to Argentina, was installed as

pastor of the Oley (Pa.) Men-
nonite Church on Nov. 1. Over-

seer Harvey Stoltzfus officiated.

• Missionary transitions:

Ovidio and Jovita Flores, who were

serving with MCC in Costa Rica,

have a new address: Apartado

340, San Pedro Sula, Honduras,

Central America.

• Coming events:

Historical association meetings,

Oct. 31 in Harrisonburg, Va., at

Nov. 14 in Hesston, Kan. Soci-

ologist Calvin W. Redekop will

speak on Jacob Shenk at the

Oct. 31 meeting. Hesston Col-

lege interim president James
Mininger will speak on "Basic

Issues in Mennonite History" on
Nov. 14. For information, call

the Mennonite Church His-

torical Association at 219 535-

7477.

70th anniversary, Hampden Men-
nonite Church, Reading, Pa.,

Nov. 26. "Thanking God for

Vision" will be the theme of the

9:00 Sunday morning service at

Hampden Blvd. and Windsor
St.; phone 215 375-1552 for in-

formation.

Michiana MEDA meetings, Men-
nonite Economic Development
Associates, Holdeman Menno-
nite Church, Wakarusa, Ind.,

Dec. 1. John Wilson will speak

on "Maximizing Human Re-

sources in Our Business." To
reserve dinner, write to MEDA,
Box 871, Goshen, IN 46526, or

call 219 533-6230.

• New resources:

Direct mail Christmas card with

full-color village scene depicting

the typical hustle-bustle of

Christmas time, reads "Where is

Jesus?" The card can be cus-

tomized on the back with an

invitation to attend church ser-

vices. Available from MBM
Media Ministries, 1251 Virginia

Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801-

2497; phone 800 999-3534.

Poster picturing a map of the Men-
nonite Church, enclosed in this

issue, is available unfolded for

framing for $12 ($10 in Canada)

from Mennonite Church Gen-

eral Board, 421 S. Second St.,

Suite 600, Elkhart, IN 46516.

• Job openings:
Administrator for Camp Andrews,

a ministry to unchurched youth

located in southern Lancaster

County, Pa. Immediate opening

for a person to oversee entire

camp operation and develop-

ment. Direct inquiry or resume
to the camp at 1226 Silver

Spring Rd., Holtwood, PA
17532; phone 717 284-2625.

• Change of address:

Hopewell Christian Fellowship

from 415 N. Main St. to 31 S.

Main St., Telford, PA 18969.

Roman J. and Elva B. Miller from

Singers Glen, Va., to Route 4,

Box 466A, Harrisonburg, VA
22801; phone 703 867-0854.

NEW MEMBERS

Community Mennonite Fellow-

ship, Milton, Pa.: Dennis
Beachy, Mark Cassel, Angie
Hostetter, Jim Hostetter, Ran-

dall Nissley, and Katie Sharp.

Emmanuel, Gainesville, Fla.:

John Cuddeback, Tim Widmer.
Ephrata, Pa.: Paul L. and A. Eliz-

abeth Hess.

Peace, North Port, Fla.: Chris-

topher and MaryAnn Henne,
Larry, Lynne, Courtney, Arian,

and Emily Schwartz.

Stuarts Draft, Va.: Lori Hershey,

Kendra Weaver, and Donna
Trainum.

Walnut Hill, Goshen Ind.: Heidi

Miller and Jan Brooks.
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BIRTHS

Bontrager, Phil and Lynette
(Beck), Seabrook, Tex., Aaron
Phillip (first child), Oct. 2.

Derstine, Steven and Cathy
(Musselman), Harleysville, Pa.,

Jenessa Lanae (fourth child),

Sept. 19.

Eberly, Brent and Chris (Wright),

Harrisonburg, Va., Curtis Wil-

liam (second child), Oct. 10.

Fahnestock, Don and Mona
(Shaffer), Mechanicsburg, Pa.,

Keri Lynn (first child), Oct. 6.

Fox, Steven and Jill (Martin),

Lititz, Pa., Lauren Nicole (first

child), Aug. 7.

Hooley, Daniel and Julia

(Stauffer), Canton, Ohio, Emma
Marie (third child), Sept. 12.

Jenkins, Tim and Maxine Stan-

sell, Seattle, Wash., Dylan Fer-

guson (first child), Aug. 14.

Leichty, Brent and Teresa (Hart-

man), Bourbon, Ind., Sarah Beth
(fifth child), Oct. 1.

Mead, Todd and Delores (Sutter),

Sarasota, Fla., Lindsay Rachelle

(second child), Sept. 28.

Miller, Devon and Jil (Kauffman),

Middlebury, Ind., Lucas Jace

(second child), Sept. 29.

Nelson, Gary and Merry (Hold-

eman), South Bend, Ind., Aaron
Christian (second child), Oct.

12.

Nissen, Roger and Bok Hge (Lee),

Salem, Ore., Rebekah Anna
(third child), Sept. 14.

Nyce, Timothy and Terri (Ham-
vas), Perkasie, Pa., Matthew
Aaron (fourth child), Oct. 1.

Stichter, Steve and Cindy
(Miller), Etna Green, Ind., Sarah
Marie (third child), Oct. 6.

Troyer, David and Anna (Troyer),

Dundee, Ohio, Kaitlyn Rose
(fourth child), Sept. 23.

Wenger, Dwayne and Brenda
(Wenger), Hesston, Kan., Alicia

Sheree (third child), Oct. 8.

Zook, J. Mark and Kristen (Mar-

tin), Lancaster, Pa., Kyle Wesley
(first child), Aug. 28.

MARRIAGES

Abbott-Roth: Jamie Abbott,
Kitchener, Ont. (First), and Gail

Roth, Kitchener, Ont. (First),

Oct. 3, by Brice Balmer.
Brown-Showalter: Kelly Patrick

Brown, Bridgewater, Va.
(Church of the Brethren), and

Paula Showalter, Harrisonburg,

Va. (Weavers), Oct. 10, by Rob-
ert Bowman.

Cassel-Derstine: Michael Cas-
sel, Souderton, Pa. (Finland),

and Laurie Derstine, Perkasie,

Pa. (Deep Run West), Oct. 10,

by Steven Landis and Craig
Maven.

Gallucci-Schmitt: James Robert
Gallucci, Columbus, Ohio, and
Mary Lou Schmitt, Columbus,
Ohio (Neil Avenue), Sept. 19, by
Dan Schrock.

Gottfried-Hershberger: Erik
Gottfried, Lancaster, Pa. (East

Chestnut), and Rosella
Hershberger, Millersville, Pa.

(East Chestnut), Oct. 3, by John
L. Hershberger and Perry L.

Miller.

Martin-Weinhold: K. Gene Mar-
tin, Stevens, Pa. (Ephrata), and
Holly Weinhold, Denver, Pa.

(Pine Grove), Oct. 9, by Leroy
Martin.

Miller-Hamsher: Brian Ross
Miller, Berlin, Ohio (Martins

Creek), and Brenda Yvonne
Hamsher, Sugarcreek, Ohio
(Walnut Creek), Oct. 10, by Ross
Miller and Carl Wiebe.

Spate-Borntrager: Stan Spate,

Piano, Tex. (Peace), and Jan
Borntrager, Carrollton, Tex.
(Peace), Oct. 10, by Floyd Born.

Stutzman-Gault: Kurt Stutzman,
Sugarcreek, Ohio (Martins
Creek), and Martha Gault, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio (United Church of

Christ), Oct. 3, by Carl L. Wiebe.

DEATHS

Clemens, Henry S., 86,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Sept. 25,

1906, Souderton, Pa., to Jacob
A. and Elizabeth (Sell) Clem-
ens. Died: Oct. 4, 1992, Sellers-

ville, Pa. Survivors—brother:

Melvin S. Clemens. Funeral and
burial: Oct. 8, Souderton Men-
nonite Church, by Gerald A.

Clemmer and Steven C. Nyce.
Habecker, Esther G., 99. Born:

April 12, 1893, Washington
Boro, Pa., to Christian C. and
Annie (Gamber) Habecker.
Died: June 9, 1992, Lancaster,

Pa. Survivors—brothers: John
G., Charles G., Roy G. Funeral

and burial: June 13, Habecker
Mennonite Church, by Christian

B. Charles, Elmer F. Kennel,

and Landis Myer.
Kauffman, Fannie Ellen

(Swarey), 93, Mill Creek, Pa.

Born: Feb. 10, 1899, Belleville,

Pa., to John G. and Mattie
(Kurtz) Swarey. Died: Oct. 3,

1992, Lewistown, Pa., of cardiac

arrest. Survivors— children:
Sadie Hartzler, Bertha Kanagy,
Malinda Sharp; sister: Linda
Peachey; 3 grandchildren, 2

great-grandchildren, one foster

grandchild, 2 foster great-grand-

children, 10 step-grandchildren,

33 step-great-grandchildren, 6

step-great-great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Joseph J. Kauff-

man (husband). Funeral: Oct. 7,

Beth-El Mennonite Church, by
J. Elrose Hartzler, Roy L.

Yoder, and Foster King. Burial:

Allensville Mennonite Cemetery.

Steinmann, Mary (Roth), 99,

New Hamburg, Ont. Born: Aug.

16, 1892, Wellesley Twp., Ont.,

to Joseph and Catherine (Zehr)

Roth. Died: July 4, 1992, New
Hamburg, Ont. Survivors—chil-

dren: Mabel Kennel, Reuben,
Walter, Irene Bender, Dorothy
Schwartzentruber, Arthur,
Ervin, Ruth Bender, David; sis-

ter: Edna Roth; 31 grandchil-

dren, 45 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Abraham
Steinmann (husband). Funeral

and burial: July 7, Steinmann
Mennonite Church, by Ingrid

Loepp Thiessen and Fred
Lichti.

Zweig, Harry G., 82, Hatfield, Pa.

Born: March 14, 1910, Philadel-

phia, Pa., to Harry F. and Julie

(Freas) Zweig. Died: Oct. 2,

1992, Lansdale, Pa., of cancer.

Survivors—wife: Carrie Louise

(Rahn) Zweig; children: Dorothy
Yoder, Robert H., JoAnne Carl-

son; brother: Edward Zweig; 11

grandchildren, 2 great-grand-

children. Funeral: Oct. 9, Plains

Mennonite Church, by Richard
J. Lichty.

CALENDAR

Franconia Conference Assembly,
Franconia, Pa., Nov. 14

Eastern Mennonite College &
Seminary Board of Trustees
meeting, Harrisonburg, Va.,

Nov. 16-17

Congregational Education Plan-

ning Council meeting, Elkhart,

Ind., Nov. 16-17

Mennonite Church General Board
meeting, Wayne Co., Ohio, Nov.
19-21

Hispanic Convention Executive
meeting, New Holland, Pa., Dec.
3-6

Mennonite Mutual Aid board and
committee meetings, Chicago,

Dec. 4-5

Conference ministers' annual
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 5-9

Coordinating Council, Elkhart,

Ind., Dec. 15

».»
J „ —; MM

Prints donated. Akron, Pa. (MCC)-P. Buckley Moss, an
artist known for her paintings of Amish and Mennonites, is

donating prints to benefit Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) work in Africa. Since 1988, all proceeds from the print

above, "Quilting Love," have gone to these programs. To date

$250,000 (U.S.) has been raised; 260 prints are now available.
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f/Qfyare your

Larry McKaughan

Illustrated by

Joy Dunn Keenan

J ^

Why are yourfingers cold?

So I can warm them with my own.
yy

Child-like questions and reassuring answers by Larry McKaughan are complemented by exquisite illustrations by Joy

Dunn Keenan. Several family groupings including African American and Caucasian people appear, as children and

adults interact. This delightful picture book helps children become more sensitive to the feelings of others. It fosters a

strong sense of extended family and community. For children ages two-to-six and the adults who love them.

Hardcover, $14.95; in Canada $18.95.

Shalom at Last
A sequel to The Great Shalom by Peter J. Dyck. The animals make peace with the farmer. Together

they solve the mystery of who is polluting the lake. For ages four and up.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50.

The Great Shalom
If you missed the first shalom book by Peter J. Dyck, you will want to know how the animals

protected their lovely forest home from the farmer. This fable teaches about protecting the

environment and living peacefully with others. For ages four and up.

Paper, $5.95; in Canada $7.50.

Available through your local bookstore or by calling 1 800 759-4447; in Canada call 519 746-2872

(Provident Bookstores—MC, Visa, Discover). If ordering by mail, please include 10% for

shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers, add 7% of total for GST.
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'My Lord and my God 9

Thomas has never been the disciple to whom I

turn for an example of how to follow Jesus.

Though there's not a lot about Thomas in the

Bible (11 verses), there's enough to have earned
him the reputation of the doubter.

Rereading the biblical texts about Thomas,
however, I've come to wonder if this disciple

hasn't been given a bum rap. Thomas had a very

good reason for doubting; he was, if not the first

to really believe in Jesus, at least one of his

most ardent and committed disciples.

It was Thomas who said to the other disciples,

"Let us also go, that we may die with him"
(John 11:16). That statement came when Jesus

set out for Jerusalem after predicting his death.

It was also Thomas who asked the question

that brought an answer from Jesus that gives us
no doubt how we may be saved. "Lord, we do
not know where you are going," said Thomas.
"How can we know the way?" Jesus' answer: "I

am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one

comes to the Father except through me" (John
14:5-6).

With belief that intense, Thomas had every
reason to doubt when Jesus was killed on the

cross. Once you believe in something that

strongly, you cannot help but doubt when it

seems taken from you. It was Thomas' natural re-

sponse when Jesus reappeared to the other disci-

ples without him (John 20:26-28).

But the resolution of Thomas' doubt also

brought a confession we do well to make every

day. We remember Peter for his affirmation of

Jesus, "You are the Messiah, the Son of the liv-

ing God" (Matt. 16:16). But it was Thomas who
made the confession personal: "My Lord and my
God" (John 20:28).

When doubts come, when the way is unclear, I

take refuge in the prayer of Thomas: "Lord, show
me the way." The confession I want to make, out

of the confusion and the darkness, is also that of

Thomas: "My Lord and my God"—jlp

Psst. Have I got a deal for you.
They say if something seems too good to be

true, it likely is. There's no such thing as a free

lunch. You have to pay for what you get.

That's what they say. But they also keep send-

ing me mailers offering a free train trip across

Canada (from my favorite railroading magazine)

to a chance for an all-expense-paid vacation ri-

ding the backcountry of Colorado (from a bicy-

cling publication).

I don't even have to subscribe. Just fill out the

card, mail it back, and I'll win. Well, if not the va-

cation, maybe a camera. Or a tote bag. A free

subscription. If I haven't already subscribed.

Why do they do it? Marketers say it works.

People want something for nothing. They send
those cards back. Many also subscribe.

Not me, of course. (Okay, okay, so I did send
back the one for the train trip through Canada.
But that's been a lifetime dream of mine. And it

won't cost me anything—except a higher sub-

scription rate in the future, of course.)

You may have noticed, this issue or last, that

Gospel Herald is into a special promotion for gift

subscriptions. We also thought of doing a con-

test—a free trip to Mennonite General Assembly
at Philadelphia 93, perhaps? We opted instead

to give a reduced rate to readers willing to order

a gift subscription for someone else.

Our goal is simple: increase the readership of

Gospel Herald. "They" also tell us that unless we
tell people to subscribe, people won't. We've dis-

covered they're right.

We have another goal. Our latest survey shows
70 percent of our subscribers have been reading

Gospel Herald for 10 or more years. That kind of

loyalty is overwhelming. It will only continue as

we bring on younger readers and newer Chris-

tians, however.

Younger, newer Christians also need the oppor-

tunity to learn about the church through Gospel

Herald. This audience needs a chance to deepen
understanding of faith, and to participate in the

dialogue taking place in the church. We think

gift subscriptions to this magazine are one way
to make that happen.

We also think we have a good deal. Without
the gimmicks and the freebies. So send back
your card. We won't have a drawing.—jlp
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Where do the highways of our hearts lead? What
places, people, or dreams claim our affection? For
what do we long? For what do our souls faint?
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A reflection on Psalm 84:

Traveling the highways
to the presence of God
To become a pilgrim on the road to Zion
means listening to the hungers of our
hearts. It means becoming still and
quiet long enough to hear God*s call.

When I was a teenager, I came under the

spell of English literature. I discovered

Chaucer and Shakespeare, Thomas
Hardy and Jane Austen, the Bronte sisters and
Sir Walter Scott. Writers from another time and
a faraway place captured my heart and imagina-

tion. So began a love affair with England which

continues to this day.

What really enchanted me was the sense of

place evoked in the pages of English novels,

poems, and plays. The landscape of England
came to have a life of its own in my mind

—

Wordsworth's host of golden daffodils beside a

lake, the fields of summer grain in Thomas
Hardy's Dorset countryside, the hedgerows and
meadow flowers of Shakespeare's plays.

So when I traveled to England a couple of

years ago, I had to make a number of pilgrim-

ages. At the top of my list of literary shrines was
a Yorkshire town called Haworth, close to the

setting for Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights.

This was a novel which had most completely cap-

tivated me as a teenager, and I had to visit

Bronte's wild, windswept moors of Yorkshire.

In my heart a highway went to the house on

by

Marlene

Kropf



// we want to be God's people, if we want
to be ministers who offer life and grace
to others, then a longing for God needs
to be the deepest desire of our hearts.

the moor which dominated the novel—a place
called Wuthering Heights. To satisfy some deep
longing in my soul, I needed to behold that

place for myself. When I discovered that
Wuthering Heights was accessible only by a hike
of nearly four miles, I set out across the moors
with great energy. But what at first seemed like

a gentle stroll past farms and fields turned out
to be a rigorous climb in semi-rugged terrain.

About three miles into the hike, I found my-
self nearly exhausted. At the top of a very long
hill, I thought surely I would see the ruins of
Wuthering Heights ahead. Instead I saw a steep
valley with a stream at the bottom and another
craggy climb on the other side. I wasn't at all

sure I could make it. But I had come so far-
had been traveling this road for 30 years. I

couldn't possibly turn back, but I wasn't sure I

could go forward either.

So I rested and after a spell started out again.

When at last I came to the top of that barren,
rocky hill, I could barely see a shape in the dis-

tance. It was Top Withens—the place which had
inspired Emily Bronte's novel.

Nothing could stop me then. Slowly, deter-
minedly, I made my way up another very steep
hill and across still another expanse of moors.
And when I arrived—well, how does one de-

scribe such a moment? I had an urge to kneel be-
fore those gray, bare ruins. With joy I rested in

the contentment that I had come at last to the
place that had lived in my heart so many years.

The poet-singer in Psalm 84 was also a trav-

eler, a pilgrim on a path through valleys

and across plains—a path which is

marked first in the highways of the heart. The
psalm is a pilgrimage hymn of a devout traveler,

or a band of travelers, on their way to Jerusa-
lem, to Zion—the anointed place where God
dwells and where God's presence is made known
to the people of God.
The psalm can be divided into three sections.

In the first, verses 1-4, the travelers are on then-

way. I imagine they've come to the top of the
last hill and catch their first glimpse of the tem-
ple shining in the afternoon sun. What follows is

an outpouring of deep emotion: "How lovely is

your dwelling place, 0 Lord of hosts!"

One translator renders the opening phrase:
"Dearest of places is thy dwelling, O Lord of
hosts!" The descriptive words are warm and af-

fectionate, not purely cerebral statements or
even a thoughtful declaration of faith. They are
an overflow of emotion from a devoted heart.

Three verbs follow in quick succession and un-

derscore the intensity of pilgrim devotion: "My
soul longs, indeed it faints for the courts of the
Lord; my heart and my flesh sing [or cry out] for
joy to the living God."
Then the pilgrims come closer and spy birds

nesting at the courts of the Lord. Perhaps the
pilgrims envy their proximity to the holy place.

The sparrow and swallow find a home here with
their young. They do not have to leave and go
home at the end of the festival.

Verse 4 is a summary, rounding off the stanza:
"Happy or blessed are those who live in God's
house." Another way of expressing the senti-

ment might be to say, "Happy are those who
continually live in the awareness of God's pres-
ence."

The goal of our pilgrimage is

not to arrive. The journey
itself is a place of transforma-
tion, healing, and ministry.

Verses 5-8, the next division, might be called

"The Highway to Zion." In these verses a refer-

ence to the early rains, the autumn rains, pro-
vides a clue that the pilgrimage takes place in

early autumn after the summer sun has dried
and scorched the valleys and hillsides.

Perhaps the pilgrims' destination is the Feast
of Booths, one of three annual pilgrimage festi-

vals which required the participation of the faith-

ful at the sanctuary. Whatever the event, the
journey has been long awaited, but it has also

been difficult and tiresome.

The pilgrims go through the Valley of Baca,
probably a literal valley near Jerusalem at the
last stage of the journey. Baca has been trans-

lated "the valley of weeping" or "the thirsty val-

ley." It has become a symbol of affliction—an
empty, barren desert place, devoid of life and
moisture.

But here the text reveals a paradox. The fer-

vent anticipation of the pilgrims makes the
thirsty valley a place of springs, a place greening
with the moistness of life and hope. Here the
pilgrims' strength increases. Instead of growing
faint with the journey, they grow stronger as
they come closer to the temple, closer to the
place where God dwells.

Verses 9-12 are a prayer addressed to the
Lord of hosts, described as a shield or protector.

God is praised as one who cares for the pilgrims
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and watches over them.

The psalm concludes with an elaborate expres-

sion of adoration in the form of hyperbole: A
day in God's courts is better than a thousand

days anywhere else. Further, the worshiper

would rather be a doorkeeper in the house of

God than live in the tents of wickedness.

Then the emotional fervor of the poem de-

creases. I imagine the singer laying down
the lute and resting contentedly in God's

presence, like a child who has come home at last.

The phrase which catches me in Psalm 84 is

found in verse 5: ".
. . in whose heart are the

highways to Zion." And I wonder—where do the

highways in our hearts lead? What places, people,

objects, or dreams claim our affection and devo-

tion? For what do we long? For what do our souls

faint?

In what may become one of the infamous

quotes of our time, Woody Allen was reported

to have said in defense of his moral depravity:

"The heart wants what it wants." It matters

what our hearts long for—what desires compel

and enliven us at our deepest center. If we want

to be God's people, if we want to be ministers

who offer life and grace to others, then a longing

for God needs to be the deepest desire of our

hearts.

But what if we aren't sure about what lies at

the center? What if we know that the highways

of our hearts are congested places—cluttered,

noisy thoroughfares where God is hard to find?

Then what?

To become a pilgrim on the road to Zion

means listening to the hungers of our hearts. It

means becoming still and quiet long enough to

hear God's loving call. It means coming to know

the quickening of desire at the core of our body

and soul.

How? It might mean taking time at the end

of each day or a week to sing the hymn
settings of Psalm 84 (hymns 171 and 39)

in our new hymnal, Hymnal: A Worship Book. In

the evening stillness we may hear the answering

reverberation in our own hearts when we sing,

"My spirit longs for shelter, my flesh cries out

for home."
Then becoming a pilgrim means walking—mov-

ing in the direction of God's presence, moving to-

ward the place where God dwells. It means join-

ing God's people on the highway, paying

attention to God's voice in Scripture, meeting

God regularly in prayer.

One of the simplest ways I have discovered for

keeping the highway to God open and clear is to

designate a place in my home to pray—just a

corner with a chair, a small oil lamp, and a piece

of art. But when I come there, I am invited to

walk the path into God's presence.

The Hebrew people did not finally make the

mistake of limiting or localizing God in a particu-

lar place. After all, the psalmist says elsewhere:

"Where can I go from your spirit? Or where can

I flee from your presence?" (Ps. 139:7). They knew

that God is everywhere. At the same time, though,

the Hebrew people had a deep respect for the im-

portance of a place which calls us into God's pres-

ence. We would do well to listen to their wisdom.

What about corporate worship? Do we find

ourselves longing for the courts of the Lord? Do
we feel a growing emptiness and hunger by the

end of each week? Do we rise on Sunday morn-

ing eager to meet God in the presence of God's

people?

The goal of our pilgrimage is not to arrive

at the temple and enjoy a mystical experi-

ence of God's presence—though that may
indeed happen. The journey itself is a place of

transformation, healing, and ministry. The pil-

grims who recognize their desire for God and

risk traveling through the thirsty valley already

begin to experience and share the life-giving

springs of God's love and grace.

In the same vein as the psalmist, the English

poet W. H. Auden wrote of our deep desire:

In the deserts of the heart

Let the healing fountain start,

In the prison of his days

Teach the free man how to praise.

Where do the highways of our hearts lead? The
psalmist declares to all who embark on the jour-

ney to God's presence, "The God of gods will be

seen in Zion" (Ps. 84:7). May God deepen our

longing and leave us unsatisfied until we travel

the highways to Zion.

Marlene Kropf Elkhart, Ind., is the minister of

worship and spirituality for the Mennonite Board

of Congregational Ministries. She is a member of

the Belmont Mennonite Church.

Becoming a pilgrim means
moving in the direction of

God's presence, moving to-

ward where God dwells.
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"Render true judgments, show
kindness and mercy to one
another; do not oppress the

widow, the orphan, the alien, or
the poor; do not devise evil in

your hearts against one another.

"

—Zech. 7:9-10, NRSV
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READERS SAY

Iwas troubled by the article, We
Stand on the Brink of a Popula-
tion Disaster (Aug. 11) because it

was weighted heavily with references to

such sources as the U.N. Population
Fund, The Global Ecology Handbook,
and Barry Commoner. On the other

hand, Scripture was scanty and undevel-

oped. I applaud any and every effort to

develop a biblical perspective on the en-

vironmental crisis. But please, can we
at least show a little more depth and se-

riousness in developing this perspective

rather than simply accepting uncriti-

cally the environmentalist agenda?
I was quick to embrace suggestion

one (scale down living standards) and
three (think globally). But I could find

no biblical basis whatsoever for two (have

no more than two biological children).

Let me suggest an even more radi-

cal—and biblical-solution. Encourage
more celibacy within the church. Paul
held up the celibate lifestyle as a high

and holy calling. Marriage and having
children are beautiful gifts from God,
not to be discouraged or manipulated.
But so is a life given over to God alone

in service for the kingdom.

Having children is not a private, God-
given right. It is a gift. Are we to tell

God how and when he should give his

gifts? Adoption and celibacy are also

gifts freely given by God.
Science has robbed life of its mystery

and holiness. God help us to remain a

people whose actions are based on
faith, first and last.

Bruce Jones

Prophetstown, III.

Calvin Shenk's article, Who Do
You Say That IAm? (Sept. 8)

was the most concise and sound
statement I have read concerning the

uniqueness of Christ in our pluralistic

world. Multitudes of people in our com-
munities believe that Jesus Christ is

one way to God, not the way. Calvin

has provided us with helpful and sound
insights on how we as followers of

Christ need to relate to neighbors of

other faiths.

David Eshleman
North Port, Fla.

Iwas amused to read Meeting Ad-
dresses Ministry to Homosexuals
(Sept. 29). Amused because Gospel

Herald has devoted much time to re-

vealing the names of individual sexual

offenders recently. Yet an entire church

which admits homosexual members is

not named in this article.

To those of us who still consider

Scripture valid on this issue, this is an
offense. Those who smooth over homo-
sexuality under the guise of being
"open and understanding" do the homo-
sexual a great disservice. They distort

Scripture to do so. And they give the

homosexual a false sense of security in

place of liberation!

You tell me: is it Christlike to try to

cover over such a problem in the life of

a person, or is it Christlike to minister

truth to them, leading them to repen-

tance, forgiveness, and a pure lifestyle?

Maybe I'm wrong, but the Mennonite
Church I thought I knew held Scripture

in high regard and had the courage to

speak truth in love.

Bill Dudley
Foxboro, Mass.

Your editorial, . . . Columbus
Had No Clue What History
Would Do (Oct. 6) reminded me

of my ancestors. My mother had weak
eyes. By the time I was a part of the

family, she was wearing glasses. When I

was four years old, I noticed the holes

in her ear lobes. I asked why she had
those holes. She explained that her par-

ents had heard that silver earrings or

posts would strengthen eyesight.

My great-grandmother Borntrager

smoked a pipe. My uncle told me it was
because of her tissic. I learned later

tissic meant asthma or it could be TB.
Recently I learned eucalpytus dried

leaves were made into cigarettes in Eu-
rope for asthmatic patients.

We also have a string of amber
beads. In Blodwen Davies' book, A
String of Amber, I learned that most
families from Europe brought strings of

amber, not for jewelry, but because
they were to cure or ease chest and
throat problems.

Orpha P. Cooprider Hershberger

Goshen, Ind.

Of Cowboys, Christians, Can-
aanites, and Indians (Oct. 6).

Jim Brenneman's identification

of Canaanites and Indians is inspiring.

Unfortunately, the legacy of "God the

conqueror" remains a powerful force in

our own time. My family and I lived in

a village in the West Bank for a year

during a voluntary service assignment.

We witnessed the new conquest up
close—and in color.
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READERS SAY

Sometimes there, in the midst of the

bullets and beatings, in a pool of help-

lessness and disillusionment, I won-

dered if the conquest of Americas was

somehow similar to the conquest of Pal-

estine? I wondered if the American In-

dian men, women, and children felt

some of the same feelings as Palestin-

ian men, women, and children?

The first book I read upon returning

to the U.S. was Dee Brown's Bury My
Heart at Wounded Knee. Time and time

again, while reading this material, I was

transported back into the sandals of

the Palestinian. The parallels, and their

accompanying images, are too numer-

ous. Howard Zinn's A Peoples History

of the United States reveals many philo-

sophical, political, and theological paral-

lels between the stealing of America

and that of Palestine.

"The Promised Land," "Manifest Des-

tiny," "Zionism," "The New World

Order"—these are but a few of the guid-

ing principles of conquest in our human
experience. The names change, but the

means and ends are the same. And God
is the justification.

What inspired me about Jim

Brenneman's article was not just his

ability to identify the "relatedness" of

the Canaanites and Indians but also his

courage to disassociate God with con-

quest. This is a most difficult thing to

do because we are the children—and

beneficiaries—of the conquerors. Jim in-

vites us to consider change, to become
"neighbors," to become children of

mercy, justice, and righteousness, to be-

come children of God.

Angel R. Ocasio

Akron, Pa.

Thanks to James E. Brenneman
and Gospel Herald for the power-

fully moving gospel message in

Of Cowboys, Christians, Canaanites,

and Indians (Oct.6). God indeed sees

and hears "between the lines." This is

my prayer for me.

Philip K. Clemens

Goshen, Ind.

After reading several letters blam-

ing women for sexual abuse, I

had to write. I don't expect to

see men shoulder the blame themselves

for their sins. Women have been the

scapegoats for centuries. Why should

anything change now?
I have heard many women tell their

stories. For some, abuse started when
they were little girls aged three. I sup-

pose they were dressed immodestly!

Sexual abuse is not a woman's prob-

lem. It is a man's problem. If men's

mind are pure, women's dress won't

bother them.

Does all this start with boys reading

pornographic magazines? I understand

boys aged 12 to 15 are the biggest con-

sumers of the filth. Is this where their atti-

tudes toward women are formed?

Women have been fighting pornogra-

phy for years. But this is a men's prob-

lem too, Unless men fight it, sexual

abuse will never end.

Esther Kennel
Petersburg, Ont.

Many gifts. The same spirit.

Students at Eastern Mennonite College work

diligently to develop their gifts. From music to pre-

medical studies, EMC's fifty-one outstanding aca-

demic programs challenge and invigorate the mind.

But, of course, we are more than minds. That's

why students at EMC have opportunity for active

Christian involvement. From service projects to

classroom discussion, EMC'ers learn to integrate

knowledge and faith, career and discipleship, mind

and spirit.

And that makes for a very gifted future.

To talk to us about you and EMC, call toll-free (800)368-2665

Or write to Office of Admissions. EMC, Harrisonburg. VA 22801

Eastern
Mennonite
COLLEGE
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Cold means fires and fires means
wood and wood means work

Fairhaven Mennonite Church saw its

community needed jobs. Their solution:

a Saturday wood-chopping project Wages
come from the church treasury, which
gets replenished by sale of the wood.

by Wayne Steffen

Some people in Bay Port, Mich., hope for a

long winter. Not because they are ski en-

thusiasts; the flat land here in the

"thumb" of the lower peninsula is much better

suited to beans and sugar beets than Alpine ad-

ventures. Cold temperatures mean fires, fires

mean wood, and—thanks to the folks at

Fairhaven Mennonite Church—wood means an
earned income for:

• Del, who provides for his wife and three

young sons.

• Dan, who at 15 is the sole support for him-
self and his mother.

• Doug, who needs money to fix up a car.

Several years ago, an area man named Duane
Albrecht organized an annual wood-chopping
day to raise money for Youth For Christ. The
Fairhaven Mennonite Church Council began talk-

ing last December about expanding that work
and helping out members of their own congrega-

tion, with the first workday following in January.

"We saw a need in the church," Ray Fibranz

says. He and fellow Fairhaven regular Merlin Yoder
organized the effort, but Ray gives Merlin most of

the credit. "Merlin had the tractor, splitter, and saw,

and I basically just showed up," Ray says.

There have been 10 work sessions since the

program began last January. Del, Dan, and Doug
earn a free lunch and $5 an hour for five or six

hours' work. The church treasury pays the three

men, then takes in the money from selling the

wood. Merlin, Ray, and helpers such as Paul
Gingerich donate their time and equipment. "It

doesn't seem like very much, just what they earn

on a Saturday. But I guess when you don't have
anything at all, a little really helps," Paul says.

Begun in the 1940s as a Sunday school,

Fairhaven was a mission of Pigeon River Menno-
nite Church until last year, according to pastor

Wayne Keim. The church is part of the Conser-
vative Conference. It has about 40 active mem-
bers. The building, located eight and one-half

miles southwest of Pigeon, is an old township

hall, where people once came to vote and per-

form other civic functions. Attendance averages
70-75 per week; two-thirds of the congregation

are not of Mennonite background. Members of
another church or Christian denomination who
want to participate at Fairhaven may sign a cove-
nant that gives them the same status as mem-
bers of the Mennonite Church, Keim says.

"It's just a group of people with a commit-
ment," explains Paul, who attends Fairhaven
with his wife Arlene, a senior-citizen aide. Through
the workweek, Paul performs tests at a medical
center in Bay City, but a brisk April morning
finds him at Merlin's woodlot, chainsaw in hand.
The men gather at about 9:00 a.m. An early-

morning snow flurry has given way to clear skies,

but coats, hats, and coveralls are still necessary.

After greetings and some joshing, Merlin, a

farmer, gives out assignments, and the crew di-

vides for chores: Del and Dan will join Merlin in

splitting and stacking a load of wood while Paul
and Doug cut up a tree that is already down.

In
addition to providing meaningful work, the

project makes use of timber that has no
other commercial value, Merlin says. A log-

ging contractor assessed the trees as worthless.

"He said too many were rotted in the middle to

be worthwhile for pallets and other things."

Work is steady as the sun warms the morning.

The men stop only to load a new log on the split-

ter or adjust saw chains. After about an hour,

Dennis Noonan and Eric Samal stop by on their

way to an auction and lend a hand at the split-

ter. "I just come out here and volunteer my
labor," says Dennis, a retired diesel-engine me-
chanic. He has attended Fairhaven for about
three years. "That's about as long as I've been a

Christian, too." Eric is a friend of Dennis's who
has gotten to know Merlin and some of the oth-

ers through regular visits to the area.

During a midmorning break the crew pass
around some of Arlene Gingerich's homemade
chocolate-chip cookies and discuss the local em-
ployment situation. The three or four factories

in surrounding towns are small and not hiring

much these days. "It's all auto-related," Merlin

says of the industrial base. Trouble in motor-ve-

hicle production means trouble for everyone in

Michigan, where General Motors recently an-

nounced a plan to close several plants after los-

ing several billion dollars in 1991. Ford and
Chrysler are having similar problems, and De-
troit—the center of the American automobile in-

dustry—has become known as "the buckle of

the rust belt."
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A Fairhaven

Saturday
morning

woodcutting

crew includes

(from left)

Eric, Dennis,

Danny, and
Merlin—who
organizes the

work and
hands out the

assignments.

"That filters back to our community," Merlin

continues. "I've got a brother-in-law that has

worked six years at one of those places, and he's

been laid off probably half the time. And he's

got experience." Until better times arrive, there

is little to do but be grateful for whatever comes

along. "I don't know how many times I've heard

these fellas say, 'Oh, this is just great,' " he adds.

The "fellas" are from varied circumstances.

Del and his wife have three sons—ages six, five,

and four—while Dan and Doug are still in school.

Del planned a career in the Navy, but he was

released after 10 years of service. After three

years of looking for work in Virginia, where he

was at the time of his discharge, the family

moved to Michigan, Del's home state. Neither

he nor his wife have a steady job, and both are

caught in a catch-22: they can't get work be-

f
'We're just a group ofpeople

with a commitment . . . It doesn't

seem like much, but when you

don't have anything at all, a
little really helps."

cause their car does not run, but without work

they can't earn money to fix the car. "This helps

bring in a little extra food now and then," he

says of the wood-chopping project.

"I've been out here every time since I heard

about it because I need the money," Del says.

"But even if I didn't, I'd still be out here to help

the church. Merlin and Paul aren't being paid."

No matter what their financial straits, his family

tithes each week, he says. Raised Catholic, he

never enjoyed church. "I went to my first com-

munion, and that was it."

Religion was not a part of Del's life during the

Navy, but some people at Fairhaven befriended

his family after they settled here. "They talked

us into going once and we liked it. Now I try to

go every Sunday," Del says.

Danny also attends Fairhaven. His mother is

unable to work and his only sibling, a brother, is

in prison. The family does receive assistance,

but after paying the mortgage and utilities on

their mobile home, they are left with less than

$7 each month for all other expenses. The son of

a truck driver, Doug has several jobs. He gath-

ers eggs every day, and after his shift in the

wood stand, he will go to work in a graveyard.

A day's work generally translates into five

cords of wood, enough to fill three pickup

trucks. As of this morning, eight cords of wood
has been sold at $35 each. This is enough to en-

courage the group to think about continuing the

project next year, perhaps expanding their mar-

ket to campers. They even have an advance

order, Merlin says. "A fella promised to buy

$300 worth next year, so we know we've got that

coming in. That was a real boost."

As for spending Saturdays in the woods in-

stead of at home or at paying pursuits, Ray says

there are rewards. "God is supplying our needs

through fellowship, and there is the joy of seeing

these men's needs satisfied."

After seven years as a newspaper reporter and edi-

tor, Wayne Steffen is now assistant director of in-

formation services at Goshen (Ind.) College. He at-

tends the Eighth Street Mennonite Church.
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PERSPECTIVE

Part 2: A United Nations' revival?

Work by the church does make a difference

The
church
works
with the

UN, not

because

we be-

lieve

the

earth is

getting

better

and bet-

ter, but

because
we be-

lieve

God
blesses

efforts

to over-

come
strife

and
achieve
right-

eous-

ness.

by John D. Rempel

There are a surprising number of nongov-
ernmental organizations (NGOs) repre-

sented at the United Nations—service

clubs (like Rotary), special interest groups (like

Scientists for Peace), lobby groups (like the Arab
American Association) and churches (mostly main-
line denominations). Today they total 944, and
their number has doubled in the past four years!

NGOs are stationed at the United Nations,
first of all, to gather and disseminate accurate in-

formation about world conditions and UN re-

sponses to them. Second, they are there to sup-

port analyses and policies they believe in. Most
of these groups seek to strengthen UN efforts at

conflict resolution and its efforts to allow third

world co UN tries to share more equally in eco-

nomic and political power. To do this the NGOs
have committees which parallel the programs of

the UN itself. I represent Mennonite Central

Committee on the disarmament and sustainable

development committees.

Groups like MCC, representing the Mennonite
church, can have a powerful influence in this in-

ternational forum. In 1991 the arms transfer reg-

ister was created by the General Assembly,
where almost every nation on earth has a seat.

Peace groups such as MCC worked hard to per-

suade and shame governments into keeping pub-
lic records of weapons produced, sold, and
bought. After much maneuvering and resisting

by the major arms sellers and buyers (both gov-

ernments and private firms), those supporting
such a register garnered United Nations support
for it. Peace research groups were a primary
source of information and moral urgency for the

UN process which led to the register.

The final document of the arms transfer

register included compromises. For exam-
ple, it still distinguishes between what it

calls "legitimate" and "illegitimate" trade in

arms. We Mennonites close to the process strug-

gled to decide whether we should support a pol-

icy which allows for an incredibly destructive

practice to continue but clearly places limits on
it. Or should we hold out for a policy which damns
the arms trade lock, stock, and barrel but which
might never achieve international acceptance?

The arms transfer register received an unex-
pected ally in the British prime minister, John
Major, when he needed a peace platform for his

own political purposes. What began as the pro-

test of small, often religious, peace groups from

many countries ended up—by the grace of God—
as an internationally sanctioned mechanism for

monitoring and undermining arms trade. In the
sustainable development program of the UN re-

newed emphasis is being placed today on locally

based, small-scale technology and development
projects. An NGO committee is working on a
profile of case studies of small-scale, successful
entrepreneurs in developing countries to draw to

the attention of UN staff. MCC is able to learn
from this study as well as to contribute to it

from its projects.

At a recent assessment of internationally

oriented voluntary agencies in the United
States, a long-serving NGO staff member

emphasized the underrated significance of what
she called "multinational communities." By that
she meant agencies whose constituencies span
several countries. MCC is one of these. Such or-

ganizations have high credibility with the UN
system because they are not captive to Western
interests.

At the same time, they are able to offer an al-

ternate and independent assessment in interna-

tional forums to official positions taken by a

country in which they are resident. For example,
if the delegate of a country claims there are no
human rights violations in the country, an
agency which is genuinely identified with the in-

terests of the common people in that country
can be taken seriously if it documents human
rights violations there.

The United Nations is an institution of vast

scope dealing with overarching world issues. Its

staff and programs are an uneven mixture of ide-

alism, cynicism, vanity, and moral passion. Men-
nonites are one of a host of NGOs trying to find

their place in the unending task of beating
swords into plowshares. We are there not be-

cause we think that people are getting more and
more enlightened or trust the world is getting

better and better. We are there as citizens of

and sufferers for another kingdom. We do not
grant ultimate loyalty to any one earthly plan.

But we need to know about and support the

UN because it has marshaled respect and moral
vision and power in the cause of a more just and
sustainable world. Its hour has come. The
United Nations has a place in the will of God for

this world because we believe that God blesses

every effort that is made to overcome strife and
achieve righteousness.

John Rempel is the minister of the Manhattan
Mennonite Fellowship in New York City.
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CHURCH NEWS

Southeast Conference confesses
failure, welcomes new churches

Brooksville, Fla.
—"0 God, these past

number of years have been difficult. . . .

The problems have nearly overwhelmed
us. . . . We acknowledge our anger and
impatience as we continue to search for

ways that lead to acceptance, peace, and

reconciliation."

With these words, Southeast Menno-
nite Conference began what leaders hope
is the beginning of healing after months
of "sin and failure, human frailty and
limitations, offense and pain." These
words were part of a litany of confession

at the annual Southeast sessions Oct.

23-25 at Lakewood Retreat.

The litany addressed hurts and misun-

derstandings surrounding the failure of a

conference-sponsored mutual aid organi-

zation. With reserves depleted, Southeast

Mennonite Mutual Aid (SMMA) closed in

December 1991 with some $170,000 in

unpaid medical claims.

Rather than declaring bankruptcy

—

which could have meant claims would

never have been paid—Southeast leaders

took out a loan from Mennonite Mutual
Aid. The conference now faces a $2,100

monthly payment over the next five years.

Leaders admit this will be a challenge

for the conference, which numbers less

than 2,300 members. Primary responsi-

bility for the payment will be that of three

large Sarasota churches, which had the

most members in SMMA.
The need to meet this payment was in

delegates' minds as they worked on a 1993

budget. They approved one of $199,000

but directed the Financial Planning Com-
mittee to monitor revenue pledges and
make cuts if necessary.

"Southeast has always been a confer-

ence with many opportunities for new
work," moderator Howard Schmitt told

the delegates. "What keeps holding us

back are the funds."

The conference has begun one new
congregation each year since the church-

wide outreach thrust, Vision 95, began in

1985. At this year's session another new
one—Tabernacle Bethlehem, a ministry

to Haitians in Miami under the leadership

of Dieudonne Brutus—was accepted into

membership. LeRoy Bechler, conference

home missions secretary, reported several

other new churches in formation.

"We have become and are becoming a

very diverse people," Moderator Schmitt
said in opening the conference. "Welcome
to Southeast Mennonite Conference,

where we are beginning the reality of

heaven."

Delegates experienced the diversity of

new groups and new cultures on Saturday

evening when a carefully scheduled two-

hour worship session stretched into more
than three. Person after person sang or

"gave testimony" in what were to have

been one-minute reports.

"But that's all right," Don Jacobs, guest

speaker from Christian Leadership Foun-

dation, Lancaster, Pa., told the group. To
overcome the devil and evil, "you've got

to say it; you've got to give testimony to

it. . . .We've gotten to the place in North
America where we must begin to preach

what we practice."

Jacobs preached three sermons on the

book of Revelation. Focusing on evange-

lism and mission, he said Christians over-

come and join God's victory by the blood

of the Lamb, through their testimony, and
through sacrificial living.

Following Saturday evening's marathon
worship session, most persons stayed on

for a video on how one of its member
churches, Homestead, is coping with the

devastation of Hurricane Andrew in late

August.

Plans were announced for several

Southeast churches to assist the Home-
stead congregation in providing an out-

door feast for the community on Thanks-

giving Day.

Don Augsburger was installed as the

new moderator of the conference. Roy
Williams continues as assistant modera-
tor and Raymond Martin as executive

secretary.

Southeast Conference includes 26 con-

gregations located in Florida, Georgia,

and South Carolina.
—J. Lome Peachey

Political instability creates crisis in Zaire
Kinshasa, Zaire (MCC)—Two Menno-

nite Central Committee (MCC) workers

in Zaire are safe after witnessing recent

turbulence in their town.

Erna and Ernest Wedel work with the

Church of Christ in Zaire, promoting fish

raising in Mbandaka. In mid-October,

the army began an outbreak of rioting

and looting in the town's commercial area;

the rest of the population joined in.

Wedels' Zairian friends and colleagues

protected them during several nights of

looting until they could be evacuated to

Kinshasa, Zaire's capital, on Oct. 14.

They will stay in Kinshasa until the

situation in Mbandaka stabilizes.

The country is suffering severe eco-

nomic troubles. Putting food on the table

continues to be difficult for Zairians.

Eric Olfert, MCC Africa co-secretary,

says political instability is the major
cause of Zaire's hardships. Since seizing

power in 1965, President Mobutu Sese
Seko has mismanaged the country's rich

natural resources and squelched opposition.

Last spring Mobutu, under internal

and international pressure, tolerated a

national conference that named an interim

government to rule until elections can be
held. Despite the interim government, Mo-
butu continues to wield his influence. The
new leaders are "chipping away at Mo-
butu's power base," according to Olfert.

Zairians hold "a fragile optimism that

the process will result in a better form
of government," he says, "but reoccuring

crises"—such as the one in Mbandaka

—

"put that into question."

Mbandaka is in Mobutu's home area.

According to local rumors, he ordered

the recent chaos to show Zairians are not

ready for a government that excludes

him, says Olfert.

The United States has played a major
role in keeping Mobutu in power over

the years. Washington viewed him as a

hedge against communist-leaning Afri-

can countries.

Olfert says U.S. and Canadian citizens

should continue to ask their govern-

ments to urge Mobutu not to interfere

with government changes taking place.

Pictured are MCC workers Ernest and
Erna Wedel with their daughter Patricia.

On Oct. 14 rioting forced Ernest and
Erna to evacuate their home in

Mbandaka and go to Kinshasa, Zaire's

capital. Patricia left Zaire in September
1991 when Kinshasa was the site of
unrest.
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"No more torture," insist

Mennonites in Honduras

Tela, Honduras (MCC/MWC)—ln mid-

September, the Honduran Mennonite
Church spoke out publicly against human
rights violations perpetrated against three

Mennonite church members by Honduran
security forces.

The church took out a 6-by- 11-inch paid

proclamation titled "No More Torture" in

El Tiempo, a national paper. The message
also appeared in a second national news-

paper and on the radio.

The church's pronouncement outlined

details of three incidents:

• Church member Jose Lelis Gomez
Rivera was accused of robbing a person

on the street of some 2,000 lempiras

(about $370 U.S.). The Office of National

Investigation (DNI), the Honduran equiv-

alent of the Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion, picked up Gomez Rivera.

"Jose Lelis was then taken to DNI cells

and brutally tortured to make him take

responsibility for the crime he was
charged with," the church declaration said.

• A dump truck owner accused Amner
Israel Lopez, son of the pastor of Tela

Mennonite Church, of damaging his

Leaders shake hands
with Nobel prize winner
Guatemala City (MCC)—When seven

North American Native leaders gathered

for a two-week Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC)-sponsored study tour to

Mexico and Guatemala, meeting a Nobel
prize winner wasn't on the agenda. It just

happened.

Newton Old Crow got a hug. When
Rigoberta Menchu turned to him after

hugging someone else he asked, "Can I

have one of those?" She obliged, granting

an embrace to the tall, slender Crow
Indian from Oklahoma.
Menchu's physical stature is small, but

her leadership is enormous. Less than a

week after the MCC tour participants

caught sight of her in their rearview mir-

ror, she received this year's Nobel Peace
Prize.

The tour met Menchu as she prepared

to address a Columbus quincentennial

event in Guatemala City on Oct. 9.

Menchu, a Quiche Indian from Guate-

mala, shook hands with the entire dele-

gation.

"She seemed very tired," says Amelia

Old Crow of Seiling, Okla. "In fact, she

had to rest, so she just laid down on the

grass with all the people gathered around

her."

truck's windshield. Without investigating,

the DNI captured Lopez, tied him up,

covered his head with a hood, and beat him.

Lopez suffered three broken ribs, as

well as psychological trauma, the declara-

tion said. In addition, the DNI forced

Lopez to sign a confession.

• On Aug. 2, church member Reinaldo

Escobar was forcefully recruited into the

Honduran army. A Mennonite church

commission went to speak to the battalion

officers to procure his release, but re-

ceived only unfulfilled promises, the pro-

nouncement said.

The declaration denounced torture, cit-

ing article 68 of the Honduran constitu-

tion that prohibits it.

It also called on army authorities to stop

forced recruitment. It suggested that al-

ternative service be an option for those

who for reasons of conscience cannot

serve in the military.

The statement ended with a verse from

Isaiah 32:17, offering church members'
vision for their society:

"And the fruit of justice will be peace

and the effect of righteousness, rest and

Menchu's activism has brought world

wide attention to the plight of Central

America's indigenous people.

She continues her work despite heavy

personal suffering: her father died at a

protest in the Spanish embassy, her

mother was tortured and killed by the

military, and several of her brothers and
sisters have been tortured, some killed.

In her book /, Rigoberta Menchu she

writes, "I am convinced that the people,

the masses, are the only ones capable of

transforming society. ... I chose to stay

in the city among the people, instead of

choosing to take up arms.

"My commitment to our struggle knows
no boundaries or limits."

—Beth Hege

security forever. My people will live in a

habitation of peace, in secure dwellings

and quiet resting places."

Until the 1980s, Honduras had the rep-

utation of being the exception to Central

America's history of brutal repression.

Throughout the 1980s, however, the

United States government built up the

Honduran military, seeing this country as

a strategic spot from which to carry out

its policies in relationship to El Salvador

and Nicaragua.

In 1982, Honduras became the second-

largest recipient of U.S. military aid in

Latin America. It received $31.3 million

(U.S.) that year, only slightly less than the

total amount it had received in the previ-

ous 35 years.

Human rights abuses accompanied
Honduran militarization. In 1989 an
Americas Watch report stated, "A steady

succession of human rights abuses indi-

cate deepening political violence and an

erosion in respect for fundamental human
rights. . . . Killings of suspected common
criminals by government forces are

rife. . .

."

—

Emily Will

Relief agency responds
to earthquake in Egypt
Amman, Jordan (MCC)—Mennonite

Central Committee (MCC) will contribute

$10,000 (U.S.) toward relief for victims of

Egypt's Oct. 12 earthquake.

MCC will give funds to the Egyptian

Church Ecumenical Committee, which is

made up of churches with whom MCC
works closely in Egypt.

The committee, which is coordinating

church relief efforts through the Bishopric

of Public Ecumenical and Social Services,

has requested a total of $2.5 million from

relief and other organizations.

The committee will use this money to

assist 500 families financially, give

material resources to 500 additional

families, and provide technical assis-

tance in repairing 200 partially damaged
homes.
The earthquake, the worst in Egypt's

history, resulted in some 515 deaths, more
than 4,000 injuries and damage to more
than 1,000 buildings, including residences,

schools, churches, and mosques.

Cairo, the capital city, and nearby Giza

suffered extensive damage. In the Cairo

neighborhood of Heliopolis, where the

MCC office and several MCC residences

are located, a 14-floor building collapsed,

killing 72 and injuring many others.
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Friendship is irrepressible. Rankit, Haiti (MCC)—Anna Leeger, left, daughter
of Mennonite Central Committee workers Brad and Lisa Leeger, washes dishes

with her neighborhood friends. No end is in sight for Haiti's political crisis, says

MCC country representative Gordon Zook. The Haitian army ousted Aristide, the
country's first democratically elected president, in September 1991. Since then,

military restrictions on group meetings have suppressed much of MCC's normal
programs. Until change occurs, one of MCC workers' jobs remains living with and
encouraging their Haitian neighbors through difficult, discouraging times.

GC task force disbands
after sensing movement
toward integration

Newton, Kan. (GCMC)-A General
Conference Mennonite Church (GC) task

force decided to disband after meeting
here Oct. 10-11, in light of the growing

support for integration between the GC
and Mennonite Church (MC).

The mandate of GC's Restructure Task
Force was to decide whether GC struc-

tures needed minor or radical surgery

prior to 1995.

The idea was to make GC cooperation

and possible integration with MCs an
easier task by creating parallel structures.

The task force was formed by the GC
General Board in March; its first meeting
was in July.

At this second meeting the members
agreed that tinkering with GC structures

didn't seem logical at this point.

"Integration seems to be moving faster

now than six months ago," said Vein
Preheim, GC general secretary and task

force member. "We had the sense that

cooperation and integration efforts would
continue to increase at the program level

and elsewhere without the task force.

"We also felt it would be presumptuous
to change our structures prior to the

decision about MC-GC integration," he said.

Teach nonresistance,
say former CPS workers

Sturgis, Mich.—What does it mean for

retired persons to be conscientious objec-

tors (CO) in the 1990s?

Former Civilian Public Service (CPS)
workers discussed this question during

the reunion of CPS Unit #93 Oct. 9-11 at

Camp Amigo. Some 38 persons attended.

During the discussion, participants

noted that there is a difference between
pacifism and nonresistance. They ob-

served that pacifism needs no religious or

biblical understanding, although it may
include that.

In contrast, nonresistance is a total

lifestyle, which includes rejection of par-

ticipation in war, they said. It grows out

of Jesus' teaching and example in minis-

try to the poor, sick, and rejected, and
even in his relationship to his enemies.

A major concern expressed in the dis-

cussion was that young people are not
being taught nonresistance in many Men-
nonite churches.

It was pointed out that at the time of

the Persian Gulf War, a flurry of activity

was mounted to teach the CO position.

When the war quickly ended, however,

one pastor was reported to have re-

marked, "Well, I guess we won't have to

worry about it after all."— Verle Hoffman

Miller shares story
of military experience
Bluffton, Ohio (BQ—"War is a lot of

fun," admitted Lynn Miller in his address
to the Church Leaders Conference and
students at Bluffton (Ohio) College on
Oct. 20. The former pastor of South Union
Mennonite Church, West Liberty, Ohio,

is currently on a three-year assignment
with the Churchwide Stewardship Council.

Miller joined the U.S. Navy at the age
of 17. "I was not forced to join; in fact, I

was looking forward to it," he said. "And
I enjoyed it thoroughly." He served on two
tours in Vietnam.
But Miller's opinion of war made an

about-face when the ship he was on began
using fishing boats on the South China
Sea as target practice. Vietnamese fami-

lies lived on these boats.

At the first opportunity, Miller left the

Navy and joined the antiwar movement.

He joked, "I was a late-blooming flower

child."

Three deceptions came clear to Miller

during his time in the military, he said.

First, "the idea that a strong defense
prevents war is not true. In order to have
a strong defense you must have war,"

Miller argued. "If there is no war for 25

to 30 years, there will be a weak military

that lacks combat training."

Second, military advertising that sells

the idea of training for a career is mis-

leading, Miller said. The first stint in the

service is "spent on the wooden end of a

broom or shovel," he claimed. "You don't

get to play with computers in your first

four years."

Finally, language is part of the decep-
tion. "In war you do not give your life for

your country," Miller explained. "It is

taken while you try to get the other guy
to give his life for his country."

During the conference at Bethel, pas-

tors and peace workers explored the ques-

tion, "Does Peace Have a Future?"

Miller answered the question, saying,

"Peace will have a future when it does not
begin as love for our enemies, but with

love for our brothers and sisters ... no
matter if they deserve it or not."
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MBCM board wrestles
with future, sets fees
Elkhart, Ind. (MBCM)—The Oct. 15-17

sessions of the Mennonite Board of Con-

gregational Ministries (MBCM) focused

on relations with ethnic minority groups

within the church, youth convention plan-

ning, and MBCM's own future as it coop-

erates with General Board efforts to re-

structure churchwide agencies.

Struggling with budget issues, the

board also considered a proposal from

executive secretary Everett Thomas
which would require more of MBCM's
ministries to be self-funded through fee-

for-service arrangements.

Thomas reported that the operating

deficit could total $30,000 to $40,000

(U.S.) by the end of the fiscal year.

Minority issues examined. Anne
Stuckey, director of MBCM's Ministerial

Information Center (MIC), reported on
her efforts to invite African-America pas-

tors to use the MIC for ministerial assign-

ments across the church.

The board also heard a preliminary

report from a task force assigned to "de-

velop procedures for monitoring MBCM's
practices in employment, promotion, pur-

chasing of materials, and inclusion of mi-

norities on boards and committees."

The directors noted that one of

MBCM's most significant challenges in

relating to the African-American commu-

nity relates to the lack of an African-

American on staff.

The board confirmed its intentions "to

gather a staff which is representative of

the ethnic diversity in the Mennonite
Church."

Youth convention registration set.

Carlos Romero, MBCM's coordinator of

youth ministries, presented a proposed
budget for the Philadelphia 93 Youth
Convention.

He estimated that paid registration will

total 2,300, with a total of 2,900 youth and
sponsors in attendance. The board set the

registration fee at $104, with $195 for

room and board.

Restructuring discussed. A major
agenda item for the meeting focused on

the restructuring process initiated by the

General Board last spring.

James Lapp and Donella Clemens, gen-

eral secretary and moderator-elect of the

General Board, respectively, joined the

MBCM directors for extended discus-

sions about restructuring possibilities.

MBCM is scheduled for its periodic

in-depth review at General Board meet-

ings in November. Further conversations

around the restructuring question will

take place then.

However, a general consensus emerged
from board members that funding for

MBCM ministries in the future will prob-

ably need to rely more heavily on fee-for-

services.

MPB reviews finances,
visits inner-city church
Chicago—A review of a brightening fi-

nancial picture, consideration of long-

range goals, and a visit to an inner- city

church: these were the major items on the

agenda of the Mennonite Publication

Board when it met here Oct. 16-17.

"We divide our meetings into three

kinds," board president Maurice Martin

said in opening the meeting. February is

the budget meeting, June when the board

considers reports from Mennonite Pub-
lishing House staff, and October the

meeting for visiting with the church con-

stituency.

This October the board met with mem-
bers of the Bethel Mennonite Community
Church in Chicago. Bethel is the home
congregation of board member Pat
Young.

"I want to tell you that the efforts you
people put into inner-city missions paid

off," Pat told the board in introducing her

church. Bethel Mennonite was begun in

the 1940s through the efforts of James
and Rowena Lark.

Publication board members toured the

Bethel day-care facility, met pastors Ray-

mond and Konstance Bell, and were
served lunch by the church's Women's
Missionary and Service Commission. Sev-

eral also attended Sunday morning ser-

vices at Bethel.

During their business sessions, board
members learned that MPH showed net

revenue of more than $180,000 at the end
of September. This compares to a loss of

more than $425,000 last year this time.

If these trends continue, MPB members
encouraged staff to work on plans to

increase wages, especially in light of a pay

cut last year (which has since been re-

stored). The board also reviewed plans to

decrease MPH debt.

Members shared with each other what
they had heard from the constituency

about the work of MPH.
"Bouquets" were handed to Hymnal: A

Worship Book, Gospel Herald, and cus-

tomer service at Provident Bookstores.

"Raspberries" included materials for

youth and the lack of knowledge in many
congregations of MPH products. The
board encouraged staff to do more promo-

tional work.

A worship session during this meeting

also included a first for the publication

board: participation in a communion ser-

vice.

—J. Lome Peachey

A Mennonite Central Committee
8-minute VHS video cassette

Young people from southern Africa and North America
sing a southern African song and talk about their

experiences as an MCC Youth Discovery Team, a

short-term intercultural learning program for young adults.

^ Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500

(717)859-1151 (717)859-3889

Mennonite Central Committee Canada
134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
(204) 261-6381
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Hymnal release celebrated. Hawkesville (Ont.) Mennonite
Church was among dozens of churches across the continent who
celebrated the release of the new hymnal on Sept. 27. Lorna
Martin added a sweet touch to the Hawkesville service by
creating the cake pictured above with Kimberly Penner, left,

and Katie Frank.

—

Don Penner

• Lawsuits settled. The sexual

misconduct lawsuits brought by
four women against the former

pastor of a dually affiliated

church in Portland, Ore., have
been settled out of court as of

Oct. 16. The General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church, GC Pa-

cific District Conference, MC
Pacific Coast Conference, and
Peace Mennonite Church were
among the defendants originally

named in the lawsuits. Charges
against the Pacific Coast Con-
ference were dropped prior to

this settlement.

• College dorm burned. An
upset candle started a fire in

Haury Hall, the women's resi-

dence hall at Bethel (Kan.) Col-

lege, on Oct. 17. The fire caused
an estimated $200,000 in dam-
age and displaced 48 students.

Everyone escaped unharmed.

•Overseas nurse honored.
Mennonite Nurses Association

named Verle Rufenacht their

1992 Nurse of the Year during

their July meeting. Rufenacht,
an Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions worker, has served as

a nurse in Shirati, Tanzania, for

14 years. As a nursing instructor,

he teaches and uses textbooks
in English, Swahili, and Luo, the

local tribal language.

• Honest to goodness. A poster

picturing a map of the Menno-
nite Church really is included in

this issue, not last week as re-

ported in "New resources." An
unfolded version is available for

$12 ($10 in Canada) from Men-
nonite Church General Board,

421 S. Second St., Suite 600,

Elkhart, IN 46516.

• Datebooks on the way. The
Mennonite Publishing House
will be distributing approxi-

mately 5,500 datebooks again

this year, although they may not

reach some recipients until late

November. The publishing
house did not send them last year

because of financial problems.

• Pastor transitions:

Ulli Klemm was ordained on Oct.

18 for his ministry as chaplain of

the Allegheny County Jail, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Klemm was creden-

tialed by the Leadership Com-
mission of the Allegheny
Mennonite Conference.

Jeff Ludwig was ordained to the

ministry as pastor for the Ark
Bible Chapel, Boyertown, Pa.,

on Sept. 27. Overseer Harvey
Stoltzfus officiated.

Ray K. Yoder was installed as pas-

tor at the Upper Skippack (Pa.)

Mennonite Church on Sept. 13.

Yoder served at Doylestown
(Pa.) Mennonite Church from
1979-1991. Ray and Edna's new
address is 794 Moccasin Drive,

Harleysville, PA 19438.

• New resources:
1993 desk calendar from Men-

nonite Board of Missions Media
Ministries has the theme
"Choose to Hope." The calen-

dar can be printed with the

name and address of your
church or business. Available

from 1251 Virginia Ave., Har-
risonburg, VA 22801-2497;
phone 800 999-3534.

1993 Planning Calendar for the

Congregation. Includes hymns,
lectionary readings, and events

in the Mennonite Church. Avail-

able from the Mennonite Board
of Congregational Ministries,

P.O. Box 1245, Elkhart, IN
46516; phone 219 294-7131.

• Job openings:
Assistant director for new nursing

program, Goshen (Ind.) College.

Responsibilities with the B.S.N,

completion program include re-

cruitment of students, schedul-

ing of courses and clinical expe-

riences, and teaching as
appropriate. Qualifications in-

clude master's degree, clinical

expertise, advanced nursing

practice, and teaching experi-

ence. Contact John W. Eby,
Dean, Goshen College, Goshen,
EN 46526; phone 219 535-7503.

Director, Kauffman Museum, affil-

iated with Bethel College, North
Newton, Kan. Experience
needed in administration, su-

pervision, church and commu-
nity relations, educational pro-

gramming, grant writing, and
fund raising. BA required; ad-

vanced degree, museum experi-

ence preferred. Salary commen-
surate with degree(s) and
experience. Deadline Dec. 31;

start July 1993. Send letter,

resume to Search Committee,
Kauffman Museum, Bethel Col-

lege, North Newton, KS 62117.

General psychiatrist, Oaklawn Psy-
chiatric Center, Goshen, Ind.

Oaklawn offers a broad range of

psychiatric and addictions treat-

ment services for adults, adoles-

cents, and children. Candidates
should be board eligible if not
already certified in Indiana.

Send letter and resume to Ray
Hunsberger, Director of Human
Resources, P.O. Box 809,
Goshen, IN 46526; phone 1 800
282-0809.

Secretary/aide, media center, Lan-
caster Mennonite High School.

Full-time position opens De-
cember 1992. Contact Marlin
Groff, LMHS, 2176 Lincoln
Hwy. East, Lancaster, PA
17602; phone 717 299-0436.

• Change of address:
Michael Meneses from Peoria,

Ariz., to 1090 Troxell #A, Lans-

dale, PA 19446.

Pittsburgh Mennonite Church from

7211 Thomas Blvd. to 4005 Mur-
ray Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15217-

2701.

NEW MEMBERS

Berlin, Ohio: Ryan Hershberger
and Mark Schlabach.

Bethany, Albany, Ore.: Lynette

Kauffman, Raymond Schrock,

and Renae Schrock.

Kingview, Scottdale, Pa.:
Yvonne Billheimer, Don and
Karen Mains, and Jim and Mary
Guckes.

Landisville, Pa.: Graham Harnly,

Troy Hoeltzle, Larry Kerry, Jr.,

and Justin Stoltzfus.

Manson, Iowa: Bonnie Berian
and Cordell Seagran.

Oak Hill, Winston-Salem, N.C.:

Melonia Anderson.
Plains, Hatfield, Pa.: Michael A.

Meneses and Eloise Meneses.
Summit, Barberton, Ohio: Dan-

ita Greaser, Patrick Jaberg,

Scott King, and Eric Yousey.

BIRTHS

Arquisto, Mark and Rebecca
(Bucher), St. Louis, Mo., Stella

Rose (second child), Oct. 14.

Brown, Russell E. and Tami
(Lasater), Sarasota, Fla., Jenna
Elise (second child), Oct. 16.

Butler, Bryan and Ardythe,
Musoma, Tanzania, Alyssa
Desta Clara (second child), born
Aug. 17, received for adoption.

Classen, Merlin and Wilma (Car-

penter), Anchorage, Alaska,
Kendra Kiana (third child), Oct.

11.

Clayton, David and Heather
(Martin), Guelph, Ont., Victoria

Elaine (first child), Aug. 14.

Clemmer, Ken and Carol (Jones),

Harleysville, Pa., Zachary John
(second child), Sept. 9.

Cressman, Rick and Sharon
(Cober), Elmira, Ont., Liam
Scott (third child), Sept. 16.

Cummings, Tony and Sharon
(Klingelsmith), Philadelphia,

Pa., Bradley Aaron (first child),

Oct. 14.

Dettwiler, Cliff and Geri
(Sinden), Montrose, Ont, Tif-

fany Sarah (third child), Aug. 25.

Detweiler, James and Cindy
(Gehman), Souderton, Pa.,

Remington James (first child),

Oct. 19.
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Dombach, Darell and Carol
(High), Strasburg, Pa., Travis

Alan (second child), June 20.

Dresbach, Rod and Lena
(Buller), Kalispell, Mont., Aaron
Thomas Mathew (first child),

born May 10, 1989, received for

adoption Aug. 12, 1992.

Ferrier, David and Carla (Freed),

Perkasie, Pa., Samantha
Richelle (fourth child), Oct. 3.

Good, Steve and Jean (Groff),

Strasburg, Pa., Kelsey Ann (sec-

ond child), Oct. 14.

Graber, Randy and LuAnn
(Horst), Orrville, Ohio, Rachelle

Christine (third child), Aug. 16.

Groff, Dennis and Jody (Es-

benshade), Lancaster, Pa.,

Stephanie Lynn (third child),

March 25.

Hamersky, Michael and Stepha-

nie (Foltz), Philadelphia, Pa.,

Jon Michael (first child), Aug.
26.

Hostetler, Scott and Tricia (Leh-

man), Hollsopple, Pa., Kelsey
Ann (second child), Oct. 8.

Larimer, Dean and Sandra,
Dj iboutiville, Republic of
Djibouti, Elias Brian (fourth

child), Sept. 27.

Longenecker, Kenton and Shelly

(Mann), Indianapolis, Ind.,

Caleb Mann (first child), Oct. 9.

Malone, John and Karen (Riley),

Sarasota, Fla., Amber Frances
(third child), Oct. 8.

Martin, Arlon and Sylvia
(Hershey), Tokyo, Japan, Wil-

liam Andrew (second child),

Sept. 28.

Martin, William and Sharon
(Detweiler), Harleysville, Pa.,

Katie Marie (second child),

Sept. 21.

Mast, Robert and Jane (Guthrie),

Sturgis, Mich., Jill Elizabeth

(third child), Oct. 11.

Mead, Todd and Delores (Sutter),

Sarasota, Fla., Lindsay Rachelle

(second child), Sept. 28.

Meek, John and Debbie
(Dombach), Willow Street, Pa.,

Kyle Robert (third child), Jan. 6.

Moyer, Martin and Jeannie (Lan-

dis), Souderton, Pa., Alex Mar-
tin (second child), Oct. 14.

Nashiem, Jerry and Susan
(Helmuth), Palmerston, Ont.,

Megan Jamie (third child), Sept. 9.

Nebel, Brian and Brenda
(Hooley), Hesston, Kan., Mollie

Corinne (second child), Sept. 9.

Reilly, Robert and Jean
(Swartzentruber), Cornwall,
N.Y., Samantha Nicole (first

child), Oct. 14.

Rentfrow, David and Jenny,
Mason, Mich., (twins) Emma
Louise and Leah Jo (third and
fourth children), Sept. 21.

Rhodes, Raleigh and Patricia

(Ranck), Ronks, Pa., Matthew
Frederick (first child), May 24.

Rixse, Mel and Kellie, Anchorage,
Alaska, Carissa Janelle (third

child), July 26.

Rohrer, Joe and Judy (Nissley),

Lancaster, Pa., Clinton James
(second child), June 10.

Shirk, James and Dorothy
(Barth), Sarasota, Fla., Alex Mi-
chael (second child), Oct. 6.

Smith, Allen and Stephanie
(Mann), Wyckoff, N.J., Taylor
Richard (first child), Aug. 21.

Steckly, Lowell and Wendy (Mar-
tin), Salem, Ore., Kyle Emerson
(fourth child), Sept. 17.

Wolfer, Jason and Melissa
(Eash), Canby, Ore., Cameron
Edward Eash (first child), Oct.

12.

Zook, Gordon and Carol
(Leaman), Port-au-Prince, Haiti,

Zachary Gordon (third child),

Sept. 5.

MARRIAGES

Allan-Uttley: Mark Allan, An-
caster, Ont., and Tamara Uttley,

Ancaster, Ont. (Elmira), Sept.

26, by Dale R. Bauman.
Cheng-Landis: Wen Cheng, Bal-

timore, Md., and Julie Landis,

Baltimore, Md. (Forest Hills),

Oct. 3, by J. Lester Graybill.

Gahman-Clemmer: George Ed-
ward Gahman, Souderton, Pa.

(Blooming Glen), and Ruth
Clemmer, Souderton, Pa.

(Plains), Oct. 17, by Richard
Lichty and Truman Brunk.

Gerber-Stever: Mark Gerber,
Cambridge, Ont. (Preston), and
Laura Stever, Cambridge, Ont.

(Preston), May 4, 1991, by
Amzie Brubacher.

Gibson-Martin: Dan Gibson, Wa-
terloo, Ont., and Bonnie Martin,

Elmira, Ont. (Elmira), Oct. 3, by
Dale R. Bauman.

Gingrich-Landis: Todd Lamar
Gingrich, Lititz, Pa. (Hammer
Creek), and Cynthia Lorraine

Landis, Ronks, Pa. (Strasburg),

March 21, by J. Wade Groff.

Graber-Klopfenstein: Rick
Graber, Stryker, Ohio (Pine

Grove), and Deb Klopfenstein,

Wauseon, Ohio (Central), Oct.

17, by Terry Shue and Charles

Gautsche.

Horst-Gervais: Rob Horst,
Elmira, Ont., and Michelle Ger-
vais, Elmira, Ont. (Elmira), Aug.
29, by Dale R. Bauman.

Kauffman-Slaght: Joe L.

Kauffman, Kalispell, Mont.
(Mountain View), and Kimberly
Slaght, Kalispell, Mont. (United

Methodist), Aug. 29, by Glenn
Roth.

Kempf-Rupp: Michael Kempf,
Fayette, Ohio (Inlet), and Diane
Rupp, Pettisville, Ohio (North
Clinton), Oct. 17, by Lavon
Welty.

King-Bonson: Charvin King,
Belleville, Pa. (Locust Grove),

and Darla Bonson, Reedsville,

Pa. (Christian Missionary Alli-

ance), Oct. 10, by J. Max Zook.
Kinzie-Moore: Mark Kinzie,

Cambridge, Ont. (Preston), and
Carol Moore, Cambridge, Ont.

(Preston), June 30, by Amzie
Brubacher.

Liscum-Moore-Jantzi: Grant Lis-

cum-Moore, Raleigh, N.C. (Ra-

leigh), and Beverly Jantzi, Ra-
leigh, N.C. (Raleigh), Oct. 10, by
John P. Bender.

Lloyd-Scott: John Lloyd, Har-
rington, Del. (Tressler), and An-
gela Scott, Greenwood, Del.

(Tressler), Oct. 3, by Jim Mul-
lett.

Martin-Millie: Steve Martin,
Elmira, Ont. (Elmira), and
Diane Millie, Elmira, Ont.
(Elmira), Oct. 10, by Dale R.

Bauman.
Mast-Miller: Philip Mast, Ship-

shewana, Ind. (Marion), and
Sandy Miller, Elkhart, Ind.

(Emma), Oct. 17, by Brad Miller.

Norton-Steira: Zachary Norton
and Julia Steira, Lowville, N.Y.
(Lowville), Oct. 3, by Evan S.

Zehr.

Peifer-Kreider: Dean Peifer,

Lititz, Pa. (Forest Hills), and
Jennifer Kreider, Lancaster, Pa.

(Mellinger), Oct. 17, by Mark R.

Wenger.
Sangrey-Herr: J. Robert

Sangrey, Strasburg, Pa. (Stras-

burg), and Susan Marie Herr,

Ronks, Pa. (Strasburg), March
7, by J. Wade Groff.

Triest-Gerber: Joe Triest, In-

wood, Ont., and Mary Lyn
Gerber, Cambridge, Ont. (Pres-

ton), April 25, by Amzie
Brubacher.

Troyer-Troyer: Todd Troyer,
Elkhart, Ind. (Marion), and Mi-
chelle Troyer, Elkhart, Ind.

(Marion), Oct. 10, by Brad
Miller.

Unzicker-Bontrager: Tom Un-
zicker, Goshen, Ind., and An-
drea Bontrager, Goshen, Ind.,

Sept. 5, by G. Edwin Bontrager
(father of bride).

Unbelievable,
That's what some people are

saying about MMA's new, low-

cost health insurance. Our Basic

Benefit Plan offers lower prices

than a lot of other health

insurance plans. And you still

get solid protection from big

medical bills.

Call today for a free, no-

obligation quote! Ask about

MMA's Team Care Optima

health plan too. Call toll free,

1-800
:
662-6747. Or see your

mutual aid counselor.

& '

'

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
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MENNOSCOPE

DEATHS

Bauman, Harvey W., 75, Tel-

ford, Pa. Born: July 30, 1917,

Lancaster, Pa., to David B. and
Emma W. Bauman. Died: Oct.

14, 1992, Telford, Pa. Survi-

vors—wife: Veldora (Eshleman)

Bauman; children: Wilbur E.,

Glenn R., Carl R., Leon J., Mir-

iam E. Allison, Ruth Ann
Reinford, Ellen; brothers and
sisters: Ivan W., David B., Anna
Bomberger, Ruth Stoner, Mary
Nissley, Dorothy Heller; 16

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Chester Lloyd (son). Memorial
service and burial: Oct. 24, Line

Lexington Mennonite Church,

by Paul G. Landis and Lowell H.

Delp.

He was secretary of the Publi-

cation Board of the Mennonite
Publishing House from 1950 to

1953. He was principal at Chris-

topher Dock Mennonite High
School from 1960 to 1965, and
was ordained minister at Line

Lexington Mennonite Church in

1968.

Cave, Doris (Omah), 73, Sara-

sota, Fla. Born: March 12, 1919,

Kosciuosko County, Ind. Died:

Oct. 7, 1992, Sarasota, Fla. Sur-

vivors—husband: Bernard R.

Cave; stepdaughter: Janice A.;

brother: Ralph Omah. Congre-

gational membership: Bahia
Vista Mennonite Church. Fu-

neral: Oct. 12, Sunnyside Vil-

lage, Sarasota, Fla., by A. Don
Augsburger. Burial: Venice Me-
morial Gardens, Venice, Fla.

Erb, Mattie (Kennel), 89, Zurich,

Ont. Born: April 28, 1904, to

Nicholas and Fannie Kennell.

Died: Oct. 3, 1992, Zurich, Ont.

Survivors—children: Roy, Mar-
garet Gingerich, Grace Martin,

Mary Lou, Pearl Ann Martin; 17

grandchildren, 16 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Ed-
mund Erb (husband). Funeral:

Oct. 6, Zurich Mennonite
Church, by Ephraim Gingerich

and Winston Martin. Burial:

Blake Cemetery.
Hershberger, James Arthur,

65, Wellman, Iowa. Born: March
16, 1927, Johnson County, Iowa,

to Simon and Barbara (Bender)

Hershberger. Died: Oct. 8, 1992,

Iowa City, Iowa. Survivors—wife:

Ruth (Brenneman) Hershberger;

mother: Barbara Hershberger;

children: Wayne, Linda Adams,
Barbie Bender, Sharon King,

Connie Holman; brothers and
sisters: Glenn, Paul, Carroll,

Verda Miller, Mary Ellen Miller,

Norma Hochstedler; 13 grand-

children. Funeral and burial: Oct.

10, Lower Deer Creek Menno-
nite Church, by Elmer Miller

and Kevin Holman.
Holdeman, Ivan E., 69, Lake-

wood, Colo. Born: Hesston,
Kan., to Ezra and Anna (Jantz)

Holdeman. Died: July 2, 1992, of

pancreatic cancer. Survivors

—

wife: Anna (Theocharides)
Holdeman; children: Elizabeth

Wessner, Cynthia, Bruce; broth-

ers and sisters: Vesta
Eichelberger, Cleda Rixse,
Alma Ratzloff, Marge Unruh,

Paul, Menno. Funeral: July 9,

First Mennonite Church, Den-
ver, Colo.

Kinzie, Delia Marion, 77, Cam-
bridge, Ont. Born: Aug. 4, 1915,

Preston, Ont., to Ephraim and
Nancy (Dettweiler) Kinzie.

Died: Oct. 1, 1992, Cambridge,
Ont. Survivors—sisters: Verda,

Orpha. Congregational member-
ship: Preston Mennonite
Church. Funeral: Oct. 3, Fair-

view Mennonite Home Audito-

rium, by Amzie Brubacher.
Burial: Hagey Cemetery.

Martin, Omar William, 78, Sar-

asota, Fla. Born: Oct. 22, 1913,

Hopedale, 111., to William and
Amelia (Birky) Martin. Died:

Oct. 12, 1992, Sarasota, Fla., of

heart failure. Survivors—wife:

Laura (Miller) Martin; children:

Richard A., Allen R., Karen
Basinger, Mary Ann Upton;
brothers and sisters: Lester,

Mary Bachman, Eva Owen, Lila

Miller, Verna Johnson, Wilma
Reinke; 11 grandchildren. Fu-

neral: Oct. 15, Bay Shore Men-
nonite Church, by Howard S.

Schmitt and Larry Owen.
Burial: Manasota Memorial
Park, Bradenton, Fla.

McElfresh, Anne (Grogen), 77,

Jackson, Ohio. Born: Sept. 17,

1915, Parkersburg, W.Va., to

Walter and Susan (Grogan).

Died: Sept. 22, 1992, Gallipolis,

Ohio, from emphysema. Survi-

vors—children: Walter, George,

Stephanie Jarvis, Virginia
Dorwalt; 10 grandchildren, 5

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Bill McElfresh (hus-

band). Funeral: Oct. 10, Hillside

Chapel, by Jim and Isabel Mul-
lett. Body donated to science

research.

Stoner, John H., 88, Lititz, Pa.

Born: March 21, 1904, Strasburg

Twp., Pa., to Ephraim H. and
Lizzie (Weaver) Stoner. Died:

Aug. 9, 1992. Survivors—wife:

Fannie E. (Groff) Peifer Stoner;

children: Alrene R. Miller, Erma
M. Huber, Violet L. Mowrer,
Joanne R. Herr, John D.; step-

children: Melvin G. Peifer, Chris

G. Peifer, Irene J. Miller; 18

grandchildren, 26 great-grand-

children, 14 stepgrandchildren,

26 step-great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Mary L. (Rutt)

Stoner (first wife). Funeral and
burial: Aug. 13, Strasburg Men-
nonite Church, by Donald W.
Good, J. Wade Groff, and
Charles Good.

Wideman, Noah, 78, Camrose,
Alta. Born: Oct. 8, 1913, Mayton,
Alta., to William and Sarah
(Brubaker) Wideman. Died:

Oct. 5, 1992, Camrose, Alta., of

a heart attack. Survivors—wife:

Margaret (Glasener) Wideman;
children: Noelle Sitler, Bonnie
Maurer, Becky Pochipinski,

Donald, Graham, Dennis, Mar-
shall; brothers and sisters: John,

William, Leonard, Sam, Martha
Lauber, Eva Brenneman, Lydia,

Esther Hansen, Naomi Yoder,

Edith, Hazel Martin, Ella May
Burnstad; 18 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild. Funeral and
burial: Oct. 8, Salem Mennonite
Church, by Levi Smoker.

Yoder, Mabel F. (Myers), 84,

Wakarusa, Ind. Born: April 7,

1908, Nappanee, Ind., to Aaron
and Clara (Weldy) Myers. Died:

Oct. 18, 1992, from a stroke.

Survivors— husband: John
Yoder; children: Royce, Ken-
neth, Marlene Miller, Lorene
Gross, Theda Mast; brothers

and sisters: Bertha Martin,
Maxine Newcomer, Kenneth,
Roscoe, Forest L., Warren, and
Lowell Myers; 13 grandchildren,

8 great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Janice E. and Wilda
J. (daughters). Funeral: Oct. 22,

North Main Street Mennonite
Church, by Ken Bontreger.
Burial: Yellow Creek Cemetery.

Ziegler, Ada I. (Burkhart), 95,

Sarasota, Fla. Born: Feb. 14,

1897, Newton, Kan., to Eli and
Fannie (Bare) Burkhart. Died:

Oct. 15, 1992, Sarasota, Fla. Sur-

vivors—stepchildren: James,
Dale; brother and sisters: Cal-

vin, Clara Haner, Gladys
Burkhart; 10 stepgrandchildren,

10 step-great-grandchildren, one
step-great-great-grandchild. Pre-

deceased by: Curtis Ziegler

(husband), John Ziegler (step-

son). Funeral: Oct. 19, Bay
Shore Mennonite Church, by
Howard S. Schmitt. Burial:

Palms Memorial Park.

Unshakable
That's the kind of confidence you

need in your health insurance. And

you can get it by choosing the

added safety of MMA's new

supplemental health insurance,

Team Care Extra Protection Plan.

This inexpensive plan provides

an extra $1 million in coverage per

person. And it ensures that you can

transfer, to MMA if you lose your

employer-provided coverage.

Get a free, no-obligation quote!

Call toll free, 1-800-662-6747. Or

• see your mutual aid counselor.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
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THE LAST WORD

Confessing our sins to each other
I've discovered confession to be a most nec-

essary part of living as a disciple of Jesus

Christ. Yet it is most difficult to do.

"Confess your sins to one another," the apos-

tle James instructs the church (James 5:16). But

how do we do that?

It used to be that sinners had to get up in

front of the church and admit their failures. At

least if they had committed grievous sins, often

sexual in nature. But I'll never forget the hapless

fellow who confessed in front of our church one

Sunday morning, only to get up the next Sunday

to say he really hadn't done what he had con-

fessed. Seems he and a counselor had misunder-

stood each other.

Incidents like that have made us shy away

from public confession. So has the fact, I sus-

pect, that many of us don't feel comfortable in

front of a group for any reason—let alone to con-

fess sin!

Today confession is mostly a private matter

—

so private that only God and I know. If I don't

feel forgiven then, I may confide in another per-

son. But rare is the occasion I confess my sins in

public.

Yet that is what James appears to tell us to

do. There is a cleansing that can come, a healing

that can take place only as we admit our failures

to each other.

So how do we do it? One model comes from

the recent meeting of Southeast Mennonite Con-

ference (see story on page 9).

Don Augsburger, pastor of the Bahia Vista

Mennonite Church, Sarasota, Fla., was troubled

by the "misunderstandings and diverse under-

standings" surrounding the failure of Southeast

Mennonite Mutual Aid (SMMA). He wrote to

the persons and organizations involved, inviting

them to put on paper any confession they were

ready to make.

Eight responded. From their responses lead-

ers developed a litany of confession, which the

conference read together at one of its sessions.

The litany is only a beginning. Southeast ad-

mits there continue to be pain, anger, im-

patience, and different versions of why SMMA
failed. Some people will need to confess to each

other. Eventually some may need to go public.

Meanwhile, the conference as a group has con-

fessed its failure. With that healing can begin.

Confession cannot be only a private act. If the

Christian community means anything at all, it

means we must stand together—in both success

and failure. We can only do the latter as we con-

fess our sins to each other.

Southeast Conference has given us one model
how we might do that. We must work to find oth-

ers—creative ways to confess sin, ways that

make it easier to acknowledge our shortcomings

to each other.

For if we will admit it, we all know confession

to be one of the most necessary aspects of living

our Christian lives.

—

jlp

Coats and cloaks

"If anyone wants to sue you and take your

coat, give your cloak as well" (Matt. 5:40).

But did Jesus know about tort? Would he

have said the same thing had he lived in our day

of suits and countersuits?

Unhappily, these have also come into the

church. Two of our district conferences faced

major ones recently. One was Southeast Con-

ference, which had a suit filed against it in con-

nection with the failure of Southeast Mennonite

Mutual Aid. The other was Pacific Coast, named
in a multimillion dollar suit brought by victims

of sexual misconduct by a minister in a dually af-

filiated congregation.

Happily, both suits have been resolved out of

court. The one against Southeast Conference

was dropped after the conference made progress

in owning failure and righting wrongs.

The case against the Pacific Coast Conference

had been dismissed earlier. Now, as noted in

this week's "Mennoscope," others named in that

suit have settled out of court.

The resolution of these suits is cause to re-

joice. To continue either into the courts would

have drained energy, time, and resources.

True, out-of-court settlements sometimes cost

more than a "not-guilty" verdict from a court.

But that may be part of what Jesus means today

when he tells us to give a cloak if we are sued

for a coat.—jlp
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What is the relation

of the Creator
to the created?
The church today faces new forms of an
old heresy: Gnosticism. This includes un-

derstandings about sexual politics, pa-

triarchy, self, and the spirit world.

Early Gnosticism dissolved the tension between the

Creator and creation by regarding creation as evil.

Today's Gnosticism dispenses with the Divine Other.

In
the days of early Christianity, the church

had to resist a heresy which became known
as Gnosticism. That was a religious move-

ment that promised salvation through gnosis, or

knowledge. Today, the church faces new forms

of the same heresy.

In both new and old Gnostic philosophies,

distortions of belief revolve around understand-

ings of creation, especially the relationship of

the Creator to the created order. I find four

areas in which this new Gnosticism attempts to

influence our lives: issues of sexual politics, the

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE simplistic view of evil as patriarchy, the deifying

of nature and the self, and our understandings

of the spirit world.
God's style is that of a
high-risk entrepreneur 6 -| Humans were made in God's image,

male and female. The Gnostic urge was to

Equality remains a dream J- de
,

ny sex distinctions so that the female

o o ,i a n • „ Q principle was integrated into the male. Ur the
for many South Africans 8 ^revaLg cultural restrictions on gender roles

were renounced altogether in the name of

Prison exhibit explores salvation's new freedom.

"Meaning of Life" 10 Today the same tendencies are at work. Some

by

Willard M.
Swartley



Our communities of faith must continue
to attain true biblical mutuality. At the
same time, we must honor God's crea-

tion intention to make male and female.

feminists believe androgyny to be the desired
goal. The more pervasive tact is to seek to over-

come distinctions in roles. And certainly, early

Christianity established some important prece-

dents in that direction.

But unlike Gnosticism, early Christianity con-

tinued to honor the male-female distinction. It

ground this distinction in God's purpose of cre-

ation.

Our communities of faith must continue our
work to attain true biblical mutuality between
male and female. At the same time, we must
honor God's creation intention to make humans
male and female. To discredit or devalue either

form of sexuality is to dishonor God.
Homosexual genital relationships, however

they might be defended by the arguments of
"natural sexual desire" or freedom to choose al-

ternative lifestyles, also fall short of this divine

creation purpose.

In contemporary concern God too has become
a victim of sexual politics. But truly, God is not
male nor female. In those bodies of Old Testa-
ment literature where God as Father is promi-
nent, maternal imagery for God also appears
(Deut. 32:6 and 11; Isa. 63:8 and 42:14; 49:5,

66:9, 13). Scripture is not close-minded nor one-
sided on this issue.

We should note that biblical portraits of God
as Father emphasize all-inclusive traits, such as

compassion, nurturing, and intimacy. This view
of God as Father is a strong biblical resource to

replace patriarchy with paternity. Moreover, it re-

dresses the blight of the absent, nonfunctioning
father so common in today's society.

2 Regarding patriarchy, however, we must
note that some of the fight, though not
all, against patriarchalism has been

misplaced. Too readily, efforts to oppose male
domination oversimplify our view of evil. This
happened also in second-century Gnosticism,
which located evil in the material world.

When patriarchy becomes the foe we fight, we
easily lose the sense that the devil is our true

foe. The power of evil transcends expressions in

structures, attitudes, and relationships. When we
succumb to a simplistic view of evil, we live ac-

cording to the spirit of our age.

For example, male domination and violence

against women is woefully sinful. Recent studies

have shown that 90 percent of perpetrators of
sexual abuse are male.

Equally sinful is violence of women against

men. A recent report of research on spouse
abuse in Canada (measured by eight items in-

cluding throwing objects, slapping, kicking, beat-
ing, threatening, or using a knife or gun) indi-

cates that in conservative Protestant families,

abuse by females is twice as high as that by the
males.

The point here is not to "count" cases but to

call us to own violence as a human problem that

reveals our sinful condition. The rhetoric of our
cultural media has highlighted male violence in

recent years. And certainly, males predominate
in the area of sexual violence.

But as a people who seek to be faithful to the
gospel, we all must own our sin. By the trans-

forming grace of Jesus Christ, we must repu-
diate and transcend sexual politics, both old and
new.

We may not justify violence and abuse in the
name of biblically sanctioned patriarchy. Nor
may we, if we are faithful to our calling as

Christ's body in the world, fall prey to the cul-

tural rhetoric of our time: that violence is synony-
mous with maleness.

The devil works in both sets of structural sin

—

both patriarchal oppression and the current cul-

tural rhetoric. But unless the people of God say
so, the truth will not be told.

3While patriarchy has been reviled, nature
and the self have been idolized. Many
of the powerful forces fighting against patri-

archy are also against Christianity. Some of

these are New Age elements, Wicca, and neopa-
ganism. These forces share the vision of recover-

ing the feminine, finding god within the self, and
repudiating basic traditional Christian beliefs.

Certainly not all of the concerns of these move-
ments are unhealthy—especially their emphasis
on holism. But as Ted Peters, professor of theol-

ogy at the Pacific Lutheran Seminary, observes
of the New Age, so also for the other two: the

classical Christian distinction between Creator
and creation, belief in evil as force outside the

human, and belief in sin have been shuttled

aside.

Hence, grace as God's gift of saving power is

absent.

The earlier Gnosticism dissolved the tension

between the Creator and creation by regarding

the creation as evil. It promised salvation by dis-

pensing secret knowledge that enabled escape
from the evil world to the other world.

Today's Gnosticism collapses the distinction

by dispensing with the Divine Other (God). It

promises salvation by discovering god within

and refashioning Christ and cosmos into a

Christos-cosmos. Nature and self are God.
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In short, such forces in our culture—with femi-

nist and spirituality movements strong among
them, both of which have valued Christian com-
ponents and advocates as well—seek to elimi-

nate not only patriarchy. They want to dump
much more. As people who seek to follow a

Jesus whose intimate relation to God as Abba
(connoting both feminine and masculine traits

by the standards of our culture) empowered his

mission, we must renounce those spirit-forces at

work to dislodge Christian faith.

4We must examine what we believe

about the external realm of spirit. What
is the reality of the world in which we live?

Is that reality confined to the material and em-
pirical world? Or does it include the realm of

spirit and God as Divine Spirit?

While early Gnosticism tilted toward the Di-

vine Spirit as only that which counted, modern
rational emphases tend to put spirit on discount.

Reality is limited to that which is explainable via

natural and social scientific method.
At the same time, a whole new wave of spirit

emphasis is surging throughout North America
today. Yet we as Christians have a feeble handle

on this realm of reality. Do we really believe, as

we speak when we baptize, that God bestows

the Divine Spirit upon us to guide and empower
our lives daily?

The forces of our time are twofold in this re-

gard. Some would collapse the distinction be-

tween external and internal spirit, in which case

we believe only in the human spirit. Others

would go the route of Wicca or the satanic oc-

cult and peddle the power of spirits (white or

black witchcraft) over people's lives. Both forces

are strong in our culture.

What is needed as antidote to these forces is

strong belief in Gen. 2—that God breathed into

humans the divine spirit, and that the creation

did not and does not exhaust the Divine Spirit.

The Spirit of God is reality outside and be-

yond the human self, and our spirits may time

and time again be touched in warmth and love

by God as Divine Spirit.

Evil spirits are also real entities, arising from

That we are able to partici-

pate in the divine nature is a
gift. This gift enables us to

develop character that shows
we have the divine nature.

their rebellion against God. These spirits are

powerful, but not all-powerful. Both in Jesus'

time and now these spirits must yield to the

power of God in and through the name of the ex

alted Lord Jesus Christ.

This view of reality demonstrates one of the

differences between the modern and
postmodern eras. The modern world view, from

the Enlightenment, effectively denies the reality

of the external spirit: "I think, therefore I am,"

says Descartes. The biblical view—and to some
extent, the postmodern view—cries out for the

reality of spirit within and without.

Without spiritual drink, life is empty. The chal

lenge before the church is to quench our thirst-

ing spirits with the living water of Jesus Christ,

to exorcise evil spirits, and to baptize in the

name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

The book of 2 Peter—which was likely writ-

ten in part to combat Gnosticism—can

teach us how to live against these forces.

The epistle doesn't begin by immediately

speaking against the false teachers; that comes
in chapter 2. Instead, the writer begins in chap-

ter 1 with God's divine power, which has come
to us through the knowledge of our call in Jesus

Christ. Because of this awakening of the divine

spirit within us, we can now participate in the di-

vine nature (1:4-5).

But we never autonomously possess the divine

nature. Rather, we are called to develop charac-

ter that reflects that we pattern our lives after

the divine: faith, goodness, knowledge, self-con-

trol, endurance, godliness, mutual affection, and
love (w. 5-8). These will confirm our entrance

into the kingdom (v. 11).

In every form of Gnosticism, character is given

short shrift. Development of Christian character

is a cardinal sign of tension that we partake of

two realities: our worldly conduct which we have

put behind, and our promised inheritance to-

ward which we journey.

We live with and amidst impulses to human vi-

olence and abuse, disregard for sexual distinc-

tions in creation, and repudiation of God for the

divinization of creation and self.

The Christian antidote is to recognize that we
are enabled to participate in the divine nature,

received as a gift. This gift through Jesus Christ

enables our development of character that in

turn manifests the divine nature.

Willard M. Swartley teaches at Associated Menno
nite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind. He is a
member of the Belmont Mennonite Church.
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"For I will give you words and a
wisdom that none ofyour oppo-

nents will be able to withstand.

. . . You will be hated by all

because of my name. But not a
hair of your head will perish."

—Luke 12:15, 17-18, NRSV
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READERS SAY

Who Do You Say That IAm?
(Sept. 8) Thank you to Calvin

E. Shenk for this humble, bold,

and vigorous testimony of Jesus Christ

as the Messiah and Savior of the world.

And thank you to the editors for shar-

ing this testimony.

Glen I. Birky

Detroit Lakes, Minn.

Thanks for printing Carolyn Hold-

erread Heggen's article Working
Toward a Theology of Sexual-

ity (Sept. 22). The astounding number
of persons from Christian and church-

oriented homes who are victims of

abuse causes one to seriously question

the theology of sexuality, marriage, and
human relationships which has flour-

ished under the designation "biblical."

Before I began officiating at wed-
dings, as a licensed minister, I did a

careful search of biblical material,

books, and printed wedding ceremonies

to aid in my developing a biblical basis

and philosophy of marriage. What I dis-

covered caused me to believe that the

meditations, vows, and rituals used at

traditional Christian weddings more
often give license for abusive domina-
tion rather than guidelines for mutual

submission. Consequently, premarital

counseling and weddings at which I offi-

ciate may not be considered traditional.

But I firmly believe they are biblical.

I have endorsed a statement by Chris-

tians for Biblical Equality (380 Lafa-

yette Rd. South, St. Paul, MN 55107-

1216). Is not misinterpretation of

Scripture a prime contributor to the sta-

tistics which show that "the rate of sex-

ual abuse in Mennonite homes and

churches is similar to the rate in the

general population"?

Janet M. Peifer

Willow Street, Pa.

Afurther comment on Dennis
Gingerich's letter (Oct. 13) about

What's in a Name? (Sept. 1).

He makes a strong case for leaving off

Mennonite in naming a church. His

facts give validity to the decision.

What we don't know is if some others

might have come if the denomination

name had been used. Many congrega-

tions that use Mennonite in their name
are also experiencing growth. Some of

this comes from the use of our name.

"I thought it might be a cult" was one

response the pastor heard. Cults usu-

ally have a short life. One thing that

will disarm this is to put in smaller let-

ters below our name, Anabaptist Origin,

1525. There is a new awareness of the

Anabaptist movement in many circles

today. Associated with this information

is our peace position, our concept of

the church, and our understanding of

community.

I don't think there will be a big rush

to drop the name Mennonite. But
maybe the time has come for a bold

step forward in describing what we re-

ally are in origin and in our teaching

today.

Norman Derstine

Harrisonburg, Va.

Iappreciated the focus on young
adults in the Oct. 20 issue. Fred
Martin's article, An Older Person's

Guide to a Newer Generation pro-

vided helpful analysis. As a concerned
mom, I chuckled as I read Trying to

Understand Those Young Adults.

Thanks for throwing some humorous
light on these generational differences.

I was also pleased with Cathy
Hockman's first editorial, Young but
Fully Adult. If her clear thinking is rep-

resentative of the next generation, the

church will do just fine.

Marlene Kropf
Elkhart, Ind.

Witness to the State Is a Part

of Faith Itself (Sept. 22). Dan-
iel Liechty's explanation of the

four shades of Anabaptist thought gave

texture and perspective to something

that, until then, had appeared rather

flat and colorless to some of us who are

impressed with and curious about Ana-

baptist thought.

I just can't believe, however, that the

Anabaptists have left it to secular hu-

manists like Ulrich Hugwald, a contem-

porary of Thomas Miintzer, to link man-
kind to nature.

Is it not Anabaptist belief that peas-

ants living close to the land are the

best example of God's purpose for hu-

manity? Or is this the lonely tenant of

humanism? Where does the garden of

Eden fit into your theology?

Clyde Durham
Houston, Tex.

The Strange Little Story About
the Mustard Cedar (Oct. 13)

stopped short of reality. The
kingdom of God is big enough for us to

enter as a child or, in the case of the
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mustard, as a bird. But to compare it to

a tall cedar tree is an uncalled-for exag-

geration.

I'm enough of a naturalist to observe

that small birds build nests in weed
stalks, where they can make nests a

foot or two above the ground. God's

kingdom is protection enough to induce

us to enter it like a big weed stalk in-

duces a bird to nest in it.

If we'd set this parable beside Jesus'

command, "Seek ye first the kingdom
of God and his righteousness," I believe

we dare conclude that the kingdom is

meant for us to enter in, become citi-

zens of it, and live there like the little

birds nesting and living in the big mus-
tard stalk.

Roy E. Hartzler

Wellman, Iowa

When I was a girl, both an uncle

and my grandfather touched
me inappropriately. There

have also been several ministers who

made improper advances to me since I

am an adult.

I mention this so that no one will as-

sume that I don't know how this can

traumatize a woman. But I'm writing

now because I am appalled at the way
we Mennonites are destroying those

leaders who are discovered to have feet

of clay.

I don't want to read about the wrong
doing of those whom I have always re-

spected. When they are diminished, I

am too. What purpose is served to de-

stroy the work of a man for what he did

to one or several women? And what
about his innocent wife and children?

Shall they too be destroyed?

When I asked an editor of a Menno-
nite publication why he prints all the

"dirt," he said that since men have al-

ways had things their way, and been al-

lowed to go free, it is time that they

begin to pay for what they do. I agree.

But publishing their wrongdoing is

surely killing a flea with an elephant

gun. Mostly it causes pain to countless

others as well.

I have my most severe quarrel with

those who are not involved but who
hound the sinner to death. Perhaps

they would do well to read Somerset
Maugham's Rain. In it a minister is dev-

astating in his relentless persecution of

a "fallen" woman until he is faced with

the knowledge that it is because he him-

self would like to pursue her for her fa-

vors. It is an accepted fact that it is

human to decry loudly that flaw in

someone else that we most fear lurks

within us.

Name withheld by request

Focus on

Which
Way
orship?

Eastern
Mennonite
SEMINARY
Harrisonburg VA 22801

at the annual

SCHOOL FOR
LEADERSHIP TRAINING
(Ministers Week)

at Eastern Mennonite Seminary
January 18-21, 1993

Coordinator: Duane M. Sider

Choose from a dozen classes taught by a
variety of instructors

Listen to and interact with author-teacher

Dr. Robert Webber
Learn to plan and lead worship from

experienced teachers

Experience diverse worship styles led by local

congregations

Explore the creative use of the arts in worship

Use the resources of our new
Hymnal: A Worship Book

For more information, call 703-432-4260
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God's style is that of a high

Two strangers in an old car with a slip-

ping alternator belt are on a dark free-

way. One is about to have a heart at-

tack. The other doesn't know who he is,

where they are, or how to get there.

by Lynn A. Miller

The best way to learn something is to

teach it. I heard that said often. But some
thing happened to me recently to let me

know that's really true.

As part of our church's commitment to Vision

95, my job is to go where I am invited to teach

about stewardship and "firstfruits living." Now a

major theme in my understanding of steward-

ship is that, in our salvation, God's style is that

of a high-risk entrepreneur, not then a careful,

conservative investor. (Consider the parable of

the talents, for example). It was on the way to

one of my teaching assignments that I learned

just how true that is. It was, in short, God teach-

ing the teacher.

My
first assignment last June was to be

the speaker at the North Central

Conference's meeting at the North Law-
rence Mennonite Church near Glen Flora, Wis.
Because I had two other assignments in Illinois

the following week, I drove to northern Wiscon-
sin. Approaching Wassau late in the evening, I

drove through a heavy thunderstorm, emerging
on the other side into the darkness of a cloudy

sky following the sunset.

Now earlier that month, the odometer on my
car had turned over 200,000 miles. For the past
several weeks, despite my efforts at tightening

it, I'd been having trouble with the alternator

belt. Lately driving with the lights on meant run-

ning the battery down. So I decided to play it

"safe" and stay the night in Wassau.
I drove around the west side of town on the

freeway bypass, then got off at the exit with the

most motels. I pulled into the parking lot of an
older motel advertising "clean rooms, $26.95,"

parked the car, and walked over to the office to

register.

As I entered the office, the woman behind the

counter was on the telephone. As she continued
to dial, she pushed a blank registration card to-

ward me and asked me to fill it out. Then she

began to speak quite urgently to someone on the

other end of the line, apparently the answering
service of her family physician.

"He's bleeding again," she said. "Can I speak
to the doctor?" After a few seconds, she said,

"But I need to talk to him; it's really bad this

time."

Apparently the answering service gave her the
number where her doctor could be reached, for

she said, "Thank you," put the receiver down,
looked at me, and said, "Would you please ex-

cuse me for a moment," and then dialed the new
number.
This time it was clear that she had indeed

reached her physician, for once she described
the problem her husband was having, she lis-

tened for a while, said, "Thank you; I'll get him
there as soon as I can," and hung up.

Then picked up her phone book, began leaf-

ing through it, looked at me, and said,

"I'm sorry. My husband had laser surgery

on his sinuses last January, and he has been
bleeding from the incision on and off ever since.

Now it's really bad. I need to find someone to

get him to the emergency room." And she started

going page after page through the phone book.

After a few seconds of watching her look with-

out any apparent success, I said, "How about
me? I'll take him."

She raised her head with a look of surprise.

"Would you?"

"Sure," I said. "Just hold a room for me.
Where is he?"

I thought he would be in a back room of the

motel office, but she told me to get back on the

freeway, go three exits south, get off, take a left

under the freeway, turn right immediately, and
look for a house that you can't see for the

bushes in front until you go past it. And then,

seeing what was probably the confused look on
my face, she quickly drew the directions on the

back of one of the motel's business cards and
gave it to me.

So I got back into my car, back on the free-

way, took the third exit south, turned left,

went through the underpass, turned right

immediately, and went past the house because I

couldn't see it for the bushes. Then I turned
around in a Dairy Queen parking lot and pulled

up to the garage door. I got out and went up to

the door just in time to meet a man with a

bloody towel over his face and blood all over his

shirt and shorts. He got into the car, but then I

realized that I didn't know where the hospital
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was. So I had to ask him which way to go to find

the hospital as we pulled out of the driveway.

He gave me directions to the hospital in a muf-
fled voice through the towel covering his nose
and mouth (which explains why I still don't

know what he looks like). When we got to the

hospital, it was one giant construction zone, with

hand-lettered signs pointing every which way to

the emergency room entrance. When we finally

pulled up to the door, a nurse was waiting with a

wheelchair. She put him in it, told me to go park
the car somewhere else, and then come back to

the waiting room.

When I got back to the waiting room, the re-

ceptionist punched some keys on her computer,
looked up at me, and said, "What is his name?"

"I don't know," I said.

"What's his address?"

"I don't know that either. But he lives in the

house next to a Dairy Queen about three exits

back down the freeway."

"Well, what's his wife's name?" she asked in a

frustrated voice, apparently not finding enough
room on the computer form to enter the kind of

address I had given her.

"She didn't tell me," I said. Then I remem-

God's model of high-risk stew-

ardship: "For while we were
still weak, at the right time,

Christ died for the lost"

bered that she had given me one of the motel's

business cards. I pulled it out of my pocket and
gave it to the receptionist and told her to call

the number on the card. The man's wife was the

night clerk there and couldn't leave her post,

which was why I, who was just driving through
and had nothing else to do, had brought the

man in.

That seemed to satisfy the receptionist. She
said I could leave.

When I got back to the motel, I went into the

office and told the woman that her husband was
at the emergency room. I also said that if she
needed a ride home for him before midnight to

call me and I would go get him. She thanked me
and said that she would like to give me my room
for free, but that she was just the night clerk

and didn't own the motel. I told her I under-
stood, finished registering, took my key, and
headed for my room.

The next morning, as I was loading my suit-

case into the car, the woman came out of the of-

fice and walked across the parking lot toward
me. She said, "Good morning," and then, "I

want to thank you for saving my husband's life

last night."

"Well," I said, "it was just a nose-bleed, no
big deal."

"Oh no," she said, "right after you left the hos-

pital, he went into cardiac arrest. It was nip and
tuck for awhile, and he's in intensive care right

now. But they say he's going to be all right. You
got him there just in time."

So what does that have to do with God's en-

trepreneurial style of stewardship? Well,

consider this. Two strangers in an old car

with a slipping alternator belt headed down a

dark freeway in northern Wisconsin. One of

them is bleeding profusely and is about to have
a heart attack. The other doesn't know who the

other man is, where they are, or how to get

where they are going. And yet, just in time, they
find what is needed.

The apostle Paul, in Rom. 5:8, speaks to the

importance of the right timing in God's model of

stewardship. "For while we were still weak, at

the right time, Christ died for the lost." Indeed,
it was when we needed it most that God saved
us.

Thus God provides us with a model of steward-
ship, a model of timely, high-risk care. Not only

is the gift of God's Son a high-risk entrepreneur-
ial venture (risking all the venture capital

—

Jesus—for the salvation of people who were still

sinners and enemies at the time), but God's care

of us is also timely.

That is why God calls us to be the same kind
of high risk, timely stewards of the gospel. That
is why God says, "Go thou and do likewise."

High-risk timely stewardship. It's a lesson I

learned from the Master Teacher. God had me
at the right place at the right time. All I had to

do was follow.

Lynn A. Miller makes his home in West Liberty,

Ohio. Currently he is speaking in Mennonite
churches and conferences on stewardship and
"firstfruits giving" under the sponsorship of the

Churchwide Stewardship Council.
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Equality remains a dream
for many South Africans

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—South Africa is

changing. Laws, some nearly 80 years old,

designed by the white minority to subju-

gate the black majority are slowly being

phased out. Nelson Mandela is free and
negotiating, as head of the African Na-
tional Congress, with F. W. de Klerk,

South Africa's moderate president.

For a South African church leader, one
would guess that this is a time of unbri-

dled optimism.

But as Gerald Pillay, professor of

church history at the University of South
Africa, told Mennonite Central Commit-
tee (MCC) staff during a recent visit,

South Africa still has a long way to go

before achieving social, economic, and
legal equality.

The church, he added, faces significant

challenges in helping bring about such

change.

Pillay and his wife, Nirmala, recently

completed a six-month stint at Princeton

(N.J.) Theological Seminary where they

served as visiting scholars. The couple is

heavily involved in the academic and re-

ligious communities in Pretoria.

They know all too well the evils of South
Africa's apartheid system. Of Indian de-

scent, the Pillays faced most of the legal

restrictions that oppressed the nation's

blacks.

But the couple has also witnessed first-

hand the changes sweeping the country.

They were, for instance, the first non-

white South Africans to apply for and
receive the right to live in a whites-only

neighborhood.

The apartheid system has kept racial

groups in the country separate by deline-

ating where certain racial groups may live,

work, and even whom they can marry.

Elimination of these laws gives the

Pillays reason for optimism. But both

realize a democratic government will not

automatically end South Africa's woes.

The nation's biggest problem is the

seemingly endless circle of violence that

grips the country, they say.

"Violence takes many forms in our
country," Nirmala said. "In the first place,

apartheid was violent because it turned

decent citizens into criminals by making
them illegal in the places where they lived,

worked, and in the types of marriages they

had.

"On top of that is the political violence

among various black groups," she contin-

ued. "These long-running feuds some-
times lay dormant and now with the po-

litical controls easing, they're coming to

the fore."

The secret to unlocking the shackles of

violence, Gerald believes, is in the New
Testament.

"We have seen in our country that

violence begets violence, which our Lord
told us about," he explained. "I really

believe that the gospel—or that Christ

himself—provides the only way out of that

spiral of violence."

In addition to helping bring about peace
in his country, Gerald said the church will

have to help bring social and economic
equality to South Africa.

This is a responsibility he worries the

church is not yet spiritually or mentally

prepared to accept.

"The church's greatest challenge will be
learning how to be a living faith in a

post-apartheid society," he said. "Apart-

heid has so consumed our thinking and
our existence that we've sometimes not

spent enough energy thinking about what
happens after it dies."

Part of the church's role in this work to

achieve social equality will mean provid-

ing home and jobs for the thousands who
now live in squalid squatters' camps.

Their visit to MCC headquarters in

Akron, Pa., gave the Pillays some ideas

for relief and development efforts in

South Africa.

The country is affluent enough, they

pointed out, that such programs as the

Selfhelp Crafts job creation program
could function entirely within the country,

with no aid needed from outside.

But whatever form relief efforts take,

the Pillays stress it will take a churchwide
effort to make them possible.

Racist attitudes the apartheid system
has fostered between the South African

people must first be overcome. That sys-

temic separation of groups has even in

some ways crippled the Christian church.

"But I'm fairly hopeful," Gerald said.

"My hope is in the strength of the South
African community—both black and
white. I really believe that we can become
the jewel of Africa."

—

Lorin Beidler

School kits, bandages,
food delivered to Somalia
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Some 4,000 school

kits from Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) are being distributed in north-

western Somalia.

The impact of the shipment can "be
measured by the smiles on the faces of

these lovely boys and girls trying to get

an education under circumstances hard to

imagine," wrote Mohamed Barud Ali, ex-

ecutive director of the Somali Relief and
Rehabilitation Association.

"Your help came at a critical time [as

we] try to rebuild the education system,

literally from scratch," he said.

The country's civil war has damaged 70

percent of the school buildings in the

northwest region of Somalia known as

Somaliland. Looting and vandalism have

stripped schools of textbooks, exercise

books, and pencils.

MCC also sent 15 cartons of bandages.

Apartheid has crippled the church; its greatest challenge is learning how to live a faith

in a post-apartheid society, say Gerald and Nirmala Pillay, pictured here.
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These arrived in January and "found im-

mediate use" when fighting broke out in

the area, according to Barud.

International Committee of the Red
Cross estimates indicate fighting has

forced at least 1.5 million Somalis, almost

a quarter of the population, to flee Soma-

lia.

MCC, in cooperation with the Canadian

Foodgrains Bank, has sent 700 metric tons

of food to Somali refugees in Kenya.

MCC's workers in the region are not

recommending that MCC send additional

food at this time.

Although North American media cover-

age of the crisis in Somalia concentrates

on the desperate plight of starving

Somalis, drought is not the country's main

problem, according to Eric Olfert, MCC
Africa co-secretary.

Civil war has led to complete break-

down and this is at the root of the suffer-

ing, he says. When order is restored,

solutions to the nation's problems can

come from Somalis.

MCC offers friendship,

relief after Gulf War
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Two years ago

North Americans were preparing for war

with Iraq. For members of historic peace

churches like Mennonites and Brethren in

Christ, it was an agonizing time.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
invited constituents to "bridge the gulf

between the peoples of the Middle East

and North America. A special fund for

relief, reconstruction, and reconciliation

in the Middle East region was established

and contributors responded generously

with $840,000 (U.S.).

MCC used the money to meet war-re-

lated human need, to promote under-

standing between East and West, and for

ongoing programs in the Middle East.

Caring for Iraqi refugees in Iran, In

May 1991 MCC sent two planeloads of

relief supplies, including blankets, lay-

ettes, milk powder, and cooking oil, to

Iran for the 1.4 million Iraqis who fled

there after the war.

MCC also sent a short-term medical

doctor and a medical social worker to

work with refugees near the Iraq border.

In addition, MCC and Lutheran World
Relief funded mobile bakeries that pro-

duced bread for the refugees.

Feeding Iraqi children. Earlier this

year MCC sent medical supplies, 60 met-

ric tons (MT) of canned beef, and 78 MT
of powdered milk to Iraq.

Iraqi school children enjoy sandwiches

made from MCC canned beef. Following the

Persian Gulf War, MCC sent 60 metric tons

of canned meat to Iraq for use in a program

for schools in urban low-income areas. A
survey showed few children—only 32 per-

cent, and in some areas only 14 percent—
ate before going to school. Since the feeding

program began in September 1991, school

officials report the absentee rate has

dropped dramatically.

Forty MT of milk powder and the

canned meat went to an infant and school-

children feeding program in Najaf, run by

CARE International and the Iraqi Depart-

ment of Education. More than 30,000

primary school children received meat
sandwiches and a glass of milk daily for

24 days.

Friendship exchanges. MCC spon-

sored a 12-person delegation of north

American Mennonite and Brethren in

Christ church leaders to meet with Chris-

tians, Muslims, and Jews in Jordan, Syria,

the Israeli-occupied West Bank, Israel,

and Cyprus.

Delegates communicated their dismay

over the war and their desire for friend-

ship. They learned about churches in the

Middle East and the area's complex reli-

gious and political environment.

Two three-person delegations of Mid-

dle Eastern Christians visited North

American Mennonite and Brethren in

Christ communities in spring 1991.

Arab Christians encouraged North
American Christians to urge their gov-

ernments to be even-handed in their ap-

proach to the Middle East's conflicts, and

to be concerned about human rights for

all people.

New program in Syria. In 1991 MCC
placed its first worker in Syria. Roy
Hange, of Goshen, Ind., teaches English

as a second language at the Syrian Ortho-

dox Seminary in Damascus.
Ongoing programs. MCC has worked

in the Middle East since 1949. Currently

about 43 MCC volunteers work in health,

education, and agriculture development.

Rich diversity celebrated
by New York churches
New York City—Nearly 350 Mennonites

from 18 churches and diverse ethnic back-

grounds gathered in the Bronx Sept. 25-26

for the ninth annual New York City Men-
nonite Convention.

The convention site at Fordham Uni-

versity turned into a mini United Nations.

Hispanics, Haitians, Ethiopians, African-

Americans, Garifuna, and Caucasians

from the New York City Council of Men-
nonite Churches focused on the theme,

"Laborers Together with God."

Unlike conventions of more rural set-

tings in which people are from similar

backgrounds, the city is a global commu-
nity, participants noted.

"We might be different culturally, but

there is a commonness and good feeling

of belonging as we join together," said

Monroe Yoder, Lancaster Conference

bishop. "This year's convention brought

a deeper sense of the need and privilege

of meeting together as part of a larger

body."

Guest speaker Paul Johansson, founder

and president of New York School of

Urban Ministry, encouraged the local

bodies to unite to build God's kingdom in

the city.

"Construction" of God's kingdom re-

quires five building materials, he said.

They are: prayer, focusing on people's

true needs, offering them the person and
power of Jesus Christ, "carrying" them
until they are able to walk on their own,

and giving God all the glory for the expan-

sion of the church.

Each congregation shared what God has

been doing among them in the past year.

For example, Burnside Mennonite
Church gave a skit which showed their

evangelistic outreach in subways and
door-to-door.

A member from Manhattan Mennonite
Fellowship shared how through the wit-

ness of that church he stopped working

for a military contractor and is now living

a nonviolent lifestyle as taught by Jesus.

Ebenezer Haitian Church from Irving-

ton, N.J., shared how God is building their

church—the most recent church planting

within the council.

—

Laurie L. Oswald
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"The major concern of the present criminal justice system
is the harm the defendant is accused of having caused, not

what might be done to make things right again, "says Tyrone
A. Werts, a lifer and president of Lifers, Inc., of Graterford

prison. He is pictured above with Howard Zehr, left, MCC
U.S. director of criminal office. Lifers, Inc., is an organiza-

tion of inmates offering mutual support and opportunities

for growth within the prison system; it also works for

legislative changes in criminal justice.

Irvin Moore

Photo exhibit probes
"Meaning of Life"

for lifetime prisoners

Philadelphia (MCC U.S.)—Irvin Moore,
a 43-year-old man who has been incar-

cerated for 24 years, likens his life sen-

tence to an insect being encased in amber.
Amber is the petrified resin of certain

pine trees; some amber pieces contain

fossilized insects. As the resin hardened
around an insect, the insect's movements
became slower and slower until they fi-

nally ceased.

"Thank God that I have been able to

move enough to keep the liquid around
me from solidifying," says Moore (see

"Prisoner takes journey," this page).

Some 2,400 prisoners are serving life

sentences in Pennsylvania for having

committed either first- or second-degree
murder.

Pennsylvania is one of three states that

does not grant parole for people with life

sentences.

Moore is among the 600 male lifers

imprisoned at Graterford prison, an ex-

pansive, uninviting gray complex north of

Philadelphia.

Many of the lifers are searching for rays

of hope, for flickerings of warmth to keep
the amber fluid throughout the long, mo-
notonous years of their imprisonment.
Many have found God and a sustaining

faith. Some have found music, art, or

education.

Others have become involved in out-

reach programs to warn youth of the

mistakes they've made. Some have cre-

ated community among like-minded men
who are fighting to find meaning in the

never-ending series of dreary prison days.

"The Meaning of Life," a photo exhibit

by Howard Zehr, director of Mennonite
Central Committee's (MCC) U.S. criminal

justice office, was unveiled at Graterford

on Oct. 24.

Zehr's exhibit displays no numbers or

dates, no prison bars, cells, tatoos, or

striped prison uniforms—none of the

standard elements of prison photography
as a genre.

Instead, Zehr's black-and-white por-

traits feature men who could be taken for

bankers, lawyers, musicians, or school

teachers. In fact, some of them do teach

school and play music—within prison con-

fines.

That was Zehr's intention: to highlight

commonalities, rather than differences.

"Perhaps the highest calling of photog-

raphy," Zehr says, "is to find human
connections to that which seems foreign

and unfathomable. Photography can build

community when it reminds us of what we
have in common with others, helping us

to identify with people who seem differ-

ent."

Zehr, a self-taught professional photog-

rapher, has always been keen on using

photography collaboratively with people,

especially those who are oppressed or

voiceless.

The medium can help them tell their

stories and to introduce them to one
another, he explains.

For years, Zehr wondered how to put

this idea into effect in his own field of

criminal justice.

"I had helped start a victim-offender

reconciliation program with lifers at

Graterford," Zehr recalls. "That got me
thinking—who needs to tell their stories

more than these men do? Who is more
forgotten than they are?"

The interviews—the opportunity to talk

with someone who showed concern for

them—were as least as valuable to the

men as the photos, Zehr relates.

In addition to the Graterford exhibit,

Zehr is assembling an exhibit of photos

and quotations to display throughout

Pennsylvania. He also hopes to publish a

book of his photos and interviews.
—Emily Will

Prisoner takes journey
to self-understanding
Philadelphia (MCC U.S.)—These are ex-

cerpts from an interview in which Irvin

Moore, an inmate serving a life sentence at

Philadelphia's Graterford prison, told his

story to Howard Zehr.

I was 19 at the time of my arrest and
I've been incarcerated for 24 years.

I'm a ninth-grade dropout. When I came
here to Graterford I was young. Fast

moving. Thought I knew everything there

was to know.

I soon found out that was not the case

when I met some old lifers who had been
here 20 years, 25 years, 27 years.

We started talking. Some of them had
served more time than I had been alive.

The lifers gave Moore books to read, and
discussed them with him.

I began to see that the world was im-

mensely larger than I had imagined. I

hadn't been off the step.

I got some buddies and said, "Hey, read

this and let's talk about it." Getting the

guys in my age-group to get involved in

education, in learning, was a job.

But I wanted to redirect some things we
had done prior to that, like drinking,

gambling, walking around the institution

with our chests out, negative things.

Things we thought young men were sup-

posed to do.
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So I began talking daily with the guys

about this book or that, this topic or that.

We began to talk about positive things,

about reading, writing, growth, develop-

ment. And I found out that the best way
for me to learn was to teach. . .

.

I acquired my teacher's certificate, an

associate's degree in education, and a

degree in business administration.

. . . Not many people in Pennsylvania

are aware (that in this state, a life sentence

is to be served until you die]. Some people

equate a life sentence with a death sen-

tence.

The only way I can agree with that is if

life itself is death. A life sentence is not a

death sentence unless you make it so. We
happen to be for a time isolated in a

particular location, but that doesn't limit

the mind.

Since I've been incarcerated my mind
has traveled the universe and I've met a

host of people whom I would never have

met living in inner-city, urban, black Phil-

adelphia.

Most importantly, I have met and come
to understand myself as a person, a mem-
ber of the family of life.

We go through life with perceptions

about how society wants us to be or

respond. Instead, we need to learn who
we are, what we want, how we feel, what
we like.

Lifers in Pennsylvania who have grown

in conscious awareness have hope, an

invaluable asset, indelibly imbedded in

their hearts and minds. The hope that one

day he will get out of here, safe, positive,

and with a love and lust for life.

Mennonites make bids
for state legislatures

Scottdale, Pa.—Two Mennonite Church
members were up for reelection for posi-

tions in their state legislatures this month.

Arthur Hershey, of Mt. Vernon Men-
nonite Church, Oxford, Pa., won his bid

for reelection to the Pennsylvania House
of Representatives. He has served as

state representative for 10 years.

Fellow Republican Marvin Riegsecker,

a member of College Mennonite Church,

Goshen, Ind., ran unopposed for another

term of service in the Indiana Senate.

At least five General Conference Men-
nonite Church members were also on the

ballot in various states this November.
Republican Eric Yost, currently in the

Kansas Senate, was defeated in his run

for U.S. Congress.

Kansas state representative Tom

Bishop, a Democrat, won his bid for re-

election, while fellow representative

Duane Goossen, a Republican, was un-

contested. Democrat Donna Neufeld also

made a bid for the Kansas House of

Representatives, but was defeated.

Republican Robert Godshall was re-

elected to the Pennsylvania House of

Representatives.

Historical committee
sets collection policy
Kalona, Iowa (MCHC)—Where does

one find records of the Amazon Valley

Indian Mission, Christian Layman's Tent
Evangelism, The Calvary Hour, or the

Myron Augsburger crusades?

The answer might be, in a garage in

Orrville, Ohio. Or with a descendant of

the leader. Or in a Mennonite archives.

The Mennonite-related movements and
leaders listed above were discussed as the

Historical Committee adopted a collec-

tion policy for the Archives of the Men-
nonite Church (MC Archives) in Goshen,

Ind.

The Mennonite Historical Society of

Iowa at Kalona hosted the Oct. 16-17

meeting.

Revivalists and para-church leaders

were not addressed in the previous col-

lection policy, observed James O. Leh-

man, Eastern Mennonite College librarian

and archivist. He noted that these people

and movements at the edge of the church

structures were led and supported by
Mennonites.

Some of the persons involved in these

movements are now in retirement and are

asking where their correspondence and

papers should go.

Levi Miller, director of the Archives and
Historical Committee, noted that Goshen
(Ind.) College student Kandance Helmuth
is doing a study of evangelist Howard
Hammer (1991-1957) and the mission he

began in Araguecema, Brazil. After

Hammer's death, the program became
associated with Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions, which houses its records at the MC
Archives.

The mission program, however, began

in the 1950s as an independent Mennonite
mission effort called Amazon Valley In-

dian Mission. Some of these records, pho-

tos and papers are in the possession of

various board members.
Since many of these para-church rec-

ords are in personal collections, the com-
mittee proposed cooperation in pursuing

them for the MC Archives or for regional

archival centers.

In other action, the committee ap-

proved a 1993-94 budget of $148,000 for

the Historical Committee and Archives.

Members commended the Mennonite His-

torical Bulletin for its editorial focus, and
planned a response to the General Assem-
bly on racism.
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• Hege retires. Nathan Hege,
news editor at Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions,
Salunga, Pa., retired Oct. 9 after

42 years of service. Hege spent
24 years in mission service in

Ethiopia and 18 years in the

Church Relations department of

Eastern Board. Hege lives in

Landisville, Pa., with his wife,

Arlene. He will continue to serve

as a Lancaster Conference
bishop.

• Lecturer sought. The direc-

tors of the C. Henry Smith Trust
are seeking candidates for the

1993-94 peace lectureship. The
chosen scholar will speak at

Bluffton (Ohio) and Goshen
(Ind.) colleges. Deadline for ap-

plications is Feb. 1, 1993. For
information, contact John W.
Eby, Dean, Goshen College, or
William J. Hawk, Dean, Bluffton

College.

• Delegates needed. A Chris-

tian Peacemaker Team (CPT)
delegation to Haiti is being
assembled for a mid-December
visit. CPT is seeking persons

who have some experience
working in Haiti, familiarity with
Creole or French, or experience
with emergency peacemaking
where militarization has led to

massive human rights abuse. In-

formation from Jane Miller, 140
E. King St., St. Paul, MN 55107;

phone 612 870-1501.

•Woman joins leadership.
Evangelical Mennonite Con-
ference affirmed their first fe-

male "pastoral care giver" on
Sept. 27. Ardith Frey was
commissioned at the Aberdeen
EMC church of Winnipeg, Man.

• Hymnals wanted. Indepen-
dence Gospel Fellowship would
like to buy 90-100 used Menno-
nite Hymnals in good condition.

Contact John Buckwalter, 5744
E. Valley Rd., Alfred Station,

NY 14803; phone 607 587-8090.

• Goshen church turns 50. East
Goshen (Ind.) Mennonite
Church observed its 50th anni-

versary Oct. 18. Former pastors
including Howard Charles, Mo-
ses Beachy, Vernon Schertz,

and Cliff Miller were on hand to

share their recollections. The
congregation began as a church
plant by the North Goshen
church.

—

Roy Koch

• 60 years celebrated. A church
in Menno, Paraguay, celebrated
its 60th anniversary Sept. 6. The
church celebrated the day with
a special service—in German

—

modeled on the kind used de-

cades ago. The church is said to

be the first Mennonite church
building in South America.

• New appointments:
Nancy Hopkins-Garriss, executive

director, Pleasant View Homes,
Broadway, Va. She has served

as acting executive director
since December 1991.

• Pastoral transitions:

Herbert Schultz, conference min-
ister of the Mennonite Confer-
ence of Eastern Canada, has
chosen not to renew another
three-year term. His term will

end June 30, 1994.

Homer E. Yutzy retired from the
pastoral ministry Oct. 30. He has
been serving as pastor of the
Inlet Mennonite Church near
Wauseon, Ohio. Yutzy's address
is 13169 CR 16, Wauseon, OH
43567.

• Coming events:
Seminar on U.S. health care, Lan-

caster, Pa., Jan 16-18. Resource
persons include Willard Krabill

and Scot Yoder. Information
from Ann Shenk Wenger at 717
293-5256.

Peace and Justice Assembly, New
York City, March 4-7. The
theme of this Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee-sponsored
event is Christian responses to

violence. Topics include domes-
tic violence, racism, economic
injustice, community conflict.

Information from Diane Geh-
man, MCC U.S., P.O. Box 500,

Akron, PA 17501; phone 717
859-3889.

Facing sexual abuse conference, for

victims, survivors, friends, pas-

tors, and caregivers, Normal
(111.) Mennonite Church, March
5-6. Psychotherapist Carolyn
Holderread Heggen will be the

featured speaker at "Breaking
Silence, Bringing Hope II, Fac-
ing Sexual Abuse and Family
Violence." Registration forms
available from MCC Great
Lakes, Box 82, Kidron, OH
44636; phone 216 857-7721.

Inter-Mennonite women's retreat,

Camp Valaqua, Water Valley,

Alta., April 23-25. Katie Funk

Wiebe will be keynote speaker
at "Connecting Our Stories."

Registration limited to 75.

Information from Anneli Braul,

107 MacEwan Park Rd. NW,
Calgary, AB T3K 3G9; phone
403 275-1751.

• New books:
A History of the Amish by Steven

Nolt traces how the Amish have
struggled to maintain their be-
liefs and traditions from their

sixteenth-century European
roots through their settlement in

North America. Available from
Good Books, 717 768-7171.

The Meaning ofPeace, a volume of
ten essays, some appearing for

the first time in English. The
book is the second in a series of
six volumes in the Studies in

Peace and Scripture, sponsored
by the Institute of Mennonite
Studies. Available from Associ-

ated Mennonite Biblical
Seminaries, 219 295-3726.

With Jesus in the World by Linford

Stutzman. The author offers

provocative ideas for bridging
the gap between mission mea-
sured by effectiveness versus
mission aimed at faithfulness.

Study questions provided for

group discussion. Available from
Herald Press, 412 887-8500.

• New resources:
"African Churches and Peace," a
47-page collection of presen-
tations made at a 1991 Menno-
nite Central Committee consul-

tation. Contributors include
Eric Olfert, Harold F. MDler,
Hizkias Assefa, Judy Zimmer-
man Zehr. Available for $1 from
MCC, P.O. Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500; phone 717 859-1151.

Brief on reproductive technologies

summarizes values and assump-
tions Canadians share regarding
the development and use of new
reproductive technologies. The
19-page document is available

for $1 from MCC, P.O. Box 500,

Akron, PA 17501-0500; phone
717 859-1151.

"From Here to Zaire, " a 19-minute
video, depicts the shipment of

1,000 metric tons of corn and
beans from North America to

Kinshasa, Zaire. For free loan,

call Mennonite Central Commit-
tee at 717 859-1151 (Akron, Pa.)

or 204 261-6381 (Winnipeg,
Man.), or contact the MCC of-

fice nearest you.

Hymns of Rejoicing, the fifth and
final release of The Mennonite
Hour favorites, is now available

on cassette, along with previously

recorded The Mennonite Hour
cassettes. To order, contact
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Teacher passes "Go," collects fourth place. Harrisonburg, Va.—A Mennonite educator,

competing against primary school teachers across the country, ranked fourth in the 30th annual

National Awards for Teaching Economics. "Moneyopoly," developed by Barbara A. Borntrager,

a third-grade instructor at Ottobine Elementary School, also received a first place award in

statewide competition. The game board incorporates a variety of well-known area businesses

and gives students hands-on experience in entrepreneurship. Borntrager is a member of

Harrisonburg (Va.) Mennonite Church.—Jim Bishop

MBM Media Ministries, 1251

Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
22801-2497; phone 800 999-3534.

Mental health packet suggests

ways for churches to respond to

people suffering from mental ill-

ness. Includes sections on pas-

toral care for families, reaching

out to people with mental ill-

ness, creating a caring commu-
nity- Available for $5 from MCC
Canada, 134 Plaza Drive, Winni-

peg, MB R3T 5K9; phone 204

261-6381.

Newsletter for the Mennonite and

Brethren in Christ Network of

Adult Survivors of Abuse, spon-

sored by Mennonite Central

Committee. For a sample copy,

write to P.O. Box 69, Akron, PA
17501.

• Job openings:
Director of pastoral services,

Philhaven Hospital, Mt. Gretna,

Pa. Philhaven is a Mennonite
mental health facility. Related

master's degree required, or-

dained minister and certified

CPE supervisor preferred. Posi-

tion available February 1993.

Send resume by Dec. 31 to Di-

rector of Human Resources,

P.O. Box 550, Mt. Gretna, PA
17064.

Management positions, Penn Alps

Restaurant & Craft Store,

Springs, Pa., and Grantsville,

Md. Salary and benefits com-
mensurate with experience.

Send resume and references to

Jack Dueck, Penn Alps Inc., Rt.

2, Box 5, Grantsville, MD 21536;

phone 301 895-5985.

• Change of address:

Lee Ebersole from Mercersburg,

Pa., to 611 Lincoln Way W.,

Chambersburg, PA 17201.

Emery Hochstetler from Oxford,

Iowa, to 755 Elliott Ct, Iowa

City, IA 52246.

Thomas E. Kauffman to Bud-Dol
Terr, 138A Colonial Dr.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

NEW MEMBERS

Beemer, Neb.: Jonathan Erb,

Ryan Oswald, Jennifer Oswald,

Daniel Oswald, Jr., Robert Os-

wald, Bridget Barth, and Becky
Nitzsche.

Covenant Community Fellow-
ship, Lansdale, Pa.: Neil An-
ders, Steve Anders, Aaron Bair,

Linda Campbell, Heather Nase,

and Jeff Rickert.

Jubilee, Meridian, Miss.: Fern

Burkholder Diener and Marcus
Diener.

Northern Virginia, Vienna, Va.:

Chad Heatwole.

Portland, Ore.: Linda Rush.

Yellow Creek, Goshen Ind.:

Ronda Hoffman.

BIRTHS

Auker, Dan and Brenda
(Finkbiner), Mifflintown, Pa.,

Brent Michael (first child), Oct. 20.

Clymer, Leonard and Joy (Lan-

dis), Gordonville, Pa., Victoria

Lauren (second child), Oct. 29.

Cook, Mike and Sherrill Yoder,

Iowa City, Iowa, Marshall Alex-

ander (first child), Oct. 22.

de Decker, Guillaune and Miriam
(White), Paris, France, Charles

William (first child), Oct. 1.

Decker, Terry and Lisa (Miller),

Hesston, Kan., Adam Leigh
Tanner (second child), Oct. 28.

Eisenbeis, Tim and Anita
(Musselman), East Lansing,

Mich., Andre Nathan (first

child), Sept. 22.

Erb, Dwight and Laura (Thomas),

Hesston, Kan., Debra Ruth (sec-

ond child), Oct. 8.

Geyer, Doyle and Janet (Erb),

Parnell, Iowa, Gretchen Etta

(second child), Sept. 28.

Jantzi, Beryl and Margaret
(Maust), Ephrata, Pa., Melissa

Dawn (second child), Oct. 20.

Kennell, Bryant and Lisa (Ruff),

Eureka, 111., Austin Stephen
(second child), Oct. 11.

Kuepfer, Wayne and Loretta

(Newswanger), Millbank, Ont.,

(twins) Justin Daniel and Josiah

Aaron (second and third chil-

dren), Oct. 23.

Lambright, Marlin and Pam
(Yoder), LaGrange, Ind., Logan
Reed (third child), Oct. 18.

Miller, Edwin C. and Sue
(Stamm), San Salvador, El Sal-

vador, Alma Esperanza (first

child), Oct. 19.

Nyce, Keith and Yvonne (Groff),

Souderton, Pa., Joshua Keith

(second child), Oct. 8.

Rosenfeld, David and Julia

(Schrock), Leola, Pa., Rachael

Rebekah Schrock (fourth child),

June 30.

Rudy, Jon and Carolyn (Peachey),

La Junta, Colo., David Paul

(second child), Oct. 18.

Schott, Karl and Debra (Schmitt),

Hanover, Ont., Danielle Eliza-

beth (fourth child), Oct. 18.

Scruggs, Tim and Milli (Myers),

Meridian, Miss., Erin Leigh
(second child), Sept. 26.

Shenk, Alan and Sharon
(Burkholder), Macon, Miss.,

Ranita Joy (first child), Sept. 8.

Springer, Steve and Cindy, Eu-
reka, 111., Josiah Eugene (first

child), Oct. 14.

Stewart, Howard and Beth
(Nebel), Tucson, Ariz., Russell

Seabrook (second child), June

30.

Weaver, Burnell and Shanda
(Blosser), Goshen, Ind., Mat-
thew Ray (second child), Oct. 12.

Yoder, David E. and Lisa (Miller),

Kalona, Iowa, Emma Grace
(third child), Oct. 25.

MARRIAGES

Anjema-Wagler: Chris Anjema,
Stratford, Ont. (Christian Re-

form), and Susan Wagler,
Wellesley, Ont. (Wilmot), Aug.

15, by Dave Bergen.

Burbank-Yoder: Mike Burbank,

Phoenix, Ariz. (Grace), and
Rosanne Yoder, Phoenix, Ariz.

(Grace), Sept. 25, by James L.

Kropf.

Erb-Lichti: Warren Erb, Gadshill,

Ont. (Riverdale), and Carolyn

Lichti, Gadshill, Ont.
(Mapleview), Oct. 24, by Victor

Dorsch and Jim Mullet.
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Gingerich-Rhodes: Dwight
Gingerich, Kalona, Iowa (First),

and Maureen Rhodes, Kalona,

Iowa (West Union), Oct. 17, by
Merv Birky, Firman Gingerich,

and Diane Zaerr.

Hunsberger-Gascho: Steven
Hunsberger, Lansdale, Pa.
(Blooming Glen), and Charlotte

Gascho, Telford, Pa., Oct. 24, by
Truman H. Brunk, Jim Carpen-
ter, and Jim Gascho.

Kaethler-Brubacher: Andrew
Kaethler, Kitchener, Ont.
(First), and Elise Brubacher,
Kitchener, Ont. (First), Aug. 22,

by Amzie Brubacher.
Kinzie-Gombos: Peter Kinzie,

Plattsville, Ont. (Wilmot), and
Kathryn Gombos, Cambridge,
Ont. (Presbyterian), Aug. 8, by
Gerald Schwartzentruber.

Lapp-Hershey: Philip Lapp,
Goshen, Ind. (Assembly), and
Denise Hershey, Bridgewater,

Vt. (Bethany), Oct. 3, by Nancy
S. Lapp (mother of groom).

McMurray-Wood: John McMur-
ray, Harrisonburg, Va., and Jen-

nifer Wood, Harrisonburg, Va.

(Kidron), Oct. 24, by Bill

Detweiler.

Mercure-Ortiz: Michael
Mercure, Plumsteadville, Pa.

(Christ Community), and Janet
Ortiz, Doylestown, Pa. (Doyles-

town), Oct. 10, by Ray K. Yoder
and Duane Bishop.

Miller-Yoder: Luke J. Miller,

Harrisonburg, Va. (Park View),

and Denise A. Yoder, Kidron,

Ohio (Park View), Aug. 29, by
David F. Miller (father of
groom).

Nofziger-Warrington: Doug
Nofziger, Canby, Ore. (Zion),

and Sarah Warrington, Salem,

Ore., Oct. 17, by Del Hershberger.

Pletcher-Coffman: Ernest
Pletcher, White, Pa., and Mar-
garet Coffman, Scottdale, Pa.

(Scottdale), Aug. 15, by John E.

Sharp.

Shantz-Brubacher: Stanley
Shantz, Baden, Ont. (Alliance),

and Eral Brubacher, St. Jacobs,

Ont. (St. Jacobs), Oct. 10, by
Sue C. Steiner.

Shantz-Oaks: Sean Shantz, Mio,
Mich. (Fairview), and Joyce
Oaks, Fairview, Mich. (Fair-

view), Oct. 17, by Virgil
Hershberger.

Springer-Abercrombie: Tim
Springer, Indianapolis, Ind.

(East Bend), and Kelly Aber-
crombie, Indianapolis, Ind., Oct.

24, by Scott Wheeler.
Stoltzfus-Preston: Myron

Stoltzfus, Morgantown, Pa.
(Conestoga), and Rebecca Pres-

ton, West Chester, Pa. (Hope-
well), Oct. 3, by Mahlon Miller.

DEATHS

Barnes, Berdine (Wyse), 54,

Sugarcreek, Ohio. Born: June 8,

1938, Wayland, Iowa, to May-
nard and Bernice (Wyse) Wyse.
Died: Oct. 23, 1992, Sugarcreek,

Ohio. Survivors— husband:
Robert Barnes; daughters: Les-
lie Fluharty, Rachel; parents;

brothers and sister: Leland and
Douglas Wyse, Linda Smucker;
2 grandchildren. Memorial ser-

vice: Oct. 26, First Mennonite
Church, by Melvin Leidig.
Burial: Union Hall Cemetery.

Buckwalter, Everett S., 77, In-

tercourse, Pa. Born: Feb. 14,

1915, Lancaster Co., Pa., to

Menno and Ida (Schmidt) Buck-
waiter. Died: Sept. 17, 1992, in

an automobile accident. Survi-

vors— wife: Fannie (Groff)
Buckwalter; children: Elva
Beach, Paul H, Melvin E., Ray-
mond G., Everett G.; step-

brother: Robert. Congregational
membership: Hershey Menno-
nite Church.

Egli, Anna (Nitzsche), 98, Man-
son, Iowa. Born: Feb. 4, 1894,

Fulda, Minn., to Julius and Bar-

bara (Oswald) Nitzsche. Died:

Oct. 11, 1992, Lake City, Iowa.

Survivors— children: Norma
Carver, Irene Mays, Darlene
Frahm, Betty Smothers, Donna
Struzenberg, Lloyd, Leonard;
brothers and sisters: Dan,
Elmer, and Bertha Nitzsche,

Clara Roth, Lillian Erb; 25
grandchildren, 29 great-grand-

children, one great-great-grand-

child. Predeceased by: William
Egli (husband). Funeral: Oct. 14,

Manson Mennonite Church, by
Curt Kuhns. Burial: Rose Hill

Cemetery.
Gartin, Thomas Richard, 77,

Manson, Iowa. Born: Sept. 20,

1915, American Falls, Idaho, to

Orville and Dora (Lewis) Gartin.

Died: Oct. 4, 1992, Fort Dodge,
Iowa, of heart failure. Survi-

vors—wife: Dessie Juanita
(Johnson) Gartin; children:
Myra Jane Hamell, Patricia Ann
Cutting, Bob Richard; brothers

and sisters: Lester, Genevieve
Stephens, Ruth Sowards, Ar-

delle Stephens, Christine Jen-

sen; 10 grandchildren, 13 great-

grandchildren. Funeral: Oct. 7,

Manson Mennonite Church, by
Curt Kuhns. Burial: Rose Hill

Cemetery.
Leis, Leroy, 71, Wellesley, Ont.

Born: Aug. 11, 1921, Wellesley
Twp., Ont., to Amos and Nancy
(Steinman) Leis. Died: Oct. 21,

Kitchener, Ont, from cardiac ar-

rest. Survivors—wife: Marion

(Bender) Leis; children: Wayne,
Willard, Wesley, Donna
McTavish; stepchildren: Elaine

Schuelter, Raymond Bender,
Sharon Brown, Ronald Bender;
brother: Omer Leis; 13 grand-

children; 7 stepgrandchildren.

Predeceased by: Vera (Gascho)
Leis (first wife). Funeral and
burial: Oct. 24, Maple View
Mennonite Church, by Victor

Dorsch and Ephraim Gingerich.

Martin, Lydian (Hoffman), 89,

Cambridge, Ont. Born: Jan. 9,

1903, to Menno and Suzanna
(Eby) Hoffman. Died: Oct. 16,

1992, Cambridge, Ont. Prede-
ceased by: Abner Martin (hus-

band) and Nancy Martin
(daughter). Funeral and burial:

St. Jacobs Mennonite Church,
by Amzie Brubacher.

McLean, Ada Blanche (Mur-
ray), 89, Scottdale, Pa. Born:

June 6, 1903, to George E. and
Ada (Bodenheimer) Murray.
Died: Aug. 11, 1992. Survivors-
children: Mary Geyer, Samuel,
Raymond J., Jr., Charles E.,

David F., Homer E.; brothers

and sisters: Homer E., Sylis F.,

and Paul A. Murray, Mabel
Baird, Irene Boddice, Jessi Mae
Knox; 22 grandchildren, 31

great-grandchildren, 7 great-

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Margaret Ware
(daughter). Funeral: Aug. 14,

James Murphy Memorial Home,
by Donald G. Cochran. Burial:

Scottdale Cemetery.
Michael, Anna M., 88, Scottdale,

Pa. Born: Nov. 16, 1903, Grants-

ville, Md. Raised by Daniel and
Lydia Bender. Died: Sept. 29,

1992, Scottdale, Pa. Survivors

—

daughters: Sandra Johnson,
Grace Hill; one grandchild. Pre-

deceased by: S. Vernon Michael
(husband). Memorial service:

Oct. 2, Mennonite Church of

Scottdale, by John E. Sharp.

Burial: Scottdale Cemetery.
Ruth, Sadie H., 83, Souderton,
Pa. Born: Nov. 7, 1908,
Lederach, Pa., to Clayton and
Lydia (Hunsberger) Ruth. Died:

Oct. 15, 1992, Souderton, Pa.

Survivor— sister: Elizabeth
Bergey. Funeral: Oct. 19,

Souderton Mennonite Home
Chapel, by Duane Bishop.
Burial: Doylestown Mennonite
Cemetery.

Schrock, Alice (Ramer), 55,

Wakarusa, Ind. Born: April 16,

1937, Elkhart County, Ind., to

Edna Ramer. Died: Oct. 23,

1992, Elkhart, Ind., of cancer.

Survivors—husband: Devon
Schrock; children: Dan, Mat-
thew, Peggy Stickler; brothers:

Richard, Roger, Rex; 3 grand-

children. Funeral: Oct. 26, Hold-
eman Mennonite Church, by
Dan Schrock, Sam Troyer, and
Russell Krabill. Burial: Olive

West Cemetery.
Strickland, Frances (Dean), 80,

Newport News, Va. Born: Jan.

30, 1912, Richmond, Va., to

Early and Bertha (Pugh) Dean.
Died: Sept. 20, 1992, Newport
News, Va. Survivors—children:

Ruth S. Allen, Mearle S. Binan,

Arthur D., Faith S. Groom; 16

grandchildren, 6 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Ar-
thur Ree Strickland (husband).

Funeral: Sept. 23, Huntington
Mennonite Church, by Lloyd
Weaver, Jr., and Ron Penner.
Burial: Peninsula Memorial
Park.

Troyer, Fern (Handrich)
Gusler, 78, Fairview, Mich.
Born: Sept. 12, 1914, Fairview,

Mich., to Jacob and Verna
(Beachy) Handrich. Died: Oct.

21, 1992, Fairview, Mich., of con-

gestive heart failure. Survi-

vors—children: Owen, Nelson,

and Donald Gusler, Dawn
Gusler Larrison; brothers: For-

rest, Willard, and Bruce Hand-
rich; 9 grandchildren, 4 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

David Troyer (second husband),
Basil Gusler (first husband), and
Claire Everett Gusler (son). Fu-

neral and burial: Oct. 24, Fair-

view Mennonite Church, by Vir-

gil Hershberger.

Yoder, Fanny J. (Yoder), 72.

Born: March 19, 1920, Dodge
City, Kan., to Jonas and Anna
(Bontrager) Yoder. Died: Oct.

23, 1992. Survivors—children:

Donna Schrock, Robert, James;
brother and sister: Ralph Yoder,
Lydia Overholt; 8 grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Jacob E.

Yoder (husband). Funeral and
burial: Oct. 27, Locust Grove
Mennonite Church, by Tom
Miller.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Mutual Aid board and
committee meetings, Chicago,

Dec. 4-5

Conference ministers' annual
meeting, Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 5-9

Mennonite Board of Education
annual meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Jan. 7-9

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries pastors' week,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 25-29

Mennonite Church General As-
sembly and Convention, Youth
Convention, Philadelphia, July

27-Aug. 1
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Zaire bhipment

Sometimes
feeding
hungry
people
means
sharing
corn
and

beans

MCC's first act was to send food to hungry people in Russia in 1920.

This tradition continues today. In late 1991 political instability and

severe inflation in Zaire caused food shortages and malnutrition in

Kinshasa, the capital. At MCC's invitation, North American farmers

sent 1,000 metric tons of corn and beans in response. Last year

MCC shipped 42.6 million pounds/19.2 million kilograms of food to

hungry people in 22 countries.

Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street. PO Box 500. Akron. PA
17501-0500

(717)859-1151 (717)859-3889

Mennonite Central Committee Canada
1 34 Plaza Drive. Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
(204)261-6381
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THE LAST WORD

The center of the universe
It's now official: the earth is not the center of

the universe. According to an Associated Press
report, on Oct. 31, 1992, Pope John Paul II fi-

nally admitted that Galileo Galilei had been
right after all.

Some 350 years ago, when the astronomer
Galileo tried to make a case for the earth re-

volving around the sun, he was placed under
church censorship. After a trial, he was sen-

tenced to life imprisonment, which was changed
to house arrest after he recanted his belief. He
died, blind, in 1642, still working on his theory
that the universe was much more than what hap-
pened here on earth.

Of course, most of us have known this all

along. Yet before we get too smug or amused or

judgmental about the Catholic Church's long

wait to admit its error, let us confess that we,
too, often get confused about the center of the

universe. We don't think it's the earth. We think

it's ourselves.

For is not that the focus of so much of our
daily routines? Our life . . . our problems . . . our
health . . . our family . . . our jobs . . . our suc-

cesses . . . our failures . . . yes, even our church.

Like he did with so many other things, Jesus
turned this all upside down. "You are not the
center of the universe," he said in effect when
asked about the greatest commandment. In-

stead, "Love the Lord your God with all your
heart, and with all your soul, and with all your
mind."

The second greatest commandment doesn't
place us in the center either: "Love your neigh-

bor as yourself (Matt. 22:37-39).

I find both extremely difficult to do. Human
nature makes me want to defend my rights, my
freedom, my individualism. Sure, I'm interested

in God and others. Too often, however, that

interest comes only after my needs and my
wants have been taken care of.

But Jesus continues to call me to a better

way. It is the way of giving and sacrifice. It is

the way of the cross, which Jesus demonstrated
for us. It is the way to peace and harmony with
our Creator God.

For it is God—and God alone—who must be
the true center of our universe.

—

jlp

Did you sing them off-the-wall?
Dear Paul:

Seems we've got a problem brewing. Well, if

not exactly a problem, at least it's a tension

point. One that could erupt into a problem with-

out some attention.

Let me ask you. When you wrote Col. 3:16,

why did you include "psalms, hymns, and spiri-

tual songs" when one would have been enough?
Were you having the same kind of muffled
disagreements we Mennonites seem to have
today?

It has to do with our singing.

Some of us like the old-time hymns. You
know, four-part harmony, preferably a cappella

—

though more and more of us are making conces-
sions to pianos or organs. And we're used to

singing from books.

Others of us find hymns slow and boring.

We're more into Scripture songs and choruses.

Add a set of drums, two guitars, and maybe
even a harmonica, and we can really worship.

We like our songs projected, off-the-wall, so to

speak.

Now, Paul, neither side wants to make a big

issue of this. But, if we're honest, we'll admit it

rankles a bit. Particularly if we always have to

sing hymns when we'd prefer spiritual songs. Or
the other way around.

Did you have that problem at Colossi? If so, I

wish you had been more specific with a solution.

The only hint I get is what you said as you intro-

duced the subject: sing "with gratitude in your
hearts." You followed that with, "Do everything

in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to

God the Father through him."

Are you trying to tell us that's what's most im-

portant? Giving thanks. Being grateful. That how
we do it doesn't matter as long as what we sing

is a true expression of our faith?

If that's the case, there should be room in our
church for them all: psalms, hymns, spiritual

songs, and off-the-wall.—jlp
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Moral passion needs explicit spiritual rootage and
nourishment—a balance between conscience and
spirit, between ethics and personal transformation.
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Why are radical
Christians such
poor evangelists?

So many congregations have strong

community outreach programs. But
these result in so few accepting Christ

and becoming part of the church. Why?

NOV 24

ELKHART

LIBRARY

The questions haunt me. I first came
across them in an article by Raymond
Fung in A Monthly Letter on Evangelism.

Can radical Christians evangelize?

Fung observes that many congregations have

strong community outreach programs to people

in need, but there is little evangelistic conse-

quence. Their ministry appears holistic, but the

effect upon people's lives is fragmented. In fact,

some of the poor and the refugees to whom they

minister find spiritual homes in more fundamen-

talistic churches rather than in congregations

that originally expressed solidarity with them.

Why? Fung suggests radical Christians tend to

be shy about words such as salvation or Jesus.

They want to be sensitive to others. But if one

is unwilling or unable to speak about faith in

Jesus, the people ministered to easily discern

that ambivalence and turn elsewhere for spiri-

tual sustenance.

Radical Christians, Fung notes, can also cause

alienation when their theological orientation or

style is absolutist or totalitarian. When issues be-

by

Calvin

E. Shenk



If, as radical Christians, we are uncom-
fortable talking about personal faith in

Jesus, we will not be evangelistic. Peo-
ple soon know what our real views are.

come more important than people, radical Chris-

tians find difficulty identifying with people. The
persons ministered to don't feel acceptance.

Now I consider myself a radical Christian. I'm
part of a radical theological tradition. Anabap-
tists are identified with the radical reformation. I

applaud creative and radical forms of ministry,

done by congregations or by Mennonite agen-

cies. I'm a member of Evangelicals for Social Ac-
tion. But I also believe in evangelism. Can one
be a radical Christian and also be evangelistic?

Radicalism: biblical or ideological? I believe

the Anabaptist-Mennonite emphasis on
biblicism and discipleship makes us radi-

cal Christians. Followers of Jesus are called to

radical action. When such action parallels action

of other movements or ideologies, we feel solidar-

ity with other radicals. This should not frighten

us to inaction so long as our radical concerns are

not co-opted by ideological systems. Rather it

should force us to examine carefully the roots of

our belief and action. We are rightly concerned
for community, counterculturalism, ethics, ecol-

ogy, justice, and peace. We must oppose pov-
erty, racism, sexism, and ethnocentrism. But
what is the unique, the radical perspective we
bring to these issues?

We are radical because Jesus was radical.

This conviction defines the scope of our concern
and the spirit of our action. We are not simply
"anti"; we have specific reasons—Jesus' exam-
ple and teachings—for behaving in countercul-

tural ways. Some, failing to understand this, join

us for ideological reasons. But they are later dis-

illusioned and leave our churches. Others, not

seeing the relationship between our faith and ac-

tion, consider us too ideological and prefer other

Christian fellowships.

Radical Christians sometimes become absolut-

ist or totalitarian. When that happens, it is easy
to develop a kind of "political correctness" or

"inverted dogmatism" that either excludes or is

not attractive to seekers. We might react against

fundamentalist rigidity, but we can hold our
ideas with equal rigidity, giving the impression
that contrasting positions are unworthy of seri-

ous consideration. We can't be open to all ideas,

We Anabaptists speak much of
the cross, but even our cross

theology remains all too pow-
erful without suffering love.

but if we draw the circle too tightly, we become
closed minded in the way in which our radical

concern is defined.

Sometimes our ideas are intimidating, and we
don't have the patience to listen to those who
need time for testing. Other times our language
is harsh, characterized more by rebuke than
weeping. Unless our spirit is sensitized by the

Spirit, we become abrasive. We want to be pro-

phetic, we express moral indignation, but we
must monitor our tone as we affirm the truth.

The church faces many critical issues which
need to be addressed. But fixing on one aspect

can make the gospel into an idea or an ideology.

The gospel message includes forgiveness, recon-

ciliation, guidance, and power; it also includes

concern for ethics, justice, peace, human rights,

and ecology.

But the center of the gospel is none of these.

The center is Jesus. When Jesus is the center, a

new perspective is introduced. Concern for jus-

tice points to the Just One. Concern for libera-

We want to be prophetic, we
express moral indignation, but
we must always monitor our
tone as we affirm the truth.

tion points to the Liberator. Concern for creation

points to the Creator. There is a profound differ-

ence between commitment to a cause and commit-
ment to a person. Causes become ideological.

Radical Christians are fond of speaking of the

kingdom of God. That's biblical language. But
kingdom language also can become too program-
matic if we forget that it was Jesus who inaugu-

rated the kingdom. Lesslie Newbigin insists that

the kingdom has a name and a face—the name
and face of Jesus. He emphasizes, "When the

message of the kingdom is divorced from the

person of Jesus, it becomes a program, an ideol-

ogy, a law, not a gospel."

If, as radical Christians, we are uncomfortable

talking about personal faith in Jesus, we will not

be evangelistic. This is not merely a question of

more religious words which we impose upon peo-

ple. The issue is our willingness to give an ac-

count of the hope that is within us. Do we desire

to see people come to faith in Jesus? Is our de-

sire strong enough to be obvious? Or do we give

mixed signals? People in our communities know
what our real views are.
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Radical action is hollow with-

out love in relationships. Love
is attractive because it is so

rare. Love and transformed
lives commend the gospel.

Radicalism: issue-oriented or suffering love?

Radical Christians are sometimes preoc-

cupied with critical issues. Now meaning-

ful faith must engage the world; otherwise faith

is merely theoretical. But if we are only issue-ori-

ented, we don't identify with people. There must
be affirmation for people in their particular pre-

dicament. Prophetic ministry is of little value if

real people are left on the periphery.

Too often we are strong on rhetoric about peo-

ple but more comfortable with issues. I often

grieve for injustices done to Arab Palestinians. I

wrote letters to the U.S. administration and con-

gress prior to the Gulf War. But do I relate per-

sonally to Palestinians? Though I'm for peace, I

have no right to be condescending toward sol-

diers.

Those who are issue-oriented hasten to give

"correct" answers. Raymond Fung cites an inci-

dent that took place when East Germany was un-

dergoing monumental change. Some were sure

they knew what East Germans ought to think.

But when East Germans made a different

choice, a North American friend of his said with

a twinge of annoyance, "The East Germans
voted blue jeans and McDonalds." Radicals

knew what East Germans should want, so they

felt let down when East Germans chose other-

wise. Fung noted that what is so offensive is the

tone of haughty dismissal in these remarks. And
they are made by those who supposedly respect

peoplehood, who believe in the marginalized,

poor, and oppressed. Fung asks, will radical

Christians only respect people who agree with

their ideological position?

Radicals spend a lot of time correcting others'

views. We become watchdogs. But watchdogs
can lack affection! Correct positions, without

love and grace, become dogma. We know what
to read, what to buy, what to say. Instead of giv-

ing people a chance to discover and grow, we
are prone to analyze their situation and provide

prepackaged answers. Radical people must be
willing to let their "correct answers" be cor-

rected by the people they serve.

Radicals are often too powerful. We don't

want to only "help" people; we want to

"empower" people. But in our attempt to em-
power, we retain our power, status, and wealth.

Have we Anabaptists forgotten how crucial Phil.

2:1-11 is to our theology? With increasing wealth,

power, and sophistication, can our theology and
lifestyle continue to be shaped by solidarity, vul-

nerability, servanthood, compassion, and the

cross?

Do we speak and act from the ground level or

from the top down? Charles Williams said, "One
cannot love downward. One can't love when one
thinks of oneself as superior. Human love is al-

ways among equals." We might prefer to em-
power people from the top down and thereby re-

main secure. But then we are too confident and
too strong. When we are strong, distance devel-

ops between us and those we minister to.

Several years ago at a worship service in the

catacombs in Rome, Charles West from
Princeton Seminary whispered to me, "I think

the people who met here were similar to Anabap
tists." That was a treasured compliment from a

Presbyterian! I agree: radical Anabaptists under-

stood ministry in suffering, not power.

I believe our radical ethics are only credible if

they are inspired by suffering love, if we "bear

on [our] body the marks of Jesus" (Gal. 6:17,

NIV). Ideology or issues can be communicated
without the marks of Jesus but not biblical eth-

ics. Only the marks of Jesus can keep us from ei

ther callousness or arrogance in our ethics.

Anabaptists speak much of the cross, but even

"cross theology" remains too powerful without

suffering love. If radical perspectives are not

tempered by sacrificial love, they become offen-

sive, not inviting. Harry Moore of the Church
Missionary Society warns of a "belligerent Chris-

tianity." Belligerent Christianity comes from a

position of power, not suffering love.

Needy people are tired. They desire love, re-

Radicals are often

too powerful. We
don't want to only

"help" people; we
want to "empower"
people. But in our
attempt to do so, we
retain our power,
status, and wealth.
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When Jesus is the center, a new perspec-
tive is introduced. Concern for justice

points to the Just One. Concern for lib-

eration points to the Liberator.

spect, understanding, hospitality. Radical action

is hollow without love in relationships. Love is at-

tractive because it is so rare. Love and trans-

formed lives commend the gospel. The power of

the message is not dependent upon flawless mes-
sengers but upon the brokenness of the messen-
ger. Radical Christians need to learn broken-

ness, humility, woundedness, tenderness, pain,

lament. Needy people respond to those who also

have need. Can we face the world with a tearful

eye? I feel more drawn to weeping, suffering

prophets.

Radicalism: A fragmented or whole gospel!

Fung notes that ministry which is consid-

ered holistic is often experienced by re-

cipients in a fragmentary way. How is one to

avoid this? I believe it is important to examine
more carefully the relationship between salva-

tion in Christ and our programs. Christ not only

provides atonement; he is the model for life. We
can't remove Christ from either part of the equa-

tion. Do we witness to comprehensive salvation?

How do we deal with total life experience?

Radical Christians understandably want to cor-

rect perspectives which have been fragmented

When we are real radicals, we
will be passionately involved

in social concerns. But we will

be just as passionately inter-

ested in personal salvation.

or excluded by some Christians. But overcorrect-

ing can inadvertently lead to reductionism. To re-

place one bias with another is inadequate. When
we give priority to aspects of the gospel that

have been neglected, we must not neglect other

equally necessary aspects of the gospel.

Radical social concerns must be combined
with sensitivity to people's need for forgiveness,

hope, meaning, healing of relationships, guid-

ance. People are hurt, lonely, broken, ill, hostage

to fear, despairing. They are weighed down with

personal burdens and social burdens. They need
spiritual companions, soul friends. They want to

hear, "Come to me, all who labor and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest" (Matt. 11:28,

RSV).
Churches that are preoccupied only with is-

sues have little appeal. We call upon people to

model Jesus, but there must be personal trans-

formation before that is possible. Without per-

sonal transformation, imitation of Jesus has a

fake quality.

Mennonites frequently have difficulty verbaliz-

ing faith. We are also sometimes critical of the

way others do it. We prefer deeds to word. We
are allergic to cheap words. We insist on authen-
ticity and whole-life integrity. That is commend-
able. But I believe we also must be more explicit

about the foundation of our faith.

Samuel Escobar from Peru, now teaching at

Eastern Baptist Seminary, praises Mennonites
for our involvement in difficult situations—for

our pacifism, our community life, and our frugal-

ity and service. He acknowledges that our tradi-

tion is nourished by a Christology that has in-

sisted on the lordship of Jesus Christ and the

importance of his example for discipleship

today. But he calls upon us to be more explicit

about the sources of our compassion and service.

This is not to water down our radical under-

standing of the church. But we must be more
sensitive to how we are perceived by those out-

side our fellowship. Do we appear "too good," as

one person remarked recently? I'm troubled if

people don't feel acceptance from us. I also feel

uneasy when people fail to understand the total

gospel we profess.

Is it possible that radical Christians are not
radical enough? Certainly we must move beyond
radical rhetoric. Radical is more than ideas or

stance; radical must be life encompassing. If we
are real radicals, we will be passionately in-

volved in social concerns and just as passion-

ately interested in personal salvation. Moral pas-

sion needs explicit spiritual rootage and
nourishment—a balance between conscience and
spirit, between ethics and personal transforma-

tion. Then, I believe, radical Christians will be
more credible when they invite people to con-

sider Jesus.

Calvin E. Shenk, Harrison-

burg, Va., teaches world

religions and missions at

Eastern Mennonite College.

He is also chairman of the

Bible and religion depart-

ment at the college. This

article was first presented

as a devotional meditation

at the annual meeting of

the board of the John S.

Coffman Center of Evange-
lism at Eastern Mennonite
Seminary.
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"He has rescued us from the

power of darkeness and trans-

ferred us into the kingdom of
his beloved Son, in whom we
have redemption, the forgive-

ness of sins.

"

—Col. 1:13-14, NRSV
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READERS SAY

We Stand on the Brink of a
Population Disaster (Aug.

11). When will we discover that

the use of the phrase, "Be fruitful and
multiply," is directed first at the birds

of the air and fish of the sea (Gen. 1:22)

rather than to our own species? How
can we allow the whales and spotted

owls to be fruitful and multiply if we de-

stroy them or their habitat?

Further, the Bible says, "Be fruitful

and multiply," not "Be like fruit flies

and multiply"!

David E. Ortman
Seattle, Wash.

Itake exception to the opinion in

Young but Fully Adult (Oct. 20)

that "clearly, all of us will continue

to wrestle with the subject [of the mo-
rality of homosexuality] for years to

come." Homosexuality is not a new phe-

nomenon. Like lying, robbery, and mur-
der, homosexuality has existed since

the earliest days of humanity. Early on
God clearly told us that homosexuality

was wrong. To further prove God
wasn't kidding we have the unforgetta-

ble object lesson of the destruction of

Sodom and Gomorrah.
For close to three millennia there was

complete consensus within the commu-
nity of faith that homosexuality was
wrong. Only in the last 30 years have
there been doubts. Are we wiser now,

or just more ignorant? How would those

who perished with Sodom and Gomor-
rah counsel us? Even to beg the ques-

tion shows we've been deceived.

Stephen H. Gibbs

Qosqo, Peru

What Is the Church Doing
About the U.S. Health Care
Crisis'? (Oct. 20). I agree that

the church should not "focus its atten-

tion solely in [the] areas" of political

and economic solutions. Christians, par-

ticularly, should lead the way in the

area of stewardship. We are called to

be good stewards of our physical bod-
ies. Christians can be examples in dem-
onstrating healthy lifestyles.

Americans persist in unhealthy life-

styles, which carries a very high price

tag. Approximately 80 percent of all

illnesses are linked to unhealthy behav-
iors. Six of the 10 leading causes of

death in the U.S. are linked to the diets

we continue, even though we know we
shouldn't. For example, an estimated 35

percent of cancer mortality has been as-

sociated with eating habits, as is the

high incidence of heart disease.

I would add another sentence to the

article: "All people who feel they have

a right to a basic level of health care

have the responsibility to maintain a

healthy lifestyle."

Merv Hess
Sarasota, Fla.

Some comments on your Oct. 27

issue: thanks for the excellent edi-

torial If I Were a Voting Menno-
nite. You pose some hard alternatives.

Sharing and sacrifice don't come easy

for me.

And thank you, Ted Grimsrud, for

verbalizing what I need to be reminded
of How Do We Take Up Our Cross
and Suffer!

Mennonite Peace Stance: Some-
day Just a Memory? gave more soul

food for me than the sexuality empha-
sis some of your issues carried. This

was a "clip and reread" issue, whereas
some recent articles and comments
have been "file 13" variety.

Rhoda H. Sauder
York, Pa.

The reading audience of Menno-
nite periodicals is not limited to

people of our denomination. For

example news of the moral failure of

one of our brothers in the faith has

reached the pages of The New York
Times, the Wall Street Journal, and the

Des Moines Register.

Does the national news media care

about our purposes for church purity?

Does the religion page of a major news-
paper share our effort to restore the

wholeness of the victims and reconcilia-

tion of the repentant perpetrator?

We need to weigh the value of the

reconciliation process over against the

possible extensive personal and denomi-
national damage via national and world-

wide news media. Might we be going

from efforts to protect the church and
the proper rights of women to supply-

ing titillating reading on pages of the

public media over which we share no
control? Is the policy worth the price?

Should the church be washing its

linen before such a large public? Might
letters to pastors to be shared with the

congregations be a suitable substitute

to publishing material that should not

be put before the public news media?
Paul H. Martin

Des Moines, Iowa
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There 9
s more than one way

Some of the lessons that North Americans
can learn from living and visiting with
brothers and sisters in Mennonite
congregations throughout the world.

by James M. and Nancy Lapp

Three months of travel in countries around
the world? What an exciting prospect!
But as we contemplated our trip to nine

countries (Japan, Hong Kong, Indonesia, India,

Nepal, Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, and Israel),

we also experienced anxiety and guilt. How
would it feel, as wealthy North Americans, to be
hosted by people with fewer material resources
than we possess?

To help us prepare, we invited students from
the countries we planned to visit into our home
for dinner. These students, less than half our
age, proved to be both good dinner guests—and
wise. We described to them the guilt we felt

about traveling in third-world countries.

The students quickly pricked our North Ameri-
can arrogance. "Remember," they graciously in-

formed us, "there is more than one way to be
rich."

In gentle ways they disarmed us of guilt (at

least partially and momentarily) and encouraged
us to become good receivers of the hospitality

the poor of the world would gladly provide. We
were reminded that an attitude of guilt or reluc-

tance to receive would create a barrier in our re-

lationships. It would deprive our hosts of the
blessing of giving. Numerous times in our travel

we treasured the counsel of these young people.

So on April 21, 1992, we left the United
States. Our trip, commissioned by the
Mennonite Church General Board, was in

response to a growing awareness of the need for

the church in North America to relate directly to

Mennonite churches overseas, instead of only
through mission and service agencies.
We returned three months later with many

questions about the complexity of church-to-
church relationships and about numerous other
issues. But the wisdom of the students was con-
firmed again and again. There are many ways to

be rich, some of which elude those of us who de-
fine our lives by the abundance of what we pos-
sess.

For instance, richness in hospitality was evi-

dent everywhere we went. We soon learned a
generous spirit and desire to share with others
has no correlation with one's material wealth. In
fact, we often experienced the warmest hospital-
ity over tea hastily made after we arrived unex-
pectedly at someone's house, or by an invitation

to eat with others the commonest food of their
culture.

In Tanzania we noticed that one cannot pass
by an acquaintance (even in a vehicle) without
stopping to greet them or inquire about their
well being. By contrast, in North America, where
entertaining people has replaced hospitality,

where date books and clocks govern our lives,

we have much to learn from those never too
busy or too poor to share what they have.
On our return, someone inquired about the

character of leadership in the churches overseas.
Every church we visited presented a richness
in leadership. Educational backgrounds and

Too often our wealth and
technology disguise our true

spiritual poverty. When we
acknowledge that poverty, then
we also become rich.

polities varied. In some settings, leadership
seemed top-heavy with authority, while in other
places there was hesitancy about recognizing for-

mal leadership.

But truly the gifts of the Spirit know no limita-

tion by culture. God is equipping the church in

all settings with capable leaders (unfortunately,

mostly men) who wrestle with issues similar to

those in our congregations and conferences. Ev-
erywhere leadership training is a priority.

We saw churches rich in wisdom. The rela-

tively young churches of Indonesia and Ethiopia
seemed to know that not every body of believers

can function effectively as a congregation. So
they expect a worshiping group to be self-govern-

ing, self-supporting, and self-propagating before
it is recognized as a congregation.

A congregation of several hundred members
may have several branch fellowships, which main-
tain dependent ties with a "mother church" until

the branches are prepared to function indepen-
dently. Might this have something to say to the
North American Mennonite Church, where the
median size of a congregation is 60 members?
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to be rich

In our travels, we were impressed by churches
rich in hope. Many Christians in the world live

with the reality of being a minority. Less than
one percent of the population in Japan and
Nepal are Christian, for example.

Yet size does not daunt their vision or quell

the spirit of these brothers and sisters. Without
the props of the Judeo-Christian language, val-

ues, holidays, and customs—which we assume

—

these brothers and sisters boldly evangelize and
share their faith, sometimes at great risk to their

lives. Again the larger wealthier church can be
encouraged by the faith and hope of these youn-
ger sibling conferences.

Some Mennonites around the world demon-
strate their richness in ethical sensitiv-

ity. We met a brother and sister in Japan
who refuse to own a car out of respect for the en-

vironment. Another couple, acting out of deep
peace convictions, refuses to pay taxes to support
the military.

In India we heard concern about responding to

disaster victims in another state. In Kenya we
participated in distributing blankets to people
devastated through tribal clashes fomented by
the government. We Mennonites in North Amer-
ica have no exclusive claim on ministries of

peace and justice.

Our brothers and sisters in Asia and Africa

are rich in missionary zeal. One church in In-

donesia reported plans to baptize 40 people in

the near future. After 40 years of oppression, the

church in Nepal continues to expand.
The Meserete Kristos Church of Ethiopia

grew from 7,000 in 1982 to 51,000 in 1992, primar-

ily when it was underground. Tanzania and
Kenya have a rich history of evangelistic out-

reach and church development. We ask our-

selves why evangelism is difficult for North
American Mennonites who have fewer obstacles.

At the Asia Mennonite Conference in Hong
Kong (attended by representatives from
eight Asian countries), we experienced

the richness of repentance and forgiveness.
We were moved by the public confession of the

Japanese for their country's atrocities against

other Asian people and by the response of
forgiveness and healing.

To be sure, in our travels we visited some
churches having strife and wounds that need
healing. But God's grace is operative in all cul-

tures, transforming lives and healing broken rela-

tionships.

We met many Christians rich in prayer. In In-

donesia we were awakened at 5:00 a.m. by the

singing of those who gathered for prayer six

days a week. Again and again we were reminded
of the necessity of prayer for churches to grow.

Once a month all-night prayer meetings are

held at the Happy Church in Kenya. The reality

of evil spiritual powers confronting the church
drives many Christians to fervent and unrelent-

ing prayer. Would the practice of prayer not be
a rich gift the churches overseas could teach
many of our congregations?

We were blessed by Christians rich through
the discipline of suffering. Ironically, to North
Americans, the most lively churches we visited

were those which suffered the most.

Repeatedly, Charles Christano, an Indonesian,

spoke of the need to "buy the time"—that is, to

work with courage and zeal in building the
church, never knowing when persecution will

come again. The Ethiopian church "discovered"
cell groups as a way to survive and grow for nine
years while underground. Now it sees cell groups
as a necessity for discipling its members.
Through years of extreme limitations on their

freedom, Nepali Christians developed healthy in-

digenous churches which now resist the intru-

sion of Western denominations. Palestinian

Christians need our prayers and our encourage-
ment as their numbers decline and as they strug-

gle against tremendous political and religious op-
pression. The witness of their courage and hope
in dire circumstances is encouraging.

We acknowledge our international experi-

ence is limited. In no way do we want
to generalize too much about our sis-

ters and brothers overseas. Nor do we wish to

present them as without the same human fail-

ings of all churches.

We do testify that we were greatly blessed by
the richness of Christians who have little materi-

ally. We learned that depending on God brings

treasures in heaven and on earth not available to

those who have their daily bread without praying
for it or whose faith is seldom tested through
persecution.

In reality we return to North America realizing

there is more than one way to be poor. Too often

our wealth and technology disguise our true spiri-

tual poverty. Perhaps, just perhaps, when we ac-

knowledge our poverty, we can also become rich.

James M. Lapp, Goshen, Ind., serves as general
secretary for the Mennonite Church. Nancy Lapp
is on the pastoral team of the Assembly Menno-
nite Church.
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Ban Bible, says atheist,

calling it obscene, offensive

An atheist has filed a petition with the

school district in Brooklyn Center, Minn.,

seeking removal of the Bible from public

school libraries in the district.

Gene Kasmar, 55, claims that the

Bible's content is "lewd, indecent, and
violent," unsuitable in a school and learn-

ing environment.

He offered 20 pages of examples and
cited biblical references to concubines,

explicit sex, child abuse, incest, scatology,

wine, nakedness, and mistreatment of

women. (RNS)

Columbus found guilty

of seven felony counts
An aging Italian explorer on contract to

the Spanish government was found guilty

in St. Paul, Minn., of seven counts of

felony: slavery, torture, murder, forced

labor, kidnapping, violence, and robbery.

After the seven-hour mock trial, the

defendant Christopher Columbus was
sentenced to 350 years of community
service by judge Richard Frederick, chief

jurist of the Turtle Mountain Tribal Court

of North Dakota.

The trial scene, which included actors

portraying Columbus, Queen Isabella,

and fellow explorers Francisco Pizarro

and Hernando Cortez, was sponsored by
the University of Minnesota Human
Rights Center. (RNS)

Mortality tripled among Iraqi

children, study concludes
Results of a study published in The New

England Journal of Medicine provide

"strong evidence that the Gulf War and
trade sanctions caused a threefold in-

crease in mortality among Iraqi children

under five years of age.

"We estimate that an excess of more
than 46,900 children died between Janu-

ary and August 1991," the report says.

The study was conducted Aug. 25-Sept.

5, 1991, by an international team of public

health professionals independent of Iraqi

authorities.

"During the Gulf War, it was suggested

that by using high-precision weapons with

strategic targets, the Allied forces were

producing only limited damage to the

civilian population.

"The results of our study contradict this

claim and confirm that the casualities of

war extend far beyond those caused di-

rectly by warfare," the report concludes.

South African churches
begin to grapple with AIDS
As AIDS has swept through Africa,

many South African churches have re-

mained aloof from the problem.

But today there is a growing awareness

that AIDS victims are as much in need of

the gospel as anyone else and that the

church needs special plans to minister to

them.

"When you're told you've got AIDS, it's

like a death sentence because there's no
cure," said pastor Ivan Vorster. "We be-

lieve the church is the only real source of

hope for such people."

Statistical projections show that South

Africa's population could be reduced from

40 milion in 1996 to only 13.6 million by

2002.

In 10 years "there could be as many as

34,000 burials of AIDS victims daily,"

Vorster said. The church has to respond

to the situation intelligently, compas-

sionately, and biblically, he added.

(WEFH)

Euthanasia not the answer,
says quadriplegic Joni Tada
Joni Eareckson Tada, who was left par-

alyzed after a diving accident, knows what
it is like to want to die.

Lying motionless in a hospital room, she

once begged a friend to help her take her

life with pills or razors.

Today, 25 years later and still confined

to a wheelchair, Tada is alive because her

friend didn't comply. And Tada, a multi-

talented evangelical Christian, has taken

up a new cause: opposition to the eutha-

nasia she once wanted for herself.

In a new book called "When Is It Right

to Die?" Tada argues that suicide violates

the will of God. She predicts that laws

legalizing euthanasia could open the door

for abuse of the poor, the uninsured, the

elderly, and the disabled.

After her accident, Tada developed into

a singer, writer, and speaker, as well as an

artist who manipulates a paintbrush with

her mouth. (RNS, NIRR)

Evangelical church leader resigns

after confessing sexual abuse
Pastor Charles Swindoll read a resig-

nation letter of elder James C. Truxton,

77, at the 5,000 member First Evangelical

Free Church, Fullerton, Calif.

In his letter, Truxton—the founding

president of Mission Aviation Fellow-

ship—said he was stepping down because

of "molestation perpetrated by me in the

past upon young girls within and outside

this congregation."

Swindoll said congregational leaders

had revoked Truxton's and his wife's

membership to signal to those who attend

that the church is a safe place for all. As
to why they included his wife in the action,

they said only that she was "culpable."

The Truxtons, told not to set foot on

church property again, were teaching a

second-grade Sunday school class at the

time they were expelled. (NIRR)

Habitat for Humanity homes
hold up to Hurricane Andrew
Houses built by Habitat for Humanity

survived the brunt of Hurricane Andrew
in the hardest-hit areas of Dade County,

Fla., where thousands of other homes
were wrecked beyond repair.

Habitat officials toured 27 homes their

volunteers built. They found broken win-

dows and water damage, but no structural

problems, they said.

Habitat for Humanity is a ministry

based in Americus, Ga., that builds low-

cost homes for the needy. (NIRR)
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CHURCH NEWS

Churches call for democracy in Angola;

workers leave capital as unrest spreads

Translation finished. Harrisonburg,

Va. (EMC&S)—A visiting professor at

Eastern Mennonite Seminary recently

completed a 20-year labor of love: trans-

lating the Old and New Testaments into

Gujarati, his native tongue.

Dr. Anil D. Solanki completed the

major part of his Old Testament work
while also teaching part time at the

seminary. He is pictured with his wife,

Shaila, who proofread the material as it

was being completed.

The Gujarati Bible has now begun a

two-year publication process. Solanki

says it will be "considered an official

version, not a translation" in India,

where Gujarati is spoken by nearly 40

million people.

Luanda, Angola (MCC)—The Council

of Christian Churches in Angola (CICA)

has called on the citizens of that country

to support a lasting peace and democracy

in Angola.

This call comes at a time when battles

between rebel and government forces in

major cities, death threats and assassina-

tions heighten fears that this southwest

African country's civil war will be rekin-

dled.

"We are in a building where each party

and each ethnic group is a pillar," the Oct.

22 statement read. "Attempts to eliminate

one [pillar] by another or to divide the

building will have the consequence of

collapsing the building onto all that are

inside."

The council went on, in the statement,

to identify democracy as the best way to

"realize the political sensitivities of all

ethnic groups."

Tensions grow. Violence has been

mounting in Angola since late September

when UNITA—the National Union for the

Total Independence of Angola—lost par-

liamentary elections to the governing

Popular Movement for the Liberation of

Angola (MPLA).
Neither UNITA or MPLA won the pres-

idential elections by the required 50 per-

cent. MPLA received 49.5 percent of the

votes; UNITA received 40 percent.

UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi contends

the vote was rigged.

The United Nations, which brokered

the May 1991 peace accords that paved

the way for the elections, says balloting

was generally free and fair.

Angola's 16-year civil war began almost

immediately after it gained independence

from Portugal in 1975. Cuba and the

Soviet Union armed the government of

this oil- and mineral-rich country. The
United States and South Africa backed

the rebels.

On Oct. 5 the head of the joint army,

who had only a week earlier declared

under oath that there were no longer

UNITA or MPLA forces, pulled UNITA
forces out of the joint army and began

positioning them in the provinces.

"One of the more ugly moments came
in late September when UNITA declared

that they would make a Somalia out of

Luanda rather than accept MPLA's Dos
Santos as president," notes Jim Shenk,

MCC co-secretary for Africa.

Clashes between the governing MPLA
and UNITA erupted in several provincial

capitals and spread to Luanda, the na-

tional capital on Oct. 31.

Mission workers leave. MCC workers

Jeff and Martha Thomsen and their son

Dumisami, who live in Luanda, left Angola

Nov. 4 when heavy fighting moved to

within a block of their home. Church
partners had encouraged them to leave

until the situation stabilizes.

A Nov. 1 verbal ceasefire has not

stopped the shooting, Shenk says.

"Fighting in Luanda has shifted from a

battle between MPLA police and UNITA
soldiers to general banditry and looting,"

he says. "In the past few days, the gov-

ernment has handed out weapons to ordi-

nary citizens who are using them in loot-

ing and in pursuit of UNITA soldiers and

suspected UNITA supporters.

"Many of the gun carriers are young,

angry MPLA supporters," he adds. "The
situation does not seem to be improving

and will likely get worse before it gets

better."

MCC takes action, Shenk sent a letter

to the assistant Secretary of State for

Africa, asking him to support UN-led

efforts to demobilize all military forces in

Angola immediately and to administer

and monitor a second election between

presidential candidates Dos Santos and

Savimbi.

In his Oct. 30 letter Shenk also asked

the U.S. government to support efforts to

remove the tens of thousands of land

mines in Angola and to ensure that U.S.

companies stop selling antipersonnel

weapons to Angola.

Thomsens have been working with the

CICA, teaching English as a second lan-

guage.
—Charmayne Denlinger Brubaker

AIDS is invading nation,

report Swaziland workers
Mbabane, Swaziland (EMBM)—AID

S

has become a crucial issue in Swaziland,

according to Sherill Hostetter, a worker

with Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions.

Government statistics show that HIV-
positive and AIDS incidences are dou-

bling every eight months. At this rate, 65

percent of the entire population will be

HIV-positive by 1995.

Hostetter noted that there are currently

1,707 hospital beds in Swaziland. Before

the end of 1993 there will be more people

with AIDS than there are hospital beds in

the entire country.

"Migrant labor, prostitution, and the

misuse of women are all related factors in

the problem of AIDS," Hostetter said.

"The church needs to teach women to

say no to men. We must also be willing to

explain biblical relationships between
men and women," she added.

Hostetter is training women in AIDS
education and other health topics. She
reports that the women are excited to

learn and have already begun to teach

other groups of women. She hopes these

new teachers will help reach those in rural

areas who have not yet been educated on

the AIDS virus.

One rural woman saved the life of a

child who was choking by using informa-

tion and skills she learned at Hostetter's

training seminar.

Hostetter and her husband, Darrel, are

the resource couple of Independent Zion-

ist churches in Swaziland.
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CHURCH NEWS

Peace Reserve team
to be developed
Chicago (CPT)—A 12-person "Peace

Reserve" team is to be assembled through

a new project by Christian Peacemaker
Teams (CPT). The team will be available

on a full-time basis to be deployed to

emergency situations of conflict and areas

of militarization.

Peace Reserve members will be trained

in peacemaking skills of public witness,

nonviolent action, and mediation. They
will serve three-year terms, joined as

needed by "on-call" CPT supporters.

Reservists will spend approximately
two-thirds of their time traveling and
working in situations of conflict. Emer-
gency response peacemaking will receive

priority, but team members may travel

within North America to train others in

mediation and nonviolent direct action.

The Peace Reserve would respond to

events such as the Persian Gulf War or

the spring uprising in Los Angeles. In the

second case, a trained team could have
provided assistance by:

• sending a multiracial team to meet
with church and community leaders seek-

ing ways to find longer-term nonviolent

solutions.

• working with local leaders to listen

to the community and attempt mediation.
• providing documentation and special

assistance for the media to interpret the

event.

The team could have followed up their

work by:

• using their cross-cultural skills to

work with local and outside disaster relief

groups.

• assisting local churches in develop-

ing a long-term strategy to combat racism
in their community.

• developing creative worship materi-

als for local and denominational churches.

CPT estimates it will cost $12,000 per
year to fund each team member. Reserv-

ists will live in groups of two to four in

communities throughout North America.
Christian Peacemaker Teams is spon-

sored by the Mennonite Church, General
Conference Mennonite Church, Brethren
in Christ, and Church of the Brethren.

Indiana seminary boards
prepare for the future
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)—The boards of

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminar-
ies (AMBS), Elkhart, Ind., took several

steps at their fall meeting, Oct. 15-17,

which will have long-range effects.

Board members decided to recommend
approval of the articles of incorporation

for AMBS. The remaining step is for the

Mennonite Board of Education to ap-

prove these for the Mennonite Church.
Two seminaries make up AMBS

—

Goshen Biblical Seminary, owned and
operated by the Mennonite Church, and
Mennonite Biblical Seminary, owned and
operated by the General Conference
Mennonite Church. The two have had a

cooperative program since 1958, and have
been located on the same campus since

1969.

Incorporation ofAMBS as a legal entity

allows it to obtain status as a charitable

organization and increase efficiency of

operations.

Board members also adopted a strate-

gic plan for the next five years. The plan

covers areas including theological and
ministerial vision, curriculum, student

enrollment, seminary community life, fi-

nances and governance.

In other activity, the boards:
• adopted a statement of AMBS phi-

losophy regarding theological education

and ministerial formation.

• approved the 1992-93 fiscal year

budget of $2.5 million, which reflected a

cut of $70,000 from earlier planning.

• unanimously approved the reap-

pointment of Gayle Gerber Koontz to a

second three-year term as dean.

• named Millard C. Lind, retired pro-

fessor of Old Testament, as professor

emeritus.

Red tape slows response to Hurricane Andrew
Akron, Pa. (MCC U.S.)—Although two

months have passed since Hurricane

Andrew razed southern Florida, housing

needs there remain critical.

"The tent cities are gone but many
people still live in temporary housing,"

says Lowell Detweiler, coordinator of

Mennonite Disaster Service (MDS).
Why, then, is MDS having to say "no"

or "wait" to hundreds of people calling

to volunteers their services?

Bureaucratic red tape and the logistics

of housing volunteers are limiting the

activity of MDS, says Detweiler.

Until recently MDS workers could not

perform any structural work on damaged
buildings in southern Florida unless su-

pervised by licensed Dade County con-

tractors.

In late October MDS received a waiver

and may now perform structural work.

"But we still have to wait for permits and
inspections," added Detweiler.

A roof that an MDS crew would nor-

mally rebuild in a day must be done in

three stages, with inspection after each

one. This delays construction and makes
it difficult for project leaders to keep
crews busy.

The regulations are meant to prevent
substandard constructions—one cause

of the widespread devastation in the first

place—and to prevent people from being

taken advantage of, says Detweiler. "But
it slows our ability to respond."

Another problem facing MDS is a lack

of housing for volunteers. Again, regula-

tions meant to protect homeowners are

impeding MDS' ability to build housing
for volunteers. The Homestead Menno-
nite Church and a lot of parking recre-

ational vehicles remain MDS' only two
accommodations.

Detweiler anticipates these obstacles

will be overcome by Jan. 1, and that the

MDS team in southern Florida can in-

crease from 50 to 100 or more volunteers.

He anticipates that MDS will be in

Florida at least until the spring of 1994.

Detweiler asks potential volunteers to

consider the following:

• Because of the number of people
wanting to help with this disaster, MDS
suggests volunteers limit assignments to

one or two weeks, except for leadership

positions.

• Volunteers will be urgently needed
April through November 1993.

• Volunteers who have their own
self-contained living units can be more
easily accommodated.

• Volunteers must clear their partici-

pation ahead of time, either through
their local or provincial MDS contact or

via MDS headquarters in Akron, Pa.

"Just showing up" compounds the frus-

trations MDS is experiencing.

• Workers are also needed in Louisi-

ana. The MDS response there is already

well developed, with 40 to 50 people

needed weekly.

• Project leaders are urgently
needed. These persons require patience

and stamina to work through stressful

bureaucratic regulations, as well as rela-

tional and organizational skills.
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School built by churches. Ka-
lumbwa, Zambia (MCC)—Mennonite
Central Committee teacher Ann Akey
helps a student explain seed dispersal

to his classmates, biology students at

St. Joseph's Secondary School. St.

Joseph's is a "self-help" school, built

by members of nine local churches.

Increasingly Zambians must take the

initiative in educating their children.

The Zambian government can no
longer afford much financial support

for education, and Zambian schools

have deteriorated.

Many were built 20 years ago when
Zambia's copper-based export economy
was healthy. In the mid-1970s, world

copper prices fell, forcing the Zambian
government to cut school funding.

Let history instruct

the present, says Wiebe
Elkhart, Ind. (AMBS)-'We shouldn't

condemn Columbus in absentia," Menno
Wiebe said during his Sept. 28-Oct. 1 visit

to the Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries as Theological Center Guest.

"The question is to see if history instructs

the present."

Wiebe, who is Native concerns director

for Mennonite Central Committee in Can-

ada, shared experiences from his work
and addressed current issues facing Na-
tive American people.

Tom Porter, traditional chief of the

Mohawk Nation, joined him in telling

stories.

In a chapel service which opened their

week on campus, Wiebe said, "To de-

nounce the past is an easy way to exon-

erate ourselves. The point is that bygones
aren't bygones.

"I have worked with people who are still

being conquered—with new industry, new
pipelines, and forests begin ravaged," he

said. "By definition, Christians are to be
there where cultures are being decimated.

"How shall we account for our part in

this exploitation?"

Porter, speaking later in the week, re-

minded his listeners that people are de-

pendent on the world God created and
must respect it.

"The Creator said, 'When you are

thirsty, go to the creek, river, or lake and
quench your thirst. But say thank you to

that water, because it follows my instruc-

tions.'
"

—

Mary E. Klassen

Bethany Christian school
to change school mascot
Goshen, Ind.—The Braves of Bethany

Christian High School (BCHS), Goshen,

Ind., are in their last season. When the

team comes back next year, it will be

under a new name and a new mascot.

What will it be? Well, they're still work-

ing on that one.

In January 1992 the school's board ap-

pointed a "Mascot Study Committee" to

consider changing the mascot. After con-

sidering the question from the perspec-

tive of Native Americans, alumni, and
students, the committee recommended a

change be made.
One rationale for changing the BCHS

mascot is that the use of Braves as a

mascot is a derogatory symbol to many
and contributes to the stereotypical image

of the Native Americans as savages. Since

all people are part of God's creation this

use is inappropriate, the group said.

Also, the use of Braves, which is typi-

cally seen as a symbol of violence and
military prowess, does not represent the

pacifist values of BCHS, which is oper-

ated by the Mennonite Church.

A decision on the new mascot is ex-

pected to be made early in 1993 and
implemented with the beginning of the

1993-94 school year.
—Gospel Evangel

Service continues
after returning home
Salem, Ore. (WMS)—For several stu-

dents of Western Mennonite School
(WMS), Salem, Ore., their two-week ser-

vice mini-term to Costa Rica didn't end
when they left the Central American
country.

While working at an orphanage in San
Jose de la Montana, the high school stu-

dents came to know Vanessa, a 13-year-

old girl who lived with her mother and two
siblings in a house built by Mennonite
Central Committee.
Because the family was poor, adequate

food was scarce. Schooling was out of the

question.

Virginia Gingrich, WMS Spanish
teacher and coleader of the mini-term

group, discussed with the students
Vanessa's situation and encouraged them
to respond to her needs in some way.

The students realized the cycle of pov-

erty would continue for this girl if she

could not go to school. So they decided

to commit to providing $95 a month for a

year for Vanessa's schooling and food for

her family.

They have been providing this support

since last summer.
The current Spanish class at WMS is

now examining the possibilities of con-

tributing their own money to raise tuition

for Vanessa to attend Western in the

future.

Mini-terms are held the last two weeks
of each school year at Western.
—Lynette Kauffman
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How beautiful are the (bare) feet of them . . . Salunga, Pa.—These smiling feet
were part of a workshop on "Creative Movement with Children" during the seventh
annual Christian Education Conference on Nov. 7. Keynote speaker Lindsey
Robinson challenged participants to renew an emphasis on teaching the Scriptures
in this time of unprecedented moral and ethical challenges. Some 300 persons
attended the conference, sponsored by the Lancaster Conference Board of Con-
gregational Resources.

—

Paul Brubaker

Relief house owner
traces road to purchase
West Liberty, Ohio—The Bangladesh

Relief House, the first house to be built

for the Ohio Mennonite Relief Sale,

brought in $125,000 plus an extra $20,000

for the ministry of Mennonite Central

Committee.

Sam Bender told the unusual story of

how he became the owner of the house
during the annual sale's 1993 kick-off

meeting held at the Oak Grove Mennonite
Church in West Liberty on Oct. 5.

Bender is coordinator and chaplain for

the Midwest major league baseball teams,

which include the Cleveland Indians, De-
troit Tigers, and Pittsburgh Pirates. He
previously lived alone in a luxurious house
on Catawabe Island near Cleveland.

Late last February, just as the founda-

tion was being laid for the Bangladesh
House in Berlin, Ohio, Bender said he felt

an inner urge to take a few days off and
come to Berlin. He happened to jog by
the construction site and took note of the

beautiful location.

He went to eat breakfast in a nearby
restaurant where he sat at a table with

Dave Kaufman, realtor of the house, who
explained the project.

Bender hopped in his car and drove to

the site for another look. There he en-

countered Clarence Miller, project coordi-

nator, who had stopped by at the exact

moment Bender arrived. Miller took the

time to show him the blueprint.

Bender said he had no intention of

leaving his lakeside home where he had
lived 16 years. But somehow he couldn't

get the Bangladesh house off his mind.
He decided to test-run the idea of buy-

ing it by placing one classified ad in the

Toledo Blade for just one day. If anyone
showed an interest in his island home, he
thought, he just might get serious about
buying the house in Holmes County.

To his surprise, a woman came to see

his house, fell in love with it, and in fact

wanted it badly.

Bangladesh Relief House, Berlin, Ohio

"I knew she could afford it because she

told me she could easily buy it with her
allowance money," Bender said.

To sell the house so quickly was unbe-
lievable, he added, because houses in his

area just weren't moving.

Furthermore, Bender discovered that

Berlin was centrally located between his

extensive travel points. His work respon-

sibilities include planning both the Sun-
day morning and Wednesday evening ser-

vices for the baseball teams.

Because he knew the money will aid the

people of Bangladesh, Bender gave
$20,000 over the amount due on the

house. He says he intends to erect a sign

saying "The Mission House" on the front

lawn.

Part of the bonus money will be kept
for "seed money" for a second relief house
already in the planning stage. Gordon and
Lorene Amstutz of Kidron, Ohio, have
donated an acre of land of their farm in

Wayne County.

—

Celia Lehman

HIV-positive inmates
baptized in prison
Wetumpka, Ala.—Two women who have

tested positive for the HrV virus were
among a group of new Christians baptized

recently at the Julia Tutwiler Prison for

Women in Wetumpka, Ala.

Extensive precautions are being taken
by prison officials to prevent the spread

of the feared virus, which is believed to

cause AIDS.
Therefore, women who test HIV-posi-

tive are usually not able to take part in

many prison activities, according to An-
nett Beachy, a We Care Program chaplain

assistant assigned at Tutwiler.

The precautions mandate minimal con-

tact with other inmates. This includes

assignment to a special health care unit

within the prison and separate seating at

events, such as the baptismal service,

attended by other inmates and staff.

Beachy says the infected women's
situation reminds her of people with lep-

rosy during Jesus' time.

Many of the women confined at

Tutwiler did not know they were infected

until the medical examination when they
entered the prison system.

"Thus," Beachy says, "they are still in

shock and are struggling to understand
what has happened to them, and what is

yet to happen."

None of the inmates presently has
AIDS itself.

In describing her work of sharing the

gospel with those in the special health

care unit, Beachy emphasizes the impor-

tance of making sure the women know
that they are loved and accepted.

We Care Program is a Mennonite-re-
lated prison ministry based in Atmore,
Ala. It serves inmates of six correctional

facilities in Alabama.
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• Broadcasters honor Yoder.
The Eastern chapter of National

Religious Broadcasters pre-

sented J. Otis Yoder with the

1992 Percy Award. The award is

for outstanding performance in

radio ministry. Yoder, president

of Herald of Hope, Inc., speaks

on two radio programs, "The
Voice of Hope" and "Hope for

Today."

• Eating disorders studied.
Mennonites have a higher rate

of eating disorders than other

North Americans, according to

specialist Dr. Gisele Morier of

Winnipeg, Man. Factors leading

to eating disorders are low self-

esteem and genetic predisposi-

tions to depression and weight.

Morier said 30-40 percent of suf-

ferers have been sexually
abused, and 80 percent physi-

cally or emotionally abused.
—Winnipeg Free Press

• College budget approved.
The Goshen (Ind.) College
board of overseers approved a

$14 million budget for the 1992-

93 fiscal year during their meet-
ing at the campus Nov. 5-7. The
board also approved prelimi-

nary work on the $8.1 million

recreation-fitness facility to be

constructed on campus.

• Volunteers begin work. Six

members of Mennonite or du-

ally affiliated churches recently

began assignments with Menno-
nite Voluntary Service. They
are: James and Karen
Hathaway, Palmyra, Mo., to

Fort Collins, Colo.; Lisa
Metzger, St. Jacobs, Ont, to

Winnipeg, Man.; Barbara
Toews, Akron, Pa., to Fresno,

Calif.; Ken Wenger, Fresno,
Calif., to St. Paul, Minn.; Ann
Willems, South Hutchinson,
Kan., to Seattle, Wash.

• Deadline extended. The regis-

tration deadline for host fami-

lies for the new Mennonite Your
Way directory has been ex-

tended to Jan. 12. Request a

registration form from MYW 7,

Box 1525, Salunga, PA 17538;

phone 717 653-9288.

• Pastor transitions:

Michael A. Meneses was installed

as pastor of Plains Mennonite
Church, Lansdale, Pa., on Oct.

18. He will serve the congre-

gation along with Richard J.

Lichty, current pastor. Previ-

ously, Meneses pastored the

Emmanuel Mennonite Church
in Surprise, Ariz., seven years.

Bruce Yoder will be installed as

pastor of the Richmond (Va.)

Mennonite Fellowship on Dec.

6. Yoder is a graduate of Yale

Divinity School and is currently

pursuing a doctorate in

psychology while pastoring half

time.

• Coming events:

Michiana MEDA meeting,
Greencroft Center, Goshen,
Ind., Dec. 5. Ron Braun will

speak on "Faith, Hope, Sustain-

ability: the Mission of Economic
Development." Reservations re-

quired at this dinner meeting.

Make them by writing Michiana
MEDA, Box 871, Goshen, IN
46526; phone 219 533-6230.

Arts symposium, Bethel College,

North Newton, Kan., Jan. 15-17.

Speakers at "The Arts, Culture,

and Community: Perspectives

on Aesthetics" include Wilson
Yates, Libby Larsen, Julia Kas-

dorf, Paul Soldner. A play and
choral composition will be per-

formed. Register at the ticket

office, 316 284-5281.

• New books:
Called to Be Peacemakers by John

K. Stoner. Designed to help

groups and individuals take

their next step as peacemakers,
the workbook defines peace as

a mission for everyone, rather

than for a select few. Available

from New Call to Peacemaking,
717 859-1958, or in Provident

Bookstores.

A Treasury of Mennonite Quilts by
Rachel and Kenneth Pellman.

Includes more than 100 color

photographs. Available from
Good Books, 717 768-7171.

• New resources:
Directory of the Association of

Mennonites in the Arts
(AMITA). Includes names and
addresses of over 300 artists,

musicians, actors, writers. Free

from AMITA, College Menno-
nite Church, 1900 S. Main St.,

Goshen, IN 46526.

1993 Planning Calendar for the

Congregation. Includes hymns,
lectionary readings, and events

in the Mennonite Church. Avail-

able from the Mennonite Board
of Congregational Ministries,

219 294-7523.

• Job openings:
Activities director, Landis Homes

Retirement Community. The
activities director is responsible

for the total recreational and
activities program. College de-

gree or experience in recrea-

tional or activities programs in a

health care setting is preferred.

Send resume to Landis Homes,
1001 E. Oregon Rd., Lititz, PA
17543; phone 717 569-3271.

President, Hesston (Kan.) College.

Nominations and expressions of

interest should be submitted to

John Hershberger, Chair, Presi-

dential Search Committee,
10978 W. 62nd Place, Arvada,

CO 80004.

Gospel Herald will not
be published next
week. Our regular
schedule will resume
with the Dec. 8 issue.

• Change of address:
East Fairview Mennonite Church

from RR 1 to 1014 1st #7, Mil-

ford, NE 68405-9623.

Immanuel Indonesian Christian

Fellowship from Downey, Calif.,

to 2472 White Dove Lane, Chino
Hills, CA 91709.

NEW MEMBERS

Acts Covenant Fellowship,
Lancaster, Pa.: Simeon Hurst,

Jean Hurst, and Coleen Rohrer.

Burr Oak, Rensselaer, Ind.:

Kent Towler and Sue Towler.

Living Praise Fellowship, Eu-
reka, 111.: Shanon Beyer.

Shore, Shipshewana, Ind.:
Maree Gerig, Amy Sturma,
Jimmy Troyer, Darrel Weaver,
Dana Weaver, Dorothy Troyer,

Mark and Clara Bontrager, Mer-
rill and Helen Mishler, and Mar-
ion and Marjorie Hooley.

Smithville, Ohio: Roger Hart-

man.
University, State College, Pa.:

John and Betsy Murphy, Gerry
Leatherman, and Evangeline
Gerber.

Upper Deer Creek, Kalona,
Iowa: Henry J. C. and Ila Jean
Miller.

Wildwood, Engadine, Mich.:
Natisha and Meggan Wagner,
Patti, Leah and Steven Troyer,

and Diane Miller.

BIRTHS

Chandler, Jim and Colleen Sny-

der, Kitchener, Ont., William

Paul (second child), Oct. 14.

Ediger, Mark and Jocelyn Milner,

Madison, Wis., Jacob Joseph M.
(first child), Oct. 23.

Gerber, Barry and Tena Geiser,

Apple Creek, Ohio, Corey Allen

(first child), Oct. 6.

Good-Gingrich, Dennis and
Luann, Kitchener, Ont., Rachel
(second child), July 1.

Hinojosa, Conrado R. and Teresa
Gallardo, Brownsville, Tex.,

Marcos Felix (third child), Oct.

8.

Lauber, Darwin and Roxanne
Neufeld, Camrose, Alta., Chris-

tina Kay (fourth child), Oct. 26.

Mission workers recognized for 68 years of service.

Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Omar and Martha Stahl, Mary
Gehman, and Erma and Paul Lehman share experiences from
the mission field during an Eastern Board appreciation dinner

on Oct. 30. The workers served in Luxembourg/Germany,
Somalia, and Ethiopia/Kenya, respectively.
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Linder, Clifford and Julie Frank,

Louisville, Ohio, Rachel Rae
(third child), Oct. 28.

Miller, Lyle and Lori Wooldridge,

Kalona, Iowa, Kylie Rae (first

child), Oct. 23.

Miller, Tracy and Janet Miller,

Louisville, Ohio, Daniel (third

child), Sept. 24.

Myers, Brian and Peggy Ryder,

Morocco, Ind., Ezra Micheal
(second child), Oct. 20.

Nafziger, Jon and Carol Hurst,

Fairfield, Va., Andrew Jason
Hurst (first child), June 6.

Nibbelink, Nathan and Heidi Es-
penstheid, Madison, Wis., Clara

Marina (first child), Sept. 8.

Razo, Mark and Melissa Lapp,
Sterling, EL, Stephen Edward
(third child), Oct. 27.

Reimer, Wes and Karen Regier,

Ashland, Kan., Joanna Kaitlyn

(fourth child), Oct. 22.

Stutzman, Ron and Chris
Benner, Louisville, Ohio, Jo-

seph Aaron (fourth child), Nov.
2.

Swartzendruber, William and
Margaret Kempf, Shickley,
Neb., Derek William (second

child), Oct. 31.

Troyer, Perry and Miriam Yoder,
Hartville, Ohio, Austin Ryan
(second child), Sept. 29.

Walter, Richard Terrence Jr., and
Maria Plata, Brownsville, Tex.,

Richard Terrence III (second

child), Aug. 16.

Weaver, Wayne and Esther,
Uniontown, Ohio, Clinton John
(fifth child), Oct. 8.

Birth correction: Alicia Sheree
Wenger (Nov. 3, 1992, Gospel

Herald) born Oct. 9, mother's

maiden name is Steckly.

MARRIAGES

Bushman-Yoder: Gene Bush-
man, Mt. Ayr, Ind. (Burr Oak),

and Jan Yoder, Mt. Ayr, Ind.

(Burr Oak), Aug. 1, by Philip

Leichty.

Fournier-Wagler: Geordy
Fournier, Schreiber, Ont., and
Karolyn Wagler, Baden, Ont.

(Steinmann), July 25, by Fred
Lichti and Vernon Zehr.

Huber-Mumma: Scott Huber,
Salunga, Pa. (Erisman), and

Gayle Mumma, Manheim, Pa.

(Erisman), Oct. 24, by Eric Hen-
derson and Andrew Miller.

Jacabella-Hoover: Gary
Jacabella, Philadelphia, Pa.
(United Methodist), and Ber-

nice Hoover, Harleysville, Pa.

(Upper Skippack), Oct. 3, by
John "Skip" Davis.

Keener-Weber: Jay Keener,
Takoma Park, Md., and Cheryl
Weber, Washington, D.C. (Char-

lotte Street), Sept. 20, by Jeryl

Hollinger.

Lehman-Noll: J. Andrew Leh-
man, Manheim, Pa. (Lititz), and
Beth Ann Noll, Lititz, Pa.
(Lititz), Oct. 24, by J. Clair

Hollinger.

Ludwig-Alderfer: Steve Ludwig,

Souderton, Pa. (Lutheran), and
Denise Alderfer, Salford, Pa.

(Covenant Community), Oct. 31,

by Earl Anders.
Martin-Martin: Sherman Martin,

Elmira, Ont. (Bethel), and
Shellie Martin, Elora, Ont.
(Bethel), Oct. 10, by Art Byer.

Sommers-Bender: Lamar Som-
mers, Hartville, Ohio (Maple
Grove), and Cheryl Bender, Uni-

ontown, Ohio (Maple Grove),

Oct. 3, by Joseph Yoder.
Yoder-Snyder: Thomas Yoder,
Wakarusa, Ind. (Yellow Creek),

and Renee Snyder, Goshen, Ind.

(Yellow Creek), Oct. 24, by Clare

Schumm.

DEATHS

Geiser, Melvin, 84, Orrville,

Ohio. Born: June 20, 1908,

Kidron, Ohio, to Peter and
Lydia (Steiner) Geiser. Died:

Oct. 30, 1992, Orrville, Ohio.

Survivors—children: Harold,
Arlene Hershberger; sister:

Pearl; 6 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild. Predeceased
by: Hilda Geiser (second wife)

and Mabel Huff (first wife). Fu-

neral and burial: Nov. 2, Kidron
Mennonite Church, by Bill

Detweiler.

Hoover, Maribeth, stillborn,

Aug. 18, Sellersville, Pa., to

Glenn and Loreen (Mininger)

Hoover. Survivors—brother:

Matthew Paul; grandparents:
Willis and Mary Hoover, Elva
Mininger. Graveside service and
burial: Aug. 20, Franconia Men-
nonite Church Cemetery, by
Russell Detweiler and Jay Delp.

Hostetler, Claud M., 79, Albany,

Ore. Born: April 1, 1913, Mid-
dlebury, Ind., to Monroe and
Katie (Miller) Hostetler. Died:

Oct. 28, 1992, Albany, Ore., of

congestive heart failure. Survi-

vors—wife: Nora (Horst)
Hostetler; children: Philip,

Claudia Cline; sister: Margaret
Higgins; 7 grandchildren, 3

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Steven (son).

He was ordained May 23, 1948,

and pastored Portland (Ore.)

Mennonite Church 13 years, and
Lake Grove Community Church
for 3 years. Funeral: Oct. 31,

Fairview Mennonite Church, by
Earl Sheats.

Leichty, Simon, 77, Rensselaer,

Ind. Born: Feb. 3, 1915, Fair

Oaks, Ind., to John and Salome
(Chupp) Leichty. Died: Sept. 3,

1992, Lafayette, Ind., of a heart

attack. Survivors—wife: V. Alice

(Downs) Leichty; children: Wal-
ter, Ronald, Philip, JoAnn
Maupin; brothers: Jacob, Carl;

17 grandchildren, 14 great-

grandchildren. Funeral and
burial: Sept. 6, Burr Oak Men-
nonite Church, by Jerry
Kissinger and Sergio Rivera.

Nafziger, Ora W., 76, Archbold,

Ohio. Born: Oct. 1, 1916,
Archbold, Ohio, to Charley J.

and Malinda (Rufenacht)
Nafziger. Died: Oct. 24, 1992,

Archbold, Ohio. Survivors

—

children: Rollin, Gene, 0. Wil-

liam, Lou Ann Rupp, Marcine
Klopfenstein, Rose Mary, Bon-
nie Ottmann, Jane Antonacci;

brothers and sisters: Earl, Vern,

Lillian Sauder, Pauline
Rossman; 18 grandchildren, 4

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Dorothy Nafziger

(wife). Funeral: Oct. 27, Central

Mennonite Church, by Charles

H. Gautsche and Mary Jo Ross-

man-Bray. Burial: Pettisville

Cemetery.
Snyder, Gladys D. (Zook), 93,

Hesston, Kan. Born: May 9,

1899, Harrisonville, Md., to

Jonathon and Carrie (King)

Zook. Died: Sept. 25, 1992,

Hesston, Kan. Survivors—chil-

dren: Kenneth, Melvin, Alta
Krabill, Lois Birkey, Alma
Schloneger; 25 grandchildren,

39 great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Bert D. Snyder (hus-

band) and Alan Snyder (son).

Funeral: Sept. 28, Schowalter

Villa, by Murray Krabill and
Vernon Lohrentz. Burial: East-

lawn Cemetery.

Souder, Emma C, 71, Souder-

ton, Pa. Born: Nov. 19, 1920,

Franconia Twp., Pa., to Menno
B. and Esther M. (Clemmer)
Souder. Died: Oct. 24, 1992,

Souderton, Pa. Survivor— sis-

ter: Naomi C. Hackman. Funeral

and burial: Oct. 28, Franconia

Mennonite Church, by John M.
Ehst and Russell M. Detweiler.
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How our kids are shaped to be members of
God s kingdom here on earth is our first priority.

That's whywe chose Hesston."

"People often ask us, "Why in the world did you

send your children to a small college 900 miles from

home?" The answer is simple. Ifwe'd have wanted

Chad and Wendy to just gain knowledge, we'd have

sent them to a technical school or a local university. But

we wanted them to be prepared for life - to gain

wisdom, understanding, and righteousness. That's why

we chose Hesston.

"We really see the qualities and values held by

Hesston's faculty reflected in Wendy, who graduated in

1990. It's easy for teenagers to slip away from Christian

beliefs, but being exposed to people who value their

faith and model it in the classroom makes a difference

in those formative years.

"We've worked hard at helping our kids develop a

sense of faith and commitment. Hesston College

continues that process, and offers them a great start on

adulthood."

A lot ofparents make the same choice Edand Sue did.

Because Hesston College offers a combination you can 't

find anywhere else. A solid education. A value-centered,

Christian campus that's small enough to care. Close,

personal mentoring by skilled educators. Tuition costs

below the national average. Not to mention, the wide,

Kansas sky.

Hesston s acclaimed careerprograms offer something

special: a chance to enter thejob market in two short years

(with a degree!) or go on tofinish afouryear college edu-

cation. As a result, our graduates often have more options.

Find out more about the advantages Hesston has to

offer. Call, write or visit. We'll be happy to showyou

whatparents like the Troyers have already discovered

about Hesston College.

Spreadyour wings

Hesston

Coll
Box 3000, Hesston, KS 67062-2093

Phone toll free: 800-835-2026
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THE LAST WORD

But do we really want to grow?
November is missions month. It's been des-

ignated that by the Mennonite Church to remind

us of Jesus' commission: "Go . . . and make disci-

ples of all nations" (Matt. 28:19).

With that designation come questions. About
evangelism. Calvin Shenk raises a few in this

week's lead article: "Why do congregations with

strong community outreach programs bring so

few new people into the church?" And, "Can rad-

ical Christians also be evangelistic?"

Following a trip around the world, visiting

Mennonite sisters and brothers in different cul-

tures, James and Nancy Lapp ask: "Why is evan-

gelism so difficult for North American Menno-
nites who have so few obstacles to overcome?"

(page 6).

Both Shenk and the Lapps attempt several an-

swers in their articles. Let me add another, put

as still another question: "Do we really want to

grow?"

One reason new people give for coming into

the Mennonite church is our close-knit fellow-

ships. We know each other. We care for each

other. We love each other.

That kind of practical Christian community
doesn't come easily. Caring and sharing are hard

work. So we become quick to guard against any-

thing that might break down the fraternity we
have worked so hard to build.

Into these tight, caring communities come new
people—if we are doing any effective outreach

at all. These new people bring new ideas and

new ways of doing things.

They may suggest different ways of making de-

cisions. They may want to incorporate new
styles of worship. They may even have new defi-

nitions of what it means to be Mennonite. In

short, new people mean change.

Handling that kind of change can become diffi-

cult for close, intimate groups. It's not that we
don't want to consider change. It's more that we
want to keep our group the way that it's become
comfortable for us.

So to the question, "Do we really want to

grow?" we answer, "Of course." A Christian

can't do otherwise. Yet too many times our emo-
tions don't keep pace with our heads.

That hesitancy can be sensed. Oh, it's not

open, something we talk about. But new people

soon know if they're a genuine part of us. If not,

they drop out, often slowly, until one day we re-

alize they're no longer with us. Some time later

we become aware we have the reputation for

being a church that's hard to join.

Perhaps the first prayer of outreach, of taking

the gospel to the world, should be for ourselves.

That God would open us to the change new peo-

ple bring. That we will learn to consider new
ideas and new ways of being church without be-

coming defensive about who we are or what we
have.

This prayer won't guarantee people will flock

to our churches. But it will make us more ready

for them when they do.

—

jlp

Church of the double doors

Not that we haven't been adding new people

—

and keeping some. If building and remodeling

are any indication. Is there a Mennonite church

that hasn't done either in the past 10 years?

Many of us have added to our buildings. What
that means is we often end up with two or more
entrances. New people have difficulty deciding

which to use.

My most embarrassing choice came several

months ago. I finally selected what had to be the

main entrance from the way it looked. But I

found myself at the front of a meeting room of

250-300 people!

Two entrances aren't the only things that

make me nervous about attending new churches.

Hidden rest rooms, confusing traffic flow, and

unmarked reserved pews (I really don't feel all

that comfortable worshiping in the middle of a

congregation's youth group) also make me long

for the comfort of the familiar.

If we are really interested in outreach, one sim-

ple thing we can do is look at our facilities. Do
they invite? Are they "user-friendly" for new peo-

ple?

A few simple signs, a few friendly "guides" on

Sunday mornings: these can go a long way to-

ward making us more successful in fulfilling Je-

sus' Great Commission.

—

jlp
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John the Baptist: prophets are usually obnoxious

and impatient. They demand that people see reality

as they see reality. They demand immediate change.
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Preparing the way of the Lord:

A prophet is one
ahead of the times
To have a prophet for a son is a mixed
blessing, A prophet is full of hope, faith,

joy. But happy? No, A prophet is des-

tined for rejection, perhaps execution.

. .10

Elizabeth must have cried many times. She
was reaching middle age and had never

had a baby. Now Elizabeth lived in a time

when women had virtually only one purpose in

life: to have children. Childless, Elizabeth's rea-

son for being was missing, her identity lost. God
was not gracious to her.

It was not fair. She was of a good Jewish fam-

ily, descended from Aaron; her husband was a

priest, and both lived blameless lives, following

every commandment and regulation. But God
did not set up the universe to be fair. Elizabeth

became one of nature's millions of victims—suf-

fering shame and worthlessness through no fault

of her own.

Perhaps Elizabeth and her husband, Zechariah,

felt another kind of pain. Even though children

aren't necessary for the parents' purpose and
identity, there is still something inside that yearns

to create and continue life—bone of our bone
and flesh of our flesh. The frustration of that

yearning must have weighed heavily upon them.
One year Zechariah was chosen by lot to go to

Jerusalem and burn incense in the inner sanctu-

ary of the temple. While alone in that sanctuary,

by

Ryan
Ahlgrim



People can't stand the prophets of their

own time. So each generation honors
the prophets who came before them and
stones the ones who are living now.

an angel appeared, telling Zechariah that he

would have a son named John. John would be

filled with the Holy Spirit even before he was
born. He would be a prophet with the power of

Elijah, and he would prepare the way for the

coming of the Lord.

Zechariah was a totally religious man, without

a single pious fault. But even a religious, scrupu-

lous person isn't ready for the message of an

angel. Zechariah doubted. Perhaps it was because

of his doubt, or perhaps from emotional shock,

but Zechariah left the temple unable to speak.

He returned home. Sure enough, his wife Eliza-

beth became pregnant. Nine months later the

baby was born. Everyone wanted to name the

boy Zechariah after his father. Zechariah shook

his head, reached for a stick and a slate of wet

clay, and wrote: "His name is John."

As soon as he wrote those words, as soon as

the shock of the angel's words became a full real-

ity, Zechariah was able to speak again. He lifted

his son into the air and spoke words of sublime

beauty and joy: "Blessed be the Lord God of Is-

rael. ... He has raised up a mighty savior for

us. . . . By the tender mercy of our God, the

dawn from on high will break upon us, to give

light to those who sit in darkness and in the

shadow of death, to guide our feet into the way
of peace" (Luke 1:68-79).

Elizabeth's joy must have been equally great,

relieved to finally have a son. And it must have

been a thrill for her to know that her son would

be the announcer of a new age, the prophet who
roles out the red carpet for the Messiah.

And yet I wonder: Did this ever make Eliza-

beth sad? To have a prophet for a son is

a mixed blessing. Surely she must have

been aware that none of the Old Testament
prophets were happy. Full of hope, faith, joy

—

yes, But happy? No. Her son was destined for re-

jection, perhaps even for execution. Late at night,

in the dark of her room, did Elizabeth ever re-

gret bringing a son into the world with such a

destiny?

John grew up in the wilderness, shaped by a

strict, religious upbringing. His parents made
him different from everyone else—he could

drink no wine. Considering how basic wine was
to the Jewish diet and cultic life, this restriction

was extraordinary. Now a super-strict religious

upbringing usually has one of two results: either

rebellion, or a religious commitment even more
intense and more rigid than the parents'. John
seems to fit the second.

To understand John, we have to understand

prophets. A prophet is someone who sees reality

with different eyes. All of us, because of our cul-

ture and upbringing, have tunnel vision. Our
view of reality is colored and narrow. A prophet
has a wider vision, uncluttered by culture, preju-

dice, bias, or the media. A prophet is usually

ahead of the times, seeing what we do not yet

see. And most important, a prophet is usually ob-

noxious and impatient. They demand that peo-

ple see reality as they see reality. They demand
immediate changes.

And most people don't like that. We don't like

A prophet is someone who sees

reality with different eyes. A
prophet has wider vision un-

cluttered by culture and bias.

change, and we're not convinced by the

prophet's view of reality. Besides, how can you
tell a true prophet from a false one anyway? So
we react to prophets—hating them or stubbornly

ignoring them. Decades later, people look back
and say, "Hey, that person was right. What an

amazing person!" They can say that because

they are living with comfortable hindsight. The
fact is, they can't stand the prophets in their

own time. So each generation honors the proph-

ets who came before them and stone the ones

living now.

John was a prophet. He was not a king, whose
authority comes from political power. He was
not a priest, whose authority comes from cultic

power. He was not a scholar, whose authority

comes from the power of knowledge. He was a

prophet, whose authority comes directly from

the power of God. Other people in authority

can't stand that kind of power.

John saw people going to the temple each year

to burn sacrifices, but the people themselves

never changed. John saw lots of Bible scholars

who spent their lives figuring out the meaning of

obscure verses, but the scholars themselves

never changed. John saw a society that was com-

pletely religious and yet in danger of being com-

pletely without God. The world was about to

change, a glorious new age was about to begin,

but the people of God were unprepared. They
were heading for disaster.

In a torrent of passion, John told the people:

"God's kingdom is just about here! Get ready

for it! Straighten out your lives, and everybody
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(not just Gentiles) get baptized to symbolize a

totally new beginning, a new cleansing, the for-

giveness of all your past sins. Don't tell me
you're already the children of God because
you're Jewish. God can make these stones into

Jews! If you want to be the children of God, you
must change your lives completely.

"Anybody with two shirts must share with the

person who has none. Anybody with extra food
must share with people who have none. What-
ever your occupation, no matter how demanding
or tempting, it must be done with honesty and
respect for all people.

"I baptize you with water, as a cleansing. But
the One who is coming will baptize with wind
and fire. He will throw the grain in the air, and
the wind will separate the wheat from the chaff.

The chaff he will burn in the never-ending fire!

Even now God's ax is at the root of the trees.

Every tree that doesn't bear good fruit is about
to be cut down and burned" (Luke 3:7-17).

Like I said, prophets tend to be obnoxious
and impatient. A lot of people resented John—
especially the priests and Bible scholars, who
had their own source of authority and a different

view of reality. But surprisingly, thousands of or-

dinary people responded to John's preaching,

changed their lives, and were baptized by John
in the Jordan river. His revival movement was a

smash success. Even John's cousin, Jesus, came
down to the Jordan to be baptized and join this

revival movement.
I don't know when it dawned on John that this

Even John the prophet suc-

cumbed to tunnel vision. In
answer, Jesus asked him to

stretch even a little more.

cousin might be the Mighty One, the Messiah.
But it is clear that soon after Jesus joined the

movement, John was throwing his support to

Jesus, and many of John's inner circle of disci-

ples decided to go with Jesus instead. I think
John must have been extremely pleased. His an-

nouncement of the coming Messiah and the com-
ing kingdom was beginning to take shape. It was
really about to happen.

So I don't think John was too worried when
the political authorities found grounds for arrest-

ing him and putting him in a remote prison.

After all, his essential work was done. He also

still had a network of messengers who made reg-

ular visits to the prison to keep him informed of
the latest developments in the revival movement.
But it was during these regular reports that

John first became disturbed. According to

John's messengers, Jesus was utterly failing in

his mission to be the Messiah: he was gathering
no army, he was staying away from political

power, and he was refusing to use titles such as
king or messiah. Worst of all, Jesus was crossing

religious boundaries and eating with people who
were impure and immoral.

John had spent his entire life living up to

every regulation and commandment, and he
had preached that people must live a com-

pletely righteous life. And yet Jesus—whom he
thought was the Messiah—was undermining all

those righteous boundaries and religious expecta-
tions. Nor was Jesus doing anything to over-

throw the unrighteous people in power and to

establish God's kingdom on earth.

John must have been crushed. To be a

prophet, rejected by nearly all, is bad enough.
But to be a false prophet—a faulty prophet

—

that is tragedy to its fullest.

With his last bit of hope, John sent a message
to Jesus: "Are you the one who is to come, or
are we to wait for another?" A few days later a

messenger returned with Jesus' reply: "Tell
John, the blind receive sight, the lame walk, the
lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are

raised, the poor have good news brought to

them. And blessed is anyone who takes no of-

fense at me."

Jesus did not answer John's question directly,

Instead, he asked John to stretch his vision yet
a little wider. Look deeper and look at reality

with new eyes. Even John the prophet suffered

from tunnel vision.

We don't know how John responded. All we
know is that some time later he was executed in

prison. And yet, throughout Jesus' ministry, he
had nothing but praise for John. John had
started the revival and prepared people for

God's kingdom. Even John could not fully see
the reality he was announcing. But John had
been a voice crying, and people heard it.

Ryan Ahlgrim, Peoria, III, is pastor of the Peoria-
North Mennonite Church.
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"One who is more powerful than
I is coming after me. . . . He will

baptize you with the Holy Spirit

and fire. His winnowing fork is in

his hand, and he will . . . gather
his wheat into the granary."

—Matt. 3:11-12, NRSV
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READERS SAY

In
response to Ruth Stauffer's letter

Oct. 27 to Eating Out on Sunday
(Aug. 25): There's not a verse in the

New Testament telling us that the first

day of the week inherited the laws of

Sabbath-keeping. Historians relate that

a large number of the early Christians

were slaves to pagan masters. Imagine,

if you can, a newly converted slave say-

ing, "Master, I've just become a Chris-

tian, so I'll be wanting Sundays off

from now on. That's the day we Chris-

tians meet to worship our God."

I believe the early church met at such

a time to accommodate these brothers

and sisters who were not free at 10 a.m.

on Sunday. Acts 20:7ff. speaks of the

disciples coming together to break

bread on the first day of the week, sure

enough. But Paul's speaking till mid-

night hints at an evening gathering.

We have no scriptural basis for laying

on another bundle of guilt—neither be-

cause they work on Sunday—nor be-

cause they like to enjoy a meal in a res-

taurant. However, it seems Christlike to

accommodate fellow Christians who
have an earthly as well as a heavenly

master to please.

Lose our convictions? Reexamine our

traditions and opinions? The sooner the

better.

Brad Cramer
West Liberty, Ohio

Our 13-year-old expressed disap-

pointment with your Oct. 20

issue. Where was Pontius Pud-
dle?

Ginnie Burkholder

Canton, Ohio

As a Neo- Alumni- Practicing Men-
nonite (who at one time could

also have been classified Recover-

ing- Displaced- Campus-), I want to say

thank you for printing An Older
Person's Guide to a Newer Genera-
tion (Oct. 20). Thanks also for the edito-

rial, Young but Fully Adult (with a

special amen to Hockman).
Although I generally enjoy the variety

of articles in Gospel Herald, it is refresh-

ing to find ones that speak directly

about me. I did not feel "pigeonholed"

but rather identified. I think Fred Mar-
tin did an excellent job explaining to

the church who young adults are and
what some of our needs are.

I have watched people my age (be-

tween 25-35) leave the church alto-

gether or switch to a different denomi-

nation. While I realize that being

"Mennonite" is not the only way to get

to heaven, it does disturb me to see

some of my peers leave our heritage be-

hind.

As a single, 28-year-old, I have at-

tended more than one Mennonite
church that doesn't quite know what to

do with me because I don't fit into one
of their categories. This frustration has

led me to question whether I should

look for another church—one with more
people like me. But as an adult, I have

decided to embrace my heritage and
the theologies (such as the peace issue)

that make the Mennonite church

unique. I pray that through the aware-

ness that Martin's and Hockman's arti-

cles bring to the church, the Lord will

lead us all to a deeper fellowship.

Michele Bollman
Fort Wayne, Ind.

While I chuckled over much of

Fred W. Martin's An Older
Person's Guide to a Newer

Generation (Oct. 20), I am troubled by
one of the categories he sets up. By
lumping all "Minority Mennonite"
young adults into one category, he

sends out the message that they do not

have as much breadth and variety as do
Mennonites of Germanic background.

A few short conversations with pas-

tors working with young adults in a vari-

ety of racial ethnic communities Would
have given enough additional informa-

tion to avoid this damaging oversimplifi-

cation. While I'm certain no harm was
intended, as we move toward a truly

reconciled community, we members of

the dominant culture must continue to

examine the assumptions that lead to

such misleading representations.

Jody Miller Shearer

New Orleans, La.

Iwas uncomfortable with a line in

Young but Fully Adult (Oct. 20).

This was, "A sexual mistake can be

forgiven." Mistakes don't need to be for-

given. Since the context for this sen-

tence is AIDS, presumably the author

is referring to fornication or adultery.

These are not mistakes. They are sin.

Yes, there is forgiveness for sin. But
this requires an admission that the be-

havior involved was not simply mis-

taken but wrong. Fornication and adul-

tery are morally unacceptable, both to

God and to God's church. Which is pre-

cisely why forgiveness is needed.
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READERS SAY

I react in a similar way when I read
that "all of us" will continue to struggle

with the subject of homosexuality for

years to come. A lot of us aren't strug-

gling—and don't intend to. To describe

yourself as hetero- homo- or bisexual is

merely to admit the specific kind of

dirty thoughts you have under sexual

temptation. Given the great many other

temptations we also have to deal with,

what's the big deal?

Where Christians and others part

company is that Christians have ways
to deal with temptation. "Resist the

devil and he will flee from you." Regard-
less of sexual orientation, sexual inter-

course is not a human right. It is God's
wedding gift for heterosexual couples.

And even this is not eternal. In the res-

urrection it will cease to be. This has
been, is now, and always will be the po-

sition of a faithful church.

Yes, most of us will be struggling for

years. But the subject is not homosexu-
ality. It is chastity and holiness.

In addition, the author has put those

of us who believe women must have a

greater role in the church in the same
bag as homosexuals. Lumping the two
together as "free thinkers" is an unfor-

tunate stereotype. It appears to ques-
tion the femininity of those women God
is calling to leadership in the church.

Don't fret, cmh, whoever you are. It

was actually a pretty good editorial.

Dennis Byler

Burgos, Spain

As a member of the Brethren/Men-
nonite Council for Gay and Les-

bian Concerns (BMC), I

appreciated the matter-of-fact way that

BMC Mennonites were mentioned in

the article, An Older Person's Guide
to a Newer Generation (Oct. 20). So
often references in Gospel Herald to

gays and lesbians have been pretty neg-

ative or couched in judgmental terms.

It was refreshing to have our existence

and struggles acknowledged without a
negative slant being placed on us.

I also want to mention Cathleen
Hockman's well-written and thoughtful

editorial, Young but Fully Adult. I

thank her for being willing to mention,
also without descriptive adjectives, the

various difficult but extremely impor-
tant issues we face in our congregations

and denominations.

Fred W. Martin is correct that BMC
Mennonites are looking for safe congre-
gations where we can participate as full

members. I feel fortunate and blessed
to have found First Mennonite Church
of San Francisco, where my lover and I

are casually accepted for all that we
have to offer. There are other congrega-

tions where lesbians and gay men are

welcome, but they are few and far be-

tween.

At the recent BMC Conference in

Denver, I heard so many painful stories

from gay and lesbian Mennonites who
were ousted from their home churches
and from their families of origin for the

sin of loving the wrong person. The
wonder is that so many of us are still

working hard and with great love to

find some possibility of connection with
Mennonite and Brethren churches.

So, thank you for setting a calmer
tone in which, I hope, the discussion of

the appropriate role in the church for gay
and lesbian Mennonites can continue.

Sharon K. Heath
San Francisco, Calif.

Young but Fully Adult (Oct. 20).

I am 53 years old—no longer

young adult, not yet a senior citi-

zen. I remember well during the 60s
when I was a young adult and feeling

like the church would never change. We
were dealing with neckties, long hair,

coverings, race relations, war, and war
taxes.

As I look back over the past 30 years,

the church has changed. It has worked
through issues and set forth new vi-

sions of who the church was and where
it wanted to go. I am thankful that the
church respected and listened to the

young adults and tried to understand. I

am also thankful the church took suffi-

cient time to process change so as not
to lose its way.

I want to encourage young adults not
to give up. The church will listen and
process as we all work together.

LeRoy Chupp
Portland, Ore.

^ Pontius' Puddle

What Is the Church Doing
About the U.S. Health Care
Crisis? (Oct. 20). I was trou-

bled by the phrase, "All people are enti-

tled to a basic level of health care

required to maintain their dignity and
their wholeness." What is this basic

level? Patients today expect all possible

efforts will be used to restore health.

After all, what is the cost of medical
care in comparison to a human life?

Costs have risen with increased medi-
cal technology, but are we as a society

able to foot the bill? When I turn the

questions inward, answers become even
more difficult. Am I doing as Christ

would by spending extravagantly for he-

roic measures to save one life when the
same dollars could save thousands of

starving people? Am I entitled to my
health and a long life even if others

may suffer as a consequence?
The church affirms life but does not

address costs. Instead of assigning

blame to the health care industry,

maybe we should examine the motives
behind our expectations.

Tim Nussbaum
Goshen, Ind.

If
I Were a Voting Mennonite (Oct.

27) argues that sitting out a national

election is one concrete way to dem-
onstrate that one's primary loyalties are

to the kingdom of God. This appears to

be a concrete example of a "rocking
chair piety," which the prominent
ethicist, James Luther Adams, once ob-
served American Mennonites are prone
to practice.

We often find it easy to offer pro-

phetic critiques and judgments of Amer-
ican culture and politics while keeping
ourselves unblemished from involve-

ment in the ambiguous choices and
pragmatic compromises demanded by
life in a pluralistic society. We may
drink public water, breathe public air,

and spend most of our days in the com-

1'D LIKE TO WORK
FOR PEACE ON
EARTI4, LORD,
BOX WHAT CAN
ONE PERSON OO'

WHAT CAN ONE"
PERSON DO 7

WHAT CAN or
PERSON DOT

WHAT CAN ONE"
CHURCH DO 7

WHAT CAN ONE
PERSON DO"7

WHAT CAN QME"|
PERSON DO 7

WHAT CAN ON£
PERSON DO?

WHAT CAN ONE
I

RERSON DOT

WHAT CAN ONE
NATION DO T.

WHAT CAN ONE
PERSON OO 7

WHAT CAN
ONE PERSON
DO?
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pany of those who live and love and
work somewhere in the inescapable

shadow of the public square. But we
are not like them, or so we believe. Be-

cause we are citizens of another king-

dom, our hands and hearts are clean

from the messiness that accompanies

the existential demands, dilemmas, and

delights of historical existence.

You correctly identify the problems

of American politics in the culture of

late capitalism. Persons tend to vote

their pocketbooks. Citizens fail to inter-

pret their lives within the demanding
context of an emerging global economy
and village. Even liberal Clinton Demo-
crats are urged to respond to the old,

self-serving question of the Reagan
years: "Am I better off now than I was

four years ago?"

An international political sensitivity,

united with a prophetic spiritual vision,

demands that we also ask that question

on behalf of the stranger, the foreigner,

the marginalized, and the Other. Such a

worldview does indeed call for a lan-

guage of sacrifice and multinational and
multicultural responsibility.

Yet I would suggest that we may
need to extend the language of sacrifice

to our theological discourse of purity

and perfectionism. Many Mennonites

are willing to sacrifice time and money
to make this world a better place yet

terribly reticent to sacrifice the secure

illusion of living in a pure politic, ideo-

logic, or prophetic community identified

as "the kingdom of God." Such a sacri-

fice would demand that we leave our

comfortable rocking chairs and risk de-

filement by joining our redeemed voices

and bodies to the discordant songs and
unfamiliar dances of the common weal,

trusting that God's grace extends be-

yond the churchyard to life in the pub-

lic square.

You present one classic Anabaptist

political and theological option. But I

was reminded of the distance from the

editor's desk in Scottdale to the Ana-

baptist-Mennonite community in Pitts-

burgh when, on election night, I at-

tended a Clinton-Gore victory

celebration. There a diverse group of

Anabaptists and Mennonites broke the

seal on a bottle of Mennonite Old Over-

holt and offered a toast to a draft

dodger, a committed environmentalist,

Anabaptist pluralism, and the hope of a

more just and humane America.

Scott Holland

McKeesport, Pa.

Was Bathsheba a Seductress
or a Victim? (Oct. 27).

Bathsheba was a victim of

what is now called sexual harassment

—

unwanted attention from a man in a po-

sition of authority. Usually it is a boss,

supervisor, teacher, doctor, father,

uncle, or—in case of boys—scout mas-

ter. In Bathsheba's case it was her king,

who also happened to be her husband's

commanding officer.

That Bathsheba loved her husband,

Uriah, is well documented in the verses

which tell us how she mourned at his

death. She was not interested in King

David as a lover. She bathed on the

roof because that is where the urns

which collected rain water were located.

Isn't it great how up-to-date our

Bible is? Besides sexual harassment
(which can range from a look to a word
to rape itself), the Bible also deals with

incest (Lot's daughters, Gen. 19), brutal

rape (Tamar, 2 Sam. 13), and date rape

(Dinah, Gen. 34).

Martha Huebert

Niederkruchten, Germany

Was Bathsheba a Seductress

or a Victim'? (Oct. 27) is typi-

cal of the feminist influence

overwhelming the church today. This ar-

ticle, like so many others, blames men
for all the sinful problems today while

viewing women as hapless victims at

worse and the spiritual leaders of the

world at best. There is no talk of

Bathsheba's sinful nature or the fact

that beautiful women are attracted to

powerful men and powerful men to

beautiful women.
The Bible never says Bathsheba was

one of the most maligned figures. In

fact, she never fights or screams, as is

commanded in Scripture. Nor does the

Bible blame David because he wasn't

out fighting.

David's worse sin wasn't the mutual

sex act with Bathsheba. It was his de-

sire to cover sin by human means in-

stead of confession and repentance

unto God.

I would agree that there are problems

in the church today, but to look at

them only one way is unchristian. The
church has taught men to honor

women, to view them as the weaker ves-

sel, to love them. Women are to dress

modestly so as not to give place to sin

—

to let their inner beauty, not their outer

beauty, shine forth.

We would do well to remember that

all people are equally sinners. We are

not to be a stumbling block to each

other but to love one another. Please,

let us—male and female—rise up
against the unbiblical theology being so

quietly woven into the fabric of our be-

lief.

Joseph J. Perotta

Ithaca, Mich.

I'm
not old, but perhaps I'm a bit ec-

centric. You see, I still believe in the

value of evangelistic meetings. In

fact, evangelism is my full-time vocation.

In recent months I have been privi-

leged to have week-long meetings in

five states in five Mennonite confer-

ences. I noted five similarities:

(1) Each church is experiencing au-

thentic growths, not from transfers.

They are reaching the local people. (2)

Each church has the unique problem of

being full. They must decide to enlarge,

plant another church, or begin having

two Sunday morning services. (3) None
of the churches have a planned pro-

gram of outreach. The members are ex-

cited about their church, so they invite

others to come. (4) No church had an

"off night" during the meetings. The
people came—children, youth, and
adults. (5) Each church had the joy of

seeing many persons make new or re-

newed commitments to Jesus Christ.

Occasionally people tell me the tradi-

tional week-long series of evangelistic

meetings is dead or dying. I disagree.

Exciting things are still happening. God
is not through blessing the "foolishness

of preaching" in the context of evange-

listic ministry.

Glen M. Sell

East Petersburg, Pa.

Esther Kennel's letter (Nov. 10)

implies that "sexual abuse is not

a woman's problem" but merely

a man's problem. That strikes me as

naive indeed.

In my work as a volunteer in a local

day nursery school, I learned two five-

year-olds were sexually abused by a bio-

logical parent. One child, a boy, was
sexually abused at age three by his own
mother.

I doubt this youngster reads porno-

graphic magazines, yet his use of vile

language is appalling. In my judgment

the problem of sexual abuse is

everyone's concern.

Gladys Keener
State College, Pa.
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'That God gave his
only begotten son 9

Imagine the thoughts going through
Abraham's mind climbing Moriah. Ima-
gine the thoughts swirling through Cre-

ator God's consciousness at Golgotha.

by

Everett J.

Thomas

"n the ancient Near Eastern world of the

Bible, sons were everything. One might boast
.of camels, sheep, goats, and servants. But it

was the number of sons that measured a

person's worth.

Women were valued for their ability to have
sons. Although Abraham loved her, Sarah was
distraught at a fate which left her childless. The
story of Naomi and Ruth endured because Ruth
bore Boaz, a son who became the grandfather of

King David. Lot's daughters are venerated in

Genesis 19 because they found a way to get preg-

nant with sons by their father when there was no
other way for Lot's lineage to continue.

In this ancient Near Eastern world, the worst
fate to be visited upon any person was to remain
without a son. To be without sons meant that

one's very lineage would be cut off. On the other
hand, to have sons meant that a man would con-
tinue to live in posterity—a form of immortality.

This belief is illustrated in the punishment for

crimes. To punish evil, one did more than simply
kill the evildoer. One also killed the sons. When
Esther thwarted Haman's plans to kill all the

Jews, he and his ten sons were killed. Achan suf-

fered even worse: when he was found guilty of

stealing from God, the children of Israel killed

not only Achan but destroyed his sons and
daughters, cattle, donkeys, sheep, tent, and all

his belongings. Clearly none of Achan's DNA is

left in the human gene pool!

But perhaps the most important Old Testa-
ment story is about Abram. Old and
wealthy, with a wife whom he loved,

Abram had everything but sons. In his world he
was an object of pity—and perhaps derision. His
self-esteem would have been extremely low,

since a man's self-worth depended on the num-
ber of sons he could sire.

To his great credit, when God took Abram out
into the night and promised him that his descen-
dants would be even more numerous than the
stars, Abram believed. He believed! So great
was that simple act of believing that God
changed his name to Abraham and made a cove-
nant on the spot to give his descendants the
Promised Land.

And then Isaac was born. This was Abraham's
"only begotten son." This was his hope for pos-
terity. This was his hope for many grandchildren
and a galaxy of descendants. This was his hope
for immortality! For Abraham, Isaac was his ev-

erything. Yet several years later, God asked him
to give it up.

Imagine the thoughts going through Abraham's
mind as he climbed Moriah with his only begot-
ten son at his side. God had asked Abraham to

give up his very existence, his only assurance
that he would live from generation to generation.

God had asked Abraham to sacrifice himself!

And it was a measure of Abraham's immense
love for God that he willingly climbed the moun-
tain and prepared to sacrifice Isaac.

Thousands of years later, God was similarly

tested. His "only begotten Son" was taken
onto another high place, Golgotha. There

God's only Son was to be killed.

Imagine the thoughts swirling through a Cre-
ator God's consciousness. This Being, who created
all things and loves us the most of all creation, was
also willing to sacrifice the most precious offspring.

To us, on this earth, this all-powerful God sent a

Son—God's very self.

Father Abraham so loved God that he was will-

ing to sacrifice Isaac, flesh of his flesh and fruit

of his loins. Father God so loved the world that
he gave his one and only Son, that whoever be-
lieves in him shall not perish but have eternal

life.

This is not a treatise on what it means that

Jesus defeated death and rose from the grave. Nor
is it an argument about whether God "bought" our
salvation by having Jesus bear our sins for us.

Rather, it is one statement: that the Creator of

this universe loved us so much so as to give up
what was most precious: Jesus, the Son.

The good news is that God Almighty, Creator
of the Universe and King of Forever, was willing

to give of self to us ... to die for us through the
Son. And the message: whoever believes in this

truth shall have immortality.

Immortality. Through God's Son. That is the
good news we celebrate this Christmas.

Everett J. Thomas, Goshen, Ind., is executive secre-

tary of the Mennonite Board of Congregational
Ministries. He is a member of the Walnut Hill

Mennonite Church.
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Resources for Our Daily Walk with God

Lord, Teach Us to Pray:

A New Look at the Lord's Prayer
How often in the last year have you repeated the familiar words of the Lord's Prayer? Did you

think about the meaning of those words? When did you first pray this prayer? Does it have more

or less meaning for you now than the first time you prayed it? Arthur Paul Boers offers fresh

insight on the Lord's Prayer that will make the prayer more meaningful in your life.

Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50.

Daily Fellowship with God
With these daily meditations, Larry W. Wilson invites readers to fill their hearts with praise, be

challenged to seek God's will, set daily goals for exercising their faith, claim the promises of God,

and pray with thanksgiving. Here is a way to overcome negative moods, attitudes, and

perceptions—to "take every thought captive and make it obey Christ" (2 Cor. 10:5, TEV). Readers can

fight back by saturating their conscious and subconscious minds with thoughts and words that lead

to uplifting daily fellowship with God.

Paper, $7.95; in Canada $9.95.

Life on the Road
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Athol Gill calls Christians to leave behind the popular teaching of comfortable Christianity and

rediscover an authentic Christian lifestyle based on Jesus and the Gospels. Each chapter begins

with Jesus, examines three Gospel texts, relates them to life today, and offers questions to help us

discern present meaning.

Paper, $11.95; in Canada $14.95.

In the spirit and style of

Meditations for the New Mother.

Meditations for Adoptive Parents
by Vernell Klassen Miller

An adoptive parent shares inspirational meditations highlighted by poems, quotes, and

stories. An unusual and thoughtful gift for new parents.

Paper, $6.95; in Canada $8.95.

Available through your local bookstore or by calling 1 800 759-4447; in Canada call 519

746-2872 (Provident Bookstores—MC, Visa, Discover). If ordering by mail, please include

10% for shipping—minimum $2.00. Canadian customers, add 7% of total for GST.
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Jesus cannot be born
in an inn that's full
by Martha Kolb-Wyckoff

The media doesn't call it to our attention.

The commercial establishment ignores it.

If we are fortunate, our worship leaders will

choose some Advent hymns for a December wor-

ship before moving on to Christmas carols. But
it's just quite possible that Advent could pass us

by.

And then there are the boxes of wrapping
paper and cartons of bows we've been stumbling
over for weeks. "Musak" renditions of Christmas
carols assault our ears. The newspaper daily re-

minds us of how many shopping days we have
left before Christmas—a holiday so secularized

and commercialized it is next to impossible to

distinguish the real thing from its wrappings.

As Christians we try hard to "keep Christ in

Christmas," to avoid being swept downstream in

the surge that threatens to engulf us all in De-
cember.

Could it be that the secret of a Christ-filled

Christmas celebration might be hidden in Ad-
vent? Advent might be thought of as a prerequi-

site to Christmas. Or, to put it another way, try-

ing to experience the truth and meaning of

Christmas while ignoring Advent is like hoping
to have a baby without being pregnant. We are

quick to discern the futility of the latter; we are

not so quick to see how crucial Advent is to

Christmas.

Most mothers, if given the option, would prob-
ably choose to dispense with the nine months of

pregnancy. It is inconvenient, difficult, cumber-
some—and each mother could add her own per-

sonal list of adjectives. However, besides being
a biological necessity, the time of pregnancy is

important for other reasons. It is a time of prep-
aration, a time of getting ready emotionally, spir-

itually, physically.

Parents may need to clean out a room. Per-

haps they will need to relinquish a sewing
room or a study so the new one can have a

nursery. Or maybe it is a storage room that will

have to be relieved of its contents. Old accu-
mulations, junk, or just plain "stuff may need
to be discarded in preparation for the new life.

In something of the same way, we all need to

prepare for Jesus' coming. Christmas is a time
to allow Jesus to be born in us once again, to

bring new life into our parched souls. Advent is

a time to get ready for that. We know well from
the story of his first coming that Jesus cannot
be born in a full inn. Jesus will go where there

is room. Advent is the time to prepare and make
room for Jesus.

Two thousand years ago Jesus preferred the

humble surroundings of straw, dust, and animal
odors to the noisy clutter of an overflowing inn.

The setting was not regal, but there was room.
Advent is a time to inventory our lives. Is

there room for new life? Or is all the space
filled? Are our lives filled from early morning
until late at night with things to do and places

to go: work, small group, church council, PTA,
Habitat board meeting, Junior's basketball

game, Jane's volleyball match, and Mom and
Dad's bowling night? What does it mean to

make room for Jesus in the midst of all these

"good things"?

And then there is the junk, those sins and ob-

sessions that can consume our energy and time.

It might be resentments and bitterness toward
others—or anger and despair about the corrup-

tion and greed in our nation and the chaos in

Advent is a gift to help us
with the time-consuming and
sometimes difficult work of
preparing and making room.

the world. We can become consumed with all

that is wrong with our world and with the church.

We become "exercised" about whether to wor-
ship with contemporary music or with traditional

hymns. Or should the chairs be arranged in a

semi-circle or in straight rows? Such issues be-

come "junk" that allow little room for Jesus.

In spite of dreadful timing (December is no
time to clean out closets), Advent confronts us
with the opportunity to step back and reflect, to

look inward, to assess our lives. Is there room
for Jesus? Such accounting may not be easy; fac-

ing the overcrowding and junk in our lives is not
a pleasant task.

But if, on Christmas morning, we want to sing

with authenticity, "Joy to the world, the Lord is

corned we will first have to wonder, "0, how shall I

receive thee, how meet thee on thy way?" Advent
is a gift to help us with the time-consuming and
sometimes difficult work of preparation and mak-
ing room. Christ cannot be born in a full inn.

Martha Kolb-Wyckoff, Taftsville, Vt, is pastor of
the Taftsville Chapel Mennonite Fellowship. She
also recently became an editorial consultant for

Gospel Herald.
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Option 5: "Win the sweepstakes"—
General Board struggles with finances

CHURCH NEWS

Donald Miller (left), Historical Committee director Levi Miller (center), and General Board

executive secretary Jim Lapp (right) examine a 1575 edition of Menno Simons 1539

classic Fundamentbuch (A Foundation). The rare volume is inscribed by Jacob Hertzler,

the earliest known Amish Mennonite minister in North America. Donald Millerpresented

the family heirloom to the Mennonite Church during the General Board meeting.

Smithville, Ohio—General Board execu-

tive secretary Jim Lapp wasn't exactly

serious when he suggested "winning the

sweepstakes" as a solution to the financial

questions facing the General Board dur-

ing their sessions Nov. 18-21 here at Oak
Grove Mennonite Church. But the finan-

cial questions at these meetings were

serious indeed.

"Because of decreasing funds we will

not be able to do all we feel called to do,"

said General Board moderator David

Mann in his opening statement Thursday
morning. Therefore the issue, he said, is

"how will we choose?"

Mennonite congregations and confer-

ences across North America are giving

less and less to churchwide ministries,

concentrating instead on local needs.

The churchwide program that is suffer-

ing the most financially is Mennonite

Board of Congregational Ministries

(MBCM), which was up for an in-depth

review at this meeting.

"We are increasingly working with less

and less money, while there was little to

begin with," said Nancy Good Sider,

MBCM board vice-president. "Basically,

we have a barebones staff trying to do all

this ministry."

In an executive session, the General

Board created a committee ofMBCM and

General Board representatives to develop

proposals for restructuring denomina-

tional congregational services. One of the

options to be considered by this commit-

tee is that "the current MBCM would be

terminated and the services deemed nec-

essary assigned to General Board and

other program boards."

The General Board also authorized

MBCM to start greater fund raising ef-

forts; MBCM hasn't used direct mail or

similar marketing methods in order to

avoid competing with the other Menno-
nite program boards.

Budget. In other financial agenda, Tim
Burkholder noted that the General Board

is currently operating with a deficit of

about $27,100; last year at this time, the

deficit was $30,880.

A $671,000 budget for fiscal year (FY)

1994 passed with several dissenting votes.

Salaries were raised 3 percent over FY 1993

(when there was no increase in salaries).

The FY 1994 budget requires $10,000 more

revenue from conferences than last year.

Several board members suggested that

if the General Board is asking other pro-

gram boards to cut back, General Board

should scale down proportionally.

Friday morning Jim Schrag, Ohio con-

ference moderator, spoke about the story

of Peter and John healing the lame man
in Acts 3. " 'Gold and silver have I none'

—

I have a feeling this board knows what

that feels like," Schrag said, drawing a few

wry chuckles from board members.
Schrag added a word of hope. "Surely

the crisis we face whenever we say 'gold

and silver have I none' is one of our

greatest opportunities if we allow God to

work through us. It is an unparalleled

opportunity precisely because we can no

longer rely on the old familiar solutions."

Visitors from Puerto Rico. Two lead-

ers from the Mennonite Church in Puerto

Rico attended the sessions.

The Puerto Rican churches "feel far

from the Latin American church . . . but

are looking to be an extended church,"

explained executive secretary Jose Luis

Vazquez. "That is the reason [fellow

leader Enrique Ortiz and I] are here."

No action was required from the Gen-

eral Board at this point, although they

communicated their favor to "continue

dialogue with the Puerto Rico Mennonite

Church as they process their desire to

become part of the North American Men-
nonite Church." The Puerto Rican church

will discuss the matter further during

their annual meeting in March.

Mennonite Health Services. When
the General Board met last April, the

group expressed a favorable inclination

toward the Mennonite Health Services

(MHS) proposal for a formal relationship

with the board. This relationship would

give MHS closer ties and more account-

ability to the church.

After weighing the factors involved,

however, the General Board Executive

Committee recommended that the Gen-

eral Board not assume oversight of Men-
nonite Health Services.

Doing so, they said, would overload the

agenda of the General Board. Moreover,

they stated, "in a time of downsizing of

institutional life this would be a clear

expansion of responsibilities for the Gen-

eral Board."

At this meeting, the General Board

declined the MHS proposal and
recommended several alternatives, in-

cluding suggestions that MHS become
accountable to Mennonite Mutual Aid, or

that MHS renew ties with Mennonite

Central Committee U.S.

Other agenda. The assembled group

spent one morning in a prejudice reduc-

tion seminar facilitated by Sider and Ger-

ald Hudson. Besides the extensive

"housekeeping" agenda, the General

Board met with Ohio conference leaders

and heard reports from Rocky Mountain,

Ohio, Eastern Canada, New York, and

Southeast conferences.

Owen Burkholder closed the meetings

with a prayer, beginning, simply, "My
God, we've done what we can."

—Cathleen Hockman
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CHURCH NEWS

MCC India celebrates
50 years of service

Calcutta, India (MCC)—As dusk blan-

keted Calcutta's teeming streets, more

than 300 Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC) friends and staff paused in St.

Paul's Cathedral here Nov. 1 to thank God
for 50 years of MCC ministry in India.

While ceiling fans whirled overhead,

songs of thanks in Hindi and English rose

and prayers and litanies celebrated God's

faithfulness.

Two days of golden jubilee celebrations

followed the thanksgiving service. Held in

a gaily decorated outdoor pavilion fes-

tooned with flowers, activities included

guest speakers and discussions of MCC
India, past and present.

Mother Teresa, chief guest and long-

time MCC India friend, urged the cele-

brants to "resolve to love one another as

God loves us.

"The fruit of love is service and the fruit

of service is peace," she said.

MCC has donated wheat and milk to

Mother Teresa's orphanage and Home for

the Destitute and Dying. Since 1942 MCC
has sent material assistance valued at

over $18 million (U.S.).

John A. Lapp, MCC executive secre-

tary, noted that MCC has worked contin-

uously in India longer than any other

location. Much of that time India was the

site of the largest MCC program.

Today Selfhelp Crafts of the World, an

MCC job creation program, buys more
products from India than from any other

country.

Bishop P. J. Malager, moderator of

the Mennonite Church in India, reflected

on how MCC has worked with the local

church on relief and development activi-

ties. On a lighter note he recalled the

difficulties of having to explain "MCC" to

Indians more familiar with the Melbourne
Cricket Club than with Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee.

From 1944 to 1972, more than 120 North

American volunteers served with MCC
India.

MCC India is now unique among MCC
programs in that since the 1970s about 30

Indian staff working from a Calcutta office

have implemented MCC programs. Glen

and Marilyn Miller of Bellefontaine, Ohio,

are the only North American workers now
in the MCC India program.

Stephen Gonsalves, who has worked
with MCC 12 years, spoke of MCC's shift

from relief to partnership with Indian

organizations.

MCC works with nearly 32 nongov-

ernmental organizations and several

church groups, including the Mennonite
Christian Service Fellowship, on develop-

ment projects. MCC supports these

groups with funds and advice.

In the past half century, MCC has wit-

nessed important moments in Indian his-

tory. Two early MCC administrators, J.

Lawrence Burkholder and J. N. Byler

spoke with Pundit Jawaharlal Nehru in

1945 about the value of non-violent social

change.

Nehru later became India's first prime

minister.

Another early MCC worker, William

Yoder, walked with Mahatma Gandhi as

he went from village to village searching

for a peaceful transition to power.
—Pearl Sensenig

Pictured is John Lapp, Mennonite Central

Committee executive secretary, talking with

Mother Teresa. The Nobel Peace Prize

winner helped celebrate MCC India's 50th

anniversary in Calcutta Nov. 1-3.

Agricultural development worker arrested and beaten in Haiti

Desarmes, Haiti (MCC)—Mennonite

Central Committee (MCC) Haiti worker

Leres Sidor was arrested Nov. 12 while

hosting visitors to an MCC agricultural

project here. The visitors were part of a

From left, Mennonite Central Committee
agricultural extensionist Leres Sidor, an
unidentified man, and former MCC Haiti

worker Mike Mullin.

Canadian Pastors Study Tour sponsored

by MCC British Columbia.

One of the visitors—Edith Jersak of

Aldergrove, B.C.—and MCC workers Ron
and Carla Bluntschli and Jean Remy ac-

companied Sidor and the military officer

to the Desarmes police station.

There, a corporal tied up Sidor, beat

him repeatedly on the back with a heavy

wooden rod, slapped him, and slammed
his head against the wall.

"Although our presence as foreigners

was not enough of a deterrent to prevent

them from beating Sidor, it probably les-

sened the extent of the beating and of his

injuries," says Ron Bluntschli.

Following the beating, Sidor was trans-

ferred to another military station. There,

the Bluntschlis persuaded the soldiers not

to hurt him further. Sidor was released the

following day and went into hiding in

Haiti's capital, Port-au-Prince, until he

feels safe enough to return home.

The Bluntschlis say that Sidor's only

"crime" is that of working to improve his

community through group organization

and education. He has worked with MCC
as an agroforestry educator for the past

seven years.

Sidor had previously been arrested in

1987; the Bluntschlis had helped obtain

his release. Since last year's coup over-

throwing President Aristide, Sidor has

had to flee his home a number of times to

avoid arrest.

"This incident is unusual only in that

foreigners are normally not witnesses to

such things. People all over Haiti are

arrested daily and beaten for any reason

the military sees fit. Many are Christians,

targeted, like Sidor, for doing nothing

more than working for the betterment of

their communities," Ron says.

"In spite of this, the Haitian people have

not abandoned their hope and determi-

nation to obtain freedom."
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Volunteers prepare corn
for shipment to Africa
Ephrata, Pa. (MCC U.S.)—Deft hands

flip open sack after sack, passing each on

to be quickly filled and sewn shut.

The six-member crew works wordlessly

under the thunder of cascading grain, the

pinging of stray corn kernels against ma-
chinery, the whir of conveyor belts, and
the thumps of 100-pound grain sacks

plopping down a chute.

The 1992 Mennonite Central Commit-
tee (MCC) corn drive is in full swing.

Members of Lancaster County's Groff-

dale and Weaverland conferences volun-

teered their services on a cold, rainy autumn
evening to bag and load com at C. P.

Wenger & Son Feed Mill in Ephrata, Pa.

Downstairs, near the loading ramp,

about a dozen young men from the

Isaac Musser of the Groffdale Mennonite

Conference operates the machines that

sews each sack of yellow corn shut at an
Ephrata, Pa., feed mill. Musser was part of

a work crew that in one evening bagged

880 sacks of corn to be sent to Mozambique
in later November.

churches hoist the sacks off the conveyor

belt and onto dollies. They wheel the hand
carts out to a waiting 20-foot shipping

container parked on a truck chassis.

Some two and a half hours and 880 bags

of corn later, the contingent has filled

their promised quota for that evening.

The scene is being repeated in 23 bag-

ging sites in Eastern and Great Lakes
states this fall. Hundreds, if not thousands,

of volunteers are pitching in to ready

22,000 bags— 1,000 metric tons (MT)—of

corn for shipment to Mozambique.

Concerned people west of the Missis-

sippi River are raising funds to transport

the grain.

Officially called the "Africa Peace Har-

vest," the drive invites North American
farmers to share their harvests with Africa

partners in drought-stricken areas.

Drought and civil war are causing famine

in some nations in southern Africa and the

Horn.

Ten percent of the corn collected is

being sold. The revenues will fund MCC-
supported peace and conciliation efforts

in Africa.

"Last night as I was following a truck

carrying a container of bagged corn, we
passed Pizza Hut, Burger King, and a

dozen other fast-food places," relates

Kevin King, MCC assistant coordinator of

constituency ministries. "It was strange to

think the next time the container door

would be opened would be in Mozam-
bique."

There, King says, people will grind the

corn with mortar and pestle, boil it in

water, and eat the porridge, often with no

seasonings. "For some, it will be their only

meal of the day."

The Christian Council of Mozambique
will distribute the corn after arrival at the

Mozambique port of Beira sometime in

early January. The shipment is sufficient

to feed about 83,000 people for one
month.

"The participation has been over-

whelming," says King, voicing a sentiment

echoed by Ernie Liechty, a farmer who
organized corn collection and bagging in

the Berne, Ind., area.

"People have actually thanked me for

letting them know about this opportunity

to participate," says Liechty, a member
of First Mennonite Church of Berne.

"Working together on a project like this

brings people together and gives us a

feeling of oneness."

Next spring, MCC Canada, in coopera-

tion with the Canadian Foodgrains Bank,

plans to ship an additional 500 MT of corn

to Mozambique and 500 MT to Sudan.

—Emily Will

Can food aid prolong
conflict in Africa?

Winnipeg, Man. (MCC)—Food aid for

starving people in war-ravaged countries

is not a long-term solution and may actu-

ally prolong the fighting, reports an Afri-

can development expert.

"Every year relief agencies provide food

and are told the situation is urgent," Dr.

Dr. Kabiru Kinyanjui

Kabiru Kinyanjui told representatives

from various North American relief and
development agencies at a food, hunger,

and public action seminar held here last

month.

Kinyanjui, a member of the Nairobi

Peace Initiative in Kenya, told partici-

pants that war continues, even as human-
itarian agencies distribute food to starv-

ing people in a country at war.

Worse yet, he added, the government
seizes the opportunity to buy guns with

money that should be used to feed the

people.

"This creates a serious moral dilemma
[for donors and humanitarian agencies],"

he said. "The relief agencies are left to

clean up the mess left by the fighters."

But, Kinyanjui cautioned, "we cannot

stop providing the food aid." However, he

added, it's time these agencies link food

aid with a peace agenda.

Reconciliation between warring groups

must be done in the villages where the

fighting is taking place, he said.

Church and relief agencies must look

again at the role of the elders and tribal

leaders, Africa's traditional way of making
peace.

"Conflicts in Africa aren't new—the in-

tensity is. Reconciliation is as old as

Africa," Kinyanjui said. "Justice is the key

word. . . . The interests of my brothers

and sisters must be taken care of."

Peacemaking efforts by grassroots or-

ganizations have worked in the past, he

said. In fact, he added, it was the human-
itarian work these groups did over the

years that gave them credibility in the

eyes of the warring factions and allowed

them to work as mediators.

According to Kinyanjui, the time is right

for building peace constituencies among
grassroots groups in Africa. More and

more African thinkers and church leaders

are supporting peaceful resolution as the

best way to avoid and end conflicts.
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The political situation is also improving,

he said. The collapse of the Soviet Union

has reduced superpower interest in Af-

rica. This may force Africa's nations to

look for local solutions to problems. Plus

South Africa's political and social reforms

will allow pan-Africa political organiza-

tions to focus their attention on internal

conflicts.

How can individuals and humanitarian

agencies invest in peace? According to

Kinyanjui, they must hold nations ac-

countable for what they do or do not do,

support the voices that speak out for the

downtrodden, and invest in local people's

capacities to feed themselves.

Individuals and agencies must also in-

vest in understanding and accommo-
dating ethnic diversity, Kinyanjui said.

They must work toward ensuring that the

countries that supplied arms to Africa

now invest in rebuilding the war-torn

countries on that continent.

"We need to look at a sustaining peace

... at turning swords into plowshares," he

said. "We need more hoes in Africa than

guns."

The seminar, attended by Mennonite

Central Committee food program staff,

was held with the support of the Canadian

International Development Agency.
—Rick Fast

Benefit concerts raise $3,000 for relief work
Akron, Pa. (MCC U.S.)—Two recent

Jim Croegaert concerts in Akron and

Lancaster, Pa., raised almost $3,000 for

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
relief efforts in Florida, Louisiana, and

Africa.

Six Lancaster-area Reunion Vocal

Band members—Dean Clemmer, Don
Kulp, Jerry Lehman, Dennis Maust, and

Cheryl and Steve Zehr Walker—accom-

panied Croegaert.

Croegaert, an elder of the Anabaptist

community Reba Place Church in Ev-

anston, 111., performed in rock bands

throughout the Midwest before becom-

ing a Christian in 1969.

The conversion did not change his

melodies as much as it did his lyrics,

Croegaert says. "I now had something to

say," he explains.

A Croegaert composition, "Was It a

Morning Like This," became the title

song for Sandi Patti's 1986 Grammy
Award-winning album. Noel Paul
Stookey of the famed trio Peter, Paul,

and Mary recorded Croegaert's "Why
Do We Hunger for Beauty" in 1990.

Jim Stutzman Amstutz, co-coordina-

tor of the MCC Akron service unit,

organized the concerts. Lancaster Men-
nonite High School and Akron, Commu-
nity, and Neffsville Mennonite churches

helped cover Croegaert's expenses.

Composer/performer Jim Croegaert sings

at a benefit for relief efforts in Florida,

Louisiana, and Africa.

Leadership is about building relationships, Christian managers told

Denver, Colo. (MEDA)—Build relation-

ships. Empower people. Cultivate the

spirit.

These are some of the secrets of genu-

ine leadership, according to speakers at

the annual convention of Mennonite Eco-

nomic Development Associates (MEDA),
held Oct. 29-Nov. 1 in Denver.

The gathering sought to bring the

worlds of faith and work together under

the topic "Leadership: More than
Management." Participants included 360

persons from various North American
businesses, professions, and church agen-

cies.

A recurring theme stated that leader-

ship is more than mastering a set of

management techniques, particularly

when Christian faith is involved.

"As Christians we bring an extra dimen-

sion to leadership roles," said attorney

Carol J. Suter. "When God calls us to

leadership, he calls our head, heart, and

soul." The "head" part was often a matter

of course, but the "heart and soul" needed
more attention.

For too long, said veteran industrialist

Howard Brenneman, now president of

Mennonite Mutual Aid, business schools

have emphasized "hard, quantitative

management techniques over supposedly

soft people skills."

Creative leadership is often stifled by

self-centered, adversarial, quick-fix, bot-

tom-line thinking, noted longtime busi-

ness educator John Eby. Carrying out the

"sacred trust" of leadership means to

shake off ways of thinking that "imprison

the mind . . . and prevent us from seeing

new possibilities," he said.

Much could be learned from the lead-

ership model of Jesus, observed urban

minister Mervin Dick in his Sunday morn-

ing message. Jesus chose his disciples

from the most unlikely quarters and fash-

ioned a team that would turn the world

upside down, he said.

"What leadership is about is building

relationships," Dick noted. In the corpo-

rate world, "when you lose business it's

usually a relationship problem."

Dick also urged the audience to culti-

vate their reflective sides. Business exec-

utives are often known for action, but they

sometimes overlook the importance of

thoughtful reflection. That, too, is part of

leadership development, Dick said.

MEDA staff reported on the organiza-

tion's efforts to help Mennonite business

and professional people see their daily

work in the context of the kingdom of

God.

"Our 2,200 members interact with at

least 25-50,000 people every day," said

president Lee Delp. "We have an incredi-

bly awesome responsibility to be the body
of Christ on earth every day."

The skills of business are sorely needed
not only by the church but also by the

world's poor, Delp said. Job creation is

critical in a world that needs 36 million

new jobs every year to combat poverty.

Other staff reported that MEDA pro-

grams helped 14,000 families meet basic

needs and generated 2,850 new jobs in the

previous year.

A new program in the former Soviet

Union provided basic management train-

ing to some 800 fledgling entrepreneurs.

In Pennsylvania, a new urban develop-

ment project is underway.
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Consultation considers
problem of sexual abuse
by church leaders

Saskatoon, Sask. (Meetinghouse)—
"Church leadership and sexual abuse"

was the topic of discussion at a Nov. 12

meeting of conference leaders in Saska-

toon.

They also reviewed the purpose of the

gathering, which has met annually for 20

years, just prior to the Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) Canada meeting.

Since 1987, the consultation has been
known as the Council of Mennonite and

Brethren in Christ Moderators.

The morning session included presen-

tations by Heather Block, of Voices for

Nonviolence in Winnipeg, Man., and Isaac

Block, author of Assault on God's Image:

Domestic Abuse and pastor in Winnipeg.

"Pastoral sexual abuse is misuse of

power, not just an affair or adultery," said

Heather. Terms like "servant leadership,"

she suggested, deny the reality of power

differences between pastors and those

they counsel.

She said the moral responsibility to

maintain sexual boundaries always rests

with the person in power. "Justice-mak-

ing," she asserted, must begin with the

needs of the victims.

Isaac pointed out how the power advan-

tage of church leaders is often reinforced

through their expertise in biblical and
dogmatic theology.

He called for correctives such as com-

munity interpretation of Scripture, and

more careful distinctions between text

and interpretation.

He also called for a greater use of

"experiential theology," which starts with

the human situation. "We must learn to

do theology from the experience of broken

people," he said.

As "safeguards" for pastors, Isaac sug-

gested such measures as: recognizing lim-

its to counseling competence; supervision

for counseling work; "auditing" pastors'

records (where and how they spend their

time); a commitment to confidentiality,

but not secrecy.

He proposed that conferences take a

unified approach to pastoral sexual abuse

by forming an "inter-Mennonite task

force as a church judiciary." The idea was
referred to the executive committee of the

council for further study.

The conference leaders later endorsed

a similar idea presented by Dan Zehr,

director of MCC Canada. He called for

the formation of a conference-MCC Can-

ada coalition on domestic violence.

In further business, the council reaf-

firmed the value of the annual gathering,

not only to talk about "topics of common
concern," but also as a forum for MCC's
policies and programs. The council de-

cided to invite an MCC Canada represen-

tative to serve on the council's executive

committee.

The council will consider a name
change, since it is composed not only of

moderators, but also conference execu-

tive secretaries and other representatives.

Helmut Harder, executive secretary of

the Conference of Mennonites in Canada,

was elected as the new chair of the coun-

cil.

—

Ron Rempel

Goshen group protests
nuclear waste transport
Goshen, Ind.—Members of the Goshen

community gathered on Oct. 19 to hold a

vigil protesting the transport of nuclear

waste, via train, through Indiana towns.

Students for Shalom, a peace issues

group on the Goshen College campus, and

concerned community members main-

tained "a spiritual and physical presence"

at the intersection of the train tracks and

Lincoln Ave., organizers said.

The group formed a circle at the begin-

ning of the vigil to issue a statement of

purpose. That purpose was "to highlight

the dangers of secret transport of nuclear

waste and the environmental impact of

the waste's disposal," said one coordina-

tor, Kenton Unruh.

Time was spent formally reflecting on
the relationship of nuclear waste to the

environment and the industrial-military

complex. Individuals were invited to for-

mulate their personal reasons for partici-

pating, to write them on index cards, and
share them with the Department of En-

ergy and the Knolls Atomic Power Labo-

ratory in West Milton, New York.

Due to unknown circumstances, the De-

partment of Energy changed the train's

route across Indiana. At approximately

9:00 a.m. the group was informed that the

train had taken a route south of Goshen.

The group then reformed a circle and

closed the vigil with a restatement of their

concerns and a closing hymn, "Unity."

According to Knolls Action Project, an

organization that monitors military nu-

clear waste, the "spent" fuel rods came
from a U.S. Navy testing and training

facility, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory.

The waste was loaded onto a train

bound for the Department of Energy's

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

for storage. The train passed through the

states of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska and Wy-
oming on its way to Idaho.

SADD chapter opens at Eastern Mennonite College

Harrisonburg, Va. (EMC&S)—One out

of every two people in the United States

will be victimized by a drunk driver in

his or her lifetime. Over 26,000 people in

this country die each year in accidents

involving alcohol.

Those are only a few of the statistics

that drove Eastern Mennonite College

(EMC) sophomore Becky S. Roggie to

start a chapter of Students Against

Drunk Drivers (SADD) at EMC.
Roggie, from Lowville, NY., envisions

two basic purposes for the organization:

"to work toward education and aware-

ness of the effects of alcohol and to serve

as a support group for persons who have

been affected by drunk drivers."

SADD's first project at EMC was to

erect a "wall" fashioned from paper

bricks in the Campus Center. Students

were invited to write on each brick the

name of a person they knew personally

who was killed by a drunk driver.

Roggie's own involvement partly

stems from the death of two friends by

a drunk driver.

Becky Roggie, initiator of a Students

Against Drunk Drivers (SADD) chapter

at Eastern Mennonite College, Har-

risonburg, Va.
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Bible translations donated to college. Harrisonburg, Va.

(EMC&S)—Phyllis Y. Coulter (right), associate professor of

education at Eastern Mennonite College, recently donated a

valuable collection of old Bibles to the Menno Simons

Historical Library at EMC. Lois Bowman (left), associate

director of the historical library, said the gift is particularly

significant "because the Bibles are the first copies done by

each translator."

• Play receives rave reviews.

Stephen Shank's one-person

play "Revelation" received im-

pressive reviews at a major the-

atre festival in Edinburgh, Scot-

land, this August. As one of 600

shows in the four-week festival,

"Revelation," directed by Cor

Stedelinck, was regularly fea-

tured on "Best of the Festival"

lists. Audiences responded to

the performances with standing

ovations, while critics gave en-

thusiastic reviews. One Scottish

newspaper wrote, "Though
theologically orthodox, [Shank's]

interpretation of the book of

Revelation is no sectarian ser-

mon, but a compelling
dramatization of the hopeful

state of mind."

• Peacemakers sought. Chris-

tian Peacemaker Corps, a new
initiative from Christian Peace-

maker Teams, is recruiting

participants for a fall 1993 start

date. The Corps, formerly called

the Peace Reserve, calls for the

development of a 12-person

team training in peacemaking

skills, nonviolent direct action,

and public peace witness. For

information about the program

or to apply, contact Jane Miller

c/o The Peace Center, 2025

Nicollet Ave. #203, Minneapo-

lis, MN 55404; phone 612 870-

1501.

• Troupe leader named. Dave
Nofziger has been named direc-

tor of the Mennonite college stu-

dent summer music/drama
troupe. The seven-member
troupe will travel across North

America this summer, perform-

ing in churches, camps, confer-

ence gatherings, and at Philadel-

phia 93. For information about

scheduling a performance, con-

tact Sandi Bromley at Menno-
nite Board of Education, Box
1142, Elkhart, IN 46515; phone
219 294-7523.

• Essay contest announced. On
the occasion of the 500th anni-

versary of the birth of Menno
Simons (1496-1561), the General

Mennonite Conference in Am-
sterdam, Netherlands, is hold-

ing an essay contest. The topic

is the relevance of Simon's writ-

ings for church and world in the

year 1996, based on recent or

new research. Entries, of

approximately 5,000 words,
must be received by May 1,

1995. For information, contact

S.A. Vis, chair, Algemene
Doopsgezinde Societeit, Singel

454, 1017 AW Amsterdam.

• Donations needed at MBM.
Mennonite Board of Missions

(MBM) needs to receive some
$2.1 million in contributions by

Jan. 31, 1993, to reach its contri-

bution goal of approximately

$5.2 million, according to MBM
president Paul M. Gingrich. He
noted that the $2.1 million rep-

resents 40 percent of the goal.

"Special year-end giving . . . will

enable the church's global min-

istries and outreach to con-

tinue," he said.

• College applies to AABC.
Rosedale Bible Institute, Irwin,

Ohio, was one of nine schools to

earn applicant status with the

American Association of Bible

Colleges (AABC) during its Oct.

29-31 convention in St. Paul,

Minn. This is the first step to-

ward full accreditation with the

association. The AABC serves

as a spiritual and professional

standard for some 100 Bible col-

leges across the country.

• New degree offered. A master

of arts degree in counseling will

be offered starting the fall of

1993 at Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege (EMC), Harrisonburg, Va.

P. David Glanzer, a professor of

psychology at EMC, will direct

the counseling program. More
information available from
Glanzer at 703 432-4431.

• Selfhelp store opens. A new
Selfhelp Crafts of the World
store is coming to the Harris-

burg/West Shore, Pa., area. The
store, temporarily located in

Capital City Plaza, Camp Hill,

officially opened for business on

Oct. 30. Grand Opening festivi-

ties took place Nov. 20-21.

• Church changes name. Inte-

grated Mennonite Churches re-

places Mennonite Missions Now
as the name of the Anabaptist

communities in the Philippines.

Two districts, northern and
southern, were created. The
northern district uses the
Ilocano dialect as a common lan-

guage.

• New appointments:
Tim Burkey of Dorchester, Neb.,

and LaVem J. Yutzy of East

Petersburg, Pa., Hesston (Kan.)

College Board of Overseers.

Burkey is crops and financial

manager of Burkey Farms, Inc.,

and is a partner in Digitec, Inc.

Yutzy is executive director of

Philhaven Hospital in Mt.
Gretna., Pa.

• Pastor transitions:

Donald A. Klassen moved from
Kansas in July to serve as inter-

im pastor at Bluesky (Alta.)

Mennonite Church. A licensing

and installation service was held

Sept. 13.

Terry Longenecker took a leave

from church planting in Brown-

ing, Mont., moving his family to

Nebraska. Farewell services

were held June 14 at Mountain
View Mennonite Church,
Kalispell, Mont.

Carl K. Newswanger was installed

as pastor of Salem (Ore.) Men-
nonite Church on Nov. 8. He
previously served seven years as

pastor of Hartville (Ohio) Men-
nonite Church. Carl and
Louise's new address is 1970

Engel Ct. NW, Salem, OR
97304; phone 503 391-2772.

Charles Ramer took a leave from

Duchess (Alta.) Mennonite
Church on Aug. 1 to prepare for

a sabbatical year at Hesston
(Kan.) College.

Kevin Schultz resigned as associ-

ate pastor of Holyrood Menno-
nite Church, Edmonton, Alta.,

on Aug. 31 to continue his

education.

Darryl Sly was licensed and in-

stalled as youth pastor of

Holyrood Mennonite Church,

Edmonton, Alta., on Oct. 18.

K. Donald Zook was licensed and

installed as youth pastor for the

Salem Mennonite Church near

Tofield, Alta., June 21.

• Missionary transitions:

Todd Friesen and Dennette Alwine

arrived in China in late July.

They are teaching English at

Beijing University of Science

and Technology, jointly spon-

sored by Mennonite Board of

Missions, Mennonite Central

Committee, and the Commis-
sion on Overseas Mission. Their

address is Waishi Chu, Beijing

Keji Daxue, 30 Xueyuan Lu,

Haidian Qu, Beijing 100083,

People's Republic of China.

Byrdalene Horst returned to the

United States Nov. 1; Willie will

return Dec. 15 for a three-month

North American assignment.

Horsts serve in Bible-teaching

ministries among Toba Indians

in northern Argentina. Their ad-

dress as of Dec. 15 is 1503 S.

14th St., Goshen, FN 46526.

Anna Marie Kurtz returned to the

United States Oct. 12 following

31 years in Ghana. The Menno-
nite Board of Missions worker

served in health and Bible

teaching ministries. Her address

is 5770 W. Garfield Rd., Salem,

OH 44460.
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Mennonite information facility to enlarge. Lancaster, Pa.

(EMBM)—Mel Wenger and Richard Landis take their turn

with the shovel at the Mennonite Information Center (MIC)
groundbreaking ceremony on Nov. 11. Standing behind them
are (left to right) Lindsey Robinson, Paul Landis, Ernest
Hess, Maribel Kraybill, Glen Yoder, Aaron Glick, William

Weaver. The enlarged center will accommodate an increased

number of visitors and make the facility accessible to the

handicapped. MIC provides information about the Menno-
nite faith, history, and tradition, annually serving some 75,000

visitors to the Lancaster area.

Raul and Vanita Tadeo have left

the northwest Mexico mission

field. They served in Mexico for

the last 23 years through the

Pacific Coast Conference. Their

address is 405 W. Schultz Ave.,

Dalton, OH 44618.

Lawson Yoder began a one-year

term as a mission intern in

France Oct. 1. Serving with

Mennonite Board of Missions,

he is working at the Foyer
Grebel student hostel in the

Paris suburb of Maisons-Alfort.

Yoder's address is c/o Neal and
Janie Blough, 13 rue du Val
d'Osne, 94410 St. Maurice,
France.

• Coming events:

Nazareth-to-Bethlehem Peace Pil-

grimage, Bethlehem, Pa., Dec.

12. The annual ten-mile walk
began 33 years ago as a Chris-

tian witness for peace. Douglas
Hostetter, executive director of

the Fellowship of Reconcilia-

tion, will speak at the closing

rally. For information call 215
867-8671 or 215 866-3127.

Construction conference sponsored
by Mennonite Economic Devel-

opment Associates (MEDA),
Sarasota, Fla., Jan. 14-16.

Presentations and discussions

will explore construction and
faith-related themes, from
controlling costs and handling

credit to the social impact of

business and sensitivity to the

will of God. Resource persons

include Leon Farmwald, lumber
dealer; Leroy Mullet, builder;

Elvin Hurst, cabinet manufac-
turer. Information from the U.S.

MEDA office at 800 723-7064.

Seminar on U.S. health care, Lan-
caster, Pa., Jan. 16-18. Informa-

tion from Ann Shenk Wenger at

717 393-9064.

Minister's week, Eastern Men-
nonite College and Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 18-21.

The 1993 School for Leadership
Training will explore the theme
"Which Way Worship?" Robert
Webber is the featured speaker.

Information from EMC&S,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone
703 432-4260.

Pastors' week, Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 25-28. Par-

ticipants will study ancient texts

from the Psalms and the new
hymnal. Leaders include Mary
Oyer, Ken Nafziger, Marilyn
Houser Hamm, and Perry
Yoder. Information from Bev
Sawatzky or Dorothy Nickel

Friesen at 219 295-3726 or

AMBS, 2002 Benham Ave.,

Elkhart, IN 46517-1999.

• New books:
Getting to Know Jesus by David

Schroeder. This volume in the

Faith and Life Bible studies fo-

cuses on Mark's emphasis on
Jesus as the Messiah. Available

from Faith and Life Press at 800
743-2484.

Treasured Mennonite Recipes, a

collection of Mennonite Central

Committee relief sale goodies, is

available from Fox Chapel Pub-
lishing. The publisher has do-

nated 1,300 of the books to

MCC. They will be sold at relief

sales.

• Job openings:
Administrator, Camp Andrews,

Holtwood, Pa. The camp in

southern Lancaster County is a

ministry to unchurched youth.

Immediate opening for a person

to oversee entire camp opera-

tion and development. Direct in-

quiry or resume to 1226 Silver

Spring Rd., Holtwood, PA
17532; phone 717 284-2624.

Director of social services, Men-
nonite Home, Albany, Ore. Di-

rector will have supervisory re-

sponsibility of ancillary services

at this CCRC with over 150 beds
and 220 apartment units. Must
have an understanding of
gerontology, Medicare, and
Medicaid systems. BS in sociol-

ogy, psychology, or related field

required. Send resume to Exec-
utive Director, Mennonite
Home of Albany, 5353 SE Co-
lumbus St., Albany, OR 97321.

Faculty positions, Bluffton (Ohio)

College. In biology: Ph.D. to

teach courses in vascular plants,

nonvascular plants, microbiol-

ogy, ecology, biology, and field

biology; religion: Ph.D.
(Master's considered) to teach

courses in biblical studies, the-

ology, and ethics; sociol-

ogy/criminal justice (possible):

Ph.D. to teach courses in sociol-

ogy, criminal justice, and con-

flict resolution. Evidence or

promise of teaching excellence

is essential. Positions are full-

time, tenure-track beginning fall

1993. Screening begins Jan. 15,

1993. Reply to: William Hawk,
Dean of Academic Affairs,

Bluffton College, 280 W. College

Ave., Bluffton, OH 45817-1196;

phone 419 358-3317.

Part-time care providers, Agape
Respite Care, Berne, Ind. Op-
portunities for day, evening, and
weekend employment. Agape
provides services for persons

with physical or mental disabil-

ities and is sponsored by the

First Mennonite Church of

Berne. Information from 566 W.
Main St., Box 111, Berne, IN
46711; phone 219 589-3543 after

5:00 p.m.

NEW MEMBERS

Bahia Vista, Sarasota, Fla.:

Heather Beachey, Wendy
Detweiler, and Tonya Shank.

Bethel, Rittman, Ohio: Gerald
Hofstetter, Phyllis Hofstetter,

and Kathy Rohrer.

Grace, Berlin, Ohio: David and
Elsie Miller.

Madison, Wis.: Karina Martens.
Martinsburg, Pa.: Ben Byler,

Jennifer Clark, Cathy Clark, and
Brian Moore.

Oxford Circle, Philadelphia,
Pa.: Amal Nusire, Firas Nusire,

and Raja Nusire.

Powhatan, Va.: Greg Glacken,

Ann Glacken, Carrie Glacken,

Timothy Glacken, Erin Glacken,

Anne Callie Skillman, and
Casey Walton.

Salem, Ore.: Carl Newswanger,
Louise Newswanger, and Jill

Newswanger.

BIRTHS

Albrecht, Tomas and Dee
Schrock, Goshen, Ind., Twila
Mae (third child), Nov. 2.

Bauman, Murray and Ingrid

Enss, Waterloo, Ont., Martin
David (second child), Aug. 8.

Beachy, Lester and Lori Maust,
Kokomo, Ind., Bryan Adam
(fourth child), Oct. 10.

Bendfeldt, Eric and Mary Nowlin,

Musoma, Tanzania, Hannah Re-

becca (second child), Sept. 18.

Blessing, James and Leah
Creech, Wakarusa, Ind., Jessica

Grace Lea (second child), Oct.

16.

Bly, Anthony and Cathy, Mount
Solon, Va., Andrew Michael
(second child), Oct. 22.

Bowman, Leon and Debi King,

Lanham, Md., Carli Sue (second

child), June 18.

Brenneman, David and Naomi
Souders, Lancaster, Pa., Jona-

than David (second child), Oct.

1.

Brubaker, Karl and Marcia,
Goessel, Kan., Neal Jonathan
(second child), Oct. 9.

Burkholder, Kenny and Kris

Gingerich, Greentown, Ind.,

Jamie Lanele (second child),

Oct. 12.

Cassel, Philip and Edna Gross,

Milford Square, Pa., Kelsey
Lynn (first child), Nov. 6.

Catalan, Elena, Illamna, Ind.,

Liza Anginae (first child), July

1.

Gerig, Lynn and Lori Sweet, Leb-

anon, Ore., Alyssa Danae (first

child), Nov. 1.
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Goshow, Mike and Keila Landis,

Schwenksville, Pa., Tirsa
Brittany (first child), Oct. 19.

Hawkins, Jerry and Cindy Gall,

Goshen, Ind., Katy Ann (third

child), Nov. 1.

Helmuth, Tim and Kathy Talus,

Sarasota, Fla., Victoria Michelle

(second child), Oct. 17.

Hochstetler, John and Sheila

Chupp, Salem, Ore., Courtney

Brooke (third child), Nov. 12.

Hooley, Roger and Lois Miller,

New Paris, Ind., Joel Michael

(fifth child), Nov. 16.

Hostetler, Tom and Lisa Oswald,

Shickley, Neb., Carolyn Rose
(second child), Nov. 13.

Hurst, Randy and Sandra
Peachey, Narvon, Pa., Brittany

Jo (first child), Nov. 10.

Johnson, Brett and Anita Fisher,

Colon, Mich., Cody Gordon
Howe (first child), Nov. 16.

Kauffman, Dan and Shelley Mar-

tin, Hutchinson, Kan., Kayla Mi-

chelle (first child), Oct. 27.

Kawira, Daniel and Trufena
Okidi, South Bend, Ind., Sam-
son N. (fifth child), Nov. 17.

Kreider, David and Marcia Good,
Leavenworth, Wash., Lanae
Anne (first child), Sept. 21.

Libby, Bob and Sherry Yoder,

Wellman, Iowa, Benjamin David
(second child), Nov. 11.

Miller, Phil and Jeannie Krabill,

Goshen, Ind., William Kyle (sec-

ond child), Aug. 28.

Mulligan, David and Leann,
Powhatan, Va., Dillon Wayne
(third child), Oct. 14.

Nussbaum, Wayne and Karla

Steckly, Philadelphia, Pa., Hans
Harold (second child), Oct. 12.

Poole, Robert and Brenda
Metzger, Kitchener, Ont, Mi-

chelle Dawn (fourth child), Nov.

4.

Sittler, Rick and Julene Fast,

Elmira, Ont., Thomas Paul (first

child), Oct. 6.

Smith, Cy and Sandy Haury,
Salem, Ore., Anastasia Rose
(first child), Nov. 7.

Stutzman, Curt and Jeanne
Alger, Bergton, Va., Kierra
Elyse (first child), Nov. 8.

Tice, Enos and Carolyn Dooley,

Salisbury, Pa., Isaac George
(second child), Oct. 13.

Toews, Randall J. and Sandy
Wiggers, Hesston, Kan., Trevor

Jon (first child), Oct. 27.

Voth, Jeff and Lisa Stazio, Little-

ton, Colo., Jordan Marie, Oct.

25.

Yoder, Dennis and Sharon Mast,

Kendallville, Ind., Sharisse Car-

denas (first child), Nov. 4.

Yoder, Gerald and Jane Warstler,

New Paris, Ind., Sara Ellen

(fourth child), Oct. 6.

Yoder, Ray and Beth Gehman,
Elkhart, Ind., Kate Michelle

(fourth child), Nov. 3.

Zoss, David and Alycia Janssen,

Roanoke, 111., Haley Nicole (sec-

ond child), Nov. 9.

Zoss, Rich and Esther Ramer,
Lowpoint, 111., Deon Quentin
(third child), Nov. 12.

MARRIAGES

Bieniek-Sape: Todd Bieniek, To-
ledo, Ohio (Blessed Sacrament),

and Jodi Sape, Toledo, Ohio
(Bancroft), Oct. 17, by Phil

Ebersole.

Catalan-Beckstedt: Nelson
Catalan, Jr., Fort Wayne, Ind.

(First), and Jennifer Beckstedt,

Fort Wayne, Ind., Sept. 5.

Detweiler-Blumrick: Gerald

Detweiler, Doylestown, Pa.

(Deep Run East), and Karen
Blumrick, Plumsteadville, Pa.

(Deep Run East), Sept. 5, by
Arnold Roth.

Frye-Sloane: William Frye,
Scottdale, Pa., and Marsha
Sloane, West Liberty, Ohio
(Bethel), Nov. 7, by Ben Eberly.

Kaiser-Wolfe: Darin Kaiser,

Fisher, 111. (Dewey), and Angela
Wolfe, Clinton, 111. (Church of

Christ), Oct. 24, by Kent
Hickerson.

Lorain-Christman: Kevin
Lorain, Albany, Ore. (Prince of

Peace), and Julie Christman, Al-

bany, Ore. (Prince of Peace),

Nov. 14, by Earl Sheats.

Martin-Jantzi: D'Arcy Martin,

Zurich, Ont. (Zurich), and Sheri

Jantzi, Petersburg, Ont. (St.

Agatha), Oct. 10, by Steve
Gerber.

Miller-Miller: David P. Miller,

Sugarcreek, Ohio (Grace), and
Elsie Miller, Sugarcreek, Ohio
(Grace), Oct. 9, by David R.

Clemens.
Miller-Sippel: Alan Miller, Wa-

terloo, Wis. (Wildwood), and Mi-
chele Sippel, Marshall, Wis.

(Catholic), Nov. 7, by John L.

Troyer (uncle of the groom).

Newcombe-Frey: George New-
combe, Fort Wayne, Ind. (Cath-

olic), and Karla Frey, Fort
Wayne, Ind. (First), Oct. 10, by
Mark Vincent.

Norton-Steria: Zachary Norton,

Glenfield, N.Y., and Julia Steria,

Lowville, N.Y. (Lowville), Oct. 3,

by Evan S. Zehr.

Ritchey-Brick: Eric Ritchey,

Loysburg, Pa. (Martinsburg),

and Tina Brick, Hyndman, Pa.,

Aug. 8, by John Davidhizar.

Shingler-Lepley: John David
Shingler, Bluffton, Ohio (Crown

Hill), and Landa Beth Lepley,

Lima, Ohio (Crown Hill), Nov.

14, by Ernest Hershberger.

Smith-Stoltzfus: Darren Smith,

Newry, Pa. (Foot of Ten Bible

Church), and Shari Stoltzfus,

Martinsburg, Pa. (Martinsburg),

Oct. 10, by Mark Barlett.

Stoner-Mast: Barry D. Stoner,

Bainbridge, Pa. (Goods), and
Pamela C. Mast, Strasburg, Pa.

(First Deaf), Oct. 3, by Paul

Zehr.

DEATHS

Alderfer, Zephaniah K., 80,

Harleysville, Pa. Born: April 14,

1912, Upper Salford Twp., Pa.,

to Horace and Bertha (Keller)

Alderfer. Died: Nov. 5, 1992,

Sellersville, Pa. Survivors

—

wife: Estella Grace (Moyer) Al-

derfer; children: Darvin, Jean
Detweiler, Glenn, Elaine
Stutzman, James Lee; brothers

and sisters: Linford, Wellington,

Horace, Pearl Leatherman,

Frances, Bertha Burbank, Mir-

iam Benner; 15 grandchildren,

17 great-grandchildren. Funeral

and burial: Nov. 8, Salford Men-
nonite Church, by John L. Ruth,

James C. Longacre, and Wel-

lington K. Alderfer.

Buckwalter, Ira J., 84, Inter-

course, Pa. Born: Oct. 6, 1908,

to Henry and Naomi (Kreider)

Buckwalter. Died: Oct. 31, 1992,

Lititz, Pa., of cancer. Survi-

vors—wife: Pauline (Rohrer)

Buckwalter; children: John,
Henry, Elaine Buckwalter
Stoner; foster son; Jacob Oher;

sister: Mae Hoover; step-

brother: John Eby; 12 grandchil-

dren, 6 great-grandchildren.

He was ordained in 1944 at

Welsh Mountain Mennonite
Church and served as treasurer

of Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions and Charities for

about 33 years. Funeral and
burial: Nov. 4, Paradise Menno-
nite Church, by Mark M.
Leaman, Clair E. Eby, Donald
W. Good, and Richard B. Buck-
waiter.
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Detweiler, Leroy, 73. Born: Dec.

15, 1918, Weatherford, Okla., to

Benjamin and Anna Detweiler.

Died: Sept. 14, 1992, Harrisburg,

Pa. Survivors—wife: Florence

Strong Detweiler; children:

Ruth D. Lesher, Pamela L.

Woods; brothers and sisters:

Raymond, John, Martha, Dee,

Ann, Alice Miller, Edith, Edna
Brenizer, Cora Miller, Mable
Miller; 2 grandchildren. Funeral

and burial: Sept. 17, Slate Hill

Mennonite Church, by Paul W.
Nisly and Roger L. Steffy.

Freed, Stanley R., 68, Harrison-

burg, Va. Died: Aug. 28, 1992,

Harrisonburg, Va. Survivors

—

wife: Irene (Moyer) Freed; chil-

dren: Geraldine Cassel, Ruth
Delp, Elaine Myers, Rhoda
Mock, Stanley, Stephen, Philip;

sister: Edna Haws; 19 grandchil-

dren.

He was ordained in 1955 by
the Franconia Conference and
pastored Herstines, Kaufman,
Otelia, and Crossroads Menno-
nite churches. Memorial service:

Franconia Mennonite Church,

by Samuel Janzen and John
Esht.

Helmuth, Orva A., 41, Hartville,

Ohio. Born: Aug. 28, 1951, Ohio,

to Andrew and Nettie Helmuth.
Died: Oct. 24, 1992, Hartville,

Ohio. Survivors—wife: Miriam
Helmuth; daughters: Sally,

Wilma Jean, Amy; brothers and

sisters: Barbara Byler, Emma A.

Helmuth, Wilma Troyer, Ervin,

Andrew S., Jr. Funeral and
burial: Oct. 28, Hartville Menno-
nite Church, by David Hall.

Hochstetler, Helen M. (Crilow),

79, Millersburg, Ohio. Born:

July 26, 1913, Benton, Ohio, to

Urias and Amelia (Thiel) Crilow.

Died: Nov. 8, 1992, Cleveland,

Ohio. Survivors—children: Mar-
tha Sommers, Mary Ellen
Miller, Robert, Kenneth; broth-

ers: Dan, Marcus, Earl, and Ed-
ward Crilow; 6 grandchildren,

one great-grandchild. Prede-

ceased by: Jonas H. Hochstetler

(husband). Funeral and burial:

Nov. 11, Martins Creek Menno-
nite Church, by Carl L. Wiebe.

Kaufman, John B., 99, Mid-
dlebury, Ind. Born: Feb. 19,

1893, Davidsville, Pa., to John J.

and Malinda (Blough) Kaufman.
Died: Nov. 2, 1992, Goshen, Ind.

Survivors— children: Willis,

Hope Kauffman, John, Jr.; 10

grandchildren, 15 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Elise

(Mast) Kaufman (wife). Funeral:

Nov. 6, Bonneyville Mennonite
Church, by John F. Murray and
Galen Johns. Burial: Mid-
dlebury Cemetery.

Keener, Amos L., 93, Lititz, Pa.

Born: April 17, 1899, Lititz, Pa.,

to Henry and Elizabeth
(Leaman) Keener. Died: Oct. 26,

1992, Lititz, Pa., of respiratory

failure. Survivors— children:

Carl (adopted), Edna; 3 grand-

children, 4 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Dorothy
(Hershey) Keener (wife). Fu-

neral: Oct. 29, Hammer Creek
Mennonite Church by Fred
Heller, Richard Hurst, and Sam-
uel Burkholder. Burial: Hess
Mennonite Cemetery.

Linder, Ray E., 79, Canton, Ohio.

Born: Sept. 13, 1913, Maximo,
Ohio, to Eli and Lizzie
(Schmucker) Linder. Died: Nov.

12, 1992, Canton, Ohio, of heart

failure. Survivors—wife: Pauline

(Maust) Linder; children: Jay,

Ruth Ann Berkey; brothers and
sisters: Helen, Margaret, Eva,

Lena, Luella, Ada Yoder, Curtis,

Leonard, Earl; 8 grandchildren.

Funeral and burial: Nov. 15,

Beech Mennonite Church, by
Dan and Rose Graber.

Montgomery, Hattie (Houser),

90, Ontario. Born: June 18, 1902,

Dunn Twp., Ont., to William and
Grace (Cline) Houser. Died:

Nov. 2, 1992, Dunnville, Ont.

Survivors—6 children; 14 grand-

children, 19 great-grandchil-

dren, 9 great-great-grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Clarence

Montgomery (husband). Fu-

neral: Nov. 5, Hart Funeral
Home, by Orrie Gingrich and
Rod Weber. Burial: South
Cauga Mennonite Cemetery.

Moyer, Martha (Gehman), 86,

Riegelsville, Pa. Born: March 28,

1906, Barto, Pa., to William G.

and Ernma (Bergey) Gehman.
Died: Nov. 10, 1992, Easton, Pa.,

of cancer. Survivors—children:

Daniel, John, Edwin, Grace
Aicher, Beulah Walter; brothers

and sisters: Warren, Abram, and

John Gehman, Anna Longacre,

Mary Longacre, Ada Beiler; 16

grandchildren, 16 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

Nov. 14, Swamp Mennonite
Church, by William A. Brunk.

Nafziger, Delia Showalter, 98,

Albany, Ore. Born: Oct. 2, 1894,

Harrisonburg, Va., to Franklin

and Emma (Bixler) Showalter.

Died: Nov. 4, 1992, Albany, Ore.

Survivors— stepchildren:
Urlbert, Mervin, Florence; 8

grandchildren, 12 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by:

Christian H. Nafziger (hus-

band). Funeral: Nov. 9, Albany
Mennonite Home Chapel, by
Lynn Miller and John Willems.

Burial: Fairview Mennonite
Church Cemetery.

Pfile, Freda (Detwiler), 85,

Freeport, 111. Born: Sept. 24,

1907, Shelby County, Mo., to

William and Barbara Detwiler.

Died: Nov. 12, 1992, Freeport,

HI., of cancer. Survivors—chil-

dren: Elton, Lester, Everett,

Vera Whitten; brothers and sis-

ters: Jonas, Earl, and John
Detwiler, Ruth Kreider; 18

grandchildren, 12 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Orvis

J. Pfile (husband) and Melvin
(son). Funeral and burial: Nov.

15, Freeport Mennonite Church,

by Robert E. Nolt.

Piper, Elmo V., 79, Coralville,

Iowa. Born: March 17, 1913,

Henry, 111., to Bert and Lydia

Ann (Hankins) Piper. Died: Nov.

2, 1992, Iowa City, Iowa, of a

stroke. Survivors—wife: Edith

(Kauffman) Piper; children:

Larry, Ronald, Philip, Ruth
Peterson, James; brother: Gene;

13 grandchildren, 3 great-grand-

children. Funeral: Nov. 5, First

Mennonite Church, by Firman
Gingerich, Diane Zaerr, and
Wilbur Nachtigall (brother-in-

law). Burial: Memory Gardens,

Iowa City.

Riley, Harvey William, 73. Born:

March 22, 1919, Wood River,

Neb., to William and Sara
(Stutzman) Riley. Died: Nov. 10,

1992, Lincoln, Neb., of heart fail-

ure. Survivors—wife: Lois
Stauffer; children: Rex, Bob,

Sandra Christiansen, Arlene
Roth; brothers and sisters: Ear-

nest, Ferman, Walter, Elva Reil,

Vera Springer, Naomi Yeachley,

Mertice Hostetler; 8 grandchil-

dren, one great-grandchild. Fu-

neral and burial: Nov. 12, East
Fairview Mennonite Church, by
Lloyd Gingerich and Bill

Saltzman.

Roth, Vernon E., 85, Hesston,

Kan. Born: May 27, 1909, Mil-

ford, Neb., to Daniel and Sophia

(Zimmerman) Roth. Died: Nov.

5, 1992, Hesston, Kan. Survi-

vors—wife: Lois I. (Kauffman)

Roth; children: Joanne, Becky,

James, Lowell, Stanley, Marcia

Huxman; brothers and sisters:

Edna Ehrisman, Rose Weaver,
Viola Oyer, Wilda Schrag, Clar-

ence; 11 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild. Predeceased
by: Brenda (daughter) and Phil-

lip (son). Funeral: Nov. 8,

Hesston Mennonite Church, by

David Mann and Paul Friesen.

Burial: East Lawn Cemetery.
Stutzman, Dale, 67, Roseville,

Calif. Born: Jan. 21, 1925, Wood
River, Neb., to Emanuel and
Barbara (Schweitzer) Stutzman.

Died: Oct. 18, 1992, Roseville,

Calif. Survivors—wife: Mary

(Steward) Stutzman; children:

Dennis, Dannie; stepchildren:

David Shepherd, Vickie Cole,

Kathy Oren; brothers and sis-

ters: Wayne, Gene, Dorothy
Roth, Pauline Thompson, Mari-

lyn Metheney; 4 grandchildren.

Funeral: Oct. 22, Julesburg
Mennonite Church, by Arthur
Roth. Burial: Mennonite Ceme-
tery, Chappell, Neb.

Stutzman, Edward R., 84, Ship-

shewana, Ind. Born: Feb. 20,

1908, Newton County, Ind., to

Levi J. and Susanna C.

(Schlabach) Stutzman. Died:

Oct. 26, 1992, Goshen, Ind. Sur-

vivors—wife: Mary (Slabaugh)

Stutzman; children: Velma
Miller, Catherine Bender, Ruth
Weirich; sister: Emma Yoder;

11 grandchildren, 26 great-

grandchildren. Funeral: Oct. 29,

First Mennonite Church, by
David Helmuth and Harold
Yoder. Burial: Grace Lawn
Cemetery.

Umstead, Edith (Weaver), 80.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Board of Education
annual meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Jan. 7-9

Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary ministers' week,
Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 18-21

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries pastors' week,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 25-29

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Winnipeg, Man., Feb. 6-9

Mennonite Publication Board,

Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 12-13

Dialogue 93, health and the church

conference, Anaheim, Calif.,

Feb. 13

Mennonite Health Association an-

nual assembly, Anaheim, Calif.,

Feb. 14-17

Mennonite Central Committee an-

nual meeting, St. Catherines,

Ont, Feb. 19-20

Mennonite Church General As-

sembly and Convention, Youth
Convention, Philadelphia, July

27-Aug. 1

Born: April 13, 1912, Holmes
County, Ohio, to Samuel S. and
Katie Ann (Miller) Weaver.
Died: Oct. 30, 1992, Berlin, Ohio.

Survivors—children: Willard,

Joy Stallman, Carol Yoder;
brothers and sisters: Esther
Domer, Laura Snyder, Emma
Kaser, Amanda Croft, Lulu
Miller, Atlee Weaver, Melvin

Weaver. Predeceased by:

Homer Umstead (husband). Fu-

neral and burial: Nov. 2, Grace

Mennonite Church, by David R.

Clemens.
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We're Tired of

High Health Care

Costs, Too.

Vlennonite
Mutual Aid
1110 North Main Street

Post Office Box 483
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468

(219) 533-9511

For a free copy of our booklet. Sound Decisions on Health (.are. call or w rite M.V1A.

Remember the old saying, "The

only two certainties in life are death

and taxes?" Now, we all must add

higher medical bills to the list.

You already know that health

care costs in the U.S. are out of

control. Like everyone else, MMA
health plan members have been

forced to pay for runaway medical

inflation, waste and others' unpaid

medical bills. That's not fair.

I feel everyone ought to have

access to health insurance. That's

why we don't like the idea of

charging more for insurance just to

pay greatly inflated medical prices.

I'm leading MMA to continue its

stand against inappropriate care and

unreasonable medical costs.

Here's how we're doing it:

Precertification. We work with

our members and their doctors to

review plans for treatment. This

helps avoid needless procedures

and unnecessary costs.

Claims management. Our
medical experts examine claims to

make sure charges to our members
are accurate and appropriate.

When charges appear excessive, we
challenge medical providers.

In addition, we assist members
who are facing major costs, usually

over $25,000, to find better, less

expensive alternatives.

Provider discounts. MMA is

negotiating arrangements that allow

our members to buy health services

at reduced rates from cooperative

doctors and hospitals.

Education. Through our

wellness education efforts, we're

helping our members to stay

healthy and to be wiser health care

consumers.

We're all called to be good

stewards of the resources God has

entrusted to us. That's why I'm

serious about helping MMA mem-
bers pay reasonable prices for

appropriate health care. It not only

lowers costs, but it shares limited

health care resources with those

who need them.

(J?- /pgr + ^
Howard L. Brenneman

President
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THE LAST WORD

Gospel Herald in a plain brown wrapper
Certain words and phrases, I'm discovering,

make us uneasy in the church. Not that

we don't use them. They just make us

uncomfortable when we talk about them in the

context of worship and service.

One of these is public relations, also known as

"PR." Bring up the subject in a church meeting,

and you'll soon hear snide remarks about Madi-

son Avenue techniques not belonging in the

church. Selling ourselves is not something we
equate with being the people of God.

But Noah Webster defines public relations as

"the promotion of rapport and goodwill between

a person, firm, or institution and other persons."

And selling is trying to persuade others we have

something they need. Isn't that what we do in

our outreach and evangelism? Isn't the church's

purpose to convince others that they too need

Jesus Christ?

The church, then, needs good public relations.

The church needs to sell itself. How do we do

that?

By mailing Gospel Herald in a large, brown en-

velope, one subscriber suggested recently: "I

don't think some of the contents should be

shared with the public."

Another wrote questioning why we deal with

subjects like lawsuits, splits, and sexual miscon-

duct. "Remember: Gospel Herald goes overseas

too."

Then there was the subscriber who canceled

after she discovered the carrier reading Gospel

Herald on the way to her mailbox. "Do you re-

ally think the world will be attracted to the

church when you print all the bad things about

us?"

How does a church put its best foot for-

ward? What is good PR for the church?

Our first answer often mentions Menno-
nite Central Committee (MCC) and Mennonite

Disaster Service (MDS). We are proud (in a

good sense) of these ways we've found to put

into action love for and service to our neighbors.

We also like to talk about our peace stance. We
mention our faith in God, our love for Jesus

Christ, and our reliance on the guidance of the

Holy Spirit in our lives.

As we do, we are, of course, aware of that

"other stuff that's among us—attitudes and ac-

tions that show us much more human than di-

vine. But we want to attract people. So we tend

to keep that part hidden, quiet, forgotten.

Let's just suppose people do join us because

we appear to have it all together. What happens

when they discover it isn't true, when they too

have to face the pain, the hatred, and the sin

among us?

Too often they leave—angry, cynical, bitter.

Not only have we not lived up to the kind of

church we wanted them to think we were, but

their chances of being open to the gospel in the

future are all that much more remote.

Jesus talked about this danger in one of his

parables. Apparently, after a cleansing based on

false pretenses, nothing else came into the heart.

Then seven spirits moved in, so that "the last

state of that person is worse than the first"

(Matt. 12:45).

But are people really attracted to us be-

cause we appear to be so pure and so

good? I suspect they instinctively know
the church is a human institution, subject to

human limitations and frailties. Any attempt to

cover that up will only drive them away.

What can attract more people to the church is

an honest assessment of who we are. What can

make more people want to become a part of us

is when they see our willingness to be honest

about our weaknesses and our sins, bringing

them to God for forgiveness and grace. But peo-

ple won't know if we try to hide the dark side of

our life together.

The first step to good PR for the church is to

be honest. No, we need not dwell on our prob-

lems. And we also need to hold up a better way,

a new ideal.

But we should not try to hide our problems

and our sins. As we allow the Spirit of God to

work in our lives, we can become attractive mod-

els of how the gospel redeems, reconciles, and

energizes.

That's the truth, the good news Gospel Herald

attempts to proclaim each week. Without the

plain brown wrapper.—jlp
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What should we believe about
women and leadership? (part 1)

The Bible would
have us live with
a dynamic tension
When we go to the Bible, we discover two
kinds of texts. One has to do with equal-

ity, the other with role differences. And
there is some conflict between these two.

Afew years ago, I was rather optimistic

about the ability of the Mennonite church

to open itself to the use of women in lead-

ership roles, including as pastors. The main ob-

stacle to change appeared to be the momentum
of never having done things that way before.

Today I am not that optimistic. Clearly not all

are persuaded by the case for gender equality in

leadership. Splits and congregational withdraw-

als from the Mennonite church have occurred

over this issue. From all over come voices of

confusion about what the Bible says on this

issue, and how these biblical passages apply to

our day.

It appears that the issue of women in leader-

ship is one that will not easily be resolved in the

church. Are we then at an impasse, unable to

move? Or is there some helpful way forward? I

believe there is, if we are willing to take a close

look at the Scriptures and follow what we find.

As in all areas of disagreement, we must recog-

by

George R.

Brunk III
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LIBRARY
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With gender roles so closely tied to per-

sonal identity, we take more cues from
experience than from the Bible when
discussing women and leadership.

nize that what we believe about women in leader-

ship hinges around two considerations. One has

to do with the way we understand biblical teach-

ings. The other has to do with convictions that

come from experience—our own experience and

the experience of the society in which we live.

We understand the Bible in light of experi-

ence. We also need to understand our experi-

ence in light of the Bible. It is futile to debate

which comes first. The two are related—like the

proverbial chicken and egg.

I suspect, however, that on the question of gen-

der roles, we take our cues more heavily from ex-

perience than from a careful reading of the

Bible. I say that out of the observation that on

this subject—with its close tie to our personal

identity and our sexuality—powerful emotions in-

evitably color our discussion. I would also ob-

serve that the depth of this feeling and the seri-

ousness with which we address gender roles far

outweighs the attention given to it in the Bible.

Because of this, I believe we must deliberately

lay open our experience for testing by a study of

the Bible. This we must do with great care and

honest questions in order to control our biases.

When we go to the Bible, we discover two

For God is a God not of disorder but of

peace. (As in all the churches of the

saints, women should be silent in the

churches. For they are not permitted to

speak, but should be subordinate, as the law
also says. If there is anything they desire to

know, let them ask their husbands at home.
For it is shameful for a woman to speak in

church.

Or did the word of God originate with you?

Or are you the only ones it has reached?) Any-
one who claims to be a prophet, or to have
spiritual powers, must acknowledge that

what I am writing to you is a command of the

Lord. Anyone who does not recognize this is

not to be recognized. So, my friends, be eager

to prophesy, and do not forbid speaking in

tongues; but all things should be done de-

cently and in order.

— 1 Cor. 14:33-40, NRSV

kinds of texts. One kind (e.g., Gal. 3:26-28) we
might call texts of equality. The others are texts

of role differences (1 Cor. 14:33-40, 1 Tim. 2:11-

15). In a serious study we soon discover a cer-

tain amount of tension between these two types

of text.

So what do we do with this tension? Persons

using one frame of reference try to do away with

it by limiting each text to a certain area of expe-

rience. They apply the equality texts to the spiri-

tual realm, believing they describe our relation

to God. The differentiating texts get applied to

the social realm as prescriptions for how we hu-

mans should relate to each other. This approach

is a logical one, and it has the appearance of up-

holding the unity of the Scripture.

But there is another way of looking at

these two types of biblical texts. We do
not need to restrict their use to a certain

sphere. The vision of gender equality and the ref-

erences to differences of roles can interact and

overlap with each other in all areas of life—both

in relation to God and in relation to each other.

The tension this brings is a counterbalance that

shows the various sides of the same truth in

particular situations. This need not be seen as

an ultimate contradiction.

The Bible itself points toward this second way
of looking at these texts. In 1 Cor. 11, for exam-

ple, Paul makes the case for the difference be-

tween male and female, based on the creation ac-

count (w. 7-9). Yet immediately, he

counterbalances this with the assertion that

"Nevertheless, in the Lord," this basis for dis-

tinction does not exist (w. 11-12).

Whatever one makes of this "yes, but" argu-

ment, the two sides do not peacefully rest in dif-

ferent categories. They push and pull with each

other, even in Paul's mind. The same thing hap-

pens in Eph. 5:21-22. There is the exhortation to

"be subject to one another," immediately fol-

lowed by one for wives to "be subject to your

husbands."

This defies simple logic. How can there be mu-

tual and unilateral submission at the same time?

Or take Gal. 3:28—a verse that has become a

battleground in the dispute over women's roles

in the church. Persons who would limit different

texts to different parts of experience say the

equality principle found in this verse applies to

our relationship with God, i.e., that men and

women have equal spiritual status before God.

And the context most certainly supports this

sense of equality. But a reading of the larger con-

text also demonstrates that this equality must
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move into social expression.

In Gal. 2:11-13, it appears that the apostle

Peter was using this different-realm approach in

dealing with the issue of equal access of Jew
and Gentile to God. Peter preached a message

of equality in the spiritual realm, but at the

same time he allowed the traditional social sepa-

ration to continue. Paul saw this split as inconsis-

tent with the truth of the gospel and "opposed

him to his face, because he stood self-

condemned" (Gal. 2:11).

It is out of this context that Paul wrote Gal.

3:28. He was thinking of the social as well as the

spiritual dimension. In Paul's view, equality in

Christ will press for expression in social relation-

ships between men and women as well.

With this overview of the context and the in-

tentions of the apostle Paul, we must turn now
to specific passages which restrict the activity of

women in the church in some way. Chief among
these are 1 Cor. 14:33-40 and 1 Tim. 2:11-15.

A common way to understand these teachings

is that they have universal application for all

time. This seems to be valid when we note that

An interpretation ofpassages
that restrict the activity of
women need not reflect a di-

vine pattern for all time.

the writer appeals to a theological principle.

Since the theological principal is permanent, the

practice should be also.

But is this the case? In their contexts, the pas-

sages suggest a more complex situation. What
we find is a three-part argument that uses a gen-

eral principle as the basis for specific behavior

in a specific situation. In other words, a specific

situation determines how a general truth should

be applied. Thus a change in the situation could

modify the application of the principle, though

the principle itself remains unchanged.

Note how this comes out in 1 Timothy. The
specific situation: women were creating confu-

sion in the church, "saying what they should not

(1 Tim. 5:13). Given the cultural situation of

Paul's day, women were vulnerable to error and
disorder. They had little opportunity for educa-

tion or to learn the skills of leadership. Since

the book of 1 Corinthians was written to correct

abuses, a similar situation is likely behind Paul's

advice to that church.

Note also the language of shame and dishonor,

Let a woman learn in silence with full

submission. I permit no woman to teach

or to have authority over a man; she is

to keep silent. For Adam was formed first,

then Eve; and Adam was not deceived, but

the woman was deceived and became a trans-

gressor. Yet she will be saved through child-

bearing, provided they continue in faith and
love and holiness, with modesty.
—1 Tim. 2:11-15, NRSV

decency and orderliness present in this and
other passages on the role of women in the

church. This language came out of the cultural

situation, heavily colored by the cultural values

of the day. That's why Paul can appeal to the

readers' native instincts.

What is at issue here is not dishonoring or

shaming God. It is dishonoring or shaming the

community. Women "saying what they should

not" became an issue of right and wrong when
they disrupted or destroyed the faith of the com-

munity.

All this leads me to another observation.

When a biblical principle is cited by Paul, the

principle supports a specific application—in this

case, that women remain silent in the church.

Neither Paul nor the Bible require that the prin-

ciple—in this case of decency and orderliness

—

be applied in the same way in every situation.

Other factors determine the particular applica-

tion of the general principle.

For example, in 1 Cor. 14:34, Paul appeals

to the biblical principle of subordination

to support his request that women be si-

lent in the church. In other places in the Bible

where the same principle is applied, silence is

not necessarily the application. In fact, in 1 Cor.

14:32, where Paul talks about prophets, he also

includes a submissive spirit. But he by no
means wants them to remain silent. Quite the

contrary!

The same holds true in the argument from the

creation story (1 Tim. 2:13). Here Paul notes

that Adam was created first but Eve was de-

ceived first. These are not direct proofs about

God's will for gender roles, however. For Paul

they serve as illustrations of another assump-
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The
church
is

called

to seek
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forms of
gender
role

defini-

tion

that

reflect

more
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rately

the

divine

ideal.

tion: that the structures of his society, with its

particular definition of roles, are helpful in

providing for orderly life in the church at that

particular moment.
What do we learn from this overview of the

biblical passages on women and leadership? I

find three lessons:

1. We are most biblical when we do not

quickly translate the gospel's concerns into a set

pattern of relationships and roles.

2. An interpretation of passages that specifi-

cally restrict the activity of women needs not

take for granted that they reflect a divine pat-

tern, fixed for all time.

3. The subject of women and leadership must

be approached with an awareness of the dy-

namic tension that exists between the texts of

equality and the texts of difference. We must
admit, therefore, to a certain restlessness in

Scriptures. This restlessness is directly related

to the cultural factors that are present. They re-

flect the gospel's encounter with a specific social

context. In that encounter, the ideals of the gos-

pel are not always realized, even in the early

church. So the church is called to seek out forms

of social life, including the definition of gender

roles, which will more accurately reflect the di-

vine ideals.

George R. Brunk III is the dean of Eastern Menno-

nite Seminary, Harrisonburg, Va. He is currently

on sabbatical in Cambridge, England. George also

serves as one of Gospel Herald's editorial consul-

tants. A second, concluding article on women in

leadership will appear in next week 's issue.

For in Christ Jesus you are all children

of God through faith. As many of you
as were baptized into Christ have

clothed yourselves with Christ. There is no
longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer slave

or free, there is no longer male and female;

for all of you are one in Christ Jesus. And if

you belong to Christ, then you are

Abraham's offspring, heirs according to the

promise.
-Gal. 3:26-29, NRSV

"And the ransomed of the Lord
shall return, and come to Zion

with singing; everlasting joy
shall be upon their heads; they

shall obtain joy and gladness,

and sorrow and sighing shall

flee away."—Isa. 35:10, NRSV
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READERS SAY

We regret that the story, Meet-
ing Addresses Ministry to

Homosexuals (Sept. 29) cre-

ated some incorrect impressions about

the position of the Illinois Mennonite
Conference (EMC) on homosexuality. In

March of this year the EMC annual con-

ference delegates specifically affirmed

and adopted the Purdue 87 Mennonite
Church General Assembly statement on

human sexuality. That statement makes
two main points:

(1) It affirms "biblical standards" for

the sexual conduct of Christians. Specif-

ically, it states, "We understand the

Bible to teach that genital intercourse

is reserved for a man and woman in a

marriage covenant. ... It is our under-

standing that this teaching also pre-

cludes premarital, extramarital, and ho-

mosexual genital activity."

(2) The Purdue statement calls for

confession of fear-based and unloving

attitudes toward those with a different

sexual orientation. It calls for commit-
ment to further biblical study, dialogue,

and obedience to God's will as it

emerges.

Our Sept. 11-12, 1992, conference,

"Equipping the Shepherds," began with

affirmation of the Purdue statement as

the framework for the event. Our
speaker, Enos Martin, was very clear

about his agreement with Purdue 87.

We believe the conference enhanced
the ability of Mennonite leaders and
churches in Illinois to carry forth the

twofold challenge of the Purdue 87

statement on human sexuality.

Illinois Mennonite Conference Execu-

tive Committee

Paul Sieber, president

Calvin Kaufman, president-elect

Marilyn Eigsti, secretary

Kenneth Weaver, treasurer

Harold Neumann, member-at-large

Ithoroughly agree with Bill Dudley's

letter (Nov. 10) about the article,

Meeting Addresses Ministry to

Homosexuals (Sept. 29). I too find it

ironic that Gospel Herald has devoted
much time to revealing names of sexual

offenders, yet seems willing to accept
an entire congregation which admits ho-

mosexual members.
Is Scripture valid, or is it not? Why,

as a denomination, are we unwilling to

deal with homosexuality on the basis of

Scripture? I am in no way advocating

the persecution of homosexuals. They
need love and forgiveness just as we all

do. They need to hear the good news
that Christ can save them and set them
free from their lives of sin, just as he

can do for anyone else!

To me, the Scriptures are clear on
the issue of homosexuality. It is an
abomination to God, yet it can be for-

given through repentance and faith in

Jesus Christ. The Scriptures are clearer

on this issue than on the issue of Chris-

tians in the military! How can we as a

denomination pontificate about peace
and nonresistance (implying that those

Christians who differ are "in sin") when
we fail to take a stand on an issue that

is equally (if not more) clear in the

Scriptures?

I am afraid that if the Mennonite
Church doesn't cease its journey on the

road to "fit in" with the mainline

churches and to be "politically correct,"

we will lose our credibility as a biblical

peace church. In our pilgrimage from le-

galism, let us not join the ranks of the

licentious!

Glen A. Gaboury
Charleston, S.C.

The U.S. election is now over, so I

can respond to your editorial ///
Were a Voting Mennonite

(Oct. 27). I hope you don't mind if I ex-

press disappointment with your view on
voting. We Mennonites don't need en-

couragement to be uninvolved. I under-

stand what you are saying, and since

you have already heard all the argu-

ments in favor of voting, I'll refrain

from a litany of the same—except to

share what makes some sense to me.
Election is not a spectator sport. We

Mennonites need to unlearn some
things. "Separation from the world"
should not be expressed primarily by
externals, which inevitably produce le-

galism. Separation is a value system ex-

pressed in responsibility.

We Christians are in the world. We
transcend its values, but we are in it.

We drive the world's cars on the

world's highways. Our cash registers

ring up the world's money, and we
enjoy the world's socioeconomic secu-

rity. It only follows that we have a recip-

rocal responsibility beyond being law-

abiding, tax-paying citizens.

Part of it is evangelical. People are

seldom won at arms length or by doing

things for them. We need to do things

with them.

You make some good points, but they
seem to me to be pro-vote rather than

anti-vote. Your concern about North
American lifestyle versus the third

world, and the compelling need for sac-

rifice and simplicity are well taken.

However, there is no such thing as

squeaky clean perfection in politics—or

even in the church, for that matter. The
best we can do is pray, be informed, de-

sire to be responsible, and vote.

D. Lowell Nissley

Lancaster, Pa.

Thank you for the editorial, If I
Were a Voting Mennonite
(Oct. 27). Too often we fall prey

to the rhetoric of voting, partisanship,

and "one's duty" without any real criti-

cal analysis of the issues. Unfortu-

nately, those who espouse a historical

and theological basis for not voting are

few and far between—and rarely pub-
lished.

Therefore, most of my reading on
such themes tends to be of the secular,

political anarchists. I would encourage
you to search out and publish more
writers who would challenge our politi-

cal, theological, and historical assump-
tions.

Kevin Driedger

San Francisco, Calif.

How Do We Take Up Our Cross
and Suffer? (Oct. 27) begins by
proposing that Christians usu-

ally take one of three views of suffer-

ing: suffering as a positive good,

suffering as a positive evil, and a more
realistic view somewhere in between. I

protest that the first view is nothing

more than a straw man.
In the article, Ted Grimsrud calls it

"a romantic view of suffering." But
what specifically is "romantic"? Does he
contend this is a view that Coleridge, the

romantic poet, would find more congenial

than Pope, the classicist? It sounds ab-

surd. "Sentimental and unrealistic?" This

fits Grimsrud's context better.

Grimsrud goes on to quote Dietrich

Bonhoeffer to illustrate: "When Christ

bids one to follow him, he bids that per-

son to come and die." I do not see a

positive view of suffering in

Bonhoeffer's statement. On the con-

trary, Bonhoeffer' s writings have always

struck me as looking squarely at very

hard realities. Indeed, the "realistic"

view of suffering that Grimsrud pro-

poses later on
—

"Living in love means
not trying to avoid suffering, not trying

to escape pain and sorrow"—seems
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much closer to Bonhoeffer's point of

view than this talk of suffering as "in-

trinsically good and positive."

Why did Grimsrud not rather quote

Paul: "Death where is thy sting"? This

comes closer to attaching a positive

value to death. I do not believe that

Paul, either, is romantic, sentimental, or

unrealistic about suffering. I have the

uncomfortable suspicion that Grimsrud

did not quote Paul—not because he

thought Paul's statement less

"romantic" than Bonhoeffer's—but only

because Bonhoeffer made an easier

straw man to set up and knock down.

Grimsrud does not have to renounce

the style of debate altogether. He might

have honestly described his old, activist

ideas of pain and suffering, then how

he has come to see their limitations.

His strategy of proposing an extreme

view to make his own look relatively

sane, when the extreme view has been

argued by no responsible Christian, is

fundamentally dishonest. It's a strategy

I hear in many sermons. I wish Gospel

Herald discouraged it.

Christopher Melchert

Winston-Salem, N.C.

How Do We Take Up Our Cross

and Suffer? (Oct. 27) comes

across as setting up a dichotomy

which contrasts two definitions of disci-

pleship. One (a) sees discipleship as

choosing to act in radical ways that

bring on suffering for the sake of Jesus.

The other (b) sees discipleship as ac-

cepting natural suffering and loving in

spite of it. The article, for the most

part, forces a choice between radical

discipleship as loving acts that care for

others and that which faces one's own

pain and loves in the face of it. This is

a choice we do not have to make.

To use Jesus as our model of accept-

ing natural suffering confuses these two

definitions, partly because we don't see

him in the Gospels as suffering physi-

cally because of disease or misfortune

but as a result of his loving actions.

Jesus was indeed a model for definition

(b) in that he was the one person who
lived on earth in a way that accepted re-

ality and faced inner suffering in his

perfect union with God. We see this in

Jesus allowing himself to feel the pain

at Lazarus' grave. But he is also our

model of radical discipleship (a) in

doing the things that cause suffering be-

cause he hung on the cross out of love

for us.

Jesus' choice was to live in love no

matter what befell him, but what evil

befell him came because he chose to

live in love in specific acts. Aside from

the pain of the cross, he suffered

homelessness as a poor man who chose

to tell people the gospel. He healed the

sick even when he felt the need to get

away and be alone. He was criticized

and downgraded for being friends with

prostitutes and tax collectors. This obe-

dience of Christ came because he was

able to face reality and inner suffering.

But to Jesus, "bearing the cross" was

not merely this facing of reality. It was

also definition (a). Jesus is our model

for both types of discipleship.

For us, Jesus is the one who heals

within, at times through psychological

or psychiatric help, bringing us into

unity with and awareness of the love of

God in the depth of our being. He can

help us face reality and inner suffering.

That is necessary if we are to take the

step of radical discipleship.

Our biblical theological tradition says

that if we have not truly encountered

the regeneration Jesus brings, we can-

not carry out authentic, active disciple-

ship in love. But "bearing our cross" in

facing natural or accidental suffering is

not enough if we are able to "bear the

cross" in the active love that brings suf-

fering. Our tradition also says that if we

are not carrying out authentic active dis-

cipleship, then we have not known re-

generation in Christ.

In popular Mennonite periodicals,

there has been a growing focus on self,

personal emotional growth and healing,

and facing our own pain. That is a cor-

rective which I am thankful that we
Mennonites are learning. But we dare

not lose our Anabaptist sense of call to

active radical discipleship in the wake

of the personal healing. That would

leave us merely as pietistic, introspec-

tive "Christians."

Preston D. Goering

Richmond, Va.

Iappreciate the increasing number of

articles I've seen in Gospel Herald re-

garding sexuality. The Mennonite

church is finally discussing a topic

which has been buried far too long. I

am also happy to see Gospel Herald

bringing in new facets of the discussion,

such as the attention to the men's

movement in the Mennonite Church.

Marshall King
Goshen, Ind.

The letter by J. Otis and Isabelle

K. Yoder (Oct. 27) reminded me
of the visits by an eminent Chris-

tian leader, Jerry Falwell, to the Philip-

pines and to South Africa in the 1980's.

Falwell declared that the Marcos-ruled

Philippines was an island paradise, ap-

parently free of corruption and poverty.

He also informed us that Botha, then

president of South Africa, was a com-

mitted Christian working for a just soci-

ety. In addition, Falwell told us that the

blacks of South Africa were not suffer-

ing under the system of apartheid.

This recently published letter in Gos-

pel Herald rings of similar statesman-

like qualities. My hope is that the read-

ers will not find the anti-Arab racism in

this recent letter convincing.

Mike Brislen

Djibouti

Was Bathsheba a Seductress

or a Victim? (Oct. 27) raises,

but does not answer, the follow-

ing questions: How does teaching that

women can incite male lust lead to

rape? Why is Bathsheba' s blameless-

ness so important? Does the author's ex-

egesis of the Bathsheba affair provide a

sound basis for restructuring church in-

stitutions?

The crime of rape is defined as sex-

ual intercourse by force against a

woman's will, to which her sexual attrac-

tiveness is not a defense. The essence

of rape is the violation of a woman's

sexual nature. As such, rape is univer-

sally punished by death, imprisonment,

or dismemberment. The church, as the

conscience of civil society, also con-

demns rape. Yet the author attempts to

hold the church responsible in this arti-

cle.

In the guise of biblical interpretation,

she states a feminist revision of the

meaning of rape. Rape, as a violation of

the will, is simply an example of a gen-

eralized tendency of men to dominate

and violate women. The feminist cure

for rape is female empowerment and

the overthrow of "patriarchy."

When the author's perspective is ex-

posed, her purpose is clear. She begins

by listing women who are victims of

rape without fault. The aged, newborn,

deformed, retarded, and dead lack the

capacity to be sexually provocative. As

such, they are the paradigmatic victims

of no-fault rape illustrating female inno-

cence and male depravity.

Bathsheba, a beautiful fertile adult
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woman, is more difficult to conform to

no-fault rape because she is capable of

sexual provocation and determination. 2

Sam. clearly portrays David as adul-

terer and murderer and subject to judg-

ment. In the biblical text, Bathsheba's

conduct in no way mitigates David's

guilt. Yet the author argues at length

the thin circumstantial evidence of

Bathsheba's absolute innocence. Blame
must never attach to a victim of rape,

for if women are no less sinful than

men, "matriarchy" alone may not be

the answer.

The feminist solution to rape is not

the threat of sanctions of divine or

earthly law, nor the rediscovery of male

restraint and female modesty, but the

empowerment of women to set the

terms of sexual engagement. Only if

women become as powerful as men will

they be able to put an end to rape.

When the church is restructured to em-
power women, then preaching, teaching,

and nurturing in the feminist perspec-

tive will be institutionalized. Moreover,

when women become as powerful as

men in the institutions, they will be ac-

corded the "respect" necessary to fi-

nally put an end to rape.

There is nothing fundamentally wrong

with empowering women to serve in

church institutions. The author's im-

plicit position, however, is defamatory

of men, who are viewed as intimidating

sexual predators, and of women, who
are viewed as helpless creatures at the

mercy of any man they may be unfortu-

nate enough to run into. The perspec-

tive caricatures human sexuality by ex-

aggerating male predation while mini-

mizing female sexual power over the male.

More important, the perspective

views women as super-moral beings

who will better society simply by acquir-

ing more power. Thus, the feminist per-

spective usurps the Christian solution

to sexual problems. This consists of

conformity to convenantal law through

restraint, modesty, and mutual respect

in sexual relations.

James S. Lederach

Scottdale, Pa.

When a Church Listens to Its

Community (Oct. 13). Congrat-

ulations to J. Daryl Byler for

the excellent way he has worked at

church development within Jubilee

Mennonite Church in Meridian, Miss.

His spirit of service and caring in the

name of Jesus that led him to be in

tune with and respond to the parish

around him is refreshing. I affirm his

openness and ability to be a catalyst

and coordinator for bringing together

community leaders and additional re-

sources to meet needs in a significant

way.

Congratulations also to Jubilee Men-
nonite Church on their commitment to

be a multiracial congregation. To serve

as part of a multiracial community is a

challenge that we in other Mennonite
congregations need to take more seri-

ously as we seek to be faithful servants

of Jesus Christ. The multiracial parish

church concept is becoming more rele-

vant in our urban communities.

Irv Weaver
Elkhart, Ind.

Iwas deeply saddened by the report,

Southeast Conference Confesses
Failure, Welcomes New Churches

and your editorial comments Confess-

ing Our Sins to Each Other (Nov. 10).

When will the church deal with finan-

cial abuse as forthrightly as we are be-

ginning to deal with sexual abuse?

A recent article on the latter said,

"Abuse is the depersonalization of an-

other person." The kind of financial

abuse and subsequent action that led

to the Southeast affair depersonalizes

far more than one individual on both

sides of the issue.

For me, the moral implications of

such abuses are just as consequential.

The victims of financial "affairs" are de-

personalized further through institu-

tional and organizational structures.

The biggest tragedy of all is that none
of us seems willing to make the per-

sonal financial sacrifices necessary to

tell the truth. It is too easy for these sit-

uations to become so ungodly political

that the Spirit of God cannot work to

bring reconciliation and healing.

I certainly hope and pray the present

efforts at conciliation will finally bring

Pontius' Puddle

healing to the many relationships that

have suffered through this situation.

Eldon Stoltzfus

Goshen, Ind.

Ican agree with most of Esther

Kennel's letter (Nov. 10), except for

one sentence: "If men's minds are

pure, women's dress won't bother them."

Does she really believe that a "pure-

minded" man would have no different

reaction to a beautiful woman if she pre-

sented herself to him in a G-string bi-

kini or in a dress with long sleeves, high

collar, and ankle-length skirt? Why,
then, did the originator of the miniskirt

say that its purpose was to bring men
to bed? And why are some women's

—

and men's—costumes touted as "sexy,"

a term defined as "arousing or intend-

ing to arouse sexual desire or interest"?

It is only if men are sexless that

women's dress won't affect them.

Lauren King
Norwich, Ohio

From a distance for the last two

years in the Peoples Republic of

China, we appreciated the in-

creased emphasis in the Mennonite
Church about Native Americans and
the 500th anniversary of Columbus'

"discovery." Now back in Elkhart, Ind.,

we are very disappointed that a poster-

map is mass produced and distributed

via Gospel Herald (Nov. 10) which por-

trays not "The Mennonite Church" but

only "The Mennonite Church of Can-

ada and the United States."

We pray that at least by the 500th an-

niversary of the Mennonite Church
(2,025) we will be able to think, live,

and draw globally. We can only imagine

the deep hurt and pain experienced by
our Mennonite sisters and brothers

around the world when they see them-

selves literally drawn off the map.
Del and Charlotte Holsopple Glick

Goshen, Ind.

THIS HOLIDAY SEAS0K,
I'K HAPPY TO SAY TWOT
HONCCR ANt> UONVELESS-
NESS ARE NOLONCrER
A PRlOKH-y CONCEtfM
FOR OUR
CUORCU.

gECAUSE YOU'VE
TOTALLY SOL-YEO
THE PROSLENV
IN VOUR

MO, BECAUSE WE'VE
TOTALLY LOST INTEREST
(M THOSE ISSUES \
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The mail at Christmas:

Friendship can survive 'ugly
9
; but

Here, for a season, is stark

evidence: we have friends,

they didn't forget, they love us.

Well, at least they sent a card.

by Shirley Kurtz

Early in December the cards start drib-

bling in. So going out for the mail be-

comes not quite the usual futile exercise.

I pile or string up our collection in some conspic-

uous spot. Here, for a season, is stark evidence:

we have friends, they didn't forget, they love us.

Well, at least they sent a card.

If I were to rank Christmas mail according to

merit, in descending order, my list would go

something like this:

1. Small cards, homemade or with appreciable

art, with notes inside, or even whole letters, just

for us.

2. Cards as in #1; no notes.

3. Oversize or ugly cards.

4. Form letters.

An enclosed family picture puts messages in

each of the above categories one rank higher. (If

the picture is just of the children, it doesn't

count. And I fail to see what any group portrait

—

unless it's of Mary and Joseph and the baby

—

has to do with Noel or Silent Night of Feliz

Navidad, as in those photo cards you can order

from film developing companies.)

Why do I like small cards? They just seem
less gaudy and sleazy. Christmas gets so sleazy.

"Ugly" is, of course, relative and subjective.

And it's no disaster. So what if it's an ugly card?

And who's to say? Friendship can survive "ugly."

But can it survive mass marketing?

Those nice, cheery, photocopied or computer-

ized Christmas letters might be efficient. But

they're not friendly.

Ordinarily, business junk mail is formu-

lated with the intention of tricking the re-

cipient into thinking that he is being

singled out for attention, that it's him the sender

has in mind. No ruse, however clever, really

works. The reader knows he's just a name on a

list. But no matter. Junk mail is less evilsome,

less intrusive than telephone or door-to-door ad-

vertising. One doesn't mind being an unknown,

faceless target. One is, in fact, altogether re-

lieved to be faceless, unaddressed, hurried over.

Quite the opposite is the case when this type

of mail comes from friends. A form letter makes
me feel neglected.

And then, what to do with it? The letter

wasn't for me; I can't write back; it wouldn't be

conversation. Some recipients might feel com-

pelled to respond to a form letter, but surely

they're laboring under false guilt.

People who send form letters are, presumably,

too busy to write personal notes. So perhaps

these people don't even read other people's

form letters. What remarkable waste there must

be in this supposedly time- and energy-saving

practice in a society already strung out on a glut

of information.

I read from letters; I have time. But they tell

lies. If all I had to go on were the ones we've got-

ten, I'd think we were abnormal here at our

house. We don't seem to have "made it" (year

after year after year). We're not relentlessly suc-

cessful.

Of course, foisting one's private woes upon

an unsuspecting, distant population

would be inappropriate, to say the least.

For example:

"Merry Christmas, everybody. How've you

been?
"I don't have much news. Paulson is still a ho-

hum teacher at the middle school, and I just

drag around the house most days. I watch TV
some and empty out the mousetraps.

"Jennifer (15) is getting terrible grades in

most of her classes. Christopher (12) has taken

to beating the dog—I don't know why. And
Zachary (7) won't go outdoors without me along,

anymore, and at bedtime he says he wants to

nurse.

"It's been a pretty much regular year, for us.

We went to McDonalds in Lancaster, twice, and

once to the Dairy Queen in Cumberland.

"We didn't buy anything major (except an-

other used refrigerator). Our garden was a fail-

ure, again. The place is getting more run-down

and basically I'm expecting everything to get

worse instead of better."

(I hope you know I made this up.)

If sob stories are tasteless, then why isn't it

considered equally tasteless to publicly chroni-

cle, as does the typical form letter, one's envi-

able adventures and achievements?

There is no need, of course, to keep the

truth—the good and the bad things—from those

who love us best, just as there is no need to du-

plicate and distribute it to the masses.
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will it survive mass marketing?

Truth, in fair and reasonable doses, protects

rather than hurts friendship. I have been pro-

foundly touched when friends have, in private

conversation or writing, spoken of failures and
wounds—and afterward we were always better

friends.

But intimacy must be guarded, measured. One
can't have shovelfuls and mailbag loads of it.

And form letters do not, as is commonly sup-

posed, foster intimacy. They prohibit it.

ur annual Christmas mail glut is probably
no more in special honor of the Lord
Jesus than are some of the other cus-

toms peculiar to the season. The reciprocal and
selective nature of the card-sending practice

forces us to acknowledge that it is merely, at

best, a ritual of friendship.

Friendship is a gift, anytime, not just at Christ-

mas. A gift let it be.

Maybe for some of us there are too many, too

distant, too long-ago points of connection. We
just can't all "connect." We're just not wired like

fax machines. If "keeping in touch" requires du-

plicated superficiality, we might rather choose si-

lence.

I do not think I have lost the old friends I

don't hear from at Christmas. I just know that

we are faraway, in different places. And I rejoice

at the occasional meeting, or at the note that sur-

prises me in February, or maybe October. Such
a thing is a gift undeserved and unexpected, sin-

gular, lovely, and altogether personal. As is the

baby Jesus.

Shirley Kurtz writes her personal—not form—let-

ters and articles from her home in Keyser, W. Va.

She attends the Pinto (Md.) Mennonite Church.

Many gifts. The same spirit.

Students at Eastern Mennonite College work
diligently to develop their gifts. From music to pre-

medical studies, EMC's fifty-one outstanding aca-

demic programs challenge and invigorate the mind.

But, of course, we are more than minds. That's

why students at EMC have opportunity for active

Christian involvement. From service projects to

classroom discussion, EMC'ers learn to integrate

knowledge and faith, career and discipleship, mind
and spirit.

And that makes for a very gifted future.

To talk to us about you and EMC, call toll-free (800)368-2665
Or write to Office of Admissions. EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801

m Eastern
Mennonite
COLLEGE
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ITEMS & COMMENTS

Church of England decision on
women puts pressure on Catholics

The Church of England's decision to

open the priesthood to women is a "great

and historic event" that will put increas-

ing pressure on the Roman Catholic

Church to follow suit, according to a

prominent Catholic theologian.

Richard McBrien of the University of

Notre Dame said that the growing accep-

tance of women priests is "an irreversible

trend." He predicted that the Catholic

Church is "sure to follow" the Church of

England's action, but not as long as John

Paul II is pope.

The action, meanwhile, which is being

hailed as the most important event in the

church's history since the break with

Roman Catholicism in 1534, has caused a

group of traditionalists in the Episcopal

Church to break with the denomination

and form an independent church.

During pre-vote debate in November,

Archbishop of Canterbury George Carey

said, "We must draw on all available

talent if we are to be a credible church

engaged in mission and ministry to an

increasingly confused and lost world. We
are in danger of not being heard if women
are exercising leadership in every area of

our society's life save the ordained priest-

hood." (RNS)

Native Americans charge U.S.

with attempted extermination

A group of Native Americans put the

United States government "on trial" in

San Francisco, charging it was a criminal

organization that had attempted a Nazi-

style extermination of Aboriginal peoples.

The International Tribunal of Indige-

nous Peoples was the centerpiece of events

organized by Aboriginal Americans and

their supporters to protest observances of

the 500th anniversary of Christopher

Columbus' first voyage to the New World.

A panel of seven judges met to hear two

days of testimony. The American Indian

Movement delivered a 37-point indict-

ment and a summons to both U.S. Attor-

ney General William Barr and John Men-
dez, the U.S. attorney in San Francisco,

but neither showed up. (CMC)

Graham crusade in Moscow
draws thousands of Russians

Billy Graham's historic two-week cru-

sade in Russia, which ended Oct. 25, was

truly a "Miracle in Moscow," reports

Christianity Today in the Nov. 23 issue.

Crowds of 45,000 people daily packed

Moscow's Olympic Stadium, breaking the

previous attendance record of 38,000 for

the 1988 Goodwill Games.
At the invitation to make a commitment

to Christ, an average of over 27 percent

of the densely packed audience made
their way to the front of the platform. The
evangelist had to appeal to the inquirers

surging forward to walk and not run.

Prices skyrocket 600 percent

because of drought in Zimbabwe
The drought in southern Africa and

subsequent crop failure has caused prices

of the most basic commodities in Zim-

babwe to skyrocket about 600 percent in

the last ten years.

This spiralling cost of living has led to

deterioration of many people's health. In

the most severely affected areas, families

have just one meal a day. For growing

children this leads to poor mental and

physical development.

Costs of food are listed below:

Item 1982 1992

5 kg. corn meal $ .76 $5.82

750 ml. cooking oil .46 7.19

2 kg. sugar .67 5.65

1 loaf bread .25 1.63

Report says world hunger
is less than 20 years ago

In the midst of a lot of bad news—mass

starvation in Somalia, thousands of home-

less refugees in Yugoslavia—comes some

good news: world hunger has been sub-

stantially reduced in the last 20 years.

A report by the Food and Agricultural

Organization of the United Nations says

that the percentage of hungry people in

developing countries has declined from

more than one-third of the population to

20 percent, from 941 million people to 786

million. Of those 786 million, some 192

million are children. (RNS)

Amish rejoice as steel wheel
ordinance repealed in Pennsylvania
Members of a Pennsylvania Amish com-

munity rejoiced when an 1989 ordinance

that prohibited steel wheels from all town-

ship roads was repealed Nov. 16.

The American Civil Liberties Union

said the ordinance violated the Amish's

constitutional rights since their religious

beliefs forbid using rubber on the front

tractor wheels.

Pending charges against five Amish
men were also dropped, although Levi

Fisher had earlier spent four days in jail

for refusing to pay a $125 fine or to appeal

his conviction for violating the ordi-

nance.

—

Gay N. Brownlee

Recalling Eastern Europe,
China represses religion

As Christmas approaches, Christians in

China are bracing for a period of religious

persecution, according to human rights

groups that monitor activities in the Com-
munist country.

Protestant and Catholic leaders say the

holiday season in recent years has

brought waves of intimidation by authori-

ties intent on quelling outward signs of

faith at Christmas time.

The harassment is said to be fueled by
fears that religion could play the same
role in China that it played in Eastern

Europe, providing a fertile setting for

movements that eventually overthrew

Communist governments.

Last year the government issued an

order banning "all outward manifesta-

tions of the holiday," such as ornaments

and Christmas caroling, according to a

report issued by Asia Watch.

The nonsectarian group said authorities

also warned against the exchange of

Christmas cards and church attendance

on Christmas Day. (RNS)

Keep Bible in schools,

argue atheist leaders

Atheist leaders in Minnesota sided

against one of their own and urged the

school board of Brooklyn Center, a Min-

neapolis suburb, to keep the Bible on

school bookshelves.

Atheist Gene Kasmar had filed a peti-

tion in July seeking to ban the Bible from

area public schools, charging that it is full

of offensive passages (see "Items & Com-
ments," Nov. 24 Gospel Herald).

Steven Petersen, co-chair of Minnesota

Atheists, to which Kasmar belongs, said

he and others opposed Kasmar's bid on

anti-censorship grounds. People should

be free to read the Bible, he told report-

ers, and "if they do, they will find it a

vulgar book, very dangerous."

The board voted unanimously to reject

Kasmar's petition. (NIRR)

Child sexual-abuse lawsuits

present legal risk to churches

Lawsuits stemming from child sexual-

abuse allegations present "the greatest

legal risk facing the church today," attor-

ney Richard Hammer told a group of

about 100 denominational executives at a

conference in Chicago this November.

The resistance of church leaders to

screening procedures for youth workers,

he said, "borders on recklessness."

(NIRR)
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Military approach to aid

may not work in Somalia

Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Mennonite Central

Committee (MCC) recognizes that the

United States-led intervention in Somalia

"is driven by humanitarianism and affirms

that motivation," said MCC Africa co-sec-

retary Eric Olfret in a recent interview.

"However, MCC representatives in the

Horn of Africa (which includes Somalia)

raise serious concerns about whether the

military approach will actually meet the

humanitarian objective."

Olfret said experience has shown that

pastoral societies—such as the one that

exists in Somalia—don't usually respond

positively to foreign military intervention.

This could result in increased tension

culminating in fighting between the for-

eign troops and nationals.

The fear is that military intervention

—

despite good intentions—will block any

progress toward peace that has already

been made and endanger international aid

efforts already in existence.

The east African country is suffering

the consequences of a drought made even

more disastrous by warlords battling for

power. "Somalis knew how to cope with

drought. It is conflict that has turned the

drought into famine," Olfret said.

According to national reports, armed
bandits steal as much as 90 percent of

food sent to some parts of the country.

Distribution to those who need it most
is virtually impossible—even though

there is reportedly enough food waiting

offshore or in the "food pipeline" to feed

1 million people for three months, accord-

ing to Hershey Leaman, who coordinates

MCC responses to disasters.

In 1993 MCC will continue its focus on

peacemaking efforts in Somalia, Olfret

said. The relief and development agency

is currently:

• sending emergency food relief to

Somali refugees in Kenya. About 750

metric tons of food have been sent in the

past 12 months. MCC is exploring the

possibility of sending food to northeast

Somalia.
• working with various Somali groups

to promote peace.

• working with other non-governmental

organizations to find ways to disarm

Somalis. One suggested option is the pos-

sibility of a vocational training program

for youths currently carrying weapons.

MCC would encourage them to trade guns

for job training.

MCC also continues to provide food in

other areas of the continent that desper-

ately need food, such as Sudan and Mo-
zambique.

—

Rick Fast

Peacemakers meet exiled

president, depart for Haiti

Chicago (CPT)—A 14-member Chris-

tian Peacemaker Team (CPT) left for

Haiti on Dec. 10 to meet victims of human
rights abuse and representatives of the

church in Haiti. The delegation will provide

a faith-based North American presence in

Haiti during this period of emergency.

The delegation is a direct response to

requests from Haiti for civilian observers.

These observers are needed because Or-

ganization of American States (OAS) rep-

resentatives have been prevented from

travel to document and interview victims

of the military government.

In a Dec. 2 meeting in Chicago, former

president Aristide told the peacemaker
team to support efforts of the OAS, but

emphatically added that private efforts

like the CPT—"that go directly to the

people"—will be more effective.

The exiled president, guarded by five

secret service agents, also encouraged

compassionate responses to refugees

seeking asylum. He urged the U.S. gov-

ernment to terminate the policy of forced

return to Haiti.

"The only long-term solution to this

refugee problem is the restoration of de-

mocracy in Haiti," Aristide said. The for-

mer Catholic priest repeatedly quoted

from the Bible to underline the impor-

tance of an attitude of love.

Aristide was the first democratically

elected president of Haiti in decades. He
was forced from office by the military

seven months after taking office. Dec. 16

is the second anniversary of his election,

when he received 67 percent of the pop-

ular vote.

The CPT delegation is made up of

members of the Mennonite and Church of

the Brethren churches.

They are: David Augsburger, Clare-

mont, Calif.; Barry Bartel, Salem, Ore.;

Connie Bell, Chicago; David Birky, De-
troit Lakes, Minn.; Hubert Brown,
Hesston, Kan.; Vernon Brubacher, New
Hamburg, Ont.; Sharon Helbert, Timber-

ville, Va.; Phil Jackson, Markham, 111.;

Elayne King, Carlisle, Pa.; Susan Mark-
Landis, Orrville, Ohio; Gene Stoltzfus,

Chicago; Denny Weaver, Bluffton, Ohio;

Bernie Wiebe, Winnipeg, Man.; Melanie

Zuercher, Whitesburg, Ky.

Detail of "Point of
Land," a serigraph by

David Peter Hunsberger

Mennonite artist David Peter Hunsberger discusses his

piece, "Entrance," at The People's Place Gallery.

Mennonite artists gather at annual weekend
Intercourse, Pa. (PPG)—Mennonite-

related artists gathered to share con-

cerns and ideas during Art '92, the sev-

enth annual artists' weekend at The
People's Place Gallery, Intercourse, Pa.,

Nov. 13-14.

Featured guest was David Peter
Hunsberger, a serigraph printmaker

from Waterloo, Ont. Inspired by the

surroundings of his home, Hunsberger's

subjects range from a sky view of an

Ontario wood in early fall to intricate

close-ups of a river rapids.

The weekend included the premiere

showing of the Art '92 Visual Survey, a

slide presentation of recent works by
Mennonite-related visual artists. The
two-carousel presentation was put to-

gether from several hundred slides sub-

mitted by artists across North America.
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Homestead community celebrates
a Thanksgiving "like no other"

A litany of thanks in Homestead, Florida
We come before you, 0 Lord, recognizing that this Thanksgiving is like no other.

We are newly thankful for life itself.

As we count our blessings, we also name our losses: family treasures, prized

furniture, beautiful surroundings, neighbors, and home. For understanding our need
to grieve, we thank you, Lord.

We acknowledge our impatience with insurance adjustors, contractors, building

inspectors, each other, and you. For your patience with our impatience, we thank
you, Lord.

We confess our dependence on telephones, computers, electric lights, hot water,

and grocery stores. For the gradual return of these conveniences, we thank you,

Lord.

We remember the manna you sent to our wilderness: bottled water, generators,

paper goods, building supplies, and baked beans. For these mixed blessings, we
thank you, Lord.

We have witnessed the crumbling of walls that divide us from neighbors, other

denominations, different cultures, strangers, and soldiers. For placing us on common
ground, we thank you, Lord.

We are weak and yet you touch us with ears that listen, hearts that feel, hands
that serve, feet that bring good news. For the church family with its healing parts,

we thank you, Lord.

We come before you, Lord, recognizing that this Thanksgiving is like no other.

We are newly thankful for our life in you.

—

Joyce Hostetler

Homestead, Fla.—"We come before

you, Lord, recognizing that this Thanks-
giving is like no other," read pastors

Walter and Joy Sawatzky as an opening
blessing on Nov. 26, Thanksgiving Day, at

Homestead (Fla.) Mennonite Church
(HMC). Three months ago, Hurricane An-
drew roared over this region, causing de-

struction of epic proportions; much of the

damage still awaits repair.

Over 100 members of Florida Men-
nonite congregations gathered at the

Homestead church to offer a turkey din-

ner to people of the community. By
counting the number of remaining
plates, organizers estimated that 500

were served.

Nov. 26 was a very bright, very breezy

day; temperatures were in the 80s. Three
tents with bright yellow and white stripes

flapped in the wind.

Volunteers unloaded a semi-trailer of

supplies, carrying in deep pans of dress-

ing and mixed rice and beans, prepared

in a school cafeteria. The food was pur-

chased at a reduced rate and funded by
the Sarasota churches, explained orga-

nizer Sally Sprague of Cape Christian

Fellowship, Cape Coral, Fla.

Sprague and Sue Deges, also of Cape
Christian Fellowship, took on the mam-
moth job of coordinating the event, along

with HMC member Kathleen Hertzler.

Pennsylvanian John David Winehold of

Ephrata Mennonite Church sent approx-

imately 480 turkeys to the community.
Some were distributed from the Home-
stead church, while others were passed on
to other service organizations. Thirty of

the turkeys went home with HMC mem-
bers, who cooked them for the community
celebration.

"That was all they needed to do," ex-

plained Sprague. "We wanted the people

from the church to enjoy themselves, not

to have to work."

After seconds and thirds and fourths

were served, organizers sent whole pies

home with guests. Other leftovers were so

plentiful that some workers recalled the

twelve baskets of bread and fish left after

Jesus fed the 5,000.

In addition to all the prepared food, the

church also had apples to give away.

Hoover Brothers in Snyder County, Pa.,

gave over 200 boxes of apples for distri-

bution in the area.

There were so many that volunteers

finally ended up standing on the side of

the road, handing bags through open car

windows.

After most of the group had finished the

last bite of pie, organizers invited guests to

share what they are thankful for this year.

Said one woman from the community:
"I've been here since 1945 and never in

my life have I seen things like this. I lost

the top of my house, my windows were

blown out, but the Lord sent people [Men-

nonite Disaster Service volunteers] to put

the top back on. Thank you, Jesus."

"You really have some loving people

here," noted another guest.
—Cathleen Hockman

Agencies affirm mission
stance for East Europe
Lancaster, Pa. (EMBM/MCC)—Learn

from and share with the suffering church

of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet

Union through long-term presence.

This mission stance for the region was

affirmed by Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions (EMBM) and Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee (MCC) personnel during

a jointly-sponsored consultation, Oct. 31-
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Nov. 1, at the Weaverland and Mellinger

Mennonite Churches in Lancaster, Pa.

Mission in the new Commonwealth of

Independent States (CIS) means walking

beside people over a long period of time,

said Walter Sawatsky, a professor of

church history at Associated Mennonite

Biblical Seminaries in Elkhart, Ind., and

a long-term MCC worker in the CIS.

He cautioned against "quick fixes"

—

such as mass-audience evangelism—and

called for mission workers who will take

time to learn the language.

East Europeans have developed a deep

faith that has sustained them through

intense suffering, said Gerald Shenk,

associate professor of church and society

at Eastern Mennonite Seminary, Har-

risonburg, Va., and a former EMBM-
MCC worker in Yugoslavia.

Western Christians "are the 'Johnny

come lately' on the scene in Eastern

Europe," he added. "Christianity has

been there many years before us."

Shenk called for repentance from trust

in the "false gods of security," such as

technology and military hardware.

The fall of communism in Eastern Eu-

rope and the former Soviet Union was "a

triumph of the human spirit in its restless

quest for freedom and the ability to make
choices," he said, and not a triumph en-

gineered from the West.

"Repentance and humility are the only

characteristics that qualify us to walk

together on the road ahead with Chris-

tians of Eastern Europe."

He also called for Christians from the

West "to pay serious attention to the

values Christians of the East have pre-

served and can retrieve from their past."

During an administrative visit to the

region in May and June, EMBM overseas

director David Shenk was told repeatedly,

"Come and be present, but we're tired of

the people who just come and go." They
have seen enough of "mushy Christiani-

ty," Shenk said.

MCC was born out of relief work in the

region following World War I; EMBM
began work in Yugoslavia 21 years ago

when Harley Wagler enrolled as a univer-

sity student.

The history of long-term presence in the

region by both agencies provides a solid

foundation for response to current needs.

MCC has just opened an office in

Moscow to work on long-range plan-

ning and coordination of personnel

and resources in the CIS.

MCC expects to continue relief, eco-

nomic, and medical assistance, to enable

exchanges for training leaders, and to

provide literature, such as the Barclay

commentary series in the Russian lan-

guage.

EMBM is exploring additional student

internships—such as Gloria Rhodes expe-

rienced earlier this year at the University

in Nizhni Novgorod—YES team partici-

pation on universities and among
churches, and a music ministry.

Friedland, Germany (MCC)—Will neo-

Nazi violence against refugees in Ger-

many extend to the Friedland camp, a

reception community some dub "the Ellis

Island of Europe"?

Although Edwin and Hedie Hintz, cur-

rent Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) workers at the camp, doubt it will,

the newcomers themselves are frightened

for their safety, Hintzes report.

The immigrants have heard news re-

ports of escalating right-wing violence in

Germany. The German intelligence

agency has reported about 1,600 crimes

directed against foreigners so far this

year, a sixfold increase from 1990.

About two-thirds of the violence has

been committed in western Germany and

one-third in the former East Germany.

Eleven people have been killed.

The fear compounds the immigrants'

adjustment. "The separation of families,

material losses, and trauma of leaving

everything familiar and coping with a new
culture is surely enough of a load without

discovering one has arrived in a hostile

environment," say the Hintzes, of Van-

couver, B.C.

So far the Hintzes have not seen evi-

dence of danger to the people of Fried-

land. The violence has been directed at

visible minorities; the Friedland immi-

grants look "European," the Hintzes say.

MCC workers have been at the camp
since 1989, welcoming refugees of German
background who are leaving the former

Soviet Union.

While Germany's post-World War II

constitution guarantees political asylum,

the "open doors of Germany" that so

enrages some Germans is not accurate,

says Hansulrich Gerber, MCC secretary

for European programs.

Gerber quotes figures from the German
magazine Der Spiegel showing that only

4.5 percent of the people seeking asylum

at German borders are accepted.

This year, however, war in the former

"God is doing a great thing in the region

and there is a new air of excitement,"

Sawatsky said. Not the least of these is

the search for God and a quest to discover

reconciliation and peace themes in the

history of the church and nation.

Brubacher summed up the meetings

saying, "God will lead. We must find where

God is leading and get on the train. We have

much to learn but something to give."

Yugoslav republics is driving unprece-

dented numbers of refugees to Germany.

A half million are expected by the end of

1992.

Competition for housing—Germany has

an acute housing shortage—and taxes to

pay for refugee resettlement are causing

some of the friction.

"The atmosphere is right for political

extremists to gain a following," the

Hintzes report. "Young unemployed men
and skinheads have discovered a cause

that is finding considerable support

among the disgruntled, so the attacking

of homes or apartment blocks where ref-

ugees are housed has become an almost

daily occurrence."

On the other hand, Hintzes point out

that an estimated 350,000 people demon-

strated against neo-Nazi violence on Nov.

8 in Berlin.

"So what is more powerful in Germa-

ny," they ask, "xenophobia or openness

to others?" Xenophobia is a fear of strang-

ers or foreigners.

The Hintzes believe the media overem-

phasizes the "xenophobiacs." "Violence

done by a few has much more news impact

than the quiet support and patience of

thousands," they remark.

The Hintzes' ministry in the Friedland

camp is one of a "Welcome Wagon" for

the Mennonite Church. Each week they

scan the list of new arrivals for Mennonite

names. Usually about 10 percent of the

1,000 weekly arrivals have a Mennonite

heritage, although they may know very

little of their own backgrounds.

Ironically, these repatriated Germans
from the former Soviet Union are mis-

treated there, where people call them
"fascists." Although they had no role in

bringing Hitler to power, their German
background is held against them, the

Hintzes say.

Now, as new arrivals to Germany, these

Russian-speaking Germans fear violence

at the hands of the neo-Nazis.

Neo-Nazi violence in Germany frightens refugees
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Peace activists protest

sale of violent toys
St. Paul, Minn. (CPT)—On one of this

year's busiest shopping days, Nov. 28,

over 50 Minnesota peace activists gath-

ered to publicly protest the sale of violent

toys. The protest was organized by Chris-

tian Peacemaker Teams (CPT) and in-

cluded participants from Mennonite,

Church of the Brethren, and Quaker de-

nominations.

The event, which coincided with similar

protests across North America, took place

outside a large Toys R Us store near St.

Paul. The day began with a worship vigil

which included speakers, music, sharing

from parents and children, and words

from a Vietnam veteran.

Even Santa Claus had a place in the

worship service, to the delight of children

and other onlookers.

Carrying a sign that read "Play Peace,"

Claus explained to shoppers that there

had been a terrible mistake in his work-

shop. Many toys have been made—and

are being sold—that are not safe for

children, he said.

Claus described these violent toys as

ones which glamorize military life, that

create the need for an enemy, or that

reinforce sexist and racist stereotypes.

A barrel labeled "Toxic Toys—Toss
Here" was available for a violent toys

tum-in around noon.

An important part of the protest in-

cluded conversations with holiday shop-

pers about the danger of violent toys.

CPT demonstrators handed out lists of

alternative toys—ones considered cre-

ative or peaceful toys.

Nearly half of the CPT participants

were children from ages 3 to 15. Micah

Hirschy, 12, from St. Paul Mennonite

Fellowship, managed to distribute over 70

alternative toy lists to shoppers.

Many shoppers seemed genuinely con-

cerned, especially when the message

came from so many children. Most were

glad for the list of alternative, healthy

resources, participants said.

CPT staff person Jane Miller spoke

with one man who drove all the way from

a neighboring city to deposit several water

guns in the "Toxic Toys" dumpster. He
had confiscated the guns from his two

sons several months earlier and wasn't

sure what to do with them. Upon reading

an editorial describing the violent toys

turn-in, he decided to participate.

Current statistics on violent toys are

alarming. Out of 47 games rated as favor-

ites in a Nintendo consumer poll, only

seven do not have violence as their major

theme.

A survey on the impact of the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles found that 91 per-

cent of teachers have witnessed higher

levels of violence and aggression in the

classroom, inspired by the "heroic" vio-

lence of the Turtles.

"It seems obvious that as long as there

is a demand for violent toys they will be

marketed," said Lisa Pierce, one of the

event's organizers. "Our effort is to edu-

cate shoppers and to shift the demand."

Communications issues
dominate agenda at

MCC Canada meeting

Saskatoon, Sask. (Meetinghouse)—
Communication issues occupied the Men-
nonite Central Committee (MCC) Canada

meeting held here Nov. 12-13. They also

shaped the location and format of the

meeting.

In an effort to build stronger ties with

supporting churches, MCC Canada met
just prior to the MCC Saskatchewan an-

nual meeting. Previously, the board met
in January.

Further, instead of sitting at the same

table, the 34 board members were scat-

tered throughout the sanctuary at Corner-

stone Church. They joined staff and other

participants at round tables.

After the meeting, board members said

the new format made it hard for them to

work together as a board. But they liked

the sense of greater participation from

other people.

Referendum and apology to Natives.

One area of communication issues fo-

cused on recent MCC Canada statements

on domestic issues.

Abe Wiebe, a board member from

Winkler, Man., said the September state-

ment urging churches to take the consti-

tutional referendum seriously was seen as

"pushing too hard."

John Neumann, a Chilliwack, B.C.,

board member, also said it appeared

MCC was taking sides rather than "taking

the high road." "Pastors expressed disap-

pointment," he said.

In his Native Concerns report, director

Menno Wiebe referred to criticism of

MCC Canada's January apology to

Canada's Native people. He asked for

direction in handling the "dual account-

ability" to sponsoring churches and to the

Native community.

"Famine pornography." The assem-

bled group struggled with questions of

how to depict and respond to world hun-

ger and other international needs.

A "world of conflicting messages" is

how one person described the situation.

In Somalia, for example, field staff have

concluded that the problem is war, not

lack of food, according to Eric Olfert,

MCC co-secretary for Africa.

But here at home, people hear reports

Peace begins in a child's toy box, says Heggen
Albuquerque, N.M.—"1£ we want peace

in our communities, we should begin by

creating a peaceful world in every child's

toy box," said Carolyn Holderread Heg-

gen. She joined other members of Albu-

querque (N.M.) Mennonite Church at a

Nov. 27 event protesting the sale and

purchase of war toys this holiday season.

"War toys teach chil-

dren to view other peo-

ple as enemies and to

associate violence with

play and fun," asserted

Heggen, a mother and
psychotherapist who
treats victims of sexual

abuse and domestic vio-

lence.

"Children learn values

through their play," she

explained. "Yet what

type of role models to do we
give our children at an early

age? GI Joe, the Termina-

tor, Rambo, and Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles? Our children deserve better

than to be nurtured with violence."

There has been a dramatic increase in

the sale of war toys in the United States

in recent years. Violence-related toys

rank among the top-selling toys.

Heggen challenged retailer Toys R Us

"to maintain its socially responsible rep-

utation by initiating an industry-wide

effort to remove war toys from all store

shelves.

"If the toy and entertainment industry

would make a commitment to help cre-

ate a violent-free space for children to

learn and grow, the welfare of the

world's children would be greatly en-

hanced," she said.
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Glenn Coblentz

shifted gears

to enroll in

Hesston

College'

Pastoral

Ministries

Program.

and see pictures of starving people in

Somalia. They want to give food, said

Werner Froese, director of MCC Sas-

katchewan.

Further complicating the picture are the

different portrayals of Africa.

"It seems you have to use graphic pic-

tures of starving people to capture

people's attention," said Marvin Frey,

coordinator of overseas services. "Agen-

cies which don't use 'famine pornogra-

phy,' but rather tell stories of hope, some-

times seem to be at a disadvantage when

it comes to raising money for overseas

relief."

The board approved plans to formalize

a code of conduct on how to portray

people in other countries.

Secular media. Another communica-

tions issue was posed by Harold Koslow-

sky, director of personnel and adminis-

tration: "Are we doing the right thing

when we put energies into getting person-

nel, financial, or other support from out-

side the Mennonite or church constitu-

ency?"

Part of the debate centered on the

recent efforts of John Longhurst to get

MCC news into the secular media.

Television, radio and newspapers, are a

good way to reach Mennonite young

adults who are not reading the church

media, suggested some.

Other agenda. In other business, the

board:
• reported constituency contributions

of 5 percent above the $5.8 million called

for in the 1991-1992 budget. Given the

high year-end donations, MCC Canada

forwarded an additional $600,000 to

Akron, Pa., for overseas work.

• reported that in 1991-92, 49.5 percent

of total constituency cash donations were

spent on overseas work; 22.2 percent on

Canada-wide work; and 28.3 percent in

the provinces. Next year's budget brings

the distribution to 52.2/21.5/26.3.

The so-called "Red River accord," ap-

proved a year ago, calls for a 60/20/20

distribution of donated dollars by 1995-

96.

• approved a $20.5 million budget for

next year. About 30 percent is expected

from cash donations, 38 percent from

"material resources" (mostly grains and

matching grants), 19 percent from grants,

and 13 percent from "earned income"

(mostly Selfhelp Crafts sales).

• elected Martha Burka, from Prince

Edward Island, as the fourth member-at-

large on the board.
—Ron Rempel

He sold his landscape business in Phoenix, moved with his family

to Hesston, and began life as a student.

" Becoming a student after so many years has challenged

me. The instructors have asked me to look at issuesfrom

both sides ofthe coin, and I've been encouraged to share

my beliefs and respect other people's opinions. I appreci-

ate the way the instructors have not only trained, but also

mentored me. They are very open, allow themselves to be

seen through their teaching and are committed to creat-

ing church leaders.

"

Glenn has answered the call to pastoral ministry. He will use his

Hesston training as he pastors the Longenecker Mennonite

congregation in Winesburg, Ohio. Hesston gave Glenn the link

he needed to move from cultivating soil to cultivating people.

For more information contact:

Hesston College

Admissions Department

Box 3000

Hesston, Kansas 67062

Toll free 800-835-2026

In KS or Canada call collect 316-327-8222

Spreadyour wings

Hesston
College
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• Magazine features MDS. The
efforts of Mennonite Disaster

Service in hurricane-struck
Homestead, Fla., were featured

in the December issue of Pro-

gressive Farmer. "Through their

energy, their gentle humor, and
their quiet faith, MDS volun-

teers touch victims in a way
words cannot," the article says.

"Slowly regaining a sense of

hope, victims realize what the

Mennonites are saying: God
isn't found in the sound and fury

of great disaster; God exists in

the quiet, healing acts of love."

• Showalter tapped as Lilly fel-

low. Shirley Showalter, chair of

the English department at

Goshen (Ind.) College, will

spend the 1993-94 school year at

Valparaiso (Ind.) University as a

senior fellow of the Lilly Fellows

Program in Humanities and
Arts. The program, sponsored
by Lilly Endowment, Inc., is de-

signed to strengthen ties be-

tween faith and teaching.
Showalter will work on a book
that shows how "teaching and
living are intertwined," she said.

• Educator receives award. A
Mennonite teacher in Lancaster,

Pa., received the Human Rela-

tions Award presented annually

by the local chapter of the Na-
tional Conference of Christians

and Jews. Frank D. Albrecht

teaches health, physical educa-

tion and skills for living at

McCaskey High School. He is

active with the school's peer
leadership program which has

50 trained student mediators.

Albrecht is a member of Com-
munity Mennonite Fellowship in

Lancaster.

—

Intelligencer Journal

• Team leaders sought. Men-
nonite Central Committee is

seeking applicants for four
Youth Discovery Teams (YDT)
leadership positions. YDT lead-

ers should be at least 27 years

old and have some experience in

group process, mediation, or

conflict resolution. Applications

due Jan. 15. For information,

call 717 859-1151.

• College board meets. The
Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary board passed a $13.1

million operating budget for the

1992-93 fiscal year during a Nov.
16-17 meeting at the Harrison-

burg, Va., campus. President Jo-

seph Lapp gave updates on
plans for various building pro-

jects, including the new semi-

nary building currently under

construction. The board gave

approval for Lapp and his wife,

Hannah, to lead EMC's study-

travel term to the Middle East
the fall semester of 1993. Lee F.

Snyder, vice-president arid aca-

demic dean, will serve as acting

president during that period.

• 70 years celebrated. Thanks-
giving 1992 was a time of

"Thanking God for Vision" at

the 70th anniversary of Hamp-
den Mennonite church, Read-
ing, Pa. Hampden became the

first Mennonite congregation in

Reading in 1922. Four branches
have sprung up in the city since

then: Fairview, South Seventh
Street, Alsace Manor, and But-

tonwood, all of Lancaster Con-
ference.

—

Irene Horst

• New church forms. Atlanta

(Ga.) Mennonite Fellowship
began meeting for worship in a

United Methodist church this

fall. The congregation is com-
mitted to developing a strong

Christian community, modeling
active peacemaking, and par-

ticipating in the life of the neigh-

borhood. For information, call

404 621-0317 or 404 732-8138, or

write to 374 Orleans St., S.E.,

Atlanta, GA 30312.

• Ex-inmates meet to pray. A
men's prayer group for released

prison inmates has begun meet-
ing bimonthly in Chesapeake,
Va. The breakfast gatherings

are a time of mutual sharing,

prayer, and Bible study. A fel-

lowship dinner is held quarterly for

entire families.

—

Norman Teague

• MCC executive to resign.
Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) Canada executive di-

rector Daniel Zehr has an-

nounced his resignation, effec-

tive June 30. Zehr, who has

served a total of 29 years with

MCC in a variety of positions,

began his present assignment in

1985. His plans for the future are

uncertain at this time.

• School receives $25,000. An
Ohio businessman, Maynard
Sauder, has pledged $25,000 to

Chicago Mennonite Learning
Center to be matched by other

pledges by Dec. 31. The school,

which this fall reached a capac-

ity enrollment of 90 students in

its remodeled section, invites

donations and pledges which
can be sent to CMLC, 4647 W.
47th St., Chicago, IL 60632. For
information, call Pauline Ken-
nel, 708 894-3676.

• Churches called to prayer,

In response to what has been
described as "a major human
catastrophe," Mennonite
churches in North America are

being called to a day of fasting

and prayer for Somalia on Sun.,

Dec. 20.

Originally issued by Lancaster
Mennonite Conference's bishop
and mission boards, the Menno-
nite Church General Board
joined in the call to the Menno-
nite Church.
Mennonite churches are being

urged to pray:

(1) For the safety and en-

couragement of believers in

Somalia and for North American
Mennonites and others working
with Somali refugees in border
countries.

(2) For good harvests in Soma-
lia in light of recent rains in that

country.

fasting

(3) For peace
efforts to bring

healing to the

land, both by
Somali expatriates and North
American personnel.

This call to North American
churches comes in response to

chaos in Somalia following the

ouster of Siad Barre in January
1991.

Coupled with a recent drought,

more than one million Somalis
have become refugees (out of a

population of six million), ac-

cording to reports from Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions.

Eastern Board and Mennonite
Central Committee have a coop-
erative program in Somalia. This
includes peacemaking efforts by
John Paul Lederach with Somali
groups in Canada, the United
States, and Western Europe.

• High school turns 50. The
Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High
School (LMHS) community
celebrated the school's 50th
anniversary Nov. 20-22. Activi-

ties included the school's 20th

benefit auction and the fall play,

"Today Pop Goes Home," writ-

ten by LMHS alum Merle Good.
Guest speaker James Lapp, ex-

ecutive secretary of the Men-
nonite Church General Board,

challenged LMHS to continue

passing on the faith of the
school's founder and not to leave

this task to "spiritual osmosis."

• Pews for sale. Ambler (Pa.)

Mennonite Church has pulpit

furniture and 22 maple church
pews for sale. For information,

call 215 643-4876 or write to the

church at Box 67, Ambler, PA
19002.

• Coming events:

In-prison crusade, We Care Pro-

gram, Montgomery, Ala., Jan.

10-14. After a day of orientation,

participants will work in prisons

in central and southern Alabama.
For information, call 205 368-8818.

Seminary sampler, Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries,

Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 26-27.

Intended for people interested

in seminary education, the event

includes sample lectures, inter-

action with professors, worship
and fellowship experiences. For
information, contact Steve Fath,

AMBS, 3003 Benham Ave.,

Elkhart, IN 46517; phone 219
295-3726.

Lecture series, "Minority Voices:

Old Order Anabaptists in North
America," Elizabethtown (Pa.)

College, Feb. 3-March 31. Lec-

tures and discussions will focus

on the history, beliefs, and prac-

tices of Old Order Mennonites,
German Baptist Brethren, River

Brethren, and Amish. Informa-

tion from The Young Center at

717 361-1470.

Missions festival, Rosedale Bible

Institute, Irwin, Ohio, March 5-

7. Keynote speakers are Jay
Garber, Walter Beachy, Richard
Showalter; numerous work-
shops. For information, call 614

857-1311.

• New books:
Daily Fellowship with God by

Larry W. Wilson is a collection

of meditations designed to help

readers select positive, con-

structive thoughts and maintain

fellowship with God. Available

from Herald Press, 800 245-

7894.

Frontiers of Faithfulness by A.

Grace Wenger traces the history

of the original Mennonite settle-

ment at Groffdale, Pa., and the

congregation which formed
there in 1717. Available from

Groffdale Mennonite Church at

717 656-6388.

Life on the Road by Athol Gill

examines discipleship: the call,

the cost, possessions, communi-
ty, mission, power, prayer, and
grace. Questions included to

help groups discern present

meaning. Available from Herald

Press, 800 245-7894.
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Living on the Fault Line: Portrait

and Journals of a Church
Planter Pastor, by Henry
Swartley. Includes: inspirational

readings for each month of the

year; resources for Lent,
Thanksgiving, and Advent; sec-

tions on church planting, pastor-

ing, and peace and justice

rooted in spirituality. Available

from Provident Bookstores.

Proclaim Salvation, a collection of

eleven sermons by David Ewert.

Available from Herald Press,

800 245-7894.

Readings from Mennonite Writings,

New and Old includes 366 pas-

sages complied by J. Craig

Haas. Available from Good
Books, 717 768-7171.

• Change of address:
Knoxville Mennonite Church from

4401 Sullivan Rd. to PO Box
51843, Knoxville, TN 37950-

1843.

Windsor Mennonite Fellowship

from 477 Lincoln Rd. to 1709

George Ave., Windsor, ON N8Y
2Y8.

Herb and Dorothy Yoder from Ft.

Dodge, Iowa, to 1435 Angle Rd.

S.W., Kalona, IA 52247.

NEW MEMBERS

Albuquerque, N.M.: Josh
Gingerich, Linda Chandler, Mi-

chael Chandler, Lillian DeWild,
Nancy Smith, Geneva Swartz-

entruber, Brian Swartzentruber,

Marie Neher, Ann Sensenig,

Kathleen Miller Jobson, and
Darrel Miller Jobson.

Barrville, Reedsville, Pa.: Dan-
iel Durst, Deborah Durst, and
Michelle Durst.

Blooming Glen, Pa.: Lori Lynne
Hostelley, Lori Beth and Wil-

mer M. Yoder, Jr., Robert D.

and Sharon Ann Bishop, J. Ste-

ven and Cindy L. Detwiler, Bev-

erly Ann and Joseph M. Hazlett,

Robert and Joan E. Hunnicutt,

Charla Rae Landis, Jeffrey and
Veva Mumaw, Robert D. and
Regina B. Rutt, and Nicholas J.

and Tammy Schoonover.

Cambodian, Philadelphia, Pa.:

Sarun Oum, Sam Lang, Vannara
Thach, Voeun Sin, Soya Sou,

Siyonn Lang, Sroy Rauv, Keo
Samaun, Bon Khom, Soeum
Loth, Chhon Proun, Daniel S.

Peou, Tippy D. Teang, Phann
Chim, Sotheory Pen, Kim Eng
Meas, Khen Chrin, Thoeun Sor,

Nammavong Inphonesouk, Ra
Chan, Leendavy Koung, Lena
Chan, Ra Un, Phaly Touch, and
Lisa Koung.

Community Fellowship, Corn-
ing, N.Y.: Albert and Alma
Saunders, and Mike and Joanne

Moore.
Community Fellowship, Mil-

ton, Pa.: Diane Neyhard.

First, Iowa City, Iowa: Mark
Funk, Pat Geguzis, Bill Howard,
Wanita Howard, Joni Howland,

Bill Schneider, Jean Schneider,

and Travis Thrapp.

First, Kitchener, Ont.: Tom and
Rebecca Yoder Neufeld, Rene
Baergen, Shaan Brouwer,
Heather Roth, Dale K. Snider,

and Richard and Miriam
Helinga.

Gray Ridge, Millersburg, Ohio:
Phil Miller.

Habecker, Lancaster, Pa.: Jim,

Shelly, and Jimmy Balsley, Na-
than Charles, Corey Martin,

Joyce Stauffer, and Karen
Zeiset.

Parkview, Harrisonburg, Va.:

Arthur Borden, Alice Borden,

Steve Shenk, and Karen
Moshier-Shenk.

St. Jacobs, Ont.: Viengpheth
Banoumas, Phoneprasit Sonekeo,

Jandeng Sonekeo, Nikhom Phom-
mahan, Kabkeo Phommahan, Lieu

Thi Dinh Lu, and Louam
Vanhdyvong.

Spring Mount, Pa.: Holly

Bienkowski.

Springdale Chapel, Cincinnati,

Ohio: Melissa Kasten.

Waldo, Flanagan, 111.: Bob and
Lorri Gaither.

Williamsburg, Va.: Carroll and
Margaret Trivett, Linda Paul,

and Juan and Susie Adorno.

BIRTHS

Abbott, Ken and Pam Albrecht,

Akron, N.Y., Hannah Marie
(second child), Oct. 19.

Andreason, Mark and Cindy
Wood, Peoria, 111., Elizabeth

Jane (first child), Sept. 15.

Andres, Dean and Jayne Kahle,

Archbold, Ohio, Grace Lanae
(fourth child), Oct. 29.

Bontrager, Randy and Janice

Bontrager, Topeka, Ind.,

MaKenzie Sharde (first child),

June 3.

Boyts, Michael and Catherine

Benson, Salisbury, Pa., Marie
Claire Benson (second child),

Oct. 3.

Derstine, Christopher and Janet

Crutcher, Champaign, 111.,

Shaina Rachelle (first child),

Nov. 11.

Derstine, Galen and Teresa
Godshall, Green Lane, Pa.,

Brandon Clair (first child), Nov.

11.

Eigsti, Mark and Pam, Morton,

111., Nathaniel Jacob (first child),

Aug. 21.

Frey, Sid and Elaine Brunk, Hal-

ifax, Pa., Nikaela Elizabeth (sec-

ond child), Aug. 27.

Grimm, Keith and Michele
Shrock, Shipshewana, Ind.,

Cassi Jo (third child), Aug. 31.

Halteman, Gerald and Kimberly
Brooke, Telford, Pa., Taylor Ni-

cole (third child), Nov. 24.

King, Pete and Luana Beck,
Archbold, Ohio, Trisha Joy
(third child), Nov. 19.

Miller, Gregory and Sheri Center,

Albany, Ore., Garrett Dale (sec-

ond child), Oct. 19.

Miller, Rick and Dawn Yoder,

Middlebury, Ind., Carlie Nichole

(first child), Aug. 18.

Morataya, Elder and Veronica

Alvarado, Waterloo, Ont., Elder

Wesley (first child), Nov. 15.

Schrock, Garry and Bonita Bon-
trager, Bristol, Ind., Allison

Lanae (first child), Nov. 13.

Schwartz, Bruce and Cheryl
Troyer, Elkhart, Ind., Heather
Ann (first child), Nov. 17.

Shrock, Michael and Crystal,

Union City, Pa., Taylor Jayme
(third child), Nov. 21.

Smith, Timothy and Diane
Steury, Spencerville, Ind., Zeth

Jordan (third child), Nov. 11.

Spicher, Jim and Carol Burkhart,

Mountville, Pa., Jason Thomas
(second child), Nov. 19.

Tice, Enos and Carolyn Dooley,

Salisbury, Pa., Isaac George
(second child), Oct. 13.

Widrick, Joseph J. and Donna
Wenger, Sandy Creek, N.Y.,

Laurissa Ann (first child), Nov. 23.

Witmer, Dennis and Lori
Leatherman, San Pedro Carcha,

Alta Verapez, Guatemala, Car-

men Leticia (first child), Aug. 29.

MARRIAGES

Blough-Estay: Arron Blough,
South Fork, Pa. (Weaver), and
Vickie Estay, Johnstown, Pa.

(Weaver), Nov. 7, by Harold E.

Thomas.
Butler-Honsaker: Lawrence

Butler, Jr. (Missionary Alli-

ance), and Rhonda Honsaker,

Germantown, Md. (Martins-

burg), Nov. 21, by John
Davidhizar.

Martin-Metzler: Robert Martin,

Lititz, Pa. (Erb), and Donna
Metzler, Salunga, Pa. (Erisman),

Sept. 12, by Lester Zimmerman
and Eric Henderson.

Miller-(Kuhns) Fry: Simon
Miller, Goshen, Ind. (Walnut

Hill), and Anna Inez (Kuhns)

Fry, Portland, Ore. (Assembly of

God), Oct. 18, by Herman En-
gelgau.

Passports, please. Bowmansville, Pa.—Debbie Mast issues

passports to Heidi and Wendy Eberly at the missions cele-

bration held by the Bowmansville-Reading district of the

Lancaster Conference Nov. 13-15. The children used the

passports to "travel" to three countries during a busy hour

each evening. In their visits to Thailand, Mexico, Israel, and

other lands, the children learned a few foreign words, tasted

new foods, modeled clothes, watched videos, and engaged in

other activities as they became informed about people in

other lands.

—

Mary W. Gehman
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MENNOSCOPE

Nafziger-Schmucker: Todd
Nafziger, Archbold, Ohio (Lu-

theran), and Jill Schmucker,
Archbold, Ohio (Lockport), Oct.

24, by Paul Sieber and Allen

Rutter.

Smeltzer-Edwards: Kurt
Smeltzer, Washington, 111.,

(Trinity), and Carol Edwards,
Washington, HI., June 20, by
Walter Smeltzer.

Stoltzfus-Lapp: Eric Stoltzfus,

Washington, D.C. (Hyattsville),

and Cindy Lapp, Washington,

D.C. (Hyattsville), Aug. 2, by
Alan Moore-Beitler.

Werremeyer-Mast: Tom Werre-

meyer, Muscatine, Iowa, and
Shana Mast, Muscatine, Iowa
(Kalona), Nov. 21, by Don Stoll.

DEATHS

Bower, Aaron Cassel, 91, Lans-

dale, Pa. Born: Aug. 4, 1901,

Montgomery County, Pa., to

Aaron R. and Lizzie (Cassel)

Bower. Died: Nov. 20, 1992, Sell-

ersville, Pa., of congestive heart

failure. Survivors—daughter:

Grace S. Good; sister: Katie

Halteman; 6 grandchildren, 10

great-grandchildren. Prede-
ceased by: Ella Mae Bower
(wife) by three days and Merton
(son). Memorial service: Nov.

21, Plains Mennonite Church,

by Richard J. Lichty. Burial:

Nov. 23, Plains Mennonite Cem-
etery.

Bower, Ella Mae (Souder), 89,

Lansdale, Pa. Born: April 22,

1903, Hatfield, Pa., to Elmer and
Sallie (Geisinger) Souder. Died:

Nov. 17, 1992, Sellersville, Pa.,

of congestive heart failure. Sur-

vivors—daughter: Grace S.

Good; brother: Garwood
Souder; 6 grandchildren, 10

great-grandchildren. Aaron C.

Bower (husband) died three

days later. Predeceased by:

Merton (son). Memorial service

and burial: Nov. 21, Plains Men-
nonite Church, by Richard J.

Lichty.

Bowman, Mildred Elzina
(Schisler), 86, Kitchener, Ont.

Born: Feb. 16, 1906, Vineland,

Ont., to Franklin and Selina

(Werner) Schisler. Died: Nov.

22, 1992, Kitchener, Ont. Survi-

vors—children: Harold L., Enid
Crowley, Stuart; 8 grandchil-

dren, 15 great-grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Moses Bow-
man (husband). Funeral: Nov.

25, First Mennonite Church, by
Rudy Baergen. Burial: Roseville

Community Cemetery.
Charles, Edna C. (Kauffman),

89. Born: Nov. 28, 1902, Lancas-
ter County, Pa., to Albert H. and
Ellen F. Kauffman. Died: Oct.

18, 1992, Lancaster, Pa. Survi-

vors—husband: Christian B.

Charles; children: Paul K, Ar-

lene K; 9 grandchildren, 17

great-grandchildren. Funeral
and burial: Oct. 22, Habecker
Mennonite Church, by Abram
H. Charles, Norman Shertzer,

Randy Martin, Elmer Kennel,

and Landis Myer.
Guntz, Henry B., 81. Born: Jan.

6, 1911, Upper Providence Twp.,

Pa., to John B. and Elizabeth

(Bean) Guntz. Died: Nov. 14,

1992, Newport News, Va., of

cancer. Survivors—wife: Erma
M. (Halteman) Guntz; children:

Allen H., Lois G. Blosser, Grace,

Janice Collins; brothers and sis-

ters: John B., James B., Anna
E., Perle Halteman; 6 grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Henry
(son) stillborn. Funeral and
burial: Nov. 21, Salford Menno-
nite Church, by Hubert
Schwartzentruber.

Haller, Donna Lee Martin, 46,

Denver, Pa. Born: Aug. 20, 1946,

Ephrata Twp., Pa., to Charles

W. and Naomi (Stehman) Mar-
tin. Died: Nov. 20, 1992, Denver,

Pa., of cancer. Survivors—hus-

band: John David Haller; step-

mother: Lois Miller Martin; chil-

dren: Duane, Jodi; brother:

Jesse D. Martin. Funeral: Nov.

24, Ephrata Mennonite Church,

by J. Elvin Martin, A. Richard

Weaver, and Leroy Martin.

Burial: Indiantown Mennonite
Church Cemetery.

Kiertscher, Richard George,
59. Born: April 1, 1933, Kitche-

ner, Ont., to Michael and Sara

(Fleicher) Kiertscher. Died:

Nov. 10, 1992, Kitchener, Ont.,

of heart failure. Survivors

—

wife: Ruth Caroline (Gerber)

Kiertscher; children: Peter
Todd, Caroline Dawn; one
grandson. Funeral: Nov. 13, Stir-

ling Avenue Mennonite Church,

by David T. Martin. Burial: First

Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Kratz, Harvey Wisler, 82,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Oct. 23,

1910, Silverdale, Pa., to Harvey
and Lydia (Wisler) Kratz. Died:

Nov. 7, 1992, Sellersville, Pa., of

respiratory failure. Survivors

—

children: Kenneth M., Harold

M., Mary L. Clayton, John H,
Betty Ann Reiter, Doris W.;
brothers and sisters: Bertha
Kratz, Amos W., Roland W.,

Alton W., 20 grandchildren, 30

great-grandchildren; one great-

great-grandchild. Predeceased
by: Edna (Moyer) Kratz (wife)

and Clyde (son). Funeral and
burial: Nov. 10, Plains Menno-
nite Church, by Richard J.

Lichty and Gerald C. Studer.

Miller, J. Melvin, 51, Mountville,

Pa. Born: Dec. 16, 1940, Mount
Joy Twp., Pa., to Ezra E. and
Eva (Ruhl) Miller. Died: Oct. 24,

1992, Lancaster, Pa. Survivors

—

brother and sisters: Leslie,

Charlene Fry, and Lois Hilsher.

Funeral: Oct. 28, Frank S. MQler
Funeral Home, by J. Nelson
Bechtold. Burial: Good Menno-
nite Church Cemetery.

Miller, Mary Elizabeth (Veil),

93. Born: Aug. 25, 1899, Johns-

town, Pa., to Ralph Lee and
Susan (Weaver) Veil. Died: Oct.

25, 1992, Johnstown, Pa., of

heart failure. Survivors—daugh-

ters: Joanne Zone, Margaret
Vizi; sisters: Ruth Gilroy, Mar-

garet Wiesheier; 9 grandchildren,

15 great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Chauncey Miller (hus-

band). Congregational member-
ship: Weaver Mennonite Church.

Funeral: Oct. 28, Owen Kitterer

Funeral Home, by Harold E.

Thomas. Burial: Richland Cem-
etery.

Rabe, Horst L., 62, Markham,
Ont. Born: June 2, 1930, Ham-
burg, Germany, to Willy and
Marie Rabe. Died: Nov. 7, 1992,

Port Charolette, Fla., of a heart

attack. Survivors—wife: Frieda

Rabe; children: Olaf, Elizabeth,

Eric; sister: Elka Dwenger; 8

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Dagmar (daughter) Funeral:

Nov. 12, Wideman Mennonite
Church, by Lawrence Burk-

holder and Steve Drudge.
Burial: Rouge Valley Mennonite

Church Cemetery.

Short, Harold Henry, 80,

Wauseon, Ohio. Born: April 22,

1912, Wauseon, Ohio, to Andrew
and Mary (Miller) Short. Died:

Nov. 12, 1992, Toledo, Ohio.

Survivors—wife: Grace (Frey)

Short; children: Merrill, Ever-

ett, Arnold, Geraldine Cooper,

Ernestine Lehman, Brenda
Shelby, Roslyn; brothers and

sisters: Elden, Lawrence D.,

Louella Yoder, Viola Rufenacht,

Lillie, Beulah Troyer, Florence

Aeschliman, Martha Miller; 16

grandchildren. Funeral: Nov. 16,

Zion Mennonite Church, by

Ellis Croyle and Dee Swartz.

Burial: Pettisville Cemetery.

She wrote the first substantive Anabaptist

Mennonite history in 1884, and he wrote

"The Anabaptist Vision" fifty years ago.

Today Mennonites are still nourishing that heritage.

Join the family of Anna Brons, Harold S. Bender,

Mennonite Historical Bulletin and the members
who are supporting Anabaptist and

Mennonite history.

*L Mennonite Church 3L

Historical Association

1700 South Main Street, Goshen, Indiana 46526
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Sometimes
feeding
hungry
people
means

planting
a

passion
fruit
tree

MCC workers around the world help people grow their own food so

they can be self-sufficient. In Brazil MCC agriculturalists work with

farmers' groups, testing crops and experimenting with non-toxic

pesticides. To lessen the risk of total crop failure, MCC encourages

Brazilians to diversify their farms by planting fruit trees, raising

rabbits and goats and keeping bees.

Committee

Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500. Akron. PA

17501-0500

|717|859-1 151 (717)859-3889

Mennonite Central Committee Canada
134 Plaza Drive. Winnipeg. MB R3T 5K9

(204)261-6381
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THE LAST WORD

Who's in charge here, anyway?
Now it's nothing I can prove. I could be dead

wrong about this. But I think I detect something
new for many of us who live in the United States.

It's been with us now since Tuesday, Nov. 3.

That's the day Bill Clinton, age 46, was
elected the 42nd president of the U.S. It's the

day a whole new group of us came to realize

that our leader is now younger than we.

In a letter I received soon afterward, one of

my good friends put it this way: "It's scary to re-

alize the president of the United States was
born in the same year as I!"

An older friend, who had just buried his fa-

ther, wrote this personal note at the bottom of

the obituary: "I am now the patriarch of the fam-

ily, which, along with the fact that Bill Clinton

will be the first president who is younger than I,

makes me take note of my age."

Now why might we be uneasy? Why has age

become so important?

For me, I'll admit, it's because I've always

found some comfort in the fact that those in

charge have, for the most part, been older than

I. With age comes wisdom, doesn't it? So the

U.S. president, at least, had to know how to

solve the budget deficit, clean up the environ-

ment, and get drugs off the streets. What was
lacking, conventional wisdom had it, was polit-

ical will.

But then came Nov. 3, and the election of the

second youngest president in U.S. history. In

one electoral leap, many more of us became part

of the older generation. With that move came a

disquieting sense that perhaps we had been look-

ing to the wrong place for solutions to our prob-

lems.

We've become suspicious that maybe, just

maybe, a 46-year-old president struggles to find

ways to deal with this world's difficulties every

bit as much as I, a 53-year-old ordinary citizen.

In fact, he may even have fewer ideas, if experi-

ence counts for anything.

But might we also be uneasy because we have

to give up an illusion? No longer can we be con-

tent to think that answers to difficult questions

are "out there," that someone in charge can

solve what we won't or can't.

Needing to have answers seems to be a bur-

den of leadership these days, be it government
or church or most anywhere else. Problems are

for leaders to solve. The rest of us stand by,

ready to critique their solutions, once they find

them.

When we're honest about it, of course, we
know this can't work. Leadership can solve noth-

ing without the ideas and the cooperation of

those who follow. The U.S. deficit will not be re-

duced with "creative financing"; it will take a de-

crease in the demands of the country's citizens.

Little in the environment will get cleaned up
through legislation and regulation; what is

needed are new lifestyles that use less and recy-

cle more.

That's true no matter what age the president

is. But now that he's younger than many more of

us, perhaps we're also coming to realize we can no
longer pass the buck. It has to stop with us.—jlp

New names, new ideas

This time of year brings a great deal of excite-

ment and a certain amount of sadness to the

Gospel Herald staff. Both accompany changes to

our editorial consulting staff.

The excitement comes with new people bring-

ing new ideas. This year's new consultants are

Martha Kolb-Wyckoff of Taftsville, Vt., and
Diane Zaerr of Iowa City, Iowa.

Both are pastors. Martha leads the Taftsville

Chapel Mennonite Fellowship. Diane is co-pas-

tor of First Mennonite in Iowa City.

In addition, Martha notes she has a special

interest in interpreting the Myers-Briggs Per-

sonality Inventory (that should make for inter-

esting consulting staff meetings). Diane finds rec-

reation in "playing" at farming.

Our sadness comes as two consultants leave

our group. One of these is Robert Hartzler, Free-

man, S.D., now conference minister for the

Northern District of the General Conference

Mennonite Church. The other is Sue Clemmer
Steiner, pastor of the St. Jacobs (Ont.) Menno-
nite Church.

Gospel Herald is indebted to both for creative

ideas and suggestions during their two years

with us.—jlp



The baby in the feeding trough, the angel said,

would bring days when you not only got picked up

at kindergarten but vacation would last forever.
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Christmas means
we'll get picked up
Why has Christmas turned into such an
orgy of wrappings and tinsel? Could it

be our behavior, in its terribleness,

masks a sadness that deserves a balm?

As much part of Christmas as tinsel and

holly seems to be the required moaning
about our corruption of this holiday. In-

deed, we do turn Christmas into an orgy of indul

gence. Stores count on the days before

Christmas to stay solvent. Landfills count on

Christmas to feed their hunger for torn wrappers

and broken trinkets. Then, in January, counsel-

ors bandage those turned morose by Christmas

hopes raised too high.

I'm not satisfied, however, just to bewail

Christmas depravity. I wonder why we're so

driven to act this way. Might our behavior,

though terrible, mask a sadness deserving balm?

It's dangerous to diagnose social ills by com-

paring them to personal experience, but I'll risk

it. There are times I've yearned for trinkets, for

things to fill my tear-filled soul. I remember
being 14, living in Mexico City with my mission-

ary parents, and going to high school by corre-

spondence. 1 spent my days alone in my room,

studying a little and reading novels a lot.

Shy and lonely, I fell into severe depression. I

felt like I think a daughter of mine once did. She
had just begun kindergarten. For a few weeks

by

Michael

A. King
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In our aloneness the angel says, "Don't

be afraid! I am here with good news
for you, . . . This very day in David's town
your Savior was born—Christ the Lord!"

she managed to suppress the panic caused by a

strange place, a new teacher, new classmates.

Then the panic surfaced as a terror that per-

sisted for months: no one, she feared, would
pick her up. There she would stay forever aban-

doned in that alien place.

What / feared as a teenager was that all life

was a scary kindergarten from which no one
would pick me up. How to go on? I found one

small release. Shopping. For science fiction

books, especially. I would ride on the subway to

a shopping center and handle the books. Eventu-

ally I would buy. Between anticipating shopping,

doing it, and briefly enjoying my purchase, I

sometimes made a whole day bearable.

And that, I suspect, gives us a clue to our

Christmas emptiness. We're a depressed

and frightened people—as polls and the

media and our own anecdotal evidence persis-

tently have shown us this year. I don't know all

the reasons. But I think we act so frenzied at

Christmas not finally because we're so terrible

but because we're so scared. We sense we have

lost our way. Our culture has lost its way. We're
afraid we have no heavenly parent. We fear no
one will pick us up. So we shop.

But there's an odd story in an odd book called

Luke (2:1-20, TEV). Once there was a census; all

the people had to go to their home towns to reg-

ister their names. This would maybe tell the rul-

ers how many people there were to pay taxes.

One traveler was Joseph. He went to Bethle-

hem to register. He went there because that was
where King David had been born, and Joseph
was a descendant of the king. Now King David

meant a lot to Joseph and his people. Although
David had reigned a thousand years before, they

still remembered his rule (not always accurately)

as a time when life was safe and joyful. In

David's time, they thought, you could have

counted on being picked up from kindergarten.

Joseph was married to Mary. She went with

him to Bethlehem. She was pregnant. Mary most
likely did not want her baby to come at this

time, with all the inns full and only a stable va-

cant. But this, the baby of course decided, was
the moment. Mary wrapped him in some cloths

to help his body grow straight. Then she put

him in the only crib she had, a feeding trough.

The scene shifts. "There were some shep-

herds in that part of the country who
were spending the night in the fields, tak-

ing care of their flocks." Shepherds. Did life feel

to them like one sad, endless kindergarten day?

Maybe. Theirs was a lowly, dead-end life. If a

heavenly parent picked anyone up, they would
be the last. Shepherds would be the kids sitting

in the corner, after all the other kids were gone,

tears and snot mingling.

But what happened? The kindergarten door
opened. The heartbroken children looked up,

afraid to let hope revive. And then: "An angel of

the Lord appeared to them, and the glory of the

Lord shone over them. They were terribly afraid,

but the angel said to them, 'Don't be afraid! I

am here with good news for you, which will bring

great joy to all people. This very day in David's

town your Savior was born—Christ the Lord!'"

That very baby in the feeding trough, the

angel meant, would bring days like the people

thought King David had brought, days when
maybe you not only got picked up at kindergar-

ten but Christmas vacation lasted forever. That
baby was and is God opening the world's door

and saying, "I'm here. I didn't forget. I'm sorry

you were scared. Here. Let me dry the tears."

How do we trust this is anything but a pretty

story? It's not easy. At fourteen I was too doubt-

And the angels
by Pierre Lugbull

But the angel said to them, "Do not be

afraid; for see—/ am bringing you good
news of great joy for all the people: to you

is born this day in the city of David a Savior, who
is the Messiah, the Lord. . . . And suddenly there

was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly

host, praising God and saying, "Glory to God in

the highest heaven, and on earth peace among
those whom he favors!" (Luke 2:10-11, 14).

The angels left, years passed, century followed

century, until a certain time when once again it

was Christmas. It was about the 2000th Christ-

mas, and it arrived nearly unnoticed. Is anyone

surprised that each day there's an evening and a

morning? So the arrival of this old and tired holi-

day no longer stirred many people.

Fortunately, however, communications special-

ists had been alert and able to give Christmas a

new look. After studying the market, they rede-

signed Christmas to better suit the average cus-

tomer. The old name remained because of the
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filled and fearful to let the story heal me. We're

each fourteen, or five, or ninety but feeling

three. Life has torn us. How do we trust that

through it all God lives and sends a Savior?

There is no simple answer. I only know this:

over years and through many fears I've found

that times do come when I feel picked up at kin-

dergarten. I felt picked up when I realized that,

despite my awkward loneliness, my parents

loved me, imperfectly but truly. I felt picked up

in college years when, instead of shopping de-

pression away, I learned that exchanging pain

with friends brought joy.

Ifeel picked up as, in hindsight, I see God
when he has turned meaningful many seem-

ingly meaningless times. Precisely in those

hard teen years, for example, God was helping

me store the words and pains and passions I

would later put in articles and sermons.

So when I hear the story of that baby, it sends

shivers up my spine. I believe it now. I believe

there was born that day in the city of David a

Savior. No one can prove it. We must each fum-

ble our own way toward believing it. But if we
and our lonely culture ever truly trusted that

story, our Christmas frenzy would ease, and our

dying society would find new life.

We sit by the kindergarten door. We shop to

forget the hurt. We scurry. We smile. As my kin-

dergarten daughter once said, "At school I fill up my
mind with happy thoughts so I'll forget I'm scared."

But sometimes, she also admitted, "I'm just too

sad. Then I cry very quietly so no one will notice."

Into the quiet crying underlying our Christmas

orgies, God sends a baby. "And this is what will

prove it to you," Luke says. "You will find a

baby wrapped in cloths and lying in a manger."

What sign proves it today is for each of us to dis-

cover. But for each the sign is there, awaiting

the day we can see it and then rejoice. "I see

Mom. I see Dad. Oh, I see God! I've been

picked up, and now I can go home."

Michael A. King, Philadelphia, Pa., is a Herald

Press book editor, Salford Mennonite Church

(Harleysville, Pa.) associate pastor, and free-lance

writer and speaker.

interfered with Christmas
strong sentimental attachments it had. But tak-

ing into account the most recent opinion polls,

the marketing experts freed the holiday from its

outdated traditions. For example, you now had

an option of choosing the baby for the manger

scene: Jesus, Muhammad, or Buddha.

The important things about Christmas were

still there: the supermarkets with their syr-

upy music, the streets festooned with col-

ored lights, the clicking of the cash registers, the

hurrying throngs, the overexcited children. Yes,

and there were still happy sounds around the

table, the noise of crumpled paper from the

opening of gifts, the exclamations—and always

and everywhere, the old Christmas carols.

At this 2000th or so Christmas, there were

other noises in the distance: the whine of bullets,

the explosion of mines, the roar of artillery, the

thunder of jets, the cries of the wounded. Christ-

mas was near: the protests of strikers, the griefs

of families torn apart, the wails of the dying.

Christmas: the murmurs of the hungry, the

screams of the tortured. Another Christmas of

noises, of fury, of music and singing—nearly the

2000th.

That night, then, a family was making merry

with friends around a festive table, to the back-

ground music of "Silent Night" and "O Holy

Night." They were also listening to the tunes of

"Gloria in excelsis Deo . . . peace on earth." Sud-

denly, the compact disc player stopped. What a

thing to have happen on Christmas Eve!

The family soon discovered the problem

wasn't the player—other discs played normally.

Apparently there was something wrong with the

Christmas discs. The family decided to try some
other music so that the party wouldn't be ru-

There was silence in heaven—a majestic

silence showing for eternity how ridicu-

lous and how futile the disturbances

and troubles earth had accumulated.
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What
would
Christmas
be without

songs,

without a
message,

with noth-

ing to

hear? Ex-

cept a ma-
jestic si-

lence.

Then a
trumpet
sounds.

The time

of grace
has ended.

ined. It didn't take long, but no sound either

from the other discs they'd found! All the discs

played except those with Christmas songs.

"Let's go to midnight mass for a change—at

least there we'll hear the songs we can't hear

here." But as they put on their coats by the

Christmas tree . . . "Look! Who took the baby

Jesus from the manger? He isn't there."

They left for the church. What . . . still closed?

No lights? Many people were waiting outside.

Conversations began, and people start telling each

other about their silent carols. "Oh, really? That

happened to you too?" And then someone men-

tioned the baby, gone from the manger. "That's

strange . . . the same thing happened to us!"

"Well, we had a baby Muhammad this year, for

a change, and he was still there when we left."

Someone telephoned the priest to find out why
the church was still closed. "When I dialed, it

didn't even ring—there was only silence."

Here was something to stir the imagina-

tion—but no one said anything. Christ-

mas without songs, without a message,

without even the most trite words—nothing to

hear. It was then that they heard it—a silence, a

deafening silence from heaven. They stood as if

petrified.

And over there, in the distance, other people

heard the silence too. A crushing silence which

stilled the weapons, brought the planes to earth,

froze the torturers in their work, and turned the

eyes of the despairing toward heaven. A silence

much more powerful than had been the voice of

the heavenly army that first Christmas night.

That evening, "there was in heaven a silence of

about half an hour." A heavenly silence obliterat-

ing all earthly noises. A total silence that no one

had the power or the will to break. A majestic si-

lence, showing for eternity how ridiculous and fu-

tile are the disturbances and troubles the earth

had accumulated day after day, century after cen-

tury—hundreds of Christmases, thousands of

years of grace, of songs, of noise, of fury—just

until that year, that ultimate year of grace when
comes the total silence.

At that moment, one would want to cry out, to

say all that one has never said, but no sound

comes. Then a trumpet sounds. The time of

grace has ended.

Pierre Lugbull, Montbeliard, France, is the editor

of Christ Seul, the monthly French Mennonite pub-

lication, This article first appeared in that publica-

tion and was translated for Gospel Herald by

Marian Hosteller.

"All this took place to fulfill

what had been spoken by the
Lord through the prophet:

'Look, the virgin shall conceive
and bear a son, and they shall

name him Emmanuel/ "

—Matt. 1:22-23, NRSV
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READERS SAY

It
was heart warming to see that re-

pentance is once again in the vocabu-

lary and action of conference

leaders—Confessing Our Sins to

Each Other (Nov. 10). For far too long

abuse of authority, with its resultant

many forms of deception and immoral-

ity, has had major attempts of cover

up. This has only brought wounding to

many and stagnation to the church—as

well as a delay in the ability of God to

work among us.

Lillian and Percy Gerig

Lebanon, Ore.

W"want to affirm your editorial policy

I of openness to report churchwide

J-leaders who have fallen into sexual

sin. Several years ago, in about one

year, three close pastor-friends (each

participated in my wedding) either re-

signed from their ministry or were disci-

plined. All three would not yield to the

consensus of the very persons whose

spiritual counsel they would have

trusted most one year previously.

I believe the church's current open-

ness in reporting leaders' sin might

have helped at least two of them be in

their ministry today. With one, it was

not until after his fall and resignation

that I and others around him learned

that he had also fallen in a previous pas-

torate. I want to hope that if we had

known of his past weakness, we could

have strengthened him in that area

through accountability. With another,

because his sin was never named, many

who valued his ministry sided with him

when he rejected the discipline and

counsel of his peers. They would not

have sided with him if even broad spe-

cifics of his sin had been given.

It may be that if those cases hap-

pened today, none of them would have

gotten mentioned in Gospel Herald. I un

derstand only persons with churchwide

influence are reported. But I have

shared what I experienced to point out

some healthy consequences of expo-

sure—ones that, in my mind, outweigh

the negative consequences which many
have pointed out on these pages.

Harold N Miller

.Corning, N.Y.

even Months of Tough Lessons

(Sept. 29). I have followed some

of the articles and letters in Gos

pel Herald over the last several months

concerning sexual misconduct and

abuse. I commend you for your courage

S:

in reporting instances of sexual abuse

and misconduct as well as publishing

guidelines for reporting of these in-

stances.

The Mennonite church I pastor has

also had to face a situation of sexual

misconduct involving a lay leader in our

congregation. I counseled both persons

involved to confess publicly to the con-

gregation. They did, and the congrega-

tion responded with forgiveness.

I was encouraged by the willingness

of the couple to confess their sin and

ask for forgiveness from God and their

brothers and sisters in Christ. I was dis-

appointed by some of the responses to

their confession. But these paralleled

some you have received in Gospel Her-

ald:

"We should not know about this. It's

not our business. You shouldn't have to

confess publicly. It's between you and

God."

"If God has forgiven this sin, who are

we to judge? Their sin is between them

and God."

"What you [the church] have made
them do is mean and cruel."

"Confessing this openly will only

cause the gossip about this to increase."

"You shouldn't judge unless you have

no sin in your own life. Since that's im-

possible, don't point out the sins of oth-

ers until yours are all cleaned up."

These kinds of responses discounted

the confession made and hurt the per-

sons confessing. In essence they say,

"It wasn't necessary for you to confess.

I don't want to deal with your sin and

pain because then I might have to con-

fess and face my own sin. I don't want

to be responsible to hold you account-

able as you promised in your baptism

and membership vows." These kinds of

responses are symptoms of not wanting

to face the brokenness among us. In

spite of this, God has been gracious to

us and has brought healing in the midst

Pontius' Puddle

THE ST&TOS OF fMKvSTttV \S

OECREfkSlMGr, THE CHORCH VS

•RUNHINGr OUT 0^ fAOMEV TO ?&Y

EXPECTED TO WORK KORE

of the brokenness in our congregation.

May God bless you as you strive to

provide a paper that gives food for

thought as well as one that reports sig-

nificant events in the life of the Menno-

nite Church.

Name withheld by request

Amen to Willard Swartley's article,

What Is the Relation of the

Creator to the Created? (Nov.

17).

Elvina N. Martens

Sterling, III.

I'm
confused. Recently I participated

in a discussion about whether to use

the word "peace" in the subtitle of a

magazine I publish. When I asked for

some reaction in a Sunday school class,

I did not get what I expected. There

was a strong objection to the use of

peace in the subtitle. "It's too politi-

cal." "It may give people the wrong im-

pression." "The word peace has a

connotation I am not comfortable with."

The association Anabaptists have had

with peacemaking over the years has

been a good one. I believe it is one of

the things that identifies us in the

world as a people who are trying to live

what we understand Christ taught. If

that identification raises some ques-

tions, that is good. It may lead to some

discussion of why we believe what we

do and give us opportunity to share our

faith.

I am concerned by what appears to

be an attitude that avoids confrontation

and discussion. I believe our faith be-

comes strongest when it is challenged

and we have to explain what we believe

and why we believe it. To avoid these

discussions leads to complacency,

stunted spiritual growth, and a shift in

priorities.

Art Oswald
Topeka, Ind.

Tl^E TO
,
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What should we believe about women and leadership? (part 2)

Freedom allows us to celebrate

We must recognize the Bible gives little

attention to gender roles. It does not

defend a particular division of labor for

males or females as religiously important

by George R. Brunk III

Pat Barron,

Omaha, Neb.,

is a member
of the Menno-
nite Board of

Congregation-

al Ministries:

freedom de-

pends on

respect for the

characteris-

tics God has

given to each.

For the Christian, any discussion of the role

of women in leadership must be based on
the Scriptures. But when we go to the

Bible for guidance on this subject, we find some
surprises.

One is that the Bible gives very little attention

to the subject of gender roles. Measured against

the amount of biblical material on other sub-

jects, women and leadership comes up for very

little attention.

Even more important, the Bible rarely takes

up the question for deliberate theological reflec-

tion. That is, the Bible does not defend a partic-

ular division of labor for males and females as re-

ligiously important. This is indeed surprising,

since society was male-dominated (patriarchal)

during all of the time covered by the Bible. Fur-

thermore, in Gen. 1-3, a rare instance where the

writer does reflect on this question, patriarchy is

discussed in a negative light.

The examples of women in leadership in the

Bible are few. But it is significant that no criti-

cism is ever expressed of this leadership role for

women. Nor does any element of surprise or

apology show up.

There are those passages that limit what a

woman should do in the church (e.g., 1 Cor.

14:33-40, 1 Tim. 2:11-15—for a discussion of

these, see last week's Gospel Herald). But these

passages never appear to be the first order of

concern for Paul. In writing these, Paul was re-

sponding to a problem that had risen in the

church, not prescribing a theological principle

for the community of believers. This is rear-

guard theology, not front-line theology. It is

corrective, not foundational.

This does not mean these texts of Paul are of

no consequence and can be ignored. Nor are we
to conclude that a faith perspective is irrelevant

to the question of gender roles. But what we
must realize is that the Bible is content to let

this issue open largely to the discretion of God's

people. Nothing in the Bible indicates that the

gender role question is an essential teaching at

the heart of biblical faith.

At the root of Paul's thought on these matters

are the concepts of freedom and order. We hear

in these words a tension—or even a contradic-

tion. But these two always exist together in life

in one kind of mix or another. Human society is

always searching for a better balance between
them.

But freedom and order do not have the same
weight in Paul's writing. Freedom and equality

are his primary concerns. Decency and order

—

reflected in his writing on headship and submis-

sion of women—are secondary concerns. The lat-

ter serve to protect the integrity of freedom and

equality.

Freedom. Paul was a preacher of freedom

in Christ. The letter to Galatians makes
this evident. As an early letter of Paul's, it

established his understanding of the gospel and

became a point of departure for all his other

writings.

Here is where we find the classic freedom and

equality passage
—

"neither male nor female"
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all the gifts from the Spirit

(Gal. 3:28). What is novel about this passage,

when contrasted to God's earlier covenant with

Israel, is the removal of enslavement through the

freedom of redemption and inclusion in God's

family.

That this new freedom bears on gender rela-

tionships is evident not only in Galatians. It

shows up in the creation account in a negative

way. When God tells Eve that her husband

"shall rule over you" (Gen. 3:16), we note that a

freedom given to woman at creation was now

taken away. It was lost because of sin. Freedom

is the ideal; it has the highest place in God's pur-

poses for the human race.

Paul preached a gospel of freedom to his con-

verts. He taught them a form of community life

that expresses this freedom in the use of all the

gifts the Spirit gives to them (see 1 Cor. 14).

Only when an abuse of this freedom occurred

did Paul intervene to restrict this freedom.

Paul's strategy was to proclaim a message of

new freedom in Christ that broke through estab-

Our life together in the freedom

of the Spirit will allow us to

use all the gifts God has given

to us and to the church.

lished forms of life and social structures. On
some issues, such as Jew-Gentile relations, he

was more insistent for this freedom than he was

when discussing slavery or male-female relation-

ships. This was apparently because of his under-

standing of the social conditions of his time, not

because of his theology. At least the Bible gives

us no indication this was his theology.

This strategy is also the best one for the

church in any situation. The progress of the gos-

pel depends on the breakthrough to new levels

of freedom in the Spirit. Further, the fences that

we erect to protect these new gains (which we

must do at times) must not become ends in

themselves that restrict advances to new free-

dom.
Church history has numerous examples of this.

In times of spiritual renewal, the role of women
in church life typically flowers. As time passes

and the church becomes increasingly institu-

tionalized, the roles of men and women are dif-

ferentiated, at the expense of women. Our own
Anabaptist-Mennonite history is one example,

among many.

Order. Order was also an important con-

cern of Paul's. Order is rooted in God.

"God is not a God of disorder but of

peace," Paul wrote (1 Cor. 14:33). "All things

should be done decently and in order" (14:40).

A key word in all these passages is submis-

sion—or, better, subordination. The latter

means, literally, "to order under." Although the

word itself is not found in the 1 Cor. 11 passage,

the concept here is the same. In fact, every pas-

sage in the Bible that deals with gender distinc-

tion is basically concerned with the question of

order.

The principle of order (but not a fixed pat-

tern) is something God has stamped in human

nature. Wherever human beings exist, we create

order around ourselves. We govern our relation-

ships by written and unwritten rules. Leadership

emerges, and lines of authority are established.

Order is inevitable if chaos is not to be allowed

to take over.

Social order is good. When individuals know

their place and role in a group, that group func-

tions well. Structure and order also enhance the

well-being of the individuals who know then-

place and how to work toward new roles.

Social order is also evil. Order can crush the

person who does not fit into the pattern. Order

tends to become an end in itself, one that needs

tighter and tighter definition. More and more en-

ergy then goes into preserving order. Eventually,

order can stifle the very freedom that it was

meant to serve.

Here is where we can begin to understand the

tension between freedom and order. These ten-

sions are evident in the biblical discussion of the

subordination of women and the headship of

men. It is a difficult tension to understand. Even

Paul was vague about how it worked out in prac-

tice. We must use the larger biblical frame of ref-

erence about freedom and order to guide our in-

terpretation of Paul on this point.

Apparently Paul felt, out of his life experi-

ence and the Scripture, that God had

given the male qualities that would make

him more likely to take leadership roles. To the

best of my knowledge, this has never been dis-

proved, though it is disputed. Centuries of

human experience in many cultures give some

support to the idea.

However, what can also be proved, from

human experience and from the Scriptures, is

that what may generally be true is not always

true in specific instances. Many times women
have as much—and more—"headship" gifts than
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The acceptance of women into leader-

ship by the church is not a concession to

the values of a non-Christian society. It

is a question of biblical faithfulness.

the men with whom they live.

It is here that we must apply the test of good
and evil order. A social order that recognizes the

inherent qualities of gender is good. An order

that does not recognize the free variety of indi-

vidual gifts is bad; it enslaves rather than frees.

Does not this variety itself illustrate that God en-

joys the freedom of not creating all persons to

conform to that general order of creation on
which Paul based his headship principle?

It is Paul's own teaching, then, which finally

undermines a rigid patriarchal society. With
headship Paul was not describing a divine pat-

tern that was inflexible law. Rather, he was
pointing to the fact that our freedom depends
on respect for the characteristics with which
God has created each of us.

If we have this respect for individual character-

istics, we will not have to decide whether male
headship has some permanent truth, or whether
it was just part of Paul's adaptation to his cul-

ture. Our life together in the freedom of the

Spirit—and in celebration of how God has made

us special as individuals—will allow us to use all

the gifts God has given to us and to the church.

This is the full meaning of Paul's teaching on
freedom and order.

Whatever we may conclude about the exact

meaning of headship in Paul's writings, there is

one thing we can conclude: the exclusion of

women with leadership gifts and calling from
using those gifts in the church is unwarranted.

The Bible does not, on principle, limit the

leadership opportunities of women in any way.

Guidelines for leadership apply to both men and
women equally. Nor is the acceptance of women
into leadership by the church a concession to

the values of a non-Christian society. It is a ques-

tion of biblical faithfulness.

George R. Brunk III is the dean of Eastern Menno-
nite Seminary, Harrisonburg, Va., and a member
of the Lindale Mennonite Church. For the 1 989-

91 biennium, George served as moderator of the

Mennonite Church. He is also an editorial consul-

tant for this magazine.
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CHURCH NEWS

Denominations face common problems:

stewardship, membership, leadership

Chicago (Meetinghouse)—"We all expe-

rience the same problems: stewardship,

membership, and leadership."

With those words Don Miller, general

secretary of the Church of the Brethren

(CB), summarized what he was hearing at

this year's annual meeting of the Council

of Moderators and Secretaries (CMS)

Dec. 5-6.

CMS is a fraternal group of the chief

elected officers and head staff of six

Mennonite and Brethren denominations.

Stewardship and money received by far

the most attention this year. Each of the

six groups reported the same financial

dilemmas: more funds staying in local

congregations, less money available for

churchwide programs.

The General Conference Mennonite

Church (GCMC), for example, is $132,000

behind budget in contributions this year,

according to General Secretary Vern Pre-

heim.

Why the change from churchwide to

local?

Most answers focused on the "baby

boomer" generation. "The problem is

their mentality," said Harvey Sider, mod-

erator of the Brethren in Christ. "They

want to give to special projects, not to the

unified budget."

Miller agreed: "CB baby boomers are

so consistent in their giving to special

projects our unified giving program is in

shambles."

But not everyone accepted the baby-

boomer explanation. Daryl Fast, GCMC
moderator, felt work needs to be done

with members over 50.

"Hasn't it always been true that older

rather than younger people support the

church financially?" asked Fast. "Is there

anything new in working with the baby

boomers?"
Several denominations reported facing

major changes because of shifts in giving

patterns. The BIC have a proposal to

reduce seven church boards to two, ac-

cording to Sider.

Miller noted the CB are appealing to

individuals directly for gifts. In five years

they have raised $10 million in this way

—

$7 million of it deferred gifts. "We have a

wonderful future—if we can get there," he

said.

Discussion of funding became most in-

tense in a meeting with the executive

committee of Mennonite World Confer-

ence (MWC). CMS executives found

themselves telling MWC no more money
was available from their groups (see

"Empty coffers," page 10).

Baptism and the Lord's Supper. Oth-

er common issues emerging at the CMS
meeting included baptism, the Lord's

Supper, and ordination.

Several leaders noted their pastors are

struggling with whether to require re-

baptism of adults who testify to a rela-

tionship with Jesus Christ but who were

baptized as children. Discussion revealed

practice in the six groups is not uniform.

Others asked about who should be al-

lowed to participate in the Lord's Supper.

Specifically, what should be the status of

children who have grown up in the church

family?

Ordination—whether for life or for a

specific task—continues to be a question

for several Mennonite denominations.

Marvin Hein, executive secretary for the

Mennonite Brethren reported a church-

wide study of ordination in his group. Don
Roth, president of the Evangelical Men-
nonite Church (EMC), said: "We even

have several pastors who do not want to

be ordained."

CMS agreed to call a "faith and order"

consultation on these topics with its De-

cember 1993 meeting. Invited will be theo-

logians and persons currently working on

confession of faith statements in several

of the denominations.

Declines and increases. CMS re-

ported both declines and increases in

membership in their denominations. The
CB, for example, have lost 1,000 members
in each of the last 20 years. But Miller

noted those churches that have used a CB
evangelism program have experienced 10

percent membership growth.

James Lapp, general secretary for the

Mennonite Church (MC) and Preheim for

the GCMC reported growth, attributing

much of it to the Living in Faithful Evan-

gelism (LIFE) program each currently

conducts.

Also under discussion was sexual mis-

conduct and sexual abuse by church lead-

ers, an issue faced by all six CMS groups

in the past year. But they are not all at

the same point.

Roth noted inter-Mennonite coopera-

tion has become difficult for some EMCs
because of language and theology they

have heard at sexual abuse consultations.

Fraternal relationships. The moder-

ators and secretaries considered a request

from a Mennonite synod in Indonesia

(GKMI) for fraternal relations with some
Mennonite group in North America.

Lapp brought the request to CMS as

the result of a visit to Indonesia this past

summer. He reported that the GKMI

developed on its own as a Mennonite

church without mission activity. It is in-

terested in ties to a North American

group, other than through a mission

agency, that would allow visits and dia-

logue around significant church life issues.

CMS agreed that the MCs should pick

up on this request, since the request came
through its general secretary.

Also meeting with CMS was Carl Good
representing Mennonite Health Services

(MHS), an association of Mennonite

health care institutions. MHS is seeking

closer ties to the church "for advice and

accountability," according to Good.

CMS urged MHS to develop a "repre-

sentational model" that would put a rep-

resentative from each of the denomi-

nations on the MHS board.

During a worship service in its two-day

meeting, Vern Preheim summed up the

sentiments of CMS and its multifaceted

discussions with a reference to Jeremiah's

words to Israel. "We are not where we'd

like to be," said Preheim. "Yet we too can

claim God's promise, 'I know the plans I

have for you' (Jer. 29:11)."

—J. Lome Peachey

Budget cuts shorten
workers' term in Belgium
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)— Stephen and

Jean Gerber Shank hope to continue liv-

ing in Brussels, Belgium, following the

Sept. 30 conclusion of their 12 years as

Mennonite Board of Missions (MBM)
workers there.

Stephen—known for his one-person

play Revelation—has worked in drama, in

recent years under the umbrella of Tra-

peze. Jean has been developing a

children's peace education library. Both

have been active in other programs of the

Brussels Mennonite Centre and in a local

congregation.

In a round of budget reduction mea-

sures, MBM decided earlier this year to

terminate Shanks' support.

"We had to weigh an innovative minis-

try in the arts alongside financial con-

straints and other priorities with mission

partners around the world," says Alice

Roth, MBM vice-president for Overseas

Ministries.

Shanks' current MBM term would have

ended in mid- 1993. Friends who have

been interested in Trapeze are contribut-

ing to a transition-year fund to enable the

family to remain in Belgium and explore

options for permanent residence there.

—Phil Richard
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'Our coffers are empty,
North Americans tell

world conference

Chicago (Meetinghouse)—North Ameri-

can Mennonites believe in Mennonite

World Conference (MWC). But the cup-

board is bare.

That's the message the Council of Mod-
erators and Secretaries (CMS) gave to the

executive committee of MWC when they

met Dec. 5. MWC had requested the

meeting for counsel on how to proceed

with frozen or declining contributions to

its budget from North American member
denominations.

MWC Executive Secretary Larry Mill-

er, Strasbourg, France, noted his organi-

zation had recently adopted what it be-

lieves to be an equitable funding proposal

for the worldwide Mennonite church. De-

nominations in each country are being

asked to contribute to MWC on the basis

of the Gross National Product (GNP) of

that country multiplied by the member-
ship of the denomination.

According to Miller, the continent lag-

ging the most behind with the new for-

mula is North America. Because North

America has the highest GNP, "the future

of MWC rests with those of you on this

continent."

Miller noted that reduced revenues

could call into question a meeting of

MWC's General Council next year in

Zimbabwe.
Also at issue

is how to fund

work in prepa-

ration for

MWC's next
worldwide as-

sembly, tenta-

tively sched-

uled for January 1997 in India.

Although Assembly 13 will cost much
less than one held in North America or

Europe, one key to successful funding lies

in attendance from these two continents,

Miller said. Mennonites in India and other

two-thirds world nations do not have the

resources alone to fund the assembly

through registration.

"If 1,500 people from North America

and Europe came to India and paid the

same registration fee as they did in Win-

nipeg [MWC's last assembly in 1990], we
could run the assembly on registration

income alone and not have a deficit."

No one knows how many people from

these two continents will attend the next

assembly. Are there ways to fund an

assembly other than through registration

fees? Miller asked.

CMS leaders were not hopeful about

their ability to contribute any more funds

to MWC.
"There is no way we can increase bud-

get; we're having difficulty meeting our

own," said Vern Preheim, general secre-

tary of the General Conference Menno-

nite Church. James Lapp, general secre-

tary for the Mennonite Church said, "I

don't anticipate an increase, given the

current budget deficits we experience in

our group."

"The reality is there is no more money
coming into our coffers. We are not meet-

ing our budget, and our mission work is

in trouble," said Don Shafer, general sec-

retary for the Brethren in Christ.

Edmund Janzen, moderator for the

Mennonite Brethren (MB), cautioned

MWC to work only with the funds it has:

"Deficit language will not fly," he said.

"What I'm hearing from you is that you

believe in MWC and the international

church. But maybe we're priority number
three, and you only have money for one

and two," Miller summarized.

In an interview after the meeting, MWC
president Raul Garcia, Buenos Aires, Ar-

gentina, said, "I'm sorry about the situa-

tion in North America. It's good to fund

local programs, but please don't lose the

global vision."

Noting that Argentine Mennonites re-

ceived this vision from North American

missionaries, he continued: "We hope to

be in heaven together with you. To get to

that point, we have to start working to-

gether here."

Garcia reported Mennonites of Argen-

tina are working hard to contribute their

"fair share" to the MWC budget based on

the GNP funding proposal.
—J. Lome Peachey

Mennonite projects threatened by state of siege in Colombia
Bogota, Colombia (GCMC/MCC)—The

work of the inter-Mennonite development

foundation MENCOLDES and other non-

governmental organizations may be sub-

ject to surveillance by the Colombian

government in wake of that country's re-

cently declared state of siege.

MENCOLDES is a development orga-

nization of the Colombian Mennonite

churches. The churches were founded by

General Conference Mennonite Church

missionaries; Mennonite Central Com-
mittee (MCC) provides about one-third of

MENCOLDES' funding.

"Colombia is in a very critical situa-

tion," wrote Luis Correa, director of

MENCOLDES, in a Nov. 11 faxed "alert."

Violence is spiraling out of control, due to

skirmishes between the Colombian armed
forces and guerrilla forces as well as drug-

related lawlessness—assassinations and

bombings.

Shortly after the siege, the government

launched a series of drastic measures,

Correa continued.

One of the measures indicates that

"special auditing agencies will be created

for some entities which supposedly are

community-oriented which might serve as

a facade for the guerrillas."

This measure has a special impact in an

area of Bogota, Colombia's capital, where

MENCOLDES works with cooperative

stores and a library. Seventeen people

were assassinated in this suburb, Ciudad

Bolivar, between July 24-27. Therefore

the city government has declared the sec-

tor a "red zone."

"The leaders and anyone using the li-

brary or community stores are seen as

suspect," explains Elizabeth Soto, MCC
assistant secretary for Latin America.

"These actions jeopardize development

work in this impoverished community.

MENCOLDES members could be casu-

ally doing their work and be picked up or

disappeared by paramilitary squads."

Soto says that although Colombia's

guerrilla movement is one of Latin

America's oldest, many Colombians be-

lieve the current violence is primarily drug

cartel work.

"The government is ashamed to admit

the cartel is out of control, especially since

it received so many U.S. dollars to fight

drug trafficking, so it is creating an image

of a renewed guerrilla uprising," Soto

says.

Whatever the cause, impoverished peo-

ple are being victimized by the three

parties—the military, the drug cartel and

the guerrillas, Soto concludes.

"We believe, and with much reason,

that we will be experiencing some very

difficult times," Correa wrote on behalf of

MENCOLDES.
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Tree ornaments bring

income to Indian womenJ
Calcutta, India (MCC)— Christ- <\AK

mas ornament by Christmas or-

nament, Mahzabi Khan is fash-

ioning a better life for her three

daughters.

Khan often works as her hus-

band and daughters sleep, crouching on

the cement floor of the 5- by 15-foot room
that is their home. By the dim light of a

fluorescent tube, she glues sequins to

cardboard-backed velvet cutouts of trees,

bells and stars.

Khan's dreams of an education were cut

short when her parents arranged a mar-

riage for her at 15 and she became a

mother at 16.

She is determined her own daughters

will have more opportunities. Her earn-

ings help cover her daughters' school fees.

"I want my girls to stand on their own
feet," she explains. "With a good educa-

tion, they can become teachers or secre-

taries."

Khan works with Ashirwad, a group of

10 Calcutta women who make decorative

ornaments and mobiles. The women work
at home, snatching minutes between
household chores. They meet each week
in a Mennonite Central Committee
(MCC) Calcutta office storage shed.

There, surrounded by filing cabinets

and stacked boxes, they bring their fin-

ished ornaments, replenish supplies, learn

new patterns, and chat. Selfhelp Crafts of

the World, an MCC job creation and craft

marketing program, sells their products in

North America.

Margaret Devadason, MCC India busi-

ness manager, has supervised the project

since it began in 1989. As more orders

came in and the group expanded, the

women gave it a name: "Ashirwad," or

"blessings." This opportunity to earn

money is a blessing, they agreed.

Many in the group are married, like

Khan, but their families have little in-

come. Khan's husband, a salesman, earns

the equivalent of $19 (U.S.) monthly—not

enough to feed, clothe, shelter and edu-

cate their children.

When Khan first began working with

Ashirwad, she and her family lived with

her in-laws. Khan was the only daughter-

in-law; in traditional fashion much of the

household work for the large extended

family fell on her.

Khan's earnings doubled the family income

and enabled her, her husband, and their

children to move to their own small room.

At first, Khan recalls, they had to bor-

row cups, saucers, and bowls from neigh-

bors at mealtimes. Now she proudly

displays the cupboard and house-

hold items she has purchased.

Khan has gained more than ma-
terial blessings. In charge of

Ashirwad's quality control, she has

learned leadership skills. The other

women call her "big sister" and respect

her judgment when she checks their orna-

ments to be sure no pencil markings show,

sequins are pasted correctly, and piping

is straight.

Although Devadason still manages most
of the group's finances, she plans to train

the women to take over the bookkeeping.

She would also like them to purchase their

own supplies at the wholesale market.

However, the women, especially those

from Muslim homes, have lived sheltered

lives and are not yet ready to venture out

to the rough and tumble of the market, a

place Devadason describes as a "man's

world."

But Devadason has seen the women
grow in self-reliance. Male family mem-
bers used to accompany the women to

Ashirwad meetings; now the women come
confidently on their own.

Devadason also hopes to institute a

Mahzabi Khan works on a Christmas or-

nament, which will be sold in North Amer-

ica through Selfhelp Crafts of the World.

Though the designs are standard, the In-

dian women express their creativity by in-

corporating their own patterns. Some
women are Muslim and bring their love of

bright colors to their work.

savings plan for each woman. "The wom-
en give all their money to their families

and keep nothing for themselves," she

says. During the monsoon season, she set

money aside and purchased umbrellas for

the women so they would not get

drenched walking to their meetings.

Both Khan and Devadason agree the

women of Ashirwad have "great love for

each other."

"Although we come from Hindu, Mus-
lim, and Christian homes, we learned we
can share and work together," says

Khan.

—

Pearl Sensenig

Educational groups
meet for first time

Winnipeg, Man. (MBE)—More than 30

school administrators belonging to two
Mennonite educational associations in

North America met together for the first

time at Mennonite Brethren Collegiate

Institute and Concord College in Winni-

peg Nov. 6-7.

Fourteen Mennonite high schools in the

United States and Canada make up the

Mennonite Secondary Education Council,

founded in 1960. The Canadian Associa-

tion of Mennonite Schools, organized in

1977-78, includes more than 20 elemen-

tary, junior, and senior high schools, Bible

institutes, and colleges.

At the meeting, three guest speakers

focused on key aspects of the mission,

structure, and continuing viability of Men-
nonite schools in North America.

Christian schools invite students to un-

derstand their place in the world from the

perspective of God's revelation in history

and in Christ, noted David Schroeder,

instructor in New Testament and philos-

ophy at Canadian Mennonite Bible Col-

lege.

Donald Kraybill, professor of sociology

at Elizabethtown College, offered a

sweeping overview of the sociological

forces that affected the development and
closing of Mennonite schools in the

United States.

Ted Regehr, professor of history at the

University of Saskatchewan, gave a par-

allel presentation focused on the Cana-

dian scene.

The following discussion closed with

the question of whether Mennonite
schools simply reflect their constituencies

or play a leading role among them.

Schroeder concluded that, insofar as

the schools help their people to own the

tradition and prepare for the future, they

can play a prophetic role.
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First family with children

reflects on time in China
Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—The first family

with children to serve with China Educa-

tional Exchange (CEE) in the People's

Republic of China said that approach has

distinct advantages.

Del and Charlotte Holsopple Glick and

daughter, Renee, (now ten) spent two

years at Northeast University of Tech-

nology in Shenyang (Liaoning Province),

500 miles northeast of the capital city of

Beijing.

Glicks were overseas mission associates

with Mennonite Board of Missions. CEE
is an inter-Mennonite program based in

Harrisonburg, Va.

Del and Charlotte said Renee's pres-

ence played an important part in their

ministry.

"We were known outside the campus

because Renee was one of a few American

school children in a city of six million,"

Charlotte said.

"It was also a significant way to let

people know why we were there," she

continued. "During newspaper interviews,

Renee would be asked why she was in

China. She told of our assignment, but

would add that she wanted to learn about

the Chinese people.

"Her [presence] provided contacts and

relationships we probably wouldn't have

had otherwise," Charlotte said.

For her part, Renee said she enjoyed

her time in China (see "Trip to China,"

this page).

Glicks, with one child, fit well in China,

where a one-child policy has been in effect

since the early 1980s for population con-

trol.

"Many didn't believe we had only one

child," Del said with a chuckle. "They

thought we left some in the U.S."

Del and Charlotte Holsopple Glick with

their daughter Renee

One painful aspect of the one-child

policy results from a Chinese custom that

children care for their parents in old age.

According to Glicks, some of their stu-

dents wonder what they will do if and

when their only child travels overseas.

Beside teaching English classes, Del

and Charlotte lectured to students on

U.S. life and culture, including topics such

as Christianity, and family and marriage.

The Glicks said most opportunities to

share about their faith came after class

and in their home.

"Interest in religion and politics is

high," they said. "So we answered a lot of

questions and had ongoing conversations

with students and teachers."

"The Chinese realize that Marxism

can't provide all the answers," Del com-

mented. "Being there as Christians will

make a difference sooner or later."

"It's important to be there so we can

plant the seeds," Charlotte added. "If a

Chinese person thinks something like

Christianity is important enough, he or

she will take the necessary risks to find

the answer. So we plant the seed and trust

God for the results."

Glicks say the church is alive and well

and growing. The one large Protestant

church in Shenyang holds three Sunday

services with a total of 4,500 attending,

they report.

The Glick family returned to the U.S.

July 19 and are in a period of transition,

seeking next steps in their lives. For the

ten years prior to going to China, Del and

Charlotte were co-pastors of Waterford

Church, Goshen, Ind.—Phil Richard

Magazine rates MCC
among best charities
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—To help those

who want to give "wisely when the

need is great," Money magazine has

ranked the largest U.S. charities in order

of efficiency.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
ranked 12th in that list of 100 best-man-

aged U.S. relief and development chari-

ties, which appears in the December 1992

issue of Money. The magazine cites

MCC's low administrative overhead (7.9

percent) and low fund-raising costs (1.1

percent) as reasons why MCC can use a

high percentage of its income for program.

MCC is the service, relief, and devel-

opment agency of the Mennonite and

Brethren in Christ churches in North

America.

Currently about 900 MCC workers in 50

countries serve in assignments such as

community development, food produc-

tion, health, and education.

"MCC would not expect to be number

one on Money magazine's list," said John

A. Lapp, MCC executive secretary. "Re-

ducing our overhead to 0.3 percent, as it

is for the agency listed first, would pre-

vent us from being the personnel inten-

sive agency we are.

"We could not incarnate God's love if

we shared only money and material re-

sources. We also are called to share our

people so we can receive and learn from

those we serve," Lapp continued.

MCC ranked 14th in Money's December

1991 survey.

Trip to China brings new perspective to student

Elkhart, Ind.—When the Holsopple

Glick family decided to go to the

People's Republic of China, Renee

Glick, then age 8, was a little scared.

"I didn't know what would happen,"

she said in a phone interview Nov. 17. "I

didn't know if I would learn the langu-

age, make new friends, if my teachers

would like me, if it would be hard to be

away from my friends here."

While she did miss her North Ameri-

can friends, Renee said, she also made
many new ones in China. And if she had

it to do over again, she'd go overseas again.

Renee recalled her second day at school

when her teacher gave her one of the red

ties that all the children wear to class. This

was a special day for her, she said, because

"it meant that I fit in."

Now, "it's fun to come back and see the

differences" between cultures, she added.

School, for example. In China, the

students learn everything by rote, mem-
orizing and learning to repeat the exact

words of short stories. In contrast,

Renee's Goshen, Ind., elementary school

"generalizes" more and teaches students

"how to put things into perspective."

Renee and her parents took part in the

Goshen College ethnic fair Nov. 7, where

Renee demonstrated how to draw Chi-

nese characters. She said she enjoyed

the chance to renew memories and talk

with the visiting Chinese professors.

And according to Renee's mother,

Charlotte Holsopple Glick, the profes-

sors said Renee's Chinese was excellent.

—Cathleen Hockman
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• Conference gets "With" it.

The Evangelical Mennonite
Mission Conference (EMMC)
has agreed to become a coop-

erative user of With magazine.

The monthly youth publication

is published by the General

Conference Mennonite Church

and the Mennonite Church.

EMMC will distribute With at

its youth convention this month.

• Youth study peacemaking.
New Call to Peacemaking
brought together a group of

Brethren, Quaker, and Men-
nonite high school youth to envi-

sion ways of revitalizing the

church's peace witness in the

world. The resulting list of ac-

tion proposals included: bring

peace church youth together at

weekend "peace academies" for

peacemaking study, training,

and action; establish a New Call

to Peacemaking youth cabinet;

plan a national youth conference

which brings together Brethren,

Friends, and Mennonites.

• Choral composers sought. A
graduate student on leave from

Bethany Christian High School,

Goshen, Ind., is compiling a list

of Mennonite choral composers

and their works (published or

unpublished) from 1900-1992.

Information is desired by April

15. Write to: John D. Smucker,

3596 N. Tillotson #100, Muncie,

IN 47304.

• Support members wanted.
Community Mennonite Church,

Grand Jet., Colo., invites fami-

lies or singles to join them and

help build a church community.

Rocky Mountain Conference

Cultural diversity cele-

brated. Harrisonburg, Va.

(EMC&S)—Satoko Katsuki

demonstrates the graceful art

of a formal Japanese tea cere-

mony at Eastern Mennonite

College (EMC). The event

took place during Cultural

Awareness Week held Nov.

15-20 at EMC; the annual pro-

gram is designed to examine

cross-cultural relationships

and to celebrate diversity on

campus.

and Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions began this church planting

in 1987; about 25 people attend

now. Information from Kuhns or

Burkholders at P.O. Box 3013

Grand Jet., CO 81502; phone 303

245-2467 or 303 242-3298.

• Goshen is best buy. Barron 's

Best Buys in College Education

cites Goshen (Ind.) College as

one of 300 "myth-breaking"
schools that defy the logic that

for a school to be good, it must
be expensive. "Goshen stands

out," the book says, "because of

its integrity, ethics and philos-

ophy as written in its mission

and carried out through pro-

grams such as SST"—Study-

Service Term, where students

spend a term in another culture.

"A student with curiosity, com-

passion, creativity, and interest

in the world beyond him- or

herself will go far here," Bar-

ron's says.

• Thrift shops raise funds. Fifty

thrift shops across the United

States have raised a total of $10

million for Mennonite Central

Committee since the first store

opened in 1974. Most of the

shops, which also market items

from MCC's Selfhelp Crafts of

the World program, opened in

the 1970s and 1980s when local

groups caught the vision for

working locally to meet needs

globally.

• Correction. Richard Thomas,
principal of Lancaster Menno-
nite High School, was incor-

rectly identified as Richard Lan-

dis in a photo on page 16 of the

Dec. 8 issue.

• New appointments:

Bob Kroeker of Winnipeg, Manito-

ba area representative, Menno-
nite Economic Development
Associates.

• Coming events:

Health care consultation, Harri-

sonburg (Va.) Mennonite Church,

Jan. 9. Key resources are Willard

Krabill and Scot Yoder. Inform-

ation from Dorothy J. Shank, 703

434-9727.

Annual meetings, Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee (MCC) and
MCC U.S., Niagara-on-the-

Lake, Ont., Feb. 18-20. A public

meeting will be held at Eden
Christian College, featuring

speakers Father Carlos Mat-

sinhe and Joy and Walter Sa-

watzky, co-pastors of Homestead
(Fla.) Mennonite Church. Busi-

ness sessions are open to the

public and will be held at Niag-

ara United Mennonite Church.

Information from 717 859-1151.

Genealogy conference, Lancaster

(Pa.) Mennonite High School,

March 27. Genealogist Arlene H.

Eakle will speak on "From Eu-

rope to America—Following the

Immigrant Trail" at this annual

event sponsored by the Lan-

caster Mennonite Historical So-

ciety. Over 20 workshops of-

fered. Registration required by

March 15. Information from

Lola Lehman, 2215 Millstream

Rd., Lancaster, PA 17602-1499;

phone 717 393-9745.

Legislative seminar and annual

meeting of the National Cam-
paign for a Peace Tax Fund,

Washington, D.C., April 21-23. A
workshop will prepare partic-

ipants for a day of lobbying

members of Congress to ac-

quaint them with the issue of

conscience as it relates to pay-

ment of war taxes. Information

from 2121 Decatur Place NW,
Washington, DC 20008; phone

202 483-3751.

All dolled up. Mt. Joy, Pa. (MCC U.S.)—Volunteer manager

Anna Lois Charles admires rejuvenated dolls in the Mt. Joy

(Pa.) Gift and Thrift Store. Thrift sales have jumped about

$12,000 per year for the past four years, Charles reports.

Receipts in 1991 totaled $112,000, up from $85,000 in 1989.

Because the shop relies entirely on volunteers, almost all

earnings are passed along to Mennonite Central Committee

for relief and development work.
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• Job openings:
Camp director, Pine Lake Fellow-

ship Camp, Meridian, Miss.

Full-time position begins Au-
gust 1993. Job includes planning

summer children's program, hir-

ing and overseeing staff, and
year-round oversight of rental

groups. Qualifications include

aptitude for and/or experience

in Christian camping leadership

and good administrative skills.

Contact John Opel, R. 3, Box 45,

Meridian, MS 39301; phone 601

483-7225.

Psychiatrists, Prairie View, Inc.,

Newton, Kan. This 60-bed psy-

chiatric hospital provides inpa-

tient and outpatient treatment

for children and adults. Send
curriculum vitae to Thelma
Johnson-Godert, Durham Med-
ical Search, Inc., 6300 Transit

Rd., P.O. Box 478, Depew, NY
14043; phone 800 633-7724.

• Change of address:
Bethel Mennonite Church,

Brewton, Ala., from RR. 1, Box
453 to R. 3, Box 173, Brewton,

AL 36426.

NEW MEMBERS

Cedar Community, Waterloo,
Iowa: Neal Martin and Susan
Martin.

Conestoga, Morgantown, Pa.:

Jesse Stoltzfus, Don Harman,
and Ethel Harman.

First, Middlebury, Ind.: Forrest

Yoder, Karl and Amy Schrock,

and Connie Welcher.

Kalona, Iowa: Marcy Ann
Schlabaugh.

Manson, Iowa: Christina Kuhns,
Raina Stoltzfus, Regina Weller,

Andrew Wollenzien, and Benja-

min Wollenzien.

Methacton, Norristown, Pa.:

Anita Derstine, Brad Kull, Dan
McDonough, Kelly McDonough,
Keith Long, Pam Long, and In-

grid Pauls.

Springs, Pa.: Kelly Otto.

Thomas, Hollsopple, Pa.: Alycia

Denise Alwine, Nathaniel John
Pears, and Joel William Yoder.

Wellman, Iowa: Joe Hostetler,

Jason Potsander, Jennifer
Shank, Amy Schweitzer, Heidi

Troyer, and Heather Troyer.

Wooster, Ohio: Debra Murphy.
Yoder, Haven, Kan.: Emily

Bontrager, Aaron King, Chad
King, Lara Hershberger, and
Jennifer Stutzman.

BIRTHS

Contreras, Jose and Dorri Saine,

Fowler, Colo., Jesse O'Neal
(second child), Nov. 17.

Cramer, Edward, Jr., and Jean

Ehrlich, Phoenix, Ariz., Mark
Edward (first child), Nov. 17.

Frey, Larry and Karen Brenne-
man, Tavistock, Ont., Scott

Zachary (third child), Nov. 22.

Gingerich, Klint and Kendra
Stutzman, Kalona, Iowa, Dillon

Duane (first child), Nov. 27.

Grande, Robert and Deb Carter,

Wooster, Ohio, Stefan Nicholas

(first child), Oct. 16.

Hooley, Donald and Mary Ina

Flisher, Highland Heights, Ky.,

David Jacob (third child), Nov.

17.

Huber, Jay and Terri Blucker,

Nappanee, Ind., Jaymi Nicole

(second child), Nov. 22.

Kandel, Ron and Julie Alexander,

Wooster, Ohio, Travis Dean
(second child), Nov. 21.

Kauffman, Richard and Sharon

Wert, Columbia, Pa., Kaitlyn

Marie (third child), Sept. 23.

Kelley, Dennis and Karen Kinsey,

Archbold, Ohio, Andrea Marie
(second child), Nov. 27.

Landis, Keith and Lois Kaufman,
Sterling, 111., Jacob Lawrence
(second child), Nov. 25.

Mast, Joe and Nancy Shank,
Canby, Ore., Holly Samantha
(fifth child), Oct. 2.

Mast, Michael and Cindy Landis,

Harleysville, Pa., Katelyn Marie
(second child), Nov. 25.

Murray, Randy and Amy Yoder,

Orrville, Ohio, Alisa Joy (third

child), Nov. 22.

Rychener, Kent and Carolyn
Diller, Hesston, Kan., Alyssa

Joy (second child), Nov. 27.

Schwartz, Brian and Stacia Nich-

olson, Glendale, Ariz., Lance
Bradley (first child), Oct. 17.

Shetterly, Steve and Rachael
Yoder, Rising Sun, Md., Abigail

Faith (first child), Aug. 23.

Simensen, Philip and Betty
Brubaker, Keezletown, Va.,

Karina Andrea (second child),

Nov. 7.

Stoltzfus, Glenn and Gail Raser,

Morgantown, Pa., Madison Rose
(third child), Nov. 29.

Wagler, Duane and Connie
Chambers, Shakespeare, Ont.,

Preston Dallas (fifth child), Nov.

23.

MARRIAGES

Bilderback-Ebersole: R. Scott

Bilderback, Boise, Idaho, and
Kathline Ebersole, Boise, Idaho

(Hyde Park), Nov. 28, by S. Roy
Kaufman.

Brenneman-Mast: David Brenne-

man, Orrville, Ohio (Crown
Hill), and Michelle Mast, Orr-

ville, Ohio (Martin's), Nov. 21,

by Vincent Frey.

Hedine-Spicher: Gary Hedine,

Tampa, Fla., and Julie Spicher,

Phoenix, Ariz. (Trinity), Oct. 10,

by Stan Shantz.

Heiser-Martin: Lennie Heiser,

Dewey, 111. (East Bend), and
Terri Martin, Fisher, 111. (United

Methodist), Nov. 28, by Millard

Osborne and Ronnie Little.

Hyde-Schlegel: Paul Hyde,
Shakespeare, Ont. (Presbyte-

rian), and Dana Schlegel,
Tavistock, Ont. (East Zorra),

Nov. 14, by Vernon Leis.

King-Madden: Anthony Jay
King, West Liberty, Ohio (Oak
Grove), and Cynthia Michelle

Madden, DeGraff, Ohio (United

Methodist), Oct. 17, by Ralph V.

Hudson.
Martin-Habecker: Craig Evan

Martin, Oxford, Pa. (Media),

and Crystal Michelle Habecker,

Mountville, Pa., Oct. 10, by H.

Wesley Boyer.

Yantzi-Swartz: Marvin Yantzi,

Tavistock, Ont. (East Zorra),

and Janet Swartz, Kitchener,

Ont. (Mennonite Brethren),

Nov. 20, by Vernon Leis.

DEATHS

Amstutz, Rufus, 82, Orrville,

Ohio. Born: Dec. 28, 1909, Orr-

ville, Ohio, to David and Anna
(Zuercher) Amstutz. Died: July

22, 1992, Dalton, Ohio. Survi-

vors—wife: Clara Amstutz; chil-

dren: Sidney, Howard, Violet,

Rosalyn; sister: Elvina Gerber;

stepsister: Luella Gerber; 10

grandchildren, one great-grand-

son. Funeral: July 26, Chestnut

Ridge Mennonite Church, by

Ronald J. Williams. Burial:

Sonnenburg Cemetery.

Baker, Ruth, 66, Morton, 111.

Born: Nov. 10, 1925. Died: Sept.

21, 1992, Peoria, 111. Survivors-

husband: Jim Baker. Funeral:

Sept. 23, Trinity Mennonite
Church, by Calvin R. Kaufman
and David Troyer. Burial: Hill-

crest Memorial Gardens.

Brunk, S. D., 85, Goshen, Ind.

Born: May 1, 1907, Peabody,

Kan., to Jacob and Ada (Shank)

Can you afford to pay

$20,000 a year for your

family's health care?*

Health care costs in the U.S. are out of control. You
can't afford not to learn as much as you can about

this crisis.

Equip yourself by attending Health Care, the

Church, and You: Exploring Issues and Answers.

This one-day seminar will be held at

• Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 9, 1993
• Newton, Kan., Jan. 23, 1993

Call toll-free, 1-800-348-7468, for more details and

registration information from Eldon Stoltzfus,

educational resources specialist at Mennonite Mutual

Aid. Information on related events in Pennsylvania is

also available.

*Estimated costfor a family offour in the year 2000 as

determined by the Department of Health and Human
Sendees, Health Care Financing Administration.
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MENNOSCOPE

Brunk. Died: Nov. 15, 1992,

Goshen, Ind. Survivors—wife:

Cleo (Cook) Brunk; children:

Bonnie Hillerbrand, Doris

Davis, R. Glendon; 6 grandchil-

dren, 4 great-grandchildren. Fu-

neral: Nov. 19, College Menno-
nite Church, by James Waltner.

Burial: Violett Cemetery.

Fronzoli, Amleto "Mike," 80,

Johnstown, Pa. Born: Nov. 4,

1912, Jenners, Pa., to Alfred and

Eva (Mattioli) Fronzoli. Died:

Nov. 20, 1992, Johnstown, Pa.

Survivors—wife: Annie C. (Hersh-

berger) Fronzoli; children: Al-

fred L., Donald G., Doris E.

Maurer, Mary Jane Beisel, Bon-

nie M. Davis; brothers and sis-

ters: Virginia Sacerino, Pauline

Stiffler, Alberta Ciucci, Daphno;

12 grandchildren, 16 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Ruby Jean (daughter). Funeral

and burial: Nov. 23, Thomas
Mennonite Church, by Homer
Schrock and Donald Speigle.

Hattle, Esther (Woodell), 79, Jack-

son, Ohio. Born: June 7, 1913,

Hilliard, Ohio, to Bert and Ber-

tha (Coburn) Woodell. Died:

Nov. 7, 1992, Jackson, Ohio. Sur-

vivors—son: James; sisters: Mary
Salyers, Helen VanOrd; 6 grand-

children, 6 great- grandchildren.

Predeceased by: Albert Hattle

(husband). Congregational mem-
bership: Hillside Chapel Menno-
nite. Funeral: Nov. 11, Cox Fu-

neral Home, by Jim and Isabel

Mullett. Burial: Union Cemetery,

Beaver, Ohio.

Helmuth, Sarah Jane (Miller),

72. Born: Feb. 25, 1920, St. Jo-

seph County, Mich., to John and

Susan (Bontrager) Miller. Died:

Oct. 30, 1992, Rugby, N.D. Sur-

vivors—husband: Ervin Helmuth,

Sr.; children: Ervin, Jr., Sanford,

Virgil, Herschel, Esther,
Carol, Avis, Miriam; mother:
Susan Miller; 14 grandchil-

dren, one great-grandchild.

Funeral and burial: Nov. 3,

Lakeview Mennonite Church,

by Vernon Hochstetler and
Ottis Yoder.

Hofstetter, Milton, 77, Kidron,

Ohio. Born: Dec. 4, 1914,

Kidron, Ohio, to Simon and
Sarah (Nussbaum) Hofstetter.

Died: Nov. 14, 1992, Kidron,

Ohio, of cancer. Survivors

—

wife: Fern (Gerber) Hofstetter;

children: Earl, Betty Prater, Doris,

Harold, Mary Jean Arney, Irene

Young, Barbara Miller; brothers

and sisters: Leona, Ida, Sylvia

Gerig, Anna, Lester; 11 grandchil-

dren. Predeceased by: Phyllis

(daughter). Funeral and burial:

Nov. 25, Kidron Mennonite
Church, by Bill Detweiler.

Lapp, Mahlon C, 89, Sterling, 111.

Born: Jan. 27, 1903, Roseland,

Neb., to Daniel and Ida (Good)

Lapp. Died: Nov. 30, 1992, Ster-

ling, 111. Survivors—wife: Esther

Good Lapp; children: Jon, Joel,

Jerold; brothers: Truman and

James; 7 grandchildren, 4 great-

grandchildren. Funeral: Dec. 3,

Science Ridge Mennonite
Church, by S. Roy Kaufman.

Nafziger, Orrin, 89, Hopedale,

111. Born: Aug. 26, 1903. Died:

Nov. 24, 1992, Normal, 111. Sur-

vivors—wife: Beatrice (Sla-

bauch) Nafziger; children: Lo-

rene Good, Lloyd E., E. Wayne;
sisters: Mary Imhoff, Fannie

Sommer, Agnes Hartzler; 14

grandchildren, 15 great-grand-

children. Funeral and burial:

Nov. 27, Hopedale Mennonite
Church, by H. James Smith and

Carl A. Horner.

Reedy, Gladys (Stalter) Zehr,

83, Goshen, Ind. Born: Nov. 28,

1908, Chenoa, 111., to Daniel D.

and Alice (Miller) Stalter. Died:

Nov. 24, 1992, Goshen, Ind., of a

stroke. Survivors—husband:
Clinton L. Reedy; brothers and

sisters: Irvin, Lloyd, and Milo

Stalter, Feme Yordy, Marjorie

Summer, Virginia Kreider. Pre-

deceased by: Lloyd Zehr (first

husband). Funeral: Nov. 28,

Waldo Mennonite Church, by
Lester Zook and Edwin J.

Stalter. Burial: Waldo Twp.
Cemetery, Gridley, HI.

Roth, Leslie "Les" Dale, 51,

Milford, Neb. Born: June 3,

1941, Milford, Neb., to William

and Emma (Stutzman) Roth.

Died: Nov. 25, 1992, Seward,

Neb., of a heart attack. Survi-

vors—wife: Lauralee Roth; chil-

dren: JoAnn, Mike, Mark; broth-

ers and sisters: Irva Weis, Leona
Miller, Rollin, George, Harold,

Wayne. Funeral and burial: Nov.

28, Milford Mennonite Church,

by Robert L. Troyer.

Schwartz, Emma Eicher, 61,

Glendale, Ariz. Born: Dec. 7,

1930, Geneva, Ind., to Sam B. and

Emma (Schwartz) Eicher. Died:

Oct. 25, 1992, Glendale, Ariz., of

a heart attack. Survivors—hus-

band: Sam B. Schwartz; children:

Lester, Sherman, Rick, Brian,

Myrna; brothers and sisters: Mel-

vin, Samuel, Joseph, Jacob, Ben,

Reuben, and Amos Eicher, Ruth,

Betty Steury, Malinda Brand-

enberger, Clara Hart, Verena,

Rosie Kopplin, Mary West; 7

grandchildren. Funeral: Oct. 29,

Trinity Mennonite Church, by
Peter B. Wiebe. Burial: Glendale

Memorial Park.

Stingel, John J., 84, Goshen, Ind.

Born: Aug. 14, 1908, Millers-

burg, Ind., to Christian and
Mary (Bohn) Stingel. Died: Nov.

7, 1992, Fort Wayne, Ind. Survi-

vors—children: Nancy Miller,

Linda Yoder, Betsy Moore,
Kathy Miller, Ron; sister: Anna
Skelton; 15 grandchildren, 8

great-grandchildren. Prede-

ceased by: Lucile K. Kinzer

(wife), Fred (son), and Patsy

Jensen (daughter). Congrega-

tional membership: College

Mennonite Church. Funeral:

Nov. 10, Yoder-Culp Funeral

Home, by Nancy Kauffmann
and James Waltner. Burial:

Elkhart Prairie Cemetery.

Sutter, Ervin H., 90, Joliet, 111.

Born: Dec. 19, 1901, Hopedale,

111., to Amos and Mattie (Mast)

Sutter. Died: Oct. 28, 1992,

Hopedale, HI., of lung cancer.

Survivors—children: Lyle, Fran-

cis, Gene; sisters: Sadie Naf-

ziger, Verna Nafziger; 10 grand-

children, 7 great-grandchildren,

2 stepgrandchildren, one step-

great-grandchild. Predeceased

by: Irene Finney Vogel (wife).

Funeral and burial: Oct. 31,

Hopedale Mennonite Church,

by H. James Smith.

Turi, Julius, 56, Tofield, Alta.

Born: March 30, 1936, Budapest,

Hungary, to Julius and Anna
Turi. Died: Nov. 24, 1992,

Tofield, Alta. Survivors—wife:

Marie Turi; children: Burton,

Zoltan; brother: Anthony;
mother: Anna Turi; 2 grandchil-

dren. Funeral and burial: Nov.

27, Salem Mennonite Church,

by Levi Smoker.

Yoder, Rhea B., 94, Goshen, Ind.

Born: Oct. 18, 1898, Middlebury,

Ind., to Sylvanus and Susie

(Troyer) Yoder. Died: Nov. 14,

1992, Goshen, Ind. Survivors

—

brother: Paton. Congregational

membership: College Menno-
nite Church. Funeral: Nov. 18,

Yoder-Culp Funeral Home, by

Nancy Kauffmann and James
Waltner. Burial: Forest Grove
Cemetery.

CALENDAR

Mennonite Board of Education

annual meeting, Elkhart, Ind.,

Jan. 7-9

Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary ministers' week,
Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 18-21

Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries pastors' week,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 25-29

Integration Exploration Commit-
tee, Winnipeg, Man., Feb. 6-9

Mennonite Publication Board,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 12-13

Dialogue '93, health and the

church conference, Anaheim,
Calif., Feb. 13

Mennonite Health Association an-

nual assembly, Anaheim, Calif.,

Feb. 14-17

Mennonite Central Committee an-

nual meeting, St. Catherines,

Ont., Feb. 19-20

Mennonite Church General As-

sembly and Convention, Youth
Convention, Philadelphia, July

27-Aug. 1
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THE LAST WORD

The feminization of the church
Christmas may be the best time to take

another look at a fear I'm discovering still

haunts some of us in the church (mostly

male, though not all). It has to do with using

women as leaders, particularly pastors. I like to

call it the theory of the feminization of the church.

The argument runs something like this: God's

will is for men to be the leaders. When men
won't assume this God-ordained role, women
have to. When that happens, men lose interest

in religion—and we end up with a largely femi-

nine church.

How do we know all this? Take a look at the

"mainline" denominations (that group to whom
we've looked since the Reformation for exam-

ples of how not to do church). Their member-
ship is declining. They are ordaining women.
The two must be related.

Besides the fact that women aren't taking over

leadership in these churches (look at newspaper

ads for "mainline" services, and you'll likely also

get the impression the majority are still led by
white males), the theory relies on something that

can rarely be proved in observing human behav-

ior: cause and effect.

But regardless of the cause, the issue of

women and leadership continues to be divisive

among us. I know of at least two congregations

that have withdrawn from our denomination,

ostensibly because of disagreement on this

issue. District conferences report some of their

congregations divided. I've even heard of one

Mennonite group considering doing away with

ministerial ordination altogether as one way of

handling the question.

What's more, the feminization theory has

taken another strange twist in light of events in

today's culture. Wrote one reader recently:

Don't you think that "when men begin to relax

and lapse into the concept of encouraging

women to do the work God intended for men,

does that not seem to be a form of woman
abuse in eyes of God?"
What I think is that, this Christmas season, we

need to quiet ourselves on this issue. As we cele-

brate Jesus' birth, we need to take another look

at the Scriptures to see what we can learn there.

George R. Brunk III has done this with several

traditionally difficult passages from the pen of

the apostle Paul in his two-part series that con-

cludes in this issue. We also can learn something

of how the Bible treats women by rereading the

accounts of Jesus' birth in the Bible.

One of the things I'm struck with is the role

of women in the coming of the Messiah—God's

own Son incarnated into the human. Few pas-

sages are as riveting as those that describe the

encounters of Elizabeth and Mary with the di-

vine. To me, a male, it's interesting that the men
who are present are either struck dumb (Zachari-

as), have serious doubts (Joseph), or stand in

amazement and awe (the shepherds and the

wise men).

In fact, women are present in all the signifi-

cant events of Jesus' life and death. We find

them at the foot of the cross. They are the first

to discover the empty tomb. Much as we males

might not like to admit it, men are the ones who
betray (Judas) and deny (Peter). This takes on

significance considering that the Bible came out

of a patriarchal society and was written by men.

Nor can one go to church history for sup-

port that church leadership is strictly for

men. During times of stress and persecu-

tion, it is women who need to carry on the wit-

ness of the church—often because men are

killed or exiled. Then in less stressful times,

men tend to take over that leadership—some-

times theologizing that women in leadership are

not God's will for the church.

It's time to put to rest the feminization the-

ory—and anything else that would limit the role

of women in the life of the Christian community.

As Brunk notes, that limitation is not supported

by the Bible. The Creator gives gifts to whom
God wishes. The church limits the reign of the

Holy Spirit when it refuses to use gifts because

of gender.

The use of the women's gifts in the church, in-

cluding as our leaders and our pastors, is not a

question of capitulation to a non-Christian cul-

ture. Brunk states it well. The use of women as

leaders is a matter of biblical faithfulness.—jlp



Sarajevo, once filled with minarets and prayers,

churches and bells, is today a city of blood, where there

is a new longing to think about what makes for peace.
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Lessons from Sarajevo:

Without resolve to love

one's enemies, we all

spiral into the abyss

There is no explanation that matches the

suffering in former Yugoslavia. There are no

reasons adequate to explain this maelstrom

of violence. But there are signs of hope.

Sarajevo was our home for two years. Our

first son celebrated his first birthday there;

our second son was conceived there. As a

city of beauty and cultural diversity it is, in our ex-

perience, without compare. And now, hardly a day

goes by without headlines screaming out its agony.

Sarajevo is a dying city.

We knew its streets, its artisans' bazaar, and

its outdoor markets with a fond familiarity. We
lived in its ancient Muslim quarter, surrounded

by minarets and calls to prayer, on one of the

many hills rising above the city center. We fre-

quented its Serbian Orthodox churches and its

Catholic cathedral. Many a night we sat on the

balcony of our home with our Muslim neighbors

sipping hot, black turkish coffee through sugar

cubes, mesmerized by the lights of the peaceful

city spread out below us.

After two years in mostly Catholic Croatia, we
had been restless to explore further outreach

possibilities within what was then Yugoslavia. As

Mennonite mission workers and students, we
sought the advice of the Yugoslav churches with

by

Sara

Wenger
Shenk

EKHART
LIBRARY



Out of the travail is coming sober reflection

on what it means to be the church. Leaders
who never before talked to each other have
issued a statement, including a confession.

whom we most often worshiped, Baptist and
Pentecostal. We were encouraged to venture

into Sarajevo, a major city in central Bosnia,

with practically no evangelical witness. Its popu-
lation, we were told, was almost equally divided

between Orthodox Serbs, Catholic Croatians,

and Muslims. This city in the central highlands

of former Yugoslavia prided itself, we were told,

for its fairness to all nationalities. Indeed, the

fairness it exhibited was calibrated right down to

which alphabet was featured on the newspaper's

front page, alternating every other day between
Serbian Cyrillic and Croatian Latin scripts—the

two alphabets used to write a language which is

essentially the same when spoken.

During our years in Sarajevo, we enjoyed a

wide variety of friendships among all three na-

tionalities. Serbs, Croatians, and Muslims
shared the same city services, schools, shops,

and cafes. Their places of worship were distinct,

but in so many other ways their lives intermin-

gled peacefully. Following our two years there,

several graduates of the Protestant seminaries in

what was then northern Yugoslavia moved to

Sarajevo to gather persons into two small, new
churches.

And now, lives are shattered. Buildings

bearing the architectural signatures of

both Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman em-
pires are being systematically blasted to bits.

Neighbor is set against neighbor. A city that had
prided itself on its fairness to peoples of each

ethnic and religious group is now ripped apart

by massive nationalist forces that arose in Ortho-

dox Serbia and Catholic Croatia, far from its

city limits. Its people are being slaughtered and
slaughtering each other—victims and perpetra-

tors of evil gone stark, raving mad.
"Why?" we are asked again and again. Why

such savage hatred, such horrific brutality? The
fault line between northern and southern Eu-

rope, between the former Austro-Hungarian and
Ottoman empires runs right through Sarajevo, as

does the fault line between east and west Eu-
rope, between Orthodox and Catholic regions of

influence. Its heart is fractured to the core, bro-

ken along ancient lines of contention. And yet,

while shedding some light on the situation, these

reasons can't adequately explain the vicious

spasm of evil now contorting former Yugoslavia.

There is no explanation that matches the suffer-

ing. There are no reasons adequate to explain

this maelstrom of violence, as if we could some-
how sort out blame and solution alike.

In the Gospels, Jesus tells a puzzling story

about the unclean spirit who leaves a person
only to return with seven other spirits of an even
more wicked character. The new state of the per-

son is even worse than the old. Miroslav Volf, a

Croatian colleague and friend of ours who now
teaches at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasa-

dena, Calif., says it is tempting to apply this

story to former Yugoslavia. The demon of totali-

tarian communism has been exorcised, but

worse demons have rushed in to fill the empty
house—demons of nationalistic totalitarianism.

The communist regime forcefully sup-

pressed a healthy expression of ethnic

identities for some forty years, creating a

kind of pressure cooker melting pot. When the

lid was lifted, nationalism boiled upward with an

ugly defiance, viciously eager to settle scores

from years ago, fanning into flame rampant fear

among the minorities living among another domi-

nant group.

As Volf describes it, the unclean spirits threat-

ening former Yugoslavia and the rest of eastern

Europe after the collapse of bureaucratic social-

ism are the spirits of slavery to the powers of to-

talitarian nationalism. This spirit acts solely in

its own self-interest, breaking treaties and wag-

ing war when it finds the advantage, thumbing
its nose at international conventions. National as-

sertion is its only goal, and the priests of a na-

tionalistic idolatry place everything on the altar

of national self-interest.

The churches on the respective sides have all

too often only made matters worse. The two larg-

est—Roman Catholic and the Serbian Ortho-

dox—are national churches, so much so that to

be Croat is usually equated with being Catholic

and to be Serb is usually equated with being Or-

thodox. From being a national church it is only a

short step to being a nationalistic church.

Protestant churches have been unique in

that their membership includes all nation-

alities, but they have often spent more
time refuting the views of a rival group than pro-

claiming the gospel. The church overall has

failed in Yugoslavia. As Reformed pastor Endre
Langh wrote in a letter, "We have to realize, as

a church, that we have also added to the conflict

and to the hatred raging in Yugoslavia and we
should look upon the devastation of goods and
lives as God's punishment; we have to humble
ourselves, to weep and beat our breast and pray

with holy hands lifted to God, free from sin and
anger and resentment. . . .

"The task of God's church, and of us as indi-
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viduals, is reconciliation: reconciliation with God
in Jesus Christ our Lord. . . . After the war, the

church will have a tremendous opportunity to

gather people of different nationalities to God's

kingdom, where there is no Jew and Gentile, no

Serb and Croat, but only repentant sinners

washed in the blood of the Lamb."

There are hopeful signs. One senses that out

of the travail is coming a new sober reflection on

what it means to be the church. Whereas the Pa-

triarch of the Serbian Orthodox Church and the

Catholic Cardinal of Croatia never met together

in previous years, they have met three times

since the war began. As recently as two months

ago, the two issued a statement which included

this confession: "Equally with one mind and

voice we condemn all crimes and distance our-

selves from all criminals, irrespective of which

people or army they belong to or which church

or religious affiliation they claim. . . . Before

God, before humanity, and before our own con-

Yugoslav churches have too

often made matters worse.

Today they are a fertile seed

bed for the gospel ofpeace.

science, we pledge that we will use all evangeli-

cal means and the full influence of our office

and responsibility in church and society to work

. . . decisively and openly for peace, justice, and

the salvation of each and every one. . . . We our-

selves call, individually and together, for repen-

tance before the God of love, . . . that we
can live anew as neighbors, friends, and
brothers."

This statement is truly remarkable when you

consider that up until now these churches have

been hand in glove with their respective govern-

ments, appearing to bless the new nationalistic

fervor. Acknowledging that things have gone ter-

ribly wrong and bringing their moral authority to

bear may not change the situation. But at least

it represents a first step in the cleansing of the

church, a restoration of conscience, a renewed
commitment to love one's enemies. What a

tragic but fertile seed bed for the gospel of

peace!

During his most recent trip to Serbia in early

September, my husband, Gerald, found what he

describes as "a new longing to think again about

what it is that makes for peace." He tells of a

young man who was part of a church youth

group with whom he had spoken, before the war

broke out, about Jesus and his call to peacemak-

ing. In the meantime this man was called to the

front lines of battle. He went, but when the offi-

cer handed him his gun, he refused to take it.

"As a follower of Jesus Christ," he said, "I am
not able to kill anyone on the other side." The
officer immediately whipped out a pistol and

threatened to kill him on the spot for disobeying

orders.

Calmly this young believer replied, "You may
kill me if you wish. It is in your power, but I

know that I will be with Jesus." On hearing this

the officer spun around in a rage and snapped,

"Take him away. He's not normal!"

Other young men from that same church com-

munity who refused to fight were put into con-

finement or mistreated or sent to psychiatric

care. Through their pastor's intervention, many
had their loads lightened or were released and

have returned to the work of the church as con-

scientious objectors.

There are many other stories of hope—Chris-

tians reaching out to take in neighbors, relatives,

friends, and refugees. There are Christians who
are doing courageous and heroic things: public

witness, prayer vigils, and giving shelter, even to

the "enemy."

And yet the agony continues unabated in

Bosnia, where the conflict that arose first primar-

ily between Croatia and Serbia spilled over into

this most ethnically mixed part of the country.

Here the only way to achieve ethnically pure re-

gions is to slaughter or "cleanse" whole towns

and villages of their occupants. Now the victims

are most often Muslim.

Sarajevo, Bosnia's capital city, is a dying

city. To look into the heart of the conflict

seething over its streets and through the

mountains and towns of Bosnia is to look into

hell itself. It is to know, in stark clarity, that

without the resolve to love one's enemies, we are

all on a spiraling plunge into the abyss.

Sara Wenger Shenk, Harrisonburg, Va., and her

family spent nine years in Yugoslavia with Menno-

nite Central Committee and Eastern Mennonite

Board of Missions. In mid-January they plan to

return to a country bordering the former Yugosla-

via in a six-month assignment with MCC work-

ers, encouraging dialogue between leaders of var-

ious religious communities in this part of the

world.

Muslim
gravestones

dot the

hillsides

surrounding

the ancient

city of

Sarajevo.
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"Great are the works of the

Lord, studied by all who delight

in thenu Full of honor and maj-

esty is his work, and his righ-

teousness is forever. He has
gained renown by his wonderful
deeds."-Psalm lll:2-4a, NRSV
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Thanks to Calvin Shenk for Who
Do You Say That I Am? (Sept.

8). We share his concern about

the confusion apparent among many
Christians when speaking about the

uniqueness of Jesus Christ. The article

states well the convictions of Menno-
nite Board of Missions leaders on this

matter. We highly recommend it for

careful reading.

Mennonite Board of Missions

Paul M. Gingrich

Alice Roth

Pat Swartzendruber

Irv Weaver
Elkhart, Ind.

C.
S. Lewis, L'Engle among

censors' targets last year," reads

the heading of an Item and Com-
ments piece (Sept. 29). Quoting from a

report released by People for the Amer-
ican Way, among "attacks on the free-

dom to learn" was listed the Impressions

textbook series as one facing efforts to be

censored.

As a parent who is troubled by Im-

pressions, I certainly have no objection

to C. S. Lewis and Madeline L'Engle's

writings. However, tossing in some good

literature does not redeem the overall

excessive focus on violence, terror, and

hopelessness in this textbook.

I first read this material after our

then fourth grade daughter suddenly

could no longer fall asleep or be alone

in her room at night. I discovered it

was because of the fearful impressions

her reading assignments had left with

her. In her Impressions text, I found sto-

ries of a boy who is kicked by giants

until he's unconscious, a neighborhood

pond full of excrement and dead pets

(how did they die?), a boy who is thrown

into a pit "lined with sharp knives,"

and on and on.

I have since learned that there are

now several versions of Impressions

available in response to parent's and

educators' concerns. Incidentally, this

most controversial version was selected

by our district because educators

thought it could best compete with tele-

vision!

Cathryn Holderread Passmore

Corvallis, Ore.

If
We Do Not Trust in God We

Will Die (Nov. 3). Trusting is not

the only thing we need. Man himself

is the one who's making his own fate in

life.

In the Philippines, most people are

living below the poverty line because of

their own doing. But they blame their

plight on God, on the government, or

on their fellowmen.

Most of the residents where Zim-

merman based his article, instead of

saving for the future, come home from

work and go on a drinking spree. Then
they turn to the Indians (Bombays),

who lend them money at exorbitant in-

terest rates. We call it 5/6 (20 percent

interest). The wives that are left behind

bet on small gambling games, such as

"ending." Ending depends on the last

digits of a basketball game during the

PBA season, the counterpart of NBA in

the States.

Trusting in God alone is no guarantee

that your social status will change. That

comes from oneself. We have a saying

in the Philippines: Nasa Diyos ang awa,

nasa tao ang gawa (God is full of

mercy, but man should work).

People in Damka also live in poverty

because couples there don't plan their

families. Most have as many as five or

six children, but they're not thinking if

they can afford to send their children

even to elementary school.

Trusting in God is being abused by

some people. We should only make use

of God if we truly accept him and make
a drastic change to strive to change our

social, moral, and spiritual values.

When we have a personal relationship

with God, everything will follow.

Marites Feliciano

Metro Manila, Philippines

After reading the anonymous letter

(Nov. 17) about how "we Menno-
nites destroy those leaders who

are discovered to have feet of clay," I

want to comment on two points:

1. The person who has behaved inap-

propriately or immorally has taken seri-

ous steps toward destroying his own
profession. Whether the events are

known and discussed or not, that per-

son is ultimately responsible for his

own behavior and professional conduct.

2. When a respected person is dimin-

ished by reports of misconduct, / am
not also diminished. I might feel dis-

tressed, I might experience grief, and I

might be able to act redemptively. But

I am not personally diminished. It

would seem the person who has been

justly accused has, by his own behavior,

diminished his own standing in the com-

munity as well as destroyed trust and
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credibility in his position.

In making the decision to publicize

valid reports of wrongdoing, I believe it

is important to consider whether se-

crecy will enable further misconduct.

To look honestly and openly at the

whole issue is not to face fear within

ourselves, as the letter writer suggests.

Rather this represents an honorable at-

tempt by a community to protect and

provide for the needs of its most vulner-

able members.

Bonnie Heppner

Salem, Ore.

How Do We Take Up Our Cross

and Suffer? (Oct. 27). I too was

taught discipleship and suffering

came about when we chose to step out

of our everyday lives and followed

God's leading in some radical, outspo-

ken way. But as I currently experience

suffering and pain in my life, I am find-

ing Grimsrud's ideas on discipleship

real and meaningful to me.

Suffering happens to all. It is not

asked for or wanted. We look for ways

to cope and deal with the suffering. Dis-

cipleship is finding meaning in the suf-

fering and pain. I felt Grimsrud's own

pain and suffering and recognized his

creativity coming through in his words

on discipleship.

I like the idea that discipleship is

using Jesus' way of facing my world of

brokenness and pain. As I try to face

my own suffering, I search too for mean-

ing and hopefulness. Discipleship is

part of this search. It is taking up the

cross.

Gerry Schrock

Eureka, III.

Iwas disappointed with your com-

ments in your editorial, If I Were a
Voting Mennonite (Oct. 27). Hav-

ing come recently to join the Mennonite

Church, I asked several mature Menno-

nites if your views articulated any con-

sensus. Fortunately, you seem to reflect

a fringe viewpoint of separateness that

is no longer universally embraced. It is

remarkable that you see not voting as a

method of emphasizing your member-

ship in another kingdom—ostensibly a

Christian kingdom. I'm not sure I see

the connection. You quickly admit that

you know that not voting allows "charla-

tans and the crooks" to have power,

but you never seem to develop a cogent

argument for not voting.

Your editorial indicates more than a

casual knowledge of social issues and

debate topics. Yet—with all that is at

stake locally, statewide, and nationally—

you seem to blithely affirm that not vot-

ing is demonstrating your loyalty to

God.

You finish your editorial by showcas-

ing your concern for our earth's re-

sources, organizing our lives, and a con-

cern for suffering humanity. It is

precisely these issues that demand your

voting participation. Nothing will be

changed before the rapture by anyone

avoiding issues. In this country, voting

does matter and does create change.

Also, God assures us that no one has

been given earthly authority without

God's approval (Rom. 13:1). Your vote

becomes the means for God's will to be

done.

I wish that you were correct when

you state that sitting out a national elec-

tion really does demonstrate one's pri-

mary loyalty to the kingdom of God. If

that were an accurate measuring tool,

we could confidently confirm a great re-

vival here in America because so many

people—perhaps for different reasons

than yours—fail to vote.

If you really want to change some of

the problems you identify, someone has

to vote on it!

Don C. Hall II

Johnstown, Pa.

When I see articles by my former

seminary professor, Willard

Swartley, I look forward to a

rich diet of careful biblicism and in-

sightful application. Thus my disap-

pointment with aspects of What Is the

Relation of the Creator to the Cre-

ated? (Nov. 17). In fairness, I recognize

that this was an attempt to trace in

broad sweeps parallels between first-

and twentieth-century movements.

Gnosticism emphasized special rational

or spiritual "insight" and devalued the

body and material existence. This

moved gnostics in different directions.

Both sexual libertines and extremist cel-

ibates used gnostic assumptions to jus-

tify their conclusions. (Our New
Testament records arguments against

both.) Given a similar diversity among

modern movements, comparisons be-

tween the centuries may be helpful. Or

they may include as much personal per-

spective as careful definition.

Willard's aside about homosexual ex-

pression may illustrate certain of the

dangers of such an approach. Willard

identifies "natural human desire" and

"freedom to choose alternative

lifestyles" as the defenses of choice for

those advocating such relationships. I

am not sure that is what I have heard

from our gay brothers and sisters. More

to the point, among the ancient gnos-

tics one can find good parallels for

those on both sides of those arguments.

Back there among the gnostics, there

seem to be modern libertines and mod-

ern homophobes, with some of their

best arguments to boot. Which we find

may say as much about us as about the

issues at hand.

One of Willard Swartley' s special

gifts to the church has been his careful

study of the ways we have interpreted

the Scriptures as we wrestle with con-

tentious issues (eg. Slavery, Sabbath,

War, and Women). I am indebted to

him for pointing out the instructive his-

tory and process that lie behind many

of our "biblical conclusions."

I remain intrigued by the wealth of

that history behind our understandings

of most of the key passages commonly

cited on the homosexuality issue. For

example, there is a rich legacy of com-

mentary on the Sodom story. Within

our Bibles and the Apocrypha, among

early rabbis and church fathers, there is

ample support for the interpretation of

Origen (ca. 185-254): "The angels en-

Pontius' Puddle
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tered the hospitable household; the

flames entered those homes closed to

strangers." What more can we learn

about ourselves and the ready-made
conclusions we bring to our Scripture

study? I wonder what we might also

learn from studies of our attempts to

use the Genesis accounts to theologize

about sexuality and sex roles.

In brief, while disappointed with this

article, I remain convinced that we
need a careful reevaluation of the ways
we use the Scriptures as we wrestle

with these contentious issues.

Ken Bechtel

Toronto, Ont.

Why Are Radical Christians
Such Poor Evangelists? (Nov.

24) should give us much food
for thought regarding the poor evange-

listic track record of our churches. A
lapel pin that was popular some years

ago said simply, "Jesus First." Perhaps
we Mennonites need to wear that pin

as a reminder to put Jesus before our
pet ideologies, before our denomina-
tional affiliation, before anything else!

Furthermore, Christians can hardly be
effective evangelists when they are de-

bating what God has already made
plain (see Stephen Gibbs comments in

"Readers Say" of the same issue).

When we as a group of Christians get

excited about Jesus and get concerned
about those millions of souls that are

dying and entering a Christless eternity

(including some who may agree with

our ideologies); when we are willing to

speak up for salvation by faith in Jesus
Christ with the same fervor as we do
for peace or justice or the environ-

ment—then God will use us as ambassa-
dors of the good news.

If Gospel Herald would continue to

print articles that challenge and stretch

us as this one does, perhaps some in

the radical tradition could be drawn
back to their roots.

Glen A. Gaboury
Charleston, S.C

Why Are Radical Christians
Such Poor Evangelists? (Nov.

24) is a timely reminder that

people always take precedence over
doctrines and causes. But before we
Mennos flagellate ourselves as "radical

Christians," we need to be aware that

the problem Shenk refers to has af-

fected many Christian social move-
ments. Further, we must note that

when the Anabaptist-Mennonite move-
ment was truly radical, it grew by leaps

and bounds!

For at least a century now, radical so-

cial Christians have noted that those in

the lower economic brackets whom they
attempted to help have not been all

that interested in a Christianity that

takes social concerns seriously. These
economic classes emulate those higher

up the economic scale, and they prefer

a religion that serves themselves rather

than one that calls for sacrifice and ser-

vice. The early proponents of the social

gospel soon discovered that the people
they worked with were far more inter-

ested in a Pentecostal, experience-cen-

tered, heaven-bound type of church life.

We should remember that Jesus had
the same kind of response. The poor
were eager for the bread and fish, but
they were very hesitant to take up the

cross and follow him.

Yes, we must put people first and be
sensitive and empathetic. Indeed, the

New Testament asks even more than that

of us! But we should not compromise the

gospel of cross and resurrection in order

to make converts to Mennonitism.

C. Norman Kraus
Harrisonburg, Va.

My
family and I served in Soma-

lia with Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions from 1963 to

1973. We have continued a close rela-

tionship with Somali people ever since.

This Thanksgiving we hosted a Somali
family of eight in our home. One of our
children is planning to leave in January
to help in the Somali catastrophe.

Out of this background, I question

deeply whether the interjection of

American troops into Somalia will be
constructive. The situation is complex
and delicate.

Mennonite mission and service per-

sonnel have been involved in Somalia
for four decades. For the last several

years some of our people have been en-

gaged in encouraging and sometimes fa-

cilitating peace conversations among
the various factions, both within Soma-
lia and outside the country.

At this writing one of these peace em-
issaries is in fact within the country at-

tempting to undergird conversations be-

tween the clans. It is a high-risk

commitment: on his last journey for

peace into Somalia, this emissary lost

his leg to a mortar hit. Yet he and oth-

ers continue with prayer and hope.

Civil wars just don't go away in-

stantly. Up to this point, the United Na-
tions intervention has been cautious

and wise. The troops involved are from
fellow-Muslim states. There are plans

for an expansion of those forces.

I do not perceive that there has been
a "log jam" within the United Nations.

Rather, the Secretary General Boutros-
Ghali, who is an Egyptian and who
knows this region of the world well, is

moving with deliberation and appropri-

ate caution. A misstep can only make
matters worse. There is some progress.

I fear that an American quick-fix ef-

fort, through troop deployment with the

mandate to shoot, will have serious ad-

verse consequences. It is difficult for

North Americans to comprehend the

deep resentments Western military forces

within a Muslim country can create.

Even the war to liberate Kuwait is

not as clean as we might think. In the

aftermath of that war, there has been a

significant resurgence of Muslim Broth-

erhoods within the Middle East region

who are complicating the commitments
of moderate national governments.

I fear that the delicate Christian-

Muslim relationships within Somalia,

which are so essential for effective re-

lief and peacemaking efforts, will be se-

riously jeopardized. I fear that the deli-

cate inter-clan conversations which
have been moving forward will abort if

it is perceived that the intervention in

any way favors one side or another.

Americans should be concerned
about Somalia. The guns which are

used in the killing are mostly from the

stocks of arms we provided to the

Somali government in an earlier era.

We weep when we learn that most chil-

dren under five are already dead.

These are children whom God loves

and we seek to help.

I believe it is in a spirit of compas-
sion that our government has offered

troops. Yet my judgment is that Ameri-
can troops in that setting will compli-

cate rather than facilitate the peace pro-

cess.

David W. Shenk
Mountville, Pa.

Why Are Radical Christians

Such Poor Evangelists? (Nov.

24). Maybe because we are no
longer radical? Please print more chal-

lenging articles like this one.

Jim Maust
Collegeville, Pa.
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The church that stood up to a hurricane

—and found itself without walls

It's a paradoxical place, Homestead
Mennonite Church. For out of the

indescribable destruction of Hurricane

Andrew has come growth and renewal.

by

Cathleen

Hock-
Ws

man

\en Hurricane Andrew smashed into

southern Florida on the morning of

Aug. 24, the walls of the Homestead

Mennonite Church (HMC) were miraculously

left standing. Today it's one of the resulting

paradoxes to find that HMC is becoming a

"church without walls."

Walter and Joy Sawatzky, who pastor the

church, explain: "Among leadership [in HMC],

there is a keen sense that we are going to have

to do church in a different way. In terms of rela-

tionships, we want to function as though there

were no walls."

From that first Monday, Walter says, people

were pouring in to use the church as a tempo-

rary shelter. Three months after the disaster, a

steady stream of survivors, needing help of vari-

ous kinds, has continued to flow in and out of

the church doors. Hurricane relief has virtually

taken over the HMC building.

Wooden shelves have been built in classrooms,

and now the church is stocked better than your

average convenience store—canned goods and

paper products fill room after room. One long

narrow classroom has been converted into a com-

munity pantry and clothes closet, filled with tow-

els, blankets, shoes, toys, and toiletries.

Some 16 recreational vehicles are parked be-

hind the church; some of these have been do-

nated to Mennonite Disaster Service (MDS) to

house volunteers. Alongside them set rolls and

rolls of tar paper, fiberglass, stacks of plywood,

and lumber. Two tents store additional building

supplies.

MDS is in the process of constructing a

building on the back church lot to

house volunteers. It is also exploring

other housing options. By the beginning of the

year, MDS hopes to have 200-300 volunteers

working around the area every week, says Newt

Moyer, director of the Homestead MDS opera-

tions; about 75 volunteer workers come weekly

now.

There will be plenty for all these people to do.

"Whatever you see on TV doesn't communicate

the breadth of the destruction," says Drane

Reynolds, chair of the HMC church council.
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"Here, it's not just a house here and there—

every house was damaged."

Three months after the hurricane, some

neighborhoods are getting cleaned up, trash re-

moved, repairs underway. Blocks and blocks of

other houses, however, resemble deserted battle-

fields. Rubble mixes with broken furniture,

crushed cars stripped of usable parts, stuffed

toys. Some places look like the owner evacuated

before the storm and never returned. In one

house, the walls are gone, but one can still see

clothes hanging neatly in the closet.

To speed insurance reimbursements, homeown-

ers sprayed-painted their addresses and insur-

ance companies on the walls of their damaged

property. Many left other messages—grim, hope-

ful, humorous despite everything, or simply sad:

"You loot, I shoot"; "We survived Andrew";

"Mildew Manor"; "This used to be home."

Some of the people from these ruined houses

are living with friends; others sleep on porches;

a few still have not had electricity, even three

months after the disaster. Insurance companies

are not coming through for everyone—at least

six companies have gone bankrupt. Some esti-

mates say 100,000 households in south Dade

County haven't settled with insurance companies

yet.

Since early November, a tent city has sprung

Three months after Hurricane Andrew, homes in

Homestead still wait for cleanup and reconstruction.



MDS volun-

teers (from

left) Alvin

Weaver,

Howard
Webb, and
Walter Scho-

enhals roof a

damaged
house in

Homestead,

Florida.

up near the canal that winds through the region.

Some of the tents aren't even made of nylon;

they are of the same plastic sheeting tacked

over damaged roofs. Evenings, fires heat supper
and perhaps keep a few mosquitoes away. Fire-

wood, at least, is plentiful.

The material needs of the people in Dade
County could hardly be more obvious. Less ap-

parent are their emotional and spiritual needs.

So while Mennonite Disaster Service personnel

are hard at work to repair roofs and homes,
other people are focusing on helping victims

deal with the emotional toll this disaster has had
on their lives.

Walter Sawatzky describes the emotional

roller coaster his family has experienced since

the hurricane. First came a state of shock, when
adrenaline fueled them to respond to immediate
needs. Then came a sense of optimism in Octo-

ber when cleanup was underway. Scores of

trucks came to haul away trash.

By November, though, the Sawatzkys were
feeling some discouragement. Rats in the house
. . . mold growing on the walls . . . insurance set-

tlement still not complete. "Most of all, we're

tired of having to make so many decisions when
we feel vulnerable, scattered, unfocused," Wal-
ter says.

Rohrer Eshelman is a retired emergency room
physician from Lancaster, Pa., working in Home-
stead under Mennonite Health Services (MHS).

Actually, Eshelman is officially working under
Salvation Army, since he doesn't have the re-

quired Florida license to practice here. It's risky

because he's not covered for malpractice

through this arrangement, Eshelman explains

—

but to him it's worth taking the risk.

"Survivors are out of control of their lives,"

Eshelman explains. Mennonite Health Services

workers can provide a listening ear and try to

help people regain a sense of control. It's a new
partnership between MHS and MDS—a partner-

ship that works.

For example, a man came one day on referral

from the Red Cross, Eshelman relates. "I hit my
daughter last night—and I've never hit anyone in

my life before," the man said. "I don't know
what's wrong with me." Eshelman got in the

truck with the man to see what he could do. The
man cried all the way to his house, where he had
been sick in bed two days, unable to get himself

to care for his five children.

An immediate solution for this man, Eshelman
explains, was as simple as getting him on the list

for MDS to go fix his roof. But complete recov-

ery for this person, like thousands of other survi-

vors, will be a long, slow process.

"We are in a weeping situation in Homestead

—

a grieving," says Eli Stoltzfus, a registered nurse

from Elkhart, Ind., also here with MHS.
Stoltzfus has been going out to homes where
MDS has already worked, offering assistance be-

yond construction—doing a little counseling,

helping deal with government or insurance agen-

cies, running errands, mostly listening.

"[The survivors] like to talk. They like to talk

about the night of the storm, where they were,

how they felt—especially the ones who stayed in

their house," he says.

Thousands of people in south Dade County
have permanently left their homes; many
neighborhoods are either completely

empty or with only a few families remaining.

Loneliness and lack of emotional support com-
pound the stresses residents here face.

"I had a circle of friends, and now I don't have

any," one woman told Stoltzfus. She used to

work as a seamstress for some of these friends,

so now, "I don't have a business, either." Under
the strain, Stoltzfus adds, many marriages are

breaking up. Only 61 percent of the children are

back at school.

Eshelman takes part in a devotional period

held at the Homestead Mennonite Church once

a week to orient volunteers to the survival/disas-

ter mentality.
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When a hurricane blows structures to

pieces, a congregation has two choices:

it can put the old back together again,

or it can change its mode of church life.

"We need to understand that the stuff piled

on the street"—in heaps sometimes two to four

stories high—"is actually someone's posses-

sions," he says. Some victims can't bear to

throw away their ruined things, leading Es-

helman to describe the disaster volunteers them-

selves as "secondary victims": "MDSers become

frustrated working with the frustration."

To illustrate, Eshelman tells about one woman

he met with an old photograph that once pic-

tured her. Though the picture was now com-

pletely ruined by water, the woman refused to

give it up. "We forget that they're grieving.

We're in a funeral environment," he says. "When

a woman wants to keep her smeared up photo-

graph, she's having a funeral. We think it's

trash."

"The things we've lost are symbolic of a nor-

mal kind of existence," Walter Sawatzky adds.

"Early on, I couldn't figure out why I was feeling

so distraught. I knew, logically, that 'it's just

things,' things that can be patched up, replaced.

But our lives have been so transformed by the

upheaval: neighbors moving away, the church

full of strangers, a total loss of the routine, the

ordinary, of customs."

Just to see the MDS volunteers come, and

in such large numbers, Walter continues,

"reminds us that we are cared about. When

we doubt that God does care, these are concrete

reminders that we're not alone."

I believe God uses trauma in persons' or corpo-

rate lives to transform us," Walter says. Amidst

the slow emotional recovery, he and Joy have

been challenging members of the congregation

to make this a crossroads in their lives. Rather

than staying in a "victim mentality," he says, they

can go make a positive change, meeting the needs

of other people. "And that's where some of our

own healing will happen."

One such opportunity to give is the new initia-

tive, Nehemiah Project of Homestead, Inc.

Through this program, the corporation will buy

hurricane-damaged properties in the local com-

munity, which will be repaired by volunteers

working with MDS. The restored houses will then

be sold to low-income families—people who would

never be able to own their homes otherwise.

Two Mennonite Central Committee volun-

teers, Ernie and Mary Pries of St. Catherines,

Ont, are working full-time on the project. They

have helped the group purchase seven proper-

ties only three months after the hurricane.

When the biblical prophet Nehemiah helped

the people of Israel restore the walls of Jerusa-
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lem, explains Walter, the walls were representa-

tive of security. In the same way, "we want to

give back to people a sense of security and well-

being. We want to rebuild lives."

By helping their neighbors, Joy Sawatzky

adds, people working on the Nehemiah Project

"are finding such life in the process."

The Nehemiah Project is one example of

how the church has become more "fo-

cused outward than inward" since the hur-

ricane, Joy says. "So much energy is normally

put into maintaining church structures and into

keeping that feeling of community or family.

While that family feeling is good, we tend to for-

get to look outward—even if we do the 'mission

thing.'
"

So when a hurricane blows church structures

to pieces, she continues, the congregation has

two choices: it can try to put back together the

old structures, or it can use the opportunity to

change the model of church.

Her preference is clear: "We have people and

their gifts—now we can make our structures fit

the people, rather than the other way around."

The Sawatzkys came to Homestead exactly

one year—to the day—before Hurricane Andrew

smashed into Dade County. Back in January

1992, Walter gave a sermon in which he asked

people to imagine themselves in a helicopter, fly-

ing over the region five years later. Several

church members envisioned a time when the

HMC building would not be the important thing

anymore—that the congregation's ministry would

be reaching deep into the community, touching

people's lives in concrete ways.

After the hurricane, Joy says, more than one

Walter and
Joy Sawat-

zky, pastors of

the Home-
stead Menno-
nite Church.



ITEMS & COMMENTS

Pope calls religious leaders
to pray for peace in Balkans
Pope John Paul II, after nearly two

years of urgent appeals for peace in the

war-ravaged Balkans, has appealed to the

world's religious leaders to unite for

prayer and fasting in Assisi, Italy.

The pope's call came amid multiplying

signs that the Balkan war is threatening

to spill over into neighboring countries,

transforming it from a limited to an inter-

national conflict.

Recent press reports claim that young
men from Russia are volunteering to serve

in the Serbian armed forces as mercenar-
ies. Meanwhile, Islamic nations have
begun to call for the shipment of arms to

Bosnia to allow the Bosnians to defend
themselves.

Consequently, the civil war is taking on
the shape of a larger conflict pitting

against each other three different reli-

gions and cultures: Orthodox Slavs
(Serbia), Muslim Slavs (Bosnia), and
Roman Catholic Slavs (Croatia). (RNS)

Hindu, Muslim leaders speak out
against violent extremists in India
The Hindu-Muslim tensions that

erupted in India this month is the latest

example of the worldwide phenomenon of

religious fundamentalism turned violent,

according to several experts.

Leaders of both religions in the United
States took issue with the extreme ele-

ments of their faiths in India, calling

instead for tolerance and cooperation.

"Over the past 40 years, there has been
a decline and delegitimization of quasi-

religions" such as communism or nation-

alism, said Dr. Robert Robins, Tulane
University, New Orleans.

People "have seen these, you might say,

false gods fail. So now we have the old

gods coming back. It's a worldwide
phenomenon" that has affected Christian-

ity, Judaism and Buddhism, as well as

Hinduism and Islam, he said. (RNS)

Lutheran document sets

environmental agenda
Churchgoers in the Evangelical Lu-

theran Church in America are being asked
to help achieve worldwide economic sta-

bility and justice by making their congre-

gations "creation awareness centers."

The call comes in the first draft of a

proposed social statement on the envi-

ronment being circulated for comment in

the denomination.

If adopted and implemented, the state-

ment would commit the nation's fourth

largest Protestant denomination to one of

the most extensive and wide-ranging en-

vironmental agendas in the church body.
A key element of the proposed state-

ment is the strong linkage of environ-

mental protection with economic justice,

elements often seen at war with one an-

other.

"Politically, the interests of both people
and the earth's support system must be

given voice," the statement says, calling

for examination, if not dismantling, of
"the unjust social structures that contrib-

ute to the poverty among much of the
world's population." (RNS)

Teenagers are giving more
to charity, study shows
Teenagers, often thought of as self-cen-

tered, are defying the stereotype.

A new study by Independent Sectors
shows that teenage giving to charity, in

both time and money, is up. Nearly two-
thirds of young people between 12 and 17

years old volunteer some of their time to

nonprofit work each week; 50 percent
donate money to favored causes. (RNS)

Religious leaders denounce
commercialism of Christmas
"Celebrate Christmas, not commercial-

ism" is the holiday message of 25 leading

Protestant, Catholic, and Unitarian lead-

ers. A signed open letter decries the
"carnival of mass marketing" that "de-
vours some, leaves others in ruinous debt,

and punishes the poor, for whom the joy
of Christmas always seems a dollar away."
The letter attacks the "almost religious

quality" of consumption that has made
malls "the new shrines of worship." Along
with the Washington-based Center for the

Study of Commercialism, the group hopes
clergy will condemn "advertising crusades
that have waged war on the essential

meaning of the spiritual life." (NIRR)

The church that stood up to a hurricane
(continued church member remarked that the actual minis-

from page 7) try of the HMC was now like this vision of out-

reach.

In contrast to many other congregations in

Dade County, Joy adds, the HMC members are

still returning to church, even those who now
live outside the county and must drive an hour
to come to services. While many other churches
have shrunk to two-thirds or half their pre-An-
drew size, HMC attendance has increased—even
without counting all the MDS volunteers who
worship with the congregation. People in the

community whose roofs have been repaired by
MDS or who have received shelter or food at

the church come to learn more about this church
that served them—even though they were strang-

ers to each other.

Strangers are becoming friends.

It's a paradoxical place, Homestead Menno-

nite Church. Out of the indescribable destruc-

tion of Hurricane Andrew comes growth and re-

newal. People who have lost everything, whose
homes are reduced to piles of twisted metal and
concrete, suddenly have so much to give. Amidst
overwhelming stress, weariness, and feelings of

vulnerability, church members are finding not
only their own healing, but are able to give a

powerful ministry and witness to others in their

broken community.
Just like Paul writes in 2 Cor. 12—the weak

have become strong. Out of loss comes fulfill-

ment. Death brings life. All these are taking

place in a church that stood up to a hurricane

—

just to become a church without walls.

Cathleen Hockman, Scottdale, Pa., assistant edi-

tor of Gospel Herald, visited Homestead this past
November during the U.S. Thanksgiving holiday.
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Somalia needs outside help, says Hersi. Salunga, Pa. (EMBM)—Hersi Ahmed

Mohammed, a Somali Mennonite refugee currently living in Lititz, Pa., speaks with

a television reporter. Hersi says he welcomes United Nations relief efforts. As

Operation Restore Hope has been implemented, many North American Mennonites

have been forced to review their stance on peacemaking and the use of armed forces.

Hunger awareness meal
raises funds for Somalia
Lancaster, Pa. (LMHS)—The student

council at Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite

High School (LMHS) raised over $1,700

at their World Hunger Awareness Meal

on Dec. 5. Proceeds from the fundraiser

will go toward Mennonite Central

Committee's peace and hunger relief ef-

forts in Somalia.

As the 125 diners arrived, they were

randomly assigned to one of four groups.

The feasters were served a full-course

meal including shrimp cocktail, steak, and

blueberry cheesecake.

The middle class enjoyed stuffed

chicken breasts. The lower class sat in a

circle eating rice and lentils. And the

beggars received only bowls, cups, and

spoons. About 10 percent were feasters—

who were instructed not to share—while

90 percent were divided between the

other three groups.

"The poorest are the most generous,"

LMHS junior Nathan Landis discovered.

"They shared their rice and lentils right

away. It's humbling to have to beg."

On the other side, the feasters were

annoyed by the continual begging. "As

long as you don't look 'em in the face,

they'll go away," observed feaster Peter

Kraybill, a senior at LMHS.
In a discussion led by David Schrock-

Shenk, diners agreed that despite the

effectiveness of the meal, the role-playing

that took place in the LMHS dining hall

was a far cry from places like Somalia

where two million persons are in danger

of starving to death, or Sudan where the

number rises to nine million.

"We have so much," said John Hershey,

a farmer from the Mt. Joy area. "Hunger

is something we can't really fathom in

Lancaster County."

According to Schrock-Shenk, who is

involved in global education at MCC, 20

percent of the world's five billion people

are hungry.

Melissa Hess, student council presi-

dent, said she learned from her study of

world hunger that 30 percent of the pop-

ulation (mainly Europe and the United

States) eat 70 percent of the food.

Schrock-Shenk ended the evening with

an observation which hunger awareness

meal diners also experienced: that food

distribution, not lack of food, is the real

cause of world hunger.

God made the world so that it can work

for everyone, he said, referring to Matt.

6:33, which reads, "But strive first for the

kingdom of God and his righteousness,

and all these things will be given to you

as well."

"We have a part to play in the fulfill-

ment of God's promise," Schrock-Shenk

said.

Mennonite Somalis join

North Americans in

friendship association

Toronto, Ont. (EMBM/MCEC)—When
missionaries leave a country after long-

term service, they must wonder if they will

ever see friends and co-workers again.

Victor and Viola Dorsch, Eastern Menno-

nite Board missionaries in Somalia from

1956-70, recently got a joyous surprise.

When Somali refugees began arriving in

the Toronto area several years ago, a few

remembered the Eastern Board mission

schools they attended in Somalia. They

could recall only the name of their former

missionary teachers—Dorsch—and that

they lived somewhere in Canada.

Miraculously, after locating the Warden
Woods Mennonite Church in the Toronto

telephone book, they were able to locate

Victor and Viola. After several visits back

and forth, 27 Somali friends and the

Dorschs met for a reunion last winter.

On Sept. 3, the Canadian Somali

Friendship Association for Peace and De-

velopment was officially formed.

The objective of this group is to bring

together Somalis, North American Men-

nonites, and other interested people for

the purpose of friendship, sharing current

news in Somalia, presenting concerns of

Somalis to the Mennonite Church, as well

as working on the reunification of families.

Abdullahi B. Musse-Shemal and Victor

Dorsch are serving as chairpersons of the

organization. Says Musse-Shemal, "[The

friendship association] is not something

that was invented in Toronto. It is in our

bones. We have developed a solid basis

for relationship with Mennonites through

the mission schools that have been in our

country for over 40 years."

North American mission personnel

were withdrawn from Somalia when the

civil war intensified.

Today Somali friends want to form

relationships with Mennonites in Canada

and the United States as they deal with

the catastrophe of violence and famine in

their home country.

Many still have spouses and children in

refugee camps. The whereabouts of some

loved ones are unknown. Recently one

member of the group heard that his wife

had died of starvation.
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Mission agencies tackle issue

of declining contributions

Chicago (Meetinghouse)—If words were
dollars, 17 Mennonite and Brethren mis-

sion and services agencies would have

solved many of their budget crunches

when they met here Dec. 6-8.

For words there were aplenty at a con-

sultation on "Christian Mission and Ser-

vice in an Age of World Reorganization."

The event was co-sponsored by the Coun-
cil on International Ministries (CIM) and
the Council of Moderators and Secretar-

ies (CMS), fraternal groups of Mennonite
and Brethren missions and denomina-
tional leaders respectively.

According to John Lapp, director of

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC),
Akron, Pa., and CEVI's chair, one of the

reasons for the consultation was to deal

with declining contributions to church-

wide mission and service agencies.

"Why are we finding it more difficult to

meet our budgets?" Lapp asked in open-

ing. "Are congregations trying to say

something to us in churchwide agencies?"

A new global world. To find answers,

the consultation focused first on the shifts

in a global economic and religious world.

James Harder, professor of economics at

Bethel College, North Newton, Kan., tied

One piece for me, one for you.
Akron, Pa. (MCC)—Two long-term

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)
workers and supporters—Peter J.

Dyck (left) and William T. Snyder
(right) were honored at the annual
MCC staff Christmas banquet, which
coincided this year with Dyck's 78th

and Snyder's 75th birthday. More than

250 MCC staff and family members
were in attendance.

these shifts directly to contributions to

mission and service agencies.

Harder noted that Mennonite and
Brethren agencies grew in the "golden
post-war economy" of the 1950s and '60s.

Incomes went up at least 30 percent, but
Mennonites had "little desire to spend on
personal consumption" and were gener-

ous in their contributions.

Since 1970, the North American econo-

my has changed—because of environ-

mental problems, military spending, and
foreign competition. Incomes have de-

clined 19 percent at the same time that

Mennonites have become consumers
—

"a

learned trait," according to Harder.
Hence less money for churchwide pro-

grams.

Harder also observed Mennonites tend

to give to what affects them directly. "I

find it ironic that . . . Mennonite institu-

tional activity seems to be moving away
from a strong Mennonite World Confer-

ence—and even away from binational and
denominational programs" when "the

global economy, the global culture, and
global politics are becoming ever-more
unified. . . . One wonders whether . . . the

church is simply ahead of global economic
trends or whether we're completely miss-

ing the boat."

Whether we like it or not, in the future

Christianity will be seen by more and
more people as a "Western religion" in

our global world, said James Pankratz,

president of Concord College, Winnipeg,

Man. The challenge to Christian missions

will be to rise above this concept, to unite

people transnationally, to present a vision

of a truly global world.

In response, Wilbert Shenk of the As-

sociated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries

(AMBS), Elkhart, Ind., questioned being

so positive about a global world.
"Globalization is a triumph of technique,"

he said.

Shenk called for a mission strategy

based on a vision of the kingdom of God,
not on global technology. The church

must put its confidence in the Holy Spirit

for its mission strategy, he said.

New mission strategies. Nancy
Heisey, MCC assistant executive secre-

tary, also emphasized the role of the Holy
Spirit in an approach to missions.

We think of missions as bringing the

message of Jesus Christ to people who
have never heard before, Heisey said. We
forget the role of the Holy Spirit in pre-

paring people for this message.

Heisey challenged Mennonite and
Brethren mission and service agencies to

go much farther in cooperating with each
other. Consolidate, she said; "we are too

big, too complex, too far-flung to even
understand or manage ourselves."

David Dyck, Africa director for Menno-
nite Brethren Missions/Service, Winni-
peg, Man., challenged CIM and CMS to

make peace theology the unique Anabap-
tist contribution to missions.

"With few exceptions, Mennonite
churches founded by Mennonite mission-

aries as part of the modern missionary

movement lack a distinctive peace wit-

ness," Dyck said.

He also called for North American mis-

sion and service agencies to develop true

partnership with overseas churches. For
Dyck, this means allowing these churches
to enter into agency decision-making, in-

cluding setting salaries and allocating fi-

nances.

Like Heisey, Dyck called for more co-

operation between agencies and de-

nominations. "Not all of us need to be
everywhere if we can actually agree that

any one of the CIM agencies can be
counted on to model effectively an Ana-
baptist approach to missions and ser-

vice."

"I say 'amen,' " said Vern Preheim,
general secretary of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church (GCMC), New-
ton, Kan., in response. "When do we stop

exporting conference lines into interna-

tional settings?"

Several participants pointed out CMS
had decided in the past that CEVI agencies

should do more cooperation. But it hasn't

happened.

New cooperation. More cooperation

also needs to happen between congrega-

tion and denomination.

Missions must happen at all levels of

the church, said Helmut Harder, general

secretary of the Conference of Menno-
nites in Canada, Winnipeg, Man.
"In some cases, the local church will

take primary responsibility for imple-

mentation while the larger church does

the work of coordination. In other cases

the larger church will implement while the

local church designates financial sup-

port."

Erwin Rempel, director of the Commis-
sion on Overseas Ministries for the

GCMC, noted the need to come to a

common vision on both the local and the

denominational level.

"While denominational staff tend to

think their programs respond to the needs

of the congregations, informal feedback

indicates at least some congregations view
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Students study Navajo culture. Chinle, Ariz. (UNM)—Ten students from

Bethany Christian High School, Goshen, Ind., spent their Oct. 24-31 interterm in

Arizona learning about Navajo Indian society, culture, the people, and problems they

face today.

"While realizing how unversed I am in the complexities of Navajo culture, I perceive

how both the Navajo way and Christianity (Mennonites in particular) are comparable:

commitment to the earth, recognizing the unessential and the corrupting power of

money, balance in life, and especially the desire to live simply," wrote one student,

Kelly Short, after the experience.

Bethany Christian High School inter-

term to Arizona: front row (left to

right)— Wilmetta Maust, Kathryn Som-
mers, Jeya Paul, Sarah Kingsley, Ra-

chel Kauffman, Lana Miller, Jason

Rupp, John Zook; back row—Mandy
Yoder, Jewel Lehman, Kelly Short, Joe

Menadue, and Tom Burbank, president

of the United Native Ministries Council

and pastor of Blue Gap Mennonite

Church.

Navajo Alice Charlie shows Bethany

students how to weave a rug with her loom.

the denominational vision in conflict with

its own," Rempel said.

New funding methods. But after all

the theorizing, what are new ways to fund

missions and service in Mennonite and
Brethren churches?

That was the question confronting a

panel of five at the final session.

"You have to appeal to people's self-

interest," said Jim Halteman, professor of

economics at Wheaton College, Wheaton,

LI. The church must find ways to raise the

cost of not giving to the church. He sug-

gested a "church tax" that members
would need to agree to before joining.

Gary Franz, GCMC director of planned

giving, described what he called a "travel

agency mode." If people had a chance to

visit mission locations, they would be
more apt to give to that location.

Stan Kropf, Mennonite Church director

of finances, proposed a plan that would
have "mission sales agents sell contracts

to local congregations." These agree-

ments would include payment schedules

for specific mission projects.

But Phyllis Pellman Good of the Peo-

ples Place, Intercourse, Pa., cautioned

against giving too much attention to cur-

rent structures.

"My fear is that institutions don't auto-

matically pass from one generation to

another without making changes," she

said. Further, "the persons within the

institutions may be the last to discover

their agency needs to adapt, change, or

die."

Edgar Stoesz, Akron, Pa., board mem-
ber of Habitat for Humanity, was even

more pointed: "We have a tired constitu-

ency, which has lost its missionary spirit,"

he said. "We also have tired programs;

there's no longer any great urgency but

also no great successes."

But fear not, said Gayle Gerber Koontz,

AMBS dean, who led two worship ser-

vices. "We may get our strategies wrong.

We may fail to relate to our con-

stituencies. We may fail in our work as

mission leaders. . . . But let's be quiet

—

and acknowledge God. Let's admit it is

God who is in control of human history

—

and of the church."

—

J. Lome Peachey

Native Mennnonites
to meet in 1 994
Elkhart, Ind. (UNM)—Plans for a his-

toric meeting of three different Menno-
nite groups of indigenous North Ameri-

cans are underway.

The United Native Ministries Council,

part of the Mennonite Church, decided in

mid-October to invite Native Americans

from the General Conference Mennonite
Church in the United States and Canada

to attend its biennial assembly in Missis-

sippi in the summer of 1994.

The Council, an associate group of the

Mennonite Church General Board, repre-

sents 12 Native American congregations

and five tribes (Creek, Ojibway, Choctaw,

Navajo, and Hopi).

The Council's invitation was extended

to the Mennonite Indian Leaders Council

(MILC) and to Native Ministries of Can-

ada.

MILC—which relates to the Commis-
sion on Home Ministries of the General

Conference Mennonite Church—repre-

sents native churches among the Hopi,

Southern Cheyenne, Arapahoe and
Northern Cheyenne Indians in Arizona,

Montana, and Oklahoma.
Native Ministries of Canada, an out-

reach of the Conference of Mennonites in

Canada, involves Cree, Saulteaux,
Ojibway, and Metis Indians.

Ray Horst, executive secretary for the

Council, said the 1994 gathering would be

a historic first.

"The Council has attempted some
meetings with other Native American
groups beginning in 1985, with limited

success," he explained. "But the groups

are gradually beginning to find each other.

This assembly would be a significant step

toward closer cooperation and sharing

together in the future."

—

Phil Richard
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Haitian educator calls

for "a civilian invasion"
Port-au-Prince, Haiti (CPT)—"A civilian

invasion, not a military one, is needed in

Haiti," a Haitian agricultural educator

told a delegation from Christian Peace-

maker Teams (CPT).

"Let the people of the world charter

flights, rent boats, and create a civilian

invasion," said "Harry," who was recently

released from detention and is now in

hiding from the military government. "Let

the boats bring people to, not carry refu-

gees from Haiti.

"If two or three thousand come to stand

with us and say, 'We're finished with this

injustice,' then the United Nations or the

Organization of American States would

not need their weapons," Harry asserted.

"This is the greatest philosophy on

earth, to come and stand in solidarity with

sisters and brothers. People like you can

do this," he told the CPT group, "and in

doing so, you are fulfilling the mission of

Jesus to set at liberty those who are

bound."

The CPT delegation is in Haiti to listen

to, identify with, and stand alongside

those who are in the nonviolent struggle

for justice.

The cost of speaking out for an end to

the present military rule is arrest, deten-

tion, torture, and death at the hands of

the army or of the secret military force

called "Tontons Macoute."

The New York-based Lawyers Com-
mittee for Human Rights issued a report

in August documenting that at least 1,000

people have been summarily executed

without trial, and perhaps as many as

3,000 have died since President Jean-

Bertrand Aristide's exile.

The exact number is unknown since

military control of journalists, manage-

ment of the media, and beating of report-

ers limits access to information.

Harassment and intimidation of jour-

nalists, religious and grassroots leaders,

human rights observers, and lawyers is

intense and constant.

CPT found the people cautious at best,

terrified at worst, and extremely prudent

at all times. Human rights violations are

daily occurrences.

The army acts with complete impunity

in carrying out its violent suppression of

the people's continuing loyalty to the

ousted government of Aristide.

—David Augsburger

Mission workers remain
in Ivory Coast as war
continues in Liberia

Elkhart, Ind. (MBM)—Two Mennonite

Board of Missions (MBM) workers as-

signed to Liberia are temporarily based

in the Ivory Coast. Phil and Christine

Lindell Detweiler evacuated from Liberia

Oct. 22 due to increased fighting in and

around the capital city of Monrovia (see

Nov. 3 Gospel Herald).

A third MBM worker in Liberia, Barry

Hart, began a month-long visit to the

United States Dec. 7.

Lindell Detweilers, now living in

Abidjan, the capital of Ivory Coast, con-

tinue their work with the Christian Health

Association of Liberia (CHAL). They are

coordinating shipments of medical drugs

and supplies from the United Nations and

other agencies to CHAL's member clinics

and hospitals in Liberia.

Some of the shipments are sent by air

or by ship to CHAL operations in Mon-
rovia. Others are traveling by land from

Abidjan to Danane, in northwest Ivory

Coast, then on to CHAL units outside

Monrovia.

According to Hart, few expatriate

CHAL staff remain in the country. All

CHAL Liberian staff are well and ac-

counted for.

The staff "are trying to adjust to what's

happening to them," he said. Water is

becoming a problem, with wells going dry

in the dry season of the year. Sanitation

and related diseases, like cholera, are also

a problem with refugees swelling the pop-

ulation to over 800,000 people.

Hart and Lindell Detweilers have main-

tained two-way radio contact with CHAL
staff in Monrovia and in a hospital in

Gbarnga, north of the capital. But the

CHAL-related clinic in the port city of

Buchanan, southeast of Monrovia, is

closed, after the peacekeeping force

bombed the city.

"We're anxious to go back," Hart said.

He hopes to visit Monrovia and assess the

situation there when he returns to West
Africa. He said the trio will continue to

maintain contact and consult with CHAL
staff in Liberia on where and how they

can be most useful.

—

Phil Richard

Leadership training

tops priority list rJjm
of Native Council »jfBjj

Morson, Out. (UNM)—Lead- AlftW
ership training continues to be *|W

<f

a priority for Native American ^Y^

groups in the Mennonite Church.

Ray Horst, executive secretary of the

United Native Ministries Council, told the

Council during its Oct. 15-17 meeting here

that a new theological education by exten-

sion program will be available in 1993.

Horst hopes to see the courses begin in

at least one Native American community

as soon as possible.

He reported that nine Native Ameri-

cans are presently involved in post-high

school study programs. "Pray for these

people, that they can complete their

courses and be prepared to give leader-

ship to their churches and communities,"

he said.

The Council adopted a $44,000 budget

for the fiscal year beginning Feb. 1, 1993.

Russian students visit. Harrison-

burg, Va. (EMC)—Nineteen students

from Nizhni Novgorod State University

spent three weeks at Eastern Mennonite

College this fall.

The students sampled a variety of

classes—including business, literature,

history, and computer courses—and vis-

ited places such as Monticello, Washing-

ton, D.C., and the annual Virginia Relief

Sale.

For at least one student, Katya

Seryakova, the exchange was an oppor-

tunity to "see how the church commu-
nity works and to come to an
understanding of what these communi-

ties mean for their members." (See Aug.

25 Gospel Herald.)

Tatyana "Tanya" Kireyeva plays and sings

a song from her native Russia during a

social with EMC students.
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Agyedho 0
Bwogo

Women in Sudan lead
food distribution efforts
Khartoum, Sudan (MCC)—The Sudan

Council of Churches (SCC) wanted to

improve its distribution of food to families

in displacement settlements in the capital

city of Khartoum. So the council turned

to the women for help.

According to SCC representative

Agyedho 0 Bwogo, one reason for choos-

ing women instead of men was that

"women are more reliable in managing
food resources—men frequently sell relief

aid to buy other goods."

Bwogo spoke at a food, hunger, and
public action seminar held here in Octo-

ber and sponsored by the Canadian
Foodgrains Bank, which gathers and ships

donated Canadian grain to food deficit

countries on behalf of its 12 member
sponsors. Mennonite Central Committee
Canada is one of the member sponsors.

Bwogo told seminar participants that

women are becoming increasingly in-

volved in running the settlements be-

cause, in some instances, women were not

getting their share of the food ration

distributed to male-headed households.

According to Sudanese cultural norms,
the house is headed by a man and the

household is identified by the man's
name. Also, land is only given to male-

headed households.

Many families arriving at the settle-

ments, however, are made up of women
and children—the husbands are lost to

war.

As a result, humanitarian agencies had
to develop a food distribution system

—

one not based on the traditional model of

a man as the head of the household—to
ensure that families would be adequately
fed, Bwogo said.

In some settlements women formed
their own groups that are now recognized

by humanitarian agencies and govern-

ment bodies as local authorities.

"Women are taking on a crucial role;

they are running many of the activities

like health programs," Bwogo said.

Food is now being distributed to vulner-

able groups like pregnant, nursing, and
elderly women. In a food-for-training pro-

gram, women learn skills for income-pro-

ducing projects like basket weaving.

The civil war in southern Sudan has

disrupted the lives of millions of people,

forcing them to flee to safer regions in the

north of the country where they are at-

tempting to form new communities.

Settlements formed as small groups

joined together and humanitarian agen-

cies helped with shelter, food, and medi-
cine. But as the settlements—made up of

people from the mostly Christian south

—

expanded and took on an air of perma-
nence, the northern Muslim government
intervened.

"[The displaced people] were called

criminals, drunkards, and prostitutes,"

Bwogo said, adding that government offi-

cials accused them of polluting the envi-

ronment and spoiling the community.

In the end, they were relocated and any
sense of community or permanence dis-

couraged. People now live in huts "that

fly apart when the winds come," Bwogo
said. Humanitarian groups face greater

bureaucratic obstacles than before.

Displaced people at two camps in the

Khartoum area are not entitled to food

ration cards or health services even
though poor people outside these camps
receive subsidized food and free govern-

ment health services.

People in the settlements are victims,

often unaware of the politics around them,

Bwogo told seminar participants. "They
heard bullets, had hunger, and fled."

Now some are asking to be returned to

their southern homelands—even though

at home they risk being killed in the

continuing war or starving.

Bwogo noted that MCC has recently

helped some 1,100 families move back to

their homes. When they were finally

moved "they felt like they were brought

back to life," she said.

—Rick Fast

Retired board executive
Elkhart, Ind.—In a day when chief

executive officers are known for their

astronomic salaries, retirement funds,

and skybox seats, H. Ernest Bennett
provides a model that is more down to

earth.

For 21 years, Bennett served as execu-

tive secretary of Mennonite Board of

Missions, the largest of the Mennonite
Church's five program boards. At the

time of his retirement in 1980, Bennett
headed an international staff and a $5.2

million budget.

But for the past two years, the 77-year-

old Elkhart, Ind., resident has made
other decisions—including when he
needs to clean the toilets, mow the lawn,

or wash the windows in his work as

custodian for Prairie Street Mennonite
Church.

For Bennett, the work simply is anoth-

er way of being faithful to Christ's com-
mand that "whoever wants to be great

among you must be your servant."

How does one go from an executive

office to a janitorial closet?

"That is a good question," said Ben-

nett, who volunteered for the position

when it became available in July 1990.

"I have always thought of everything I

have done of coming out of my commit-

ment to the church."

serves as church janitor

In a faith whose founder said he "came
not to be served, but to serve," servant-

hood should go without saying. But more
often, it goes without practice.

"One of the things I have felt all

through my experience being in charge

of church administration is that leaders

of institutions should consider them-
selves servants," Bennett said.

After more than 40 years of adminis-

trative work, Bennett was ready for

something different. "I wanted to do
something that had physical activity as

part of its duties. I had sat behind a desk
all these years," he said.

He and his wife, Earla, have been
members of the Praire Street church

since they first came to Elkhart in 1946.

"I find the custodial job at the church

to be a very good way to be involved,"

said Bennett, who has served the con-

gregation in a variety of roles—from
elder and moderator to financial officer

and Sunday school teacher. He also

chaired the church's building committee
during a time of major expansion.

"One person said, 'Now he has come
full circle,' " Earla said of her husband.

Or as Ernest himself put it, "Now I

have finally reached the pinnacle of

servanthood."
—Tom Price
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• Acappella to perform. The
premier Christian music group,

Acappella, will present the main

concert at the Mennonite Youth

Convention this July in Phila-

delphia. Best known for their

contemporary a capella vocal

harmonies, Acappella will per-

form songs from their "Rescue"

and "Sweet Fellowship" al-

bums. The biennial Mennonite

Youth Convention is sponsored

by Mennonite Board of Congre-

gational Ministries.

• Chief speaks at school. Chey-

enne peace chief and Mennonite

leader Lawrence Hart ad-

dressed two U.S. history classes

at a public high school in

Archbold, Ohio, on Nov. 23.

Hart told students his personal

story and spoke about the his-

tory of the Cheyenne Plains peo-

ple, correcting some of the

major misconceptions history

has claimed as truth. We should

look at the next 500 years, Hart

says, rather than look back at

the past, and develop a new
relationship with Native Ameri-

cans.

—

Charlotte H. Croyle

• Clusters formed. Ohio Con-

ference recently formed 10 re-

gional clusters among its 85 con-

gregations. "We are excited

about the potential of the clus-

ter model as a way for [Ohio]

Conference to more adequately

hear and address the needs of

its congregations," said confer-

ence coordinator George Bixler.

Clusters may also enhance
cooperation between churches

in a geographical area, he added.

Moreover, the formation of the

clusters "is a first step in help-

ing conference leaders listen to

the needs and concerns of our

congregations."

• Just the "fax." The correct fax

number for Eastern Mennonite

College and Seminary,
Harrisonburg, Va., is 703 432-

4444. The college previously

used the Mennonite Board of

Missions Media Ministries fax

line (703 434-5556).

• Scholarships available. Men-
nonite Mutual Aid (MMA) will

award 20 scholarships of $500

each to students of families who
own an Advantage annuity

through MMA. Other eligibility

requirements include: at least

$500 of financial need; a grade

point average of 2.5; attendance

at a college, seminary, or other

school of higher education

which is part of a church denom-

ination that participates in

MMA. Applications due March
15. Information from Phyllis Mish-

ler, MMA, PO Box 483, Goshen,

IN 46526; phone 800 348-7468.

• Pastor transitions:

Joy Lapp was licensed and in-

stalled as pastor of the Fort

Collins (Colo.) Mennonite Fel-

lowship on Nov. 8. Rocky Moun-
tain conference minister Don
Rheinheimer officiated. Lapp's

address is 2295 E. Iliff, #212,

Denver, CO 80210.

• Missionary transitions:

Albert and Lois Buckwalter, vet-

eran Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions workers in Argentina, are

back in the South American

country focusing on Bible trans-

lation. They arrived in Saenz

Pena on Oct. 28. Their goal is to

finish the Toba Short Old Tes-

tament.

Titus and Karen Guenther and

family moved to Concepcion,

Chile, in late September. The
Mennonite Board of Missions

workers had lived in the capital

city of Santiago since June 1989,

where Titus served as a church

history professor. He will con-

tinue teaching in Concepcion.

Guenthers will begin a three-

month North American as-

signment on Dec. 15. Their

Chile address is c/o Commu-
nidad Teologica Evangelica de

Chile, Casilla 3429, Concepcion.

• Job openings
Math instructor, Hesston (Kan.)

College. Ph.D. preferred. Posi-

tion begins in fall 1993. Send
resume to Phil Osborne, Aca-

demic Dean, Hesston College,

Box 3000, Hesston, KS 67062;

phone 316 327-8206.

Office manager, Selfhelp Crafts

Warehouse, Akron, Pa. Position

is a two-year voluntary service

position, beginning March 1993.

Qualifications include office,

personnel supervision and word
processing; bachelor's degree

preferred. In U.S. contact Sherri

Ober, 21 South 12th St., P.O.

Box 500, Akron, PA 17501-0500;

phone 717 859-1511. In Canada,

contact Mennonite Central

Committee Canada, Personnel

Department, 134 Plaza Drive,

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9; phone

204 261-6381.

• Change of address:

First Mennonite Church of Cham-
paign-Urbana from 912 W.
Springfield Ave., to 902 W.
Springfield Ave., Urbana, IL

61801.

BIRTHS

Blosser, Philip and Donna Moyer,

Blooming Glen, Pa., Nevin Lee
(second child), Dec. 7.

Bontreger, Wesley and Cheryl

Wagler, Goshen, bid., Benjamin

Jay (first child), Dec. 8.

Bowman, Murray and Helen
Stoltzfus, Millersburg, Ind.,

Cory Elias (fourth child), Dec. 3.

Byler, Michael and Jayne Speigle,

Barberton, Ohio, Emily Chris-

tine (second child), Dec. 4.

Comes, Ted and Susan Yancey,

Sarasota, Fla., Benjamin Allen

(fourth child), Dec. 7.

Conrad, Timothy and Carol Hoo-
ver, New Carlisle, Ohio, Katie

Rebecca (first child), Nov. 25.

Fultz, Paul and Althea King,

Belleville, Pa., Jared Michael

(second child), Oct. 28.

Gerber, Brian and Andrea Knox,

Dalton, Ohio, Evan Mitchell

(first child), Nov. 30.

Gerber, Joseph and Suzanne
Harnish, Columbus, Ohio, Alex-

ander Christian (second child),

Dec. 1.

Hartzler, Dale and Barbie Yoder,

Harrisonburg, Va., Jennifer

Ashley (first child), born Dec. 4,

1991, received for adoption Aug.

7, 1992.

Johns, Tom and Doris Thomas,
Topeka, Ind., Sarah Elizabeth

(first child), Nov. 11.

Jones, John and Regina Tackett,

Medway, Ohio, Michael Andrew
(first child), Nov. 12.

Keely, Michael and Devona
Schwartz, Sturgis, Mich., Mi-

chael John (first child), Dec. 7.

Lichti, Bob and Lynda, Tavistock,

Ont, Jordan Robert William

(first child), Dec. 3.

Martin, Tom and Louisa Weber,

Middleburg, Pa., David Weber
(third child), Nov. 26.

McCarthy, Tim and Chris Evans,

Columbus, Ohio, Kelly Rachel

(second child), Nov. 18.

Meyers, P. Quintin and Lili

Toews, Telford, Pa., Nathaniel

Quintin (first child), Dec. 4.

Petrocci, Mic and Mo Banman,
Hesston, Kan., Lucas Rae (third

child), Dec. 3.

Seidel, Dan and Linda Geissinger,

Quakertown, Pa., Hannah Sue

(first child), Dec. 5.

Sharp, Kevin and Karla Wyland,

Allensville, Pa., (twins) Derek

Keith and Devin Lamar (first

and second children), Nov. 28.

Stutzman, Jon and Holly Mark,

Kutztown, Pa., Heather Ann
(first child), July 31.

Ulrich, Randy and Lonnie
Schiemann, Roanoke, 111., Claire

Renee (second child), Nov. 28.
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Whiteley, Robert and Sharon
Hoover, Fairfax, Va., Mila Hoo-

ver (second child), Oct. 16.

Widrick, Joe and Donna Wenger,

Sandy Creek, N.Y., Laurissa

Ann (first child), Nov. 23.

Wittmer, Merlin and Beth Jantzi,

Sarasota, Fla., Vanessa Rae
(first child), Oct. 29.

Yantzi, Greg and Laurie Ram-
seyer, Tavistock, Ont., Devin

Ray (second child), Dec. 3.

Yoder, Mark and Diane Ewy,
Hesston, Kan., Amanda Michele

(third child), Dec. 9.

Yoder, Todd and Kathleen
Schertz, Lancaster, Pa., Made-
leine Leanne (second child),

Dec. 8.

MARRIAGES

Alderfer-Phillips: Todd Al-

derfer, Penn Valley, Pa. (Bloom-

ing Glen), and Donna Phillips,

Huntingdon Valley, Pa. (Church

of Christ), Dec. 5, by Truman H.

Brunk.
Bruckhart-Hershey: Randal

Bruckhart, Manheim, Pa.

(Hernley), and Julie Hershey,

Gap, Pa. (Church of the

Brethren), Oct. 24, by Joel

Hershey.

Clemmer-Buckwalter: L. Todd
Clemmer, Pennsburg, Pa.

(Swamp), and Jessica Buckwal-

ter, Boyertown, Pa. (Catacombs),

Nov. 27, by William A. Brunk.

Geiser-Sohar: Jim Geiser, Apple

Creek, Ohio (Kidron), and Lisa

Sohar, Kidron, Ohio (Brethren),

Dec. 5, by Bill Detweiler.

Horst-Martz: Galen Horst, Phila-

delphia, Pa. (Germantown), and

Jenny-Anne Martz, New York

City, NY. (Catholic), Nov. 27.

Kindig-Schrock: Paul Kindig,

Sturgis, Mich. (Locust Grove),

and Michelle Schrock, Sturgis,

Mich. (Locust Grove), Nov. 28,

by Jay Miller.

Makey-Cook: Ross Makey, Jar-

vis, Ont. (Baptist), and Mary

Cook, Selkirk, Ont. (Rainham),

Dec. 5, by Rod Weber.
Miller-Martin: Brent Miller,

Topeka, Ind. (Maple Grove),

and Sharon Martin, Topeka,

Ind. (Maple Grove), Nov. 21, by

Gene Troyer.

Peachey-Weber: Frank Peachey,

Lancaster, Pa. (Charlotte

Street), and Carol Weber, Lan-

caster, Pa. (Charlotte Street),

Nov. 28, by Jeryl Hollinger.

Walters-Walker: Robert Wal-

ters, London, Ont. (Lutheran),

and Barbara Walker, London,

Ont. (Valley View), Nov. 6, by

Doris Weber.
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A fan club of his own. Goshen, Ind. (GC)—Goshen (Ind.)

College basketball player Mike Springer had his own fan club

at an early season basketball game this year. Springer recently

completed his student teaching in a fifth-grade class at

Wakarusa Elementary, and several of his students showed up
in force to root for him in the home opener. They held up a

"super" each time he scored or got a rebound and an "oops"

each time he missed a shot. But so far this year, Springer has

had a lot of "supers," thanks to a scoring average of more
than 22 points per game.

DEATHS

Derstine, Elizabeth H. (Krupp),

94, Souderton, Pa. Born: May
29, 1898, Souderton, Pa., to Ben-

jamin N. and Martha (Hen-

dricks) Krupp. Died: Dec. 2,

1992, Souderton, Pa. Survi-

vors— children: Stuart K.,

Gladys Kulp, Phillis Moyer;
brother and sister: Benjamin H.

Krupp, Katie Detweiler; 11

grandchildren, 26 great-grand-

children, 10 great-great-grand-

children. Predeceased by:

Edwin A. Derstine (husband).

Funeral: Dec. 5, Souderton
Mennonite Homes, by Gerald A.

Clemmer and Steven C. Nyce.

Burial: Souderton Mennonite
Church Cemetery.

Detweiler, Miriam (Hockman),
71, Milford, Pa. Born: Aug. 28,

1921, Hilltown, Pa., to George L.

and Eva M. (Detweiler)
Hockman. Died: Dec. 2, 1992,

Milford, Pa., of amyotrophic lat-

eral sclerosis. Survivors—chil-

dren: Thomas W., William B.,

John W., G. Michael; brothers

and sisters: Kathryn H. Clem-
ens, Ruth M. Senior, Russell D.

Hockman, Warren D. Hockman;
11 grandchildren. Predeceased

by: J. Warren Detweiler (hus-

band). Funeral and burial: Dec.

7, Blooming Glen Mennonite
Church, by Truman H. Brunk
and Tom Thomas.

Egli, Ellen Elizabeth
(Swanson), 89, Manson, Iowa.

Born: Oct. 15, 1903, Murray
County, Minn., to Sam and
Selma (Chelin) Swanson. Died:

Nov. 13, 1992, Webster City,

Iowa, of a stroke. Survivors

—

son: Lyle; brother and sister:

Mayme Cloud, Frank Swanson;
2 grandchildren, 4 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Joel

Egli (husband). Funeral: Nov.

16, Manson Mennonite Church,

by Curt Kuhns and Brad
Schantz. Burial: Rose Hill Cem-
etery.

Emerson, Mildred G. (Heiser),

74, Fisher, 111. Born: May 5, 1918,

Fisher, El., to Jake and Amelia
(Ingold) Heiser. Died: Dec. 4,

1992, Gibson City, HI., of conges-

tive heart failure. Survivors

—

husband: R. D. Emerson; chil-

dren: Ruth Horsch, Mary Lou
Kelley, Anna Kay Friesen, Phyl-

lis Marie Mishler; brother and
sister: Lola Mae Knox, Harold
Heiser; 9 grandchildren, 2 great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by
one son. Funeral and burial:

Dec. 6, East Bend Mennonite
Church, by Millard Osborne and
James Horsch.

Hackman, Henry S., 86,

Souderton, Pa. Born: Dec. 29,

1905, Franconia, Pa., to John M.
and Katie (Stauffer) Hackman.
Died: Dec. 3, 1992, Souderton,

Pa. Survivors—brothers and sis-

ter: Lydia S. Landis, Warren S.,

John S. Predeceased by: Emma
(Swartley) Hackman (wife) and
Miriam (Bergey) Hackman
(wife). Funeral and burial: Dec.

7, Franconia Mennonite Church,

by Floyd M. Hackman and John
M. Ehst.

Hostetler, Ella R. (Rhodes), 92,

Kalona, Iowa. Born: March 17,

1900, Kalona, Iowa, to Chris J.

and Eliza (Gingerich) Rhodes.

Died: Dec. 4, 1992, Kalona, Iowa.

Survivors—husband: Amos
Hostetler; daughter: Phyllis

Christner; brothers and sisters:

Katie Frey, Alta Marner, Frank,

John, Emery, and Eldon
Rhodes; 3 grandchildren, 4

great-grandchildren. Funeral:

Dec. 7, Kalona Mennonite
Church, by David Groh, Scott

Swartzendruber, and David L.

Yoder. Burial: Sharon Hill Cem-
etery.

Jones, Levi J., 68, Middlebury,

Ind. Born: March 4, 1924, La-

Grange County, Ind., to Jacob
E. and Bertha (Kemp) Jones.

Died: Nov. 9, 1992, Goshen, Ind.

Survivors—wife: Annie Schrock

Jones; children: Glenda Jones

Van Paris, Jane Wainscott;
brothers and sisters: Nellie

Slabach, Amelia Slusher, Mary
Ann Hostetler, Nathaniel, Abe,

David; 2 grandchildren. Funeral:

Nov. 12, First Mennonite
Church, by David Helmuth and
Clarence Rempel. Burial: Grace
Lawn Cemetery.

King, Katheryn Laurine
(Miller), 82, Kalona, Iowa.
Born: Oct. 24, 1910, Wellman,

Iowa, to William and Sadie
(Hartzler) Miller. Died: Dec. 1,

1992, Iowa City, Iowa. Survi-

vors—sons: Keith, Ronald; sis-

ter: Mary Eulah Slaymaker; 6

grandchildren, one great-grand-

child. Predeceased by: Eli G.

King (husband). Funeral and
burial: Lower Deer Creek Men-
nonite Church, by Orie Wenger
and Wayne Bohn.

Klopfenstein, Alice M.
(Merillat), 83, Wauseon, Ohio.

Born: Feb. 9, 1909, Archbold,

Ohio, to Louis and Elda (Weber)
Merillat. Died: Dec. 1, 1992,

Wauseon, Ohio. Survivors

—

husband: Arthur B. Klopf-

enstein; children: Donna
Gautsche, Pauline King, Dale

Klopfenstein, Phyllis Yoder,
Marlin Klopfenstein, Linda
Riegsecker; sisters: Marjorie

Beaverson, Pearl Hess, Loueen
Rupp; 19 grandchildren, 22

great-grandchildren, 7 step-

grandchildren, 5 step-great-

grandchildren. Predeceased by:

Delmer (son). Funeral: Dec. 4,

Central Mennonite Church, by
Charles Gautsche and Wilmer
Hartman. Burial: Pettisville

Cemetery.
Krepps, Alice (Smith), 82. Born:

Sept. 12, 1910, Belleville, Pa., to

Roy H. and Viola Mae (Knepp)
Smith. Died: Nov. 29, 1992,

Lewistown, Pa. Survivors—chil-

dren: Martina Peachey, Betty

Sharp, Robert W., Jean
Stoltzfus, Peggy Yoder, Buddy
H., Helen Zook, Zelda R., Glenn
D.; sister: Nellie M. Thomas.
Predeceased by: Wesley H.

Krepps (husband). Funeral:

Dec. 2, Rockville Mennonite
Church, by David Sharp and
Erie Renno. Burial: St. Johns
Lutheran Cemetery.

Leto, Frank C, 88, Gainesville,

Fla. Born: July 29, 1904, Tampa,
Fla., to Felice and Angelina

Leto. Died: Nov. 29, 1992,

Gainesville, Fla., of congestive

heart failure. Survivors—wife:

Gertrude (Motter) Leto; chil-

dren: Frank C, Jr., Wanda
(Wendy) Maxwell; brothers and
sisters: Joseph, Lily Penz, Rose
Archer; 4 grandchildren. Fu-

neral: Dec. 2, Emmanuel Men-
nonite Church, by Heidi Regier

Kreider. Burial: Forest Mead-
ows Memorial Park.

McClymonds, Betty M. (Al-

lebach), 62, Lansdale, Pa. Born:

April 28, 1930, Philadelphia, Pa.,

to Abraham G. and Mary Ruth
(Cassel) Allebach. Died: Dec. 2,

1992, Lansdale, Pa., of conges-

tive heart failure. Survivors

—

daughter: Risa. Funeral and
burial: Dec. 5, Methacton Men-
nonite Church, by Kirk Hanger.

Schrock, Lawrence Allen, 87.

Born: Oct. 7, 1905, Garden City,

Mo., to David M. and Susanna
(Diener) Schrock. Died: Nov. 8,

1992, Hesston, Kan. Survivors

—

wife: Lydia Ann (Zook) Schrock;

sons: James, Richard, David;

sisters: Mary, Florence Yoder;

10 grandchildren, 4 great-grand-

children. Predeceased by: Car-

rie Rebecca (Zook) Schrock
(first wife), Carole Jean and Al-

berta June (daughters). Congre-

gational membership: Harrison-

ville Mennonite Church.
Weaver, Lottie Elizabeth, 87,

Hesston, Kan. Born: Nov. 3,

1905, Newton, Kan., to Moses
M. and Maria (Hess) Weaver.
Died: Dec. 8, 1992, Hesston,

Kan. Funeral: Dec. 11,

Whitestone Mennonite Church,

by Ronald Guengerich and Ken
Livengood. Burial: East Lawn
Cemetery.
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As we forgive everyone, 1:28,16

Church of the second chance, 7:14,16

Covenant to break the silence, 8:4,8

Getting what's coming to them, 7:21,16

How do we confront sexual misconduct by
church leaders? 8:11,1

Open letter to fathers who abuse
daughters, 6:9,5

Salvation is more than a guaranteed spot

with God, 7:14,1

What the church must do about abuse,

5:12,5

Friendliness
Friendliness is important, but it isn't

enough, 9:1,1

Friendship
Friendship can survive 'ugly'; but will it

survive mass marketing? 12:15,7

Why new people come into the church

—

and what keeps them coming, 9:1,6

Future
Is there a future for the church? 5:26,16

Shifting the church into the future tense,

5:19,1

Gender and language
Does it matter which Bible translation we

use? 6:16,6

General Conference Mennonite Church
I feel the winds of God today (editorial),

5:19,16

Integration chicken and the cooperation

egg, 3:24,16

Open letter to the GCM Church, 4:21,1

What I think of the GCs, 8:11,16

Gifts, spiritual

Pulling together the 'wayers,' the 'truthers,'

and the 'lifers,' 4:14,6

Gnosticism
What is the relation of the Creator to the

created? 11:17,1

God
Love for 1,000 generations, 6:16,16

What is the relation of the Creator to the

created? 11:17,1

God—Will
I'll stay where you want me to stay, dear

Lord, 9:15,7

Gospel Herald
But these are written, 2:11,16

Changing of the guard, 9:1,16

For the sake of trees, 9:22,16

Psst. Have I got a deal for you, 11:3,16

Questions for which I have some answers,

4:21,16

Seven months of tough lessons, 9:29,16

They say we're improving, 5:26,16

What does it mean to 'be biblical'? 8:4,16

What in the world is going on? 7:7,16

When you write, 9:15,16

Who's biting whom, 2:11,16

Grace
Unquenchable fire, undying love, 6:30,1

Great Britain—Description and travel

Traveling the highways to the presence of

God, 11:10,1

Guatemala
They shall beat their swords into coffee

trees, 5:12,7

Each day I ask if this is when they'll kill

me, 4:28,1

Guatemala City dump, 4:28,3

What is America like? 4:28,16

"In the name of giving up
the superiority of Western
culture, many surrender the

uniqueness of Jesus and
erode the mission of the

church. . . But repentance
should lead us to more
appropriate action, not

inaction."

—Calvin E. Shenk
September 8

Handicapped
What Big Eddie taught me about the

atonement, 2:11,1

Hart, Lawrence
Cheyenne chief can also be a Mennonite

pastor, 10:6,6

Health insurance
What is the church doing about the U.S.

health care crisis? 10:20,6

Hockman, Cathleen
Changing of the guard, 9:1,16

Homestead (Fla.) Mennonite Church
The church that stood up to a

hurricane—and found itself without

walls, 12:29,7
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Hunger
Third of our family doesn't have enough to

eat, 3:31,1

Hymns
How 606 became 118, 9:22,16

Identification (Mennonite)
We are committed to each other, 2:18,1

We are committed to evangelism, 3:3,1

We are committed to Jesus Christ, 2:4,6

We are members of an alternative

community, 1:21,6

What's in a name? 9:1,16

Why we have to ask the question, 1:7,1

Why we must ask the question, 1:7,1

Immortality
That God gave his only begotten Son,

12:8,7

Incarnation
Is Jesus Christ the last word of God? 6:2,1

Indians of North America
Of Cowboys, Christians, Canaanites, and

Indians, 10:6,1

What can I do about something that

happened 500 years ago? 10:6,7

Indians of North America—Mennonites
Cheyenne chief can also be a Mennonite

pastor, 10:6,6

United Native Ministries assembly: a new
voice of unity, forgiveness, and hope,
9:29,5

Jesus Christ
Is Jesus Christ the last word of God? 6:2,1

Jesus cannot be born in an inn that's

full,12:8,9

That God gave his only begotten Son, 12:8,7

Who do you say that I am? 9:8,1

Jesus Christ—Parables
Strange little story about the mustard

cedar, 10:13,1

John the Baptist
Prophet is one ahead of the times, 12:8,1

Journalism, religious
But these are written, 2:11,16

Who's biting whom? 2:11,16

Jubilee Mennonite Church (Meridian, Miss.)
When a church listens to its community,

10:13,6

Judgment of God
Unquenchable fire, undying love, 6:30,1

Kingdom of God
Strange little story about the mustard

cedar, 10:13,1

Law suits (actions and defenses)
Coats and cloaks, 11:10,16

Law—Religious aspects
Coats and cloaks, 11:10,16

Lectionaries
One way to ensure rich fare at the table of

God's Word, 3:3,6

Legends
Columbus had no clue what history would

do, 10:6,16

Lent
Because we have so much, 3:3,16

Letters to the editor
When you write, 9:15,16

Los Angeles Riots, April, 1992
Day Jonah got called to Los Angeles, 6:23,1

Pastoral letter from the Mennonite
churches in Los Angeles, 6:2,8

Who is my neighbor? 5:19,16

Letting the light shine, 6:23,16

Love
Center of the universe, 11:17,16

Love for 1,000 generations, 6:16,16

Mann, David W.
Bringing the pastor's perspective to the

moderator's role, 4:7,6

Mary, Virgin
Oh, Jesus! It wasn't supposed to be like

this, 5:12,1

Maturity
Why don't you grow up? 1:21,16

Medical care
Wanting everything, and wanting it now

(perspective), 9:1,8

Medical care, cost of
What is the church doing about the U.S.

health care crisis? 10:20,6

Men (Christian theology)
Men want to be more than someone to be

afraid of when walking at night, 7:28,1

Meneses, Michael
Pianist I'm not, a pastor I am, 1:28,7

"It is only in relationships of

mutual respect, faithful com-
mitment, and joyous equal-

ity that we can become the

counter cultural model of

love and healthy sexuality

which our world so desper-
ately needs."
—Carolyn Holderread
Heggen, Sept. 22

Mennonite Church
There's more than one way to be rich,

11:24,6

Why we have to ask the question, 1:7,1

Mennonite Church—Goals
Shifting the church into the future tense,

5:19,1

Shifting the church into the future tense:

Part 2, 5:26,1

What should be the future of the

Mennonite Church? 5:26,4

Mennonite Church—Mergers
Integration chicken and the cooperation

egg, 3:24,16

Open letter to the GCM Church, 4:21,1

What I think of the GCs, 8:11,16

Mennonite Church—Young adults
Older person's guide to a newer

generation, 10:20,1

Mennonite General Assembly,
Philadelphia, Pa., 1993
I'm not going to the zoo, 2:4,16

Mennonites in Hungary
It started with two men talking turkey.

Then the real questions began, 3:10,7

Mennonites in Nepal
Finding home one hot October Saturday in

faraway Nepal, 6:2,6

Mennonites—Southern States
They come because they are needed, 4:21,5

Missions
For where there is no mission, there is no

church, 3:24,1

Mistakes
Don't be afraid to make mistakes, 1:7,16

Murray, John C.
No burning bushes, no cherubim visions,

no visitors at midnight, 4:28,7

Nationalism
Thou shalt have no other gods before
me—and that includes war, 1:14,1

New Age Movement
What is the relation of the Creator to the

created? 11:17,1

Nineteen ninety-one
That was the year that will be, 1:7,16

Nonresistance
Four things to remember as we share

God's peace, 7:7,6

Why I sat out the Gulf War, 5:5,1

Without resolve to love one's enemies, we
all spiral into the abyss, 12:29,1

Witness to the state is a part of faith itself,

9:22,6

Nonviolence
They shall beat their swords into coffee

trees, 5:12,7

Pastorate Project
What did we learn through the Pastorate

Project? 3:17,6

Patience
Patience is a virtue, find it if you can, 2:18,6

Patriarchy
Men want to be more than someone to be

afraid of when walking at night, 7:28,1

Peace
Four things to remember as we share

God's peace, 7:7,6

Peace evangelism
Our peace and our evangelism must come

together, 3:17,1

Peace Tax Fund Bill

There ought to be a law, 1:14,6

Periodicals—Marketing
Psst. Have I got a deal for you, 11:3,16

Persecution—Guatemala
Each day I ask if this is when they'll kill

me, 4:28,1

Persian Gulf War
Four things to remember as we share

God's peace, 7:7,6

Why I sat out the Gulf War, 5:5,1

Perspective
How shall we celebrate 1492, 2:11,8

Philippines—Mennonites
If we do not trust in God we will die, 11:3,1

Poetry
A sheep's prayer (p), 1:14,3

Egret descending (p), 4:14,8

Liberation (p), 4:14,3

New balloons, 2:11,3

Population
We stand on the brink of a population

disaster, 8:11,6

Poverty
Guatemala City dump, 4:28,3

Smile is all they have to give, 6:23,5

There's more than one way to be rich,

11:24,6

Third of our family doesn't have enough to

eat, 3:31,1

Prayer
Speaking about ourselves in the presence

of God, 9:15,1

Prejudice
How I discovered I was a well-intentioned

racist, 7:21,1

Jesus turned the question into a racial
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issue, 5:19,6

Presence of God
Speaking about ourselves in the presence

of God, 9:15,1

Presidents—elections

If I were a voting Mennonite, 10:27,16

Prophecy
How should 20th-century Christians read

the book of Revelation? 1:21,1

Prophets
How do you recognize a true prophet?

8:25,16

I can't believe I'm saying this, 8:25,16

Providence of God
Breaking through the rational mind, 6:30,16

Pubic relations (Gospel Herald)
Gospel Herald in a plain brown wrapper,

12:8,16

Race relations

Jesus turned the question into a racial

issue, 5:19,6

Racism
How do we get rid of racism in the

Mennonite Church? 2:11,5

How I discovered I was a well-intentioned

racist, 7:21,1

Rape
Was Bathsheba a seductress or a victim?

10:27,6

Reconciliation
To forgive the past is to learn for the

future, 1:28,5

Recycling
For the sake of trees, 9:22,16

Religious news
Sexuality and war major issues for

religious bodies in 1991, 1:7,9

Restitution
Church of the second chance, 7:14,16

Resurrection
Joyous task of plotting the resurrection,

4:14,1

Revelation
Word of the Lord was rare, 6:30,16

"The goal of our pilgrimage

is not to arrive. The journey

itself is a place of transfor-

mation, healing, and minis-

try."—Marlene Kropf
November 1

0

Salvation
Salvation is more than a guaranteed spot

with God, 7:14,1

Sawatsky, Walter—Interview
Winds of change bring a new birth of

freedom, 3:24,5

Self-centeredness
Center of the universe, 11:17,16

Self-control
Control yourself, 2:25,16

Service
They come because they are needed, 4:21,5

Four things I need from my church, 7:14,7

Sex (religious aspects)
Sex is not a problem to be solved, 6:9,16

Sexual abuse
Guidelines for reporting sexual misconduct
and other sensitive news stories, 7:7,4

How do we confront sexual misconduct by
church leaders? 8:11,1

Seven months of tough lessons, 9:29,16

When trust fails, 6:23,16

Working toward a theology of sexuality, 9:22,1

Sexual ethics
After the rooster crows, 3:10,16

What in the world is going on? 7:7,16

Sexuality
Open letter to Amadeous, 5:5,7

Seven months of tough lessons, 9:29,16

Sexuality and war major issues for

religious bodies in 1991, 1:7,9

When Woody Allen meets Murphy Brown,

9:8,16

Working toward a theology of sexuality,

9:22,1

Shantz, Milo
It started with two men talking turkey.

Then the real questions began, 3:10,7

Sin
Control yourself, 2:25,16

Who's defining sin these days? 2:25,1

Singing
Did you sing them off-the-wall? 11:17,16

I owe the Lord a morning song, 3:3,16

Social justice

What can I do about something that

happened 500 years ago? 10:6,7

What is America like? 4:28,16

Southeast Mennonite Mutual Aid
Confessing our sins to each other, 11:10,16

Spiritual pilgrimage
Traveling the highways to the presence of

God, 11:10,1

Spirituality
There's more than one way to be rich, 11:24,6

Traveling the highways to the presence of

God, 11:10,1

Stewardship
God's style is that of a high-risk

entrepreneur, 11:17,6

Wanting everything, and wanting it now
(perspective), 9:1,8

We stand on the brink of a population

disaster, 8:11,6

Suffering
How do we take up our cross and suffer?

10:27,1

Suicide
Final exit, final anger, 1:28,1

Sunday
Case of the swollen bank account, 6:16,1

Eating out on Sunday, 8:25,6

Tax resistance
War tax question just won't go away, 4:7,8

Taxes
War tax question just won't go away, 4:7,8

Thanksgiving
Ask and you shall receive, 10:13,8

Thomas (biblical character)
My Lord and my God, 11:3,16

Thomas, David N.
One had to have a good reason to say no,

3:31,6

Tolerance
Just judge, 6:2,16

Traditions
Where shall we go for wisdom? 8:4,1

Trust in God
Between the rock and the hard place: the

gift of failure 7:21,6

United Nations
They shall beat swords into plowshares

(perspective), 11:3,8

Work by the church does make a

difference (perspective), 11:10,8

United Native Ministries
United Native Ministries assembly: a new

voice of unity, forgiveness, and hope,

9:29,5

Unity (church)
Pulling together the 'wayers,' the 'truthers,'

and the 'lifers,' 4:14,6

Vietnamese Conflict, memorial
Panel 19W, Line 26, 6:2,16

Vision 95
Laughing our way to church growth 7:28,16

Vocational choice
Between the rock and the hard place: the

gift of failure, 7:21,6

Voting—Religious aspects
If I were a voting Mennonite, 10:27,16

"A few years ago, I was
rather optimistic about the

ability of the Mennonite
church to open itself to the

use of women in leadership

roles, including as pastors. .

.

Today I am not that optimis-

tic."

—George R. Brunk III

December 1

5

War
Sexuality and war major issues for

religious bodies in, 1991, 1:7,9

War (religious aspects)
Thou shalt have no other gods before me—

and that includes war, 1:14,1

Wisdom
Where shall we go for wisdom? 8:4,1

Witness bearing
Who do you say that I am? 9:8,1

Who? Me? Witness? 3:31,16

Why are radical Christians such poor
evangelists? 11:24,1

Women clergy
I tried to convince God a mistake had

been made, 2:25,6

Women in the church
What should we believe about women and

leadership? Part 1: The Bible would have

us live with a dynamic tension, 12:15,1

What should we believe about women and
leadership? Part 2: Freedom allows us to

use all the gifts of the Spirit, 12:22,6

What the Bible really says, 2:18,16

Wonder
La vista grande, 4:7,16

Worship
One way to ensure rich fare at the table

of God's Word, 3:3,6

Yugoslavia
Without resolve to love one's enemies, we

all spiral into the abyss, 12:29,1

This subject index was prepared by David
Alleman, reference librarian at Eastern

Mennonite College, Harrisonburg, Va. It is

based on the Library of Congress system.
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THE LAST WORD

If heaven were up to me
God doesn't need my advice. But since I'm

counting on an afterlife—and another year closer

to getting there—I have some ideas about how
I'd like to spend an eternity. If God ever does
ask, here's what I'd say:

Keep it simple, God. I'm not taken in by the

garish and the gaudy.

For my money (yes, I know you can't buy your

way into heaven; it's just a matter of speaking),

you might just give us more time in heaven to

enjoy what makes us happy here. I'd like to lin-

ger over those pleasantries which seem far too

fleeting.

You've probably heard the story before, God,

but some people reading over my shoulder

haven't. It goes like this:

When the Parliament of World Religions met
in Chicago a century ago, a group of leaders

from the world's religions took a boat ride to-

gether one evening. The sky was clear, and the

lights of the city flickered peacefully in the back-

ground. In a state of near ecstasy, a mystic in

the group exclaimed: "Chicago must have all the

pleasures of heaven." To which an Englishman
responded, "Yes, but will heaven have all the

pleasures of Chicago?"

A heaven on earth? Not many of us expect

such bliss in this life. But it will be the cruelest

of fates if an afterlife denies us the delights we
know now for heaven only knows what.

I'd be eternally happy to sit by an ocean,

watching the waves lap rhythmically against the

beach. God, you don't have to make good on
your pledge about there being no nights there.

That would take away the thrill of seeing the

sun rising over the watery horizon and the moon
casting its beam across the churning sea.

It would be nirvana indeed to ride bicycle with

friends, provided there's an interminable tail

wind. Don't remove the hills—that's part of the

challenge. Just make the declines twice as long

as the inclines.

Then, for good measure, I'd enjoy traveling to

new and exotic places, eating all my favorite

foods and trying some new ones without having

to watch my weight, and being a perpetual stu-

dent (no tests or term papers, please).

I take courage from Isaiah's prophecy about

new heavens and a new earth. The new earth

part gives me some hope of continuity. Not ev-

erything will be up in the clouds, with harps and
angels and such. There will be terra firma on
which to plant our feet, a place to stand.

Speaking of the ground on which we'll walk,

some say heaven's streets are paved with gold;

I'd settle for no potholes. But if streets of gold

are what some people want—acquisitive souls

that they may be—that's up to you, God.
Just give me some of the simple pleasures of

life, unimpeded by its stresses and struggles. No
more having to earn a living, go to the dentist,

clean out the garage, endure people I don't like,

live through another winter, or observe my best

laid plans go awry.

What's a heaven for, anyway? (Now who was it

said that first?)

—

Richard A. Kauffman

Richard A. Kauffman, a Gospel Herald editorial consul-

tant, is administrative vice-president at Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind.

One prayer for Somalia

Even for those of us who don't watch televi-

sion, it's still too much. Photographs from Soma-
lia. Newspaper stories from Sarajevo. A starving

city. Bleeding nations of AK-47s and skeletal

children.

On Sunday, Dec. 20, Mennonite leaders called

congregations across North America to fast and

pray for Somalia. As I prepared for this day, I

was overwhelmed. A prayer, a day seemed insig-

nificant in the face of stupefying suffering.

Masses of people seemed too large for my small

prayer to surround them.

So I decided to pick on someone my own size.

I prayed for one 20-something woman in Soma-
lia. That she would be touched by grace, by

mercy. That she would see God. That one other

person, too, might see God in her.

Praying for one unknown individual is no less

incomprehensible than praying for everyone. But
to me, at least, it seems a little more man-
ageable. As long as we are both this side of

heaven.

—

cmh
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